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JOYOUSLY ANNOUNCE FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS WORLD CENTER. AFTER
MANY YEARS DIFFICULT NEGOTIATIONS ERECTION OBELISK MARKING
SITE FUTURE MA:uJRIQU'L-ADHKAR MOUNT CARMEL COMPLETED THUS
FULFILLING PROJECT INITIATED BELOVED GUARDIAN EARLY YEARS
CRUSADE_ GARDENS BAHJt HAIFA EXTENDED BY DEVELOPMENT QUADRANT SOUTHEAST MANSION BARA'U'LLAR AND ESTABLISHMENT FORMAL
GARDEN SOUTHWEST CORNER PROPERTY SURROUNDING SHRINE BAB_
December 19, 1971

,

-UNIVERSAL HOUSB OF JUSTlCE

ON FRONT COVER:
The obelisk marking the site of the future Ma,!!>riqu'I-A<thkar on Mount Carmel was recently erected
after many years of difficult negotiation. for a permit_ The obelisk, which was manufactured in Italll
in 1954, is 10.856 meters in height and contain. more than 20 tons of marble. Inside one of the facings
of the foundation stone is an inscription prepared by the beloved GuaTdian stating that this stone is
placed in dedication of the .ite. A small formal garde" is being developed around the base of the

obelisk.

The aTeB 01 undeveloped land along UNO Avenue, to the extreme southwest corner of the property
suTTounding the Shrine was cleared and a beautijul garden, patterned after the style of the garden on
the stope to its immediate north, was completed in the spring of 1971, The small white iron gate leading from UNO Avenue has been Teplaced by a new ornamental gate, similar to the one at the approach
to the monument of the Greatest Holy Leaf.
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Center
In connection with ~atest developments at the Baha'i World Center as announced in the cab~egram from
The Universal House of Justice published on page 2 of this issue of BAHA'i NEWS, it seems appropriate
to reprint the following portions of the very informative article on HThe World Center" written by
Robert McLaughlin which was published in the U. S. Supp~ement to BAHA'i NEWS No. 118, December

1967.

Any account of the World Center can give only a glimmering of the spiritual potencies of that sanctified spot
and only an inkling of the power of the nerve center of
the divinely ordained Administrative Order. But, mercifully for us, the Baha'i World Center is a place with
quite definite characteristics of natural environment, and
with buildings to be experienced, gardens to be enjoyed,
history to be learned, and people to be known. It is
through these human experiences that we can sense something of the great spiritual and administra ti ve forces that
are at once an unfathomable mystery and a bounty, joy
and satisfaction in this troU'bled world.
The World Center lies in the Holy Land, on the shore
of the Mediterranean. Its shrines and endowments are
within two cities. One is the ancient and medieval stronghold of 'Akka, to which Bahit'uHllah came when its buildings were decayed, its air putrid, and its streets dank.
Haifa was then an Arab village nestled at the foot of
Mount Carmel, across the crescent-shaped bay from
'Akkil.
Today <Akk.ft is no longer a penal colony of untold
misery, but a picturesque town whose medieval charac~
ter is being preserved to a considerable degree by the
government of Israel. Haifa has become a bustling, growing metropolis, climbing up the slopes of Mount Carmel.
It is the chief seaport of Israel and the center of its heavy
industry. Factories and refineries have been built on the
arc of white sands that connects the twin cities, so that
'Akka and Haifa are growing together as one megalopolis.
In 'Akka, the cell in the Most Great Prison where
Bahft'u'Uah spent the first two years, two months and
five days of his imprisonment in the Holy Land has been
set aside by the government as a Baha'i Holy Place. Of
the four houses within the city walls to which Baha'u'llfth
was successively moved, only the House of 'Abbud is now
Baha'i property. The Book of Aqdas was revealed here
in 1873, where Baha'u'llah spent approximately seven
years. It was lovingly furnished by the Guardian and is
now m·aintained and offered as one of the rich experiences given to the pilgrims.
Outside the city walls to the west lies the Ri<jvan
Garden, a small island in a river that is now, temporarily
at least, dried up because of changes in the drainage
system of the area. It was named by the Blessed Beauty
in memory of the Rit;lvan Garden in Baghdad and referred to by Him as "Our Verdant Isle",
Mazra'ih is the house to which Baha'u'llah first went
in response to the entreaties of 'Abdu'l-Baha when the
rigjd confinement within the city walls was relaxed. It
stands in the open country, and its grotmds are still to
be restored or developed.
'
We know Bahji so well from photographs or from the
visits as pilgrims; and we know of the pea·ce. the anguish
and the ultimate triumph 'NOven into its Baha'i history.
The beautiful gardens designed and built by the beloved
Guardian, are only the fore-runner of the environment
of the Qiblih of the Baha'i world. Shoghi Effendi contemplated an adequate structure to ·be built perhaps
around or above that delightful and fragrant little apartment where the remains of the Manifestation rest. The
architectural development of this most sacred. spot lies
in. the future, whether near or distant, and in whatever
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form we shall learn from The Universal House of Justice
in due time. At this time we must continue to provide
the meall.5 for the maintenance and development of the
gardens and of the Mansion and Shrine.
Baha'u'llah Himself set foot on Mount Carmel four
times, once for a period of about three months. and here
He revealed the Tablet of Carmel, setting in motion the
forces of which the Baha'i World Center is the visible,
spiritual and administrative expression. The Master built
the Shrine of the Bab while He was a prisoner of the
Turks. The Guardian acquired the land up the mountain,
virtually alone, with funds, we can assume, from the
then tiny group of Baha'is scattered over the planet. His
statesmanlike wisdom in making these acquisitions at a
time when only rare foresight could envision their importance is apparent as one nOw sees the city crowding up
arOlUld them. He executed the delicate design and intricate structure of the mausoleum over the Shrine of the
Bab, in a then technically primitive coWltry. and carried
on construction in the midst of civil war. He built the
nine terra.ces leading up to the Shrine of the Bab,
The Guardian built the Monuments to the members of
the Holy Family and set them in gardens of
.
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loveliness. He laid out, built, and commenced the landscaping of the Arc in the environs of the Shrine of the
Bab, facing Bahji across the bay. He established the
physical as well as the spiritual direction of the World
Administrative Center, with its buildings to be erected
about the Arc. Of this extensive plan he brought only the
Archives Building into being during his life-time.
In giving us the Nine Year Plan, The Universal House
of Justice established as tasks to be accomplished at the
World Center: "The preparation of a plan for the befitting
development and beautification of the entire 'area of
Baha'i property surrounding the Holy Shrines" (and)
Uextension of the existing gardens on Mount Oarmel".

The BAHA'i Nows August 1968 refers to the photogrammetric survey which had been prepared for the development of these two specific tasks in consonance with the
wishes expressed by the beloved Guardian. Certain steps
essential to the development of the plans had already
been taken, such -as~ the fencing of the Baha'i prOperty at
on Mount Carmel. including the Temple site; the devel·
opment of gaNlens and parking lots adjacent to the Pilgrim House; the paving of the Arc: the building of a
wall and the extension of the sidewalk along UNO Avenue
adjacent to the Baha'i gardens and adding new soil to
higher levels of the gardens where erosion had taken

place. The Guardian's plan for the floodlighting of the
Shrine of the Bab and the Monument Gardens had been
extended, and all of the electrical circuits in the gardens
had been rewired. These were in addition to extensive
repairs tha.t were made on the various structures in the
preceding five years. All of these developments called for
protracted negoti-ations with Haifa and Jerusalem Munlc.
ipalities and with agencies of the Government of Israel
One of the first m'ajor acquisitions of important property under the Nine Year Plan was adjacent to Bahji,
that of the Master's tea house announced to the Bahit'i
World Community -by The Universal House of Justice on
November 17. 1969. (See BAHA'i NEWS. January 1970~
page 2) _ The latest in the series of tasks to have been
accomplished at the World Center is that announced in
the cablegram from The Univers-al House of Justice
which appears on page 2 of this issue of BAHA'i NEWS.
In connection with these goals for the development of
the World Center it should be remembered that a specifiC
goal given to the American Baha'is in 1964 -by The Urn·
versa I House of Justice is to: "Sharply increase the
annual allocation to the International Fund, thereby
enabling The Universal House of Justice to -meet the expanding needs of the Cause throughout the world, accelerate the embellishment of endowments in the Holy
Landt and develop institutions at the World Center".

The new gaTden at Bahji-a pTeviously undeveloped quadrant lying south and east
Baha'u.'U.ah and adjacent to the gaTden com.pleted in 1968.
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause RublyYih Kha'num
By Violette Nakhjava'nI'. Companion
Part five
.Just over two years from the inception of Amatu'lBaha's Abican Safari in August 1969, we returned to
Ghana, West Africa after an absence in Europe of two
months. The Universal House of Justice had expressed
the hope that she would accept the request of the Eur<>pean Counsellors and attend the first European Baha'i
Youth Conference to be held in Fiesch, Switzerland;
RUQiyyih Khimum combined this with a period of much
needed rest and medical care. As the reports of that
exciting conference and the burst of enthusiasm it has
released have been already befittingly publicized there
is no need for repetition here.
Before going to Europe RUJ,:Uyyih Khanum several
times commented that she was at a loss about how to
speak to the Youth in Europe. She said all she wanted to
say was why are you wasting your time in this spiritually barren continent; go to Africa, go to South America,
go where there are receptive souls waiting to accept this
wonderful message of Baha'u'llah! However, during our
brief stay in Gennany prior to the conference she felt a
marked change in the people, especially the Youth, in
Europe. This feeling was later on confirm ed. by observing a new receptivity in the people in Switzerland and
particularly around the village of Fiesch. Encouraged
by this Amatu'l-Baha poured her own enthusiasm into
the Baha'i Y()uth, and they in turn, stimulated by her
example of servicfi"'to the Cause of Bah..i'u'llah, arose to
go on teaching missions and achieved what, as far as I
know, no One had yet achieved in Europe.
All we had a deadline to reach Ghana On August 6th

and move the car out of that country before its permit
expired on the 10th we spent a feverish four days af
washing, ironing, airing damp clothes, 'and repacking
the Land Rover. Finally we said a reluctant farewell to
the devoted pioneers in whose home we had stayed. as
well as to the Accra Community-by now, after five
visits to that city-our old' friends. I remember in particular, how a mother whose non-Baha'i daughter had
just graduated from medical school, who, in spite of her
maternal pride and joy, told us that she could think of
nothing more precious to give to her d'aughter at her
graduation than the gift of the knowledge of the Faith in
Baha'u'llah and that in writing to her this innermost
wish of her heart she was trying to give her eternal joy
and happiness.
We left Ghana to cross the border to Togo and discovered with horror that the travelling documents of the
car had only one more sheet left, which meant we could
enter Dahomey but go no further WltiI we received a
new Carnet des Passages from the Automobile Club in
Nairobi, Kenya. Because of this complication and the
fact that it took twenty-six days for documents to reach
us 'by air mail, we were delayed a whole month in
Cotonou.
When impatient over this delay and worried over the
possibility of the papers being lost Amatu'I-BahA calmly assured me there must be some reason for it and we
would eventually fiod out what it was. She met with
believers as we1J as the pioneers in 'both Cotonou and
Porto Novo, teaching and helping them and OD one

Meeting in IlaTo, Yoru.ba, Nig e1'ia at which Amatu.'l-BaM addTessed the beUeveTs a:n.a the pub iic.
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particular occasion cmmselling and guiding a very
dear Baha'i family who otherwise might have fallen into
serious disaster. Many times RliJ}.iyyih Khanum said, eel
feel like a straw held motionless in cross currenh of air~
there must be a rooson for this, we must not s. ruggle
against it."
In the meantime the Baha'is of Nigeria were anxiously
awaiting the arrival of their beloved guest. A delegation
of some of the members of the Nigerian National Assembly came one afternoon to find out a bout RUl;liyyih
Khanum's arrival and later on the Secretary of the
National Assembly accompanied by the Counsellor Dr.
William Maxwe11 came again to get the latest news.
RUl)iyyib Khanum assured them that the moment the
documents arrived she would leave for Nigeria.
During this enforced sojoUITI in Cotonou Amatu'lHabit was able to meet two of the three Presidents of the
Republic of Dahomey which she had not been able to do
on her previous visit. On August 17th she was received
by His Excellen"y Sourou M. Apithy at his office in
Porto Novo and on August 21 by His Excellency Justin
Ahomadegbe Tometin at his office of the President in
Cotonou, who was then Acting President during the
absence abroad of the Head of State. Dahomey has
solved a number of problems through having a trium~
virate of presidents, each representing a powerful
group in the country, taking the presidency in rotation.
Both of these gentlemen were charming to Rul)iyyih
Khanum and her visits lasted about a half an hour
during which she spoke of the purpose of this long
African transcontinental tour and also of the Baha'i
Faith and it's teachings.
The last few days of our long wait in Dahomey were
overshadowed by the sad news of my dear father's serious illness and followed by the neWS he had passed on to
the next world. In haste and distress we finally left for
Nigeria on September 7 and on that same night I flew to
Kampala to attend the funeral of my father, Musa
Banim!. As beloved Rul)iyyih Khanum had been iII with
Hi3 Excellency President Sourou M. Apithy with. Ruh.iyyih
He f.s anoth.er of DaMme'll'S ,h.ne PTesidents ..
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Amatu'f-Balui visiting Hu. E,ttaUefiCII Juatin
Tometin, one of Dahomey'.! three President.t.

Ahomode"be

a bad cold, I was very reluctant indeed to leave her at a
time when all the pressures of a new tour in a new
country would be weighing upon her. However, she was
very sure that I must by all means go and pay my last
respect to my dear father and be 'at the side of my
mother on this sad occasion. I was away for eleven days.
During the nine days Amatu'l-Baha spent in Lagos she
was able to meet the local believers at a welcoming
meeting held at the National ~a~iratutl-Quds as well as
on several other occasions. She visited with three members of the National Spiritual Assembly and the Baha'is
and their friends in the Yoruba town of Ilarc, fifty-five
miles from Lagos, where a successful public meeting
was held with the Baha'is and their friends. A number of
students of the Faith enrolled at the end of the meeting.
R ul)iyyih Khitnum appeared twice on different television programs and was interviewed on the radio as well
as at a Press Conference shortly after her arrival. One
of the feature writers in One of the most important
national newspapers, the Daily Times headed his article
"Princess Feather"-taken from Amatu'l-Baha's Siouz.
Indian name of "Princess Pretty Feather".
As Rtil)iyyih Khanum resents waste of time, when
12,000 newly printed pamphlets were delivered at the
National Headquarters where she was staying as the
guest of the National Spiritual Assembly she set all the
Baha'is at one of the meetings to tying the pamphlets up
into bundles of fifty so they could be properly counted
and distributed to Local Spiritual Assemblies, teachers
and so on. In doing this it was discovered about 2,000
were missing. Efficiency is needed in our urgent Baha'i
work in many parts of the world.
Driving the· Land Rover Rul)iyyib Khanum crossed
Nigeria from the West to East, visiting Benin for five
days, where she was a·ble to secure a very good interview
on the n'ational radio. She also visited Eneugu, the capital
of the South Central State in the heart of 100 land where
she had a radio interview, a public meeting and met
with the Baha'is and a number of their friends at an
informal meeting in the home of one of the Baha'is. Her
visit to this state was 'announced over the radio and heard
throughout both the Central and Eastern states of
Nigeria.
On Septem'ber 21st Amatu'l-Baha, accompanied by
the National Secretary arrived in the city of Port Harcourt, where I rejoined her on my return from Uganda.
During the one week period of her visit in the South
E astern State she was the guest of Counsellor Dr. William Maxwell and his wife. A reception was given in her
honor by the Baha'i community in the leading hotel. It
was attended by a number of prominent people as well as
by the Press, who asked her many questions. It ended up
in being an animated Baha'i discussion group. This
resulted in favorable articles in the papers, in addition
to a dinner party given by the Maxwells for a select
group of people interested in the Faith. RUl)iyyib
Khanum spoke to the students at the Teachers' Training
College in Port Harcourt, at a public gathering held the
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same day, and at the Government Comprehensive Secondary School, of which Dr. Maxwell is the Principal.
During her first talk she spoke of the importance
Baha'u'Hah has attached to the station of the teacher in
human society_ She said that to a great extent the destiny of a nation is in the hands of its teachers. The
academic subjects they teach are really of minor importance when compared with the influence they should
exerl in shaping the minds and the characters of the
youth. She mentioned that in the Baha'i society of the
future, for people who fail to comply with the advice of
Bahil'u'llah that everyone should write a will, an automatic will has been provided in which the great and
noble role of the teacher is recognized through receiving
a small share of the inheritance.
RWJ1yyih Khanum almost invariably warns her audiences of a new and a very cruel prejudice which has
come into the 20th Century-the prejudice of the literate
against the illiterate. She points out that none of our
ancestors were literate. She says Heven my own ancestors in Scotland six or seven generations back may have
been illiterate". She points out that even such great
civilizations as those of the Incas and the Mayas and the
Aztecs were illiterate. She states wisdom and intelligence are difterent from the ability to read and write
and therefore no one should look down upon hi. unlettered parents or relatives back in the village. With the
present scientific adv ancem ent in the world most
probably in two or three generations illiteracy will be
completely eradicated, but in the meantime we should
guard against this unreasonable and cruel prejudice
which produces so much hurt and such a sense of
inferiority among the villagers.
At the Government Comprehensive Secondary School
she spoke to Over 400 students on the importance of the
influence of the indi vidu al in the society. She said that
the individual is a component of the whole; that if each
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ODe of them in that room possessed a better character
and became a better human being, the standard of the
entIre group would be raised. She quoted the words of U
Thant, on the tenth anniversary of his General Secretariatship of the United Nations, to this effect that "every
year that I get older the more I am convinced of the
importance of the inHuence of the individual in society.h
At her public meeting Rul;tiyyih KhilDUm spoke on the
"Spiritual Destiny of Africa". This is a theme that she
often uses in her public talks. It is a superb resume of
the present state of the moral and spiritual powers of the
different sections of the hwnan race. She begins her
talk by saying that economically as well as politically
"Africa's star is on the rise, there is no doubt about this
it is the spiritual and moral future of Africa that I an-:
concerned with." Here she points out that the continent
of Asia has a very old, mature and spiritual culture
which has created a deep sense -of spiritual values~
However, it seems that at present their wisdom and
these spiritual values are like the characteristics of an
old person, though deep and precious in themselves the
vitality and ability to expound them and export them to
the rest of the world is lacking. The block of the white
race, originally Europe and now most of the Americas,
is the seat and source of our modern western materialistic civilization, the fountainhead of Our present technological development. It is from this area the force of
materialism, in spite of all its technological benefits,
pours out to the rest of the world. RllI).iyyih Khanum
points out that unfortunately this civilization is devouring itself as it seriously lacks moral and spiritual values.
It has reached its peak and now it is on the decline. The
third block of humanity i. the black race, whose cradle
i. Africa. Its peoples, although very old, are at present
among the youngest of all the nations of the world
Africa has the vitality of youth, Africa is coming into
her own. However, she must choose the right path in her
upward clin:tb, the path of moral and spiritual values,
the path which leads her to her brilliant destiny.
Amalu'I-Bahil quotes the words of Baha'u'llilh, likening
the black race to the pupil of the eye of humanity.
In describing the relationship of destiny to free will
she gives that beautiful example of 'Abdu'l-Baha who
likens the life of man to a loom; the long threads, or
warp, are the factor of heredity, over which man has no
power of choice. She points out she did not choose to be
white or to be born into a Canadian family, to have her
particular color of hair and eyes and so on, anymore
than her audience chose to be black, to be born in
Africa and to have their own particular characteristics.
These are factors over which man has no control. The
woof Or cross thread of the loom, 'Abdu'l-Baha likened
to the force of environment over which likewise a man
has little choice or control; most men, all over the WOrld,
remain in the environment into which they are born and
which they did not select for themselves. What then is
due to the individual's initiative? The pattern he
weaves. A man, through the factors of heredity and
environment, may have thread of pure gold or silk, yet
weave nothing into it but one long, blank, uninteresting
piece of cloth. Another man may have the poorest grade
of cotton thread yet weave into it a design so wonderful
that it is treasured as a work of art for thousands of
years and preserved in a great museum for all to see. So
individuals and nations must pay attention to the design
they weave, for that is the domain of their ehoice~
therein they can fulfill their spiritual destiny. God only
desires good and great things for his children.
In addition to these public lectures a unique radio
interview of one hour was arranged in which RUQiyyih
Khanum gave four talks of about 15 minutes each, dealing with the history and teachings of the Faith. These
were to be broadcast Over Porl Harcourt radio for one
month, each talk repeated twice during a week.
(to be continued)

Meeting with believers at Porto Novo, Dahomey.

The Sago of a Pioneer
Raymond Irving Betts was alone in his Volkswagen
hus and it was stuck in the mud in the wilds of British
Honduras. Darkness was approaching, and this was as
far as he could go. There was only one person he knew in
this section, and this one was subject to drinking sprees
which might last a week. Ray knew the statistics said
there were about fifteen persons to a square mile. Darkness, uncertainties and loneliness were -clOSing in on him.
What next?
Then Ray was discovered by·a Mayan family. Shelter,
food and human companionship were once more his.
This was the beginning of a friendship which would last
for several years, even longer, eternally. for the Lino
family became Baha'is.
Ray Betts, an American, had, during the thirties, been
in business in Peru where he met the Baha'i pioneer
John Stearns. He took John in to his hom e when he
became ill. It was in the Betts home that John died,
radiant in his suffering. But John had accomplished the
aim of his life, for an Assembly had been established and
the Betts family became Baha'is.
Ray gave up his business in Peru, and, his health
impaired, returned to the United States to raise and
educate his family. When his children had families of
their own, it became unthinkable to remain in the States,
a maelstrom; keep up with the Joneses, turn a fast dollar.
No, his tired body and his soul cried aloud for the
solitude of the forests and the jungle, the heat and
warmth of the tropics, the temperament of the Latins
and the indigenous peoples. He felt at one with the poor
.of the land; their dependence on God was his dependence. He loved these people, who, if they had one
chicken, would give you the egg.
So it waS natural for Ray Betts to settle, in the winter
months, in British Honduras. The Mayans helped him to

find a plot of land and to build a house. He was interested in organic methods of gardening and had located
in a land where "slash farming" was practiced, cutting
down trees, then burning as a preparation for planting.
then moving to another location to. repeat the process.
The result barely sustained life. But Ray took land that
was not of the best. and in the same location and out of
the usual cultivating season grew varieties which were
unknown locally. One was the Irish potato. It was considered a great treat to dig into a hill and bring out a
tuber for a visitor.
Mr. Betts was, in effect, a one-man "Peace Corps"?
and in addition, regained his health in the process.
When the Lino family first offered to work for him,
Ray offered them certain wages, which they refused.
Ray thought they wanted higher wages but found instead they wished to give their services to learn from
him. Finally they accepted wages and also learned.
They were fascinated with new tools, gadgets, and delighted with Polaroid photos of themselves. Neighbors
came from miles around to learn from Betts. With
nutritious new food, they ceased being "Zombies" and
became healthier and more prosperous. The Mayans, a
minority in relation to the prevalent blacks, were encouraged to be proud of their ancient heritage and to
arise to achieve their potential.
Last year, when the Dreyers came to Corozal, British
Honduras and put on a musical performance in which
they gave the Message, the Lino family, with hosts of
relatives on both sides, came en masse to the meeting.
Mr. Betts will now go to be the resident Baha'i teacher
at the Martha Root Institute at MWla, Yucatan. Again,
with his empathy and calm understanding, he will assuredly find new ways of serving the people of the land
and his be10ved Faith.
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R~{yyih

Khclnum's
Letter to the Deep South (omminee

'I . . . The news from your part of the world has been
thrilling the hearts of the Baha 1 is everywhere and proves
tblat when, far too long ago, Shoghi Effendi told the
Americans if they were not meeting with a response in
the North, then they should concentrate in the South,
he meant what he said; but we so seldom listened.
"Our whole experience at that gathering was So thrilling and I would not have missed it for the world. It was
my first time farther South than Ch'arlottesville and a
revelation in many ways. Do keep up the momentum,
for such waves are not steady but have to be ridden right
in to the shore; I think all over the world there are opportunities right now that are priceless and unique, and if
we think. they are·a new and permanent situation we are
fools; Whatever is going to come will be such an upheaval
that the entire picture everywhere will be changed; so
now is the time to run ahead like a grass fire and let
nothing stop us but Some major change, over which we
have no control, and not our own folly Or o.a fit of c'autiousness, or 4Let us consolidate before we go any further.'
The Guardian said we must never stop the teaching, and
the consolidation must just go along with it. I often
wonder what we think consolidation is; surely teaching
itself helps to deepen the new Baha'i who is teaching.
And we "are "all learning all the time-we never finish and
graduate as perfect believers!
"Violette (Na:hl;ljavani) joins me in sending you all the
most loving greetings and best wishes for ever greater
victories."
(Signed)
Rul;liyyih

(Editor's note: The gathering refeTred to abo"e was
the SoutheasteTn Summer School.) From THE AMERICAN

BAHA'I.

Youth Conference in the Dominican Republic
The Dominican Republic acted as host for the first
Baha'i Youth Conference for the Antilles, Novem'her
13-14,1971. Over eighty Baha'is from Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic attended the two--day -conference
held in the Hotel Guarioano in the city of La Vega.
Representing the Board of Counsellors for Central
America was Mrs, Carmen de Burafato from Mexico.
Also present was Felix Ramon Gomez, Auxiliary Board
member.
Pervasive throughout the conference was the atmosphere of joy shared by all Baha'is whenever they meet
together. Demonstrated by those participating was a
desire to learn and understand the Baha'i approach to
praotical problems of living in this day of the Baha'! era.
Noted were the efforts of the teachers to emphasize whenever possible the inherent strictness of Baha'i life.
Theconference was stru-ctured. 'around the presentation
of two topics in each half-day session, each speaker answering any Questions addressed to him following his
presentation. A short break for the purpose of fellowship,
singing, and refreshments was allOWed between each set
of presentations.
The topics were planned to cover aspects of Baha'i life
both from the special viewpoint of youth and as Baha'is
in general. Hence, attention was devoted not only to the
role and responsibility of youth in the administrative
order but to prayer and meditation, to the Baha'i laws,
and t~ the development of our spiritual lives.
A public meeting was held the Saturday evening of the
conference in the municipal building in La Vega. Approximately one hundred listened as Auxiliary Board

member Felix Ramon Gomez and Julio Torres, a youth
from Puerto Rico, spoke a'bout the role of youth in the
new world order. A copy of Gleanings from the Writings
oj Bahci'u'Uah was presented to the Governess of the
province, Dona Milagros Mendoza de Caceres, Two
youths who were at this meeting presented themselves
at the confereJ'llCe the next morning to enrol1 in the Faith.
Also, a local reporter enrolled who was covering this
meeting and the rest of the conference.
At noon of the day the conference closed, a Unity
Feast was offered by the Continental Board of Counsellors
to those who attended. The closing words of the conference urged everyone to action, to begin immediately by
teaching that afternoon in and around the city of La
Vega. As a result of the efforts made that 'afternoon,
thirty-one people enrolled in the Faith, bringing the total
of enrollees that weekend to thirty-four.

In Memoriam
GRIEVED LEARN PASSING SYDNEY DEAN
HIS SERVICES MANY PIONEER POSTS MEASURE HIS DEVOTION CAUSE BAHA'U'LLAH
CONVEY DEAR WIFE FAMILY ASSURANCE
PRAYERS HOLY THRESHOLD PROGRESS HIS
SOUL ABHA KINGDOM
December 27, 1971
- UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
The foregoing cablegram was sent by The Universal
House of Justice on receipt of news of the sudden passing
of Dr. Sydney I. Dean on Decem"ber 25 in Concord, California, where he and Mrs. Dean had been visiting friends
for a few days prior to their scheduled departure the
following day to settle as pioneers in Zambia. Last summer Dr. Dean had spent a short time in Zambia where
he participated in a week of intensive public teaching
with the Baha'is of Lusaka. Dr. and Mrs. Dean have
pioneered in many pioneer pOSts, including Hawaii, India,
and Singapore.

Passin9 of Charles C. Howard
Mr. Charles C. Howard, Canon City, Colorado,
ascended to the Abha Kingdom on December 31,
1971 after a long period of failing health. Mr.
Howard and his wife Anna pioneered in Mexico for
fourteen years, beginning in 1954. Gradual loss of
his eyesight necessitated retirement from the pioneer field in 1958.
Dahomey: MT. and Mrs. FeTdows nett) on th.e occaston at their
visit to Mr. and Mrs. Apithy Sourou M:i.pan, next in line, Mr.
Migan is a memoeT of th.e Dahomey Prestdentiat Council. The'll
are accompanied oV th.Tee Baha'i pioneers: M, Francois Charles,
Madam F'rancois.Charfes and M. Djoneidi. On thu occasion
MT. Ferdows offered Mr. Apith.y the book Baha'u'll;1h and the
New Era and the Proclamation of Baha'u'llah while Mr". Mig-a.n
presented Mrs. Apithl/ a Baha'i Prayer book and Christ and

Baha'ullah.
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Baha'I United

Nations Reports
International Year for Action to Combat Racism and
Racial Discrimination.
At a tea party, attended by the United Nations Representative in Mauritius, the Chairman of the National
Spiritual Assembly of India, Dr. H. M. Munje, talked on
the activities of the United Nations and the part played
by the Baha'is to promote United Nations activities.
The National Spiritual Assembly organized a public
exhibition at Ghandi Ashram Hall in Vacoas. United
Nations and Baha'i posters were on display. The Mayor
gave the opening speech after which Miss GuiJda Navidi
presented him with a copy of the proc-Iamation book.
Dr. Munje spoke on "Man One Family.1t

The Mayor of the town Vacoas-Phoenix, Mauritius, signin.g a declaration on the occasion of United Nations Day.
Stan.ding: Counsellor Mr. S. Appa, Miss Guilda Navidi.
MT. Ramasawmy, Mr. S. Mooten, Dr. H. M. Munje and
MTS. E, Andee. Seated: Mr. Osman, Secretary of the
town and Mr. Jubbee, Mayor,

The readers at the special service at the Sydney House
of Worship to commemorate the twenty-fifth anniversary
of UNICEF's Universal Children's Day, October 17, 1971.
(Photo by permission of News Limited).
Victoria, Cameroon

Many officials were among the 325 people who attended
a United Nations Day program in Victoria. Cameroon.
The program included speakers from both UNESCO and
the Prime Minister's office. The guest speaker was Hand
of the Cause, Rul;liyyih Khanum. Included on the pro-gram were a message of Secretary-General U Thant, a
talk by the Deputy Secretary-General of the Prime
Minister's office, music and a closing prayer by Mrs.
Violette Nak...hjavani. travelling companion of Madame
Rabbani.

Karac:hi, Pakistan
Over one htmdred people attended the celebration of
United Nations Day in Baha!i Hall, Karachi. Lectures
dealt with the elimination of racial discrimination. The
Bab .. 'i Declaration of Human Rights submitted by the
National Spiritual Assembly of the United States to the
General Assembly in 1948 was read. The United Nations
Information Center supplied posters, flags and literature
for free distribution.
Such meetings were held elsewhere in Pakistan with
great success.
In connection with Universal Children's Day, a ebil·
dren's gathering was planned for late October.
Mauritius
The Mayor of Vacoas and Phoenix received the Baha'is
in his office and signed the declaration proclaiming the
24th of October 1971 as The United Nations Day of the

Finland

From Helsinki we learn that about 99% of the Baba'is
were active on United Nations Day. Twelve public meetings were held in ten towns. Many of these occasions
consisted of nonstop programs for several hours with
talks, films, etc. In addition, groups and isolated Baha'is
had special coffee parties and minor activities. Hundreds
of people are known to have attended the public meetings. The Finnish United Nations Association was
especially impressed by the Baha'i activity in many
localities. They received requests for audio-visual materials and literature.
Addi. Ababa, Etbiopia
The Local Spirit".l Assembly of Addis Ababa sponsored a public talk marking the 26th United Nations Day.
The Chamber of Commerce Assemhly Hall was full to
capacity for the event. Mr. Kingsley Dube from the
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa was
guest speaker. He mentioned the ceaseless efforts of the
Baha'is and the United Nations towards world law and
order and supported his statement by pointing out some
of the Baha'i principles to which he referred as: 4ISome
of the basic things man has struggled to achieve throughout the ages." Baha'i and United Nations posters were
displayed at the entrance of the Assembly Hall.
Other than the United Nations Economic Commission
for Africa, the Baha'i Community waS the only organization that sponsored a public talk to mark United
Nations Day.

Australia
A service was held a t the B aha' i House of Worship at
Ingleside to commemorate the 25th Anniversary of
UNICEF's Children's Day in October 1971. The event
proved to be an unprecedented success. The ymUlg
readers and choir were well rehearsed. Some 250 children and adults attended and these included United
Nations and UNICEF offiCials, religious ministers and
government and official representatives. Newspaper
coverage was excellent and included a charming photo-.
graph on the front page of The Australian, the national
newspaper.
Universal Children's Day is the day dedicated by the
United Nations to "world-wide fraternity and understanding among children." This year's theme was "Young
Human Resources. The Key to National Development."
Observances of this occasion were planned by the
National and Regional Goals Committees throughout
Australia, and in addition, all commWlities were urged
to plan their own fWlctions. UNICEF posters were given
to the headmasters of eight primary schools. Children
and adults of the Sydney Baha'i Community made over
6,000 paper flags which were distributed throughout
Australia for Universal Children's Day by the N-ational
Goals Committee.
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Successful Univer~al Children's Day 'activities also
took place in reveral other Baha'i communities in Amtralia. In Port Adelaide, S.A., the BaM"is persuaded the
management of -a shopping center to sponsor a display
for United Nations Children's Day. In addition, four
members of the Baha'I community assisted the local
United Nations office with its official display, giving
clear evidence that Baha'is are prepared to actively help
with United Nations projects wherever possible. In
Devonport, Tasm'ani'a, an evening film program included
one on Danny Kaye's UNICEF work in Asi·a, and one
relating the story of a Cambodian boy and his elephant.
In Sutherland, UNICEF posters and approximately 100
invitations were given to the headmasters of eight Primary Schools for display and dis tribution among the
teaching sta!!; while in Randwick, a so~r fleld was a
colorful sight on Saturday afternoon when the children
received their brightly colored flags for Universal Children's Day_ These :Bags, bearing a picture of children in
many lands, with the inscription, "Children Understand
Unity," were distributed by Randwick Baha'is. The
program featured a number of excellent band performances; and a competition of children's art. In the
evening, a public meeting had as guest speakers the
Secretary of the New South Wales Branch of UNICEF
and the Head of the Faculty of Education at Goulburn,
.who spoke respectively on the work of UNICEF and on
education in bringing out the inherent goodness in
people, in eliminating prejudice and creating a truly
human sooety. Brisbane, Queensland, in tum, held a
successful program with a party for children, featuring
games, popular songs, balloons, music and refreshments.
United Nations Day was celebrated by the Baha'! communities of· Orange and Adelaide with programs on the
elimination of racial discrimination. In Adelaide a 'seminar held 'by the Baha'is in conjunction with the United
Nations Associ'ation stressed the concept of unity in
diversity.
The Baha'i community of Perth, Western Australia,
celebrated Universal Children'S Day with a comprehensive talk on education, giving particular emphasis to
education of the child. In Mudgee, N.S. W., the focal point
of the celebration for UN Universal Children's Day was
a very favorably received week-IDng display of UNICEF
material in the foyer of the Commonwealth Baok. A
complementary display On the Baha'i theme was mounted in a shop window on premises owned by Baha'is. One
thousand specially printed UN-Baha'I flags were dis.tributed to children in three schools and through twenty
local businesses. The Baha'is received good radio coverage on all activities in a program entitled "This Con~
cerns You," in which the host described events the day
before and on the actual day. The Mudgee Guardian
also printed the Baha'i-UN release in full.
In Brisbane, QueenSland, fifty people attended a United
Nations program, featuring a speaker from the United
Nations Association and a member of the Baha'I comm unity. At an inform al buffet supper following the pro.
gram, the UNA speaker suggested that a close relationship be established between her organization and the
Baha'i community.
_B&HA ' j INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
866 United N·ations Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017

CORREcnoNS
"Because one aspect of the BAHA'i NEWS is to serve as
an historical re<:<>rd, we wish to clarify that the mass
teaching team from the United States which visited
Barbados (acoording to the article in the December 1971
Bahit'i News)was not .ent, upon request, by the National
Spiritual Asrembly of the United States. Rather, the
team was sent under the auspices of the Continental

"

United Nations Day, 1971 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, held
at the Chamber of Commerce. Left to right: Mr. Kingsley
Dube, speaker; H. E. Lidj Endankachw Makunnen, Min,..
ister of Communications and Honorary Chairman; Mr.
GHa Michagn Bohta, Chairman, also Chairman

Of

the

National Spiritual Assembly of North East Africa.

Pioneer Committee for the Americas, which is not a
CDmmittee of the United States. The project was jointly
funded by the National Assembly of the United States
and the International Depulization Fund through the
Continental Pioneer Committee.
-CONTINENTAL PIONI!:ER COMMITl'EE FOR THE AMERICAS

Errors in November 1971 BAHA'i NEWS: On page 20,
the man standing to Dr. Peter Khan's left is not GUnter
Maltz, but Mr. Richard Backwel! of Northern Ireland.
He and his wife Vida pioneered for 'a number of years in
British Guiana, and he served on the British Nationa1
Spiritual Assembly before appointed to the Auxiliary
Board.
On page 25, the caption under the picture in the right
column indicates Urat Norman Bailey and Sylvia Schulman Benetar are Germ'an Baha'is. Both live in England.

ConospoDdeDt!l: Please note the necessity of checking
copy before it is sent to the BAHA'i NEWS. Check spelling
of all names of persons and places, and all pertinent information. We are dependent upon you. Many times it is
difficult or at least time consuming, to check the accuracy of data sent.
Please, when 'using a quotation give the source. 11 we
are unable to locate the quotation in the Writings, it is
omitted. (Editor's note)

Beautiful faces from the crowd at SalzbuTg. In this pictUTe are faces from Italy, France, Germany, AuBtria
and England.
On two 'days the participa
to teach the diverse peop

Hands of the Cause, MT. OIinga and DT. Miislschlagel
greet the MayoT of SalzbuTg, who addressed the con·
feTence.

Street teaching extends it.elf to the driv.,.s of horse
dra.um caTTiages used to carTy tourists throughout scenic
Salzburg.
Iu! conference went out
Iu! street.. of Salzburg.

Salzturg
~u:Jtria
This photo identifies the location and the duration of
the conference. An AmeTican. pioneeT to Germany is i'R

Photographs by UNIFOTO

the foreground.
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The youth of Europe are arising to fulfill the goals of
the Nine Year PI'an for Europe. From December 26 Wltil
January 2, 1972, these youth gathered. at the Kongresshaus
Hall in Salzburg, Austria, to discuss their successes and
failures since Fiesch last summer and to plan their new
goals, preparing for the Summer Youth Conference in
Padua, Italy this coming July.
Salzburg, the birthplace of Mozart, is one of the most
picturesque towns in the world. The entire city nestles
below the schloss or castle which dominates the landscape.
The Kongresshaus is the pride of Salzburg. The hall,
with a capacity of a thousand people, was crowded 'at
times during the conference. Against the back wall of the
mezzanine was a display of pictures of Hands of the
Cause, pictures of different groups at Fiesch and Iceland,
and a small display of color pictures from the Holy Land.
Another large hall was used for workshop sessions and
study classes as well as the perpetual fireside during the
Conference. A bookshop did a brisk business.
Hands of the Cause of God, Mr. Enoch Olinga and Dr.
Adelbert MUhlschlegel, represented the Institution of
the Hands at the Conference. Mr. Olinga was also the
representative of The Universal House of Justice and
read their letter of welcome which included the following:
Hit is now alm'Ost nine months since the representatives of European youth gathered in Belgium to consult
on the launching of the Two Year Youth Ca·mpaign.
What were then ideals and hopes you now see as concrete accomplishments. You have with your own eyes
seen what can be achieved when the believers enthusiastically and confidently set out to obey the divine
summons to teach the cause, and are reinforced by the
hosts of the Supreme Con course-indeed m any of you
gathered in Salzburg are no doubt Baha'is now as a
result of these stirring achievements.
HThe great task has been well begun, but what has
happened so far is but -a foretaste of what is still to
come. Our thoughts are -centered upon you and our
prayers are with you. May Baha'u'llah inspire your
deliberations, aid you to exemplify His Teachings in
your Ii ves and Wlloose your tongues to proclaim His
Cause and teach His healing Message to all who have
ears to hear."
Dr. Miihlschlegel also welcomed the youth to the Conference as did the Burgermeister of Salzburg.
Members of the Continental Board of Counsellors of
Europe present during the Conferen-ce were Counsellors
Erilc Blumenthal, Analiese Bopp, and Betty Reed. Several
members of the Auxiliary Board were also present.
Over thirty COWl tries were represented in the roll call
of nations during the Conference, with 634 registered
participants.
Mass teaching in Salzburg and the surrounding areas
was also one of the goals of this Confrence with two days
dedicated to this end. Over forty groups of ten Or more
were sent out either to tell the inhabitants of the surrounding areas about Baha'u'llah or to invite them to
the two public entertainment evenings at the Kongresshaus.
Many of the groups went into Salzburg to teach the
people on the streets. Groups of Baha'i youth were seen
sitting in the parks singing and drawing crowds or standing in groups on the sidewalks and bridges and with the
aid of simple guitar accompaniment, were singing together of world peace and unity and Baha'u'llah. Others
invited the people to the teaching evenings at the Kongresshaus. Even the drivers of the horse-drawn carriages, touring the streets filled with holiday tourists,
were included in these efforts.
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Tuesday, December 28 and Friday the 31st were the
two evenings of procla·m'ation entertainment. Different
Dawnbreakers singing groups representing many of the
countries of Europe entertained. The group from Austria
was popular, also a group of five musicians put together
by Rez.a Rehani and introduced by Reza. The five musicians were from Scandinavia, United States, Indonesia
the United Kingdom and Germany.
'
For those who did not choose to go to the public events
or mass teaching, Counsellor Betty Reed offered 'a class
on uThe Hidden Words" and Counsellor Erik Blumenthal
offered. a class on uLiving Together in Modern Society".
Both were well attended. Alternative workshops were
going on Simultaneously on "Baha'i History", "Baha'i
Life and Laws", "Administration," "The Covenant" 'and
"Spiritual Teachings: Prayer and Meditation, Life After
Death, Christian Subjects."
Analiese Bopp of the Continental Board of Counsellors,
gave a history of the Europe'an Youth Campaign from its
inception in Namur through, Fiesch and now to Salzburg.
Reports were heard from all of the different countries
on their successes and failures since Fiesch. Counsellor
Erik Blumenthal's talk on st'atistics was fascinating.
Mrs. Eileen Norman, Secretary of the Internation'al
Goals Committee of the United States of America, addressed the Conference on youth teaching projects
p~anned for six countries in Europe next summer. At
least 150 youth from the United States will be coming.
She asked that the youth present set their priOrities
and goals so that they could help these visiting youth to
make 'a success of their Summer plans.
During the courSe of the Conference, one hundred and
eleven people declared their faith in Baha ·u'llah. Several
more dedared after the cl0.'3e of the Conference, but are
not considered a part of the Conference statistics. Seventy
of these new Baha'is are from Salzburg. The National
Spiritual Assembly of Austria immediately began very
careful plans for consolidation and deepening classes
which were begun before the end of the Conference.
Small groups were gathered around the building at the
end of the Conference, making plans for Padua next
summer. Excitement is growing in Europe. As Mr.
Blumenthal said, "Linda (Youseffian) showed us that we
can mention the name of Baha'u'llilh in Europe and not
suffer dire -consequen-ces!' Now it is up to US to tell all
the people 'about Baha'u'llah.
-From a report by Haynes C. McFadden. Photo. by
UNIFOTO.

Hartford, Connecticut Hosts First of a Series
of Seminars of the u.S. National Spiritual Assembly
Hartford, Connecticut, was the site of the first of forty
Local Spiritual Assembly Seminars ro be held through
this summer to strengthen the authority and influence
of the Local Spiritual Asse-m·blies and equip them to
handle the affairs of the rapidly growing numbers of
Baha'is.
Mr. Glenford E. Mitchel!, Secretary of the National
Spiritual Assem bly, with the ass{stance of Mrs. Caterina
Kazemzadeh, conducted the meetings and 'W'Orkshops.
Local Spiritual Assembly members from Connecticut,
Rhode Island, and Massachusetts expressed. great enthu·
si-asm for the presentation and felt their Assemblies
would benefit greatly from the education they received.
-NORTHEASTERN REGIONAL TUCBINC
COMMITTn NltwSLEl"l'ER
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Wilmette

Baha'(

Public Health officials of the State of Illinois, early in
November, visited and examined The Baha'i Home in
Wilmette, the first dependency of the House of Worship,
for a period of five hours. They found the home beautifully kept, with ,superior nursing care and superio r food
served to guests.
The contrast to other homes of a similar purpose in
the area is great, as disturbing details about them have
recently been exposed in the news. According to George
Walker, Administrator of the Home, as the officials were
leaving one said; "It really does my heart good to come
to a home like this. It restores my faith in humanity."
Recently a new dining room has been opened at the
home. There are also new quarters for employees where
they can IOWlge, change clothes, see TV, etc. The officials were astonished to note these quarters as other
homes do not usually have such facilities.
A recreation program for residents is in operation.
There is a bridge club, movies twice a week. A program
on comparative religion, with movies, wilJ soon begin.
Entertainers come regularly: Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,
groups of school children. A hobby and craft class will
begin soon. The home is affiliated with the North Shore
Senior Citizen's Club.
Open to all races, creeds and colors, the minimum age
requirement of the home is sixty-five years. There are
three residents in their nineties, but the average age of
those who live there is eighty-four. Nursing care is provided but hospital care for a retirement home is forbidden by state law.
The rate, in comparison to other homes, is very reasonable. The monthly rent covers all items. Many homes
require an entrance I'founder's fee" of $12,00Q which is
not recoverable.
The management does not keep a waiting list, but a
written application is a requirement before a guest is
accepted.
The most enthusiastic fans of the home have been
found to be doctors. In residence are three family members of doctors.

Home

Visit of Mr. Cyrus Towfiq
to the Gambia
Mr. Cyrus Towfiq has been on a business trip in the
Gambia for two weeks (August 26 to September 2), as an
economic consultant with the International Monetary
Fund to the Central Bank of the Gambia. On arriving,
Mr. Towfiq sought out the Baha'is and graciously
offered any time available after his working hours to
serve the Faith.
Mr. Towfiq's visit brought great joy to the hearts of the
friends. He brought news and loving greetings from
many friends, especially from Hand of the Cause
RuJ)iyyih Khanum whom he met in Ghana. He showed
a profound interest and concern for the work of the Faith
in this country.
On Sunday. August 22, Mr. Towfiq met the friends in
Lamin, Churchiltown and Serekunda. At this time he
arranged for future meetings. Unfortunately, due to
sickness, he was unable to return to Lamin, but the
following Thursday he visited the communities of
Serekunda and Churchiltown with great success. The
friends were an delighted to meet him and to learn more
about the Faith from him.
On Friday, August 27, the Central Bank held a reception in honor of Mr. Towfiq to which he arranged to
invite the four pioneers. Mr. Towfiq made use of this and
every other opportunity to mention the Faith. Through
his efforts the Faith was proclaimed to some high level
government officials. His work added to the prestige of
the Faith and reinforced the favorable impression made
by the visit of beloved Hand of the Cause Amatu'l-Bah"
Rul)iyyih Kh£mum this past spring.
On Saturday I August 28, Mr. Towfiq visited Sotokoi, a
small village about thirty-four miles inland. There,
gradually the whole village is coming into the Faith. He
spoke to the chief and all present. His talk was followed .
by a slide program. His visit to this village helped to
establish the world character of the Faith and the fundamental principle of unity. His words were cordially
received by all.
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY UPPER WFST ArmCA.
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Panama Temple Nearing Completion

Friends congregated in the memoria! service fOT Hand

The most ,"cent photographs of the Panama Temple.
The Greatest Name in the dome.

The gates open.

The gates closed.

of the Cause Musa. Bandni.
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THE PANAMA HOUSE OF WORSHIP
Standing high atop a hill near the Transisthmian Highway. overJooking the green hills to the west and the north,
the low plains to the east, the Bay of Panama, with part~
of the City of Panama and the Canal Zone on the south.
is the Baha'i House of Worship, the Mother Temple of
Latin America.
The structural portion has been completed and the
silhouette is already a focal point magnetically drawing
the attention of the local populace and tourists alike,
making them aware of the Baha'i Faith. The structure
stands Qut prominently for miles around.
Ever since the start of C"Onstruction of the House of
Worship, rather, since the start of construction of the
access road to the site, a certain spiritual "presence" has
been growing steadily stronger in Panama. This spiritual
growth is characterized by the exuberance with which
the friends forge ahead in the many tasks before them.
and more especially the exaltation shining in their faces.
Among the visitors to the construction site have been
several groups of engineers, architects, professional
societies, women's clubs, and innumerable individuals
who have braved the steep and rocky access road to
reach the sanctified spot. All are awed by the architec~
tural balance and symmetry portrayed here of the design
bv the world-renowned architect. Mr. Peter Tillotson of
London, England.
The work continues steadily to pro-gress on the adorn·
ment of this magnificent structure, including the tile
surfacing, which wil1 accent the simple beauty of the

spar~ing, parabolic dome resting majestically on the
formIdable buttress walls-yet to be clad in rust colored
Verona marble chips. The final stages of the decorativ~
portion require the highest quality 01 workmanship.
The opening in the dome near the apex 01 the parabola
~oes no~ detract from the form, but rather gives the
ImpreSSIOn of a crown on the dome. The light which it
emits will give a soft elegance to the Greatest Name
resting high in the apex of the dome, which is otherwis~
darkened except for the natural light from the unglazed
arches and decorative iron gates at the nine entrances.
This opening is so cleverly designed that rain, which is
plentiful in tropical Panama. will be excluded.
The interior of the thin·shelled concrete dome is
accented by nine prefabricated concrete arches reaching
up to form a nine--pointed star encircling the Greatest
Name. The wide gallery serves as a promenade, cirCling
the ~uditorium. thus permitting access to the ramparts
of nine buttresses, where one has breathtaking views in
all directions. Circular stairs have been designed in two
of the alcoves formed by the buttress walls for access
and egress to and from the gaUery.
The completion of this consecrated edifice will be evi·
dence of the se1f.sacrificing devotion of the friends
throughout the entire world who have contributed towards its erection. Prayers are urgently needed in order
to bring int-o the material world, at its appointed time,
and without a burden of difficulties, this portion of the
divine Nine Year Plan. Dedication of the House of Worship in Panama is April 29 through May 2, 1972.

Baha'{ News - Forty Years Ago
The following article was taken from BAHA'i NEWS, February 1932, #59, just forty years ago.

mE HOUSE OF WORSIDP: Some American Baha'is
were visiting 'Abdu'l-Baha in the old prison city of ~Akka
in 1908 and he said to them: uTo have it (the Mamriqu'l.
Adhkar) built is most important. Some material things
have spiritual effect and the Ma,w,Tiqu'l·A®kar is a material thing that wilt have great effect upon the spirits
Of the people. Not only does the building of the Masl>riqu'l-A<llik<ir have an effect upon those who build it, but
upon the whole wm·ld."
Again and again have we Baha'is been called to unity
by the beloved 'Abdu'l-Baha. He explained to llB the dormant forces hidden in this unity, waiting release by our
united efforts.
Since the beginning of history no people have had
placed in their grasp the power to so benefit mankind
as have the Baha'is. Theirs is the most glorious opportunity-to fail, the greatest ignominy.
The MaWriqu'I-Acfukar was designed by Baha'u'llilh,
a perfect outer expression of the inner reality, the form
indicating the meaning. He commanded the Baha'is to
construct such institutions in all countries, and make
them the focal points for the development of the religious philanthropic, educational and charitable life of
the prople. 'Abdu'l-Bahil wrote: "The Mag,riqu'l-A<llikur
win become the center around which aU these universal
Baha'i activities will be clustered. From that point 01
light, the spirit of teaching, spreading the Cause 01 God
and promoting the teaching 01 God, will permeate to all
pans of the toOrld/'
The voice of the appointed Guardian, Shoghi Effendi,
is calling the Baha'is, in the most earnest tones. to unite
and establish this center. Nothing succeeds un til it has
an established center around which to revolve. 'Abdu'l·
Baha says: HKnow thou that the'P'e is in the world 01

existence a center for each great matter and bounties
shower from that center." Clearly then, the Baha'is of
America have within their power, through their united
sacrificial efforts, the opportunity to construct a material
edifice that will affect "the whole world". 'Abdu'l-Baha
wrote: HWhen the Masltriqu't-Ac;tb.kar with its accessories
is established in the world, aside from its religious OT'
spiritual influence ~ it wilt have a tremendous effect upon

civilization. Aside fTom the religionists who win feel its
influence, materialists wilt not be exempt therefrom.
Moreover, it contains divine wisdoms, spiritual effects
upon the intellects and thoughts. Subsequent to its erec·
tion these will become evident." 'Abdu'l-Baha has un·
folded to llB the great potentialities of this Mawriqu'lAcfuMr so that the Baha'is might work with the divine

enthusiasm which comes from first knowing and then
doing. If this spirit of co-operation and sacrifice should be
sustained it will indirectly affect all the other phases of
our activity and usher in a new era in the history of the
progress of the Movement in that country."
In early winter a Baha' f friend invited me to drive to
Chicago uTo Pray in the Templ4Ji". Needless to say we
went.
Readers, the wish of my heart while there was that
every believer on this Continent might have that experience, and privilege. Words cannot express the 'Power'
that reaches down to the depth of heart and soul as one
steps inside the upper part of that Divine House of Wor·
ship. Turning eastward toward "That White Spot, from
which all regions have been perfumed" one faintly
glimpses the significance of 'Abdu'I·Baha's prophecy regarding the mighty tumult that would be set in motion
upon its completion.
Standing outside the building quite a different reaction
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was realized. Beautiful as it is even in its unfinished state,
these words rang in my heart-HI am naked. Will ye not
clothe me?" If every believer in America could see it in
its present stage there is no question that added sacrifices
would appear in each individual life-Here it is too late,"
Shoghi Effendi views the great sacrifice the friends are
making to complete the Temple with great admiration.
He, however, hopes that this will be continuous and not
spasmodic. We have to show the world that though our
number is small, our spirit of service is beyond measure
and we can face any emergency with absolute assurance
as to the final victory. That the Temple ediftce should
arise under such circumstances, that its elaborate and
exquisite ornamentation should be carried out, through
the efforts of a mere handful of Baha'i followers despite
the gloom, the uncertainty and the dangers which surround them is but another evidence of the mysterious
all-compelling power of Baha'u'llah whose blessings will
be bountifully vouchsafed to all who arise to carry out
His purpose.
On December 16th the National Spiritual Assembly
sent to its Local Spiritual Assemblie. the third in its
series of letters devoted to the Plan of Unified Action.
In this letter the Assembly stated its ,jfirm confidence,
that every true believer will also arise in full devotion
and sacrifice, is based upon the conviction that the
completion of the beloved Temple of BaM.'u'llah is not
merely an economic but far more a spiritual task. We
are convinced that the apparently overwhelming obstacles on the path leading to that success are the means
of discipline, purification and unity given us all from the
wisdom and mercy of the Manifestation Himself.
On January 14th the fourth letter was sent. " ... for
consideration at every Nineteen Day Feast, that all the
believers may concentrate their minds and hearts on the
success of the Plan of Unified Action. No Qfle can estimate
the full measure of that blessing which shall be poured
out upon the co-workers of Shoghi Effendi when the mys~
terious power of unity takes effect in all the local gatherings of Baha'is . . , . Only what we give----of love, devotion
and wise counsel, as'well as of material wealth-will be
saved in this Great Day of God. What we hold back will
be lost . . , ."
Shoghi Effendi has directed me to write this . . .
As to material sacrifices toward the welfare of the
Cause, he wishes you to understand that the general interests of the Cause take precedence over the interests of
the particular individuals, For instance, contributions to
the welfare of individuals are secondary to contributions
to the National and Local Funds and that of the Temple.
This is a general instruction . ..
The chairm an of the Local Spiri tu al Assembly of the
BaM'is of New York City has received from Shoghi
Effendi a letter and also a cablegram whioh indicate his
approval of the Local Declaration of Trust recently
adopted by that body . . . .
The first portion of the letter was written through his
secretary: uIt is surely very important to give to the
Local Spiritual Assemblies some legal standing, for as
the Cause progresses and its adherents increase, they will
be confronted with duties they cannot even imagine at
present. , ..
jjFor such duties that will naturally devolve upon the
Local Spiritual Assemblies there will be an increasing
need for a legal standing. They will have to be considered
as a legal person with the power of making binding contracts . . . . "
The Guardian added the following words in his own
handwriting:
"It (Declaration of Trust) will serve as a pattern for
every Baha'i Local Spiritual Assembly in America and
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a model for every local community throughout the
Baha'i world, This document, being the first of its kind
Should, I feel, be published, in its final form and in it~
entirety, in The Baha'i World."

Distinguished Malaysian Visitors
to Wilmette
Among the many foreign visitors to the Baha'i House
of Worship in Wilmette in November Were Mr. and Mrs.
Appu Raman of Malaysia (center) shown here with the
Coordinators of the House of Worship, Mr. Caswell Ellis
(left) and Mr. Albert King (right). Mr. Raman, Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly of Malaysia
had just completed a Baha'i teaching mission to Hong
Kong and Taiwan. Mter visiting Baha'i friends he had
made while in Michigan several years ago, he and Mrs.
Raman planned to continue around the world, stopping
in New York and Washington to consult with persons in
health and welfare education and service to the handicapped, thence to London to visit the resting place of the
Guardian and the Baha'! Houae of Worship in Germany.
Since 1965 Mr. Raman has been the principal of a
rehabilitation center for the physically handicapped
which not only provides vocational training for physically handicapped persons but also aids them to whatever extent is possible to find employment.
In speaking of their visit to Hong Kong Mr. Raman
referred to that city as "the doorway to China" through
which the Message of Baha'u'llah would soon be carried
to the teeming millions of people living in that vast land.
He slated that at Ridvan 1971 The Universal House of
Justice called upon the Baha'is of Malaysia to concentrate on teaching the Chinese in Hong Kong. It is his
belief that this is an important task to be shared with
all Bah" 'is throughout the world, especially the youth,
and he strongly recommends that they start now to learn
to speak Chinese and thus be ready for the opportunities
that very soon will arise for mass teaching in the mainland of China.
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The First Latin American BahC{' ( Club
On August 4, 1971, the first Baha'j Club in all of Latin
America was officially approved and recognized by the
presiding Student Senate of the University of the Americas, located in the pueblo of Santa Catarina Martir,
adjacent to the fourth largest city in Mexico---Puebla,
and an area which is the center and focus of the most
conservative, the most Catholic stronghold in all of
Mexico.
Beginning this fall quarter the Club, consisting of nine
members from both nationalities? those of Mexican and
those of United States origin, determined to establish the
Cause of Baha'u'llah upon a firm, stable and secure
foundation at this University, undertook to initiate activities which would, on the one hand, create an awareness of our origin, aims, and purposes within the student
body, and on the other hand, lay the groundwork and
gain the support of the Administration. We have been
compelled from the outset of our program to exercise the
utmost tact and caution (in the midst of the audacity of
which our beloved Guardian speaks) because of the strict
division of church and state which exists in the Mexican
Republic.

The former has and is being accomplished through
regular, sustained weekly Wednesday night informal
presentations of the principles of the Baha'i Faith. Working carefully and with discretion, the first of these was
the presentation of a talk on Hinduism; the second, the
history and social aspects of the Philippines; the third,
a discussion with the newly installed President of the
University; the fourth, a general overview of the Baha'i
Faith; the fifth, a discussion of the equality of women
and men; the sixth, another, deeper presentation of the
overall Balla 'j Program; the seventh, a discussion on
prejudice: the eighth and last of this quarter, a discussion.,
in Spanish, on the possibilities of a world government.
The second aim is being fulfilled through repeated and
close contact with the office of the President of the University. The Club presented the book One in All' to the
newly appointed President of the University, with a letter
from the Club stating our aims andpurposes. and offering
to his office any assistance which we might be capab1e of
rendering. Thereafter, we had the bounty of serving as
ushers at his inauguration and receiving a letter from him

Club Bahci.~i membership, fan quarter 1971, University of the Americas, Pueblo~ Mexico. Left to right,
Back row: An.n King, CalifoTnia, Carlos Enrique Martinez, Mexico City; FTed Coop1"ider, Oregon; Paul
Vaughn, New Merico; Middle TOW: Roberta Graham, Illinois; Lois BieTley, Ohio; Cherie Tagg de
Martinez, New Mexico; Front TOW: Fred FTazelle, Indiana; Amy Black, Pennsylvania.
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thanking US for our services performed. We then offered
to him an opportunity to speak at one of our meetings,
which he accepted, and in his turn. he invited the President of the Club to a banquet at his home in order to
promote unity and international understanding among
the members of tbe student body and faculty of the University. The offer was accepted and the ties between the
Club and the Administration were thereby strengthened.
Added to this was the bountiful opportunity to inform the
President and his wife more fully of the background and
char acter of the B aha' i F ai tho
During the coming quarters the Club hopes to become

more bold and outspoken concerning the name of Bahit'u'llah, and to eventually launch an unproscribed and
unrestricted campaign of proclamation on the campus,
so that everyone, both those of Mexican as well as other
descent, may hear and become fully informed as to who
Baha'u'llah is and the nature of the Plan which He has
conceived for the ultimate and final salvation of a sorely
tried and grievously striken humanity.
"'One in All is a compilation in the Wisdom of the East
series, by Edith B. Schnapper and contains comparative
quotations from various religions, including the Baha'i
Faith.

Music Lends Prestige to the Faith
By Maud Grasselly

Alfredo Speranza (in bow tie) afteT ane of his proclama-

tion concerts in

U1Ll.gu.ay~

with Baha'is. Second and third

from left, Au.riliary Board members Ramon. Moreira of
Uruguay and Mara!ynn Dunbar Of Argentina.

Alfredo Speranza, a renowned pianist, is a Uruguayan
citizen who has been living in Italy for the last twentytwo years. He is Professor of Music in Bologna and
directs the Speranza Academy of Music in Rimini.
Mr. Speranza became-a Baha'i in Italy in 1968 at which
time he began composing music inspired by the Baha'i
teachings. Since then, he has been proclaiming the Faith
through his music throughout Italy and other European
c01mtries. On July 17, 1971 he arrived in his native country, Uruguay, to proclaim the Faith through proclamation concerts and television appearances. He played his
Baha'i compositions in seven Uruguayan cities, as well
as Buenos Aires, Argentina and three Brazilian cities,
accompanied in many of them by Counsellor Athos

Announcement from India
The Baha'i Publishing Trust of India has announced
a Baha'i. Book Subscription Plan whereby 'any Baha'i
institution or individual can become a member of the
plan by paying $10 annually. Each member of the plan
receives one COpy of each pUblication brought out by
that Trust, in English, during the year in which the
SUbscription is purchased.
Send in your name, along with a certified check or
money order for ten United States dollars ($10.00),
payable to: Baha")' PubIlshlng Trud
P.O. HoI 19 New Deihl-I, India

Costas and Auxiliary Board members Maralynn Dunbar
and Ramon Moreira. Board member Sr. Moreira was
instrumental in making arran·gements in every city
where proclamation concerts were held, in the three
countries mentioned. Sr. Costas and Mrs. Dunbar spoke
to several audiences on the Baha:i Faith prior to the
concerts themselves and through this means hundreds
of people heard about the Faith. He has given about
1,500 concerts in Europe and South Africa.
In addition to the .proclamation concerts Sr. Speranza
appeared on at least ten television programs during his
stay in Uruguay, and in this way .many thousands heard
about the Faith. On August 25, 1971, Sr. Speranza returned
to Italy and shortly thereafter went to Iceland to perform
during the Oceanic Conference held there.
We quote from Sr. Speranza's own words regarding his
desire to promote the Faith through music:
"When I began composing Baha'i music in 1968, it had
been ten years since I had composed anything. I had
been suffering from a feeling of spiritual emptiness and
had not been able to create anything for lack of inspiration. That is why the desire to compose new music, a
renewed desire to express myself, was a decisive moment in my life. The cause of this desire was vital and
important: my spirit had begun to overflow with faith
and with love for all people. I had become acquainted
with the Baha'i Faith, and so great was its impact on
my soul and mind that it was as though a wall inside me
had fallen, enabling me to compose for hours on end.
It was thus that the 'Poema Baha'i' "W'aS born, which
visualizes Baha'u'lHlh, addressing His followers, and
these same believers carrying His words around the
world-words of brotherhood, of peace, of happiness, of
the complete illlity of man. The ·Poem-a' ends in a trium
phal march, visualizing all men marehing hand-in-hand
toward the Supreme One, full of great happiness in their
know led ge of the truth . . .
"I beg of God to give me the strength to continue with
my work and thus enable me to carry the Baha'i Faith,
through musiC, to all comerS of the world."
w

Scandinavian Summer School
Announcement
A Scandinavian Summer School will be held in Norway,
the first week of July 1972. The location of the school is
at a special beautiful place, Ringsaker Folkehoyskole,
three hours by train from Oslo, not far from Lillehammer. one of our goal cities. A program with details will
be annoWlced as soon 'as possible.
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF BAHA'is or NOHWAY
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A Letter from a Pioneer
Japan has been given the 'goal of trying to aohieve
their 60 Local Spiritual Assemblies (the Nine Year Goal)
by this Ri<;ivan, then spend the last year of the Plan for
consolidation and deepening. This was presented to the
BaM'is ,by Dr. Muhajir about three weeks ago during
a. two-day visit to Tokyo. Since then small teams of
Baha'is have been going each Sunday to another town
to support firesides. For various reasons (such as custom
and very small homes) most of the meetings are held in
rooms, rented or loaned, that occupy a small comer of
a -business establishment. In Kofu, we meet in a nice
little room . . .
Another fireside that I've atlende<l on Wednesday
evenings is at a Tea Room in Toyodla, ahother suburb
of Tokyo. We meet around three little tables pushed
together-have tea and sandwiches ·and talk in English
and Japanese. Since the group is diverse in looks and
language we do attract attention from the other diners.
No one has come over to question us yet-maybe we
should have SOme pamphlets and at least tell the owners
and waiters.
Jack Davis (a long ti'me Philippine Baha'i) is here in
Japan for six months to set up a National Inform'ation
Center-to begin a gigantic mailing operation <all over
Japan. Lists are,being compiled from all possible sources,
so that eventually about three million letters will go out.
The mailing consists of a general information pamphlet
-a short letter from the National Spiritual Assembly
Secretary saying th at the world is in chaos and this
pamphlet will give a new direction and answers to the
world problem'S. (I have not seen a literal translation of
letter or pamphlet so am vague re exact information
given). There is also a reply card, stamped and addressed
to the Center here with boxes to check off for: more
information, visit, membership card, etc. This type of
proclamation has worked very well in the Philippines
and the hope is that it will help to fulfill the Guardian's
promise that uJapan will tum ablaze", the word.'3 said
by 'Abdu'l-Baru..
A YOWlg Japanese man stopped in-for a few minutes
that turned into an hour. He's been here twice for firesides, has read some little pamphlets and wanted morein English. He reads and understands spoken English well
and speaks it fairly well but haltingly. He wanted Baha'i
material in English as the Japanese translations "are
hard to understand". He questioned". I think that the
Baha'i library, sale and loan, of English books needs
strengthening. That m'ay be somethink I can tackle-we
shall see . . .
So there is a stress of helping the Japanese perfect
their English. They all are exposed to English in schoo~
so can read it fairly well-often when I go into a store
if I write down what I want (in English) the shopkeeper
can understand, but if I try to say it in English he's lost.
Once they leave school, often there is very little contact
with English and in school it's taught by Japanese with
emphasis on grammar and reading and little conversation. So I try to speak slowly with my best diction and
watch the face for comprehension. No one likes to admit
they don't understand so I usually repeat or say it a
different way until the light dawns. Occasionally the
same thing is done for me in Japanese, but it's a slow
and challenging way to talk. Stretches my ,brain to think
of synonyms.
I mentioned Jack Davis and his Hproject". Well, inl8.dvertently he's also taken on a remodeling job of Baha'i
Centers. When he was in Hokkaido, he and two other
Americans repainted and refurbished the little Center
there-they had no one to do this and no money for
severn I years. Word got around that it really looked great
now so he was asked to tackle this Center-and tackle

is t~e right word. For nearly two weeks we painted,
repaIred, cleaned out closets, cleaned in general, moved
fumi ture-offices changed around, I'm at the other end
of the building now in a cozy Jittle newly painted room
right next to the kitchen and bathroom and separate fro~
the offices and activity centers. The work is not quite
finished-painting all done, but two ceilings need plywood panels ...
The yoimg American airman doing the work had to
go hack 'and work for Uncle Sam for a few days-but
he's due back for three days later this week. He's a
carpenter, electrician and painter by 'avucation-how
fortunate t There is a lovely garden in back of the een ter
and in the Spring he has promised to put his iandsoaping
talents to work there! So you -begin to see what my days
are like-the life of a pioneer: stuffing envelopes, painting, cooking, serving coffee, traveling and meeting lovely
new friends, struggling with the language, always something new and challen'ging, but then when the new things
get a bit wearing I do something old ·and familiar.
Today I took my courage in both hands and walked
alone about one mile to a park-it had been pointed out to
me several weeks ago by my red~haired and bearded
American grocery store 'acquaintance. Well, the park is
lovely-broad lawns, trees, pavilions, pond'S ~nd people
doing just what they'd be doing in parks in the United
States, children climbing the trees, parents and children
playing ball and flying kites, couples strolling along the
paths, sitting on the benches, lolling on the grass (a little
chilly but they didn't seem to notice), taking pictures.
This was the last day of the New Year holiday and many
young ladies were out in their gorgeous kimonos-like the
Easter parade---.and just like the pictures of traditional
Japan-bright colors, 'brocades and satin. hair up with
flowers and long fancy pins through the buns. Unfortunately I didn't have my camera-but then I'm not sure
how to ask for permission to take a picture so it's just
as well I forgot it.
I must finish this up and get back to my studying.
I've nearly memorized the pre-kindergarten set of fifty
Japanese characters-now must get on to the other fifty
J'apanese 'Characters, then staTt on the 1850 Chinese characters. If I live long enough and stay here long enough
I may be able to read the signs! There's no time to worry
or fret or wonder what I'm doing 8000 (or so) miles from
home. I'm really very happy and content and feel at
home. The prayers really do make a difference-home
becomes anywhere you are with the Greatest Name.
This was written by Jean Goss. You win see her photograph included with those who attended the Pioneer
Institute in Wilmette in December, which is in the January issue of BAHA'i NEWS. Jean spent six weeks at the
Bahit'i n-ation'al headquarters in the United States before
receiving her permission to go to Japan. While in Wilmette she volunteered for every kind of service from
guiding in the House' of Worship to addressing envelopes.
To her surprise, when she arrived in Japan she was
situated in the national headquarters of Japan, and with
one other staff member, she assists again, in whatever
needs to be done. Her letter was dated January 5, 1972.
(Editor's note)

MISSISSIPPI
The momentum gathers as operation "Laz·arus" begins
to awaken masses, One hundred and fifty near Jackson
responded to the call in two weeks.
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Mass Teaching in Wanganui,
New Zealand
In Wanganui New Zealand, mass teaching over Labor
Weekend was t fantastic. The Baha'is started arriving
Friday afternoon, believers from Napier, Hastings, Wellington, New Plymouth and Lower Hutt. Many communities whose members could not come had prayers for
the success of the effort. First declarations started with
a trickle of two on Saturday morning and Monday they
were accepting in groups, three, four or five at a time.
The group ran out of declaration card. and had to beg
or borrow some more from another team.
Baha'! Week got off to a good start with a photograph
of Auxiliary Board member Gertrude Blum and Shirley
Charters. A window display in a central shop and a J?"mphlet table in the center of town were well patronIzed,
thank. to the ellorts of a certain Babil'; who walked up
and down the street asking if people would like to read
about the Baha'i Faith. Flowers made of paper, each
with a quotation tied to its stem, were popular and 2,000
were distributed. The Mayor was presented with The
PToclamation of Baha'u.'llah, also a bowl of flowers with
Baha'i quotations.
Pre-teaching preparation was stressed: "It is important
that everyone be enthused before going out to teachto hurry is silly. We went out too quickly on Friday with
the result that there were many enquirers but no declarations. However, on Saturday mornin~ we made a point
of singing and praying ... and haVIng a pep talk .
and results came. There was much love and laughter and
many people were attracted by the dille,ent na~!onaJities
and accents-American, Persian, English, FIJIan, Aus.
.
trian and Kiwi."
Wanganui nOW has a community of thi~ty-nme ~eh~v
ers, most of them youth and about one-third M'aorl, Wlth
seventeen adults.
New Zealand BAHI/t NEWS1.ETTER, November, 1971
Newly established Baha'i group of Lyngby, Den'?l"ark
present Proclamation book to Mayor (from left to ,.,ght)
Mrs. Johanne H~eg (first Danish believer who accepted
the faith in 1925 on Hawaii), Mr. S. Payman, Mayor P.
Fenneberg and Mis. Else Holdt.

Iranians in Togo
Mr. Ahyi presenting Mr. Ferdows to His Excellency the
President of the Republic 01 Togo, General Etienne
Eyadema.

Mr. and Mrs. Q. Ferdows, of 1ran, recently toured
Togo, where they were granted written permission from
the Ministry of Education to visit primary schools
throughout Togo, speaking to faculty and students. Mr.
and Mrs. Ferdows took fuJI advantage of this wonderful
opportunity and were enabled to give the Message to
many stUdents and teachers whom they met with on
their tour.
On 6 October a BaM'i delegation which included Mr.
and Mrs. Ferdows was invited to meet with the President of Tcgo. The delegation was warmly and graciously
received by the President and enjoyed an interview of
thirty minutes. Press photographers were present at the
meeting and the leading newspaper of Togo carried the
report on the front page of the paper with an accompanying photograph.
. .
A radio interview was also arranged at whlch the Falth
was introduced and the Teachings were spoken of at
length. The interview was broadcast at 8:00 p.m., an hour
when a great majority of the people of Togo were enabled
to listen to the radio, and undoubtedly will have a great
effect.

First of Her Tribe
The picture is of Mrs. Irene Harris, who is the first
believer of the Ki twancool tribe and is 92 years old. She
'was also elecrted to Prince Rupert's Assembly. Mrs.
Harris was presented to
the Queen when she visited Prince Rupert, as
she is a celebrity herself
in these parts. She likes
the BahO. 'is to -call her
'grandma' because she
says she is I I grandmother to all peopleChinese, Japanese, white
people - to everyone!"
Moo! stirring to all 01 US
is her persistence in
learning how to pronounce the Greate-st
Name which we shower
upon her as a ~reeting.
-CANADIAN BAHA'i NEWS
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IN MOMBASA, KENYA
Sunday school class in MombasB, Kenya, East Africa.
Photo was sent in by pioneers Richard and Sima Mellman.

First Local Spiritual Assembly of the HaM'is of Bethe!,
AIlISka, Ri(ltlan 1971. Front row: Blu Mundy, Maynard
EaJcan, Sandra Etageak, Andrea Baumgartner. Also, !eft

to right: Natalie Baumgartner, secretary; Ernest Baumga.rtner, chllirma:n; Bud Revet, vice-chairman; Ken L.
Sue!, and Jim Baumgarlne1", treasurer.

Patient EHort Results in Alaskan
Assembly
The cuhnination of sixteen years of intermittent teach~
ing activity and pioneer settlement resulted in the establishment of the first Local Spiritual Assembly of Bethel,
Alaska, last Ri9van, 1971. This Assembly was composed
entirely of Baha'i pioneers who converged therebeginning in the summer of 1970.
The first to move there were Ken and Beth Suel from
the Matanuska Valley, who established residence in the
spring. Blu Mundy of Fairbanks went in early fall to
teach in the State Operated School. That same fall, Bud
Revet went in the last part of August from Mekoryuk;
then Margie Revet in December from Eek. They were
followed in December by Jim and Andrea Baumgartner
of Fairbanks who went for the Teacher Corps; next by
Sandra Etageak and Maynard Eakan in January; then
by Ernie and Natalie Baumgartner of Klawock, and
David and Nathana Rhines from Anchorage.
Before and after the formation of the Assembly, the
Bethel Bahil'is were extremely active in spreading the
Faith. They had radio programs, firesides, children's
programs, and carried on much individual teaching. Ken
and Beth, residents of the Receiving Home, the Revels
at the Bethel Heights Housing Development, Maynard
Eakan in the program to combat alcoholism, Blu Mundy
with her music lessons and social studies programs in
the State Operated School, Sandra Etageak working with
the Family Social Services at Welfare Office, Ernie and
Nat Baumgartner with the telephone utility and in the
housing area, Jim and Andrea in an educational program
-all spread the Faith by their daily lives.
November-December 1971-ALAsKA BAIIA'i NEWS

Northernmost Local Spiritual Assembly
The first Local Assembly of inuvik, the northernmost
Assembly on the shores of the Arctic Sea. From left to
right, sitting: Paul Jones, Arthur Peel, Diane Jones,
Willie Thrasher. Back row: Don Cole, Cliff Peters, Bill
Watson, DiAnn Watson, Chris Cole. Photo at rigM.
--CANAmAN BAHA'i NEWS

August--September 1911

In Zambia-an Outstanding Event
On 10th August at 7 p.m. there was a seven-minute
radio interview that had been recorded in the afternoon,
while at 7:20 there was a live interview which lasted eight
minutes. On 12th August there was a public meeting
attended by approximately fifty non·Baha'is. All this
activity was organized by the Local Spiritual Assembly
in Lusaka, and the response ca·me through personal invitation and paster advertising.
The interviews were made possible by the arrival of
Dr. S. I. Dean from Singapore where he and his wife
assisted with the Oceanic Conference in January. The
public meeting also involved Counsellor Shidan Fatheazam, who shared in the question and answer period.
The speaker was not perturbed ·by the barrage of questions following his talk on the development of man under
the title "6.000 Years from Adam." So interested was
the Program Manager of Zambia TV that he requested
a recorded interview for release at '7:30 p.m. on Sunday,
21st August. This interview, a full half-hour, appeared
under the title "The Baha'i Faith."
This hilS been our most outstanding proclamation
achievement so far.
-NAnONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY or TBZ
BAIIA'is 01' ZAMBIA

... u, . . . . . . . . . .
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International Distribution of
Baho"( News
Bulk orders and shipments of Baha'i News to National
Spiritual Assemblies are now being handled by the Publishing Trust in Wilm ette. It will continue to be necessary
for each National Assembly to provide for the distribution of Baha'i News within its national area of jurisdiction. Local assemblies, groups, and individuals outside
the continental United States (with the exception of
Canada) must request subscriptions from their National
Spiritual Assembly.

The sUbscription price f-or BAHA'i NEWS is $6.00 a year,
and it is for Bah&" is only. Ch anges of address for the
mailing of BAHA'i NEWS andlor World Order should be
marked to the attention of:
Subscrlptioa Service
415 Linde. Avenue, Wilmelk, llliDols 1iOO91

Have you ever heard of CHILD'S
WAY!
Have you seen CHILD'S WAY reo
cently?
Some children like it. We don't hear
from the others.
Youth like it.
Adults like it.
Adolescents wouldn't be caught
dead with it-it says Child's on
the cover.
Why?
Children enjoy having their .....
Baha'i magazine.
They love to have their elders
read it to them, or to read it
themselves, if they can read.
They memorize illustrated prayers.
They like the stories.
They look at the pictures.
Adults are happy to have Simple
answers to difficult questions .
They enjoy excerpts from unpublished gems, such 'as Mahmud's
Diary informally translated by
Marzieh Gail, or from Ramona
Brown's memoirs.
They are glad to find reprints
from out of print books and
magazines.
They feel young again .
Sometimes, they share CJIILDIS
WAY with children.
Teachers are delighted to have materials for children.
The editor is frustrated because So
much is available, but who will
re-write it for children? and there
isn't enough space to print it. and
too few Baha'is contribute original stories and g ames and songs.
But a few wonderful people do.
lt is the ONLY Baha'! children's
magazine published on this
continent.
WON'T YOU SUBSCRIBE!
$4.50, with your name and address,
for 6 issues per year.
A group can get together to obtain
a subscription also.
If you want only one copy, the cost
is 7511.
CmLD'S WAY MAGAZINE
Box 551, Amberst, Mass. 01001
HONDURAS: The Legal Committee has been given the
go-ahead to proceed with incorporation of the six additional Assemblies to fill the goal of the Nine Year Plan.
It seems assured that they will elect far beyond the
number of Local Assemblies required in the plan.
-NATIONAL SPmITUAL ASSEMBLY or HONDURAS

BAHA'i NE:WS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United
States, as a news organ reporting current activities of' the Baha'i world community.
.
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Evelyn Hardin. Manaa:ing Editor; Miss Charlotte
Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representative; Mr. Rexford C. Parmelee. Mrs. Sy1via Parmel!!e.
Material must be received by the twemy-:ft1th of the second month precedma date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial
Office. 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, illinois 60091, U.S.A.
Change of address should be reported directly to Membership and Records, National Baha'i Center. 112 Linden Avenue, Wil~
mette, Illinois-. U.S.A.. 60091.
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5J.e Unive,."af ..J/ou"e of Ju,,/ice
mate" Jo'!ow Announcement
OVERJOYED ANNOUNCE

FRIENDS EVERY LAND

NUMBER LOCALITIES NOW 56645 EXCEEDING BY
OVER 2500 ORIGINAL GOAL NINE YEAR PLAN. OFFERING PRAYERS THANKSGIVING SACRED THRESHOLD
FOR DIVINE BOUNTIES SURROUNDING SACRIFICIAL
EFFORTS LOVE INTOXICATED SUPPORTERS HIS
BLESSED NAME. URGE BELIEVERS THOSE AREAS
WHOSE TEACHING GOALS ARE STILL OUTSTANDING
EXERT UTMOST EFFORT COURSE SWIFTLY PASSING
REMAINING MONTHS

PLAN WIN THEIR

GOALS

ENABLING THEM JOIN RANKS THEIR VICTORIOUS
BRETHREN WHO ARE URGED CONTINUE THEIR
VIGOROUS BRILLIANT EXPLOITS IN SERVICE GODS
INFINITELY GLORIOUS CAUSE.
_ THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Haifa, Israel
February 14, 1972
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By Ruth Pringle

Nineteen thirty-nine---it was a terrible year. a wonderful

year! Storm clouds of ominous portent were soon to unleash a fury which would plunge practically the entire
"civilized" world into a flaming, churning holocaust of
hate, carnage, blood-shed and mass destruction. God's
Army of Light was galvanizing its forces to burst through
the darkness, resplendent and glorious, to gather together a suffering mankind. amalgamated by the tests of
a firey ordeal, into a vibrant, vital, pulsating organic
whole in which the little country of Panama was destined
to rise to a position of world importance and a point of
unity for Hthe North and the South, the East and the
West." Here is the story of its beginnings.
'Abdu'I-Baha's Divint Plan
In 1919 the devout followers of Baha'u'IH.h in the United
States gathered in New York City for their Eleventh
Annual Convention and Baha'I Congress. During the sessions, a series of Tablets from 'Abdu'l-Baha, now knO\vn
as the Tablets of the Divine Plan, were unveiled. Among
them there was one which mentioned, in order, each
one of the Latin American countries. It continued: "All
the above countries have great importance, but especially the Republic of Panama, wherein the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans come together through the Panama Canal.
It is a center for travel and passage from America to
other continents of the world and in the future it will
gain great importance. l
" ... now is the time ... Become angels of heaven and
travel and teach through aU these regions."2 Again He
said, H • • • That place (Panama) will become very im~
portant in the future. The teachings, once established
there, will unite the East and the West, the North and
the South,"3
Firs. to A rise to the Db-iDe Summoll8
While many of the assembled friends were overwhelmed by the messcrge conferring upon that enviable
nation (the United States) its great spiritual mission,
only one arose in immediate obedience to the challenging
summons of Latin American conquest contained in it.
Martha Root, extolled by the beloved Shoghi Effendi in

1939 as 'The first, finest fruit which the Formative Age
of the Faith of Baha'u'llah has as yet produced . . . ""
responded at once. This "foremost Hand of the first
Baha'i century"5 blazed her historic trail throughout
Latin America and then around the world. Among the
many honors she won was that of being the first Baha'i
to carry the news of God's great redemptive Message to
that sma.ll country "wherein the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans come together."6
ArriVing at the port of Balboa, October 25, 1919, she
exerted herself to the utmost during her stay of one
week. The first articles placed by a Baha'i appeared in
the local press, public talks were given at the Ancon
Club House and the Union Church in Balboa, and the
"doctors of the Canal Zone ports, ... the British Minister t
and several ... of the American Governmental officials"7
received the Message directly from her. While it was
impossible for her to visit the leper colony of Palo Seco,
she sent literature and candies to these unfortunate souls.
From the date of the first tilling of the soil until May,
1939, the land lay fallow except for a sprinkling of Baha'is
who tossed out a few handfulls of seed as they passed
through Panama enroute to South American countries.
First Seven Year Plan In the United Sial..
Meanwhile slowly and patiently the beloved Guardian
during a sixteen year period, guided the highly favored
North American Community in the erection 01 the
machinery of their Administrative Order and set it into
motion. By 1939 the first phase of the first Seven Year
Plan (1937-1944) had been successfully executed through
its instrumentality.
That year Shoghi Effendi called upon the friends assembled in the Annual Convention to arise to the second
stage of the Plan-the "systematic penetration of Latin
America,lt through a "methodical advance along the line
traced by the pen of 'Abdu'l-Baha.'" He urged them to
bend their energies employing the newly constructed
machinery in accordance with the primary purpose for
which it was designed and erected, Upromoting the
growth and consolidating the pioneer movement. He
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F!nt Pio...... Teacher ill P _ _
Of the many assembled friends, again one soul heard
the call for Panama and arose at once. Thus, Mathew
Kaszab won the enviable distinction of being the first
(though temporary) pioneer teacher to Panama. He
plunged into the arena with a fever of activity and dedication typical of his "unforgettable" service to the Cause
during the few rem aining years of his gloriously tragic
life.

The Arrival of • Group of Pionee ..
Immediately upon his arrival in Panama (May 18,
1939) Mathew launched a vigorous proclamation campaign through thepress, radio and public talks. Interested
souls were attracted and by October the /irst permanent
pioneers, Louise Caswell and Cora Oliver, arrived along
with John Eichenaur (enroute to EI Salvador). The first
Baha'i in Panama had been found and the story which
future history will record bad begun to unfold.
The first two weeks of October, 1939 were a feast of
Ujoyous spiritual association of five Baha'is"l0 in Panama. John Eichenaur continued to his proposed destination and Mathew Kasza b departed for Nicaragua, the final
phase of his pioneer service and life of se1Jless dedication
to Baha'u'llah. Louise and Cora began to implant their
roots deep in the soil of the lives of the people, to become
an integral part of their new homeland.
The first step of the new pioneers was to enroll in the
National University to learn the language, make valuable
friends and exploit all possibilities such associations had
to offer. During the ensuing months the range of their
activities was wide, cutting across all levels and strata
of society. Regular study classes were organized and
pursued relentlessly. A center was establisbed. Opportunities were seized for mass proclamation. The Message
ofBaha'u'llah was carried to all levels, from the President
of the Republic to the humble, the meek and the lowly.
Lasting bonds of personal love and affection, and sentiments of warm sympathy for the Faith were quickly
gained. However, the excitement of the entry into the
Faith in great numbers was destined to be the portion
of others who followed in their wake, and Cora and Louise
toiled in other Central American countries. While the
winning of new souls was slOW, it was, nevertheless, a
sure process, as time bas proven by the record of service
and dedication of the group of first believer •.

Steady Growdl of Ibe Faidl
In a very short time the significance of the Guardian'S

observation: "Though politically unsettled, religiously
intolerant, socially backward and climatically inhospitable, these unexplored territories hold forth inestimable prizes for audacious adventures in the path of Baha'l
service,"l1 asswned new dimensions. Cora and Louise
reported shortly after their arrival: "We see all races
mingling in apparent harmony and on a footing of equal·
ity. However, deeper investigation has revealed that the
attitude of superiority of the Zone people is subtly influencing the Panamanians in favor of light skin. Recent.
ly we saw a school parade of medieval splendor, of much
fonnality, priestly robes, artificial :Bowers and a statue
of the Virgin. The educators, priests and nuns belong
to an age that has passed. The solemn faces of the children testify to this. The different races were grouped
together and the white superiority was implied by the
chosen angels who were of the white race. At the Univer~
sity, preference is shown, as only two members of the
staff are of Negro background while the majority of the
students are on the dark side. We have also learned that
no dark skinned people hold high political offices. The
presence of two white worn en attending the University
exemplifies the teaching that deeds are more powerful
than words. . . ."
"Driven by the unforeseen forces of a benign destiny
the people of Panama are as yet unaware of the fact that
they are being welded into a body politic evincing the
oneness of humanity.u 12
The pioneers developed Hthose qualities of renunciation, tenacity, daWltlessness and passionate fervor that
can alone brave the dangers and sweep away the obstacles with which an infant Faith, struggling against
vested interests and face to face with the entrenched
forces of prej udice, of ignorance and fanaticism, must
needs contend.' '18
Cor a and Louise grew; the Faith grew, new pioneers
came. By April 1944, the Second World War was well
into its darkest hours with pain and suffering gripping
the vitals of the major part of the WOrld. In the Western
Hemisphere, the light of Baha was increasing in intensity. The Faith had been firmly launched and the direction of its courSe in Panama had been set. A firm group
of loyal and steadfast believers had been established.
Iu....-American CollferellCe Celebrating
Ceu-,. of Declaratiou of Ibe IIIib

Upon Alfred Osborne fell the honor of representing
Panama at the Inter-American Conference commemorating the Centenary of the Declaration of the Bab (May,
1944). The curtain was being lowered on the first stage

Recent photograph of the House of Worship. Note workmen at top beginning to lay tiles to encase the
dome. The buiWing will be floodlighted at night.
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of the first epoch of the unfoldment of the Divine Plan.
God?s slowly advancing army was gaining strength and
preparing its associates for its future tasks of radiating
the new Light to the entire world.
With the convening of the All-American Teaching
Conference (May 1944) in Wilmette in association with
the Centenary Celebrations, the first chapter of the Panama story came to an end and a new chapter was about
to begin. The first part of this chronicle dealt with
Panama as an iSOlated unit. The second part knit her
fate together with her sister Republics with which the
next seventeen years was to be intimately associated.
It was a period of internal development and external
collaboration during which her star began to arise in
fulfilment of her destiny.
The goal for this period as set forth by Shoghi Effendi
for the deliberation of the assembled delegates was as
follows:
" ... to deliberate on the measures to reinforce the ties
binding them to their Sister Community, unitedly devise
means for the inauguration of teaching campaigns in
their respective Republics, the dissemination of Baha'i
literature, the multiplication of administrative centers
as preliminary steps in the formation of Baha'i National
Assemblies, and lend impetus to the prosecution of any
enterprise launched to carry still further the Plan conceived by jAbdu'I-Baha for the American Baha'i Community."l.f
As a direct result of the consultation which followed,
the Literature Distribution Committee for Central America? was appointed to facilitate the flow of literature
being published in Chile. Its members were Alfred Osborne (Chairman), Louise Caswell, Cora Oliver and JQlie
Regal. To further cement the bonds among the various
countries, a Special Bulletin Committee was established
with Alfred Osborne as Editor and Professor Edelberto
Torres, Assistant Editor. The difficult task of gathering
news from each country was begun and the first Baha'i
News Bulletin in Spanish appeared in March, 1945. Panama, along with its sisters began to contribute its share
to the slowly growing volume of translations and pamphlets suitable for wide distribution. The Inter-American
Committee geared itself for a fresh outpouring of pioneerS and itinerant teachers.
Growth of lb. Adminislr._
As for Panama, its first and most important task still
remained-the establishment of the first of the bedrock
institutions to sustain the weight of yet another of the
pillars buttressing the future Universal House of Justice,
Already Local Spiritual Assemblies had been established
in the capital cities of Mexico, Guatemala, San Salvador.
Tegucigalpa and San Jose. Panama lagged behind.
Through a concerted effort on the part of pioneers, native
Baha'is and traveling teachers, the goal was won at
Rio;lvim 1945 with the formation of the Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of Panama City. It waS further consolidated by legal incorporation in 1947 through the voluntary
assistance of a non-Baha'i friend, Dr. Javier Laso de la
Vega.
The newly established Local Spiritual Assembly arose
to prove its strength in the field of extension teaching.
Mrs. Louise Caswel1 moved to Colon where before the
end of the year the first Baha'i group was organized. A
group was also formed in the Can al Zone Sou them Dig..
trict.
While the main field of action was in Latin America,
predominating roles were played by tbe National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, the Inter~American
Teaching Committee and. the International School in
Colorado Springs, Colorado (the generous gift of Mrs.
Loulie Mathews by pioneers and traveling teachers, and
in fact, the entire body of believers from that country.

The newly enrolled servants in Baha'u'Uah's path responded. Teachers began to arise to swell the ranks
beyond the frontiers of their local communities. There
was need for deepening and that broader association SO
essential to a fuller appreciation of the power and magnitude of Baha'u'll.~h's great design.
Fint Latla·Americaa Te""hlDg CODfena""
The Inter-American Committee called for the first
Latin-American Teaching Conference, January 20-26,
1946. In consultation with the Guardian, the honor of
hosting this first important gathering was bestowed upon Panama.
Later the account of the Conference was published. in
the Bana', WOTld, Volume X from which the following
excerpts are quoted:
"Like an echo of the historic 1944 BaM'! Centennial
Celebration, similarly significant in the creative force it
released and in the wide-spread repercussions it caused
the First Latin American Baha'i Teaching Conference'
held in Panama City from January 20th to 25th 1946'
will ever stand out as one of those portentous and d~ftnit~
milestones in the unfoldment of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Divine
Plan. It marked a new stage in the expansion of the
Cause and in the growing strength and harmony of its
already established units.
"The idea of this Conference was conceived in the
s~mmer of 1945 SJold enthusiastically stimulated, espeCIally by Mrs. Loube Mathews, whose contribution to the
Inter-America teaching work, since its very beginning,
has been unique.
"The National Spiritual Assembly (of the United States)
and Inter-America Committee were represented officially
at the Panama Conference by Mrs. Amelia Collins a
member of both of these bodies. At one of the sessi<'ms
of t~,~ Con~e~ence! Mrs. C?lliz:s spoke especially on
Baha 1 AdmmlstratIon, stressmg Its vital importance and
clarifying many of its functions and institutions. Native
believers from ten of the Latin American Centers and
eight C!f the North American pioneers gathered in 'Pan~
ama CIty, and in a marvelous spirit of brotherhood and
unity each contributed his or her part to the well-rounded
program of this Conference. Mornings were devoted to
informal sessions during which an intensive study was
conducted of the Guardian's latest book God Passes By
of administration and of teaching methods.
J
,jln the evenings public lectures were arranged with
talks on some of the basic Teachings of the Faith such
as 'Unity of Religion/ 'Progressive Revelation,' joneness
of Mankind,' and 'Divine Art of Living.' The largest and
most impressive public session was held Friday evening
January 25th, in the main auditorium of the Inter-Amer:
ican University which had been graciously placed at the
disposal of the Conference Committee. Participating
with two Baha'i speakers, Dr. Octavio Mendez Pereira
Rector of the University and Delegate from Panama t~
the San Francisco Conference for the establishment of
United Nations Organization, gave one of the principal
addresses. Under the all-over theme of ·Peace,' Dr. Mendez Pereira spoke on the 'Problem of Peace in the Light
of the San Francisco Conferen.ce' and brought out the
need for a pact both more universal and more spiritual
than that embodied in the U .N.O. Charter. Miss Elizabeth
Cheney followed, delineating for her audience the 'Lesser
Peace,' .spoken of by Baha'u'llah. As a glorious climax
and fittmg close to this important public meeting and
to the Conference Itself, Mrs. Gayle Woolson, in her address on jThe Most Great Peace' unfolded the viSion of
that time when the 'Lesser Peace,' achieved mostly
through the statesmen and rulers of the world, will be
followed by the Golden Age of Baha'u'llah.
"Once more, in a measure unapproached since the Centenary, was the bond of unity between the followers of
Baha'u'llilh throughout the Hemisphere reinforced. and
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a new impulse given to the Cause as a whole, creating in
all those present fresh determination to join their forces
to coordinate their activities and efforts, and with radiant
spirits to rededicate themselves to the advancement of
the Baha'i Faith. in all of its aspects, throughout their
native lands.
"To a degree far exceeding the hopes and expectations
of those instrumental in its planning, this unprecedented
event aided, and contributed to, the growth of the Faith
in Latin America, giving a fresh impulse to the coinciding processes of consolidation and of the expansion of the
Cause. In the months immediately fcHowing it ,became
increasingly evident that a firmer bond of understanding
and fellowship had welded together the component parts
of the Western Hemisphere, into a unified whole. "115
(To be continued)

Hawaiian Mass Teaching
Mr. Poova Murday spoke to over 1,000 people who attended a meeting on August 6, 1971, at the Molokai Fair
in Kaunakakai. Hawaii, at which the entertainment was
"The Baha'i Aikanes." a singing group. The gathering
resulted in forty· three declaration •.
Over a four-week period, mass teaching activities in
Hawaii resulted in 700 declarations. These activities established the twenty-eight goal communities.

5
Notes:
(1) Tablets of th.e Divine Pian, p. 10
(2:1 ibid. p. 11
(3) ibid, p. 26
(4) Messages to America, p. 30
(5, ibid
(6) 'Abdu'l-Bahci in Advent of Divine Justice. p. 59
(7) Star of the West, Vol. XI, No. 12, p. 216
(8) Mes,aages to America, p. 20
(9) ibid, p. 22
(10) History of BaJui!i Pioneers in Panama ]939-194ll
(11 ) Messages to America, p. 20
(12) Notes of Interest to BaM'is, Pa.nama, Oct. 1939
(13) Messages to America, p. 21
(14) ibid, p. 73
(15) BaM'i W01'Id, Vol. XI. p. 708

"Baha'i Aikanes" sing at the Molokai Fair, Kau.na.kaka.i in
Au.gust, 1971. Poova Murdall is at the e.nTemE! right.

Brussels Greets Singer
When the Baha'is of Brussels heard of the impending
visit of the famou.s Baha'i jazz trumpeter Dizzie Gillespie, they saw at once a chance for proclaiming the Faith
in a new strata of society.
Some twenty Bru.ssels Baha'is awaited Dizzie at the
airport. On his arrival they welcomed him by shouting
uDizzie" and waving posters inscribed "Baha'is." Of
course the attention of many by-standers was caught and
questions were asked about the Faith. On ·accompanying
Dizzie to his hotel, they distributed Baha'i pamphlets
and a publicity leaflet for the concert with the added
notation "Dizzie is a Baha'L"
Many friends attended the 'Concert. Afterwards, when
autograph~hun ters besieged Dizzy the friends Were surprised to see that Dizzy only signed his name to the
Baha '{ leaflets.
Welcomingl Dizzie Gillespie at the Brussels airport are: Dizzie in
center, Jean-Pi.erre Verhu.lst, left; from the ba.ck aM!' Ismail
Forou.glhi and Mrs. Lea N1/II, while HigOU8' Faliahzadeh a.nd
Arlette Mattneus hold :po.ners h.iglh.

Hialani Ha.milton dancing with «Baha'i Aikane,s", Kaunakakai,
Moloka;, Ha.waii, Augmr 6, 1911.
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Operation "f'J
,::::/abrle

Janaa,'! 28-30, 1972
From Canada, from New Hampshire, from Washington
State, from the Midwest. from allover the North American continent, over 500 followers of Baha'u'Uah gathered
in response to Gabriel's trumpet ~all to service. In
Charleston, South Carolina, only a half mile from the
old slave market, black and white, Indian and Oriental
met in loving diversity.
Graced and inspired by the presence of Hand of the
Cause Dr. Ral).matu'llah Muhajir I Auxiliary Board members Jenabe Caldwell (from Alaska) and Thelma Thomas,
National Spiritual Assembly representative Dr. Dwight
Allen and the National Teaching Committee, this hi...
toric assemblage of Baha'is heard the secretary of the
South Carolina Regional Teaching Committee, Mrs. Alberta Williford present the major goals and objectives
of Operation "Gabriel". They are:
1. Form again all the Local Spiritual Assemblies established at Ri~ vim 1971,
2. Establish 100 new Local Spiritual Assemblies, and
3. Increase the total number of localities where
Baha'is reside to 250.
To win these goals, each of South Carolina's five District Teaching Committee. had formulated plans. Since
a major focus of the conference was the recruitment of
Baha'is to work with Operation "Gabriel" for as long as
possible, the District Teaching Committees also operated
booths so that potential volunteers could come and talk.
personally with people from the district where they
might be assigned to serve. There were also information
booths on pioneering and Baha'i Child Education and
an incredibly complete Baha'i bookstore. There were
special children's classes on both Saturday and Sunday,
the latter being gra~ed by a special performance by the
"Northern Stars" and their "cookie munster". Blue
hairy Hcookie", the star of the Minnesota based "North-

ern Stars" Baha'i puppet show, was one 01 the surprise
hits of the conference,
By Saturday night the songs and plans of the District
Teaching Committees, the presentations of the Regional
Teaching Committee and the Deep South Committee and
the words of Hand of the Cause Dr. Muhajir moved some
nineteen Baha'is to volunteer for full time service in
Operation "Gabriel". The call for volunteers was given
again on Sunday morning with even more positive re.sults, seventy-one Baha'is volunteered for some kind of
service-this makes a total of ninety.
-From THE AMERICAN BARA'i, February 1972
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book sates and exhibits.

DT. Rab,ma.lu.'lldh Muh.d.jiT.

1'&1'3t Spanish. Su.mmer School bui.lding, Liria, neaT Valencia.
It was inaugumted on AUI1U8t lB, ]911.

Spa.ntsh. Bahd'is attmd1.nllJheiT fiTst summer sch.ool in the new

building at Li't&a., neaT ValenC1.a. MOTe than nineteen Bahd'(
communities of Spain meTe -represented and alao some We1'e

from abroad,
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UGANDA
Zylpha O. Mapp, United States pioneer to Uganda,
Director of Guidance at the Tororo Girl's School, is on
leave of absence from the public school system of Springfield, Massachusetts. She is working with the Uganda
Ministry of Education in developing a guidance program
in other schools of the nation. On home leave recently for
a short visit. she was the speaker at the New York Baha'i
observance of World Religion Day. She was interviewed
by the city's leading newspaper and addressed a public
meeting sponsored by the local Baha'is. Miss Mapp

reported that the United States is building a number of
schools in Uganda, and that United States National
Spiritual Assembly member Dr. Dwight Allen is participating in the development of their educational
methods.
On her visit to the House of Worship in Wilmette Miss
Mapp shared recent news of Uganda in the form of the
Uganda NATIONAL BAHA'i NEWSLETTER, Number 2, of which
she is editor.

The President of Uganda
On Thursday, 11th November at noon .. telephone call
was received advising the National Spiritual Assembly
that the President of Uganda, General Idi Amin Dada
had accepted our invitation to attend the one hundred
and fifty-fourth anniversary of the birth of Bahit'u'llith
at the Mother Temple of Africa.
Announcements were put on the radio in six languages
and all arrangements were co-ordinated with the office
of the President.
The people started to gather at the House of Worship
at about three o'clock. The number estimated was close
to 1000. The President arrived at 5:30 p.m. and was

cheered with loud shouts of "Dada oyee!" He was very
charming and kind and extremely humble. The people
crowded into the Temple with the overflow standing in
the aisles or squatting in the doorways.
Prayers were read in English, Luganda, Persian,
Swahili and Arabic. Mter a truly memorable service
dignified in its presentation and befitting in its content,
the ReligiQus Affairs Secretary and the Press Secretary
both commented on the wonderful words and Teachings
of Bahil'u'llith.
Upon completion of the Temple service, the President
and his party were escorted by the Chairman and Secre-

PT'esident of the Republic 01 Uganda, General Idi Amin Dada, (extT'eme right) attending the celebro&n of tM
Bi.rthday of Baha'u'Udh in the HOU8'e of Worship at Kampala.
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Health and the Strain of Study" held at the Lecture
Theatre t Faculty of Education, Makerere University
last month. In the Group Sessions Edith Senoga and
Zylpha Mapp were able to throw some light on the problem. Vida Abbasi and Forough Ehsani also supported the
meeting.
Lessons on FJecti.oas

PnBldent 01 UI14t1..da. readi.!':9_ hlr speech on the commemoration
of the Birt~""11 of B4M'u'll<l".

Irene Bennett and co-workers have just completed a
compilation on Baha'i elections entitled: "Six Lessons
on the Procedure and the Spirit of Baha'i Elections."
This material was prepared at the request of the Continental Board of Counsellors. It is to be studied at Nineteen Day Feasts and at courses given locally or in larger
conferences in the districts.
All this is in preparation for the forthcoming election
of convention delegates to take place by the end of February. It was inspired by The Universal House of Justice
and is taking place all over the world to improve the general conduct and standard of Baha'j elections.

Teso
Literacy Classes have begun at the Kobwin Baha'i
Women's Union held every Sunday at the Tilling Baha'i
Primary School. The classes are well-attended and are
for both men and women. The women also continue with
their embroidery work.
The President 01 Uga.nda and friends leaving the Howe of WOTship and en TOute to the J;lo;ira.tu'l-Qu,ds.

The PTerident 01 Uganda receiving The Proc:lamation of
Bah8'u1lAh from EMS EPlJeru, Chairman of the National
SpinfWl ABsembl1.l ot U 114nda. A. t the left ia MT.s, Edith SenoQla,
ChtdTma.n of the PubUc RelatiDnl Committee.

tary of the National Spiritual Assembly and the Chairman and Secretary of the Public Relations Committee
to the l:Ia~iratu 'I-Quds, where only about 150 people
could be accommodated.
The President was introduced to the BaM'ls by the
Secretary of Religious Affairs, Mr. Ntende. Then followed a short prayer, read by young Simon Robart •.
National Spiritual Assembly Chairman, Mr. Enos
Epyeru, then gave his prepared address and presented
the President with the book, The Proclamation of Baha'1I'lwh, beautifully leather bound.
In the President's speech he referred to the followers
of Bah';' 'u'IIah as being free from the misunderstaodings
or disputes which are found within other religious denominations in Uganda. "The fact that there is so much
peace and tranquility among the followers of Baha'u'IlBh
may mean one or more important things. They are truer
in their faith, they take pains to ensure that the tenets
of their religion are always upheld to the exclusion of
other considerations. They are sincere and match their
actions to the commandments in the holy books. They
truly love one another . . . They are truly shining examples of what a believer in God should be and do."
In thanking the President for his fine address, Mr.
Hassan Sabri described the President as a man who had
brought God back into the picture. He also assured the
President of the Baha'is' loyalty to the Govemment and
our prayers. Mr. Sabri then introduced General Amin
Dada to Dr. Dwight Allen, member of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the United States who was in
Uganda for the Transfer Ceremony of the Tororo Girls'
School to the Ministry of Education, in Uganda.
This truly was a wonderful proclamation of the -Faith
of Bahiltu'llah in Uganda.
Four Baha'is participated in the Uganda National
Association of Mental Health Seminar on "Student
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Kadoke Local Spiritual Assembly is also engaged in
this important work of teaching the friends to read and
write Ateso.

Sunday Nov. 21st, Vida Abbasi, Bakojja Musoke, Patrick
Senoga, Christopher Senoga, Samuel Kabali, Lon Duncombe and Brian Rhodes left by taxi for Gulu.
Without hesitation the Kampala youth arOSe and
answered the call.

Information has been received, a copy of a letter written by 'A·bdu'I-Baha to the Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Bombay, India, giving them information about
the layout of their Baha'i Cemetery.
"Which to outward appearance
should look like a paradise."
The Baha'is of Kampala are making arrangements to
develop their cemetery along the lines recommended.

Acholi Y oulll
On November 20, Baha'i youth spoke about the Faith
to twenty~five people and the Minister of Christ Church
about Baha'i. The minister is worried because his con·
gregation is leaving him for Baha'i.

Bukedi
The Lumuli Local Spiritual Assembly on October 30
met to consult upon the teaching work in their area.
The need for a team of nine people who know how to
teach about Baha'u'llah and His life to go for a period of
a week. around the villages nearby this Local Spiritual
Assembly was discussed. It was agreed that they would
be willing to become that team.

Two BaM'i friends Nabuti Kyakulaga and Yonosan
Nugweri of Bujabangula Baha'i Community went on a
voluntary teaching trip for five days. They visited
Nakatokwe Local Spiritual Assembly and two new villages were opened by them, one in Bulaage, Busiki
County and the other at Busenbatya in Bugweri County.
During their trip thirteen people became Baha'is.

BuKJIDda Youlll in Action
All during October the Youth of Kampala have been
holding well-attended meetings with up to seventy-five
persons present. The spirit is high, the friends are hap.py
and the seekers are learning more about the Baha'i
way of !ile.
The National Education Committee urgently needed
teachers for the Gulu Youth lns titute which had been
formed to meet the needs of the students there. On
Saturday Nov. 20th they were told of the situation. On

District Teaching Committee met on September 25th,
1971 and heard the reports of the friends who had gone
to the Teaching Conference in Kampala. Reference was
made to the Lake Victoria Plan of Dr. Muhajir "to be
joinUy achieved by the National Spiritual Assembly,
Local Spiritual Assemblies and all the Baha'is of the
world." In addition, plans outlined by Mr. Enoch Olings,
Hand of the Cause of God and the Continental Board of
Counsellors at the recent Victory Conference were con~
sulted upon.

B_a

Buayoro

BAHA'I YOUTH CONFERENCE-LA VEGA, DOMINICAN REPUBLICNOVEMBER, 1971
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Showing the dormitoT'll building under construction at the Louis
G. GregoT1l Institute, at Hemingway. South Carolina. It is
planned to give housing and camping jaciHtieB jor forty people.

The building at the rigilt is the auditorium and adminisif'ative
building for the Louis G. Gregory In.stitute to be dedicated in

th:e summer. 1972. At the lett i.s the dormitorv, nearing comple·
tion, Due to mass enrollment, it is estimated that -now about
one-fourth. of the believeTB in the United States title in South:

Carolina.

I
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HAND OF CAUSE VISITS BOTSWANA
In the three short days of his visit to Botswana, Hand
of the Cause of God Enoch Olinga, accompanied by Board
of Counsellors member Shidan Fatheazam and trav~
ersing the country from north to south, travelled nearly
500 miles over dirt and sometimes rain soaked roads?
visited three of the youngest and most active Baha'i
communities in Botswana and -gave a public talk and
a radio interview in the nation's 'capital.
To a country suffering under the influence of a firmly
established, discriminatory, flU1damentalist belief,
the visit of an African Hand of the Cause gave healthy,
tangible evidence of the truly universal and non-discriminatory character of the Baha'i Faith. At the same
time Mr. Olinga's talks were, for Baha'is raised in the
theories Qf a materialistic and literal~minded church, a
much needed clarification and re-explanation of the basic
Baha'i principles.
Visit to Ratholo

On Wednesday afternoon, Novem,ber 17, Enoch Olinga
arrived in Ratholo, a small, isolated village with a size·
able Baha'i community which has sprung up in just the
past few months. In a meeting with some forty-five
Baha'is and non-Baha'is the Hand spoke about Progressive Revelation and mentioned many of Baha'u'llah's
social principles. Always. in hi,s talk, he sought to broaden the minds of his audience-to carry their thoughts
beyond Ratholo and Botswana; to give them a picture of
a Faith universal in its Teachings and universal in its
appeal. He brought love and greetings from the Baha'is
of Rhodesia 'and Malawi, from the Baha'is of his home
country of Uganda,' and from The Universal House of
Justice in Haifa, israeL "Everywhere there are Baha'is
-the Baha'i Faith has spread to every part of the world,
even to Ra tholo! "
During the question and answer period one of the
audience, a tea-cher from the nearby secondary school,
said that he had read extensively about Islam, and -could
accept it as being one of the world's great reUgions"but why/' he asked, 4Iis Baha'i, which also -claims to be
a great world religion, never mentioned in the history
books?" Mr. Olinga, answered that the people who write
history books have been unaware· of the Baha'i Faith.
However, when historians become Baha'is, it will be a
different story altogether'
It is hard to convey in words the wisdom of the Hand
of the Cause. He never argued, he never challenged, he
never over-burdened his audience-on the other hand, he
Inside main Toam Of th.e N4tiona.l

Office of N4tiOna.l SpiTitua.l Anembltl 01 BotswAna.

never watered down the Tea'chin'gs to please -his listeners.
His talk was deep enough fo r the most intellectual, but
clearly stated the basic Baha'i truths which are under..
standable by the most simple and uneduoated. It wa.s
wonderful to hear.
A few days later the head·master of the primary school
declared his Faith in Baha'u'llah. He said that after
hearing Mr. Olinga's explanataion of religion, he had no
choice-he had to become a Baha'il
Bonwap\tse ...d PoIla Road
The next day. Thursday. was the busiest day for Mr.
Olinga. He held meetings in the morning and early afternoon in Bonwapi tse and PaHa Road, two young and espe.
cially spirited Baha'i com·m·unities. In Bonwapitse, a
village which six months earlier had been visited. by
Hand of the Cause Dr. Miihlschlegel, the Baha'is had recently organized the first child-education class in the
country. Now, during the visit of Enoch Olinga, they
pledged to ·build their local Baha'i center by Ri9V8n
1972, in order to fulfill the Nine Year Plan goal for
Botswana.
In Palla Road the Baha'is killed a cock, insisting that
their visitors enjoy a meal before speaking. At the meeting, attended by over thirty Baha'is and non-Baha'is
Enoch Olinga again spoke on Progressive Revelation:
and reviewed the basic Baha'i principles.
~a;iTatu·l..quds

01 Botswana.

-I
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Public MeeU"II in Gaborone
The climax of Mr. Olinga's visit was his Thursday
night talk in Gaborone. Speaking to more tIlan seventy
people, the great majority of them non-Baha'f-and
present at their first Baha'i meeting-the Hand of the
Cause first introduced !timself and then explained the
meaning of the word "Baha'i". He then went into the
hi-story and nature of the Faith, and into its central
teaching of Progressive Revelation. The audience had
mixed reactions to his message, but virtually all were
impressed with the speaker himself and with the quality
of his talk. One member of the audience later said that
he had never before heard such an intelligent speaker,
using such good English!
The questions ranged from Christian su bj eets, to the
subject of South Africa-difficuIt questions, but ones
which Mr. Olinga handled admirably, and which he used
to expand upon !tis original lialk.
Later that evening, in an intimate talk with the
Gaborone Baha'is and some of the National Assembly
members, Mr. Olinga, said that he had seen wonderful
Baha'is in the villages, and hoped that the administrators
of the Faith would care for them; would nurture and
strengthen them in the new religion which these villagers
had so recently embraced.
Friday morning, the Hand of the Cause gave a radio
interview, and then left Botswana for South Africa.
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village KgoUas (Chief's meeting place). Over 5,200 were
gIven the Good News. The number of localities opened
to tile Faitll was almost doubled
This year tile teaching has not been so wide"Pread but
consolidation has been the major theme and it is hoped
that many more Local SpiritUal Assemblies will be
formed by next Ri9van.
Botswana is mostly desert and the people tend to congregate along the main railway line. However teaching is difficult; as they are mainly farmers they spend
nin,e or ten months at .their "lands"-a portion of land
whl~h belongs to the trIbe or family they must cultivate
to hve. Crops are poor due to long droughts and late or
sometimes too early rains.
'
Ther~ are on.ly four pioneers and they must travel
great dIstances m order to cover the areas needing attention. More pioneers are needed.
-NATIONAL SPIlUTUAL AsSEMBLY OF BoTSWANA

"BaM', vi.Hage" of Bonw4pitse, BotstD4"R4 tonere the ma;oritu 01
the people are Bahd1is inchtdifiQ Ui-e Ch.iel and his lamil-u.

Progress Report of Botswana
The month of August 1971, for Baha'is in Botswana
was spectacular in that they accomplished many goals
and had historic ilfirsts". They held the first public talk
in the capital city of Gaborone, given by Counsellor
Bahiyyih Ford at the Town Hall, w!tich was also broadcast over Radio Botswana. She spoke on <'African Traditional Beliefs and the Unity of the World's Religions."
The National Spiritual Assembly mem·bers were all
present when incorporation papers were filed and accepted in. September, thereby accomplishing one of our
most difficult goals. Five Local Assem·blies are now going ahead with incorporations, another Nine Year Plan
goal.
In August the National Spiritual Assembly became
legal owners of the National I;!a~iratu'l-Quds and celebrated the first Feast in the building. The main building
of the l:Iapratu'l-Quds has a large meeting room, guest
bedrooms, bathroom, kit-chen, etc. A smaller house at
the back contains space for the national offi:ces, a stock
room, shower.
Other goals woo by Botswana in tile last eighteen
months are the opening up of over sixty-seven localities
(the goal was fifty) and translating some Baha'i Writings into one of the Bushmen langua·ges.
Botswana was not one of the countries planned to have
its own National Spiritual Assembly during this Plan, so
these goals are in addition to the initial Plan, due to the
loving foresight and guidance of The Universal House of
Justice.
Last year the National Spiritual Assembly was overwhelmed with all the work before it in its infancy and
concentrated on spreading the Message of Baha'u'llBh to
as many places as possible and also writing suitable
pamphlets in the Tswana language, these to be given
away.
The result of teaching among the masses was startling
when analysed at Convention: over forty Chiefs were
reached by the National Spiritual Assembly and told
about Baha'u'llah. This included Paramount C!tiefs
sub-Chiefs and Headmen. Over fifty-seven villages wer~
visited and meetings were called and literature distributed. Over sixty mass meetings were held. in the

!fationaI Spiritual Assembly 01 the BaM.'i of Botswana. Sunde
mao' .Stanley Matenge, Esther Mon.cho, I.ra.ac Kgang, Dennis
Mak1.wa, Maureen Gruber, Robert Sa.TTacino; sea.ted; Bogatlu
Pheto, Jeffrey Grube1', B1'oer aagen". Au.gust, 1971,
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Recent French Activities
Al and Joany

Linco~n-,

American pioneers in France, write of activities there,

Street teaching in Blois. France.

As the friends are beginning to realize from other reports that are trickling in, doors are opening and opportunities for successful tea'ching in Europe are being
discovered everywhere. The youth activities have been
sparked with a new fire-especially since the all European youth Conference in Switzerland in August with
the Hand of the Cause of God Ru\>iyyih Khanum-and
for the first time in France campuses and youth
centers were pursued with regularity throughout the
year _ Whereas before it was difficult to find even a few
truly interested people, now numbers of youth have begun frequenting the meetings. Everyone is encouraged
and uplifted by the new wave of successes, and the whole
French Baha'i Community is being more deeply welded
together. Pioneers and native believers who have been
holding down their posts for ten and fifteen years, often
isolated and without many results in their teaching ef·
forts, are finding to their joy that their steadfastness,
prayer and effort are finally bearing the cherished fruits
of new declarations, new Local Spiritual Assemblies, and
other achievements. This summer a number of French
youth, on hearing of the Faith while vacationing in Italy.
England and Switzerland, have joined the ranks of
Baha'u'Uah. As we have been lacking in native French
believers, this is of partjcular importance. All this leaves
us with the feeling that His Hand is decreeing now as
the time for the great move forward, and is lovingly
guiding u.s toward the completion of our goals.
The French National Youth Committee devised a very
challenging six month teaching program, designed to
reach the different levels of SOCiety from factory ...-vorkers
to grape pickers to university students to Gypsies to vacationers~all residing in the different geographic areas
of France. Numbers of youth were mobilized and set out
on the various teaching projects. The results were declarations and a more unified and uplifted Baha'i Community. Among those who declared their faith in Baha'u'Uah
were a number of Gypsies in the Paris area. This has
been of particular importance as the Guardian mentioned
this minority group as a special goal for France.
A very short stopover after their Pilgrimage by Seals
and Crofts and their wives \ ...·a5 a thrill for all the French
Baha'is of the Paris area. The decision of the wives to

remain and help out with the newly launched youth program was a wonderful one and gave us insights into how
to masS teach as well as concrete results in new declarations.
The effect of the American Project in Switzerland has
been felt all over Europe. The example has -been set-it
has been proved possible to have large scale enrollment
in Europe (not only in Switzerland) and many of the
European friends are more encouraged than ever before
to push ahead for total victory by the end of the Nine
Year Plan.
Music has been a particularly successful method for
teaching. Recently many doors have opened to singers
and instrumentalists that were closed before to someone
who wanted to give a talk or publie meeting with a religious theme. New levels of publiCity through the radio,
T. V., newspapers etc. have also been reaclled. In two
months there were fifteen different proclamation events
in ten different cities or towns of France-sometimes in
youth centers, sometimes in universities, and other times
in rented hotels and halls. There was much publicity by
the friends for the evenings - especially direct street
handouts on the day of the event. And then a panel or
directed discussion usually followed the musical presentation. Thus, musicians are especially welcome to come
and help us-singers, groups, individuals-someone who
can give us that spiritual nourishment of the soul that
4Abdu'I-Baha speaks of in a passage on the importance
of music. It has helped to reach down through the intellectuall-ayers and crusts to the very hearts and souls
of the French people and especially the stUdents.
Nov: lany more Frenc~ youth are learning to play,
and WIth the help of SWItzerland we have even distributed our first songbook and cassette in both French
and English so the friends can learn the songs in their
own la!lguage: This will be a very good aid for anyone
preparmg to pIOneer or travel teach in a French-speaking
country.
Youth DUling and proclamation at Metz, France.
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BOLIVIA
A recent ~each!ng trip in Ca~po, south.-cost Of SUeTII!', Bolivia.
Left to ngnt tn back: Mant(Jeh Cannon, STa. Barrientes, Al
Cqnnon, Sr. ,Barrientes, and_travelinl1 teacher Facundo Cardoso
wlth the cfu!dren 01 the Senor and Senora.

Newly declaTed GlI'PS1J /-riends with pioneers and traveling
teachers in Frd:n.ce. In the group are Al and Joony Lincoln,
Bime Crofts and Ruby Seals.
Panel presentation at Di;on UniveTsitll, Di;on. France.

In tne vUtaQe oj Sudanez, Bolivia. Lelt to right, in back: Sra.
Barrientes and Manigeh and AI Cannon with chi!d-re'ft. 01 the
Senora. The Senor is one oj the citu oDicials and th.e couple are
th.e fiTst Bahd'is in the aTea wh.ich. is neaT the southern eM oj
Bofit.li4.

At the AmeHa Collins Baha'i School at Liancourt, Haiti on tne
occa.rion 0/ the visit of Hand oj the CaU8e, Dr. A. M. Varga, in
August, 1971. Pioneers and friends aTe attending a conference
on pioneering h.eM by Dr. Varqa.

RepresentatitH!S from 18 tJHlages were delighted meeting Hand 0/ the Cause Mr. Conis Featherstone at the Post
Oceanic ConfeTenc.e held in Savannakhet at th.e last of October,

NEWS FROM LAOS
The National Spiritual Assembly of Laos worried over
the damage to the airport of its capital city, Vientiane.
caused by the disastrous flood last September, All aircraft had to be transferred to neighboring towns for
safety, and there was uncer.tainty as to when operations
would be resumed. The reason for concern was the intended first visit of Hand of the Cause Collis Featherstone
to Laos. The alternative route would be by air to Bangkok. then to northeast Thailand, Udorn, and then travel
with a pioneer.
The miracle happened, and Mr, Featherstone was able
to alTive by air on October 2, from Saigon and was met
by several Baha'i friends.
He spent the afternoon visiting the recently purchased
Temple site, accompanied by National Spiritual Assem-

bly members and an Auxiliary Board member. A dinner
was gi'Ven for him and pioneers that evening at the National I:Ia:firatu'l-Quds.
Mr. Featherstone flew the next day to Savannakhet to
attend a Post Oceanic Conference. Representatives and
friends from eighteen villages were present at this meet-ing and heard Mr. Featherstone speak on "ProgresSive
Revelation and Baha'i Administration." Although there
was a Buddhist Lunar festival going on, in addition to
the conference, small firesides were held.
There were other meetings for Mr. Featherstone on his
return to Vientiane, and he was able to consult with the
National Spiritual Assembly concerning the Nine Year
Plan goals. The visit exhilarated and inspired the friends.

A Family of Mass Teachers
Pioneering in India
Where else on this earth could a Baha'i wa1k on a col-

lege campus and tell the President he had a great and
glorious Message to give him and the students and within thirty minutes be telling 700 students and professors
of our beloved Faith? After the talk the President, five
professors and seventy students declared. Yes, this happened recently to Dr. Ray Johnson in Nagpour, India.

The Roths of Miami, Florida have been actively mass
teaching in Colombia, according to a letter from daughter Dana Roth, received by her father, M·artin Roth, who,
after mass teaching there at intervals, returned to home
base, Mrs. Roth, daughters Dana and their fourteen-yearold Lisa, with the assistance of dedicated Colombiano

Leandro Cuberos and other Baha'is, found 434 waiting
souls in Sta. Lucia from December 18 to 23, 1971. They
had plans for teaching in Cartegena and Aracataca,
opened to the Faith in September.

BAH ..... i NEWS

First Teaching Institute
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In

Madina Village, New Ireland

Two hundred persons attended the official opening of
the first Teaching Institute in New Guinea on December
28, 1971, held in Madina Village, New Ireland.
Interspersing speedies were choral selections given by
the Madina Baha~j Childrents Choir, and by choirs from
a number of village church groups in New Ireland.
The opening ceremony was performed by Auxiliary
Board member Rodney Hancock, and Elti Elias, a leading Madina Baha'i renowned for her \...~ork among the
women of New Ireland. Representing the National Spiritua1 Assembly of the Baha'is of Papua and New Guinea

were Tamun Kosap and the Chairman, Noel Bluett,
Speeches were also given by the member of the Assembly for New Ireland, and a representative of the United
Church, both of whom spoke of the need for unity, and
the work of the Baha'is towards this end.
After the Teaching Institute had been opened by cutting the palm fronds stretched across its front doors, a
feast of taro, kau kau, banana, pork, beef and chicken,
was provided for all of those attending. These delicacies
had been cooked in island fashion using hot coral stones
to cook the food, which had been wrapped in banana
leaves 'and buried beneath the s·and.
An outstanding feature of the party was the dancing
groups. These dancers were believers from all over New
Guinea who have become Baha'is while working on a

nearby plantation. They demonstrated by the variety of
their costumes that they came from different tribal areas,
and that the Baha'is of Madina have been working as a
Teaching Institute in reality before the building was
erected.
For the two days after the opening -of the Institute
some seventy-five Baha'is attended the seventh summer
school to be held in New Ireland. Most of the classes were
taken by New Ireland Baha'is whose knowledge of the
Faith has been considerably deepened by the series of
summer schools held since 1964.
Auxiliary Board member Rodney Hancock conveyed
love and greetings from the Continental Board of Coun~
sellars. The National Spiritual Assem bly Chairman, Noel
Bluett, gave a talk on Baha'i Administration and marriage laws. An added bounty for the School was the
presence of Barbara Wild, a Canadian pioneer, who had
come to New Ireland after spending two years teaching
in the Solomon Islands. Miss Wild presented a session on
Baha'i History.
During the closing session of the school, the attendants
were thrilled by the declaration of a university student,
Margaret Elias, the daughter of Elti Elias. Margaret will
be returning to her university studies in 1972 with the
aim of bringing the healing message of Baha 'u 'USh to
her fellow students.

New Teaching Institute opened in Madina, New Ireland, undll!'1' the National Spiritual Assembly Of Papua and New
Guinea. Shown is the children's choir on this occasion.
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Peace

In

the Midst of War -A visit to Vietnam
By Elizabeth Gibson

There I was-stradling the back of a motorbike-bumping along the ribbon of a road that cut through
the rice paddies outside of Bien Thuy, South Viemam.
We m'ade a right angle turn smack through a puddle
and onto a road that bisected a village of orderly compact grey dwellings surrounded by well kept vegetation.
Shy, smiling faces appeared everywhere, and laughing~
squealing children ran out from their yards . .As I looked
to the right and left and right-there it was! Above
every door-the Greatest Name. (Was I in the Abha
Kingdom? I never imagined I would enter the next world
on the back of a motorbike.) Then we stopped before a
house with a sign that indicated it was the Baha'i Center
for this Cham village. The Chams, an 'ancient and noble
people with a proud heritage, had accepted Baha'u'llah
and were now constructing their world in His pattern.
How wonderful it was to stroll through that spot chatting with Auxiliary Board member Van Loi enjoying the
peace of the place and the sweetness of the Baha'is there.
Riding back I kept thinking of the moments spent there
talking of world peace, the unity of mankind, comparing
fashions with the women and speaking of raising our
children. In how many towns or villages on the planet
today are we privileged to enter and abide with such
fellowship and unity of thought? Surely I had visited
a city of the future.
This is but one of the amazing adventures I have had
in South Vietnam. Another fond memory is walking
many kilometres to a village nestled at the foot of the
mountains to visit the Baha'i School which had been
constructed by the Baha'is who also pay the salary of
the teacher. The first glimpse of it was festive-on the
red tin roof, a large white. nine-pointed star shone, and
flanking the entrance large white and red banners and

standards showed welcome words in Vieinamese. The
earthen floor and the mud and straw walls were crowned
by a picture of 'Abdu'I~Baha. Sitting among the students
at their rough· hewn benches and desks of uneven metal
and timber, I knew they were among the most fortunate
souls in the world. Not only would they learn about
academic subjects, ·but more importantly, they would
know the reason for their existence, the meaning of life
and what was pleasing to God.
The esteem with which the Faith is held by other
religions and officials is high. On a previous trip to the
Mekong Delta Mr. Le Loc of the National Spiritual ~
sembly, Mr. Quan of the National Teaching Committee
and I had been received at ·many pagodas and talked. at
length with the monks. We visited the province chief,
mayor, police chief-all spoke lmowingly of the Baha'is
and of their activities toward peace and unity.
Oh, I am not going to minimize the conditions there-everywhere the signs of war are evident. Flying over
the land one observes the fields that are pocketed with
bomb craters. Every able·bodied man is in uniform and
armed. One only travels in the provinces during the daytime. and then usually after one is sure the road isn't
mined. The night is full of the "Boom! Boom! BOOMl"
of fighting.
The suffering of the people is beyond comprehension.
Their endurance is also beyond comprehension. The hot
tears of the women have left their indelible mark on
my heart. One woman whose husband was the ViceChairman of a Local Spiritual Assembly, had not seen
him for two years. He was still a captive of the Viet Cong.
Every family and every individual is afflicted. But there
in the midst of the chaos in this war-torn country, the
hope, the radiance of the Baha'is is an invincible shield.
-MALAYSIA BAHA'i NEWS, July 1971

West Meets East in Travel Teaching

HONG KONG NEWS

Some of the guests arriving to attend World Religion
Day meeting in Saigon, January 16, 1972. Photo was taken
by Reuben E. Busby, U.S. civi1ian empJoyee, stationed
in Vietnam, Reporter for the English Language Committee of the National Teaching Committee for Vietnam.
His wife, Beatrice Busby ,on the staff at the U.S. National
Center in Wilmette, recently visited with him in Thailand.
While in Thailand they participated in a Baha'i con·
ference in Chiang Mai, where Mr. Busby was one of the
speakers. Mr. and Mrs. Busby were the speakers at the
memorial service for the fiftieth anniversary of the pass,;.
ing of 'Abdu'l-Bahit held at the Bangkok Baha'i Center.
Mrs. Busby spent two and a half weeks in Germany on
her way to Thailand and had the bounty of travel-teaching and assisting in the preparations for a Youth Confer·
ence held in Dorbm und, Germany.

On Novem'ber 24th the Baha'is put together a nineposter exhibition that was shown in the commWlity center of Tsuen Wan, a city near Kowloon. The exhibit
was viewed by about 350 persons. A total of 3,000 pamphlets and invitations to the exhibit and evening's public
meeting were also distributed throughout the area on
the three days preceding the exhibition. The evening
talk was lightly attended, but two local residents jOined
the Faith, bringing to four the total number of believers
in Tsuen Wan.
On November 26th a slide show and talk were presented
to just one department of 'a far .Dung Hong Kong UniverSity campus. Twenty.five students were introduced to
the Faith, and four of these were very interested and
expressed a desire to investigate further. It was a very
friendly and encouraging meeting.
The last several days special consideration has been
given for the organization -and carrying out of consolidation to go hand in hand with the continuing efforts of
teaching and proclaiming the Faith to the population of
Hong Kong. Early this mOIning the friends gathered for
prayers and readings to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the passing of 'Abdu'l-Bahil. This day marks
the end of the forty-day teaching effort in Hong Kong;
but the last forty d·ays have been just one more stage in
the continuing growth of the Faith in Hong Kong.
-Letter of November 28, 1971-Ray Cooprider
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Progress

In

Trinidad and Tobago

The National Teaching Committee of Trinidad and
Tobago with the assistance of three Area Teaching Com~
mittees' has embarked upon a plan of opening at least
one ne~ locality a week in order to accomplish their Convention pledge for the formation of at least one·hundred
and fourteen Local Spiritual Assemblies by the end of

the Nine Year Plan.
To put this plan into action, the National Teaching
Committee held a One-Day Teaching Seminar in Central
Trinidad in which forty selected local teachers, plus other
believers were invited to participate. The program topics
were Methods of Teaching through Visual Aids, The Hi.tory of the Faith, and Baha'i Elections. Songs and music
were interspersed with the sessions.
Teachers came from over twenty towns and villages
throughout Trinidad. When the call came for volunteers
for teaching, the response was overwhelming. Now volunteers have formed teams under the guidance of their
respective Area Teaching Committee and have started
opening up new areas.
.
Their method is first to contact the Chairman of the
Village CounCil, introduce the Faith to him, and obtain
permission to use the Community Center. After this,
door-to..door invitations are extended to villagers to attend a Baha'i lecture and slide show at a given time.
Results have always been good, with many persons accepting the Faith. Children are attracted to Sunday
Classes. More man-power is needed.
Ubrary P .....ulations
The Chief Librarian of the Central Library was contacted for the purpose of placing Baha'i books in the
various branches throughout Trinidad and Tobago. The
offer was eagerly accepted, so ten copies of each of these
books have been presented: Baha'u'Ucih and the New
Era, Some Answered Questions, Divine ATt of Living,
and PaTis Talks. The book presentation was photographed and received good newspaper pUblicity.

M.eliDg lb. Mayor of Su-Fernando
A courtesy call was paid to the Mayor of San-Fernando,
Mr. Carlyle Kangalee, at the Town Hall. He was officially
presented with Baha'i literature. In an hour visit, he was
cordial and sympathetic. He expressed his willingness
to assist the Baha'i F{'ith in whatever way he could do so.
Interfailb Meeting at Holy Faith Convenl
An Inter-Faith meeting organized by the youth groups
of Caroni County and chaired by a Senator, was held at
the Holy Faith Convent, Couva. Religions represented
were Christian Hindu, Muslim and Baha'i. Each reli.·
gion was repre~nted by a speaker. The Baha'i speaker

was Miss Shamsi Sedaghat who gave a forty-five minute
talk on progressive revelation and the beauties of the
Baha'i Faith. Her talk was so conVincing that the entire
audience, in one VOice, expressed its willingness to hear
more. Mr. Leopold Fraser and Mr. Lawrence Coward
contributed toward answering many questions. The
teacher at the Convent who spoke on Christianity was
impressed with the principles of the Faith and requested
literature on the subject, then invited the Baha'i speakers to give a series of talks on Comparative Religion to
her students.
This request has been carried out and a second lecture
was delivered by a new and brilliant young native Baha'i.
Mr. Junior Nickolas, and another lectUre delivered to
the Muslim Young Group. which was cordially received.
The lectures will be continued.

Baha'i' Sunday School I.... Children
In more than five villages throughout Trinidad, Sunday Schools are conducted for the children t both Baha'i
and others. Classes are held regularly and attendance
varies from twenty-five to eighty. Children are eager
and enthusiastic. Recently the father of a brilliant boy
of ten (Hindu background) embraced the Faith through
the child who carried the spirit of the Faith home with
him. Now we realize the wisdom of the Message of The
Universal House of Justice to our first National Spiritual
Assembly of Trinidad and Tobago to concentrate upon
teaching activities for youth and children. The results
have been excellent.
Bab~'( Week-End School
The South Area Teaching Committee has planned a
week-end school to be held on the Mayaro Beach for three
days in February. The program will include- Baha'i History, Administration, Principles and Laws with recreation and prayer sessions. There will be classes and entertainment for children and a public meeting and slide
show in the Village Hall.

Weekly Radio Broadcll5l
We are happy to announce that after two years of communication with the officials of two broadcasting units
in this coWttry, we have obtained permission to present
Baha'i principles on the air. This consists of a six minute
talk given every Wednesday at 9:.25 a.m. over Radio
Trinidad. This program is receiving a tremendous public acclaim and has served to make known the name
"Bahaji".
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE

Two viewB of tfle ~a.zi1'atu'~-Quds of Zaire (fonnerly Congo
Kinshasa) at Buk:avu.
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause Rub{yyih Kbanum
By Violette Nakhjava'n{, Companion
Part six
A three day program took us to villages and towns
of the East Central State, the land of the Ibos. In the
village of Bendel over 200 adults and children, Baha'is
and their friends gathered to welcome their beloved and
long awaited guest. In almost all of these village meetings the Chief was present out of respect for Amatu'lBaha. The Chairman of the Local Spiritual Assembly
would read a beautiful address of welcome and a detailed program for the meeting had been written out.
Indeed, this is the custom throughout both Nigeria and
the Cameroon, The addresses were beautifully 'composed
and very moving.
In Bende they told of donating a piece of land for the
erection of their Baha'i Center or any other Baha'i institution. They proudly informed Rul).iyyih Khanum that
the number of believers in this year had increased from
eleven to sixty-five. As many ladies and children were
present at this meeting, Amatu'l-Baha spoke at length
on the greatness of the station of women in society and
also of the importance of the spiritual education of
children.
At the time set aside for questions and answers a
fanatical voice loudly protested against the Teachings
of the Baha'i Faith, claiming that the only way to salvation is through Jesus Christ. This excited. the local Baha'is
but the wise and dignified non·Baha'i Chief of the village
lifted. up his cane and roared an order of silence to all t
He said "No pressure has been placed on anyone to come
to this meeting or to accept this religion; anyone who
objects to it should leave and go; the rest of us who want
to hear more of the Teachings and came to welcome this
distinguished guest would like to remain in peace and
order." With these words the meeting returned to order
and happiness.
In the town of Umuahia, although it was raining and

restrictions on night meetings keep many people indoors~
eighteen people turned up to meet Rul;Liyyih Khanum
and listen to her beautiful words. She spoke on life after
death, which always fascinates the African people. They
Eke to hear her tell that the life of this world is as different from the world to come as the life of the embryo
in the womb of its mother is different from its world after
birth.
RU1:].iyyih Khanum's explanations of matters such as
the existence of ghosts and spirits, whether they can
harm US in this WOrld, the power of "juju" or witchcraft,
and other such topics are so vivid and clear that one can
see the joy and relief on the faces of her audience.

A Story by 'Abdu'I·Baha
Often she tells this beautiful story of 'Abdu'l-Baha
which is an example of the relation of the soul of man
in this world to the next world, or eternal life. It is the
story of a stranger who arrives in a strange city and finds
all of its inhabitants gathered in the market square looking anxiously up at the sky. He inquires the reason for
this from a man standing nearby and is told: IIIt is the
custom in this city that, once a year, a bird comes out
of the sky, circles about and alights on the head of one
of the men and this man then becomes the king for a
year." The stranger looks up and soon sees a bird appear which circles and then alights on his own head. At
this point all the people acclaim him as their King and
carry him off to the palace.
The man who had given the information said to the
new King. "Since it was I who told you about our custom and now you have been chosen King, make me your
Prime Minister." The King agrees to this. As the Prime
Minister watches him and finds he is a just and good man,
doing his duty to his subjects, he comes to the King one

Rllb.iyyih .K..htinum with some of th.e Ba.h.Q.'is in Umukwe, Nigeria.

Amatu'!-Baha with some of the Baha'is in front of the Bana.'i Center in Ikotuba, Akpabyo, Nigeria.

day and said: "Come with me, I have something to show
you" and takes him down to the seaside. There, far out,
the King sees a desert island where an old and miserable
man, naked and starving, is crying out and begging for
help. The King asks who this wretched creature is and
the Minister answers: "That is our King of last year.
At the end of the year we take our old King and throw
him away on an island. This is our custom."
The King is distressed. and bemoans his fate and says
that he never chose to be King and doesn't want to end
in such a terrible condition and terrible place. The wise
Minister then tells him: "Now, while you are King. you
have the power, you have the moneYt you have the men
to obey you; so choose an island and bring your people
and cu1tivate your island. Dig wells for water and build
yourself a palace there. Then when the day comes for
you to be cast off, you will go from one palace to another
and be even better off than you were before." The King
heed.s him and does this.
'Abdu'l-Baha uses this beautiful example to teach us
that each one of us, when born into this world is like a
king, and has power and means of building a future
palace, a shelter against the day one leaves this earthly
kingdom and goes to the heavenly kingdom. With deeds
and virtues developed. in this world, each man builds his
heavenly home and prepares for his eternal futUre.
The Village of Umuosu

In the village of Umuosu Amatu'l-Baha was received
by a large number of enthusiastic Baha'is. Under a huge
tree she addressed. the friends and spoke of the great
power of lUlity. She reminded. the friends that they were
good judges of seeing the truth of this, having experienced the strife and disunity that led to their recent civil
war from the effects of which they were still suffering.
The Village of Ubaha

In the village of Ubaha we met with only a few of the
Baha'is as most of them had gone away in search of work.
The National Spiritual Assembly of Nigeria had printed
special posters of welcome, giving a photograph of Ama~
tu'l-Baha on her historic tour of Nigeria and including
their address. Some 2,000 of these handbills were printed
and displayed in remote villages by local communities
all the way from Lagos. On Our route we could see these
posters nailed to trees and on the walls of huts.

The Villages of Umukwe and ltungwo
In the square of the village of Umukwe lUlder a gigantic
lree a group of Baha'is and their friends gathered to welcome Amatu'l-Baha and listen to her words of love and
wisdom.
The village of Itungwo was not on the itinerary but the
friends sent an appeal and begged their beloved guest to
stop at their village also, and bless their village too, with
her presence.
In this village they had erected a very beautiful shelter
from palm branches and decorated it with flowers. They
presented. RUQiyyih Kh~mum with an official address of
welcome and showered her with their love and affection.
As there were quite a number of women present at this
meeting, RUQiyyih l.Qlanum spoke mostly on the importance of the role of women in society. She spoke of
the great blessings and bounties that Baha'u'IIa.h showered upon the female sex. She spoke of 4Abdu'I-Baha's
statement that the first educator is the mother, therefore
to educate a woman is of great importance.
She aJso spoke on the importance of prayers and devOtions in every family and for every individual, giving
the example of the Master, likening the heart to a mirror. If you turn this mirror earthward you only reftect
the darkness of the earth but if you tum it to the heaven
you will reflect the heavenly light. She likened the cares
and the attachments of this life to the dust which covers the surface of a mirror and pointed out that 'Abdu'lBaha said that through prayer we polish and remove the
dust of everyday life from the mirror of the heart.
By this time Amatu'l-Baha was so exhausted that her
voice was broken with fatigue. She had spoken to five
large gatherings in less than twenty hours, yet she was
unwHling to cut any of these meetings short or to show
any sign of haste. This is one of the most beautiful qualities of Rul].iyyih Khanum. She always said "When you
do something, do your best, give all of yourself and not
just part of it.·'
In the town of Aba a meeting was arranged to welcome
Amatu'J-Baha where she spoke to the Baha'is and some
of their friends on the importance of service and devotion to the Cause, relating some unforgettable incidents
associated with the martyrdom of the early believers.
She reminded us that we today are the spiritual des'cendents of those heroes of the Faith.

Port Harcourt
The last of this unbroken chain of meetings, eight in
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The City of Calabar
On Septem ber 28 we left the city of Port Harcourt and
drove to the capital of South Eastern State, the city of
Calabar. The week of our stay was packed with activities.
Amatu'lwBaha spoke at a public meeting on HThe Spiritual Destiny of Africa H • She met with some of the elite
of the city at a dinner-reception given in her honor at
the home of the AUXiliary Board member. Mr. Friday
Ekpe and Mrs_ Ekpe_ She had an excellent radio interview- on the Faith conducted by the head of the radio
station who was deeply interested in the Teachings. In
addition to this she met, on more than one occasion
with local believers and addressed a large gathering of
students at one of the commercial colleges.
Amatu'!.-Bahli with the Baha'i dancers in Akpabyo, Ni.geria,

The ViUage of Akpabyo

One day and night were spent in the village of Akpabyo
which was a highlight of her visit to Nigeria. Her arrivai
coincided with the national celebration of Independence
Day. A troup of Baha'i men dancers from the village attired in colorful skirts and feather headdresses, acc~m
panied by drummers and followed by over one-hundred
believers, young and old, met their guest at the junction
with the mai.n road and walked, dancing and drumming,
through the Jungle noonday heat for about a mile. It was
a glorious and befitting welcome such as they reserve for
visits of the highest personages in their land. As this
procession made its way. in house after house as we went
by, a Baha'i woman would -come out, sometimes an old
lady or a mother with her babe on her back, and dance
around ceremoniously, joyfully shouting °Allah-u_
Abha".
The Village of Ikotub.

With the Singing Committee oj Akpabyo, Nigeria.

forty-eight hours, was the Nineteen Day Feast in Port
Harcourt where RtiJ:liyyih Khfmum encouraged the
friends to consciously work on themselves to acquire
the virtues that Baha'u'lHth wants each one of us to have,
She gave a very simple but clear example, She said
that some years ago she went to a teacher to learn some
physical exercises in order to strengthen herself for her
forthcoming visit to Asia, The first day her teacher came
to the house she told RulJiyyih Khanum to lie flat on the
floor and raise her feet up in the air, To her horror she
discovered that she was incapable of raising them more
than an inch from the ground~ It had never occurred to
her that she had lost the muscular control of her own
body through lack of use. She set herself, over a period
of many months, to regain command of her muscles
through practicing a daily series of exercises, which,
incidentally, she still does. She said that as a result of
these daily exercises she is now able rl{)t only to raise
her feet but to put them behind hcr head. She used this
as an example of not only what we can learn to do through
regular and systematic practice, but as an example that
we can cultivate and strengthen our virtues and spiritual
qualities through assiduously practicing them. Indeed,
this is enjoined upon us in the Teachings of Baha'u'll;ih.
Our prayers must be true and pure so that God may
take notice of thcm. She said a mother listens carefully
to her child's cry and decides whether the 'Cry is just to
draw her attention or whether he is in real pain or hWlger.
If it is the latter, she instantly reacts, but if the former,
she does not pay much attention. So it is with God, if
our cry is from the very depths of our heart and soul,
Re surely will reply to our need.

At last the procession reached the village of lkotuba,
the first spot where the Baha'i Faith penetrated into
Nigeria from the Cameroon and where today they have
a teaching institute as well as the largest number of
believers in Nigeria. Over 200 believers gathered at the
Institute to welcome Amatu'l-Bahit and hear her words
of encouragement and wisdom. In this community they
have a singing committee of about fifteen men and
women who made up a powerful choir. They sang many
beautiful songs they had composed, praising Baha'u'llah,
explaining His Teachings and giving hope to mankind.
Ceremoniously, they presented Amatu'l-Baha with a
beautifully carved and painted stool in the shape of an
elephant, properly dedicated to her with the date and
place written on it.
Ru.:tJ,iyyih Khanum pointed out the importance of the
spiritual command of Baha'u'llah which enjoins upon
each of us to teach His Faith, now most important, because the priesthood has been abolished. She explained
that all the religions of the past, including the traditional
religion of Africa, have had priests and that these priests
have rendered a service to humanity; if they were good.
they had a great influence on the people and raised them
to higher levels; if they were evil, they did a lot of harm
and had a bad influence on the people. HIn the past"
Ru.:tJ,iyyih Khanum explained, "Litera'Cy Was the pr~
rogative of only a very small section of society, primarily
the priests. It was the duty of the priest to tell others
what was written in the Book and guide the multitude of
adherents, In this day, however, literacy is the common
property of all. Within a few generations illiteracy will
have been completely abolished from the face of the
earth. Because of this, in this new day in which we are
living, it will be possible and it will be the duty of every
man to study the S'Criptur~s of his Faith, and follow and
propagate it himself."
RulJiyyih Khanum pointed 'Out that the 'WOrld is full
of words today and they all resemble one another,
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whether coming from the mouth of a priest, philosopher
or scientist: therefore, it must be largely through deeds
that we Baha'is can distinguish ourselves and demonstrate the effect of the Words of Baha'u'llah on our lives.
Until late that evening the dancing and music continued and the activities were repeated the next day_
In a neighboring village a new Baha'i Center had been
constructed and Rul)iyyih Khanum was requested to
visit it and pray in it. So we went there on foot. When
we retUl"ned we attended a meeting held at the Teaching
Institute where Ruqiyyih Kh~mum spoke to a large group
and several accepted the Faith. The occasion ended with
a luncheon to which all were invited. As nearly every
local meat or fish dish in this part of Africa is liberally
spiced with red pepper it is fortunate that both Ru:Q.iyyih
Khimum and I learned to eat hot food during our trip to
India.
On October 5, we left for the Republic of Cameroon,
after a twenty--eight day visit to Nigeria. A Cameroon
believer, one of the first to carry the Faith to Nigeria,
and who is still a most active and dedicated traveling
teacher, accompanied us to Mamfe. He regularly visits
this area where he has been instrumental in forming
over ten Local Assemblies. It took us over· six hours to
tra vel a distance of ninety miles stopping at many of
these villages to greet the Baha'is. In some places
Rul';iyyih Khanum would get out and say a few words
of encolITagement and distribute pamphlets to inquirers.
We were touched by a young man who greeted us in
one village then jumped on his bicycle, rode ahead of
us so fast we could not catch up with him, and carried
the news of the coming of Rul)iyyih lSchanum-then he

Baha'is oj Ak"'pubyo, NiQ'eTiu, pTes~ntinQ' a gift of a carv~d stoot

to

Ru~iyyih

lQLdnum.

would be there when we arrived, ready with a speech
he had written for the occasion.
These preciOUs gems of Baha'u'IIah, hidden in the re.mote jungles and deserts, islands and prairies are our
beloved brothers and sisters in great need of our love
and encouragement. If we only knew the joys and blessings we receive from visiting them and loving themfar greater than anything we can give them in returnwe would all hasten to this field of foreign service and
partake of the infinite blessings Baha'u'llilh has reserved
for those who arise to spread His Message.
(To he continued)

Counsellors and Board Members Meeting in Guatemala
Guatem"ala City, Guatemala, in January hosted a meeting of Counsellors and Auxiliary Board members for
Central and South America and the Antilles. Front row,
left to right: Counsellors Alfred Osborne, Hooper Dunbar,
Carmen Burafato and Artemus Lamb. Back row, from

left to right: Auxiliary Board members Rodrigo Tomas
from Costa Rica, Parvis Rohani from Honduras, Ruth
Prjn~le from Panama, Edith McLaren from Guatemala,
GabrIel Torres from EI Salvador and Pablo Lucas from
Mexico.
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French Language Publishing Trust
Has New Headquarters
An outstanding event of the last months was the trans-fer of the Baha'i French-language Publishing Trust to
its new headquarters located in the rearranged groundfloor of the Belgian ija?iratu'l-Quds in Brussels.
AU book stocks (valuing some $36,000) have now
been tr ansfered there and an office is on a perm anent
basis.
Since its foundation in 1962, the Publishing Trust has
expanded considerably. Its turnover of $6,000 in the
year 126 doubled in 127. Its shipments go to all quarters
of the French·speaking world, i.e. France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Luxembourg, Canada, Haiti, Martinique,
both Congo republics, Dahomey, Vietnam, Polynesia, etc.
Its catalog lists some 40 titles, comprising some 20
basic works. Several manuscripts are being prepared
for printing and will be published -as soon as funds are
available. Next to appear will be a revised edition of
Baha~u.'lltih et l'ETe nouvelle; its increased num-ber of
copies will allow a cheaper price and a wider distribution.
Mrs. Nanny Rizzardi is manager of the French Publish..
ing Trust.

Human Rights Day in Sierra Leone
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahlo'is of
West Africa sent two of their National Public Relations
representatives to Sierra Leone for a proclamation program during Human Rights Week. It turned out to be
a very successful assignment for Mrs. Georgia Sanchez
and Mr. J amshid F anniyan.
The news broadcast after Mrs. Sanchez: arrival announced a special visitor. This was made possible by
Mr. Cole, Secretary to the Ministry of External Affairs.
The Ministerial Association was helpful in approaching both editors of Government newspapers, which gave
the Mlest cooperation. The Daity Mail, on Friday, Dec.
10 had a headline HBaha'is Observe Human Rights Day."
The editor, a Muslim just recently returned from his
Pilgrimage to Mecca, asked for a personal interview.
The Nation. published a similar article under the caption
'jLet's Pray for Pea-ce. H
Auxiliary Board member Shidan Koucheckzadeh and
Mrs. Sanchez were separately interviewed for broadcasting twice. Mrs. Sanchez was also interviewed on the
"Women's View On1y" program. Questions were timely
and difficult, and successfully answered.
Mr. Fanniyan and Mrs. Sanchez were interviewed on
the news TV about their visit and their connection with
the Faith. The interviewer's opening comment was that
he had just visited the beautiful Baha'i gardens in Haifa.
The National Spiritual Assembly of West Africa was
pleased with the results in Sierra Leone.
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The photogTaph below shows the entrance to the GaTden of Ri,¢vcin, on the east bank of the Tigris,
where Bahd'u'Utih declared His mission to the world. The twelve days of His stall there aTe commem·
omted by the Fe ...t of Ri!ivan. Surely the use of this spot as a hospital is a symbol of the Divine Physician. Successive governments continued its 'USe and nOW it is the site of the National Medical CenteT of
Clraq.
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By Ruth Pringle

Part two
By now the war had ceased and the hour was ripe for
the next epoch in the evolution of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Master
Plan. War-ravaged Europe was drawn into the scene for
spiritual conquest, but not at the expense 01 the forward
march in Latin America. The goals for Latin America
under the new Seven Year Plan included a broadening
of their administrative bases. fuller participation in
both teaching and administrative fields in preparation
for the formation of two independent Regional Spiritual
Assemblies, one in Central America and the other in
South America.
Measures destined to facilitate the change-over were
developed and gradually put into practice. The first
Regional Teaching Committees for Latin America
(eight in number) were appointed. One of the eight
regions grouped Panama, Costa Rica and Nicaragua
together, with its seat in San Jose, Costa Rica. By 1947 it
had hecome an active adjWlct to the teaching work, The
next step was the appointing of the first National Teach.
ing Committee for the Territory with its seat again in
San Jose. At first the effects of the National Teaching
Committee were felt only in Costa Rica, but gradually
the inttuence was extended as contact with each one of
the Regional Committees was established in an effective
working association. Little by little the balance began
to shift from North American guidance and Latin cooperation to Latin guidance and North American cooperation. This important forerunner of the elected National Spiritual Assembly confidently began to fulfill its
trust.
By 1950 the process was nearly completed, although
according to explicit instructions from the beloved
Guardian, the United States would continue to exercise
responsibilities in the supervision and guidance of these
new Regional National bodies until the end of the Seven
Year Plan at which time these fledgling Assemblies
would be expected to assume their full share of the load
in the execution of the next plan to be launched immediately as mature associates of the Mother Community.
Panama Teacbing Conference
In January, 1947 the first Teaching Conference for
Central America and the Antilles was held in Panama.
Again this highly favored Latin C'Ountry was singled out
by Shoghi Effendi to serve as the host. From then until
1950 conferences of this nature were held annually,
growing in depth and quality. The friends of the Terri.
tory gathered successively in Mexico City, Guatemala
City and finally in San Salvador where, under the super·
vision and planning of the National Teaching Commit·
tee, both the Conference and the Committee came into
full bloom.
All 'Contributions to the Faith from the Territory were
now handled through the National Teaching Committee.
Proclamation of the Faith through the radio and press
was pursued. more literature was distributed among
both believers and friends. efforts were made to secure
legal incorporations for the remaining capital city as·
semblies, and an all out effort was exerted to hold all
existing gains.
While these deve10pments were taking place through.
out the Territory, there were changes also within the
boundaries of Panama. In response to the Guardian's
reminders of the importance of the Indians, Manuel
Gorgas (now deceased), the first KWla Indian-in fact

the first Indian of Panama to embrace the Faith-had
been enrolled and was elected as the delegate to repre.
sent Panama at the Mexican Conference (1947). Later
that same year he began to work with Louise Caswell in
extension teaching jn Santiago. At least four other Panamanian believers had arisen as traveling teachers. A
Local Spiritual Assembly had been formed in Colon.
By 1949 the National Teaching Committee which had
been transferred to Panama City was now composed
almost entirely of Panamanian believers. There had
been much shifting of Baha'i teachers and pioneers.
Stout·hearted Louise Caswell was now in Costa Rica and
except for Cora Oliver, all the other North American
pioneers had returned to their homes. This loss, however, was offset by the arrival of Elizabeth Cheney, at
the request of the Central American Teaching Committee, to assume duties as its secretary. In November,
she was replaced by Raquel de Constante. Natalia
Chaves from Honduras was now serving in the pioneer
field in Panama and was joined by Maria Rivera, a1so
from Honduras, who settled f-or a brief period in Colon.
These teachers were assisted by a growing group of
loyal and capable local teachers which included Alfred
Osborne, Raquel de Constante, Blanco de Campos, Manuel Gorgas, J ames and Mazie Facey and lola Edwards.
Growing Pains
Whereas the Teaching Conferences had contributed
greatly to the progress of the Faith and the raising up of
native teachers and administrators, its immediate effects were limited primarily to those few who attended as
the elected representatives of their respective coun·
tries. Because of distances and expenses involved, few
others had been able to attend these highly stimulating
and spiritually rewarding gatherings as visitors. Hence
.a special corps of teachers was trained to carry the
material to all Local Assembly Communities through.
out the territory in month-long institutes. In May, 1950
the first institute of this nature for the training of teachers was held in Panama, directed by Mrs. Dorothy
Baker. The material was collected, arranged and prepared for publication by those teachers in attendance
and served as the basis for the local institutes. The work
was entitled El Plan Divino. It dealt with the majesty
and greatness of the Cause, the Covenant and Divine
Institutions of Baha'u'llah's slowly evolving World
Order.
The accomplishments in this short period of time were
truly astounding, and perhaps no one is more capable of
appreciating this than those who labored as pioneers in
virgin areaS around the world. Great as the accomplishments were. it should not be imagined that it was
achieved without severe tests and at times near overwhelming reversals. From 1946 until shortly before the
actual birth of the Regional National Spiritual Assembly, there were many times when the issue was in doubt
and except for the promises of Baha'u 'Uah and the -confirmation of the Divine Plan some might have been
tempted to concede defeat. The whole territory was in a
state of crisis. Growing pains became acute. Assemblies
were lost, regained and lost again. There was the inevitable falling away of certain elements. Spurred on by
the beloved Shoghi Effendi, in their deep love for him,
the spiritual fighters charged on. As the zero hour approached, excitement and a'ctivity reached an Wlprece-
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dented peak. Functioning Local Spiritual Assemblies
were established in each country. The goal was assured! By the time the delegates to the first Annual
Convention of the Baha'is of Central America, Mexico,
Panama and the Antilles assembled in Panama, the
tree of the Faith had been greatly pruned and was
beginning to regain new vitality_ During this difficult
period, Panama probably fared much better than some
of her sister countries where the Faith had arisen with
meteoric splendor during the initial phases. In contrast,
Panama's gains, for the most part, had been modest but
the roots of her foundation had been deeply and firmly
fixed in preparation for her future role of Ie adership as
the Mother Assembly for Central America and the
Antilles.
Because of her unique geographical position. from the
outset, Panama was blessed by numerous visitors, pioneers enroute to their posts and traveling teachers between the Americas. Except f-or them, it is doubtful that
the banner of the Faith would ever have been firmly
planted.
R"IIioaal Assembly Fonoed

By 1951 when the conflict between East and West had
settled. into the "Cold War" North America and Latin
America had drawn closer together. The Community of
the Greatest Name was jubilant. Preparations had been
well laid. The Plan had been consummated and was
about to give its predestined fruit. Some twenty-seven
delegates representing the eleven countries of the Caribbean area victoriously assembled in Panama City
April 22 to enter into deliberations which would be
climaxed in the election of that first Regional Spiritual
Assem-bly which would, within another ten years, divide
into completely independent units. Ali representatives
of the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States,
in order to witness the birth of a daughter institution,
were Dorothy Baker and Horace Holley. On this occasion the hearts of North America and Latin America
were fused together more strongly than ever and linked
to the Source of their mutual love through the inspiring
Message from that descendant of the Twin Holy Trees,
Shoghi Effendi, to whose patience, wisdom, constant
encouragement and infallible guidance they all owed so
much gratitude. Listen how he lifted them up!
HAIL (WITH) JOyOUS HEART CONVOCATION (OF)
FIRST TWIN HISTORIC CONVENTIONS (OF) FOLLOWERS (OF) FAITH (OF) BAHA'U'LLAH (IN) CENTRAL
AMERICA, MEXICO, (THEl ANTILLES (AND) SOUTH
AMERICA, ASSEMBLED (TO) ELECT TWIN NATIONAL
ASSEMBLIES CONSTITUTING SUSTAINING PILLARS
«iF> DIVINELY APPOINTED ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER (IN) LATIN AMERICA- CONGRATULATE ASSEMBLED DELEGATES (FOR THE) CULMINATION OF THE
FOURTEEN YEAR OLD PROCESS LINKING (THE)
CONCLUDING YEARS (OF THE) FiRST WITH (THE)
OPENING DECADE (OF THE) SECOND BAHA'i CENTURY. ACCLAIM FULFILLMENT (OF THE) VITAL
OBJECTIVES (OF THE) TWO MOMENTOUS CAMPAIGNS
SUCCES~LY LAUNCHED BEYOND (THE) CONFINES (OF THE) NORTH AMERICAN CONTINENT BY
(THE) AMERICAN BAHA'I COMMUNITY (IN) CONFORMITY (WITH) 'ABDU'L-BAHA'S DIVINE PLAN.
GRATEFULLY RECOGNIZE IN THESE EPOCH-MAKING
ASSEMBLAGES HELD SIMULTANEOUSLY (IN) PERU
(ANOl PANAMA, REPRESENTING WELLNIGH FOUR
SCORE LOCALITIES SPREAD OVER (AN) AREA
STRETCHING (FROM) MEXICO (TO THE) MAGALLANES, EMBRACING INCORPORATED COMMUNITIES
(nn ALMOST ALL CAPITAL CmES (OF) LATIN
AMERICAN REPUBLICS (THE) INITIAL REPERCUSSIONS (OF 'l'HE) CLARION CALL VOICED EIGHTY
YEARS AGO (BY) BAHA'U'LLAH (IN THE) MOST
HOLY BOOK ADDRESSED· COLLECTIVELY (TO THE)

RULERS (OF THE) REPUBLICS (OF THE) WESTERN
HEMISPHERE. (J) APPEAL (TO THE) INCOMING
ASSEMBLIES STANDING (ON THE) THRESHOLD (OF
THE) SECOND EPOCH NOW UNFOLDING (IN THE)
EVOLUTION (OF THE) FAITH (OF) BAHA'U'LLAH
(IN) LATIN AMERICA (TO) ARISE (IN) COMPLETE
UNITY, EXEMPLARY FIDELITY, GREATEST WISDOM,
UTMOST DEDICATION, UNSWERVING RESOLVE, HEROIC SELF-SACRIFICE (TO) BEFrITINGLY DISCHARGE (THEIR) THREE-FOLD. SACRED, INESCAPABLE RESPONSIBILITIES, FIRST, (TO) CONSOLIDATE
(THE) TWO NEWLY-ERECTED PILLARS (OF THE)
WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER (OF THE) FAITH;
SECOND. (TO) STIMULATE (THE) PROPAGATION
(OF) I'!'S TEACHINGS; THIRD, (TO) ENRICH (THE)
SPIRITUAL LIFE (AND) DEEPEN (THE) UNDERSTANDING (OF) ITS AVOWED SUPPORTERS. (I HAVE)
DISPATCHED THROUGH (THE) DISTINGUISHED COWORKER, AMELIA COLLINS, TWO WCKS (OF THE)
BLESSED HAIR (OF) BAHA'U'LLAH AS INAUGURAL
Gins (TO THE) LATIN RACES, ATTAINING MATURITY (AND) ACHIEVING DISTINCTION THROUGH
(THE) FORMATION (OF) INDEPENDENT NATIONAL
ASSEMBLIES. TO BE DEPOSITED (IN AND) PRESRVED (FOR) POSTERITY (IN) TWO SPECIALLYINSTITUTED NATIONAL ARCHIVES DESIGNED (TO)
COMMEMORATE (THE) TWIN, OUTSTANDING SPIRITUAL ADMINISTRATIVE VICTORIES WON (IN THE)
COURSE (OF THE) FORMATIVE AGE (OF THE)
BAHA'i DISPENSATION (AND) SHEDDING GREAT
LUSTRE (ON THE) ANNALS (OF THE) OPENING
DECADE (OF TIlE) SECOND BAHA'I CENTURY.

Site of Panama Temp!e from highway below.

Temp!e site after highway construction began.
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The members of this historic first Assembly were:
Srta. Haquel J. Francois, Chairman; Mrs. Cora H.
Oliver, Vice-Chairman; Srta. Elena Marsella, Secretary; Srta. Natalia Chavez, Recording Secretary;
James V. Facey. Treasurer; Srta. Zenayda Jurado C.;
Mrs. Louise Caswell; Dr. David Escalante; Artemus
Lamb.
Even before the Convention closed, these highly hon.
ored chosen representatives and "Trustees of the Mercifur~ turned their faces towards their difficult task of

administering in conformity to the Guardian's instructions, the affairs for an area almost as vast in its extension as continental United States, much of it separated
by expanses of water with its attendant transportation
problems, widely varied in the ethnic groups, cultures
and Iangu8'ges of which it was composed, extremely
poor, much of it illiterate or semi-literate but united. by
a ,common bond, the healing Message of Baha'u'l1ah;
strengthened by the power of the Covenant; and unerringly guided by the Guardian Shoghi Effendi.

Family Life Institutes Stress Application of Baha', Laws
The effectiveness of weekend institutes on Baha'i family life and how to deal with the problems of Baha'i
youth has been amply demonstrated by the interest
shown by both adults and youth in a number of such
institutes sponsored in recent months by Local Spiritual
Assemblies and District Teaching Committees in various parts of the United States. The agenda for these
institutes usually includes such subjects as: Know Thyself through Study of the Baha'! Sacred Writings; Marriage; Marriage and the Baha'i Family, and covers
such topics as youth and the drug problems; teena'gers
in the home; respe-ct for parents, and the spiritual solution to the general problems resulting from the disintegration of American family life. The Baha'i Laws and

Writings bearing on these subjects are discussed in
depth and occaSionally a well-advertized meeting for
the public is offered as part of the weekend program.
For these meetings special efforts are usually rn'ade to
attract the non-Baha'i parents of Baha'i youth.
In connection with this general subject it has -been
gratifying to note the increasing number of Local Spiritual Assem'blies that have made known to the local law
enforcement agencies the Baha'i Laws prohibiting the
use of narcotic dru gs and alcohol. In one particular
community the police department in dealing with youth
arrested for use of marijuana recommends contacting
the local Baha'is as one of three alternatives in correcting this offense.

Pioneer Institute, Wilmette, Illinois, January 28-30, 1972
Back TOW, left to Tight: Alan Moll, GeoTge Child, Larry
BUTkett, Steve Kozlow, J. AndTew Smith, Don Child and
Jon Knowlton. Second TOW: Nancy Jenkins, Kathy
BUTkett, Carol Sherman, Carol Orlando, Linda Hastings,

David TTeadwell and BaTbaTa E. Smith. FTont row:
ShaTon Knowlton, Jennifer TTeadwell and Sue!! ... TTead·
well, and Gai! Powers. MTs. Linda Baha', attended but
was not in this picture.
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Mr. Stanwood Cobb is one of the early American
Baha'is who had the bounty of visiting 'Abdu'l-Baha in
'Akka in 19418, and again in Haifa in 1910. Still active
travel-teaching and writing for the Faith, he finds great
joy in sharing these precious experiences, and telling of
the Beloved Master's advice given to him SO many years
ago: "Be on fire with the love of God. BE ON FIRE
WITH THE LOVE OF GOD I"
It is difficult to believe that Mr. Cobb has passed the 90year mark. Ageless, he is at home with the youth 'as well
as college professor, and is much loved by everyone. It
is only because the planet earth revolves around the sun
that we are aware that he is getting any older.
Making his home in Chevy Chase, Marylaod, Mr. Cobb
considers no place too far to travel if he can ·be useful in
teaching the Faith. In September 1971 he taught at the
Alaskan Baha'i Sum-mer School; in October he participated in the annual Wisconsin Green Lake Baha'i Institute, Following the lectures at Green Lake, he spent a
week. in the north woods of Wisconsin at Rhinelander. In
early November several days were spent teaching in the
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia; and in December he was
scheduled to be in Washington sta te 1
Staowood Cobb's regulated daily regime is a good
example for all of us to follow. He starts out with eating
a good -breakfast (one of his familiar words 01 advice to
others), refuses to rush, practices deep breathing during his daily walks, and always finds a couple of hours
each day to get lost in meditation-a mu.st he says for
everyone's spiritual development.
When at his summer home in Eliot, Maine, there is the
daily swim. When in northern Wisconsin, there is the
courage to ride the snowmobile-Yes,. at 9O!
A lover of nature, Mr. Cobb never misses noticing a
tree, or even a rock. A lover of knowledge he is a
storehouse from which so much is abundantly Shared,
yet he eagerly seizes every opportunity to absorb more.
A recent week in Rhinelander, Wisconsin is but one
example of his activeness in the path of service for our
beloved Faith:
Monday he was guest speaker at the local Rustic
Riter's Club which resulted in many friendships and
an editorial later in the newspaper.
Tuesday, a two-hour visit and tour with Dr. Richard
Brown, Director of Nicolet College. Here, he not only
shared much of his stored up wisdom, but delighted in
learning of the new "open concept". Tuesday eveningh orne fireside.
Wednesday, Mr. Cobb accompanied his hostess on an
hour and a half interview over the local radio which
started out with a hostile attack on the Faith, but ended
up much to the credit of 'jBaha'L"
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Stanwood Cobb. Photogmph by Sam Dodian, Whiteji."
Bay, Wisconsin.
A public meeting on Thursday attracted the largest
audience ever experienced in Rhinelander.
Friday was reserved for a day of much needed rest
before proceeding to Burlington on Saturday for another
speaking engagement and then homeward -bound on
Sunday to Washington, D.C.
In his spare time, Mr. Cobb is busy filling the many
orders for his books, which he packages and mails himself. Of the twenty-six books written over the years,
man}': are still very popular among Baha'is and nonBaha'is alike.
Founder of the first progressive school in 1919, he is
still regarded as a progressive thinker in 1971.
Russell Mosley, Director of Programming for Education in the state of Wisconsin? is presently writing a
biography on this noted writer and tea~her of religion,
educa tion and philosophy. Verily his has been a rich
and abundant life.
Speaking to the elderly Baha'is hesitating to pioneer,
RUl;1iyyill Khimum was heard repeating the advice of the
Guardian: HDon't be afraid to bury your ,bones elsewhere."
But as for Stanwood Cobb, it appears that he has no
intention of burying his bones yet, but to continue to
make them useful wherever needed in the field of action
for the Cause of Baha'u'llah!
-Cordelia A. Norder
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Los Angeles Baha'Is Present Four
Annual Human Rights Awards
For the third year the Baha'is of Los Angeles County,
on Human Rights Day paid special tribute to
individuals in the COlUlty who had made significant
contributioru; during the past year in the field of service
to mankind. At a public meeting chaired by Judge
James Nelson and addressed by Hand .of the Cause of
God William B. Sears. Human Rights Awards were presented to the following individuals:
Margo and Eddie Albert of the movie industry, wellknown in the United States for their involvement with
ecology and improvement of natural environment, as
well as locally for their work with the SpanishaAmeriCalifornia~

can Community;
Walt Baker. director of programming for television
station KHJT, who without concern for popularity, has
aired subj ects of community interest and has worked
actively for equal opportunity of all ethnic groups in the
television industry;
Rouel and Roderick Sykes who founded St. Elmo
Village which is made up of ten 80-year-old houses and
garages now transformed in an artistically beautiful
environment where children and adults work together in
unity in creative programs and projects,
This year a special institutional award was given to
the Charles R. Drew Postgraduate Medical School, represented by its dean, Dr. Mitchell Spelhnan. This school
is associated with the Martin Luther King, Jr. County
Medical Center and offers postgraduate studies in medicine to doctors of al1 races in an effort to improve the
medical care and health of the people it serves.
Robert Quigley, Ayesha Lewellen, Joan Bulkin, and
Dr. Alfred Neumann introduced the award recipients.
The program was conduded by Roberta Linn singing a
number especially appropriate to the occasion, uTo
Dream the Impossible Dream."

IN MEMORIAM
GRIEVED LEARN PASSING CARL HANNEN HIS
STEADFAST DEVOTION CAUSE SINCE DAYS MASTER LONG PERIOD DEDICATED SERVICE HOUSE
WORSHIP WARMLY REMEMBERED CONVEY FAMILY ASSURANCE PRAYERS PROGRESS HIS SOUL
ABHA KINGDOM.
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Carl Anthony HannE'n was born in Washington, D. C.,
in 1895. He was in the presence of 'Abdu'l-Baha when He
was in America in1912. His father, Joseph Henry Hannen
and his mother, Pauline Knoolock Hannen, were among
the early believers in this country, as were his aun~
Alma and Fanny Knoblock, and his grandmother.
In 1918 Carl married Mineola Barnitz. They met in the
Baha'i children's classes in Washington, D. C. She also
had met 'Abdu'l-Baha. After their marriage they lived in
Cabin John Park, Maryland, then moved to Milwaukee
and Shorewood, WisconSin, where they lived for many
years. They had three children: SohaYl, Joseph and
Barbara, and nine grandchildren.
In 1932, Carl and his family moved to Wilmette where
he took over maintenance duties at the House of Worship,
which was then in the early stages of construction. He
served on the Maintenance Committee for many years
after leaving that position. Mr. ·and Mrs. Hannen served
on the National Archives Committee and Mr. Hannen
was frequent reader at the Sunday devotional services at
the House of Worship.
In 1949 the Hannen family moved to Glenview andaiter
a few years helped to establish the Assembly in that
villa'ge, where they continued to serve Wltil Mr. and Mrs.
Hannen moved to Orlando, Florida in 1967. Here again
they assisted in establishing the Assembly. He passed
away on February 4, 1972 following several weeks of
illness.

From THE AMERICAN BAHA'i, February 1972

TANZANIA ASSEMBLIES
Many membeTS of the Local Spi1'itual Assemblies of Moshi and Arusha, Tanzania are pictu.red below, at
a recent meeting, according to a letter written in February by the National Spiritual Assembly of
Tanzania.
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Panchgani, India-Winter School
Mala's Hotel in Panchgani was full of activity and
cheers on the evening of the 25th of Decem'ber 1971. The
Baha'i youth had gathered there to live the Baha'i community life at the Winter School to be held through the
30th of Decem ber.
The youth had also come to deepen their knowledge
of the Faith. The imparting 01 this knowledge was ably
done 'by learned and distinguished teachers such as
Counsellor Mr. S. Vasudevan, Auxiliary Board member
Mr. B. Afshin, Dr. H. Munje, Dr. and Mrs. Ray Johnson,
Dr. Dabestani, Mr. Sohailiyan, Miss Martha Sohaili, Mr.
M. Azami and Mrs. Zena Sora'bjee. These conveyed many
important aspect. of the Faith so ably and simply that
even the youngest child could grasp the meaning.
After early morning prayers and breakfast, from 9:00
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and then again from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m.
topics such as Baha'i Love and Unity; The World Order
of Bahit'u'l!ith; The Will aod Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahit;
The Covenant; Prayer and Fasting; The Spiritual Solution to the Economic Problems; Life After Death;
ij:uququ'Uah; Non-Interference in Politics; Sex, Love
and Marriage; Drugs, Drinking and Smoking; Funds;
etc. were taken up. It was surprising how much lmowledge could be imparted in such a short time.
Daily t during lunch and dinner time, it was heartwarming to see that people from different social, religious
and national 'backgrounds got together and mixed with
each other as though they had been put into one of those
electric mixers and churned to produced a homogenous
essence of all the fruits in it.
After dinner each night entertainment was held,
sometimes lasting until midnight. Youth from different
places presented interesting programs in turn.
The atmosphere which prevailed was that of freedom
and spontaneity. A bond ftre was held on the last evening

Baha'i youth at a luncheon during the WinteT School.
of the school. In so short a time, lasting friendships had
developed, which gave the promise that they would all
be a'ble to see the day when the whole world would benefit
from such harmonious existence which would elevate the
nature and spirit of human kind.

Group photograph 01 those who attended Winter School at Panchgani, India.
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TEACHING CONFERENCE, BIRMINGHAM, THE BRITISH ISLES
The Teaching Conference held on January 7-8, 1972 in
Birmingham, the British Isles, had a number of activi-

ties new to the a rea.
The area committees, when presenting their reports,
also presented their singing groups which rendered their

newest Baha'i songs with guitar accompaniment.
The children had a fun program of their own. This had
been arranged by the Child Education Committee for

three age groups, each with a Baha'i activity, not just
something to keep them occupied. The eldest group
produced a short play which they later presented to the
adult audience. It demonstrated with simplicity, the
effectiveness of the Baha'i attitude in solving problems.
Several pioneers from afar who were present we~e
called upon to give talks, Mrs. Ursula Samandan"
Knight of Baha'u'llah, who had beeo stationed in Africa
since 1953, told of experiences in those African countries.
The Midland Teaching Committee arranged to present in a nearby hall a "Baha'i Happening". This began
the weekend before when a large group in Birmingham
began having prayer sessions. Then they went into the
streets, talking to people, giving pamphlets to those who
showed an interest. These efforts were continued during
the weekend of the Conference.

Ursula Samanda-H', Knight of Bahd'u'Udh tOT Italian
Soma!iland speaking at Birmingham, British Isles.

Area reports presented with 30ng, Teaching Conference, Birmingham, British lsle3.

A British Isles "Happening".

A play presented by children at the B;'°mingham Teaching Confe-re-nce.

Then effort was focused on a well advertised stage
show in which the evolution of mankind was told by
pantomime, song and speech, bringing out the part of
Divine guidance on this evolution. At the end of the
performance the people were entertained with a mammoth fireside with a slide show and refreshments which
lasted into the late hours. Several declarations resulted.
This gave new impetus to the teaching efforts of the

Birmingham community.
This Birmingham Teaching Conference was the largest ever held in the British Isles, the culmination of the
surge of teaching activities in this area for the last two
years. Dec1arations for this year are more than double
those of last year, which was double the numbers of
declarations of the previous year.

NIGERIA: Baha'is of Akpabuyoo Calabar in the Southeastern State of Nigeria attending a three-day
conference on November 26-28, in celebration 01 the Day 01 the Covenant and the Ascension of
'Abdu't..Bahd.
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West African Summer School, Bomi Hills, Liberia
The ringing of a bell, the chanting of prayers, the
lectures of the instructors, the joyful talk. the laughter,
the rhythm of dance music made Borni Hills a scene of
lively activity for nine days. About forty to fifty friends
of eight nationalities came for the Summer School from
different parts of Liberia and Sierra Leone and South
Africa. Four of the regular students of the school who
were not Baha'is made their declarations of belief in
Baha'u'llilh.
One afternoon the friends divided into five groups,
each group going to a selected area to teach the Faith.
They invited the townspeople to a show at the school
which had been organized by the youth. This gave
everyone a very interesting evening.
One joyful event during the course of the Summer

School was the dedication of the new large and beautiful
building in the BaM', compound at Bomi Hills. It was
named the 'Wesson Building' after Mrs. Vivian Wesson,
Knight of Baha'u'llah one of the earliest pioneers in
West Africa. This was a token of appreciation of the
National Spiritual Assembly of West Africa for the continuous, sincere services of a Baha'i who left her home
and comforts to carry the Divine Message at
Baha'u'lIilh to a distant part of the world.
A spirit of love and an atmosphere of unity dominated.
the whole course of the Summer School. At the public
meeting which ended the sessions, many arose and expressed their feelings and impressions. As the friends
departed, there were tears in their eyes.

Group photo of those attending the Summe-r Schoot,
December 24 to January 2, 1972 at Bomi Hilts, Liberia.
Eight nationaHties are represented, induding South

African. The newly dedicated Summer School buikiing
is in the background. Mrs. Vivian Wesson is holding the
plaque of the Greatest Name.

Six countries are represented in this group of students,
from Sierra Leone Fouran Bay CoHege. Three American
girls: pictured aTe new Baha'is. One declared during the
Summer School.

MTS. Vivian Wesson pioneer to West Africa for over
fifteen yeaTS, putting up sign on the Summer Schoot
building which was dedicated to her at Bomi Hills,
Liberia.

Cooference io

£.an

,

A conference of Local Spiritual Assemblies located in rural aTeas of Iran. On the left aTe CounselloT
Dr. SalmanpuT and Auxiliary Boant member MT. Ebrahim Khalili. Similar conferences aTe being
Tegularly organized in all parts of Iran.
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause Ru~iWih Khanum
By Violette Nakhjav6ni, Companion

Part seven
We left Nigeria on October 5th, accompanied by
Oscar Njang a Cameroon pioneer long resident in Ni·
geria. Our arrival in the Federal Republic of Cameroon
was not without excitement r It seems the closer you get
to a frontier the wilder and more neglected the roads
become.
We passed through the small and rarely visited border
post of Ndu and drove eighteen miles on one of the worst
roads you would ever want to encounter anywhere, a
road so rarely used it consists of two faint tracks with a
high growth of weeds in the middle and hushes that
lashed the car on both sides as we bumped in and out of
deep holes every few yards. At the end of this nightmare
of a road we had to stop at an army check post and were
taken before the commanding officer, an arrogant, half
drunk, disagreeable man who told us we could not drive
after six o'clock and must spend the night there. In the
yellow light of a lantern, with a few other equally drunk
soldiers about, we were very alarmed at this prospect
and insisted we must go on. Indeed, we did not believe a
word of what was told us but thought it a pretext to
detain, and for all we knew, rob us! We later fOWld out
there was such a curfew in the frontier district. As the
officer spoke only in French Ru.l;liyyih Khimum was
obliged to do all the explaining, telling him who we were,
where we had COme from, the purpose of our long trip
and how tired we were after nine hours driving on such
bad roads, that our friends were anxiously waiting for
uS only thirty miles away in Mamfe, etc. We were three
people there was no place to sleep in the car and no
place to spend the night there except in the army barracks. We were really alarmed and did not know what to

do. As Oscar's passport was found to -be lacking an
entry visa which he reqUired, this enraged the officer
even more than our own insistence we should be allowed
to proceed at once; we all three felt very distressed.
Difficulty Removed by Prayer
In desperation we decided to pray quietly for help and
guidance. For about ten minutes we sat facing this
man's desk with our eyes 'Closed; there was absolute
silence in the room. Although at the -beginning we were
angry and distressed during this period of prayers we
felt quieter and calmer and beloved Ru/.tiyyih :Kbanum
later on told us how as she prayed she felt waves of love
in her heart for this man who had treated her with so
much disrespect. It was as if her heart opened and took
this man in and she felt perhaps this delay was meant in
order to stamp the name of the Faith on his mind. This
wonderful quality of Ru/.tiyyih KI;I anum , the quality of
returning love in the place of unkindness and through
waves of positive and loving vibrations winning the
cooperation and help of her opponents, is a quality often
shown by her in the course of this trip. The beautiful
part of it is the fact that it is spontaneous 'and not forced
and tha t is why it wins the hearts and opens the doors.
A t length we opened our eyes and the officer was in_
formed we had been praying. He had been ostensibly
filling out reports! He was quite startled but it became
clear he had decided to let us go on and only had to work
up to it graduaUy so as not to lose face in front of his
subordinates. After more discussion, he escorted us to
the car.
Riil;1iyyih Khanum asked him if he was married. When

Bahd'i community of Mamie, West Came-roon, with Amatu·l-Baha. October 13, 1971.
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he said "yes" she said, "Then you must be used to the
obstinacy of women and will excuse my being so 0lJ...
stinate and insistent!" To whi'Ch he replied with feeling
"Madame, you are not obstinate at all compared to my
wifel" We parted with hand shakes all around and on
the -best of terms,
AtMamfe
On our arrival in the town of Mamfe we met with the
Baha'is and made our plans for the next few days.
Mamfe is the area where there are the largest number of
believers in the Cameroon. In the days before Indopendance this used. to be a very active and busy town as
it was the crossroads between West Cameroon and Nigeria, but now there is very little traffic between the two
countries. For the Baha.'is, however, it will always be
remembered as it has a unique position in the history of
the Faith in th'a t country. It was from this town of
Marnfe eighteen years ago on October 15. 1953 that
Enoch Olinga, a pioneer from Uganda who became the
Knight of Baha'u'IJah for British Cameroon and was
called by our beloved Guardian "the Father of Victories", and later made a Hand of the Caw;e of God,
eighteen years ago on October 15. 1953 sent his cable
informing Shoghi Effendi of his arrival at his pioneering
post. Indeed Rul].iyyih Khimum and I stayed at the Same
Rest House my husband and I had stayed in on that
memorable trip when we accompanied Enoch Dlinga to
the Cameroon.
In a meeting with the Baha'is of Mamfe we met with
many of the veterans of the Faith in that country. One of
them, the Knight of Baha'u'llah, Edward Tabe, had been
a new believer only one week old when he left Victoria in
Rit;lvim of 1954 to open the virgin territory of what was
then British Togoland. The community of West Cameroon, only one year after receiving the Light of
Baha'u'n"'h contributed five Knights of Bah"·u·n ...h during the beginning of the Ten Year Crusade. The heart of
the continent of Africa, so newly enlightened with the
Cause of God. gave eight Knights 01 Bah ... ·u·U ... h of which
no less than five came from the Cameroon. This is truly
the best indication of the extraordinary capadty and
receptivity of the Cameroon nation.
In this meeting Amatu'l-Baha spoke a great deal on
the importance of teaching the Faith to the women and
the value of Baha'i women in their community. Mamfe
has some very strong and outstanding women. She also
spoke of the importance of spiritual education for the
Baha'i children. She told them two stories about Baha'i
children in different parts of the world.
One was about an eight year old girl in the city of
Baghdad, whose parents were Jewish, and her uncle,
who lived with them, a Baha'i. She loved the Faith and
Amatu'laBahawith the Fan of Mankon, in West Cameroon,

Oct. 9. 1971.

Amaru'l-Bahti witn some of tne Bana'is oj Menaankwe
viHage, West Cameroon, Oct. 10, 1971.

considered herself a Baha'i like her uncle. During one of
the periodic Muslim attacks on the Jewish community
an angry mob incited by religious fanaticism broke into
the house of this family shouting HJews, Jews"; the little
Baha'i girl coura'geously stood in front of the mob and
pointing to a photograph of 'Abdu'I-Bahil on the wall
shouted, "We are not Jews, we are Baha'is!" The mob
halted, astonished, listened to her, looked at the picture
of the Master and left the house undamaged. This extraordinary demonstration of faith on the part of their child
was so overpowering that the parents themselves became Baha'is.
The other story was that of a nine year old girl, the
daughter of a devoted Latin American pioneer family in
Colombia, who went out with an illiterate local teacher
on April 21st to Gwahiro Indian villages and helped form
four Local Spiritual Assemblies. The village Baha'is
were devoted and eager to form their Assemblies but
were illiterate and could not write the ballots. This little
girl was taught how a Baha'i election is conducted and
helped the formation of four of them!

Bamenda
It was decided that the first part of Amatu·I-Bah';·s
visit be scheduled for the town of Bamenda and its
surroundings. This is nearly 100 miles north of Mamfe
in one of the most ,beautiful and picturesque mountai~
areas in the whole of West Africa. Bamenda itself is
perched up on the top of a mountain, surrounded by
rolling hills and mountains from which cascade a number of waterfalls sparkling in the brilliant sunshine like
white plumes amid the lush green vegetation. The whole
place is a joy to the eyes. The climate in this area is
perfect, cool, dry and healthy. There are a few Local
Assemblies as well as groups in smaH townships very
close to each other.
Nkwen and Mendankwe
In the town of Nkwen Amatu'l-Baha met with the
Baha'is of that community as well as the Baha'is of
Mankon itself which is a large town wi thin view of
Bamenda.
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of the dear village Baha'is answered, saying that he had
seen miracles from the prayers of Baha'u'Uah and related an incident in his life. He said he lived on the little
his land produced and contracts he could some times
get. One day he heard of a small contract one of the
government offices had and immediately -applied for it
but was almost turned down as there were many more
applicants. That night he called his nine children and
told them 01 his pmblem and asked them all to join him
in ardent prayers, so that if it was the Will of God the
door might open for him. They prayed as a family that
night and the next morning, and then he went to the
office and to his surprise was offered the contract. He
said this was a direct miracle of Baha'u'lhlh as the other
bidders had a much ·better chance and advantages over
him. He finished his story by saying: "I went and bought
some meat and made a rich food for my family in
thanksgiving for God's grace and we prayed again to
thank Him for His bounties." This partaking of food as a
solemn thanksgiving is an African custom. This man's
nine children are such devoted Baha'is that 'all on their
own they have started a Baha'i study class attended by
twelve of their young friends.

Meeting house in EYUfflOjok village with R~iyyih
Khanum seated next to the Chief, Oct. 11, 1971.
The next day she met with some of the Baha'is of
Mendankwe, a village beyond Bamenda high up on the
mountain. From the town below where most of the
Baha'is reside there is a distance of two miles straight
up the mountain to this village. It was so steep that we
could only get up in low gear and yet one of the dear
Baha'is of Mankon, who had ·been instrumental in teaching and forming the Local Spiritual Assembly of this
village, had pushed his bicycle up this road to inform
them of our coming. To reach the home of the Baha'is
we all had to walk the last half-mile as the so-called
road progressive]y deteriorated until at the side of a
mountain brook it ceased to exist.
The chairman of the Local Assembly in a written
address, which was read by his young son, welcomed
Amatu'l-Baha and expressed their joy and pride in re·
ceiving such a distinguished guest. Like so many of the
villagers these Baha'is asked for a Baha'i Center, but
their story had a very interesting side to it. Apparently
they had donated a piece of land and built a small mud
building for their center, but they could not afford the
price of a tin roof and the National Spiritual Assembly
had no money available for the purpose-such a roof
costs about 100 dollars. They were very upset when the
rains came and the walls began to fall down; their
neighbors came to them and said: "When we were buildin-g our church you came and helped us. Now we are
ready to help you financially to build your center." The
Baha'is, however, explained to them that it was against
the principles of their religion to accept any financial
help from outside their own community. This was an
wtheard of thing t Whoever would refuse to receive
money from any()ne, for ·any purpose these days? So
they said uAllright, then build it yourself, let us see if
you can manage alone without ourhelp!"
Now months had passed and the walls began to crumble and the Baha'is had become the object of ridicule in
the area. They were very distressed -and appealed to
Ruruyyih Khanum to do something about this as '·No
one' now would listen to the words of God". Am'atu'lBana promised to investigate the matter when she met
with their National Assembly. Through the help of one of
the friends money for the roof of this local center has
now become available and the Baha'is of Mendankwe
will he able to hold their heads up in front of their
neighbors.
She also told the friends that they should seriously
pray for God's assistance and a way to open doors. One

Mankon
In the town of Mankon Rul;1iyyih Khanum spoke to a
group of 200 students in Longla Community College on
the effect an individual can have on the community. She
gave an example: She said: "If you have a measure full
of corn which you are going to plant, suppose half of the
grains are only hollow seeds: naturally only half of
the quantity will yield a harvest. It is the same with the
q uali ty and the num ber of morally and spiritually
healthy individuals in any given society: the greater the
number of distinguished individuals the more outstanding the sum total of any group will he. U
The highlight of this trip was Amatu'l·Baha's visit
with the Fon of Mankon who is the paramount chief of a
large area, as well as a -big town of the same name. He is
a fine, outstanding man of about fifty with a great deal of
tolerance towards others. He iB also a very active and
distinguished member of the Council of Chiefs in West
Cameroon. We had gone to visit him in his home, about
eight miles from the city, and he received us fonnally
but graciously and had a long talk with Amatu'l-Baha.
Somehow they got on the subject of the sufferings of the
Indian race -of the Americas and of the Bolivian Indians.
He showed a keen interest and understanding and in the
end asked for something to read on the Baha'i Faith.
RuJ:tiyyih Khanum then gave him an inscribed copy of
Prescription fOT Living.
Return to Mamfe
Upon our return to Mamfe-over a mountain road so
bad it beggars description, Amatu'l·Baha paid a courtesy visit t-o the Senior District Officer. Later in the day
she spoke on the HSpiritual Destiny of Africa" at a
public meeting to which this same officer came as well
as anum ber of prominent people of the town. When she
was asked, during the question period after her talk.,
what the Baha'is believe on the subject of the resurrection she gave the beautiful example of the recurrence of
this phenomenon in the world of nature; how, at every
spring, the characteristics and qualities of the previous
year come back to life. Similarly at the time of the
coming of each spiritual springtime all the characteristics and qualities of the bygone springtimes reoccur
and that with the coming of each Manifestation of God,
men, individually as well as collectively, are judged;
with the acceptance of that new Manifestation of God, an
individual spiritually is resurrected.
Amatu'I·B-aha also met with the Baha'is of Mamfe and
friends who had come in from several other nearby
communities. The officers of five Local Assemblies
were ceremoniously introduced to her. It was interest-
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ing to see how often the treasurer of the Local Spiritual
Assem'blies in many communities of Cameroon are
women. Indeed, we met in that country some outstanding Baha'i women with deep convictions who are very
active in the affairs of the Faith.
Foremost Problem, Alcoholic DriDkiDg
In that meeting the friends openly discussed and
asked questions on what is the foremost problem of that
country, the common and widespread habit of drinking
alcohol. Ruhiyyih Khanum in her loving and very tolerant way explained the reason for this prohi hi tion in the
Baha'i Faith and the words of Baha'u'llah on this subject. She said HBaha'u'lhlh alw'ays gave us a reason for
whatever He exhorts us to do Or not to do; on the subject
of drinking He said "Do not approach it, as it destroys
the mind". Now, a full century later, science has confirmed His word,. She then cited an article in the R .aders' Digest of June 1970 I I Alcohol and your Brainl? by
Albert Q. Maisel, in which article it was stated that
alcohol produce, blood sludging in the capillaries thus
depriving surrounding tissues of the oxygen supply they
require; deprived of oxygen, cells die; -brain celIs, unlike most body cells, once killed neVer re-grow so that
the intake of alcohol, even in small quantities, bas a
permanent effect on the celIs of the brain; in direct
ratio to the degree to which alcohol is taken the number
of brain cells, irreplacable in the body. are destroyed.
Even a single glass of beer kills 011 a quantity of brain
cells. HAt last we Baha'is," she said, "can quote science
in support of Baha'u'llah's command not even to ~ap
proach it'."

Eyumojok aDd Ejagham

We were able to visit two nearby villages and hold
meetings with the Baha'is. In Eyumojok-where On the
night of our arrival in West Cameroon we had our
unpleasant encounter with the commander of the military check point-Rlll:tiyyih ~anum met with some of
the Baha'is from different villages and a large number
of non·Baha'is who came to hear about the Faith, including the village chief. In Kembong one of the older
Baha'i communities in that part of the country. a good
number of believers from several villages eagerly welcomed their beloved guest. Once again the officers of the
different Local Assemblies represented were ceremoniously introduced to Amatu'l-Baha and then a very
beautiful and touching speech of welcome was read to
her, as follows: "We the few Baha'i believers of Ejagham do welcome you in our midst. Blessed are we for
QQd has graciously blessed us to see the eyes that had
once gazed on our beloved Guardian at the gate when he
was crossing to the realm of Abha Kingdom .... "
The Ba-ha'is of this area who had Come from several
villages had prepared a very delicious meal for their
dearly loved gue,t and invited all the friends present to
partake of it. As this was one of the old and tried communities of Cameroon Ru\"tiyyih Khanum spoke on the
importance of teaching and serving the Cause. She said:
"At the beginning of the rainy season the rain drops are
large, few and far between but as it continues it falls fast·
er and becomes torrential. It is the same way with the
Cause of God; at the beginning the believers are few and
far between but as the Cause of God penetrates, multitudes join in and soon they cover the face of the earth."
(To he continued)

Baha.'i community of Kembang, West CameToon, Oct. 11, 1971.
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Southern Africa- Youth Summer School
The first Baha'i Youth Summer School for Southern
Africa was called by the Continental Board of Counsellors for that region and held in Swaziland at their Baha'i
Institute from the 25th of December, 1971 through the
2nd of January. 1972.
Attendance-sixty-seven people of approximate youth
age attended. They represented the following countries:
five from Botswana, three from Malawi, ten from Rhodesia (all Salisbury area), one from Zambia, thirty-one
from Swaziland, three from Lesotho, four from South
West Africa and ten from South Africa from the following 10caJities: two from Rustenburg, one from Pretoria,
five from Johannesburg, one from Cape Town and one
from Mafeking. In addition, three Counsellors and six
Board members participated along with several adults.
Cfasses-The program was arranged so there were
concentrated courses in the morning.
On the first morning all were welcomed by Counsellor
Shidan Fat'he-Aazam. He presented a letter which was a
message to the School from the Hands in the Holy Land.
In it, the Hands said: "The quest of youth for truth and
values they can understand and identify with, resulting
from disillusionment and rejection of established patterns of life, offers those youth enrolled in the army of
Baha'u'Jlah an unparalleled opportunity to bring His
healing Message to their contemporaries, and in so do-.
ing give meaning and purpose to their lives," They
urged: "If Baha'i youth heed this call and meet this
challenge they assuredly will win great victories and by
such deeds contribute their share to the triumph of the
Cause of God."

Among the subjects covered in the classes were:
Youth and the Baha'i Faith, the Historical Background
of the Nine Year Plan, the Formative Age, the Role of
Youth in Baha'i Administration, Various approaches to
Teaching, the Essentials of our Faith, Visual Aids, and
the Remaining Goals of the Nine Year Plan.
In his course on Youth and the Baha'i Faith Me.
Fat'he-Aazam stressed four points to which the youth
should apply themselves 1. study the teachings, 2. the
spiritualization of their lives and thus the forming of
their character to the standard of Baha'u'llah, 3. teach
the Faith, especially to youth and 4. preparation of their
lives for the future.
Bahiyyih Ford emphasized several points 'Abdu'lBaha gave in the Tabtets Df the Divine Plan. Among
them were: 1. Speak the languages. 2. All souls are
ready. 3. Send fluent teachers who are detached from all
else save God. 4. Books and pamphlets must be either
translated or written in the language of the country. 5.
The circle of your effort must be widened. 6. Travel in
groups. 7. Gather youth in schools of instruction and
teach them. 8. Sing the song of the love 'Of God. 9. In all
meetings eliminate the unimportant talk, only that under discussion is important.
Mr. Appa very ably covered the reasons for Baha'i
Administration and why it was so important that the
youth supported and became experienced in it. Some of
the questions he asked and had answered through the
discussion were: 1. Why is Baha'i Administration different? 2. What is the true aim of Baha'i Administration? 3.
Why do the Baha'is give of their time, money and energy

Baha'i Youth Summer School held in Swaziland, Africa.eS Dec. 1971 through 2nd Jan. 1972.
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lor the Faith? 4. How did the Baha'i AdminiBtratioo
come into existence? 5. Why do we say that Baha'i
Admioistr a tion is the PIan of God for this day? 6. How
can Baha'i Administration help youth follow the right
path? 7. What is the spiritual significance of Baha'i
Administration? 8. How can youth help the administrati ve bodies?
Mr. Appa said that the Water of Life is brought to the
people by the wonderful network 01 channels called the
World Order of Baha tu' llah; Administration is a gre at
part oithat World Order.
William Masehla introduced his session on Teaching
by askiog Moloki, a 12-year old boy from Botswana to
stand and tell how he teaches the Baha'i Faith. He
replied that he goes to a village and waits patiently to
be noticed. When asked why he had come, he tells them
about the Faith. Several good examples of teachiog were
given during Mr. Masehla's session. He also covered
stories and problems the youth of the school had when
they were out teaching during their afternoon sessions.
Mr. Mooten gave greetings from Mauritius and then
spent the time in covering questions which contacts
might ask the Baha'i teacher. Mrs. Wilks fascioated the
friends with the many visual aids she showed them,
from posters to puppets. Mrs. Ford also gave two felt
talks which were enjoyed trem endously.
In the discussion of the remaining goals of the Nine
Year Plan it appeared that the majority· of the youth
present were not well aware of what remained to be
done. Emphasis was placed on how they could help to
see that the goals were won.
Afternoons-The afternoons On the first two days were
devoted to general discussions groups. On the third day
there was a "Work is Worship" session in the gardens of
the Institute where the youth dug 18 holes for trees,
chipped drains for repaintiog and pulled weeds.
Teach.ing-The next five afternoons were spent in ac~
tual teaching work. The youth were divided into 11
teaching groups and assigned to certain areas around
Swaziland. Each teaching afternoon they came back
with interesting stories to tell. One group perhaps SOme~
what disappointed, another very jubilant. As a result of
this teaching effort, a total of thirty-seven declarations
were achieved during the time covered by the school. Of
these thirty~seven, thirty~five were Swazis; one was the
driver for the young people from Lesotho who stayed to
take them back again, and the other was a young man
from Botswana who out of curiosity had accompanied
one of the friends to the school.
Evenings-The evenings were devoted to entertainment and fellowship. One evening slides and a film were
shown. Another was "Talent Night" where the young
people sang solos, played guitars and piano and drums;
each one contributing to the entertainment.
One night a campfire with barbeque was held. On this
night some Swazi believers had arranged for about
twenty-four Swazi Tribal Dancers to entertain the
young people. After eatiog everyone moved into the
light close to the Institute buildings and the dancers
delighted everyone present. When they had finished, the
youth, wishing to repay them for the enjoyment quickly
arranged for one of the Swazi-speaking young people to
stand and tell the dancers about Baha'u'llah and the
Baha'i Faith and why we were all there, and to explain
they wanted to repay them by singiog some Baha'i
songs for them. Then the youth stood with their arms
interlocked and swaying they sang several Baha'i songs
with all their hearts for the dancers. It was an evening of
great warmth and love.
A public meeting was held on one evening to which
the youthful teachers could bring the friends they had
made during the afternoons in order to learn more about
the Faith. Whatever the program for an evening it
usually ended up with the group singing some Baha'i
songs.

Some youth Of Southern Africa attending the BaM'1
Youth Summer Schoo!. Swaziland. Left to right: Bogatsu
Pheto from Botswana, Brigitte Aiff from So. West Africa
Wilson Kokobele fTom Botswana, Rachmah NooT iTom
South Africa.

Organization-At the begioning of the School two
committees had been appointed by the Contioental
Board of Counsellors completely of youth for the running of the School. One was the All-Purpose Committee
and the other the Evening Committee.
The All-Purpose Committee truly took things into
their hands when necessary and acquitted themselves
well. All youth attending were assigned to groups and
each had its task to do. Though the luoch and dinner
were taken care oft the youth did their own breakfasts,
cleaned dorms, meeting hall, etc. The Committee saw to
the registration of youth and the selling of meal tickets.
The All-Purpose Committee was comprised of: Rosemarie Ailf, Beth Fat'he--Aazam, Sebena Silawada, Genevieve Hope, Dave Garcia, and Billy Lee Marple.
Cables-After a few days of the School, the youth
decided to send a cahle to Haifa. They were inspired
and pleased to receive this cable in anSWer a few days
later:
DELIGHTED EXCELLENT ATTENDANCE YOUTH
SUMMER SCHOOL PRAYING SHRINES SPIRIT ENTHUSIASM GENERATED BY SCHOOL WILL STRENGTHEN
GIVE NEW DIREcrION EFFORTS YOUTHFUL MEMBERS COMMUNITY ASSIST FULFILLMENT ALL
GOALS PLAN
- UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

The youth sent a cable to the Youth Conference being
held in Salzburg. To this, came the following reply:
OVER 600 YOUTH ASSEMBLED SALZBURG EXCHANGE
LOVING GREETINGS YOUR CONFERENCE BLESSED
PRESENCE HANDS FAITH ENOCH OLiNGA LINKING
OUR TWO CONTINENTS AND ADELBERT MtlHLSCHLEGEL INSPIRING MASS TEACHING EFFORTS
SPIRITUAL AWAKENING EUROPE

On the last afternoon a Farewell P arty was held. At
this time the youth were asked to write briefly what the
School had taught them. Two prizes were given for what
the Counsellors felt were the best answers. Rahma Noor
of Cape Town won first prize and SebenB Silawada won
second prize. These were a Baha'i ring and a Baha'i
pio.
Along with the exchange of thanks on that afternoon,
the youth were urged to return home and do their best
to stimulate the youth back home into activity, and to
bring about and encourage youth activity in their own
home areas.
With a great deal of tears, the youth returned home.
The final request was that a Youth SchOol like this be
held annually. One of the great accomplishments of the
School was that youth from various -backgrounds lived
together io the spirit of the Faith and, in spite of difficulties, Baha'i belief became a reality.

....
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NEW ZEALAND-SOUTH ISLAND

Activities in Blenheim.
Dunedin Loca! Spiritual Assemb!y.

Local Spiritual Assembly of ChristchuTch: back TOW,

Dave Toohey, Treasurer; Kit Baxter; Jet! HugheS', ViceChairman' Carole Church' John Lester, Corresponding
Secretary.' Front TOW: Jen~y Platt; Kayleen Morrison;
Nguyen Huu. Hanh, Chairman; Margaret Hitton, Recording Secretary.

New Zealand's South Island was for many years a
Baha'i backwater with just a handful of believers to
spread the Glad Tidings. At Ric;Ivim 1969 it could boast
only four Baha'is. and the goal of one Local Assembly
in each of its five provinces seemed a monumental
task. But the next year saw the entry of pioneers and
the island received the kiss of hfe. One declaration
followed another and Ric;Ivim 1971 saw three of the
Assemblies formed: Nelson, Christchurch and Dunadin. Now B1enheim is ready to form its Assembly,
leaving only one of the goal locations to be achievedWestland.
Nelson held a proclamation week, armed with a
report on mass teaching techniques used in South
Carolina. The result was fourteen new Baha'is the first
week and a steady influx ever since.
Christchurch, busily preparing its own proclamation
week and blessed by a two hour visit of Hand of the
Cause Mr. Fumtan en route to Auckland, found itself
teaching in many ways. Having just welcomed. a
young Chinese student from Malaysia to the Faith, the
community was alerted by the Hawkes Bay friends
they had made, Chinese sailors who had shown an
interest in the Faith but spoke no English. Their ship
from Taiwan was en route to Christchurch. Three of
the Christchurch Baha'is were welcomed on board and
the Message was delivered to them.
On another occasion several believers arrived at a
school, expecting to talk to abou t twenty pupils and
found over a hundred waiting, an exhilirating experience. Th.i s session lasted for -over an hour and included
answering a battery of questions. Can you say
°Baha'u'llah?" they asked. a·nd all chanted back UBa_
ha'u'Uah".
One believer felt impelled to travel-teach on the
Chatham Islands, 500 miles east of New Zealand, the
first recorded visit of a Baha'i to those shores.
During the nine days of summer school in the little
town of Kaikohe there were thirty-six declarations. In
another small town, Taumarunui, there were thirtyeight as a result of a teaching conference over a
weekend. In Greymouth the first two declarations have
been made, and two pioneers have come; fruits are
beginning to appear-at last.

ChTistchuTCh fiTe side.

,'-

The (iT&t West Indian Mass Teaching team pauses long
enough fOT a picture bejOTe boarding an airplane jor St.
Vincent. Standing before the Barbados, W.I., aiTport are,
left to right: Patricia Paccassi (co-ordinator oj tne project), Richard Miller, Monica Brathwaite, Myralene
Moore, LeTOY Wharton, BUTleigh Eastmond, ETTol Sealy,
and Lynn Paccassi. (The Paccassi family are pioneeTB
on Barbados.)

The first West Indian mass teaching team formed their
own singing group during the mass teaching effort in St.
Vincent, W.I., December 26, 1971 to January 12, 1972.

New Barbados Believers form First West Indian Mass Teaching Team
Reap 570 New Believers on Island of St. VincentA group of new believers from Barbados, West Indies,
ranging in ages from 17 to 20 years, served as the
teaching team for the first mass teaching effort on the
island of St. Vincent, spollBored by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the Leeward, Windward,
and Virgin Islands. This was the first West Indian mass
teaching team. (The mass teaching team on Barbados
in August and September, 1971, was comprised of believers from the United States.)
The youthful group found 570 waiting souls in two and
a half weeks, from December 26 to January 12. Despite

the heavy downpours of the rainy season, they went out,
over mountainous terrain, for eight to ten hours daily.
They held two hour prayer sessions dailY. Nightly meetings were also held. They formed their own singing
team, calling themselves "TheBajan Singers."
The teaching effort was coordinated by Mrs. Patricia
Paccassi, a pioneer on Barbados and a member of the
National Spiritual Assembly. A follow-up program was
started immediately by the National Teaching Committee of the Windward Islands.

Travel-Teaching

In

Korea

Terry Riggins, author of the following article, with his
wife, Kathleen t are now pioneering in Sapporo, Japan.
Their travels in Korea included seven cities and fifteen
villages.
During the month of January we had the opportunity
of travel-teaching in South Korea. The National Spiritual Assembly of Korea provided us with an experienced
interpreter and enthusiastic Baha'i, Mr. Kim Kwan So.
Traveling by train and bus, we visited the Hyangmyung Middle School in Yesan, operated by Baha'is for
children who can't afford tuition at the government
schools. One of the school buildings was built by the
school children. The land on which the school stands
has been donated to the Baha'is to be used as a Teaching
Institute, fulfilling part of Korea's goal in the Nine Year
Plan of three Teaching lru;titutes. There are over thirty
Local Spiritual Assemblies in the area of Yesan; however we had time to visit only two of these locations.
After three days we took a train to the port city of MokPo in the southern tip of Korea. We were accompanied
by Mr. Kim and Mr. Suh Chul Min, Auxiliary Board
member.
One of the highlights of the trip was a two-day stay in
the village of Ko Jul Lee near Mok·Po. There are sixty_
five Baha'is in a village of 250 people. The first night we
were there the Vice-Chairman of the Local Spiritual
Assembly described their activities:
"We have a special Baha'I rOOm in the home of one of
the Baha'is where we have our meetings. On Feast Day
we fly a flag which reminds everyone to attend Feast
that evening. We ha'Ve regular deepening sessions on the
tirst and fifteenth of the month. We study Hidden Words.

When people are ill we pray for them and visit them if
they are in the hospital We have formed an area teaching committee and have a plan to open surrounding
villages, where there are Baha'is in two of them. We
have a community service project to help clean the
village. The village headman Was impressed with our
activities and told the provincial head about Baha'i, He
had one question 'What do the Baha'is in America do?' "
After returning to Mok-Po We visited four nearby
villages, sometimes traveling by ferry boat to small
islands. On one of them we talked to over a hundred
Baha'is gathered in a classroom. Because there are so
many Baha'is in this area, the National Spiritual Assembly bought land for a Teaching Institute. Construction
on it will start in February.
Next, we went to the East Coast city of Kyong-Ju,
ancient capital of Korea and the site of a Baha'i Institute. We had lunch at a Chinese restaurant operated by
a Chinese Baha'i family. We visited five Baha'i COmmunities in this area. In the town of Tonsung-Ri, there
are several barbers who are Baha'is and because no
other room could be found, we had a fireside in a barber
sbop.
Our travels ended in Seoul with a public meeting and
an interview with a reporter for a religious weekly newspaper.
Everywhere we went, we found the Baha'is very friendly, loving and enthusiastic in their teaching activities.
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Tour of the New Era Trio
The New Era Trio. composed of three singing travelteachers from the United States, made an eventful trip
from Miami. Florida through points in Central America and islands in the Caribbean from August 6 to
September 30, 1971. It is estimated that as a result of
their efforts there are 2000 believers.
The trio consists of Jeanne Rebstock of Redwood
Falls, Minnesota who has since m-arried and added
Murday to her name; Charles Bullock and Mrs. Bullock (Sandi) from Henderson Point, North Carolina.
All three are experienced mass teachers and participated in the never-to-be forgotten South Carolina
teaching activities of December 1970.
The program for proclamation used by the trio consisted of a bout ten songs which told of the historical
figures of the Faith and Teachings, interspersed with
narration, using much of the Creative Word. Some of
the songs were in Spanish and others were added during the trip.
At the first stop, Belize t in British Honduras, there
had been advance publicity by means of radiO, frontpage newspaper stories and the distribution of flyers
which brought out about 500 people to greet them at the
meeting arranged in Central Park.
The second day brought three presentations in the
morning, a youth session at the Baha'i Center in the
afternoon and in the evening a public meeting with
singing and slides. After this busy day, they met with
the National Spiritual Assembly. This will give an idea
of the pace of their trip at the many locations visited. In
Honduras they were met by Counsellor Hooper Dunbar who narrated in Spanish at many meetings. He
was enthusiastic over the reception by the people,
The Trio accompanied Mr. Dunbar to an island
where he had taught the Faith about ten years before.
Believers there were severely persecuted and told they
could leave the Faith or their homes. At the presentation, the Trio did not give the usual invitation but the
people came to them and asked to be enrolled, saying
they had not forgotten what they had been taught. As a
member of the Trio expressed it: "Our new sisters and
brothers went with us to the water's edge to say goodbye. So we kissed the children, embraced . . . the Sun
was setting . . . they waved from shore, and we all sang
'God is One' with mixed emotion . . . knowing that in
spirit weare always together. u
In Grenad'a about 500 people heard the presentation.
At the conclusion they wanted more songs, which were
given. Leaving the park, about 200 followed the Trio to
their temporary quarters at the home of a pioneer. On
arrival they realized they had no key and stood puzzled, facing the shouting crowd, knowing little Spanish,
and the crowd no English. When the· pioneer arrived,
they learned more songs were expected, which brought
calm.
Next, a prayer session was held inside, followed by a
fireside for about fifty. Outside, enrollments continued,
and meanwhile BaM'is still at the park accepted additional members.
In Bluefield, again, after a day-long institute and a
night meeting with about 600 attending, they were followed through the streets. Time and again they would
stop on street corners and give the Message to souls
eager to listen. Many of the new Baha'is were touched
by the spirit and were enrolling their friends.
In Panama they learned a newspaper had announced their appearance at a gym that evening.
Around 200 were present with several making their
declarations. They visited the Panama House of WorShip
under constructiun several times for prayers.

Arriving in Barbados in the fourth week of successful mass proclamation they share with us some of the
indications of the spiritual atmosphere: HA young believer, eleven years old, out teaching, enrolling adult
and pre-youth; old people teaching with great spirit
and true understanding of their new revelation from
God; new believers, approximately ten, enrolled 200
believers during the project, some teaching practically every day j a blind believer, out teaching and consolidating."
In San to Domingo the Governess of the Province
enrolled. (See the story in the December BAHA'I NEWS,
pp. 17-18). The Trio reported, "There was a big rush for
enrollment cards ... seventy.nine enrolled. They were
pleading to join the Baha'i Faith." On a return trip,
thirty..,ight more enrolled.
At Kingston, Jamaica, where in January the members of the Trio had attended the Oceanic Conference,
in addition to planned presentations, they stopped to
buy fruit and thirty..,ight enrolled. They stopped in a
street, and thirty-eight more declared. They stopped
for a soda in a store and a bystander mentioned publicity, so the Trio gave their presentation and five more
declarations were made.
At Williamstown, in the Bahamas, in addition to two
days teaching, they learned that the HBahama Star",
the ship chartered for the Caribbean Conference was in
port. So the Trio visited several Baha'is still aboard
and arranged for them to meet with the Island Teaching Committee.
The Trio concluded: "From this tour we see the urgent, immediate need to teach this F·aith as never
before. The people are there-waiting ... And we saw
some of the most beautiful, happiest people on the
earth-the pioneers; surely they are the ones who desire especially to be nigh unto God."
The New Era Trio were sponsored by the Continental
Pioneer Committee for the Americas.
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FiTst believers of Sta. Lucia,
JaneTO.

Colombia~

ST. and Sra.

Sta. Lucia- A Success Story
On September 12, 1970, Sta. Lucia del Atlantica,
Colom·bia, was another tranquil town in this northern
Colombia area. But one could discern the movement,
however slight, prior to its awakening through the
desperate call-from its first two believers.
'Dhese new Baha'is, longing for the momentary company of their fellow 'believers, wrote to the National
Spiritual Assembly, requesting that they send visitors
to spend a few hours with them in this isolated town
which has no direct line of communication with the
rest of the country.
Barranquilla, the nearest city with an established
Local Spiritual Assembly, sent two pioneers to answer
Ibe call. They left for Sta. Lucia at the first opportunity, not knowing, even after some investigation.
exactly where it was located, nor which of the many
bus lines afforded transportation to this town.
On the day of departure, a single bus, which made a
daily trip. was located, and the two ventured all to Sta.
Lucia. After five hours and twelve breakdowns of the
bus they reached their destination on the Canal Dique.
a tributary of the Ma'gdelena River, some sixty miles
from their home. It should surprise no Baha'i that Sra.
Janeco just happened along at the right moment as the
bus discharged our two friends who recognized each
other immediately.
She escorted them to her tiny mud and thatched-roof
hut that stands on a tiny finca (farm) on the river. Sr.
Janero (Pua) was at home and added ros gracious
welcome and they all sat and conversed as old friends.
They exchanged news of mutual interest and agreed to
visit their neighbors to bring them the Message of
Baha 'u'llirh.
While the Senora prepared the dinner. the three set
out to visit neighbors. Using the basic method recently
used with much success in the Deep South, they found
four new believers.
During and after dinner several neighbors began to
congregate in the unlighted garden of the Janeros. As
no electricity was available, crude kerosene lamps
were burned. One of the pioneers delivered a short but
inspired address carrying the love and Message of the
Blessed Beauty. No less than seventeen more declared
bringing the count to twenty·three.
Within a few months, friends from Barranquilla visited, when time permitted from other Baha'i activities
and enrolled some fifty more.

By Ric;lvan 1971, when it was time to form their first
Local Spiritual Assembly, the mayor and his wife and
his mother had also enrolled. All eligible members of
the community participated in their first election.
Little by little, more believers were found in this
little town with the dirt streets and thatched·roofed
houses and only recently with any electricity at all.
The visits continued as before and deepening was in·
eluded.
In January 1971, two pioneers, one adult and one preyouth, and a local youth, went from Barranquilla to
Sta. Lucia. Their plan was to spend five days there and
enroll 400 through direct teaching and at least one
public meeting. Four hundred and thirty·four were
enrolled. Since that time, another twelve have joined
the ranks of the Faith.
At the request of the National Spiritual Assembly,
the Regional Committee sent a representative to meet
with the Local Assem·bly to encourage them to esta·
blish a children's class and 'appoint at least one messenger to deliver deepening materials to the friends as
there was no mail delivery to this town. To the class
already established, two new ones were added. All
other goals were accomplished as requested: messengers, Regional Convention and Teaching Institute.
Those who are unable to leave their homes to travel
as pioneers can do much to reinforce these noble
souls: contri'bu te to the Funds, deputize others who are
able to g-o but need finan-cial aSSistance, offer prayers,
and encourage new pioneers to arise to serve.
A Baha'i children's class at Sta. Lucia del Atlantico,
Colombia.

A small gathering of some of the more than 500 beHever.s
at Sm. Lucia del Atlantica, Colombia em Feb. 2. 1972.
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OBSERVANCES OF WORLD RELIGION DAY
World Religion Day was celebrated on January 16,
1972 in the United States and in many countries around
the world. It is the twenty-second such annual observance. The day is being increasingly recognized 'by the
public as evidenced by its -being widely listed in calendars.
The Public Infurmation office of the National Center
in Wilmette plans the theme, sends out suggested news
releases.,. radio spot announcements and proposed wording of a proclamation to be presented to an official.
Fifteen to twenty National Spiritual Assemblies have
requested these 'aids for special Baha'i proclamation
events.
The suggested theme for the occasion this year was:
uWorld Religion, Basis for Universal and Lasting
Peace." Assemblies, of course, were free to use other
themes and plan any kind of observance they consider
most useful in their location. From replies returned to
the Public Information office, many commWlities followed the suggestions closely. Special proclamation
days give an occasion for local publicity and a stimulus
for local teaching. It is hoped that there will be an
increased use of these Baha'i sponsored days as there is
an accumulative effect on public thinking in associating the Faith with themes such as "World Religion",
"World Peace," etc.
Publldly

Excellent publicity was reported and many newspaper clippings sent in. World Religion Day was an·
nounced in ClearwMer, Florida in a bold headline acrosS

the top of the religion page. The same treatment was
received in the publicity from the Lake H8VMU City,
ArizoIIa Baha'i group. A front page top streamer was
given to the Baha'is of Luamle, WyomlDll and just
below was a large photograph of three Baha'is presenting The Proclamation oj Baha'u'Uan to the Mayor.
Dopo, in Sf. Clair Cowly, IDiDols, featured a classiJled
ad under '·Coming Events", along with a chatty, personalized long article illustrated by the photo 01 their
speaker for the Day, Mrs. N'aomi McCord. Yoakers, New
York, used the .IThought for the Day" column for an
appropriate quotation from Bahs'u'llah.
The suggested procla.mation was signed 'by many offi·
cials. The LarJo, F1or\da, Baha'is suceeded in having the
wording of the proclamation published along with a
photograph of the Mayor and a Baha'i.
Two communities reported receiving newspaper stories with photos by making book presentations. The
Alhem, Georgia, community presented Some Answered
Questions to the public li br a ry. The 1IrIsIoI, New Hampsbire, Baha'is presented books to Belknap College library.
In Kansas City, about 2,000 invitations to a public
meeting were delivered door-to-C.oor. One man found an
invitation in the street, looked up the Baha'Is and asked
if he could attend a fireside.
Miami, Florida, Baha'Is are to be congratulated for
sustained effort for their window display in connection
with World Religion Day. This year it was shown for two
weeks in the window of the Florida Power and Ught
Company's downtown office. A similar display has appeared for the occasion in the same location for more
than twentllllearB, always lasting for a week, sometimes
two. The display consisted of Bibles from the religions of
the world: Christian, Hebrew, Buddhist, Islamic, open at
appropriate passages, prophetic words about the new
age or coming of the Promised One. These texts were
picked out 'by a color overlay of tinted plastic. A gold
ribbon led from these passages to a copy of GleAnings
from the Writings of Baha'u'llah, open to page 66:
U And since there can be no tie of direct intercourse to bind the one true God with His creation, ... He hath ordained that in every age and
dispensation a pure and stainless Soul he made
manifest in the kingdom of earth and heaven._
Unto this subtle, this mysterious and ethereal
Being He hath assigned a twofold nature; the
physical, pertaining to the world of matter, and
the spiritual, which is born of the substance of
God Himself."

Large letters announced World Religion Day and the
window was completed with an announcement that the
display was spOllllored by the Miami Baha'Is.
PublleM_gs

Many public meetings wed Baha'i films. Such was the
case of the gathering sponsored by the community of
Sooth De KaiIJ COIlJlIy, Georgia; a Professor of Religion
attended and requested the use of the film for his clasS.
Mrs. Marion C. Lippitt, who had just returned from
Pilgrimage, was the speaker at Yod<, MaiD, using as
her topic uThe World's Holy Land, Past and Present."
At Bozeman, Mont.... the George Galinkins show';'i
slides of shrines of religions of the world gathered m
their trip around the world and Pilgrimage of three
years ago.
.
In Peterborough, New Hampshire, instead of a pub!iC
meeting, they arranged for daily i.nterviews on the F81~
by a local radi<> station. At Kirkland, Wublqtoo, m
addition to a public meeting, a Baha'i speaker was sent
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to the Unitarian Church, an excellent opportunity to
inform a whole group of seekers about the meaning and
purpose of the F ai tho
In Freeport, Bahamas, the Baha'i pamphlet Seven
Thousands Years in RetTospect gave the keynote, tracing the development of religion from age to age, to the
Day of God.
In Saigon, Vietnam the eleventh annual observance of
World Religion Day was held.
Other big cities of Vietnam which held celebrations
this year are Can-Tho, Da-Nang, Pleiku, Phan-Thiet,
Bihn-Tuy, and other district towns. The event was
prominently reported in over twenty Vietnamese daily
newspapers, the radio, television and in movies throughout the country. This annual occasion has 'become a
means of demonstrating religious fellowship.
Columbus. Ohio arranged a three-day observance, a
com-munity gathering and film showing before the
World Religion Day meeting. The Tukwi .. , WashlDgloD,
meeting began with a pot·luck supper for forty, then
speakers, ending with an international dance. The international flavor was evident in the well-planned observance at ApaBt Guam where pUblicity included posters
and an information booth for distributing pamphlets in
various languages, all related to the theme of universal
and lasting peace. The program included talks, prayers
and musical selections 'by children and elders, in various languages; Japanese, Tagalog t Persian and English.
A talk was made by a Palauan. Hostesses gave each
visitor a flower with a personal greeting. Decorations
included twenty-five hand-p ainted posters, as well as
flowers and palm leaves. As a surprise ending to the
meeting, balloons were released, carrying a variety of
Baha'i quotations, then refreshments were served.
An uO pen House" at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
C. loas was given by the Orinda, Ca6fomia Baha!fs. It
carried out a detailed, phased plan. Beginning a month
in advance, beautifully printed invitations were sent to
individuals which inc1uded the program, space for
others to be invited on a response "Card and stamped,

At Largo, Florida, Mrs. Ingrid Lanier is shown with
Mayor T. S. Madison who signed the World Religion
Day proclamation. The photo was published in the wea!
pap.,., along with the text of the proclamation.

A! the speakers' table on World Religion Day in Saigon,
Vtetnam. Mr. TTan Thang, member of the National
Spirituat Assembly, is on the extreme right.
addressed reply envelope. During the month there were
l-ocal and inter-commWlity meetings to organize and
practice a children's pageant of religion and assign
duties; also to personally phone all who responded, and
those who did not. A note of reminder arrived a day
ahead for those who accepted. The program announced
IWlcheon, an afternoon of slides and discussion, an
evening with the pageant, an informal talk and social
hour, with refreshments served all during open house. A
follow-up letter was sent to all receiving invitations
giving information about firesides.
'
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I'Oc!alftalt'on

Town of Largo
State of Florida
W.HEREAS, religion is the motivating force for the establishment of order in the world and of tranquillity
amongst its peoples, and
WHEREAS, religion is a might bulwark for man and the
bas1s for universal and lasting peace, and

WHEREAS, the harnessed power of the atom and other
advances have made the world a neighborhood and joined
the destiny of all ?,eoples and nations in a common future
of universal anmbilation or of creativity beyond the
grandest dreams of man, and
WHEREAS, it becomes imperative that mankind learns
to live together as a world community, and
WHEREAS, religion can streDgtheD the bonds between
peoples, provide us with the values establlshing world
peace and world unity, and
WHEREAS, the members of the Baha'i Faith of the
Town of Largo are joining in the twenty-second annual
national observance of World Religion Day,
NOW, THEREFORE, I T. S. Madson, Mayor of the Town
of Largo, do hereby proclaim Sunday. January 16, 1972, as
WORLD REUGION DAY
in the Town, in the fervent hope that it will focus the
attention of the members of thIS community on the indivisibility of human well being, stimulate them to a renewed interest in religion and motivate them to make
religion a dynamic force to advance civilization toward the
goal of universal and lasting peace.

T.S.Madson
Mayor
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Dear Adults:
Have you seen CHILD'S WAY recently? Have
you read it? Did you :find simple answers to diffi·
cult questions? Did you enjoy the reprints from
Star Of the West, the passages from Mahmud's
Diary or Guy Murchie's original contributions?
Were you glad to have interesting and informative printed matter for your children and your
friend's children? Were you delighted that illustrated stories are now available for your community -children's classes? Have you felt the
urge to encourage a child to be -creative and to
send his contribution for publication in CHILD'S
WAY?
All this is possible when individuals or communities subscribe to CHILD'S WAY.
Special offer, this month only: With a new subscription, 9 past issues of CHILD'S WAY for $5.00
additional only.
A one year subscription is $4.50, single issues
still 75¢.
Just send your check with your name and address to:

Child's Way Subscription S.... ic.

December 10, 1971, Baha'i communities throughout
the United States celebrated Human Rights Day. On this
day. 24 years ago, 48 nations of the world community
adopted, at the United Nations, the "Universal Declaration of Human Rights," a document elucidating fundamental principles of freedom for all the peoples 01 the
world. With public meetings, concerts, panel discussions and international dinners 44 Baha'i communities
signified this day. Hand of the Cause William Sears
spoke to an audience of 850 people in Los Angeles on the
subject of human rights. At this meeting, the Los Angeles Baha'i community also distributed Human Rights

Day awards to outstanding citizens of that city. Newport, Rhode Island and Gallup, New Mexico also presented awards on Human Rights Day .
At Northwestern University, "The Children of Time,"
a well-known singing group, gave a concert on Human
Rights Day for an audience of over 300 people.
This year, the theme for Human Rights Day suggested.
by the National Spiri tu al Assembly, ,I Equali ty-A Divine
Standard," was the topic of discussion at twenty·three
Human Rights Day meetings. Other topics included
"Women's Rights in Africa" and HIndividual PotentialA World View."
In order to create a better awareness ot Human Rights
and the United Nations, many communities distributed
literature on these two subjects. Where possible, Baha'i
communities participated in activities sponsored by the
United Nations Association and other groups interested.
in the UN. All communities received excellent publicity
for their programs. In addition to free newspaper and
radio announcements several communities received
television time, participated on radio talk shows and
were interviewed about the Baha'i Faith.
Baha'i communities which celebrated Human Rights
Day, 1971 contributed greatly to spreading the Teachings of Baha'u'llah and creating a better awareness of
the work of the United Nations. Most of these communities plan to follow up this activity with firesides,
public meetings and further meetings with the United
Nations Association. Some are already preparing for
Human Rights Day 1972.
-Mary Sawicki, U.S.-U.N. Observer
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World Communil,! poued
/or Overwhelming Vic/or,!

To the Baha'is of the World
Dearly-loved Friends,
The opening of the final year of the Nine Year
Plan sees the Baha'i world community poised for
overwhelming victory. With grateful hearts we acknowledge the continuing confirmations which have
attended its efforts and the Divine bounties which
have never ceased to rain down upon this blessed,
this ever-developing embryonic world order.
The Mashriqu'l-Adhkar of Panama, the Mother
Temple of Latin America, will be dedicated this
Riqvan. Three beloved Hands of the Cause, Amatu1Baha Rul)iyyih Khanum represen ting The Universal
House of Justice, Ugo Giachery and Zikru'lliih
Khadem will attend this historic ceremony. The
imaginative and inspiring concept of the architect,
Peter Tillotson, has been wonderfully realized and
we extend to the National Spiritual Assembly of
Panama on behalf of the entire Baha'i world, loving
congratu lations on their achievement.
Although the dissolution of the National Spiritual
Assembly of 'Iraq has, unhappily, resulted from the
persecution of the Faith in that land, the thirteen new
National Spiritual Assemblies which will come into
being this Ri<;lvan will bring the total number of
these pillars of The U ni versal House of Justice to 113.

The goals requiring acquisition of properties and
establishment of Teaching Institutes are well in hand
and, in those countries where legal circumstances
permit, incorporation of Assemblies and recognition
of Baha'i marriage and Holy Days are making good
progress.
It is the teaching goals which must engage our
attention and effort. Although more than 260 territories have achieved their assigned goals of localities
where Baha'is reside, and in some cases have exceeded them, enabling the Baha'i world community
to rejoice in having outstripped on a world scale the
total number of localities envisaged in the Plan, there
are still some 60 territories where this goal is yet to
be won and where its attainment must be given absolute priority between now and Riqvan 1973. It is
expected that a large number of new Local Spiritual
Assemblies will be established at Ridvlm and immediately the position of. this goal is ascertained a
detailed listing of all territories throughout the world
which have not yet won their goals for localities and
Local Spiritual Assemblies will be sent to every
National Spiritual Assembly for urgent release to
the friends.
It is hoped that during this last year of the Plan
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the principle of collaboration between National Spiritual Assemblies will be extended far beyond the
special tasks set in the Nine Year Plan. Those communities which have already attained their goals or
are in clear sight of them should consider the world
picture as disclosed by the listing mentioned above
and do everything they can, without jeopardizing
their own success, to assist their fellow communities
with pioneers and travelling teachers, or in any
other way possible. Such a process will greatly consolidate the unity and brotherhood of the BaM.'i
world community.
In the meantime we call on all believers everywhere to prayerfully consider their personal circumstances, and to arise while there is yet time, to
fill the international pioneer goals of the Plan. There
are 267 pioneer needs stilI to be answered-75 in
Africa, 57 in the Americas, 40 in Asia, 30 in
Australasia and 65 in Europe.
The extraordinary advances made since that Ri<;lvan of 1964 when the Nine Year Plan was begun,
continuing the organized and purposeful process of
teaching on a world scale instituted by our beloved
Guardian when he launched the Ten Year Crusade,
force upon our attention new requirements of this
ever-growing world order both for its own organic
life and in relation to the disintegrating world society
in which it is set. The divergence between the ways
of the world and of the Cause of God becomes ever
wider. And yet the two must come together. The
Baha'i community must demonstrate in ever-increasing measure its ability to redeem the disorderliness,
the lack of cohesion, the permissiveness, the godlessness of modern society; the laws, the religious obligations, the observances of Baha'i life, Baha'i moral
principles and standards of dignity, decency, and

reverence, must become deeply implanted in Baha'i
consciousness and increasingly inform and characterize this community. Such a process will require a
great development in the maturity and effectiveness
of Local Spiritual Assemblies. The purposes and
standards of the Cause must be more and more understood and courageously upheld. The influence of
the Continental Boards of Counsellors and the work
of their Auxiliary Boards must develop and spread
through the entire fabric of the Baha'i community.
A vast systematic program for the production of
Baha'i literature must be promoted.
Our immediate and inescapable task, however, is
to ensure that every attainable goal of the Nine Year
Plan is achieved. This must be done at all costs_ No
sacrifice, no deferment of cherished plans must be
refused in order to discharge this "most important"
of the many "important" duties facing us. Who can
doubt that one last supreme effort will be crowned
with success? Even now the national community to
bear the laurels of first achieving every task assigned
to it, Fiji, leads the procession of rejoicing and victorious communities within the Army of Light. We
may well emulate Baha'i youth whose recent surge
forward into the van of proclamation and teaching is
one of the most encouraging and significant trends
in the Faith, and who storm the gates of heaven for
support in their enterprises by long-sustained, precedent and continuing prayer. We are all able to call
upon Baha'u'llith for His Divine, all-powerful aid,
and He will surely help us. For He is the Hearer of
prayers, the Answerer.
-

THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Baha'i World Center
Haifa, Israel
Ri~van, 1972

At the dedication~he site of the Mother Temple of
the West, May 1,
'Abd,,'!-Bahli waits faT a shove!

to dig the hole to

lace the fou.ndation stone.
"I1;t
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'A/'du 'tBahft and lhe ::Dedication
maJhrirtu 't-4dhkar
tn
•

'Abdu'l-Baha arrived in Chicago on the evening of
Tuesday, April 30 t 1912 and on the same evening addressed a public meeting, which was the concluding
event of the annu?l Temple Unity Convention. This was
held in the Drill Hall of the Masonic Temple in Chicago
and heard by several hundred persons, He spoke, in

part, as follows:
"The real temple is the very \Vord of God; for to it
all humanity must tUrn and it is the center of unity for
all mankind .. _ Temples are the sym boIs of the divine
uniting force, so that when the people gather there . . .
they may recal1 the fact that the law has been revealed
for them and that the law is to unite them. _ . That is
why His Holiness Bahil'u'llah has commanded that a
place of worship be built . . . that all religions. races
and sects may come together within the Wliversal shelter ... It is the Mas.briqu'l-AQb.k.h (the Dawning-Point
of the remembrance of God). . For thousands of years
the human race has been at war. It is enough . . . For

thousands of years the nations have denied each other,
conSidering each other as infidel and inferior. It is sufficient .
"
He dosed with a prayer for the American nation:
"0 thou kind Lord!.
Confirm this revered nation to
upraise the standard of the oneness of hum anity, to
promulgate the Most Great Peace, to become thereby
most glorious and praiseworthy among all the nations
of the world . . . "
Then the next day, on the windy shores of the Lake,
at Wilmette, they had pitched a tent, large enough
for five hundred persons, and had made a special entry
way to the grounds for the carriage of 'Abdu'l-Baha;
but He entered on foot, walking briSkly, a long line of
Baha'is following Him. Within the tent, seats had been
placed in three circles, with a broad spa<:!e at the center,
reached by nine aisles. At high noon, lAbdu'I-Baha ad.
vanced to the inner circle and spoke.

!1.t 111 e dedication of the Temp~e site in Wilmette,
'Abdn't-Bahci, afteT having dug the ii"'! shovel full Of
earth. watches while others take their turn,

.... ,--APRIL, 1972
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.AJJrejj 0/ '.AtJu 'fl5a~(.
C~icaf}o, ma'l
Today you have endured considerable difficulty
in coming out, withstanding the cold and wind;
but the Power which has gathered you here is
truly a colossal Power. It is the extraordinary
Power, It is a Divine Power which gathers you
hither. It is the Divine Favor of Bah.:i'u'llah which
gathered you together. Therefore we praise God
that this Power does assem ble people in this
fashion.
Thousands of Ma:illriqu'l-Aclbkars, which means
the Dawning-Points of Praise for all religionists,
will be built in the world. In the Orient and in the
Occident of the world will they be built. But this
being the first one in the Occident, has great importance. In after years there will be many Mashriqu'l-Acibkars and even in this city of Chicago
there shall be numerous ones established, In Asia
there shall be many. In Europe there shall be
many. Even in Africa there will be many, Even in
Australia and New Zealand; but this is of great
importance. In 'I:illqabad, Caucasus, Russia, the
Ma§briqu'l-Aclhkar has the same great importance,
being the first one built there. In Persia there are
many. Some have been houses which have been
rented for that purpose. Others have given their
homes entirely for that purpose, and in some
places temporary and small places have been built
therefor. In all the cities of Persia there are
Ma'!briqu'l-A<!bkars; but the great Ma'!briqu'lAQbkar was founded in 'I,w.qabad. Because it is the
first. hence it possesses the superlative degree of
importance. All the friends of 'I:illqabad, agreed
and put forward the greatest effort. His holiness
the Afnim devoted all his wealth to it. Everything
he had he gave for it. Hence such a tremendous
edifice was built. A colossal effort was put forward, Notwithstanding their contributions to that,
they have, as you know, contributed to that Masj)riqu'I.A4bkar here in this city. Now that one is
almost complete, that is to say, with all its
gardens.
That Ma'!briqu'l-A<!bkar is centrally located. It
has nine avenues, nine gardens t nine fountains, so
it is nine on nine, all nines. It is like a beautiful
bouquet. Just imagine an edifice of that beauty in
the center, very lofty, surrounded centrally by
gardens, variegated flowers, with nine avenues in·
terlacing nine gardens, nine ponds and nine foun·
tains, and see how delightful is must be~ That is the
way it should be. It is matchless, most beautiful!
Such is the design. And now they are at work
building a Hospital and a School for Orphans and a
Home for Cripples and a large Dispensary and a
Hospice. They are now planning, thinking of these
things. When that. God willing, shall be completed,
it will be a Paradise~ There will be no greater
geometry than this, and I hope that in Chicago it
shall be like this. It will be even so. Therefore
endeavor to have the gound circular in shape. If
possible even exchange certain parts in order to
have a circular piece; not to have a triangle. The
Ma:illriqu'I·Ac;L.hkar could not be triangular in
shape. It must be circular.

all~e

'2JeJicalion,

I, 1912

Outside the tent. in the woods and fields along the
Lake Shore, 'Abdu'l-Baha prepared for the breaking of
the Temple ground; using first a golden trowel presented by Irene C. Holmes of New York, He then slipped
~his back into its leather case, and called for other
Implements; an ax was brought, then a shovel; with
these, 'Abdu']-Baha and members of every race and
nationality present, excavated a place to hold the dedication stone, As each man or woman came forward
his race Or nationality was announced: PerSia, Syria:
Egypt, India, Japan, South Africa, England, France,
Germany, Holland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the
Jews of the world, and the North American Indians,
were of those represented; at the end 'Abdu'l-Baha set
the stone in its pJace, on behalf of all the peoples of
the world. And He said, "The Temple is already built. t1
Editor's Notes: The desC1"iption of the dedication of the Hou.&!! 01
Worship is from The Baha'i Centenary page 87. 'Tne complete
~ext. oj t~e talk of <Abdu'I-BaM on the OCca.B1.on 01 the dedication
18 gwen J.n Star of the West, Volume 4, NO.3. It 18 also included
in Promulgation of Universal Peace.

'Abdu'l-Bahri with the foundation stone at His leet.
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Eyewitness Impression
of the Dedication
By Sophie Loeding
On May 1, 1912, an important date in American Baha'i
history, 'Abdu'l-Baha laid the foundation stone of the
building .in which we are today gathered. * I remember
it welL One of the Chicago fdends had provided a
beautiful golden trowel for preparing the place in which
the stone was to be imbedded. The trowel was ceremoniously given to 'Abdu'l-Baha and He tried to break
the ground with it; however, the lovely but frail instrument proved wholly inadequate to make more than the
merest dent in the hard-packed earth, and the Master
'very practically caned for a spade. It had never occurred
to anyone to give such a work-a-day thing as a spade
to the Center of the Covenant! Heaven forbid! So no
spade was at hand. The trowel was useless-and the
Master wanted a spade! There were no houses anywhere
near where one could be borrowed. What to do?
Then young Herbert Anderson remembered that workmen had brought the Elevated tracks as far as Isabella
Street, and he started running across the prairie to get
'Abdu'Z-Baha places a hand-full of dirt from the foundation site oj the first House of Worship oj the West in the
hands of a friend.

a spade from the men working there. Successful in his
mission, he ran back with the spade and then the
Master set to, like a veteran laborer, dug the spade into
the groWld with a hefty push from His foot and turned
over several spadesfui. Charlie Greenleaf, a young lad
about 17, received two handfuls of this earth turned by
the Master, and later shared it with a few friends, of
whom I was fortunate enough to be one. This is now
in the Archives. The friends then, one by one, turned
some of the earth in the name of some country not
represented. That privilege was mine too. The stone was
buried. It now rests, as many of you know, anchored in
the concrete floor of a small room just outside this halL
Until May 5, when 'Abdu'l-Baha left Chicago, His
engagements, private and public, were as numerous as
elsewhere, Any other man would have broken under the
strain, but He was always eager to carry on and proclaim the Faith brought by His Father.
On September 11 He again arrived in Chicago and
the same round of meetings and public addresses continued.
His visits to Chicago remain for me a kaleidoscope
of meetings and talks in auditoriums and homes, halls
and churches, of which I attended a great many. What
specifically the Master said on these occasions I do not
recall. It was more than half a century ago. However,
it is all recorded in the Star of the West. I do remember
very vividly how He always made his listeners welcome
before anything else. And if the meeting was not very
large, in a home perhaps, He would ask "Are you
happy? Are you happy? I want you to be happy.~'
I also remember so well, the warmth that emanated
from Him, His kindness; His great dignity and the
majesty of His bearing. He was not a large man. He
was delicately formed; His hands and feet were small
and fine boned; ·His hair, where it peeped out from
Wlder His white fez and turban was very fine and a
truly silvery white. His face was slender; His nose
slightly acquiline and delicate. Having once seen His
face, it is never forgotten. One night at a very large
meeting in the Drill Hall of the old Masonic Temple in
Chicago at the corner of Randolph and State Streets
I noticed one of my English professors in the audience.
Going out he was quite close to me and I heard him
say: "He has a head like a dynamo." Dr. Lewis, a non-

Baha'" had felt that dynamic something that emanated
from 'Abdu'l-Baha. The Master's voice was resonant
and clearly audible and He never stood still when on a
platform, but strode really strode purposefully. up and
down, spoke vigorously and gesticulated with His hands.
He occasionally would interrupt His interpreter to drive
home a point in such a way as to make His meaning
unmistakably clear. When He spoke in private homes
He often sat. I suppose there was never any room to do
much moving about. Tired He might be and no doubt
He often was, but there was never the least evidence of
weakness.
Often people say "How wonderful that you know
'Abdu'I~Baha1" Of course I didn't know 'Abdu'l-Baha.
How could I know Him 7 I saw Him; I listened to Him;
but always with awe and the definite realization that
there was a line between Him and me that I could never
cross, even though I touched Him, which I did mOre
than once.
The relationship between the Center of the Covenant
and one's self cannot be described. It can only be felt,
and it is a very awesome feeling .
• Editor's note: The above impressions by Miss Loeding weTe
extracted from a. talk given by her in Fou.ndation Han of the
Hou.se of Worship, Wilmette, in November 1971, in commemoration Of the fiftieth anniveTSaTY of the passing of 'Abdu'!-Bahli.
In reply to a. question abou.t the location of the Holden trowel,
she said that it was in the possession of the olmes family

(non-Baha'i).

0/ ofalin America
The Mother Temple of Latin America, located seven
miles north of the center of Panama City. Panama, is
to be dedicated April 29, 1972. The original site of 25,804
square meters (6.37 acres) was purchased by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha!is of the Republic
of Panama in 1954. An additional 92,160 square meters
(22.36 acres) was acquired in 1967, making a total area
of 117,964 square meters or 28.73 acres.
In 1965 the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
of the Republic of Panama, at the request of The Uni·
versal House of Justice, solicited architects from all
over the world to submit their designs for the Temple.
Fifty-four architects responded. After careful delibera·
tion, the design of a young British architect, Peter'
Tillotson, was selected and a contractual agreement was
executed. At the architect's recommendation the firm
of FHnt & Neill, London, was engaged to do the structural engineering work. The specifications were !Com·
pleted in August 1969. Five af the outstanding can·
tractors in Panama were asked to submit bids for the
construction of the Temple. On October 20, 1969, before
T.V. cameras, a contract was signed by Diaz y Guardia,
S.A. Construction began on December I, 1969, with a
completion date of Decem ber 1971.
Temple Statistics
Normal seating capacity-550 people
Diameter at base-61 meters (200 feet)
Overall height-28 meters (92 feet)
Diameter of Auditorium-26 meters (85 feet)
Diameter of Dome Base-28 meters (92 feet)
Height of Dome-20 meters (65 feet)
Height of Balcony-5 meters (16 feet)
Opening each (9) entrances-Height 4.8 meters (15 feet)
Width 5 meters (16 feet)

The building is composed of two distinct units. One
is the base which is an elongated nine·pointed star in
the center of which is located the auditorium area.
Connecting the nine-pointed star at its inner diameter
are nine ornamental iron gates which provide nine
entrances to the Temple auditorium. A balcony covers
the nine-pointed star and also 'connects the areas in.
between So that visitors can on the one side, look down
on the auditorium and on the other side, enjoy the
panoramic view of the surrounding area for considerable distances in every direction.
The second unit is the parabolic dome which begins
at the balcony level and covers both the auditorium and
balcony areas.
The whole Temple, except for the decorations, is constructed of reinforced concrete. The concrete for the
dome was applied by the gunite prc>cess; that is, where
dry sand and cement are forced through a rubber hose
to the nozzle where just enough water is added to get
a barely moist ,concrete mixture. This is the first time
that this method has been used in Panama. The advantages over normal concrete casting are that there is no
shrinkage, it is extremely strong and compact and
minimizes the danger of cracks and leaks.
The beauty of the Temple is achieved by two methods
-one, through the use of geometric patterns in the
design and second, by the application of fabricated
materials.
The geometric beauty and harmony is achieved
through the curves of the perimeter arehes, the curves
of the outer balcony ballustrades, the angles of the
starpoints, inner balcony ballustrade, entran!Ce stairs
and gates, and outer boundaries of the auditorium. The
geometric harmony is again used in the eighteen interconnecting ribs which rise from the balcony level to a
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nine-pointed star suspended from the interior dome

apex.
The use of a harmonious decorative motive is used
in the outer facing of the star points by using exposed
Verona Red marble chips to create a relief pattern
based on pre-Columbian design, The nine gates again
are unique in that a three-dimensional geometric design
is used. The underside of the dome will be covered with
acoustical plaster while the surface of the outer dome
will be covered with mosaic tile. The floor area, both
auditorium and balcony, will use a unique cast in-place
terrazo design except for the seating area where terrazo
tiles will be used, There will be no windows as all open
areas will remain without restricti-ons of any kind,
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thereby making the indoor and outdoor one unified
complex.
Because of the extreme uniqueness and complicated
geometric pattern of the structure, construction was
very difficult and it taxed the engineering and construction capacity of the contractor to the utmost. However,
they have constructed a building of the highest quality.
Mr, Flint of the London engineering firm, after a
recent visit, had this to say: '< •• , the contractors have
produced work of high quality by any standard."
Hands of the Cause of God Rul).iyyih Khimum and
Dr. Ugo Giachery will represent The Universal House
of Justice at the formal dedication of the newest Bahatj
House of Worship on April 29, 1972.

PANAMA CITY INTERCOMMUNITY CONFERENCE
The National Spiritual Assembly of Panama and the
National Teaching Committee, the generals of the
orientation plan for the Temple Dedication and Conference, met with their staff and aids at the Chamber of
Co-mmerce Hall, Panama City, all day Sunday, February 20, 1912.
Hand of the Cause Dr. Rahmatu'llilh Muhiljir had
flown in the evening before to stimulate action and
'Widen horizons. He opened his address by referring to
the greatness of a Baha'i Temple:
"I cannot tell you how important the Temple is!
'Abdu'l-Baha, Himself, said that even He could not
explain how important is the Temple. Therefore, I cannot explain it, except to say that the Temple is the
most great foundation of the Faith."
"The Temple is like a tent," he went on, Ha tent of
unity. Many races, and colors and generations will meet
beneath the dome of this House of Worship of Latin
America. It will do great things for the Faith all over
the world. It win teach the people of South Africa,
Iceland and New Zealand as well as those of Latin
America."
Dr. Muhajir spoke of the swiftness of our times, and
of how many great changes have come within a single
life span. For instan<:e, Hand of the Cause Mr. Samandad in his life time saw Baha'u'llih, then 'Abdu'lBaha. then Shoghi Effendi, also The Universal House
of JustiCe-50 rapid has been the progress of the Faith
in our country that one man has been privileged to
witness such tremendous expansion,
"Now, a new major change has come to the Faith:
the entering of the masses in troops. Many of the darkskin races are already entering in troops; soon, will
the Latins and the white race join them,
"What will happen then?" he asked. "According to
the prophecy of Shoghi Effendi, then, the older religions will arise against the Baha'is. There will be persecution; and this will publicize the Faith far better than
the Baha'is can do it."
"The Orientation Plan and Committees for Temple
Dedication and Conference" was passed out to the
Baha'is present. There are committees for: audio-visual
materials such as banners for busses and airport, posters and decorations for the halls; the banquet for local
. dignitaries; bus transportation; children and baby-sitters; devotions; entertainment at the gym; flowers;
physical arrangements at the gym; hospitality at airport; infirmary: a nurse and doctor will be on call at
all times; Lions Club arrangements; literature; photography; program; publicity; public meeting; reservations & registrations; taping of programs; temple -coordinating of seating. parking, ushers, etc.; translators;
Unity Feast i ushers; visas; writers, reporting the Conference.

Interior view of the Panama House of Worship.

The National Assembly Secretary called for manpower and dedication to accomplish all the work to be
done before the Conference and during the nine days
of its duration.
"Let us do it," she challenged the friends, Bfor Bah;i'u'llah) For the Universal House of Justice t For Panama! For ourselves t"
The Chairman of the National Teaching Committee
gave a detailed resume of the goals for all the Provinces; and of the needs -of each location in preparation
for the 1972· elections of Local Assemblies.
The goal for Panama is 81 Assemblies by RiQ-vim.
Much stimUlation and teaching is needed in all areas.
Manpower is the greatest essential. Visitors in teams
must go to the rural areas to aid the pioneers, many of
whom do not have carS. Especially will this help be
necessary on election day and evening, April 20.21,
for distances are so great that in some cases the friends
cannot come together in one place to vote. Cars and
volunteers will be imperative.
The National Treasurer presented a graphic chart of
financial needs. He called for sacrifice in giving to the
Conference Fund. The Budget has not been made final,
but it will be largely based on the number of visitors
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and delegates expected to be present, housed and enter~
tained in Panama City. More than $1,000 was donated
the day of the Conference!
In the afternoon session, Dr. Muhajir spoke on methods of teaching and proclamation, as witnessed in other
parts of the world, He displayed a number of attractive
color pamphlets published in Hong Kong, Korea and
Japan for Expo '70. These had brought many responses.
He called them IIboomerang pamphlets" because they
returned to the sender, asking for more information.
This was due to the detachable postcard on each pamphlet.
Follow-up mailing was a small booklet with another
card attached or which was printed: 1. I have read this

book. 2. I want more information. 3, I want to be a
Baha'i.
These cards were returned 'by the thousands. Dr.
Muhajir urged that Panama print such a pamphlet of
the Temple and mail out as many as possible. The goal
is 5,000 new believers by Riq.vim.
"Plant one seed," Dr. Muhajir said, "and leave the
increase to God 1"
"In the presence of God is a mirror," he said, Hone
drop of water on the mirror shows up as an ocean."
In India, he reminded us, at first there were only 200
believers. Then, in one year, there were 8.000.
HEveryone in Panama is curious about the Temple.
Only Baha'is can answer their questions," said Dr.
Muhajir.
The friends were called upon to redouble their commitment of time to be given to teaching the Faith
during these next months. "With LOVE and UNITY
all the goals can be won!"
Design of the folder faT materiats which wilt be given
to visitors to the Panama Tempfe dedication.
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Counsellor Alfred Osborne assured the Conference
that his schedule will allow his participation in all the
teaching work up until the Dedication. He offered to
speak at the first meeting in Panama City.
A Day of Prayer was called for to 'bring to our aid
Divine Assistance. A cable was to be sent immediately
to Haifa requesting this bounty on the first day of the
Fast.
The stupendous efforts that must be exerted during
the two months before the Dedication ceremonies
by Hand of the Cause Amatu'l-Baha Rul;1iyyih Khanum J
the Inter-Continental Conference, and the National Convention, is calling out all the latent strength and faith
of every Baha'i upon whose work success depends.

Indiana Holds Intercalary Days Party
From all over Indiana, Baha'is gathered at 1:00 p.m.
Saturday February 26 at Butler University. Indianapolis
for an event to continue until Sunday at 3 p.m. Auxiliary
Board memher for the area, Miss D. Thelma JacksonJ
and Mrs. Ruth Hampson, Administrator for the Regional office for the twelve central states, were both present.
contributing stimulating talks.
A hit with the children and the young·in-heart alike
was a professional clown show "Lolly-pop", performed
by Mrs. Judy Bryan, Baha'i from Fort Wayne, bringing
out many Baha'i principles. Assemblies and groups
presented skits, both humorous and instructive.
The second day was more serious in tone. Discussions
centered on teaching in the state and general discussions
about the Faith.
The Ayyam-i-Ha state-wide party was such a success
that the opinion was expressed that such gatherings
should be planned again.

Miss Lolly-Pop and friend at the Intercalary Day party.
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After four years of imprisonment for his Faith in Morocco Mr. Allal Rouhani has been
released. He was one who raised high the standard of the Faith in this country.
In honor of this happy event, on January 30, 1972, the National Spiritual Assembly of

the Bah~'is of North-West Africa held a Inncheon attended by about sixty Ba~'is and friends
from aU the Local Assemblies in the area. The Universal House of Justice was represented
by Mr. Salim Nounou from France.

South America Holds Conference for
Counsellors and Board Members
First row seated, from left to right: Knight of Baha~'U'Ucih Katherine Meyer, Chile; C~unseno; Donald
Witzel, Venezuela; Counsellor Mas'ud Khamsi, Peru; Counsellor Hooper Dunbar, Argentina; Counsellor Athas Costas, Argentina; Eve Nicklin HMother of Peru" now residing in Paraguay. Second rOW:

Habib Rezvani, Co!.ombia; Jamshid Arjomandi, Surinam; Touba Maani, Brazil; Andres JachakoHo,

Bolivia; Mercedes Sanchez, Pent; Natalia Caballero, Paraguay; Carl.os Martinez, Chile. Last "ow:
Peter McLaren, Venezuela; Manucher Shoai~ Bolivia; Ramon Moreira, Uruguay; Charles Hornby,
Ecuado1°; Edmund Meissler} Brazil; Maralyn Dunbar, Argentinao
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Counsellors Sponsor Two Deepening Conferences
The Continental Board of Cotulsellors for the North
American Continent sponsored two Deepening Conferences held simultaneously from March 31 to April 2,
1972. Believers in the West gathered at Reno, Nevada,
while in for the midwest and central states, they
gathered at Fort Wayne, Indiana, meeting on the campus of the Indiana Institute of Technology.
In charge of the Nevada session was Counsellor Mrs.
Florence Mayberry, ably assisted by Auxiliary Board
members Mrs. Margaret Gallagher, Mrs. Velma Sherrill, Anthony Lease and Paul Pettit. Miss Charlotte Linfoot represented the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the United States.
At Fort Wayne, Indiana the session was in charge of
Hand of the Cause of God Zikru'llah Khildem and Counsellor Miss Edna True, with Auxih-ary Board members
Dr. Peter Khan, Mrs. Javidukht Khildem, and Miss D.
Thelma Jackson assisting, and Mr. Glenford Mitchell
representing the National Spiritual Assembly of the
United States. Believers from eleven states attended the
Reno Conference, while fifteen states were represented
at Fort Wayne, from as far away as Texas, Kansas and
Pennsylvania.

At Reno, Nevada
The Governor of Nevada, Mike O'Callaghan sent a
letter of greeting. Saturday morning the Mayor of Reno
presented a key to the 'City to Mrs. Mayberry who in turn
presented him with a copy of The Promised Day is

Come.

Reno news photographer poses a newS photo for the Re7W

papers. The Key to the City, a gift from the Mayor of
Reno, is held by Mis. ChaT lotte Linfoot and Anthony

Baha'is and their guests browse through the extensive
display of books during fellowship hour. The display was
set up by the Chico J.D. BahcFi library,

Meetings were held at the Pioneer Theatre in downtown Reno. An oil painting of 'Abdu'l-Baha provided
inspiration, and waS enhanced by flowers and a large
streamer proclaiming "Baha'ullah Architect of the New
World Order."
Mrs. Gallaghel' spoke: Gn "The Covenant". Mr. Lease
spoke on "Guidance by the Guardian". "What are
Baha'u'lHlh's Institutions?" was the topic chosen by
Mrs. Sherrill. Paul Pettit developed the theme "Teach
Ye the Cause of God", Miss Linfoot reviewed "Divine
Laws and Standards to Live By" and also gave a special

Lease (standing) and Mrs. Florence Mayberry (seated).
The engraved sil-r-er key was 'Presented to Counsellor Mayberry by Mayor Chism on Saturday morning,
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presentation on -behalf of the National Spiritual Assembly on Sunday morning.
After each session there was a questi{Jn and answer
period. Miss Linfoot was available to answer questions
related to the National Spiritual Assembly and these
sessions were presided over by Mrs. Mayberry. Sunday
evening Mrs. Mayberry was the featured speaker for a
public program sponsored by the intercommunities of
Northern Nevada.
During the sessions there was music by The New
Dawn Chorus Group, also the New World String Quartette led by Jody Graham and Pianist Marilyn Raubit-

sehek
At Fort Wayne, Indiana

The Conference began with music by the Central States
Singers, a group of young people from St. Louis. Dr.
Khan, Chairman of the 'Opening session, commented on
the meeting being held in a chapel where over the many
years many people had prayed IIThy Kingdom Come."
When introducing the speaker, Hand of the Cause of God
Mr. Khildem, he stated that tbe B.hit'is had exceeded the
accomplishments of the Apostles of Christ in that Day.
Counsellor Miss Edna True spoke on the Covenant,
pointing out that the line of authority from Baha'u'llah
through 'Abdu'l-Bahil then Shoghi Effendi and lastly
The Universal House of Justice is unique in religious
history.
On Saturday morning Mr. Khadem spoke on the Twin
Manifestations, the Bab and Baha'u'llah. Later Mrs.
Khadem spoke on the Mystery of God, 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and- some of His accomplishments.
Discussions on the Formative Age of the Dispensation
of Baha 'u'U:ih were conducted ,by Dr. Khan. Mr. Mitchell discussed The Universal House of Justice and the

infaHible guidance it provides for accomplishing the
purposes of Baha'u'llah. Miss Jackson told of the establishment of the Continental Boards of Counsellors in 1968
to assure the continuity of the Institution of the Hands
into the future.
Mrs. Khadem told of the achievements of the Guardian while Mr. Khadem spoke movingly of his memories
of Shoghi Effendi 'and reminded the friends that the
Central Figures of the Faith are not separated from us.
At one point Mr. Khadem sang a nwnber of songs in
Persian.
When the friends gathered in the Student Union Building a number of students began asking about the kind of
gathering which could bring together such 'a diverse
group of people in such joy and harmony. A reporter for
the s'chool newspaper wanted to write an article about
the Faith. A number of Baha'is with the Central State
Singers visited a coffeehouse in town and attracted
people there.
A separate childrenJs conference was held in the Student Union building. At one point they came to the
Deepening Conference and s'ang songs they had learned.
Each session had a question and answer period, always an important part -of the meeting which gave 'an
opportunity for the believers to learn the application of
Baha'i laws and Teachings to their daily lives.
Mr. Khadem closed the Conference by ~hanting a
passage of praise written by 'Abdu'I~Baha about Shoghi
Effendi. The friends felt the very presence of the Central
Figures of the Faith as they joined hands to sing "Allah_
u-Abha H and departed.
We may be sure the Cause is strengthened and the
believers who attended gained in deepening so they
could radiate the glow of love to others who could not be
present.

Group photograph of those attending the Conference at F01·t Wayne, Indiana.
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause RU~lyyih Khcinum
By Violette Nakhjavanf, Companion
Part eight
On the 14th of October we left Mamfe and proceeded
Southward spending two days in the Tinto Tale district,
where the largest nwnber of Baha'is in Cameroon re.side. The National Teaching Committee had arranged
meetings for Amatu'l-Baha in several villages to which
Baha'is from as many nearby villages as possible were
invited. In the village of Bachuo Akagbe over forty
Baha'is came from four different villages. We visited
with the friends for over an hour. As in all these meetings the officers of the different Local Assemblies were
introduced, prayers said, songs sung and then Amatu'IBaha spoke to them showering the friends with her
loving words of encouragement and wisdom.
From there we motored on to the village of Nbinjong,
where friends from three other communities had come
to receive their beloved guest.
10yo1&5 We]come at Bakebe

Ru/tiyyih l:Qtanum with her tittle namesake.

By the time we ended that meeting and went on to
the third meeting in the village of Bakebe, it was quite
late in the afternoon. We found over a hundred Ba.h8.'is
from five different local communities waiting to welcome Amatu'l-Baha, The Baha'is of Bakebe are known
for their beautiful singing and have a very wonderful
choir with powerful voices who sing many beautiful
songs they have written and composed on the di1ferent
aspects of the Faith. The afternoon was rainy and the
roads terribly muddy, yet from the home of one of the
distinguished Baha'is to the Com'm uni ty Hall, where the
meeting was held-a distance of about a half-mile-the
sides of the road were decorated with newly cut palm
branches stuck in the 'ground -and the Baha I is who had
come to attend the meeting walked this distance through
the village rejoicing and singing at the top of their
lungs. The Fon ()f Bakebe, whom we had already met
in the Rest House at Mamfe, an old distinguished gentleman dressed in his best ceremonial robe, attended this
meeting and in a ta1k of welcome encoura-ged the
Baha'is to remain firm in their belief. He said he was
an old man and had no intention of changing his religion, but now that they had changed theirs and accepted
this one, to stand fast in it and live up to its wonderful
teachings. By the time this meeting was over, and a
delicious meal had been served us in the home of the
Baha'is, it was almost dark and we reached oo..r fourth
and last meeting of the day In the village of Tlnto quite
late.
The meeting was held in the "New Era Teaching
Institute" where a large crowd of Ba'ha'is from many
different villages had heen patiently waiting to receive
their guest since the early hours of the afternoon. The
torrential rain did not help matters as the noise of it
on the corrugated iron roof drowned out any other
sound. Beautiful palm branches were made into arches
at the entrance to the Institute. Messages of we-Icome
were read, prayers said and Ruhiyyih Khanum in a
short talk thanked the friends for their loving welcome.
As it was too late to hold a long meeting it was decided
the next evening to meet again at an earlier h.our. We
spent two nights in this Institute and as we carry all
our own camping equipment were very comfortable.
The next day they had arranged a very long pro-

The Land Rover crosses into Upper Banyang under palm arches eTectf'd by the Baha'is.

gram. Four or five miles from Tinto a Baha'i was waiting on the road and motioned us to stop. Although no
meeting was scheduled in this village the friends were
gathered and requested Amatu'l-Baha's presence to
bless their home and their community. This was a newly
created village called Etokombatop. All the inhabitants
had been brought over from another area, where the
community had been overcrowded. The -chief of the
village was also a Baha'i.
In the whole of this part of the Cameroon a great
number of the Baha'is are women and very active in
the local Baha'i work. Indeed, there were five women
on this Local Spiritual Assembly. This surely indica ted
the potentialities of these women in Cameroon and their
capacity to shoulder the responsibilities and work of
the Faith. In this village Rul)iyyih Khimum spoke on
the importance of regular classes for the Baha'i children and daily prayers and devotional periods in every
home.
On our way to the next meeting we were once again
stopped on the road by two of the Baha'is who said
the Headmaster of the Beagwa Government Primary
School was expecting Arnatu'l-Baha in his school There
were over 200 students 'between the age of six and
fourteen and several teachers who listened with deep
interest to Rill}iyyih Khanum's words of wisdom on the
responsibility and importance of each individual in
society.
This whole area is divided into two sections, Upper
Banyang and Lower Banyang, separated by a bridge.
In Upper Banyang twenty-one Local Spiritu'al Assemblies were formed last Ridvan. As we left the bridge
and passed the boundary to Upper Banyang there was a
beautiful and impressive arch of palm leaves and along
the road covering the whole distance of nearly one and
half miles from the bridge to the village of Ebeagwa,
where our meeting was held, both sides of the road were
decorated with palm branches. The friends were waiting on the road and with shouts of "Allah--u-Abha H
greeted their guest and took her into their meeting
where over eighty Baha'is from several villages had
gathered.

Ebeagw .. Almost AJI Bail",)
This village is one of the outstanding Baha'i communities of Cameroon. We were told that daily, every
morning, a number of the believers gather and have a
devotional period before starting their daily duties. On
Sundays they have regular Baha'i children's classes
and the dear evidence of this was the many prayers
recited from memory by many of the children in this
meeting. Several of the women from this area have
attended Baha'i training courses in different parts of
the country and are among the active teachers. An item
on their program was the introdUlCtion of traveling
teachers who had been trained at the Teaching Institute
and at the end of their course were given a written
certificate. Each one spoke of how he had accepted the
Faith and what his method was of tea'Ching it. We were
told-that this village is almost wholly Baha'i. Amatu'lBah.i in her speech encouraged the friends to teach and
to live according to the teachings of Baha?u'llan, as
living the .life is the greatest means of attracting not
only the blessings of Baha'u'Uah, hut also the attention
of people aroW1d us. Each Local Assembly had brought
some food and we all shared it together. It was a very
wonderful meeting and one could feel the strength and
depth of conviction of the believers.
The next meeting was in the village of Akatati where
a good number of Baha'is from different villages had
gathered to meet and welcome their guest. The last
.meeting that day was in the evening, again in the
Teaching Institute in Tinto. Over fifty Baha'is and some
non-BaM'!s eagerly listened to Rul;liyyih KMnum talk
over two hours on the different aspects of the Faith and
answer numerous questions. not for a moment showing
any sign of fatigue or exhaustion, even though this 'WaS
at the end of a very tiring day and the fourth meeting
within a period of about ten hours.

Kumba, a Teaching Confereoce aod a Wedding
The following day, on our way to Kum'ba to attend
the Teaching Confereru:e called for by the Continental
Board of Counsellors, we stopped at the village of
Eyang where a large num:ber of Baha'is were waiting
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for their guest. A large sign at the side of the road
proclaimed their welcome to Amatu'l~Baha as well a5
many freshly cut palm branches which decorated the
path leading to a good sized and very nice looking
building in the center of the village. When Rti.l)iyyih
Khimum asked what this nice looking building was
where we had been allowed to hold OUf meeting the
friends informed her it was their own center which they
had built, one of the nicest and the largest we had seen,
though they are a relatively new Baha'i community.
A young man, the chairman of their new Local Spiritual Assembly. in his introduction of Amatu'I-Baha
said: "This lady is the wife of our beloved Guardian.
Do yuu know what is the meaning and the function of a
guardian? When a father dies he appoints a guardian
to take care of his children and so before 'Abdu'l-Baha
passed away he appointed Shoghi Effendi as our Guardian so that when our father 'Abdu'l-Baha left us,
Shoghi Effendi became the Guardian and the protector
of the orphaned .children of the Faith". The directness
and clarity of many of the explanations given by the
African Baha'is are so beautiful and to the point that
one is always thrilled by them. Amatu'l-Baha spoke on
the various teachings of Baha'u'lIa.h, especially on the
subject of life after death. This su-bject always is of
great interest to the friends as it touches some of the
deepest aspects of their traditional beliefs, all too often
bound up with superstitions and fear.
One of the friends who was a professional cook p'.n>o
vided a delicious lunch for us, after which ladies with
a traditional dance bade farewell to their distinguished
guest. The roads in West Cameroon have to be seen to
be believed. The fact that it was the rainy season contributed to their condition.
We reached the city of Kumba in the Jate 'afternoon
and went directly to the City Hall where the Teaching
Conference had already started that morning. Two of
the Counsellors were present, Mrs. Isobel Sabri and
The bride and g-room in the cente-r front

Dr. Mehdi Samandari, as well as over 120 Baha'is,
mostly active teachers from all Over Cameroon. Two
devoted YOtmg pioneers, Thomas Rowan and Shahin
Pezeshkl.ad were planning to marry and wanted it to
take place during this Conference. As the next day was
Sunday the government registrar required to legalize
the marriage would not be available. So the immediate
question was would Rui:tiyyih Khanum agree to have
the marriage that evening and would she perform it?
In other words 'WOuld she be the one to see that they
repeated the simple verses of Bah;i'u'IHih which alone,
in the presence of two witnesses, constitute the Baha'i
marriage ceremony? She gladly accepted and amid
considerable rush and excitement, first the civil and
then the Baha'i marriage took place. Ru1).iyyih Khanum
hastily picked the few flowers the hotel gardens afforded
and made a <beautiful flower arrangement for the bride's
hair. This is typical of Amatu'l-Baha, whatever she
does it is with a t()uch of perfection and deep love.
As the Cameroon marriage form required the signatures of a sponsor for the groom and a sponsor for the
bride, RUl:tiyyih KHanum volunteered to take on Tom,
as she said he deserved to have an American stand up
f-or him; and I tmdertook to represent the bride's family, which was, after all, equally "appropriate r Later
the Baha'i marriage ceremony at the Conference was
a great joy and source of interest to all who attended.
The simplicity and spirituality of this union of an
Eastern and Western believer affected all of us deeply.
The following day Amatu'l~Baha spoke to the friends
on one of the most fundamental aspects of the Baha'i
Faith---obedience to the Laws of Baha'u'llah. She said
that the laws are like the bones of the 'body of the Faith
of God. She spoke at length and with great force on the
evils resulting from breaking these laws about drinking,
polygamy, and the need for strict obedience to the govern.ment of the country we live in, and so on. For more
than an hour the friends asked questions, particularly
TOW

at the Victory Conference, in Kumba.
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on the subject of marriage and monogamy_ This is one
of the major problems in the traditional society of
Africa where polygamy is still an important aspect of
the economy of the entire tribe and nation. However,
Rul;tiyyih Khanum pointed out that a new way of life
based on a different economy is changing the old customs. The Baha'is find themselves caught between their
old customs, especially in the village way of life, and
the law of God for this day which all must obey. To
openly discuss these matters in such conferences as
this one; to draw strength from such discussions and
consultations, and above all for the believers to help
each other to cling firmly to the Laws and Ordinances
of God for this day is the logical way to overcome our
difficulties and problems during period of transition.
Amatu'l-Baha was ahle to meet during that week-end
with the Counsellors and Board members as well as a
short meeting with the National Spiritual Assembly to
work out the full program of her visit to the rest of
Cameroon. The five days stay in Kumba was extremely
fruitful.
At Schools and Colleges
Ru!:tiyyih Khanum spoke to a select group of teachers
attending an advance course at the Community Development CoUege. Her audience was greatly impressed
and the Principal of the College requested further lectures on the Baha 1 i Faith to be given in his College.
In the Government Teachers' Training College she
spoke to more than 150 students on "The Spiritual Destiny of Africa"; this thought-provoking subject always
stirs up her audience, particularly the young people.
We were told that last year ten of the final year students
had accepted the Faith and now are scattered to all
the different parts of the country as school teachers as
well as able Baha'i teachers.
Amatu'l~Baha's last lecture in Kumba was at the
Cameroon Commercial College, where one of the
Baha'is teaches and had arranged this meeting. Over
500 students attended this lecture, aSked m any questions
and requested further study of the Faith. The Principal
of this College was a very fine young man who shyly
informed us that he had never heard of the Baha'i
Faith, that this was his first post since he left the
University and today the first day he had come to his
school. What a blessing for him to start his career in
life as the host of Amatu'l-Baha in his college; if he
only knew that the first day of his first job in life began
with the name of Baha'u'llah, the Blessed Beauty, the
hope and desire of mankind!
In Kombani, a neighboring township seven miles from
Kumba, Amatu'l-Baha spoke to a smaU number of
believers and their friends. As this meeting was held
in a classroom of the local Primary School RU1:Iiyyih
Khanum used the blackboard to explain with a chart
the relationship of God to Man through His Manifestations and the development of the soul of man after
death. She told us many of the early Western believers
used this and her mother told her this chart was drav.-n
by 'Abdu'l-Baha for Lua Getsinger during one of her
visits to Him in the Holy Land.
A Little Namesake
On our way to Victoria, the capital of what was once
Britjsh Cameroon, where the Faith was first established
by Enoch Olinga, we stopped at the town of Muyuka
where the believers from three different communities
had gathered to meet Amatu'l-Baha. This was a very
joyous occasion for among those who had come were
some of the oldest Baha'is of Cameroon. The Chairman
of the Local Spiritual Assembly, a distinguished Baha'i,
proudly introduced his very active wife. who regularly
goes on teaching tours accompanied by the young Persian girl who is a pioneer in that neighborhood. They

Ru~iyyih Khanum at her meeting with Baha'is gathered in Ebeagwa viHage, West Cameroon.
Baha~i jriends with Ru~iyyih Khanum in Ebeagwa village, West Cam.eroon.

With Baha'is oj Kom'bani Toum and some oj the pioneers
to Cameroon.
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Je~",i, all peo~l~ ,o~ o,ther relig.iDns, will turn away from
th~s r,00:O Baha u ]Iah has bUllt for all mankind to wor-

Welcome sign for A matu'l-Bahci in the village of Eyand,
West Cam eroon.
had two beautiful children, Qudus and Vahid
. Another young m~n, deyoted and very activ~, brought
hIS adorable doll-like little girl to greet Ruhiyyih
Khimum introducing the child as "Ru.qiyyih Khanum"
after whom she was named! When I asked him what
were the names of his other children he proudly said:
liThe eldest is 'Tahirih', the secol)d is 'Sitareh' and the
third is 'Ruryiyyih Khanum'; our little boy 'Hussein'
passed away last year. You see the names used in this
country are all Biblical names. I have finished with the
Bi~le, now I have moved a step forward and I want my
chIldren to be blessed and inspired by the names of our
great heroes and heroines in the Baha'i Faith,"
The Danger of Imitating
waiting for the Baha'is to gather, Ru.qiyyih
Khanum addressed the students of the Fess Technical
College on the teachings of Baha'u'llah and the purpose of the Baha'i Faith. In her talk to the Baha'is
later on she mentioned a very important point which is
all too often overlooked. She warned the Baha'is against
the danger of imitating in their meetings the customs
~d wa~s of other religious groups and thus giving the
ImpreSSlQn that what went on in the Baha'i meeting
was almost the same thing as what went on in the
church next door, with only an apparent difference in
name, but the same kind of singing and praying~ She
said we are inviting the people of the world to come
and enter the new room Baha'u'Uah has built for us;
supposing a Muslim looks into this room and sees us
using the same pattern of worship and meeting the
Christians have in their churches, he win immediately
say this is not new, it is a Christian sect. They say they
are Baha'is but there is no difference for they are doing
all ,th~ things the. Christians do! This will naturally
preJudice the Muslim and he will turn away from the
Faith. Exactly the same thing is true for the Christian.
If he sees us Baha'is worshiping in the same form as
the Muslims do in the Mosque, he too will tum aside
and not enter the Faith. The Hindu, the Buddhist, the
~hile

Amatu'l-Bahci and Bahci"is of Vidm·ia, the first place the
Faith was established in Cameroon in 1953.

ShIP Ifol If they see us practicing in it the old forms of
worshIP. such. as all standing up to pray or kneeling
down, or a~l smging a kind of Baha'j hymn together,
or: performmg some other form of worship associated
WIth the forms of worship of other religions because
these f?rms have not been given by Baha 'u'llah and do
not eXIst in the Baha'i Faith,
(To be continued)

Four Regional Youth Conferences
in the United States
The Regional Baha'i Youth Conferences sponsored by
the National Teaching Committee which' took place on
four consecutive weekends in Feb'ruary in the Central
~estern, Northeastern, and Southern regions, respec:
hvely, were most successful
Th.e focus of each confere~ce was upon improving the
qualIty of Baha'i life and directing the youth toward a
method of study which would help them to deepen in
theIr knowledge and understanding of the significance
of Baha'u'llah's stupendous Revelation,
The Conference in Beloit, WiscoD&io, attend ed by 360
youth, was blessed by the presence of Hand of the Cause
of God Zikru'llah Khadem who spoke on the role of
Baha'i youth, and who challenged the youth to perform
great deeds of service for the Faith; Auxiliary Board
member Peter Khan spoke eloquently on the Covenant
the quality of Baha'i life, and the three fields of servic~
open to Baha'i youth; and about 600 people attended
the pub~ic procJamation on Saturday night and heard
the "Ch~ldren of Time" and the "Northern Stars" road
shows g~ve exciting and entertaining performances.
. Beauhful, balmy weather greeted over 250 believers
III Hayward, California, where Auxiliary Board member
Mrs. Margaret Gallagher lovingly, 'but firmly explained
to the youth how firmness in the Covenant should be
reflected not only in their loyalty to the Institutions
but also in their personal conduct manners and dress'
Saturday. evening's performance 'by Bob GWldry and
Steve Kmg of "Wednesday's Children" was enthusiast.ically received by the audience, and the spirit intenSIfied after a number of declarations.
In spite of the worst snow st-orm of the year, some
400 yout~ attended the conference in Storrs, Connecticut.
The seSSIOn on the Covenant by Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Adrienne Reeves lasted for an hour-and-a-half
and would have continued, so eager were the youth to
learn what "firmness in the Covenant" really means!
At the public meeting Saturday night, the "Dawnbreakers II" ["oad show joined forces with a group from
Amherst for an exciting evening of entertainment.
T.he presence of black, Mexican, Indian and white
belH:vers, with a nice sprinkling of Persian, set a har·
moniOUS tone throughout the Alling.OIl, Texs, confer~
enc~, ,a tone which was accentuated by the talks of
AuxIhary Board member Paul Petit. Two unexpected
highligh,ts were, 1) a beautiful song by a young Mescalero IndIan ·believer who had written it himself; and 2)
a spontaneous and humorous group presentation by the
Persian believers.
The spirit of the conferences can be summed up by the
words of a campus newspaper reporter in Beloit who
had been observing the Baha'is: ", .. the most extraordinary thing is that they came, .. to study, to deepen, to learn about the Laws of Baha'u'llah, and they all
had a remarkably good time doing itl"
-From THE AMERICAN B.A.Hi'i
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ENSENADA, MEXICO - EXTENSION TEACHING
Ensenada, Mexico - a charming, romantic town of
115,000 people nestled as its name "cove" implies, at the
base ot foothills along the beautiful Pacific Oceanlie~ 80 miles south of California. Lying sleepily for
decades this coastal seaport has long been a fishing
village and vacation resort. Gradually awakening as a
major tourist attraction, Ensenada has become a center
of interest for people from all over the world. Although
its nearest neighboring cities of Rosarito, Tijuana and
Tecate, Mexico near the border of the United States
have been opened to the Faith and Local Spiritual
Asse-mbJies formed in the latter two in 1967 and 1968,
respectively. Ensenada has lain dormant.
On the last day of October, 1971 members Esperanza
Herrera of Tijuana, Mexico and Kay Patton of El
Cajon, California of the small team which had previously worked together with Julia Bulling of San Diego to
establish the Baha'i Faith in Tijuana and Tecate, went
to Ensenada in an attempt to open it also. Without any
entre or place to commence, the pioneers went to Parque
Revolucion and sat near the shade of a magnificent old
tree on two of the many benches. The park was filled
with local citizens out to enjoy the refreshing afternoon
air, and warm sunshine streamed down upon bright and
relaxed faces of men, women and children. A large
bandstand in the center of the park refle-cted its lively
colors of blue, white, yellow and green tiles which
de-corated the sides of a musicians' platform and formed
a support for the stalls of food vendors beneath. As
various townspeople came to sit on the benches and
later exchanged places for others to rest awhile, the
team conversed with many and made friends rapidly.
The spirituality and receptivity of the people of Ensenada soon became evident and in three hours, still seated
on the same two benches, seven men and women de·
elared their desire to become followers of Baha'u'llah.
Succeeding visits to Ensenada every several weeks on
SWlday afternOOns brought more believers and by early
March the seventeenth person had de-clared.
The new believers are like lights to the city of
Ensenada spreading the Teachings themselves from
the very beginning. Reading the literature brought by
the team and deepening in the Writings of the Faith,
the new Baha'is are radiant and excited, greeting each
other like true brothers and sisters whenever they are
together. Their first Feast, the Feast of Masa'il, was
held in mid-December. Gathered in the sunny atmo-sphere of the park prayers and selections from the
Hidden. Words were read, then refreshments served
using as a table the cart of one of the believers who is
a fruit vendor in the park. It is this beautiful soul who
helps spread the word of the next meetings while
another acts as group correspondent. Three homes have
been opened for Baha'i gatherings artd a Naw-Ruz celebrat jon is planned to which the Baha'is of Rosarito are
invited. Now that there are homes in which to assemble, meetings among themselVes will be encouraged
and study classes arranged with the assistance of the
pioneers. The team is currently holding weekly deepening classes in Rosarito which the group attends to
strengthen themselves and their teaching effort.
It is hoped that both Ensenada and Rosarito will be
able to reach Assembly status by RiQ-van of this year.
The pioneering effort is planned to continue until the
areas are stabilized and self-sufficient, bringing about a
spiritual awakening to an entire city of beautiful wait·
ing souls.
Other such localities can be awakened by the efforts
of just a few believers if they are willing to leave their

homes for the purpose of teaching the Faith. Such
opportunities are among the most precious experiences
any Baha'i can have and the soun:::-e of enduring, -cher·
ished memories in the service of the Cause of Baha'u'llah.

Stu.dy and deepening class at Rosarito, Mexico, which
meets weekly. The chal·ts in Spanish, made by Kay Patton (leaning ouer a chart), WeTe useful as visual aids.
A grou.p was formed in 1967 and since then there haue
been thirteen dedarations. This picture was made on
March 3, 1972.

First teach'ing trip to Ensenada, Mexico by team on
October 31, 1971. Esperanza Herrera on bench~ second
from left; Kay Patton standing, third from left. The
third member of the team was a Mexican youth who
took the picture.
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Commemoration of the Anniversary of
Faith in Australia
To mark the occasion of the 50th Anniversary of the
Baha'i Faith in Australia, members of Sutherland
Baha'i Community, on 28th August 1971, met at the
beautiful E. G, Waterhouse National Camellia Garden,
overlooking picturesque Yowie Bay, for a tree planting.
The President of the Camellia Research Society, Mr.
Harris, welcomed the Baha'i friends warmly and said
he hoped their gesture would stimulate other groups to
honor such occasions with tree planting,
COWlsellor Mrs. Jean Manuel, Deputy President of
the Sutherland Shire, who performed the tree planting
ceremony, has a very good, close association with the
Sutherland Baha'i CommtUlity, From the book, Divine
Art of Living given to her previously, she said she had
noticed how often flowers were mentioned as well as
happiness, which seemed to typify Baha'is. She observed how much the Faith had progressed. in the past
fifty years and was positive of even greater progress in
the next fifty. Her remarks about the friends' involvement in local community work were most appreciative.
The Curator, Mr. Utick, had chosen an American

variety of camellia and said he felt this was quite
significant when he learned later that the two pioneers
responsible for bringing the Faith to Australia were
Americans. As he had formerly worked on the construction of the Australian House of- Worship he was
especially interested.
Mrs. Manuel was presented with -a bouquet featuring
a camellia, by Mrs. E. Biles, and a copy of To Follow a
Oreamtime which was published by the Australian National Assembly to mark the Fiftieth Anniversary of the
Baha'i Faith in Australia, giving an account of the
early history, before and during the formative years
with Mr. and Mrs. Hyde-Dunn, the spiritual conquerors
of a nation.
A number of the friends later went to the Hyde-Dunn
Memorial at the Woronora Cemetery where prayers
were read by all. Present was a member of the original
Local Spiritual Assembly of Sutherland, Mrs. Gertrude
Muller, now their oldest believer, O'Ver ninety, who has
continued to play an active role in the affairs of the
commWlity.

At the Hyde-Dunn Memorial, WOTonora Cemetery in Sutherland, New South Wales, AustTalia, following the commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Baha'i Faith in
H
Austraria. Mr. and Mrs. Hyde-Dunn, fondly caned "Father and "Mother" were the original pioneeTs
in Australia, and from the Un-tted States followed the summons of tAbdu'I·Bahd to leave theiT homes
to establish the Faith.
Left to right are: Miss M. Lome~ Mrs. N. Rose, Mr. T. Curwen, Mrs. MulleT, Jr., Mrs. A. CUTWen, Mrs.
G. Muller, Sr., and Mrs. E. Biles.
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Activities of Hand of Cause Robarts and
Teaching Team of Sydney
At 5 a.m. on the 12th of January 1972 Minoo received
a telephone call that the teaching team "was here!"
This was the beginning of a whirlwind of activities
which lasted eighteen hours a day for more than a
week.
The teaching team from Sydney, which consisted of
Paul, Beverly and Scott Stafford, Munira, Samira and
Farah (only six years old) Sohaili, and Munira Yaganegi, had arrived. The Perth believers were caught by
surprise but hurriedly arranged accommodation in the
homes of Marcia and Hugh Walker and Minoo and
Marjorie Fozdar. We thought that after a strenuous
drive from Sydney the teaching team would want to
rest for a day or SO but after a couple of hours they
were insisting that the teaching work begin. Together
with a few local Baha'is they set out for Virctoria Park
and began mSss teaching al()ng the streets. The local
believers who were with the Teaching Team were at
first diffident but soon got over their shyness as they
saw the veterans in action. Each day from then On the
teaching team was out on the ~treetst in shopping centers, in parks, at the University and along the bearches,
spreading the message of Baha'u'Uah. A public talk
was arranged for Hand of the Cause Mr, John Robarts
on the 19th of January and this talk was greatly publicized by the teaching team, Posters were 'made and
put out in numerous shops and thousands of handbills were distributed.
On January 15 the younger members of the teaching
team attended a youth fireside held at the home of
Barbara and Charlie Pierce.
As it was emphasized that the fruits gained by mass
teaching had to be consolidated and the new believers
deepened it was decided to hold a teaching and deepening institute in the home of Minoa and MarjOrie Fozdar
on January 16. About thirty believers attended this
insti tute. The session on deepening was conducted by
Mrs_ Beverly Stafford and the one on teaching, by Mrs.
Munira Sohaili. In order not to waste any time, it was
decided to listen to Mr. William Sears' tape "Wake UP.
America" during the lunch hour. After the Institute
some believers went mass teaching to King's Park while
others stayed back and said the Remover of Difficulties
500 times.
Beloved Hand of the Cause t Mr. John Robarts arrived
on Monday January 17 and though he was tired and
unwell he agreed to address a fireside at the home of
Delphine and Sohail Tahiri. Though there were some
non-Baha'is in the gathering Mr. Robarts' address was
mainly for the Baha'is. He stressed the need for Baha'is
to say prayers and particularly emphasized the efficacy
of saying the Remover of Difficulties. He told us a
num ber of stories of how success in teaching had taken
place after the believers had said the Remover of
Difficulties 500 times (as mentioned on page 119 in
God Passes By). On the 18th, at noon, Hand of the
Cause Mr. John Robarts, Paul and Beverly Stallord and
Miss Ottilie Strempel, paid a courtesy call on the Lord
Mayor of Perth, Sir Thomas Wardle. They were well
received and Sir Thomas remembered that he had previol1sly been presented with the book. The Proclamation of Baha'u'llah.
On Tuesday evening a Unity Feast was held at the
home of Marcia and Hugh Walker. Mr. Robarts again
stressed the importance of prayer and advised the
Baha'is to try to say the Long Obligatory Prayer.

The climax of the activities for the week took place on
Wednesday when a public talk was given by Mr. Robarts
at the Builders Exchange Hall. Minoo Fozdar chaired
the meeting. The Hall was packed to capacity with
almost eighty people present, the majority of whom
were non-Baha'is, Mr, Robarts gave an inspiring talk: on
the Faith and questions were asked after the talk, An
hour and a half after the meeting, enquirers were still
discussing the Faith with Baha'is and there were three
declarations at the meeting from two adults and one
youth. On Thursday the 20th Mr. Robarts left for Melbourne and the teaching team proceeded to the goal
to\VTIS of Pinjarra, Collie and Bun'bury from where they
will go back home to Sydney. Perth will never be the
same again after their visit! During the short time over
4500 leaflets and reply·paid cards were distributed. One
Baha'i from Mauritius and one from Canada who had
not previously contacted the Baha'is in Perth were
found and invited to participate in the activities here.
Four adults and one youth accepted the Faith and a
great number of friends-hips were made. The Baha'is of
Western Australia have every intention of keeping up
the pace set by the visitors. Deepening evenings have
been arranged for the new believers.
When the teaching team was in the heart of the City
a TV team took pictures and interviewed the Baha'is.
The telecast on the Faith was presented in a dignified
manner during the news 'On Wednesday the 19th. A
small item about Mr. Robarts' visit and about the teaching team also appeared in the newspapers, The Western
Australian and The Independent.

FOOTBALL TEAM PROCLAIMS FAITH
A Baha'i football team of Yasothon, Thailand is a
winner. This team played against Yosothon Police,
Bangkok Bank (Yasothon branch) and Thai Farmers
Bank of Yasothon, defeated all three and won three
cups. The Deputy Governor of Yasothon is shown in
the photo, standing fourth from the left, in white. The
success of this team created unusual interest in the
Faith and was the means of many people asking for
literature.
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IN PERU

Boliviqn pioneers who attended the Peru International
Summer School held in January 1972 with Continental
CounseHor Sr. Athas Costas~ standing at right. Next to
him is AuxH-iary Board member Manucher Shoai and

standing, second at
Jachakotlo.

~eft,

Bolivian Board member Andres

A social gathering of Bahci'is of Lima, Peru, with some

pioneers from neighboring countries and participants Of
the All Counsello1's-Auxihary Board Members Conference. Dr. Carlos Martinez, Board membeT from Chile,
(tvith white hair in center back) is talking to the youth.

Peruvian Summer School
Peruvian Baha'i Summer School held near Lima took on inteTnationa~ flavor with classes given by
Counsellors of South A mertca and Auxiliary Board members.
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From America to
Malaysia With Love
Charming, gracioU5 and radiant ~lorence Mayberry ~
Continental COWlsellor from the UnIted States won the
hearts of the Baha'is of Singapore and Malaysia when
she visited us in September 1971. Fresh from the heights
of Sapporo, her spirit and enthusiasm was felt by all the

friends at the meeting arranged for her throughout the
country .. , .
Florence shared with friends the highlights of her

teaching experiences in many C?Ufl tries. and l,:ft them

with simple analogies and beautIful stones whIch they

can continue to use themselves when giving the Message
to others.
To quote one which she had used in Sapporo:

"It·s like breathing in and breathing out. . . . If a
person were to inhale and then hold his breath and not
ever breathe out, (if such a state is possible) he would
first turn blue then fall into a coma, and eventually
die When we receive the message and accept Baha'u'it's like breathing in; when we teach and give to
others, it's like breathing out, The one has to follow the
other or we remain in a coma, of no use to ourselves
or anyone else. Then eventually we die a spiritual death.
... All the deepening that Baha'is receive at conferenc~s
and meetings and through the Holy Writings, all thIS
corresponds to long deep breaths of pure air that refresh and gladden our spirits-but beware lest we don't
fol1ow through with a pouring out to others . . . . I t

nat..,

October 1971
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The Kedah Peak Experiment
(Malaysia)
It was Counsellor Florence Mayberry who introduced
the germ of a new idea in deepening. A group of Baha'is
from Kedah were among the over a hundred friends
who had gathered in Butterworth to listen to her talk.
Mrs. Mayberry described a new kmd of msbtute bemg
held in Canada and Alaska, ... wherein a limited number of Baha'is gathered together for intensiv~ deep~ing,
using the Holy Writings exclUSively, and mvolvmg a
hundred percent participation.
The Kedah friends had been toying with the idea of a
spiritual "retreat" up Kedah Peak. N?w they knew
what shape it would take, On the evemng of October
14th 1971 three cars packed with twenty-one friends
up the hilL Included in this group was ~atio~~1
Teaching Committee mem ber Seelan on an offiCIal VISIt
from Kuala Lumpur, Seelan was quite unprepared f~r
the heights he was to climb in the company of thIS
group of Northern Baha'is!
The long and narrow road wound its way for six steep
miles up to a solitary bungalow. (The Kedah Sultan's
winter palaee) on the top of the hIlI at a heIght of 3,200
ft. above sea-level. It was winter up there! The dew
was falling like rain and the atmosphere created an
ideal mood for prayer. The group felt quite out of this
world.
.
.
After dinner, the friends were briefed .on the~r .unlque
program. A forty-hour non-stop prayer vIgIl was
launched for the success of Malaysia's Nine Year Plan
and Kedah's Qwal Plan.* Six groups of four persons
recited prayers in one hour shifts around a real fire,
and this went on throughout the night.
Early in the morning the deepening class began on
the Hidden Words. Everyone read the same paragraph,

went

then expressed his understanding of the verse and also
stated his personal reaction to it. The convenor did not
explain or comment. After each round, everybody there
had acquired a much wider Wlderstanding of every
line through the thoughts of the other friends. This
sess'ion went on for four hours in two groups with a
lunch break in between. The vastness of the hidden
treasure that they dis·covered in the Hidden Words,
amazed everyone of the participants.
The next session was on the Gleanings, As they had
already warmed up to the readings. the Gleanings
proved even more exciting and inspiring, The study
class only broke up for dinner and then the friends
celebrated the Nineteen Day Feast of Knowledge,
After the Feast, they attempted to enter the first valley in the series of seven - but though their spirits were
willing, most of the friends were too exhausted to go
beyond the second valley, and they dropped off to .sleep
one by one! The prayer circle of course contmued
throughout the night.
. .
The next morning's program was more mformal wIth
tape-recordings by Hands of the Cause Wil~iam Sears
and Ruhiyyih Khfmum. At about n-oon, the frIends gathered round for-the final prayers of the forty-hour vigil
which had been a source of unexpected inspiration to
all the participants.
The whole experiment turned out to be even more
successful than they had hoped, Having floated. for almost two days on cloud nine, the general opinion was
that everyone felt 3,200 feet closer to God!
During the fortnight following this prayer vig~l abo~t
one hundred and fifty declarations were receIved m
Kedah and the friends were amazed at the spirit released
in the ~rea. The Qwal Plan goals were fulfilled a hWldred
percent.
·Under the Qwal Plan, the current National Teaching Com·
mittee teaching program for

Mal'!oya~ ~ooah S~te hEl:d fulfilled
lJl believers.

all its goals except one-the reqUlrea. mcrease
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New Center in Freeport, Grand Bahama Island
New CenteT in Freeport, Grand Bahama Island. Hen"TY
WigfaH, pioneer, is assisted by Mr. Thompson to e"Tect
a sign.
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Deepening Conference

In

the Philippines

Baha'is from Mindanao who attended the December 1971 Deepening Conference for the Baha'is of the Philippines at the National
Headquarters in Manila. Counsellor for Northeast Asia Vic Samaniego is in the front row, center. In the center row, left to right are
Auxiliary Board members Miss Toni Mantel, Mr. Anunsacion a.nd
Me Fred Ramirez.
The Deepening Conference held in Manila, Dec. 23·30,
1971. was planned and prepared by the National Spiritual Assembly and the National Teaching Committee
of the Baha'is of the Philippines. The theme of the
Conference was "A New Way of Life-the Role of a
Baha'i Teacher." The keynote of the Conference was
discipline. It is encouraging to note that this Conference
was attended daily by sixty Baha'i representatives from
various Islands of the Philippines, perhaps indicating
the growing need of the Baha'is themselves to become
deepened in the teachings of our beloved Faith,
Continental Counsellor Mr. Vic Samaniego, who recently returned from Japan and Taiwan honored the
Baha'is with his presence. He spoke at various times
during the week-long Conference advising and enCOur·
aging the friends. The three Auxiliary Board members
of the Philippines were also present: Miss Toni Mantel,
Mr. Dominador Anunsacion, and Mr. Fred Ramirez.
During this Conference, lectures and discussions were
held every morning. Topics concerned: History of the
Baha'i Faith, the Meaning of Baha'i Faith, The Covenant, What is Expected of a Baha'i Teacher, Developing
a Functioning Baha'i Community, Foundation of a New
World Order, Baha'j Faith in Relation to Present Day
Conditions in the Country, Universal Participation, and
the Baha'i Code of Conduct.
The first few afternoons were planned group teaching
trips to parks, local and international airports, train
stations-places where we could have actual tea-ching
experiences. This proved to be very successful. Hun.
dreds of people were given a friendly introduction to the
Baha'i Faith and several enrolled under the banner of
the Blessed Beauty! While these teaching efforts gave
so many people the opportunity to hear about Baha'u'·
Bah, at the same time it gave the Baha'is who taught,
in groups of three to five, more confidence in their own
teaching ability,
The last half of the conference, the afternoons were
given to group consultation, evaluation of the Conference, and teaching plans for various areas of the Philip-

pines. At the beginning of this Conference it was mentioned that during these few days together we would
be learning from each other-that we are all teachers
and at the same time we are all students. This was very
noticeable during this special week as the Baha'i friends
freely participated in 'Consultation, discussion, and teaching plans and activities.
Beginning the morning of December 25, prayers were
continually offered at the Baha'i National Headquarters
during a twenty-four-hour period involving the help of
Baha 'u'llah for unity of the Baha'is and for teaching
progress in the Philippines.
The highlight of the Conference was a brief and fastmoving skit written and directed by Mrs. Orpha Daugherty. Everyone readily agreed that this type of learning
is most enjoyable and memorable! Mrs. Daugherty said
the idea for this skit was taken from the teaching of
'Abdu'l-Baha and shows the need for individual independent investigation. The Baha'i a'Ctors for this skit
ca me on 51-age holding cardboard shapes resembling
houses, The wmdows of each house were 'a different
color from the windows of the neighboring -houses. The
'owners' of each house insisted the color of the sun
was the same as the color of their windows, until one
owner decided to go outside his home and then discovered for himself the true color of the sun ~ With
quite a hit of overacting on the part of the actors, the
center rang with laughter-and a new lesson in consolidation was learned!
The main concern at this time was how to !Consolidate
the newly enrolled Baha'is, especially in the schools in
their areas. Following the guidance of a letter from
The Universal House of Justice dated Nov. 10, 1971,
the National Teaching Committee met with individual
groups of Baha'is who were representatives of their
area and suggested that Regional Student Affairs Coordinating Councils he established as well as local Coordinating Councils for a particular locality, and in turn
Coordinating Councils in each school where there are
Baha'is. Unity groups consisting of five Baha'is would
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be formed in each school for the purpose of deepening
and teaching. Also it was suggested that the Regional
or Local Council prepare mimeographed deepening
material for individual stude-nts and Baha'i books be
placed in the school libraries. This plan for consolidation had recently been put into motion in the Bikol
area of Luzon and the Baha'is in that area felt that with
continued attention, this is a very workable plan. The
Bah.a'is attending this Conference were anxious to return to their post and put this plan into action.
Meeting for seven consecutive days for a deepening
Confer~nce, one couldn't help but learn ~ great deal.
The fllends were encouraged by the chalrman of the
'steering committee', Mrs. Fe Samaniego, to take notes
at every session so that we could better remember our
newly acquired knowledge arid after the Conference,
share it with our friends who were unable to attend.
The speakers, who were asked by Nati~mal Teaching
Committee to speak on the chosen tOPICS frequently
quoted from the Writings ~nd gave the name of the
book and page number, making it easier for those who
wanted to do further research on that particular subject.
At the end of the Conference notes of the topics given,
including sources of the material used, were mimeo·
graphed and distributed to the Baha'is.
Concerning the first part of the theme of this Conference jjA New Way of Life," Counsellor Samaniego said,
"Th~ Baha'i Faith can produce special people." He
went on to say "In the Baha'i Faith personality does
not count-if it does, the more the Baha'i Faith is
diminished. One requirement of the Faith is to be
humble." He said, "We should develop within ourselves
the qualities of a Baha'i. 'Beware lest ye give good
counsel but forget to follow it yourself.'" Counsellor
Samani~go suggested that we should think of 'Abdu'lBaha, the Exemplar of our Faith, and try to think what
He would do in a particular situation in which we may
find ourselves.
The last part of the theme of the Conference, "The
Role of a Baha'i Teacher", Auxiliary Board member
Miss Toni Mantel asked the Baha'is what they thought
was expected of a Baha'i teacher. Their responses included such qualities as kindness, love, thoughtfulness,
humiJity, honesty, devotion, wisdom, co~rage, reso~rc~
fullness---only to mention a few, but theIr answers mdIcated a keen understanding.
This Conference was planned as a week of intensive
learning; but since we are able to absorb only so much
at a time all the Baha'is enjoyed frequent singing
sessions Baha'i slides and tapes, periods of free time
-and a'tways an a bundance of loving fellowship and
happiness!
It is my impression that the Baha'is left this Conference for their respective posts with a much deeper and
undoubtedly a more thoughtful outlook concerning their
individual Baha'i responsibilities.
- By Sara Lewis

In liberia Holy Days Are Recognized
The Education Ministry in the Republic of Liberia
has officially recognized the observance of Baha'i Holy
Days. The Minister of Education has in~tructed the
Supervisors and Principals of schools to gIve leave to
Baha'i students if they request it. A list of the nine
Holy Days was attached to the instructions sent out by
the Education Department. It will be necessary for each
parent to send in a letter, explaining that they a,r~
Baha'is and want their children to celebrate a Baha 1
Holy Day.
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Prayer Power
The efficacy of the Remover of Difficulties said 500
hmes, and also of the Long Obligatory Prayer have
been frequently pointed out to Baha'is by Hand of the
Cause John Robarts. Many persons especially in Canada
and Australia, have written to him, telling him of their
individual experiences with these particular prayers.
In the March 1972 AUSTRALIAN BAHA'i BULLETIN a believ·
er wrote: "I'm happier and more able to talk about the
beloved Faith than I was before" and was thankful that
after using these prayers had received the blessing of
being able to sleep without the usual sleeping pills.
Another wrote of using the Remover of Difficulties,
commenting: "It has been, without doubt, the most
significant thing in my whole life, one verse, revolutionizing my whole life t"
Another suggests a way to keep count for 500 times:
"The simplest means we have used is to sit with a book
on one's lap and turn the pages until one reaches page
500, saying the prayer twice for every time one turns
the page. The obvious book to use is The Dawnbl·eakers
-it is ideal and on page 503 is a picture of the Bab's
prayer beads, His signet ring and His Qur'an."

Volunteer Bolivian Indian teachers from the Depart~
ment oj Cochabamba who attended an intensive threeday deepening stu.dy cou.rse, February 29 through March
2J 1972, held at the Nationa! Baha'i Institute.

Hand of the Cause of God Dr. Muhajir with ~he Bolivi'.1~
friends on March 5, 1972 in front oj the Nahonal Baha 1.
Institute in Cochabamba, Bolivia. Dr. Muhajir is seated
in fTont with a child in his arms.
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Thousands Visit Liberian Baha'i Exhibit
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CHILD'S WAY is interesting, attractive, and useful.
Have you subscribed?
Have you considered giving a subscription to a
new community? They can use it immediately
and start building up a library ...
I

Would a friend who is pioneering abroad appreciate a gift subscription . . . . from you?
from your Local Spiritual Assembly?
For 6 issues a year, in the U.S.A.: $4.50
Outside the U,S.A.: U.S. $5.-, surface mail
Single issues: 75¢

At the national celebration on January 7, 1972, commemorating the 150th anniversary of the arrival of the
first pioneers who came to Liberia on Providence Island,
the Baha'is of Monrovia decided to take advantage of
the opportunity to have a Baha'i exhibit on the Island.
The Baha'is were the only religious groups represented..
Thousands of people from all over the world and from
all strata of society came to the booth and received information about the Faith. Several hundred pamphlets
were distributed. Non-Liberians promised they would
try to find Baha'is when they returned home.
The design of the booth was approved by the Secretary
of Information and Cultural Affairs. The designer was
not a Baha'i, but young and old worked side by side until late at night to complete the exhibit in two days.
The booth brought favorable comment from the radio
and was a project which brought enthusiasm to the
believers.
FOR GIFf GIVING OCCASIONS have you thought of
a subscription to BAHA'i NEWS? The recipient (who
must be a Baha'i since the publication is for Baha'is
only) will be notified of your gift. The giver also will
receive an acknowledgment.
SUBSCRIPTION to BAHA'f NEWS is $6.00 a year, postpaid, in the United States and Canada.

Some back issues available.
Child's Way Box SSl Amherst M .... 01002 U.S.A,

Write: Bah3'1"; Subscrjption Service
415 Linden Ave.
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

You can indirectly teach many people, young and
old. Do send CHILD'S WAYan interesting item to
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To the Continental Boards of Counsellors
and National Spiritual Assemblies
Beloved Friends,

Recently we have received. queries from several
sources about the nature of the Institution of the Continental Boards of Counsellors and its relationship to the
Institution of the Hands of the Came, and we feel it is
timely for us to give further elucidation.
As with so many aspects of the Administrative Order,
understanding of this subject will develop and clarify
with the passage of time as that Order grows organically
in response to the power and guidance of Almighty God
and in a-ccordance with the needs of a rapidly developing
world·wide community. However, certain "aspects are
a lready so c lear as to require a proper understanding by
the friends.
In the Kitilb-i-'Ahd (the Book of His Covenant)
Baha 'u '!l;ih wrote "Blessed are the rulers and the
learned in AI-Baha H, and referring to this very passage
the beloved Guardian wrote on 4 November 1931:
"In this holy cycle the 'learned' are, on the one hand.
the Hands of the Ca use of God, and, on the other, the
teachers and diffusers of His teachings who do not
rank as Hands. but who have attained an eminent
position in the tea-ching work. As to the 'rulers' they
refer to the members of the Local, National and International Houses of Justice. The duties of each of
these souls will be determined in the future." (Translated from the Persian).
The Hands 'Of the Cause of God, the Counsellors and the
members of the Auxiliary Boards fall within the definition of the "learned" given by the beloved Guardian.
Thus they are all intimately interrelated and it is not
incorrect to refer to the three ranks -collectively as one
institution.
However, each is also a separate institution in itself.
The Institution of the Hands of the Cause of God was
brought into existence in the time of Baha 'u'llilh and
when the Administrative Order was proclaimed and
formally established by 'Abdu'l-Baha in His Wil~ it became an auxiliary institution of the Guardianship. The
Auxiliary Boards, in their turn, were brought into being
by Shoghi Effendi as an auxiliary institution of the Hands
of the Cause.
When, following the passing of Shoghi Effendi, The
Universal House of Justice decided that it -could not
legislate to make possible the appointment of further
Hands of the Cause, it became necessary for it to create
a new institution, appointed by itself, to extend into the
future the functions of protection and propagation vested
in the Hands of the Cause and. with that in view, so to
develop the Institution of the Hands that it could nurture
the new institution and function in close collaboration
with it as long as possible. It was also vital 00 to arrange
matters as to make the most effective use of the unique
services of the Hands themselves.
The first step in this development was taken in November 1964 when The Universal House of Justice formally
related tlie Institution of the Hands to itself by stating
that "Responsibility for decisions on matters of general
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policy affecting the institution of the Hands of the Cause
which was formerly exercised -by the beloved Guardian:
now devolves upon The Universal House of Justice as the
supreme and central institution of the Faith to which all
must turn." At tha t tim e the number of members of the
Auxiliary Boards was increased from 72 to 135, and the
Hands of the Cause in each continent were called upon
to appoint one or more mem'bers of their Auxiliary
Boards to act in an executive capacity on behalf of and
in the name of each Hand, thereby assistinghirn in-carrying out his work.
In June 1968 the Institution of the Continental Boards
of Counsellors was brought into being, fulfilling the goal
of extending the aforementioned functions of the Hands
into the future, and this momentous decision was accompanied by the next step in the development of the
Institution of the Hands of the Cause: the continental
Hands were to serve henceforth on a world-wide 'basis
and operate individually in direct relationship to The
Universal House of Justice; the Hands ceased to be
responsible for the direction of the Auxiliary Boards
which became an auxiliary institution of the Continental
Boards of Counsellors; the Hands of the Cause residing in
the Holy Land were given the task. of acting as liaison
between The Universal House of Justice and the Boards
of Counsellors; and the working inter-relationships between the Hands and the Boards of C01Hlsellors were
established.. Reference was also made to the future
establishment by The Universal House of Justi-ce, with
the assistance of the Hands residing in the Holy Land, of
an international teaching center in the Holy Land.
In July 1969 and at Ric;lvim 1970 further increases in
the numbers of Counsellors and Auxiliary Board mem-bers were made.
Other developments in the In.stitution of the Hands of
the Cause and the Institution of the Continental Boards
of Counsellors will no doubt take place in future as the
international teaching center comes into being and a~
the work of the Counsellors expands.
We have noted that the Hands, the Counsellors and the
Auxiliary Boards are sometimes referred to by the
friends as the "appointive ar·m" of the Administrative
Order in contradistinction to the Universal House of JuStice and the National and LO-Cal Assemblies which constitute the "elective arm". While there is truth in this
description as it applies to the method wed in the creation of these institutions, the friends should understand
that it is not only the fact of appointment that particularly distinguishes the institutions of the Hands, Counsellors
and AUXiliary Boards. There are, for instance, many
more believers appointed to committees in the "elective
arm" than are serving in the so-called lIappointive arm".
A more striking distinction is that whereas the "rulers"
in the Cause function as corporate bodies, the "learned"
operate primarily as individuals.
In a letler written on 14 March 1927 to the Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of Istanbul, the Guardian's Sec.
retary explained, on his behaH, the principle in the
Cause of action by majority vote. He pointed out how,
in the past, it was certain individuals who "accounted
themselves as superior in knowledge and elevated in
position" who caused division, and that it was those uwho
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pretended to be the most distinguished of all" who "always proved themselves to be the source of contention".
UBut praise be to God" he continued, "that the Pen of
Glory has done away with the unyielding and dictatorial
views of the learned and the wise, dismissed the assertions of individuals as an authoritative criterion, even
though they were recognized as the most accomplished
and learned among men and ordained that all matters
be referred to authorized centers and speCified Assemblies. Even so, no Assembly has been invested with the
a"bsolute authority to deal with such general matters as
affect the intef('sts of nations. Nay rather, He has brought
all the Assemblies together under the shadow of one
House of Justice, one divinely-appointed Center. so that
there would be only one Center and all the rest integrated
into a single body revolving around one expresslydesignated Pivot, thus making them all proof against
schism and division. ,. (Translated from the Persian).
Having permanent1y excluded the evils admittedly inherent in the institutions of the "learned" in past dispensations, Baha'u'llah has nevertheless em bodied in His
Administrative Order the beneficent elements which

exist in such institutions, elements which are of fundamental value for the progress of the Cause, as can be
gauged from even a cursory reading of the Guardian'S
Message of 4 June 1957.
The existence of institutions of such exalted rank,
comprising individuals who play such a vital role, who
yet have no legislative, administrative or judicial authority, and are entirely devoid of priestly functions or
the right to make authoritative interpretations, is a
feature of Baha'i administration Wlparallelled in the
religions of the past. The newness and uniqueness of this
concept make it difficult to grasp; only as the Baha'i
Community grows and the believers are increasingly
able to contemplate its administrative structure uninAuenced by concepts from past ages, will the vital interdependence of the "rulers" and "learned" in the Faith
be properly understood, and the inestimable value of
their interaction be fully recognized.

To the Beloved of God gathered in the Conference
called on the occasion of the Dedication of
the Mother Temple of Latin America

nations of that hemisphere, will be a fountainhead of
spiritual confirmations, and this mighty achievement will
endow the Baha'i Community with new and greater
capacities, enabling the friends in Latin Ameri-ca, and
particularly in this privileged land of Panama, to win
victories that will eclipse all their past achievements.
The three-fold task to which your attention is now
directed comprises the proclamation, expansion and consolidation of the Faith. We urge you to concentrate your
deliberations not only on the exchange of ideas for the
prosecution of this task, but On ways and means for
fostering collaboration among the Baha'i Communities
of Central and South America so that the most fruitful
harvest may be gathered in all three aspects of the teaching work and enable you to achieve your remaining goals
of the Nine Year Plan.
Our 1oving, ardent prayers will be offered at the Sacred
Threshold, that the Almighty may inspire your discussions in this historic Conference and crown all your
efforts with victory.

Dear Baha'i Friends,
With praise and gratitude to God the whole Baha'i
world acclaims the dedication of the Mother Temple of
Latin America, an edifice which glorifies the Cause of
Baha'u'llah at that point where, the beloved Master
asserted, "the Occident and the Orient find each other
united through the Panama Canal," where lithe teachings, once established
., will unite the East and the
West the North and the South."
This historic project, in a hemisphere of infinite spiritual potentiality. fulfills one of the most important goals
ot the Nine Year Plan, and brings untold joy to the
hearts of the friends in every land. Privileged are they
who shared in the raising of this glorious Silent Teacher
with deeds of loving generosity and sacrifice. A crown
to the labors of all those who have striven to establish
the Faith of Baha'u'llah in Latin America, this Ma~Q.
riqu'l-A4bkar, the rallying point for the Baha'is of those
lands whether they are of the blessed Indian peoples or
repre~ent the other races whose diversity enriches the
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With loving Baha'i greetings,
-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE Of' JUSTICE

April 24, 1972

-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

March 19, 1972
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CABLE TO HAIFA FROM PANAMA CONFERENCE
HEARTS OVERFLOWING JOY GRATITUDE GLORIOUS DEDICATION MAGNIFICENT MOTHER TEMPLE LATIN AMERICA. PRIVILEGED GREAT SPIRITUAL BOUNTY VIEW PORTRAITS TWIN MANIFESTATIONS BLESSED
BY PRESENCE ;:;OUR DISTINGUISHED REPRESENTATI VES HANDCAUSE AMATU'L-BAHA RUlflYYIH KHA~UM
G1ACHERY KHADEM ETHERIAL BEAUTY TEMPLE ATTRACTING SOULS PROCLAIMING CAUSE BAHA'U'LLAH YOURINSPIRING MESSAGE GALVANIZED OVER 4.000 FRIENDS GATHERED CONFERENCE REPRESENTING 26 COUNTRIES 16 INDIAN TRIBES REDOUBLE EFFORTS FULFILL REMAINING GOALS HONORED
PRESENCE 7 COUNSELLORS 22 BOARD MEMBERS 10 KNIGHTS 26 NSA REPRESENTATIVES. CONFIRMATIONS
EVIDENT 103 PIONEER OFFERS TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS OVER 7000 DOLLARS 2400 ENROLLMENTS FOUR
WEEKS PRIOR AND DURING CONFERENCE SUPPLICATE PRAYERS SACRED THRESHOLD ENABLING BELIEVERS ACHIEVE RESOUNDING VICTORY FINAL YEAR NINE YEAR PLAN.
PANAMA CONFERENCE

Some of the audience at one Of the fouT Dedication services on Saturday, April 29, 1972.
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The Greatest Name in the center of the dome of the
Temp!e.
Hand oj the Cause Ru(>lyyih Knanum,
as she took part in the Temple Dedication service.

During the Dedication a reading

is pTesented by

II

Cuna believeT.

13B. I'i B.' r
Clasa r!e Br!®l'a (OJ ®I'I
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Another view of the audience at the Dedication, looking
away fTom the podium. On the first seat shown aTe Coun-

selloTs and Auxiliary Board members.

::Dedication program
Saturday, April 29, 1972
8:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.

11:00 A.M.
5:00 P.M.

Choral Selection
Message of Dedication of the House of Worship
Hand of the Cause of God
Amatu I-Baha Ru'h6ryih f(hanum
Prayer of the Bcib
Day of God
Prayer for Humanity
Prayer of Thanksgiving
Prayer for Unity
The Tablet of Visitation
Choral Selection

Bcib
Bahci' u'llcih
'Abdu'l-Bahd
Bahci'u'Udh
Bahci'r.lliah
Bahd',lUQh

Presentation of the Sacred Pictures
Choral Selections by
National Conservatory of Music Chorus
Coro Polifonico

Readers for the Dedication service on Saturday,
April 29, 1972 were: Hand o! the Cause of God Riihiyyih
Khimum; Manuel Flores of El Salvador; Helen Hornby,
Ecuador; Octavio Hernandez, Guatemala; Adelina de
Leon (in Cuna) San Bias Islands; Clarissa Bryan, Panama; Foad Izadinia (Persian pioneer). Panama; Marcie
Porter, Mexico; Rodrigo Tomas, Costa Rica; James
Facey, Panama; Elias Zohoori, Jamaica; Jane Czerniejewski, Panama; Frederic J. Berest, Panama.

A {fTOUp of believeTS outside the Temple waiting to enter
the Dedication seTvice.
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Who Built the Temple?
Only the National Assembly of the Baha'is of Panama
know the whole story of the building of their impressive House of Worship out on Cerro Sonsonate, six miles

fr()m the city. Since 1964 when they aocepted the challenge of their World Center in Haifa, Israel, to "Build
a Temple in Panama!" theirs has been the burden and
privilege of the staggering decisions and administrative
labor.
This is the first or Mother Temple of Latin America.

Its erection is of international concern. Though locally
the membership was few in numbers and resources, it
knew that the whole Baha'i world commWlity of over
3,0<10,000 in 313 countries would rally to its assistance.
The National Treasurer tells that story:
"The money has all 'come from Baba'is-every cent
of the $1,000,000 it will cost after the nine gardens have
been landscaped. Funds are never solicited nor accepted
from the public for our Institutions. They are a free
gift to humanity.
HGelerous gifts from our wealthy mem'bers and other
National Assem'blies have come, but the greater portion
has been sent by individuals who have sacrificed until
it hurt. We are taught that the spiritual reward of giving is in proportion to the sacrifice involved. Some have
even takeo this literally, and given all.
uLike the Guaymi Indian who walked up to the speaker's table when the call went out for fnnds, emptied his
pockets of every cent he had (49 of them) and said,
'For the Temple!' Or the old lady in Mrica who
brought an egg to be sold and we received the 28 cents
'for the Temple.'
4'Tbe money has come from the $2 and the $5 saved
from the budgets of teachers, housewives, laborers,
professionals, farmers. The most regular contributor
we had was a man in Texas who has sent a check. for
$10, sometimes $20, on the first of every month for all
these years."
It has come from Canada 'and Switzerland t from
Brazil and Japan, from Hawaii and Germany and Vietnam. And the San BIas ISlands, where the Cuna women
sold their ·beautiful molas and proudly presented $93
ufor the Temple!"
Countless services have also been rendered. Three
Baha'i engineers hurried to Panama to assist. The secretarial lo-ad has been tremendous with correspondence
going out to so many individuals and 94 National Assemblies; progress reports, letters of acknowledgment, articles for magazines, public relations jobs. One local
family has nurtured thousands of sapplings and shnlbs
until they could be transplanted to the gardens. Artists
and typists, printers and writers, photo-graphers and carpenters and many, many others have lent their time
and talents "to the Templel"
From the selection of the unique architectural design
So beautifully suited to the rontour of the mountain setting, to the Dedication Conference, April 29-May 2, all
has been team work, freely dona ted.

From the steps Of the Temple looking out toward the
parking area and the caretaker's house into which Mr.
and Mrs. Franci8 Czerniejewski have now moved.

Looking through the gates of the Temple. Note the 0pposite gates, balcony and open space above. The profile
is that of architect Peter Tillotson.

Some of those who worked foT the Panama Temple and to make the Dedication and Conference a
ruccess: Panama National Spiritual Assembly members (left to right) Mrs. Elsa Campbell; Mrs.
Fematine Dunbar; Mr. Harry Haye; (fifth) Mr. Arthur KTU.mmen~ Treasurer; Mrs, Leota Lockman,

Secretary; Alan Pringle; Mrs. Raquel de Constante, Chairman. The man behind the shoulders of
Mr. Haye and Mr. Krummel i.s Mr, Woody Chastain, in charge of the print shop. At the extreme right
is Mrs. Mary Macdonald who assisted Mr. Chastain and is Secretary Of the Audio-Visual Aids Com_
mittee, Additional members of the National Spiritual Assemb~y of Panama, not in the :photo aTe:

Cirilo Sanchez, Luis Cuevas and Kenneth Francisco.

Blessed and inspired by the presence of the representative of The Universal House of Justice, Hand of the
Cause Collis Featherstone, the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the North West Pacific Ocean was
formed in a corrugated iron movie theater on the island
of Ponape in the Caroline Islands at its national convention April 22nd and 23rd.
Geographically the assembly embraces the Mariana,
Caroline and Marshall Islands. Politically this area consists of Guam, an American territory, and Micronesia, a
trust territory of the United Nations administered by the
United States.
Mr. Howard Harwood, of the Board of Counsellors for
Australasia, accompanied Hand of the Cause Featherstone on visits to each of the districts of this vast area.
They assisted the Convention and the new National
Assembly with wise counsel. Auxiliary Board members Miss Virginia Breaks (Australasia), Knight of Baha'.
u'llah to the Caroline Islands, Dr. Jane McCants (North
America) and Mrs. Kazuko Hayashi Bray (North East

Asia) also participated. The representative from the
"parent t, National Assembly of the Hawaiian Islands was
Mr. Katsugi Tamanaha.
In spite of a disruption of plane schedules just before
and during the Convention, all nine of the delegates were
present, gathered with some eighty observers.
In the past year the teaching work in the area had been
greatly assisted by the introduction of mass teaching
efforts with the visit by the Hand of jhe Cause Dr.
Muhajir, and the extensive travels of a team led by
Knight of Baha·u']liI.h Poova Murday. Eighteen new Local
Assemblies were formed this year, bringing the total to
twenty~six. Especially inspiring was the arrival during
the Convention of those who had gone to these new
Assembly areas and assisted in the formation of Local
Assemblies.
The dedication of the believers was reinforced by the
statement of Mr. Featherstone that he has seen in Micronesia a potential for mass enrollments, which, if tapped,
could rival the victories in India and Bolivia.

North West Pacific Ocean newly elected National Spiritual Assembly members. Standing, left to right:
Harlan Lang (Secretary), Francis Reimers (Vice Chairman), Yowakim Francis, and Saimon Rehobson.
Sitting, left to Tight: Richard Benson (TreasuTer), Joy Faily Benson (Chairman), Rose Makwelung,
Cynthia Olson, and Stem Sa!!e.

Newly elected members of the National Spir;tua! Assembly of puerto Rico, left to Tight: Mrs. Maul!; Josephine
Camacho, Assistant Treasurer; Sunni Da VaT; Rachael
Baridc, Secretary; David Hunt, Vice Chairman; Ken

KalentClT Assistant Secretary (Spanish); Jose Monge 1
J

Chairman; Tom BurKe, Zelma ATce; TreasuTeT.

First National Convention of Puerto Rico
First National Convention 01 Puerto Rico. Representative of The Universal House of J'Lt8tice, Hand
oj the Cause of God Dr_ Ugo Giachery is seated at the right oj Mrs. Giachery, at the corner of the table.
Representative of the United States National Spiritua! Assembly, the sponsoring Assembly, is Dr.
Dwight Allen, second from the left at the table.
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First Na.tional Convention of SingapDTe. Auriliary Board member MTS. Shirin FozdaT is seated t Bec·
ond from left: Counsellor Mr. Yan Kee Leong (in dark suit) is standing to her right; Hand of the
Cause Mr. Jallil Khlizeh is hoiding the Greatest Name; standing at the extreme right are Counsellor
K. H. Pat/man and Counsellor Dr. C. J. Sundram.

Singapore Elects First National Assembly
Newly elected members of the Singapore National Spiritual Assembly, with Hand of the Cause Mr.
Jallil Khazeh. Left to right, seated: Mrs. Lena Tan, Mrs. George Lee, Mr. Jalal Khazeh, Mrs. Rose Ong
(Chairman), Miss Nita Sundram (Secretary). Standing: Mr. Kenneth Mak, M. Teo Geok Long (Tre ....
surer), Mr. G. Machambo (Vice-Chairman), Mr. Edward Teo, Mr. Henry O11g.
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The First National Convention of Singapore
The Convention for electing the first National Spiritual Assembly for Singapore was held at the Y.M.C.A.
on April 22, 23, 1972, in two air conditioned rooms
adorned with flowers and welcoming banners. Prayers
in E ngllsh, Chinese and Tamil opened the session.
Honored guests were Hand of the Cause of God Mr.
Jaliil Khazeh who was the representative of The Universal House of Justice; COlUlsellors for South East Asia
Mr. Yan Kee Leong, Mr. K. H. Payman and Dr. C. J.
Sundram; Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Shirin Fozdar
from Thailand. The National Spiritual Assembly of
Malaysia was represented by Dr. John Fozdar from
Kucrung, East Malaysia: Mrs. Shant-a Sundram from
Penang, West M·alaysia and Mr. Imbwn Chinniah from
Kuala Lumpur.
Mr. Henry Ong was elected Chairman of the Convention and Mrs. Rose Ong was elected Secretary.
Greetings from eighty countries were received and
read by Mrs. E. Gibson. After the reading of the message from The Universal House of Justice a committee
was appointed to send a reply cable. A message from
the Mother Assembly of Malaysia was read by Dr. John
Fozdar.
There were five Local Spiritual Assemblies to elect
the Singapore National Spiritual Assembly; Jurong,

Bukit Panjang, Serangoon, Katong and City (Singapore). A newsletter kept them informed of activities.
The Assembly of Bukit Panjang speaks Tamil, and possibly a future activity will be a newsletter in that language.
Before the election the writings of the Guardian on
"Nature of Haha'i Elect-ions" was read.
After the election, a special Message to Singapore
from The Universal House of Justice was presented. In
it it was mentioned that two intercontinental conferences not originally meant for Singapore were held
there, one in 1958 and in 1971. Goals assigned to Singapore to be completed by Rio;lvim 1973 were:
1) Extensive translation and publication into Chinese
2) Teaching the Chinese people 3) Recognition of Baha'i
Holy Days and Baha'i Marriage 4) Teaching the various
ethnic groups 5) Incorporate the Local Spiritual Assembly of Singapore 6) Convert the local Baha'i Center
into the National ij:a~ratu'l-Quds. Most important were
the tirst two goals.
The Universal HOW3e of Justice sent a gift of a hand.
woven carpet using the Greatest Name. Dr. Fozdar gave
photographs of earlier believers of Singapore. Hand of
the Cause Mr. Khazeh praised the Convention as the best
he had attended.

PIONEER INSTITUTE, WILMETTE
PioneeTS attending the Pioneer Institute at Wilmette on March. 27-30, 1912 and their posts wnere they
wit! serve the Fa.ith. Left to rightt Tear: Thomas RichaTds~ Southwest Africa; Monsel! Lau-TY~ LeewaTd,
WindwaTd & ViTgin Islands; Dan Sa[ter~ ZaiTe; James Selph, Latin America; Robert Attork, Colombia;
Henry St. Gelais, Kenya; Alan FTyback, Ecuador; William Thompson, NOTUXlY; stephen Stogre, EcuadOT; MaTk Murphy, EUTope; front: Jacqueline RichaTds, Southwest Africa; Jeanne St. Gelais, Kenya;
Ann Miller, Ecuador; Joyce Thompson, Norway.
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UniteJ Slalej Convention, 1972
Oh, how I long to announce unto every spot on the surface of the earth~ and to carry to each of its cities
the glad tidings of this Revelation . ... Gleanings, page 16 Bahti'u'Utih

These words of the Blessed Beauty reverberated
around the world on April 21, 1972 as BaM.'l. on every
continent and on the most remote islands celebrated the
first day of Ri<;lvim. This was the anniversary of the
declaration of Baha'u'llfth., God's chosen M'anlfestation
for the Age of F'ulfillment. This Wall the season of pl'anning as more th.an 4,000 Bah.a'is from around the world
prepared to attend the dedication of the House of Worship in Panama, the heart of the Americas, the link
between :E)ast and West. And this was the time of the
sixty-third annual convention of the Bah .. 'is of the
United States.
Held one week earlier than usual because of the
Panam·a Temple dediocation, the National Convention of

1972 was preluded by the celebration of the Ri<;lvan
Feast On Friday, April 21 in Foundation Hall. Among
the highlights of the program was a talk 'by Mr. Jalil
Mahmoudi on the monumental significance of
Baha'u'lhih's Declaration, fulfilling the Lord's Prayer as
prayer and prophecy, closing the Adamic Cycle and
leading mankind into a new cycle of an unprecedented
vista.
The focal point of the first sesmon and throughout the
Convention was the Message of The Universal House
of Justice. An inspiration and ohallenge, the Message
presented teaching and pioneering as the primary c0ncerns of the world community and called for a distinction in BahA'l life that must demonstrate to an increas-
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ingly decadent world the path to its redemption.
Also highlighting the opening session was the presentation of members of the Board of Counsellors for North
America: Miss Edna True, Mrs. Florence Mayberry,
and Mr. Lloyd Gardner. Mr. Gardner shared the loving
Message of the Counsellors; Miss True stressed the spiritual nature of the responsibilities which face the Baha'i
Community and the assurance that practical goals can
be achieved through spiritual means. Mrs. Mayberry
painted an analogy between the inevitable season of
spring and the inevitable season of God as the Kingdom
of God on earth is coming into fruition.
This first session was closed dramatically as the first
of twenty-tive soldiers in the Cause of God streamed
forward in response to the call of The Universal House of
Justice to the field of pioneering.
The afternoon session opened with the report of the
N alional Spiritual Assembly. The twin focuses of growth
and challenge were a gain keynotes as the National Spiritual Assembly reported spiraling enrollments and
called again for accelerated efforts in the divine tasks.
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It noted the fiftieth observance of the passing of 'Abdu'lBaha with two preeminent works: MemoriaLs oj the
Faithful and the Fall 1971 issue of World Order. It cited
the regional deepening conferences held in Little Rock,
Fort Wayne and Reno, sponsored by the Continental
Counsellors and Auxiliary Board members and referred
to the South Carolina campaign which galvanized the
world community in its phenomenal concentration,
thI11St, and results.
The increasing number of Local Spiritual Assemblies
in the United States was reported-the growth from 800
last year to over 940 this year. The spiraling number of
localities where Baha'IS reside was given-the mark
from 4,000 to 4,800 in one year. And Baha'i Clubs were
reported as functioning in 277 colleges and 52 high
schools and junior high schools.
Among other indications of the progress of the Faith in
the last year were the eighty-two pioneers who ventured
to foreign posts to fill goals in fifty-seven countries; the
sixteen new American Indian tribes represented in the
Faith, bringing the tot-al to over one hundred tribes; and
Photo by Oscar and. Anociate., Chica.go
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the more than a quarter of a million persons from all
over the world who visited the House of Worship in
Wilmette last year.
··Operation Gabriel", as the South Carolina campaign
was -called, was the subject of much attention especial.
ly -by delegates from areas where m'ass teaching has not
yet gained momentum. Various participants in this historic endeavor described the operation of the campaign,
its basis in prayer, its grounding in strong planning, and
its vigor through concerted effort.
The South Carolina delegates, 'most of them attending
the National Convention for the first time, poured out
their hearts with Sincerity and love, enabling other
delegates to enrich their understanding of the conditions, the triumphs and opportunities now open in this

and other states.
The evening session of April 22 focused upon the budget as National Treasurer Dr. Dorothy Nelson presented
her report. After lengthy discussion of various facets of
the financial picture, the delegates voted to approve the
proposed budget of $2,500,000.
This session was also marked by the annoWlcement of
the results of voting by the delegates for the National
Spiritual Assembly a few hours hefore. In a spirit of
prayer and as an indication of support 1 the delegates
elected the same National Spiritual Assembly as last
year: Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, Dr. Dwight Allen, Miss
Magdalene Carney, Dr. Daniel Jordan, Mr. Franklin
Kahn, Miss Charlotte Linfoot, Mr. Glenford Mitchell, Dr.
Dorothy Nelson, and Dr. Sarah Pereira.
The session of Sunday evening, April 23 was one of
international focus as the secretary of the International
Goals Committee, Mrs. Eileen Norman, called for piOneers and for deputization of pioneers. The Bahati representative to the United Nation~ Dr. Victor de Araujo,
cited the increase in opportunities to make known the
goals and growth of the Faith throughout the world.
Focus beyond the Continental United States was again
aocented when Dr. Dwight Allen, fresh from the forma-

tion of the National Spiritual Assembly of Puerto Rico,
shared the excitement of this event. And the scope was
again broadened when Mr. Salvatore Pelle, director of
the Baha'i Information Office, was presented as he prepares to move to Hawaii to assist in the work there.
The evening was concluded with a late night showing
of three new films: "IFs a New Day," a musical film
from Hawaii; "Give Me That New Time Religion," a
film of commentary by Baha:is of show business renown; and "Have You Heard the News, My Friend? t n
a film on the Jamaican conference, and three new television spot announcements.
The morning session of April 23 was sparked by the
message from Hand of the Cause William Sears stressing the significance of the ninth year of the Nine Year
Plan. Quoting the beloved Master in the call to arise, the
Message resounds. "0 ye servants of the Sacred
Threshold! The triumphant Hosts of the Celestial Concourse, arrayed and marshalled in the Realms above,
stand ready and expectant to assist and assure victory
to that valiant horseman who with confidence spurs his
charger into the arena of service."
The message from Mr. Sears was followed by a return
to consultation on the Message of The Universal House of
Justice and by a resounding unanimity of support for a
recommendation to the National Spiritual Assembly
that a plan of national scope be devised to draw upon
the wealth of insight of experienced teaching teams and
to inspire a monumental nation-wide thrust radi-ating
from South Carolina.
Weekend retreats for prayers, study, and fellowship to
prelude the national effort; a film stri-p-cassette aid to
share teaching methods; and an unprecedented vigil ot
prayers were among the recommendations voiced by
various delegates as the large scale e1Iort caught the
imagination and won the allegiance of the body of
delegates.
The afternoon session turned attention to implications
of living the life as Dr. Daniel Jordan, Vice--Chairman of

At the National Convention of the United States. Left to right: newly appointed Auxiliary Board
member Eunice Braun; Auxiliary Board members Paul Pettit and Mrs. JavidulIDt Khlidem; Contine....
tal Caun.ellers Mi •• Edna True and Mr. Lloyd C. Gardiner; Auxiliary Board members Dr. Peter Khan
and Miss Thelma Thoma.s. Not in photo weTe CounseUoT MTS. Florence Mayberry and. Au.:riliary Board
member Mis. D. Thelma Jackson.
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the National Spiritual Assembly, stressed that there will
be no New World Order if our understanding of teaching
does not include "transform'ation of our inner lives." In
consultation, the need for considering children in community life, the need for vitalizing the Nineteen-Day
Feast, the need for overcoming the deadening inft.uence
of gossip and backbiting, the need for patience with
each other's frailties, the need for unceasing effort
toward the spiritual life were all cited 'among the considerations in making the Baha'i life a reality.
The exigency of mass teaching was voiced from the
Writings, from Messages of The Universal House of Justice, by members of the Board of Counsellors and by
various delegates. The urgency of reaching the waiting
masses waS stressed as the world becomes increasingly
marked by udisorderliness, lack of cohesion. permissive~
ness, and. godlessness." As The Universal House of Jus·
tice stated in its Message of July 13, 1964 accenting the
need for regeneration, "When the mas ses of mankind are
awakened and enter the Faith of God, a new process is
set in motion and the growth of a new civilization
begins."
Through all these recurring 'convention themes were
the call to the realization of the urgency of the fulfillment of our spiritual role and the assurance that the
AInerican Community will arise to its destined station.
Repeatedly was heard the theme of universal participation in the vital realization that all elements of the
Baha'i Community are" important-the young and the
old, those committed to direct teaching and those committed to- the indirect method, the friends who serve by
cooking and opening their homes and those who serve by
deputizing pioneers or by baby sitting. The cry was one
for heightened love and unity among the Iriends. Emphasizing the point that every believer has a part to
play, Dr. Kazemzadeh, Convention Chairman, commented "It is the nature of the individual to have his

IS

predilections. Two ethoses are in operation-immediacy
and caution. We must have elements of both, thus mobilizing the resources of the whole community. We
should exploit each other's strengths. We must recognize
the integrity of our differences in styles."
Consultation on various aspects of teaching needs and
the exigencies of deepening and ,consolidation captured
the a tten tion in the c10sing hours of the con ven lion on
Monday morning, The recommedation of a film for
teaching Indians in their languages, and a -comment on
the need to share the Writings with illiterate believers
were but two of the pC'ints made by delegates. References to the Covenant in its all encompassing nature, to
the Cause in our commitment to serve it, to the magnificence of being alive in this Day, to the urgency of our
mission, to the essentiality of the Divine institutions
were emphasized in the brief remarks from the several
members of the Auxiliary Board as they were introduced
by the Continental Board 01 Counsellors.
Miss True vividly painted a word picture of the conception 01 the Mother Temple of the West and of the
struggle led by her mother, Mrs. Corrine True, to bring
it into reality under the infallible guidance of 'Abdu'lHa-ha, Mrs. May.berry -called for the believers to 'become
beacons to 'carry the Message to all souls of this lovely
earth.
Following the approval of loving messages to be sent
to Amatu'l-Baha RUl).iyyih Khanum, to the new National
Spiritual Assemblies, and to the Canadian and Alaskan
Conventions, the Convention was closed with a taped
message by Hand of the Cause Mr. Sears. HAs we leave
this convention," he said, "let us carry into every part
of our country and region the 'spirit' of this gathering
when the very air is throbbing with a potential of undreamed of victories. Baha'u'llah is the Sole Redeemer
of mankind. His Administrative Order is the one agency
that 'can rescue and revive an unshepherded, disillu-

National Spiritual Assemb!y members just as their re-election was announced: DT. Firuz Kazemzadeh
(Chairman), Miss Magdalene CarMY, Dr. Dorothy Nelson (Treasurer), Dr. Sarah M. Pereira, Mr.
Glenford E. Mitchell, Secretary, Miss Charlotte Lin!oot (Assistant Secretary), Dr. Dwight W. Allen.
Two others had already left the Co-nvention when this photograph was taken: Dr. Daniel C. Jordan
(Vice-Chairman) and Mr. Fran/din Kahn.
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sioned and suffering humanity."
As the delegates took leave of each other they made
such comments as these: "Of all the conventions I
have attended, this one I have enjoyed most of all."
"This Convention has been different; it is as if we have
turned a corner and are never going back."
At the non-delegates session.

Mrs. Alberta Williford, administrator of the Regional
Teaching Office in South Caro!ina and AuxHiaTy Board
member MiS's Thelma Thomas, who have worked in close
cooperation.

--------

BERMUDA GOALS MET
Mrs. Janet Rubenstein of the International Goals staff
assi . . ting prospective pioneers to fill out applications.

On April 25, 1972 a letter was received from the Teaching Committee of the Baha'is of Bermuda that goals
have been met there. There are two Spiritual Assemblies, Devonshire and Pembroke, as well a5 ten centers-the goal was five. Only one area here out of
eleven is not opened, the town of St. George.
Hand of the Cause of God RUQiyyih Khanum paid a
surprise visit to Bermuda en route to first Barbados and
then Panama. She met with the friends one evening,
was a guest speaker at a public meeting and also recorded a television interview which was telecast a week
a fter she left.
Another triumph is that the Baha 1 is of Bermuda have
a separate telephone listing in the yellow pages where
formerly it was listed under "Churches." This was
achieved after negotiation and is another step forward.

Norway Temple Site
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'Is of
Norway reports the acquisition of its Temple site its
most important goal of the Nine Year Planl It is an
unusually beautiful hill property located at Nannestad
in the outskirts of Oslo and near the national military
airport of Gardemoen t with a view of the surrounding
area, and easily accessib1e on a good motor road; It
has a flat white stone top which is surrounded by beautiful pine trees. The clearing is large enough for a Temple building and the entire site covers about three acres
of land. In the years to come it will be necessary to
acquire a parking space but now we are satisfied to
have a Temple site and rejOice that Norway can pay
for it.
Another vital goal of the Nine Year Plan has been
achieved with the recognition of the Faith by the State,
and the acceptance of the Baha'i marriage ceremony.
However, with the addition of the minimum requirement of the law which is uDo you (name) accept
(name) in marriage?" for both parties and then the
declaration that they are wedded. The Universal House
of Justice has approved this addition so now Baha'i
marriage is possible in Norway.
The recognition of the State, of course, has meant
that Baha'is must withdraw from membership in the
State Church, and for a few of the friends this has been
the cause of withdrawal from the Faith, but in reality
this means a solid foundation for the Faith in Norway.
1

Chairman of the Convention, Dr. Kazemzadeh confers
with the Convention Sec?'etary, Mr. G~enfoTd E. Mitchell.

First National Spiritual Assembly of Iceland. Front row,
left to right: Liesel Becker, Recording Secretary; SvaTUl
Einarsdottir, Chairman; Barba-ra Thinat; John Spencer.
Back ~·ow: Petur Magnusson, Treasurer; Johannes
StefanS8on~ Corresponding SecTetary~ Icelandic Language; Roger Lutley; Balour Bragasson; Larry Clarke,
Corresponding Secretary, English Language.

FIRST NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF ICELAND
Delegates and guests at the first National Convention of Iceland, on April 29, 1972. Hand of the Cause
Enoch Olinga is on the second TOW, fourth from right. Mrs. Elizabeth Olinga i8 back of him. Counsellor Betty Reed is in the front TOW, fifth fTOm -right. Jameson Bond, representative of the Canadian
National Spiritual Assembly is on the right end of the second row. National Spiritual Assembly Representative Of Canada Glen Eyford is in the back row, to the right of the tallest man.
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The new Baha'i CenteT at the top of a hi!! at Livingston, Guatemala. In the backgTOUnd is the Atlantic
Ocean.

Livingston, Guatemala, Dedicates Baha'( Center
The drea,m of the community of Livingston, a town
on the Atlantic coast t was realized on the weekend of
February 26, 1972 when the first local Baha'i Center in
Guatemala and perhaps in all of Central America was_
dedicated to Hand of the Cause Enoch Olinga.
About fifty enthusiastic Baha'is, young and old,
boarded a chartered bus early Saturday morning for
Puerto BarriOS, from which point seventy·five boarded
the express boat to Livingston. For many it was their
first glimpse of the ocean. One man said, "Isntt there
any land out there?"
For those who came from commwtities of nine or ten
believers, it was -an impressive sight to see the colorful
stream of the followers of Babi>'u'llah ascending the
Some Of those attending the dedication Of the new ninesided CentOT of Livingston, dedicated on Februa'"1l 26,

1972.

incline from the wharf to the town and the friendly
exchange of greetings between the townspeople and the
visitors.
Hand of the Cause Dr. Muhiljir told some of the
friends on his visit in 1968 that his heart was in Livingston and that the inbabitants are an albandoned and
unappreciated people who are hungry for the Message
of Baha'u'llith. He said: I'When someone is on fire to
do something it will be done." Louise Caswell was set
on fire. She went and one person accepted the Faith.
She persevered. Hand of the Cause Enoch Olinga came

Inside ·the new CemOT, the ChaiTman of the Local Spiritual As.em b Iy welcomes "isitoTS.

..--. ,-._.

Group of Baha'i. attending the dedication of the Livingston Baha'i CenteT.
and wa !ked the streets like a king. The people, unconsciously attracted by the great love he always radiates,
followed him everywhere. Dr. Ahmadiyyih came, touching many hearts by his devotion and sincerity. Daniel
and Pamela Wegener, newly-arrived Directors of the
Institute visited, fell .in love with the people and asked
to pioneer there.
As the number of believers increased the desire was
horn in their hearts to build a nine-sided building. In
searching for the land they found a beautiful spot on a
hill over looking the sea in the direction of Belize.
Through special contributions the project was· started
less than a year ago and now, how inspiring to see this
unique structure like a jewel in this beautiful setting!
The dedication took place with more than 200 in
attendance. The Mayor of Livingston and many townspeople climbed laboriously up the steep dug-out clay
steps to the Center where the program of music and
speeches took place.

Pupils from the Baha'i school sang several Baha'i
songs in English and Spanish. This bilingual grade
school meets in the Center. Over fifty children are taught
by Ad an Lino.
Sunday morning a National Institute was held. Four
visitors from Barrios entered the Faith, Auxiliary Board
member Edith McLaren spoke on "Universal Participation." Daniel Wegener concluded the session with com.
ments on the joys and struggles during the period of
construction when during the hottest time of the year
work on the Center continued,
Most of the visitors went for a plunge in the ocean
after which an enjoyed a delicious fish dinner served by
the ladies of Livingston,
Representatives attended from fifteen communities,
which included thirteen Local Spiritual Assemblies,
Especial thanks are. expressed to Dr. Muhajir, Enoch
Olinga and Mrs, Louise Caswell.

In Japan, Groups Enter the Faith
By Sharon Kuchar Bond
In March 1972, I had the bounty of travel-teaching in
Southern Japan. After making plans with the Counsellor? Auxiliary Board member, and the members of the
Chugoku Regional Goals Committee, I left as a team
leader for Tokuyama and Yanai with a university student
who knew very little about the Baha'i Faith but who
was my devoted translator for the next few days.
Praise be to Baha'u'llah that through His Divine
Confirmation we now know that the Japanese people,
like all of the other people of the world, are patiently
waiting to be invited to join the ranks Qf the soldiers
of Baha'u'llah! We need only to tell them a'bout
Baha'u'llah and His Teachings~ then to invite them to
become Baha'is, The Japanese have the love of Baha'u'llah in their hearts and the teachings of Baha'u'lIoi.h in
their minds, but they haven't heard of Baha'u'llah yet.
One new Sahli'i asked, "Why haven't I heard of
Baba'u'llah before? Why isn't He in the history books?
Of course, I want to be a Baha'i!"
Shoghi Effendi has said, uJapan, a land so richly endowed, so alert and progressive, so quick in its grasp
of the realities of life, is now the recipient of a Divine
Bestowal, greater, richer and more enduring than any
material gift she has ever enjoyed in modern times.
What blissful thought to remember that you are the
Chosen Ones that shall establish the Kingdom of God
in that land; that you are the pioneers of a work that
will endure and supersede all the other a-chievements,
however meritorious and brilliant, of your fellow-

countrymen for Japan !"(l)
Yes, here in Japan, we've had fifty declarations in
less than four days! Armed only with prayers and the
love of Baha'u'llah, we found fifty waiting souls. We
traveled raising the cry of "Ya-Baha-u'l-Abha" throughout the countryside.
Of course, our tests were many. Upon arriving at our
destination quite early in the morning, we discovered
that my wallet was missing, After consultation, we decided to solve the problem of money by economizing on
food. We also decided not to pay for coffee or lunch for
any of our new friends but to go "dutch treat. I t We
followed this and found that our Japanese friends liked
this much better as they were not considered guests
and their pride wasn't injured.
The tests we had only united us and kept us praying.
We kept on teaching in the train station, at the coffee
shops, and at the zoo, We had twelve declarations the
first day! Sunday, we met a Tokuyama Baha'i and her
two friends at the zoo. The non-Baha'is were teaching
and inviting seekers to join the Faith! We had twentyfour declarations! Many declared in small groups of
three to ten.
Meanwhile, my companion had been trying to convince me all this time that in Japan I shouldn't go up
to strangers~ especially couples. He was ready to go
home, so we spent many hours in consultation. Thanks
be to God, he remained with me translating.
The next morning we left for Yanai. We met a t~ch-
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er on the train who after our discussion about Baha'u'llah signed a declaration card. Upon arriving at the
station, our new Baha'i friend began teaching the Faith
to a couple in the train station who upon hearing about
the Baha'i Faith also joined. the ranks of the soldiers
of Baha'u'Uah. We invited them to have coffee with us.
Then our new Baha'i friend took us to a Buddhist
Temple where we had tea with the Priest. his wife, and
son who was also a teacher. Our new Baha'i kept teaching about Baha'u'll.ih. These new Baha'is had the gift
of teaching bestowed. upon them from the very moment
they declared themselves.
By the time we got back to the hote~ it was time
for dinner and our evening meeting in Yanai where we
spent the evening deepening with the Baha'is. After
consultation, they decided that it was impossible to
find more Baha'is in Yanai or to have a Local Spiritual
Assembly by RiQvan. I read some prayers. After consultation, my translator decided to stay until the next
afternoon. Through prayer, consultation, patience, un·
derstanding, and stamina, we found more new Haha'is
in Yanai the following day, so we will have a new Local
Spiritual Assembly by Ridvc:m, One woman even signed
her brother's name on the declaration sheet! Of course,
we could not accept his name as each individual must
make his own declaration.
Without my translator, I would not have been able
to invite these people to the beautiful garden of
Baha'u'Uah. I merely acted as a translator of
Baha'u'llah's teachings while my companion translated
these teachings into Japanese-he was my communication link. We only tried to be good instrwnents. We
asked them if they would like to hear about the Baha';
Faith. We told them that Baha'u'llah is a new Teacher
Who brings us a new plan for world peace--a new world
order. We explained a little about the Bab and
Baha'u'llah and the Principles of the Faith. Then we
invited them to join the Baha 'j world community. Most
accepted! We usually showed them pictures of the
friends at the Sapporo Conference and an album of the
friends in Honduras. We would give them a Baha'i
pamphlet and an explanation of the Local Spiritual

Assembly. We tried to make friends and deepen if there
was time, inviting them to teach with us. The Japanese
are joyous, happy, kind, and courteous people with
strong characters. We have only to share our joy and
love of Baha'u'llah with them on a personal level and
invite them to be Baha'is.
In order to achieve the Nine Year Plan, we must put
asjde our old ideas and fears of being shy or timid.
Many people want to be Baha'i but haven't been informed of Baha'u'llah or invited to join the Baha'i
family. I read my first Baha'i book in February of
1969. I considered myself a Baha'i at that time. I attended my first meeting, which was Naw-Ruz in San
Jose, California. From then on, I attended firesides
regularly. At one of the firesides in May, a Baha'i friend
said, BLook at Sharon, she's not even a Baha'i and she
believes in Baha'u'llah and is teaching about the
Faith." At that point I insisted I was a Baha'i. No one
had invited me to sign a card, so how could I accept?
So it took me three months, attending firesides regularly, to be invited. We must open up our hearts, share the
joy of Baha'u'llah with our new friends, and invite them
to be Baha'i. No one is a stranger in this world; we are
all brothers and sisters. We must put aside our fears
and search for new members of our world community.
By detaching ourselves from all earthly things, we must
rely solely on the Supreme Concourse. Through prayer,
we will be guided to those waiting souls who are ready
to embrace the Cause.
"The invisible battalions of the Concourse on High,"
our beloved Guardian has written, "are mustered in
serried ranks, ready to rush their reinforcements to the
aid of the vanguard of Baha'u'llah's crusaders in the
hour of their greatest need, and in anticipation of that
Most Great, that Wondra"" Jubilee in the joyfulness of
which both heaven and earth will partake. "(2)

Notes:
1. From a letter to Japan on Dec. 17, 1922 by Shoghi
Effendi
2. Baha'i News No. 254, p. 4, 4/52

First National Convention of Nepal
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First National Convention of Nepal
Chant.ing in Nepalese, Arabic, Persian, English and
Hindi marked the opening of the first National Convention in Nepal. When Hand of the Cause of God A. A.
Furutan read the first sentence of the Message from
The Universal House of Justice, the forty delegates and
observors sensed the importance of the moment.
"The banner of the Faith of God which in the past
few years has been firmly planted on the heights 01
those beautiful Himalayan regions is now . . . being
unfurled."
From the plains t valleys, motUltains of Nepal, the
Friends had come to Kathmandu, to confer, pray, elect
their National Assembly. For nearly five years they
had worked for this moment. Dr. Furutan said: "It is a
God-given system . . . those who are elected are appointed by God , . . in the Baha'i election, we do not
consider if a member of an Assembly can do anything
for us. We elect from the purity of our hearts."
On the afternoon of the first day, April 23, the first
National Spiritual Assem"bly of Nepal was elected, con·
sisting of new and older Baha'is, from many religious
backgrounds-Buddhist, Hindu, Christian. The Hand of
the Cause counseled the members, some of whom were
serving on an Assembly for the first time. Remarked
Dr. H. M. Munje, representative from the National
Spiritual Assembly of 1ndia: "Prayer is your powerhouse and the National Spiritual Assembly is the power.
driven machinery. You must constantly pray to receive

more power"" In the evening, and every evening Dr.
Furutan dined with leaders in the fields of education,
arts, government to whom he informally presented the
Teachings of Baha'u'llilh.
The second day of Convention opened with a report
on "Progress of the Faith in Nepal", telling how the
Faith developed from the first seed planted in 1958,
bloss{)med, then slumbered for many years, to be revived in 1968 and burst into fourteen Local Assemblies
within three years. Nearly eighty congratulatory messages from National Assemblies around the world were
read to the delegates. Specific objectives of Teaching
were recommended to the National Assembly. At noon,
the First Convention of Nepal closed with chanting by
the Hand of the Cause.
Although the Convention was over, a "Deepening
Class" for all the friends was held for the next oneand-half days in order to take advantage of the" !mowledge of the Hand of the Cause, as well as visiting Coun·
sellor Vasudeva and Mr. Furudi. Auxiliary Board member. The spirit of prayer was felt by everyone, including
the hotel staff. Other guests at the hotel were stirred to
make inquiries about the Faith.
Now Nepal begins a new era in the Faith. As the
friends returned to their homes, deepened in the kIlOWI.
edge, they are more determined than ever to awaken
their countrymen to the Message of Baha'u'Uah.

Members of the first Nati.onal Spiritual Assembly of
Nepal: standing lett to Tight, Amar PTadhan, Shyam
Maherjan, Jujubhai Sakya. Aranda La! ShTestha and
Dinesh Verma. Seated: Keith de Folo, W. F. Chaittonalla,
P. N. Rai, D. K. Mallu.

First National Convention of the Republic of Ireland, held on April 22-23, 1972. Hand of the Cause of
God William Sears Tepresented The Universal House oj Justice and is holding the GTeatest Name.

First National Spiritual Assembly of the Republic of Ireland
Members of the first National Spiritual Assembly of the Republic of Ireland. Seated, left to right: Mr.
Philip O'Brien (Treusurer), Miss Eleanor O'Callaghan, Miss Leslie Gibson (Secretary), Mr. Adib
Taherzadeh (Chairman). Standing: Mr. John Turner, Mr. Joseph Watson (Vice-Chairman), Dr. Margaret Magil, Mr. Patrick Dawson and Mr. O. Z. Whitehead.
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Hong Kong Holds First Baha"{
Winter School
The first Winter School in the history of the Bah" 'i
community of Hong Kong oegan on February 15 and
continued for two days.
Mr. R. D. Gulwani. Chairman of the National Administrative Committee, welcomed participants and stated
the aims of the school. 1) To unite the hearl-s of the
people and sincere truth seekers of Hong Kong; 2) To
study and deepen in the fundamental teachings of the
Baha'i Faith; 3) To encourage youth participation in
fun and fellowship and to remind older Bah,,'is that
there is no generation gap. He pointed out to those who
attended that it was the first project of its kind in the
locality and so was historic.
He reminded the friends that the opening of the
conference was on the Chinese New Year and said:
"May God speciaUy help us to glorify His Name
amongst His creatures at the gateway to China. fP
The first session was given by Yin Hong Shuen about
the successive Prophets up to the Bah. A brief talk on
the Baha'i Administrative Order was given by Mr.
Ri-chard T.K. Lee. Many questions were asked and
answered. Knight of BaM'u'llah Charles Duncan led a
workahop on the election of a Local Spiritual Assem'bly
which included a mock election, enjoyed -by all.
The second day of Winter School 'began with devotions
and 'a talk on "The Power of Prayer" by Teh Teik Hoe.
Mr. Char]es Duncan. Professor of Music Theory in
Korea. taught the class how to chant Baha'i prayers in
English, and invited some of the friends to -chant a
given prayer in their own style.
Yin Hong Shuen related aome of the poignant incidenl-s in the life of Bahil'u'llah and related them to
Bible prophecies. Mr. Philip A. MarangeU.. told of tile
bounty of teaching, drawing from his own personal experiences. He showed the personal letters received
from the Guardian. Hong Shuen spoke about the life of
'Abdu'l-Baha. A quiz session was conducted by Teik
Hoe with the purpose of determ ining how much had
been learned during the school.
Nineteen ,believers and seven seekers attended this
school. Immediately afterward, the youths helped to
clean up the Center. Then they launched a distribution
of about 1,000 pamphlets in two public parks in Hong
Kong.

A 'Sing-<lI01lg' .e•• ion after the lectures for the MY.
Young and old joined in the
with full spirit Teh
Teik is strumming the guitar.

'<mg_

Group at Winter School in Hong Kong. Standing, Jeft to
right, MT. Kishin Mel-wani; Richard Lee, Mala.yBiBn pioneer; Freddy Sim; Yin Hong Shuen, Malaysian pioneer;
Charles Duncan, pioneer trom KOTea. Seated: Miss Lolita.
Datwani; Ranee Datwani;· Philip MaTangeHa; H. A.zizi;
R. D. G1dwani~ Chairman. Of National Administrative
Committee; Meena Datwani.

Exhibit in Chilean Fair
The Baha'i community in Concepcion in the Southern
part of Chile participated in' the Fair of the Province
of Bio-Bio in the city of Concepcion from January 20 to
February 9, 1972 with the assistance of
'i. from
other communities and also by some of the new local
believers.
The stand was quite small and inconspicuous, but
people seemed to enjoy coming in to discuss the Faith
and religion in general. Average attendance was 2O(t..25O
visitors daily, forty-five new believers were enrolled
and several localities opened to the Faith. A local
newspaper El Sur had an ·article about the Baha'i
stand at the Fair with a picture of 'Abdu'I-Baha and
many visited the stand as a result of this artiele.

Bah"

EDITOR'S NOTE: In the July issue we will have more
complete coverage about the Panama Temple and especially the Conference, also more about National Assemblies being elected for the first time.
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Group of San Marino with Hand of the Cause Dr. Ugo
Giachery (center, rear) and Mrs. Giachery (.eated CIt
right).
'

Assembly in the Republic of San Marino
The small Republic of San Marino, situated on three
mountain cliffs in the center of Italy, was first opened
to the F ai th in 1953, at the beginning of the Ten Year
Crusade, when Mrs. Tobandeh Payman, Knight of
Baha'u'llith, settled there, followed shortly by her husband, Mr. Sohrab Payman, and their little 'daughter
Ghitty. At that time San Marino was very different
from what it is today. 11 consisted of a tourist center in
the sum m er, while in winter it would 'become almost
deserted and inactive .
The difficulties encountered by these valiant pioneers
are many. They were the only 'foreigners' living in San
Marino and were looked upon by the natives with
some suspicion. It took patience and perseverance on
the part of this family to make a place for themselves.
More importantly, they were able to acquire the friendship and the respect of the inhabitants of the place.
The government of San Marino has always been
reluctant to grant a permit to any outsider to settle
in their country and, although others have tried only
the Payman family has been able to stay throu'ghout
these years notwIthstanding the many difficulties. The
beloved Guardian had stressed the importance of having a pioneer there. This family, acting under the directive of Shoghi Ellendi, was able to gain the trust of the
people as well as of the government which today is
cooperating with the Baha'is as they put into practice
the teachings of Baha'u'llith. The Faith had 10 be
spread very qUietly, by living the life, setting an
example and slowly but constantly sowing the seeds.
About a year ago, a youth, Miss Loredana Pinotti
made her declaration in San Marino. Last fall thin~
-begarr-tohappen. In fact the-first-twonaIives ofMarino, a yOWlg couple Mr. and Mrs. Giardi accepted
the Faith, soon followed by another young 'man, Mr.
Marino Giardi also of San Marino. Many friends have
visited this country. Last year Hand of the Cause Mr.
Ugo Giachery and Mrs. Giachery were there more than
once. It was during a fireside held on the occasion of
their visit that the first two believers, Mr. and Mrs.
Giardi, made their declaration. The pioneers of San
Marino share this joyful news with the rest of the
Baha'i world as it marks another step toward achieving one of the goals of the Nine Year Plan. namely a
Spiritual Assembly in the Republic of San Marino.
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'2JeciJion '2JeJign new Budding
World Cenler Announced
JOYFULLY INFORM BAHA'I WORLD RANGE AND
ACCELERATION GROWTH CAUSE BARA'U'LLAR LOCAL NATIONAL LEVELS AND RESULTANTS EXPANSION ACTIVITIES WORLD CENTER IMPEL US NOW
ANNOUNCE NEAR COMPLETION NINE YEAR PLAN
DECISION INITIATE PROCEDURE SELECT ARCHITECT DESIGN BUILDING FOR SEAT UNIVERSAL
HOUSE JUSTICE ENVISAGED BELOVED GUARDIAN
ON FAR FLUNG ARC HEART MOUNT CARMEL CENTERING SPOT CONSECRATED RESTING PLACES
SISTER BROTBER MOTHER BELOVED MASTER.
CONSTRUCTION THIS CENTER LEGISLATION GOD'S
WORLD REDEEMING ORDER WILL CONSTITUTE
FIRST MAJOR STEP DEVELOPMENT AREA SURROUNDING HOLY SHRINE SINCE COMPLETION INTERNATIONAL ARCHIVES BUILDING. MOVED PAY
TRIBUTE EXPRESS HEARTFELT GRATITUDE OUTSTANDING SERVICES ROBERT MCLAUGHLIN IN
PREPARATION FOR THIS HISTORIC UNDERTAKING.
FERVENTLY PRAYING PROJECT NOW INITIATED
MAY DURING YEARS IMMEDIATELY AHEAD PROGRESS UNINTERRUPTEDLY SPEEDILY ATTAIN
MAJESTIC CONSUMMATION.

-mE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Baha'! World Center

7 June 1972
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By Barbara Casterline
versities. women's groups, press societies, Ell!,,"'''
and Theosophists; for socialist, religious,
and peace congresses; and -over the radio.
the admiration of princes and presidents for
teachings-and the allegiance of a queen.
She was already middle-aged
~~~~~~S;
journeys-small, frail, and often
wrote back from South America that
elers should carry "a thermometer -,a~n~d~~ri~~~~~~
dies."3 And from China she wrote, "lleave
undone, and every day I lie do'Wll for two hours
strength to do the most important work-I
Shanghai I have done this and thus the s~~:~£~,
come. jAbdu'I~Baha knows I have done my I
test of the year is if the Message haJj.
China, it isn't a question of health or how
little work, but only if the Holy Spirit has pOlllred
China, if some souls know 'Abdu'I·Baha. He told
to be concerned about the harvest.""
Miss Root was not wealthy; she SUPpl(O~r~t~e:~d;a~~:'~~~
her tr a vels by writing a rticles for n
magazines. While she was planning
America, the head of a newspaper sYlndic •• te
New York met her at a fireside and
her articles from South America.1'i
She wrote jAbdu'I-Baha of her intended trip to
America. and He answered her:

"0 that I could havel, even though on foot and in the
":-~B!l~~~~{'~b.tt~~o these regions, and, raising the call of
';1
, in cities, villages, mountains, desand oceans, promote the Divine teachings! This,
I cannot do .. How intensely I deplore it! Please
.Ji'i~",,:::~, ye may achieve it. "I
call of 'Abdu'l-Bahil in the Tablets of tile Divine
·7'··.·"' . c··_·
to Martha Root daily, she said as, the very
···~il~t!0 arise in response to His call, she traveled through
~
America in 1919,2
only the beginning of successive and con tinto which Martha gave the remaining t wen ty
life. She taught the Faith on every continent
over four hundred Wliversities throughout the
Wherever she went she spread information as
';.'.'fiIidtely a5 she could, arranging for translations of Baha'i
giving booklets whenever she lectured and to
~.~:fu~~she met, viSiting what newspaper.; she could
articles to the rest, placing books in liwriting home for more. Sb.e spoke for uni-

'*

Your detailed letter dated November 7,
in these days received. The contents
great JOY. for they indicated a beJne,,,,j,ent
an un tiring effort and an extended tour a~;~~
different parts of the globe. Today the ~
tion of the ideal principles of
Bahil'u'llah, which are manifestly re<'OIue,d in
books, is the spirit of this age and the cause- of
realization of assistance and confirmation.
suredly whenever thou holdest fast to it, in
ever enterprise thou mayest engage, thou
the doors of might and power flung
face. My hope from the blessings of
Baha'u'llah is that thou mayest
composure and Jike unto a swift-llvin~
mayest cover long distances and in w~~al~~~~~~~
thou tarriest thou mayest reproduce the
the Kingdom and engage in songs and music in
QEst of tunes. _ ..
AB ears are awaiting the summons for U"h,et's;ll'
Peace, it is therefore advisable for thee to "'iv.eJO
case comfortable journey is possible} to the
ent parts of the globe and roar like unto a
the Kingdom of God. Wide-reaching c~~fu~~~"tjt;::
thou shalt witness and extraordinary c
shall be exhibited unto thee ....
I very much desire that thou shouldst
Holy Land and thus to meet thee, butI ;;!~~
stands a-bove everything else and if thou ~
advisable, engage thou in the spreading
throughout the regions of the world."
In another tablet, He wrote to her, "Thou
serving in the path of God, art with all
showing love to others, art raising the call of
dom and art illumining t.he hearts of men. '_!7
Martha Root set sail July 22, 1919 for South
The cruise required two weeks, and she knew
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somehow in that time rea-ch the other passengers. So she
summoned up her courage and joined in the "sports
contest" sponsored on the ship, admitting that "she
didn't lmow very much about sports." She also donated
one of the prizes (a farewell gift she had received from
one of the Baha'is). "The next day being the first Sunday
at sea," she reported, "Miss Root asked the captain's
permission to speak. in the evening on the Baha'j Cause.
The purser put a large notice on the bulletin board. No
person aboard had heard of the Baha'i Movement. The
men on the sports committee were the first ones to enter
the music room; they helped to make it popular, and
everyone invited everyone else."8
Martha Root proclaimed the Faith in Brazil, Uruguay,
Argentina, Chile, Peru, Panama, and Cuba-all without
any knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese or any literature in those languages (none had been printed yet). She
relied on sign language, showing her address on a slip of
paper to policemen and street car conductors in Rio de
Janeiro, pointing to Baha Ii articles in the newspaper
files of a Hbrary there where she wanted to give books
-or in what French she knew, giving the principles to
newspaper editors in French so that they could print
them in Spanish or Portuguese.
In Pernambuco, Brazil (now Recife). she was fortunate in finding an interpreter. Hearing that there was an
American businesswoman staying at one of the hotels.
she went there, only to find that the worn an was the
cousin of Lua GetSinger! (See BAHA'i NEWS. December.
1911). The woman, Mrs. Vegas, look Martha Root to the
five newspaper offices in town and interpreted for her
there.
Miss Root was discouraged from going on to Bahia.
Brazil (now Salvador, on the Bahia de Todos SanlosBay of All Saints). because of reports of yellow fever
there. It was feared that she might not be able to get out
of quarantine to leave again. But she remembered
'Abdu'1-Baha 1 s injunction, HVisit ye especially Bahia,
on the eastern shore of Brazil. Because in the past years
this city was christened with the name of Bahia , there is
no doubt that it has been through the inspiration of
God."
So Martha Root went to the stateroom of her ship in
perplexity and threw herself down on the bunk. She
looked through the porthole and, seeing Jupiter shining
brightly, steady in its course, she rose up and ordered
her bags taken ashore. 9
Later, newly made friends in Buenos Aires tried to
dissuade her from crossing the Andes in wintertime, but
she was determined to travel up the western coast of
South America in order to reach Panama, of which the
Master had said, "The teachings once established there,
will unite the East and the West, the North and the
South."
Failing in their first effort, her friends plied her with
ugifts of books, flowers, fruits, candy and lunches." Her
hostess gave Martha her own heavy overcoat and long
underwear, for, despite ·Abdu'l-Baha's instructions that
Martha travel Hin case comfortable journey is possi-ble"
the only way across the Andes then was by mule. Read
her own description:
The trip ,by mule-baCk over the "top of the world"
... was thrilling enough for the most sensational.
To pray the "Greatest Name" among these minarets of God was to glimpse the glory of the Eternal, Unknowable. The ancient trail led 10,400 feet
above sea level. The people on mule back were
infinitesimal specks clinging to mighty terraces .. _
they huddled on the edge of jagged peaks, frozen
chasms, and stiffened mountain torrents, _ .. Fortunately the sun shone brightly. and the acute cold
was not so terrible as all had expected ....

3

A detour through one dark tunnel teok over an
hour in stum1bling, slipping blackness in which the
frightened mules shied and fell. Miss Root, as her
mule plunged downward into the mouth of the
tunnel I gripped the pommel, threw her hody far
back, closed her eyes, and prayed the uYa
Allah'u t J-MustagJ:1atb" for al1. Over and over
again in that black uncertainty, the clear vibrant
voice of the Italian girl would ring down the line of
mules: "Mademoiselle, are you all right?" ...
Later, out from the tunnel, when the procession
came to precipitous downward slopes toward
Chile, Miss Root could not even see the one inch
margin that had been promised. , .. And so it was
with great joy that she saw the men getting off
their mules and walking farther in down the mountain side, She did the same for the mules would
sometimes Slip a yard in their perpendicular path
and they were frightened too. Taking the guide's
hand they made the descent together, and when
they could not walk. they could run! The warm sun
had melted the criSp ice just enough that they
could get a foothold. They stopped every few minutes to breathe as one's breath is very short in this
altitude. Some fainted, SOme had "puna" which is
bleeding of the nose and ears. Everything given
Miss Root was passed along to those who needed
it.l:?
On the journey by ship, up the western coast of South
America, Martha's supply of 500 booklets which she had
brought with her gave out, and she began to hand out
newspapers and magazines containing articles which
she had had published. She was ill: "Grippe had to be the
shadow to make one appreciate the sunshine, so the first
few places are but memories of trying to get ashore to
newspaper offices to explain the Baha'i Message then
leaning against the friendly lamp posts for strength to
drag one's se1f back to the boat."
She spent a week in Panama (see BAHA'i NEWS,
March, 1972). And on the ship out she recalled 'Abdu'lBaha's admonition to "roar like a lion" and again summ~n~ up the courag.e. to ask a ship's captain for permJSSlon to spe.ak. WritIng home about it, she said, "If
anyo~e feels tImid about asking opportunities to speak,
let hIm remember that no day comes twice to any
servant in the Cause. ''It''.i
When Martha Root returned from South America
'Abdu'l-Baha wrote her: ·'Thou art, in truth, a herald of
the Kingdom and a harbinger of the Covenant... , Thou
art truly self-sacrificing. Thou showest kindness unto
all nations. Thou art sowing a seed that shall in due
time, give rise to thousands of harvests. Thou a~t planting a tree that shall eternally put forth leaves and
blossoms and yield fruits, and whose shadow shall day
by day grow in magnitude. HIS
He also wrote; "Praise be to God the Call of the
Kingdom hath been received in South America and the
seeds of Guidance have been sown in those cities and
regions. Certainly the heat of the Sun of Reality, the rain
of the Eternal Bounty and the breeze of the love of God
will make them germinate: have confidence." l7
Martha Root "rested" from her nine-month trip by
helping to edit the STAR OF THE WEST and by travelteaching in the United States and Mexico.
China-ward
Her second great journey was to China, responding to
'Abdu'l-Baha's eloquent appeal:

China, China, China-ward the Cause of Baha 'u'llah
must march. . . . Where is that holy, sanctified

July 1972
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Baha'i to become the teacher of China! China has
most great capability. The Chinese people are -most
simpie.hearted and truth-seeking. The Baha'i
teacher of the Chinese people must first be imbued
with their spirit. know their sacred literature, study
their national customs and speak to them from their
own standpoint and their own terminologies. He
must entertain no thought of his own but ever think
of their spiritual welfare. In China one can teach
many souls and train and educate such divine
personages that each one of them may become the
bright candle of the world of humanity. Truly, I
say. the Chinese are free from any deceit and
hypocrisies and are prompted with ideal motives.

"It is the teaching goals which must engage our
attention and effort. Although more than 260 territories have achieved their assigned goals of localities where Baha'is reside. , . there are still some 60
territories where this goal is yet to be won and
where its attainment mwt be given absolute
priority between now and RiQ.van 1973. , , . A
detailed listing of all territories throughout the
world which have not yet won their goals for localities and Local Spiritual Assemblies will be
sent to every National Spiritual Assembly for
urgent release to the friends .. , . Those communities which have already attained their goals ...
should consider the world picture . . . and do
everything they can . . . to assist their fellow
communities with pioneers and traveling teachers
, .. we call on all believers everywhere to prayerfully consider their personal circumstances, and
to arise while there is yet time, to fill the intema.
tional pioneer goals of the Plan.... Our immediate
and inescapahle task, however, is to ensure that
every attainable goal of the Nine Year Plan is
achieved. This must be done at all costs. No sacrifice, no deferment of cherished plans must be refused in order to discharge this 'most important'
of the many "important" duties facing us. Who
can doubt that one last supreme effort will be
crowned with success?"
-

Jusncf: in
BAH" 'f NEW s, May 1972.

THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF

"And when he determineth to leave his home, for
the· sake of the Cause of his Lord~ let him put his
whole trust in God, as the best provision for his
j~umey, ,~d array himself with the robe of
vutue ...
Bah!l'u'llah Gleanings p. 334-5
j'These souls are the armies of God and the conquerers of the East and the West. Should one of
them turn his face toward some direction and
Summon the people to the Kingdom of God, all the
ideal forces and lordly confirmations will rush to
his support and reinforcement. He will behold all
the doors open. . . . Singly and alone he will. , .
defeat the right and left wings of the hosts of all the
countries . , . and carry his attack to the very
center of the powers of the earth. This is the meaning of the Hosts of God."
4Abdu 1·Baha in Tablets of the Divine Plan,
page 22
7

Had I been feeling well I would have taken a
journey to China myseH! 18
Martha Root felt compelled to try to carry the Message to all the places where Baha'u'JU.h and 'Abdu'lBahit themselves could not go. From China she wrote:
could have lived and traveled, if
Baha'u'llah could have been free to visit all countries, if 'Abdu'l-Baha could have come to China
and to Indo-China, how great would have been the
results! Man, in his ignorance and blind prejudices, prevented Them. Now the only way the Most
Great Peace can come is for Their faithful disciples-and the disciples of all the other world
Continued an page 5
If Christ

(Especially to Americans in AmeTican Baha'is in
the Time of World Peril) "A veritable exodus from
the large cities, where a considerable number of
believers have ... congregated ... must signalize
the inauguration of this most intensive and chal..
lenging phase of the Crusade on the homefront ...•
So grave ... and so critical the political position of
the country that were a bare fifteen adult Baha'is
to be left in each of these cities, over which un·
suspected dangers are hanging, it would still be
regarded as adequate for the maintenance of their
local Spiritual Assemblies . . . . It is therefore im ..
per-ative for the individual American believer and
particularly for the affluent, the independent, the
comfort ..loving ,. to step forward, and dedicate
their resources, their time, their very lives to a
Cause of such transcendence that no human eye
can even dimly perceive its glory. Let them resolve, instantly and unhesitatingly, to place . . .
his share on the altar of Baha'i sacrifice, lest of a
sudden, unforseen calamities rob them of a considerable portion of the earthly things they have
amassed. . . . Now if ever is the time to tread the
path which the Dawn-Breakers of a previous age
have so magnificently trodden."
"They cannot be the chosen people of God-the
of the Master's Divine Plan and do
nothing about it. The obligation to teach is the
obligation of every Baha'i, and particular1y, the
oblig·ations of the American Baha'is towards
humanity are great and inescapable. To the degree
to which they discharge them will they be blessed
and protected, happy and satisfied.... The Bah .. 'is
are the leaven of God, which must leaven the lump
of their nation. In direct ratio to their success
will be the protection vouchsafed, not only to them
but to their country. These are the immutable laws
of God, from which there is no escape: 4For unto
whomsoever much is given, of him shan ,be much
required.' "
Guardian's Message, Sept. 21, 1957.
recipi~nts

HLet each one of us re--examine his life in the light
of the loving and moving call raised by the su.
preme body, The Universal House of Justice, and
ask himself what sacrifice he can make to participate in the spiritual conquest of the globe. There is
no time to lose. Every hour is unimagina1bly
precious. "
Ri~vim Message, 1965, Hands in Western Hemi ..
sphere.

._-.BAH.\>i HEWS

teachers-to take these Wliversal Baha'i principles
for world peace and carry them to every land."
Mi.s Root stopped first to visit Agnes Alexander and
Ida Finch in Japan, where she gave twenty lectures.
Then she spent six months in Peking studying the lan~
guage and customs of the people, supporting herself by
writing for a news syndicate and giving private English
lessons. Shoghi Effendi sent her a cahle her first week in
China, saying... 'Abdu'l-Baha guiding you. Success assured. ShoghL U 20 After summering in Peking, Martha
R<JOt debated with herself whether to teach English in a
university there, which would have given her more
seeurity financially, or to travel-teach. Finally she decided on the latter and received a cable of confirmation
from Shoghi Effendi.
She traveled southward from Peking to Shanghai, visiting the cities between as she went. She was ill and
unable to get out much when she first arrived in
Shanghai, so she spent her time writing newspaper articles. Later, as the articles began to appear in the papers she was able to get speaking engagements easily,
SO she felt that her illness had brought good result8 t
writing HO 'Abdu'l-Baha has blessed every move and
am so gra t~ful today." That day, she wrote, nine newspapers were carrying Baha'i artkles, but she had
neither time nor money to go out and buy them all-as
some cost twenty cents a copy. 21
In March, though ill with the flu (then called "'the
grippe"), she determined to make ~ teachi?-g t~ip up
river to Hangchow and Wuchang In the Interior of
China:
I arose about five to take the boat next morning
from Nanking, waited in a cold rain for an hour for
the ricksha, then waited seven hours for the boat in
a place with nothing but a roof over, no sides.
When the boat came it had no fires, no bed (we
were supposed to take beds). There was only one
foreigner, a Russian young man, aboard. I said I
could not go, so in, he said "try it,U and I went.
n rained every minute of the trip for those three
days. When I reached Hangchow my arms were so
numb I could not hold the fork or eat or write and
my temperature would frighten any one not a
Baha'i. I went right to bed and stayed in bed two
days except getting up every little while to take
exer~ises to conquer the numbness. I prayed 'Abdu'lBahi>. to heal me, and He did, and then wonderful
things happened. The syndicate articles written in
Peking and sent out by the Asiatic News Agency
for whom I had worked last summer had penetrated this "heart of China." ... One Esperantist
to whom I had written came to call and said,
"Y(J-ur name is not a stranger to Wuchang," and he
showed me the clipping from the Hankow papers of
last summer about the Baha'i Cause, and it had
been much studied and underlined. He was a prepared soul and was my truest friend. He was
teaching economics in National Commercial College of Wuchang, 250 students. I lectured there,
and he arranged for me to speak in Wuchang
University, 1600 students, and the President also
sent out written invitations to the girls' Normal
College and to the Y.M.C.A."
By the time Martha Root left China she had taught in
nineteen of the principal cities and in nearly -a hoodred
universities colleges, and schools. She wrote back encouraging ~thers to come, to correspond with Chinese,
or to teach the Chinese in America, saying, Bit is a favor
and a bounty of God to have the privilege to do anything
for China. I do not think one of you will ever come who
wiUnot love the Chinese people.".23
She left China for Saigon and visited the newspaper,
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the Hbrary, and nineteen schools, societies or individuals in the short stay of five days. Stopping 'briefiy
again in China and Japan, she proceeded to Australia
and New Zealand for a four-month teaching trip. There
she traveled with Effie Baker, Katherine McLaughlin,
and Grelta Lampritl, broadcasting from every large
radio station and giving lectures-more than sixty of
them in Adelaide, Melbourne, and Sydney-speaking
two, three, four, and occasionally five times a day. 240 She
stopped in South Mrica and spent a month in Haifa
before proceeding to Europe, scene of her most important endeavor.
(P art one of two parts)
NOTES:
lRevised translation as found in God Passes By, p. 389.
2"Carne to her daily"-Star of the We3t, vol. XI, p. 109 ''first to
arise"--God Pa3ses 811, p. 386.
3Star of the Weat, vol. XI~ p. 115.
4Letter, January 11 and 14::, 1924.
5Stur ot the Westt!..Yol. XI, p. 107.'
~Ibid., vol. X, pp. ~-30.
~ Ibid.! p. 234.
8.uiIbid'j vol. Xl, pp. 107-118 and 206-216.
lIiBahd', World, vol. V, pp. 48-49.
17IOid.
1''!Star of the West, vol. XIII, p. 185.
H'lbid., vol. XV, p. 44.
2tlLetter, May 13, 1923.
:!tIbid., January 11, 1924.
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Pioneers to the Tuamoto Archipelago Leon and Elise
Nahenahe. The wife is from the Loyalty Islands while
Leon Nahenahe is a Tahitian. They left Noumea, New
Caledonia. to re-open the Tuamoto Archipelago, first
opened by Knight of Baha'u'Hdh Jean Sevin, notv in
Noumea. Mr. Nahenahe is a fisherman. As nothing grows
on the cora~ islands where they live, sacks of soi! are
bought in order to gr<lW a few vegetables.
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Seychelles Baha' (s Elect Their First National Assembly
I'We hail with joyful hearts the emergence of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Seychelles, a territory included by the beloved Guardian in
his Ten Year Spiritual Crusade, and which, ever since
its opening to the light of Baha'u'IHih, has been the
scene of splendid feats performed in His blessed Name
. . . " Thus ran the opening words of the Message from
The Universal House of Justice to the Baha'is of Seychelles which was read to the first Convention by Hand
of the Cause of God Dr. Adelbert Miihlschlegel, who
represented The Universal House of Justice,
Geographically the Seychelles Archipelago consists of
well over one hundred islands of which only eightythree are named, scattered over some 400,000 square
miles of the western Indian Ocean. Permanently settled
islands num·ber forty-six. Mahe is the principal island of
the group with Victoria as its capital. In 1956 pioneers
from 'Iraq donated a piece of property to the Faith. This
was the scene of the first Convention of the Baha'is of the
Seychelles Islands.
On April 22 the first business session of the Convention
was opened by Counsellor Appa. Some seventy National
Assemblies sent special greetings.
The highlight of the first session was the presentation
by the Secretary of the National Teaching Committee of
the historical background of the Faith in the Seychelles.
Pioneers first came from 'Iraq, then from India and
later from PerSia, 'beginning some nineteen years ago.
The first Assembly was formed in 1955 and the community won the victory of incorporation by speciallegislation in 1959. The community now has its ~a#ratu'lQuds, eight Local Assemblies and twenty-eight I{)ca·
Uons where Baha'is reside. Seychelles pioneers have
settled in far off Chagos Archipelago. Now a regular
fifteen minute radio program is presented. The community is alive and vibrant.
Dr. Miihlschlegel read the Ri<;lvan Message from The
Universal House of Ju.stice to the Baha'i world and then
the one specifically addressed to the Baha';s of Seychelles. In the latter were given ta.9ks to be achieved by
the end of the Nine Year Plan in 1973: 1) Raise the
num'ber of localities where Baha'is reside to at least

forty. 2) Obtain from the civil authorities recognition of
Baha'i Holy Days and Baha'i marriages. 3) Establish a
Local Assembly in Agalega Island. 4) Reopen circumstances permitting, the Chagos Archipelago. 5) Convert
the local 1;ia.~iratu'I·Quds into the headquarters for the
National Spiritual Assembly .
There was a detailed discussion of the Ridvan Message. Counsellor Appa made a call for pioneers for
Agalega and three youth of Victoria responded.
Dr. Miihlschlegel was the first Hand of the Cause to
visit these islands, With Counsellor S. Appa, on April 17,
they paid a courtesy call to the Chief Minister of Seychelles. Honorable James R. Mancham t which extended
for forty-five minutes. Counsellor Appa presented the
Chief Minister with the book The PToclamation of
Bahci,'u'llcih which was received with reverence. The
Minister read the opening sentence and said he would
read a portion of this Book every morning and night
before retiring in order to receive inspiration. In token
of his sincere appreciation the Chief Minister presented.
to Dr. Miihschlegel and Counsellor Appa autographed
copies of Seychelles-Island of Love as a personal gift.
During the interview the Chief Minister was pleased to
hear about the emphasis Baha'is place on loyalty to
government. He assured the visitors of his cooperation
and assistance to the Baha'i community whenever
needed. A copy of the proclamation volume was also
presented to the Deputy Governor of Seychelles, Honorable J. R. Todd.
Dr. Miihlschlegel recorded a twenty-five minute interview in the Seychelles Broadcasting studio during
which he dealt with many important aspects of the
Faith. He and Counsellor Appa were guests of honor at a
reception given by the Baha'is where over fifty dignitaries were present. The wife of the Deputy Governor
asked for literature on the Faith. Dr. Miihlschlegel addressed a large public meeting on the topic "A Way of
Unity for Mankind." His activities included a day-long
visit to the Island of Praslin. When he departed his
destination was Nairobi on his way to Ruanda where he
was to represent The Universal House 01 Justice ·at their
annual Convention.

Hand oi the Cause Dr. Milhlschlegel (seated, center), COttn,e!!or Mr, A. Appa (to his right) and Mr.
P. Sauboorah, repTesenting the National Spiritual Assembly oj the Indian Ocean (standing, second
irom leit), with members of the Seyche!!es National Spiritual Assembly. Seated, left to right: Mr. W.
Andre, Mr. H. Mussard, and last in the -row, Mr. R. PHtay, Treasurer. Standing, Abdu'l Rahman,
Secretary; third, Mr. Bemadin Renaud, Chairman; Ant""io Gopal (holding the Greatest Name); Saul
Accouche; David Petrouse, Recording Secretary; Andre Samson, Vice-Chairman. ~

Hand of Cause Robarts Visits
Papua, New Guinea
During March this year Hand of the Cause John A.
Robarts visited Papua, New Guinea. He had only
enough time to visit two towns, Port Moresby and
Goroka.
In Port Moresby the believers held a meeting for him
in a welfare center hall. Forty.three Baha'!. and ten
seekers attended the meeting. This included Auxiliary
Board members Rodney Hancock and Vi Hoehnke.
Everyone was delighted with his stories of Airie8 t a

Hand of the Cause John A. RobaTts with some of the
friends on his arrival at the Goroka aiTPOrt.

continent with which Papuan and New Guineans obviously identify. The Hand of the Cawe was also able to
address a session at the first Teaching Institute in
Papua, held in the new building in Sogeri.
In Gornka the believers were fortunate to meet with
him on several occasions. Mr. Robarts enjoyed the crisp
mountain air and all the beautilol fresh fruit and vegetables available from local gardens. The pioneers were
particularly uplifted by his visit and his talks on prayer
and spiritual renewal.

Hand

of Cause Giachery
Visits Miami

Hand of the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery and Mrs. Giachery
visited the Baha'is of Dade and Broward County in early
March, 1972. They had been visiting the Baha'is in Central America as part of their extensive travel plan undertaken at the request of The Universal House of Justice,
they stayed several days in Miami enroute to Haiti and
other Cari'bbean Islands. Two meetings were held, one at
the home of Mrs. Emily Bethel in North Miami, the seCond at Toby Emanuel's residence in Miami Beach.
Dr. Giachery brought a1l the friends close to the person of the beloved Guardian through his many intimate
stories of his years of personal association with Shoghi
Effendi. Dr. Giachery emphasized the compelling need
to study the words of the Guardian and to treasure, read
and re-read God Passes BI/. To the youth he stressed the
nece,si ty of reinforcing their understanding of the
precepts of the Cawe of Bahil 'u'llab through an inti·
mate knowledge-of the station of Shoghi Effendi whom
he repeatedly described as the "sign of God" on earth. A
vivid description of the appearance of the Guardian and
the awe with which he inspired everyone in his presence ~
brought the Baha'is close to the person of this great and
humble gran<;ison of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Both Dr. and Mrs. Giachery also related .tories of the
victories achieved in Italy, and how prophecies of
Baha'u'llilh regarding the decline in the fortunes of the
Church continue to be fulfilled with every passing day.
Dr. Giachery was interviewed on WMBM RadioBlanche Calloway's program "Progress Report.'1 It is a
four and one-half minute program broadcast three
times daily. There were two separate interviews, aired
on April 3 and 4, 1972.

panama :Jemple ::DeJicalion ani ..!}nle,.nalionaf Confe,.ence

Ap,.iI 28- ma'J

Since 1967 when the cornerstone was laid, the whole
Baha'i world has been anxiously awaiting the formal
dedication of the Mother Temple of Latin America,
which took place April 28-29, 1972.
The Queen of the day, 01 course, was the House of
Worship itself, a thing of magic beauty, glistening like
mother-oI-pearl by day, and glowing by night like an
unreal globe of light from another planet, tethered delicately upon the hilltop of Sonsonate, six miles north of
the City of Panama.
Panama was chosen as the site for the first House of
Worship of Latin America because of the great importance attributed to the Republic by 'Abdu'I-Baha in His
Tabtets of the Divine Plan:
"Ye must give great attention to the Republic of
Panama, for in that point the Occident and the Orient
find each other united through the Panama Canal, and it
is also situated between the two great oceans. That
place will become very important in the future. The
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Teachings, once established there, will unite the East
and the West, the North and the South."
This prophecy came true during the days of the Dedication ceremonies and the International Conference,
May 1-2, 1972. More than four thousand Baha'is from
"the East and the West, the North and the South" landed
in Panama's Tocumen Airport. Early in the week there
was a trickle, then more and more each day, until on
Friday the heavens opened!
To meet the chartered planes were not only the Welcoming Committee and friends expecting guests, but
also a group of Panamanian dancers in typical historical costume sent by the Institute of Tourism.
This gesture of welcome by the Republic of Panama
was one of many during the five days of the Conference.
Brigadier General Omar Torrijos and his ·government
went all-out in their helpfulness and courtesies to the
Baha'is, who COUldn't believe it when they were whisked
through customs without a bag being examined!

The three Hands of the Cause Of God attending the Conference. Rul),iyyih Khanum is standing at the pDdium.
Seated are Dr. Giachery and Mr. Khtidem.
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In the Jobbies of the hotels the big posters IIConferencia Baha'is" were prominent; the registration tables led
hWldreds to ask for pamphlets. The newspapers displayed banner headhnes, "Baha'i Faith to Give Spiri-

tual Breath to Panama's Progress, Believers Pledge" (a
quote from Dr. Giachery's press conference), and full
page spreads of text and photos. The ~hartered buses
were labeled OBARA'!". The constant going and coming by taxi and bus to the New Panama Gymnasium, the
Conference Hall, the Cillla and Chaco and Guaymi Indian costumes, the overpoweringly interracial flavor of
the groups conversing in the patios, dining in the res-

taurants, the 337 plate banquet in the Bella Vista Room
of the plush Hotel El Panama-all this made the Baha'i
Faith the big s tory of the week.

Ri4van

Feast

It all "began at the Rh;lvan Feast, Friday evening,

April 28. We entered the huge circular Auditorium to
find the entire lower floor completely filled. From our
seat in the balcony we gazed down on the speakers'
table decorated with colorful floral arrangements of red
ginger, gladioli, pink and white chrysanthemums and
carnations, and the native anthuria, a large red flower
resembling a patent leather leaf. Seated at the table
were the three Hands of the Cause, Amat'u1-Baha
Rul;J.iyyih Khanum, Representative of The HQuse of Jus-

tice, Mr. Dbikru'llah Khitdem and Dr. Ugo Giachery;
the Chairman and Secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Panama, Raquel de Constante and Leota
Lockman.
After the Devotions, Sra. de Constante in her musical
Spanish welcomed the friends to Panama and the Conference, and her remarks were translated into English
and Persian. Following the introduction of the three
Hands, Hand of the Cause Amatu'l-Baha RUhiyyih
Khanum addressed the Feast:
.

A Panamanian band and native dancers in beautifully
embroidered and colorfu~ native dress, performing as
chartered planes arrived at the airport for the Dedication
and Conference.
"As I stood here," she began, "my eyes fell on this
flower before me. It is so like our gathering tonight-so
many hundreds of petals, each petal entirely unique,
yet, united, these petals make this beautiful flower. This
flower bloomed ·because -of the sun. Because of the Sun
of Baha'u'llah we grew these flowers in this room.
"I remember when there were no Baha'is in Latin
America. Shoghi Effendi longed for Baha'is on this continent. Now, see the Baha'is we have in Central and
South America.
"It is hard to realize the significance of things hap..
pening in the Faith. I am sure that the Baha'is of the
bJack and white races are happy we have Indian Baha'is
now. When a race enters the Faith we are erecting one
of the walls of the Faith. We cannot visualize the future.
But we know that it is not going to be an American or a
Persian or an African future. As we ibuild it together it
will develop into a world future, a world civilization.
"We have no time to waste. The receptivity of the
world today is greater than any of us have ever fOWld
before. Don't deprive yourself of this wonderful day in
the world. Shoghi Effendi always said that the immediate future is very dark; the distant future is very
hright. The fields are so wide, the hearts so hWlgry.

Never let a day go by without doing something for the
future. "

Mr. Peter Tillotson, English architect of the Temple,
was called to the platform and spoke of his joy in the

beauty of the finished structure.
The musical entertainment at the close of the Feast
was the performance of the lovely composition of the
"Tablet of Mmad" on the organ by its composer
Charles Peterson of Panama, and sung in a glorious full
soprano by Constancia Bell, a talented Panamanian
artist.

Dedication of Ibe Temple
The next morning, Saturday, April 29, at 8:00 a.m., the
first session of the Dedication ceremonies began. Another was called for eleven, and in the afternoon, at two

and five o'clock. All tbe seating capacity was only 550,
many stood during each ceremony.
As we mounted the steps and entered the Auditorium
through the wide open gate, we found this fifth House of
Worship in brida I array. Our eyes flew instincti ve-ly
toward the east, where six lovely tropical floral sprays
made a bower of the white grill panels. Pine garlands
made by the Guajiro Indians of Colombia and flown in
for this occasion encircled the red ginger and anthuria,
white and pink chrysanthemums and carnations. The
effect of the dazzling white purity of the interior was
exquisitely beautiful, and the view of the surrounding
wooded mountains and deep blue Pacific visible
through the many openings, breath-taking.

Louise Caswell, who pioneered with Cora Oliver to
Panama in 1939. She is now in Livingston, Guatemala.
CounseUor Alfred Osborne, among the earliest believers
in Panama with Cora Oliver, who with Louise Casw~H
pioneered in Panama in 1939. She is now pioneering in
British Honduras.
First on the program was a choral selection by the
National Conservatory of Music. Then, Hand of the
Cause Amat'ul-Baha RUJ:tiyyih Khimum read from
Prayers and Meditations of Baha'u'Ucih, pp. 331-332. Tlte
readings for all sessions were the same. (See BAHA'i
N.ws, June 1972).
After the conclusion of the prayers, Hand of the Cause
Ruhiyyih Khanum rose and stood to the right of the table
upon whichthe Sacred Portraits of Baha'u'llah and the
Bab rested. The line formed in the aisle and began
slowly to move toward her. She annointed each of the
Baha'is as they paused before her, and on to view the
portraits of the Messengers of God for this Day.
Outside the friends lingered in the fresh mountain
breeze. The newly planted gardens will soon -be in fuller
bloom, as the rainy season waters their roots. The small
royal palms, cannas and ground cover had been grown
in pots, alDng with other plants given by individual
believers, over a period of several years, before transplanting to their permanent beds. The cannas came
from Changuinola in Bocas del Toro. They were not
supposed to bloom until three months after tr~plr:mt.
ing; but, planted just a month before the DedicatIOn,
they unexpectedly burst into flower that v~ry ~ay.
R"llI)iyyih Khanum had asked that some franglpam be
planted as it was the Guardian's favorite flower. Some
cuttings had been sent from Hawaii, and were placed in
the gardens.

Public Dedication 01 the Temple
Sunday, April 29, the Public Dedic-:-tion was held in
two sessions, one at ten in the morning, the other at
three in the afternoon. The program for this was more
varied:
Choral selections by the Panama National Conservators of Music Choir consisted of: "Blessed is the Spot"
by Charles Wolcott, HAve Verum", by Mozart, and
~Hymno de ta Noche".

Hand of the cause Rul)iyyih Khanum gave a brief
Dedication speech.
The message left with the people was that of 'Abdu'lBaha, printed in the attractive program:

{(The world of existence may be Hkened to this
Temple and place of worship; for just as the exter~
nal worfd is the place where people of all races and
colors, varying faiths, denominations and conditions come together, just as they are subme7·ged in
the same sea of divine favors, so likewise aU may
meet undeT the dome of the Mas/:-riqu'!.-A<!b-kaT and
adore one God in the same spirit of truth, for the
ages of daTkness have passed away, and the centu.ry
Of hgh t has come."

Banquel and Meetings
The Public Meeting, Saturday evening, was addressed
by Hooper Dtulbar, Counsellor for South America. His
subject: "The New Race of Men", was given in Spanish
and English. A musical program followed by the Emily
Butcher Choir of Panama, the Jin-ai singers of the state
of Washington, Thomas Kavelin and Kay HarriS, opera
singer and former pioneer to the San BIas Islands.
The banquet for dignitaries was held in the Bella Vista
Room of the El Panama Hotel, Sunday evening. There
were 337 guests and Baha'is present. Background music
was provided by the Jannowitz String Orchestra of
Panama City.
The official hostess for the National Spiritual Assembly, Raquel de Constante, welcomed the guests~ giving
much appreciation from the Baha'is to the Government
of Panama for its many courtesies in relation to the
Dedication and International Conference.
Sra. Constante then introduced Mr. Peter Tillotson,
architect for the Temple. Mr. Tillotson spoke of his
happiness in seeing how beautiful1y his deSign had been
erected.
Hand of the Cause Ru}:iiyyih Khimum was introduced,
and pointed out that Mr. Tillotson was so very fortunate
to have achieved this eminent position so young in life;
that people from all over the world would came to see
his design, the Temple, and that few architects have
ever had such an experience. She added that God had
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truly blessed him with such worldwide recognition.
'iMaybe," she said, "God will bless him again_"
While the banquet was being held, the rest of the
friends met for Entertainment Night in the New Gym~
nasium of Panama. Moises Guevara was master of
cerem-onies for the first part of the musical program and
Linda Marshall for the last half. The Panama Dancers
performed their typical graceful dances, whirling in
their colorful costumes. The tone of the evening was
lively and youthfuL Dan Gilmer from Maryland, Tommy Kavelin, pioneer in Venezuela, Phil Lucas from
Nicaragua played guitar and sang. Dan England accompanied on the piano by John Ford Caley, professionals from Hollywood, gave several lively numbers,
followed by Seals and Crofts, always favorites.

Beginning of the Conference
May 1. Monday morning at 9 a.m. the Conference
officially opened, convened by the Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly of Panama, Sra. Haquel de
Constante, a member from its inception of that body.
From her position as Chairman of the Nationa1 Assembly, she has served as expert and liaison with Government departments. Her pUblic appearances as Chairman of the banquet for dignitaries and of the Conference
were always gracious and eloquent.
The three Hands of the Cause were introduced to the
Conference, as were the seven attending members of the
Continental Board of Counsellors, the twenty-two Auxiliary Board members and the twenty-six representatives'Of National Spiritual Assemblies.
The Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly of
Panama, Leota Lockman, read greetings from the Baha'i
wor1d, and presented some of the many gifts sent for the
new Temple. There was such a flood of beautiful gifts,
she said, that only a few could be mentioned: a Navajo

Leonara Holsapple Armstrong who left the United States
in 1920 to pioneeT' in Brazil and is considered the "Spiritual Mother" of many. See BAHA'i NEWS, June 1971.

Mr. and M1·S. Arturo Cuellar, formerly of Bolivia. Mrs.
CueUllr, born in France, was the first in Bolivia to become
a Baha'i. A sign on their home, the Baha'i Center in La
Paz, attracted Andres JachacoHo, which led to widespread growth Of the Faith among the indigenous people
Of Bolivia.
rug with the design 'Of the Greatest Name was presented
by Me. Franklin Kahn, whose wife had woven it. He said
that the Na.vajos weave like the spider, and as they
weave they clear the cobwebs out of their minds.
Navajo rugs represent the inner thoughts of the weaver.
Several Persian rugs were gifts, a Buddhist gong. a
piece of the wall of the Australian Temple, dust from the
window ledge at the prison of Mah Ku. Among the
precious gifts was a lock of 'Abdu'l-Baha's hair, and
small stones from the tomb of the Purest Branch. Also,
a silk scad given to Paul Theile by Hand of the Cause
Mr. Faizi.
Hand of the Cause Amatu'l-Baha RiiQlyyih Khimum
read the message from The Universal House of Justice.

(See BAHA'i

NEWS,

June 1972, page 3)

The Chairman of the afternoon session was Alfred
Osborne of the Continental Board of Counsellors for
Central America, one of the first Baha'is in Panama and
Chairman of the first National Assembly of Panama
elected in 1961. He introduced Mr. Robert McLaughlin,
architectural consultant of the Panama Temple for The
Universal House of Justice, who gave a resume of the
building of the Temple. He spoke of the Temple as a
building where function and form unite in complete
clarity and simplicity. He explained that nine concrete
arches support the thin shell dome, and that these
arches rest on eighteen massive reinforced concrete
buttresses which form a nine-pointed star. This is the
first thin shell dome, he said, of this magnitude to be
erected in Central America by the guniting process.
The one sad note of the dedication was the absence of
engineer Paul Theile, now desperately ill in Hawaii. The
Secretary of the National Assembly of Panama, Leota
Lockman, who had worked so closely and long with him
when he was engineer in charge of Temple construction,
rOse to speak of his service and sacrifice. His wife,
Helen, represented him at the Conference. She was
brought forward to the podium and presented to the
Conference who gave her the warm welcome they
longed to extend to her husband. Mrs. Lockman called
him a great example and said. HHe served to his very
last ounce 'Of strength." He truly gave his all for our
Temple, and our anxious and loving prayers go up to
God for his healing."

Hand of the Cause Dr. Giachery addressed the Conference on the subject "A Call to the Believers to Proclaim
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At the banquet Mrs. Constante, Chairman of the Panama

National Spiritual Assembly~ is presiding with Alan
Pringle as interpreter. Near the podium are Hand of the
Cause Mr. Khadem, Mrs. GiacheTY~ Mrs. Salvatore Pelle I
and Peter Tillotson, architect of the Panama Temple.
In front, facing the audience is Auxiliary Board member
Ruth Pringle.

Choir of the National Conservatory of Music, who gave
selections both at the Dedication and the Conference.

Rul).iyyih Khanum after a session of the Conference.

the Faith to Mankind." "We are a new race of men," he
said, and reminded us of 'Abdu'l·Baha's expectations
for us: ~~ ... to be an example, have clean thoughts, a
pure heart, love and compassion for every single man.
Our duty is to spiritualize mankind. The Administrative
Order," he said, "had to ,be built before we could proclaim to the masses; they had to have some place to go
for deepening and organization. We must always work
within the framework of this Divinely Appointed Admin.
istrative Order. H
Dr. Peter Khan spoke on "Individual Deepening of
the Spiritual Life. P' He said that the world is losing
respect for authority, and that we must remove the
barriers to obedience within ourselves. The spiritual
self, he reminded us, is nourished by prayer and meditation, then action. Action causes the opening up of the
heart; teaching opens the heart of him who teaches, and
develops the soul and enriches the nature.
At the closing of the session, the two first pioneers to
Panama in 1939 were given a standing ovation. Louise
Caswell and Cora Oliver were thanked for their services
as first resident Baha'is.
Then, the mother of Latin America, Leonora Holsapple Armstrong was called to the platform. She spoke
briefly, "All our hearts must rejoice today, overflow
with joy and gratitude."
The evening session was conducted by the youth, with
Rodrigo Tomas as Chairman. The three speakers were
Mr. Paul Lucas, Auxiliary Board member from Mexico,
Felicia Fennell of Panama and H. Fitz-Henley of
Jamaica. Their subject: "Baha'i Youth-the Advancing
Army of Baha'u'llah-Their Role and Privilege of Participation in Proclamation." On the program was
printed the quotation from the Guardian, "They are the
ones to raise the call of the Kingdom and arouse the
people from slumber. If they fail, the Cause is doomed to
stagnation."
Felicia Fennell's talk 'brought out the fact that the
leading figures in this Faith were extremely YOWlg, all
under forty when they began their work. The Ba'b was
only twenty.five, Baha'u'll.ih twenty·seven, the Beloved
Guardian only twenty-four when he was called to assume the leadership of the Faith. Shoghi Effendi had
praised the youth, their vigor, their eager spirit, alertness and optimism as qualities which would spur them
on to great endeavor. "They must always bear in
mind," he warned them, Uthat their enthusiasm must be
tempered -by wisdom, discretion and dignity when
teaching the Faith. t,
Mr. Fitz-Henley quoted Baha'u'llall, "Guidance hath
ever been given by words, and now it is given by deeds."
He spoke of the great need to live the life, as the "greatest challenge and opportunity." liThe generation gap,"
he pointed out, I'is alien in character to the Faith and its
best interests . . . . The House of Justice counsels the
student to be patient and humble ... this situation offers
great opportunity to teach in substance and in spirit."

Second Day of Conference
The second day of the Conference, Tuesday, May 2,
began with the taking of the official photograph. The
bright red and gold of the Cuna dress, the mother·hubbard style of the Guaymi, contrasted sharply with the
pant suits and mini skirts of the Americans and
Panamanians. The Mexican women wore their very
feminine embroidered costumes, and there was a group
in elaborate Turkish and Oriental attire for hoth men
and women that called for many admiring private
photos. In other words t it was a typical Baha'i crowd
smiling up at the photographer high above the street.
Chairman of the morning session was Mr. Wallace
Baldwin, Chairman also of the National Teaching
Committee of Panama. He introduced the speaker of "A
Call for Pioneers," Mrs. Javidukht Khadem, Auxiliary
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Board member from Evanston, Illinois. She recalled
some of the great names of pioneering in the early days
of the Faith and gave tribute to them alL "We must
sever ourselves from everything except God," she sajd,
"Our human personality must recede. No sacrifice is too
great to achieve the goals of the Nine Year Plan. Let us
be soldiers in the army of Bahil'u'llah."
When she voiced the call for pioneers to arise, 103
persons walked and wept their way to the platform. Mr.

Khadem embraced as many as possible and each volun·

teee was given a flower.

Some humor was injected into the serious business of
pioneering by the delegate from Belize, Mrs. Gladys
Stewart. "My very presence here," she said, Hshows
there is a spiritual solution to the economic problem!"
She quipped her call for help for her small country in its
proclamation effort, and was lustily applauded.
Don Alberto Perez, the Guaymi teacher and blind
pioneer of Panama, spoke eloquently on "Teaching the
Masses~'. followed by Dr. Farzam Arbab.
The afternoon session was chaired by Mr. Richard
Mirkovich of Costa Rica. Donald WitzelI, Counsellor for
South America, elaborated on the theme of training local
teachers to carryon the work after the traveling teacher
has left an area. "A small number of traveling teachers
cannot possibly handle the numbers coming into the
Faith now," he said, "and more expansion local teachers must be raised up." He quoted from Shoghi Effendi's
letter to Latin America in 1957: "Great as are the services rendered by the pioneers and unforgettable as are
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the deeds accomplished, they cannot take the place of
the indigenous element which must constitute the bedrock of the community, and carry on its own affairs."
Sr. Raul Pavon of the National Spiritual Assembly of
Ecuador continued this discussion, citing examples
from his vast experience as pioneer to the Indian tribes
of that country. Artemus Lamb of the Continental
Board of Counsellors for Central America, living at
present in Costa Rica, added: "Perhaps the first step
toward resolving the vital task of consolidation is to
understand and accept the fact that it is a long and
arduous and inevitable process, requiring patience,
love, wisdom, and a dogged perseverance. The second
step is to make syste-matic plans and then stick to them
regardless of all obstacles. These plans shOUld include
many different types of activities, the purpose of which
is to constantly encourage and train the new believers
and communities to function actively."
"The greatest gift of God has been a spirit of sacrifice," Hand of the Cause Mr. Khadem told the nearly
4,000 believers filling the great auditorium. ~'The Messengers give the example. All of them suffered and accepted Their sufferings in order to prove that they were
sincere. The Bab, Baha'u'lla.h, and 'Abdu'l-Baha
suffered so much-prisons and trials-for humanity
Baha'u'llah said in the "Tablet of Visitation" that none
had suffered like He. From the earliest history we read
of sacrifices. Abraham was willing to sacrifice His two
sons, Isaac and IshmaeL The Purest Branch was a sacri
fice in the Baha'i Era. Men, women and children loved

Some of the Indians attending the Conference. In front, right, Cunas from the San Blas islands. Sixteen tribes were represented.
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so much because we are not suffi.,ciently united and
harmonious, When peo-ple actually see love and unity
they will come in; you don't have to say anything,"
She warned the Baha'is not to take on Christian or
Muslem customs in our practices, Other sects don't like
it and won't come in. People must find that the Faith is
bigger than any other and all inclusive. She gave the
suggestion that in our teaching we talk more of life after
death; to speak of the soul, the "ghost" of primitive
people, and to tell them how much of their 'beliefs is
true, how much is superstition.

Incidents
Sra. Raquel de Constante, MTs. Leota Lockman and Hand
of the Cause Mr. Khcidem. Sra. Constante is Chairman of
the Nationat Spirituat Assembly, was first Chairman of
the Regionat Assembly of Central A merica, and worked
with the staff committee for the constTuction of the
Panama House of Worship. Mrs. Leota Lockman is in
her ninth year of service as Secretary of the Panama
N.S.A. She has made teaching trips visiting the Guaymi
Indians in the Chiriqui Mountains, the Cunas in the San
BIas Islands and the Choco Indians in Darien.
Baha'u'Uah so much they accepted all kinds of physical
suffering and sacrifice to be near Him. Baha'u'llah
asked three people if they were ready to enter the A'bha
Kingdom. The first answered. IINo! It is too early!" The
second replied, "Suit yourself, 1 am ready," The third
said, "I am deaf. I can't hear what you say!"
Hand of the Cause Dr. Giachery recalled, for his
farewell message, the wonderful work and life of Shoghi
Effendi. "I cannot describe the Guardian to you," he
said, "he was the man of the century. He struggled
singlehandedly for more than thirty-six years, and accomplished more in that time than any other man in 300
years. He was the forerunner of the Peace Corps; volunteers went out under his guidance," He then spoke
tenderJy of the Guardian's death; how he had never
thought that the Beloved Shoghi Effendi would die first.
Very genUy he reminded the Baha'i youth to remember
how the Guardian always taught that Baha'is must be
dignified in everything they do, an example for others. It
was the Guardian, he said, uwho had started the international conferences which mingle all the races and
peoples together, creating this new race of men."
When Hand of the Cause Rti.Q.iyyih Khanum rose to
give her goodbye message, she joked, "At the end of a
Chinese dinner they always serve boiled rice. 1 am the
boiled rice of the Conference!" She told of a believer in
prison in Mozam'bique who had made ten ivory rings
with the Greatest Name on them, one of which he had
sent to her. She was offering it for sale, the money to be
sent to The House of Justice for the next Temple. Her
subject as announced was: liThe Joy of Serving the
Faith," "To be honest/' she began, "serving the Faith is
not all joy! We get very tired and discouraged sometimes, but we go on and try to do our 'best to be a Baha'i
under all circumstances and all our lives,"
HMass teaching," she said, "is like getting struck by
an atomic bomb. We find ourselves suddenly in the next
world. But stick with it," she encouraged, "you must 'be
tried and tried again. Pioneers are like travelers on a
road; they see a forest and want to go there, So they go
to it, but after they get in it, they no longer can see the
forest. It surrounds them. Pioneering takes infinite patience. Villagers don't own clocks; they don't live hy
the clock as we do. They have other values more human, The most important thing in the pioneer field," she
emphasized, ~ 'is unity and harmony among the friends.
Inharmony makes you HI. It ruins everything, You find
that the people you have gone to teach have evaporated.
They can't take inharmony. We are losing so many and

One of the most appealing stories of the entire Conference was the experience of Laurence Coward of Trinidad. He had a 'beautiful Baha'i ring the anniversary
gift of his wife. When an appeal was ~ade for funds he
gave his ring to be sold for the Fund. An Ameri~an
friend b.rought the ring and gave it back to him. Dear
Mr. JQJ,adem was there and asked the young man his
name, When he said Laurence Coward Mr. Khidem
protested, "Oh no! Not that name for 'a Baha 'f You
must change it. From now on you are Badi i" So
Laurence told us privately that he would change his
name and be known as Laurence Badi from nowon.
One day during lunch, one of the Indian babies choked
on food so badly that he stopped breathing. A cry for
help went up, and as it happened none of the medics
were there. A ;~eliev~r.trom the U.S, hurried to help, as
she had first aId trammg. After removing the piece of
food from the child's throat, she gave mouth to mouth
respiration until the child began to breathe again. The
self discip1ine of the other believers present was very
obvious in that they held back to give air to the child
without being told, but were intensely interested and
praying for his recovery.
The last moments of the Conference were given to an
ovation for the National Spiritual Assembly of Panama
for its outstanding la1bors in the work of building the
Te~ple. ~e Temple Committee was made up of the
e!ltlre NatIOnal.Assembly and the engineers. It is imposSIble to menhon and thank all the pioneers and
Panamanians who worked so hard on committees and
as volLmteers. The spirit of service was universal. The
Panama Baha'is rose as one man to give their time and
talents for the success of the Dedication and Conference.
During the entire Dedication and Conference Kiva
Films was photographing the proceedings. Under the
guidance of BO,ard member Ruth Pringle they fibned
scenes at the LIOn's Club, at the Dedication and at the
Conference. The film, when finished, will be on mass
teaching, deepening and consolidation in Latin America. Some of the associates of Kiva Films are Baha'is and
the company was commissioned to make the fi~ hy
The Universal House of Justice. The film win be in
Spanish.
With a strange mixture of sadness at parting and
joyful inspiration from Our d-ays together, we turned to
say goodbye to each other, Secure in the House of the
Lord, warm in His Everlasting Arms, friends who had
been estranged embraced, hearts were healed of old
wounds, hurts forgotten. We looked at each other aware
of the shining faces; souls, tethered to the emanation of
the Holy Spirit bathing the Temple and Conference Hall,
experienced that unity Baha'u'llah came to develop and
toward which we strive. Sadly but happily we turned to
go; another great Conference was ended.
-Kit Goldstein and Amine DeMille
EDITOR'S NOTE: The August issue of BAHA'f NEWS will
carry the story of the Lions' Club camp where about 400
Indian Baha'is and visitors stayed during the Dedication and Conference in Panama.

Cou.nsellor Mrs. Shinn Boman and Bahci~i delegation presenting the proclamation Book of Bahd~u'
llah to the President of Bangla Desh at his official residence.

First National Convention of BangIa Desh
The first National Baha'i Convention of BangIa Desh,
formerly East Pakistan. was held at Dacca on April 2,2...
23, 1972. Present as representative of The Universal
House of Justice was Continental COWlselIor Mrs.
Shiran Boman. Also present were Auxiliary Board
memher Mr. Amj ad Ali, fourteen out of nineteen delegates and twenty observers. The Message of The Universal House of Justice was read and translated into
Bengali.
Members elected to the first National Spiritual Asse1llbly are: Mr. Moghaddus, Chairman; Mrs. Simin
Moghaddus, Treasurer; Mr. Masoomul Huda, Secretary;
Mr. Kamal Jehangir; Mr. S. M. Imamuddin; Mr. Danish
Ali; Mr. Shah Alam Chowdhuri; Mr. Abdul Rashid; Mr.
Mojibullah.
Many recommendations were made by delegates for
consideration by the National Spiritual Assembly. The
by-laws sent by The Universal House of Justice were
presented and it was decided to file them immediately
with the civil government. When incorporation is
achieved the I;Ia~iratu'I-Quds in Dacca will be transferred to the National Spiritual Assembly.
Two telegrams were sent to The Universal House of
Justice. This required much persuasion with the postal
authorities who said these were the first telegrams sent
to Israel from BangIa Desh.
Mrs. Boman arrived early to make some preliminary
arrangements for the Convention. Most important was a
visit to the President of BangIa Desh. A delegation of
four Baha'is was received with great respect on April 21,
1972. The President stood up when receiving The
Proclamation of Bahd'u;llcih which Mrs. Boman presented on behalf of The Universal House of Justice. She
informed the President that this Book contains letters of
Baha 'u'llah to the then kings and rulers of the world,
that it is a Revelation from God; that it was sent to
Heads of States throughout the world and was now being
presented to him as a new Head of State. After a brief
presentation about the Faith he asked question after
question. He was impressed with the story of the martyrdom of the Bab. Mrs. Boman told him that the Bab

prayed that His life be a sacrifice so that the Promised
One of all religions would soon become manifest and
fulfill past prophecies. The eagerness of the President
caused the time for the interview to be extended. He
assured the believers he would read the book and asked
for more literature. He appreciated the statement
"Loyalty to Government."
An interview was arranged with Dr. Kamal Hussain,
the Law Minister of BangIa Desh. When presented with
the proclamation volume he said that he had seen the
Temple in Wilmette.
Mrs. Boman was successful in arranging for telephone facilities for the Baha'i Center, which had been
delayed for some six months, by presenting literature,
explaining a'bout the Teachings and the necessity for the
phone. When word spread to others who were also waiting for phones, an outcry was made but the authorities
reinforced by Baha'i literature, were able to satisfy th~
protesters.
On the first day of Ric;ivan, Dacca Radio broadcast a
ten-minute program on the Baha'i Faith, explaining the
importance of the Holy Day. Proclamation and teaching is continuing and many youths and students are
being attracted.
Some of a group of tranian Bahci!is standing on the steps
of the House of Worship in Wilmette. They had just come
trom the Dedica-tion oj the Panama Temple and were
making a wor~d ,toUT.

Members of the National Spiritual Assembly, left to right, seated: Mr. Choo Yoke Boon~ Treasurer;
Dr. J. K. Fozdar, Chairman; Mr. Rusi Irani, Vice-Chairman; Mr. M. Maniam, Secretary. Back TOW,
standing: Mr. N. Ragai ak Lang, Mr. P. ThinatayaUam, Mr. Lim Boon Huat, Mr. G. Kuppusamy,
Mr. Sapong ak Andar.

First Notional Convention of Brunei and Eastern Malaysia
Historic first National Convention of the Bahci'is of Eastern Malaysia and Brunei held at the "Uma
Orang U~u~', Kuching AprH 28-30, 1972. One hundred and seventy attended from Sa bah, Brunei and
Sarawak including Hand of the Cause of God MT. Jaltil Khizzeh representing The Universal House
of Justice, Counsellor Dr. C. J. Sundram, and Au..rHiary Board member Mrs. Grete Fozdar.
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Windward Islands Form First National
Spiritual Assembly
The spiritual excitement present at the formation of a
new National Spiritual Assembly was well in evidence
in Barbados, West Indies April 22--23 during the first
Convention of the Baha'is of the Windward Islands. This
newly born national area includes the islands of St.
Lucia, St. Vincent, the Grenadines) Grenada, and
Barbados.
Delegates and visitors from these islands, from the
Virgin Islands and from the United States assembled on
the campus 'Of the University of the West Indies. Barhados, for this historic first Convention and first na~
tional election. Showering her love and wisdom upon the
convention was Hand of the Cause Amatu'l-Baha
RUQiyyih Khanum, the official representative of The
Universal House of Justice to the Convention. Also
present was Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Marjorie
Harmer.
Mr. George Howard, delegate from St. Vincent, presided as the Convention chairman. Fourteen of the nineteen delegates were present.
The Convention was opened with the reading of Mes~
sages from The Universal House of Justice by Amatu'lBaha Riilfiyyih Khanum. The beloved Hand of the Cause
also addressed the Convention on the subject of The
Universal House of Justice. Mrs. Karen Wood spoke on
The Administrative Order, and Mr. Philip Wood on The
National Spiritual Assembly. Mr. and Mrs. Wood, speaking before the election, made their addresses as mem~
bers of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
the Leeward, Windward and Virgin Islands, the
'4 mo ther" body of the new National Spiritual Assembly.
Greetings from around the world were read and gifts

were presented.
The morning of the second day of the Convention
began with an address by Auxiliary Board member Mrs.
Marjorie Harmer whose home is on St. Thomas, Virgin
Islands. This was followed with consuUation on the
RiQ.van Messages from The Universal House of Justice
and on the goals of the new National Spiritual Assembly.
In its Message to the Baha'is of the Windward Islands,
The Universal House of Justice caBed upon the friends
to "carry the Message of God to every waiting soul in
these beautiful islands, nor to rest until the Divine Truth
is known to all inhabitants."
The Convention was closed with a highly moving
speech by the Chairman of the new National Spiritual
Assembly on behalf of the delegates and visitors in
which he expressed humble, heartfelt gratitude to The
Universal House of Justice for the presence of beloved
Hand of the Cause Amatu'l-Baha RUlfiyyih Khanwn.
During the Convention it was announced that during
this past year fifteen localities had been opened to the
Faith and seventeen new Local Spiritual Assemblies
were formed.
Preparations for the Convention included the production of press kits which were sent to all newspapers,
radio 'and television stations in the area. The kits included two newS releases, a fact sheet, a photograph of
the World Center, and an invitation to a press conference. The Windward Islands Broadcasting Service carried long pre-Convention re}X)rts from its stations on
four of the islands. Newspaper coverage was also given
to the event, one newspaper using an entire page for the
story.
t

First National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'is of the

Windward Islands, elected in Barbados on April 22, 1972.
Standing, left to right: Mrs. Karen Wood, Secretary; Miss
Hazet Beckels; Mrs. Carol Haynes; Miss Diana Bourne;
Mrs. Patricia Paccassi. Recording Secretary. Seated, left
to right: Mr. Philip Wood. Chairman.; Mr. Frank FaTnum; Mr. George Howard, Vice-Chairmanj Mr. Frank
Paccassi, Treasurer.
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One Thousand Sahel'I' Children
Gather in Ecuador

A "ich mixture oj ethnic and cultural origins is represented in the above picture oj some Of the neaTly 1,000.
participants in the first National Children's Conference
in Ecuador.
At right is Bahman Eshraghi, who brought sixteen children to the Conference. He is the Persian pioneer who
opened the Salasacas and ChibuleoS" Indian areas where
there are now hundreds of believers in both groups.

Encouraged by advances in consolidation obtained
through a series of Regional Tea·ching conferences and
eleven Regional Conventions, at which large num'bers
of believers attended, the National Teaching Committee
of the National Assembly of Ecuador conceived the ambitious plan of holding a national school for children
with the goal of gathering together 1,000 children. The
term ambitious was no exaggeration when we think of
what it means to mobilize children between the ages
of eight and twelve years of age in a country with
primitive transportation facilities and extremes of climate and altitude change at a time when budgets are
low and the few dedicated teachers already exhausted
and considering the prospect of having to elect 220
Local Assemblies within another month.
The Regional Teaching Committee of Esmeralda.
shouldered the responsibility of making arrangements
for the Conference. Pioneers Nooshin Escandari and Jim
Jensen accepted the challenge. Invitations to send representative were sent to all Baha'i communities in the
country and to the different neighborhoods of the city
of Esmeraldas. With the cooperation of Local Assemblies and other Regional Teaching Committees, children
from Chota, Ibarra, Otavalo, Quito, Salasaca, Chlbuleo,
Carchi and Riobamba braved the cold rainy season,
unpaved roads, and poor buses to challenge the majestic
snow~covered Andes Mountain range to join their Baha'i
brothers and sisters on March 19, 1972 in the hot, humid,
jungle surrounded, Pacific coast port city of Esmeralda •. Sixty neighborhoods of the city of Esmeralda.
were represented: the coastal villages of Tachina, Rio
Verde, San Vicente, Las Piedras and Palestina moved
their children en mass to Esmeraldas.
The site of ·a government school received in its large
interior patio the multitude of just less than 1,000 children, each colorful in the native dress typical of its
ancestral region. Faces were toasted by sun or dried
by wind, but still reAected the innocence of tender
years. The spectator received an unforgettable impression of springtime, the significance of which only a
Baha'I heart could comprehend. Each child wore on
his chest wi th undisguised pride as if he had just received the highest honor as the most distinguished
citizen of the world, a large drcular pin depicting the
Unity of the Human Race.

These two young Baha'is are Chibuleo Indians and they
sang and participated in the program Of the Children's
Conference.
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Prayers of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha sung in choir
by those 1,000 children filled the atmosphere and joyously swelled the heart. The visiting children presented
the programs they had prepared especially for the occasion. The principles of the Faith were reviewed. New
songs were learned. By their presence and contribution,
Auxiliary Board members Rufino Gualavici and Charles
Hornby added grace and dignity to the occasion. Then
came the social part and the closing of this historic
occasion.
No detail was 'Overlooked by the committees, who on
March 20, treated the children to a visit to the shores
of the Pacific Ocean at Sua and Atacames. The moWltain children, with eyes accustomed to only the green
pastures of narrow valleys and golden t'ahle lands could
not disguise their surprise and fright at finding themselves surrounded by the songs and flutter of tropical
birds, the f'Orms of unknown animals, jubilant vegetation and the Pacific Ocean-a strange world which their
young minds could neither have imagined nor dreamed.
Filled with a sense of having accomplished their
mission and with the sure knowledge that the world
does not end at the point where mere sight diminishes,
these new citizens of the world returned, for the most
part, to their adobe or cane homes to share their adventures with their companions and seniors, leaving the
teaching committees with yet another preoccupationteaching the young!

Rufino Gualavisi, AuxiHary BoaTd member who has

bTought literally thousands oj indigenous people into the
Faith, is shoum heTe with a gTOUp of children attending
the ChHdTen', Conference. At the lower left is a Chibuleo
Indian woman who accompanied the chHdren from heT
m"ea"

Happy, Historic Convention in Sweden
Nineteen delegates attended the 1972 Convention in
Sweden, where before the largest number had been nine.
The National Spiritual Assembly report waS a source of
JOY, and highlights were:
1) Ten Local Spiritual Assemblies, exceeding the goal
by two.
2) The goal for localities exceeded by four, a total of
fifty-eight.
3) Formation of the Swedish Baha'i PubliShing Trust
and its legalization by the authorities.
4) Translation of Baha'i literature into the Samish
(Lapp) language, fulfilling a cherished goal.
5) Translation of Paris Talks of 'Abdu'l-Baha into the
Estonian language. This was a surprise by Mr. Jacob
Kain, from Uppsala.
6) Proclamation of the Faith to more than 2500 clergymen and thirteen bishops, some of whom wrote back,

expressing thanks and asking for more information.
7) Enrollment of more than seventy new believers, an
unprecedented number 'for any of the Scandinavian
countries in a single year.
8) Formation of the Baha'i Student Committees of the
Universities of Uppsala and Gothenburg and presentation of the proclamation book to the Chancellor of the
University 01 Uppsala.
9) A wave of pioneering effort which rebuilt the Local
Spiritual Assembly of Malmo, consolidated tile Local
Spiritual Assembly of Vaster as, and helped form the
Local Spiritual Assembly of Aland, a joint goal of Finland and Sweden.
The loving cable of The Universal House of Justice
crowned the efforts and gave fresh impetus for the
challenging tasks ahead.
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Baha'(-United Nations Activities Around the
World In 1971
In its consultative status with the United Nations
Economic and Social Council, the Baha'i International
Community continued during 1971 to expand its activi~
ties in support of the economic and social goals of the
United Nations. At the UN Headquarters in New York,
Dr. Victor de Araujo and Mrs. Annamarie Honnold,
respectively UN Representative and Alternate Representative for the Baha'i International Community, participated in the sessions of the Economic and Social
Council and its subsidiary bodies, the Commission for
Social Development and the Sub-Commission on the
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities. At the UN Headquarters in Geneva, the Baha!i
International Community Permanent Representative
Mrs. Janet Lindstrom covered the session of the Commission on Human Rights and the summer session of the
Economic and Social CounciL These meetings afforded
many opportunities for formal and informal contacts
with members of the UN Secretariat and delegates of
UN Missions, in which the Baha'i "presence" was made
known and Baha'i views expressed when appropriate.
Further, the Baha'i International Community was invited to send representatives to special seminars for
member-states held by the United Nations in observance of International Year for Action to Combat
Racism and Racial Discrimination. The first one was
held in Yaounde, Cameroon, June 16-29. Dr. Aziz Navidi,
the representative of the Baha'i International Community for the Continent of Africa, was the official observer. He was assisted by Counsellor Dr. Mehdi Samandari.
Dr. Navidi presented two papers explaining the Baha'i
point of view towards race, emphasizing the general
principles concerning the 'Oneness of mankind. Both
were well received and many people expressed their
admiration. Both Dr. Navidi and Dr. Samandari had
many opportunities to visit with representatives from
other countries and to acquaint them with the Baha'i
Faith.
In his opening remarks, the Chairman, Mr. Emmanuel
Egbe Tabi, said, "This Conference is of the greatest
importance; we cannot realize how important it is. I am
reminded of the words of Baha'u'llah 'Ye are the leaves
of one tree and the fruits of one branch' and 'The earth
is one country and mankind its citizens' and jGlory is
not his who loves his native land; but glory is his who
loves his kind.''' In his closing address, Mr. Tabi mentioned the need for morality and spirituality in order to
bring an end to racia1 discrimination, and he then said
HI am ending my talk with the words of Baha'u'llah
which I mentioned in the opening of the seminar." At a
later meeting with Dr. Navidi and Dr. Samandari, Mr.
Tabi told them he could never forget the Teachings of
Baha'u'l!ah and felt compelied to quote His Words. . . .
He said that he had been taught the Faith by Hand of the
Cause Mr. Enoch Olinga and, in turn, had taught Mr.
Dickson who is now treasurer of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Cameroon. He indicated his desire to study
the Faith and welcomed an invitation from Dr. Navidi
and Dr. Samandari to attend a reception and to meet
other Baha'is.
The second special UN governmental seminar was
held in Nice on August 24-September 6, 1971: Hand of the
Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery, assisted by Mr. Al Lincoln and
Miss GuiJda Navidi, represented the Baha'i International Community. Subject of the seminar was "The Dangers of a Recrudescence of Intolerance in aU its Forms

and the Search for Ways of Preventing and Combating
it." Twice the Baha'i representatives were given opportWlity to present the viewpoint of the Faith on specific
subjects being discussed. A great deal of attention was
given to both presentations and favorable comments
were made by many government delegates. Many excel·
lent contacts were made for the Faith while at the same
time effective and durable friendships were established.
The press, too, seemed favorably impressed with the
Baha'i delegation, devoting a special article to the
Faith. No other NGO or government representative received any acknowledgment from the press.
In its affiliation with the United Nations Office of
Public Information, the Baha'i International Community and the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
of the United States joined hands in participating fully
in the Annual Conference of Non-Governmental Organizations. held at UN Headquarters in New York on
May 25 and 26. The Baha'i International Community
was represented by Dr. Victor de Araujo, Mrs. Annamarie Honnold, Mrs. Betty de Araujo, Mr. Phil Chris.tensen and Mr. J. Michael Cavitt; the National Spiritual
Assembly was represented by Mrs. Mary SawiCki, Mrs.
Etta Mae Mikhael, Miss Delano Barbour, Mr. Stephen
Waite and Mr. Foad Katirai. The theme of ~he Confer.
ence was "The United Nations and the Human Environment,"
Assistance in support of the aims and activities of the
UN came also from Baha'i communities throughout the
world. Some of these activities have been reported in the
January and February issues of BAHA'i NEWS. We have
since heard exciting reports of valuable cooperation in
the following countries:
Bathurst, The Gambia
The National Teaching Committee of the Gambia organized the observance of UN Day in Bathurst. The
meeting received paid publicity and one free radio release. The same talk was repeated at Yundum College
where a lively audience of some 100 students listened
and discussed with great interest for a long evening.
Britisb Honduras:
It is estimated that -close to 1,000 people attended
celebration of United Nations Day arranged by the
Baha'i Proclamation Committee in a public park in
Belize City. The park was chosen with a view to reaching as many as possible from the general population. A
popular band contributed their services. Some 50 large
cardboard flags of UN member nations had been made
by chi1dren in primary schools and by committee
members. The school children were trained by a Baha'i
dance director in a most effective dance with these flags
and t at a given time, they reversed these to show large
letters On the backs spelling out "UNITED NATIONS
-OUR BEST HOPE" and "HELP THE UNICEF
CHILDREN'S FUND". The United States Consul had
loaned a very effective and moving short film on the
work of UNICEF entitled "Three of Our Children,"
which proved to be both enjoyable and informative.
During tne picture the children moved among the
audience with collection boxes for the Children's FlUld.
An impressive sum was given to the Minister of Education to be sent to UNICEF. Prominent newspaper publicity was received.
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Dominican Republic
UN Day was celebrated in Santo Domingo. Santiago
and Maca. All the programs consisted of informal talks
in which the aims and achievements of the United Nations as well as the relationship of the Baha'i Community to the United Nations were explained. Many, especially young people, attended. United Nations pamphlets and waH sheets received through the Baha'i
International Community office were used to advantage.

Fiji Islands
An unusual ad was run by the Baha'is of Suva, Fiji for
their United Nations Day meeting. It read in part as
follows:
"Fiji has become a member of the United Nations
since Independence. What influence can Fiji have?"
Dr. E. Hald, the United Nations Liaison Offi:ce for Fiji.
was the guest speaker. The program also included two
color films: "The Story of UNICEF" and "Workshop for
Peace". The chart display attracted ·attention. literature was distributed.
In private conversation Dr. Hald expressed his appreciation that at least one group of people in Fiji was
taking an interest in publicizing the work of the United
Nations. It is reported that representatives of w()men's
organizations who were present almost enviously questioned the Baha'is on how they were able to obtain so
many charts, so much literature and such good films of
the United Nations. They admitted having a good representative at the United Nations Headquarters.
It is also of interest that the pamphlet, jjThe United
Nations-Twenty-Five Years of Working for You", is
included in the travel-teacher's scrap book which is
taken out to villages and outer islands.

France
United Nations events were sponsored by the Baha'is
of different towns, including Paris, Marseille, Cel1e-St.Cloud and Tours. Departing from the publi-c meeting
idea. the Marseille Baha'i Community sponsored a big
bus with an exhibition on the United Nations and on the
Baha'i Faith. UNESCO was very cooperative in supplying posters and many other useful items.

Inm
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of tdm
published a special issue of their BAHA'i NEws (No. 16) to
commemorate The International Year for Action to
Com bat Racism and Racial Discrimination (1971).
IIlIIIy
Many communities o'bserved UN Day and Human
Rights Day t including Milan, where Prof. Alessandro
Bausani spoke at a conference on Human Rights Day on
the topic: "Baha'u'Uah, Standard-bearer of Human
Rights". On the Island of Elba announcements of a UN
Day meeting were placed in shop windows in Portoferraio and Porto Azzurro.

KeJlya
Five UN Day programs were held on Ocrober 24th.
These gatherings took place in Nairobi, in Western
Province, in Nyanza Province, in Coast Province and in
Central Province. United Nations Day literature was
made available.
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
One hundred and seventy-five Baha'is and their
guests celebrated UN Day in Kuala Lumpur on October
24, 1971. The speakers were Mrs. Minna Chiew, director
of information services for the UN Development Programme, and Mrs. Elizabeth Gibson, Baha'i pioneer, who
showed slides of United Nations Headquarters in New
York before speaking on the UN's International Year for
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Action to Combat Racism and Ra-cial Discrimination.
THE MALAYSIAN BAHA'i NEWS, October 1971, reports "The
response from the audience was wholehearted enthusiasm. The response from the media was: Tamil-speaking radio announced the meeting with full particulars
over the air the day before. The Chinese press printed a
release. The Malay Mail covered the event with a quarter page story and photo the next day. TV wrapped up
the coverage with a lengthy resume of the meeting on
the world news program the following week. Success?
More than the Baha'is of the Kuala Lumpur area even
imagined!"
Monaco
In response to the wish expressed -by the Baha'i International Community and within the framework of the
International Year for Action to Combat Racism and
Radal Discrimination, the Baha'is sponsored a conference on December 7, 1971 at the House of Youth and
Culture of Monaco. Mrs. Diane Starcher, a graduate in
biology and residing in Saint-Cloud, France, lectured
on ,jRacism and Science". School principals were informed of the forthcoming event, posters were distrib-uted and ads run. Most of the audience consisted of
young people, most of whom took a very active part in
the small discussion groups which followed.
Paraguay, Costa Rica and N OTWay
Svolvaer and Lillehammer
These countries have also cooperated in this work.
Samoa
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Samoa sent the Health Departments of American Samoa
and Western Samoa an excerpt from World Health
Magazine concerning a diet supplement biscuit tor
children, together with an offer to assist in any way
possible in the institution of such a program. The Director of Health of the Government of Western Samoa
acknowledged "the Baha'is keen interest in promoting
health for the people of Western Samoa."
Spain
In the meeting room of the Hotel Balmoral, in Barcelona, a public meeting was held on the occasion of
Human Rights Day, 200 persons attended, 150 of whom
were not Baha'is. The previous day a press conference
had been called. The guest speaker's topic was jjEquality of Rights and Opportunities, Especially Regarding
W()men" while Baha'i Professor Mehrabkhani developed
uThe Spiritual Source of Human Rights." A display
table proved a center of attraction. The professor was
interviewed by radio broad'casting stations.
Switzerland
It is gratifying to note that the Baha'is in Switzerland
held Baha'i-UN observances in Nyon, Lausanne t
Locarno and Lugano. One-hundred-fifty students and
faculty from Franklin College in Lugano came out to
hear "Combat against Racism". A large article appeared in the press about the meeting held in the little
town of N yon on Lake Geneva.

Canada
Toronto Baha'is held a Race Unity children's party to
celebrate the annual UN Day, and to call attention to
the HInternational Year to Combat R'acism and Racial
Discrimination". The event took place in the Toronto
Baha'i Center which is located in a neighborhood of
mixed racial and national backgrounds. Before the
party, 500 eolorful tl.iers went out to the homes in the
inlmediate area, and announcements were made on
radio and TV, extending an open invitation to residents.
The local chapter of the United Nations Association
contributed 100 large 'balloons for distribution. About
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250-300 children came, Each was given I l sWlny money"
and invited to choose a variety of 'activities, including a
"'candy tree", finger printing and other crafts, a pet
show and apple bobbing. One member of the community
displayed her collection of 750 dolls from many nations.
Each child went home with a balloon and many adults
took Jiterature about the UN.
Chile
On Human Rights Day, a ceremony took place at the
Aula Magna at the University of Chile, organized by the

Baha'i community with the cooperation of UNIS, including a lecture on Human Rights and the showing of
the UNESCO film "Mundo FragiJ."
The Baha'i friends of Santiago responded with courtesy and kindness to Mr, David Exley, Chief, NGO Section, United Nations Office of Public Information, when
he visited Santiago recently. The friends met him en
maSSe at the Santiago airport and escorted him to his
hotel, where a pleasant discussion was held regarding
Baha'i-UN activities in Chile.
lamaica
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Jamaica distributed a large selection of UN publications, which were received from the Information Center
in Trinidad, to all Baha'i communities and suggested
that their UN Day programs focus on the "International
Year to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination."
Also, a newspaper release which related the Baha'i
Faith to the United Nations was published in the Sunday
Gleaner, a Kingston newspaper.
Japan
Mr.. Hiroshi Tsunoi, a member of both the National
Spiritual Assembly of Japan and the Japanese Federation of UNESCO Associations, was the major speaker at
a United Nations Day observance in Nagoya, Japan.
The subject of his talk. was "The Formation of the UN
and World Peace" and was delivered to an audience of
20 people.

Nigeria
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Nigeria is officially listed with the United Nations Information Center in Lagos and receives from that
United Nations office their regular report on UN activities. On several occasions last year, articles from this
re!)ort were reprinted in the Nigerian Baha'i monthly
ne.....'sletter. Even closer relations with the United Nations were established by the Baha'i commtUlity of
Nigeria when Mr. Penuel Malafa, Director of the United
Nations Information Center in Lagos, met Hand of the
Cause RiiQiyyih Khanum at a rece.p~.ion-"buffet dinner
given in her honor by the Baha IS of Lagos on
September 13.
Paoama
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
Republic of Panama sponsored an effective United Nations Day observance last October. To their knowledge,
it was the only such observance for the United Nations
in the Republic on October 24th, United Nations Day.
Among the 175 people in attendance were ambassadors
and other distinguished guests. There was good publicity. Part.s of the program appeared on television
throughout the Republic the following day.
.
The program included volunteer dancers of hIgh professional quality, well known in Panama. At the end
many of the audience joined in the dancing, a tam borito, making it an even more festive and happy occasion.

Paraguay
United Nations Day was celebrated by the Baha'is of
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Asuncion, Paraguay with a public meeting featuring
two speakers. Dr. Enrique Vela, Director of the United
Nations Information Centre, gave an excellent talk on
the elimination of prejudice. The Baha'i talk. was based
on the same theme and received high praise. Music for
the program was composed and presented by a U.S.
Peace Corpsman and two Paraguayan youth. The
melodies were lovely and the lyrics very moving, on the
theme of human brotherhood. Instruments were an .in.
teresting combination of guitar.s, French horn and recorder. Preceding the program, there were TV and
radio interviews which explained the significance of the
Baha'i Faith. The film "Taller de la Paz", which was
provided by the United Nations Information Office, was
al.so shown.
Solomon Islands
Baha'is of the Solomon Islands plan to introduce
United Nations publications and audio-visual materials
into their school programs. Two Baha'i schools are in
operation. Portable project-ors have been acquired and
they plan to utilize UN slides in conjunction with the
booklet, "The United Nations and What You Should
Know About It".
Tonga aod the Cook Islands
From the Baha'is of Tonga and the Cook Islands
comes a report that slides of the UN buildings bave
drawn enthusiastic interest when shown in villages
where, for the first time, there was awareness of the UN
as a reality. One of the large Methodist high schools has
borrowed all materials that the Baha'is have had to offer
including UN charts, and indicate a desire to have all
future UN materials which become available. All are
clea.rly marked as the property of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Tonga. Effort is also being made to offer a
series of UNDP slides. A showing of these slides has
already been arranged at the local Rotary Club in
Nuku'alofa. Tonga.

Nicaragua
On October 24, 1971, Baha'is of Nicaragua held a
celebration in recognition of the Twenty-sixth Anniversary of the United Nations. Official representatives of
the UN, the Technical Counsel of the Ministry of Public
Education, the Ramirez Goyena Institute and of the
Ba.ha'i community of Nicaragua were present. After a
talk given by Mr, Fills, the UN representative, Mr.
Artemus Lamb, member of the Continental Board of
Counsellors, spoke of the similarity of the aims and
purposes of the Baha'i Faith and the United Nations.
Five hundred special invitations were sent out. The
meeting place was attractively decorated for the occasion with posters depicting UN themes, and informative
pamphlets on the Baha'i Faith and the United Nations
were distributed.

CHILD'S WAY is interesting, attractive, and useful.
Have you sUbscribed?
Have you considered giving a subscription to a
new commWlity? They can use it immediately.
and start building up a library ...
Would a friend who is pioneering abroad appreciate a gift subscription . . . from you?
from your Local Spiritual Assembly?
For 6 issues a year, in the U.B.A.; $4.50
Outside the U.S.A.: U.S. $5.-, surface mail

Child's Way,

Bo~

551,

Amhers~

Mass. 01002 U.s.A.
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Wilmette Celebrates Hundredth Birthday

Wilmette is the location of the M()ther Temple of the
West and the National Baha'i Center, and as such plays
an important role in the history of the Baha'i Faith. This
year the Village of Wilmette celebrates its one-hundredth anniversary.
On May 21, 1972, the Wilmette Baha'i community held
a HBaha'i Salute to Wilmette." The event opened with a
buffet-reception at the I:Ia~[ratu'l-Quds to which Wilmette officials and other dignitaries were invited.
Following the 'buffet Baha'is, guests and the general
public attended a devotional service at the Baha'i
House of Worship which had the general theme HHis
Praise Glorified." In addition to Baha'is, the Mayor of
Wilmette and the Chairman of the Wilmette Historical
Society read at the devotions. A special-choir and soloist
presented a cappella music for the occasion.
Following the devotions, at 8:00 p.m. an historical and
musical program was presented in Foundation Hall of
the House of Worship. Music was provided by Mr. Milton Norman, guitarist and by Mr. Kiu Haghighi and Mr.
Syrus Haghighi playing the Persian santour and Z'arb.
The santour is a resonant SO-string instrument which
originated in tdm in the ninth century. The zarb is an
Ir anian drum.
The historical portion of the program consisted of a
slide show of the history of the Baha'i H-ouse of Worship
from 1908 to the present time. The entire program
stressed the close relationship hetween the growth of
Wilmette and the history of the Faith, and the part
Baha'is have played and are playing in the growth of
Wilmette. After the slide show, refreshments were
served.
The event was well publicized by special invitations, a

Mr. Kiu Haghighi (in front) p!.aying the Persian santour
and his brother, Mr. Syrus Haghighi, who played the
za,.b. This was an outstanding musical treat which featured ancient Persian music as well as an original composition fOT these instruments.
public invitation in the local newspaper and by news
and radio releases. All of the Village officials were high
in praise of the event and many indicated that the
Baha'is had done more for Wilmette's Centenary than
any other group in the Village.

The Italian Dawn-Breakers
Italian Dawn-Breakers performing in one of the cities
visited in summer 1971.

The Italian Dawn·Breakers made an extensive teach~
ing tour for two months following the conferen ce at
Fiesch. This group. consisting of seventeen young
people traveling in cars and sleeping in tents, visited
twenty-two cities in Italy, including the islands. When
reaching a town, usually where the Faith had not been
taught, they would g-o to some open square, put out
their equipment which would include big signs with
quotations from the Writings and "Baha'i World Faith"
in big letters. The people would be attracted and listen
to this group singing songs about peace and Wlity.
When the program was over the Baha'is would d.is~
perse among the crowd that had gathered around them,
answering questi-ons and proclaiming the Faith.
In the evening, roundtable discussions were organized, open to everyone, with lively debates. In most
places they visited, the radio and the press would announce the meetings. A number of news articles about
the Faith were printed.
The result of this trip was that two-hundred people
made their declarations.

-
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PHILIPPINES: At a Naw-Ruz celebration are members
of the Local Spiritual Assembly of Batong Malake, Los
Banos, Laguna, with Auxiliary Board member Fred
Ramirez and Nationa~ SpiTitual Assembly member Zeny
Ramirez. Standing, left to right, back TOW: FTed Ramirez,
Jaime Go, Temeng Carpio and Mario A ngetes. Front TOW,
seated: Steve Pamulaklukin; Sofia Pareja, mother of

seven children, whose husband and eldest daughter are

pioneering in the Cook Islands; Zeny Ramirez; Luming
Go; Bert de los Santos.

Newly elected members oj the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Spain. FTont row, left to right: Mr.
Jiminez, SecTetary; Mr. Foroughi, Recording SecTetary;
Mr. Ruiz; Mr. Medina; Mr. Torella, Treasurer. Standing~
left to right: MT. Saenz, Chairman; Continental Board
member Annaltse Bopp; Mr. Forghani; Mr. Mehrabkhani, Vice-Chairman; Mr. Martinez.

SPANISH NATIONAL CONVENTION
The National Convention of the Baha'is of Spain took
place in Tarrasa, Spain on the 30th of April and the 1st of
May 1972. Amongst the delegates and more than 200
Spanish friends who attended from all parts of Spain
including the Canary Islands was George True ('a pioneer in the Islands for 19 years), and also in attendance
was Continental Board of Counsellors member of
Europe. Annalise Bopp. The first day of the Convention
consisted of opening prayers asking Baha'u'Uah to
crown our efforts with success for the Nine Year Plan
and hearing a cable from The Universal House of Justice. That evening the election was held and the results
were announced.
During the second day of the Convention, Miss Bopp
raised a call for home front pioneers to the Canary
Islands and one family volunteered and six other Baha'is
offered their vacations to go to the Islands in order to
win more victories for the Cause of God.
FOR GIFf GIVING OCCASIONS have you thought 01
a subscription to BAHA.'i NEWS? The recipient (who
must be a Baha'i since the publication is for Baha'is
only) will be notified of your gift. The giver also will
receive an acknowledgment.
SUBSCRIPTION to BAHA'! NEWS is $6.00 a year, postpaid, in the United States and Canada.
Write: BahaJ{Subscriptioo Sen-ice
415 Linden Ave.
Wilmeue, !IUnoi. 60091

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: Local Assemblies, groups
and individuals in countries other than the United
States and Canada must inquire of their own National
Spiritual Assembly for subscriptions to BAHA'f Nlltws.
It is shipped in bulk to each National Assembly for distribution within their national area.
BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly 01. the Baha'i9 ot the United.
States, as a news organ reporting current activities of the Baha'i world community.
BAHA'i NEWS js edited by an annually appointed Editorial Committee: Mrs. Evelyn Hardin. Managing Editor: Miss Charlotte
Linfoot, National Spiritual Assembly Representat~ve; Mr. nexford C. Parmelee. Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee.

Material must be received by the twenty-fifth at the second month preceding date of issue. Address: Baha'i News Editorial
Office, 112 Linden Avenue. Wilmette. Illinois 60091. U.S.A.
Change of address should be reported directly to ME!-mbership and Records, National Baha'i Center. 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois. U.S.A. 60091.

", .. the conjunction of the Testing-place at the G-reatest Holy Leat with those

of her

brother and mother incalculably

reinforces the spiritual potencies ot that cansecrated Spot wnich . .. is destined to evolue into the tocal center of those
... world-directing admi.nistrative institutions, ordained r:.y Bahcf'u'Udh .. ,"
Shoghi Effendi in Messages to America, p. 32
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Spiritual AjJembAeJ may Be :JormeJ
Whenever Community memberJhip ReacheJ nine
To: All National Spiritual Assemblies
Dear Baha'i Friends,
In order to stimulate the teaching work in every land and encourage the
friends during this last year of the Nine Year Plan we have decided that as
soon as the number of aqult believers in any locality reaches or exceeds nine
they are pennitted to form their Local Spiritual Assembly immediately, rather
than wait un til 21 April 1973.
We hope moreover that, especially in the areas where the people are entering the Cause in troops, the implementation of this decision will increase the
number of those communities which will, without the need for outside assistance, re-elect their Assemblies on the first day of Ri<;lvan in 1973 and in succeeding years.
It is our prayer at the Sacred Threshold that during the months ahead the
steadily mounting number of these divine institutions will tremendously reinforce the labors of the valiant servants of the Blessed Beauty in every clime.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
-TIlE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Baha'i World Center
Haifa, Israel
28 May, 1972
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Cable from The Universal House of Justice
JOYFULLY INFORM BAHA'! WORLD'RANGE AND ACCELERATION' GROWTH CAUSE BAHA'U'LLAH
LOCAL NATIONAL LEVELS AND RESULTANT EXPANSION ACTIVITIES WORLD CENTER IMPEL US
NOW' ANNOUNCE ERE COMPLETION NINE YEAR
ARCHlTECT' DESIGN "BUILDING FOR SE,AT

PLAN"'~ECISION '1NITIATE

PROCEDURE' SELECT

UNIVERSAL HOUSE JUSTICE ENVISAGED BELOVED

GUARDIAN ON FAR FLUNG ARC'HEART'MOUNT CARMEL CENTERING SPOT CONSECRATED RESTING PLACES SISTER BROTlIER"MOTHERilELOVED MASTER. CONSTRUCTION THIS CENTER LEGISLATION GOD'S WORLD REDEEMING ORDER WILL CONSTITUTE FIRST MAJOR STEP DEVELOPMENT
AREA SURROUNDING HOLY SHRINE SINCE COMPLETION INTERNATIONAL ARCHIVES BUILDING.
MOVED

PAY TRIBUTE EXPRESS HEARTFELT

GRATITUDE

OUTSTANDING

SERVICES

ROBERT

McLAUGHLIN IN PREPARATION FOR THlS HISTORIC UNDERTAKING. FERVENTLY PRAYING PROJECT
NOW INITIATED MAY DURING YEARS

IMMEDIATELY

AHEAD

PROGRESS

UNINTERRUPTEDLY

SPEEDILY ATTAIN MAJESTIC CONSUMMATION,
- THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Baha'i World Center
7 June 1972

(Corrected COPY. July BaM'! News)

new BuilJin'i/ plan& Si'i/nificanl
in ''Sail J/.i& Ark" on Carlnel
The inestimable significance of the decision by The
Universal House of Justice to erect the building to
serve as its legislative seat inheres in the momentous
Tablet of Carmel, the charter of the World Administrative Center of the Baha'i Faith. revealed by Baha'u'llah during His exile in the Holy Land.
"Ere long will Ood sail His Ark upon thee," Baha'u'Uah asserts in this Tall let, ·'and will manifest the people
of Baha who have been mentioned in the Book of
Names." We learn from the interpretations of Shoghi
Effendi that the "Ark" refers to the World Administrative Center, and in his statements concerning the construction of the International Baha'i Archives, the "first
of the major edifices destined to constitute the seat of
the World Baha'i Administrative Center to be established on Mt. Carmel," we find the perspective with
which we must view the decision of The Universal
House of Justice. Following are related excerpts from
the writings of the beloved Guardian:
'_'Collateral with these first stirrings of the Baha'i Administrative Order, and synchronizing with the emergence of National Baha'i -communities and with the
institution of their administrative, educational, and
teaching agencies, the mighty process set in motion in
the Holy Land, the heart and nerve-center of that Administrative Order, on the memorable occasions when
Baha'u'llilh revealed the Tablet of Carmel and visited
the future site of the Bab's sepulcher, was irresistibly
unfolding. That process had received a tremendous impetus through the purchase of that site, Shortly after
Bahft'u'Uah's ascension, through the subsequent transfer of the Bab's remains from Tihrim to Akk.a~ through
the construction of that sepulcher during the most distressful years of 'Abdu'I-Baha's incarceration, and lastly through the permanent interment of those remains
in the heart of Mt. Carmel, through the establishment of
a pilgrim house in the immediate vicinity of that sepulcher, and the selection of the future site of the first
Baha'i educational institution on that mountain. "
-God Passes By, page 345

"The design of the international Baha'i Archives, the
first stately Edifice destined to usher in the establishment of the World Administrative Center of the Faith on
Mt. Carmel~the Ark referred to by Baha'u'llah in the
closing passages of His Tablet of Carmel-has been
completed, and plans and drawings forwarded to Italy
for the purpose of securing bids for its construction
immediately after the conclusion of the necessary preliminary steps taken in the Holy Land for its forthcoming erection."
-Letter dated April, 1954
"In the Holy Land, the center and pivot round which
the divinely appointed, fast multiplying institutions of a
world-encircling, resistlessly marching Faith revolve,
the double process, so noticeable in recent years, involving a rapid decline in the fortunes of the breakers of
Baha'u'Uah's Covenant and proclaiming the rise of the
institutions of its World Administrative Center, in the
shadow .af His Shrine. has been accelerated on the one
hand, through the death, in miserable circumstances. of
the treacherous and malignant Majdi'd-Din, the last
survivor of the principal instigators of the rebellion
against the Will of the Founder of our Faith, and, on the
other, through the laying of the foundation, and the
erection of some of the pillars, of the facade and of the
northern side of the International Baha'i Archives-the
first of the major edifices destined to constitute the seat
of the World Baha'i Administrative Center to be estab--

lished on Mt. Carmel."

-Leiter dated April 1956

"The remaining twenty-two pillars of the International Baha'i Archives-the initial edifice heralding the
establishment of the Baha'i World Administrative Center on Mt. Carmel-have been erected ....
HSimultaneous with this striking development, the
plan designed to insure the extension and completion of
the arc serving as a base for the erection of future
edifices constituting the World Baha'i Administrative
Center, has been successfully carried out."

-Letter dated April 1957
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Daughter of Bahti'u!llah and Asiyih Kha.num, the sister of 'Abdu I-8ahu_ To the befievers she was
known as "The Greatest Holy Leaf.o To those she hved among she was Khanum, that is to say "Lady_"
J

She passed in July 1932

BAHA'U'LLAH TO HIS DAUGHTER
" .. , Verily, We have e~evated thee to the rank of one of the most distinguished
among thy sex, and granted thee, in My COUTt, a station such as none other woman
hath surpassed. Thus have We preferred thee and raised thee above the rest, as a
sign of grace from Him Who is the Lord of the throne on high and earth below_
We have created thine eyes to behold the light of My countenance, thine ears to
hearken unto the melody of My words, thy body to pay homage before My throne.
Do thou render thanks unto God, thy Lord, the Lord of aU the world _ __ . Through
My remembTance of her a fragrance laden with the perfume of musk hath been
diffused,- well it is with him that hath inhaled it _. ,""

SHOGHI EFFENDI, IN TRIBUTE TO THE GREATEST HOLY LEAF
.
A purity of life that reflected itself in ever the minutest details of her daUy occupations and
activities; a tenderness of heart that obliterated every distinction of cTeed, class and color,- a Te.rigna~
tion and serenity that evoked to the mind the calm and heToic fortitude of the Bab . _ , an unaffected
simplicity of manners; an extreme sociability which made her accessible to aU; a generosity, a love, at
once disinterested and undiscriminating, that reflected so clearly the attributes of 'Abdu'l-Baha 8 character; a sweetness of temper; a cheerfulness that no amount of sorrow could bedoud; a quiet and
unassuming disposition that served to enhance a thousandfold the 'Prestige of her exalted rank; a forgiving nature that instantly disarmed the most unyielding enemy-these rank among the outstanding
attribute8 Of a saintly hfe which history wiU acknowledge a8 having been endowed with a celestial potency that tew ot the heToes of the past possessed . ... Bahci'u'll<ih and 'Abdu'l-Bah<i have paid touching
tributes to those things that testify to her exalted pOSition among the members of Theil- Family, that
proclaim her as an example to Their followers, and as an object worthy of the admiration. of all mankind,""
·From The Baha~i World~ Vol. v.
J
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0/ Ba/,{IJIJi/, --Xkanunz
By Mal'jorie Morton

When you think of the traits and ways that made up

her lovely behavior she comes to you at first, perhaps, as
she welcomed you among her guests-graceiuHy erect
and poised, controlled yet at ease-putting others at
ease, without familiarity-and with the mild dignity,
simplicity and unselfconsciousness of a great lady, ..
Her balance, sense of fineness and fitness and practical judgment she displayed in creating order and
grace in the household, and all the elements that make
for well-being she blended in an ambience of harmony.
. . . So quietly did she make her influence felt that you
were scarcely conscious of its working.
And she shed her creative sympathy in the form of
tender interest in every detail in the lives of those
around her, thus entering into their small hours and
filling them with happiness. At the moment you did not
recognize this sympathy as sympathy, but enjoyed it as
pleasure. It is a charming Persian habit to wrap a gift in
an embroidered silk or linen cloth, as fine in its way as
the thing enclosed. So, always, she gave a gift within a
gift. You took the happy warmth of contentment you felt
when you were with her and only later came to realize
that this was the fine wrapping of a deeper joy, a richer
core". ,
She left spirit and body alike utterly free, demanding
nothing of those she loved. And she would, it seemed,
have them unaware of any debt of love. So light was her
touch that she woke in them no sense of responsibility or
conscious gratitude. Even when she comforted, her
caress was feather soft: for she knew that those in sore
need can be bruised by the least pressure of compassion. She would give the balm itself and add no weight of
her own hand; so that healing and comfort came as a
magic gift, ...
She would not use criticism and censure. When you
brought her your darkness she lit a taper .. , , You were
sure that if one tried to hurt her she would wish to
console him for his own cruelty. For her love was

unconditioned, could penetrate disguise and see hunger
behind the mask of fury, and she knew that the most
brutal self is secretly hoping to find gentleness in another. She had that rarest heart-courage--to uncover
the very quick of tenderness to any need. And SO deep
was her understanding that she plumbed all the miseries
of the human heart and read their Significance, bleSSing
both the victim and the valid pain itself ....
When she made a gift she seemed to he thanking you
for it . . . . When she gave joy she blessed you for it. It
was almost as if shc did not distinguish giving from
receiving ....
To serve her was not duty: it was high privilege. But
she took nothing for granted in the way of devoted
service and even in her last hours she whispered or
smiled her thanks for every littlest ministration. Her
generosity was instinctive, not considered: you felt no
pause between impulse and act. You knew that her
openhandedness was the evidence of an unbroken
stream of impelling kindness that flowed through her,
that never failed, She delighted in making presents-sweetmeats and goodies and coins for the children, and
for others, flowers, keepsakes-a vial of attar of roses, a
rosary. Or some delicate thing that she had used and
cared for. Anything that was given her she one day gave
to someone else, someone in whom she felt a special
need of a special favor. She was a channel rather than
cup; open treasury I not locked casket.
And as she would not lock away her small treasures,
neither would she store up her wisdom and her riches of
experience, In her, experience left no bitter ash, Her
flame transmuted all of life, even its crude and base
particles, into gold. And this gold she spent. ... Just by
being what she was she gave us all that she knew, .. ,
Her thoughts were kneeling thoughts. She found communion in shared quietude. and privacy in a sunny
room where children played.
Her rOOm was the heart of the house .... You left your

In this group The Greatest Holy Leaf is seated with her hands clasped together in her lap.
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shoes at the threshold of that room and you left, too, any
outer covering of pose or manner you might have made
for yourself for protection in a bleak world .. , . Here
in the light of her shining simplicity you became simple.
All fear went out of you, all shyness, all timidity . . . .
You were free.
Although for so many years she had been the head of
that great household, directing every detail of its ordering, she showed no urge to small activity. When there
was something to be done she did it straightway, giving
it her full attention. When she sat with folded hands she
was wholly there: no part of her mind seemed to be busy
with the next step. the duty to come. It was in keeping
with her harmony with life that she gave herself in her
entirety to her hours of companionship and so made
them complete. Islands in time ....
She was never in conflict nor at variance within herseH. In her inclinations you heard no dissident minority
of hesitation . . . . Her personality was so attuned to her
spirit that integrity and purity were her natural expression .... She was incorruptible rather than innocent, for
she knew the shapes of evil and faced them fearlessly ....
She was not learned nor even educated in a worldly
sense: she drew her wisdom from hidden springs.
Though her intelligence was of the heart. that heart
itself was filled from sources deeper than human
knowledge ....
If she found you troubled she would not discuss your
difficulties and try to solve your problems. You forgot
them. Confusion and complexity were dissolved in her
warm clarity. You reached with her a region of consciousness -beyond clamor and doubt and beyond questioning. You were reassured ....
She seemed not to separate this plane from the next,
nor to long . . . to escape to the hright wonder of the
future 1ife . . . . Small things were not small to her: they
were fragments of the vast. She gave you, not hope of
bliss to come, but realization of present happiness. With
her you felt marvel in every tiniest aspect of life around
you-a flower, a shadow on the wall, a fold of her veil ...
all these were touched with enchantment. You hecame
aware of the mystery of the spirit animating all things,
and of the preciousness of every instant. This moment,
this now, was tinged with the beauty of the eternal. ...

She loved beauty. You would say that she lent to her
surroundings her sense of order, fragrance and exquisiteness, but you look in vain for words to describe
that inner sensibility of which these were the outer
gossamer traces. Ever after to those who had known her
any lovely thing. . was a reminder of her. She was
immortalized in all beauty. In the moth-green and
silver of spring you find something of her fragrance and
delicacy .... You remember her in the sound of the sea,
and in the laughter of children. Wherever happiness is
or friendship, she is there.
We of the West knew her only in the latter days of her
life. But we could not find it in our hearts to wish that
we had known her in her youth or earlier womanhood
rather than in the time of her fulfillment. She had none
of the habits of mind which we have come to associate
with age .... Her now embodied all her yesterdays.
And you would not say that she was still beautiful, for
that implies a preserving lacquer of time. Her 'beauty,
too, was fulfillment, not vestige of former loveliness ...
She was more than beautiful ... in grace that was long
union of gracious thought and act ....
Her life could not he called martyrdom, for she did
not recognize- it as such . . . . In the face of test and
danger she neither hurried nor held back, but entered
the perilous way with quiet breath. Her courage was
born 9f her understanding faith . . . that carried her
serene through years of incessant lahor and meticulous
service~ and through times of waiting empty.handedand through the bearing of irremediable sorrow and
loss .... She was never known to complain or lament. It
was not that she made the best of things, but that she
found in everything, even in calamity itself, the germs
of enduring wisdom . . . . She was as incapa,ble of impatience as she was of revolt. But this was not so much
long-sufferance as it was quiet awareness of the forces
that operate in the hours of waiting and inactivity.
Always she moved with the larger rhythm, the wider
sweep, toward the ultimate goal. Surely, confidently. she
followed the circle of her orbit round the Sun of her
existence, in that complete acquiescence, that perfect
accord, which underlies faith itself.

From The Baha'i World, Vol. V.

Annual Convention in Nigeria for 1912. The National
Spirittull Assembly membeTs are seated, from left to
right: Miss Evelyn C. Spears, D.M.C.H. Ogbonna, Oscar
Njang, Foad Seddigh, E. A. Obedeyi, Counsellor William
Maxwell, B. O. Udo, A. E. Eno, Mrs. Mary Maxwell,
Kingsley J. Umoh.
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By Barbara Casterline

Part two of two ports
Presidents and Princes

Martha Root's "most momentous service" was performed during her first tour of Europe, in the four years
from 1926 through 1929. There she visited at least fifteen
countries (hy present boundaries) and attended four
annual Universal Esperanto Congresses, in Edinburgh,
Danzig, Antwerp. and Budapest t as wen as seven other
international conferences and a session of the League of
Nations. She had extensive lecture tours in Great Britain
and in Germany, visiting twice every German university but two.
A great part of her time was spent in the Balkans,
where she visited every country and where she had the
first four of those eight successive intervieW'S with
Queen Marie of Rumania which Shoghi Effendi proclaimed as "the most outstanding feature of those
memorable journeys. "25
Martha Root presented Esslemont's Baha'u'Uah and
the New Era. to Queen Marie at the palace in Bucharest,
only to be recalled the next day for an audience in which
she f'Ound out that the Queen had stayed up all night
reading the book and accepted all.
"Blessed be the king," proclaims Baha'u'llah, "whose
sovereignty hath withheld him not from his Sovereign,
and who hath turned unto God with his heart . . . . "26 So
far, Marie, granddaughter of Queen Victoria, alone
among royalty, has had the courage and detachment to
give homage to the Sovereign of the Age.
Shoghi Effendi stressed the importance of what
Martha Root had done:
Of all the services rendered the Cause of Baha'u'IHlh by this star servant of His Faith, the most
superb and by far the most momentous has -been
the almost instantaneous response evoked in
Queen Marie of Rumania to the Message which
that ardent and audacious pioneer had carried to
her during one of the darkest moments of her life,
an hour of bitter need, perplexity and sorrow. "It
came," she herself in a letter had testified, "as all
great messages come, at an hour of dire grief and
inner conflict and distress, so the seed sank
deeply."27
Queen Marie herself proclaimed the Cause through
open letters to Canadian and American newspapers,
writing in the Toronto Star:
· . . It is a wondrous Message that Baha'u'llah
and his son 'Abdu'l-Baha have given us . . . . Love,
the mainspring of every energy, tolerance towards
each other, desire of understanding each other.
knowing each other, helping each other, forgiving
each other.
It is Christ's Message taken up anew, in the same
words almost, but adapted to the thousand years
and more difference that lies between the year one
and today ....
· .. If ever the name of Baha'u'llah or 'Abdu'lBaha comes to your attention, do not put their
writings from you. Search out their Books, and
let their glori-ous, peace-bringing, love-creating
words and lessons sink into your hearts as they
have into mine.
· .. Seek them, and be the happier. 38
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The following year, Queen Marie's husband King Ferdinand dieQ., and when Martha Root called, on her second interview, the queen and her daughter Princess
Ileana had been reading Baha'u'llah's words in the iqan
about life after death. In subsequent interviews, Queen
Marie gave Martha Root written appreciations, used as
frontispieces for the Ba.hli'i World VOlumes, and a diamond and pearl brooch, now in the International
Archives building in Haifa. Princess l1eana translated a
Baha'i pamphlet into Rumanian and saw to its printing.
Martha Root spoke of Queen Marie as being beautiful
~as a queen should be. Indeed, in her articles she had
nothing but kind words for everyone she met, writing
with love and respect of the heads of state, professors
and other notables whom she met in Europe and Asia.
President Masaryk, founder of Czechoslovakia, she
described as "a psychologist of peace ... born into this
world to be a statesman."2'9 Dr. Joseph Kruszynski.,
preside[]t of Lublin University, who had visited 'Abdu?lBaha as a youn g priest and was the first to write of the
Faith in Polish, she found, "a tall, handsome, scholarly,
kindly, interesting man with eyes full of light."ao
Their words, and those of others Martha met on this
trip----Drs. Auguste Forel, Edmund Privat, and Charles
Baudouin of Switzerland; Prince Paul and Princess
Olga of Yugoslavia and Professor Bogdon Popovitch of
that country; Dr. Rusztem Vambery of Hungary; Eduard
Benes, foreign minister and later president of Czechoslovakia; King Faisal of 'Iraq; notables 'Of Turkey,
Egypt, India, and Japan; Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, founder of
modern China, and Dr. Y. S. Tsao, president of Tsing
Hua University----'Can be found in the Baha'i World. 31
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Small wonder that the noted people she interviewed
with such interest and enthusiasm were able to speak
appreciatively of the Baha'i Faith; they had her for an
example, Doris McKay, who knew her, wrote that, HWho_
ever you were, her loving interest wag her introduction
to you. There was no one. high or low, who had not felt
that .... There was a quiet stateliness in her manner, an
element of ceremony. 'Make every meeting an occasion ' she instructed me. 'Give something always, if only
a flo~er, some candy or fruit. Pray that they will accept
from you the Greater Gift. r °32
After her years in Europe, Martha Root took the long
way home 'by way of Turkey; Egypt; a month in Haifa
as a guest of Shoghi Effendi; Damascus; 'Iraq; five
months in fran where she visited the friends and places
of Baha'i martyrdom; two and a half months in India
and Burma; Malaya; China; Japan; and H a.waiL The
National Spiritual Assembly of :fran wrote WIth appreciation of the effect of Martha Root's visit on the believ·
ers: "People who, as proved by history, looked down
upon foreigners with enmity and bitterness, and. <:on.
sidered association with them as contrary to religIOn,
now thanks to Baha'u'Uah's Teachings, shed tears of
joy ~t the sight of their American sister." That letter
also remarked on l'the eagerness with which friends
rushed to meet her. ,," They took her to the tomb of the
Varqas and the home of 'fahirih, and she, in tum, recorded for the Western believers the beautiful story of
the Varqa family in "White Roses of Persia"3t and
began work on her book of the life of Tahirih.
Martha spent a year in the United States, traveling
from the Pacific to the Atlanti-c, lecturing daily as she
went.
Europ. Again
Then in January of 1932 Martha Root set sail for her
second tour of Europe, staying there another four years.
She spent three months in Geneva for the Disarmament
Conference and the Extraordinary Session of the League
of Nations, meeting personally the statesmen of over
fifty nations.
Mter that she concentrated chiefly on Northern and
Eastern Europe, where she placed articles in more than
one hundred periodicals. Her efforts extended all the
way to Latvia. She arranged for the publication of
Baha'u'ltah and the New Era in Rumanian, Greek, and
Finnish and of a booklet, "What Is the Baha'i Movement?!! in Rumanian, Finnish, and Icelandic. She
spoke on the radio and once again had interviews with
notables and royalty, including an audience with King
Haakon of Nonvay. She attended Esperanto congresses
again on this trip, often in the company of Lidja
Zamenhof.
For the Baha'is of the West she wrote of her pH.
grimage to Adrianople, a pilgrimage in which she
searched for and found the houses Baha'u'lHih had lived
in and the people who had known Him. The American
National Spiritual Assembly wrote:
With what tenderness our hearts follow her on
her journey of October, 1933, to Adrianople, where
the Blessed Perfection had "planted a seed under
every stone." Through her we are welcomed by
the Governor and Mayor. With her we kneel rever·
ently in the Muradiyyih Mosque and sense Hhow
far Baha 'u'Uah had come to meet our Western
World!" Through her eyes, many times teardimmed in that city, we see the gentle Mustafa
Big, who had been in the Presence of the Beloved
and was able to tell us of His gardens, His house,
His great generosity. and of the reverent esteem of
His fellow citizen5.3~

The history of the Baha'i Faith in iceland, like that of
so many countries, begins with Martha Root's lecture
tour there (July to August of 1935). Martha told of being
introduced on the street to a school principal who had
read her article, "What is the Baha'i Movement?" in the
newspaper;
He invited us to come with him to his home to
coffee as is the delightful custom in Iceland. We
went,' and after a long conversation about the
Baha'i Teachings, just as we were about to go, he
asked uTell me do you believe in dreams?" The
write~ replied, !'yes/' that Baha'u'llah had said
there may be many mysteries and wisdoms in
dreams; even there are occasions where it may
happen that one witnesses outwardly in the world
of time exactly the thing he had seen in his dream.
"Well," said the host, "last night I dreamed that
a bird came into this room, and resting on the sofa
sang such a beautiful melody. I was 50 happy. This
moming I said to myself, 'Who will come?' Then I
met you in the street, you come with your friend
Holmfridur to our house and you have taken the
seat on the sofa where the bird came and sang the
melody!" He was one of the great souls of Iceland.3B
Martha Root was sent back to the United States in the
middle of the following year by the Guardian. Her
health was broken, and he told her to rest. She stayed
two months with the Wilhelms, recuperating, then began
lecturing across the United States, but with a lighter
schedule than on the previous tour.
Fin!, Fin.st Fruit of the Formali •• Age

Martha Root left San Francisco May 20, 1937, on her
last earthly journey. She went first to Japan where she
taught one month. She next landed in Shanghai, but the
Japanese bom1bardment of that city made it too danger·
ous to stay. Her next stop was the Philippines, where an
earthquake immediately after her arrival destroyed in
fire all the clothes she had brought. Three months of
teaching in the Philippines were followed by a month in
Ceylon.
Then in October, Marth a arrived in India for a fifteenmonth stay, where she lectured "from Bombay to Mandalay, and from Srinagar to Colombo. "37 Her lecture
topics varied: "What Is Culture?" "How We May Work
for Universal Peace," "New Solution of the Economic
Problem," etc. But, she noted, "Every lecture in India
has been a Baha'i lecture whatever the subject, the
theme is always one-the teachings of the Baha'i

Faith. "~B

She visited Rabindranath Tagore and met the Prime
Minister of India. More than 200 newspaper articles
appeared during her stay in India and Ceylon She
traveled through southern India in the company of
Shirin Fozdar. who sang songs of Qurratu'l-'Ayn
(Tahirih). In Rangoon she met with the Baha'i children
and gave them the first lesson in a Baha'i .class which
the Rangoon Spiritual A2.sembly determined to continue
in remembrance of her visit,
She spent three months in Karachi arranging for the
publishing and printing of her book, Tahirih the Pure,
iran's Greatest Woman. Martha Root was inspired by
the "heroic seIftessness" of l' ahirih, whom she described
as Hthe first woman suffrage martyr" and as "to this
day our living, thrilling teacher. ".'19
'Sometimes I have asked myself,' Martha Root had
said, musing upon the life of 'fahirih, ~was 'filhirih great
enough instantly to say, "0 God, I give my life to
esta'blish this Faith among mankind!" or did she, too,
need to ·be trained by the infinite God to long to give her
life as a -martyr to serve this new religion.' ".f(I
,j
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At the end of Martha's journey through those areas
which are now separated as India, Pakistan, and
Burma, the National Spiritual Assembly secretary
wrote: <'Miss Martha Root has opened the whole of India
to us, and it now devolves upon us to utilize these
openings and produce the 'best of results. "41
Her last lecture tour was through Aush alia and New
Zealand. She was in poor health and weakened as she
went along, but she continued determinedly, giving her
last ounce of strength. Her report to the American
Baha'is describes her teaching method. She said that
she had had a few firesides, but:
... I could not do as much as I wished, because
the program was so full; and when one is going to
give a lecture it is important to study, concentrate, meditate. For example, the day I was to
speak in the big Theater I kept with my .ubj eel all
day; I read, I thought, and I sent my "mind" once
through a lecture of 45 minutes; at 5 p.m. I jotted
down an outline of five points. When I spoke that
night, I did not look at the outline, and I did not say
exactly what I had thought out in the day-we have
to see our audience before we know what we are
going to sayl ... We as Baha'is should prepare and
be ready.. Sometimes, I know, we cannot, hecause
we are so interrupted, and then Baha'u'llah helps
us just the same; Ibut we should study and know
well all the teachings. 42
She wrote her report when very ill, just the day before
leaving Auckland. She recalled in her letter the lecture
she gave on "Scientific Proofs of Life After Death/'
"Perhaps I could never give it like that again," she
wrote, "but it thrilled me. The Teachings, the proofs, are
such a spiritual security. I think I love that lecture most
of all The hall was crowded, many stood., some even
standing in the outer hall where they could hear but
could not see. Many of them had lost loved ones, and
they came to find truth and comfort.' '43:
Despite her illness, she had loved being with the
friends and ended her report: "And now that I am
leaving, May 29th on the 'Mariposa,' it will be very
difficult to say farewell, 'but, if not in New Zealand, we
shall again do 'spiritual sky-larking' together in the
Heavenly Realms. "44 As the Guardian testified:
. . . N either age nor ill-heal th, neither the paucity of literature which hampered her early efforts,
nor the meager resources which imposed an added
'burden on her labors, neither the extremities of the
climates to which she was exposed, nor the political disturbances which she encountered in the
course of her journeys, could damp the zeal or
deflect the purpose of this spiritually dynamic and
saintly woman. Single--handed and, on more than
one occasion, in extremely perilous circumstances, she continued to call in clarion tones,
men of diverse creeds, color and classes to the
Message of Baha 'u'llith, Wltil, while in spite of a
deadly and painful disease, the onslaught of which
she endured with heroic fortitude, she hastened
homeward to help in the recently launched Seven
Year Plan, she was stricken down on her way, in
far-off Honolulu. 45
Two Baha'is on board the "Mariposa" took care of her
and, when the ship reached Honolulu, took her to the
home of a Baha'i. where she spent her last months,
passing away on September 28, 1939, at age 67, in that
"symbolic spot, meeting place of East and West. "46 The
Guardian wrote to the American believers, "The passing of dearest Martha and the circumstances of her
severe and painful illness have brought profOlUld sorrow, but I rejoiee at the glory and joy that must be hers

and which she fully deserves in the Abha paradise. "47
In a cable, he annoWlced: "Posterity will establish
her as the foremost Hand which 'Abdu'l-Baha's will has
raised up in first Baha'i century. Present generation of
her fellow-be1ievers recognize her to be the first, .finest
fruit which the Formative Age of the Faith of Bahs'u'JIah has as yet produced. "48
And in God Passes By, the Guardian's history of the
first Baha'i century, he describes the American Baha'i
community as Hcrowned with imperishable glory by
these signal international services of Martha Root. "4.
She had, he said, "outshone the feats aecomplished u by
any of the propagators of the Faith ".in the eourse of
an entire century"-thus his tribute:
To Martha Root, that archetype of BaM'! itinerant teachers and the foremost Hand raised by
Baha'u'llah since 'A!bdu'l-Baha's passing, must be
awarded, if her manifold services and the supreme
act of her life are to ,be correctly appraised, the
title of Leading Ambassadress of His Faith and
Pride of Baha'i teaehers, whether men or women,
in both the East and the West.'"
She was our sister Martha.
NOTES:
25God Pa.sses By, p. 387.
2°The Promised Da.tI Is Come, pp. 32-33.
:nOaa Passes Btl, p. 389.
~BaM'i WOTld vol. II, p. 174 .
.29St4T the West, vol. XIX, p. 198.
aoBaM' W01"ld, vol. V, p. 565.
:'ILlb1d., voL IV. pp. 429-34; vol. V, articles beginning on pp. 322,

0t

54h 5f!31 and
609; and subsequent volumes.
voL VIII, p. 645.
~lbta.,

:q!t p. 45.
of the west, vol. XXIII, pp. 71, 179,226, and 255.
411faM'i WOTld, vol. VIII, pp. 60·72, 643-648, 809·818, and
918-921.
4!iGod Pa&8es Btl, p. 388.
33Ibid •• vol.
!J~StaT

~·44.

f6MessWa€S to Am.erica,!'. 30.

48Staf' a tBe West, p. 37 .
4DGod asSe.! B'U. p. 396.
!illibid, p. 388.

Presentation to Offici a Is in

Cura~ao

The Governor of The Netherlands Antilles, His Excellency Dr. B. M. Leito, is shown receiving The Prodamation 0/ Bah<i'u'll<ih from the hand of Dr. Nosrat
Rabbani, pioneer. Accompanying her are Mrs. Engle.hardt, right, and Mrs. Lenderink, left. The Governor
was most interested and kept the Baha'is talking for
over haJf-an-hour. This event took place on March 7
and on March 10 a similar presentation was made to
the Lieutenant-Governor of Curac;ao, His Excellency
Mr. A. E. Kibbelaar. On March 13 a third copy of the
same book was presented to the Prime Minister of the
Netherlands Antilles, His Excellency Mr. O.R.A. Beaujon.
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First National Spiritual Assembly

In

Afghanistan

Members oj the fiTst National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is oj Afghanistan. Standing, leJt to right:
KhatH AKhavan, Houshang Rashidi, Mohamad Aslam Omary, Golagha Ahmadi, Mohamad Aslam
AmiTY, Hooshang Mohebee. Bazmohamad Noorzei. In front: Mohamad Ibrahimzadeh, Ziaoulah Mahboobipoor.

A New All-Chinese Community in Sarawak
By the light ,of a borrowed gas lamp in a community
hall in Siburan, on December 3rd 1971~ about seventy
Chinese residents of a fenced-in village in a restricted
area in Sarawak heard the Baha'i message for the first
time. In order to arrange this a police permit and curfew pass had to be first obtained as Siburan is a village
created under the Resettlement Project.
It all started during a "feeler" trip a few days earlier,
when Koh Ai Leen of Malacca on a visit to Sarawak,
went with Grace Choo to Siburan to investigate the
possibility of leaching there.
In a coffee-shop, they were served by a friendly lady
who turned out to be a teacher by profession, They very
soon got acquainted (Ai Leen being a leacher herself)
and Miss Ang kindly agreed to arrange a fireside at her
home at SOme futUre date, The very next day a phone
call brought the happy news that Miss Ang had contacted more than thirty friends who were interested so it
was decided that a public meeting be arranged at the
community hall instead of her home. Baha'is from
Kuching went over to clean up the hall and distribute
pamphlets and invitations to as many as possible,
Auxiliary Board member Grete Fozdar spoke on the
Faith and Yang Kouk Chung translated into Mandarin.
At that meeting, when the seeds were sown in this first

aU-Chinese community, one man became a Baha'i. Vera
Kho's report says "The car that zoomed away in the
blackness of the night as we returned to Kuching
seemed to be traveling on air for the occupants had
just soared to new heights in Sarawak after the first
organised talk to the Chinese masses in East Malaysia."
Another report from Vera about two weeks later had
this interesting piece.
"It was night time in a classroom in Si,buran and the
attendants at the Baha'i meeting were having the greatest lesson. It was the second public talk to be held in
Siburan and this time there were ten declarants after
the Message was given in Mandarin by Chua and Mrs.
Chao."
Then a still later report included the following paragraph:
<lThere we were in that familiar classroom in Siburan
and the great lesson went even deeper. There were no
talks, but there were prayers-prayers read by the new
believers and readings from the holy Writings. . . . The
Nineteen Day Feast was being celebrated in Siburanthe Feast of Sovereignty. We now have a Baha~i com·
munity in a Chinese bazaar. Mr. and Mrs. Choo were the
hosts to about thirty new believers."
-From MALAYSIAN BAHA'i NEWS, January 1972.

Sixteenth Annual Convention of the Bahd'is:, Anchorage, April 28-30, 1972, Mrs, FloTence Mayberry,
Co~msellor. and AuxHiary Board member Howa7'd BrotL'1t are in the front row center.

ALASKA-CONVENTION REPORT
Last year's Convention was a banner-waving one, at
which the delegates dared to challenge the believers to
"Spiritually Conquer Alaska." This year's Convention
was one of quieter strength and self confidence as the
twenty-nine delegates and 200 friends gathered to rejoice over the gains and to plan for the future.
In the cable from The Universal House of Justice,
Alaska was praised for falfining aU goals and called a
H shining light. "
These goals fulfilled were the formation of thirty-two
Assemblies, including one in the Aleutians, two on
Kodiac Island and three in the Baranofs. Twelve Assemblies are incorporated. Prayers have been translated
into Athabascan and Tlingit and Baha'i literature also
translated into Aleut and Yukpik as well as tapes made
in the leading languages of Alaska.
One goal was to extend teaching activity among minority groups. Now a large proportion of the beHevers of

Alaska TepTesent minorities and they aTe very much
involved in teaching activities.
In addition the foreign goals have been accomplished.
The Stettler family of three pioneered to Swaziland. Don
and Marie Van Brunt pioneered to Iceland. Kathryn
Alio settled in Lesotho. Alaska assisted in the acquisition of Temple sites in West Africa and Luxembourg.
A youth conference with sixty to seventy participants
was held during Convention. All youth recommenda-

bons were accepted by the delegates. By various activities they raised some $400 for the Fund during Convention.
In response to the urgent plea of The Universal House
of Justice in their Ric;ivan Message for pioneers to complete the worldwide goals, by the end of Convention
forty-four persons had volunteered to pioneer or travelteach, over twenty percent, or -one person out of five.
Howard Brown, Auxiliary Board member, reminded
the friends that during the diSintegration of the old
world, people will come to the Baha'is as patients come
to their doctor.
Counsellor Florence Mayberry spoke on "Alaska in
the Eyes of the World," reminding them that at the
Singapore Conference they were asked about the
"prayer watch" and how the "Army of Light" was
form ed jn Ala ska. She told of in teres t in Central and
South America in the techniques developed in Alaska.
She repeated a portion of the 1964 Message from The
Universal House of Justice to Alaska to "play your part
in the awakening of the entire North American continent." In conclusion she stated that the power and
dynamism of the believers have been tapped and described it as a wonderful example of universal participation.
-Condensed from June 1972 ALASKA BAHA'i NEWS,

National Spiritual Assem bly members of Alaska f01' 1972-1973 witl> Mrs. Florence MaybeTTl/ and Howard
Brown at center. Members: Aythur Jess; Blaine Reed; Georgia Haisler, Recording Secretary; George

Wang; John Kolstoe, Chairman; Dona~d A. Anderson, Treasurer; Mary Brown; Robin Fowler, ViceChairman; Janet Smith, Secretary,
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PANAMA LIONS' CLUB CAMP
By Kit Gold.lein

The first day of the Conference. Some of the sixteen
tribes represented. Note the Eskimo in the back with her
fur hood.
Looking 'back on those five days which flowed with
activity from dawn till midnight and often long after,

we recall the faces of the Baha'is, not so much what was
said, but the faces of the 4,000 subjects in the Kingdom
of Baha'u'Ilah, submerged. in the sea of grace, rayed
through and. through by that mysterious quickening
power of God.
Nowhere was this so evident as in the group at the
Lions} Club, where about 400 Indian and campesino
Baha'is lived in camping style with the overflow from
the crowded. hotels. The facility is a summer camp for
W1derprivileged children, and stands on a hilltop near to
and slightly lower than the Temple. Here for a numher
of years the National Assem'bly of Panama has held. its
National Conventions since the summer school at VIlla
Virginia has become too small. It seemed most fitting
that our Indians and campesinos should find a resting
place within sight of the Queen of Sonsonate. At night
the glowing Tempie on the nearby hilltop blessed the
camp; and by day, facing the white dome and 'Akka,
many -of the friends said their morning prayers. Its
influence was strongly felt, and it became the focal
point for the teeming love and adoration of Baha'u'llah
and God HimseU that swirled through the camp. As one
man said, "We felt strongly the presence of Baha'u'llah.
He was the-Te."
The beautiful Guaymi Indians of Panama forgot their
reputed "stolidity", and, as the friends arrived the first
night, ran out with glad cries to kiss and embrace
companions of schools and teaching trips. The face of a
non-Baha'i bus driver who saw this was a real picture of
amazement, shock and pleasure as he gasped and
laughed when the Indians and HBlancos" embraced.
(Incidentally, he asked for a Baha'! bOOk.) The Lions'
Club was, as usual, living the life.
The cooks and assistants in the kitchen, many of them
Cuna Indians, all became Baha'is after two days of this
happy fellowship, f-or they felt the brimming over of
love.

On the night of arrival for the National Conference.
one of the Indian babies, after three days travel with his
parents on foot through the wilderness and in the bus,
was rushed to St. Tomas Hospital at midnight, suffering from severe diarrhea and dehydrati-on from the days
without food or liquid. The doctor gave him an injection
and wrote out the prescriptions, telling us to get as
much liquid into him as possible as he was badly dehydrated and in danger of death. There was a mad jeep
ride hunting for an all-night drug store and then a
restaurant for cans of apple juice. By two in the morning he was greedily sucking app1e juice from the can as
there was no time to sterilize bottles. In two days he was
a smiling happy baby, eating voraciously. His name
was Karbila. There was another Guaymi baby named
Abha.
The Temple's very nearness set the atmosphere, for
with so many people living in the rough accommoda·
hons-bunk beds, child size, five feet long, dormitories,
cafeteria dining-the warmth and radiance was almost
universal. It was amazing how little complaining went
on. How well the mixed crowd of indigenous, sometimes
primitive, people and "rich North Americans and Latin
Americans" with cameras, radios, moving picture
cameras. with bags and bags of clothing and cosmetics
(which made the humbler shopping bag of the Indian or
bundle of a change of clean clothing look poor indeed),
met and truly lived together, forgetting self and jumping eagerly to help one another. As one of the workers
there said, "Here is your answer to the people who say
that this Faith is a beautiful dream, but it will never
work.lI "Yes," said another, LLin these Conferences we
are living for a time in the wor ld 's future! "
As in all of the Baha'i activities, there was a Committee that worked day and night. The physical ar~
rangements were under the direction of the dev-oted

A new Panamanian believer, photographed on the day of
her declaration.
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pioneers, Ken and Marty Rutan. who worked sixteen to
eighteen hours a day to make things as happy and <:omfortable as possible. Others on and off the commIttee
worked long hours tQ help, One American believer got to
only one session of the Conference and missed the Dedication so that others might be free to go.
"We are soldiers of God's Army" was the theme song
of the Camp; it was whistled, hummed, sung and
strummed on guitars day and night. Groups got together
and sang spontaneously, and there was always a guitar
handy. One night, while waiting for the buses to take us
to the Gymnasium, the delegates of Trinidad-Tobago,
Ecuador and Panama came together in the center of the
dining hall and "sang up a storm!" A few youth from
the United States joined in and with Alberto Carbo, the
little dynamo of Ecuador, leading they sang songs in
Spanish and English. Mr. Carbo is noted for the Baha'i
songs he writes. One beautiful song from Hawaii was
taught by Tod Fletcher from the United States. Mr. Leo
Frazier National Secretary of Trinidad, a handsome
and mo'st dignified gentleman, stood on the outskirts of
the singing grouP? surprised, perhaps even a little
shocked at the whole-hearted abandon of young and old,
performing so uninhibitedly: t~gether: but in a fe~ ~in
utes, the joy was so irresIstIble that -he was smgmg
merrily with the rest.
The Trinidad delegation was Qne of the joys of the
Dedication and Conference. The vivid Edna Caverly.
North American pioneer to Trinidad-Tobago, sang the
"Remover of Difficulties" with solo and chorus as it is
sung in her locality.
Everywhere, on lines outdoors and in the bathrooms,
was the laundry of the Indians as they strove to keep
themselves shining clean. The Cuna Senoras washed
their clothes on the rocks of the hillside in the rain. One
day the Cuna ladies did one of their beautiful dances
with pan pipes and maraccas.
There was no age barrier. The youth leaped to help
older or crippled friends, saving them seats on the buses
and gladly carrying packages or bundles too heavy for
them. For three nights in succession the guests made
sandwiches for the lunch boxes to be taken to the Gymnasium, and for the Indians to carry with them on their
return journey, as many of them would have to go on
foo t for one or two days after the bus ride was completed. In the mountains there are no roads as yet, and
no stores in the wilderness where food can be 'bought.
The Lions' Club guests gladly did this to relieve the
cooks and their helpers, who worked sixteen hours a day.
All efforts were received with loving gratitude, It was
amusing to see the slight wariness shO\vn on arrival
melting away and jOYQUS companionship taking over.
There were so many beautiful people that it is imPQ5sible to name them an. Mrs, Bobby Savage, who with her
muy simpatico husband has a Baha'i Institute in
Mexico although confined to wheel chair or crutches,
lives ~ active and ardent Baha'i life teaching and
tra veling; and, by her radiant example, teaching more
than by her words, She is an Osage Indian. Our dear and
tireless Dr. Sherrill Kelly worked almost I'OWld the
clock. Mornings, after breakfast and about 11:00 at night
were the scheduled usick call" in the little infirmary at
the Lions' Club; and during the hours between, two
former U.S. Army medics acted as nurses. Dr. Kelly
spent his days guarding the health of the beloved Hands,
and holding a small clinic at the Gymnasium.
Meanwhile, whenever there was free time, the friends
young and old staying at the Lions' Club went out with
the Panama believers to help in the great mass conversion push that brought in almost three thousand new
believers. Tired and hungry they would come straggling
into the dining room, rejoicing in their, to them, incomprehensible success, with hands laden with signed dec-
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A grou.p ready to say prayers, each in his
/.anguage,

Or

her native

laration cards and literature, and faces radiant with
happiness, What beautiful Baha'is we had at the Lions'
Club! YQuth, middleaged, old, members of other National Assemblies, friends from as far away as Australia, Hawaii and England. The bright colors of the
Indian costumes were like a flower garden as they clus·
tered around the Hands in the Temple and at the Gymnasium. The love of the Hands -drew them into a completely unselfconscious demonstration of the warmth
and sweetness so inherent in our Indian brothers and
sisters.
The other friends in return expressed such concern
and love for the Indians that sometimes, when in the
rush of the vast responsibility assumed by the Panamanian Baha'is, something would be overlooked, the guests
pitched in and tQok care of it. Specifically, there was the
case of the infected toe of one of the delegation from
Bolivia. He seemed too retiring to bring it to the Doctor's attention, even when urged; so, one of the North
American women who had had first aid training dressed
it, and later got him to go to the Doctor. Another time,
when the plan to have a room for Indian family groups
became impossible because of the continually arriving
crowd, Ken and Marty Rutan gave up their own room to
the Cuna family groups, and slept in a storeroom.
The farewells the last day were filled with loving
warmth, with embraces and exchange of gifts, both
Indian and visiting women taking off bits of jewelry to
give them to friends new or old; with promises to meet
again here or in the world to come, with messages to
friends who could not come. The Guaymi kept to their
custom of riding away in the buses chanting
"Allah'u'Abhci! .,
Those of us who have had experience at the Lions'
Club in other years know how strong is the spirit there,
and we wouldn't be bribed to spend our time in the most
luxurious hotel. We know that the real essence of those
five wonderful days was there. We were "Soldiers of
God's Army" bivouacking together there in the love and
service of Baha'u'llcih.
Even the very shy Chocos smiling and offering their
hands in farewell were a small miracle of love. One
Guaymi said to a Chaco. "How are you going home?"
The Choco chuckled and replied, "I'm going home in
my car with two wheels!" All carried away the blessed
memory of the glowing Temple, and the joyful, noisy life
of the Camp----brothers and sisters, loving, helping, praying tQgether, always in spirit together.
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More About the Cunas
The Cuna Indians who reside on the San BIas Islands,
off the Atlantic coast of Panama, have a prophetic
heritage which includes a promise that God will send
people to them from the outside world with a new Book,
a new Message and a new Name and that the Message
will teach them to live in harmony with aU the people of
the world. The Cuna word for God is Baha.
Nine years ago the Baha'is from Panama traveled
throughout the islands and, at that time, over 2,000
Cunas accepted the Cause, They have, since that time,
had little opportunity to deepen in their knowledge of the
Faith.
Recently a teaching team visited the island of Ustupo.
spending four days with the Cunas. During this time
the Sahilas (chiefs) of the island accepted the Cause, as
did the Voceros (spokesmen). That the Sahilas embraced the Faith is highly significant, as they have
previously treated any visitors Who spoke of religion
with courtesy 'but have refused to align themselves with
any religion. Plans are now being made to deepen the
Cunas systematically.
-BAHA'I NEWS, May 1971, p. 20.

The "mala" shaum is a sample of the Pre-Colombian
native art fOTm of the Cunas of the San BIas Islands. It is
made of layers of colOTed doth with a reverse applique
process, cutting through layers to expose the desired
design. The women use them on the waist of their gowns.
It is said that a Umola" must be used at least once
before it can be sold. They aTe used for wall decorations
and aTe collected in prominent museums. Many were
for sale at the Gymnasium where the Conference -was
held, and were popular with visitors.
Cuna Baha'is. Note the e'mola"
blouse.

'WOrn

on the woman's

Nationol Convention of Bolivia

National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is Of Boliva,
Riifvtin 1972·73. Left to right: standing: Prodeneio Pena,
Sabino Ortega, Hugo SoTia, Reginald Baskin, Au.riliary
Board member Marilyn Dunbar, Fatinih Oul.adi, Continental Counsellor Athos Costas; seated: Au.rUiary
Board member Andres Jachakollo, Dr. EshTaghollah
Ouladi, Juan Mamani, Isidro Jachakolw, Dorothy Baskin, Au.riliary Board member Touba Maani.

Martha Root's Preparation for Her Journeys
Before sfarting on her world tours to promote the
Baha'i Faith, Martha Root performed a symbOlic deed.
She made a trip to Austin, Texas and visited Miss Anna
Reinke, a believer who was a seamstress, working by the
day in various homes. One morning Martha asked Anna.
for a small 'box and with this in hand they went to the
backyard, dug a hole and buried the box. Martha exclaimed to the effect: "Now I am ready. I have left my
se If behind. tJ
As for Anna, she continued to work and serve the
Cause. She set herself to place a copy of Bahd'u'Udh and
the New Era in every library in Texas and carried on
extensive correspondence to this end, She 'bought an old
streetcar, had it moved to some distance from the city
and converted it into her home which became a rallyingpoint for the Baha'is for some years. She passed on May
23, 1971. (As told by Anna Reinke to Evelyn Hardin,
Managing Editor, BAHA'i NEWS)
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Belize Holds Unity Month
A Baha'i month-HUnity" month~ Hand of the Cause
of God Dr. Muhajir suggested it when visiting Belize,
British Honduras at the beginning of February, "India", he said, Hwas concentrating on the cities, disCQv~
ering many waiting souls of capacity to become teachers
of the masses. Why not concentrate our next effort on
Belize City?" he asked. We agreed. But a month! Could
we cope with that? Had we the personnel? The UDiver~
sal House of Justice had advised liS to make audacious
plans, then rely on the Supreme Concourse to help
carry them out.
So we set February 19 for the opening. Our Minister
of Internal Affairs, always a friend of the Faith, when
meeting Dr. Muhajir had agreed to open the month by
radio and in person but lUlfortunately when the time
came he had to be out of the country. We went to work,
many people cooperating. Five thousand leaflets were
printed, announcing the month and subjects to be presented, based on 'Abdu'l-Baha's "Seven Candles of Unity" and additional Baha'i principles. Attractive posters
with drawings and quotations, a book display, picture
displays showing Baha'j unity in action, all these made
the Center a place to filJ the eye and the mind.
Then, wonderful news came t Hand of the Cause of
God Dr. Ugo Giachery and Mrs. Giachery would arrive
on February 14 and leave on February 20, just in time
to open Unity Month on his last night. We would make
this a reception for him as well, but hold it at our
best hotel to accommodate more people and facilitate
serving a nice supper. Three hundred invitations were
sent out in the hope that ten per.cent would accept.
Newspaper and radio publicity was released and we
began to distribute the leaflets all over the city. We were
ready.
Dr. and Mrs. Giachery arrived, met with the National Assembly. with the Baha'is, visited and spoke at the
new Capital, Belmopan, and while there had a forty
minute interview with our Premier and recorded a
talk for radio. At the reception he gave a beautiful
discourse on "Unity" to an audience of fifty-six, twenty
of them learning of the Faith for the first time.
We were off to a fine start and we knew that prayers
and the power released during the Fast period would
sustain and aid us to make the Month one that would
bear good fruit. A happy Naw-Ruz Feast had thirty-five
guests, ten of them not Baha'is. and all enjoyed a delicious supper and true Baha'i fellowship.
Daily radio announcements gave the topic for the
program for each night. As our radio station reaches
into neighboring countries, many thousands heard of
the Faith daily. Auxiliary Board member Mrs. Ruth
Pringle was Chairman for one of the meetings, and
sixteen other Baha'is presided at one time or another,
giving short talks and answering questions. The Center
was kept open during the day but, as it was not a business street, few people came in.
Baha'i youth participated at almost every meeting.
A yOWlg Cara'b who had been studying the Faith in
other countries came in especially to enroll. Dewart
McLean from Canada was an effective teacher. Baha'is
from Burrel Boom and Belmopan participated as well
as those in Belize City. There were twenty-six nonBaha'is who attended the series, with from twelve to
twenty-five persons at each meeting. Music and slides
added to the enjoyment.
Twice during the month a team went to outlying
sections of the city, showed slides, gave the Message
and distributed leaflets. The first group n.um'bered
thirty, the second two hundred adults and children. The
monthly fifteen-minute radio program fell during this

pe~iod. The wOJ:ds of Baha'u'lhih were read by two
VOlces to a mUSIcal background and told of the Unity
of God and His Messengers.
The final fruitage of this effort is lUlknown' however
5,000 people took the leaflets. For the last iwo weeks
there was a book display in the lobby of the largest
store In town where 3,000 leaflets were distributed a
rl:umber of Baha'i books were sold and many opport~i
ties were used to tell of the Faith.
The immediate results were four enrollments but who
~ow~ how much fruit is ripening? Ask anyone in Belize
CIty If they have heard of the Baha'i Faith and the
answer will be "Yes." So we pray for the harvest.

In the Falkland Islands
a Wedding-a Proclamation
The first inter-racial marriage recorded in Falklands
Islands took place on Saturday February 19, 1972. The
wed~ing of Sally Tan Lin Nio, formerly of Sao Paulo,
BraZIl and Bernard Steer of the United Kingdom attracted much attention.
After a civil ceremony in the Registrar's office the
couple went to the Port Stanley Town Hall where a·bout
120 guests awaited the Baha'i ceremony. As they entered to music, they went to the front and seated
themselves at a small table where the Greatest Name
was displayed. Floral arrangements made a backdrop
to the scene. There were readings from the Hindu
Buddhist, Jewish, Christian and Muslim Holy Books'
interspersed with music. The theme of all the reading~
was "Love and Unity." The Baha'i readings and the
marriage vow were concluded with the UPrayer for All
Mankind."
At a reception later there were representatives of
many beliefs, including an Anglican minister and his
wi~e. Notable was the complete lack of intoxicating
drmk, usual for such occasions in this island. Comments
about this serene and beautiful wedding are still being
heard and the occasion brought favorable attention to
the Faith.
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A Condensation of the Annual Report of the National Spiritual Assembly of Vietnam

Vietnam Convention photogTaph. Attendance was over
200 with 61 delegates.
Assisted by the guidance of The Universal House of
Justice, the National Baha'i community of Vietnam has
completed a year of trials and vict-ories.
The two largest difficulties of the Baha'i community
are the war situation and the economic collapse of the
country. Because of serious fighting, the National Spiritual Assembly has lost contact with a number of localities. The contributions of the Baha'is were too small to
meet the needs of the Faith, which prevented training
sufficient teachers to consolidate htmdreds of Baha'i
villages in the Highlands.
In the country there are 659 Local Spiritual Assemblies, 136 of them incorporated, and 1631 localities with a
total of 121,839 believers. Because of inability to get in
touch with many localities, the National Spiritual As.
semhly asked The Universal House of Justice to allow
the acceptance of all the old localities until a detailed
report can ,be made.
A goal of the Nine Year Plan not yet completed is
securing a Temple site. One has been selected on the
highway opposite the National Military Graveyard,
and it is in the process of being acquired. Supplementary goals were to send a pioneer each to New Caledonia, where Mr. Nguyen Huu has volunteered to go in
June, and also a pioneer is needed for Madagascar.
The Proclamation Committee and the Committee for
Observance of Holy Days have made progress. More
people are getting to know and to respect the Faith. The
Proclamation Committee sent out a questionnaire
which received a good response. Recently a group of
over fifty University students have voluntarily written
the National Spiritual Assembly asking for Baha'i literature for their study.
Teaching and consolidation activities have been car·
ried out by National t Zone and Provincial Teaching
Committees and Local Assemblies, though hindered by
lack of funds. Deepening classes are organized every
month for ea.ch Zone and every week at some localities.
The Baha'i Bulletin contains all the important instruc-tions from The Universal Souse of Justice, as well as
instructions from the Vietnam National Assem·bly, and
news inside and outside the country.
Individually. many women have actively taught the

Faith in various Zones and gained significant results .
youth activities were fruitful -because of a correspondence course entitled '·Towards Baha'u'll8h and the
New World Order", the establishment of a Youth Library, the formation of a Student Club in Van Hahn
University. the organization of teaching classes for
youth and of a National youth Conference. The youth
have proved their trustworthiness in the midst of a
world of confusion and decay. Their enthusiasm, steadfastness and sacrifices are a source of comfort up.holding the Faith in time of trial.
The Language Committee has translated teaching
material from English. The Chinese Language Committee has started a Teaching and Proclamation Plan
by distri'buting literature in Chinese and publishing
Baha'i articles in Chinese newspapers.
Baha'i properties increased during the year with the
purchase and building of the ~+iratu'l-Qud.s of Ta
Duong. Others are in the process of being acquired in
QueSon, Dientruong, and Phutho while land has been
donated by believers in Phong-Phu (Phong Dinh Province), and in Dien truong (An-Z uyen Province) .
Hand of the Cause Collis Featherstone made a welcom e visit which inspired the Baha'is, especially the
youth. A few days before Convention, Counsellors Mr.
Payman and Mr. Yan Kee Leong met with the National
Spiritual Assem1bly.
A weakness this past year is that many localities lost
contact with the National Spiritual Assembly and did
not send in reports while the National Spiritual Assem.
bly did not have the means to send out enough people to
these localities. and loss of contact means weakening.
Therefore to maintain all cherished goals and to continue consolidation, liaison must be improved.
The Universal House of Justice in its Ridvan 1972
Message called on us to "consider the world picture"
and .I upon all helievers everywhere to prayerfully consider their personal circumstances, and to arise while
there is yet time, to fill the international pioneer goals".
Those who have means without having capacity should
contribute the 'means; those who have capacity without
ha·ving means should contribute their .capacity.
Let all of us pray together to show our gratitude to
Baha'u'llah for all His bestowals during the year and
also to supplicate Him to continue to protect our Baha'i
brothers and sisters in the areas of serious fighting such
as Binh-Long, Binh·Dinh, Kontum, Pleiku, Quang.Tri,
Thua Thien and Chuong-Thien.

The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Vietnam. Right to left: Mr. Le Loc, Clulirman; Mr. Le Can,
Vice·Chairman; MT. Le eho, Secretary; MT. TTan Thang~
Treasurer; Mr. N Quyen. Hoang Loc, Assistant Secretary;
Mr. Le Duc Huan~ Assistant TTeasuTeT; MTs. TTanthi
Giang Chau; Mr. Le Duy Thinh; Mr. Truong Lien Dong.

Hand at the Cause MT. A. Q. Faizi addressing a seminar
of the newly enroZled university students of Delhi at the
Bahci.'i House. CounseUoT S. Vasudevan conducted the
seminar which was attended by oueT a hundTed students, on February 9, 1972,

Students listening to the talk of Hand oj the Cause Mr,
A. Q. Faizi at the New Delhi Bahci'i Students Seminar on
Feb, 9, 1972,

IN INDIA
Forty-third AnnuaL Convention of the Baha'is of India, held at Poona from April 30 to May 2, 1972.
Present in the Convention were Hand ot the Cause Mr, A. A. Furutan, Counsellors Shirin Boman and
S. Vasudevan as well as most of the Auxiliary Board members in India,
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Baha,. Participation in Brussels International Book Fair

Left to right, Mrs. Elizabeth OIinga, Hand of the Cause
Enoch Olinga, Miss Emma Pauwels and visitoT.

This year for the first time, the Brussels Baha'i
French Language Publishing Trust has participated in
the International Book Fair which takes place in Brussels every year in March. Among those of 1,100 publish.
ers, the booth of the Baha'i Publishing Trust presented
the whole range of Baha'i literature in French and
samples of Baha'i literature in some forty languages.
Twenty-four National Spiritual Assemblies had cooperated in sending samples of literature in their languages,
among them Lao, Amharic, Chinese, Bengali, Urdu,
Panjabi, Pushtu, and Samoan.
Of the 125,000 visitors of the Fair, several thousand
persons passed the Baha'j booth and were offered pam~
phlets and invitations to Baha'i evenings.
Highlights of the exhibition were the visit by the Hand
of the Cause, Mr. Enoch Olinga and Mrs. Olinga who, on
their European tour, passed through Brussels, and the
visit by His Majesty King Baudouin. The King who was
accompanied by M. De Raeymackers, inquired about
the purpose of the Baha'i PubliShing Trwt and Mrs. Lea
Nys had the privilege of giving him, though very briefly,
the Message and offering him a book.

KinrJ Baudouin of Belgium visiting the Baha'i booth at
International Book Fair, Brussels. Left to Tight: Mrs.
Elsa De Koninek; AuxiHary Board member Mrs. Lea
Nys; Mrs. Nanny Rizzardi. Manager of the French Language Publishing Trust; H. M. King Baudouin of Belgium; M. De Raeymackers.
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Roy Wilkins Presented Louis G. Gregory Award
Roy Wilkins, Executive Secretary of the NAACP, was
the recipient of the Louis G. Gregory Award for Service
to Humanity on Saturday, June 24, 1972 at the Baha'i
House of Worship Foundation Hall, Wilmette, Illinois.
Given by the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the North American Baha'i Office for Human
Rights (NABOHR), this award honors persons or orga·
nizations whose humanitarian services have con·
trihuted significantly to the rights and unity of man.
Louis G. Gregory was a member of the National Spiritual Assem'bly of the United States eleven times over a
period of years and worked to advance the cause of racial
unity and human rights.
In presenting the award to Mr. Wilkins, Dr. Firuz
Kazernzadeh, Chairman of the Baha'i National Spiritual
Assembly and Professor of History at Yale University,
stressed. the part the BahA'i Faith has played in race
relations in America. He said that when 'Abdu'I~Baha
was in this country in 1912, he addressed the fourth
Annual Convention of the NAACP and pointed out that
"racial differences were ephemeral and insignificant
and that man's essence lay in his being the reflection of
divine qualities, virtues and perfections. The spirit and
the intelligence of man is the essential .. therefore
color or race are of no importance."
Mr. Wilkins, in accepting the award which was presented to him for his part in the observance of the
United Nations International Year for Action to Combat
Racism and Racial Discrimination and i.n particular
for his contributions to the cause of human rights in
America over many years said, "The followers of the
doctrine of love and amity between people are at times a
lonely lot. Yet they have much about which to be thank-

Franklin Kahn, wen·known Navaho artist and member

of the

National Spiritual Assembfy is presenting the

award to Mr. Wilkins while Mr. Glenford E. Mitchell
and Dr. Kazemzadeh. SecretaTY and ChaiTman of the
National Spiritual Assembly. look on.
ful because as great as the odds seem, they are not as
great as they once were, ... The history of this country
in its slow combating of racism is that this hard task
requires the enlistment for the duration, not for the faint
hearted or weak . . . but those who enjoy morsels of
victory adding them to other morsels and watching
things change, watching attitudes change, not from this
year to the next, but from this year to ten years from
now and twenty years from now. It is worthwhile to be a
member of that small band of believers whose faith
never waivers and whose deeds never cease."
The program was chaired by Glenford E. Mitchell,
former Assistant Editor of Africa Report and now
Secretary of the National Baha'i Assembly. He spoke on
the life of Louis G. Gregory. Dr. Kazemzadeh spoke on
"Human Rights are God-Given Rights." Donna Kime,
recording artist for radio and television commercials,
provided a musica1 interlude accompanied by Tom
Pautz on the guitar.
The award was designed by Vernon Voelz, noted
American :sculptor from Sarasota, Florida and conveys
the concept that human rights are God~given rights,
Previous recipients of the award are Xerox Corporation
for its sponsorship of the television series "Of Black
America"; Clark Eichelberg, Chairman of the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace; the television
series "Sesame Street"; and Dr. James L, Olivero.
Executive Director of the Southwestern Cooperative
Educational Laboratory.
Roy Wilkins has been Executive Director of the Na~
tional Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) since 1955. He joined the staff of NAACP in
1931. Born in St. Louis, Missouri, he graduated from the
University of Minnesota and for eight years worked on
the staff of The Kansas City Call, a weekly newspaper.
He is Chairman of the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights and served on the President's National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders (1967-68). He is Chairman of the Call Committee of the American Negro
Leadership Conference on Africa and is a member of a
num ber of boards and governing bodies of agencies
.serving the field of human rights.
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Victory Conference at Bangui

Auxiliary Board member Mr. Jawael Mughrabi anel his
daughter with a group oj Baha'is and their children in

Central African RepubHc. Many new Baha'is aTe in the
group.
National Spiritual Assembly oj the BaM'is oj the Central African Republic electeel at Ri4van 1972. From left
to Tight, standing; M. Michel Toleque-Koy~ Recording
Secretary; M. Sebastien Tchientson; M. Raymond Ousmann; M. Albert Lincoln, Corresponding Secretary; M.
Rene Jean-Baptiste, Chairman; M. Hubert KatossiSimani, Vice-Chairman. Seated: Mme, Agnes KatossiSimani, Treasurer; Mme. Janet Mughrabi qnd Mme.
Turlia Jean-Baptiste.

Baha'is from nine different localities were gathered in
Bangui, Central African Republic, in October 1971 for a
Victory Conference, one of a series called by the Continental Board of Counsellors for the zone of Central and
East Africa and held in different countries of the zone,
The Conference was a great success and gathered together for the first time over fifty Baha'is from different
parts of the country to discuss the outstanding goals ()!
the Nine Year Plan.
For many. it was the first time they had been able to
meet with Baha'is from other communities and to visit
the newly acquired National I;Ia~iratu'l-Qud.s where the
Conference was held.
Under the a'ble Ieaelership of the representative of the
Continental Board of Counsellors, Mrs. Isobel Sa!bri, the
Conference gave new awareness and fired the enthusiasm of all those who were able to participate.

First Pygmy believer in the Central African Republic,
(February 1972) with Auxi!iary Board member Mr.
Jawad Mughrabi, pioneer to Bangu.i.
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Dr. and Mrs. Giachery Visit
Trinidad and Tobago

Second National Convention of
Trinidad and Tobago

Dr. Ugo Giachery, representative of The Universal
House of Justice and Mrs. Angelina Giachery. made a
three-day visit to Trinidad and Tobago April 12-15. A
press conference held on April 13 included the editor
and reporters of two leading newspapers, and represen·

The second National Convention of the Baha'is of
Trinidad and Tobago was held at the Baha'i Center,
Wood brook, April 22-23, 1972. Auxiliary Board member
for South America, Mr. Leonard Ericks, seventeen delegates (mostly new believers) and a large number of
Baha'i friends were present.
The Message of The Universal House of Justice to the
Baha'is of the world was read by Auxiliary Board member Mr. Leonard Ericks. Consultation and discussions
on teaching and consolidation of the Faith, and the
election of the second National Spiritual Assembly took
place in a spirit of love and unity.
The reports of victories won were very exciting. The
number of Local Spiritual Assemblies raised was from
27 to 68; localities from 77 to 160, and believers from 940
to 2,400 since last Ric;lvan.
The purchase of the endowment property and Temple
site are progressing satisfactorily. and the incorporation of the National Spiritual AssembJy is near completion. The enthusiasm of the f.riends to double their activities is indescribable,

tatives of the two radio stations.
After the press conference, lunch was served to all
present, including a very good friend of the Baha'i
Faith, Senator Nickolas Simonette and his wife, Irma.
Wide publicity was given to the occasion in both press
and radio. Later that day, a meeting was held at the
Baha'i Center for the friends who enjoyed hearing about
Dr. Giachery's wide experiences, especially his mem·
aries of the very many years spent in association and
collaboration with thebe loved Guardian Shoghi E /fendi.
On Friday Morning, Dr. and Mrs. Giachery, accom~
panied. ,by several Baha'is. paid a courtesy calIon His
Excellency The Governor General Sir Solomon Hochoy
at Governor General's Residence. St. Ann's. The visit
lasted for an hour in a friendly atmosphere, during
which His Excellency expressed his sympathy towards
the Faith.

New Center in Micronesia
Partial group of the fnenlh attending the dedication Of the first BaM.'i Center in Mwalolc Village,
Sokehs, Ponape, Micronesia. Hand of the Cause Featherstone is in the back TOW.
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National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Thailand
fOT 1972-73. Standing, left to right; Yoga Chandr~, TreaSUTer' Jai GopaZ. ChatTman; Nasser Jajn; Not M. K,

Chandran, Seated, left to right; Aldham Robarts 1 ViceChairman; Avril Robarts; Auxil~ary BoaTd member
Mrs. Betty Fernandez; Mrs. Savtta Jand, Secretary;
Prasad,

The Magetan community oj East Java at Ri(lvan 1972.
There;' a Local Spiritual Assembly in Magetan. Sixth
/Tom right. standing, is Mr. Salijanto , Auxiliarv Boord
member for South East Asia. Many travel/teachers are
present,

Proclamation in Arusha, Tanzania
"Baha'u'lHih, the Promised One of An Religions" was
the theme of the Baha'i proclamation meeting held on
April 23, 1972 by the Arusha, Tanzania community at
Tanu Hall. The meeting attracted at least 250 people .
Approximately forty posters in which the name
"Baha!u'Ilah" appeared were distributed in the city
along with 2,000 printed invitations in both Swahili and
English, Over 1,000 pamphlets, Imani ya Bahd'i and a
few Baha'i Faith: An Introduction by Gloria Faizi , were
given with the invitations at all stores and offices. The
Regional Police Commander had visited the Shrine of
the Ba,b and was especially pleased to receive his invitation, He introduced the Baha'is to his subordinates and
urged that they be given invitations also. Just prior to
the meeting, a loudspeaker was used to invite people.
Dr. Belcher from Dar-es-Salaam graciously consented to be the guest speaker. Sally Quazi enthusiastically translated. This was followed by a question
and answer program in which typical questions were
asked. In addition to prayers in two languages, there
were readings from Hidden Words and music by the
Kijenge Baha'i Choir,
At the close of the meeting, printed forms were distributed in which those who attended could indicate
their desire for more information or their intention to be
a Baha'i, There were forty-seven inquiries and twenty.
nine desired to become believers,

TIME TO RENEW YOUR SUBSCRlYfION to BAHA'i
NEWS which began in October 1971. Cost is $6.00 per
year, post-paid in the United States and Canada, and
it is for Baha'is only,
RUSH YOUR RENEWAL TO;

BahD't Subscriptlol;l Service
415 LiDden A •••

Wilmette, Illinois 60091
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: Local Assemblies, groups
and individuals in cOlUltries other than the United states
and Canada must inquire of their own National Spiritual
Assembly for subscriptions to BAHA'i NEWS. It is shipped
in bulk to each National Assembly for distribution within
their national area.
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To: All National Spiritual Assemblies
Dear Baha'i Friends,
The blessings of the Ancient Beauty are being showered upon the followers of the
Greatest Name. Our efforts to serve Him and humanity are being crowned with
victories throughout the world. As we give thanks for these splendid achievements,
as the Cause of God spreads in every land, as our institutions become more perfected, as the number of believers increases over the face of the planet, our individual
lives must increasingly mirror forth each day the teachings of Bah8.'u'lliih and we
must so live our lives that all will see in us a different people. The acts we perform,
the attitudes we manifest, the very words we speak should be an attraction, a
magnet, drawing tbe sincere to the Divine Teachings.
Bah8.'u'lliib tells us that prejudice in its various forms destroys the edifice of
humanity. We are adjured by the Divine Messenger to eliminate all forms of
prejudice from our lives. Our outer lives must show forth our beliefs. The world
must see that, regardless of each passing whinT or current fashion of the generality
of mankind, the BaM'i lives his life according to the tenets of his Faith. We must
not allow the fear of rejection by our friends and neighbors to deter us from our
goal: to live the Baha'i life. Let us strive to blot out from our lives every last trace
of prejudice-racial, religious, political, economic, national, tribal, class, cultural,
and that which is based on differences of education or age. We shall be distinguished
from our non-Baha'i associates if our lives are adorned with this principle.
If we allow prejudice of any kind to manifest itseH in us, we shall be guilty
before God of causing a setback to the progress and real growth of the Faith of
Baha'u'lI8h. It is incumbent upon every believer to endeavour with a fierce determination to eliminate this defect from his thoughts and acts. It is the duty of the
institutions of the Faith to inculcate this principle in the hearts of the friends
through every means at their disposal including summer schools, conferences,
institutes and study classes.
The fundamental purpose of the Faith of Bah8.'u'llah is the realization of the
organic unity of the entire human race. Bearing this glorious destiny in mind, and
with entire reliance on the promises of the Blessed Beauty, we should follow His
exhortation:
We love to see you at all times consorting in amity and concord within the
paradise of My good-pleasure, and to inhale from yOUT acts the fragrance of
friendliness and unity, of loving-kindness and feUowship.
Baha'i World Center
With loving Baha'i greetings,
-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Haifa, Israel
July 13, 1972
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By Ben Kaufman

Along the slope and crest of a gentle hill in Teaneck,
New Jersey, five miles west of the George W~,~hington
Bridge, are located the Wilhelm Properties, one of the
most sacred Baha'i spots in America. Here in a fragrant
evergreen grove on June 29, 1912. 'Abdu'l-Baha gave a
Unity Feast to over 300 guests. Radiating joy and the
spirit of brotherhood He welcomed the friends, walking
among them, greeting each personally t and wi th H~
own hands serving them delicious Persian food. Shoghl
E:ffendi in God Passes By refers to it as "the symbolic
Feast He Himself offered to a large gathering of His
disciples assembled in the open air, and in the green
setting of a June day . ... Ul
Those privileged to be present on that day must have
been keenly aware that it was an unusual occasion. Let
the words of Juliet Thompson, recorded in her diary,
recapture for u.s the settin g and the scene.
The great words He spoke to us then have been
preserved .... But He said one thing which woke my
whole being:

"This is a new Day; a new Hour. "
By the time He had finished the feast was ready, but
just as it was announced a storm blew up-a strange,
sudden storm, without warning. There was a tremendous 'crash of thunder; through the treetops we could
see black clouds bailing up, and big drops of rain
splashed on the tables.
The Master rose calmly and, followed by the Persians, walked out to the road, then to the end of it
where there is a cross-road. A single chair had been
left there and, as I watched from a distance I saw the
Master take it and sit down, while the Persians ranged
themselves behind Him. I saw Him lift His face to the
sky. He had gone a long way from the house; thunder
still cra,hed and the clouds rolled frighteningly low,
but He continued to sit perfectly motionless, that
sacred. powerful fa-ce upturned to the sky. Then came
a strong-rushing wind; the clouds began to race
awaYj blue patches appeared above and the sun shone
out. And then the Master rose and walked back into
the grove. 2

Part of the gathering on June 24, 1972, attending the annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'!-Baha.
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The Wilhelm House in Teaneck, N.J. where 'Abdu'l-Bah<i spent the night of June 29, 1912.
ATbor of wisteTia and walk that separates the Wilhelm
House and the Cabin.

Evergreen grcwe where r Abdu'l.-Baha gave His Unity
Feast in 1912.

From the center of the large cir-cle around which the
tables were arranged, nOw marked by a section of the
pylon base from the Baha'i House of Worship in Wilmette, illinois, 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke:
This is a d eligh tful gathering; you have come here
with sincere intentions and the purpose of all present
is the attainment of the virtues of God. The motive is
a ttraction to the divine kingdom. Since the desire of
all is unity and agreement it is certain that this meeting will be productive of great results. It will be the
cause of attracting a new bounty for we -are turning to
the kingdom of Abha seeking the infinite bestowals of
the Lord. This is a new Day and this is a new Hour in
which we have come together. Surely the Sun of Reality with its full effulgence will illumine us and the
darkness of disagreements will disappear. The utmost
love and unity will result, the favors of God will
encompass us, the pathway of the kingdom will be
made easy. Like candles these souls will become ig.
nited and made radiant through the lights of supreme
guidance. Such gatherings as this have no equal or
likeness in the world of mankind where people are'
drawn together by physical motives or in furtherance
of material interests, for this meeting is a prototype of
that inner and complete spiritual association in the
eternal world of being.
True Baha'i meetings are the mirrors of the kingdom wherein images of the Supreme Concourse are
reflected. In them the lights of the most great guidance are visible. They voice the sum-mons of the
heavenly kingdom and echo the call of the angelic
hosts to every listening ear. The efficacy of such
meetings as these is permanent throughout the ages.
This assembly has a name and significance which will
last forever. Hundreds of thousands of meetings shall
be held to commemorate this occasion and the very
words 1 speak to you today shall be repeated in them
for ages to come. Therefore be ye rejoiced for ye are
sheltered beneath the providence of God. Be happy
and joyous because the bestowals of God are intended.
for you and the life of the Holy Spirit is breathing upon
you. a

After the meal 'Abdu'l-Baha blessed each guest, placing rose perfume upon his forehead. In the evening a
meeting was held on the lawn of the Wilhelm House
where 'Abdu'I-BaM spoke from the veranda to about 150
guests. He remained with the Wilhelm family until Sunday morning when He left to fill an engagement elsewhere in New Jersey.
1n a tablet revealed by 'Abdu'l-Baha to Mr. Roy Wilhelm in 1913, He wrote: "0 thou, my dear son! Thy letter
dated July 3, 1913, was received. Its contents indicated
th~ firmness and steadfastness of the believers of God
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and told of holding a divine meeting in your radiant,
charming country place. Praise be to God that that day
was spent in the utmost joy and happiness. That Annual
Memorial Meeting will be The Souvenir of ~Abdu'l
Baha, especially when it is passed with infinite delight
and gladness!'
Faithful to the Master's prayer, that memorable Day
has been celebrated every year since 1912 on the last
Saturday in June by what has come to be known as "The
Annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'l-Baha" when several hundred guests gather in the spacious surroundings of the
Wilhelm Properties and listen to the reading of 'Abdu'lBaha's address given there in JIDle 1912. A keynote talk
also is given followed by prayers in the grove. Earlier in
the day a picnic is held in an atmosphere of joy and
fellowship reminiscent of that Unity Feast hosted by
'Abdu'I-Baha.
In addition to the Souvenir held annually on the
grouods blessed by the feet of 'Abdu'I-Baha, the Wilhelm Properties are the center of ,continual activities of
a varied nature. The Beabin" is the Teaneck Baha'i
Center where the Spiritual Assembly, national and local
teaching and administrative committees meet the year
round, where an institute is held on Sunday mornings,
and where study classes, public meetings, socials, marriages~ conferences, and prayer sessions a:bound. Not to
be omitted, of course, are the frequent declarations of
new believers who are made aware of the Wlique "presence" of the Master.
T~e late Roy C. Wilhelm, Hand of the Cause, commenced the building of Evergreen Cabin in 1916. Subsequently he made additions to it until it contained nine
rooms, a kitchen, an attic and basement. Within the
Cabin is a fireplace composed of stones from many
parts of the world. To Mr. Wilhelm there was a sigoificance in the arrangement of the colored and differently
shaped stones which symbolized to him the BaM', ideal
of a united humanity.

5

The Wilhelm House where 'Abdu'I-Baha spent one
night now harbors a tenant in order to furnish a source
of income for the numerous expenses necessary to maintain the Properties which are held under a trusteeship
by the National Spiritual Assembly. However, the future
may well entertain a larger role for them as the Baha'is
of New York and New Jersey increase their numbers.
Many friends envisage a hostel, a nursery. a meeting
hall, an enlarged parking lot, and a grove exquisitely
landscaped to befittingly commemorate the blessed spot
that may become one of the principal memorials to
'Abdu'l-Baha in America.
In close proximity to the Cabin is a two...storied building that houses the caretaker and a tenant. In the garage rests the 1911 Reo touring sedan in which Mr.
Wilhelm drove 'Abdu'I~Baha on several occasions during His visit to New Jersey. On the left rear door of the
car Mr. Wilhelm placed the familiar reference in
Nahum 2:4: "The chariots shall rage in the streets, they
shall jostle one against another in the broad ways: they
shall seem like torches, they shall run like the lightnings."
To Baha'is the Wilhelm Properties are the cynosure of
many warm thoughts and a lodestone that attracts believer and seeker alike for spiritual sustenance in a
world darkened by heavy clouds of atheism, materialism and racialism. Whether they stand in silent prayer
in the grove, meditate in the shadow of the Wilhelm
House, listen in rapt attention to a discussion in the
Cabin, or gaze with lively interest at the 1911 Reo, all are
deeply aware that this is a place which is an approach
to the reality of God.
lShoghi Effendi, God Passes By, p. 288.

2JuUet Thompson, UnpuoHshed Diary.
:J·Abdu'l~Baha.

Tn.e PTomulgation of UniveTsal Peace, pp. 208-9.

At the Bahci/i Cabin, Teaneck, N,J., Honorable Frank BUTT, Mayof' of Teaneck (at the right, seated)
paTticipating in the activities of the Baha'i Children's Sunday School on World Religion Day, 1972.
On this day he received The Proclamation of Baha'u'll.ih from the Teaneck Baha'i Community.

-Photo by Frank Sawyer, New York City.
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Observances of the
Ascension of 'Abdu/l-Baha
November 28, 1971 marked the 50th anniversary of the
Ascension of 'Abdu' 1-Baha. Since 'Abdu'l·Baha visited
and traveled across America in 1912, many communi~
ties had an excellent opportunity to use this day as a
proclamation.
The BahO.'is of Washington, D.C. held a meeting io the
Parson's home where the Beloved Master spoke during
His visit. It was widely attended by other communities
including the Baha'is of MODlgomery County, MaryiaDd
who sent releases to five newspapers and five radio
stations.
The Inllewood, California community held a seminar
starting at 2 p.m. which included a pot luck dilUler, the
observance of His Ascension at 1 a.m. and ended with
breakfast at a near""by coffee shop. Of the twenty-nine
who attended, nine were youth and seven non-Baha'is.
A Friday Fireside started 'a week-end proclamation in
Morristown, New Jersey where 'Abdu'l-Baha visited in
July of 1912. The proclamation ended with the com·
memoration of His Ascension Sunday.
In Chicago, minois, where 'Abdu'l-Baha visited in
April and May of 1912, the Baha'is held a public meetiog
at their Center.
A bus was rented in New York City, New York for the
believers to view all the places the Master visited in the
City. Then a large number of Baha'Is saw the movie of
'Abdu'l-Baha made wbile He was in America.
Two newspaper articles appeared. in the Palm
Sprinp, California newspapers. One very good account
told of 'Abdu'l-Baha's life and journey through Amer.
ica. Not only did they observe the anniversary of the 1
a.m. Ascension, but they held a public meeting Sunday
with a talk on His life and a slide show of His pictures
with a background of some of His writings.
Mrs. Nancy Bowditch, eighty-two, who met 'Abdu'lBaha when she was twenty two years old shared her
experiences with the Meriden, Connecticut <:ommunity.
They also arranged an interview for her o.n the local
radio station. Several articles appeared in the papers
including one in Spanish inviting people to attend the
public meeting which started with everyone receiving
a red rose.
A memorial dinner was held in Temple CUy, California
with movies shown of the World Congress in Lond()n,
followed with prayers.
North Plainlleld, New Jersey received good publicity
with two newspaper articles and seven one--minute spot
announcements. At their meeting they read stories from
WORLD ORnER and THE AMERICAN BAHA'i, finishing with
prayers.
_
A weekend institute was held in Palmdale, Califomia
supported by the Baha'is of NewbaU and Anlelope
Valley.
The Southern Nevoda Youth CoufereDce held in Las
Vegas drew more than 300 with twelve states represented. As its core, the Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha was
commemorated with slides, a tape of His chanting and
an 8-minute movie of His visit to America. A full-page
spread with pictures appeared in their local paper.
Thirty-seven teams went mass teachlng in Las Vegas
and the area, including the Moapa Indian reservation.
There were twenty declarations during the weekend.
Although '.A,bdu'I-Baha did not visit this area during His
travels, the people who' attended said, "He was here in
spirit all through the conference."
Mansfield, Ohio had good publicity including an interview on their local radio station.

Full-page spread in the Las Vegas, Nevada, ReviewJournal.
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Palo AIIo, California was the host community to the
San Francisco Bay Area for a deepening and small
group discussion-nine groups of nine each--on 'Abdu'lBaha, His life and writings. The communities ftnished
the day at the Stanford Memorial Chapel ('Abdu'I-Baha
spoke on the Stanford University campus) where prayers were read.
A commemoration sponsored by the Baha'i Community of Hempstead, New York was held in Manhasset
for the Baha'is of Nassau County.
A children's book display was placed in the local
library by the Lyon County (N ... oda) Baha'i Group.
The greater SI. Louis, Missouri area held a pot-luck
supper followed -by a speaker. News releases were sent
to radio and newspapers.
A prayer service and social gathering were held in
Beacon, New York for the Baha'is in Dutchess County ..
The commemorative edition of WORLD ORDER on IAbdu'lBabit was read and discussed.
A study institutel community dinner and public meeting, followed with the 1 a.m. commemoration of the
Ascension, were held in Salem, OregOD.
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The newspapers, radio and television were all used to
inform the public about Great FaDs, Mootm.'s commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
Ascension. The local bank sent the clipping to the com·
munity in a nice folder titled "Good News About You
We Thought You'd Like to See,"
An all day deepening class was held on the Covenant

in SaliDa, Kansas.
Since 1-ast August Pueblo, Colorado has concentrated
on putting articles in their two local newspapers. A
beautiful display of books, the Temple model and Baha'i
records are displayed in the foyer of the new Pueblo
Regional Library which services over 200,000 people in
southern Colorado.
Two articles in the Bozeman, Montana papers told of
the meeting planned for the" commemoration of the Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Special memorial slides were

shown at the pub lie meeting.
The life and example of 'Abdu'l-Baha was the topic of
di...scussion at the public meeting in Houston, Tn:8S.
The children of Torrance, California planned the program for the anniversary of the Ascension.
Releases were sent to five radio stations in East

Oromze,New'HSey.

PompBllO Beach., Florida hosted an inter-community
public meeting with over 150 in attendance-forty non·
Baha'is.
Good newspaper coverage was received in Loveland,
Celorado in three papers as well as spot "announcements
on three radio stations. Over 230 handwritten invitations
were mailed for the public meeting and posters were
scattered around town .
. . . And now I give you a commandment which
shall be for a Covenant between you and me-that
ye have faith; . . . for I am with you always.
whether living or dead, I am with you to the end ..
-'Abdu'l-Baha

The Passing of 'Abdu'I-Baha
-Fiftieth Anniversary
The Universal House of Justice had requested that the
three days, November 26128 during which the Day of the
Covenant and the anniversary of the Ascension of
'Abdu'l-Baha occur, should be set aside this year by all
Local Spiritual Assemblies for specially arranged gatherings and conferences on the main themes: the Baha'i
Covenant, the Formative Age and the Life of 'Abdu'lBaha. Copies of a program for local meetings were sent
throughout the community and special meetings were
held in London, Oxford, Bristol, Liverpool and Edinburgh, all of which the Master had visited in 1912. On
display in Edinburgh were two of that commWlity's most
treasured possessions-a signed photograph of 'Abdu'lBahfl and a Tablet from Him to Mr. Graham Pole, which
the Scottish Theosophical Society had generously presented to the Local Spiritual Assembly. At the London
meeting, the friends listened in a we to the recorded
voice of ~Abdu'l-Baha chanting a prayer. At Oxford Mr.
Dudley Richards, Senior Tutor of Manchester College,
was presented with a copy of tAbdu'I-Baha the newly
published book by Hand of the Cause Hasan Balyuzi.
Mr. Richards mentioned that he had been asked to
review the hook and so was pleased to meet the Baha'is
and learn something of the Faith. He later conducted
the party to the Carpenter Library, where many early
books on the Baha'i F ai th are kept for reference and
recalled that Dr. Carpenter had chaired the meeting in
Manchester College Library in 1912 when 'Abdu'l-Baha
addressed a distinguished gathering. In Bristol the
friends gathered for prayer outside the house in which

7

'Abdu'l-Baha had stayed and at a large meeting in
the chalrma!l opened one session by reading
an article from the Da1.1y Post and Mercury written on
the Master's visit in 1912. All these activities surely
served to kindle in our hearts the feeling of personal
relationship with 'Abdu'l-Baha and to strengthen the
desire to serve Him.
-From Convention Reports of the
Llver~ol

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL asSEMBLY
BAHA'fs OJ' THE BRITISH ISLES.

OF THE

Signs of the Faith in Thai
Signs a.b~t the .Faith in the Thai language, and at
least one tn Engl1.sh, have been p~aced in doumtoum.

SriTacha, about 100 k. m. south-east of Bangkok, Th<>iland.
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Dr. Victor de Araujo, Accredited Representative of the Baha'i International Community to the United
Na!ions ~nd recently r~-~lected Chairman of the Executive Committee of Non-Governmental Organizatmns, 1.S shown prestdtng at the recent Annual Conference 01 Non-Governmemal Organizations at
United Nations Headquarters in New York. Those pictured above are (left to right) David Exley
Chief of the NGO Section, Office of Public Injormation; F. Bradford Morse, Under-Secretary-Generai
jor Political and General Assembly Affairs; Secretary-General of the United Natio"" Dr. Kurt Waldheim; Dr. de Araujo.

United Nations Conference of
Non-Governmental Organizations
The United Nations Annual Conference of Non-Governmental Organizations was held at UN Headquarters
in New York, May 31 and June 1, 1972. The Baha'is were,
as usual, well represented, both at international and
national levels. The Baha'i International Community
had as delegates Dr. Victor de Araujo and Mrs. Annamarie Honnold; as observers, Mr. Pattabi Raman and
Mrs. Betty de Araujo; while attending as delegates for
the National Spiritual Assembly were Mrs. Mary Sawicki and Mrs. Patricia Jackson; and as observers, Mr.
Foad Katirai and Miss Susan McGuirk.
The theme of this year's conference was "The United
Nations: The New Phase," The range of topics-from
science and technology to the seabed, from trade to
disaster relief to narcotic drugs-stressed the steadily
increasing usefulness of the United Nations in solving
economic and social problems on a global scale, While
the political role of the UN in keeping peace has been
frustrated by the limitations of national sovereignty, the
effectiveness of this world body in building peace
through- steady improvement of the social and economic
conditions of all peoples has been most reassuring.
Dr. Victor de Araujo, United Nations Representative
for the Baha'i International Community chaired the twoday meeting. He has been serving for the last year as
Chairman of the Executive Committee of Non-Governmental Organizations with the UN Office of Public information, and was re-elected by the Conference for
another year. He was privileged to welcome the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Mr. Kurt Waldheim,

as well as Mr. F. Bradford Morse and Mr. Robert Guyer
both United Nations Under-Secretary~Generals wh~
participated in the program along with other distinguished members of the UN Secretariat, UN Missions,
the UN Press Corps, and Non-Governmental Organizations.
In speaking to the NGOs about the crisis of confidence
in the United Nations, Secretary-General Waldheim
noted that UN critics forget what has been done in these
twenty-seven years by this world body. He stressed that
there was nO alternative to the UN; it was an instrument
of peace which had to be used, The enormous problems
that confront the world-human environment the population explosion, the peaceful uses -of outer sp~ce and the
sea'bed-know no bOWldary lines and can only be solved
through international cooperation.
Keynote speaker, Mr. Robert Muller I Director of the
Executive Office of the SecretarY-General, laid the
framework for the talks and discussions of the conference by exploring areas of international action where
the United Nations is making inroads.
In speaking enthUSiastically about the scientific and
technological developments in our world, and the needs
that these have created for international arrangements
machinery and institutions, he mentioned the change~
in basic attitudes that will necessarily be brought about
in people, government and leaders, as they react to
these new 'conditions. He emphasized that only through
in terna tiona 1 cooper a tion can the world's problem s be
solved; and those who are already aware of this fact,
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must help others understand so that they also can take

action.
The program also featured a panel discussion on
"New Structures for Global Problems/' focussing on
the application of science and technology to bridge the
gap between the rich and the poor nations, the peaceful
exploitation of the seabed and the ocean floor, and the
regulation of trade for the benefit of the whole of mankind; and a discussion of "The Globalization of Social
Concerns," consisting of a review of the steadily growing involvement of the United NatiQIls in coordinating
assistance for large-scale natural (and some man-

made) disasters, and the vital concern of the UN and its
steady progress in the field of narcotics control. Later, a
panel discussion by representatives of Non-Governmental Organizations examined ways in which NGOs, in
explaining the aims and the work of the UN clearly and
realistically, CQuid help mold public opinion towards
world undertakings. A luncheon, with Mr. Bradford
Morse as guest speaker, provided an enjoyable opportunity for Baha'is to make friends with representatives
of other organizations and acquaint them informaUy
with the ideals of the Faith.
The program closed with a provocative panel on "The
Mass Media and the United Nations," featuring, among
others, the well-known UN correspondent, Miss Pauline
Frederi~ of NBC; and a final encouraging view of the
forward world thrust of the UN, in spite of its inherent
limitations, oftered by Under-Secretary-General for
Speci al Political Affairs, Mr. Roberto Guyer.
In attending this conference Baha'is were reminded of
the many steps that must gradually lead to that most
significant large achievement in the development of a
world civilization: the Lesser Peace; and they recalled
hDW Shoghi Effendi had outlined most vividly this first
stage:
Suffice it to say that this consummation (the World
Commonwealth) will, by its very nature, be a

9

gradual process, and must, as Bah.i'u'Uah has
Himself anticipated, lead at first to the establishment of that Lesser Peace which the nations of the
earth, as yet unconscious of His Relevation and
yet unwittingly enforcing the general principles
which He has enunciated, will themselves establish. This momentous and historic step. involving
the reconstruction of mankind, as the result of the
recognition of its oneness and wholeness, will
bring in its wake the spiritualization of the masses,
consequent to the recognition of the character,
and the acknowledgement of the claims, of the
Faith of Baha'u'Uah-the essential condition to
that ultimate fusion of all races, -creeds, classes,
and nations which must signalize the emergence of
His New World Order.
Shoghi Effendi, The Promised Day Is Come, p. 128

Baha'i' Participation in United
Nations Conference-Stockholm
The Baha'i International Community took an active
part in the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment, held during the first two weeks of June in
Stockhohn, Sweden. With the increasing awareness of
the global nature of many environmental problems, the
need for international action has become urgent. The
Stockholm Conference brought together representatives
from over 100 governments to take the first steps towards global cooperation in caring for the human environment.
To Baha'is, of course, these environmental problems
are further symptoms of man's failure to follow the
Teachings of Baha'u'llah, who warned a hundred years
ago about the dangers of civilization carried to excess, I
and provided the spiritual and social principles neces-'
sary to meet global problems. These -basic spiritual and

Baha'i delegates and observers attending the annu.al United Nations NGO Conference, May 31-Ju.ne 1,

1972. Left to right, Pattabi Raman, Miss IsabeUe Silk, Mrs. Annamarie Honnold... Mrs. Mary Sawicki,
MTS. Patricia Jackson, Mrs. Betty de Araujo, Dr. Victor de Araujo, Miss Susan McQuiTk~ Foad Katirai.
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social needs were reflected in the Conference documents, which called for a new set of ethics for man, and
stated that Uthe ills of the environment ... are probably
symptoms of a deep-seated crisis in the evolution of
modern societies_"
The two accredited observers from the Baha'i International CommWlity were Dr. Arthur Lyon Dahl, a
marine ecologist from the United States, and Mr. Torleif
Ingelog, a forest ecologist and member of the National
Spiritual Assembly of Sweden. A Baha'i statement was
presented before one Conference session, resulting in
the improvement of some conference recommendations, The Baha'is also contributed to a joint statement
to the Conference from the representatives of many nongovernmental organizations.
A special pamphlet, The EnviTonment and Human
Values, a Baha'i View, was prepared for the Conference
and sent to the 1,500 government delegates and 600
observers in a Uendance.
The BaM'; Faith was also actively represented at the
Env1ronmental Forum held in conjunction with the UN
Conference, where many non-governmental groups
came together to present their views and discuss environmental issues. A large exhibit sponsored by the
Bahit'i International OommWlity with the assistance of
the National Spiritual Asse'l-lbly of Sweden illustrated
some of the Baha'i principles most pertinent to environmental problems. Baha'is from Sweden were present
continuously at the exhibit to answer questions and tell
male about the Faith. Many copies of the environment
pamphlet were distri'buted in 'both English and Swedish,
together with other Baha'i literature in many languages.
Bahit'is also organized and took part in a number of
seminars and workshops where there were many opportunities to e~piain the Baha'i approach to the world's
problems.
While much of the other activity in Stockholm em-

phasized the dangers of the environmental crisis and
described in great detail the symptoms of the old order
being rolled up, the Baha'; approach stood out as a
positive program of action, laying the foundation for a
new world SOCiety in harmony with its environment.

Supplementary Reports
Sweden
U.N. Day: UN Day was celebrated with public meetings and Bahit'i speakers by Baha'i communities in:
Gotland, Gothenburg, Linkoping, Lund, Malmo, Karlstad, Sigtuna, Stockholm, Uppsala, Umea "and Vasteras.
In connection with public meetings, exhibitions were
arranged in Gotland and Gothenburg.

HUman Rights Day: Human Rights Day was celebrated with public meetings and BaM'i speakers by
communities in Karlstad, Sigtuna, Stockholm, UppsaIa
and Vasteras. Firesides were held in the communities of
Solna and Gothenburg.
Iodia
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is ot
India reports that nineteen communities observed UN
Day and Human Rights Day in 1971. Audiences totaled
approximately 2500 on UN Day and 2100 on Human
Rights Day_ Public meetings were held during the celebration of these events, and literature from the United
Nations was distributed as well as Baha'i publications.
These observances were a source of remarkable publicity through press and radio, acquainting the general
public with the aims and purposes of the United Nations
and demonstrating Baha'i support for this international
institution.

Baha'i exhibit at the United Nations Conference on Environment, Stockholm, Sweden.

Some of those attending the first Convention in Afghanistan. The photograph was taken at the
~a.iratu'l-Quds at Kabu!.

fiRST CONVENTION Of AfGHANISTAN
At the first Afghanistan Convention, Mrs. BahilnJih
Nadiri, left, represented the Nationa! Spiritual Assembly of 'Iran, the mother Assembly, while Mr. Had, Rahmani Shirazi~ Tight, repre.sented The UniVeT8al House oj
Justice.
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THE EDUCATION OF NATIONS
By Barbara Casterline

A BOOK REVIEW
'Abdu'l~Baha, author, translated by Marzieh Gail; Baha'i Publishing
Trust, Wilmette, Illinois. Copyright 1951, 116 pages, hardback, $3.00.

The Secret oj Divine Civilization,

"The happiness and pride 'Of a nation consist in this,
that it should shine out like the sun in the high heaven of
knowledge. ".2 This was 'Abdu'l-Baha's hope for His
native Persia, that it should shine with wisdom as it had
in earlier ages. Seeing Persia as it was in 1875, fast in a
"drunken sleep," the "object of pity, deplored by all
nations ;"8 the young 'Abdu'l·Bahft addressed The
Secret Of Divine Civilization to the Sbah and people of
Persia anonymously. with one purpose, He said, "to
promote the general welfare."fi He called upon all to
join Him in this effort:
We must now highly resolve to arise and lay hold
of all those instrumentalities that promote the
peace and well-being and happiness, the knowledge, cu1ture and industry, the dignity, value and
station, of the entire human race. Thus, through
the restoring waters of pure intention and unselfish
effort, the earth of human potentialities will blossom with its own latent excellence and flower into
praiseworthy qualities, and bear and flourish until
it comes to rival that rose garden of knowledge
which belonged to our forefathers. <I
'.A!bdu'l-Baha emphasized the need for good government in order that a backward nation might become
advanced, an ignorant people enlightened, an impoverished country wealthy. He praised the Sbah for forming
Persia's tirst parliament "by the grace of God and the
spiritual influence of His tmiversal manifestation, "10
but warned that great results cannot be expected from
legislatures and parliaments unless the members are
qualified. The members of "assemblies of consultation"
must be both right-minded and knowledgea,ble:
First, the elected memhers must be righteous,
God-fearing, high-minded, incorruptible. Second,
they must be fully cognizant, in every particular
of the laws of God, informed as to the highest
principles of law. versed in the rules which govern
the management of internal affairs and the conduct of foreign relations, skilled in the useful arts
of civilization, and content with their lawful emoluments. 17
And lest we despair of ever finding such members,
'Abdu'l-Baha assured us that they would not be impossible to lind.
As the legislature depends upon learned men 37 , jAbdu'l-Baha spent the greater part of His book descri'bing
the learned man33 - 1". So this book will surely be one of
those we shall turn to when it comes to the setting up of
Baha'i universities for the training of future leaders of
society-the members of "assemblies of consultation."
In outlining His subject, jAbdu'l-Baha turned to one
of the authoritative utterances of Mul)ammad, which
states; cCAs for him who is one of the learned: he must
guard himself, defend his faith, oppose his passions and
obey the commandments of his Lord."<l4 He then expouoded each of the points in tum.
·Numbers inserted in this manner are the page numbers of the
book being reviewed, The SeCTef of Divine Civilization.

First, to uguard oneself," He said, does not mean to
av{)id tests, as the prophets and saints have never done
so. but to acquire the attributes of spiritual and moral
perfection.·94 - 1i
Second, to "defend one's faith,t' He said, does not
mean only to observe its forms, but to promote it
throughout the world.
Third, in calling upon leaders to uoppose their passions," He pointed to Clthe supreme desire" of the governments of His day to Hconquer and crush one another"61, so that opposing this passion would be to seek
wholeheartedly for peace. 6f
Fourth, "obedience to the commandments of the
Lord" is the very cause, He said, of I'the progress,
achievement, and happiness of man."11
It is certain that the greatest of instrumentalities
for achieving the advancement and the glory of
man, the supreme agency for the enlightenment
and the redemption of the world, is love and fellowship and. unity among all the members of the human race. Nothing can be effected in the world,
not even conceivably, without unity and agreement, and the perfect means for engendering fellowship and union is true religion. 73

He then showed what great changes took place in western culture as the result of the revelations of Jesus and
later MulJammad and alluded to the new revelation of
Baha 'u 'llah by announcing to the people of Persia that,
"The winds of the true springtide are passing over you
. . . the dawn star is shining . . . the sea of might is
swelling.... "104-11)~
Returning ~o the first requirement of the truly learned,
that of acqUIring the attributes of spiritual and moral
perfection, we see what high standards IAbdu'l-Baha
has s~t. Among the attributes of perfection, He said, are
learnmg and the cultural attainments of the mind· JUBtice and impartiality-regarding humanity as a single
individual; ariSing with complete sincerity and purity
of purpose to educate the masses; fearing God; loving
God 'by loving His servants; the exercise of mildness and
forbearance and calm; being sincere, amenable, clement
and compassionate; having resolution and courage;
trustworthiness and energy, striving and struggle; being
generous, loyal without malice; having zeal and a sense
of honor; being high-minded and magnanimous and
having regard for the rights of others. "Whoe';er is
lacking in these excellent human qualities is defective,"
He said r35-oW
Of all these attributes, 'Abdu'l-Baha gave leaTning
first and foremost. Suppose a member of any consultative body wanted to follow His advice and acquire
c'learning and the cultural attainments of the mind,"
what would he need to know? 'Abdu'I-Baha spelled out a
complete curriculum:
. . . This eminent station is achieved when the
individual combines in himself a thorough knowledge of those complex and transcendental realities
pertaining to God, of the fWldamental truths of
Qur'anic political and religious law, of the con-
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tents of the sacred Scriptures of other faiths, and
of those regulations and procedures which would
contribute to the progress and civilization of this
distinguished country. He should in addition be
informed as to the laws and principles, the customs, conditions and manners. and the material
and moral virtues characterizing the statecraft of
other nations, and should be well versed in all the
useful branches of learning of the day, and study
the historical records of by-gone governments and
peoples. For if a learned individual has no knowledge of the sacred Scriptures and the en tire field of
divine and natural science, of religious jurisprudence and the arts of government and the varied learning of the time and the great events of
history, he might prove unequal to an emergency,
and this is inconsistent with the necessary qualification of comprehensive knowledge.~~36
But where are we to find the "comprehensively
learned individual"? Even ·.A:bdu'l-Baha said they were
uhard to come by."31 His solution, until such time as
comprehensive education is a fact, is to form a body of
scholars, Uthe various groups of whose membership
would each be expert in one of the aforementioned
branches of knowledge. This body should with the greatest energy and vigor deliberate as to all present and
future requirements, and bring about equilibrium and
order."31
By this means can the reforms badly needed in each
country be brought about. 'Abdu'J-Baha listed many of
those needed 'by Persia of His time: a definite procedure
for the settlement of disputes so that decisions would not
be appealed from one court to another intermina'bly, a
limit to the authority of provincial governors so that
they could not hand out death sentences at will, the
elimination of bri·bery, and So on. He urged that Per-

sians not be afraid to tryout foreign ideas, even though
those ideas might come from people the Persians considered infidels. The important thing is the results:
If the country were built up, the roads repaired,
the lot of the helpless improved by various means,
the poor rehabilitated, the masses set on the path to
progress, the revenues of public wealth increased,
the scope of education widened, the government
properly organized, and the free exercise of the
individual's rights, and the security of his person
and property, his dignity and good name, assured.
"lUi

A glittering culture is not the goal of all this striving
and change, for civilization is only the means to an end.
The end is human happiness. HThe primary purpose, the
basic objective," said 'Abdu'l-Baha, Hin laying down
powerful laws and setting up great principles and
institutions dealing with every aspect of civilization, is
human happiness."oo And what is human happiness? He
said, " . . . Human happiness consists only in drawing
closer to the Threshold of Abnigh ty God, and in securing the peace and well..being of every individual member, high and low alike, of the human race.... "80
And the greatest blessing for an individual is "that he
should become the cause of the education, the development, the prosperity and the honor of his fellowcreatures. "lOS
The highest righteousness of all is for blessed
souls to take hold of the hands ot the heipless and
deliver them out of their ignorance 'and abasement
and poverty, and with pure motives, and only for
the sake of God, to arise and energetically devote
themselves to the service of the masses, forgetting
their own worldly advantage and working only to
serve the general good. 1 1)3

first National Spiritual Assembly of BangIa Desh
First National Spiritual Assembly of Bangia Desh, Ri¢van, 1972. Seated, left to right: Mr. S. M.
Imanuddin, Vice-Chairman; Mr. Bahman Maqaddas, Chairman; Mrs. Simin Maqaddas, Treasurer;
Mr. Shah Alam Chowdhu'1l. Standing: Mr. Md. Masoomul Huda, Secreta'1l; Mr. K. L. Khosro; Mr.
Mujeebullah; Mr. Danish Ali, Mr. Md. Abdul Rashid. See the story of the Convention of Bangia Desh
in the July 1972 issue Of BAHA'i NEWS.
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Second National Convention of Chad
Prayers were said and a loving message of congratulations drafted for the Baha'is assembled in Panama for
the historic dedication of the beautiful Panama Temple.
During the evenings, friendly groups gathered under
the stars outside the Convention Han where they celebrated a Nineteen Day Feast hosted 'by the Local Spiritual Assem'bly of Fort Lamy, commemorated the ninth
day of Rigvan, enjoyed educational films, and joined in
happy Baha'i songs to the accompaniment of a guitar
strummed by a pioneer.
The Convention came to an end with the reading at a
rousing call from Hand of the Cause William Sears for
every Baha'i to arise to carry the Nine Year Plan to
complete victory, and with all hearts united in prayer
that the confirmations of the Blessed Beauty would.
encircle all his servants in Chad during this vital year
in His service.

HAITI

National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Chad
for 1972-73_ Standing, left to right: Thomas Rowan,
Vice..chaiTman; Dominique Savio, Assistant Secretary;
John B. McDonald; Dimanche Michet; Bijan Yazdani,

Treasurer. Seated: Nesrat Mos.sayed; Bille Georges,
Chairman; Olive McDonald, Secretary; Francots Dom.

Under the protecting wings of Baha'u'llcih, fortyseven delegates 'and thirty-seven visitors joyfully gathered for the second annual National Convention of the
Baha'is of Chad, held at Fort Lamy on April 28 and 29,
1972.

Mr. Ernest Ndouba, newly appointed Auxiliary Board
member representing the Continental Board of Counsellors, directed an inspiring delegate-training institute for two days preceding the opening of the Convention, and guided the delegates and o~cers ~n:lUgh the
Agenda and election of the new NatIonal Spintual Assembly with the utmost love and patience.
In response to the urgent can from The Universal
House of Justice in its stirring Riq.van message, fourteen Baha'is from many parts of Chad arose to offer land
in their villages as local endowments to complete Nine
Year Plan goals.
The annual report of the Secretary revealed that this
new- -branch of Baha'u'llah's divine tree. notwithstanding the many adverse winds with which it had been
buffetted during its first year of growth, had withstood
the storms and was beginning to produce good fruit.
Of the recommendations made by the delegates, the
most strongly urged were those for more pioneers: pioneers to serve in the outlying regions of Chad; pioneers
to Serve in each main Baha'i center; pioneers to guide
the teaching activities of youthful and inexperienced believers struggling to expand and consolidate the Faith
in thei: areas without mature help; pioneers who speak
and write French well. Other recommendations were
for more teaching institutes, for more contributions to
their Faith by all Baha'is, and for greater emphasis in
living the Baha'i life.
.
Twenty spic and span, and perfectly behaved chIldren from the Baha'i School at Gassi thrilled the Convention when they appeared before it to say the Baha'i
prayers they had memorized and to sing Baha'i songs in
French and in their native language.

National Spiritual Assembly members for Haiti for
1972-73 are, seated, left to right: M. Mussolini Theus,
Leben Jean-Pierre, M. Sauveur Ferdinand, M. Georges
Marcellus. Standing, from left to right: M. Pierre Andre,
M. Serge Bastien, M. Alfred Cassjon, M. Philippe Bastien.
M. Voegeli Juste Constant.
Haiti has won its Nine Year Plan goals with the exception of the formation of a Local Spiritual Assembly in
one province.
There are five Baha'i schools in different parts of Haiti
managed by the Baha'is in those localities, which are
becoming quite successful. The students receive a general education as well as a Baha'i education. There are
no government schools in these districts, which made
these schoolS possible.
Haitian Baha'is are devoted and fervent and most of
the teaching is being done by them except around the
capital city of Port-au-Prince where the pioneers help.
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SUMMER PIONEERING IN GERMANY
A letter from Roberta Barrar

The smiling lady in the joreground is Frau Ann Marie
KrUger, Secretary of the German National Spiritual
Assembly. In the background aTe American projec~
teeTS.

There are sixteen Americans in Germany this summer. We are split into five teams: MUnich, Erlangen,
Lubeck, Koln and Hofheim (the Temple area). Each
team has three goal towns near these towns. The Ger~
mans need twenty-three new Assemblies and an unbelievable number of new localities. The RiQ,van letter of
The Universal House of Justice says that failure is
unthinka'ble, so we are trying.
Each team has from two to five Germans and Persians with them. There is a music group, who travel
between the stationary teams, called "The New Garden" after the book from the Indian Publishing Trust. In
each town the team goes in the morning and they speak
informally to people on the streets. Some have a table or
a car with chairs nearby, Some use guitars to attract
people, but all simply teach on the streets. Doesn't
sound very ex'citing but it has been. We aren't having
fifty declarations in four days like in Japan, but that
story inspired us to try harder.
Once while teaching and praying for confirmation one
of the German Baha'is met a man who poured out hi.
heart to him. Another stopped as though struck and
turned. There stood a m an who asked very politely if he
could learn about the Baha'i Faith. Young people in a
local club near Lubeck have told us that they wish to be
Baha'is, but since they learned about it only recently

American youth on the Summer Project in EUTope at the FTankfort House of Worship. Roberta BaTTaT,
who wrote the letter, is standing at right, next to the end. She was a coordinator of activities at the
Wilmette House of Worship before going to Germany.
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they would like to think ahout it a little. The owner of
this club has become a fast friend of the Faith. He has
never had so many people in his place on off nights. He
allows us to pass out literature and to talk for hours and
hours about the Faith to people in Ihe place. Speaking
English is fashionable and Americans are unusual in
this small town t so we are getting quite an audience.
Recently I was with the team in Dachau. We visited
the Concentration Camps and said prayers there, at the
site of the horror of our century. There is a museum

which attracts a lot of tourists who never seem to see the
town, which is lovely. Imagine having such an address
as Dachau! Through a chance contact on the street we
were invited to address a class.
These things we are doing are not specta-cular, they
are not new. We are taking first steps in this country,
proclaiming, seed-planting, routine walking through
towns, saying "ya-Baha'u'l-Abha". We are blessed and
confirmed at every turn.

Convention of Swaziland and Mozambique
Swaziland and Mozambique held ils Sixth Annual National Baha'i Convention at the two-year-old Leroy Ioas
Teacher Training Institute on beautiful Malaguane Hill
in Mbabane, over the week-end of April 23-30, 1972.
The Convention was honored not only with the thrilling Message from The Universal House of Justice but as
a special bounty, Hand of the Cause William Sears sent
a personal message of affection and inspiration. These,
with the presentation by COlUlsellor Bahiyyih Ford of a
message from the Continental Board of Counsellors for
Southern Africa, set the slage for the consultation by the
delegates on a high note of dedication and absolute
assurance that the goals of Ihe Nine Year Plan can and
will be achieved.
Delegates came from many parts of Swaziland. A note
of special joy was brought by the attendance of several
of the friends from Mozambique. This was the first time
that more than three had been able to attend. This year
there were six.
The Convention revolved around one central theme:
jjHow to Win the Remaining Goals of the Nine Year
Plan." Suggestions and teaching methods were exchanged by Ihe assembled delegates.
The friends from Mozambique told how one of the
remaining goals, that of translating teaching material

inlo the Makhuwa language, had ,been won. They said,
"When the heart is pure and willing to serve, Baha'u'·
nah can accompliah His purpose. Injustice and prison
bars led to finding the soul who could fulfill one of the
goals of the Nine Year Plan-the Iranslation of BahR'u'llahts Message into the Makhuwa language."
The goal of fifty Local Spiritual Assemblies for Swaziland and ten for Mozambique was uppermost in the
minds of all so the Convention was enlivened by accounts of last-minute miracles that enabled the formation of the thirty-two local Assemblies in Swaziland
on April 21. These gave hope and assurance that the
eighteen remaining Local Assemblies could be achieved
by Ric;lvan, 1973.
One young lady, Margaret Shongwe, reported how
they had walked from house to house singing Baha'i
songs. When doors opened they gave the Message and
invited the people to a fireside. This WOn several enroll..
ments. Still they lacked the required nine so Margarel
shut herself in her room and kept saying the Tablet of
A1)mad over and over. Finally her prayers were interrupted ,by her husband knocking gently and calling her
10 come and help form the Local Spiritual Assemhly. A
young man who was a Baha'i living in the area had
heard of the meeting and came to inquire!

Group photo for Swaziland and Mozambique.
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Mr. Albert Dlamini: "I heard in the Message from The
Universal House 01 Justice that in 'Iraq the National
Spiritual Assembly is dead. We Baha'is here in Convention must say the 'Remover of Difficulties' for
them."
Miss Ruth Dlamini: "We must teach by showing oneness and unity. "
Mr. Joseph Mnisi: °1 always smile and speak to everyone I meet. People think I know them So pause to talk
and then I give them the Message."
One delegate in speaking of the Fund, said: "Now we
are taken care of by our fathers and mothers, but sometime we will have to take care of ourselves. We must
therefore, learn to give too."
New areas for opening to the Faith were discussed.
Counsellor Ford suggested the idea of having a Baha'i
wagon pulled by a donkey to open new localities. This
was made a recom m enda tion to the incoming National
Assembly.
The Convention closed on the happy note of having
Elliot Hlatshwayo, a youth, ask to sign his enrollment
card. He was presented with a book by the National
Spiritual Assembly.
MembeTs

of the

National Spiritual Assembly

of

Swazi-

land and Mozambique. At back, left to right: Jacob
MdluZi, John Allen, Benjamin Dlamini, Char!es Ducker,
Charles Caprez. Front TOW: Valera AHen, Margaret
Shcmgwe, Ruth Dtamini, Angelica Duna.

The youth., too, were right out in front. This sector of
the Baha'i community was greatly enhanced by the
arrival of three youth from the United States; Gary
Worth, Jeffrey Norman and Douglas Allen who had entered high school in Swaziland for the express purpose of
helping Swaziland win the remaining goals of the Nine
Year Plan. They have held proclamation meetings, one
at the Swazi National High School where they entertained 300 students with songs from the Southern States
and talks on the Baha'i Faith; formed a small choir of
Swazi youth; held youth meetings and helped in the
leaching field. At the Convention they arranged a youth
night which was full of fun and entertainment for all.
Their enthusiasm burned high during the weeks before
Rid van and together with the Swazi youth and Sue
Greer, also a pioneer from the States? they aided greatly
in the formation of Local Assemblies. In one village they
"sloshed" through mud, overcame indifference and disappointments yet came at sunset on the evening of April
20 with only eight believers. They were walking down
the hillside wondering where they had failed. They heard
a voice cailing. Yes, the man was calling them! He had
just inquired about the American youth and was told
they were teaching the Baha'i Faith. He couldn't wait,
he rushed after them, jubilant that he had again found
the Faith!
The consultation among the delegates was enthusiastic and mature. Following are some of the contributions given by them:
Mrs. Christina Zwane: "When once you have reeeived
the Message of Baha'u'llah, you must give it out and
not keep it in you."
Mrs. Sabina Msibi: "A Baha'i must live a good life and
show others. i t
Mr. Moses Dlamini: "If you teach the people then they
find you stealing-how then can you teach the Faith 111
Mrs. Lizzie Maseko: "Through prayers we get assistance from God. When we bring someone into the
Faith we must teach them to go out and teach."
Mrs. Josephina Dlamini: "The Local Spiritual Assemblies should learn to consult in an orderly manner so
things can progress smoothly."

Following the Convention was a two day Teacher
Training Institute C'Onducted by Mrs. Ford. It consisted
of a thorough grounding by means of questions and
visual aids in such Basic Baha'i Teachings as "Who is
God?" "Who is the Prophet?" "Who is Baha'u'IHlh?",
etc.
To the question of "How do you know Baha'u'llih is a
Manifestation of God?" one young student answered.,
"Because He makes my heart go pitter-pat." During the
second day of the Institute the gr.oup split up into teams
and were transported to various teaching areas. They
returned happy and enthusiastic, ready to go to their
homes and spread the Faith with renewed vigor.
No report on the National Convention would be complete without mention of the Singing. In this medium, the
Swazi is completely at home, and he can pour out in
harmony the adoration of his heart. Sometimes it
seemed as if walls could not contain the ~oy and enthusiasm in the praise of their Lord, Baha 'u'llah!
Four who attended Convention proudly wearing Swazi

costumes.
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Eastern Airlines Salutes Baha', House of Worship
Eastern Airlines has just released a radio commercial
under their ~'Wings of Man" series which spotlights the
Baha'i House of Worship as a famous Chicago landmark.
Last year alone over a quarter of a million people
from all over the world visited the House of Worship.
This unsought recognition from a major airline only reemphasizes the fact that the House of Worship is the
great "silent teacher," Free publicity like this commercial, which will be aired throughout the United
States in the next few months, will make more people
aware of the Faith and its principles.

EASTERN AIRLINES COMMERCIAL
Narrator. "It took 40 years to build ... this House that
so closely resembles the Taj Mahal. This House that
appears to be carved from a giant piece of ivory and
stands framed like a flower with the petals of nine

formal gardens. A house that sings welcome to anyone
who chooses to visit it.
Choir: "Baha'u'IU.ht For the Great Day of Peace has
come!"
N.atT8tor: HIt is the Baha'i House of WorshiPl outside
Chicago. A majestic sanctuary for meditation and
prayer. A gift from the people of the Baha'i Faith to the
world in the name of brotherhood and love.
4 'Chicago . . . one of the places that makes
Eastern
Airlines what it is . . . the second largest passenger
carrier of all the airlines in the free world.
"The wings of man. f'
Baha'is who wish to write their local Eastern Airlines
representative, telling them of their awareness of this
commercial and their interest and approval, are free to
do so. This is one of the signs of recognition in relation to
efforts made during the Nine Year ·Plan.

NATIONAL SPIIUTUAL ASSEMBLY MEMBERS OF THE UNITED STATES
Members of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahci'is of the United States for 1972-1973. Lett to
right: Miss Charlotte Linjoot~ Assistant Secretary; Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh. Chairman; Mr. GtenjOTd E.
Mitchell. Secretary .. Miss Magdalene Carney; Dr. Dwight Arlen; Dr. Daniel C. Jordan, Vice-Chair·
man; Dr. Sarah M. Pereira: Mr. Franklin Kahn: Dr. DOTothu W. Nelson~ Treasurer.
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Teaching Momentum from the
United States Convention
State and regional bulletins for the Baha'is of the
United States are now indicating the upsurge of inspiration from teaching ideas consulted upon and recommended in the annual Convention this year.
The feeling of urgeney was generated in discussing
the RiQ.van Message of The Universal House of Justice
with its call to pioneering in order to fill all the possible
goals in this last year of the Nine Year Plan. The phrase
i'while there is yet time" sank deeply into the hearts of
the delegates.
As related in the June issue of the bulletin from Southern California, District Number One: HCertainly the
delegates assembled at the sixty-third Convention did
not doubt. Each knew that this ninth year of the Nine
Year Plan would be the year of victory for the entire
Baha'i world. And with that knowledge and determination came a flood of ideas of such vast scope and depth
that Dr. Kazemzadeh (Convention Chairman). proclaimed he was Istaggered by the self-discipline' of the
delegates l and Continental Board member Florence
Mayberry l()vingly said she would always remember
this Convention 'as the delegates' Convention because
you have been so creative.' . . . Teaching quickly be-came the central pivot of the Convention as delegates
made their recommendations and expressed their hopes
and concerns, a unified awareness of the direction in
which we must move descended upon the gathering ...
We must, everyone of us, be involved in mass teaching.
As Dr. Kazemzadeh stated, 4Mass teaching is simply
inevitable. It is a matter of arithmetic.'
14By the second day of the Convention, the recommendations evolved into an elaborate, detailed plan for
mass teaching . . . It includes a plan in which every
Local Spiritual Assembly will choose a goal area in
which to raise up a new Assembly. "
From the July -bulletin for Colorado we read: "Those
(delegates) attending the National Convention ... felt a
strong need to make this (Convention) report somewhat
different, to convey to the friends back home as much as
possible of the love, the joy, the radiance, the confirmation, and the urgency generated at this year's annual
meeting ... So they mapped out an itinerary that was to
take them nearly 2,000 more miles to about 225 believers
in eleven cities. The idea was reinforced when Ken
Willey and Carol Greene returned from Panama on fire
. . . and contributed a 50-slide presentation.
uThe show opened in Boulder, Colorado on May 7. The
following weekend it went to Laramie and Cheyenne,
Wyoming and Loveland and Denver, Colorado. On May
20 and 21 some participants traveled nearly 1100 miles to
visit the Southern C()lorado communities of Montrose,
Ignacio, Alamosa, Pueblo and Colorado Springs. The
final city visited was Casper, Wyoming ....
"The show opened with an hour's slide presentation
about Panama ... The second part centered 'around a 45minute excerpt from the Conventi()n highlights cassette
tape . . . The recording was stopped periodically to
permit persons to share their own feelings and consult.
as the delegates relived parts of the convention ....
"The delegates also told their listeners that they and
their families were leaving their districts to serve the
Faith. . . . Three delegates (ColQrado and Wyoming)
experienced unprecedented confirmations that changed
the course of their lives ...."
From the teaching plans initiated in California are we
to conclude that California, which for a number of years
had the largest number of believers of any of the states,
and at the same time sent out numerous pi()neers, is now
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out to regain its numerical supremaey from South Carolina?
According to the July bulletin from Newhall, California: <!Operation Nightingale will be the largest and
m()st detailed teaching plan ever to occur in Western
United St. tes. . . . The goal is to establish Local Spiritual .Assemblies ... in the County (Los Angeles) by next
Ric;lvan. thereby raising the total number of Assemblies
in the District Num'ber One from thirty-six to eightyone."

New Zealand Fills Nine Year Plan Goals
The goal was ten Assemblies, one in each province
and one extra. The localities goal was sixty four, and now
there are ninety-five localities where Baha'is live. There
were four Assemblies in 1969, five in 1970, eleven in 1971
and in 1972 there are sixteen Assemblies.
The formation of Local Spiritual Assemblies at Greymouth and Blenheim in South Island and the re-formation of the lapsed Assembly of New Plymouth in the
North signalled the completion of the Nine Year Plan
goals for New Zealand.
Two additional Assemblies were formed in the North
Island, Manakau City and Gisborne, the latter with
drama. By April 20, the last pioneer had arrived in
Greymouth, the last goal unfilled, and there were nine
adult believers. Would-be pioneers from Gisborne, (at
this time a group of six), and from Nelson were told that
the goal had been attained. On April 21, an adult dec:laration in Greymouth made ten for the Assembly, and
at the same time Gisbome reported the likelihood of a
declaration there. Many toll calls resulted in the wouldbe pioneer from Gisborne to Greymouth being told to
stay there, while the prospective pioneer from Nelson to
Greymouth turned about and headed toward Gis-borne.
A pi()neer to Gisborne from Auckland only recently
arrived from the south, found herself heading back
north ·again. This gave Gisborne eight adult members.
The sun began slowly to sink. below the horizon-it was
just a short minute away to the end of April 21 when a
Gisborne adult declared his belief in Baha'u'Uah and
the first Local Assembly of Gisborne was formed.
Last year Napier, 150 miles south of Gisborne, formed
its Assembly with fifteen minutes to spare, while nearby
Hastings, in contrast, had achieved its goal with some
comf()rt the year before, a whole day ahead. On each
occasion the Assembly was f'Grmed by a late declaration of Faith .
MembeTS of the first Local Assembly of Blenheim,
New Zealand, formed at Ri;!vcin 1972. Back row, left to

Tight: Jean Perryman, Dick Hale, Edwin Darby, David
Putland, Barry McSweeney. Front TOW, left to- right:
Pauline Hate, Le Atakohu Lani Noble, Pauline Putland.
Naomi Darby. Le Atakohu Lan; Noble, wearing headband, is the first Maori believer in South Island, New
Zealand.

,
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Race Unity Day Observances
The 15th annual observance of Race Unity Day was
held June 11, 1972. Inaugurated hy the National Spiritual
Assembly in 1957, this year's theme was ,jOnenessPathway to Peace."
The purpose of Race Unity nay is to focus attention
on the most challenging issue facing America-racial
prejudice and discrimination, and to stress the essential
oneness of mankind under God, as well as to spread the
concept of the spiritual unity of man, irrespective of
race, religion or color.
The public has become increasingly aware of this
day. It has been listed in several calendars used by
various peoples, organizations, businesses and religions.

The National Baha'i Public Information Office in Wilmette plans the theme, sends out suggested news releases, radio spot annOlUlcements and proclamation
ideas. The increased use of Baha'i sponsored days helps
to spread the teachings 01 Baha'u'llah. Excellent publicity was given this special day and many interesting
proclamations were held around the country.
El Cajon, California held their third annual Festival of
Race Unity with a large attendance. Their publicity
chairman stated: "We have gained momentum by making the Race Unity Festival an annual affair. . . . This
year . . . the crowds were greater than previously."
They received good publici ty in three pape rs with the
largest rwming an article prior to the event and a post.
photograph on the front page: "Hundreds of persons
were attracted to the event which featured entertainment by Mariachi and Latin bands."
A Human Rights Award was given in Spokane, WashiagtoD to the school superintendent for his "personal
commitment to. and efforts on behalf of, equality of
opportunity for all, regardless of race, in the diversified
field of education." His selection was the result 01 a poll
of church and civic groups which received publicity in
two papers.
A "Friendship Festival" was held in Hayward, California. Their local paper printed a very large picture
announcing the event with the caption reading: jjFrom
racial unity to world peace." They received spot announcements on both their local radio and television
stations. The public library displayed the Mayor's Proclamation.
A large article appeared on the Church Page of the
l.aramie, Wyoming paper announcing the joint Race
Unity picnic for Laramie and Cheyenne. This is noteworthy because the two communities are more than
fifty miles apart which shows that distance is no barrier
to inter-community activities.
Another good inter-community celebration was held
in NOI'tb Dakota with the communities of l\Iinot, Newton
and Williston participating in meetings in all three
towns. They received publicity in all three local papers.
DeWitt, Iowa received good publicity and also contacted thirty-seven local organizations offering them
speakers. They presented the Mayor with The Proclamation of Bah,,'u'Udh and held a picnic with forty-five
in attendance-seven non-Baha'is. The Iowa UN Forum
published an article on Race Unity Day and drew attention to the Des Moines Baha'is.
There were many radio stations which carried either
spot announcements or news stories and interviews.
Charlotte, North Carolina had a thirty-minute television
program with six Baha'is of different ages, race and
national backgrounds participating. As a result of this
they will have another program in August.
The Govenor of Missouri signed a Race Unity Day
proclamation which was carried as a news item on two

Proclamation
Fostoria
Ohio
WHEREAS. in this age the w07'td has shrunk in time and
space to a g1.obal village, and
WHEREAS, it is imperative if man i.s to a.chi.eve world
peace in this age t/tat he must first reool1nize
the oneness oj mankind, and

WHEREAS. aU persons oj whatever sex, race nationality
ethnic groo'f' 7'eligion, or economic dass aT~
cT~a.tiotL$ 0 God and are aU ~Qual in their
Hp17',tual essence and human dtgnttv, lind
WHEREAS. to discriminate against any person demeans
the dignity of that person and is contra.'1I to
the

true spiritual he7'itage of America, and

WHEREAS. America can never achieve its true gTeatn.e.ss
until by its example it PToci4imr to aU the
u.niversality of mankind, and

WHEREAS,

I}u~n 7'ights are in reality God-given right3',

tt 1$ tmportant that we u.ph.old an equ.ll~ standard of human 1'ights for aU persons, and
WHEREAS, the Baha'is of the City of F'ostona, Oh.io are
jQining in th.e national observance of Ra.ce
Unity Do1l' to promote the cause of the
brotherhood of man under God;
NOW, THEREFORE, I. Dale MiHs, Mallor of Fostoria Ohio
do hereby proclaim Saturday. June 10, 197~ as
•

RACE UNlIT DAY
in the City and urge af[ the residents of the Community to
make this a day of dedication to the funli4menta.t concept
that mankind befong.s to one famUII unde1' one God, to
fight prejudice wherever it is found, and to aSSUTe aU
persom an equal opportunit1l' to develop thriT u.-nique
capacities.

radio stations in Jefferson City. The president of Lincoln
University also signed a proclamation for Race Unity
Week on campus and met with members of the Baha~i
Club. They had one declaration.
The Melrose Towasbip Group near Quincy, Illinois
had announcements read over two radio and two television stations.
Fostoria, Ohio sent announcements to four radio stations. One station requested and read the whole newspaper release over the air.
A picnic in the afternoon and a fireside in the evening
were the attractions offered by the Autelope Valley
Sooth Baha'is (Palmdale, California). They received
radio coverage from four stations through spot announcements carried two or three times a day in the
community news. They also obtained articles in three
newspapers.
M~uJa, Montana received approximately 200 thirtysecond spot announcements for a total of 100 minutes of
air time on their local radio station. They decided to not
only make the day a proclamation event, but "a social
... as well ... for better (community) relations." They
wanted Race Unity Day to be more than a ,jtoken"
event.
An lUlusual event was held in North Dade (Miami,
Florida). Over 100 people, at least half non-Baha'i, ate
forty-five lbs. of fish at their Race Unity Day Fish
Fry.
The Tri-Cities Intergroup of Oak Grove, Kentucky
held a picnic with softball afterwards. They invited
other picnicking groups to join them in the fun.
The Youth Task Force of Sacramento, California
planned and coordinated an ,ja11 day teaching effort
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with selected teachers using National Teaching Committee Guidelines for Teaching the Masses." They climaxed the event with a night of guitar playing, singing,
a speaker, a showing of the film "It's Just the Beginning"
in a public park, This shows what the youth can do.
Baha'is from four localities in Kentucky as well as
visitors from Winnipeg and Manitoba, Capada attended
the Lexingtonj Kentucky picnic where steps were taken
to initiate incorporation.
A picnic was held on the Boston, Massachusetts Common
and the discussion afterwards was attended by many
people who wandered into the area. The public library
as well as many store fronts displayed fifty posters inviting people to attend.
I'Baha'i Week" was held in Anoka. Minnesota with mass
teaching in the park one day and then mass proclamation
on the streets inviting people to attend the Race Unity
Day Festival There was a series of lectures and discussion groups held every day of the week as welL
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the State of

Maine, John Stevens (a new Baha'i) spoke on the UniverSity of Maine Campus in Pordand, Maine with thirtysix in attendance.
Not a Race Unity Day event, but something that
should be shared with aU was the HSpring Unity Faire u
held in Sacramento, California. They obtained eleven
radio interviews, both about the Faith and the Faire;
television coverage, including spot announcements and
news as well as press coverage. The Day included "free"
music, art displays and information booths in the Sacramento Park. There was diversified entertainment including folk, hillbilly, western, Flamenco guitar, rock
music groups and a barbershop quartet.
Many more of the Baha'i Communities around the
United States joined iri this unique proclamation day.
Race Unity Day, as well as World Peace Day (September 17) and World Religion Day (January 21) give the
Baha'i Community an opportunity to proclaim the Faith
through areas of increased world-wide interest.

Teaching Pointers from Australia
At a Teaching Conference held in Australia, as reported in the June 1972 AU5T~ALlAN BAHA'i BULLETIN,
Leonie Penrith changed the title of her talk from
UTeaching the Aboriginal People," to "Loving Them."
She told how her first contact with aborigines was at a
Conference in November 1969 when she met Harry
(whom she later married) saying Hyou have much to
learn from us." Leonie's talk was worthy of being made
into a book, and the tapes taken of her talk should be
heard by any Baha'i contemplating this area of teaching, which is another goal of the Nine Year Plan.
Said Leonie: "In ]oving the aboriginal people, let your
light shine fully-make the most of our opportunities
before they disappear, Try to find the more stable people. Love them, be gentle and patient. Don't expect

anything. Time is nothing to them-they live in the
present. The importance of regular contact can't be
stressed enough. Make it daily contact.
"What do the a!borigines think of the whites? They talk
too much, talk too fast, and use too ·big words. So, use
simple words. don't be too organized and efficient-they
appreciate you being in a muddle! Use visual aids, short
talks, They love slides, as they are hungry for knowledge
about other countries and about their own culture.
'Abdu'I·Baha's photograph has a special attraction :for
them. The aborigine is gay, light-hearted, naturally
friendly, and he appreciates real talent, especially in
music. So, turn your heart to the heart of ~Abdu'l-Baha
and teach them with love! U

ARGENTINA
Bahd'i friends in Saenz Pena, Argentina. Left, F~OTen
tine and Luciana Gomez; center, Eugene DornbTook, U.S.
pioneer; Tight, Mauricio Gomez.

Group photo Of Institute at Saenz Pena, in October
1971. CenteT, near post, Miss Eve Nicklin, Auxiliary

BoaTd member fTom PaTaguay; Tight at reaT: Eugene
and Suellen Dornbrook, U.S. pioneers to the Chaco. Counse!lor Hooper Dunbar also attended and served as the
photographer for this picture.
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Liberian Youth-a New Stimulus

Members of the National Spiritual Assembly for NorthWest Africa. Seated, left to right: Mr. Ayachi Khaldy,
Assistant Secretary; Mrs. Matika KOttTaichi, first
WOman elected to the National Spiritual Assembly,' Dr.
Fouad AhmadpouT, Vice-Chairman; Auxiliary Board
member Dr. NousratuHah Moayed; Mr. Shoghi Riaz
Rouhani, Secretary. Standing: Mr, Fouad Tahan, Trea-

surer; Mr. Omar Wariachi; Mr. M'Barek Ait H'Mitti,
ChaiTman; Mr. Ahmed Bouabid-Gharbi; Mr. Mu..stapha

Azuagh.

Convention for North-West Africa

A first of its kind in Liberia was a project entirely
planned by the Baha'I Youth Club of Monrovia, consisting of a combined workshop and social, held in the
spacious home of Mr. James Peabody, one of the mem~
bers of the Youth Club. It was attended by about thirty
with twenty-one of them pre-Baha'is, and from all
backgroWlds.
The first part of the planned program consisted of
dividing the group into four separate ones t who for thirty
minutes conducted a discussion in which all participated. The four topics for discussion were: "Why the
necessity -of equality of men and women--of one World
Language--<>f a World Court or Tri'bunal-<>f compulsory education for aU?" The discussions were lively.
After the allotted time a representative summarized the
opinions of his group to the whole assemblage.
The Chairman of the Monrovia Youth Club Committee, Mr. Alexander Foley, stirred the youth by his
enthusiasm and gave promise of victory to the -efforts of
the youth of Monrovia. Miss Georgia Sanchez "asked
for youth to become future "pillars" of the Faith in
order to implement the principles and bring about the
World Order of Baha'u'Uah. She· exhorted them to believe that these principles can become a reality in their
life-time if they are strong, steadfast and willing to face
pressures of present-day society, reinforced through the
Teachings of the Faith.
The final part of the occasion was social. with dancing
and games. Hearty helpings of "Jallaf Rice" were
served. As the evening drew to a close two of the youth
present expressed their desire to become Baha'is.

Liberia Has Weekly TV Spot
The Pub lici ty Com mi ttee of Liberia was most successful in securing a unique opportunity for Bahi'is in
Monrovia and sur.rounding communities in Liberia to
proclaim the Faith every week over the national television network on the program "Epilogue."
This series ()f five-minute presentations is becoming a
valuable asset to the teaching activities. Many TV viewers have reported to the Baha'is that they eagerly await
each Wednesday evening when they are shown magnificent slides of the various Baha'i places, which are
shown simultaneously with prayers and readings from
the Writings of Baha'u 'llah.
Other faiths are regularly represented by a particular
minister or priest, however the Faith is represented by a
variety of persons, old or young, ()f varied national or
tribal 'backgrounds. Now being appreciated by the audience is this demonstration of "unity in diversity" of th~
Faith. The Baha'i program is always presented with
dignity and it is promoting the prestige of the Faith.

HAWAIIAN MILESTONE
The National Spiritual Assembly of Hawaii has received three separate notifications from the sixth Hawaiian Legislature, containing "copies of House Resolution Number 261 and Senate Resolution Number 219,
both confirming their passing. These documents give
state-wide recognition of the celebrati-on of Naw-RUz..
A Baha'i prayer said by Kimiko Schwerin opened the
forty·fourth day of the session of the House of Representatives and the Senate meeting was opened with a
Baha'i prayer read by Sue De Sena.
Certified copies of all meetings in regard to the resoluti()ns were sent to the archives of Hawaii, along with
signed proclamations from both the Mayor of Honolulu
and the Governor of Hawaii.
From LIGHT OF THE PACIFIC I February-March, 1972.
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Mrs. Munsiff, travel-teacher from the British Isles
being Teceived by MT. Apithy, one of Dahomey'S thTe~
Presidents.

A Travel-Teacher in Dahomey

Baha'; Book Stal! at the World Book Fair, New Delhi,
held from March 18 to April 4, 1972. Over ~,OOO persons
visited it.

World Book Fair, New Delhi
The then Lt. Governor of Delhi, Mr. Pimputkar with
Mrs. PimputkaT examining The Proclamation of
Baha.?u'IU.h at the Worl.d Book Fair, New Delhi.
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Mrs. Mehrangiz Munsiff, a travel-teacher from the
British Isles, and twice a Knight of Baha'u·Uilb., during a
seven-<lay VIsit to Dahomey was received by one of the
three Presidents of the cOWltry, Mr. Apithy at his residence, where she presented him with a copy of Hidden
Words. He welcomed Mrs. MWlSiif and wished her success in teaching the Faith in Africa.
Another important visit was to Mrs. Gankpe, the head
Fetish Priestess of Dahomey. They discussed the importance of the role of women in society. Mrs. Munsitf also
visited several villages in Dahomey. She was a great
encouragement to the friends.

Niger Recognized Officially
Mr. Aziz Navidi visited Niger especially to help the
friends there to obtain o.Qiciat recognition from the government, which was granted on April 7, 1972. Left
to right are Mr. Navidi; President of the Repubhc., His
ExceUency Diori Harmoni; and Minister of the Interior,
Mr. Kazende .
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TIME TO RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION t<> BAHA'i
NEWS which began in October 1971. Cost is $6.00 per
year, post-paid in the United States and Canada, and
it is for Baha'is only,
RUSH YOUR RENEWAL TO;
Batul'( Subscription Service
415 Unden Ave.
Wilmette, IUinois 60091

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: Local Assemblies, groups
and individuals in count.ries other than the United States
and Canada must inquire of their own National Spiritual
Assembly for subscriptions to BAHA'i NEWS, It is shipped
in bulk to each National Assem bly for distribution within
their national area,
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Kenya National Youth Conferenc:e

A booth was installed by the Kenya Baha'i community
at Jamhuri Park in the All-Africa Trade Fair held
during February and March of this year. The photograph shows friends talking to seekers. This proclamation effort was very successful. People of many nationalities visited the 'booth; to name a few: Canadian,
English, American, Indian, Pakistani, Swazi, Basuto,
Madagascan, Yugoslav, as well as people from neighboring countries of Africa. Thirty~eight countries were
represented at the Fair-attendance at over 120,000. More
than 6.000 pamphlets were handed out at the booth. The
stand was due to the efforts of some_ youth who worked
until early morning hours to decorate it.
The photograph shows a few of those who attended the
National Youth Conference held in Nakuru, Kenya on
March 26, 1972, sponsored by the National youth Committee of the National Spiritual Assem~bly of Kenya.
This was one -of the three successful youth conferences
held in recent months; others were at the Gidimo Baha'i
Center in the Western Province of Kenya and in Mombasa in the Coa s t Province.
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By Annamarie K. Hannold

Introduction
The flow of pilgrims from around the world to the Bami'! holy places in Haifa and 'AkM
is mounting. Yet many accounts of early pilgrimages are almost inaccessible to most of these
travelers. These early visits were so full of inspiration and love, warmth and wonder that it
seems fitting to pull together a little of what was then experienced and felt. Insights into the
life of 'Abdu'l-Bahel refresh and prepare the BahcJ'i for modern-day holy pilgrimage. Too, they
inspire all Bahel'is "to live the life".
It must at the outset be understood that these accounts are "in the class of pilgrim's notes".
The words attributed to the Master may not be completely authentic, but they catch His
message and spirit. Regarded in this light, Shoghi Effendi permitted the use of "pilgrim's
notes".
What fonows are only selections of early accounts. This is not intended to be an exhaustive
study.
Who can know how m any pilgrims poured in from the

East and from the West during the Master's ministry?
And who can know their influence? A few writings now
must suffice to paint an impression of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
that majestic Man of God, Who desired only to be God's
Servant, but Who Himself was so loved that His followers went gladly forth to do His bidding.
They found Him in His prison-home in 'Akka, a home
reached after going through Hthe inner court where the
fountain plays and roses bloom all the year." (Knock
and It Sha!! Be Opened Unto You, M.J .M., p. 14) They
searched Him out in Tiberias, a town where Jesus
walked. During a sojourn in Alexandria, Egypt, He Himself went to the hotel of Louis Gregory and granted him
interview after interview, receiving him Hwith great
affection." (A Heavenly Vista, The Pilgrimage of Louis
G. GregOTl/", Louis G. Gregory, p. 27.) And when He was
no longer held prisoner and took up residence in Haifa,
He was again found by eager pilgrims, young and old

alike.
'Abdu'l-Baha once told an early pilgrim that ueach
believer has a certain time when he should make the
desired visit, each having a certain work to do for the
progress of the Cause." (Notes Taken at Acca, Corinne
True, p. 18) This believer learned that "There are two
kinds of visits-one in which the person comes very
thirsty and the water will taste very sweet to him; the
other in which the person is not thirsty and the water
will be bitter." (Ibid. p. 28) 1n addition there is the
temporal visit, which must come to an end, and that
which is spiritual and does not terminate. uThe tempo·
raJ visit has no effect unless it be the spiritual also."
(Ibid. p. 31.)
Pilgrim." BegaD io the Days of Baba'u'Uab
Centuries before the advent of Bahil'u'llah, the Arabian Prophet uttered these words: "Blessed the man
that hath visited 'Akkio, and blessed he that hath visited
the visitor of lAkka." Bahit'u'llah confirmed these words
-words which could not he understood for centuries.
Muhammad said, too, that HA month in IAkkil is better
thaii. a thousand years elsewhere." (Note Baha'i Holy
Places at the World Centre~ The Universal House of
Justice, p. 10.)
During Haha'u'llilh's confinement in the Most Great
Prison in '.Akk.3, visitors were not permitted. HSeveral of
the Baha'is of iran came all the way on foot for the
purpose of seeing their beloved Leader, but were refused

admittance within the city walls. They used to go to a
place on the plain outside the third moat, from which
they could see the windows of Baha'u'llah's quarters.
He would show Himself to them at one of the windows
and after gazing on Him from afar ~ they would weep and
return to their homes, fired with new zeal for sacri6ce
and service." (Ibid, p. 6)
Conditions changed after Bahio'u'llah was permitted
to leave the ·barracks. While He was yet in 'Akka an
Egyptian merchant, affluent and afire with God's latest
message, desired to visit Him. Abdel Kerim wrote for
permiSSion to go on pilgrimage. He must have been
greatly surprised when the reply arrived: he might go on
pilgrimage but only after all his debts were paid.
He had 'been in business for m'any years. His caravans
crossed the desert with precious cargo. He had quite
naturally been interested in expanding his business, but
now his consuming interest was to "owe no man anything." It followed that when he received a payment,
instead of investing it for further gain, he paid off a debt.
This continued for five years when at last he was debtfree.
His business shrank.. No longer did ulove of wealth"
consume him. When all his debts were paid, he had only
enough to keep his family going in his absence and to
pay for deck passage on a ship bound for Haifa.
Formerly he would have traveled first·class. Now he
had neither :bed nor warm stateroom. Never mind! He
was going to see Baha ' u'llah. As he crossed the gangplank, his shawl slipped into the water. The night would
be chilly, 'but his heart was glad and he felt "alive with
prayer."
Baha'u'llah informed His family that He was expecting an honored guest. A carriage was sent to Haifa to
pick up the merchant, but the attendant received no
description 'Of this very special guest. As the passengers
disembarked, he watched them very carefully-..urely
he would recognize someone so distinguished. But the
passengers appeared quite ordinary and in due time he
returned to 4Akka with word that Baha'u'llah's visitor
had not arrived.
The merchant had expected to be met. No money
remained to hire a carriage. Bitterly disappointed, he
seated himself on a bench, feeling forlorn and destitute.
Baha'u'llioh knew that His distinguished guest had
arrived even though he had not been recognized. This
time He sent 'Abdu'l.Baha, Who recognized in the twi-
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light "the disappointed figure huddled upon the bench".
Quickly, the Master introduced Himself and explained
what had happened, Then He asked him if he would like
to go to ~A.kka that very night or if he would prefer to wait
until morning.
The merchant had already spent hours in prayer in
preparation for his meeting with Baha'u'll;ih. But he
found that bitterness had nOW' come into his heart be-cause he had felt so forgotten and alone upon his arrival
in Haifa. He had even begun to wonder about the very
station of Baha'u'llah, For what had he given up his
fortune? He was in torment.
Now in the presence of this welcome and gentle Man
doubts and suspicions ebbed out of his soul, but he felt
the need of hours of prayer to feel ready spiritually to
meet God's Emissary,
As the story is told, 'Abbas Effendi knew instinctively
that His new friend would not wish to seek a hotel at His
expense, so finding that he preferred to wait until morn·
ing for the journey to 'Akki., He unbuttoned the long
cloak that enveloped Him, seated Himself beside the
pilgrim, and wrapped both in its ample folds, So they
passed the night praying together, lost in that ecstasy of
prayer that brings realization.
The next morning they proceeded toward the prisoncity of 'Akka, At long last the Egyptian appeared before
Bahil'u'llah with a glad heart, purified through five
years of testing. (The Oriental Rose, Mary Hanford
Ford, pp, 94-99)
Early Pilgrimage" before World War I
Pilgrimages from the West to 'Abdu'l-Baha in 'Akka
and Haifa began before the turn of the century. America
had just begun to hear about the Baha'i Faith. "It was
on September 23, 1893, a little over a year after Baha'u'·
llab's ascension, that, in a paper written by Reverend
Henry H. Jessup, D.D., Director of PreS'byterian Missionary Operations in North Syria, and read by Reverend George A. Ford of Syria, at the World Parliament of Religion, held in Chicago, in connection with
the Columbian ExpoSition, commemorating the fourhundredth anniversary of the discovery of America, it
was announed that 'a famous Persian Sage,' 'The Bilbi
Saint,' had died reeently in 'Akka, and that two years
previous to His ascension 'a Cambridge scholar' had
visited Him, to whom He had expressed 'sentiments so
noble, so Christ-like' that the author of the paper, in his
'closing words,' wished to share them with his audience," (God Passes By, Shoghi Effendi, p. 256,)

"He Is !he Master"
In 1898 philanthropist Mrs, Phoebe Hearst, the wife of
Senator George F. Hearst t organized a group of pilgrims
who made their way to the prison-city. In a letter she
later made testimony: U 'Those three days were the most
memorable days of my life , , , The Master I will not
attempt to describe: I will only state that I believe with
all my heart that He is the Master, and my greatest
blessing in this world is that I have been privileged to be
in His presence, and look upon His sanctified face . . .
Without a doubt 'Abbas Effendl is the Messiah of this
day and generation, and we need not look for another.' "
(Ibid. p, 258) In her enthusiasm and devotion to 'Abdu'lBaba she as so many others, mistook the Master for the
Prophet Himself. This, of course, He never claimed to
be.
"A Heart White as Snow"
Mr. Robert Turner, the bu tIer of Mrs. Hearst, distinguished himself by being the lirst Western Negro to
become a Baha'i. May Maxwell recalled later that Hon
the morning of our arrival, after we had refreshed our·
selves, the Master summoned us all to Him in a long
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room overlooking the Mediterranean. He sat in silence
gazing out of the window. then looking up He asked if all
were present. Seeing that one of the believers was absent, He said, 'WheT€ is Robert?' . . . In a moment
Robert's radiant face appeared in the doorway and the
Master rose to greet him, bidding him be seated and
said, ' . . . your Lord loves you. God gave you II black
skin, but a heaTt white as :i:Row.'" (An Early Pilgrimage, M-ay Maxwell, p. 20) i'Such was the tenacity of
his faith that even the subsequent estrangement of his
beloved mistress from the Cause she had spontaneously
embraced failed to becloud its radiance, or to lessen the
intensity of the emotions which the loving-kindness
showered by 'Abdu'}-Baha upon him had excited in his
breast," (God Passes By, Shoghl Effendi, p. 259.)
Only the Mention of God
May Bolles (Maxwell) was one of those fortunate fifteen pilgrims welcomed in the prison-city at that time.
She recorded her experiences in An EaTly Pilgrimage-a
divine love story.
In the Holy Land whose very air was uladen with the
perfume of roses and orange blossoms", she found
iAbdu'l·Baha Whose love and wisdom penetrated her
very soul. In 'Akka the Holy Family had vacated their
own rooms that the pilgrims might be comfortable.
Early mornings the Master would inquire about their
happiness and health, and at night He wished them
"beautiful dreams" and a good rest.
And there. for three precious days and nights, they
heard nothing "but the mention of God." Never elsewhere had she seen such happiness nor heard so much
laughter. The Master wanted no tears. At one time the
tearful were asked to weep no more for His sake. Only
when all were fully composed would He teach the
friends.

~,--
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Hand of the Cause William SutheTland Maxwell

May Baltes Maxwell
"Then He said: 'Pray that your hearts may be cut
from yourselves and from the world, that you may be

confirmed by the Holy Spirit and filled with the fiTe of
the love of God.'" (p. 39) "' . . . I say unto you that
anyone who will rise up in the Cause oj God at this time
shall be filled with the spirit of God, and that He will
send His hosts from heaven to help you, and that nothing
shalt be impossible to you if you have faith. And now I
give you a commandment which shaH be for a covenant between you. and Me-that ye have faith; that
your faith be steadfast as a rock that no storms can
move, that nothing can disturb, and that it endure
thTough an things even to the end .... As ye have faith
so shall your powers and blessings be. This is the bal·

ance-this is the balance-this is the balance.'" (p.
(0)

She had the inestimable privilege of seeing the portraits of both Baha'u'llah and the Bab. Whereupon in
poignant voice the Master said,
'Another command
ment 1 give unto you, that ye love one another even as I
love you. Great mercy and blessings are promised to the
peopte of your land, but on one condition: that their
hearts are filled with the fire of love, that they live in
perfect kindness and harmony hke one soul in different
bodies. If they faH in this condition the great blessings
wiU be deferred-. Never forget this; ~ook at one another
with the eye of perjectWn; !.oak at Me, foHow Me, be as I
am; take no thought for yourselves or your Iive.,'j,
whether ye eat or whether ye sleep, whether ye are
comfortable, whether ye are well or Hl, whether ye are
with friends or foes, whether ye receive praise or blame;
jor aU of these things ye must care not at all. Look at Me
and be as I am; ye must die to yourselves and to the
world, so shaH ye be born. again and enter the Kingdom
oj Heaven. Beho1.d a candle how it gives its light. It
weeps its life away drop by drop in order to give forth its
flame of light.''' (pp. 41-42)
Spiritual and physical life stood in sharp contrast.
The Master told an American, who felt orphaned due to
unbelieving parents, that I t ~Material relationship is
nothing, it bears no eternal fruits. You are the child Of
God and of the Kingdom and the ties of the flesh are
H

a

nothing, but the ties of the spirit are all.' "(p. 31)
Nourished by tbe Love of God
She was to hear that the food man eats was 'Of no
importance as its effect endured but a short time. But
the food of the spirit was life to the soul and its effects
would endure eternally. She heard Him tell the touching
Hstory of the hermit". Baha 'u'llah u was traveling from
one place to allOther with His followers" and cCHe passed
through a lonely country where, at some little distance
from the highway, a hermit lived alone in a cave. He
was a holy man, and having heard that Our Lord
Baha'~'llah, would pass that way, he watched eagerlY
for HIS approach. When the Manifestation arrived at
that spot the hermit knelt down and kissed the dust
before His feet, and said to Him: 'Oh, my Lord I am a
poor man living alone in a cave nearby; but he~ceforth
I shall account myself the happiest of mortals if Thou
wilt but come for a moment to my cave and bless it by
Thy Presence.' Then Baha'u'llah told the man that He
would come, not for a moment but for three days and
He bade His followers cast their tents, and await His
retu~n. The poor man was so overcome with joy and
gratItude that he was speechless, and led the way in
humble silence to his lowly dwelling in a rock. There the
Glorious One sat with him, talking to him and teaching
him, and toward evening the man bethought himself
that he had nothing to offer his great Guest but some dry
meat and some dark bread, and water from a spring
nearby. Not knowing what to do he threw himself at the
feet of his Lord and confessed his dilemma. Baha'u'llith
comforted him and by a word bade him fetch the meat
and bread and water; then the Lord of the universe partook of this frugal repast with j-oy and fragrance as
though it had been a banquet, and during the three days
of His visit they ate only of this food which seemed to
the poor hermit the most delicious he had ever eaten.
Baha'u'llah declared that He had never been more nobly
entertained nor received. greater hospitality and love.
~This/ explained the Master I when He had finished the
story, ~shoW8 us how little man requires when he is'
nourished by the sweetest of aU foods-the love of God.'"
(pp.22-24.)

.~,.-
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The Law of Love
May Maxwell came to realize that every word and
every act of the Master's had meaning and purpose. The
pilgrim party was invited to meet Him "under the cedar
trees on Mount Carmel where He had been in the habit of
sitting with Baha'u'llah." She recalled that "On Sunday
morning we awakened with the joy and hope of the
meeting on Mount Carmel. The Master arrived quite
early and after looking at me, touching my head and
counting my pulse, still holding my hand He said to the
believers present: 'There win be no meeting on Mount
Carmel to-day ... we could not go and leave one of the
beloved of God alone and sick. We could none of us be
happy unless aU the beloved were happy.' We were
astonished. That anything so important as this meeting
in that blessed spot should be cancelled because one
person was ill and could not go seemed incredible. It
was so contrary to all ordinary habits of thought and
action, sO different from the life of the world where daily
events and material circumstances are supreme in importance that it gave us a genuine shock. of surprise,
and in that shock the foundations of the old order began
to totter and fall. The Master's words had opened wide
the door of God's Kingdom and given u.s a vision of that
infinite world whose only law is love. This was but one of
many times that we saw 'kbdu'l-Baha place above
every other consideration the love and kindness, the
sympathy and compassion due to every soul. Indeed, as
we look back upon that blessed time spent in His presence we understand that the object of our pilgrimage
was to learn for the first time on earth what love is, to
witness its light in every face, to feel its burning heat in
every heart and to 'become ourselves enkindled with this
divine Harne from the Sun of Truth, the Essence of
whose being is love!'
But this very love could both warm and purify. With
beautiful humility and candor, she recounts the Master~s silent lesson:
To Speak No EvO
"We had learned that to be with 'Abdu'l-Baha was all
life, joy and blessedness. We were to learn also that His
Presence is a purifying fire. The pilgrimage to the Holy
City is naught but a crucible in which the souls are
tried; where the gold is purified and the dross is consumed. It did not seem possible that anything but love
could ever again animate our words and actions.
"Yet that very afternoon, in my room with two of the
believers, I spoke against a brother in the truth, finding
fault with him, and giving vent to the evil in my own
heart by my words. While we were still sitting together,
our Master, who had ·been visiting the poor and sick,
returned, and immediately sent for my spiritual mother,
Lua, who was with us. He told her that during His
absence one of His servants had spoken unkindly of
another, and that it grieved His heart that the believers
should not love one another or that they should speak.
against any soul. Then He charged her not to speak of it
but to pray.
H A
little later we al1 went to supper, and my hard
heart was unconscious of its error, until, as my eyes
sought the beloved face of my Master, I met His gaze, so
full of gentleness and compassion that I was smitten to
the heart. For in some marvelous way His eyes spoke to
me; in the pure and perfect mirror I saw my wretched
self and burst into tears. He took no notice of me for a
while and everyone kindly continued with the supper
while I sat in His dear Presence washing away some of
my sins in tears.
"After a few moments He turned and smiled on me
and spoke my name several times as though He were
calling me to Him. In an instant such sweet happiness
pervaded my soul, my heart was comforted with such
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infinite hope. that I knew He would cleanse me of all my
sins." (An Early Pilgrimage, May Maxwell, pp. 25-6.adapted)
The Role of the Manjfestatioos
"In 1909, May and Sutherland Maxwell made a pilgrimage together to the Prison City of 'Akki:, to visit
'Abdu'l-Baha. Sutherland was not yet a convinced
Baha'i, One day at table, he said to 4Abdu'I-Baha: 'The
Christians worship God through Christ; my wife worships God through You; but I worship Him direct. '
" 'Abdu'l-Baha smiled and s·aid: 'Where is He?'
I I 'Why, God is everywhere,' replied Sutherland.
"CEverywhere is nowhere,' said 'Abdu'l-Baha. He
then went on to demonstrate that such worship was
worship of a figment of the imagination and had no
reality; we must worship God through something tangi·
ble and real to us, hence the role of the Manifestations.
Sutherland bowed his head in acceptance. The real seed
of his faith germinated from that hour. The way this
faith grew in him was a beautiful thing." r'Bahli'i
World," Vol. XII, p. 658.)
Lua Getsinger-spiritual mother of both Mrs. Hearst
and May Boiles (Maxwell)-was also in that late 1898
pilgrim party. For the following eighteen years she returned time and again to '.A.kka and Haifa. 'Abdu'l-Baha
entrusted her with vital teaching missions. And constantly He taught her in the path of divine love.
Be Firm ia Purpose
During one of her visits to the Orient the Master told
her, l<Thou must be firm and unshakable in thy purpose,

and never, never let any outward circumstances worry
thee. I am sending thee to India to accomplish certain
definite Tesults. Thou must enter that country with a
never-failing spirituality, a radiant faith; an eternal
enthusiasm, an inextinguishable fire, a solid conViction,
in order that thou mayest achieve those services for
which I am sending thee. Let rwt thy heaTt be troubled.
If thou goest away with this unchanging condition of
invariability of inner state, thou. shalt see the doors: of
confirmation open before thy face, thy life wil! be a
crOwn of heavenly roses, and thou shalt find thyself in
the highest station of triumph.
"Strive day and night to attain to this exalted state.
Look at me.r Thou dost not know a thousandth part of the
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passes that

nse dally before my eyes. I do not heed them; I am
wa!klng in my chosen h1.ghway.
." (Star oj the West,
Vol. IV, No. 12, p. 208.)
She grew impatient to grow spiritually. Impetuous in
nature, she wanted instant perfection with which to
better serve 'Abdu'l-Baha. But the Master taught her
that she could not stand that-perfection is a s lowly
eval ving process.

"Senre Thy FeUo", .Man"
One day when Lua was in 'Akka to see the Master, i'He
said to her, that He was too busy today to call upon a
friend of His who was very ill and poor and He wished
her to go in His place. Take him food and care for him
as I have been doing, he roncluded. He told her where
this man was to be fOWld and she went glad1y. proud
that 'Abdu'I-Baha should trust her with this mission.
uShe returned quickly. 'Master,' she exclaimed, 'Surely you cannot realize to what a terrible place you sent
me. I almost fainted from the awful stench, the filthy
rooms, the degrading condition of that man and his
house. I fled lest I contract some terrible disease.'
"Sadly and sternly 'A:bdu'l-Baha regarded her. 'Dost
thou desire to serve God/ He said, 'serve thy feHow
man fOT in him dost thou. see the image and Hkeness of
God.) He told her to go back to this man's house. If it is
filthy she should clean it; if this brother of yours is dirty,
bathe him; if he is hungry, feed him. Do not return until
this is done. Many times had He done this for him and
cannot she serve him once?" (Portals to Freedom l
Howard Colby Ive., pp. 84-85.)
Her passion for her Faith and her love for the Master
knew no bounds. The physical world became less important to her as she grew in spirituality. Her very dress
changed before her early death in 1916. She abandoned
her old finery. Instead she always wore a conservative
blue outfit. During her last years, she lived only in and
for the world of the spirit.
"Endure people even when they are unendurable!"
Stanwood Cobb, teacher at Robert College, Constantinople in 1908 went to Egypt for his midyear vacation.
While in Cairo, whom should he run into on the steps of
the Shephard Hotel but Lua Getsinger, this devoted
follower of 'Abdu'I-Bahii. Cobb had arranged to go on a
trip up 'the Nile, she was on her way to see the Prisoner
in ~Akka. She urged him to join her, saying that she had
standing permission to take anyone with her.
With candor and intimacy he has recorded his first
pilgrimage: "My first meeting with 'Abdu'l-Baha was
bewilder.ing. We were ushered into a long study, lighted
by large French windows at the farther end. I saw a
large desk there, but no person sitting at it. Only a
radiance of light. As we approached the end of the room,
a majestic figure in Oriental garb became evident to
me. It was 'Abdu'l-Baha.
"Lua Getsinger, with the devotion of a Mary Magdalene, fell to her knees and fervently kissed His robe. But
what was I to do? I am not one who can act insincerely.
Should I merely shake hands with Him 1 As I stood in
hesitation 'Abdu'l-Baha, fully realizing my predicament, saved me from it by taking me in His arms and
em br acing me.
U 'You are welcome!'" He said.
"Every evening at dinner 'Abdu'I~Baha, who did not
eat at that time. helped to serve us. He went around from
guest to guest, putting more food upon the plates. This is
the height of Oriental hospitality. to serve an honored
guest with one's own hands.
"When the meal was over. 'Abdu'l-Baha would give us
a brief talk on spiritual themes. I regret I have not a

memory sufficient to recail all that He said. But I do
recall two of these messages of spiritual wisdom.
" 'It is not enough to wish to do good. The wish should
be foUowed by action. What would you think oj a
mother who said, 'How I love you, my babe!'-yet did
not give it milk? Or of a penniless man, who said 'I
am going to found a great university!'"
1
"On an'Other occasion He spoke of the need for loving
patience in the face of aggravating behavior on the part
of others.
'One might say, 'Well, I will enduTe SlLch-and-such a
person so long as he is endurable.' But Baha'is must
endure people even when they are unendurab~e!'
"Three extraordinary qualities which characterized
all of 'Abdu'l-Baha's utterances were to be found in
the~e two brief conversations: His supreme logic; His
dehghtful sense -of humor; 'and the inspiring buoyancy
with which He gave forth solemn pronouncements.
"For instance, when He said, tBut Baha'is must en.dure people even when they are unendurabte/ He did
not look at us solemnly as if appointing us to an arduous
and difficult task. Rather, He beamed upon us deJightful1y, as if to suggest what a joy to us it would be to act
in this way!
"I want to emphasize this important point-the joyou.sness with which 'Abdu'l-Bahd always depicted the
spiritual life as He enjoined it upon us. And why not? Is
man's spiritual life not in reality more joyous than any
other kind of life that he can lead?
"This philosophy of joy was the keynote of all of
'A.'bdu'I~Baha's teaching. tAre you happy?' was His frequent greeting to his visitors. tBe happy!'
"Those who were unhappy (and who of us are not at
times!) would weep at this. And 'Abdu'I-Baha would
smile as if to say, 'Yes, weep on. Beyond the tears is
sWlshine.'
"And sometimes He would wipe away with His own
hands the tears from their wet cheeks, and they would
leave His presence transfigured." (BAHA'i NEWS. Jul:)
1962, p. 5)
(To be rontinued)

Mass Teaching in the Hawaiian Islands
Some highlights of the m ass teaching and ronsolidation project of the Baha'IS in the Hawaiian Islands
include:
A Unity Feast in Waimea which brought together
about a dozen new believers, and one in North Kohala
where a Baha'i couple recently moved to help form the
Local Spiritual Assembly. They were able to take a new
believer who speaks three Filipino dialects out teaching
with them.
In the North Hilo area, ten young men rode their
bicycles over thirty miles to see a showing of the Baha'i
movies. All of them enrolled!
On the last night of our teaching effort in the Puna
Community, a team of Baha1is attracted everyone present to enroll-two ladies from Germany who now live in
Hawaii, an older Portuguese man, one Hawaiian girl, and
three young men who had arrived only forty-eight hours
before, sailing from the coast of California to Hilo on a
nineteen-foot schooner, liThe Dest.itute." The sailors
said they were no longer destitute. After a twenty-eight
day journey across the ocean, the three young men
accepted a portion of that ilboundless treasure" which
Baha'u'llah offers to all who seek it.
Since the project started six weeks ago, over 300 people
have enlisted under the banner of Baha'u 'llah.
-LIGHT OF THE PACIFIC (Hawaii)-June-July, 1972
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New Assembly in Guinea-A Great Victory
Because of a special political situation, Guinea in
West Africa seemed to be an inaccessible fortress.
Friends from Liberia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Ghana,
Mauritania, Ivory Coast, etc., had aU tried to enter it but
all had failed. Yet this was a Nine Year Plan goal that a
Local Spiritual Assembly be formed there. The National
Spiritual Assembly of West Africa considered a possibility that teaching on the border near Guinea might lead
to an Assembly in the country. Mr. Jamshid Fanaiyan
was commissioned to make the effort.
Mr. Fanaiyan made many trips to a small Liberian
town on the border and sometimes returned on foot,
after hours of walking. The people of this town were
noted for their mistreatment of missionaries sent to
them, or their indifference to religion. Surprisingly

enough, some of the residents enthusiastically embraced the Faith. Little by little the number became
sufficient for an Assembly to be formed. During the
course of teaching activities it was discovered that four
of the newly-enrolled Baha'is were from Guinea. As the
news of the new Faith spread on both sides of the border
it reached the government officials. Soldiers were sent
to question the new Baha'is of Guinea.
To the Baha'is, it seemed the door was about to close.
Mr. Fanaiyan spent many nights near the border praying a bout the situation. However, the friends in Guinea
were firm and their numbers increased. One early
morning the friends came, one by one, to the house of
the Chief, who is a BaM'i. They closed the door and
formed the first Local Spiritual Assembly of Guinea.

Vietnam Youth Conference
A Baha'i Youth Conference was held in Can-Tho, Vietnam, the Capital of the Western Provinces,
on July 8 and 9, 1972. Present at this Conference were Auxiliary Board member Nguyen Van Loi and
seventy Baha'i youth from the West. "The Role of Youth in the Faith" was the topic discussed.
The banners in the photos read: "Welcome to the Auxiliary Board member, Representative of the
National Assembly and Youth Delegates." HThe Baha'i Youth follow the example of sacrifiee of His
Holiness the Bab.
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause RU~lyyih Kha'num
By Violette Nakhjavani, Companion
Part nine
At the J:Ia-?-iratu'l-Quds in Victoria Amatu'l-Baha was
warmly received. and welcomed by some of the National
Spiritual Assembly members and many local believers.
In her talk she said that one of the most beautiful and
outstanding characteristics of the African people is
their compassion and love for children. She pointed. out
that in nearly every home an African family is sheltering t feeding and educating one or more children who do
not belong to them. This characteristic is SO strong,
Rul)iyyih Khimum pointed out, that after the passage of
centuries the descendants of Africans carried off to the
Western Hemisphere still do this, although it is almost
unheard of among white people in the United States.
This is a precious and beautiful quality in the African
way 01 life.
She then suggested that the Local Spiritual Assembly
of Victoria, which is the mother Assemhly of the Cameroon Republic, should adopt nearby villages and towns
as places to create daughter Spiritual Assemblies, visit
these areas regularly, nourish them with the teach.ings
of Baha'u'llah and help them to mature and form their
own Assemblies.
The most important event of our stay in Victoria was
the celebration of the United Nation's Day sponsored by
the Local Spiritual Assembly of Victoria. This was held
at the Presbyterian Youth Center and attended by a
large num ber of people. Besides Amatu'l-Baha there
were four other speakers, each connected in SOme way
with work of the United Nations. This was foll()wed by a
reception given by one of the American pioneers in her
home attended by the distinguished speakers and many
other guests. While in Vittoria RUl)iyyih Khimum paid a
courtesy call on the Senior District Officer. She also
spoke on uThe Role of Youth in Society" to a large
num ber of students in one of the Government Schools
called the Council School.
In a very well attended and successful meeting in
Tiko, a town about sixteen miles from Victoria, Amatu'lBaha spoke on the purpose of the Baha'I Faith and
various teachings of Baha'u 'lla:h.

ID Buea
On October 25th we left Victoria and drove to the seat

of the Government in Western Cameroon, the town of
Rtihiyyih Khanum and Violette Nal~.!tjavani luncheoning
with His ExceHency Mr. Solomon Tandeng Muna, VicePresident and Prime Minister 01 West Cameroon.

Buea. The distance from Victoria to Buea is only twentythree miles, but one climbs from sea level to 3000 feet on
the slopes of famous Mount Cameroon, the highest
mountain in West Africa. Buea is often enveloped in
clouds and is co()l, green and beautiful. On the following
day Amatu'l-Baha was received by Mr. Solomon Tandeng Muna, the Vice-President of the Federal Republic
of Cameroon and the Prime Minister of West Cameroon.
For nearly half an hour RUl)iyyih Khimum, Counsellor
Dr. Mehdi Samandari, Mrs. Zora Banks and I had a very
friendly and pleasant visit with -him. As she was leaving
Amatu'l-Baha told him with deep sincerity that the
greatest compliment anyone could pay to his people and
his continent was the fact that two white women, mostly
travelling all alone, had come from East to West Africa
and were now, after driving over 21,000 miles, recrossing
the continent. She said it is easy to pay compliments
with your lips, for, after all, you can say anything and
not mean it, but this a witness in acts, not words, to the
fact that we have found we have nothing to fear. If we
arrive in a village at night the villagers will be kind to
us and shelter us. If the car breaks down a truck driver
or motorist will stop and help us. So we have nothing to
fear-but men with guns! She said she was afraid of
them in any country of the w()rld! These words had a
visible effect on His Excellency and he said he wished to
invite us two ladies to lunch to meet his wife. Unfortunately the day we went to the Lodge, the home of Mr.'
Muna, his wife had not yet returned from a visit to
Bamenda 'but his son and his charming daughter-in-law
had lunch with us. The son is a brilliant lawyer, a
graduate of the Bar in London. During this luncheon
Ru1).iyyih :Kbanum was able to further explain some of
the teachings of Baha 'u'llah and especially the important teaching of strict obedience to government enjoined by Baha'u'llah Himself upon all His followers.
While in Buea RUl)lyyih Khanum had an hour-long
radio interview ·as well as a press conference attended
by the head of the Government Information Agency and
several reporters. She also gave an introductory talk OIl
the Baha'i Faith at a government primary school where
the headmaster is a devoted Baha'i. At the end of her
talk he t()ld the children that he too was a Baha'i and
they could COme to him for further information and to
ask questions-a thing he had surely never done before
this occasionl On a Sunday the Baha'is of Buea had a
very nice meeting in the local Council Hall to receive
and welcome Rul)iyyih ~Imum. Several of the friends
from Victoria were present. Mter her talk a delicious
meal of many varieties of Cameroonian food as well as
fruit and nuts was served to us all. On our last evening
in Buea some of the very active Baha'i friends' came to
visit RUl)iyyih Khimum and we had a long talk on many
aspects of the Faith.
In and Around Douala
On N ovem ber 2nd we left West Cameroon and drove

from Buea to the port city of Douala, where we spent a
week during which Amatu'l-Baha was received by the
Senior District Oflicer and had an excellent half hour
interview on radio Douala in French. The head of this
department, wh() himself interviewed Rul).lyyih ~a
num, said he had heard about the Faith many years ago

....... ..
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in Paris. At the Nineteen Day Feast, on the eve of
November 4th, beloved Rii:Q.iyyih Khanum spoke very
intimately and informally to the gathering of Baha'is on
the life of our beloved Guardian, on his sufferings and
his victories. At this meeting we met another of the
Knights of BahO.'u'llah, Samuel Njiki, who had opened
the French Cameroon and established the Faith in this
city of Douala in 1954. There are several very deep and
knowledgable Baha'is in that community and as a result
of this the questions they asked Amatu'l-Baha were
profound. One of the friends said that in the Kit<ib-itqan, Baha'u'llah says words to this effect that many a
saint in his last moment falls to the depth of disgrace
and many a sinner at the time of yielding up his soul is
clothed with the robe of faith and forgiveness. UWhat is
the meaning of this and how can we protect our souls
from such downfall and disgrace?" He further asked,
"For example, if one day I forget _or neglect to say my
Obligatory Prayer and on that very day I die, does this
mean that I have died in a state of disgrace and lost my
faith?" Amatu'l-Baha. answered this in her usual way of
deep tolerance and compassion: She said: "I don't think
such small negligences are the cause of the withdrawal
of the Grace of God. We read in the teachings that the
Mercy of God exceedeth His Justice." She went on to
tell, how her mother used to say one should, every single
day of onets life, pray for the protection and preservation of one's soul, as no one can be sure of one's own end.
She said her own answer to this, which had troubled her
for many years, had been to try to serve the Cause
continuously day by day, with as pure a motive as she
could, trying to give to the Faith of God as much as she
could. She believed each of us should keep our eyes on
this objective, advancing step by step and praying for
the Mercy and Grace of God to be given us at the end.
The acceptance or rej ection of our deeds is not in our
banda but rests with God and we should learn not to
worry too much a·bout it, Ibut to constantly strive to do
our best as surely this will count at the end of each
person's life. During our stay in Douala we were a·ble to
meet the dear friends there a number of times.
Fourteen miles from Douala, in the village of Bonamaumbe Amatu'l-Baha was warmly received by the
Baba'is and their friends. One of the many joys of
travelling and teaching in Africa is to hear the Simple
and logical proofs and answers the African Baha'is
themselves give. In this village an argumentative,
fanatical Christian asked Rul}.iyyih Khimum many foolish questions and hardly bothered to listen to her answers, then one of the local Baha'is, in his quiet .and
dignified way, said "Look my friend, if you had receIved
the news that a very distinguished guest such as this
lady was coming to stay in your house what would you
Amatu."-Bahd with some

of

do? You would first of all throw all the junk out of your
house, clean it, sweep it and prepare it to receive your
guest. Now it is the same with this wonderful Message of
Baha'u'llah, unless you clean up your heart to make
room to receive this Message there is no place for it!" In
the closing remarks the Chairman of the Local Assembl;y. who acted, ;;tS the translator at this meeting, said
WIth deep humIlity these beautiful words: Hlf we fall on
our hended knees every moment of our lives and thank
God for having blessed us with the recognition of His
Manifestation, Baha'u'llah, in this day, we have not
th anked Him enough, for He has ch-osen us from
amongst many. t, That same day we also visited the
village of Sodiko, where a Local Assembly was formed
last year.

10 Yaounde
In the period of almost two w.eeks we stayed in Yaounde, the capital city of Cameroon was packed with activities and every moment of Amatu'l-Bahi:&'s time was
used to advantage to help proclaim the Faith. We were
the guests of a devoted Persian pioneer family whose
home became the center of many meetings. Unfortunately the President of the Republic was away and
therefore unable to receive Ru:Q.iyyih Kh.inum. Among
her engagements, however, was a very successful radio
interview in English and a lively press conference during which she was bombarded with many challenging
questions.
She spoke at two colleges, the Lycee Technique
C.E.S. and the Ecole Normale Superieure, her subject at
both being the U Role of Youth in Society". During the
question and answer period in the Ecole Normale one of
the students asked: Hlf in Africa we want to concentrate
on moral values and neglect the material values where
would we be in this race of technological development
in the world? We are already so far behind the West that
we can not waste time thinkin g of anything else except
catching up with the white man." Amatu'l-Baha said,
"Supposing you are in a small African canoe, paddling
along and far away you see a beautiful big white ship,
blazing with electric lights and big and impressive and
deluxe .. You W'Ould long to ahandon your canoe and
board that beautiful big boat. But if you were told that
on that boat there is no water, but plague and pestilence
and the people are dying of thirst, would you still wish to
exchange your -canoe for that 'boat?" The young man
laughed, for he saw the point quickly enough, and sat
down satisfied with the answer.
In trying to depict the state of our civilization today,
RUl)iyyih ~anum gave another example: She said:
"Civilization is like a horse and man the rider; the rider
must be in full control of his horse and guide the horse

the Douala believers and pioneers, East Cameroon.
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Amatu'l-Baha's public address at the University of
Cameroon. Counsellor Dr. Mehdi Samandari is recording
the words of the Chairman, Dr. Ndam Njoya, Professor

oj Law at the University.
along its way. Today the horse has gone wild and is
dominating its rider and carrying him towards a precipice and disaster."
Amatu'l-Baha also spoke at a public meeting held at
the University of Cameroon, attended by over 100 people, on the "Spiritual Destiny of African. I remember
the night -before this meeting someone questioned the
wisdom of al10wing the audience a period of questions
after the meeting. We were told that the university
students are very turbulent, negative, and ready to start
unpleasant scenes, especially on a subject such as this.
This made us all a bit nervous but as in the invitation a
period of questions and answers was mentioned, nothing
could be done about it. However, Amatu!l-Baha, in the
beautiful, sincere and absolutely honest way in which
she always speaks charmed her audience in such a vivid
way that at the end of the meeting there was not only no
Ru~iyyim

B:"banum, pioneers and .some

~ocat

feeling of belligerence but a deep and peaceful atmosphere of unity and friendship filled the hall. This was so
obvious that several of the non-Baha'i guests remarked.
on it. The Chairman of this meeting, Dr. Ndam Njoya, is
a young and very distinguished Professor of Law who
studied in France and married his French wife there.
He is also a Doctor of Law and teaches at the University. He is head of the School of Diplomacy at the
university and a most -charming man, a Moslem, of
insight and tolerance. With deep feeling he told RUl)lyyih Khanum: "Tonight you have solved many of my
inner problems and answered many of my un-asked
questions. "
In several firesides Amatu'l-Baha was able to meet
with a large num1ber of close contacts and friends of the
Faith 'and lively discussions continued till the late hours
of the night. On more than one occasion RUl)lyyih Khanum met with the Baha'is of Yaounde and nourished
them with her wealth of lmowledge and abounding love.
In his words of welcome and gratitude for the presence
of the beloved guest a young Baha'i student from the
university said this: uBaha'u'lIah in the Hidden Words
says: ILove me that I may love thee, if thou lovest Me
not My love can in nowise reach thee'. We loved Him
and so to show His love for us in return He has send you
to us". On the birthday of Baha'u'llah which was celebrated in the home of one of the Cameroonian Baha'is
Amatu'I-Bah" spoke of the life, the words and the sorrows of the Blessed Perfection. She shared with us some
of those gem-like incidents which she had heard from
the beloved Guardian or the members of his family
about the personality of Baha 'u'llah, how He would call
the members of His family 'after dinner sometimes and
say, ,jNow it is time for laughing"; or His tenderness
and love for children. The last meeting RUl)lyyih lQIilnum had with the friends in YaOlmde was a dinner she
personally gave for them in the home of the pioneers
where we stayed. It was a joyous occasion.

believers meeting in the village of Obala, East Cameroon.
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During this stay in Yaounde we visited two communities situated in other to\VJls: In Mbalmayo, where
there are no Baha'is, but good prospects for developing
the teaching work, RuJ:tiYYih KhanUffi spoke in the Town
Hall to an eager "and receptive audience of over 200
people. As an example of the relationship of the Baha'i
Faith to other religions she pointed to the walls of the
hall, saying: "Imagine that wall was built by Christ and
we call it Christianity. That wall was built by Muhammad and we call it Islam. That one was built by Moses
and we cali it the Jewish Faith. That one was built by
Buddha and we call it Buddhism. Now Baha'u'llilh has
come with His Revelation and He has added the roof to
this building, but in SO doing He has neither condemned
nor destroyed any of the walls already erected, which
are good walls. He has only united them under the roof
of His Universal Teachings for this new age in which we
are living which needs new answerS to its problems. Her
audience was so thrilled by this example that a roar of
approval went up and thunderous clapping filled the hall.
Thirty-five miles south of Yaounde in the town of
Obala AmatU'I-Baha met with the Baha'is in one of their
homes in the morning and spoke to them on the importance of teaching and spreading the Cause of God.
Later on during the day she spoke to a larger group of
the Baha'is in what is called the 4<Pioneer VillageH and
its village hall is named "Carmel". The names were too
significant to me not to mention them here. There
are a number of these experimental villages set up by
the government, helped and guided by special agricultural advisors from Israel. We found a great receptivity
among these villagers toward the Cause of Baha'u'llili,
Amalu'I-BaM's third talk on that day was at a public
meeting held in the Town Hall in Obala, where over
eighty people attended and listened to the Message of
God, asking many interesting questions at the end of her
talk.
The devoted young French pioneer. the only European
pioneer in ali Gabon, /lew to Yaounde to be with Rw,iy-
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yih Khanum over the week-end and was able to attend a
number of meetings with us and hear her speak, It was
especially nice to meet him because as things turned
out there was no representative of Congo Brazzaville in
the Cameroon and so we could not get a visa to that
country and therefore gave up going to Gabon as well.
as to go and return to Cameroon would have taken too
much time, This was a great disappointment to us as it
ruled out hath of these countries we had long anticipated visiting.
The Cargo Boat for Zaire
Our very happy tour of East Cameroon, which lasted
almost a month, and which had followed our equally
enjoyable one in West Cameroon, which was almost as
long, ended on December 1 in Douala, when we with the
Land Rover boarded a Lloyd Triestino cargo boat called
the 4<Piave,t and set sail for Matadi in the Republic of
Za"ire (formerly Congo Kinshasa). With great regret we
bade goodbye to the African member of the National
Assembly and the two American pioneers who had come
to see us off. Our ship stopped two days to load and
unload in the small port of Lobito, in Angola-the
twenty-first country visited by us on this long tour of
Africa. We were fortunate enough to get acquainted
with a sweet girl from Luanda and spend Some time
with her and to speak about the Message of Baha'u'llilh.
We took her back to our ship and RUl:tlyyih Khanum
gave her an inscribed copy of her book Prescription tOT
Living and our addresses in case she wished to follow it
up. We were not only fortunate to find this young woman, who volunteered to translate for Wl, (as we were
hopelessly lost in trying to make ourselves understood,
no one seemed to know a word of anything but Portuguese) but considered ourselves blessed in having "been
able to at least mention the Cause to one person in that
country and leave a Baha'i book behind in Angola.
On board HPiave"
December 7th 1971.
(To be continued)

Rtl/;l-iyyih Khanum speaking to the Baha'is in the village Of Bonamaumbe East Cameroon.
J
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PIONEER TRAINING
Almost 200 American Baha'is, mostly youth and
yOWlg adults, volunteered to give their summer to
Bah;i'u'llah and travel-teach in other countries. In Europe and in Latin America, projects were planned and
National Assemblies awaited the arrival of these troops
who would assist in completing the remaining goals of
the Nine Year Plan l working with native believers.
Special training sessions were held in Green Acre,
Maine and in Puebla, Mexico at which the friends received instruction and guidance regarding teaching,
adjustment to other cultures and, in MexiCO, some practical experience teaching in the nearby villages. These
four-day training sessions proved to be invaluable aids
to the projects as the participants found themselves
better prepared to serve and remarked that many times
they faced tests and difficulties which would have discouraged them had it not been for the training they had
received.
Basic to both sessions were classes on the Covenant
and Quality of Baha'i Life. In Green Acre, teachers
included members of the National Spiritual A..,embly of

the United States and its International Goals Committee. In Mexico, members of the National Teaching Com~
mittee and the Teaching Committee of the South taught
the attendees about Latin American culture. A special
in·depth intensive Spanish course was also held in Mexico
and many who were not yet fluent were able to communicate in a basic way after these classes.
Songs and fellowship accompanied the sessions and
many wonderful results came about because of the
efforts expended by these dedicated souls this summer.
A special "Pioneer Emphasis Week", held at Davison
Baha'i SChool, drew Baha'is from aU over the country
who were anxious to gather information on pioneering
and the goals remaining to be filled for the Nine Year
Plan. Workshop classes were conducted by individuals
who had pioneered to various areas in the world· and
much information was exchanged. Almost 100 percent of
the attendees made firm commitments to pioneer, either
before next RiQ-van or shortly after. This invaluable
opportunity for learning and sharing will be made available to the friends again in the near future.

Group attending Pioneer Emphasis Week at Davison Baha'i School.

,_,

GTOUp attending the Summer PTojects Training Institute held at Puebta, Mexico, for those -who weTe
to serve in Latin America.
The group attending th.e Summer PTojects TTaining Session held i.n Green Acre in July 1972 fOT those
volunteering tor Europe,
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Soldiers of Light Brave Dark Jungles

Gisela and

Arno~d

Zonneveld with two of their children in fTont oj the home they built in El Beni3

Bolivia.

Pioneering sometimes brings opportunities for heroic
self-sacrifice and high drama which escape the reader
when mere statistics are reported.
Arnold and Gisela Zonneveld, of Dutch and German
backgrounds, respectively, with three of their children
moved to the "middle of nowhere" in the vast Departamento of El Beni, Bolivia. In the north, almost on the
Brazilian frontier is pioneer Stephen Ross and in the
South in the city of Trinidad lives Jack Burwell. These
four pioneers are holding the territory of EI Beni which
has two local Assemblies of more than 600 established in
Bolivia this past Ric;lvan. These pioneers are in lonely
places far from the mainstream of Baha'j activity and
can seldom see the other friends.
The Zonnevelds last fall moved to Jaciaquiri, Province of Itanez, EI Beni Departamento, Bolivia. They
immediately got busy 'building a home of native materials, clearing the ground for a garden, 'buying horses for
transportation.
In the meanwhile Gisela'S mother, Ursula Von
Brunn, Knight of Baha'u'llah, took care of her grandchildren in the city of Cochabamba until the parents
were ready for the children to come to their new wilderness home.
Travel from a Bolivian city to the Zonneveld home is
first by "meat plane"; seatless and uncomfortable.
These planes bring meat from the ranches to the cities
and make unscheduled return flights. Then alighting
from the plane, one takes an ox-cart for several hours.

On a recent flight after the children had landed safely,
the plane took off again and lost an engine!
The Zonnevelds enthusiastically teach the Faith, although out of touch with the National Spiritual Assembly. the National Teaching Committee and even
Gisela's mother for weeks at a time. Teaching continues in spite of bouts with high fevers, malaria., and
other. complaints, plus the fact that Arnold sometimes
can barely speak above a whisper.
Travel is by horseback; once Gisela on her horse had
to swim a river to get to a new teaching location. Sixyear old Hilmer also rides although he is a tiny figure
astride a giant horse. When river conditions are favorable, sometimes travel~teaching can be done by boat.
The main object of some trips was to meet the Siriono
Indians. First it is necessary to understand the background of these people. In the nineteen-forties, thousands of this tribe left their mountain homes, strong and
healthy, to work on the extensive holdings of rich landholders who have kept them in a state of peonage ever
since, and have not paid them wages for twenty years.
These same owners act as the local authorities in a
condition of lawlessness reminiscent of the ··Wild
West". The tribe has little recourse to justice. When the
Sirion08 try to supplement their meagre diet througb
hunting the landlords claim the game, except for turtles
and monkeys. Many of the tribe are diseased, receive
virtually nQ medical treatment 1 and only a small number have survived.
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were able to stop in a sm·all place for medical treatment
and recuperation before continuing home.
The Zonnevelds wrote: uWe could live for several
weeks at a time with these Indian friends but we feel we
cannot form an Assembly yet until they are truly free.
We beg your prayers in their behalf."
On a three-week teaching trip they opened six new
locahlles, brought in twenty-two adults seven youth
and seven. children. Among these was ~ YOWlg alert
Guarayo tnbesman.
These pioneers, in spite of all their difficulties have
brou.ght into the Faith about a hundred believe~, incl~dmg members of the Baures, Siriono, Yanaigua t Chiqwtana and Guarayo tribes, none of which is of the
Quechua and Aymara people who are most numerous
among Bolivian 'believers. The Local Assembly was
formed in Jaciaquiri at RiQvan.

Baha'i' News
-Forty Years Ago
First Baha'is Of Jaciaquiri, Province of ltaiiez DepaTtment of Beni, Bolivia: ST. HipOlito Atiarez with his wije,
Rosa, and two chHdTen.
The Zonnevelds are deeply moved by the plight of the
Sirionos. They had to row for hours in a small boat to
reach them. Arnold and Gisela were made welcome in
a Siriono home and after a num·ber of hours of giving the
Message, the entire group present accepted the Faith.
The Zonnevelds had already met the proprietor and
his son, Don Federico, and took the occasion to speak to
the son a,bout the sad condition of the Siriono tribe. This
young man agreed to go with them to the district police
and promised to assist the tribe.
Don Federico did not meet them, as promised, when
the Zonnevelds were ready to start in the boat for the sixhour return. trip. They wondered if the landowner's son
had decided to go by horseback-only an hour's journey. But they felt restless and concerned and after
saying the prayer uRemover of Difficulties" decided to
return to the Siriono home. While talking there, Don
Federico made a dramatic entrance-with a rifle.
Arnold and Gisela had been forewarned that the landlord's wife had told her son "If you don't kill him, I
will" yet, Arnold calmly faced the threatener saying
"Baha'is have no fear because we believe that life after
death is more Ibeautiful than here." At this, Don Federico put down his ride, mumbling something a!bout it
was his custom to carry arms. The Zonnevelds realized they could easily have been ambushed and killed,
not a rare happening in this section.
The landlord lost no time in notifying them they must
leave t which the pioneers did. but not before enlisting a
good friend who, with Don Federico and some of the
Slrionos, went to see the district police. The Zonnevelds
insisted the Sirionos be allowed to tell their story in
private to the district authority. without interference
from Don Federico. When the situation was clear, per~
mission to travel and work wherever they liked, in freedom, was given the Sirionos in a written document,
impressive to Don Federico. The parting of Arnold and
Gisela from the landlord was peaceable-with the
promises of the pioneers to assist another of the landlord's sons to overcome stammering.
On the return trip Gisela developed a high fever and
chills so she was unable to row and Arnold handled the
oars alone, even though he had become ill himself. They

Believers who have given special thought to the Guardian's references to the importance of non-participa~ion in political matters are requested to note the follow~
mg ex<;erpts from a Tablet revealed by 'Abdu'l-Baha to
Ibe Spmtual Assembly of Mashad, Persia, during the
year 1910:

In these days the banner of political dissension
and Tevotution is Taised throughout Persia. Every
part is aOlicted with distuTbance and each district
is in the gTasp oj turmoil. AI! the people are in the
utmost confusion. But, praise be to God the
friends Of God did not mix with any of the poiitical
affairs, neither did they interyere with the pl4... of
either ,party. They were the friends of aU parties
and kind to every one, inviting aU to unity a.nd
concOTd, which is the fundamentat basis Of PTagTess and civilization. They did not utteT a WOTd
neither did they offend anyone; they made n~
complaint against any ane' but they praised and
glorified the unity and co;'coTd oj the world Of
humanity. TherejOTe they weTe protected and
pTeseroed. WhosoeveT acted otherwise became
aOlicted with gTeat cal4mity.
To the National Spiritual Assembly: "Mrs. Keith Ranso.m-Kehler is no~ with us in Haifa and in a few days
WIll start for Persia. She rendered wonderful services in
both Australia and India and Shoghi Effendi trusts that
she will do the same in Persia. One of the things the
Guardian has asked her to do is to obtain the pennission
of the authorities to ·bring Baha'i literature into Persia.
This is a very difficult task but it is also so important
that Shoghi Effendi feels we ought to attempt it."
On the next page, we read a copy of a letter sent to the
National Spiritual Assembly by Mrs. Ransom-Kehler:
"<?n, August 15, I saw his Highness Teymourtash (Court
Mmlster, Teheran) and received from him the direct
unqualified assurance that Baha'i literature would ~
admitted into Persia and permitted to circulate."
In HNews from Other Lands" we learn of public meetings addressed by Mrs. Ransom-Kehler at the Brahmo
Samaj and the Theosophical Society of Rangoon. Also
she addressed public meetings in Mandalay Benares
Lucknow, Alighar, Amritsar and Lahore, and was wel~
corned in the universities in Benares.
She visited Poona for three days. "For each succeeding lecture the hall engaged chanced to 'be larger Iban
(Continued, bottom on next page)
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THE MOST MIGHTY BRANCH OF GOD
By Hugh McKinley
A BOOK REVIEW

'Abdu'l-Baha by Hand of the Cause of God H. M. Balyuzi; Publisher, George Ronald, London; copyright 1971, hard back, 559 pages, $5.00.
No description can measure up to the theme of a life
which transcended every barrier to its total fulfillment.
It lies beyond the range of assessment because every
event in the life of the Son of Baha'u'llah carries a major

accent.
This is evident. Yet these words stand testimony, also
to the monumental humility of Hand of the Cause of God
Hasan Balyuzi, whose own great gifts and whose family's hereditary links with the blessed Bab are completely withdrawn from our notice in this detailed and definitive ·biography of the Center of the Covenant of God.
~Abdu'£"Baha is a work of nearly 500 pages. far more
than a chronological record, not alone because many
intimate details are cited, many sources referred to, in
"the language of Revelation," that have hitherto been
closed to us in the West; it is also a volume of unique
teaching as well as of deepening value.
Mr. Balyuzi cites very substantially from the major
discourses and a1so from informal talks that the Master
gave while in the United States and elsewhere and he
quotes extensively from The Diary oj Mirza Marymud-i~
Zarqam who accompanied the Most Great Branch
upon His travels to the western world and recorded
these events (published in Bombay, 1914 and 1921). Also
quoted are excerpts from the narrative of Haji Mirza
Haydar-'AIi, including a priceless report of the advice
of Baha'u'llah Himself upon how to teach:
... whatever a person says, hollow and product
oj vain imaginings and a parrot-like repetition of
somebody else's views though it may be, one ought
to let it pass. One should not engage in disputation
... One ought to say; right, admitted, but look at
the matter in this other way and judge for yourself
... The other person wi![ listen, will not seek to
answer back . ... because he cOmes to realize that
the purpose has not been to engage him in verbal
battle and to gain mastery over him.
The Most Great Branch gives a willing ear to
any manner Of senseless talk. to such an extent
that the other person says to himself: He is trying
to learn from me. Then, gradually, by such means
as the other person cannot perceive, He gives him
insight and understanding.
Another aspect, most valuable historically, no less
than deep heart-stirring, remembering the '~unmitigated
obscurity"l of the Cause of God in those earliest days, is
the record of the earliest believers in the West: in Paris,
Switzerland, England; in the United States, Germany.
Coming from backgrounds both high and low, encountering the Faith by means trivial, miraculous and some(Continued from page 15)
that of the previous day and yet it proved too small to
hold all those who had come to hear her. I,
In Persia the "Association of the Bahciti Youth",
planned to ·'manage a Baha'i Club and prepare the
means of progress for Baha'i youth, mentally, physical·
1y and spiritually" and reported 240 members.
"For the first time in the history of the Cause in tlraq a
public address was given before non·believers. The
Y.M.C.A., a British organization in Baghdad, expressed
a desire that Dr. Aflatum, Vice--Chairman of the Na-

times wholly unknown (Mrs. Scaramucci, p. 526 note 58),
these heroic sou1s, H • • • the angels" mentioned in the
Tablets of the Divine Plan (and this particular Tablet is
included in an Appendix), but for whom not one of us,
today, would be blessed with the supreme bounty of
belief: of Thornton Chase; of Lua Getsinger, Horace
Holley; May Bolles (later Maxwell); of Lady Blomfield;
Thomas Breakwell; of the Dunns, spiritual parents of an
entire continent; and ·'that star-servant of the Cause of
Baha 'u'IJah2, Martha Root.
No less absorbing is the account of the earliest pilgrim ages; of the erection of the sacred sepulchre of the
Ba"b; and of the overwhelming effect, upon pilgrims and
visitors, of the Master's daily service to the 4Akka poor.
Equally profound is the record of the impression He
made, during His travels, upon the wealthy, the eminent, the learned, the proud; and upon some of those
mighty whom already a mysterious Providence had
cast from their high place by reason of their OPPOSition
to the F ai th of God.
The style is concise and easy to grasp; never weighing
us down with the immense amount of precise fact the
book contains. We read entranced. A number of rare
photographs embellish the clearly set-out text; the index
is alm'Ost a model of what any index should be. The
bibliography is similarly comprehensive.
This is a book to which one may return for continual
refreshment, for continual encouragement and inspiration to serve the Cause. As a text for Summer School
courses it is worthy of the highest place. As a handbook
for teaching it is unique in that it contains, at one and
the same time, the matter and the manner in which this
may be best presented with supreme effect.
Mr. Balyuzi brings u.s almost as close as words may to
this Mystery; and his narrative may also be counted as
indispensable preliminary reading before visiting the
World Center of the Faith and the Master's Shrine.
If this: book does not present us with any "explana_
tion" of 'Abdu'l-Baha, we may take this very fact as
evidence of the author's success. Why? Let us tum to
his opening and clOSing words, in meditation:
"Here is a life, abundant, spacious, immeasurable. It
cannot be adequately described. It cannot be encome
passed."
"'Ahdu'l-Baha was the Mystery of God. Who, then,
can portray Him?"
Noles:
1. The Advent of Divine Justice, p. 12
2 Messages to America 1932-46, Shoghi Effendi, p. 39
tional Spiritual Assembly of 'Iraq address it . . . . The
meeting was a signal success.
"The minutes of the COWlcil of the League of Nations,
declaring the urgency of expropriating the House (of
Baha'u'llah), were duly published by the local press
('Iraq) .... This mention and publicity, which could not
be attained by the efforts of even hundreds of teachers,
is certainly due to this crisis which proved to be an
unbounded blessing in disguise."
-

BAHA'! NEWS, September and October, 1932
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Three African Presidents Receive Baha'I Writings
July 26 is a special day for Liberians. It is the Day of
Independence of their country. This year the people and
government of Liberia celebrated the 125th Anniversary
of Independence in Nim-ba County.
Upon the recommendation of the National Public Information Committee, the National Spiritual Assembly

of West Africa agreed to ask one of the members of the
committee, Mr. Jamshid Fanaiyan. as he was traveling
to Nimba that week, to explore the possibilities of their
participation on the program in collaboration with the
Local Spiritual Assembly of that area. This festival

presented an unequalled opportunity to proclaim the
Faith to Liberian President Tolbert and his special
guests, President Sekou Toure of Guinea and S. I.
Koroma, Vice-President of Sierra Leone, as well as the
thousands of visitors who were expected to attend.
The friends decided to present Baha'i Writings to the
Presidents and to have a booth for displaying BaM'i
literature.
The big day came, but the plan for presenting the gifts
could not be carried out because of the strict schedule
already established by protocol.
When Baha'is heard President Sekou Toure of Guinea
say "The leaders of today must be just and un,corrupt"
they could not ,bear the thought of failing to present him
with The Proclamation of Baha'u.'Udh... Again. the Chief
of Protocol came and whispered to the waiting Baha'is
that it was impossible to present their gifts because the
program had already extended over its scheduled time.
Then too. it was time for the friends to leave for their

homes while transportation was still available, realizing
that all day long they had been frustrated in making
their presentations of Baha'i literature.
But, Miss Georgia Sanchez, National Spiritual Assem·
bly Secretary, remained and with all her heart and soul.
prayed for the assistance of God in fulfilling her mission. Suddenly at about 10:30 p.m. off the stage came
the President, greeting the various dignitaries in the
audience. Finally he stopped at the table just in front of
Miss Sanchez. The power of Baha'u'Uah prevailedl
All the Presidents ate heavily guarded, and particu~
larly President Sekou Toure of Guinea, whose life is in
constant danger. Miss Sanchez succeeded in il}troducing herself on behalf of the National Spiritual Assembly
of West Africa, and handed over 'all the gifts to President Tolbert who in turn, immediately passed them to
his guest, President Sekou Toure and the Honorable S.1.
Koroma. The special aides took the gifts, returned to the
stage and examined them, after which they were given
back to the Presidents.
The National Spiritual Assembly was espeCially
pleased that the volume The Proclamation at Baha'u.'l-hih was received with an expression of thanks from the
President of Guinea, as that <:ountry is the only Mrican
country which Baha'i pioneers, until now, have been
unable to enter. The occasion was a spiritual triumph.
Baha'is of Africa pray that the Creative Words will sink
into the hearts of those officials who have nOw received
the message of Baha 'u'llah.

Freetown, Sierra Leone Week-End School
Thirty-seven friends from 'all over Sierra Leone and
some from Liberia joined the Freetown Baha'is for a
week-end School on May 13·14, 1972. It was also attended
by Counsellor H, Ardikani and Auxiliary Board member
Mr. M. Kebdani, whose participation added to the loving
atmosphere.
Mrs. H. Vera Edwards <:onducted a class on liThe
Institution of the Hands of the Cause;" Mrs. Georgia
Sanchez, Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly,
on HBaha'i Administration"; Mrs. Susan Koucheckzedah, Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly on
"The Work of the Local Spiritual Assemblies"; Auxiliary Board mem ber Mr. Shidan Koucheckzedah on "The
History of the Faith"; and Counsellor Mr. Kebdani on

"Social Laws and Teachings." At the end of the sessions
a test was given.
The evenings were spent in informal discussions.
From the questions asked, it was evident that the new
believers had gained remarkable insight and enthusi-

asm.
The Local Assem'bly of Sierra Leone used the occasion
to present Baha'i books to their Library Board. The
National Public Information Representative sent an
article to the leading newspaper, The Daily Mait. It was
later learned that the following Sunday, the Minister of
Education made visits to various churches requesting
them to publish more reading materials to enrich the
knowledge of religions.

Week-End School in Freetown, Sierra Leone. Many Of the friends had to leave before this photog-raph
was taken.

,.-..,'--
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News of Zai're

by Pioneer

John Newport, pioneer to ZaIre, visited the Wilmette
House of Worship and the Bahci'i News editorial office
while on a visit to the United States. He had just come
from South Carolina and was en route to a summer
school in the west. One purpose was to obtain samples of
literature suitable for translation into. the ZaIre version
of Swahili which would 'be of greatest usefulness on his

return.
Newport waS enthusiastic over the Baha'is finally being recognized by the Government after years of patient
and painstaking effort. Dr. Navidi, well-known international lawyer. in occasional trips spent one and one-half
years in the endeavor. Dr. Amin Jaza,b, personal physician to the President, was influential in the final

Delegates arriving for Convention at the Center in
Bukavu at the end of July. Recognition was given. to the
Faith by the Government on June 9, and immediately
after it was decided, with permission from The Universal
Hou.se of Justice, to hold the Convention.

Kigongon friends singing a welcome to the visiting
pioneer John Newport, who took the photo.
achievement. Assured of Baha'i policy of loyalty to the
government, the President sent back this advice:
"Baha'is should. show their Faith through actions rather
than words. ,.
Upon receiving recognition, the Convention was
called at the last of July, and the new National Spiritual
Assem bly was elected.
Goals by RiQ-van are 1,000 Assemblies in Zaire, with
3,000 localities where Baha'is reside. At the time of
Convention, there were 350 Assemblies. Pioneer Newport
believes suitable literature will contribute greatly to
achieving these goal and is enthusiastic about the new,
simplified booklet The Trusted Ones of God: The Local
Spiritual Assembly.

Members of the Kivu Provincial Teaching Committee.
There are about 26,000 Baha'is in this Zaire Province
and about 3,000 in the rest of the country. This was before permission to teach was received by the Government. John Newport, pioneer, is the taHest.
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Hand-in-Hand Project in Kendal, Westmorland, England
Kendal will never be the same again. We have entered
a new dimension and a new phase in our teaching
activity. The Faith has been growing steadily here since
the pioneers opened the town in the summer of 1966, but
it has now made a sudden leap forward. It has the
chance to demcnstrate, as never before, its ability to
unite all kinds of people, to solve their problems and to
heal their sicknesses.
The team arrived here on July 15 and stayed for two
weeks. Much preliminary prayer and detailed organization had already gone into the project. We did a prayer
walk round Kendal after the celebration of the Martyrdom of the Bah on July 9th, using mostly the prayer of
'Abdu'l-Baha beginning '~O Mustagttatb!" and on July 12
we all met and prayed individually every night at 9:00
p.m. for our contacts (by name), the goals of the Nine
Year Plan, the York and Kendal projects and the extension teaching goals. including one in this area. The
organization covered the manning of the Town Center
and the home for firesides, and we ensured that there
was always at least one adult member of the com~
munity on duty.
During the fortnight we had regular consultation
between the team and the officers of the Local Spiritual
Assembly and the whole community. More than once
the Local Spiritual Assembly witnessed the unexpected
help and bounties which come when the community is
united and abides by its decisions.
One instance of this was in coIUlection with the Town
Center, Determined and lengthy efforts failed to find
one, so in the end the home for firesides (Ingleside, the
Hellabys' home) became both, rolled into one, and was
available from 10:00 a,m, to 11:30 p,m. (and sometimes
later!). The first week there was a heat wave, and the
team was able to use a small park near the river as their
unofficial Town Center; here they sat and played and
sang and attracted people, and here they were inter·
viewed by a reporter and photographer from the Westmorland Gazette, The accompanying photograph appeared in that paper at the end of the second week.
The team was accommodated by various members of
the community, but all had their evening meal a t Ingleside. During the daytime some of them went into the
town in order to talk to people, either in the streets or in
cafes and other places. They also had one or two interesting encounters with an evangelical youth club in the
town,
We had, during the fortnight, a Unity Feast and consultation -briefing session the night the team arrived,
and two public meetings. For the first, the speaker was
Mrs. Marion Hofman in the Town Hall. The second
speaker was Philip Hainsworth. All other evenings we
had something on at Ingleside; either we showed the film
"It's Just the Beginning", or a slide show with taped
commentary on the Baha'i Faith, prepared by Madeline
Hellaby, and sometimes both together in different
roomsl When the weather was good, people could sit
outside in the evenings, and the strains of guitar music
and Baha'i songs could be heard under the trees most
nights until it rained on the middle Sunday. And what a
storm that was! All had gone from a picnic in the park
when there was a clap of thWlder, the ·heavens opened
and it poured and flashed and banged for four hours. On
the last night there was a social, beginning with an
entertainment organized by Dave Brown, in which most
members of the team and local community took part.
The results were four declarations, two young men
and two youth (boys). But the long-term results cannot
be assessed, and as was said at the beginning we have

now entered a new phase~an exciting challenge to the
Local Spiritual Assembly to work out an entirely new
teaching and deepening program!

Hand-in-Hand Project in Kendal, Westmorland, England.
Left to right: Robert, a Swedish boy (non Baha'i) who
discovered the team in York and followed them to
Kenda.t; Richa.rd Hainsworth; Ted William.s; John BeU
of Baltimore, Maryland, U,S,A.; Estelle Mas.sing; Dave
Brown and Richmond McCluer of Winona, Minnesota..
In tTont is Stephen Foster, Baha'i child of Kendal.
(Courtesy of the Westmorland Gazette,)

Uganda Youth
Uganda youth are enthusiastic and active we learn
from letters from Zylpha O. Mapp and the newsletter
published by the National Spiritual Assembly. Florence
Olinga, daughter of Hand of the Cause Enoch Olinga, is
now a student at the Tororo Girls' School and brings
more and more students for firesides at the Hat of pioneer Mrs. Mapp.
Two youth from Teso, Toby Epyeru and Ben Ekoot,
conducted a traveling institute in Dokolo County, Lango
for two days, January 9 and 10, 1972, and on each of these
days, there were twelve in attendance. They also carried
the institute to the following villages in Lango: Kangai.
Agwata, Kwera, Adwoki and Batta. Many old believers
came and several new friends made their declarations.
Traveling institutes were conducted by a small band
of believers at Gulu. Donna Taylor at the Gulu Baha'i
Institute wrote:
"I've just returned from Atiak and leave for West Nile
on the midnight train tomofl'Ow. I will reach Pakwach
before dawn, wait for daybreak then walk to town,. We
can't go at night because there are too many elephants
around. Sometimes I'm 'pedalling' or lfooting' or getting rides on buses or trains, The bicycle put on nineteen miles just after I got it and found a lot of waiting
souls in out of-way places."
Study classes in Teso have begun at Aciisa, conducted by Grace Olinga on Baha'i prinCiples and Toby
Epyeru on Baha'i History. The youth are keen and ask
many questions. They are often joined by adults, with
around twenty-five people as an average in attendance.
The visit of Hand of the Cause Dr. Muhajir .inspired
the youth to open up nineteen new localities for the
Faith and to plan a series of three youth conferences.
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CONVENTION IN ARGENTINA

Delegates and observers at the twetfth National Convention fOT Argentina.
National Spiritual Assembly of Argentina fOT 1972-73.
Seated, left to Tight: Miguel Paniagua, Dotores de CabaHero, Angelica de Costas, Cayetano LiaTdo. Standing:
Carlos Talenti, Ziaollah Vojdani, ShahpooT Saeed, Osvaldo Costas, David Baral.
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Counsellors' Institute, Guanacaste, Costa Rica
The Continental Board of Counsellors is holding a
series of deepening institutes in strategic points in each
country of Central America where the greatest number
of Baha'is can be gathered. Usually these institutes are
only of one or two days duration as the people cannot
leave their homes and work for a longer period.
The first institute for the year for Costa Rica was held
on July 16, in the village of Nambi, in the agricultural
area of Guanacaste where there are over thirty Local
Assemblies in the making. Attendance was but thirty.
Classes were given by resident Counsellor Artemus

GTOUp

Lamb and three native believers, two of whom are part
of a team of four youth from the Capital area who spent
the prior week in Nambi.
Al though· a ttend'ance was small, a wonderful spirit of
understanding t love and happiness kept growing
throughout the sessions which burst forth at the closing
with a series of spontaneous speeches of joy and gratitude. One elderly man said with tears in his eyes and
shining face I'Now I really understand and although I
am too old to do much, I am going to teach my children
and grandchildren."

who participated in the Institute. CounseHOT Artemus Lamb took the picture.

Ringsaker Baha'i Summer School, Norway, with Hand of the Cause Enoch Olinga and his toije in
the first TOW, center.

NORWEGIAN SUMMER SCHOOL
The Norwegian BaM'j Summer School, held from July
1 to 7, at Ringsaker High School was pronounced the
most successful Ever with· a splendid program and with
the best a ttendance of over 130. Two Hands of the Cause
of God, Dr. Ugo Giachery, and Enoch Olinga, each with
hi. wife, Dorothy Ferraby of the Board of Counsellors
for Europe and two Auxiliary Board members, Mrs.
Modesta Hvide and MrS. Gerd Strand, brought great
inspiration to all.
The American youth, who came to participate in "Operation 129, Europe and America Hand-in-Hand", were
a great source of rejoicing with their singing and clapping under the leadership of their co-ordinator, Shirley
Yarbrough from Florida, U.S.A. After three days at the
School the American and Norwegian youth left for the
goal cities of Troms/) and Bod!i-over the Arctic Circle,
-and Lillehammer and As in Southern Norway. Before
their departure, however, all the youth descended on
Lillehammer, the nearest -city, and for the entire day
advertised the pUblic meeting to be held there that
evening. This effort, indeed, filled the hall to capa city
and those interested were invited to the School and the
next evening for a program and refreshments. During the
activities of the youth, older Baha'fs held a vigil of
prayer for twenty-four hours, with the total result of
many visitors from the area attending the School the
next evening, and two declarations, one from Lillehammer and one from Svolvaer!
After years of effort Norway had its first television
interview on July 26th and this came at a most opportune time to assist the youth in the goal cities, and in
fact, Baha'is over the great length of this country to
propagate our beloved Faith. Publicity has followed

this event and has brought a new impetus to teaching
activity, which should bring the victory in achievement
of the goals of the Nine Year Plan for Norway.

HolgeT Hagan, cG-OTdi""tOT Jor NOTWegian You!I> and
Shirley YaTbTOugh., co..()rdinator for America.n Youth in
Norway.
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ALASKA REPORTS
Youth Acti"ities
Strong youth groups were formed in Anchorage,
Spenard and Petersburg, and more youth activities
have begun in Fairbanks and Kenai where large numbers of young people have enrolled.
Students missed no opportunity for promoting the
Cause of God, making the Faith the topic of essays in
English courses and talks in speech classes. Books were
placed in high school libraries and the movie, l'It's Just
the Beginning,.' was shown in a number of schools. In
Juneau a Baha'i team presented programs to all elementary schools which resuled in a letter of thanks and
praise from the Assistant Superintendent of the JWleau
School District.
The University of Alaska campus at Fairbanks was
the scene of a number of activities including a successful week-long proclamation when a display booth was
set up and firesides held nightly. Articles on the Faith
appeared in the campus newspaper and interviews were
aired over the Campus FM Station.
During the year, youth participated in travel-teaching programs to a number of areas, including Bethel,
Kodiak, Cordova, Kenai, Nenana and Wrangell. Young
people also played an important role in Massive Encounter and Proclamation Projects.

Stale Fair
AroWld 1300 pieces of literature were distributed at
the Malanuska Valley Assembly booth at the State Fair
near Palmer. Some Assem·blies maintain literature
racks in depots, airports and other public buildings.

Massive Encounter
All members of the Field Army worked together in Ft.
Yukon and when the Encounter was completed in that
community, they were assigned to smaller teams for
teaching in the remaining villages, By fanning out in
small teams, the entire Yukon Basin was covered in just
over a month. When Massive Encounter was finished in
the Yukon BaSin, there were Baha'is in every village but
one. In the tiny village oj Gold Camp. every one en.rolled,
In mid-November over forty believers gathered in the
Haines-Klukwan area for a three-day spiritual preparation followed by assignment to teams to begin Massive
Encounter in Southeast, They travelled by two chartered
boats (both captains enrolled in the Faith), ferry and
p1ane, and swept southward through the panhandle and
in to Northern British Colum bia taking the Faith of
Baha 'u 'llah to virtually every town, village, logging
camp and cannery site in Southeast Alaska, As a result,
every single community large enough to be noted on a
map and many places too smal1 to be found on any map
had Baha'is resident in them.
National Spiritual Assembly mem'bers, Anchorage
and Spenard Local Assembly mem bers joined the teams
in seeking out "waiting souls" ... The result: Over 400
waiting souls were found. These live mostly in the Anchorage area with a sprinkling of perhaps thirty-five new
souls in Spenard.
Perhaps of greatest importance is the fact that Massive Encounter made possible wirming and surpassing
the most difficult Nine Year Plan Goals, goals which
seemed beyond our grasp only a few short years ago.
-ALASKA BAHA'i NEWS, August, 1972

American youth in Norway participating in HOperation 129, Europe-AmeTica, Hand-in-Hand."
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Dutch Summer School

Ove~ two hundred Baha'is, representing about fi1teen
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countnes, attended the Dutch Summer School held from
July 8 to 15, 1972 m Heeze, in the south..,ast part of the
country, Sltuat-:d on a picturesque lake surrounded by
woods, t~e.locabon was an inspiration .
.The SPIrIt soared with the commemoration of the Anmversary of th~ Martyrdo~ of the Bab, held the second
day ~fter openmg. A befittmg and majestic observance
movmgly portrayed the life of the Martyr-Prophet. In.
cll!ded :vere 'beautiful devotional readings with music,
qwckenmg the love and reverence of all assembled.
CI~sses were held regularly in morning afternoon and
evenmg and were well attended. Native believers pioneers and ~uest speakers participated. Contm'ental
Couns~nor MISS Bopp related recent news of the numer.
ous tnumphs achieved in various European coWltries .
She pr~ented four classes, highly informative and comprehenSIve. among her topics being "The World Order
of Baha'u'llah," "The Administration" and also the
d,evelopment of the Faith in relation t~ the United Nabons.
il Other. classes of!ered, varied yet -connecting themes:
The LIfe of Baha'u'lIah" "Writings of Bahit.'u'Uah"
"The Sufferings of the Ma~ifestations" 'lHistory of Per~
sia in the Time of the Bab", iiBaha'i Prophecies u "The
Soul", 'l~tstanding,,~aha'i Women", HThe Role 'Of the
Woman. In the Bah~ ~ Community", etc. Workshop on
the toPICS of ijBaha'i Life" and "Finding Your True
Self" were highly developed and related present-day
thought to the Baha'l viewpoints.
Chlldrer,a's classes were held and care for the youngest
was provIded. Two separate age groups of children
off.::r~d colorful programs for the last evening of school
recItmg p.rayers and singing Baha'i songs.
'
,The dally round of activities was interspersed with
slide programs. A· twenty-four hour prayer chain was
~lffered for the attainment of goals. Pioneers volunteerIng to serv.e in the goal cities were hailed with joy. Three
souls pubhcly acknowledged their faith in Baha'u'llab
. By midweek, a high point was reached at the celebr;
bon .of the Feast of Kalimat. A special feature that
evenmg was the dance portrayal by a Finnish Baha'i
Raja, a gifted b a l l e r i n a . ·
,
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Members of the new National Spiritual Assembly of
Norway. Left to right; front: Gudrun (iJfstegaard, Trea-

surer; Ameba Bowman; Elna. LodTUp~ Secreta-ry; Liss
Hegge; Counsellor Eric Blumenthal. Top row: Ernst
Holm; GunnaT lang e-Nie !.sen, Vice-Chairman; Harald
Thiis; Dr. Hushang Ra'fat. Chairman; Holger Hagan,
Recording Secretary.

URGENT-RENEW YOUR SUBSCRlYITON to BAHA'f
NEWS nowt If you began your subscription in October
1971 and do not want to miss an issue, your subscription
must be received by October IS, Cost is $6.00 per year, postpaid in the United States and Canada, and it is for Baha'is
only.
RUSH YOUR RENEWAL TO;
Baba~r SUlJocriptiOD Sorvi..e

415 LIodoa An,
Wibnelle. IDinoIs 60091
FO~IGN SUBSCRWfI~NS: Local Assemblies, groups
and mdlvlduals In coWltnes other than the United States
and Canada must inquire of their own National Spiritual
Assembly for subscription. to BAHA'i NEWS. It is .hipped
in bulk to each National Assembly for distribution within
their national area.

BAHA'i NEWS is published for circulation among Baha'is only by the National Spiritual Assembly of the BahA'is of the United
States, as a news organ reporting current activities 01 the Baha'i world community.
BAHA'i NEWS is edited by an annually appointed Edilorial Committee: Mrs. E,..elyn Hardin. Managing Editor; Miss Charlotte
Linfoot. National Spiritual Assembly Representative; Mr, Rexford C, Parmelee. Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee.
Material Inust be received by the twenty-fifth ot. the second month preceqing date ot. issue. Address: Bah<\'i News Editol'lal
Office, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 60091, U.S.A.
.\
Change of address should be reported directly to Membership and Records, National Baha'i Center. 112 Linden Avenue. Wil.
mette. Illinois. U.S.A. 60091.
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To the Baha'is of the World
With feelings of deep sorrow we relate to the
Baha'i world the distressing circumstances surrounding tbe murder of three Iranian Baha'i
students, pioneers to the Philippine Islands.
Parviz i?Hdiqi, Faramarz Vujdani and Parviz
FUnlgQ1 were among a number of Iranian Baha'i
youtllwho answered the call for pioneers. With
eleven others they registered at the Universities
in Mindanao with the intention of completing
their studies and proclaiming the Faith of BahA'u'lillh. These three had conceived the plan of
making teaching trips to a rural area inhabited
by Muslims. When on July 31st the authorities
of Mindanao State University were notified that
they had left the campus the previous day and
had not yet returned, search parties were immediately formed and the assistance of the police
and local authorities obtained. After inquiries
and search, led entirely by President Tamano of
Mindanao State University, the bodies of tbe
three young men were found in a shallow grave.
They had been shot, grievously mutilated and
two had been decapitated. The bodies were removed and given Baha'i burial in a beautiful
plot donated for the purpose.
Immediately upon receipt of the tragic news,
Vicente Samaniego, Counsellor in Northeast
Asia, in close cooperation with the National

Furu~i

Parviz ~adiqi

Spiritual Assembly of the Philippines, acted
vigorously on behalf of the Baha'is and was
given the utmost cooperation and sympathy by
the au thori ties, police, military and civiL A convocation was called, attended by more than 900
students, faculty members and University officials. Prayers were said in English, Arabic and
Persian. The President of the University gave a
talk in which he said that the murdered Iranian
students are not ordinary students, for with
them is the Message of BaM'u'llah which is the
way to unity. The Council of the Student Body
asked that their new Social Hall be renamed
Iranian Student Memorial Hall. Three thousand
people marched in the funeral procession and
six hundred went to the burial site to attend the
interment.
A dignified burial was conducted by the
Baha'is in the presence of University authorities
and friends.
The relatives and friends of these three young
men, who gave their lives in the service of the
Blessed Beauty, are assured of the loving sympathy and prayers of their fellow believers. The
sacrifice made by these youth adds a crown of
glory to the wonderful services now being performed by Baha'i youth throughout the world.
Baha'u'llah Himself testifies:

,,...... ,
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They that have forsaken their country in
the path of God and subsequently ascended
unto His presence, such souls shall be
blessed by the Concourse on High and their
names recorded by the Pen of Glory among
such as have laid down their lives as martyrs

in the path of God, the Help
Self-Subsistent.

In

Peril, the

September 19, 1972
Haifa, Israel

-The Universal House of Justice

By Annamarie K. Honnold
.art two of th .... pam

One of the early pilgrim. to see the Master while He
was yet a Prisoner was Corinne True, who went to the
prisoo-city in 1907. This proved to be the first of nine
pilgrimages she was privileged to make to the Baha'i
Holy Places. Only the knowledge that she and her small
party were to receive shelter in the home of 'Abdu'lBaha could have made her enter that grim city, so aptly
named, "The Greatest Prison".
The loving warmth of that holy household was felt
immediately. The Master had picked three lovely roses,
which were sent to them with His welcome. When He
Himself appeared, He brought pink and purple hyacinths. Later He sent each a luscious tangerine. These
small considerations seemed to fill the very atmosphere
with a divine sweetness, filling their hearts with joy.
"Milke a BegiDDiDg"
uThis was during the time of the Second Commission
of Investigation by the Turks, when jAbdu'I-Baha had
again been confined as a prisoner in ~Akka by order of
the Sultan of Turkey. On this visit Mrs. True took a
petition to the Master asking permission for the American Baha'is to begin planning for the eredion of a
'House of Worship.' This petition was in the form of a
parchment containing the signatures of over a thousand
American believers. She tells the .tory of putting the
parchment behind her on the divan and first presenting
the little gifts sent by the loving friends. But the Master
strode across the room, reached behind her and grasped
the parchment, holding it high in the air. 'This/ He
exclaimed, ~this is what gives me great jO!J.~ 'Go back,'
He told her. 'go back and work for the Temple; it is a
great work.' How she longed to do this work, 'but it
seemed such a great task. 'Abdu'l-Baha, looking at her
with deep intensity said. 'Devote yourself to this project
-make a beginning, and an wiH come right.' He then
proceeded to give basic instructions about its design. It
was to have nine sides, nine gardens, nine fountains,
nine doors, nine walks, etc, And so a vision of the first
Baha'i Temple in the Western Hemisphere was 'born."
(Told by Honor Kempton in Baha'i World, V()I XIII, p.
847)

The small pilgrim party was invited to j-oin the family
.in early morning devotions-usually held between six
and seven-at which time tea was served and the Holy
Words were chanted. The Master took His breakfast of a
little cheese, Syrian bread and a cup of tea. The pilgrims' breakfast was served later,
The Holy Housebold
Corinne True tells about this early morning experience: "The widow of one of the martyrs sits on the
Hoor in the Persian style and makes and serves the tea
every morning. Her hus'band was one of three brothers
who were imprisoned for this Cause. For days they had
no news about them, One day they heard a great noise in

Hand Of the Cause Mrs. Corinne True
the street and looking out they saw three heads placed
on long poles and being carried through the streets, and
when in front of their home they tossed these heads into
their mother's room. She wiped them off with water and
then threw them back, saying, 'What I have given to God.
I will not take -back.' This woman who makes the tea had
been married only one year to one of these brothers.
Having lost aU of her relatives through the persecution,
and Persian women having no openings for self-support,
the Master took her into His household. What a wonderful household this js-..Qver forty people living here in one
home, some black, some white, Arabic, Persian, Bur·
manese, Italian, Russian and now English and American! Not a loud command is heard and not one word of
dispute; not one word of fault-finding. Every one goes
about as if on tip toes. When they enter your room, their
slippers are left before the door and they come in with
stocking feet and remain standing until you invite them
to sit down." (Notes Taken at 'Akkci J Corinne True, pp.
29-30.)
Dinner served two purposes: to eat and to teach or
learn. The Master would eat a bite or two and then He
taught those present. She observed that "Not one moment of the day is wasted by this Mighty Man ()f God."
(p. 25)

Frldsy Mornings

Corinne True was one of many who were deeply
touched by the Master's customary Friday morning

.~'-
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acts of charity. From her window she "saw between two
and three hundred men, women and children gathered.
Such a motley crowd one can see only in these parts.
There were blind, lame, cripples and very feeble perSOns, the poorest clad collection of people almost that
the earth contains. One man had his clothing made of a
patched quilt, an old woman had gunny sacking for a
cloak; children were so ragged that their clothing would
scarcely stay on them.
~'Two or three of the men believers were with the
Master. The people were required to arrange themselvs
in order about two sides of the court and the Master
began near the gate giving into the hand of each some
piece of money and then each was required to move out.
lt was a sight never to be forgotten to see the Master
going from one to another, saying some word of praise
or kindness to encourage each, With some He would
stop to inquire into their health and He would pat them
on the back. these poor, dirty-looking creatures, and
once in a while we would see Him send some one away
empty-handed and He would reprimand him for his
laziness. How clear and musical His voice sOWlded as
He went from one to another, giving and praising! The
men accompanying Him kept order in great kindness,
but firmness, and saw that each passed on as soon as he
had received from the Master, Where on this globe can
one duplicate such a scene as is enacted every Friday
morning in the court yard of the Master of jAkka, Who
is Himself a state Prisoner to the Turkish government
and has lived in prison Or in exile since He was nine

years 01 age!" (Adapted pp. 22-23.)
Later, while resting, the Master told Mrs, True about
His friends, " 'These are My friends, MY friends. Some
of them aTe My enemies, but they think I do not know it,
because they appear friend~y. and to them I am very
kind, jor one must love hiS" enemies and do good to
them,' " He explained that there was not sufficient work
in jAkka, and of only two kinds: fishing or carrying
'Abdu'l-Baha astride his famous white donKey.

heavy loads. The sea had been too stormy lately and
the loads to be carried required great strength. Those
who attempted to take advantage of Him were rebuked
and told where they might obtain work. (p. 24)
A Pilgrimage in 1905
PiJgrim Mary Lucas went in 1905 and wrote A Brief
Account of My Visit to cAkka. From Haifa a carriage
took her to the narrow streets of 'Akka, streets so small
that approaching camels with their burdens were
obliged to back away to make room for the carriage to
pass_
She was 'Of course deeply impressed with the Master
Whom she found in 'Akka. She noted His "a'bsolut~
poise", "absolute naturalness" and "absolute freedom." "There was an utter absence of any desire or
effort to impress one with His greatness, which is majestic in its simplicity. When we -consider that He has
never been enrolled in any school, has always been an
exile and a prisoner, has had no access to books, that in
spite of all this, His knowledge is unbounded! Truly we
must marvel!" (p_lO).
The Master's Appearance
"In personal appearance the Master is of medium
height and slender build_ His complexion is rather dark,
from the American point of view, 'but he is fair lor a
Persian_ His eyes are bluish gray, and there is a white
line within the iris which sometimes seems to radiate
light, making His eyes wondedul1y luminous. His countenance is of the type rendered familiar to us by the old
masters' paintings of Christ. His hands are small and
delicate, decidedly of the spiritual and artistic sort, but
with a grip of steeL Though but sixty years old His hair
and heard are white, and His hair falls over His sh'Owders in Oriental fashion. He is very indifferent as to His
appearance, though extremely neat, and in warm
weather frequently tucks His flowing locks up under His
fez in Wldisguised desire to get them out of the way_ His
ordinary costume is a tan colored robe of simple material, and a white fez." (p. 30).
A Ufe of Simplicity and Sacrifice
'Abdu'l-Baha's simplicity and generosity were indelibly imprinted in her heart and mind. He knew how to sit
with her in silence_ He knew how to make a cup of tea
for her. His own physical needs appeared virtually nonexistent.
How could this Prisoner give to the needy of 'Akka
every Friday morning? Had not His exiled family's
wealth and property been almost totally confiscated?
She fOWld that "All that the Master gives is a real
sacrifice, and is saved by the cutting off of what most
people would consider necessities_" (p_ 28)
j4The Master slept on the stone floor with only a rug
and a matting between His body and its cold, hard
surface, and no cover except His cloak One of the
American pilgrims was grieved to see Him so deprived
of comfort, and gave Him a bed and mattress. Soon
afterward it was discovered to be gone, and when questioned about it, the Master replied: 'How cou~d 1 steep
in lUXUTY when so many have nothing!' " (p. 29)
She lound that He gave away all the many gifts which
were sent to Him_ "A story is told of a beautiful silver
service which was presented to Him, and He did not
even look at it. One and another received portions of it
Wltil piece by piece it disappeared_ A significant incident is that of a wealthy woman who offered Him a sum
of money before she left 'Akklt. He refused to accept it,
and as the lady pleaded for the privilege of placing it in
His hands, He said, at length: '1 never accept anything
fOT Myse!f, but if you wish you may bestow it upon a
pODT man. , . faT the education oj his son ..' So the money
was used for this purpose." (p_ 29)
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'Abdu'I·Baha usually ate but one simple meal a day.
In Mary Lucas' eight days He was present at most
meals. often coming just to add joy to the occasion,
though He was not hungry. If He knew of someone who
had had no meal during a day, the family supper was
gladly packed up and sent to the needy.
She noted that grace was not said before meals. She
mentioned this to the Master, to which He replied, 'My
h.eart is in a continual state of thanksgiving and so
often those accustomed to this form say the words with
the lips merely, and their hearts are far from being in a
state oj thanksgiving.''' (p. 31)
Even His household reflected His greatness. In addition to Himself, His wife, His sister, two married
daughters with husbands and children, and His two
youngest daughters, there were some orphan children
and widows of martyrs. She observed that "These serve
in some capacity in the household, and the sentiment of
lave and equality in every member of this home is a
living example for the world. Everything is done in the
spirit of love!' (p. 15)
"'Forgive Him Now"
It was observed that on 'Abdu'l-Baha's birthday, 41He
spoke only of the Bab, His mission and message. (He
was born during the night of the Bab's Declaration, May
23,1844.)" Most certainly He did not use the oc-casion to
talk about Himself.
In 1906 over two hundred guests were to dine at the
Master's table. Since dawn, He had been busy helping
with the work involved. He Himself kneaded dough to be
put in the ovens. "He has been in gay spirits, inspiring, uplifting, cheering all His helpers," someone
observed. And later He Hassisted in passing the plat.
ters ... the rice ... the lamb ... the fruits of the region
(of such large size, such color, and such fragrance as
only the sunshine of the East produces and paints.)
Moving among His two hundred guests, He spoke to
them as He served them, such Divine words of love and
spiritual import ... : 'If one of you has been wounded in
heart by the words 01" deeds of another~ during the past
year, forgive him now; that in purity of heart and loving
pardon, you may feast in happiness, and arise, Tenewed
in spirit.' " With words to this effect He seemed to be
telling His many friends that all He wanted of them at
that happy time was to know that they had forgiven any
transgression which might have been committed
against them. (The Shettering Branch, Marzieh Gail,
pp.70-71)
Tite First American Baha'is on Pilgrimage
Thornton Chase, who has become known as "the 'first
American believer,' and indeed the first to embrace the
Cause of Bahil'u'Uah in the Western world" (God Passes
By, p. 288), sailed from Jaffa in Syria with several other
Baha'is in 1907. They landed safely in Haifa and the next
day went through the German Colony, dating back to
1843. Its inhabitants expected Christ's Second Coming
there on Mount Carmel soon thereafter. Inscriptions
over doors of homes, church and school expressed their
very real expectation. One could still read HDer Herr ist
Nahe" meaning that the Lord is near.
The beauty of Carmel did not pass him by as he waited
for his pilgrimage to 'Akka. "Roadsides and fields were
painted with 'blossoms, and we delighted in their variety,
colors and fragrance. There were myriads of flowers,
daisies, forget-me-nots, sweet peas, lilies, roses, and the
flaming red poppies everywhere." (In GaHlee, Thornton
Chase, pp. 13-14)
Then came that blessed April day to see 'A'bdu'l-Baha
in 'Akkil. They went by way of the sandy seashore in a
carriage drawn by three horses pulling side by side.
Vividly he described in his little story In GaH~ee, his
impressions on arrival: n • • . they conducted us through
the arched, red brick entrance to an open court, across
H

j

Thornton Chase
it to a long flight of stone steps, broken and anCient,
leading to the highest story and into a small walled
court open to the sky, where was the upper chamber
assigned to us, which adjoined the room of 'Abdu'lBaha. The buildings are all of stone, whitewashed and
plastered, and it bears the aspect of a prison.
"OUr windows looked out over the garden and tent of
IAbdu'I-Baha on the sea side of the house. That garden
is bounded on one side by the house of the Governor,
which overlooks it, and on another by the inner wall of
fortification. A few feet beyond that is the outer wall
upon the sea, and between these two are the guns and
soldiers constantly on guard. A sentry house stands at
one corner of the wall and garden, from which the
sentry can see the grounds and the tent where 'Abdu'lBaha meets transient visitors and the officials who often
call on Him. Thus all His acts outside of the house itself
are visible to the Governor from His windows and to the
men on guard. Perhaps that is one reason why the
officials so often become His friends. No one, with
humanity, justice, or mercy in his heart, could watch
'Abdu'l-Baha long without admiring and loving Him for
the beautifUl qualities constantly displayed." (pp. 2324)
For five days he remained inside those prison walls
-feeling the love and peace of the Holy Household
-finding that the real prison was on the other side of
those same walls. 'Abdu'l-Baha was ever the perfect
host. An instance of this is cited by Chase, who noted
that at the noon meal He accepted food only after all
those present had been served. And then He indicated
that the meal should be eaten by saying "In the Name of
God/' smiling His beautiful smile.
The Master possessed spiritual charisma. "He assumed nothing; His powers were natural, His sincerity
thorough; His affection pure. His smile charmed and
attracted friends to Him.
"He had the stride and freedom of a king-or
shepherd. My impression of Him was that of a lion, a
kingly, masterful Man of the most sweet and generous
disposition." (p. 29)
IAbdu'l-Baha is a grand Man, broad, universal in
thought, standing above the world and looking down
upon it in its weakness and poverty with a bound]ess
love and an intense longing to lift it up from its
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IAbdu'l-Baha's surrey in which many of the pilgrims
rode.
wretchedness, to make it conscious of the rich bounties
of God, which are so freely offered in this wonderful
time . . . " (p. 54) I'His own personality in the eyes of
others is naught to Him, nOr does He care for the personality of others. It is not love for the individual one,
but the love ofthe Spirit for humanity." (p. 55)
'Abdu'l-Baha had such an easy way of leading into a
meaningful conversation. He would begin "with wme
simple reference to -a natural thing, the weather, food, a
stone, tree, water, the prison. a garden or a bird, our
coming, or some little act of service, and this 'base
would be woven into a parable and teaching of wisdom
and simplicity, showing the oneness of aU Spiritual
Truth and adapting it always to the life, both of the
individual and of mankind. All of His words are directed
toward helping men to live. Unless questions of metaphysics, dogmas and doctrines be ,introduced, ,He s~l
dam mentions them. He speaks easIly, clearly. m brIef
phr..,e" each of which i, a gem." (pp. 33-34)
. .
His every instruction was geared to help the hvmg
live. And His only wish was that the word and will of
God sink deep into the heart of man and conquer it.
The miracle of 'Akka-a mighty Revelation emerging
from prison walls over the face of the planet-must have
astounded many a mortal, But to those who had become
spiritually alive, there was less mystery-they were
keyed in to the Lord of the universe and they understood. " , .. after a week, a day, or an hour, they return
to their distant homes, all filled with love, most of their
questions unasked and forgotten, curious no longer, but
satisfied and overflowing with love to the human race
and a great longing to bear the word of Revelat~on to
their friends, and to serve every -creature of God Wlthout
regard to family, race or religion. The inexpressible
happiness of the Spirit possesses each one of them, and
he want.s the whole world to have it." (p. 50)
Yes, Mr. Carl Scheffler, who was with Chase on pilgrimage, was right when he referred to the rugged, stone
steps leading to 'Abdu'l-Baha, saying, " 'Those are the
steps up to heaven' ". (p. 48)
Love and Ibrmony in lb. PeDal Fortress
A modest pilgrim to 'Akka, while 'Abdu'l-Bahil was
yet a Prisoner in the penal fortress, recorded his visit in
a few small pages and then signed this little gem simply
"Roy".
"
.
. '
What most impressed thIS early pIlgrIm was the spInt
of sacrifice which he found among the Baha'is in the
"Most Great Prison." He noted that "Nowhere have I
witnessed such love, such perfect harmony, The desire
of those in that prison is to serve one another." (Knock
and It Sha!! Be Opened Unto You, Roy. p. 1.)
He was aware of the "bitter antagonism" which
existed among the followers of different religiOUS bodies.
"For example, a Jew and a Mu1).ammedan would refuse
to sit at meat together: a Hindu to draw water from the

wen of either. Yet, in the house of 'Abdu'l-Baha we
found Christians, Jews, Mul;Lammedans, Zoroastrians,
Hindus, blending together as children of the one God
living in perfect love and harmony." (p. 1)
,
Having arrived by boat in Haifa, he traveled the ten
mBes by shore to 'Akka in a large-wheeled carriage.
" . . . two streams had to be forded. The smooth, hard
sand at the edge of the Mediterranean is the road, and
as we drove along, the waveS would frequently wash up
against the horses' feet. The little horses knew that the
sand was hardest at the water's edge, and they followed
the waves as they washed up and receded, traveling in
scallops, as it were. It is a low, sandy coast and the
outline is broken only by an occasional clump of date
palms and tall cactus plants. We passed here and there
an Arab on horseback, usually a long rifle pointing
above his shoulder; also a number of natives with their
flowing garments girded up into their belts to give
greater freedom and to offer less resistance to the wind,
which at times blew with considerable force. Above the
water line the sand seemed to be constantly shifting into
irregular mounds, some of them -as much as fifteen or
twenty feet in height." (p. 4)
In 'Akka the streets were narrow and Winding but they
SOOn stopped at an entrance to a house. They passed
through a courtyard. Ascending a "long flight of stone
steps", he arrived at an upper court and was taken to a
large room facing the sea and in view of the crumhling
remains of once mighty fortifications. He was the guest
of 'Abdu'I-BaM.
In about an hour the Master arrived and said, "Welcome! Welcome!n
Then He spoke in Persian with an interpreter. After
saying that HThe Cause of God is like a tree-its fruit is
loveN, He asked how the believers were. Happy that they
were becoming more united He replied, 'Th.is news is
the cause of My happiness, fOT the mOTe" th.ey are united
the mOTe they will receive God's confirmation. They
must love one aoother. Each must devote and sacrifice
himself and what he has for the other. I, Myse!/, sacrifice My Hfe tOT aU.' " (pp. 5-6.)
From the pilgrim's room could be seen a small garden
with a fountain. Close by was a tent in which the Master
received many people who wished to interview Him.
Known not only for His wisdom but also for His justice,
He was asked for explanations of religious passages, for
solutions to family problems and for advice in business
quarrels. He made no distinction among the peoples of
differing reJigions. Though untaught in the schools of
men, priests, learned men and government officials
consulted with Him and wished the advice of this Man
whom they regarded as their Friend.
~'Friday mornings at seven there is another picture.
Near the tent in the garden one may see an assemblage
of the a'bject poor-the lame, the halt and the bJindseldom less than a hundred. As 'Abdu'l-Baha passes
among them He will be seen to give to each a small coin,
and to add a word of sympathy or cheer; often an
inquiry about those at home; frequently He sends a
share to an absent one. It is a sorry procession as they
file slowly away, but they all look forward to thi' weekly
visit, and indeed it is said that this is the chief means of
sustenance for some of them. Almost any morning,
early, He may be seen making the rounds of the city,
calling upon the feeble and the sick; many dingy abodes
are brightened by His presence." (p, 7)
Roy noted that little birds loved to come also. They
Hew right into the rOoms, As the dining·room door was
usually open, they happily ate the crumbs from the
table.
According to the Persian custom, dinner in the
evening was at nine o'clo-ck. It was then that the Master
taught those who were gathered together.
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During his last meal with IAbdu'I-Baha, He "broke a
quantity of bread into His bowl; then asking for the
plates of the pilgrims He gave to each of us a portion.
When the meal was finished, He said, 'I have given you
to eat from My bowl-now distribute My Bread among
the people.''' (p. 9)
The Gateway to Heaven
Ten Days in the Light of Akk<i records the early
pilgrimage of Julia Grundy. Red anemones carpeted
field and mountain, heralding the coming of spring.
She came to know the prison city of IAkka, "home of
exiles and prisoners of the Turkish Government. A few
merchants and bazaars comprise its present meagre
commerce although in former times it was an important
market for Syrian products. It is the residence of a
governor and various officials. The inhabi tan ts gener ally are poor and wretched; evidences of poverty and
squalor everywhere. Haifa has absorbed the business
vitality of 'Akka. The city looks like a catacombs with
the roof lifted up; heavy wallS, a labyrinth of passages,
narrow streets and dark alleys leading in every direction. But the spiritual atmosphere which surrounds us
here is unmistakable and uplifting. Here in this lUlholy
yet holy place we have been taught that the peace,
power and knowledge of God can only be attained by
severance from the things of earth and freedom from the
influences of transitory surroundings. 'Akka is to us a
gateway of Heaven." (p. 70)
Mightily impressed with the "holy history" of Mount
Carmel, she was told that not only had Elijah and Jesus
spent part of Their lives there, but that 'Abdu'l-Baha
loved this holy mountain of God and had at times stayed
overnight in its caves-to pray and commune with God.
Once He attempted to bring a message to the Carmelite
Monastery, but He would not 'be heard. Dejected, He
returned to 'Akka, "walking the whole distance of nine
miles." (p. 6)
Spiritual knowledge and wisdom flowed from the lips
of the blessed Master. How true it was, as she was told,
that" 'The more you see of 'Abdu'l-Baha, the more you
will realize the inexhaustible fountain of knowledge within Him. He is the "Bazaar" of God, where everything
humanity needs may be found without money and with·
out price. In Him there is always something new to
learn and possess; always some new thought in His
words and explanations. What you receive from Him is
measured by your capacity.' " (p. 106)
Concerning the Second Coming of Christ, He said.
H
'In the Book of the Zend Avesta the Zoroastrians are
awaiting the coming of two Manifestation.s. Also in the
Old Testament Scriptures there i.s the promise of Elijah
and Messiah. In the Gospet of the New Testament they

are expecting the Father and. the Second Coming of
Christ. LiketOise in the Qur'an the Muhammadans have
the promise of the Imam Mahdi and Christ. In Drief all
the Holy Scriptures announce the coming of two Manifestations and these two Manifestations aTe the Bab and
the Blessed Perfection.' a (p. 61)
She heard the Master tell a little-known story. " 'The
disciples of Jesus passing along the road and seeing a
dead dog, remarked how Offensive and disgusting a
spectacle it was. The Christ turning to them said~ '~Yes~
but see how white and beautiful are his teeth;"-thu.s
teaching that there is some good in ev.erything.' 1/ (p.
109) So, too, He taught that one shOUld always look for
the good and not for the bad.
Super-psychiatrist that He was, He taught that" fWe
should not be occupied with Our failings and weakness
but concern ourselves about the will of God so that it
may flow through. uS 1 thereby healing these human in.
firmities.' 'J (p. 11)
At one time the author asked the Master, I I 'What shall
I say to those who state that they are satisfied with
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Christianity and do not need this present Manifestation?' His reply was clear: {Let them alone. What would
they do if a former king had reigned and a new king was
now seate~ upon the throne? They must acknowledge
the new ktng or they are not true subjects of the Kingdom. Last year there was a springtime. Can a man say
"I .do ~ot ~eed a new springtime this year,-the old
spTtnghme lS enough for me?" No! The new spring must
come to filt the earth. with beauty and brightness.' " (p

W)

.

~he

described a beautiful supper at which many
fnends were welcomed by the Master Himself. He
passed out napkins, embraced and found places for
each. All we~e individually anointed with attar of rose.
He served pllau, a Persian rice dish, to each guest.
There were also oranges and rice pudding. "Throughout
the supper which was very simple in its character and
appointment, ~Abdu'l-Baha was the Servant of the be.lievers. This was indeed a spiritual feast where love
reigned. The whole atmosphere was love, joy and
peace." (p. 74)
One day He sent for her. His words were brimming
with love ~nd i~spiration: " 'I want you to carry away
from 'Akka the JOY and peace of the spiritual life.' " (p.
38) " 'The true pleasure and happiness depend upon the
spiritual perception and enjoyment. Th.e powers of mind
are the bounties of God given to man to tead him toward
spiritual happiness. The highest grace in man is to love
God. Love of God, knowledge of God is the greatest the
on~y real happiness, becau.se it i.s nearness to God. This
is the Kingdom Of God. To love God is to know Him. To
know Him is to enter His Kingdom and be near Him.
This is what I desire tOT you;-that you may walk in this
path.' " (p. 39)
(It must be understood that these accounts are Hin the
class of pilgrim's notes". The words attributed to the
M.aster may not be c?,!,pletely authentic, but they catch
HIS message and spmt. Regarded in this light, Shoghi
Effendi permitted the use of lIpilgrim's notes." This is
not intended to be an exhaustive study.)
To be continued

National Youth Committee of the Tonga and Cook
Islands.

MembeTs

of

the /iTst National SpiTitual Assembly

of

the Malagasy Republic with Hand

of

the Cause

Dr. Muhdjir are: front TOW, left to right: Mr. Shayani Azizu.~Uah, Treasurer; Dr. Ratomahenina
Vincent; Mrs. Razaka Razafimboahangy; Miss Ravaomanana Georgette, Corresponding Secretary;
Mr. Razaka Guy, ViceRChairman. Back row: Mr. MoutouJose, Recording Secretary; Mr. Rakotomalala
Felix; Mr. Andriatovoson Salomon, Chairman; Mr. Rabemanantsoa.

Malagasy Republic- First Annual Convention
During Ri~vcin, 1972, the historic first National Convention of the Baha'is at the Malagasy Republic
was held. This is ~ocated to the east oj Africa, the Island of Madagascar. The photographs were taken
in front of the national ~~Tatu'l..Quds in Tananarive. The Universal House of Justice was represented by Hand of the CatLSe DT. Muhajir. Among those attending were: Continental CounseUor S.
Fatheazam; Auxiliary BoaTd membeT Mr, R. Thandrayen; MT. E. Lutchmaya representing the
motheT Assembly, that

of

the Indian Ocean; and the MotheT- Pioneer

of

the Island, MTs. M. Munsiff.

." •.. ,
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Rwanda Holds First National
Convention and Election
The first National Convention of Rwanda was held on
April 27 and 28, 1972, with Hand of the Cause of God Dr.
A. Miihlschlegel representing The Universal House of
Justice. Present were the delegates, Auxiliary Board
member Mr. Muta'bazi and Mr. Gamal Rwhdy, representing the mother Assembly of Burundi. For two days
before the Convention, delegates attended a teaching
conference in which they were deepened in preparation
for the National Con yen tion.
At Ri~van, 1972, there were sixteen Assemblies and
seventy-five localities where Baha'is reside in Rwanda.
Early pioneers to this country were Mr. and Mrs.
Collison who were named Knights of Bah.i'u'llah by the
beloved Guardian. The Collisons went to Uganda in 1952
and the next year to Rwanda-Burundi but were forced
by the Belgian government to leave in 1955. In 1966, Dr.
and Mrs. Ta'eed of tran arrived, and are now members
of the National Spiritual Assembly. Also in 1966 Jackton
Kayemba of Kenya came to Rwanda but returned to
Kenya in 1971.
Systematic efforts are made to deepen in the Faith. A
childrens' class, for both Baha'is and non-Baha'is was
started in August. It has ninety students from the ages of
five through fourteen. Some of the children assist in
teaching and are enthusiastic in learning prayers as
well as the principles and history of the Faith. They
have also interested many parents,

The first National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'I. Of
Rwanda elected at Ri~v<in, 129. Front row, left to right:
Semuhungu, Vice-Chairman; Bifuko, Secretary; Mrs.
Ta'eed, Treasurer; Hand of the Cause Dr. Miihlschl.egel;
Muderhwa.. Back TOW: Dr. Ta'eed, Chairman; Chigaga
Batsinduka, Higiro~ Semanyenzi.
J

Class for children, both Baha~i and non-Baha'i, held at the Baha'i Center in Kigali, Rwanda, taken on
August 7,1972. Mrs. Ta'eed is giving lessons in French and Mr, Semanyenzi is translating into the
vernacular, Kinyarwanda.

'
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FRANCE-AMERICA: HAND IN HAND
"The stage is set. The hour propitious. The signal is sounded. Baha'u'llah's spiritual battalions are
moving into position".
(Shoghi Effendi, Citadel of Faith, p. 26)
These words, written by the beloved Guardian Shoghi
Effendi on June 5th, 1947, referring to the commencement of an epoch "inaugurating the systematic conquest
of the European continent by the organized body of
the japostles of Bahil.'u'llilh' " could not have been
more appropriate than for June 29th, 1972, twentyfive years later.
Thirteen young Americans had just arrived in Paris.
Tired and rumpled after the long plane ride from New
York but filled with the love of Baha'u'llah, they were
determined to raise His call in all of France. I found
them at the Baha'i Center in Paris, surrounded by
guitars, sleeping bags, and mounds of luggage. The
large room was filled to capacity, overflowing with the
French friends who had turned out in force. I entered
the room very quietly, for all were deep in prayer. After
months of planning and preparation in the United States
and France, Operation "Mains dans Ia Mains: EuropeAmerique" was about to begin.
From the outset, the French and Americans joined
hands ·and never let go, working side by side, tirelessly
singing, walking and talking ... bringing Baha'u'llah's
healing Message to all who cared to listen, Our awesome
task was to bring in new 'believers, deepen them, help
win the goals of the Nine Year Plan, and as much as

possible, make all of France generally aware of "La Foi
Baha'ie".
The immediate aims were to reach the gypsies outside
Paris in the north, the villagers near Toulouse in the
southwest, strengthen the communities of Metz, Lyon
and Toulouse by adding to their num·bers, and to bring
Local Spiritual Assem·blies into being in Strasbourg and
in Bastia on the Island of Corsica. The Americans were
assigned to specific teams for the duration of the campaign, while the French team members came and went.
Two teams had orders to stay in one locality during
July, moving on to another goal in August. The other
two teams spent the entire campaign in Strasbourg and
Bastia, Corsica, the two most important goals in
Fran-ce.
The French friends had prepared for us with open
hearts and pocketbooks. Their often expressed gratitude
would have been embarrassing in -other circumstances,
but we knew their desire was the same as ours, to give
all we had to guarantee the success of this mission.
There was never a time that the French and Americans
were not united in purpose, proving 'Abdu'l-Baha's repeated. promises that only through unity, love and fellowship, will we know success,
During the last days of the Americans' participation

AmeTicans and French teaching teams on Corsica.

....
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in France's e.tf{)rts, these victories were assured. Prior
to the commencement of the "Hand in Hand: EuropeAmerica H effort, there were 450 Baha'is registered in
France_ On August 22, the teams had a total of 150
declarations, 128 for France and 22 for neighboring
countries. The goal Local Spiritual Assemblies were
assured, and the French community was forging ahead
with its scheduled follow-up plans.
Can one find words to describe the awakening of a
soul? How many times we heard "Bien sur, bien sur"
(of course, of course) as we told the Message of

Baha'u'lltth!
The locked doors and silence of the lovely old church
in the tiny village of La Gardelle bore witness to the fact
that the priest was no longer there. Four years ago he
left to get married. The lady Mayor welcomed the
Baha'is: with the comment, "The youth need something".
We wandered in the village, inviting the people to our
evening program and the young people, with nothing to
do on a hot summer's afternoon, walked with us. Asking
questions, they stayed near us all day. That night the
HNew Garden" road show performed. We showed slides;
we told them why we were there, and we had fifteen
declaratjons~ The youth had brought their parents with
them, and the ages of the new Baha'is ranged from 12
years to 56! One woman immediately offered her home
for futUre Baha'i meetings. The later reports received at
the National Center in Paris were fined with confirmations of the strength of these new believers and the
continued expansion of the Faith in the area.
Corsica, the Island of Napoleon's birth, the island of
tourists and mountains, surrounded by an incredibly
blue sea, is inhabited by independent strong men and
beautiful women. Mentioned specifically by Shoghi
Effendi and 'Abdu'I~Baha, Corsica had more than forty.nine declarations. The two newspapers wrote regularly
of the Baha'is and their activities in the 'lSalle de Boxe"
(our Baha'i Center was the local boxing ring). Some of
the articles were sarcastic and derogatory, but even
those quoted the Teachings accurately!

At Padua, attending the Conference are, left to right:
Of the Cause Mr.
Faizi, European Project Coordinator Mrs. Lea Nys, Mrs.
Claire Honigman Secretary oj the National Spiritual
Assembly oj France.
Jene Bellows. Mrs. Fatheazam, Hand
j

Baha'is in StTasbourg. Mrs. Mimi McClellan, (second
from left) and DT. Sam McClellan, taU man in background, taught with the team after the Padua ConfeT-

ence.
Brutally ravished by wars of centuries, inured, hardened, embittered, and tradition bound, Europe is not an
easy place to teach. In general, the older people were
the most difficult. The young girls are sheltered and
bound by a d{)uble standard of behavior, and seem not
particularly interested in "serious" things. But the
young men! How they are searching! Their hatred of
war has been made evident on buildings and walls. They
were hot to argue politics, and required time and patience as we redefined the issues.
But there are gems deep in the heart of Europe, waiting to be mined. We told it "like it is," as we have done
in the South of the United States_ We told and t{)ld, and
we found the waiting souls were the oppressed people,
summer university students from former French
colonies, workers and the villagers. How eagerly
Baha'u'llah's Message was received! How the new believers devoured the books! And they asked questiOns,
and taught, and brought their friends, and answered
questions, and were impatient with us, because we
didn't tell more people_
On every side there were victories and confirmations.
We had many tests, but why try to remember them? As I
look back on the events of this summer, mental pictures
flash one on top of another. I can feel again the grasp of
hands, and the French greeting of a kiss on both cheeks.
I see smiles and light·filled eyes. I remember heartbursting moments of pure happiness that washed away
physical exhaustion. Once again I'm with the young
team members, American and European, as they drove
themselves day and night . . . tirelessly, patiently,
lovingly teaching the Faith. Bogged down by language
and cultural differences, they nevertheless emerged
as mature Baha'iS, a working unit through prayers,
consultation, crazy jokes and total commitment.
I also see my gift from the Baha'is of France. A
picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha standing in front of the Eiffel
Tower faces me across my desk. The Master loved
France, and surely helped us to win the goals. Didn't
Shoghi Effendi, the Sign of God on earth, assure us with
these words, "The Auth{)r of the Plan that has set so
titanic an enterprise in motion is Himself mounted at
the head of these battalions, and leads them to capture
the cities of men's hearts. " '?'*
There is no conclusion to this story. For it is just the
beginning. Certainly France will never be the same ...
nor will we.
-Jene Bellows
*From Citadel Of Faith, page 26
FLASH: New declarations in France as of September.
138 in France, 79 in Corsica; total 217 declarations!

"~-
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National Conference
Oruro, Bolivia

10

More than three hWldred friends from all parts of
Bolivia attended the National Baha'i Conference held in
Ornro, Bolivia -on August 11-13, 1972, under the auspices
of the South American Board of Counsellors.
Before the opening of the Conference the new Baha'i
National·Institute in Druro was inaugurated, fulfilling a
long-cherished supplementary goal.
Three languages were used during the program of
deepening, stimulating the friends to go out and gain
victories for the Faith during this last -blessed year of
the Nine Year Plan. Emphasis was placed on teaching
activities in Bolivia.
At the same time as the Conference there were public

and radio talks; also an exhibition was held in the local
Municipal Library which attracted about 2,000 people,
including many of the university students.
Groups of friends from various parts of the cOWltry
had prepared dances and music typical of their regions.
Among these dances, rarely seen, was one performed by
a group of Cocha,bamba campesinos, called the "Sikuris". Entering with large disks resembling Japanese
parasols, made -of reeds tipped with a variety of bright
colored feathers placed on their heads, the friends sway
back and forth giving the impression of an improvised
shelter under which small groups dance in circles
clockwise and counter-clockwise to the accompaniment of plaintive flute music and a strong booming
drum-beat. This dance attracted many of the people of
the city and it seemed to join them all in the happmess
of the occasion.

Baha'is carryin.g some of the 250 balloons to the main
plaza in Saenz Peiia to release, and caTTY the 'lDOTd to
the surrounding country.
The Conference resulted in a new sense of dedication
for the Baha'is. Afterwards, a follow-up teaching proj_
ect continued for fifteen days in the city. This attracted
people to the new Institute for deepening and also to see
the exhibition, transferred to the Institute.

Group inside the new Oruro Baha'i National Institute on August 28, 1972 showing Baha'is and some
oj the 120 new believers who came in during the fifteen-day follow-up teaching project.

Wilmette Pioneer Training Institute-September 7-10, 1972
This was the largest oj the series oj Pioneer Training Institutes hosted in Wilmette, Invitations were
sent to over fifty volunteers who are ready to ~eave jor a pioneering post be/ore December.

.,_ ....
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TH E GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause RU~lyyih Khanum
By Violette Nakhjavanl, Companion
Part ten
Almost two years after the "Rahbani African Safari"
had crossed from Uganda into Congo Kinshasa, as it \VaS
then called, and more than a thousand miles had been
traversed through that country and through the Central
African Republic, Chad and Niger, now we two, with the
Land R-over were set ashore at the port of Matadi, again
in Congo Kinsha s a, but now the country had a new
name, Zaire, both more descriptive and beautiful.
We arrived on Decem ber 12, 1971, and as the boat was
approaching the dock we could see a small group of
friends holding up a large poster of welcome. The
Baha'is wh<l had come to meet uS included the only
Baha'i of Matadi and three Baha'is of Kinshasa who had
waited for us two days, uncertain of the time our cargo
boat was expected to arrive. The little band eagerly
looked for the face of their beloved Hand of the Cawe,
RUl:tiyyih Khanum.
Through the help of the Matadi Baha'i who happened
to be working in the Customs office, we were able to get
the car and ourselves cleared within a short time. Then
began the overland journey of 2,500 miles which took us
across the country from west to south-east in a period of
seven weeks, visiting Baha'is in twenty-six centers.
Amatu'l-Baha addressed almost 3,000 Baha'is and nonBaha'is during this period in over thirty-eight meetings,
representing over eighty localities. Some of the friends
walked over fifty kilometers to meet Amatu'l-Baha,
such was their enthusiasm, and many of these were
mothers each with a baby tied to her back.

Baha'is oj Kinshasa,

Za~TeJ

The Kinshasa community, containing many YOWlg
people, had the privilege and joy of meeting with
RllJ:tiyyih Khanum and listening to her words of love and
wisdom at a day-long conference where over forty-five
Baha'is had gathered from different localities in this
immense city, Amatu'l-Baha spoke at length about the
beloved Guardian's trip to their country in 1940 during
World War II, when they had traversed it from south to
north. She recalled that this particular African country
had always attracted him and visiting it had made him
happy.
The questions the friends asked both in cities and
villages revealed the depth of their knowledge of the
Teachings and their deep love for the Faith. For example, in this Kinshasa conference one of the friends
asked: "What is the meaning of Cthe SWl of Baha has
set?'," He was referring to the cable 'Abdu'I-Baha had
sent to the Baha'is after the Ascension of Baha'u'l1ah.
Rul:tiyyih Khanwn explained: "This refers to the Sun of
the physical existence of Baha'u'llah on this earth and
not to the Sun of His Dispensation, as that Sun will shine
for at least a thowand years."
At the end of our ten-day stay in Kinshasa, once again
Rul].iyyih Khanum met with the Baha'is in the home of
one of the pioneers where over fifty believers were preSent. She strongly emphasized the duty of the friends to
go out and teach as well as to participate in the activities of their community, especially since they had just
received permission to hold meetings in the Province of
Kinshasa.

meeting with

Ru~iyyih

Khanttm

aAttA'i

NEWS

During RU1}1yyih Khimum's stay in the capital she
was received by the Minister of Information. Unfortunately, the President was touring the Provinces during
the entire period of her visit so it was impossible for her
to meet him, but the interview with the Minister of
Information unlocked the doors of publicity. Now t for
the. first time, the Faith was openly and widely proclaImed in the press as well as on television and radio.
Because of past events, Za"ire is necessarily vigilant·
without approval from high officials of the government:
the publicity which RUJ.>iyyih Khimum received would
ha ve been impossible.
The Minister was an extremely pOlished and charming
gentleman and received Amatu'l-Baha, Dr. Navidi and
myself with great courtesy. Amatu'l-Baha told him of
our long journey by Land Rover, pointing out that this
was the greatest compliment two women C()uld pay to
Africa and its people. She also voiced some of her ideas
on the spiritual destiny of Africa. He was visibly impressed and said that he himself would arrange for a
press conference. He also presented each of us with a
beautiful set of voice records of some of the most important public speeches of President Mabutos.
The press conference the Minister arranged was attended by over forty people and the worw of Riil:>iyyih
Khanum were recorded for both national radio and
television programs. A number of favorable newspaper
and magazine articles were published, not only in the
capital but also in the larger newspapers of some of the
Provinces.
In a teachers' training college in Ngiri Ngiri, Amatu'lBaha spoke to over 450 students and teachers on the
much appreciated subject "The Spiritual Destiny of
Africa." Two young men reporters £Or the school maga.
zine had a long and interesting interview with Rul;dyyih
Khlmum and were keenly interested in the Teachings of
Baha'u'llah.
In Xasai
The Kasai, in the central Provinces of ZaIre, is a very
strictly controlled area as the country's diamond mines
are located there and, although travelers do receive
permits to visit, usually it takes at least six weeks for the
permits to be issued. Because of this prospect of delay
. RUJ.>iyyih Khanum turned to the American Embassy for
assistance. The Am'bassador himself received her and
gave instructions that a permit for both of us should be
applied for on an urgent basis. This brought good
results.

Port FTancqui Bahd'is with

Ru~iyyih

Khcinum

Amatu'l-Bahti addTes.ring 400 students at the Ecole Nor-

mare ODiciele de Ngiri Ngiri, Kinshasa, Zaire.
Within a week we were able to load the Land Rover
once more on a boat, this time a barge of a river steamer
going up the. ZaIre river, formerly called the Congo. It
branched off mto the Kasai river.
We eventually disembarked at Port Francqui in
K:asai. A~xili~.ry Board member Mrs. ala Pawlowska, a
pl,?neer ill ~alre for ten years, accompanied us on this
tnp from Kinshasa to Lubumbashi. which was the end of
Amatu'l-Baha's tour of that country. Mrs. Pawlowska
ha~ lived in Luluabourg for four years, and greatly
aSSIsted the development of the Faith in both Western
and Eastern KasaL She knew every place there and
most of the believers. Without her help and the help of
our dear Congolese Auxiliary Board member Sylvain
N gindu, who for three weeks 'acted as translator for
Amatu'].Baha, such a satisfying and successful trip as
we had would have been impossi ble.
Eight Days OD a Barge
At sunset on December 22, the pioneers and many of
the ZaIre 'believers waved goodbye to us as we started on
ou.r eight-day voyage up the great internal waterway of
thl~ country, one of the largest waterways in all of
AfrIca. As one leaves Kinshasa the river spreads out
into what appears to be an immense lake. We proceeded
uP a very swift -current appearing, Wldoubtedly as a
traveling island. Our boat pushed a cargo barge before
it and pulled three barges attached to its right side. In
the front 'barge was the Land Rover-we ardently hoped.
The three other barges were f'Or passengers, second
class down to fourth class. Our own 'boat was for first
class. Hundreds of passengers filled every available
space. The lower decks of these barges served as mar.
ket, restaurant and bar. A loud-speaker blared music
from the beer bar all day and most of the night. Many
women on the barges conducted successful businesses
feeding the passengers and selling all kinds of merchandise. At every port along the route where we
stopped. people would come on 'board to shop at our
floating market. An exciting sight was the way men and
sometimes women in dugout canoes would approach in
the swift river current to reach the side of our barge
board it. attach their canoes and sell fresh fish food'
vegetables and fruit to the passengers. At one time i
counted over twenty canoes tied up to the side.
In a small village, where our boat stopped for an hour
or so, among the traders who ·boarded to sell their woven
mats were two Baha'is who recognized Mrs. Pawlowska
and excitedly rushed to her. They were so happy to be
introduced to Riil:>iyyih Khanum. We were delighted to
see that they quickly sold their beautiful handwork to
the passengers. It was so sweet to see one of these men
holding a Baha'i pamphlet in the local language of
Tshiluba and showing it to everyone he knew, ·bringing
them to us to shake hands and telling his friends that our
party also belonged to the Faith written about in the
pamphlet. The devotion and enthusiasm of the Congolese believers is truly unique and a joy to see.
At the end of this happy week's journey we disembarked at Port Francqui, rec1aimed the Land Rover
safely and started to drive to town when we notiCEd
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through the country the loudest cry was for mOre literature, especially the Words of Baha'u'llah, Next came the
demand for more pioneers, not only to settle among
them but also to travel and visit.

On the Kasai river barge

Baha'is who came on board

Board member Mrs. Ola p,;;;'j;,;;';k~-,i';s

with
mats. Auxihary

to

her right,

thick, smelly smoke coming from the engine. We quickly opened the hood and discovered to our horror that
rats had built a large nest on top of the engine out of
rags, cotton waste, wood shavings, leaves, paper and
other odd objects. The heat of the engine had set these
on fire and had we not noticed it immediately and put it
out, this could have been very dangerous indeed.

At Port Fran<qui
RUl).iyyih Khanum paid a courtesy visit to the District
Officer. In the course of their conversation she assured
him that a cardinal principle of the Faith is loyalty of
Baha'is to their government. He asked her: 4IWhy is it
that with all these wonderful tea-chings of love and
brotherhood all the religions of the world propagate, the
people of the world are in such a state of disunity,
inharmony and strife?" Amatu'I·Baha told him that
Shoghi Effendi used to say if you want to forge severa]
iron rods into one piece you have to place them in the
fire; IlQt until they become red hot can they be forged
into one solid piece. Humanity is in much the same
state. Men have refused to respond to the call of
Baha 'u'IHth to unite and promote world peace. Their
hearts are cold and hard: therefore it would seem the
suffering of some kind of fiery ordeal can alone weld us
into a world of peace and brotherhood. She explained
how in every age, when the Manifestation of God ap.pears, He offers mankind two roads, the straight and
easy one of accepting Him and His call and the long and
hard road of suffering whi~h ultimately brings man
down to his knees. We are now witnessing the consequences of man's rejection of the call of Baha~u~l1ah in
this day. The District Officer was quite impressed by
these words.
During the two days we stayed in Port Francqui we
met with Baha'is twice. On the first day several Baha'is
came to the hotel to visit with us. On the second day a
nice meeting was held in the home of one of the friends
where over twenty people gathered, more than half of
them Baha'is, and the rest eagerly listening and asking
questions. At the end of this meeting one young man
accepted the Faith.
Baha'is of Za'ire are well versed in the Teachings and
have the keenest appreciation of Baha'i literature. All

QUestiObS and Answers
The deep questions asked were an indication of their
understanding. One asked: "If a man is sick during the
Fast period and unable to keep it, can he fast some other
nineteen days after the Fast period is over?" Rlihiyyih
Kha!l,ur;n ,said that the Baha'i month set aside by
Bah,:,- u llah fO,r .the purpOSe of fasting is clearly defined,
but m the Wntmgs we are left free to fast any time we
choose but this, however, does not repla~e the Fast
ord aiDed by God in this day.
Another asked: "What is the wisdom and meaning of
the genuflections in the long obligatory prayer?"
Amatu'l-Baha replied that in the first place Baha 'u'llah
has given us the choice of three prayers and if we do not
feel inclined to go through these movements we can
always choose the short obligatory prayer. Then she
said: ~jln your own traditions you have special ways of
approaching a great ~hief or king. You prostrate yourself 'Or kneel down or in some form to show your submission, your humility and utter nothingness in front of the
great figure of the chief or king. It is in this same
spirit that we approach Almighty God in these prayers.
The genuflections are a symbol of OUI" submission." The
desire to follow the laws and ordinances of Baha'u'llilh
is so deep and beautiful in the Congolese that we often
marvelled at them.
Although in Zaire as in the rest of Africa-indeed, like
most of the world, drinking is a deeply rooted evil and
wide-spread, in all these weeks we traveled in that
country, neither in towns nor in villages did we ever
come ac~oss a Baha'i who showed evidence of drinking,
or smellmg of alcohol. Not only do the Baha'is of Zaire
follow this important law of Baha'u'llah regarding not
using alcoholic beverages but the Congolese go even
further. Many of them even abstain from any form of
trade which involves liquor.
Palm wine is made in many parts of Africa from a
special variety of palm from which the sap is tapped.
This is usually a way the women earn a little extra
money for their family, and some families have in.
herited and hold special plantations for this purpose. We
came acrOss in several villages, Baha'is who- without
any advice from the outside, on their own accord had
decided that if Baha'u'lli3.h forbad drinking then it must
be very harmful indeed for mankind and they would
have nothing to do with earning money from such a
harmful business.
In one village Baha'i women consulted their husbands
and decided to give up wine-making and replace their
only means of making a livelihood by having a small
stall in front of their huts and selling items such as soap,
matches and needles, and so on, Their men·foIk agreed
to supplement the income by making charcoal and
sel1ing it at the market, Their business flourished so well
that they decided part of their gain should go to the
Baha'i Fund!
Another distinction of the Congolese believers was the
fact that often men, women and children, in towns as
well as villages know prayers of Baha'u'llcih, 'Abdu'l.
Baha and the Bab by heart. Both Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha repeatedly urged the believers to commit
to memory the prayers and Writings, a teaching far too
often overlooked and neglected by the Baha'is every.
where.
On December 30, 1971 we said goodbye to the dear
Baha'is of Port Francqui and started our long, arduous
but wonderful overland trip across the south-east part
of ZaIre. By the end of this journey we came to the

Meeting at Mweke, The man next to

Rtl~iyyih

conclusion that no matter how ghastly some of the roads
were in Cameroon and Nigeria, Zaire still holds top
place for the worst roads ever!
In ZaIre when traveling in the interior, if the Bah-a'is
have no accommodations to offer you, then the only
choice is to stay at the Missi{)lls where generally guest
houses are available. In the town of Mweke we spent two
nights in the Catholic Mission and ate our meals with
the Bishop of this district and eight ordained priests, all
Belgians.
After lunch on New Year's day an interesting conversation took place between Ru.:Q.iyyih Khanum and the
Bishop. Amatu'I·Baha asked the Bishop to explain to her
how the Catholic Church in this age of scientific facts
and modern knowledge Wlderstands and interprets such
Biblical stories as the creation of Adam and Eve and the
world in six days and so on. In brief he said that the way
he understands it and the Catholic Church explains it is

Kha-num is the first believer oj Kasai.

this: "Two men may approach the sea; one is a poet and
the other a scientist; the poet describes the sea as he
sees it, its beauty, color, the sOWld of its waves, the glow
of the SWl on the water, and so on, The scientist does not
see it in these terms hut rather in those of evaluating its
components, its evolutionary history, etc," It was an
extremely subtle answer and Ru.:Q.iyyih Khanum enjoyed
it very much and used the example herself on more than
one occasion,
We had a very pleasant meeting with the three Mweke
Baha'is and several of their friends and neighbors. The
first Baha'i of Kasai lives in that town and is proud of
the fact. that as early as 1956 he was the first to respond
to the call of Bahit'u'llah, In this meeeting Ruhiyyih
Khfmum spoke a great deal on the power of prayers to
attract more souls to the Teachings of Baha'u'llah,

(To be continued)

Whole Villages Become Baha'I
The August 1972 issue of the bulletin Baha'i International News Service relates several instances of whole
villages or a large proportion of them becoming 'believers in the Faith of Baha'u'llilh,
Counsel1or Yan Kee Leong, after recent travels, reported that in visiting the Hoi Poi District in Laos "he
met some of the 1,800 believers who begged that an
English-speaking Baha'i might settle there and teach
their children."
Accompanied by a devoted pioneer, he then visited
the village of Nam Buei, where five different tribes
reside. One of these, the LaQtheung, are the original
people of Laos, now considered by non-Baha'is as a low
class of people. The Counsellor and the believer who
accompanied him spent the night in the home of the
Chief of this tribe and all of the members of the tribe in
this village accepted the Faith. The pioneer promised to
return and deepen the new believers,
In Thailand Mr. Yan Kee Leong had visited a village

two years ago, and then one~half the village became
Baha'i. During a recent visit, when all the residents
were at home, the entire village became Baha'i after
hearing an inspiring talk by Mr. Leong.
In spite of a painful sprain of his knee, the Counsellor,
Yan Kee Leong, with some believers walked a half a day
to the m-ountain village of Ban Hui Tong where the Chief
had taught himself to read and write in Thai. With a
translator ably assisting, the entire village accepted the
Cause.
In Colombia. two believers traveled to Santa Lucia for
a five-day visit where they were joined by the resident
Baha'is in a campaign which resulted in the enrollment
of 434 new believers, with one-tenth of the entire villagers now Baha'is.
In the Dominican Republic, the village of Corral de
los Indios has only four adults who are not now believers
in Baha'u'Uah.
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ALASKA SUMMER SCHOOL
On July 8-13, 1972 Bah,,'is from all over Alaska
gathered under stUmy skies in Juneau for the fifteenth
Alaska Baha'i Summer School held in the Little Theatre
Building. Same fifty friends and families attended.
Vinson Brown, naturalist, publisher and author from
Healdsburg, California, presented classes on Indian
Prophecies.
Dr. Jalil Mahmoudi, associate professor of sociology
and languages at the University of Utah in Salt Lake
City, gave lectures on the subject of Islam.
Later each day, Dr. Mahmoudi spoke upon "The Baha'j
Family."
National Spiritual Assembly Member, Mrs. Georgia
Haisler, elucidated HBah.i'i Morality," using consultative workshops among the students. Doing the right
thing for the right reason, and moral rectitude mark
Baha ris as I 'different."
Robin Fowler, National Spiritual Assembly member,
commenced each morning's studies with an in--d.epth
penetration of the Administrative Order, its nonautocr a tic nature and beauty as a channel for the flow of the
Spirit of the Faith.
The first day of classes included a noon-day observance for the Martyrdom of the Bab, and that evening
Mrs. Gene Dorman gave a dramatic presentation of His
life story.
Two evenings were spent concerning the Massive
EncotUlter teaching program. The second evening featured many beautiful and humorous stories by the
friends who were on the teaching teams.
One session was devoted to a review of the book,
Memorials of the Faithful, stories of 70 individuals
which were related by 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1915, and which
has been newly translated and published. Tom Haisler
gave the review.
The presentation of The Proclamation Of Baha'u'lldh
was made to Lt. Governor, the Honorable H. A. Boucher,

FacuUy Alaskan Summer School. Left to right: Dr. Jalil
Mahmoudi, Vin.son Braum, Georgia Haisler, Robin FowleT, Howard Brown.

who welcomed the Baha'is very graciously.
A public meeting was held July 12 and moderated by
Bob Milton WhICh centered around the Central Figures
of the BaM'i Faith.
The Feast of Kalimat (Words) closed the Summer
School's official activities.
ALASKA BAHA'I
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New Baha'i community of fifty Quechua men at Patacancha in the Department of Cuzco, Peru. This
village was opened just after the Panama Conference. John Kepner, pioneer, is kneeling in the fOTeground. Standing, to his immediate right with a big smile on his face is Anselmo Herrera, of Qu.echua
background, from Bolivia. Facundo Cardoso, Quechua from Bolivia is not located-possibty he took
this picture. To the left of John, the man with the book is the Chiej of the village who a1.so became a
Baha'i. Directly in front of John are the Chiefs cains and conch shells.

New Quechua Believers in Peru
In May, just after the Dedication of the Panama
House of Worship and the Panama Conference, two
Bolivian Quechua Indian teachers, Facundo Cardosa
and Anselmo Herrera accompanied by John Kepner,
came to Peru on a teaching trip before returning to
Bolivia. They were sent to make teaching trips into the
Andean Quechua villages in the valleys of Cuzco. The
first trip was made to a village called Patacancha
which lies in a steep Andean valley about a hall-day
walk from the nearest country road. A letter from
American pioneer John Kepner tells the following story
of this exciting teaching trip;
'~In these remote Indian villages of Cuzco only
Quechua, the native language of the Incas, is spoken.
We had no problem because both of the Bolivian teachers also speak the same language, being of the same
noble background from Bolivia. The Quechuas of Peru,
Bolivia and Ecuador are all descendents of the Incas
and speak the same tongue.
"When we arrived at the village all the men, some
fifty, were at work together building an humble rock
school house for their children. We approached and
began to help them with the piling of stones one on top of
another. We asked them if they could all take a short
break to listen to a new Message from God. They all
agreed and so they stopped working, put on their hats
and colorful ponchos and all sat down in a large semicircle and were prepared to listen.
41Before commencing any village meeting it is the
custom to announce the meeting by sounding what is
called a 'potutu', large conch shell used to make a
deep fog-horn sound which is heard echoing through the
deep Andean valleys and announces to the rest of the
villages that a meeting is to be held. The 'potutus' were
sounded by the two chiefs of the village and the meeting
began.
"We spoke to them in Quechua of the coming of
Baha'u'lla.h, the new age, the unity of all peoples of the
world and that Baha'u'llah's corning is a fulfillment of
their own prophecies concerning the unity of all tribes

of the earth in one universal Cause of God for all peoples
of the world. We spoke to them of the great spiritual
destiny of the Indian people. This continued for two
hours.
"After the presentation a few questions were asked.
One was: 'How do we lrnow that what you have spoken to
us about is the Truth and not just another trick like
those of the Spaniards'?" Immediately Anselmo replied
because it had been the same question he had asked
when the Message was presented to him several year5
ago. The questioner was completely convinced and was
the first of the group to hecome a Baha'I and give his
name.
"Fifty men of the Quechua community of Patacancha all accepted the Faith and declared themselves
Baha tis. A great victory was won for The Blessed
Beauty. Now we have hope that when we return there
will be great enthusiasm and, God willing, all their
wives will be Baha'is."

MALAWI
A property has been acquired for the headquarters of
the Faith in Malawi. It is on Mpingwe Road t Lim·be t
Blantyre. It is used for weekly meetings and by travelteachers who come for deepening and instructions be~
fore going out for their teaching trips.

Malawi Goals
Assemblies

Achieved

20

23

(Increase of 10 new Assemblies during year)
Locations where Baha'is live
100
212
(Increase of 71 localities
where Baha'i live during
year)
New believers during year-473
-MALAWI BAHA'i NEWS, No.5
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Baha'IS Play Active Role in
Universal Esperanto Congress

Platform at the opening session of the Esperanto Con-

gress.

The 57th annual Universal Esperanto Congress held in
Portland, Oregon July 30-August 6, and the Postcongress held in San Francisco August 7-13, are now history. Those who have been attending these annual Universal Esperanto Congresses say that this was a vigorous and successful one. FOr two solid weeks Esperantists from allover the world, from Africa, Australia, and
from behind the Iron Curtain, associated together in
peace and harmony, using -only Esperanto as the means
of communication. The Congress was also eminently
successful Baha'i-wise. Nine Baha'is were presentseven from the United States and two from Alaska,
The Baha'is were the only religious group with an
official representative. Other organizations represented
were the American Federation of Teachers; the
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom;
the World Federalists; UNICEF; the city of Sapporo,
Japan, sister city to Portland; and the Department of
Education of the State of Oregon. Governments with
official representatives were Belgium, Germany, Israel,
Japan, Norway and Sweden. Also, Oomoto of Japan sent
a representative.
As a result of reading fro m the stage the letter of
greeting from the National Spiritual Assembly of the
United States, many people came to me afterward and
told me a1bout friends of theirs who are Baha'is, or
described their visits to the Holy Shrines on Mt. Carmel.
Everywhere I went I was recognized as the Baha'i
delegate.
MQnday evening we all gathered in the room of one of
the Baha'is and held our own Nineteen-Day Feast. We
had readings from the Writings of Bah,,'u'llith and
'Abdu'l-Baha in Esperanto, an excellent period of
consultation, followed -by refreshments. One decision
made was that when two or more meetings conflict, we
should divide into groups and each group attend a
meeting.
We had an opportunity to put this decision into effect
the next day, Tuesday, August 1. It was necessary for me
to attend a meeting of tt\e Esperanto League for North
America, since I am chairman of a national committee,
At the same time, there was a meeting of Oomato, a
popular religious minority in Japan, which is attracting
many young people. Their theme for the Congress was:

"Eighty Years of Striving for Peace and Harmony
Amo:r:g Mankind." Some of the Baha'is went to that
m~etmg, Our youth delegate, Nick Athan, made friends
9UIckly, and was able to i:reate among them an interest
m the Baha'i Faith and to follow it up during the week
He worked ceaselessly and tirelessly, as he is also ~
member of the World Esperanto Youth Organization.
Wednesday morning, August 2, four of u.s attended the
Ecum~nical meeting. Their theme was: "Interfaith CooperatIon," The Chairman was Father Klimowicz of
New Jersey. After a Protestant minister from The
Netherlands and another Catholic priest had given their
talks, they called on others present to speak and the
first one they called was Baha'i. I told the~ of His
prophecy that the religions would unite wished them
success in their endeavors, and offered ~y assistance
they i:ould use.
~~t same ~fternoon Oomoto held its annual Interrehg,lOUS Meetmg. Before the Congress the Baha'is had
receIved ~ invitation to participate, from their headquar,ters In Japan. In making the arrangements we
receIved permission to distribute' Baha'i literatu;e at
~?e d?D.r of the meeting hall. Their theme this year was:
Re,hglO~ and Youth-How Religion Guides Young Generations. Each speaker was given seven minutes to
present his paper, Sini:e the subject was about youth
Nick, Athan w~s aSK;ed to prepare and present a paper~
He did a beautiful pIece of work, emphasizing in his talk
the youthfulness 01 Baha'u'llith and the Bab and Their
followers, It made a deep impression on everyone.
As, t~ ~esult of this. meeting we were asked to make
Baha I. literature avaIlable, and with the permission of
Mr. MIchael Nevan t the Congress Secretary, We were
able to place posters and literature in the Esperanto
I~f?rmation Service Department. We were the only relIgIOUS group with this privilege. We also donated sev~
eral pamphlets to the Esperanto Book Service,
Postcongres.s
The Postcongress was held the following week at the
San Francisi:o State College and under their auspices, It
was a, cultural program, presenting the contributions to
AmerIcan culture by four ethnic groups-Indian
Negro, Mexican, and Oriental I had been asked by th~
Postcongress Committee to organize an all~Indian program for Tuesday, August 8,
. The Bureau of Indian Affairs in Gallup gave permission for ten members of the well~known Indian Dance
Club of the Fort Wingate High School and two teachers
Miss Tamiko Kawakami

of

Japan
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Cover Page for Rotary Magazine
Shrine of the Bab featured at the top of the montage on
the front page of the Quarterly, Rotary Israel, in observance of the tenth anniversary of District 199 of
Rotary International. Baha'u'llah is quoted on the inside
pages, induding the following passage:
The time jore-ordained u.nto the peOples and kindreds of the earth is now come. The promises of
God, as recorded in the Holy Scripture.s, have all
been fulfilled. Out of Zion hath gone forth the Law
oj God, and Jerusalem~ and the hill.s and land
thereof, are filled with the glory of His Revela-

tion ...

Ambro.se Yazzie, Chief of the Navajo Dance Club at the
ethnic programs in San Francisco Postcongress.
to travel to San Francisco for this purpose. The young
Navajos presented a beautiful and colorful program, all
the more beautiful because it was conducted entirely in
Esperanto, without the need for an interpreter. All the
other programs needed interpreters, except for the
young Japanese and Chinese. At this program we were
able to announce that they would present dances at the
San Francisco Baha'i Center the following evening,
Wednesday, August 9.
As usual, many other affairs were going on at the
same time; however, three Esperantists came, a gentleman from Texas and two ladies from France, who
couldn't speak a word of English. After the dances, Mr.
Stone and I told some of our experiences with the Faith
on the Navajo Reservation. Some literature was
distributed.
The San Francisco Assembly should be commended
for its initiative in taking advantage of every opportunity to proclaim the Name of Baha'u'Ilah, and for the
cooperation and courtesy they showed at this time.
The Navajo Dancers presented a program at the San
Francisco Indian Center on the following evening, and
also appeared on TV. They went home exhausted, but
happy and successful.
As a result of their fine performance, the Fort Wingate
Dance Team has been invited to the fifty-eighth Universal Esperanto Congress to be held in 1973 in Belgrade, Jugoslavia.
-Roan Orloff Stone

Baha'u'1I6h Proclaimed as Fifth Buddha
A new spirit has been generated in Laos. The masses
are recognizing Baha'u'lhih. A new way of life has
opened up to the people of this country!
Since RiQ-van 1972, the Baha'i Message has reached
more than 20,000 people all over Laos. The number of
localities where Baha'js reside in the Capital Province
of Vientiane alone has reached 135 and the number of
believers has tripled, from 5,000 to 15,000 all from the
Buddhist background.
Everyv,rhere peop1e warmly accept Baha'u'llah as the
coming of the Fifth Buddha, Maitriya, for Whom they
ha ve been waiting.

In

Laos

August 19, 1972 was an unforgettable day when four
Baha'is set off on an ejght-day teaching trip. Two local
teachers, a new pioneer just arrived from Malaysia and
Auxiliary Board member Fereidoun Missaghian started
on this rainy day of monsoon to go to Buddhist refugee
villages. They went by taxi, by truck and then on foot,
past the rice paddies and villages, one after another and
held large and small teaching gatherings, day and
night. They visited six major refugee villages, each
combined of a number of smaller villages scattered
about within a mile or two in the forest. There is no way
to estimate how many attended the gatherings but most
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evenings there were a hundred or so men, women and
children crammed into the house of a chieftain. Meetings lasted from 8:00 Or 9:00 p,m, to midnight but sometimes until 2:00 a.m. AU accepted Bahci.'u'Ucih.
In the refugee center Donglume, made up of twelve
smaller villages, after two days and nights of continuous gatherings, the new believers were so caught up in
the Teachings of the Cause that all felt they were being
moved by a new spirit.
Daseng, the higher Chief, had ordered all to stop working that day and to come to hear about the new religion.
At the end of each session he would stand up and give a
short talk, after which he would cry loudly to the gathering HAlllih-u-Abha, Allah-u-Ahha", a word he had just
learned with which to praise God. Consequently others

followed him and cried out HAllah-u-Abha, Allah-uAhha". The Baha'i traveling teachers did not know what
was happening but, similarly, were lifted out of this
world. When the time came to part, all eyes were filled
with tears. The villagers were assured that the teachers
would return. A group of villagers of high rank accompanied the travelers for a few miles on foot? in rain and
through mud which at times covered the knees. This
leave-taking was a way of expressing their respect and
gratitude for learning of Baha'u'llith and His Teachings.

ARGENTINE SUMMER SCHOOL
In February 1972 a successful international summer
school was held in the small town of Rosario del Tala,
Province of Entre Ri'Os. Counsellor Hooper Dunbar was
present with Auxiliary Board members Mrs. Maralynn
Dunbar of Argentina; Mr. Manucher Shoai from
Bolivia; Mr. Ramon Moreira from Uruguay; as well as
pioneers and friends from Bolivia, Paraguay, Peru,
Uruguay, and many representatives of tribes from all
over the country. Total attendance was about 250. The
classes were inspiring.
The Mayor of Rosario del Tala, Mr. Solimano, was
helpful in suggesting a location for the school when the
committee visited him and explained something about
the Faith and the purpose of the school. Not only was a
beautiful place for the classes located just outside of
town, but for sleeping quarters Mr. Solimano also put
the Committee in touch with a Ladies' Society which
had recently finished a building destined for an Old Age
Home, and at a reasonable price. The Army l<:,aned a
hundred cots and mattresses, and a bus was hued for
transportation to and from quarters to classes.
A curfew was in force which Mr. Solimano thought
might cause problems for those coming into the country, but told the friends that if they had any difficulties
to callan him. AJ; intimated, some fifteen friends from
Uruguay were held up at the border and not permitted
to enter the country. They wired the School, which
reached Mr. Solimano, who telephoned immediately and
cleared up this matter so the friends could attend the
school.
The Mayor and his family were invited to luncheon
with the Baha'is and on this occasion he was presented
with the volume The Proclamation of Baha)u)Utih. He
was the first Mayor in this country to receive this important book. On other occasions the director of the
local newspaper and the head of the Park Commission
were also invited to a luncheon. Two public talks were
given in the to'W"n, one particularly directed to youth.
The Summer School showed forth a wonderful spirit
and was an example of unity in diversity with the various
tribes and people of several national backgrounds living
together as one family.

Baha'f Representation in UN
Regional Conference, Buenos Aires
Because of holding the Regional Conference of NonGovernmental Organizations affiliated with the United
N alions in Buenos Aires in August, the Baha'is had the
privilege and pleasure of receiving Dr. Victor de Araujo
representative of the Baha'i International Community
to the UN, along with other delegates; Mrs. Molly
Landiver. of BoliVia; Mrs. Nilza Taetz, from Brazil; Dr.
Alejandro Reid, from Chile; Mr. Mario Martinez, from
Paraguay; Mr. Leopolde Caravallo, from Uruguay. The
Argentine delegate was Mr. Carlos Talenti.
The Proclamation Committee of Argentina transferred its activities to the Capital to take advantage of
this occasion to have a proclamation in Buenos Aires.
Dr. de Araujo arrived on Sunday, August 20, at noon.
He was met at the airport by a group of about thirty
Baha'is. In the afternoon he was received in a special
meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly. In the
evening the Counsellors, represented by Mr. Hooper
Dunbar, held a reception in honor of Dr. de Araujo in
the National Headquarters attended 'by ,about fifty
friends from Buenos Aires and points near...by. On this
occasion Dr. de Araujo told of the Baha'i representation
at the UN, explaining that he had been appointed by The
Universal House of Justice as representative of the
Baha'i International Community, which is composed of
the National Spiritual Assemblies of the world. Baha'i
delegates also spoke.
Monday night a press conference was held for Dr. de
Araujo in a downtown hotel to which reporters from all
the news services in the Capital were invited. This resulted in some short articles in the newspapers.
After the press conference a youth meeting was held
at the National Headquarters, presided over by Counsellor Hooper Dunbar and attended by about twentyfive young people, many non-Baha'is.
.During the week of the UN Conference, interviews
WIth the Mayor of Buenos Aires and with a high official
of the Ministry of Foreign Relations was held, and a copy
of The PToc~amation 01 Baha)u)tldh was presented.
A public meeting was held on Tuesday night at the
local Baha'i headquarters, consisting of a panel of the
delegates from Brazil, Chile and Uruguay. A reporter
from La RazOn came on this occasion to interview Dr.
de Araujo and two National Spiritual Assembly
members.
A television station in Buenos Aires featured an interview with Mr. Hooper DWlbar. Books were presented to
the main library of the city.

Tonga and Cook Islands
Members of the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Tonga and Coole Islands with Hand Of the Cause John
Robarts,

,
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NEW TEACHING AND
DEEPENING MATERIALS
,•

Two new particularly signifi<:ant items which

may be used to enhance one's personal teaching

efforts and surroundings are now available. One
is a sequel to last year's handsome Baha'i Victory
Calendar Diary; the other a unique set of "illuminated" or decorated quotations of Baha'u'llah.
The BIlbO'. UDity CaieDdar Diary fDr B.E. 130,
compiled and edited by the Audio-Visual Department at the World Centre, is an attractive, educational and unusually helpful desk calendar. Each
I9-day Baha'i month is on a separate page beginning with Naw-Riiz, B.E. 130 (21 March 1973).
The days in the Gregorian calendar are clearly

I'j!lated to those in the Baha'i month. The calendar serves as a convenient reminder of Baha'i
Holy Days and Feast Days and helps in beroming
acquainted with and learning the Baha'i calendar
system. Each of the 23 illustrations on the theme

of unity is accompanied by a quotation on the
subject of unity from Baha'i Writings. The Unity
Calendar can serve as an inspiration for memorizing the quotations. Its individual pages can be
mounted on colored paper to ,be used as picture
lessons, teaching cards or study prints for teaching and deepening. Baha'is may wish to obtain
several copies of this attractive learning tool to
use as gifts or teaching aids.
'lbe Dlumi... led PraY'" aDd Passages of BaIui'n'U8h
consist of ten different quotations ea'ch printed
in subdued col<lrs on individual 8.5 by 11 inch
sheets of buff-colored paper. These words of the
Blessed Beauty, so appropriate at such a troubled
time, provide welcome inspiration and hope for
#'

today and tomorrow. They are designed to attract the eye, the mind and the heart of the
beholder and to assist you in your teaching and
deepening programs. The individual prayers and
passages include those that begin:
"Blessed is the spot . . ."
"Be generous in prosperity, and thankful in
adversity ... "
"This is the Day in which God's most excellent favors have been poured out upon
men ... "
Suitable for framing or as wall charts. they
can be used in homes, offices t public places, centers, schools or institutes, and are helpful in the
memorization and the realization of these timeless and inspiring words. They are particularly
appropriate as gifts. Certain of the quotations
lend themselves to hand.-coloring to add a distinctive quality and a personal touch, if you
wish.

HOW TO ORDER
Both the Baha'i Unity Calendar Diary
(catalog number 20171) and themuminated
Prayers and Passages ot Bahti'u'tllih (catalog number 20052 for the assortment) may
be ordered and prices may be obtained
from your local Ubr arian, publishing trust
or national distribution committee, or the
National Spiritual Assembly aCC<lrding to
the established procedure in your Baha'i
community.
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Newly pUTchased /:la;;iratlL'I-Quds JOT the National SpirituaL Assembly of Papua and New Guinea. It is located on
Swal[ow Road, Lae, New Guinea. It is situated in a lovely
garden. and behind it is a green hill which will never have
many buildings on it.

--:-------HAVE YOU SENT IN
, , YOUR RENEWAL
TO BAHA'I NEWS?
Subscription is $6.00 a year (payable in advance) in the
U.S. and Canada, and is for Baha'is only.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS to BAHA'I NEWS: Local
Assemblies, groups and individuals in COWl tries other
than the United States and Canada must inquire of their
own National Spiritual Assembly. It is shipped in bulk
to each National Assembly for distribution within their
national area.
WORLD ORDER is a quarterly for Baha'is and nonBaha'is which is intended to stimulate, inspire, and serve
thinking people in their search to find relationships between contemporary life and contemporary religious
teachings and philosophy. Domestic subscription $4.50
($3.50 for students); foreign subscription $5_00. Payable
in advance.
CHILD'S WAY is published six times a year. It is interesting, attractive, and uesful. Subscription is $4.50 in the
U.S. and $5.00, foreign. Payable in advance.
For the above publications write:
Baha'i Subscriber Service
415 linden Ave,
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

Members of the Lae Youth class, held in the new national
headquarters every Saturday aftenwon since it was purchased.

NOTICE! An error has been made in numbering issues
of BAHA'i NEWS and was not quickly discovered. The
September issue should have been No. 498 and October

CANADIAN BAHA'I NEWS may be ordered by sending
$4.00 for a one-year subscription (2nd Class) $6.00 airmaiL
Write to: Canadian Baha'i News Committee:
7290 Leslie St., Thornhill, Ontario, Canada
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0/ !:arl'J Ba/tt{'! pilgrintage&
By AnnClmarie K. Honnold
Part three of three parts

Flow of Pilgrims Halted By World War I

Year after year 'ia continual flow of pilgrims
transmitted the verbal messages and special instructions
of a vigilant Master". (God Passes BII, Shoghi Effendi,
p. 259.) World War I brought a rude halt to these
heavenly journeys.
HA remarkable instance of the foresight of iAbdu'lBaha was supplied during the months immediately preceding the war. During peace times there was usually
a large number of pilgrims at Haifa, from 1rim. and
other regions of the globe. About six months before the
outbreak of war one of the old Baha'is living at Haifa
presented a request from several believers of :fran for
permission to visit the Master. IAbdu'I-BahiL did not
grant the permission, and from that time onwards
gradually dismissed the pilgrims who were at Haifa, so
that by the end of July, 1914 none remained. When, in
the first days of August, the sudden outbreak of the
Great War startled the world, the wisdom of His precaution became apparent." (Baha1uJUdh. a.nd the New
Era, Dr. J. E. Esslemont, p. 79.)
During World War I, 'Abdu'I·Baha had practically no
commlmication with the Baha'is outside the Holy Land.
Shoghi Effendi wrote, 'IHe felt acutely the virtual stoppage of all communication with most of the Baha '{ centers throughout the world." (God Pa.s"" BII p. 304)
The difficulties of those years can hardly be imagined.
The Master yet felt the exhausting effects 01 His ex·
tensive western journeys. He suffered agony seeing the
world plunged into war-Bahs'u'Uah', summons had
gone unheeded. Furthermore, He "became again virtually a prisoner of the Turkish Government". plagued
by real personal danger and a shortage of food. Cut off
from most of the Baha·!s. He was deprived of much
joy.
.w'
But His work continued, iiministering to the material
and· spiritual wants of the people about Him. He per·
sonally organized extensive agricultural operations near
Tiberia,. thus securing a great supply of wheat. by
means 01 which famine was averted. not only·for the
BabS'!s but for hundreds of the poOr of all religions in
Haifa and 'Akld•• whose wants He liberally supplied. He
took care of al~ and mitigated their sufferings as far as
possible. To hundreds of poor people He would give a
small sum of money daily. In addition to money He
gave bread. II there was no bread He would give dates
Or something else. He made frequent visits to 'Akkll
to comfort and help the believers and poor people there.
During the time of war He had daily meetings of the
believers. and through His help the friends remained
happy and tranquil throughout those troublous years."
(B"h,,'u'll<ih and the New Era, J. E. Esslemont. p. 75.)
After the war. the flow of pilgrims resumed. Eager
as He must have -been to welcome them, He was mown
to grant permission when they could travel In comfort.
"Strive to Create Love"
The Randall.Vail.Latimer pilgrimage of November
1919 is beautifully recorded in The Light of the World.
For twelve blessed days the pilgrims basked in Ibe
divine sunlight of the Master and of the Bah ...·! HOly
Places. Dr. Esslemont of England was among that
mixed gathering attracted to the Master .as bees a~eto
honey. "Persian Arab Kurd Turk, English. Amencon
Hindu, Japanese' Muh~mmedan. Christian, Jew. BUdd:

"':~"fu_" .,~,

'''''''' "",",

u. __ ~{
i.i

This t>Uilding is the Pilgrim Hou.se, the hospice on Maunt
Carmel. Its buitder was Mirza Djajar ChiTaZt.

Covenant of Baha'u'lhih"! (p. 26)
They observed 'Abdu'l-Baha. He Hsat there before us,
at times silent. but when He spoke every word vibrated
with power. As He talked of world conditions. His ir.
resistible logic, the splendor of His universal mind, were
a continual astonishment. As He paused. told a humor·
ous ,tory, laughed about Fugita. heaped more food on
Margaret· Randall', plate (now Counsellor Bal).!yyih
Ford). His great love set all our hearts in uproar.
HIt is net the' Master's human personality, attractive
as it may be. but the light. the truth of God shining
through Hia selfless spirit that makes Him so wonderful
and His words like the Water of Life." (p. 27)
His life-style was beautiful. selfless. This "magnetic
personality~! allowed no one to bow before Him. He
often brought flowers to lunch. One day jasmine blo ..
soms-brought to Him from the garden at the Bab's
tomb-were sprinkled on the table cloth. One night He
got out 01 bed at midnight and "corrected Tablets for
four hours." Yet fatigue did not prevent His -coming to
lunch. where He joked with young Margaret and with
Fugita, the young Baha'i from Japan who served in the
Holy Household. .
He taught constantly-by word and act. Dr. Esslemont
asked Him. if His words were the same as those of
Baha.'u'll~ He answered, H 'Yes . . , I have no opin.ion
of mil own.. Whatever i$ His Blessed Wilt I car11J out.' U
(p. 37)

.•

Dr. Esslemont also asked ... 'Was it not true that
Baha'u'llah had to show forth all the attributes of God.
how to be both poor and rich?' 11
The Master replied, rt 'Yes. However, He lived very
simply and economicany TegaTding His own wel/aTe. He
had no return from His propertll at that time. His
propeTtll
confined to half the vmage of Adasieh
(neaT Tiberia..s). It UHl8 in ruins and -yielded no revenues.
Now it u restored a.nd we get some revenues. Baha'u'ndh. OW1U'd vast properties in Persia which were con.fiscated; abo in Ba@dad, but they weTe taken. jrom
Him toUKlTd the end of ()Ur stall. All were sacked and
confiscated by the TUTkish GoveTnment.''' (p. 123)
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He stressed love and unity among the servants of
God. "(Unity must be made very firm. Whoever has
love JOT Bahci'u'Ucih mu.st give his life faT the friends.
Love fOT the friends is love faT Bahci'u.'llah. In this
Cause there is no danger save the inharmony among the
friends . . ,

CWhenever inharmony and disagreement arise between two persons, it will ultimately lead to thei1' both
turni.ng away trom the Cause . .. Do not ~et any confiict
arise between. two friends. When there is a diffeTence
both will become grieved. There must be only love.
You. mu.st neveT offend any soul. You. must a~ways have
love. As soon as you see any dissatiSfaction. between
souls, st1'ive to create love between them. FOT the Kingdom of God does not accept differences.
"Baha'u'llah says: 'If two persons argue over a sub·
ject~ both are wrong," so that no disagreement should
occur . . . There must be love, [over rove. God is love.'
(pp. 140-141.)
"Many times during our interviews 'Abdu'I·Baha impressed upon us the need of love and its power to transform the heart of mankind. The real spirit of Baha'{
unity will be the mirror to reflect this love to the world.
To Mrs, Randall He gave the secret of its attainment in
the following matchless gem:
I i 'Severance from the world is the fiTst sign of the love
of God. As long as man is much attached to this world
he tviU be unaware of the Kingdom of God. As soon as
he begins to be detached from this woT~d the Spirit of
the Kingdom, Hke unto a sun, win shine from the horizon of his heart.''' (pp. 141-142.)
During those precious days the Master told them that
each Baha'i should "'make one Baha'i each year.'
(p. 103)
The day arrived when their steamer was in port.
They must depart. But their separation from the Master
need not be devastating. His tender words of love and
encouragement came even to the end: it 'Turn to me
always that I may be in your heaTts for I love you. very
much and this is eternal. You. are always in my heait,
but I must als,o be in your hearts, then we are in oneness.' " (p. 146)
"For one moment He held each by the hand. The
Master's last words would move them forward with joy:
'You aTe undei the protection of God.'"
H

H

Pilgrimage of a Thirteen-Year-Old
This pilgrimage made an indelible impression on
young Margaret Randall (Bahiyyih Randall Ford). Telling about her experiences she said "Of course every
Baha'i wants to go to Haifa. And in those days everyone longed to go to Haifa to visit 'Abdu'l-Baha. And SO
father wrote and asked if he might come with his family,
and IAbdu'I-Baha wrote back and said. ~When you may
travel in comfoit, then you may come.' So in 1919, after
the first World War, it was so arranged. George Latimer,
Albert Vail, father, mother and I started for Haifa,
Palestine. I was thirteen years old. When we arrived in
the harbor of Haifa, our spirits were in such a state of
excitement that we could hardly stand it. We got into
the little boats which took us from the big steamer to
the dock and there Lotfullah Hakim (elected a member
of The Universal House of Justice in 1963) met us with
the wagons of the Ji1aster. We were driven through the
little quaint streets of Haifa and part way up Mount
Carmel, and finally the little wagon stopped at a gate
covered with bougainvillea vines, such beautiful flowers.
Lotfullah (Dr. Hakim), said: 'This is where you are
going to stay. It is the Persian Pilgrim House.'
"And as we were about to get out of the wagon, I felt
as if a magnet was drawing my eyes, and I turned
around and looked into the eyes that were so grand and
so wise and so comprehending of everything in the
world that they took my breath away. I said, 'Oh, there

Dr. LotfaUan Hakim, elected to Tne Universal House of
Justice in 1963,

is the Master!' And of COurse it was He. He was sitting
in the little house that was built on the waH where He
used to write His Tablets, and He sat low in the room
and the window was high, so that all we could see of
His fa~e was just from the top of His nose up, His eyes
and HIS turban, and these wonderful eyes were looking
at us. We will never forget those eyes, because they
expressed the sympathy and love that seemed to encompass the whole world, and _a wisdom that could
guide the world."
In the Persian Pilgrim House, the party was greeted
by Shoghi Effendi, who came bringing flowers. At that
time he was one of the Master's secretaries.
Mrs, Ford further recounts some of her experiences:
"One night we were sitting at the table with 'Abdu'lBaha. He always placed me on His left. He smiled at
me and said, 'Your name is Bahiyyih. Bahiyyih means
light, bu.t unless you. have something within you, something back of it, there is nO Hght.' And I realized the
challenge He gave me just then. Another time we were
told that we could have an interview with 'Abdu'l-Baha
and mother went with me when I had one. I asked Him
'What can I do to serve this Faith!' The Master paced
up and down the rOOm several times and then He turned
and looked at me and said. 'Study. Study. Study.' So
many times the Master would repeat things three times.
That was the Message for me . .Always the Master knew
the thing that would bring fullest development into the
individual's life, If it was requested, He guided the
person to i1."
E very day He came and had luncheon with the pilgrims over in the Pilgrim House, and at night pilgrims
would go to His home to have dinner,
Bahiyyih Ford recalled that "There was a perfectly
wonderful person who always sat on the right of 'Abdu'lBaha at dinner. His name was Haydar-'Ali and he had
been a follower of Baha'u'llah and was so meek and so
beautiful. His hands would shake so that he could not
eat. He was such an old, old man, and 'Abdu'l-Baha
would feed him with such tenderness. One day I saw
him sitting out in the garden and I asked him what he
had ever done. Of course, he could not speak English
and I could not speak Persian, but we somehow seemed
to understand. A man came along to interpret just then,
and I told him what I had asked: 'What have yOu done
to serve the Faith?'
"Haydar-'Ali looked up with his eyes to heaven and
said, 'I have not done as much as an ant could do in
the path of God.' And then the interpreter told me that
he had been dragged across the desert, tied in a bag
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world." (Bah<I'u'!lah and the New Era, April 1970 edition, J. E. Esslemont, pp. 76-77.)

FlLgita, Haifa, July 1921.

to a camel, and that his whole life had ,been one series
of martyrdoms. Yet, he had said, ji have not done as
much as an ant could do in the path of God'."
Young Bahiyyih was impressed with the question the
Master was always asking: HAre you. happy? Are you
happy?"
(Based on Notes of Bahiyyih Ford, typed sheets sent by
Mrs. Ford from South Africa.)
The Moster at SeveDty-live

Dr. J. E. Esslemont, author of the ofted-printed BaM'u'Udh and the New ETa, was 4Abdu'I-Baha's guest in
Haifa for two and a half months in the win ler of 19191920. He described what he observed: "At that time,
although nearly seventy~six years of age, He was still
remarkably vigorous, and accomplished daily an almost
incredible amount of work. Although often very weary
He showed wonderful powers of recuperation, and His
services were always at the disposal of those who needed
them most. His unfailing patience, gentleness, kindliness, and tact made His presence like a benediction.
It was His custom to spend a large part of each night
in prayer and meditation. From early moming until
evening, except for a short siesta afte~ lunch, He was
busily engaged in reading and answen~g l,etters f~m
many lands and in attending to the multttudmous affairs
of the household and of the Cause. In the afternoon He
usually had a little relaxation in the form of a w~1k
or a drive 'but even then He was usually accompanied
by one or' two, or a party, of pilgrims with whom He
would converse on spiritual matters, or He would find
opportunity by the way of seeing and ministering to
Some of the poor. After His return He would call the
friends to the usual evening meeting in His salon. Both
at lunch and supper He used to entertain a n.umber of
pilgrims and friends, and charm His gu~sts WIth happy
and humorous stories as well as precIOUS talks on a
great variety of subjects. ~My home .is the. home oj
laughteT and mirth,' He declared, and mdeed it wa~ So.
He delighted in gathering together people of vanous
races, colors, nations, and religions in Wlity and c;ordial
friendship around His hospitable board. He was mdeed
a loving Father not only to the little community' at
Haifa, but to the Baha'i community throughout the

"Go Out wilb Gladsome Heart"
Four American pilgrims, Mabel Paine and her daugh.
ter, SylVia (Parmelee), Cora Gray and Genevieve Coy
spent a week in Haifa in 1920. Genevieve recounted this
visit in several issues of the StaT of the West. Before
meeting the Master she remem'bered the advice she
had received from Juliet Thompson, Baha'i artist, in
New York: "4When you are in the Master's presence
do not be self..conscious, if you can help it. Do not be
afraid. There is nothing to fear. He is all love and
kindness. Pray, pray, all the way on your joumeYt that
your hearts may be freed from all self..consciousness.
Go to him freely, gladly!'" (Star oj the West, Vol. XII,
No. 10, p. 167.)
Later she recalled: j'It is very difficult to remember
much of what He said. Indeed, it was almost difficult
to listen-,r
"I wished only to look and look at the beauty of his
facel For that was what impressed me first,-the exquisite beauty of the Master. It was like the most beautiful pictures we have of him, with life and color added.
His is a face of living silver-the wonderful silver of
hair and beard, and the blue of his eyes. The side face
is majestic and sweet and loving. It was that which we
saw most of the time. The full face is more dignified;
to me it seemed more awe-inspiring. And yet, when he
smiled, it was most exquisitely friendly, and human!"
(Star oj the West, Vol. XII, No. 11, pp. 179-180.)
Of course there was talk of teaching. One day the
Master said, II' Some people are ready for edu.cation.
They are like the fertile ground. Some have not capacity,
they are like the barren or salty ground. His Holiness
Christ has told a story of the seed that fell on stony
ground and so it could not grow. Other seeds jeU in the
shallow earth, and they sOOn withered away. But some
feU on the good fertile earth, and grew and produced
jruit. So it i. with my words. Some jaU on hearts that
have no capacity; thel/ do not take effect at alL Those
people do not undeTSta-n.d. Others hear and seem to
understand, but they fOrget my words and do n'ot live
in accordance with them. But others have great capa.city; they heaT my words; they u-n.derstand; they live
accordingly.' JJ pp. 182-3.
During their visit the Master was exceedingly busy I
and He told them He was sorry He had not been able
to see them more. Yet He added, "' . . . it is not the
length Of time that one spends here that is important.
Some people stay a ShOTt time J and then go and do
great seTVice. Other peopte are heTe a long time 1 and
they learn nothing. There is some wood that 4 veTy dry:
it catches fire Quickly and burns weI!. There is other
wood that i. so wet that it wil! not burn even though
you should try for a whole dal/. There is nO result but
smoke, It will not blaze, it wilt not keep anyone warm;
it witt not even. cook anything.!' As he said the latter
He smiled." (Star of the West, Vol. XII, No. 13, p. 213.)
Life was ,jIifted higher" in the Master's presence. His
home was indeed lithe home of peace". Yet at departure
time it was vital to remember His blessed wordS, ~MlI
home is the home of joy and delight. My home is
the home of laughteT and exuttation. Whoeve'T ente1',s
through the portals of this home must go out with gladsome heart.' 11 (p. 214)
U

A TheologlBD'S Daugbter Gives Her Impressions
Easter season 1921! Professor Jakob Kunz and his
wife, Anna, he a scientist and she the daughter of a
Swiss theologian in Zurich, reached the Holy Land
when the moon stood full and 'bright over Mount Carmel. 'Abdutl-Baha was not in Haifa. After a severe
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FIOTence Mattoon (Zmeskal) with Fugita in the bay at
Haifa. Fugita would take little FIoTence on his back and
swim out into the Mediterranean. (July 1921)

MTs. Anna Kunt at the Pilgrim House on March 25, 1921,

illness He was resting, presumably, in Tiberias. But
appar~ntIy visitors were received by Him even thereall day long. And they, too, were exp~cted.
Beautifully, Anna Kunz has descnbed that blessed
pilgrimage: j1It was a brIght and lummous Easter morn~
ing when the Master called us into His room. Oh, that I
could picture Him to all those who nev~r saw HIm, could
picture Him in those simple surroundIngs at the shores
of that same lake where Christ walked and taught.
Though I feared to approach Him, after His loving
words of welcome this fear vanished. Here we sat before
our Master in a little room, with only the most necessary furnishings, on top of the hote,I, with ~ view of that
blessed lake. His look seemS to go mto one s very he~rt.
Yes He knows His children and their need. As I thmk
of Him now I always love to think~ first~ of His great
simplicity~ ins marvelous humility which ~ows of no
self-existence, and last, or better, first, of HIS ~ou:ndless
love. To us His outward appearance seemed s,u:lliar ~o
that of the old Hebrew Prophets; His humlhty, HIS
Simplicity and love were like the Christ. This boundless
love conquered the hea.rts ~t onc~. 'Ab~u'l-B~a talked
to us with a ringing, plercmg VQlce WhICh wlll fore~er
sound in my ears. His words would come forth "':Ith
that unique simplicity, the~ He ~~ul~ pause for a whlle,
often closing His eyes. HIS SP~rlt, It seemed whe~ I
dared to look at Him, had lelt HIS body; He was looking
into infinitude, communing with that world for whIch
we long. Having seen Him, we could understand,well what
He meant when He said to us, 'The Prophet d1.Sce~s by
sight.' We came before Him, my h~sband es~e~lallr,
with many, many questions in our mmds, "but slttmg In
His presence we seemed to forget them, or ~et~er. there
did not exist any unsolved problems. He saId God h,:s
created a Temedy for every disease,' and while in HIS
presence, we tasted of this remedy,a (Star oj the West,
Vol. XII!. No.6, Sept. 1922, p. 141.).
.
WDrdS of wisdom poured forth a~ lOtervleyor f?llowed
interview. The scientist said that SCIence derued Imm.or~
tality and he asked how the Prophet knew o~erW1se.
The Master replied, rSC!.ence does not know, but the
Manifestation makes discoveries with the poweT Of the
H

Spirit.' They wondered how one should deal with
people who denied religion. He answered~ ryou must
be tolerant and patient, hecause the station of sight is
a station of bounty; it -is not based on capacity. They
must be educated.''' (p. 143)
And He spoke to them of moderation. It, Everything
must be done modeTate~y. Excess is not desirable. Do
not go to extTemes. Even in thinking do not go to excess
but be moderate.''' (p. 143)
Easter took on a new significance for these pilgrims.
4Abdutl~Baha pointed to the spot some 150 meters away
where Jesus told Peter to become a fisher of men. And
now 'Abdu'I-Baha told them what they should do. " 'Just
like a shepherd who is affectionate to al! his sheep, without preference aT distinction, you should he affectionate
to an. You shou!d not look at theiT shoTtcomings. CansideT that they aTe all CTeated by God who loves them
all.'" (p. 144) "'Say to the fTiends: "The Kingdom of
God has been opened to you. II , II (p. 144)

"You Must Never Forget Christ"
Among the last of those fortunate pilgrims to visit
'Abdu'l·Baha were the Edwin Mattoon family. In their
great longing to reach His side, they had asked if they
might come from the United States Hif only for a day."
Permission was granted. With their two little daughters,
Florence (Zmeskal) and Annamarie (Baker), the latter
MT. Edwin Mattoon is at the whee! of 'Abdu'I-Baha's

Cunningham ca7 for which he bTought spare parts at
the request of Roy Wilhelm and. spent seveTaI days in its

repaiT. The rest of the Mattoon family are on the back
seat. When some of the family returned to Haifa in 1970

the caT was still there.
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only three months old, they joyously set sail. They
were asked to take a part of an automobile so that the
Master's-sent by American friends-might be repaired.
Somehow they managed that. too. Annie Mattoon re-membered later that 'Abdu'l-Baha said to them U {You
must never j01'ge.t Christ.'" (We Went to Haif~J Annie
Mattoon, p. 9, n:'lmeograp~ed copy.) With this encouragel!'ept., they mcluded vlsits to the Holy Places of
ChrIstIamty. Today. also, Baha'is are encouraged to
make the "wider pilgrimage."
Conciw:ioD
_ 'Ab~u'l-Baha was ever the Master-master of every
sltuatIon, One Who had mastered life master Teacher
in word and deed. None could do bett';r than to emulat~
His way. for in Some mysterious manner, it was ever
the perfect way .
. T~e. acco~ts of those early pilgrims still give us
InSplrmg glImpses of the Master Teacher at work. To
follow Him during even a few precious moments is to
better know the life--style of the Baha'i Exemplar.
Ho~ .well He knew that people are in different stages
of splrltual development. lODo not become a Baha'i."
The Master Himself once told a pilgrim the story behind
His giving this advice.
He was concluding an interview by telling of the time
when He travelled through Persia (fran) with a party
which included a merchant. When the caravan halted
in a certain village, quite a few people gathered around
to meet 'Abdu'l-Baha. The travelers later continued. their
journey and when they stopped in another town, the
same thing happened. And it happened yet again.
The merchant noticed this very obvious love and
respect, which were showered on the Master. And he
then took Him aside and told Him he wished to become
a Baha'i.
When the Master asked him why he desired this he
replied, without apparent shame, "You are a Baha'i
and wherever you go, great crowds of people flock out
to meet you, while no one comes to meet me; so I wish
to become a Baha'i."
IAbdu'I-Baha probed deeper. He asked him if that was
the real reason. Whereupon the merchant replied with
candor, "I also think it will help my business, as I will
have all these people come to meet me."
It was then that he was told very frankly, HDo not
become a Baha'i. It is better jor you. to Temain as you
are." (Adapted from A Modem Pilgrimage to Palestine,
L. B. Pemberton, pp. 99-100.)
One writer reported that He once said, "At the gate
01 the garden some stand and look within, but do not
care to enter. Others step inside, behold its beau.ty bu.t
do not penetTate jaTo StiU others encircle this ga~den
inha~ing the fragrance of the jtoweT.s, having enjoyed
its fUU beauty, pass out again by the same gate. Bu.t
there are always some who enter and, becoming intoxicated with the splendoT of what they behold, remain jor
life to tend the garden." (The Garden of the Heart, p. 14)
"All the travelers have come back like pilgrims of a
new hope, bubbling and overflowing with the ideas,
impressions and suggestions drawn from their visit to
this inspiring spiritual center, and their contact with
'Abdu'I-Baha. Each has illustrated the reply given by
the Servant of God to the questioner who asked Him:
'Why do all the guests who visit You come away with
shining countenances?'
"He said with His beautiful smile. '1 cannot ten you
but in aU those upon whom I look, I see onltJ My FatheT'~
Face.''' (The Oriental Rose, Mary Hanford Ford, p. 6)
Those early pilgrims to the Holy Land during the
Baha'i Dispensation left their marks upon the earth
Their regeneration-bom of divine love-gave birth
new generationa. And so today, around the globe, ever
increasing numbers "remain fOT life to tend the garden/'

to

National Spiritual Assembly of Dahomey,
Togo and Niger
Members of the third National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is Of DahometJ, Togo and Niger elected Ri(jvdn 129
B.E. in Cotonou with Mr. Ardekani, mem ber oj the Con.tinental Board of Counsellors for West Central Africa, at
extreme right. FTom lejt to right: F. P. ChaTles, ViceChaiTman (Pioneer from Haiti); Doris Manley (Pioneer
from United States); Parvin Djoneidi, Chairman (Pioneer from Iran faT Niger); Golgasht Mossaja'i, Secretaf't/
(PioneeT from BTitish Isles jor Dahomey); Emmanuel
Tomondji, TTeasuTer; CarmeUe ChaT~es (PioneeT fTom
Haiti); Edmond Bontin; Vassou Appa (Pioneer from
Mauritius Island); Boniface Denavo.

National Spiritual Assembly of Bolivia
Members 01 the National Spiritual Assembly of Bolivia
for 1972-1973: (back TOW) Juan Mamani, Dorothy Hansen

Baskin, EshahaUah O!adie J Fan OIadie, OsidTo Jacha,..

kolla, Prudencia Peiia, In front: Sabino Orteaga, Reg-

inald Baskin, Hugo Sam. The Assembly is made up Of
persons of diversified oackgrounds including Quech""
and AymaTa tribesmen, a native of Cochabamba Persian
and America. n pioneers.
'
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The gentle waves of the Atlantic Ocean formed the
background for the Continental Board of Counsellors
Deepening Conference held October 20-21 at Myrtle
Beach. South Carolina. Nearly BOO believers from twentytwo states, Guam and Norway filled the Myrtle Beach
Convention Center, creating a warm atmosphere of love
with their radiant smiles and soft echoes of "Allah'u t •
AJbha". It was a time of joy and a time of expectancy.
Those attending the conference would on Sunday witness
the dedication of the Louis G. Gregory Baha'i Institute
at Hemingway, South Carolina.
The memory of that beloved Hand and his exemplary
life permeated the entire weekend and leit a delicate impression on all the conference sessions. There were those
present who were his spiritual children, those who had
knov.m and loved him, those who had been touched by
his pure spirit, among them Mrs, Sylvia loas, wife of the
late Hand of the Cause Leroy Ioas, and member of the
International Baha'i CotUlcil, and Dr. H. Elsie Austin,
former mem'ber of the National Spiritual Assemblies of
the United States and Northwest Africa,
The conference officially opened on Friday evening
with devotions and the lyric harmony of the Young
Sisters from Gainesville, Florida. Still fresh in the minds
of those present was the previous day's Holy Day Observance of the Birthday of the Bab, He Who was the
Primal point and the Herald of this the Promised Day
of God. Counsellors Edna True and Florence Mayberry
were introduced and greeted the friends on behalf of the
Continental Board of Counsellors for North America.
Miss True told of the many southern teaching trips her
mother, Mrs. Corinne True and Mr, Louis G. Gregory
had made together during the early years of the Faith;
she descended from the southern genteel class and he, the
descendent of former slaves, and how they had used their
heritage, and their mutual love and respect to further
the interests of the Faith. The nine memhers of the Na·
tional Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United
States were introduced, and the Chairman of that body
Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, greeted the friends on its behalf,
speaking briefly on the signficance of the institutions of
the Faith and the harmony which exists between them,
The four AUXiliary Board members present, Mr. Albert
James, Dr. Jane McCants, Mr, Paul Pettit, and Mrs,
Thelma Khelghati, were likewise introduced.
Speaker for the evening session was Auxiliary Board
mem-ber, Mr. Albert James, himself a spiritual child of
Hand of the Cause Mr. Gregory. Mr. James spoke on
the subject "Children of One God", highlighting the pivot
principle of the Faith, the oneness of mankind. He also

emphasized the fire of the love of God which burns in
the hearts of the friends and is the real source of their
succesS in teaching. Mr. Greg~ry, he pointed out, had
that fire, and all who knew hIm were warmed in its
flame. Deeply moved by Mr. James' presentation the
believers were stirred to even greater heights as'Mr.
Van Gilmer led the singing of Baha'u'llah's words, "Soon
will all that dwell on earth be enlisted under these banners." Surely the faces of the many new believers present
from both South Carolina and other states were a te~
timony to those words, and the evening session closed
with the friends eager to greet their new Baha'i brothers
and sisters.
Saturday morning began with music and devotions.
Then Counsellor True told the marvelous "Story of the
~ovenant", God's promise to never leave man alone,
and the fulfillment of that promise in successive stages
as each Messenger of God, the embodiment of His love,
came to educate and guide the souls of men. Auxiliary
Board member Thelma Khelghati spoke of the promise of
the "Kingdom of God" as foretold in the Bible and its
fulfillment today in the World Order of Baha'u'llah and
the Baha'i Administration. Before the close of the morning session the friends greeted the visiting Baha'is from
Norway and Guam. Dr. Jane McCants told the story of
the formation, this Ric;lvan, of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the Northwest Pacific, of
which Guam is a part. Though not a goal of the Nine
Year Plan, such had been the intenSity and success of
the teaching work in these islands of the Pacific, that
The Universal House of Justice had called for the election
of a regional National Spiritual Assembly. At their National Convention, the friends of this area dedicated their
newly formed National Assembly to the Baha'is of an
Eastern country whose National Assembly had been dissolved during the course of the Plan, quoting the words
of Baha'u'llilh, nShould they attempt to conceal its light
on the continent~ it will assuredly rear its head in the
midmost heart of the ocean, and raising its voice, proclaim: 'I am the life giver of the world!' "
In the afternoon the friends were thrilled by the music
of the Rockhill Singers, a group of Baha'i Youth from
Rockhill, South Carolina, most of whom have been
Baha'is less than one year. Auxiliary Board member Dr.
Jane McCants' eloquent introduction of Mrs. Thelma
Allison, one of the earliest black believers in the South
and another of Mr. Gregory's spiritual children, who
read the Tablet of Visitation of 'Abdu'l-Baha, stirred the
hearts of the friends, as did her eloquent presentation
on the life of the Perfect Exemplar, the Mystery of God,

At the close of the Conference, all ~eft their seats and joined hands making a circle around. the
auditorium, singing uAI~ah-u-Abha".
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'Abdu'I-Baha. The golden voice of Charles Bullock led
the friends in singing the musical version of 'Abdu'lBaha's plea, "0 that J could travel even though on foot
and in the utmost poverty, to these regions and, raising
the call of Ya Baha'u'l-Abha in cities, villages, mountains, deserts and oceans, promote the Divine Teachings.
This, alas, I cannot do. How intensely J deplore it. Please
God, ye may achieve it." Surely each heart uttered a
silent prayer to be able to give one's all in attempting
to fulfill this wish of 'Abdu'l-Baha, to teach unceasingly
the Cause of God.
'Abdu'l-Baha had named the Guardian the "Sign of
God on earth," and the Guardian had referred to The
House of Justice as "the last refuge of a tottering civilization." To close the afternoon session, National Spiritual
Assembly member, Dr. Sarah Pereira, a spiritual granddaughter of Louis Gregory, her parents having been
taught the Faith by him, spake of those twin infallible
institutions, crowning pOints of the Baha'i Administrative
Order, their uniqueness, their individual spheres of activity and the unity between them.

:bedicaLion

The closing session of the conference Saturday evening
saw Counsellor Florence Mayberry paint vistas of the
opportunity for each Baha'i to pioneer, if not in a foreign
country, into .the vast inlands of one's ()~ spiritual 'bei.ng,
to uncover the gem-like qualities and vlrtues latent wlthin, and to polish them into radiant splendor. The challenge to such pioneering, is the challenge to become the
"New Race of Men".
It was on this note of challenge that the conference
ended. Arm in arm the friends circled the room even as
the Faith had encircled the planet, The familiar sounds
of 'IAIl<ih'u'Abha.! Yil Bahil'u'l-Abha~," again echoed
through the halls, this time colored with notes of our
increased love and fervor, notes tinged with the sadness
of our parting, notes stiffened with our resolve to rededicate our lives to Baha.'u'llah. to become that new
race of men. Surely the love and unity generated in that
closing session had drawn the presence of the Concourse
on High and surely among their number smiled. Louis
G. Greg~ry whose heart was like "pure gold."
,
'-The1ma Xhelghalf

0/ the clouiJ g (jrefjor';f Bah; i !In.1tilute

On October 22, 1972 aver 800 BaM'is and friends attended the dedication of the history-making Institute
which has been brought into being 'by the Baha'is of the
United. States for the specific purpose of training teachers, primarily in the Southern states, for the mighty
Cause of Gad.
Driving through tiny, sleepy villages on that special
Sunday morning, a'bso~bed by a green and peaceful
countryside, suddenly one discovered a clearing in the
woodlands. Elegant yet simple buildings appeared, and
welcoming walks. and driveways beckoned. To visit the
Louis G. Gre gory Baha'i Insti tu te, located at Hemingvray I
South Carolina, in the heartland of the 'blessed state of
South Carolina, which has already proveQ Ute spiritual

capacity of its rural folk, is to find oneself transported to
an idyllic setting. On the special day of dedication of that
Institute, when the power of the Faith of Bah. 'u'llah was
evidenced by the magnificent diversity of the friends
who had gathered, the sparkle of a warm and sunny day
filled one with hope and with thanksgiving, and its atmosphere of peace brought the future breathtakingly
close.
The Baha'is, on this precious day, gave evidence of
their labor to erect the Kingdom of God on earth; they
were engaged in the task of breathing life into a unified
body, of -creating the true unity and spirituality which is
destined to culminate in the Most Great Peace. It must
be God has willed this place to be built!

Dean of the Louis G. GTegory Baha'i Institute, Harold C.
Jackson, addresses the assembled jriends at the dedi-

cation.
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. Dr. Firuz Kaze.mzadeh, chairman of the National SpirItual Assembly, m a few well-chosen remarks formally
dedicated and declared open the Louis G. Greg~ry Baha'i
Instit.ute. HIS word~ were immediately follOwed by the
plan~u:g o~ a C~nadlan he~loc~ tree, at which time those
p~rticlpatmg In the dedlcahc;m ceremonies and the
frIends present abandoned theIr formal groupings and
gathered together fOr this symbolic act. The Counsellors
present; the members of the National Spiritual Assem'bly; Dean Jackson; Mr. COllins; Mr. George Hutchinsol"l:' architect. and member of the National Baha'i Prop....
~ ertJes CommIttee; Mr. Arthur Hampson, manager of
¥National Baha'i Properties; and Mr. Clark Cooper electrical engineer, partiCipated in this meaningful ge'sture .
.i. Climaxed by the soft and prayerful singing of jjAlIah'u'c. Abha", the formal dedication ceremonies were brought
;.. to a close and the doors of the buildings were opened
i wide to invite inspection.
It must be God has willed this place to be built!
-Rulh Rampson

A wide view of the dedication of the Loui. G. Greg"'1/
Institute showing at right, the auditorium building. In. the foreground is the commemoTative tree tDiththe .hovel poised ready for the planting in which all
participated.
Baha~i

Hundreds of chairs had been arranged in a semicircle against a backdrop of Wlcleared forest, offering
the assem'bled guests a panoramic view of the complex
of Institute buildings and exquisitely landscaped grounds
which lay beyond the platform designed for use in the
formal dedication observances.
Mr. Raymond Collins, the National Teaching Committee's coordinator for its Southern Region, served as a
most able Master of Ceremonies, which were opened
with the "Prayer for All Mankind," read by Mrs. Frances
Hunter, Assistant Manager of the Baha'i Publishing
Trust, and a Passage from Gleanings read by Mrs. Sue
Fouts, a member of the National Teaching Committee.
Mr. Collins then introduced to the gathering the two '
members of the Continental Board of COWlsellors who
were present, Mrs. Florence Mayberry and Miss Edna
True, and the individual members of the National
Spiritual Assembly.
Miss True, speaking briefly and eloquently, reealled
the unbreaka:ble bonds which link this day to the early
years of the Faith.
The newly-appointed Dean of the Institute, Mr. Harold
Jackson, formerly of California, delivered a thoughtprovoking address on the purpose of the Institute and
the plans for its development.
Dr. Sarah Pereira, member of the National Spiritual
Assembly, delighted the gathering with a highly informative and heart-warming biographical sketch of Hand
of the Cause of God Louis G. Gregory, for whom the Institute is named, in which she included some of Mr.
Gregory's accomplishments as a teacher of the Cause
of Baha'u'IHl.h and shared personal glimpses of his relationship with her family in the earlier days of the Cause.
Hand 01 the Cause of God William Sears, unable to be
present for this historic occasion, had prepared a taped
recording for the event. In his inspiring and love-laden
message Mr. Sears recalled to OUr minds and our hearts
the great sacrifices, the truly heroic acts of devotion
which Mr. Gregory had exemplified in his lile which
had caused him to be raised posthumously to the rank
of Hand of the Cause of God.
During the program Mr. Van Gilmer of Oxen Hill, Md.
and Mr. Charles Bullock of Henderson, N.C. offered musical selections.

Interior view

Of the auditorium huilding.

View oj the two dormitories which aTe connected in the

center.

'.. '.

Group attending a deepening institute at Vacoas, Mauritius on October 1, 1972.

Mauritius Teaching Institute
The Baha'is 01 Mauritius, an island in the Indian Ocean,
were happy to receive an unexpected visit from Counsellor Mr. S. Vasudevan of Malaysia. The first institute for
~ew 'believers was organized by the National. Teaching
Committee on Oct"ber 1. It was conducted by Mr.
Vasudevan with more than fifty friends attending, several from rural parts of the island.

In the afternoon the distinguished visitor delivered an
inspiring talk On many aspects of the Faith at the National Institute. This gathering was attended by Counsellor Mr. S. Appa, Auxiliary Board member Mr. S. Mooten,
who translated the message, and eight of the National
Spiritual Assembly members.

Argentine Official Receives Baha'(s
The Governor of the Province ot Santiago del Estero in Argentina, at far left, received the Baha'is
during their mass teaching project at the end of June and accepted the volume The Proclamation' of
Bahd'u'Ucih. Seventy new believers enrolled and a new Local Assembly was formed in Sucho Corral.
Half·hour radio programs were given for six days, and articles appeared in the newspapers.
At the left of the Governor is Continental Board Counsellor Hooper Dunbar, and to his left, Juan
Millalaf, Mapuche Indian Irom the south of Argentina. To the right 01 the Governor is seated National
Spiritual Assembly member Mr. Zia Vojdani.
,.
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Youth Conference

In

New Zealand

The second annual National Youth Conference of New
Zealand was held in Nelson, at the northern part of South
Island, on September 22-24. It was a success with 130
attending from all points of both islands. Most arrived
on Friday and that evening was spent in singing and
fellowship.
The Garcias were special guests. Auxiliary Board
member Gina Garcia talked on the role of Auxiliary
Board members. They taught a new song: HI Believe in
Music. "
On Saturday all participated in the many classes. Jan
and Darrell Wieve were appointed Secretary and Chair.
man, respectively. That evening two films were shown
to a packed house. They were: HIt's Just the Beginning"
and one from Hawaii. Singing and dancing occupied the
time until all trooped off to a small cafe for refreshments.
The owners kindly kept it open until 1:00 a.m. for the
sixty Baha'is, all singing. Many people heard of the Faith
that night.
On Sunday the National Spiritual Assembly consulted
with the youth on youth recommendations. It was the
first time the National Assembly had met outside the
l:Ia~iratu'l-Quds in Auckland.
When pioneers were called for, Dan Doyland, who recently declared, volunteered to go to the Chatham Islands
which is 150 miles from the center of South Island where
fishing is the main industry. Linda Hight, who pioneered
to the gilal city of Blenheim which is now flourishing, is
off again. Dave Toohyi is also pioneering. To the first
pioneer to arise an offer was made to pay for travel and
the first week's expenses.
There was also a -call for volunteers to paint the
Haziratu'l-Quds and many responded.
. Upon departure, twenty Baha'is from North Island left
by inter-island ferry and were allowed to sing on board.
The -captain was brought in and told of the Faith and
presented with pamphlets.

report concluded: "How lovely if a hundred or
.
of those reading this report would get their pass'ports and come down and help us pioneer. It's a beautiful
~~country. plenty of room and very little smog."
On the weekend of September 9-10, BaM'is from as
far away as 300 miles came to paint the 'Center in Auck;land, New Zealand. Work started at 8:00 a.m. with about
titty scraping and painting. The house was surrounded by
Baha'is having fun. Two coats of white paint were finished by the afternoon-and it rained iust a half-hour
after it was finished.
In the evening there was group singing. Two Canadian
pioneers told about the activity in Canada. Most of the
group working were volunteers from the youth Conference. The work was well planned by several of the
National Spiritual Assembly members, which made the
inside-outside paint job possible in such a short time.

h
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Ethel Murray at right with Indian and Baha', friends on the Cherokee
Reservation in North CaTo~ina.
The exhortation of the Center of the Covenant, jA'bdu'lBaha, to carry the Faith of Bah/l'u'llah to the Indians of
North America evoked whole-hearted response from Mrs.
Ethel Murray. If obedience to the Center of the Covenant
in this world is the source of joy to Baha'is in the Abha
Kingdom, she is now reaping that eternal harvest. She
passed into the next world on August 5, 1972,
In her many years as a Baha'i, Mrs. Murray enthusiastkally supported the teaching plans of the beloved
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, built on the foundation of the
Tablets of the Divine Plan, and in the advanced years of
her life she found strength and purpose in living under
difficult circumstances in the heart of the Cherokee
Reservation, in North Carolina, to make known the Com·
ing of the Glory of God, Baha'u'llah.
Born in 1884, she was the younger and weaker of twins,
with such delicate health that her activities were restricted and she was subject to pneumonia and other
childhood illnesses. From the time of becoming a Baha'i,
in the early 1920's, until just before her final illness, her
health improved markedly and she seldom saw a doctor.
She became a Baha'i in Springfield, Mass., after hearing of the Faith from Electa Timmerman, whom she
had engaged to give her daughter, (now Mrs. Beth
Newport) elocution lessons. A photographer by profession, she ardently turned her abilities and full interest
to the activities of the Faith, with noted early teachers
such as Harlan and Grace Ober, and Jenabi Fazel coming
to assist her. When her marriage ended, she moved to
Montclair, New Jersey, and for some time was in charge
of a "Fellowship House", where Baha'is could live for
extended periods of time. For example. while Louis
Gregory was on a long teaching trip, his wife, Louise,
lived at Fellowship House. Such was the obedient attitude
of dear Ethel that when she described her dream of
expanding this House in a letter to the beloved Guardian
and he responded that now was not the time for the friend~
to gather themselves together apart from the rest of the
world, -but rather it was the time to scatter and teach the
Faith, she immediately relinquished the idea and moved
to Bloomfield, nearby.

Constantly seeking out opportunities to teach more
actively, in 1936 she pioneered to Richmond, Virginia, as
part of the first Seven Year Plan. Here, her econom.tc
situation was much more difficult due to lower rates of
pay for her photographic work in the South. But she
remained several years at her post, attempting to communicate the principle of the oneness of mankind. She
had returned to New York area and was living with her
daughter and son-in-law, when the stirring -call for piOneers was uttered by Hand of the Cause Rul)iyyih
Khaniim at the 1953 dedication of the House of Worship
in Wilmette. Thinking that the call for elderly pioneers
to "bury their bones" at pioneering posts applied especially to her, she went that November to North Carolina,
with the Cherokee Reservation as her goal. Since residence on the Reservation was restricted to Indians, or
those who could rent from Indians, she lived first in
Asheville, then in Bryson City, nearer the Reservation,
and finally felt her prayers were answered when she
managed to rent a house from an Indian on the Reservation itself.
Later her landlord reclaimed the house to use for a
giftshop, and she moved into a dilapidated shack which
hadn't ·been lived in for some time. She felt that this
move, to a building without heat or plum'bing, helped
very much to draw her closer to the Indians, who lived
in similar poverty. Even when a slightly better home
became available later, it had no running water until
the very end of her stay. She walked four miles for groceries, and felt Baha!~'llah had showered His blessings on
her when a new brIdge was built which shortened the
distance to the store 'by a mile and one-half. For some
years, h~r drinking water came from her rainbarrel.
Visiting her was like a continuous deepening class. To
observe her actions was to witness the movements of one
centered in the propagation of the Faith of God for this
day. She gathered clothing to sell for a few pennies then
converted those pennies into mattresses for Indian~ who
had never had them. Over the years, through prodigious
effort and spartan economies, she saved enough money
to buy twenty-three such mattresses for Indians, though

BahcN Speaker on "Indian Culture"
Anselmo Heredia, an active Baha'i teacher, was the

first of the indigenous people of Bolivia to speak at the
4

Ethel Murray, second from right in front of one of several successive Baha'i Centers.
she herself slept on a thin quilt laid over a chest. She
prayed ardently for the waiting souls to come to her door
and always had shelter and food for anyone who came.
She answered the letters which increasingly reached her
as her service in the teaching field became known, always
expressing her great happiness at the privilege of being
on the Reservation. For some time she published a column of religious news and ideas in the local newspaper,
until the opposition of local clergymen brought It to a
halt But bv then some of the newspaper personnel were
her ~taunch frie~ds and she had proclaimed widely the
Message of Baha 'u'llah.
Her happiness at her post was a great blessing for
Cherokee. "I was satisfied," she recalled at the end of her
life Hfor I had as much and more than most of the
Indlans-I did not come to make them envious, and they
knew I was not paid as a missionary."
One who had the privilege of visiting her a number of
times at Cherokee recalled seeing during each visit fresh
signs of sacrifice and selflessness on the part of Mrs.
Murray. "1 remember marvelling at the, amount of spa!=,t;
in her small home which she had set aSIde as the Baha 1
meeting room. Then, when I came on a later visit, she
had had a carpenter move the wall over, to reduce h.er
small share of the space and increase that of the specIal
room. It was always neatly arranged, with Baha'i books,
pictures and signs, and Qn the front of the small home was
a big sign. 'Baha'i Center',"
."
Her love and effort have securely established the Baha I
Faith on this Reservation but only the future can make
clear the result of such dedication. The physical hardships she experienced were considerable, but one ne.ver
heard her speak of them. She simply brushed them aSIde,
dwelling rather on the important goals and the me~ns
of teaching them. Each step taken on that Reserv~tlon
must one day yield its fruits. as the Master has promised:
"One pearl is better than a thousand wi.ldernes~es ~f
sand. especially this pearl of great price, WhICh IS
endowed with divine blessing. Ere long thousands of
other pearls will be born from it. When that pearl
associates and becomes the intimate of the pebbles,
they also all change into pearls."'"

'"Tablets of the Divine Plan, page 52.

-Beth McKenty

Eudianam Culture Center in Cochabam ba, Bolivia. The
founder of this Center said afterwards: "The Eudianam
has finally fulfilled its purpose as we have had speakers
from many countries but this is the first time indigenous
,people from Bolivia have spoken on our platform."
The topic of Mr. Heredia was "Indian Culture," Valen.
tin Heredia, also a well-known Baha'i traveling teacher,
recited Inca poetry, The audience of Over a hundred
people were very impressed with the presentation.
In the photograph to the left is the Baha'i Director of
the Cultural Center; Augusto Villarroel; center, Anselmo
Heredia: right, Valentin Heredia.

Local Spiritual Assembly Formed
Falkland Islands

In

An important goal of the ~ine Year Plan has been
achieved with the establishment of a Spiritual Assembly
on the Falkland Islands, formed on October 20, the Birthday of the Bab. This was made possible with the declaration of a Falkland Islander and the recent pioneering
effort of Greg and Christina Edwards of the United
States in addition to the long-term efforts of pioneers John
and Margaret (Mills) Leonard.
Only 2000 people live On the Islands and 1200 of them
are in Port Stanley. the only city. Most of the residents
not in Port Stanley are sheep--herders and live on remote
stations throughout the islands. Since the arrival of the
Edwards, they have been traveling around to all the
sheep stations proclaiming the Message of Baha'u'llah
and showing the film "It's Just the Beginning." Until this
month travel to the islands was possible only by ship,
but air service will soon be established which will allow
travel-teachers from the mainland of South America to
make more frequent trips to aid with the teaching and
consolidation.
This hard-won goal is the result of many years of effort
on the part of pioneers from the United States and England and is one of the southernmost Assemblies in the
world.

Macau Has Assembly
Macau, the Portuguese colony just a seventy-minute
hydrOfOil ride from Hong Kong, now has its Assembly.
The friends of JIlacau recently embarked on teaching
trips to two of the neighboring islands in Taipei and obtained a remarkable reception. They left nine new believers in Taipei Island.
They have also made a trip to another nearby island,
Coloane, and gained, in a day, one declaration and several interested inquirers. The spiritual link of these
islands will soon be enhanced by reason of a bridge being
built to join these localities.
-MALAYSIAN BAHA'i NEWS, July-August, 1972,
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Pioneer Teaching Trip Report-Baskin/Hansen
"Teaching is marvelous in these remote areas. The
people seem to recognize the truth immediately. They
seem to know that Baha'u'llah has been sent from God.
Some whom we met had had dreams of our coming. They
accepted our visit as if they had been expecting us."
This is the essential spirit of a letter from Bolivian
pioneers Dorothy and Reginald Baskin and SOn Benjamin
Hansen who spent almost five weeks fol1owing the
Panama House of Worship Dedication and Conference
travel-teaching in Panama, Colom·bia and Ecuador before returning to their post in Cochabamba.
Traveling by plane, jeep and spine-jarring ·bus rides
for up to three days OVer primitive Toads, they visited
various Indian tribes high in the "cold, foggy mountain
area" of the Andes, the Guajira Indians "on the dry,
remote northern peninsula of Colombia" and the black
people who inhabit the hwnid jungle villages and tov,."'JlS
of the coastal lowlands of Colombia and Ecuador.
Meeting up often with other traveling teams of pioneers
and finding some temporary sustenance and relief from
the rigors of travel in far-flung pioneer homes, they visited seventeen localities in their ardu-ous criss-cross
journeys.
After teaching in Colon, Panama with a team that included Edris Rice-Wray. her daughter and Jorge and
Chaspie Angulo from Mexico and Larry Day from California, they flew to Bogota, Colombia for the COWlsellors'
Conference May 5-7. ''It is almost impossible to transmit
on paper the spirit of love, unity and fellowship that
existed in that historic reunion. A delegation of thirtynine Persians had continued on from Panama to be
present, along with Hand of the Cause Ugo Giachery and
his wife. I've never seen such harmony and cooperation
between East and West."
After presentation of the Colombian National Spiritual
Assembly's precisely detailed teaching plan to bring in
100,000 new believers by RiQ.van, v-oluntary contributions
Bolivian pioneers Beverly Bennet (left) with Richard
and moria Hutchins trave!inll along the shore of Lake

Titicaca.

DuTing a consolidation trip near Umbato, Ecuador, the
Bolivian. pioneeT jamHy, Reginald and Doroth.y Hansen
and Benjamin Hansen visit with. a Satasaca Indian
Bana'i and her son on May 30, 1972.

of money or services were asked. "In two hours O'Ver
$17,000 was olfered, mostly by the Persians . . . Over
twenty native volunteers arose ... The presence of the
Giachery family was an added bounty. Mrs. Giachery
had us all in tears as she told of their early pioneering
experiences in Rome. H
After the Conference t they traveled thirty-eight hours
on a bus with new Auxiliary Board member Maxine Roth,
to Barranquilla on the Caribbean coast of Colombia to
teach in nearby Santa Lucia, Habout three hours by bus
into the countryside from the city." I'Thirteen others
joined u.s from the United States, Brazil, Venezuela and
Colombia" and (we) "happily jogged olf again into the
jungle singing Baha'i songs. Santa Lucia has a goal of
2,000 Baha'is by Ric;lvim ... There were 500 in the little
village when we arrived, including a functioning Local
Spiritual Assembly. We all stayed in the home of a new
local believer where we strung hammocks in every available spot in the house. We were joined next day by Counsellor Hooper Dunbar t Leco Zamora and Tommy Kavelin
who slept on the lloor. We had public meetings every night
with songs, slides and brief talks. The second night 800
came to the public meeting in a theater, and some of us
had to stay outside to handle impromptu songs and talks
for about 200 who were battering the doors dOVll1 trying
to get in after the hall was filled. All day we would teach
in the streets and visit children's classes. Over 380 became
Baha'is in those three days ... The Assem bly planned a
meeting in a house which would hold forty at the most.
Over 200 carne. With the contributions we all left, the
Local Spirjtual Assembly decided to buy a library for the
town and send traveling teachers to a nearby town ...
Santa Lucia now (July, 1972) has 1,200 believers plus no
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in two nearby communities."
From Santa Lucia they went on to the Counsellor's
Conference with the Guajira Indians, stopping en route
at Rio Hacha "where we were met by Auxiliary Board
member Habib Rezvani and welcomed like kings to the
Baha'i Center there. Habib's mother takes care of the
Center with such devotion and love that as one enters
the grounds one cannot help feeling this love which seems
to permeate even the sands upon which the Institute is
built. "
The next stop was "by jeep out to Manauri, an extremely remote, desolate looking village where the Counsellor's Conference was held. The Indians came in from
the nearby reservation in long flowing dresses and breech
cloths, The land is extremely poor. barren. dry, At
Manauri ... one can see only vast expanses of sea, sky,
and salt fiats.
. The only source of income for the
Guajiras seems to be laboriously digging out salt from the
fiats, sacking it, and carrying it on ~he backs of men,
women and children to trucks which take it into town to
sell. These people must be among the poorest Indians in
South America. The women do not speak Spanish, only
Guajira ...
"Leco Zamora, one of the greatest Indian teachers in
South America, felt very much at home with the Guajiras,
He felt that the land and the people were very much like
his land, the Chaco of Argentina, and his people, the
Matacos. The Guajiras welcomed him as a blood brother
too. Out on the reservation, after the Conference When
we returned to their homes with some of the Guajiras,
Leco taught late into the night to spellbound men in loin
cloths, by flickering candlelight. They asked him all kinds
of questions that they were even shy to ask Hooper, who
had read RUl].iyyih Khanum's 'Letter to the Indigenous
People of the Americas'. The friends wanted to know
about the soul, afterlife, dreams, all the worlds of God.
They said they had heard that men had traveled to the
moon, and they wanted to know if it were true. Finally,
in the middle of the night, when Indians from all around
had gathered, they brought out the drums, formed a large
circle, and began to do a wild running dance in which a
shrouded woman chases a man who must run backwards.
They fly around and around the circle at astonishing
speeds until the man falls or the girl tires, .. Those places
we visited out on the reservation were Moosiche and
Mauhuasi,"
Parting from Counsellor Hooper DlU1bar and Leco Za~
mora who continued on to the Guajira of Venezuela, they
returned for two days to Barranquilla where the doctor
treated both Baskins for various painful and debilitating
health conditions before they jolted on again by bus for
a day and a night up into the mountains toward Medellin.
Once the bus was stopped so the passengers could get out
and help chop up storm-felled trees blocking the narrow
road. On other occasions on buses in Colombia they had
been stopped several times each night by the army as
the countrv was under martial law and all men had to
show identification. "Larry Day and Reggie seemed to
always be under suspicion, perhaps because they are
black but do not look Colombian."
In Medellin they gratefully accepted hot showers and
hot soup from the Leeds during a few hours' stop and then
continued on for another all night ride to Cali. "In Cali
we met a team already gathered for mass teaching in
Valle and Cauca. There must have been twenty people
staying at the home of Dr. Arbab. His dear wife was
cooking marvelous meals for everybody, and always
smiling. We went to reunions in the barrios there and out
to a place in the country a few hours away, Puerto Tej a?a.
Most of the people there were black and very r~ce~tlVe
to the Faith. Around thirty-five entered the FaIth In a
couple of hours .. , We met in the home of a family which
seemed like old, firm Baha'is. It turned out they had just
become Baha'is the week before. The spirit all over

Local Baha'is of Santa Lucia, Colombia pTovided a lunch
of fTesh fish fTom a nearby river JOT the visiting teaching
team of pioneers from Bolivia, Co[ombia, Venezue~a and
the United States.
Colombia is really exciting. Dr, Arbab has a printing
press in his basement, and follow up materials for mass
conversion areas are in constant production. New Baha'is
are immediately involved in teaching and deepening
others, so the work never stops ...
'4From Cali we flew to Quito on May 24 where we joined
another large group of pioneers gathered at Charles and
Helen Hornby's house. Charles is Auxiliary Board member for Ecuador. From there we took another all night
bus ride down the mountains to the jlU1gle banana plantation country of E smeraldas, Ecuador. This was a Sort
of homecoming for Benjamin and me (Dorothy), for we
had spent about three weeks there in 1970 when we
answered Rul:liyyih Khanum's call for traveling teachers
after the Intercontinental Conference in La Paz.. This
return gave us a chance to see a mass conversion area
two years after the original teaching. Some of the old
Baha'is were still there and still firm. Many others had

Following the Panama ConfeTence, Reginald and Dorothy Baskin and son Benjamin Hansen made a consolidatiOn trip to the mountain.s near Umbato, Chibu~eo, Ecuador, and aTe shown lvith a Chibuleo family. DOTothy and
a Chibu~eo girl have exchanged hats, a gesture oj -tnteTnationa~ undeTstanding.
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Traveling teacher LaTTY Day fTom San Fernando, Cali-

fornia, giving the Message 01 Bahci.'u'Uah in Spanish
during the mass teaching effort in Santa Lucia, Colombia
when aVeT 350 accepted the Faith in three days. (May
10, 197Z)

Local Spiritual Assembly of Santa Lucia, Colombia on
May 12~ 1972, p~anning an evening meeting with visiting
pioneers from -Bolivia, Brazil, Venezuela and the United
States. They were also deciding how to spend contributions of the team. The decision was to buy books to start
a local Baha'i library and send a traveling teacher to
open a neighboring viHage. The meeting was attended
by ZOO. A month lateT, two new villages had been opened
up with 112 new believers.
drifted away, and many new ones have come in since we
were there. The concentration now seems to be On children's classes. The National Spiritual Assembly recently
sponsored a National Children's Conference in Esmeraldas ...
On the way back to Quito they stopped at Quinenday,
an all black jungle village reminiscent of the rural South.
There they saw old friends, taught new ones and had
children's classes.
"In Quito we had an unexpected visit and reunion with
Continental Counsellor Masjud Khamsi. About fifteen
returning and arriving pioneers from all over South
America were present at the Hornbys," Questioned by
a pioneer, "What is the most valuable quality for a
pioneer?", Mr. Khamsi replied, ··Obedience". Questioned
further as to the relative importance of obedience and
patience, Mr. Khamsi pointed out that "If you are obedient, you are bound to become patient."
At the request of the Ecuador National SpiritualAssem·
bly the Baskin family and Larry Day went to visit the
Chibuleyos, a mountain people living about a half-day's
trip outside Quito near Umbato. "These Quechua speak.
ing Indians are said to have originated in Bolivia in preColombian times ... -We went by jeep with Raoul Pavor,
co-ordinator of the National Spiritual Assembly of Ecuador, and a team of native and pioneer Baba'is. We had
wonderful vis.its with several families there ... We also
gave a presentation at the community public school
where about three-fourths of the children are Baha'is. We
had songs from around the world, prayers, and even a
geography lesson with a plastic collapsible globe . . .
Reggie was always ready with his guitar to sing in
English, Quechua, and African (Tokosane). The Baha'i
students taught their young male teachers (0 God, guide
me, protect me ... )"
Traveling with the same team, they went on beyond
Umbato to visit the Salasaca Indians in an area newly
opened last year. "These seem to be a very closed people
but most of them are artisans and I am sure a strong
It

community can be established among them in the
future."
Reluctantly, they left Ecuador, flying into Lima where
they met up with another large group of pioneers at the
KhamsJ horne. liThe Khamsi family hospitality is one of
the wonders of the South American Continent . . . Mr.
Khamsi is so calm, loving and wise that he inspires
pioneers to go always forward to accomplish goals we
never dreamed we could. Jane always feeds us well for
the road."
They indeed needed to be well-fed for the road for they
were to spend three days and a night on a bus from Lima,
Peru to La Paz, Bolivia before making the final push on
to horne in Cochabamba. The only break was a few hours
stop over in Arequipa (Peru) at the horne of Annamarie
and Bill Baker, "another oasis of love and horniness for
us wandering South American pioneers."
And finally: HThis entire five week trip ... has certainly
refreshed and gladdened our spirits. It has given us a
new perspective on the teaching, deepening and consolidation work in Latin America. It was wonderful and
inspiring to teach with the friends from other countries
and exchange ideas and inspirations ... it was almost
as though the Baha'is are already living in a Baha'i
world without frontiers."

Clyde Johnson, left, pioneer fTom Paraguay, and Reginald Baskin, pioneer from Bohvia, on an inteTnational
teaching project in a jungle viUage in the State of Santa
Cruz.

MembeTS of the Youth Project from the United States
and pioneeTs at the public meeting of the teaching
campaign.

During the teaching campaign in. Santo Domingo de los
Colorados, Ecuador traveling teachers from Canada
IranI the Uni~ed States and Germany partiCipated. aZ~
though the fnends from Germany aTe not shown in the
picture.

Teaching in Santo Domingo de los Colorados, Ecuador
In Ecuador, the city of Santo Domingo de los Colorados
was the spot chosen during the period June 20 through
July 29, 1972 for all levels of society to receive the joyful
Message of the coming of Baha'u'Uah.
Santo Domingo was chosen as the first in a series of
all-out proclamation campaigns for the last year of the
Nine Year Plan because of its strategic position between
the mountain capital city of Quito and the port city of
Guayaquil. It is a melting pot of the black, white and
Indian peoples in Ecuador. The Colorado Indian tribe
from whom the -city received its name had not yet been
approached by Baha'u'Uah's advancing army,
And what an army it was that converged on this
unsuspecting city~ The forward thrust was sustained by
a small core of experienced native teachers and pioneers.
Reenforcement came from fourteen near and distant
Ecuadorian Baha'i communities and from newly arrived
pioneers from the United States, Canada and Germany.
Among the U. S. contingent were four summer-project
youth. You ,could say the rear guard was the National
Spiritual Assem'bIy which met in Santo Domingo almost
at the end of the campaign. Continental Counsellor, Mr,
Mas'ud Khamsi was an inspiration during the first days
of the campaign as were Auxiliary Board members Mr.
Rufino Gualayi and Mr. Charles Hornby.
As Baha'u'IHlh's foot soldiers spread throughout the
city, talking to everyone who would listen, the radio was
used to announce public meetings at the newly rented
Baha'i Center, It was hard going at first, but the believers
were sustained by prayer and devotion and momentum
began to 'build up; enrollments increased; the second
stage of the campaign was initiated, All eight neighborhoods were again visited and while individual proclamation and enrollment continued, large meetings were also
held with slide presentations and singing while over the
radio the message of the coming of Baha 'u'llah and His
healing Teachings were heard, Nightly public meetings
held at the Center were now being well attended, Every
high school was visited and a large meeting was held at
the largest and best known high school, Colegio Tecnico
Julio Moreno. Sorties were made to nearby villages and
six new localities were opened to the Faith, One was the
village of the Colorado (means red) Indians where it was
necessary to formally ask permisSion of the tdbal Chief
to visit and speak of the Faith. The Saracay is both
civil and traditional ruler of some 800 souls. As befitted
the occasion and to show proper respect, a special team
was chosen including Auxiliary Board member Rufino
Gualavisi and Mrs. Clementina de Pavon who speak
Quichua fluently and reflect that inner love, humility and
wisdom possi'ble to those approaching seventy years of
age. The Message of Baha'u'llah was warmly received
by the Saracay and arrangements were made to meet
with village leaders the following week. On this occasion,

the Faith was again explained and warmly received and
a third meeting was called by the Chief to which all
Colorado Indians were invited. The last meeting was held
dUring a tropical rain storm, The chief expressed his
surprise and pleasure that the friends would keep their
word and come during a heavy rain, The Sar-acay accepted the Faith personally and in behalf of the entire tribe
and gave permiSSion for the believers to return and teach
each individual so that they could each decide. There
were nine declarations.
In the city of Santo Domingo and in several of the
surrounding villages, the campaign entered its third
stage, consolidation. Children's classes were held in each
neighborhood and preparation for the election of Local
Spiritual Assemblies was begun. Again the radio was
used effectively to explain further the Teachings as well
as fundamentals of Baha'i Administration. Members of
the National Spiritual Assembly were called upon to
explain points of Baha'i Administration and a practice
Assembly election was held at an all-day conference on
July 23.
A word should be said about the election of the Local
Spiritual Assembly in Santo Domingo. Many new believ.
ers from eight different neighborhoods came together for
the first time! No one seemed to know more than two Or
three persons present and there was great confusion. But
after the spiritual nature of Baha'I elections was explained
and prayers were said, a beautiful Assembly of the most
informed and active 'believers was elected. They held
their first meeting that night and their second at 8:00 a.m.
the following morning!
And let there be a word of praise, an expression of
profound admiration for those precious ones, the soldiers
of Baha'u'lIah. Santo Domingo is a hot, humid, tropical
city; the friends were brought together so suddenly from
different cultures, different languages, young and old,
veterans and new recruits, sleeping on the floor of two
rented rooms without adequate facilities, eating in local
restaurants, but you would have never known:
The results: 475 declarations, 6 new localities, 3 Local
Spiritual Assemblies, 1 new tribe.
What is the secret? What is it that causes our efforts
to be crowned with joy and glory? Is it the words of
guidance and inspiration of the beloved Guardian and
The Universal House of Justice that gradually influence
our institutions and the hearts and actions of the believers: j'teach the masses, proclamation, consolidation, let
the youth arise, all levels of society, redouble your efforts
in behalf of your less fortunate sister- communities who
are not free to teach, increase cooperation at the national
level, eliminate all traces of prejudice, be assured of our
prayers, live the life" .. or is it just that God's Will will
be done and we, without deserving, have been chosen as
His instruments?
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THE GREAT SAFARI

of Hand of the Cause Rub(yyih Kha"num
By Violette NaU>iava"n{, Companion

Part eleven
"Our next stop was in the small town of Kakenge which
is central to several villages where many Baha'is reside.
As there was no Baha'i home that could receive us once
again we went to the Catholic Mission and spent the first
night there_ The next morning, however, we were politely
told we must leave the mission where we had planned to
stay two nights. The little Belgian priest was not openly
hostile but it seemed the Mission school had a local board
of Congolese directors and they had met and insisted the
Baha'is had no right to use the Mission guest rooms. It
was the only experience of this kind we ever had; usually
we neither say we are Christians nor Baha'is, we are
travelers on our way. Rubiyyih Khanum makes a special
point of being kind and courteous to members of other
faiths, particularly the Missionaries who are often examples of self-sacrifice and devotion to high ideals. After
consultation with some of the Baha'is we moved to the
village of Budim ba five miles away to the home of the
dear believers. We \"ere much happier there than at the
Mission! For the next two days we visited other villages
in that area.
One of the exciting things along the roads in this district
are the signs "Baha'i Center" of such and such a village.
Many of these signs were especially decorated with flowers and greens as a token of loving welcome to Amatu'lBaha. These numerous Baha'i Centers are huts built with
twigs and branches, some with mud walls and others with
open walls and a thatched roof, some quite large. They
are coo] and adequate for their purpose and they were
invariably decorated with flowers and streamers of fancy
cut paper as a welcome to the Hand of the Cause.
In the village of Ishamba several chiefs from the neighboring villages, some of them Baha'is, came to meet
Amatu'l-Baha and offer their respects. Most of them were
ceremoniallv dressed in their fascinating traditional costumes made~of fine rafia cloth and decorated with cowerie
shells, beads and skins of wild animals. The Chief WOre
a small embroidered and woven rafia cap or a fancy
bunch of feathers as headgear. Over one hundred
attended this meeting. When one realizes that sometimes
Baha'is had cOme distances of 50 or 60 kilometers on
foot (this seems to be the main and general means of
moving about) one appreciates even more the devotion
and love of these dear souls.
RiiJ::liyyih l;Qlanum spoke frequently on the immortality
of the soul of man and its continued progress after death.
One of the friends asked: "Why it is that a child, often
at the beginning of its life, suddenly dies. What happens
to the soul of that child?" Amatu'l-Baha told them of the
example 'Abdu'l-Baha gave that a man's life is like a
lamp; each lamp has a specific quantity of oil and should
burn to the end of that oiL One lamp may have a small
amount of oil and will burn out very soon when the aU
finishes. How much oil is given to us when we come into
this world is not in our hands. The progress and development of a soul which has left this world in infancy or
childhood will continue under other conditions in the next
world. Then she said: "The Master explains there is
another form of death, the accidental death. Presumably
the lamp is full of oil and is meant to burn for a full term,
but foolishly this lamp may be placed in a draft and a
SUdden gush of wind blows it out. Through negligence,
carelessness or stupidity accidental death can occur. This

Five of the Chiefs who welcomed Ru~iyyih Khdnum in
the meeting at Ishamba village, Occidental Kasai,
ZatTe.
kind of death could have been prevented." Rubiyyih
Khanum went on to say that 'Abdu'l-Baha had said there
are three mysteries in this world which we cannot understand fully while we are here: the suffering of the innocent
for the guilty, the nature of life after death and where
the line falls between predestination and free will.
The people of Zaire are very musical and the Baha tis
have composed many beautiful songs about the Faith.
One in particular I remem ber was specially written as a
welcome for Amatu'J-Baha. In almost all our meetings
there was much joyous singing as part of the program.
In the small town of Kakenge, although the number of
Baha'is are few, over eighty people gathered to welcome
Rul)iyyih Khanum. A question which was asked in this
meeting as well as many other meetings was about the
meaning of the Trinity and the nature of the Holy Spirit.
Amatu'l-Baha, in very simple words told them of the
unique and beautiful example given by 'Abdu'l-Baha., of
the sun, the rays of the sun and the mirror, likening these
to Almighty God, the source of light and life; the Holy
Spirit, the rays emanating from the sun; the Manifestations of God Who are the perfect mirrors, the recipients of
the rays which convey the qualities of the sun. Although
these are three separate things, the power and the glory
of the sun can be seen in the mirror. She said that this
is the Baha'j explanation of the church doctrine of the
Trinity.
Fourteen miles of unbelievably treacherous road took
uS to the village of Lukembe where over thirty devoted
believers, including some pygmies of the Batua tribe,
were eagerly awaiting the arrival of their much loved
guest.
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These people make their livelihood by hunting.
Ruhiyyih ~anum spoke specially on the power of
praye'r and the importance of teaching the children to
repeat "Allah-u-Abha" which in itself is a prayer 50 that
at moments of fear or distress, through repeating these
blessed words, they may invoke the help and the protection of God. During the period of questions, a dear old
hunter asked: "Is there a special prayer a hunter can use
to catch his game?" RuJ::liyyih Khanum said: HWhen you
set off to hWlt repeat the words 'Ya-Baha'u'l-Abha' and
beg Bahil'u'!Ulh to assist, guide and protect you on your
hWlt." He was very pleased and at the end of the meeting
he presented RuJ:).iyyih Kh':mum with a small deer he had
killed that morning.
The next day Amatu'l-Baha had three meetings in three
different villages. In Benaiongo, where the community is
very new and in need of strengthening, she spoke at leng th
about Bah.i'u'llah referring to His wonderful and significant dream when still a child. Dreams and their interpretation have a very special meaning for the Africans.
RUQiyyih Khanum told them about this dream of Baha'u'Uah in which He floated on the sea and every strand
of His blessed hair was taken in the mouth of a fish.
When he awoke and told His father of this dream, the
father went to an interpreter of dreams. The explanation
given was that this child would bring a great Message
to the whole world and the people, like the fishes of the
sea, would cling to His Teachings. The glow of ecstasy
and rapture on the faces of the audience was a never-to-be
forgotten sight.
In the village of Pianga Matadi Amatu'l-Baha was ceremoniously received by the chief, a non-Baha'i, but very
sympathetic to the Faith. Both he and his wife were
dressed in their traditional costumes. They were a very
beautiful old couple with noble faces and a noble bearing.
During the meeting, when one or two of the rather fanatical members of the audience tried to cause trouble and
start an argument, this Chief, with great dignity and
authority ordered them to be silent. He said: "These
wonderfui teachings of Baha'u'llah are to unite mankind
and bring about harmony and brotherhood. You should
not make them the cause of strife. No one is forcing you
to accept these Teachings. If you like it remain here and

listen; if you don't like it.. you are free to go and leave
others to partake from thIS heavenly food."
Amatu'l-Baha confirmed his words by quoting Baha'ut_
Bah ~n the purpose of religi.o~; ~hat it should be the cause
of umty and harmony and If It IS the cause of inharmony
~nd disunity, to be without religion is better than having
It,

The peopl~ of the Congo in general and the Bakuba
tribe in partl:ular are a~ong the most artistic people in
this vast contment of Afnca; one of their beautiful handi_
crafts is rafia woven cloth for their ceremonial costumes
which is decorated with cowerie shell, beads and skins
of wild animals. The last meeting of that day was in the
village of Budimba where over 150 friends from far and
near gathered to welcome Rul).iyyih Khimum.
One of the friends asked if among the white people
sorcery and witchcraft also existed. RUi)iyyih Khanum
said: "maybe not in the form in which it exists in Africa
but among the white people, too, there are all kinds of
superstitions and manifestations of fanaticism which
could be likened to sorcery. It is not confined to anyone
race."
In the village of Bakua Mbuyi, where we stayed two
nights holding three different meetings, the believers
were specially blessed as these meetings really were more
in the nature of a continuous deepening class. At times
over 200 people were crammed inside the Baha'i Center
as well as outside, looking and listening through every
opening in the wall! Many of these friends had walked
long distances to be present. The audience roared with
laughter when a non-Baha'i asked how Baha 'u'llah could
be the Promised One if he was descended from Katura
and not from Sarah. Rul).iyyih Khanum calmly replied:
HBecause the Covenant of God was with Abraham and
not with his wives!"
Asked when she thought these wonderful twelve prin.
ciples of Baha 'u'll.ih would be implemented in the world,
Rul).iyyih Khanum explained that in the first place it is
wrong to say "Twelve Principles" as there is really no
such thing. Baha'u'llah never mentioned such a thing.
HIf you stop and count the social principles given by
Baha'u'llah they come to much more than twelve, and
if you s.tudy the talks of 'Abdu'l-Baha you will see that He

A matu'~~Baha in the t..'iUage of Budimba, Occidental Kasai, Zaire.
At the left is the house where they slept.
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mentioned different principles in His different talks, So
it is very misleading to always refer to 'Twelve Princi~
pIes'_" She pointed out that many of these social prin~
ciples, since Baha'u'IHl.h revealed them, have been implemented by the various nations and leaders of the world,
unaware of their source; for example, compulsory education, equality of the sexes. and many others.
In the village of Batua·Mwana·Bende where the Baha'i
Chief and his two wives received Rul)iyyih Khanum in
their ceremonial costumes, she spoke at great length on
the importance of preserving the beautiful traditions of
their past and being proud of their tribes_ She told them
how, with every additional tribe represented in the Cause,
the beloved Guardian used to add their name to his list
and joyously announce it to the Baha'i world_ Then she
said; hI also belong to some tribes; I am descended from
the McBean, the Sutherland and the Maxwell clans in
Scotland." This remark always caused a strong reaction
of surprise and joy from the Africans!
Some of the friends related significant dreams that had
led them to recognition of the Blessed Beauty _ One young
man told how a year before he ever heard of the Faith,
in a dream he saw a figure dressed in white, shining with
a divine radiance, before whose feet he immediately prostr a ted him self, and was hurt and surprised to see that
no other member of his family paid homage to this heavenly figure. When he became a Baha'I he recognized
'Abdu'l-Baha as the one before whom he had prostrated
himself in his dream. With sadness he finished his story
by saying, that no one in his family had accepted the

Faith as yet.
Another devoted Baha'i told us how for some time he
had been rejecting the Faith and allowing doubts to keep
him from recognizing and accepting the Cause of God.
Then on three successive nights he had very strange and
Significant dreams which led him to whole-heartedly
accepting Baha'u'llah, The first night he Saw the Infant
Christ in the arm of His mother. The second night he
saw the ,blazing rays of the sun on the sea making a

straight path across it, On the third night he saw the
brilliant rays of the sun penetrating his house and filling
it with a glow of perfect light_ After this his heart was
reassured and he accepted the Faith. The friends were
spellbound when Rul)iyyih Kh~mum recounted some of

Amatu'!-Bahci with the Chiej in the vi!!age oj Pianga
Matadi, Occidental Kasai, Zatre.
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the beautiful dreams her mother had had in her childhood
and youth which prepared her for acceptance and recognition of the Message of God.
In the village of Bena Leke the only accommodation
available to us was an empty shop on the main road which
we ren ted for two nights. The neighboring family kindly
permitted us to use their outdoor toilet facilities and borrow their petrolux lamp_ So for two days we had the
experience of living right in the middle of the tOVl.rn,
where often curious passers by would stop to ask us who
we were and what we were doing. In two meetings
Amatu'l-Baha spoke to about seventy believers, most of
them from the neighboring villages and some even from
far away ones in the bush. One man with his wives and
children had walked a distance of sixty kilometers to
attend these meetingst Although the number of Baha'is
living in Bena Leke was small, all these dear visitors
from far away were taken into the homes of the local
believers and cared for lovingly, A number of very devoted and active Baha'i women had come from another
nearby village so Ru:Q,iyyih Khanum spoke especially on
the role and responsibility of women. She spoke of the
life and station of such a woman as Tahlrih, the martyr
and poetess. She also spoke 'Of the influen<;=e of a woman
on the spiritual destiny of not only her chIldren but also
her husband. She told us of an incident in the Hfe of her
parents which she had heard from her ov.'Il mother.
Before the birth of Rul)iyyih Khanum, when her father.
Mr. Maxwell, was still not a Baha'i and Mrs. Maxwell
very active and always busy with the work of the Faith

(as she always was to the end of her life) RUJ:>iyyih
Khanum's father one day said to her mother that he felt
they were drifting apart and he would just spend more
and more time on his profession and their marriage would
suffer because of this difference in interests. Mrs, Maxwell was upset by these words as they loved each other
very deeply and she was afraid that she might lose her
husband's love_ She felt she wanted to reassure him and
tell him that for his sake she was ready to pay more
attention to him and be less active in serving the Cause,
but her heart would not let her do this. So she said to her
husband that he remembered before she married him she

told him that this Faith would always come first in her
life and if he felt this way, she would just have to go on
alone. Mr. Maxwell thought for a while and then took his
wife's hand in his and assured her that he was willing to
go all the way with her. This was re~lly the beginning ?f
his becoming a Baha'i. Rul),iyyih Khanum concluded thIS
story by saying that if her mother had compromised and
given in to her fear of lOSing her husband the whole
course of her hfe as well as their life together would have
been very different. If she had wavered then, her own
faith would have weakened, her husband might have
never accepted the Faith.

Often RUhiyyih Khanum was asked what she thought
about Simon Kimbangu and the sect he founded, which
is now wide-spread in Zaire. In the early 1930s this devout
Congolese Catholic Christian believed that the church
should be adapted to more African ways and introduced
his own ideas and methods into his congregation or
church. He was seized by the colonial powers, accused
of being a disturbing element, and after almost thirty
years of unjust i~pri~(mment, d.i~d a pris<;mer. He never
claimed any speCIal rIght or posltlOn for hImself and had
the reputation of being a very good man. However, some
years after his death his son took over the ideas his fatt:ter
had preached, proclaimed his father a Prophet (WhICh
Simon Kim'bangu himself had never claimed) and also
that his religion was a genuine Congolese religion. This
sect has already divided into four subsects. Aside from
some of its teachings it has now become a tightly-knit
commercial enterprise something like a large co-operative which provides businesses on a small scale for individual members, opens schools and is generally profitable
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to belong to, resembling somewhat in this respect Ismailis
or followers of the Aga Khan.
Ru1:J,iyyih Khanum explained the difference between a
Prophet who claims to be sent by God and a reformer.
Simon Kimbangu never claimed to be a Prophet, but
tried to introduce some improvements into the religion
he loved and believed.
She gave a vivid, original, and beautiful example. She
said suppose for many years you have used a special
candle, blue in color, sold to you by your village shopkeeper. One day one of your neighbors comes to you and
says "Look, 1 have a red candle, it is made in our own
village by our own people, so why should we go on buying
the imported blue candle?" There will then be a dispute
between the traders who sold the original blue candles
and the supporters of the home-made red candles. At this
point the government brings to your village electricity
and informs you that you can now have electricity in
your homes. What. then, is the use of wasting any more
time in arguing over the superiority of a red candle over
a blue candle? Once you have electricity you do not want
candles anyway. The friends immediately caught the
point and liked this example very much.
In addition to the two meetings Rul)iyyih Khanum had
with the dear Baha'is in this village, a well-attended
public meeting was arranged with the help and encouragement of the military district officer, Over forty people
came and stayed on asking questions until it was too dark
to continue,
The Baha'is of Milamba, many of whom had been attending these meetings requested that when she continued her journey she stop and have some prayers with
them and bless their village. We agreed to this request
and stopped in Milamba. Next at Tshimbambula there
were over sixty believers gathered to welcome her in
their Baha'i Center who eagerly listened to her words.
In two well-a ttended meetings in the village of T shibala, Amatu'l-Baha spoke to over fifty Baha'is and their
friends.
A young man, a member of the Apostolic Church which
is quite wide-spread in that area, dressed in his long white
robe and carrying a shepherd's crook as tall as himselfsupposedly in remembrance of the Apostles of Christ, the
Shepherds of mankind-asked Riil;Liyyih Khanum: "How
is it that you, a woman. teach and preach when in the
Gospels St. Paul clearly says no woman should do this?"

The Band', and his family who walked 60 kilometers to

meet Amatu'l-Bahd in Bena Leke, Occidenta! Kasai
Zaire.
•
RUJ:tiyyih Khimum smiled and said "When St. Paul, 2000
years ago, made thIS comment, there were no cars and no
radios and your ancestors hunted for their food in the
bush and wOre no clothes such as the one you are wearing
now. If you are ready to go back to living the way they
did in St. Paul's time and give up ail the things that you
have acquired in this modern age, then I am also ready
to stop tea-ching and preaching!" At this answer the
women who were sitting at one side of the room broke
into thunderous applause and loud laughter. This was the
first time we had seen such an open response of complete
agreement.
To say, as many foreigners do. that women in Africa
are downtrodden and have no rights is a very superficial
judgment of things, especially as the situation varies
greatly from tribe to tribe. Many tribes afford their
women certain rights and privileges which. though they
may not -be exactly the same rights women have been
clamoring for in other parts of the world, are nevertheless very substantial and make the women very independent. One thing was quite clear in Zaire, whether in
the villages or in the cities; the purse strings are in the
hands of the worn an; she runs the home. and often the
business too. and controls the money. Many Treasurers
of Local Assemblies are women!
(To be continued)

Rul;1iyYih Khanum with the Baha'is in the village 0/ Milamba, Occidental Kasai, Zaire.
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VIEWS - NORWEGIAN TEMPLE SITE

Norwegian Temple site as seen from the road, up the
natural stone slope.
Views from the N oTwegian Temple site
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The ~mbol on Baha'i n'ngstones
is a visual remimleT of God's
purposes for man, aru.l for
Baha'is in particul'JT,

, ,

BAH.NI
RINGSTONES
ACTUAL
SIZE

RINGSTONE
NUMBER

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Ruby (red)
Top .. (yellow)
Peridot (light yellow green)
White Sapphire (colorless)
Emerald Soude (green)
Aquamarine (ligh' blue)
Blue Sapphire (deep blue)
8 Amethyst (purple)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Ruby (red)
Topaz (yellow)
Peridot (light yellow green)
White Sapphire (colorless)
E me rald S oud" (green)
Aquamarine (ligh' b {ue)
Blue Sapphire (deep blue)
Amethyst (purple)

17
18
19
20

Black Onyx
Green Onyx
Carnelian (brown)
White Agate (chalk white)

'C:7

~

\::::J

21
22
23
24

Black Onyx
mm.

White Agate (chalk white)

25 BI""k Onyx
26 Green Onyx
27 Carnelian (brown)
28 White Agate (chalk white)
29
30
31
32

~

Green Onyx
Carnelian (bmw")

Black Onyx
Green Onyx
Carnelian (brown)
White Agate (white chalk)

@

mm.

I

!

~
mm.

~8

~

1B mm.

L::J

33 White Agate (milky white)

~
"-=:)

34 Emerald Soude (green)
35 Ruby (red)

vG

Baha'i rings tones are nOw available for distribution through your local Baha'i
librarian or the Publishing Trust or other distribution committee authorized by
your National Spiritual Assembly.
The rings tones may be obtained in several colors. sizes and shapes and can
be mounted in the setting of your choice by your local jeweler.
The carnelian, white agate and black and green onyx ringstones are made
from natural gemstones. The others are made from hard, gemstone-quality longwearing synthetic spinel or corundum. Each stone is hand-engraved with the
sym bol above and filled with fine gold.
Prices may be obtained from your local Baha'i librarian.
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Youth panel. Baha'is and others, discussing tiThe Role
of Individual Youth in Achieving World Peace H • Second
from the left is United States pioneer Don Berkman .
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HAVE YOU SENT IN YOUR RENEWAL
TO BAHA'( NEWS?
Subscription is $6.00 a year (payable in advance) in the
U.S. and Canada, and is for Baha'is only.
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS to BAHA'! NEWS: Local
Assemblies, groups and individuals in countries other
than the United States and Canada must inquire of their
own National Spiritual Assembly, It is shipped in bulk
to each National Assembly for distribution within their
national area.

WORLD ORDER is a quarterly for Baha'is and nonBaha'is which is intended to stimulate, inspire, and serve
thinking people in their search to find relationships between contemporary life and contemporary religious
teachings and philosophy. Domestic subscription $4.50
($3.50 for students); foreign subscription $5.00. Payable
in advance.
CHILD'S WAY is published six times a year, It is interesting, attractive, and uesful. Subscription is $4.50 in the
U.S. and $5.00, foreign. Payable in ad vance.
For the above publications write:
Bah:'{ Subscriber Service
415 Linden Ave.
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of West
Africa appointed a National Youth Contest Committee to
plan an essay contest among the non-Baha'i high school
youth in Liberia on the occasion of World Peace Day. In
collaboration with the National Publicity and Proclamation Committee they chose the topic "The Role Of In·
dividual Youth In Achieving World Peace." Posters and
fly-sheets were made and distributed to the various high
schools throughout Liberia. The response from the students was very encouraging, making the choice of the
three prize winners a difficult one, The first second and
third place winners each received a cash' prize a'nd a
Baha'i book, which was presented by the Secretary of
the National Spiritual Assembly of West Africa at a well
attended public meeting where Baha'i youth and other
youth of various religious denominations participated in
a panel discussion, followed by a highly stimulating talk
on the subject of "World Peace." The young audience,
made up mostly of students, later broke up into smaller
question and answer groups.
This proclamation event received excellent coverage
by radio and television, Several interviews were given
before and after the contest, and the national newspaper
gave publicity. One radio interviewer asked when the
Baha'is would sponsor another such contest because he
thought this was very worth while.

"

CANADIAN BAHA'I NEWS may be ordered by sending
$4.00 for a one-year subscription (2nd Class) $6.00 airmaiL
Write to: Canadian Baha'i News Committee:
7290 Leslie St., Thornhill, Ontario, Canada

BAHA'i NEWS is pubHshed for circulation among Baha'is only by ~he National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahil'is of the United
States. as a news organ repOrting curr'ent activities of the Baha'i world community,
,BAHA'i NEWS is edIted by an annually appointe.d Editorial Committee: 'Mrs. Evelyn Hardin, Managing Editor; Miss Charlotte
Lmfoat. National Spiritual Assembly Repr'esentatrve; Mr. Rexford C, Parmelee, Mrs, Sylvia Parmelee,
Material must be receIved by the twemy.tifth of the second month preceding date at issue. Address: Baha'i New:::; EditOrial
Office, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 60091, U,S.A.
Change of address should be reported directly to )1embership and Records. National Baha't Center', 112 Linden Allenue, Wilmette, Illinois. U,S,A. 60091.
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WITH GRATEFUL JOYOUS HEARTS ANNOUNCE ENTIRE BAHA'I WORLD
ADOPTION PROFOUNDLY SIGNIFICANT STEP IN UNFOLDMENT MISSION

,,

SUPREME ORGAN BAHA'I WORLD COMMONWEALTH THROUGH FORMULATION CONSTITUTION UNIVERSAL HOUSE JUSTICE. AFTER OFFERING
HUMBLE PRAYERS GRATITUDE ON DAY COVENANT AT THREE SACRED
~

,

THRESHOLDS BAHJI HAIFA MEMBERS GATHERED COUNCIL CHAMBER
PRECINCTS HOUSE BLESSED MASTER APPENDED THEIR SIGNATURES
FIXED SEAL ON INSTRUMENT ENVISAGED WRITINGS BELOVED GUARD-

,

,

IAN HAILED BY HIM AS MOST GREAT LAW FAITH BAHA'U'LLAR. FULLY
ASSURED MEASURE JUST TAKEN WILL FURTHER REINFORCE TIES
~
~

BINDING WORLD CENTER TO NATIONAL LOCAL COMMUNITIES THROUGHOUT WORLD RELEASE FRESH ENERGIES INCREASE ENTHL'"SIASM CONFIDENCE VALIANT WORKERS HIS DIVINE VINEYARD LABORING ASSIDUOUSLY BRING MANKIND UNDER SHELTER HIS ALL GLORIOUS COVEN-

~
~

ANT.
(signed)-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Haifa. Israel
Cable 26 November 1972
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mr3. phoebe A pp er30n .JJear31
Garl';! BeAever in lhe Jail/'
By O. Z. Whitehead

Mrs, Phoebe Apperson HeaTSt.
Of gentle, aristocratic background, Phoebe Apperson
Hearst ,,,,'as born in Franklin, Missouri in 1842. Her
parents had social position. They were prosperous owners
of slaves. At the age of seventeen, after she had gained
some knowledge of French, she became a school teacher.
Two years later, in 1862, against the wishes of her
parents, she eloped with rough, but kindly, George
Hearst, aged forty-one. He had busjness interests in
San Francisco, where he lived and \1laS possessed of considerable wealth. They went to live in his native city.
In 1863 William Randolph Hearst, her only child, was
born.
Extremely beautiful, Mrs. Hearst was firm, determined,. and unusually generous. She had a fine moral
sense. Although strong and generous like his wife and
highly principled in business, Mr. Hearst did not always
share her highest ideals·. This situation brought her closer
to her son and caused her to become a possessive mother.
A biographer has written, "Although she was conventionally God-fearing, she fotmd her cruef faith in secular
self-improvement and her religion in the upbringing of
her child."l
In the spring of 1873, when her husband was living
some distance from the city, taking care of his mining
interests, she rented their large house on Chestnut Street
and left for Europe with her son and his tutor, Thomas
Barry.
While travelling in Dublin, she wrote in her diary, "The
poorer classes are So terribly poor, Willie wants to give

a",~'ay all his money and clothes too, and really I felt the
same way if 'Ne could have relieved even half of
them.":! ~,
In Rome. characteristically, she succeeded in arranging an audience with Pope Pius IX. "He was so kind and
lovely, spoke altogether in French. asked where we came
from." she wrote to her husband. "When he came to
Willy, he placed his hand On his head, and blessed him."
-(February 7, 1874)."
On their return from Europe, she fotmd that her husband had suffered a serious financial reverse. As a result,
while he remained away from the city in order to recover
his mining interests, she and her son lived in a modest
boarding house. But Mr. Hearst had a genius for business.
It did not take him long to revive his fortunes and to
become much richer than before.
At this time Mrs. Hearst began her philanthropic work
in earnest. ,~lithout any sectarian bias, she not only gave
away enormous sums of money, but also unsparingly
devoted her time and energy to worthy causes,
She helped in the fotmdation of the first Homeopathic
Hospital in San Francisco, named after Dr. Hahnemann,
the developer of that medical science.
As well as contributing to orphanages and to a children's hospital, she established seven kindergartens in
that city.
Severa] years later Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper, President of
The Golden Gate Kindergarten Association, wrote to her:
"Your seven kindergartens are a beacon light guiding
the little ones to the port of peace-may we all reach the
port of peace at last."4
In 1886, the Governor of California appointed George
Hearst, Senator. As a result, of course the Hearsts moved
to Washington D.C. Whi1e there, she established more
kindergartens, helped the Polyclinic Hospital, and did
much to relieve the suffering caused by an earthquake
in Charleston, South Carolina. In their house in Washington D.C. at 1400 New Hampshire Avenue, she gave
big receptions, often in aid of some charity or a struggling
artist.
In February 1891, Senator Hearst died peacefully. His
widow, then forty-eight, now had control of an enormous
fortune.
She returned to San Francisco for a short time, The new
responsibilities recently thrust upon her combined with
the problems that a number of grasping people created
for her, led to the breakdown of her health. JUter resting
for some months in the cotmtry, she returned to Washington and lived there for the next nine years except
when she made irequent visits to San Francisco and
occasional trips to Europe, She built the National Cathedral School for Girls in Washington. Mrs. Hearst was a
co-founder of the Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) in
1897.

Robert Turner

In a sketch, Louis G. Gregory has informed us that
Robert Turner, her Kegro butler, held a position of some
responsibility jn her household and affirmed that "he
was faithful, dependable, and wise. "5
Some time before 1898, Lua Getsinger, whom 'Abdu'lBaha had called Liva (meaning "Banner of the Cause")

3

visited San Francisco. During this trip she called on Mrs.
Hearst and spoke to her about the Baha'i Faith. Even
\\'ithout access to the facts it is not hard to imagine the
thrilling scene that ensued. Robert Turner let Mrs. Getsinger into the house and shml,:ed her into a finely furnished sitting-room. After giving her a gracious welcome,
Mrs. Hearst asked her guest to sit down next to her on
the sofa. After first serving the tea, Robert stood neal' to
them. In a most moving manner, Mrs. Getsinger spoke
to them both about the Baha'i Faith. On this occasion
and surely on those that followed Robert did all that he
could to learn about the Faith and he became a believer.
In God Passes By, Shoghi Effendi has referred to the
fact that an American Negro, Robert Turner was "the
first member of his race to embrace the Cause of Baha'u'llah in the West. "tl

First ',"'estern Pilgrims
Deeply moved by what she had heard, in 1898 ).I1rs.
Hearst decided to visit 'Abdu'l-Baha in the Holy Land.
She generously invited others to go along . . . . ith her and
made up a party which consisted of Lua Getsinger and
her husband, Dr. Ibrahim Khay'ru'llah, a Syrian doctor,
who had been teaching the Cause in Chicago for four
years, his wife, and Robert Turner.
In Paris, Mrs. Hearst added to the party her t\\o"O nieces,
~iss Pearson and Ann Apperson, another American, May
Ellis Bolles (later Mrs. Maxwell) as well as two English
believers, Mrs. Thornburgh and her daughter, Miriam
Thornburgh-Cropper. In Egypt, Dr. Khay'ru'llilh's
daughters and their grandmother joined this historic
party. They travelled from Egypt to Haifa in a small,
uncomfortable boat. The outbreak of a storm did not
make the journey easier.
Because of the serious dangers that constantly threatened 'Abdu'l-Baha, the fifteen pilgrims visited the prison
city of 'Akka in three separate groups.
At nightfall their first day in Haifa, December 10,
1898, the first group which seems to have included the
Getsingers, Mrs. Thornburgh-Cropper, Mrs. Hearst and
Robert Turner, took a carriage to the prison house.
As thev went upstairs there, Mrs. Thornburgh-Cropper
has recorded: "Someone lighted the way for us with a
small piece of candle which cast strange shadows on
the walls of this silent place. Suddenly the light caught
a form that at first seemed a vision of mist and light.
It was The Master which the candlelight revealed to us.
His white robe and silver flowing hair, and shining eyes
gave the impression of a spirit, rather than of a human
being. Vle tried to tell Him how deeply grateful we were
at His receiving us. 'No,' He answered, 'you are kind to
come.' This was spoken in a very careful English. Then
He smiled and we recognized the light which He possessed in the radiance which moved over His fine and
noble face.:Their first meeting with The I\.{aster so overwhelmed
the other mem bel'S of the group that they failed to notice
that Robert Turner had not entered the room. Thinking
of him immediately, The Master went to the door and
found Robert standing outside.
Mr. Gregory has written, "At sight of the Master he
dropped upon his knees and exclaimed, '~1y Lord; My
Lord~ I am not worthy to be here~' " 'Abdu'l-Baha raised
him to his feet;'! and embraced him like a loving father.
Hand of the Cause of God, Hasan ~1. Balyuzi, has
described another meeting between The Master and
Robert. "One day as the Master Sat with the pilgrims,
He asked whether everybody was there, and then He
noticed that the butler was absent. 'Where is Robert?'
He enquired, and as soon as th~t pure, de~oted man
came into the room, 'Abdu'l-Baha rose to HIS feet and
greeted Him affectionately. He made Robert, a servant,

sit do . . . .n with the rest, and said: 'Robert, your Lord loves
you. God gave you a black skin, but a heart white as
snow.' ''''i.l
"¥lhen The ~1aster led the party into The Most Holy
Tomb and even into its innermost chamber, Robert was,
of course, present. He, of no seemingly worldly importance, brought along at least partly to serve ),Ill's.
Hearst, was greatly affected by The ~aster's most loving welcome and understanding treatment and became
deeply convinced by Him of the Reality of God's Cause
for this day. The Master assured him that "if he remained firm and steadfast until the end, he would be a
door through which a whole race would enter the Kingdom:'lO
A year after her pilgrimage, ),I1rs. Hearst wrote to a
frien.d, "Th,~se three days were the most remarkable of
my hfe ...
Shortly afterwards, in another letter she has described
The Master in these words: HI must say He is the most
wonderful Being I have ever met or ever expect to meet
in this world. Although He does not seek to impress one
at all, strength, power, purity, love and holiness are
radiated from His majestic, yet humble personality, and
the spiritual atmosphere which surrounds Him and
most powerfully affects all those who are blest by being
near Him is indescribable.... I believe in Him with all
my heart and soul. ... "11
Mrs. Hearst had done an unforgettable service for the
Baha'i Cause in bringing the first pilgrimage of believers from a Christian background and from the West
to meet 'Abdu'l-Baha and to visit The Most Holy Tomb.
As Shoghi Effendi has pointed out, "The return of
these God-intoxicated pilgrims, some to France, others
to the United States, was the signal for an outburst of
systematic and sustained activity, which as it gathered
momentum and spread its ramifications over Western
Europe and the States and Provinces of the North American continent, grew to so great a scale that 'Abdu'lBaha Himself resolved that as sOOn as He should be
released from His prolonged confinement in 'Akka He
would undertake a personal mission to the West. "1'2
After she had returned to her home in Washington,
D.C., Mrs. Hearst gave a reception there for prominent
educaters of the Negro raCe. Mr. Gregory felt that she
did this partly "because of her experiences at 'Akka and
her esteem for Robert Turner."13 She spoke to them an
most ardently about the coming of Baha'u'llah.

Later Years
Unfortunately, as a result of the activities of certain
unprincipled indivjduals who left the Faith and tried to
take advantage of Mrs. Hearst's generosity she became
estranged from the Cause but she never lost her love for
the Master.
In 1900. after selling her mansion in Washington, she
returned to California with her niece, Ann Apperson, to
live in an attractive house of Spanish architecture,
called Hacienda, which she had built at Pleasanton, a
suburb of San Francisco.
On her arrival there she began again and continued
without ceaSing her philanthropic work in California.
She did more perhaps for the University of that State than
for any other institution, In the summer of 1912 she
helped to establish a permanent camp for the Young
\Vamen's Christian Association.
During the next October 'Abdu'l-Baha visited California. Although separated from the Baha'i Community,
;\frs. Hearst asked Him and His attendants to visit her
house in Pleasanton, and at the same time asked many
of he: friends to meet Him. "Because her invitation was
sincere, 'Abdu'l-Baha accepted it.~'ll3 Arriving on Octo bel' 13th He stayed there for three nights.
The first to bring up the Faith directly, she asked Him
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to chant again a certain prayer in Arabic that had
mO\'t'd her deeply when she heard Him chant it during
her pilgrimate fourteen years earlier. \Vithout any hesitation He did sO. Her guests seemed greatly affected by
His chanting. On the next day He said a prayer for them
before lunch. On the night afterwards, the last of His
visit, He said one before dinner.
Before leaving. 'Abdu'l-Baha asked to meet all of the
servants in the house. He spoke to them like a father and
gave each one a present of money.
One can well imagine that He and Mrs. Hearst spoke
more than once about her devoted Robert who had
passed away some time before. She took Him and His
attendants back to San Francisco. During the trip He
explained to her tha t those who tried to extort money
from people and were anxious to get hold of possessions
belonging to others could noJ be called Baha'is.
After she had strenuously served her country in humanitarian work during the First World War, she died
on April 13, 1919,
Mr. W. A. Swanberg, a biographer of her son, has
called her, "California's greatest lady and one of the
nation's most remarkable women. "17
In a Tablet to :vIr, A. W, Randall (translated by
Azzi2'ullah, Mt. Carmel, Palestine, June 25, 1920), referring to the San Francisco Examiner founded by Senator
George Heart and then inherited by his son and heir,
William Randolph Hearst, 'Abdu'l-Baha has written,
"The papers of Mr. Hearst are verily striving for the
protection of the rights of the people. I am supplicating
that they may become the first papers serving the good
of the world of humanity so that they may keep alive the
blessed name of Mrs. Hearst and that this name, Hearst,
may live permanently till eternity."lK
Notes:
1. W. A. Swanberg, Citizen HeaTSt: A Biography Of
William Randolph Hearst, Longman's, 1962, p. 8.
2. Vlinifred Black, The Life and Personahty of Phoebe
Apperson Hea1'st~ San Francisco: Bonfils, 1928, p.
37.
3. Vrl. A. Swanberg, Citizen Hearst, p. 16.
4. "\liTinifred Black, The Life and Personality of Phoebe
Apperson Hearst, p. 58.
S. World Order, Vol. XU, nRobert Turner" by Louis G.
Gregory. p. 28.
6. Shoghi Effendi, God Passes By, Wilmette, Ill.:
Baha'i Publishing Trust, p. 259.
7, Lady Blomfield, TIte Chosen Highway, p, 235.
8, World Order, Vol. XII, p. 28.
9. H. M. Balyuzi, 'Abdu'l-Bahci:, London: George Ronald, 1971, p, 72.
10. World Order, Vol. XII, p. 28.
11, Bahri'i World, Vol. VII, pp, 801-802,
12. Shoghi Effendi, God Passes By, p, 259.
13, World Order, Vol. XlI, p, 29.
14, Shoghi Effendi, God Passes By, p. 259,
15. World Order, Vol, XII, p. 29,
16, H, M, Balyuzi, 'Abdu't-Baha, p, 307.
17. W. A. Swanberg, Citizen Hearst, p. B.
18. Star of the West! VoL 11, No.7, p. 112.

Youth Conference in Honduras
On July 7 through 9, 1972 nearly fifty Baha'i youth
from nine localities of Honduras gathered in La Ceiba,
on the Caribbean Coast for a Youth Conference.
Classes covered Baha'i History, the Administrative
Order, the Fund, and "Living the Life", The lUlniversary of the .:\olartyrdom of the Bab was held on Sunday,
July 9. The public meeting Saturday night with songs
and a slide sho\. .' attracted nearly a hundred people.
When the youth departed Sunday, it was with a clearer
and deeper understanding of the Faith.
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Proclamation In Chinatown,
New York City
"And ye who are the people of the Orient-the
Orient which has ever been the dawning-point of
lights-from whence the Sun of Reality has ever
shone forth casting its effulgence upOn the \Vestye therefore must become the manifestations of
lights. Ye must hecome brilliant lamps. Ye must
shine as stars radiating the light of love toward all
mankind. May you be the cauSe of love amongst
the nat.ions. Thus may the world become witness
that the Orient has ever been the dawning~point of
illumination, the SOUrce of love and reconciliation.
Make peace with all the world. Love everybody;
serve everybody. All are the servants of God. God
has created all. He provideth for all. He is kind to
all. Therefore must we be kjnd to all.
I am greatly pleased with this meeting. I am
joyous and happy, for there in these western regions I find Orientals seeking education, and who
are free from prejudice. May God assist you!"
(Promu19ation of Universal Peace, p. 342)

Members Of the Northeast Orienta~ Teaching Committee
top, ~eft; Y. Stephen Yamamoto, Soo Fouts, Ann M. Carpenter and Edward Goldbe1'g in front of Public School 23.
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These words of 'Abdu'l-Baha, quoted at the Gateway
Conference on September 9. 1972, served to bring into
sharp focus the aim of the :-{ortheast Oriental Teaching
Committee, to bring the Faith of Baha'u'}liih to the Oriental peoples of the I\ortheastern States so that through His
power, their true station. will be achieved. Although the
reader of this passage was unaware of it, the words had
still more significance for Stephen Yamamoto, a member
of the committee: it was his grandfather \""ho arranged
the meeting in Oakland, California at which 'Abdu'l-Baha
delivered this talk in 1912.
At our first meeting in Chinatown, :-{ ew York, (September 16) we got a glimpse of the immense possibilities
for spreading the Faith that were ahead. While waiting
for the others to arrive, two committee members distributed handouts and talked to people at the comer of
Canal and )"1ott Streets-the heart of Chinatown, We saw
how readily we could give out material throughout
Chinato'J,,(l. Standing there we saw single people and
entire families, well-to-do people and those of modest
means, young and old, strolling or hurrying about their
Saturday shopping, Although most people we spoke to
were extremely courteous and receptive, we could
gauge the response of the youth mOre easily because
they spoke English fluently. We immediately saw the
need for having material written in Chinese for older
people. (Later we observed that the Chinese language
publications also attracted young people's interest.)
On our first visit our aim was to familiarize ourselves
with the neighborhood and to locate a place for our first
pubEc meeting. V.le walked around and inquired again
and again among residents. Finally one man ad vised us
not to telephone, but to follow up each lead in person.
We did this, and were successful in renting the auditorium of Public School 23, on Mulberry and Bayard
Streets.
It was vital that we have our first public meeting
directly in Chinatown, for it is here that the Chinese live
in great numbers and they are reluctant to travel out of
its viCinity. Above all, we' knew the inestimable value of
attracting spiritual power to that area and of demonstrating the love and harmony among people of diverse
races \"'orking to proclaim Baha'u'llah's Message.
Once the building for our public meeting had been
secured, we had flyers, handouts, and a brief pamphlet
printed in English and Chinese. At Our second meeting
in Chinatown (October 14, 1972), we sat in Columbus
Park, directly aCrOSS from Public School 23. As people
walked through t~e park, \Ile noticed that they were
watching us-the racial diversity and the love and joy
of our committee drew them to us; the flyers in Chinese
aroused their curiosity. It was easy to teach!
On the weekend before the proclamation, two committee members and others distributed about sixty
posters in Chinese and English among the stores in the
heart of Chinatown. We found most merchants cooperative in posting our notices. The following week we were
pleased to see that mOst posters were still up.
OUI' secretary sent announcements to Baha'i communities in all nine Northeastern States apprising them
of the proclamation and inviting them to assist us.
These announcements were read at the Feast of Knowledge, In addition, she sent flyers and personal letters of
invitation to everyone whom the committee members
had met-people who had given them leads! advertising
men in the local newspaper offices, storekeepers, youth
center directors. et at During the week before the public meeting the committee had notices in Chinese
printed in the two largest daily newspapers.
On Saturday, October 28, 1972, twenty-seven Baha'is
met at the New York Baha'i Center for prayers and
orientation before gOing to Chinatown to distribute flyers and literature. Despite a steady, heavy downpour,
we stood outside and handed out material during the

Soo Fouts hands out fl-yers and pamphlets in Co~umbus
Park, Chinatown, New York City. In background, a steady
stream Of people enter park.
major part of the day. Our aim was to inform people of
the meeting the next day, presenting them with an image
of dignity and reserve and thereby attracting them to
the Faith. This time there was a significant number of
older people who responded positively-they readily accepted the material. thanked us for it, and read it care~
fully. Their gracious attitudes encouraged even the shy
ones who had never done street teaching before. Before
the group re-assembled at 4:30 p.m. all of us had grown
in spiritual strength and confidence, and we truly un.
derstood Baha'u'llah's words, "The source of courage
and pO\v'er is the promotion of the Word of God and
steadfastness in His Love." (Words of Wisdom, p. 4)
A large group of the friends gathered at the Baha'i
Center in New York City, Sunday morning the 29th.
Prayers were read for Divine guidance. Then we all
went downtov.'I1 to Chinatown, The rain had stopped, but
the skies were dark and overcast. Still, with hearts full
of joy, we began distributing literature. As more friends
arrived-from Kew Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, Maryland and Washington, D.C.-our
joyous spirits overcame the weather. Again the radiance of our groups attracted the interest of the residents of Chinatown.
Twenty-five Chinese were present at our public meeting. along with about twenty othel' seekers and about
seventy-five Baha'is. Jilost of the Chinese were of middle
age; some brought their whole families. Only a few were
unaccompanied. All of us were inspired by the pro.
gram: a multi-media presentation of songs, dance,
slides, recitation~, readings and instrumental solos bv
the Baha'i Singers; and a talk by Eric Byrd on "'What
the Baha'i Faith ?" IVlost of the Chinese seekers received
a booklet in Chinese to take with them. Several persons
whom we spoke to at the end of the program said that
they would definitely come to our second public meeting, to be held on ~ovember 19 in the same place.
Many of the friends found Chinatown to be an area of
limitless possibilities. All of us feel encouraged by the
fact that twenty-flve Chinese have already come to hear
Baha'u'llah's Message; our re-doubled efforts in the
time ahead may attract others in greater numbers;
from th(!-m we :nay find those who will become attracted
to Baha'u 'llah and . .dll remain steadfast in His Cause.
-Ann M. Carpenter
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A Triumph In Living the LifeInstitute in New Guinea
The new institute building was in the last stages of
completion in Arufa, Ne ...v Guinea when nearby Baha'is
began arriving on foot late in October 1972. New Guinea
is the large island just north of Australia, one of the last
places on the face of the globe to be explored with its
tropical rain forests and in the north-east, highlands,
even mountains. But the tmknown evidentlv had been
faced with confidence by heroic Baha'i pioneers who
had carefully planted the seeds of the Faith and now the
harvest was beginning. (Read the exciting story of the
river trip of Sue Podger in a different part of the island,
Papua, in August 1971 BAHA'i NEWS.)
Arufa, in the highlands of the north-east, had reached
a high point in its Baha'l growth, and its first building to
house a teaching institute was scheduled to be completed for its first session from October 21 to 27, 1972. The
faithful teachers were anxious: would the building be
completed in time? "\Iilould the vHlage Baha'is be able to
cope with the visitors? Well they might be concerned for
this Institute was to upset hundreds of years of traditional inter-tribal belligerency. On the local level believers would have to divest themselves of prejudice
hardened into habitual antagonism. ·Were believers
strong enough to "live the life", to accept former tribal
enemies as brothers?
The last day or two before the great event, a calamity
occurred. The bridge over the river was removed so no

New Teaching Institute buiMing in A'ru.fa, North-East
New Guinea.

Some of those who attended sessions Of the first Teaching Institute at Aruja, New Gu.inea .
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Trinidad and Tobago Goals Achieved
Goals

When Achie .... ed

1. Incorporate the Local Spiritual As- March 23,1970
sembly of the Baha'is of Port of
Spain. (This has now been suspended
,in order to facilitate the incorporation of the ::"-J' ational Spiritual Assembly.)

2. Obtain exemption of Baha'i children July 9,1910
from attending school on Baha'i
Holy Days.
3. Obtain Marriage Officer's License

4.

Silipo, one oj the first Baha'is in the Highlands. She l?us
responsib~e JOT

cooking the meals jar students attendmg
the Institute in .4.ruta, New Guinea.

vehicles could come into Arufa. Surely under these
conditions it is impossible to hold the Institute, the
pioneers reasoned. But no, some visitors were already
arriving through jungle trails and there was no way to
send word out to cancel the session. The Institute had to
be held And. 10, it was done!
The building is a traditional round house such as is
used by the highland people. It has a wooden frame,
plaited bamboo sides, cement floor and a tin and fibre
glass roof which can be seen gleaming in the sun for
several miles along the highway. Students slept in small
grass and bamboo houses in the village.
Daily sessions were attended by as many as twenty
students, representing twelve localities. The evening
sessions, enlarged by Arufa and Goroka Baha'is, numbered about eighty.
Auxiliary Board mem ber Violet Hoehnke and the Secretarv of the National Spiritual Assembly traveled from
Lae t~o Goroka to assist.
Morning sessions consisted of study classes on the
topics of "Progressive Revelation", "The Covenant",
;'Baha'I Laws", and practice Local Assembly meetings
and Feasts. Afternoons were free for rest and gardening.
Evenings featured slide sho"\. .·s, discussions and singing.
A party was held at the end of the school att~nded by
ninety-one men, women and children. The seSSIOns were
conducted by Dan Himes, Noel Bluett, Margaret Bluett,
and Violet Hoehnke, who noticed an eagerness to teach
and live the life. A teleg~am was received from the
Sogeri Institute. held at the Same time, and a reply was
sent.
While the school \\,:as in session the Local Government
Council had a crew of men installing a cement bridge
near by. and a large bulldozer \\,;orked up and do"\vn .the
hilly track preparing to lay an all-weather road l~to
Anifa. To the Bahid residents, this modern engineenng
miracle, coinciding with the holding of the first Institute
was a sign that a ne"\li age had arrived in t"1eir vlllage.
Indeed this "\Iias a demonstration of the power of the
Faith to 'bring about a spiritual change in the hearts of
mankind. lt is the fervent hope of the National Assembly
that this Institute in Arufa, together with the two other
Institutes in Sogeri and Madina, will prove to be the
most effective means of deepening the believers and
inspiring the work of teaching in New Guinea.

OctOber 9, 1970

PUl'ch~se

national Haziratu'i-Quds Sept. 17, 1970
(This is located at No.3, Petra st..
Port of Spain, Trinidad, W.I.)

5. Locate and purchase endowment June 20,1972
land. (This is a parcel of land measuring 10,890 square feet, and situated in the District of SangreGrande. in the Ward of Manzanilla,
on the Island of Trinidad. West Indies. )
6. Incorporate the National Spiritual August 23,1972
Assem bly of the Baha'is of Trinidad
and Tobago. (This was done by an

Act of Parliament. Act. 24 of 1972.)
7. Locate and purchase Temple land. August 25, 1972
(This is a lovely mountainous parcel
of land measuring 26 acres in a district known as Five Rivers in the
Ward of Tacarigua. It is hilly and
offers a beautiful view of the Central
Plains of Trinidad, which includes
the Piarco Airport, parts of the
Churchill-Roosevelt Highway and
the Eastern Main Road, as well as
the countryside with extensive sugar
cane plantations.)

The main difficulty encolUltered on
achievements was in locating the properties.

all

these

Members of the National Spiritual Assembly 01 Trinidad
and Tobago. Seated. ~eft to right: Mr. Ramdass Ramkissoon; Mr. Fitzroy Sookoo; Mrs. Edna R. Caverly; Mr.
J ae[ Cauerly, Treasu.rer. Standing, left to Tight: Mr. Donald Su.tihart, Vice-Chairman; Dr. Lavern Johnson; Mrs.
Nikoo Amarsing Raulian; Mr. Leopo~d Fraser, Secretary; Miss Shamsi Sedaghat, Chairman.
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:lite Bermuda Con/erence- r/ovemker
The Ber:r!luda Baha'i Teaching Conference held 1\"0\'e:nber 23-26 at the Hamilton Princess Hotel was a
successful climax to many proclamation activities held
in Bermuda during the week preceding the Conference.
)'10st exciting to the Bermuda Baha'is was the acceptance
by the Bermuda Society of Arts of the paintings of Mark
Tobe)', along with string pictures of Shahokh Makhanian. a Persian artist living in Italy, and sandpaintings of
David Villa.!'cnor, all Baha~is, for showing during their
Annual Exhibition. The Society of Arts opened the exhibition with special thanks to the Baha'is of Bermuda.
There v,:ere three television presentations of the Faith.
The first was the film "Give Me That New Time Religion"
featuring Dizzie Gillespie, Seals and Crofts and Geraldine
Jones. This \llaS followed by a half-hour program which
introduced Robert Imagire (member International Goals
Committee) in his capacity of expert on Japanese flower
arranging. Mr. Imagire was interviewed by Lee Johnson
of Bermuda, one of the two Baha'i radio announcers on
the Island. That program was called "Leaves of One
Branch-Flowers of One Garden". On November 22, Dr.
Daniel Jordan, Vice-Chairman of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States, \'i'as introduced on ZBM-TV by Mrs. Annette Lightbourne. Chairman of the Local Spiritual Assembly Df Devonshire
Bermuda in a program called "Keys to Harmony". Man)!
Bermudians expressed their enjoyment of this program,
and the others.
The Baha'is arriving in Bermuda on Thursday, November 23 were met by blustery winds, but were soon warmed
by the hospitality of the Bermudians Baha'i and nonBaha'i alike.
'
The Conference, having the theme "Arise and Struggle" began Thursday evening with a Unity Feast which
was conducted by Mr. Hubert Simmons Chairman of the
Spiritual Assemblv of the Baha'is of P~mbroke
Mrs. Marjorie Gladwin, Secretary of the Bermuda
Teaching Committee, gave a detailed and informative
history of the growth of the Faith in Bermuda. The Faith
was introduced on the Island for the first time in 1949 by
Mrs. Pauline Campbell, whose husband was then attached
to the U.S. Air Force Base. The first Bermudian to enroll
under the banner of Baha'u'llah was Mr. Brian Burland,
who actually declared in Canada with his Canadian wHe,
Gail. Together they had many firesides and proclamation events in Bermuda before moving back to Canada.
Administratively, Bermuda was served by several Na-

23-26, 1972

tional Spiritual Assemblies, lastly by the National Spir"
itual Assembly of the United States. It was the latter
who decided that as Bermuda has nine parishes and two
cities, it should have eleven Local Assemblies. To date
Bermuda has two Local Spiritual Assemblies and seven
groups.
These two Assemblies and three of the groups prepared
displays on Baha'i themes for the Conference. The St.
George group displayed a few of their materials for the
archives, which included a receipt from Shoghi Effendi
for a Sum of money sent to the Fund from Bermudian
Baha'is in 1956. The Hamilton group displayed the
works of the Guardian under the name of "The Priceless
Pearl. I' The Sandys Group had an interesting display of
hand-lettered quotations from Hidden Words, artistically
arranged with leaves and flowers. The Local Assembly of
Devonshire displayed a map of Bermuda made with local
shells and sand from the beaches of Bermuda on a blue
background. The Assembly of Pembroke composed a
verse opposite the name of Baha 'u'llah written vertically.
and called Him "The Prince of Peace"-this against a
gold background.
On Friday, November 24, Dr. Daniel Jordan addressed
the Conference on the topic-"The Baha'i Faith and the
Individual." Dr. Jordan stressed the fact that the individual living in present day society is bombarded by
pressures and illustrated how the Baha'i prepares himself or gathers ammunition to combat these pressures.
Because these pressures are temporary and changing,
a non~Baha 'i must have temporary and changing outlets,
but a Baha'i, through deepening in the ocean of the Words
of Baha'u'lhih will have a permanent and ever appropriate- outlet.
Friday consisted of several sessions and Mrs. Elizabeth
Haynes discussed "The Baha'i Faith and the Family".
Her most salient points dealt with youth and the aged,
She warned parents against cloaking themselves with
guilt when their adolescent chlldren become caught up
by the mores of the permissive society stating that in
this condition, parents could be of little help to their chil~
dren. Mrs. Haynes also shared her experiences gained in
her contacts with the elderly and pleaded for mOre love
and attention for them. Someone ln the audience men-
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tioned the importance of allowing ourselves to become
'elderly' and related the 'ecology' of family life, and the
need of youngsters to have elderly folk around them.
Mrs. Annette Lightbourne, Chairman of the Devonshire
Assembly, made the Guardian's writings about the World
Order of Baha'u'Uah clearer in her touching dissertation
about the failure of the leaders of the world to lead in the
right direction.
On Saturday, N"ov. 25, Dr. Jordan once again addressed
the Conference. This time the topic was "The Baha'i
Faith and the World."
Baha'is in the audience of the various sessions were
encouraged to speak at certain times and they took full
advantage of this opportunity for participation and imparted some valuable knowledge.
On Friday and Saturday afternoon the visiting Baha'is
busied themselves all over the Is1and with teaching the
Faith and proclaiming Baha 'u'lloih. The majority reported that Bermudians were indeed familiar with the name
Baha'i.
A music festival Saturday evening was hosted by Van
Gilmer, knoVrrn to many for his musical talents. Dr.
Jordan once again performed his "Keys to Harmony"
and Bermuda Baha'i Lloyd Williams thrilled everyone
with his saxophone and flute, Bermudian artists who
participated were the Liberation Dancers and their musicians, soprano Jean Shaw and the Milt Robinson Trio.
At the Silver Leaf Guest House where many of the
American Baha'is stayed, a gathering after the music
festival continued with songs. Here a new Baha'i declared. He told us that Mr. Leroy Stines, well knmvn
Baha'i from Bermuda (now deceased) told him about
Baha'u'Uah when the Faith was first introduced in Bermuda.
On Sunday, November 26, everyone gathered for the

commemoration of the Day of the Covenant, Dr. Jordan
was the speaker and advised that the Covenant provided
the maximum liberty or freedom that we could attain.
while at the same time providing the maximum amount
of security necessary for our well being. He spoke of the
Power of the Covenant as being the means for bringing
together for the Conference such a varied group including
people of Jewish, Moslem, Buddhist, Christian and other
backgrounds.
The Conference closed with an expression of thanks to
the Baha'is for coming to Bermuda and for helping the
Bermuda Baha'is to teach.
Appointed by the Bermuda Teaching Committee, the
Conference Co-ordinating Committee consisted of Leigh.
ton ROChester, Lloyd Williams, Valerie Stines and Merle
JI.oIartin. The committee was assisted by each of the Bermuda Baha'is, the International Goals Committee and
the National Public Information Committee of the United
States.

A group photo of those attending the Bermuda Conference.
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FAITH RECOGNIZED IN PAKISTAN
A victory has been won! A goal of the Nine Year Plan
has been achieved ~ Historv was made when the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan issued a letter from the Law Minister, Honorable Mr. Mahmood Ali Qasuri, stating that
all the minority religious communities of Pakistan, including the Baha'is, are free to profess their Faith and
that in the Interim Constitution freedom of expression
has been guaranteed to all citizens.
The Government of Pakistan invited the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is to send a delegate to
participate in a Conference of the Religious Minorities.
Delegates were also invited from the Hindus, Christian,
Parsee (Zoroastrian), Buddhist, Jain, Sikh, Adivasis
(primitives) and Scheduled Caste believers.
The conference was held on September 2, 1972 at
Islamabad with the Honorable Raja Tridiv Roy, Minister for Minorities, presiding. Some of the delegates
traveled 1,000 miles to attend.
The Baha'i representative was Mr. A. C. Joshi, in the
legal profession in Karachi. Mr. Joshi acted as an informal spokesman for the 'conference which included
only one representative for each group. Col. Ayyoob
Partov, Iranian pioneer and member of the Rawalpindi
Spiritual Assembly, was able to attend as an observer.
The plenary session of the -conference was held in the
auditorium of the Secretariat in the afternoon of September 2, 1972. Mr. Joshi made several motions in writing for the adoption of resolutions, which were duly
seconded. Among these were: 1) The appointment of a
Registrar of Baha'i Marriages to be solemnized according to Baha'i law with marriage certificates to be issued
by the Government. This proposal was accepted with
the stipulation that such Registrars would be Baha'is
who are law graduates of Pakistan who would not make
any charge, and that the registration fee (for license)
would be deposited in the Government treasury. 2)
Declaration of the nine Baha'i H01y Days as optional
public holidays.
At right is Mr. A. C. Joshi, Baha'i delegate to the Conference of the Minority (religious) Commu.nities. Ayyoob
Partov, Baha'i observer, is in the center and Mr. Man..
galia, ddegate oj the Scheduled Caste, is on the left.

Delegates from the Hindu, Buddhist, Sikh, Christian,
Baha'i, Jain, Adivasis (primitives) a.nd ~cheduled C~s~es
meeting at the Conference of the Mtnortty Commumt1es
(reHgious) of Pakistan. The Baha'i delegate, Mr .. ~. C.
Joshi, is second from the right. The Honorable Mtm.ster
jor Minority Affai;s~ Raja Tridiv Roy, is fourth from

right.

Temple Site in Pakistan
The Baha'i Temple site is in Karachi and about seven
miles from the General Post Office and four miles from
the Baha'i Hall. The plot consists of eight acres of land.
The National Spiritual Assembly is putting up a fence
around the property. A well was slUlk in the middle of
the plot and it yielded water at eight feet. A twelve-foot
seam of Fuller's earth has been struck. This is a sedimentary clay and has many industrial uses, chiefly in
clarifying petroleum and refining edible oils.

Summer Prajecteers in Honduras
There were two groups of youth teaching in Honduras
during the summer of 1972, one in the north, one in the
south. As our correspondent was of the southern group,
the story can only deal with this part of the effort, and
the rest of the story, we hope will be supplied la~er.
The southern group was ,composed of Santlago Martinez of Honduras and from the United States, Brett
Brenneman, Nel Simonds, Alan Halm, Laurie Roberts
with Chris Ruhe, American pioneer assisting. The U.S.
visitors were in Honduras from the middle of July to the
middle of August. The first week was spent proclaiming
in La Ceiba where eighty-five new Baha'is enrolled.
Under the guidance of pioneer Bill Stover, they enrolled
twenty-eight more.
Next the group journeyed to San Pedro Sula where two
weeks were spent proclaiming the Faith in various poor
barrios of the city, as well as in two outlying villages.
Usually the strategy used by the team was first in the
afternoon to pass out invitations to a slide and song
program at night. This bore fruit as statistics testif>,.
There were 102 new Baha'is in San Pedro Sula, 67 in
Los Caminos, and 42 in Choloma. Two North Americ.ans
enrolled, a mem ber of the Peace Corps, and a MedIcal
Aide on a vaccination project in the campo of Honduras. The grand total of enrollments of both the north
and south groups was 429 new Baha'is. The story is still
not complete, for some youth projecteers were still with
pioneer Jere McKinney in Western Honduras.
-Chris Ruhe, Correspondent
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Baha"ls at the San Pedro Sula Fair,
Honduras
The geodesic dome constructed by pioneer Dale Morrow has again magnificently served the Faith. (See
BAHA'! NEWS, Dec. 1971, p. 23). Baha'is of San Pedro 5ula
received permission to place the dome in the fairgrounds at the annual fair. From early morning Wltil
late at night, sometimes until 11:30 p.m., Baha'is
manned the dome. It shone like a pastel beacon, attracting thousands to it and its Message of hope for mankind.
The fair lasted for a week, late in JWle. During this
time 7,000 pamphlets were given out. Radio announcements were regularly used, heard all over the fairground, The great majority of the people who entered
the dome had never before heard of the Faith. They were
attentive and asked many questions. All different viewpoints were expressed, from atheism to vocal evan-

gelism.
There was no campaign, no public meeting, slide
show or refreshments. The spiritually hungry horde
came knocking at the door.
Our correspondent, Chris Ruhe, added "Every com~
munity should have a geodesic dome."

Baha'{s of Magetan, Indone5ia
Baha'i community of Mage-tan, Indonesia at Ri4vci.n.
1912. Many in the group aTe tTaveling teachers, includ.
ing girls. In the back row, center, smiling, is AuxiLiary
Board member

tOT East Asia, (in Java). Mr. Salijanto.

Pakistan Summer School
The 1972 session of the Summer School was held at the Abottabad Hill station 930 miles from Karachi.
About eighty yQtmg people from all parts of the country participated. The program not only was
planned to deepen believers but it had great variety, ranging from quizzes, to outings. Participating
were Auxiliary Board members Mr. Bakhtiari and Ilmi, and Mr. Phuladchi, representing the National
Spiritual Assembly.
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Guropean
The Baha'i European Youth Conference held at Padova, Italy, from August 1-7, 1972 and then at PIon,
Germany, from August 12-17, was the last of a series of conferences which opened the previous year
at Xamur. These conierences symbolize the youth campaign to open the doors of the Faith to all the
people in Europe, especial1y the young. Over 1600 participated from more than iorty nations. Hands
of the Cause of God Mr. Olinga, Mr. Faizi and ]"'lr. Miihlschlegel were inspiring forces of this confer-

,
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ence. Declarations were about 270. The afternoons of this historic conference were dedicated to teaching in the near-by to'WTlS and villages. A public conference \\-'oSlS held in Padova oSlttended by thousands.
Xow begins the consolidatlon work of deepening the new believers and teaching those who have come
in contact with the Faith.
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Summer Pro;ects Assisted by Music Teams
The overwhelming success of the international Summer Projects of 1972 was brought about in no small
measure by the assistance of two music teams which
traveled constantly throughout Europe putting on
music programs to assist the teaching teams. These two
musical aggregations, titled "New Garden, NOrth" and
"I'\ew Garden, South" covered over 30,000 kilometers
and \"isited ten countries in a two-month period.
Two not-so-new vehicles were used to transport the
teams to the places they were to visit and a frugal diet of
salami and cheese sustained them (not the tourist brochure's idea of a European vacation:). When the team
reached a town, they would assist the resident teaching
team with pre-show publicity before actually putting on
their show. In many areas, they also stayed on a few
days to assist with the follow-up work.
The "New Garden, North" consisted of Mike Wood,
Mark Harries, Steve Burleson and John Anastasio, all
Americans. The "New Garden, South" consisted of
American youth Dan Chadwick, Martha Elliott. Sheri
Dressler, Charles and Sandi Bullock and Bob 'Farley
along with Reinhart Meyer-Troeltsch of Germany, May
Hofman of England, Claude Kuhne from Switzerland
and Ada van del' Borden of Holland. This international
group was a tremendous attraction and also provided
facility \Ilith language which was greatly needed,
Greg Dahl served as coordinator for the music teams
and, with the help of some dedicated and ingeniOUS
European Baha'is, was able to bring together youth
from very diverse backgrounds and put together groups
of united and enthusiastic singers and musicians who
brought in great numbers of new believers wherever
they went. Both teams also had the added bounty of
attending and participating in the Youth Conference in
Padova, Italy.
To quote one youth, " . . . all of us in the singing
groups had a fantastic summer, and the benefits in
teaching and individual growth can never be measured.
I think giant strides were made in mastering the difficult
art of international cooperation, and if projects are
continued in future I am sure they will be wildly successful and productive of results."

Singing group from "New Garden .. South", at Zug. Switzer~and in July 1972 .. Left to right: C~aude Kuhne, Martha
Elliott Reinhart Meyer-Troeltsch, Sheri Dressler, May
Hojma'n, Greg Dahl, poova BuHock (injant), Sandi Bullock Charles Bullock Dan Chadt.L'ick. Ada van der Borden
and Bob FaT~ey were' not in the photo. The group visited
Luxembourg, Belgium, France, Germany, Spain, Switzerland and Italy,
Photos by GJ'egory Dah!

Bahci'i singing group "New Garden, North" at Padova
Youth Conference at Padova, ltaly. Left to right: Mark
Ha.rries, Mike Wood, Steve Burleson, John Ana~tasio.
They visi.ted Luxembourg, Germany, Norway, Ftnland
and Italy,

At left:

The friends in Varkaus, a goa~ city i.n Finlan~. Included
are United States pioneers John Jason, DaVId Be'Tgen,
Liisa Shafer and Larry IV'iemi. MeUnda Alpaugh, w~o
became a beHeveT in Sweden, is sta.nding between Davt.d
Bergen and the little girl sitting on the stage. Included 1$
Persian pioneer, Kamran Nomdar.
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I mpressions of Travel-Teaching

In

Tasma nia

Left to right: Helen Perkins) Kate Dwyer and Mahvash
Master. At extreme right, Kate Dwyer befoTe she became
a Bahci'i.

When Mahvash Master asked me to join a weekend
teaching team to Devonport, Tasmania, I agreed because I felt I had had sufficient time to adjust to my new
way of life and was now ready to go.
Why had I needed the adjusting period? Vlell. you see,
until June 4th, of this year, 1 had been living in a
convent, where I had spent thirty~three years as a
Roman Catholic Nlill.
I will take this opportunity of adding a little about my
life during those years. It was certainly a very happy
period of my life and never for a moment did I dream of
any other. At the time of embracing the Faith, I was the
Superior-that is, the person in charge of the Convent
where sixteen nuns \ .... ere living. There \ .... as much love,
peace and joy among us,
Through personal contact v,.'ith two veQ' \.... onderful
Baha'is, 1 became interested in the Faith and reacr,ed
the "point of no return". T!1en followed the hardest
decision I have ever had to make-to leave that loving
happy community of nuns who looked up to me for
guidance, strength and companionship. But the grace
of God is stronger than any earthly ties, so here ram to
contir.ue with r::.y imp:'ession of Devonport.
~1ahvash. Peter Seery, a J,.10nash Uni'l,."ersity student.
and myself were to comprise the team. Peter unfortunately took ill and \vas unable to go, However, Helen
Perkins replaced Peter and this meant we were an "all
girl" team. the first I believe in Australia.
Having decided to go. 1 posed the question at a !\-ineteen Day Feast~"Why go travel teaching when there is
so much to be done on the local scene?" "'-auld it not be
better to concentrate on one's own area? Back came the
ans\.... er like a breath of fresh air-"Still water becomes
stagnant-keep an ever-flo\\o'ing stream through the pool
and you maintain fresh, invigorating water". How true I
found this to be,
We \.,.-ere going a'\vay to teach- a fresh responsibility

"7..".,~...,.---~--- ":"'~-----.-' -'--~

.. '

was ours, therefore we were on our toes, The Tasmanian
Baha'is were expecting us, they were on their toes. Their
contacts knew they were going to be introduced to
Baha'is they had not met before. This would be another
insight into -the Faith for them.
I could talk about the air-hostess who was so interested in the Faith-the jOy of being met by the Devon~
port Community at the airport, the sweet thrill of
knowing a young devout Roman Catholic girl whom I
had known in :;:\o1elbourne v,ras open enough to stop and
talk with t\,,.'o of the team. I had passed Julie by, choosing not to upset her by making myself known. Tears
\""ere in my eyes on learning that Julie accepted the
Faith Clnd signed the declaration card.
Then there were the other two teenagers who told uS
God was dead. and that they had long since finished with
religion. Had they? To their ov,rn Joyful amazement, they
both declared and remained tne whole afternoon for
deepcning.
The two fi.:'esides. attended by contacts of the local
cOlY.munity and others whom 'Ne had invited during the
mass te;Jching ..':ere f'.lrthcr enlivened by the presence of
BahQ' is \1,']10 had tl'a veled fl'om as far ;Jwav as Hobart.
r felt so ol'oud of our Tasmanian Baha'is. Their ans\~'ering of· questions so clearly and concisely showed
that a deep study and living of the Faith was theirs.
Dcyonport is not so large a place, and SOme may
consider we did not meet a great number of people. I
feel the grace of Baha'u 'llah touched many hearts.
Speaking ~for myself. I know I am a better p-erson for'
ha ving been part of che team.
Those of you w:-,o have experienced t!'avel-teaching
will underst;:md what I al"n trying; to say, To any Baha'i
'.".·ho has not yet had the pri vilege, I implore you to exert
yourself in the ~ame of Baha·u·UAh.
-Kate Dwyer
~AUSTRALIAN B.\1{A'f BC'LLETIN
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause Rub{yyih Khanum
By Violette Nakhiav6ni, Companion

Part eleven
Our one ",'eek stay in the capital city of Occidental
Kasai, Luluabourg, (recent1)" changed to Kananga) \~'as
very fJ'uitfu1 for the CausE'_ This citv is divided into four
townships. each with a separate Local Assembly. The
representatives of these Local Spiritual Assemblies
called on Amatu'l-Baha forrr,allv at her hotel <md with
her help and advice arranged for the program of the
week she was to be with them. A \\'eek-end conference
was planned for all the friends to attend not only from
these townships, but also for the villages surrounding
the city. This was a very wonderful occasion and over
180 Baha'is from 21 centers came to the Saturdav afternoon and Sunday sessions, eagerly listening to Amatu'lBaha and asking many questions on different aspects of
the Faith.
The Baha'is in this area are wonderful singers and
have one of the finest choirs in the whole of the conti~
nent. Beautiful addresses of welcome were read. Then
Amatu'l-Baha spoke -on the meaning and purpose of
creation. She said: "The story of -creation, according to
the Teachings of Baha 'u'llah, is really a most beautiful
love story. Almighty God, the Creator of heaven and
earth and all therein, felt the desire to love and to be
loved in return, therefore He created man and endowed
him with the most precious gift of all, an immortal soul.

The soul of man, unique in all creation, yearns to return
to God and So the journey of the soul begins from the
moment a child is concei . . 'ed. It is a long journey, )t is
the journe:o-' of a lover towards the Beloved One. This
material world is the first step in the journey of man
to . . ' .. ards his Creator, and should prepare him to be
\~'orthy of appearing before his Beloved in the next
world. Here we must develop the spiritual qualities we
need in the next life, the eternal life. This is why, while
he is living in this world, it is so important for man to
recognize the Manifestation of God. We might liken the
period of each Manifestation, in other words the Dispensation each one of them brings, to the electric current we have in the walls of this building; there are
outlets, from which, if we plug into them, we can receive the power of the electricity. We can light a lamp,
run a radio, a refrigerator, a television set, a motor,
depending on \'r'hat we plug in_ In other words each
individual receives power in acc-ordance with his
capacity _ The important thing is for every human being
to make this connection now with the divine source in
the world today_ Our responsibility as Baha'is is to
ensure that this connection is made.
A question often asked in ZaIre, both in the cities as
well as the villages, was about the portrait of

Amat-u'l-Baha with the Chief and some of the BahaJis in the vilLage Of Bakua Mb-uyi> Occidental Kasai J

Zaire, January 5, 1972.
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Baha'u'lL:3.h and whether it is possible for them to see it
or not. Ruhiyyih Kh':mum would explain that because it
is the picture of the Manifestation of God it must be
treated vv"ith great :--espect and reverence and cannot be
made available for everyone to have in his home as the
pictures of Christ which are sometimes treated with
irreverence ~nd disrespect. Then immediately the next
request was: '·Please tell us what He looks like". The
beautiful biack eyes of the friends would gaze at her and
try to visualize the blessed face she was describing and
to- picture its beauty and majesty. It was very tDuching.
Their love for Him was written on their shining, eager
faces.
In one meeting they asked if any member of
Baha'u'llah's descendants had remained firm in the
Cause. Ruhiyyih I5-banum explained what this Covenant
of God is and now from the beginning of time, since Cain
slew Abel, this principle of light and darkness has
existed, often caused by the jealousy of a brother. This
process has repeated itself at the time of the appearance
of every Manifestation of God. She told them how the
Covenant-breaking had begun with the jealousy and
hatred of the young half-brother of Baha'u'llah, and how
this poison had renetrated one generation after another
until at the time of the passing of Shoghi Effendi, not one
soul from the blessed Root had remained firm. Amatu'lBaha then said this is why in the Writings we read
special prayers supplicating the mercy and protection
of God so that we may remain firm to the last hour of our
earthly life.
She told the friends of the wonderful services, the
loyalty and steadfastness of the Hand of the Cause of
God 1fr. Tarazu'llah Samandari who had remained firm
and devoted through three periods of the growth of the
Cause. He had had the privilege and bounty of meeting
Baha'u'llah as well as serving both 'Abdu'l-Baha and
the beloved Guardian and had lived until the age of
ninety-three, yet just a few days before his passing in
Haifa, when she went to the hospital to see him, his last
words-after almost a century of devoted service to the
Cause of God-had been; nPray for me that until my last
breath I remain firm in the Faith".
During her visit to the villages of Tshlngana and
Mampanyi Tambwe, not too far from the city of Luluabourg, someone asked Amatu'l-Baha if the person of
Satan was a real being. She answered that evil is not a
specific being or object like the sun, the object and
source of light. The absence of the sun automatically
produces darkness. Good is a positive force and its
absence is evil; otherwise evil has no reality of its

own.
The Mayor of LuluaboUIg
On the last day of our stay in this city we were able to
meet the Mayor of Luluabourg as well as the mayor of
one of the townships. It was a very friendly and cordial
visit lasting nearly forty minutes. The Mayor himself
had called the local newspaper reporter to be present
and ask questions. Later on an interesting article about
the Faith and Rul)iyyih Khanum was published. The
Mayor presented Rul).iyyih Khanum with several beautiful artifacts of this Province and wished her a very safe
and successful journey. He was eager that a public
meeting be a~·ranged and was willing to make all the
preparations through his office. Unfortunately, however,
due to our plans for leaving the city and reaching
vil1ages many miles away the next day, the time was too
short to arrange anything for that night.
The follo·..,;ing
.
day, on a terrible road, for the first time
in almost 23,000 miles, we had the indignity of getting
stuck in mud and having to be pulled out by a truck.
Fortunately there was a truck and we had a towline!
Sometime that afternoon \'I,'e reached the village of
Bak'-"l.'a Kaye:-:l.oe. \Ve slept two nights there in the home

Ama.tu'l.Bahci, second from right, and Auxihary BoaTd
member Ola Pawlowsky with some of the Baha'is in
Lubumbashi, Zaire, Januaf'Y 1972.

of a believer and had a very nice meeting with the
friends. Over 120 from many villages had gathered and
eagerly listened to Amatu'l-Baha. One of her main objectives in talking to the village Baha'is in particular is
to widen the horizon of their understanding. With patience she would explain in detail and show them that
this world is far more immense than they imagined.
Although Christianity is the religion they have heard
about, it is but one religion in a world full of other
beliefs and ideas. There is such a thing as what we call
science and the truths of science. The villagers are
eager and thirsty to acquire knowledge and were always
fascinated by her explanations.

How to BaDish SUperstitiOD
Many times the questions would be on the subject of
witchcraft and its relation to the teachings of
Baha~u'llah. One must remember witchcraft has never
ceased to exist in Africa and still exerts a profoWld
influence over Pagan, Christian and ).I1uslim, educated
and uneducated alike. As a matter of fact it is on the
increase all over the world as men frantically try to find
answers to their problems. Ru}:Iiyyih Khanum developed
an original and convincing approach and answer to this
question that satisfied her hearers.
The way to dispel dark and superstitious beliefs is
with the light of Baha'u'llah's Teachings, clinging to His
Words and His prayers. This acts exactly like the rays of
the sun which dispel the night. The Chief of that area, a
very dignified old man, the fourth generation of chiefs in
his family. had come to this village to personally welcome Rul:Iiyyih Khanum and stayed and listened to her
talk until the end of the meeting.
In the village of Bena-),II'l,rula over sixty Baha'is and
their friends, gathered in their beautifully decorated
Baha'i Center to welcome and listen to Amatu'l-Baha.
As many women were present she decided to speak on
the role of women in this age and the great mercy and
bounty of Baha 'u'IH~h in gi'l,ring women equal rights with
men for the first time in the history of mankind. She then
explained that the meaning of the equality of the sexes,
does not necessarily mean that both have the same
functions. In the city of J..1buji Mayi, the capital of
Oriental Kasai where we spent two nights, Amatu'lBaha. \'I..-as able to meet with the Baha'is and also visit the
friends in the village of Bena Kasukuila. When we
reached trus village sixteen miles a\'Ilay from the City,
over very treacherous sandy tracks, we learned that all
the Baha'i men with one exception, having heard on the
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formf'rh' called Elizabethyille, b:--ought back to Amatu'l~
Eaha m~emories of her stav there in 1940 with our be~
loved Guardian when they ~crossed the continent during
the v,ar, They were a numbe:-- of times in Kisangani,
forme:']'..' Stanlcvville. She said. "In 1970, it \,."as thirty
years s;nce I v,'-as there with Shoghi Effendi and now
here it is thirty-two veal'S since we Vr'ere here together in
this city ~" She :--ecalled how t:'13t visit to the Congo had
iulnlled a life-long desire of the beloved Guardian to see
that country. Truly an eternal blessing was showered on
this Ja~d!
l\:Iectings Forbidden

Amatu'I-Ballci with the Ba.ha'is of Tshi11QU71U 1.~iI1Qge,

Occidental Kasai, Zaire. Front row, second from the left
is A lixdiary Board mem be, Sylvain j\' gmdl£, u~ho acted
as translator,
radio that Amatu'l-Baha was in the city, had left to
meet her there. The Eaha'i women, who could not leave
their children and homes, were thrilled to not only have
this unexpected privilege of meeting their beloved
guest but having her all to therr.sel ves in an unexpected
meehng and learning from her that she was going to stay
and talk e.specialJ J ' to them. Several ladies and many
children recited prayers by heart. This is a very wonderful thing one sees all over Za'ire. the friends memorize the Baha'i prayers. That evening On Our return to
Mbuji 1\:Iayi RuJ:l-jyyih Khanum spoke to the villagers
and the town Baha'is on the power of the \Vord of God.
She said the V.lord of God is like a grain of corn, When
planted in the soil of the heart it grows and multiplies
and yields a rich harvest of kno . . '·ledge and understanding. Obedience to the laws and ordinances of God
causes spiritual growth and maturity. She quoted the
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha who said: "r desire for you distinction. " The Eaha'is through their deeds and characters must be distinguished so that people will recognize
us as Baha'b through our behavior.
Three days of tiring travel over awful roads-almost
700 miles-brought us to the end of our visit to ZaIre.
The week we spent in the beautiful city of Lubumbashi,
Rul.l.{yyih

l~l.lcinum

LTnfo:·tu~ately as the :'esult of an emergency decree,
meetin gs of any sort were forbidden throughout Za'ire
jus: at 1:--,is time· and so the Baha.'is of Lubumbashi were
not able to hold a meeting for their dearly loved Hand of
lhe Cause. In small informal groups they came to the
gardcn in our hotel and over refreshments . . "·e . . vere able
to havC' anum ber' 0: visits with them. One of the believers in this city, a Baha'i of eighteen years who had
em braced the Cause through the efforts of dear Rex and
2\o1ary Collison in the early days of its introduction into
the neighboring country then called Ruanda Urundi,
told us of the sufferings he had endured in the path of
God. Twiee through the instigation of a priest he was
imprisoned because he was a Baha'i. He is a staunch
and valiant defender of the Cause of God.
The unanimous cry of the believers in this vast and
uniquely receptive country is for more pioneers. From
Kinshasa to Lubumbashi, a distance of almost 2,000
miles, there is not one single pioneer. The teaching
possibilities in ZaIre are unlimited. The villagers as well
as city Baha'is all asked that more pioneers come from
abroad, saying the demonstration of the oneness of
m<lnkind, when whites and Africans work together, has
much more effect than when they teach alone.
The sorrow of parting from our newly found friends is
always the saddest part of our trip. Somehow leaving
ZaIre was even mOre difficult than usual. V.l e had come
to deeply love this country and its people, Our one
consolation is the fact that God willing, we shall once
again enter it, next time to visit the Province of Kivu,
where the vast majority of the Baha'is of Zaire are to be
found.

with the Baha'is of Luluabourg at an aI1 day Conference, January 1972,
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FALKLAND ISLANDS IN ACTION
The Falkland Islands Spiritual Assembly was recently elected, thus filling an important and difficult goal,
and is already busy with many acti Ilities. A showing of
"It's Just the Beginning" was accompanied by a display on the theme of progressi ve revelation, and sho\',:ed
the Baha'i Temples in different parts of the world. The
correspondent, John Leonard, \.,.Tote: "There were
pictures clipped from BAHA:t NEWS showing Baha'is
throughout the world, and these excited great interest, as
I suspect many people had the idea that the small group
of Baha'Is here were all that existed."
He continued: HWe now appear to have two further
declarations pending, and if these actually take place
we will have an actil,.'e community of twelve. This gives
us no feeling of complacency, as several of them expect
to be leaving within a year, but despite that, it seems
quite incredible to have so many Baha'is in the Falklands. We feel tremendously confirmed . . . and are
grateful beyond words."

Members oJ the tint Local Spiritua~ Assembly of the
FalkLand Islands, formed October 20th, 1972. Left to
right, .front rOw: Mrs. Winona Hardy; Mrs. Brenda
Whitney; j\frs. SaUy Steer; Mrs. Margaret Leonard,
Chairman. Left to right, back row: John Leonard, Treas.
uTer; David Hardy, Recording Secretary: Gregory Edwards, Vice-Chairman; Martin Dibble; Bernard Steer,
Corresponding Secretary.

In front of the display in connection tu-ith shou.:ing the film" It's Just the Beginning" are some of the
members with Mrs. Christina Edu..'ards. lHr. Edwards is wearing the checked shirt and Mrs.
Edwards i.s next, right. The child is one oJ the two Hardy children.
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ARGENTINE INTERNATIONAL WINTER SCHOOL
The Argentine \Vinter School was held from July 27 to
30, 1972 in Presidencia Roque Saenz Perla and was a
great success. Present were three members of the Continental Board of Counsellors; Mr. Mas 'ud Khamsi. Mr.
Donald Witzel and 1'1r. Hooper Dunbar. Also present
\\'ere Auxiliary Board members Mrs. 1iaralynn Dunbar
of Argentina and Mr. Ramon Moreira of Uruguay.
About 200 friends gathered from all ove:- thc country,
representing the Toba, Pilagas, Mataco and Mapuche
tribes. Mr. Jorge Fragnaud represented Paraguay.
The first day of the school sad ne'>,.'s was received that
s€"'1;eral who were on their way to attend the school had
an accident. Also it "\,,:as learned that four-months old
Virginia Bufi, traveling with her mother, had died. This
news created a great spirit of unity among those attending, who continuously prayed for those who were in this
accident, and anxiously waited for news of them.
Because Counsellor Athas Costas, scheduled to partiCipate, could not come and Mr. Moreira of Uruguay
was late, due to the accident, it became nece:ssary to
make some changes. All classes, however, were given as
scheduled.
In the evenings public talks were held at the school
attended by not only the inhabitants of Saenz Pefia, but
also some tourists. Vilith permission from the Mayor, a
Baha'i exhibit was held in the main plaza during the
school sessions.
The National Proclamation Committee was active in
using the occasion of the school to gain publicity. A
week before the school members of this committee and
the Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly went to
the Chaco to complete details of this important event.
Some of the Committee went to Saenz Pefia while others
stayed in Resistencia, Capital of the Chaco Province, to
begin there a proclamation of the Faith.
In Resistencia the news services were immediately

contacted and several articles ",bout the Fa~th were
published. ·With pCl·mission from thE:! ;·~"lio director of
the President's press office in Bueno::; Ain.:·s, a series of
six talks, five minutes each. WLiS gi,"en at the Radio
X aclonal. The day before the beginning of the school the
Governor of Chaco Province granted an inte:·view to a
group conSisting of three Counsellors: ,·epresentatives
of the Toba, Mataco. P:lagas, J\'Iauchc tribes: Americans and Persians. Another interyiew v.:as held ",:jth the
Mayor of Resistencia. Each of these officials was presented with the volume The Proclamation of Bahci'l.dlah.
Mean\"'hile, members of the Pro.;::-] amation Committee
in Saenz Peria were in touch with newspapers and radio,
obtaining news publicity and a series 0: radio talks. A
press conference was scheduled and the next day the
radio station phoned requesting some Baha~is for a radio
interview as many people were phoning in asking for
information about the Baha'i Faith.
The 1iayor of Saenz Peri a granted an interview and
the proclamation volume was presented to him. The
Mayor commented that it was the first time anyone
came to the Mayor's office to offer something without
asking for anything.
On Saturday during the school a luncheon was held,
attended by the Mayor, various authorities and important people of the city with National Spi:itual Assembly
members, three Counsellors, representatives of the
various tribes of the area and other Baha'is. Counsellor
Hooper Dunbar gave a welcoming speech. In his reply
the Mayor expressed his happiness at being with the
Baha'is and wished them much success in teaching this
Message of love and unity.
After this lunch, the Baha'is and many residents of
Saenz Pena gathered in the main plaza to let loose some
250 balloons to spread an awareness of the word "Baha'i"
to more distant places.

Luncheon in honor of the Mayor oj Saenz Pena Mr. Enrique Gomez (standing). Seated to his right
is Mrs. Angelica Costas, National Spiritual Assembly Secretary, and to his left, Mrs. Costas. On the
left side are the Continenta~ Counsellors Mr. Hooper Dunbar (cOTneT). Next to him; MT. Mas'un
Khamsi-and across the table Mr. Donald W-itzel.

Four Bolivian travel-teachers enteTtaining the friends at
the National Stl(.dy Course tJ...'1th native music.

Three CounseUors members of the National Spiritual
Assem bly of Argentina and members of the Loca~ Spiritual Assembly of Saenz Pena during the lnternationa~
Winter School. Kneeling, left, CounseUor Donald Witzel;
standing, to left, Counsellor Hooper Dunbar; taU man
standing behind the little boy in front TaU) is CounseHor
Mas'ud Khamsi.
J

Traveling teachers and pioneers of Bolivia attended a
National Study Course at the National Institute,
Cochabamba, Bolivia on July 3, 1972. It was preceded by
a one-day Conference for pioneers. The purpose of the
gathering was to encourage lUliversal participation and
consolidate the local institutions, as requested by The
Universal House of Justice. The friends were summoned
to heroic activity-and recalled the cry of Mulla Husayn: ")1ount your steeds, Oh heroes of God". So the
Bolivian friends responded oy mounting their burros in
the mountains, their bicycles in the flat Alto Plano, and
their own two feet.

Bolivian Regional Study Course
Quechua, Aymara and Spanish languages were used in
teaching at the Regional Study Course of Cochabamba·
Department for volunteer teachers held in the Baha'i National Institute in Cochabamba, Bolivia, from September
19 to 23. Visual aids in giving the Message were demonstrated, supplemented with a compilation. Topics of

discussion were the functioning of the Local Spiritual
Assembly and Nineteen Day Feasts. Each participant
was asked to make a definite plan of activities to carry
out after the Study Course. More than twenty part-time
volunteer teachers were deepened in the COurse.

Part-time teachers attending the Regiona~ Study Course at Cochabamba Department, Bolivia. Pioneers
shown in the photo are Mtss Beverly Bennett, Mr. Stephen PuUey. Mrs. EHen Sims, Mrs. CTysta~ Baker
Shoat, and Bolivian pioneer Sr. Sabino Ortega. Two Bolivian Auxiliary Board members (not in the
photo), Mr. Manucher Shoat and Sr. Andres JachakoHo~ contributed greatly to the spirit Of the course.

Fourth National Baho', Youth Conference

In

India

.4 successful j\'ationaL Youth Conference, inaugurated by Hand 0.1 th>? Cause Mr. A. A. FUTutan and aided by
the presence of Counsellor S. Vasudevan, National Assembly representative Dr. Munje and Au.xiIiary Board
members B. Afshin, Mrs. S. Kermani und S. B. Mobedzadeh ended in poona on Ma.y 7, 1972, when forty-five dele·
gates from t1.DentY~Jlve you.th centers pledged to open 260 colleges and 560 new loca~ities to the Faith, construct
seuen ~ocal ~a;iTatu.'~-QudsJ consolidate 238 o~d viLlages, have mode~ Baha'i villages, send representatives to
neighboring countries, bring in 1 i ,000 new believers and send nineteen youth pioneers to the goal towns in India.

Press repoTters were present in one of the sessions oj the Conference and the proceedings oj the ga.thering
appeared in five leading newspapers.

IN INDIA
Baha'is of Sw"at district gathered at Broach for the dection of a delegate. Auxiliary Board member
A. S. Furudi is in the center.
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Audio-Visual Materials
PANAMA TEMPLE DEDICATION
Motion Picture, Filmstrip and Slide Programs
To celebrate the completion of the Panama House of Worship, the culmination of a four-and-a6half~
year labor of love, in April 1972 nearly lour thousand Baha'is from more than forty countries gathered
in Panama to participate in the Dedication of the Mother Temple of Latin America, the Mal!b.riqu'lAQbkaf the DavlfTling Place of the Mention of God.
I

A new 15 minute 16 mm. sound color motion picture
film, The Dedication in English, El Alba in Spanish,
shows the simple beauty of the Panama House of Worship and recreates the sights, sounds and uplifting
atmosphere of the historic, momentous hours of the
Dedication. They are suitable for firesides, television,
public meetings and other proclamation events as well
as deepening sessions such as Baha'i institutes and
schools. The movies show in vivid color some of the
many people from diverse backgrounds-Guaymis from
the mountains of Chiriqui, Cunas from the San BIas
Islands, Chokus from the jungles of Darien, farmers and
professional people, men, women and children from all
over the world arriving in Panama to share in the
important events to come. The unity of their purpose
can be seen in the faces of the participants as they listen
to Amatu'l-Baha Ru.:Q,iyyih Khfmum's inspiring message, the prayers and readings of other speakers and as
they hear the chorus in songs of praise and joy.
Another audio-visual program, The Datvning P~ace of
the Mention of God, explains the spiritual significance of
this singularly beautiful Baha'i House of Worship and
traces the history of the construction of the Temple
from the laying of the cornerstone in October 1967
through its completion, the dedication ceremonies and
the conference that followed during Ri<;lvan 129, 1972.
The Dawning P~ace of the Mention Of God is available as
a filmstrip or slides with English narration book, and
with or without an English cassette sound track. Particularly suitable for proclamation and teaching, it contains a fine collection of views of the newest Baha'i
House of Worship and makes an excellent companion
piece for showing with the motion picture as it contains
more detail and treats the subject from a different
viewpoint.
All of these new teaching aids will be welcome,
valuable additions to Baha'i teaching and proclamation
activities, as well as for Baha'i libraries and archives.

Because it is a timely subject, the film or the slides
may be of keen interest to television program directors.
Public Information representatives are urged to consider
contacting the television stations as soon as possible.

The profoundly inspiring and beautiful slide program,
"Carmel .. , The Mountain of God," is available for
distribution. It links Carmel, the UMountain of the
Lord" to which "an nations shall fiow" with the Central
Figures of the Faith and emphasizes the unique association of the spiritual and physical realities existing
from ancient times in the Holy Land.
This enthralling program is ideal for deepening tDe
friends and those who are close to the Faith. It is
-a vitalizing influence for national and regional
Baha'i conventions and conferences
-an enlightening text for Baha'i instjtutes and
schools
-an inspiring stimulant to deepening COurses
-a quickenng interlude for Assembly meetings and
Feasts

-a treasured addition to Baha'i community, school
and personal libraries
-an untiring assistant to traveling teachers
-and a fertile source of slides for a program on a
different theme.
Views include Mount Carmel, the room in SlJ-iraz
where the Bab declared His Mission, the taj of
Baha'u'Uah, the house where the Suriy-i-Muluk was
revealed, the original Tablet of ~DJ:lmad, the Shrines of
Baha'u'llah and the Bab, the House of 'Abbud, and
Mazra'ih. The narrative and music of the sOWld track
adds a professional touch to the presentation and greatly increases involvement of the audience. It is not recommended for general proclamation as it requires a
considerable understanding of the Baha'i Fajth.

Shrine of the Bab, Haifa, as seen in the
slide and filmstrip program uCarmel ...
The M OU ntain of God."

Copies of these programs as well as prices and delivery information may be obtained through your
local Baha'i librarian or the Publishing Trust or other distribution committee authoriz.ed by your
National Spiritual Assembly.
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Temple site jor TTinidad lInd ToblIgo. It consists of
twenty-six acres lInd is situated in the distl"ict of Tacari.
gua (TTinidad) eLeven miles from Port of Spain.

Members of the National Assembly of Kenya
Members of the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Kenya elected on April 29, 1972 at the Annual
Convention held in Kisumu, Kenya. From right to left:
La ban Wekesa; Frank Mukoyani; Christopher Musambai; Julius Makanda, Chairman; John Asalache, ViceChairman; M. Sohaili, Treasurer; Justus Wekesa; Bonaventure Wafula, Secretary; and Joel W. Kundu.

He That Hath an Ear to Hear, Lei Him Hear
Auxiliary Board member for Propagation in Chad, Mr.
Ernest )ldouba, attests that it is the heart of man which
receives the Message of our Lord.
In the village of Mata, to the south of Chad, following
the visit of Miss Mona Yazdi, traveling teacher. with Mr.
Ndouba and two pioneers. a deaf man embraced the
Faith. For some months, the Auxiliary Board member
had noticed that this young man had stayed somewhat
apart from the people gathered to hear his teaching. But
on this occasion, no doubt attracted by the especially
radiant spirit of the visitors, he came closer and closer
to the group W1til he reached Mr. Ndouba. Sensing by
the expression in the eyes of the deaf man that his spirit
was ready to embrace the Cause, he thought "How can I
give the Message of Baha'u 'lIa.h to this soul?"
Suddenly, inspired it seemed by the Holy Spirit, the
Auxiliary Board member began to explain the Baha'i
Faith in sign language, demonstrating to the deaf seeker
the unity of the whole world-the unity of the races-the
unity of religions: and, pointing to Miss Yazdi-the
equality of men and women.
\Vithout words, the lamp of the deaf man's heart was
illumined, Baha·u·llah's love had reached him. Asking
for a declaration card, he signed his name as a Baha'i.
PhYSically, this new Baha'1 is deaf. But, spiritually, he
hears.

J
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:JllOrnion ChaJe, :JirJi Bahti (in lhe UJ."llern World
By O. Z. Whitehead
Soon after I became a member of the Baha'j community in Los Angeles on July first of 1950, I heard that
Thornton Chase was not onlv the first believer in the
United States of America, but also in the Western world.
I often wondered what sort of a man he was. Vlhat
indefinable quality did he have that enabled him to
recognize the Station of Baha 'u'Hah before anyone else
in such a large part of the planet?
I heard the distinguished old believer, "rillard Hatch,
at that time Secretary of the Spiritual Assembly say,
"Thornton Chase and I were friends."
One morning I telephoned him and said, "Mr. Hatch,
may I come to see you? I want to hear more about
Thornton Chase."
"Well. bless your heart," Mr. Hatch answered warmly. "The Spiritual Assembly has invited me to say a few
words about him at his grave in Inglewood on the afternoon of September 30, the anniversary of his passing,
when 'Abdu'I·Baha wished the friends to meet there."
"What was Mr. Chase's profession?" I asked directly.
"He was an insurance'salesman, but he had one of the
best baritone voices that I have ever heard." Despite my
obvious encouragement, Mr. Hatch said no more about
him.
The cemetery in Inglewood, a suburb of Los Angeles,
was composed of lawnlike stretches of low lands with
only a few trees and a view of distant hills. Since the
anniversary took place on a weekday only a few of the
believers were able to attend. Helped by a cane, Mr.
Hatch got out of a car in which an old friend had driven
him to the cemetery and, with much dignity, limped to
the side of the grave. He sat down on a chair that
someone had placed there for him. Stockily built, he had
a strong face with few lines and full of character. His
hair was white. He looked seventy, his actual age.
The other believers gathered around the grave. The
quotation on the gravestone is what the Master said:
"This is the illumined resting place of the holy soul,
Thornton Chase, who is shining in the horizon of eternal
life ever like a star."
Mr. Hatch spoke in a plain, direct. and forceful manner. I can remember a few sentences of his short
address.
HThornton Chase was living in Chicago when he came
into the Cause there in 1894. He was an insurance salesman and travelled from place to place for his work.
Towards the end of his life he became more and more
interested jn the Faith and less and less interested in his
work. The number of years that he was a Baha is not
important. That he was the first Baha'i in the Western
world and that he served the Cause faithfully until his
passing js extremely important."
After his talk during prayers I was privileged to read
the one by 'Abdu'l-Baha which begins:
O

')

"0 Thou. kind Lord! This gathering is turning to
Thee. These hearts are radiant with Thy love.
These minds and spiri.ts aTe exhilarated by the
message Of Thy g~ad-tidings. a God.' Let this
American democracy become gloriOUS in spiritual
degrees even as it has aspired to materia~ degrees
and rendeT this just government victori.ous
..
Always moving, this prayer seemed particularly so at
that mOment when I thought of many tragic events,
including two catastrophic wars that had afflicted the
United States of America since the passing at Thornton

Thornton Chase
Chase all coming about because of man's disobedience
to Baha'uIUah.
I felt in the group not only a deep realization of the
spiritual blindness that still existed among the people,
but also a heartfelt belief that through the Revelation of
Baha'u'll.§.h this country was going to achieve what
'Abdu'l-Baha fervently prayed that it would. A strong
atmosphere of peace seemed to fill this holy spot.
Early Life
Thornton Chase was born in Springfield, Massachusetts, on February 22, 1847. His childhood home, a
photograph of which he showed his close friend, Carl
Scheffler, was "a large, rather ornate, white frame
building, located at the intersection of two sharply converging streets. "1
Thornton Chase attended Brown University. He was a
Captain in the Civll War. He was fond of fishing, had a
love of music and a magnificent singing voice. Carl
Scheffler thought that at one time his friend might have
sung in opera. Always deeply interested in religion and
not content with partial acceptance of any prevailing
doctrine or sect of which there were many always
springing up, "he was,n he said, "convinced that this
llldoubtedly \"'as "The Day of God":! and he was determined to spare no pains to discover what God had
brought to mankind.
A few vears before he had heard of the Baha'i Revelation he ~ became a follower of the great mystic of
eIghteenth century Sweden, Emanuel Swedenborg. Not
content with these noble teachings which have satisfied
many brilliant, highly constructive people, Mr. Chase
stilI looked for what he thought must be a greater light
that God had already unveiled to the world.
According to Carl Scheffler's essay on Thornton
Chase, a friend of his, William F. James, told him that he
had met a man who had said, "God walked upon the

.. ~.:..:
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earth. "3
Mr. Chase wanted to meet this man without delay. As
a result Mr. James took Mr. Chase to see Dr. Ibrahim
Khayr'u'llah who had made this overwhelming statement. Shortly before his passing Mr. Chase wrote about
this meeting.
"In the month of June 1894, a gentleman in Chicago
desired to study Sanskrit, in order to further pursue his
search into ancient religious teachings. While seeking
an instructor, he met a Syrian who had come to Chicago
from Egypt a short time before, and who told him of the
Baha'i Movement... , As the statements of the life and
teachings of Baha'u'llah and his son, 'Abbas Effendi, the
'Greatest Branch,' otherwise known as 'Abdu'l-Baha,
accorded with the declarations of numerous sacred
prophecies, and with the age-long expectations of mankind, it was deemed of value to investigate those claims
as far as possible." -.Other seekers for truth became
attracted. to the study of these matters, with the result
that five accepted the teaching as true during the year
1894. '
During those early years many people showed an
interest in the Faith, even asked to be enrolled in the
community, but a large portion of them had only a
superficial understanding of what the Faith meant. As a
result. when Dr, Ibrahim Khayr'u'llah, who up to that
time had received high praise for his teaching from
'Abdu'l-Baha, blinded by self-love and ambition, turned
against Him and broke the Covenant of God for this day,
more than a few left the Faith in doubt and confusion.
This tragic and heart breaking event in no way affected
those like Thornton Chase who truly believed.
He mentioned the arrival in the United States of
America during 1900 of other fine teachers, among them
Mirza 'Abu'l-Fadl, a scholar and historian. famous in
the Orient for his learning and sincerity, one who had
given up a position of the highest honor in Persia as
President of the Royal College of Tihran to embrace
the Baha'i Cause, which resulted. in his imprisonment for
three years in Persian dungeons.5
Mr. Chase stressed the enormous service that these
teachers had given in bringing an entirely correct
knowledge of the Baha'i Writings to those already believers and to the sin-cere seekers of truth. Many who
had mixed up the Cause with occult and psychic experiments and held views based on superstition and
imagination left the Cause. Others through the instruction of these great teachers became deeply confirmed in
their belief and clung to it as the most valuable instruction possible for man to obtainY
Because of his position with an insurance company it
WaS necessary for Mr. Chase to travel a great deaL In
each city he visited he planted seeds for the Faith. When
the people began to seriously investigate it and SOme to
jOin the community, he was able to teach and deepen
them.
John Bosch, an emigrant from Switzerland in 1879
joined. the Baha'i community on May 29, 1905. After first
mentioning that "he bought all the available pamphlets,
mostly by Thornton Chase"", Marzieh Gail has given a
delightful report of the follov.-ing incident between the
two gentlemen.
In those days Thornton Chase had an important

insurance position in Chicago, with a salary of $750
a month which diminished every year because the
Faith meant more to him than his business. 'Whenever he was coming to San Francisco he wired
John; they would stop at different hotels, but dined
together. He was very tall-about six feet two. He
always ate two Dr three ice creams after supper;
he always dug a big bite right out of the middle of
it to start with. Around eleven o'clock, he used to
say, 'Now, John, I guess it's about time to take you
home.' Arm in arm, they would go to John's hotel,

.----

talking steadily about the Cause. They would sit
in the parlor. About one o'clock I [John Bosch]
used to say, 'Now, Mr. Chase, I guess it's about
time to take you home.' We used to wonder what
the policeman on the beat thought about us. One
night we brought each other home till four in the
morning. K
Never feeling that he had sufficient knowledge of the
Cause, Mr. Chase was always trying to find out more
But despite the absence of much authentic material h~
could explain clearly aspects of the Cause that others
found difficult to understand. As the Master gradually
unfo~ded the Administrative Order Mr. Chase eagerly
receIv~d each new pi~ce of information. He entirely
apprecIated the great Importance of the Spiritual Assembly and did all that he could to uphold its authority
while many not realiz.ing why such an institution should
exist left the Cause. The serious problems and turmoil
that the early communities went through in no way
interfered with his constant and inspiring service.
Pilgrimage
In April of 1907, Mr. Chase, with Mr. Agnew, his wife
son, and Mr. Scheffler. made a pilgrimage to ~Akka. Mr:
Chase has described this journey in a short book, no
longer in print, called In GalHee.
After first staying for four days in Haifa at the Catholic Hospice of the Little Child, during which time they
had the precIOUS experience of visiting the Tomb of the
Bab, Mr. Chase and Mr. Schemer took the beautiful
drive along the coast of the Mediterranean Sea to
lAkk.;i,
At the entrance to the house where 4Abdu'I-Baha
lived, three Persian gentlemen led them to the rOOm
where they were invited to stay. next to the room of
'Abdu'l-Baha. Soon, Mr. Chase wrote, "Someone said
'The Master'-and He came into the room with a fre~
striding step. welcomed uS in a clear ringing voice
-4Mehrhabbat M~hrh.abba!' [Welco~er Welcome!]
and em braced us WIth kisses as would a father his son, or
as would brothers after a long a'bsence, ... He bade us
be seated on the little divan, He sat on the high narrow
bed at one side of the room, drew up one foot under Him
asked after Our health, our trip, bade us 'be happy and
expressed His happiness that we had safely arrived.
Then, after a few minutes, He again grasped Our hands
and abruptly left us."·
During the five days that Mr. Chase and Mr. Scheffler
spent in the Greatest Prison, they saw the Master several times each day, once in His rOOm sometimes in
t~eir or some~ne else's room and at me~ls in company
WIth other belIevers. Mr. Chase pointed out HEach conversation started with some simple reference to a
natural thing, the weather, food, a stone, tree, water, a
garden or a bird, our coming, or some little act of
service, and the base would be woven into a parable and
teaching.o.f wisdom and simplicity, showing the oneness
of all SpIritual Truth, and adapting it always to the life
both of the individual and of mankind."10
'
In one of t~e most moving passages in his book Mr.
Chase has. wntten, "And, as each hungry pilgrim comes
to that pns?n house, that banquet hall of heavenly gifts
He takes hIm in His arms and draws him to His breast
with such Sincerity and enthusiasm of love that the
petty cares, thoughts, and ambitions of the world vanish away. and one is at peace and in happiness because
he has reached home and found love there. l1
On the Sunday of their pilgrimage the two friends had
the unforgettable experience of going to see the photograph of Baha'u'llah. Mr. Chase wrote: "It is a majestic
F~ce, that of a strong, powerful, stem man, yet filled
WIth an indescribable sweetness, "1~ Soon after the two
friends had returned to their room The Master visited
them there. On this occasion as on several others He
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spoke of His love for them and expressed the hope that
when they returned home the effect on them of their
experience in the Holy Land would bring happiness to
the believers in the United States of America and increase their understanding.
Because of troubles that enemies of the Cause were
constantly stirring up, the Master felt obliged to cut
short the visit of the two friends. At noon of their last
day in the prison house 'Abdu'l-Baha stressed to them
the great importance of unity among all the believers.
explained that only with it could the Cause progress, and
said that the building of the Temple should help to
achieve this unity.
Mr. Chase has described his last meeting with Him.
"Soon after the noon meal 'Abdu'}-Baha met me in the
little upper court. He embraced this servant, and, moving away a few feet, He turned, looked steadily and
pronounced a promise that is a precious memory and
hope. "u Mr. Scheffler has informed us that as they
walked dov.rn the old stone steps that led out of the
prison house, Mr. Chase said to him, "The Master has
assured me that I will return to this place soon. This
reconciles me to this unbearable departure. "14
After leaving there the two friends visited the Tomb of
Baha 'u'llah, which Mr. Chase des-cribed as "the culmination of our pilgrimage,"l~ rested in the garden of
the Ridvan where Baha'u'Uah used to sit and returned to
spend the night again in the Hospice of the Little Child.
Mr. Scheffler has remarked that in spite of Mr. Chase's
deep understanding he still had many wrong conceptions that 'Abdu'l-Baha gently corrected. Mr, Chase
responded to His love like a devoted SOn.
Shortly after his return from The Holy Land the company for whi-ch he worked transferred him to California.
According to Hand of the Cause H. M, Balyuzi, the
company decided to do this in the hope that Mr, Chase
would spend more time in working for the company and
less time in service to the Faith. The contrary took
place. His professional work still took him from -city to
city.
Mr. Balyuzi wrote: HA secretary in an office which he
had to visit from time to time, spoke in later years of the
electrifying presence of Thornton Chase. She recalled
that whenever he 'Came into the room people felt elated;
joy wafted in with him; his face radiated light. "lU
Writings
In 1919 his well-known book HThe Baha'i Revetation n
was published. It was most valuable at that time as
there was a scarcity of Baha'i Holy Writings and reliable works on the Cause available in English. Like In
Gali~ee, it enables us to look into the mind and heart
of the tirst believer in the West and try to understand a
little how he taught the Cause.
It contains a short history of the Cause, starting with
the declaration of His Holiness, the Bab, in 1844, briefly
describes His Dispensation, gives a brief outline of the
life of Baha'u'llah, and of 'Abdu'l-Baha. In the conclusion of this history Mr. Chase assures the reader that
'Abdu'l-Baha is spreading the Divine Word that His
Father Baha'u'Uah revealed for all parts of the planet
and that "the fearless lovers of Truth"l. are embracing
His Cause.
In a most moving chapter. "Vlhat Shall I Do to Be
Saved?" he has made many beautiful observations
about faith, prayer, and obedience: "Faith is not an
intellectual yielding to argument, through being convinced that certain statements are correct, but it is
rather from a hunger of the wul, a knowledge of personal helplessness, and the perception of a possible
Mighty Helpfulness."Hi "Prayer, in its essence, is the
abandonment of the personal will in favor of the Will of
God. And such prayer God answers, because it is in
agreement with His Law and can be answered."l'9 "Man
is always a servant; he obeys something; how much
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better for him to serve the Wise One, the True One, the
Beautiful One, instead of his own ignorance and
greed. ,,~tI
In a chapter, entitled "The Baha'i Revelation Makes
All Things New," he most clearly wrote: "Old doctrines
and beliefs are being tested in the courts of modern
judgment, for this is the Day of Judgment, and the chaff
of false teachings is being cast into the tires of ridicule
and rejection. On the one side are scholarly efforts to
destroy both wheat and tares together to make way for
new material philosophies; on the other are anxious
hearts looking for the Truth of the Eternal God and
lifting their eyes to the hills to behold the coming of tbeir
Helper and their Lord,":.!1
•
In a published letter called "What Is Truth?" after
first stating that "Truth is single like light"~2 he has
logically explained how through false imaginings and
misconceptions only a fragment remains, not sufficient
to transform the lives of men, and has given an example
of what happened to the Teachings of Jesus Christ, when
through opposition, hatred and denial, they -became
divided through the establishment of many cults and
sects.
Several weeks before his passing Mr. Chase \VI'ote a
poem about 'Abdu'l-Baha, which was published in Th.e
Star of the West. Dated August 9, 1912, composed of nine
verses that show a most powerful love for Him, the poem
concludes with this verse::.!;~
Thou Lion of the Tribe of Judah!
Thou Lamb of the Sacriticial Love!
Thou Baptizer of Evanescence!
Thou Sum of Spiritual and Human Perfection~
Thou Mystery of God I
On August 10, 1912, John Bosch in a telegram to the
Master then in Dublin, New Hampshire, begged Him to
visit California and included among others Thornton
Chase's name.
"John, don't you think it's too soon? The Baha'is
aren't ready," said Mr. Chase. "Well, I'm ready for
Him," said John.
Passing
As the Master reached San Francisco, down in Los
Angeles, Thornton Chase died. "It was too much for
him," said Mr. Bosch.:!4
With the exception of those tablets which he had sent
to the archives in Chicago Thornton Chase left all of his
papers and books to John Bos-ch. Unfortunately Mrs.
Chase burned several hundred of her husband's letters
before John could get to Los Angeles.:!!i
'Abdu'l-Baha became much saddened over news sent
to Him that Thornton Chase lay dangerously ill in the
hospital. Upon His arrival in San Francisco on October
4, 1912, He heard that Thornton Chase had died on
September 10 in Los Angeles. The Master said, "This
revered personage was the first Baha'i in America. He
served the Cause faithfully and his services will ever be
remembered throughout ages and cycles. "::::11
'Abdu'l-Baha made a special trip to Los Angeles so
that he might visit Thornton Chase's grave. On Saturday, October 19, at one o'clock in the afternoon
'Abdu'l-Baha together with about twenty·five Baha'is of
that city arrived at Inglewood Cemetery. He walked
silently to the grave ahead of the friends who followed
Him. After He had scattered over it flowers that He had
brought and those that the friends had handed Him, He
stood at the head of the grave, turned towards the East,
raised his Hands to heaven and chanted a most beautiful prayer. In it the Master has referred to Thornton
Chase's rising to serve the Cause, his pilgrimage to
'Akka, his return to the United States, and his proclamation of the Cause there until his paSSing, and
concluded the prayer with these words, "Submerge him
in the ocean of Thy Lights. "27
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After this prayer the Master gave him most high
praise. Among other remarks He said: "This is a personage who will not be forgotten. For the present his worth is
not known, but in the future it will be inestimably dear.
His sun will be ever shining. His stars will ever bestow
the light.""
In a talk that He gave that evening in Los Angeles
about Mr. Chase. the Master said "As many times as
possible-at least once a year-you should make it a
point to visit his tomb, for his spirit will be exhilarated
through the loyalty of the friends and in the world of God
will it be happy. The friends of God must be kind to one
another, whether it be in life or after death.":!f1
On Sunday, October 20, in Los Angeles, the '!I.o1aster
concluded his final talk there with these beautiful words
of assurance: "For I loved Mr. Chase very much indeed.
His heart was pure. He had no other aim except service
to the Cause. He had no other thought except the thought
of the Kingdom. Therefore he was very near to Me, and
at the threshold of Baha'u'Wih he was accepted. The
Blessed Perfection has invited him to His Kingdom. At
this very moment he is submerged in the Sea of His
Bounty."3o
In the not too distant future when man's present spiritual blindness has been at least partially healed historians will certainly honor Thornton Chase who despite
the contiicting voices, false ideals and worldly ambitions
of those around him not only became the first in the
entire Western world to recognize his Lord, but despite
serious upheavals and countless misunderstandings in
the Baha'i community itself, remained as the Master
has descl'"ibed him "steadfast" until his passing.
No one now living can correctly estimate the great
importance of what he accomplished. We can only read

what 'Abdu'l·Baha and the Guardian in perfect knowledge ha ve written about him.
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Thornton Chase Memorial Service, October 1, 1972
An annual memorial service for Thornton Chase is
held at his grave in the Inglewood Park cemetery,
Inglewood, California. The most recent one in memory
of the sixtieth anniversary of the visit of 'Abdu'I-Baha
was held on Sunday, October 1, 1972 at 2:00 p.m. There
were about 200 persons present.
Children placed flowers on the grave while the Baha'i
chorus sang "Allah-u-Abha". The story of the dedicated
life of Thornton Chase once more renewed the friends.
Paul Kurokawa said the opening prayer, followed by the
"Prayer for America" said by Jolin Murphy, and later
the prayer revealed by 'Abdu'l-Baha for Mr. Chase was

said by Howard Jacobs. Readings from The Hidden
Words Of BahriJu'Hcih \ ...·ere given by Blanche and Walter
Grant. Don Addison read Hidden Words in the Man.
darin dialect, and gave Chinese musical selections.
Kamran N ejati read from Gleanings passages regarding
the soul of man, Campbell Thompson, Inez Shannon
and Loreda Kocher made short talks about the life of
Thornton Chase, the visit of 'Abdu'l-Baha to America
and the growth of the Faith. The musical group
"Wednesday's Children" presented selections.
Many of the friends lingered to visit after the service
and left refreshed and inspired.
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The Heavenly Army
ItOh, how I long that it could be made possible for me to travel through these parts, even ... on foot
and with the utmost poverty, and ... cry at the top of my voice °ya. Bahc{u l·Abhc'i!1I
'Abdu'l-Baha - Tabtets of the Divine Plan
l

Our pioneers write of the hardships they encounter
such as the discomfort associated with sleeping on skins
and dirt floors, scratching fleas and eating nothing but
potatoes. Sicknesses are caused by amoebas and
worms.
They tell of all the other difficulties related to serving
in primitive areas, but most important-they tell of
walking for hall a day through primitive country only to
come over a mountain top and view a small community
of perhaps three or four adobe huts and be greeted by
the -children-some not old enough to talk well-with
"Allah-u-Abha." Upon entering one of the huts, the
visitor is greated by a hand-written paper sign-Baha'i
Center-and a small photograph of IAbdu'l_BahiL That
makes it all worthwhile.
As one pioneer wrote: "One can see that a ne'VI.' World
Order is unfolding, even in remote Indian villages in the
Andes. H
Meeting tvith the Regional Teaching Committee of
Andamarca, BoHvia on August 25, 1972. This is near the
Chilean border. AuxiJiary Board member Andres
JachakoHo, Isidro Jachakollo and Dorothy Hansen
Baskin with some of the local teachers. They have a
strong Regional Teaching Committee and Local Spiritual Assembly. AU appreciated a plastic globe of the
world, a gift of Larry Day. pioneer, who brought it from
Panama to BoHvia as a teaching tooL

A tWO-day trip was made over barren fiat altip1.ano to
Chipaya, near the border of Chile, to fulfil! a goal of the
Nine Year Plan, translation of Baha'i prayers into
Pogulna. The party consisted of Auxiliary Board member Andres JachakolZo, Isidro JachakoUo, Jim Self and
Dorothy Han.sen Baskin. The barren, frozen, windy
altiplano is about 20,ODrJ feet in a!titude. The distant
mountains are in Chile. As the jeep entered the river the
first time it began to sink, so the driver, Jim Self, backed
up, saving all. The three men decided that they could go
no farther but Dorothy Baskin decla'!"'ed: '~I'm not coming this faT for this goal and then. turn back n , so she
waded in measuring the Rio Lanoa to see where the jeep
could cross and get to the distant village. She WClS
successful, so the men rode over in the jeep. Dorothy
was protected, because she did not even catch cold. AU
h!1d a good laugh about the determination of some
tbomen pioneers.
Taking translations in Poguina, the language of the
Chipaya tribe, in order to tm one of the Bohvian goals of
the Nine Yea'!'" Plan On August, 26, 1972. The altitude is
around 20,000 feet, the coldest spot in Bolivia. Left is
Auxiliary Board member AndTes JachakoIlo, the brothers Quispe, Baha'is he~ping with the translations, and
Dorothy Hansen Baskin~ who is writing linguistic inteTpretations Of this unusual w.nguage which is not related
to either Aymara or Quechua. Not shown in the photo
but in the party are Isidro Jachakollo and pioneer Jim
Self wIw drove the jeep .

.....

The end of the road-a thousand foot gorge stopped the
jeep of pioneers so Domingo Mamavu, Aymara driver
(left), slept in the jeep in the fTeezing 18,000 toot altitude

while native pioneer Sabino Ortega, Lucas Marca and
Dorothy Baskin followed Aymara guides doum the 2,000
foot trail for a half-day to Tal!ya, Department of Cochabamba where a ~arge and devoted Baha'i community
resides toith a functioning Loca~ Spiritual Assembly.
There loya~ friends walk out in great numbers to attend
Conferences hetd by the Counsellors.
A family of devoted Aymara traveling teachers in
HuayItama, Bolivia. Lucas Marca, in center with hat, is
a [.oca~ judge as weI! as a musician and all his sons play
in a small band. He is an excellent tran.slator in
Aymara and visits Assemblies in his area on foot, deepening a~d teaching. He is accompanied by Sabino
Ortega, native pioneer and Dorothy Hansen Baskin.

The paTty on August 27, 1'972 'L.Dith new Baha'i Chipaya
family in front of their smart round house where they
slept on skin.s and ate only quinca, a very nutritious
grain that grows only at about 16,000 ft. altitude.
Some of the about seventy Baha'is who gathered for a;
deepening day toith teaching team Lucas Marc a, Sabino
Ortega and A me-rican pioneer Dorothy Hansen Baskin.
The hostess, Sabina YapiticoTa is shoU711. at left. She is a
Local AssemMy member and leading citizen of her
viUage Tanya, Bo~ivia, where about fifty Baha'is reside.
The team slept in her home on skins.
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TANACROSS

YauTi-Khoya Baha'i community with AymaTa teacher
Lucas MaTca (standing on right u..'ith white "chulu"),
and pioneer Dorothy Hansen Baskin. Here friends have
built their own Baha'i Center similar to the one in the
background, although the location toas on~y opened a
yeaT ago by Lucas MaTca. To reach this 16,450 joot
altitude location it is necessary to walk a half-day fTom
the main dirt roads through valleys and hills where
farmers till their potatoes with 'wooden hlStTuments.
Women of Yauri-Khoya, Bolit'ia with pioneer Dorothy
Hansen BllSkin during a teaching, deepening trip on
OctobeT 8, 1912.

Tanacross was in the middle of a four-day Potlatch,
celebrating the death of the Chief's son a year ago, and
the Massive Encounter team of Alaska was invited to
participate. Finding out that Hazel Lovelace, our coordinator for this trip, was a Tlingit Indian, the Chief said
that it would be an honor if she would dance with them
and say a fe\\,-' words. He beamed as he saw how the
Baha'is attempted to dance and be a part of their activities. Even our dearly loved National Spiritual Assembly
Chairman. John Kolstoe, danced with the people, and all
shared in the festivities. This is a good example of indirect teaching-not much said about Baha'u'llah, but
they knew who we were by our Baha'i buttons.
\Ve were invited to come back for the last day of the
,Potlatch, For five hours they gave out blankets and
guns to selected people who had come from all over the
state for the festivities. Hazel Lovelace and Victor
James each received nice blankets from the Chief.
The next day we put on a program at the Tanacross
Community HalJ and invited everyone to come. The
village has only one generator, which often refuses to
function, and we were blessed with poor serviCe on that
afternoon. All the people were attracted to seeing a film
and weren't about to leave as long as we were working
on the generator. During the next several hours the team
talked on a personal level, and twenty-three became
Baha'is, including Chief Isaac.
Finally the generator was running and the film began.
The funny part of it all was the generator didn't run at a
constant speed, Consequently, neither did the projector.
and at times female voices took on a male quality and
vice versa. For those of us who see these films almost
daily it was quite a test not to burst in laughter. At times
like that entire afternoon one realizes how we have to lay
all OUf affairs in God's hands.
As we were getting ready to leave, the Chief made a
speech on how grateful he was that We had come with
the glorious Message of Baha'u'lH)h. We had the feeling
that the natives may never have related to us if we
hadn't corne to their celebrations the previous days,
-ALASKA

Chiej Isaac of Tanacross
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By Barbara Casterline

A BOOK REVIEW

Shoghi Effendi, The World Order of Baha'u'llcih; Baha'i Publishing Trust, Wilmette, Ill., 1938, revised,
third printing 1969, 234 pages.
These are some of the most searching questions which
any seeker might ask about the Faith: Why must religion be institutionalized? How are your institutions any
ditIerent from those we have had in religion before?
What, basically, is the Baha'i Faith all about? Ho:-: is it
different from other religions? How and when WIll the
world commonwealth you speak of come about? With
old institutions collapsing all around, what makes you
think the Baha'i Faith will do any better?
Maybe you have been asked SOme of these questions.
The answers are all to be found in The WOT~d Order of
Baha~tL~Hcih. a series of letters which Shoghi Effendi
wrote to the Western believers between 1929 and 1936 to
help them understand the relationship of the new a?mi~
istration they were building to what waS happenmg ill
the world at large-the relationship of God's plan for the
Baha'is to God's plan for mankind-and to help them
understand more fully the import of Baha'u'llah's
Revelation.
Why Institutions!
In the first letter, "The World Order of Baha , u'llilh,"
Shoghi Effendi described the origin and character o.f th:e
Baha'i institutions (pp. 3·9) and then showed why mstItutions are necessary-to "insure, amid the storm and
stress of a struggling civilization, the unity of t~e Fai~h,
the preservation of its identity, and the protectlOn of Its
interests." (p. 10) He said that the administration of the
Faith of Baha'u'llah "should be regarded as a channel
through which His promised blessings may flow." (p.
9)

The succeeding letter, "The World Order of Baha'u'llah, Further Considerations," additionally demonstrates the need for this Order J for" . . . the spirit
breathed by Baha 'u'llah upon the W'Orld . . . can never
permeate and exerci~e an. abiding in~uenc~ upon .~an
kind wIess and untIl it Incarnates Itself m a VISIble
Order which would bear His name, wholly identify itself
with fus principles, and function in conformity with His
laws." (p. 19) This Baha'i Administrative Order is a
very "pattern for future society." (p. 19) Its ways are
the future world ways.
In this letter, Shoghi Effendi also warned of the likelihood of attacks by clergy; " . . . So soon as the full
measure of the stupendous claim of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah comes to be recognized by those time-honored and powerful strongholds of orthodoxy, whose deliberate aim is to maintain their stranglehold over the
thoughts and consciences -of men, this infant Faith will
have to contend with enemies mOre powerful and more
insidious than the cruelest torture-mongers and the
most fanatical clerics who have affiicted it in the past."
(p.17)

It is necessary for Baha'is to be ready to defe~d the
Faith against such attacks. And they must accordingly,
sooner or later "face this searching question: 'Where
and how does 'this Order established by Baha'u'Uah,
which to outward seeming is but a replica of the institutions established in Christianity and Islam, differ

from them?' " (p. 18)
The answer involves a comparison between the lack
of clear instructions from either Jesus or Muhammad
as to successorship or organization (pp. 20-21),' and the
Revelation of Baha'u'llah, which has provided its followers, in clear language, with "all the laws, the regulations, the principles, the institutions, the guidance,
they require . . . . " (p. 21) Both the administration and
the matter of succession of authority are irrefutably
established in the Writings. "The1"ein lies the distingu.ishing featu1"e Of the Baha'i Revelation." (p. 22)
Where to?
Just where the world is headed, and what part the
Faith will play is the subject of the next three letters.
"The Goal of a New World Order" describes the chaotic
conditions of worldwide depression present in 1931 and
foresees the likelihood of another world war. The worldwide unrest of the time was due mainly to the failure of
world leaders Hto adjust their system of economic and
political institutions to the imperative needs of a rapidly
evolVing age." (p. 36) And how should they reshape their
governments?-Haccording to those standards that are
implicit in Baha'u'llah's supreme declaration of the
Oneness of Mankind." (p. 36) Shoghi Effendi called this
principle "the pivot round which all the teachings of
Baha'u'llah revolve." (p. 42) It is what the Faith is
about.
Nothing short of Baha'u'Uah's Divine Program can
bring lasting peace-no man-made system or efforts in
statesmanship. (pp. 3:>-34) Shoghi Effendi feared that
another war (or wars) was inevitable, as, "We have but
to turn our gaze to humanity's blood-stained history to
realize that nothing short of intense mental as well as
physical agony has been able to preCipitate those epochmaking changes that constitute the greatest landmarks
in the history of human civilization." (p. 45)
But when might we expect the era of world commonwealth to begin 7 It began with the erection of The
Universal House of Justice in 1963. For Shoghi Effendi
forecast it: "Might not the hundredth anniversary of the
Declaration of the Faith of Baha'u'llah mark the inauguration of so vast an era in hUman history?" (p.
48)

In "The Golden Age of the Cause oC Bahil'u'llah" we
see the contrast between the slow and steady growth of
the Faith and the meteoric rise-and fall--of mancreated movements (pp. 51-55) and between the
"courage and restraint," "magnanimity and power,"
and "broad-mindedness and loyalty" (p. 55) of the
heroes of the Cause as compared with the bitter dissensions that characterized even the early days of Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam. (pp. 56-57)
The Baha'i Faith does not belittle these religions,
though, for:
Its teachings revolve around the fundamental
principle that religious truth is not absolute but
relative, that Divine Revelation is progressive, not
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final. Unequivocal1y and without the least reserva~
tion it proclaims all established religions to be
divine in origin, identical in their aims, complementary in their functions~ continuous in their
purpose, indispensable in their value to mankind.
(p. 58)

The only difference, Shoghi Effendi said, is that the
present age is "infinitely more advanced, mOTe receptive, and more insistent to receive an ampler measure of
Divine Guidance than has hitherto been vouchsafed to
mankind." (p_ 60)
In "America' and the Most Great Peace," Shoghi
Effendi recalled 'Abdu'l-Baha's prediction that America would "lead all nations spiritually_" (p_ 76) The
Guardian said that "future historians" would show how
the administrative center of the Faith moved to America, then the "mainspring and chief bulwark of its fast
evolving institutions." (p. 76) But he himself gave the
outline of that history, summarizing the first four
decades of the Faith in America climaxed respectively
by the pilgrimages to the Holy Land, the visit of 'Abdu'lBaha to America, the establishment of the National
Spiritual Assembly, and the completion of the 'Superstructure of the House of Worship_ (pp_ 80, 81-94) He
called upon America to eclipse these past achievements
by those of the future.

Who Is Bahi'u'llfb!
In "The Dispensation of Baha 'u'llah" we get a
glimpse of the "incomparable greatness" of Baha 'u'IHlh's Revelation and begin to see its relation to
the Revelations of the past, which it fulfills, and to those
of the future, which it is destined to overshadow. (p. 111)
For our "first obligation" and the object of our "constant endeavor" as Baha'is should be, Shoghi Effendi
said, "to strive to obtain a more adequate understanding of the significance of Baha'u'llah's stupendous
Revelation." (p. 100)
Riil;!.iyyih Khimum remembers that "The Dispensation
of Baha 'u'llah" "burst upon the Baha'is like a blinding
white light . . . . All the frontiers of our understanding
flew outwards; the glory of this Cause and the true
station of its Central Figures were revealed to us and we
were never the same again." (The Priceless Pearl, p.
213)
As a way of getting to know this beautiful letter. let
Shoghi Effendi's own introductory words serve:
Dominating the entire range of this fascinating
spectacle towers the incomparable figure of
Baha'u'llah, transcendental in His majesty, serene,
awe-inspiring, unapproachably glorious. Allied,
though subordinate in rank, and invested with
the authority of presiding with Him over the
destinies of this supreme Dispensation, there
shines upon this mental picture the youthful glory
of the Bab, infinite in His tenderness, irresistible in
His charm, unsurpassed in His heroism, matchless
in the dramatic circumstances of His short yet
eventful life. And finally there emerges, though on
a plane of its own and in a category entirely apart
from the one occupied by the twin Figures that
preceded Him, the vibrant, the magnetiC personality of 'Abdu'l-Baha, reflecting to a degree that no
man, however exalted his station, can hope to rival,
the glory and power with which They who are the
Manifestations of God are alone endowed. (pp. 9798)
Besides Shoghi Effendi's own masterful exposHion of
the subject we are given a great treasure-house of selections from the Writings which he has translated for us as
only he -could. And in this letter he pointed out what is
"the most distinctive feature of the Baha'i Dispensa-

tion" --did you know?-"the twofold station ordained
for the Bab by the Almighty c' (p. 123)

Wbat is Going Oo?
In the final letter, "The Unfoldment of World Civilization," Shoghi Effendi has taken the chaotic puzz.le of our
"travailing society" and put the pieces together for us.
This age can be understood when we realize that its
convulsions are "the death-pangs of the old order and
the birth-pangs of the new." (p. 169) The One is a
process of disintegration, tearing down "the antiquated
barriers that seek to block humanity's progress towards
its destined goal, " (p. 170) The other is a process of
integration, the building up of the World Order of
Baha 'u'llah_
Examples are given of the old institutions that have
fallen or are crumbling; the German Empire and the
Sultanate, the Caliphate, and the ~i'ih hierarchy in
Islam have fallen; the Christian Church is weakening
before materialism, CommWlism, and nationalism; the
signs of moral dovm.fall are clear; many political and
economic structures have broken down; and the League
of Nations proved impotent. (pp.171-194)
Then the Baha'i Faith is shown-'lthis healing Agency, this leavening Power, this cementing Force." (p.
195) We see how it has changed peoples lives, "burned
away their prejudices," and "transformed their outlook"_ (p_ 197) The Baha'is have held steadfastly to their
beliefs (pp_ 198-199) and upheld their laws (pp. 199-2(0)In these and other ways (pp. 200-201), "The Faith 01
Baha'u'llah is proving beyond doU'bt its virility and
capacity to counteract the diSintegrating influences to
which religious systems, moral standards, and political
and social institutions are being subjected." (p. 201)
The last few enthralling pages describe to us "the
unity of the human race, as envisaged by Baha'u'lliih... _ .. (p. 203) And when that is established, "Who
can measure the heights to which human intelligence,
liberated from its shackles, will soar? Who can visualize
the realms which the human spirit, vitalized by the outpouring light of Baha'u'llah, shining in the plenitude of
its glory, will discover?" (p. 206)
The World Oider of Bahri.'u.'IIrih shows the source and
reason for Baha'i institutions; their distinction from all
other institutions, religious or political; and their destiny, as those other institutions crumble, to serve as
.. the nucleus and pattern of the world civilization
emerging Wlder divine inspiration at this focal point of
human history." (p. v) It shows how Baha'u'llah has
taken the world and "caused every soul to expire/' and
then, in His mercy, "called into being a new creation."
(p_ 206)

Prayers at the MOllntain Top
Members of the little Indian Baha'i community of
Yauri-Khoya, Bolivia, a group of men and women believers recently climbed to the summit of a mountain
exactly at midnight and proceeded to pray tearfully for
forgiveness of all their past faults and sins. Then they
prayed together for The Universal House of Justice, the
National Spiritual Assembly of Bolivia and for all the
Baha'is of the world, This was followed by a period of
meditation in total silence and afterwards they descended the mountain. Is it not such humble, sincere
and pure-hearted souls who compose the Kingdom of
God today1
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Dedication of the Mathew Kaszab Institute in Alaska
The Mathew Kaszab Institute, located in the Greater
Anchorage area of Alaska, was dedicated on Sunday,
November 12. 1972 in an afternoon program which was
planned by the National Spiritual Assembly.
John Kolstoe, Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly. acted as Chairman on the occasion. He pointed
out the significance of Baha'i Institutes for deepening in
the Teachings to further the spiritualization of Alaska.
Rowena Currington gave the dramatic story of Mathew
Kaszab, pioneer to Nicaragua in 1939, who suffered persecution and hardships for the Faith.
Auxiliary Board member Jenabe Caldwell read a letter from the Continental Board of Counsellors reminding those attending that Alaska is "caught in a trap of
its: own glory. I t At least one percent of the population of
Alaska is now Baha'i but the goal since the 1971 Convention has been that Alaska become the first all-Baha'i
state in the world.
The Windflower musical group entertained with
songs:. Members of this group are Victor Wong, Kitty
Patel, Marshall Murphy, Gavin Reed, David Rychetnik,
Zonettah Varley and Gary Lamar. Layli Caldwell read
the prayer "Blessed is the Spot" to close the meeting.
Refreshments were enjoyed by the large crowd which

attended.
Mathew Kaszab heard and accepted the Baha'i message while a student at the University of New York and
became aflame with love for his new Faith, He worked
at anything that would allow him time to study the
Baha'i Writings. When Shoghi Effendi's Advent of Divine Justice was published in February of 1939, it contained words that lighted a ft.ame in his heart.
Without delay Mathew set out for Panama where he
wrote articles for all the leading journals, gave Baha'i
talks on the radio and brought into the Faith our first
Panamanian believer.
He next went to ~icaragua where his fare was constant disappointment and discouragement. He served
first at Blue Fields, working in the mines and eventually
felt himself a failure in his efforts towards bettering
conditions of deplorable poverty, vice and ignorance, so
returned to Managua where he was arrested while walking on the street, on the alleged charge of criticizing the
Nicaraguan government.

Auxilia.ry Board member Jenabe Caldwell and E ~aine
Caldwell at the Kaszab [mtitute

The Mathew Kaszab Institute in Alaska
He waS released after about three weeks of imprisonment and, sensing danger, commenced plans to leave
the COWl try. When he arrived at the airport to ft.y out of
Nicaragua, he was again arrested and imprisoned for
three months, during which time he contracted a serious
illness. When he sufficiently recovered to travel, he was
put on a plane for Mexico City then to Brownsville,
Texas, in which city he died all alone a few days after
his arrival.
On his tombstone appear these prophetic words of the
beloved Guardian, Shoghi Effendi: "His services are
unforgetta-ble". The Baha'i World, Volume IX carries an
impressive story of the labor he thought he lost "but
which will exercise its influence forever.
-Adapted from ALASKA BAHA'f NEWS,

Sept. and Dec. 1972

Passing of Well-Known Pioneer
and Teacher - Mrs. Joy Earl
Many Baha'is both in the United States and in the Far
East will be grieved to learn of the passing of Mrs. Joy
Earl in Ann Arbor, Michigan on November 27, 1972,
following several weeks of hospitalization. Although
Mrs, Earl had suffered greatly from ill health for many
years, she never ceased teacrung, Indeed, one of her last
services was to speak at a gathering in August in
Malaysia where she and her husband, Dr, David M.
Earl, were on a travel teaching tour. For a number of
years when the Faith was only -beginning to grow there
she pioneered with Dr. Earl in Japan, Korea, and
Taiwan.
In acknowledging news of Mrs. Earl's passing The
Universal House of Justice on November 30, cabled:
GRIEVE PASSING FAITHFUL HA.c'lDMAID BAHA'U'LLAR JOY EARL HER EXEMPLARY SERVICE
PIONEER FIELD FAR EAST OVER LONG PERIOD
A.c'ID TEACHING HOMEFRONT GREATLY VALUED.
ASSURE

DEVOTED

HUSBAND

PRAYERS

HOLY

THRESHOLD PROGRESS HER SOUL.

-The Universal House of Justice
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.!)nJtiluteJ on the Covenant
Enthusiasm and joy intensified the deepening process
at the more than sixty Covenant Institutes, sponsored by
the Continental Board of Cotulsellors of North America,
which have been carried out during this past fall and
winter, with at least one being held in every state of
Continental United States. These Institutes were programmed and arranged by the Counsellors, in collaboration with their Auxiliary Board members, for the
purpose of increasing the understanding and appreciation of the Covenant by the many new believers, and for
the general welfare and strengthening of the National
community. Additional Institutes are anticipated to occur, almost to the close of the current Baha'i year, the
entire series of such gatherings resulting in a total
attendance of approximately 6,200. In this nationwide
task the Continental Board of Counsellors and its Auxil.
iary Boards have been vastly aided by the ready and
loving assistance of the National Spiritual Assembly.
More compelling than the tulusually large attendance
by the old as well as the new believers, those carrying
out this series of Institutes have been impressed by the
power and unifying spirit which has been generated and
by the enthusiasm and eagerness for ever deeper knowledge of the Faith which featured these sessions. Some of
the Baha'is traveled from one Institute to the next, declaring that depth of understanding stimulated desire
for further knowledge.
Gems from the Writings were discovered and re-discovered. The sessions began with the Eternal Covenant
of God, with its golden thread of truth linking all Revelations into one total Religion. The discussions continued
into the Covenant made by Baha'u'}H~.h with His followers. This tulique Lesser Covenant contained appointment of 'Abdu'l-Baha as the Center of this Covenant. It
was continued through the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha with its apPOintment of Shoghi Effendi as

Guardian. its expanded understanding of the authority
of The Universal House of Justice along with provisions
for that Body's election, and its delineation of the ap.pointment by the Guardian of the Hands of the Cause of
God.
In addition there was discussion regarding designation by the Guardian in 1957 of the Hands of the Cause as
·'Chief Stewards of the Faith", and of their stewardship
between the passing of the Guardian and the election of
the first Universal House of Justice. Historic steps taken
by The Universal House of Justice since its inception
were outlined, these steps including appointment of
Continental Boards of Counsellors to carry into the
future the functions and duties of the Hands of the
Cause of God.
Much time was allowed to clarify what Covenantbreaking is and is not. Complete freedom featured the
question and anSwer periods, giving great oppOrtunity
for audience participation. Guidance for dealing with
incidents of suspected Covenant-breaking was spelled
out-that believers should report these to their Administrative Institutions, Auxillary Board members, Counsellors, or Hands of the Cause, and the one contacted would
then make the proper referral.
Many exciting and dramatic instances took place: re.dedication on the part of some; confirmation for others.
At each Institute gratitude was expressed for the new
edition of the pamphlet The Power of the Covenant
provided by the National Spiritual Assembly. Deep ap.preciation was also extended to the many Local Spiritual Assemblies and District Teaching Committees who
aided in arranging facilities, registering attendants and
providing hospitality. Special praise was given to the
high quality of interest and perception of the Baha'is
who attended, which completed the composite of joyous
productiVe cooperation of the entire project.

A regular monthly institute held in Province Chaco, Argentina, jor adults and chi1.dren. Mrs. IsabeZ
Costas, at extreme right, is a visitor jrom Burzaco. Next to her is Mr. Eugene Dornbrook, resident
pioneer.
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Youth Conference in Guatemala
The climax of five weeks for youth projecteers in
Guatemala who had taught hundreds of people was a
Youth Conference held in the National Baha'i Center in
Guatemala City, on August 19-20, Projecteers from
other Central American countries were invited.
Among the speakers was Auxiliary Board member
Edith McLaren, whose topic was 'The Covenanf'. Her
son, Peter McLaren. who was visiting at the time also

made a talk and showed slides at a public meeting.
Attendance at the meeting was about sixty people.
The tie binding these youth was their dedication to
telling about the Baha'i Faith. This group demonstrated
what the future world will be like with unity in diversity.
'When parting time came, it was with tears of sorrowthey could hardly pull themselves away from each other
and go back into the old world again.

Publicity in Leading Dutch Newspapers
On September 30, 1972, in one of the nation's leading
newspapers Het Paroo~} on page five appeared a short
item under the caption "Baha'is Want to Promote
Peace". Data were received from Mr. M. Kleyne, a
member of the Amsterdam Baha'i community. It stated
that the Baha'i Faith strives to educate men towards
universal thinking, to develop a consciousness of re.sponsibility and obedience of people to their respective
governments, the elimination of prejudices, and to constantly focus on the best interests of mankind. The
editor permitted 1\.fr. Kleyne to state: "We believe that
Baha'u'IU.h is the One foretold in the Bible as the return
of the Messiah."
"If you have inner peace, there is no further problem"
was the statement introducing an interview with '"Dizzie" Gillespie in the A~gemmen Dagb~ad, a leading
Dutch newspaper on October 28, 1972.

Mr. John Birks Gillespie is among the foremost jazz
musicians since World War II. Through his appointment
as "Musical Ambassador" under the direction of the
State Department in Washington, he undertook a
worldwide goodwill trip. Whenever he speaks with journalists he always brings his religion to the fore and tells
where he finds zest for living. Algemmen Dagblad wrote:
HRe takes a little book out of his case and lets us see it.
;This is my Bible', he says. 'I am a convinced supporter
of the Baha'i Faith. Its source is fdm and now there are
followers all over the world. I am for Christian religions,
but they have, according to me, gone too little with the
times.' ,
Cnder a sub-title "Love" is this excerpt: 'The Baha'i
Faith, in the first place, preaches irmer peace which I
often speak about, and a loving relation with all your
fellO\...·-men . . . . Read about it some time, discover the
prescription and be my friend. That's what the world
needs."

...
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause RU'h(yyih Khc3'num
By Violette Nafiliiava'n( Companion
Part thirteen
On February 1, 1971, we crossed the border of ZaIre
and entered our twenty-second African cOWltry, Zambia. During the stay of Amatu'l-Baha in this country
which ended on March 10 she \'vas able to bring the Faith
to the forefront of press, radio and televlsion,
In an unforgettable audience with President Kaunda
which lasted half an hour, she was able to speak freely
about the principles of the Faith. She assured the President of the loyalty and obedience of Baha'is to their
respective government and their abhorrence of lawlessness and anarchy. President Kaunda, a charming, distinguished educator and leader, received Rul:;dyyih
Khanum, who was accompanied by the Chairman of the
Local Spiritual Assembly of Lusaka and myself, in his
private office in his home. He expressed his pleasure at
meeting Amatu'l-Baha. He said, "I have been studying
the Baha'i file and am impressed by the similarity of
some of your principles to my personal belief and
ideas." \Vhen Rul)iyyih Khtmum spoke of the cruel
prejudlce of the educated class against the uneducated
and the illiterate, the President smiled and retorted:
"Madam Rabbani, if you were not a visitor in my country I would have said you were spying on my thoughts,
as I have just prepared a talk which emphaSizes the
same points."
He was greatly impressed when told about our African tour, and commented on its length, asking if any
disasters had been met with. Ru}:liyyih Khtmum told him
that the greatest compliment she could pay to Africa
was that two women traveled alone across this vast
continent and were not afraid. She said that \!,o'e had
realized the villagers everywhere would be kind and
helpful. The PreSident smiled and said "This is two-way
traffic Madam; it is your attitude which has created
such an atmosphere for you."

Lusaka, Zambia,

Rtihiyyih Khdnum with the well-known
lenge of Zambia.

Chief lire-

R u1)iyyih Khtmum said she wished to present him with
a copy of the pamphlet "Obedience to Government" but
unfortunately had not been able to locate one and asked
if she could send it to him. The President replied that he
would like to have it and then asked Mr. Makwakwa,
Chairman of the Local Assembly, to send him any new
Baha'i literature that was available. Amatu'l-Baha was
surprised and said: "Your Excellency, with all the burdens of state resting on you and all you have to read,
you dQ not have time to read this literature," He replied:
"I have set aside a special time on Sunday after I return
from Church for study and reading such material."

Bnha:i community meeting with Amatu'l-Bahri.
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The President is a great leader and has a vision of
bringing his people up-to-date while preserving the
traditions and virtues of tribal society, He knO'i"rs about
the Faith and seems impressed by its Teachings.
When One of the top television interviewers met
RuJ::liyyih lQIanum he told her he was planning to
emphasize the Safari rather than the Baha'i Teachings
as he had recently done a long interview on the Baha'i
Teachings and felt it unwise to repeat so sOon. Hm'r'ever,
after five minutes he began asking questions about the
Faith and became so interested that he sent a note to the
staff telling them to lengthen the half-hour interview
with Rii:Q.iyyih Khanum to forty-five minutes!
There were two additional radio interviews and a
number of favorable articles in the press.
At a public meeting in Lusaka in the auditorium of the
Evelyn Home College, more than 400 people listened
with rapt attention to the talk of Amatu'l-Baha on "The
Spiritual Destiny 'Of Africa." During the question period
a young man asked: nWhy is it that almost a century
ago people such as Livingstone and Rhodes and noW
yourself, came to us telling us of our potentialities and
capacities and warning us of the evils of losing our
racial virtues and beliefs, yet none of our own people
tell us such things"!"
The answer of Ruhiyyih Khanum was brilliant. The
audience spontaneously broke into applause. She said:
"In the first place there are great men in this continent
who are also saying the same thing and trying to uphold
such ideas and your President is one of them. In the
second place we must learn to be objective and impartial. We must recognize what is W1iversal and not regionalor racial. In this room we are all enjoying the gift
of electricity. This gift came to you through the white
man, yet it is yours and does not belong to anyone
group of men because it is a prinCiple, a universal
principle. Religious truth, like'Nise, is a universal principle and belongs to whoever accepts it. Baha'u'l1ah
belongs to me because I have accepted Him and love
Him, but He also belDngs to you if you accept Him and
love Him."

At Chalinshani, Rul].iyyih Khanum spoke to the students at National in Training College, a Teachers'
Training College, on "The Role and Responsibility of
Teachers in Society." She said teaching is one of the
three professions highly praised by Baha'u'llah-to the
extent that in His will which comes into operation when a
person dies v,rithout leaving a will, a portion of the
wealth of the individual is set aside for his teacher.
In the capital. Lusaka, Amatu'l-Baha met with the
National Spiritual Assembly and with the believers. on
three different occasions. At the Nineteen Day Feast she
suggested that for the purpose of attracting Baha'u'llah's assistance in teaching and consolidation,
it would be a good idea if during the month the Baha'is
fast once a week. during a week-end. The believers
could set aside a day for the purpose of concentrated
community prayers. The friends liked this idea very
much. On the first of such days she attended, and joined
the friends in prayers which began at 6:00 a.m. and
ended at 6:00 p.m. Some of the youth held the fort
continuously and other friends joined them at different
times during the day.
My son, Nehran, had been invited by Amatu'l-Baha to
join her Safari for a month on his way to teach the Faith
in The Gambia during his vacation. He was able to join
not only in the youth activities in Lusaka but to travel
with uS to a number of villages in the North West when
we first arrived from ZaIre. Unfortunately Rul),iyyih
Khfmum caught a bad case of flu in Kitwe and had to
remain in bed for some days. Before that she was able to
visit Mwinilunga and Ikelenge, where she met with the
famous Chief Ikelenge, a warm friend of the Faith whose
Angolian wife is a devoted Baha'i. In this village over
100 people gathered to hear Amatu'l-Baha speak On
"The Important Role of Women in SOCiety", also the
power and devotion of the life of women.
In that area of Zambia alone, we were told, there are
forty-five Local Assemblies. Unfortunately, because of
heavy rains we were not able to meet with many believers. One of the goals of the National Assembly is the
erection in that district of a Teaching Institute. We were

Meeting with the Baha'is of Mwinilunga, Zambia.
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he had already seen them on a previous visit to Africa.
Standing in front of one of the wonders of the world
where the larger-than-life statue of David Livingstone
looks upon these fa lIs, I could not but wonder at the
perlection of God, the grandeur of His creation and the
heedlessness of m an. One day men will treasure the
knm.... ledge that this spot was b·lessed by the footsteps of
the "Sign of God on earth", the beloved Guardian,
Shoghi Effendi.
In Rhodesia

Audience of teachers at the National "in Service Training College, Chahmbani, Zambia.
happy to hear later on that it had been completed.
Jt was the pineapple season. An amusing scene took
place. Without understanding a word, we were able to
follow the movements of a husband and wife and understand all that was said. When the couple arrived bringing a basket of pineapples as a gift for Ruryiyyih
Khfmum and they saw a dozen or so pineapples already
piled up, the wife told the husband to take theirs back as
there \",'ere already too many. We quite agreed with her
reasonable attitude~
During meetings it was necessary that every word be
translated into two languages-so much time wasted,
We all felt the urgent necessity for the universal auxiliary language foreseen by Baha·u'llah.
Both in the township of Mwinilunga and the village of
the same name we met with the Baha'is. In the mining
tov.'Il of Chingola during a very short stop-over some of
the friends had the bounty of meeting with Amatu'lBaha. In Kitwe, a beautiful tov.'11 in the heart of the
copper mining district, before RuJ;.iyyih Khimum became ill and had to cancel her program she had a very
interesting press interview which resulted in the publication of a long article on the Faith. She also had a
radio interview in the same town. These interviews attracted a great deal of attention because of RUQiyyih
Khanum's unique trip acrOSS Africa in a Land Rover.

In Li"'ingstone
Amatu'l-Baha's tour of Zambia was completed when
several months later she was able to cross over the
Rhodesian border into the southern town of Livingstone
and meet the active and devoted Baha'i community in
the village of Mukuni. These dear friends who were
disappointed in the month of March because Rul)iyyih
Khanum was. too ill to visit them, rejoiced in her presence and presented her with a wood carving they had
specially made for her. In Livingstone itself, at the
home of the only pioneers there, a young Persian couple,
she was able to explain the fundamental principles of the
Faith to a selected group of seekers. This famous spot in
Africa, where David Livingstone tirst came upon the
majestic sight of Victoria FaIls-known by the local
inhabitants. by the name of "Musi-O-Tunya" meaning
"the smoke that thunders", was blessed by the presence
of the beloved Guardian himself, Amatu'l·Baha told uS
that in 1940, when Italy entered the war and the Mediterranean was closed to Allied shipping, Shoghi Effendi
with her father and herself had been forced to return to
Palestine from England via South Africa, crossing the
continent from Cape Tov.'11 to Cairo. Shoghi Effendi had
made a special trip to these falls to show them to her as

Our first visit to Rhodesia was during the three weeks
in March, before Rul)iyyih Khfmum left for Panama to
dedicate the Mother Temple of Latin America to public
worship and also to represent The Universal House of
Justice at the first convention of the new Vlindward
Islands National Spiritual Assembly. For three weeks in
Salisbury she was the guest of One of the first pioneers to
Rhodesia who has faithfully remained at his post all
these years and who moved out of his beautiful home so
that Amatu'l·Baha could be entirely free and undis..turbed to rest and recuperate from her recent illness in
Zambia.
When she was feeling better she attended several
meetings, the most important one to address a society
called "People to People". This very constructive and
liberal group of broadminded people is one of the few
deliberately multiracial societies in that COWl try . The
Baha'is have cultivated their friendshp and in the past
have been able to participate in their programs and
speak on the Faith. Amatu']·Baha was the guest speaker
and the subject of her talk was "The Baha'i Faith and
the Social Order. tt Her open and frank exposition of the
purpose of the Baha'i Faith in the world today created
an atmosphere of joy and anticipation. Her clear explanation of the concept of progressive revelation was
an answer to many unasked questions. She also stressed
the cardinal principle of obedience to government and
stated the Baha'is did not believe in anti-government
demonstrations. revolution or anarchy. She ended her
remarks by praising the spirit of such societies as theirs
and said she admired the courage of the people who
upheld them.
During the period for questions following her talk,
some university students brought up the highly controversial subject of racial injustice and asked why any.
one should obey an unjust government. Rul)iyyih
~anum said: "The purpose of my talk tonight and my
visit to your country is not to discuss such controversial issues; I am .expounding a principle which is vital
and important for us Baha'is. If every individual is given
the freedom to judge his government and decide whether
it is a just or unjust one, and reserves for himself the

A calVed wooden head made tOT Amatu'l-Bahd by the
of Mokuni in Southern Zambia.
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RUQ.iyyih Khcinum speaking to the Baha'i Sunday SchooL

class at the Salisbury Hote! School.
right to rise up against it because he considers it unjust
and to overthrow it by force, then when the next· government comes into power those holding the opposite views
can likewise judge, condemn and decide to overthrow
the new government. Where then do we find law and order? This is anarchy and anarchy is forbidden by
Bahci'u'llah. In the Teachings there is one thing which is
considered even worse than war, and that is civil war."
Many of the clergy and educators present were obviously pleased by this answer but some of the youth
were not satisfied. Rul).iyyih Kha.num told them to reBeet upon it, as it was a new idea very different from the
one they read about but that they should consider it
seriously"
When being given a vote of thanks at the end of this
meeting, the Principal of the school, an Indian educator
said: "I have no doubt in my mind that if the world was
to choose one religion and live by it, it should be the
Baha'i Faith as its views on religions and mankind are
broad and universal so that it can embrace all men."
One of the pioneers had brought from his commercial
-rOSe garden over 500 beautiful blossoms and at his
suggestion Rul].iyyih~ Khanum invited each of the
audience to take a rose away as a little remembrance of
this meeting_ When this mixture of races in a country
increasingly agitated by racial distrust and misunderstanding left this meeting each person was carrying at
least one fragrant rose, symbolic of the Baha'i Teachings that we are all flowers of one garden. One could not
but feel hope for the future, that a rose from the paradise
of the Words of GDd, the perfume of the Message of the
Blessed Beauty, would change men's deeds_
The joyous occasion of the celebration of the Baha'i
New Year we shared with the believers of Salisbury and
neighboring ar"eas on the evening of March 20. Over 150
of the h-iends gathered to dine together and break the
last day of their Fast with Rul)iyyih Khanum_ After dinner and the start of the Naw-Ruz meeting, she told the
friends that thirty-two years ago she and Shoghi Effendi
had traveled through Rhodesia and this visit of the
beloved Guardian had blessed their wonderful land. She
spoke of the tremendous power released through the
Word of God and through obedience to His laws and
ordinances_
In the homes of Baha'is she was able to speak to them
and their friends on a number of occasions_
A Bua'( Funeral Service
One of the unforgettable incidents during this period
was a Baha'i funeral which took place in the commWlity of the Salisbury ~otel, seven miles outside the city
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limits. A three-month old baby of a Baha'i couple died_
The father is a teacher at the Motel SchOOl which Mr.
Lawrence Hautz has maintamed free for over fifteen
years on his property at which over a thousand children
have received a primary education. All the legal procedures of the funeral had been attended to in an llil.believably 5hort time: permission to bury the baby in a
sm all African cemetery on the property was secured; a
beautiful coffin was obtained: the long prayer for the
dead (page 260, Prayers and i\.feditariol'ls of Baha'tt'Urih)
was translated into the Shona language_
Over 200 people gathered at thc site. a small hilltop
overlooking flowering fields and beautiful green rolling
country_ Many non-Baha'i relatives, including grand_
parents had come from long distances to attend the
fllil.eral. Africans have a profound respect for the dead
and a feeling of obligation to bury them befittingly. The
school children, well over a hundred holding bunches of
wild pink and \"'hite cosmos in their hands marched the
half-mlle from the schoolhoU-'~e to the gra ve side, chant_
ing "Ya-Baha'u'l-Abha." They arran!::ed themselves in
a block then remained silent and disctplined throughout
the long ceremony. One of the Baha. -[ school teachers
read aloud most beautifully in Shona the long funeral
prayer while all stood and faced 'A.kka. The intense
spiritual vibration which the repetition of the verses
releases, each verse said nineteen times, profoundly
st.irred all of us_
At the end Amatu'l-Baha spoke a few words on the
Teachings of Baha.'u 'Bah about life after death and the
condition of the souL She told of the assurance of
'Abdu'l-Baha that the innocent soul of a child which did
not have a chance to grow in this world will be watched
over and helped in the next world to develop and progress spiri tually.
At the end of her talk, knowing some of the relatives
were not Baha'is she asked a woman who had moved
forward to the open grave to say a prayer. This digni_
fied, elderly lady, whom we later learned was one of the
grandmothers, said a few words we thought were a
prayer but learned afterwards they were words of gratitude. She said that she had never seen such a funeral
before where an atmosphere of love and joy prevailed in
place of the usual wailing and weeping, and peace and
tranquility had filled their hearts. The grandmother
later accepted the Faith and in her own village repeated
the story of the funeral of her grandchild_ The effect of
this unique prayer for the dead is so profound that
Amatu'l-Baha urged the Rhodesian National Spiritual

Just before driving of] to Rhodesia some Lusaka friends
bid farewell. Mehran Nalgtjavcini is kneeUng in front Of
Ru~iyyih

Khanum.
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Assem bly and other National Assemblies she has since
visited, as well as individual friends everywhere, to have
it translated into the different native languages and
make it generally available to the friends.
She told a personal experience. how in 1940 when the
news of the sudden passing of her beloved mother
reached her, her whole being \"'a5 filled with such sorrow
and longing that she asked permission from the Guar~

In honor of the sixtieth anniversary of the visit of
'Abdu'l-Baha to Chicago, the Baha'i commWlity of the
city held a reception and dinner on October 29, 1972 at
the McCormick Place Lindheimer Room.
The receptlon was held from 5 :00 p.m. until dinner at
6:00 p.m. The occasion was attended by around 350
people from the Chicago community and surrounding
SUburbs. The press was represented, as well as two
guests from the Conference of Christians and Jews.
Those Baha'is who were in Chicago at the time 'Abdu'lBaha visited were especially recognized.
The enjoyable dinner was enhanced by entertainment
by Dorothy Morrow, violinist; Reuben Anthony, guitarist; the Hagighi brothers Syrus and Kiumas provided
musical selections on ancient Persian instruments, the
santour and the zarb; the Baha'i Chorus of Chicago sang
Wlder the direction of Mrs. Verna Jean Harreld. The
guest speaker of the evening was Mr. John von ThurnTaxis who recounted the visit of 'Abdu']-Baha to
Chicago.

Guests who also met 'Abdu'l-Bahd.: MT. Monroe Ioas
Miss Marie Bohmann.

dian to visit the Shrine of Baha'u'llah alone. In that holy
spot she recited this prayer out loud and as she repeated
nineteen times each of its powerful verses, she felt as if
the words, like drop by drop of refreshing water t washed
away some of the sharp pangs of her sorrow and
distress.

(To be continued)

Guests and memoeTs in Chicago who met cAodu'l-Bah.ci.
From Zeft to right: Mrs. Elsa Robinson, Miss EZfie
Lundberg, Miss Sophie Loeding.

j

Chicago Baha'i Chorus at the banquet.

Baha'( Group in Hottest Place on Earth
Sibi, in Baluchistan, is now considered the hottest
place in the world, having taken the record away from
Jacobabad in Sind, Pakistan.
On October 1, 1972, three Baha'is traveled to Sibi
Where there were no believers. Mr. A. C. Joshi, from an
orthodox Hindu Brahmin background, had some acquaintances in the location and in a specially convened gathering presented the Faith to them. Four
Hindu merchants accepted the Faith and signed dec·
laration cards.
Mr. Joshi was accompanied by Mr. Anisur Rahman of

Muslim background and Mr. Khurov Aisaro, a member
of a Zoroastrian family.
Mr. Joshi is a member of the National Spiritual Assembly of Pakistan, a Senior Practising Lawyer of the
High Courts of West Pakistan, a graduate in the Sanskrit
language, a scholar of Gita, and has had experience in
broadcasting from Radio Pakistan for more than fifteen
years.
The Nine Year Plan stipulated that ten groups should
be established in Baluchistan and this goal has now
been achieved.
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United Nations Day Observed
in the United States
Over fifty Baha'i communities throughout the United
States observed United Nations Day on October 24, 1972,
marking the twenty-seventh anniversary of the fOWlding of the United Nations. This year's theme was "The
Promise of World Peace." Celebrations included international dinners, picnics, public meetings, and participation in festivals sponsored. by local 1.:nited Nations
Association chapters.
Mrs. Annamarie Honnold, Alternate Delegate of the
Baha'i International Community of the United Nations,
addressed 150 members of the Problems of Democracy
Classes at Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania, Area High
School. In Amherst Massachusetts, Mrs. Mabel Garis,
the U .S.-UN Repres~ntative for the Baha'is, spoke about
the effectiveness of the United Nations. In Alexandria,
Virginia, Dr. Arthur Lyon Dahl spoke about the United
Nations Environmental Conference held in Sweden last
June which he attended as the representative for the
Baha'is. Dr. Edward H. Buehrig, author of several books
and articles concerning the United Nations spoke to a
gathering of fifty Baha'is and non-Baha'is in the International Center on the Indiana University campus in
Bloomington, Indiana. Dr. Buehrig was involved with
the early development of the United Nations. Baha'is in
Cottage Grove, Oregon; Town of Hempstead, New York;
Portland, Oregon; and Rogers, Arkansas, also held public meetings. All meetings were well received and all
had good newspaper pu·blicity.
Nearly 100 people attended an international buffet
sponsored by the Baha'is of Las Vegas, Nevada. Wendy
Hill Ayhub, noted Baha'i singer and songwriter from
London, England, who has worked with the United Nations in London, was guest speaker. The observance
received excellent publicity-articles in three newspapers, coverage on three television channels, seven
radio stations, and interviews on two talk shows. Other
-.;.uccessful international dinners were held in Evanston,
Illinois; Santa Rosa, California; South Portland, Maine;
Mishawaka, Indiana; Fargo, North Dakota; and Hillsborough County, Florida.
The Baha'is of Alameda, California, commemorated
UN Day with a diversified program. Some :Model UN
Clubs from surroWlding high schools partiCipated, one
club holding a mock UN Security COWlcil meeting. Mr.
Jamshed Fozdar, who has served the Faith in many
countries throughout the world, was the speaker for the
evening. Two films, "And His Name Shall Be One" and
"The Games of Peace" (the latter provided by the
United Nations Association in Berkeley), were shov,,'TI. A
representative "from the UNA attended die meeting to
see how the Baha'is were going to present the film. He
was so pleased with the entire program that he promised
to write to the United Nations telling them they should
cooperate much more with the Baha'is!
The communities of San Jose and Los Gatos, California, participated in the annual United Nations CUltural Festival held in Los Gatos. The festival's theme
was "One World, One Hope for Peace." Many people
stopped at the Baha'i booth, asked questions, and took
literature when they left. The Baha'is not only placed an
ad in the official souvenir book for the festival, but also
received good press coverage. A similar, but smaller
United Nations Day festival was held in Needham, Massachusetts on the town common. The Baha~i group there
also manned a booth and distributed literature to interested seekers.
Some communities took advantage of the celebrations
sponsored by local organizations. Baha'is in South

Dade, Florida, attended a UNA sponsored dinner.
Baha'is in Marion, Indiana, participated in activities
including a festival, symposium, and public meetings'
all emphasizing the enited Nations. In Littleton, ColO:
rado, Mrs. John Fiore, the Executive Director of the
Colorado U}'""A, spoke to the Baha'is on the vital role the
United )f ations is playing in trying to meet the diverse
problems of the world.
"Experiment in Internationalism" was the theme for
the commemoration in Issaquah, ·Washington. More
than thirty people learned folk dances from many areas
of the world, including everything from stately English
cotmtry dances to the fancy footwork of Balkan line
dances. Afterwards, all enjoyed a display of handicrafts
from North\llest A.merican Indian tribes, Iceland, Java,
Israel, and NigerIa, plus a sampling of international
foods.
A study of the United Nations Charter and a discussion of the revisions proposed by the Baha'i International Community of some of the Charter's articles were
the topics of the meeting sponsored by the Baha'is of
Sacramento Municipal Court District. This informative
session also received newspaper pUblicity.
Needless to say, all the Baha'i communities celebrating United Nations Day 1972 contributed greatly to
spreading the Teachings of Baha'u'llah and creating a
better awareness of the United Nations. Most of these
communities plan to follow up their activities with firesides, public meetings, and further cooperation with the
United Nations Association wherever possible. Several
are even contemplating new activities for United Nations Day 1973.

Mrs. Annamarie Honno~d, Alternate Delegate of the
Baha'i Internationa~ Community of the United Nations,
addressed classes of the Tu.nkhannock, Pennsylvania,
Area High SchooL, at right. At ~eft is Mrs. Ann Williams
who introduced her and Jack Pencek~ class adviser.
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Baha'Is Around the World Observe
United Nations Day, 1972
FAI.KLA:-;O ISLA:-;OS
The Baha'ls of the Falkland Islands observed Vnited
Nations Day 1972 with exhibits and film showings that
did much to help the people of these remote islands
become a\I.:are of the larger world beyond their shores,
acquainting them both with the aims and activities of
the U::-.l and with the W1iversal scope of the Baha'j
Teachings.
Preparations began in April when the Baha'i International Community office in New York received a request
for a film and other materials. Since there is no local or
regional United ~atjons Information Center with services for the Falkland Islands, the Radio/Visual Department of the Office of Public Information at UN
Headquarters graciously made available a film, "Workshop for Peace." This was shipped to the Falkland
friends by the Baha 'j UN office, along with UN posters
and pamphlets, as well as the new Baha'i brochure,
"The Environment and Human Values-A Baha'i
View," prepared especially for the recent UN Conference on the Human Environment.
The Baha'is of the Falkland Islands now report the
success of their efforts: "We received authority to display the material in the largest store in town, and it was
shown from Friday, October 20, until Saturday, October
28.. . :11any people passed through the store and saw
the exhibits.. . A notice was broadcast over the local
radio station announcing the display .... Previously, we
had loaned the materials to the senior school in Port
Stanley, and one of the teachers arranged for them to be
displayed so that the pupils could see them and discuss
the work of the United Nations.. . We had arranged for
the film, HWorkshop for Peace" to be shown at several
outlying settlements where it was combined with the
Baha'i movie, "It's Just the Beginning." On the 22nd of
October we were lucky enough to have it screened in the
local cinema to a packed house of over 250 people. The
audience was quiet and receptive, and many must have
associated the screening with the West Store exhibit and,
therefore, with the Baha'i Faith. In the store we had put
up little notices saying that the exhibit was by the
Baha'is of the Falkland Islands through the representa·
tives at the United Nations. Altogether, we think that the
exhibition and screening have done a lot to make people
aware of the manifold tasks tmdertaken by the United
Nations, and that it also helped to indirectly proclaim
the Faith."

United Nations Day, 1972, observed in

MonTovia~

Liberia.

HAWAII
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
Hawaiian Islands sponsored an observance of United Nations Day. October 24, at Spalding Hall at the University
of Hawaii. Mr. Salvatore A. Pelle spoke on "Do We Need
the United Nations?". Mrs. Sue De Sena, Chairman of
the Vlahiawa Spiritual Assembly, presided and Miss
Elahe Vahdat, of fran, provided a mUSical program with
songs in Japanese, Persian and Filipino. Among those
attending the public meeting was Mrs. Fern McQuesten,
representative of the United Nations Association of
Hawaii.
The Mayor of Honolulu sent a letter of gratitude to the
National Spiritual Assembly of Hawaii. "Through the
combined efforts of many civic minded individuals and
organizations", he said, "the UN Day Committee has
achieved great success in promoting understanding and
support of the United Nations organization. For your cooperation and partiCipation in this community service, I
would like to extend my deepest appreCiation and I shall
look forward to continued assistance from your very fine
organization. "
LUXEMBOURG
The Baha'is of Luxembourg sponsored a public meeting in celebration of United Nations Day, the only observance held in the Grand Duchy. Professor Nicholas
Janus spoke on the theme "The UN-Can it Bring Us
Peace?". Among those in attendance was the President
of the United Nations Organization in Luxembourg. A
most attractive invitation was sent to important personalities and distributed widely throughout the cotmtry.
Through this extensive mailing and free newspaper publicity, many people were made aware of Baha'i support
of the aims and programs of the United Nations.
LIBERIA
Commemoration of United Nations Day in Liberia this
year provided another unique opporttmity to proclaim
the Faith and to present the Teachings of Baha'u'll.ih
dealing with world problems and mankind's quest for
peace. ELTV, the National Television Network for
Liberia, produced a seventy-minute video-tape program
on the United Nations. The film opened with "Highlights
on the United Nations," featuring as special guest Miss
Georgia M. Sanchez., Secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the BahiL'js of West Africa. During the thirty
minutes allotted to the Baha'is, she explained some of
the Teachings of Baha'u'llah dealing with world problems. also referring to the important contributions of the
Baha'i In te rna tional Com m unity, as a N on~Governm en tal
Organization, to the aims and programs of the United
Nations. Thanks to the office of the Baha'i International
Community, which supplied slides from the United Nations Development Program. and other appropriate materials, the program was well presented. and the station
expressed its gratitude. Further evidence of the program's success came when the National Spiritual Assembly of West Africa received a copy of a letter sent by
Mr. Curtis Campaigne, United Nations Development
Program Resident Representative for Liberia, to ELTV
requesting the video-tape to send to UN Headquarters
in the United States.
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LIBERIA, continued
In addition, a fifteen minute radio interview with Mr.
Jamshid Fanaiyan was broadcast twice on U~ Day, on
ELBe, as a radio special on the United Nations . .11r.
F anaiyan explained the Baha 'i view on the UN and gave
a glimpse of world peace in the future.
This impressive evidence of Baha'i cooperation \"'ith
the United Nations included also a well attended public
meeting held at the u.s.r.s. Auditorium, featuring a
panel discussion and the showing of UNDP slides. The
news of this meeting, with comments, was announced
by ELBe. Further, an article entitled "Let Us Support
the United Nations", featured in the Liberian StaT, covered in detail Baha'i support of the goals of the Charter
of the United Nations.

CHAD
The Baha'is of Chad celebrated UN Day with a public
presentation-the first sponsored by their community.
A great deal of interest and enthusiasm was generated
and the United Nations Development Program Resident
Representative of Chad, Mr. Finn Bonnevie, responded
with wholehearted cooperation. He made available a
delightful young man who spoke on the programs of
development in Africa, especially Chad. He also contributed a large supply of literature for distribution,
and honored the Baha'i commlUlity by coming personally
to the program. A young Baha'i student presented the
Baha'i principles relevant to the occasion, and young
Persian pioneers decorated the Center for the event.
Announcement of the program \"'as made over Radio
Tchad, and Info Tchad, the only newspaper published in
Chad, and read by everyone, carried an advertisement
of the meeting for two days. About fifty people attended
the meeting-a modest beginning-but the Baha'i community was very encouraged.

AUSTRALIA
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Australia reports the outstanding success of an InterFaith World Brotherhood Youth Service held in observance of United Nations Day, sponsored by the United
Nations Association. Arrangements for the service were
made by a three-person committee which included Mrs.
Judy Hassall, a Baha'i, who was apPOinted by UNA to
help. The program, which was inspired as a result of the
Youth Service held in the Baha'i House of WorShip last
year, gave clear recognition to the Baha'i Faith.
Among the 700 people attending the service, held in the
main auditorium of the Sydney Town Hall on October 22,
were church dignitaries and official representatives from
various organizations. Advance publicity included 2,000
United Nations invitations distributed throughout the
area and posters placed in universities and colleges, A
television station, at their own request, featured a panel
of four youth from Baha'i, :\.1uslim, Christian and Jewish
backgrounds. On this national telecast centered on the
forthcoming program, the youth expressed their thoughts
as to how unity could be established throughout the
world. Five newspapers had articles about the service
and mentioned Baha'i participation. Four commercial
radio stations announced the program, and mentioned
Baha'i participation, and ABC National Radio reported
three times that this was an "historic service," mentioning that Baha'i Writings were included in the program. Copies of the program were sent to all state
branches of the UNA throughout Australia and SOme
overseas countries, including England, New Zealand and
New Guinea.
Seven Baha'i young people were actively involved in
this program, including Scott Stafford. 17 years old, who

gave the majn talk, entitled, ; 'One God, One World One
Brotherhood of Man:' His speech was taped for ~adio
il: nd replayed on two occasions . .K1J.nma, a magazine pub.
hshed by the UNA of Austraha for free circulation to
Secondary Schools, reprinted the talk. The Baha'i community of the metropolitan area of Sydney gave massive
support to the event, and through their fine cooperation
thIS program resulted in increased recognition and
prestIge for the Faith in Australia.
On the. evening of October 28! 'United Nation::; Week
ended. WIth a special service at the Baha'i House of
WO~ShiP. Me. John Serisier, LLB, State President of the
Umt~d Nations Association and a member of the State
~arhament of New South 'Vales, read one of the selec~
hons from the Writlngs of Baha'u'ILah.

BELIZE
Once again the Bah<i'is of Belize provided the main
event fo~ ,~he United Nations Day celebration. Apart from
the Baha I program, the UN flag was raised in a brief
ceremony at the capital of Belmopan, and Radio Belize
released a program prepared by the UN with talks by
the Secre.tary-General and the President of the General
Assembly. The Baha'i program was cited therefore as
the main celebration and given first plac'e in all ra'dio
news, as well as in the press with continual announcements during October 23 and 24,
The program featured a Round Table discussion under
the title "Youth Looks At The United Nations." As a
background, the Ba,ha'is had made large cardboard flags
of UN member natIOns. These were hung in tiers on the
b~c.kdro:p of cur~ains, presenting a most colorful picture
VIVIdly lliustratmg t.he concept of tulity in diversity.
Students .~:om five hIgh schools partiCipated, including
one Baha 1 student and one Baha'i youth now out of
school. ~t the table were three UN representatives-Dr.
R. K. Rlchardson, Coordinator for Pan American Health
You~g Baha~is.who partiCipated in the Inter-Faith YOUUl
S!,Tytce he~d ln Sydney, AllstTa~iaJ in observance of
untted Nations Day.
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BELIZE, continued
Organization and World Health Organization projects in
Belize; Mr. Vincent Lawrence of the United Nations
Development Program, an advisor on youth work; and
Mr. Jan Robertson. also of the UNDP, who is advisor
on fisheries.
.
Questions from youth enabled these representatives to
clarify many aspects of the structure and work of the
UN and its agencies. They gave many jnteresting and
informative explanations of the problems of the United
Nations, its powers and limitations,
An audience of some 250 a ttended, a large proportion
of them youth. and the speakers held their attention.
Following the discussion, a new short film. "The Story of
UNICEF" was shown, providing a wide and touching
coverage of the tremendous work being done by this UN
agency.
Between the discussion and the film, youths collected
donations to be forwarded to UNJCEF in the name of the
Government of Belize~ through its Minister of Education.
It was an enjoyable and informative evening, demonstrating once again the universality of the Baha'i concept
and our concern for mankind which Ministers of the
Belize Government have previously commended. It is
interesting that, in reply to the request for UN films, the
UN Area Representative in EI Salvador expressed pleasure that the Baha'is were again in the forefront of
United Nations Day celebrations,
GAMBIA
The Baha'i community of Gambia observed United
Nati-ons Day for the second year, holding a public meeting in the Gambia High SchoOl, the most attractive meeting place in the cO"Wltry, acceptable to all people. The
Baha'is added to its attractiveness with an informative
poster display with captions from the Baha'i Writings,
the United Nations Charter, and other documents. They
also hung a world map of UN member nations and a large
banner on the stage reading "Baha'is observe UN Day,"
Literature about the Baha'i Faith and the United Nations was displayed.
The meetings opened with the Baha'i prayer for Unity,
followed by a Baha'i prayer in Wolof, the local language,
and the introduction of the Chairman t Mr. Seedy N'jie.
The speaker, Auxiliary Board Member and Lecturer at
Yundum Teacher Training College. Mr. Muhammad AlSalihi, spoke on "The Baha'i Faith and the United Nations." The meeting closed with the Baha'i "Prayer for
Mankind."
The Baha'is sent invitations to one hundred dignitaries
and officials and printed publicity in two local newspapers, whose editors attended the meeting. The followjng day the Gambia Onward commented: "From the
address one could gather that this Faith pledges full
support of the concepts and aims of the United Nations
and itself works for the welfare of the human race.
There is every indication that the Baha'i Faith is actively involved in the freedom, equality and respect of
every individual irrespective of race, color t creed or
religiOUS belief. The link therefore of the Baha'is with
the United Nations is that of prosperity. peace, equality
and respect for the human peJ'sonaUty." Preceding the
program, the Baha'is arranged to have the Preamble
to the UN Charter printed in the same newspaper.
Other members of the audience included a minister,
five United Nations experts, three senior civil servants,
three UN office workers and one diplomat. Some of the
school's students also attended.

The talk was repeated that evening at the YWldum
Teacher Training College to an audience of about 100
students and twelve adults, including the Principal, VicePrincipal, lecturers and senior civil servants.

PAKISTAN
United Nations Day 1972 was observed by the Baha'is
of Pakistan with public meetings, symposia and film
shows. The communities of Karachi, Lahore, Quetta,
Hyderabad and Rawalpindi participated in the activities. The celebration in Karachi, held at Baha ti Hall, included prayers for unity. world peace and justice. The
speaker was Mr. Asrar Hussain Siddiqui, a member of
the National Spjritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Pakistan. He spoke of the strong support which Baha'is give
to the aims and programs of the United Nations in the
interest of all mankind, and explained the role of the
Baha'i International Community as a Non-Governmental
Organization in consultative status with the United Nations. Mr. A. C. Joshi, National Spiritual Assembly
Chairman, who presided over the meeting, then gave an
entertaining talk on the formation of the United Nations.
A group of young Baha'is sang songs as their contribution to the program.
FINLAND
In Finland, all Local Spiritual Assemblies celebrated
UN Day. Espoo held a public meeting which was announced in two of the largest newspapers with nationwide circulation. Helsinki devoted time at its weekly
fireside to a United Nations subject, Kangasala had a
public meeting which resulted in an article in a local
newspaper explaining the Baha'i view of the UN. Kuopio
had an exhibition at the main library. Lahti and Turku
sponsored public meetings. Maarianhamina held a public meeting at the main library and received local newspaper and radio coverage, Tampere organized three
public meetings, drawing an audience of 125. Baha'i
groups from Jyvaskyla, Vanta a, Varkaus and Salo also
recognized UN Day, holding public meetings and slide
shows.
Baha'is broke new groWld in the town of Savonlinna
where they initiated efforts to celebrate UN Day, contacting different clubs and organizations to invite participation_ A town arrangements committee was formed
of persons of different religious, political and social backgrounds. The meeting was very successful. Maj Wallenlid, a member of the Local Spiritual Assembly of Savonlinna, who helped to organize the UN Day celebration,
was asked to open the meeting with a short talk. Mr.
Matti 150viita from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs gave
an informational talk on UN topics, explaining Finland's
part in helping underdeveloped countries. The Mayor
sent a representative and a donation for UNICEF, Money
:for C'"NJCEF was also raised through the sale of UNICEF
cards, calendars and drawing books. Good coverage of
the meeting was given by the newspapers, and Uusi
Suomi, a well known Finish newspaper, stated that
Savonlinna was the first town to arrange a meeting of
this kind for UN Day in that country.

VENEZUELA
United Nations Day activities in Venezuela were focused on Ciudad Bolivar and Baruta, El Hatillo, near
Caracas. The U1\-'- celebration in Ciudad Bolivar, part of
a week of programs publicizing various aspects of the
Baha'i Faith, was heJd ln the Conference Room of the
Gran Hotel Bolivar, Governor of the State, Architect
Manual Dario Garrido Mendoza and his distinguished
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VENEZUELA, continued
wife had expected to attend, but urgent last minute matters demanding the attention of the Governor made this
impossible. Dr. Weldon Woodard, Chairman of the National Assembly of Venezuela, addressed an audience
of over fifty people, many of them youth. During the day
an open air exhibit was held at the Orinoco plaza, with
large posters depicting a variety of United Nations programs and explanations of the principles of that world
organization. The Baha'is received good publicity from

several newspapers and- three radio stations covered
both the eN event and the Baha'i proclamation in Ciudad Bolivar.
1n Baruta, El Hatillo, a UN Day program was held in
the School of Campa Alegre as the result of intensified
cooperation between the national Baha'i community and
the United Nations Development Program office in
Venezuela. At the invitation of the Baha'is, Mr. Bruce
Frank, UNDP Officer, spoke to an audience of three
hundred persons.

National Youth Conference

In

Kenya

On August 26 and 27 a National Youth Conference was
held in Kisumu, Kenya on Lake Victoria. Present were
about seventy-five friends from aU parts of Kenya as
well as newly arrived travel teachers on their way to
other parts of Africa in response to the call from The
Universal House of Justice. Two Counsellors were present; Mr. Vasudevan for West Asia and Mr. Yazdi from
East and Central Africa. A guest from the United States
was Dr. Alfred K. Neumann.
Mr. Fannanapazir was among the speakers. Topics
included history of the Faith, teaching methods, the role
of youth in the Nine Year Plan and a very interesting
summary of the history of the Faith in Africa.
The local radio stations were So impressed they spoke
of the conference on each of their hourly news broadcasts.
These were later picked up on National News Service.
Only after a lapse of several months is it possible to
see the fruit of this conference. From the spirit generated there and by later visits by Hands of the Cause of
God Dr. Ral;tmatu'llah Muhijir and Mr. Enoch Olinga
the youth have enrolled 2800 believers in schools around
Kenya, established at least one youth in each of more
than 116 schools, some of which have over 100 believers,
and have boosted enrollment in the correspondence
course to over 1,000. They have formed many new youth
committees in villages and schools around the COWl try.
Group

Dr. Alfred K. Neumann with some of those who attended
the Kenya Youth Conference.

Of Kenyan Baha'i youth at the National Baha'i Youth Conference where the theme was "Students Mass
Teaching."
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Bmdhaya Chal Prasad, Sh, Mukti N ath Bidhyavathi and
Sh. Shyam Krishna Majerjan.
Delegates came from the Assemblies of Narayani
Zone. The Assembly of Birganj helped in arranging food
as well as the classes. Sh, Biswanath Prasad Gupta
taught the history of the Faith. Baha'i Administration
was taught by Sh. Bosant Ghose. Sh. Shyam Krishna
:v1aberj a n taught various aspects of the moral and spiritual Teachings of the Faith. A workshop was held under
the guidance of Sh. P. M. Roy which included the mock
election of a Local Spiritual Assembly .
All the friends were happy to gain fresh Wlderstanding
of the Faith. They dispersed with a determination to
carry on the work in their respective areas.
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The first cLass of Baha'is in Nepal began on Novembe,.
20) 1972. De~egates fTom the Local Spirituat Assemblies
Of Narayani Zone. Standing, left to right: Sh. Jagemoth
Prasad, Sh, Bhagwan Saha, Sh, Satya La! Tewari, Sh.
Rama Nand Saha, Sh. KrUihna Ram Srestha, Sh. Chandra
Dev Thakur and. Sh. Bizendra Kumer Kanowjiya.
Teachers are seated, left to right: Sh. Bindhayachal
Prasad, Sh. P . .'I, Roy, Sh. Basan! Ghose, Sh. Biswanath
Prasad Gupla, Sh. BdTam Prasad, Below, left to right:
Sh. Ultam Sager Dangu! and Sh. Shyam Krishna
Maberjan.
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Queen marie o/I<umania
l<enowneJ Jir:Jf l<o'1at Belielle,.
By O. Z. Whitehead
Queen Marie of Rumania was a charming and radiant
personality; she was talented and devoted to all humanitarian enterprises. The Message of Baha 'u'llah brought
to her by Martha Root, an ardent and audacious pioneer,
evoked an almost instantaneous response in this illustrious Queen. Marie thus became the first Crowned Head to
embrace the Baha'i Faith.
Born at Eastwell, Kent, England, in 1875, Marie was
the eldest daughter of the Duke of Edinburgh, the second
son of Queen Victoria. She was the granddaughter of Czar
Alexander II, through her mother. In 1893 she married
Prince Ferdinand, nephew of King Carol and Queen
Carmen Sil va of Rumania. Prince Ferdinand and Marie
became King and Queen of Rumania in 1914.
This young English Princess who, until her marriage
had always remained sheltered from the harsh realities
of life, found it difficult to be the wife of a foreign prince
and to live in Rumania. At first she had neither close
friends nor a suitable occupation. She felt useless and
lonely. After the birth of her first child, Prince Carol,
however, she began to feel more at home in her new
country.
The Queen recounts her hfe in considerable detail in
her autobiography The Story oj My Life, from its beginning until the end of World War I. This was first published
in 1934 in an American magazine of wide circulation,

The Sa.turda.y Evening Post, and was later published in
book form by Cassell of London.
From the outbreak of the war she was keenly opposed
to the policies of the German government. Despite strong
opposition from many prominent people in Rumania,
she did not hesitate to make her views entirely clear.
Through Marie's strong influence, Rumania declared war
against Germany. Deserted by its close ally, Russia,
because of the revolution in that country, Rumania suffered greatly. With a large amount of its territory occupied, the situation was desperate for a period of many
months. Sincerely grateful when King George V offered
safe residence in England to herself, King Ferdinand and
their children for the duration of the war, she still did not
accept it.
Always confident of ultimate victory for her country,
Marie never for a moment relaxed in her efforts to help
achieve it. Without fear for her own safety, she visited
soldiers in trenches close to the scene of battle, organized
field hospitals f-or the Red Cross, and took care of some
of the wounded soldiers personally. Professor Seton-Watson in his The History oj the Rumanians has written the
following passages about her courageous services:
At this point it would be unpardonable to omit a
-brief eulogy of the sustained heroism of Queen
Marie. For months she courted danger daily amid
the epidemics of the hospitals and the overcrowded
city and set an example of calm and confident endurance which many Rwnanians are proud to folJ.ow t and which did much to uphold British prestige
in southeast Europe. 1
To raise money for the Rumanian Red Cross in Englishspeaking countries, she wrote a book, published in 1917
called My COttntTl/. This book descri'bes with fine feeling
the simple peasants of Rumania, its beautiful 'Countryside, interesting historic buildings, and ~he death on
October 20, 1916, of her youngest son, Mircea, not yet
four years old. Deeply grieved at losing Mircea, Marie
consoled herself with the thought that possibly his death
was necessary then, so that he would be in the next world
to welCQme those brave soldiers who were dying for
their beloved country.

r

Mardla Root iD Rumania
During the last week of January 1926, Martha Root,
already well-known throughout the Baha'i world as. a
great teacher, but certainly not kn~wn to Queen Marte,
arrived fo['" a visit of two weeks. WIthout delay Martha
sent the absorbing and comprehensive book Bah(Pu~U.ah
and the New ETa by the distinguished Dr. J. E. Esselmont, together with a note, to Her Majesty. This was the
first Marie had ever heard of the Cause. The Queen was
so impressed with this book that she sat up until three
o'clock in the morning reading it. The next day she
invited Martha to call on h:!;'T" two days later on January
30, 1926, at Contracemi Palace, situated a·bout a half-hour
drive by carriage from the center of the city of Bucharest.
Martha has vividly described her journey there through
the crowded road until she saw in the distance "the
splendidly wooded grounds of the palace," which she
likened to u a winter fairyland, enchanting with light
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snow and icicles, half revealing, half concealing their
forest greens. ":! After men in Ii very and the butler had
guided her into the palace and up a wide circular stair·
way to a drawing room il a lady in waiting led her down
wide halls into a beautifully furnished music room. The
Queen appeared immediately. Alter she had done so, the
Lady in Waiting whispered to Martha, "Her Majesty,"
and left the room. After a warm greeting, the Queen said
to Martha. obviously in reference to the contents of the
book that she had sent her, "I believe these Teachings
are the solution for the world's problems today."~ One
cannot help reflecting for a moment on the joy that must
have filled Martha's heart when she heard the Queen
make this overwhelming statement.
As they sat together by the table Her Majesty spoke
to Martha about the responsibHities that fall upon a King
and Queen to do all in their power to help develop their
country, and explained to her how when "justice has
not been found anywhere else, theirs is an ear that can
still listen, a hand that can still give, a heart that can
still pardon,":! and that never can a King and Queen
refuse to see someone who is in need. She spoke about
religion. The Queen telt that religious intolerance only
dissipated human love and that what gave vitality to
religion was the spirit, not the form.
She asked Martha some questions about the Baha'i
plan for world peace. The Queen showed a deep interest
in the Baha'i principles and in what Baha'u'llah has
revealed about the progress of the soul. As she was saying
goodbye to her, Martha gave the Queen The Seven VaI~
leys.
Greatly elated by the Queen's spontaneous acceptance
of the Baha'i Teachings and filled with admiration for
her as a noble, wise and beautiful Queen, Martha left the
palace 'With this most inspiring thought, "Though one
can hardly vision it with earthbound eyes, those thousand
years of peace foretold in the Bibles of the world are to
begin in this century."I. Martha naturally informed the
Guardian about this historic interview.

Tbe Queen's Testimony
As a result of Martha's meeting with her, without
further prompting, the Queen wrote her first testimony
in support of the Baha'i Revelation in her syndicated
series, entitled "Queen's Counsel," which appeared in
newspapers throughout the United States and Canada on
May 4, 1926. She has stated, "It teaches that aU hatreds,
intrigues, suspicions, evil words, all aggressive patriotism
even, are outside the one essential law of God, and that
special beliefs are but surface things, whereas the heart
that beats with divine love knows no tribe or race-It is
Christ's Message taken up anew, in the same words al·
most, but adapted to the thousand years and more differ·
ence that lies between the Year One and today ... If ever
the name of Baha'u'llah or 'Abdu'l-Baha comes to your
attention, do not put their writings from you. Search out
their books and let their glorious, peace-bringing lovecreating words and lessons sink into your hearts as they
have into mine. "7
On May 29, 1926, the day after he had received a copy
of the Queen's testimony from Canada, Shoghi Effendi
wrote to Martha that this is LLa well deserved and memorable testimony of your remarkable and exemplary endeavours for the spread of our beloved Cause. It has
thrilled me and greatly reinforced my spirit and strength;
yours is a memorable triumph, hardly surpassed in its
Significance in the annals of the Cause. ".~
The Guardian wrote the Queen herself a joyful expres·
sian ot his gratitude for her public testimony.
She answered him with an unforgettable letter:!)
Bran, August 27,1926
Dear Sir,
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I was deeply moved on reception of your letter.

Indeed a great light came to me with the Message
of Baha 'u'lHih and 'Abdu'I·Baha. It Came as all great
messages COme at an hour of dire grief and inner
conflict and distress, so the seed sank deeply.
My youngest daughter finds also great strength
and comfort in the Teachings ot the beloved Masters.
We pass on the Message from mouth to mouth and
all those we give it to, see a light suddenly lighting
before them and much that was obscure and perplexing becomes simple, luminous and full of hope
as never before.
That my open letter was balm to those suffering
for the Cause, is indeed a great happiness to me, and
I take it as a sign that God accepted my humble
tribute.
The occasion given me to be able to express my·
self publicly, was also His Work, for indeed it was
a chain of circumstances of which each link led me
unwittingly one step further, till suddenly all was
clear before my eyes and I understood why it had
been. Thus does He lead us finally to our ultimate
destiny.
Some of those of my caste wonder at and dis~
approve my courage to step forward pronouncing
words not habitual for Crowned Heads to pronounce,
but I advance by an inner urge I cannot resist. With
bowed head I recognize that I, too, am but an instrument in greater Hands and rejoice in that knowl·
edge.
Little bv little the veil is lifting, grief tore it in
t\""·o. And grief waS also a step leading me ever nearer truth, therefore do I not cry out against grief!
May you and those beneath your guidance be
blessed and upheld by the sacred strength of those
gone before you.
Marie
Late in the summer of 1926, the Guardian heard that
the Queen planned to visit the United States of America.
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For this reason he wrote, through his secretary, instructions to the National Spiritual Assembly of the United
States and Canada: "We read in The Times that Queen
Marie of Rumania is coming to America. She seems to
have obtained a great interest in the Cause. So we must
be on guard lest we do an act which may prejudice her
and set her back. Shoghi Effendi desires, that in case she
takes this trip, the friends will behave with great reserve
and Wisdom, and that no initiative be taken on the part
of the friends except after consulting the ~ational Assembly."lt.
During her trip the Queen wrote further "open letters"
which appeared respectively on September 27 and 28 in
the same syndicated series as the first one.
She has written "God is the voice within us that shows
us good and evil. But mostly we ignore or misunderstand
this voice. Therefore did He choose His elect to come
down amongst us upon earth to make clear His Word,
His real meaning. Therefore the Prophets; therefore
Christ, MuJ::lammad, Baha'u'llah, for man needs from
time to time a voice upon earth to bring God to him, to
sharpen the realization of the existence of the true
God."ll
On October 7, 1926, the Guardian wrote a m'Ost moving
message to the believers of the West concerning Queen
Marie's response. He included this statement: "With
bowed heads and grateful hearts we recognize in this
glowing tribute which royalty has thus paid to the Cause
of Baha'u'llah an epoch-making pronouncement destined
to herald those stirring events which, as 'Abdu'l-Baha
has prophesied, shall in the fullness of time signalize the
triumph of God's holy Faith,""
On October 5, 1927, Martha again visited Bucharest.
Although while there she planned to lecture on the principles of the Baha'i Cause and to write her customary
articles for the newspaper, the main purpose of her visit
was to bring the love and sympathy of the Baha'i world
to the Queen in mourning for His Majesty, King Ferdinand, who had died less than three months before. AItoough because of her grief, the Queen was not receiVing
visitors she made an exception regarding Martha. Her
Majesty's lady in waiting, Simone Lahovary, invited
Martha to visit the Queen on October 8, at Peleshor, one
of two palaces in Sinaia, a short distance from Bucharest.
On the afternoon 'Of October 7 Martha left for Sinaia
and spent the night there. The next morning Martha
walked to the palace because deep in her heart ;Iwas the
longing to go on foot and humbly to the first Queen of
the whole world who had publicly written of Baha'u'l1ah's
great principles for this universal cycle. "l:i She met the
Queen in her drawing room. Radiantly beautiful, she was
dressed "in black draperies with bands of white about
her head and binding the "Wrists."H Baha'i books lay on
the table and sofa next to it. She had just been reading
in them certain passages about eternal life. She spoke
of these passages to Martha.
The Queen felt that everyone should teach the Cause
humbly. She admired "the spirit of selflessness found in
the Teachings". She said: "With bowed head I recognize
that I, too. am but a channel and I rejoice in the kno\'I,o·ledge. "l~. Martha told the Queen that her public testimonies had been translated into many languages and that
ten million people on the European continent alone had
read them. She explained, too, what a balm they had been
to those suffering persecution for the Cause. This gracious
Queen replied: "1 am very thankful: I take it as a sign
that God accepted my humble tribute."lA
Her Majesty thought that Baha'is should start to teach
the younger generation. She felt that the best book for
everyone to read first was Dr. Esselmont's Bahci'u'Hcih
and the New Era.

Martha gave the Queen an illuminated. sheet, inscribed
with a prayer of Baha'u'llah and a lock of His hair. This

was a sacred gift from the Baha'is of Mas.bhad, Persia.
The Queen was so delighted with this gift that she decided
to have a special frame designed to hold the hair and a
small photograph of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
On October 25, 1927, in a letter to Martha Root, Shoghi
Effendi expressed the great happiness that the news of
her meeting with the Queen and Princess Ileana had
given him and concluded by asking Martha to extend his
warm invitation to them both to visit Baha'u'Uah's Home
in the Holy Land,
Early in 1928 Martha received an invitation from Princess Ileana saying, "Mama and 1 would be so glad to have
you take tea with us at half past four. Ileana. "17 As soon
as Martha had entered the royal drawing room, Princess
Ileana and the Queen arose to give their guest a warm
greeting. The Queen spoke of the meaning of God and
true religion. She made this beautiful statement: "The
ultimate dream which we shall realize is that the Baha'i
channel of thought has such strength, it will serve little
by little to become a light to all those searching for the
expression of Truth. "II'

,
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A Gift from the Queen
Many years before she had heard about the Baha'i
Faith, the Queen's royal relatives in Russia had given
her a precious brooch. It consisted of "two little wings of
wrought gold and silver, set with tiny diamond chips and
joined together with one large pearl. "l~j As she picked up
this brooch and held it in her hand, Her Majesty said to
Martha, "Always you are giving gifts to others, and I
am going to give you a gift from me.":.:n With apparent
delight the Queen clasped the brooch onto Martha's dress.
During the same week of this meeting Martha sent the
brooch which she had received from the Queen to Wilmette, Illinois, as a gift to the first Baha'i Temple of the
West. At the National Baha'i Convention in Ric;lvan 'Of
that year this question came up: "Was it right to sell this
brooch that had belonged to the first Queen who had
served the Faith of Baha'u'llah?" After some consultation it was decided that because of the urgent need of
money to continue building the Temple that it would not
be wrong to sell the brooch. Mr, Willard Hatch of Los
Angeles, California. already a devoted believer for many
years, bought this precious brooch. In 1931 he took it with
him when he went on pilgrimage to the Holy Land, and
with the Guardian's approval it was placed in the Archives
on Mount Carmel to remain there always.
Martha has referred to another happy meeting that she
had with Queen Marie in October 1929 at her beautiful
summer palace Tehna-Yuva at Balcic on the Black Sea.
The following beautiful letter from the Guardian to Her
Majesty certainly indicates that this meeting like all the
others had important results.:':1

Haifa, Palestine
December 3, 1929
The Dowager Queen Marie of Rumania
Your Majesty:
I ha ve received through the intermediary of my
dear Baha'i sister Miss Martha Root, the autograph
portrait of Your Majesty. bearing in simple and
moving term.::;, the message which Your :Majesty has
graciously been pleased to write in person. I shall
treasure this most excellent portrait, and I assure
you, that the Greatest Holy Leaf and the Family of
'Abdu'l-Baha share to the full my feelings of lively
satisfaction at receiving a photograph of a Queen
whom we have learned to 10ve and admire.
I have followed during the past few years with
profound sympathy the disturbed course of various
happenings in your beloved. country, which I feel
must have caused you much pain and concern, But
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whatever the vicissitudes and perplexities which
beset Your Majesty's earthly path, 1 am certain that
even in your saddest hours, you have derived abundant sustenance and joy from the thought of having
through your glowing and historic utterances on
the Baha'i Faith as well as by your subsequent evidences of gracious solicitude for its welfare, brought
abiding solace and strength to the multitude of its
faithful and long suffering adherents throughout the
East. Yours surely, dearly beloved Queen. is the
station ordained by Baha'u'll.iih in the realms beyond to which the strivings of no earthly power can
ever hope to attain ..
May I, in closing, reiterate the expression of profound appreciation and joy which the Family of
'Abdu'l-Baha and Baha'Ls in every land universally
feel f'Or the powerful impetus which Your Majesty's
outspoken and noble words have lent to the onward
march of their beloved Faith.
Shoghi
Not long after she received this letter Queen Marie,
while traveling through the Near East with Prin..cess
Ileana, made I known her intention of visiting the Holy
Land. In the keen hope that she would do so Shoghi
Effendi saw to the careful preparation of a gift for Marie.
It was to be the Tablet that Baha'u'llah had sent to her
grandmother, Queen Victoria "copied in fine Persian
calligraphy and illuminated in Tihran. ,,~.!
The Queen at Haifa

Failing to receive news from the Queen when she was
in Egypt. on March 8 the Guardian sent her a personal
cable in which he warmly renewed his invitation and
stressed not only the hist'Oric importance of such a visit,
but also the joy and hope that it would bring "to the
silent sufferers of the Faith throughout the East.t'~ Still
not hearing from her, on March 26 he cabled her another
invitation and concluded, "Deeply regret unauthorized
publicity given by press. ":!-I. As he later informed Martha,
HReporters who called £In me, representing the United
Press of America, telegraphed to their newspapers just
the opposite I told them. They perverted the truth. ,,~:\.
Shoghi Effendi learned that Her Majesty had actually
sailed for Haifa. For this reason he WaS of course encouraged to think that she would succeed in making her
pilgrimage. Two days after Shoghi Effendi had sent his
second cable to the Queen, the Rumanian minister in
Cairo answered: HHer Majesty regrets that not passing
through Palestine she will not be able to visit you. ":!6
This was not the truth. The Queen and Princess Ileana
actually arrived in Haifa on their boat, but members of
her government met her at the dock, cruelly forbade her
to stay in Haifa even for a lew moments, led her into
an automobile and quickly drove her out of the country.
In the meantime The Greatest Holy Leaf waited for many
hours in the Master's house for the Queen and her daugh~
ter who never arrived.
On April 2, 1930, in a letter to Martha. the Guardian
explained fully the unhappy events that had ruined the
Queen's plan for her pilgrimage and suggested to Martha
that she write to the Queen explaining and assuring her
of his great disappointment. He concluded, HI cherish the
hope that these unfortunate developments will serve only
to intenSify the faith and love of the Queen and will
reinforce her determination' to arise and spread the
Cause. ":!7
On June 28, 1931, the Queen wrote Martha: "Both
Ileana and I were cruelly disaPPointed at having been
prevented from going to the holy shrines and meeting
Shoghi Effendi; but at that time we were going through a
cruel crisis and every movement I made was being turned
against me and being politically expl'Oited in an unkind

way. It caused me a good deal of suffering and curtailed
my liberty most unkindly . . . But the beauty of truth
remains and I cling to it through all the vicissitudes of
a life become rather sad:':!/I
On August 8, 1932, and again in February 1933, the
Queen and her daughter, Ileana, then Archduchess Anton
of Austria, received Martha at the laUer's home near
Vienna. At this meeting Her Majesty made a now famous
statement quoted on the front page of The Baha'i Wo-r1d,
VDlume IV.::!)
The Baha'i Teaching brings peace and understanding.
It is like a wide embrace gathering together all
those who have long searched for words of hope.
It accepts all great prophets gone before, it destroys no other creeds and leaves all doors open.
Saddened by the continual strife amongst believ.
ers of many confessions and wearied of their
intolerance towards each other, I discovered in the
Baha'i Teaching, the real spirit of Christ so often
denied and misunderstood:
Unity instead of strife, hope instead of condemna~
tion, love instead of hate, and a great reassurance
for all men.
Deeply moved by Her Majesty's sustained interest in
the Cause of Baha'u'llah despite the ever increasing
tragic events to which her country was being subjected,
and her own advancing years, on January 23, 1934 Shoghi
Effendi wrote her a letter which expressed his "heartfelt
and abiding gratitude":I" for a new appreciation that she
had just written for The Baha'i Wortd.
A few weeks later on February 16, the Queen received
Martha for a second time in Controceni Palace in Bucharest. Martha has written, HHow beautiful she looked that
afternoon, as always, for her loving eyes mirror her
mighty spirit; a most unusual Queen is she, a consumate
artist, a lover of beauty and wherever she is there is
glory ... She received me in her private library where
a cheerful fire glowed in the quaint built-in fireplace, tea
waS served on a low table, the gold service set being
wrought in ftowers.:n At this meeting Martha told the
Queen that the Rumanian translation of Bahci.'u.'Hah and
the New Era had just been published in Bucharest. Her
Majesty was most happy to hear that her people would
now be able to read this precious book.
The Queen made this beautiful statement which was
published in The Baha~i Wo-rtd: "The Baha'i Teachings
bring peace to the soul and hope to the heart. To those
in search of assurance the Words of the Father are as a
fountain in the desert after long wandering. ":JZ
On February 4, 1936, 'YIartha had her last meeting with
Her Majesty. It took place again in her softly lighted
library at Controceni Palace. Large bowls of yellow tulips
adorned the apartment. a;! The Queen spoke with much
feeling about a dear friend of hers since childhood, Lilian
McNeill. The Queen and her friend had heard about the
Cause and recognized the Station of Baha'u'llah at about
the same time. The friend was now living near 'Akka in
the Mansion of Mazra'ih where once Baha'u'llah had
lived.
The Queen and Martha had hoped to have a reunion in
Haifa during 1938 but because of Her Majesty's failing
health and the unsettled condition of Palestine such a
plan became impossible. After a painful illness that lasted
many months Queen Marie died in July 1938.
Hand of the Cause George TO\VTlshend has made this
moving comment: "Her death and obsequies were attended with all the ceremonials that befit the passing of a
Queen. But who can tell what was the greeting that
awaited her on the other side where she learned in an
instant how true had been her intuitions of the Manifestation of God and where she saw unobscured now by any
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mortal veil the white eternal splendor of the Truth that
she, alone among the earth's queens, had risen to proclaim."34

The Guardian has assured us, "Queen Marie's acknowledgment of the Divine Message stands as the first .fruits
of the vision which Bah.i 'u'Uah had seen long before in
His Captivity and had announced in His Kitab-i-Aqdas.
'How great', He wrote, 'the blessedness that awaits the
King who will arise to aid My Cause in My Kingdom,
who will detach himself from aU else but Me!' ":1:;
Notes:
1. R. W. Seaton-Watson. The Hi.story of the Rumanians, (Cambridge at the University Press, 1934).
2. The Baha'i Magazine. Sta1' of the West, Vol. 17. No.3, p. 84,
June 1926
3. Ibid.,J" 84
4. Worl OTder, Vol. 2, No. I, April 1936
5. The BaM'i Magazine, Star of the West, Vol. 17, No.3. p. 85
6. Ib id., ~, 87
7. Baf\d't World, Vol. XII, (Wilmette, Ill., Baha'i Publishing
Trust) p. S18
8. RU:l:Iiyyih Rabbani, The Priceless Pearl, (London, Baha'i
Publishing Trust) p. 109
9. Ibid., p. 108
10. Ibid., p. 107

11. Bahci.'i World, Vol. XII, p. 619-620
12. Shog~i ~ffendi, Baha'i Administration, (Wilmette, Ill., Baha'i
Pubhshln~ Trust) p. 111
13. The Bah.ci.'l Magazine, Star of the West, Vol. 13, No. 12, p. 367,
March 1928
14. Ibid., p. 3S3

15. Ibid., p. 369
16. Ibid., p. 369
17. The Baha'i Magazine, Star oj the West, Vol. 19, No.6, p. 170,
Sept. [928
18. Ib,d., p. 172
19. Shog-hi Effendi, Gad Passe:r By, (Wilmette, IlL, Baha'i Publishmg Trust) p. 394
20. Ibid., p. 394
21. RUhlyyih Rabbani, The Priceless Pearl, p. 112-13
22, I bid .. p. 113
23. Ibid., p. 114
24. Ibid .. p. 114
25. Ibid., p. 114
26. Ibid., p. 114
27. Ibid., p. 114-15

28. George Townshend, The Mission of BaM'u,'Ildh, (London:
George Ronald) p. 61
29. World Order, Vol. 2, No.2. p. 100
30. Rubiyyih Rabbani, The Priceless Pearl, p. 116
31. Wor1.d Order, Vol. 2. No.2, p. 10232. Ibid., p. 102
33. Ibid .. p. 103
34. George Townshend, Th.e Mission oj BaM'u'[[cih, p. 63
35. Shoghi Effendi, God Pusses By, p. 395

Passing of Distinguished Teacher,
Winston G. Evans
Winston G. Evans, well-known among the Baha'is of.
the United States for his many years of active and successful proclamation of the Faith of Baha'u'llah to prominent Christian scholars and clergymen and to college
students and faculties, passed away in Sewanee, Tennessee on January 13 following several months of illness.
He was buried January 15 in nearby Shelbyville, Tennessee, his birthplace, following a beautiful Baha'i service
for which he had himself selected passages from the
Sacred Books in anticipation of his death.
Mr. Evans, with the encouragement of the beloved
Guardian, devoted special efforts to bring the Baha'i
Faith to the attention of many eminent clergymen and
Christian leaders. He played a prominent role in this

respect at the Second Assembly of the World Council of
Churches in Evanston, Illinois, in August 1954, helping
to arrange and publicize a meeting in the Baha'i House
of Worship for all interested representatives and extending special invitations to the delegates to visit this edifice
during their free hours.
In October 1968, with the encouragement of The Universal House of. Justice, Mr. Evans attended gatherings
of religious leaders in Swjtzerland and that year's session
of the World Council of Churches in Uppsala, Sweden,
where again he gave the JIlessage of Baha'u'llah to many
persons of prominence in Christian thought and theology.
Early in the Nine Year Plan JIlr. Evans pioneered for
the Faith in the Caribbean area, particularly in Granada,
a post to which Mrs. Dorothy Baker and her husband,
Frank Baker, were planning to move at the time of :Mrs.
Baker's sudden death while enroute to the United States
from India in 1954.
A more complete record of Mr. Evan's unique and
memorable services to his beloved Faith will appear in
a forthcoming volume of The Baha'i WOi~d. The Winter
1972 issue of Wor~d 01'der will carry an article by Mr.
Evans entitled "A Russian Response." Meanwhile each
reading of his widely distributed pamphlet, "The Lord
of the New Age," will renew the loving gratitude of the
Baha'i World Community for the particular taleflts
bestowed upon him by God for carrying Baha'u'llah's
Message to the leaders of Christianity.

The following messages were conveyed to Mr. Evans'
family after his passing:
DEEPLY GRIEVED PASSING WINSTON EVANS
DEVOTED SERVANT BLESSED BEAUTY INDEFATIGABLE TEACHER HOMEFRONT AND PIONEER
CARIBBEAN AREA. HIS DEDICATED EFFORT CAUSE
BAHA'U'LLAH WITH EMINENT CHRISTIAN SCHOLARS CLERGY CONSTITUTE OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION fu"lliALS FAITH AMERICAN COMMUNITY.
EXPRESS SYMPATHY FAMILY ASSURE PRAYING
SHRINES PROGRESS HIS SOUL KINGDOMS GOD.
-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
January 15, 1973
GRIEVED PASSING WINSTON EVANS DISTINGUISHED UNTIRING TEACHER FAITH BAHA'U'LLAH.
SALUTARY EFFECTS HIS SINGLEMINDED EFFORTS
RECONCILE DIFFERENCES AMONG RELIGIONISTS
WILL SHINE AS CANDLE TO HIS MEMORY. PLEASE
CONVEY OUR CONDOLENCES HIS BEREAVED
RELATIVES
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF
THE BAHA'jS OF THE UNITED STATES
January 14, 1973

A W'edding in Fin13I1d

The wedding of Marjorie Seiffert and Daniel Williams,
both Baha'i pioneers from the United States to Finland,
was the occasion for more than a three-page spread in a
leading magazine APU, published in Helsinki.
"The First Baha'i Wedding In Kuopio" was the headline.
Issue No. 44 for November 1972 also included a photo
and write-up on the title page, referring to the complete
article. A reporter for the publication was invited to the
wedding and wrote the story which not only described
the occasion in detail but commented extensively on the
Faith: how, without clergy, the wedding was performed,
and the joyous spirit which included all who attended
-a departure from the usual behavior of reserved
Finns.
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Passing of Knight of Baho'u'/Ioh,
Matthew W. Bullock
GRIEVED PASSING KNIGHT BAHA"U"LLAH MATTHEW
BULLOCK
DISTINGUISHED
PROMOTER
FAlTH. CONVEY FAMILY ASSURANCES PRAYERS
HOLY THRESHHOLDS PROGRESS SOUL. ADVISE
HOLD
MEMORIAL
GATHERING
MAiliRIQU'LADHKAR.

This was the message sent by The Universal House of
Justice to the National Spiritual Assem bly of the United
States and family of Mr. Matthew W. Bullock who passed
away in Detroit, Michigan on December 17 in his ninetythird year.
As instructed by The Universal House of Justice a
special memorial service will be held for Mr. Bullock
in the auditorium of the Baha'i House of Worship Saturday. February 17 at eight o'clock in the evening to which
all Baha'is, relatives, and friends of Mr. Bullock are
invited.

Mr. Bullock lived a life of distinguished service in many
areas of activities including sports. law, and the Baha'i
Faith, which will be recounted in an In Memoriam article
concerning him in a forthcoming volume of The Baha.~i
World.

In 1949 and 1950 Mr. Bullock pioneered in Haiti and
Europe. While a member of the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States, to which he was first elected in
1952, he resigned in 1953 to pioneer in Curacao and was
named by the Guardian as the Knight of Bah.i3.'u'U.i3.h who
opened the Dutch West Indies to the Faith. In 1960 he
moved to Jamaica briefly and later, after a period of
time at home in Roxbury, Massachusetts, he visited
Curacao periodically until 1964 when he returned to his
law practice in Roxbury. In 1966 he moved to Philadelphia. At the time of his passing he was living in Detroit,
Michigan.

San Jose, Costa Rica, Site of International Youth Conference
The first international Baha'i Youth Conference held
in Costa Rica was a great success. It was sponsored by
the Continental Board of Counsellors in Central America
and the National Spiritual Assembly of Costa Rica
through its National Youth Committee for youth of Central America, Panama, and Mexico. The location was the
Dr. Ugo Giachery Baha'i Institute near Alajuela, a lovely
spot in the beautiful countryside where a large tent borrowed from the Government had been raised to provide
additional sleeping facilities for the boys and girls who
attended.
Two days before the Conference the devastating earthquake in Managua, the capital of neighboring Nicaragua,
cast a shadow On preparations. It seemed to mean that
no one could come from Nicaragua or even EI Salvador
or Honduras to the North. However, through heroic sacrifice and the infallible protection of Baha'u'llah, a minibus full of young people came through Honduras with
only minor difficulties. A bit late, two Nicaraguan youth
got through. Total attendance was about seventy-five
persons .from Panama, Ntcaragua, Honduras, iran, the

United States and from different sections of Costa Rica.
Many more came daily from the capital area near San
Jose,
The youth were active in teaching all classes except
one by Resident Counsellor Artemus Lamb on "The Importance of the Administration" and one by Auxiliary
Board member Rodrigo Tomas on "The Covenant".
Evenings were devoted to discussions, music and practice classes on public speaking, all handled by the youth.
On the final day of the school the morning was devoted
to discussion of teaching the masses and selecting teams
for the afternoon mass teaching and proclamation effort
in a park -of a suburb of San Jose. The afternoon provided
valuable experience but no new declarations.
The youth were inspiring in their enthusiasm; their
loving service was evident throughout the event. Resident Counsellor Artemus Lamb wrote: IISurely the immediate futUre of the Faith lies with the youth and any
and all efforts made with them will payoff huge dividends."

,.
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Counsellors Sponsor Youth Conference
In The Gambia
December 29-31, 1972, the Continental Board of
Counsellors sponsored the first West African Baha'i Youth
Conference in conjunction with the National Spiritual
Assembly of Upper West Africa. The Conference was held
in The Gambia on the campus of Yundum College some
fifteen miles from the capital city of Bathurst. Youth
representing nine countries in this zone attended: Nigeria, Upper Volta, Ghana, Liberia. Mali, Sierra Leone, The
Gambia, Senegal and Mauritania, plus pioneers originating from the United States, Mauritius, Malaysia, f:rim
and iraq. A young Baha'i from Sweden was able t~
greet the friends during a brief stop on a boat cruise.
Counsellors Mr. H. R. Ardikimi and Dr. William Maxwell
Jr., were present as well as six of their Auxiliary Board
members. Mr. Amos Agwu, Mr. MutLammad Al-Salihi.
Mrs. H. Vera Edw.rds. Mr. Friday Ekpe. Mr. Shid""
Kouchekzadeh and Dr. B. Sadiqzadeh. A 101.1 of fifty-six
persons attended.
Unprecedented publicity was given to this Youth Conference by the government news media and four other
papers. The National Teaching Committee of The Gambia
prepared full-page spreads on the Faith as well as numerous articles which appeared almost daily for two weeks.
The articles covered the Conference news and the history,
principles, Central Figures, Administration and Laws of
the Baha'i Faith. During the week of this happy event
nearly all Gambians living in the Bathurst area heard
the name and basic facts of the Baha'i Faith. The Parliamentary Secretary who opened the public meeting said
he had known nothing of the Baha'i Faith prior to this
Conference.
Counsellors MT. H. R. ATdikani (faT left) and Dr. Wi!liam Maxwell, iT. (fal' Tight) '"~th theiT AuxiliaTY Board
members at the Conference: (fTom the left) Mr. MuJ:tammad Al-Salihi, MT. Friday Ekpe, DT. B. Sadiqzadeh, Mrs.

H. Vera EdUJards, Mr. Shidan Kouchekzadeh l Mr. Amos
Agwu.

CounseHoT Ma..xweU addressin.g the public meeting.
Seated to his left (with the white cap) '" the Parliamentary SecTetary of the Ministry of Education, Youth and
Socia! We~fare.
COlUlseHor Dr. Maxwell was interviewed on Radio
Gambia, the official government station. as was a Gambian youth, and the impromptu singing group formed by
youth of Ghana, Liberia and Senegal and was featured
at the public meeting.
Conference sessions included several aspects of Baha'i
history. Dr. Maxwell reviewed God Passes By, noting the
cycles of crisis and triumph which mark the epochmaking progress of the Faith. Mr. Ardikani reviewed the
history of the Faith in Upper West Africa since its introduction in this area in 1953. Mr. Kouchekzadeh spoke on
youth in the heroic age of the Faith citing the life of
Mulla ~usayn, his example t and concluded with "Let
deeds not words be your adorning,"
The Nine Year Plan was reviewed in terms of the goals
and achievements in West Africa. Dr. Maxwell explained
the seven stages of the Faith from obscurity to the Baha'i
World Commonwealth and pointed out that most of the
National Spiritual Assemblies in the world are striving
to go from stage three--emancipation; to stage four,
recogr..i tion t through the goals of the Nine Year Plan.t
"Some Baha'is sit around and dream of stage seven •
said Dr. Maxwell, "others long for stage five. But the
thing to do is to act, following the guidelines of the infallible Universal House of Justice given in the Plan, and
help the National Spiritual Assembly and therefore the
Baha'i Faith to go on to the next stage of development. n
Heartening reports were given by the National Spiritual
Assemblies represented at the Conference ~nd their
progress toward these goals .
. A panel discussion was held on the best ways to teach
the Faith. Participants were Auxiliary Board member
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Mr. Friday Ekpe, Chairman of the Conference; Dr. B.
Sadiqzadeh and Mr. Shidan Kouchekzadeh. Conclusions
reached were: 1) Li ve the Baha'i life, 2) Study the Teachings deeply, and 3) Teach the Faith in its purity_
Auxiliary Board member Mrs. H. Vera Edwards gave
a class on the Institutions of the Hands of the Cause and
the Continental Boards of COWlsellors. She observed that
all Baha'i Institutions are divinely ordained. Regarding
the Hands she said that the Hands of the Cause serve the
needs of the Baha'i Faith throughout the world. The
Continental Boards of COWlsellors have been appointed
by The Universal House of Justice to assist the Hands in
the "protection and propagation of the Faith" since nO
more Hands can now be appointed. The Auxiliary Boards
were established by the Guardian originally to aid the
Hands in their administrative tasks and leave them freer
to carryon their devoted and inspiring teaching. They
nOw aid the Continental Boards of Counsellors.
Saturday evening featured a public meeting attended
by over 100 people, including the Parliamentary Secretary of the Ministry of Education, youth and Social Welfare who opened the meeting and welcomed the Baha'i
youth; the Permanent Secretary of the same Ministry;
and several other dignitaries and high ranking civil servants. This meeting was held in The Gambia High School
Hall. The Permanent Secretary, an alumnus of the
school, stated that he had never seen the hall so attractive.
Dr. Maxwell delivered a talk. "A Challenge to Youth;
World Peace" a thought-provoking and enlightening
introduction to the Faith with references such as these
statements of 'Abdu'l-Baha: "Oppose the thought -of war
with the thought of peace," and "Mankind has tried war
for 6,000 years. Now let's try peace. If we don't like it,
we can always go back to war,"
Sunday morning Dr. Maxwell made an insplrmg presentation of fundamental Baha'i laws to illustrate that
I

Singing g'TOUP formed dUTing the Conference. F'Tom left:
Sterling GLenn (Ghana), SataTa HiU and Francis Dennis
(Liberia), Chahin ATdikani (Senegal),

God's laws are a blessing, not a privati-on. After a lively
question and answer session, advice from the Nati-onal
Spiritual Assembly of Upper West Africa and brief remarks by the COlUlseUors, the Conference closed with all
the friends joining hands in a large circle which filled the
room, all singing "Allah-u-Abha. tt
Throughout the Conference songs were shared in many
languages, An evening of slides and mass teaching was
added. The keynote of the whole Conference can be
summed-up in the oft-repeated words of the song, uWill
you give your life to Baha 'u'llah?"

West African Baha'i Youth Conference, December 29-31, 1972 held at Y,mdum, The Gambia
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DUTCH WINTER SCHOOL
The inspiring surroundings of the KapeIlerput in Heez.e,
Holland, provided the setting for the Dutch Winter
School, December 29, 1972 to January 1, 1973. Some 140
attended from all parts of the cOWl.try. The daily programs of prayers, classes, recreation, informal evening
activities, sjnging, fellowship and the co-operation of all
contributed towards a truly fine School. Classes focused
on the central theme: liThe Faith and the European
Continent H • They revolved around informative topics:
"The Beginnings of Christianity in Europe" by Mr,
Gert van der Garde; "The European Travels of IAbdu'!_
Baha" outlined by Mrs. Rigtje Fienieg; "Establishing
the Faith in Europe" and "The Divine Plan" explained
by Auxiliary Board member Mr. Lout van Veenendaal;
"Applications of Education" by Mr, Theo Schoenaker;
and a workshop devoted to the Administrative Order,
lead and organized by Mr, Charles Hamburger. The
guest speaker, Mr, Adib Taherzadeh, from Ireland, conducted several inspiring sessions on "The Revelation of
Baha'u'llah." Simultaneous sessions were held for young
Bahia 'is on C()rresponding subjects. Classes were provided
for the many children, creative and educationaL
Highlights from the variety of evening programs were
the showing of two films "Give Me That New Time
Religion" and one on the recent Padua Youth Conference,
a slide program about trim taken by a Dutch Baha'i youth
during a recent visit, a Baha'i quiz, and a special prayer
gathering on the eve of December 31, 1972.

The celebration of the Feast of Honor on the afternoon
of December 31, 1972 was beautifully arranged and was
the high point of the school. A chain of declarations-eight of them, charged the atmosphere. An enthusiastic
reception was given to the announcement by the National Teaching Committee of the first National Teaching
Conference to be held in February to inaugurate a largeSCale summer teaching plan. To The Universal House of
Justice was sent a cable from the school announcing:
HWe have entered a new phase -of action in Holland 1"
Hand of the Cause Dr. Muhajir spent two days in
Holland, enroute to other European countries and the
Dutch Baha'is were afforded the unexpected bounty of
meeting with him. The first day, November 30th, 1972,
Dr. Muhajir journeyed to the northernmost city, Groningen, to meet with the ever-swelling Baha'i Community
there, and was greeted with joyous love. He greatly
inspired the group that gathered in the home of a local
friend. The next evening, December 1, 1972, the Dutch
Community was privileged to meet the Hand in the
Nationall:la~iratu'l-Quds. Over one hundred and twenty
Baha'is from all parts of the country flocked to listen
intently to his highly illuminating and challenging talk,
followed by a question and answer peri-od. Long shall the
bright, warm memory of the visit of this dear Hand glow
in the hearts of the friends.
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A Pioneer from India
During November 1972 Mr. A. K. Forudi. a pioneer
from India, traveled and taught the Faith in towns and
villages in northern Tanz.ania, not far from the Kenya
border. His reports to the National Assembly of Tanzania
tell of long hours of walking, of difficulties in finding
sleeping accommodations, of carrying food and water
long distances, and of the joy of finding villages where
the great majority are Baha'is and of bringing the healing message of Baha'u'Ucih to those who had not heard
of it before. Village officials, teachers and even clergy
in many instances gave him a warm and interested recep.tion and the opportunity to,~address classes and congregations. Most of his journey was in the company of one
or two traveling teachers who could serve as interpreters.
Accompanied by Mr. Karyooki, Mr. Forudi set out for
Musoma, first by bus and then by foot for eight hours.
In this area, the Ngurimi area and virgin territory for
the Baha'is, the villagers were hospitable and ready to
listen. The Governor, Dr. Samson, invited them for an
interview, the Faith was proclaimed and more than fifty
declarations were received, making it possible to form
two Assemblies.
Deepening classes were held in Mugumu, a town that
could be reached only by walking for one hour. Students
attending had to bring water and then walk a long distance to grind maize for their meals. Mr. Forudi said to
one of them: "I'm really very sorry that you all have to
spend two hours every day in walking." His listener
replied: 'lBut you told us that Badi walked three months
to deliver the Tablet of Bahil'u'llith to the King of fran
and how he suffered. What are these two hours compared
to that?"
Deepening classes were an important part of achieVing
the goals. One young Baha'i attending said: "I have
learned two things from the deepening class and it helped
me a lot. One is that Baha'u'llah said to mention His
Name in the presence of big people and not to be afraid.
Second: I only open my mouth in the teaching of the
Faith and the rest is with Baha'u'llah. These two points
in teaching made me brave and hold fast unto Him."
In Musoma Mr. Forudi was able to give the Message
to the Region al Director of Education who said it was
the first he had heard of the Faith and that he would read
the books and would like to be a Baha'i and work for these
principles for which he had been waiting.
An incident in Ramadi village indicates the hidden
powers of Baha'u'IHlh to influence the hearts. One evening
a priest of the area came on a visit and started asking
questions and wanting proofs of Baha'u'llah. He did this
in a loving way. Mr. Forudi, to test his intentions, told
him: "OUr purpose and your purpose are the same. You
should continue to serve humanity in your area and let
us continue in the way Baha'u'llah wants uS to progress."
The priest then assured Mr. Forudi: c'I am very eager
to know fully about this Faith because some power is
attracting me. Please do not deprive me. I have come
alone in order to 'be free to ask all sorts of questions."
Then they had a loving discussion until midnight. The
priest said. "Please consider me a Baha'i. We are four
pastors. I am going to explain this Cause to all of them
and I do not know our destination. Let us pray to Baha'u'~
llah. "
In Magumm the pastor of the church, after a long
discussion with the Baha'i visitors, invited Mr. Forudi to
his home and to speak in his church. As a token of appreciation the audience gave him a gift of flowers and eggs.
In the villages of Isenye and Lwam Changa deepening
classes were held outdoors under the trees, the classes

In
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lasting for six hours. Also in the Maru region deepening
classes were held for five days, attended by over twenty
students.
On November 17 five teachers walked nineteen miles
over mOWltains and across rivers to reach the village of
Namona where the Baha'is greeted them with "Allah-uAbha" until the mOWltains echoed. A meeting was held
in a school hall, Baha'i songs were sung and a three hour
deepening session was held. There were seVen declarations, including a lady teacher. In the next village visited,
Mayambe, they found the same exultant spirit.
In this area at night one can hear rhinoceros, wild buffalo and other animals. Mr. Forudi invites those who love
nature to come to this area and see what God has created.
At the hut where Mr. Forudi was staying a knock on
the door disclosed a weary traveler~ thirsty and tired.
After he had a drink of water he said: "My name is
Elisha John. I come from a far village. I know most of
the Bible by heart and I am teaching the people. But I
have heard that you came here to spread the Baha'i
Faith." Aiter a visit of a few hours Elisha John declared
himself a Baha'i, received some books with gratitude
and affection, and returned to his village.
Mr. Forudi dosed his report with this plea: "Is there
anyone in the big cities to tell others that there are many
like this man waiting for the Message of Baha'u'llah and
crying for help like children who are sick and lamenting
for assistance and refuge? Are you not going to give a
little of your time, a little of your money . . . for this
Divine Plan before it is too late? , , , I have just come
back from a long and tiring journey crossing so many
rivers with water up to the waist and continuous walking
except for a few hours each night. When I looked in the
mirror I fOWld myself ten years older-but I should have
come here ·ten years sooner!"
I

N atioDaI Spiritual Assembly of Sweden

National Spiritual Assembly members for Sweden are,
front TOW, left to right: E. Jazayeri, Recording Secretary; Mrs. Mehri Af$a~i; Allan Petrusson, Treasure-?";
Paul Ojermark, Secretary. Back row: Hans QdemYT,
Chairman; F. Golmob-ammadi; TOT~eif IngeZog; Sven
MaTds; R. Golmo1).ammadi, Vice-Chairman.
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause Ru~{yyih Khanum
By Violette Nakhjavanr, Companion
Part fourteen
The official tour of Rhodesia did not begin until
returned from her historic trip to Panama
where she dedicated the Mother Temple of Latin America
for public services and in Barbados attended the first
Convention of the Windward Island Baha'is for the election of another pillar of the august body of The Universal
House of Justice as its special representative.
A group of univerSity students had invited RulJ-iyyih
Khimum prior to her departure for Panama to give a talk
on the Faith and its influence on society. This was held in
an informal atmosphere in one of the smaller halls at
the university campus in Salisbury, attended by over
forty students, most of them Africans. An atmosphere of
freedom of discussion and exchange of thought was
markedly present, in the spirit of students all over the
world today. They especially wanted to know if there is
really a need for religion or not.
RUQiyyih Khanum explained that religion acts like a
brake on society. It controls and protects society from
the danger of freedom carried to extremes. She also speke
of the destiny of Africa and the great hopes of the Baha'is
for its future, based on the werds of Baha'u'llah Himself.
Afterwards a number of serious minded and eager stu~
dents invited Amatu'l-Baha and those accompanying her
to the cafeteria for refreshments and the discussion was
continued. Among this group was a young white post..
graduate who was a student of theology, fanatical in his
view regarding Satan as a personified being and with
power over individual souls, This student's views were
so narrow and illogical that after we left one of the young
Amatu'l~Baha

African students said: "'It is this kind of religion that has
made us abhor and resent and deny the necessity of any
religion at all! According to people like him our ancestors
were idolaters, damned forever, yet our ancestors believed in one God and ir, a life after death and were
tolerant of other people's beliefs."
The month~long tour of Rhodesia, from May 11 to June
10, 1972, was packed with m any happy incidents. As a
preliminary RUQiyyih Khanum was able to meet with the
National Spiritual Assembly and discuss her program
and hold a number of meetings in the Salisbury area.
In the class room of the Salisbury Motel Baha'i School
many of the Baha'is came to see some slides 'Of the
Panama Temple and Conference and were thrilled by
Amatu'l-Baha's description of these places and events.
The youth had arranged for a youth meeting in the
community hall of Highfield, one of the African communities near Salisbury where some Baha'i young men
from Swaziland jeined with the local youth in a festival
evening of music and singing. At this meeting Amatu'lBaha gave a brief address en the Faith which was followed by animated questions from the yeung people
attracted by this informal entertainment.
Mr. Shidan Fat'he-Aazam, one of the Counsellors for
the Southern regiDn of Africa, accompanied us on a threeday trip to a number of villages. In Mudarikwa where
there is a strong Local Spiritual Assembly we were delighted to find some wonderful Baha'! ladies actively
educating the children in the Faith. Rul;llyyih Khanum
speke to them on the importance of the role of women in

CMldren attending th.e BaM'i Sunday School c!a.ss at Sali3buTlJ Motel school
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BaM'u of Sakubva, Umtali, Rh.odesia. after Ru~iwih. KMnum'$
public "'1~

the community and pOinted out that wherever the women
are strong Baha'is we find a strong and active community.
In Chidenga. deep in the interior over a very rough
road we met with a small group of believers who had
rece~tly achieved Assembly status but were eager to
learn more and expand their activities. We were also
able to visit with some of the Baha'is in the village of
Musanhi near Mrewa.
On returning to Salisbury from this excursion Amatu')·
Baha met with the believers, mostly the pioneers for the
last time of this stay. She spoke of the importance of their
services and the tasks entrusted to the believers, particularly the pioneers. She said she vaguely recalled a
story she had read as a child about St. Anthony who, in
the garb of a beggar, knocked at the door of a woman
who was baking bread and asked for something to eat.
The woman took a loaf out of her oven to give him but
felt the loaf was too big and too good to part with. So
she baked a smaller loaf and still it seemed too good to
give to the beggar. In the end she baked a very small
loaf and gave it to St. Anthony. He was annoyed and
said "I came to your house to bless you but because of
your' greed I shall give you nothing at all." Rlll).iyyih
Khanum said, "Baha'u'lIah has knocked at the door of
OUf hearts' we must not deny Him the best we have which
is His rightt." She urged the women to arise and participate actively in the teaching work. gO,ing out to nei!5hboring towns and villages where the frIends are longmg
to receive help and instruction. She pointed out that
women, and especially women who take their children
with them to the villages, can reach the women better
than anyone else. She said: HYour children are most
precious to you, and if you take what is most precious
with you the villagers feel that you trust and love them."
One of the Africans confirmed this and said that when
families take their children to a village the news spreads
very rapidly.
In the beautiful mountain district of Umtali, 160 miles
from Salisbury in the African township of Sakuba, Baha'is
and their friends gathered to welcome their distinguished
visitor and as a number of them were not Baha'is
Amatu'l-Baha's talk was an introduction to the Faith and
its pr in ciples.
The last function RUQ.iyyih lQlanum attended in SaIisbury on the eve of our departure was the celebration of

the declaration of the Bab at the Salisbury Motel. She
explained to them various slides of the Baha'I Holy
places.
Two happy days were spent H, the Gokwe district in
the village of l'vIufungwo which is in the middle of the
wilderness. We met with about sixty wonderful adults
and children. Rul).iyyih ~hiJ.num spoke on the importance of Baha'i education for the children. "This", she
said, "primarily falls on the shoulders of the women as
the mother is the first educator in society." The subchief in this village is a Baha'i and regular children's
classes are held as well as a special ladies' club where
a devoted young woman teaches them the Writings, prayers and some hand\""ork such as sewing, knitting and
embroidery. She proudly exhibited the work of her club
and the writings and colored drawings of the children.
There is no regular school in this area and the united cry
of the villagers was for a school. It was truly pathetic
to see the need, not in one place alone, but multiplied by
dozens and dozens of places, and yet know that at this
stage it is not possible for the Faith to embark on such
projects. Amatu'l-Baha, with great love and reasoning,
explained to them that our Faith is like a big family,
and like a well-organized famiJy everything must be
carefully planned and budgeted. If in a family there is
not enough money then naturally they have to cut down
and deprive themselves of certain things. Our situation
in the Faith at this point is that we cannot, alas, afford
schools in the hundreds of villages all over the world
where mass teaching is developing.
Chief Nemangwe, one of the principal chiefs in Rhodesia who represents his people in the National Council
of Chiefs, is a Baha'i. For two nights we were his guests
in the village of N emangwe. He gave Us the village Court
House for living quarters while Mr. Fat'he~Aazam slept
in his own tent outside. We were very comfortable and
hung our clothes on the prisoner's dock, put our stove on
the raised platform where the Chief presides as Judge
and ate our meals off the Recording Clerk's table. We
turned the main hall into a delightful dining room-living
room and slept in one of the adjacent empty rooms.
This Chief has given land for an endowment for the
In jront of th.e COUTt House at Nemangwe, Rh-odesia. RUo.lllyih
Kh.anum with Counsello1' Sh.idan Fat'he~Aaz4m (e%treme rigoht).
Efiief Nem.angwe and the sub-Ch.ief of the Gokwe ana, Go Bahd.'(.
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Faith as \I,.-ell as for a Baha'i Center. He is a loyal defender
of the Cause of God.
Under the thatched grass 3w"ning outside the Court
House people can meet ar,d attend to their affairs pro-tee ted from the sun in the hot weather. Some thirty people
gathered there to hear the wonderful news of the Coming
of Bah,a'u'llah. The questions and discussions centered
on the Teachings of Baha'u'llah regarding life after death
and the purpose of this life. Ruryiyyih Khanum gave
'Abdu'I·Baha's example of the unborn babe, how in the
womb of the mother it grows and develops the members
of its body it does not need or use before it is born; and
yet, jf it should not grow these hands, feet, eyes, ears,
etc., it will be forever deprived and handicapped after
birth. She said: "This world also is a period of preparation for the eternal world and we must develop here what
we will need in the next world after death." The Chief
was greatly impressed and excited by this example and
said, "Now for the first time I understand why we are
unable to ever understand the conditions and the state
of the next world."
In the village of KaI'ambe, where the sub-Chief i"s a
Baha'i and has also given a piece of land for the Baha'i
Center, we likewise met with a number of believers and
their friends,
Near EnkeldDrn, in the village of Unyetu, in explaining
the difference between the Word of God and all other
words, Rul].iyyih Khanum used the example of a stone
and a grain of corn. She said: "If you plant this stone,
in a hundred years it will not change; but if you plant
this grain of corn in a short period it will grow and yield
a hundredfold. The difference is that the grain of corn
has life while the stone has no life. When we plant the
Word of God in the soIl of the heart it grows, blossoms
and multiplies because the Word of God is endowed with
spirituallife."

An Audio~ Visual Lesson
In the village of Daramombwe, where over fifty people
gathered to hear about the Faith, Rul].iyyih Khimum
gave a vivid example of how man, through ignorance
coverS up the light of God and therefore the need arises
for the renewal of this Divine Light, Practically the only
audio-visual aid she ever uses is her kit of about seven

Singing Ba.hd'i songs at the meeting in Mufungwo, Rhodesia,
May 25, 1912

different colored ladies' handkerchiefs, including black
ones, carried in her handbag. She uses any handy object;
a glass, a bottle, a pocket flash light to help illustrate her
point. This object is imagined to be a lamp; in it the
light of God is burning as left in this world when Jesus
Christ was crucified. She then takes up one of the handkerchiefs and puts it Dver the supposed lamp, saying:
"After a passage of time, a man, through his love for the
lamp shining with the Light of God, decides to offer a
beautiful covering in order to make a gift to the light he
loves. As time passes more and more people want to
make gifts to the lamp. each saying 'I can give something
better than the other man' ",
While she is talking Rul].iyyih Khanum keeps on adding
one handkerchief on top of anotlier, ending up with the
black ones, Of course everyone can see there is less and

Amatu'l-Bahd with viUagers in Daramombwe, Rhodesia.
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less light. But if one man would say to the other "Take
your covering off" this would cause anger t and quarreling
as another would say, IIDon't touch my gift, remove your
own which is obscuring the light." "The result of all this",
Rul)iyyih Khanum says "is that God looks down at this
world and sees nothing but darkness, so he calls Baha'u'llah and says to Him 'Go down and see what has become
of my light.' Baha'u'llah comes to the world, He looks
for the light, He sees the coverings put on it by men and
He removes them." At this point RUQiyyih Khanum lifts
off the whole bunch of handkerchiefs. "Once again". she
says, "the light of God in aU its splendor is revealed to
man." She then explains that the coverings are like the
different sects of Christianity, each sect interpreting the
Teachings of Christ in its own way until no Divine Light
remains, in spite of the fact that Jesus was one person,
and gave only one Teaching. This example she uses not
only in villages but often in her public lectures in cities
where it is equally wen received.
Finding ourselves with a day of rest we went to the
famous Zimbabwe Ruins and spent a peaceful morning
climbing about them before continuing on our way on
May 31 to Bulawayo, Rhodesia's second largest town.
There in addition to m~eting more than once with our
local Baha'js she had a press conference which resulted
in a very favorable article on her travels and on the

Faith in the Daily Chronide, a local newspaper. During
a six-minute television interview she was able to mention
the name "Bah a ")" and some of the major Teachings of
the Faith several times. In the Y.W.C.A. hall a public
meeting was attended by over fifty people. RUQiyyih
Khi~mum's sU'bject was "Progressive Revelation and the
Purpose of Religion in the World." A three.day trip to
Wankie, a big mining town in the North West, enabled
Ruryiyyih Khanum to meet with a number of friends. It
was on this evening that one of the believers burst into
the room with the news of the birth of a baby girl, and
that she was to be named RulJ-iyyih in her honor because
the baby arrived on the same day as Amatu'l-Baha to
their town.
We also visited the village of Chikandakubio, forty~five
miles from where the Wankie Baha'is had been actively
teaching. Here RUQ.iyyih Khanum spoke on the purpose
and importance- of prayer. She used the example of
'Abdu'l-Baha, explaining that the heart of man is like a
mirror on which the desires. temptations and cares of
life fall each day and dust on the- mirror prevent it from
reflecting the heavenly virtues. Prayer wipes away this
dust from living and enables the heart again to receive
the light of God within it.
(To be continued)

RuMyyih. l:Lhd:num with BaM'fs in Chikand.a.ku.bio near the Wankie Mines in Rhodesia.
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EI Salvador's Successful Proclamation
For the third time in the past six years, the Salvadorean
Baha'i Community has made use of the biennial "Feria
International de El Salvador" to proclaim the Faith to
the Central American area. This year's fair, held from
November 3 to 20, 1972, had stands from twenty-eight
nations. While primarily a trade stimulus, it has always
included cultural and other exhibitions and provides an
ideal opportunity for an extensive public presentation
of the Message_
Both by its situation and its design, the Baha'i staff
was particularly successful in attracting a large proportion of the 390,000 viSitors to the fair. A wide scale radio
campaign of well-made musical spots--over 406 in all,
invited the public to view the stand and to investigate
the Faith_
The Continental Board of Counsellors held a scheduled
meeting in San Salvador during the opening week of the
fair. Press coverage, a radio and a TV interview for that
occasion also helped to attract attention to the Faith and
to the stand. The anniversary of the Birth of Baha'u'llah
provided another opportunity and an attractive and informative article appeared in three of the leading newspapers.
The stand itself was designed by close collaboration
of the National Spiritual Assembly, a Fair Committee
and two young architects who are interested in the Teach.
ings. Its technique was to attract at first glance, associate
the name Baha'i with unity and harmony and leave the
viewer with a positive, unconfused impression. The deslgn consisted of a raised plywood mural of a heterogeneous group of races, silhouetted against an illumined background. This took up most of the curved wall area. To
one side in raised bold letters the words: "So powerful
is the light of unity that it can illumine the whole world.
-Baha'u'llah." This was in Spanish. Near the outside in
order to be readily seen by the approaching public was
a circle upon which was superimposed a white, nine
pointed star which served as a screen for the projection
of a series of short slide programs. These consisted of
three slides each accompanied with recorded words such
as: "A new era, a new name: Baha'i. The fulfillment of
the ancient promise of one God, one rpankind, 'One faith.
Investigate the Baha'i Faith. tt
A very attractive pamphlet was edited and printed
especially for this occasion, to be given to those who
choose to investigate. This pamphlet had both color and
black and white photographs of Haifa, Temples and
varied groups plus text. It also included a postal paid
reply card for those who wished further information.
The volunteer believers (mostly youth) who attended
the stand were instructed to offer the pamphlet, but not
to insist. In the two previous fairs 51,000 and 73,000
pamphlets (in simple black and white) were distributed
during the three week period. The National Spiritual
Assembly had designated 100,000 for this occasion, but it
was not enough and it was necessary to offer other literature on the last day. About 108,000 pamphlets in all were
distributed, many books were sold and some even accepted the Faith at the stand. About 28 percent of the
total attending the Fair received literature.
Volunteers not only took turns at the stand, but helped
to fold the cards into the 100,000 pamphlets_ They, the
Fair Committee, the Proclamation Committee, and the
National Teaching Committee under the direction of the
National Spiritual Assembly made this multi-pronged
effort of bringing the Faith to the public eye and ear, by
far the most successful proclamation to date in EI
Salvador.

The arrival in El Salvador of a teaching-team of
twelve youth from the United States who spoke Spanish
more or less, was an exciting event this past summer.
'
In one pueblo, San Pedro Puxtla, there were no
Baha'is, and no proclamation had ever been held in the
vicinity. On the first day of arrival the youth announced
an open meeting for that evening where slides would be
shown with music.
The Salvadorians love the guitar, so at dusk the people
began assembling in the village square-numbering 200.
Fortunately there were loudspeakers. The townpeople
were very receptive and the first night there were thirtytwo declarations; every day there were more, and by
the fourth day there were sixty Baha'is, over half adults.
They elected their Local Spiritual Assembly.
The sense of responsibility rested strongly on the new
Assembly members at their first meeting, but they expect to establish a vitally functioning commwtity
through keeping in close touch with the National Office
in El Salvador.
Some of the youth of San Pedro Puxtla went on the next
teaching trip with the visiting youth-and further trips
were planned with guitars and songs.
Another village, Salcoatitan, in the same part of the
country, received its first proclamation from a youth
trip, and there were forty-five enthusiastic declarations.
In still another village a lone Baha'i, who had been in
correspondence with Baha'is for two years, now had a
visit in person with other Baha'is and was so happy. In
Conghagua there had once been a hundred Baha'is who
had become inactive. Now the youth were finally able to
locate a few souls willing to carryon Baha'i activities.
One entire family made their declarations.
In the all-Baha'i village of San Isidro, Labrador, the
children sing Baha'i songs frequently during the day.
The youth visited during the rainy season and without
rain gear it was difficult to travel. A meeting was announced for the end of the second day-and no one
arrived! The youth packed to leave but the roads were
impassable. so they simply sat waiting, when people
began to appear, eager with questions. Several of those
who came to the group were men living in Portio del
Norte, up steep hills a mile and a half north. They are
building a rock road with their own hands so the Baha~is
will be able to CC1me to them and their families and teach
them about the Faith.

The volume The Proclamation of Baha'u'llah was pr-€Sen ted to Mr. Louis Santos, Mayor oj Davao City, Philip...
pines, in September 1912 by Mr. Soheil Rowshanzamir and
Miss Shakin Rouhani, both pioneers from fran, and SaTa
and Allan Lewis, American pioneers.
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GERMANY AND ITS GOALS
Five new Local Spiritual Assemblies were formed in
Germany fcom October 28, 1972 to November 10, 1972.
These are Bitburg, Augsburg, Mainz, Berlin-Zehlendod,
and FUrth.
Needed before Rid'fan: 18 Assemblies and 124 new
locations where Baha'is reside. Locations already
achieved number 377.
The plea goes out for assistance: "If you think you
cannot teach, you can make a cup of t~a. have a friendly smile, radiate love and invite some friends."
The Stuttgart community has a Baha'i bus with signs
and posters displayed, which brings many opportunities
to teach in surrounding areas.
A teaching group from Iceland and Canada were touring Germany in December, all from ages eighteen to
twenty-eight.
Information week was held in Ludwigshafen/Rhein
from Septem'oer 111-24. Hand of the Caus~ of God Mr. A.

F uru tan p resented a book to the Mayor of the town.
Four new believers enrolled as a result of Information
Week.
On September 2, 1972, 20,000 young people attended a
pop-concert in Koblenz. Among them were ten Baha'is
from five countries. They had three information tables

and gave out 13,000 pieces of literature. The name
"Baha'i" became known and many firesides resulted.
The young Baha'is who took part in the summer
teaching project were greatly appreciated. Special
mention was made of the singing group. "The New
Garden", and a special note of appreciation was given
to Roberta Barrar, American coordinator, and Foad
Hedayati, coordinator for Germany. for outstanding

services.
-Translated from BAHA'f NACHRICHT'EN,
September-December, 1972

Some participants of the summer project in Germany weTe~ front row~ left to right: Inese Grikis,
Bonnie Hogu.e, PatTi cia Gorman, Gene Granrath, Karen Thurston, Tom Rockwell. Second row, knee!ing: JuHa Devendorf, David Rome. Terri Rome, Rosann Velnich, Deborah Sanden, Barbara Jennrich.
Top TOW, standing: Roberta Barrar (American coo1'dinator), Emily Frontezak, PhH Johnson, Jan
Hutton, Jim Lawr Dennis Loven.
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College Courses on the

Baha' ( Faith
United States, including Mobile, Alabama; Denver,
COlorado; and Evanston, Illinois.
God willing, this will begin a new phase whereby the
Faith can be taught on campuses throughout the United
States!

High School and College
Baho', Clubs in the United States

Miss Schote Raou.;ti teaching at the University of Calijornia, Santa Cruz.

Miss Schole Raoufi, a twenty year old JlUlior from
fran, is now teaching an accredited course at the Uni·
't'ersity of California, Santa Cruz on the Baha'i Faith.
She submitted a plan for her course on "iran-Birthplace of the Baha'i Revelation" to the University
authorities, which was approved. In her description she
made a careful outline of content. The first part is
devoted to the historical and cultural background of
Persia, its ancient glory, leading to its present situation.
The second part concerns the birth, rise and struggle of
the Baha'i Faith, its main figures, its impact on trim and
its historical relation to the world at large. The third
part relates to Baha Pi principles and goals as related to
the social needs of our time, showing the emergence of a
new type of community in fran, This includes a study of
the method of Baha'i administration with its provision
for local, national and international units evolving to a
worldwide unity, the unfoldment of the World Order of
Baha 'u'lhih as in opera lion today,
Reading required: Bahci'u.'Ucih. and the New Era by
Dr. J. E, Esslemont; BahciJi Reve~ation by Baha'u'llah
and 'Abdu'I-BaM, The Renewal of Civilization by David
Hofman, Foundatiorul of World Unity by 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and TomOTTOW and Tomorrow by Stanwood Cobb.
The student is expected to write a term paper, also to
give an oral report to the group, thereby encouraging
discussion, intended to develop some awareness of current social problems and their relation to Baha'i
Teachings.
Miss Raoufi assured the authorities of the University
that she was prepared to provide aids such as films,
tapes, and to invite outside speakers,
The University of Yale is offering an accredited
course on the Baha'i Faith, taught by Dr. Firuz
Kazemzadeh, Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM 'is of the United States,
In addition to the two courses reported above, a number of unaccredited classes have been held in numerous
"Free Universities" in widely scattered parts of the

Although high school Baha'i clubs are a fairly recent
development in the United States, there are now sixtythree of them, 'Where there are two Or more Baha'is on a
high school campus, the National Spiritual Assembly
encourages the formation of a club. Each Baha'i club is
sponsored by either a Local Spiritual Assembly or a
District Teaching Committee and is assisted by an advisor appointed by the sponsoring body. The Office of
Youth and Student Activities at the National Baha'i
Center in Wilmette serves in a coordinating capacity
and sends out mailings each Baha'i month. These consist of suggestions for teaching and deepening, news
events, club functions, etc., and encourage reports. The
emphaSis is in improving the quality of spiritual life and
encouraging club members to set personal goals.
All Baha'i college clubs in the United States were
encouraged to fuffill the following goals: 1) To bring to
the awareness of everyone on campus the Message of
Bah,,'u'llah; 2) To make special efforts to reach all
minorities and foreign students on campus; 3) To adopt
a small college as a teaching goal; 4) To attend a "WE"
Institute; and 5) To encourage all Baha'i students on
campus to strive always to be at the head of their
classes through hard study and true merit and to help
them to accomplish this in whatever way possible.
Among reports is one from the University of I'\olichigan
telling of a Tri-State Baha'i College Club Conference
held from October 6 to 8, sponsored by the Baha'i Student Group of the University of Michigan. Those who
attended shared stimulating ideas which had already
been tested and came up with some new, exciting and
dynamic ways to promote the Faith.
The University of Cbicogo Baha'is, in an effort to
reach everyone on campus held a concert featuring
i;Sphere", a musi-cal group comprised of Baha'is of
different nationalities who play a variety of musical
instruments, and put to music some of the verses of
Baha'u'llah. Afterwards some from the audience approached to ask questions about the Faith.
Kent State University Baha'i club started planning
early to book Seals and Crofts, successful and popular
musicians who have composed Baha'i songs and USe
them extensively in their performances in the United
States and abroad. Finally the concert occurred on
January 19. Following the concert there was a fireside
attended by 200 to 250 non-Baha'is, Both the club and
Seals and Crofts received excellent publicity in the
campus newspaper.
The University of North Dakota at Grand Forks has a
large number of yOlUlg Baha'is, who, besides teaching
on their own campus have been involved in tea-ching at
three high schools and in the town. Almost every Sunday morning club members meet for devotions. The
club has adopted Devil's Lake Junior College, and is in
touch with a new Baha'i there in order to assist in
teaching and deepening.
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Baha'i club members at the University of Wisconsin
at Madison meet for prayers once a week and club
meetings once every two weeks. They are attempting to
reach other groups through firesides directed toward
them: the Afro students, the Latin·American and J apanese students, etc. Firesides are announced on campus
bulletin boards, both campus newspapers, the campus
activities calendar and over both campus radio
stations.
Smith CoUege at Northampton, Massachusetts, has a
Baha'i club which gives firesides every Thursday night,
conducted by black couples and interracial couples. A

deepening class is held each Wednesday night. They
have sele~ted Northampton Junior College and Northampton HIgh School as teaching goals.

The Baha'i dub at SI. Cloud Stale College, Minnesota.
has been placmg emphasis on reaching foreign students
who are contacted individually as well as .in small
groups and receive invitations to firesides which are
held weekly on campus. They are adopting nearby St.
John's College where they plan to present the fibn "It's
Just the Beginning."
-Adapted from THE AMERICAN BAHA'i, December 1972

Teaching Institute in Paraguay
A Teaching Institute in the Chaco region of Paraguay.
Victor and Janet Alexander, pioneers from the United
States, are in the center. Their son, Bradley is in the left
foreground with his dog. Janet Alexander wrote: "Here
we are in one of the most remote spots of the WOrld, in
the least inhabited part of a country with a very small
population, three million for the whole nation. so! what
happens? The world comes here. In the last four months
"We have taught these different peoples: Indians in the

area, civilian Paraguayans, members of the military,
families from California and Oregon and a man from
Georgia, someone from Canada, Germany. rsrael and
the Japanese Ambassador who upon arriving asked especially to visit the Baha'i Institute and asked questions
for one and a half hours about the Faith. We also shared
the Message with several radio announcers and newspaper men from the Capital, Asuncion."

Bienvenido!
Cl

Mariscal EstI gar .. l~i..
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Puerto Viejo, Costa Rica, Holds Institute
The village of Puerto Viejo on the Caribbean coast of
Costa Rica was recently the scene of its first Baha'i
Teacher Training Institute. Richard Mirkovich, long
time pioneer to Costa Rica, has established his home
there and it was there the Institute took place. Many
Negro and some Latin people live in this area, it is also
adjacent to the Indian territory of Talamanca where a
large portion of the Indians are Baha'IS.
The Institute was held for six days in a beautiful spot
on the brink of the sea. Classes were given throughout
the day on all facets of the Baha'i Faith with much
practice of vital subjects such as: how to give a fireside,
electing Local Spiritual Assemblies and their officers,
and how to elect delegates to the National Convention.
Favorite classes were on prayer and meditation. There
were special classes on the history of the Indian people,

PTacticing elections

C'!.a.ss under almond tree, Jose Baltodano, at center, is a
p~oneer to the Indians.

emphasizing the greatness of their past. This class was
very popular and many questions were asked.
By way of recreation, there was swimming in the hot
afternoons, and singing and the telling of Baha'i stories
in the evenings. The classes were kept small so all could
consult, ask questions and practice giving Baha 'f talks.
At general meetings mostly in the evenings there were
as many as forty people coming from miles around, but
most were living right there for the duration of the
Institute. Spirits were at all times high and happiness
reigned throughout the week.
All participated in the hard work of preparing food for
so many. Friends came from as far away as the community of Newcastle, 60 kilometers away down the coast,
to help in the kitchen. Sharing became a reality, the
students bringing foodstuff from wherever they came.
All departed for their homes after six days of intensive
training, full of enthusiasm for the teaching work whi-ch
lies ahead, sad at parting, but happy to have been living
and working so happily together,

Some of the group attending the Institute
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Argentine Believers Present Library Books
A gr0!-lP of Baha'is in Tartagal, Salta, Argentina. when
prese1!tmg ~oks .to the local pUblic library during a
teachmg project m July_ Left to right: Mr. Gustavo
Zamor~ ~Mateco Indian); Mr. Eugenio Aragon (native
A~gentinlan); Mr; Aldo Bustos, Director of the library
Wlt~ cop~ of Baha~u.~llcih and the New Era in his hands;
behmd hIm, Mrs_ Barbara Genge, American pioneer'
Mrs. Lola de Ca'ballero, Argentinian member of th~
National Sp~ritual Assembly; Mr.' Juan Millalaf,
Mapuche IndIan from the South of Argentina; behind
hlm, wearmg glasses, Mr_ Deane Genge and two friends.

Dutch Community Commemorotes Birth of Baha'u'lliih
Over 300 Baha'is and their friends gathered for a
nation-wide celebration of the commemoration of the
Birth of Baha'u'IHlh on November 12, 1972 in the heart of
the land. Utrecht at the University House.
The official welcome at 11:00 a.m. was followed by a
befitting program set against the background of soulstirring music. A point of interest was an illuminated
uGreatest Name" surroWlded by nine white lighted
candles and white roses.
The friends shared a meal together. Later a moving
account of the greatness of Baha'u'llah's Revelation
was presented. A tape recording was played recounting
the visit with the Blessed Beauty by the late Hand of the
Cause of God Tarazu'llah Samandari.
Light refreshmen"ts were served after which all gathered to listen to a lively program of joyous Baha'i songs
by the Dutch Song Group "The Great Day"_
The many Baha'i children present took part in various
activities, seeing a film, children's class, recreation,
and joined in the singing session_ All viewed the slide
program "Carmel, the Mountain of God_"
The Chairman, in closing urged all to take an ever
increasing share in proclaiming the Faith_ Five waiting
souls declared their faith in Baha 'u'llah_
The Utrecht Local Assembly, which was responsible
for the arrangements for the day, felt pleased over the
response.

Netherlands Launch Teaching-Deepening Plan
A joint effort aimed at forming eighteen healthy Local
Spiritual Assemblies by Ri9vim 1973 was set in motion
in September 1972 by the National Teaching Committee
and the National Consolidation Committee of the
Netherlands.
Embracing all areas of the land, each effort is sponsored. separately by the responsible committee. Included in the plan are teaching weekends in goal cities
or places needing support and institutes for intensive
study and fellowship. Children's classes and recreation
are also included_ These teaching weekends have attracted favorable publicity and knowledge of the Faith
is more widely spread because of the devoted direct
teaching efforts of the friends_
Sf. Thomas. Virgin Islands: As a result of a successful
teaching project just completed by a team of five
French speaking Baha'is from Canada, close to one
thousand new Baha'is were enrolled in the French
Antilles thereby doubling our national membership_ . __
Additional settlers are presently On their way from
Canada and the United States to take up residence in the
French Islands.
-ST_ THOMAS BAHA'i NEWSLETTER, February. 1973

~--.-.---::-

Obse.... ing the Fast
"It is essentially a period of meditation and prayer. of
spiritual recuperation, during which the believer must
strive to make the necessary adjustments in his inner
life, and to refresh and reinvigorate the spiritual forces
latent in his soul."
-Shoghi Effendi, BAHA'! NEWS, March 1936
National Spiritual Assembly 0/ the Baha'i. of Belize,
British Honduras elected at Ri<;!van, 1972. Standing, left
to nght: MtSS Hden TayloT, Mrs_ Bernice Yorke, Mr.
Nathaniel Neat~ Mrs. Grace Grant, Mrs. Gladys Stuart,
Mrs. Lois Nolen. Seated, Mrs. Shirley Warde, Mr•.
Rezvan Ahmadiyeh, Mrs. Emma La.wrence.
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Gtl.iopia 3naufluratej .)/a:;iratu 'I- Qujj on
Bal.a 'tt 'llal. 'j /J;rtl.ja'J
On the occasion of the anniversary of the Birthday of
Baha'u'lHth the evening of November 11, 1972, the first
program was held in the new national headquarters in
Addis Ababa. Nearly one hundred people attended.
Mr. Gila Michgan Bohta, Chairman of the National
Spiritual Assembly, presided. Several appropriate selections from the Sacred Writings of Baha 'u'Uah were read
which deepened the appreciation of those attending
the celebration of this twin event. Prayers were read in
English and Amharic and chanted in Persian.
Guest speaker was Auxiliary Board member Mr. Foad
Ashraf who with his wife, Maghbule, flew from Kenya for
the event. Both Mr. and Mrs. Ashraf were formerly
pioneers in Ethiopia. He expressed his delight in return.
ing to the country and having the opportunity of greeting the friends, many of whom he had personally introduced to the Faith, some now mem bers of the National
Spiritual Assembly.
Mr, Asfaw Tessema, Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly, gave a detailed report of how the friends
began to make plans to build the I;!a~iratu'l-Quds after
this goal was assigned by The Universal House of Jusbce at the beginning of the Nine Year Plan.
Dr. and Mrs. Farhaumond, pioneers from trim who
ha ve spent eighteen years in Ethiopia, dOl).ated the land
on which the Haziratu'l..Quds is built, They were warm·
ly thanked for their graCious gift and many years of
outstanding service,
At first the project seemed impossible, Mr. Tessema
related how funds seemed to arrive mysteriously from
abroad and from pledges made by Ethiopian friends.
Special congratulations were extended to Mr. Mehtzun

Tedla, a building engineer, for his beautiful design of the
I:fa~iratutl..Quds and to Mr. Techesta Ahderon, city
planner and architect, both mem"bers of the National
Spiritual Assembly. who saw the building to -completion.
Mr. Sertzu G. Meskel, construction engineer, though not
a Baha'i, was praised fer his Baha'i marmer and patience displayed in the many problems involved in the
building.
On Sunday morning, November 12, 1972, a public
meeting was held in the new building with attendance of
over One hundred, including children. Baha'i literature
was displayed and a large photograph of the Bab's
Shrine was presented to each guest. The second edition
in Amharic of Bahd'u'Ilcih and the New Era was availahle for those interested in more information about the
Faith.
Dr. Farhaumond spoke eloquently on progressive
rev e la tion and told m any stories of the tragic and heroic
events of Baha'i history. Another speaker was Dr, Malik,
of the United Nations Economic Commission fOr Africa.
He stated that the spiritual life must be lived according
to the revelation of the prophets of the various religions,
and if mankind did this, the world would not suffer from
its present division and -conflict.
j In the evening BA New Wind" was shown for the first
time in this country, again to about a hundred people.
~his film was a gift of the National Spiritual Assembly of
the United States for the celebration of the dedication of
the Haziratu'l-Quds and was deeply appreciated. It favorably impressed guests with the world scope of the
Faith.

The Sydney House of Worship is the background for
the red van owned by Paul and Beverly Stafford which
has been used for much teaching activity as far as
Perth, Western Australia. Left to right, Scott Stafford,
Bob Evans, Sima Eshraghian. The Statfords were originally from Santa Rosa, California, U.S.A.

Friends at Monash University, Melboume~ Austra:Ua,
who devote several hours each week to mass teaching
and holding di.<;cussion meetings. They find the student.
bToadminded and tolerant~ eager to build a new world.
socially aware Of man's plight and di.<;enchanted with
the old world systems.
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Teachers and Pioneers

In

Bolivia

In Pareden, Chuquisaca, Bolivia, Augustin Gllrecll,
native teache'J"'. and pioneeTs Lynn AniUe and At Cannon
aTe standing in back. Manigeh Cannon is holding her
seven-week old daughter JamaIHYlIeh. One sleepless
ni{lht she protected the baby from II dangerous insect,
the vinchuga., whose bite weakens the heart. Another
time, entering an Indian community whe-re there was an
epidemic <>f scaTlet feveT causing deaths of both children and adults, Mani{leh called out: "Oh. Bahli'u'lIci:h,
please take caTe o/my babyu and went on teaching,

A study course in Mesa VeTde, Chuquisaca, Bo~ivia.
Auxi~iary Board member Manucher Shoai is at right
ne:rt to him a devoted woman of Quechua background:
IlhteTate~ and in need, she was assisted by her National
SpiTitual Assembly to obtain a smaH piece of land from
the government where she can raise heT own gaTden and
pou~try or goats.

In Melbourne, AustTalia Tecently, National Spiritual As-

On a teaching trip in Yamparaez~ Chuquisaca~ Bolivia
with Sergio Ortiz :from Puerto Rico teaching a youth
gT'OUp. At right is Manigeh Cannon and her new
daughteT, JamaUiyyeh. Six youth and thTee adults made
their dectaTations of belief in Baha~u'Udh.

sembly members assisted in mass teaching. Some of
them with the friends are: front TOto, left to right: DT.
Ray MlIeTs, JOll Stevenson, Mahvash Master, Len Jackson and Frank McLeod. Back TOW, Pieter de Vogel, Joy
VOhTadSky, Rhonda Andrews, John Walker, Saba Payman and Ken Robinson.

-
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First Locat Spirituat Assembty for Ryde, Isle of Wight
Engi<lnd, formed at Ri<;lv<in, 1972. Members are, teft ~
right, standing: Bill BaTTY 1 ATtin Dixon, Tig Williams
Jacki James, Doris Corkett, Ted Ball. Seated: MaTzi
Skipper, Kittie Glover, Dorothy Br01Lm.

Mayor of Monaco Receives Baha'IS
The National Spiritual Assembly of France reports the
new Mayor of Monaco, Mr. Jean-Louis Medecin, granted
an audience to Baha'is on November 3,1972. Mrs. Andree
Blagovestchensky, Chairman of the Monaco Spiritual
Assembly, and Miss. Anne-Marie Dupeyron were COurteously received in his private office.
The occasion was used to present the Mayor with The
Frodamation of Baha'u'Ucih, while informing him that
this book had been given to over 140 Heads of State in
1967, in commemoration of the hundredth anniversary
of the sending of letters by Babil'u'llilh to the kings and
religious leaders of His time. Quite touched, Mr. Jean~
Louis Medecin thanked them and also showed interest in
the last French edition of Bahci'u'Uci.h and the New ETa
which will give him a general idea of the Faith. He
promised to read these two books.
In the course of the conversation the Mayor expressed
the idea that only a spiritual authority would be able to
unite men from all over the world and give them an ideal
capable of inspiring them to build a new civilization.
He accepted the Baha'i belief that Divine Revelation is
continuous and progressive, He listened with much interest when the two delegates from the Assembly explained
the functioning of the Administrative Order and the plan
for World Order given by Baha'u'llah.
Among other things, the Mayor inquired about such
matters as Baha'i marriage and burial, Baha'i Holy
places, temples, the expansion of the Faith throughout
the world. Though the interview lasted only thirty~five
minutes, the Mayor of Monaco proved to be open minded
concerning the need for a universal renewal in the world.
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To: All National Spiritual Assemblies
Dear Ba ha 'i Friends,
As the Baha'i world approaches the triumphant conclusion of the Nine Year Plan it gives us
the utmost gratification to see that a few National Spiritual Assemblies have already formulated
plans for activity during the coming Baha'i year.

The next global plan will be launched at Ridvim 1974 and you will therefore have twelve
months to prepare for it. We call upon you all to take the greatest possible advantage of that
year to:
Strengthen the foundations of your achievements through developing and enriching Baha'i
community life, fostering youth activity and through all means suited to your circumstances: and
Continue expansion of the Faith, trying new openings and possibilities not fully explored
when you were under the pressure of other priorities.
Obviously conditions differ in the various areas under the jurisdiction of the National Spiritual
Assemblies, and the goals which each Assembly ad'opts must be suited to its particular circumstances and possibilities, but, as the beloved Guardian once pointed out, "The broader the basis"
of such a campaign, and "the deeper its roots, the finer the flower into which it shall eventually
blossom."
We ask you to make your plans now and to send us your report of them to reach us as soon as
possible and not later than. 1st April 1973 so that we may present a consolidated summary to the
International Convention. We feel that such a summary will be an inspiration and a source of
new ideas to the delegates when they are consulting upon the challenges that lie before the Baha'i
community in the years ahead and which must be faced during the next global plan. Moreover,
the achievements of the coming year, added to the great victories of the Nine Year Plan, will
enable the worldwide Baha'i community to enter with even greater assurance upon the next stage
of its ever-unfolding destiny.
We pray at the Holy Shrines that the blessings of Baha'u'llah may guide and assist you with a
fresh measure of His divine grace in the few months separating us from the glorious festivities
of next Ric).van.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
-The L'niversal House of Justice
Baha'i World Centre
Haifa, Israel
January 14, 1973
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I.tter written by The Uni ..... nc" House of Jurlice jn re.spoIIsiI!' 1o ,II.

Just as there are laws governing our physical lives,
requiring that We must supply our bodies with certain
foods, maintain them within a certain range of temperatures, and so forth, if we wish to avoid phYSical disabilities, so also there are laws governing our spiritual lives.
These laws are revealed to mankind in each age by the
Manifestation of God, and obedience to them is of vital
importance if each human being, and mankind in general, is to develop properly and harmoniously. Moreover.
these various aspects are interdependent. If an individual
violates the spiritual laws for his own development he will
cause injury not only to himself but to the society in
which he lives. Similarly', the condition of society has a
direct effect on the individuals who must live \,,·ithin it.
As you point out, it is particularly difficult to follow
the laws of Baha'u'llah in present-day society whose
accepted practice is so at variance with the standards of
the Faith. However, there are certain laws that are so
fundamental to the healthy functioning of human society
that they must be upheld whatever the circumstances.
Realizing the degree of human frailty. Baha'u'Uah has
provided that other laws are to be applied only gradually,
but these too, once they are applied, must be followed,
or else society wHI not be reformed but will sink into an
ever worsening condition. It is the challenging task of
the Baha'is to obey the law of God in their o\VIllives, and
gradually to win the rest of mankind to its acceptance..
In considering the effect of obedience to the laws on
individual lives, one must remember that the purpose of
this life is to prepare the soul for the next. Here one
must learn to control and direct one's animal impulses,
not to be a slave to them. Life in this world is a succession of tests and achievements, of falling short and of
making new spiritual advances. Sometimes the course
may seem very hard, but one can witness, again and
again, that the soul who steadfastly obeys the law of
Baha'u'llah, however hard it may seem, grows spiritually, .
while the one who compromises with the law for the sake
of his own apparent happiness is seen to have been following a chimera: he does not attain the happiness he
sought, he retards his spiritual advance and often hrings
new problems upon himself.
To give one very obvious example: the Baha'i law requiring consent of parents to marriage. All too often
nowadays such consent is withheld by non-Baha'i parents
for reasons of bigotry or racial prejudice; yet we have
seen again and again the profound effect on those very
parents of the firmness of the children in the Baha'j law,
to the extent that not only is the consent ultimately given
in many cases, but the character of the parents can be
affected and their relationship with their child greatly
strengthened.
Thus, by upholding Baha'i law in the face of all difficulties we not only strengthen our o\vn characters but
influence those around us.
The Baha'i teaching on sexual intercourse is very clear.
It is permissible only between a man and the woman who
is his wife, In this connection We share with you extracts
from four letters written on behalf of the Guardian which
throw light on various aspects of the matter. One of them
contains the paragraph that you quote in your letter.

"With reference to the question you have asked
concerning the Baha'1 attitude towards the problem of Sex and its relation to marriage:
"The Baha'i Teachings on this matter, which is
of such vital concern and about which there is such
a wide divergency of views, are very clear and
emphatic. Briefly stated the Baha'i conception of
sex is based on the belief that chastity should be
strictly practiced by both sexes, not only because
it is in itself highly commendable ethically, but
also due to its being the only way to a happy and
successful marital life. Sex relationships of any
form, outside marriage, are not permissible therefore, and whoso violates this rule will not only be
responsible to God, but will incur the necessary
punishment from society.
"The Baha'i Faith recognizes the value of the sex
impulse, but condemns its illegitimate and improper expressions such as free love, companionate
marriage and others, all of which it considers positively harmful to man and to the society in which
he lives. The proper use of the sex instinct is the
natural right of every individual, and it is precisely
for this very purpose that the institution of marriage has been established. The Baha'is do not believe in the suppression of the sex impulse but in
its regulation and controL"
(From a letter dated September 5, 1938
to an individual believer)
"The question you raise as to the place in one's
life that a deep bond of love with .someone we meet
other than our husband or wife can have is easily
defined in view of the Teachings. Chastity implies
both before and after marriage an Wlsullied, chaste
sex life. Before marriage absolutely chaste, after
marriage absolutely faithful to one's chosen companion. Faithful in all sexual aets, faithful in word
and in deed.
"The world today is submerged, amongst other
things, in an over--exaggeration of the importance
of physical love, and a dearth of spiritual values.
In as far as possible the believers should try to
realize this and rise above the level of their fellowmen who are, typical of all decadent periods in
history, placing so much over-emphasis on t~e
purely physical side of mating. Outside of their
normal, legitimate married life they should seek
to establish bonds of comradeship and love which
are eternal and founded on the spiritual life of man,
not on his physical life. This is one of the many
fields in which it is incumbent on the Baha'is to
set the example and lead the way to a true human
standard of life when the soul of man is exalted
and his body but the tool for his enlightened spirit.
Needless to say this does not preclude the living of
a perfectly normal sex life in its legitimate channel
of marriage."
(From a letter dated September 28, 1941
to an individual believer)
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"Concerning your question whether there are any
legitimate forms of expression of the sex instinct
outside of marriage; according to the Baha'i Teach-·
ings no sexual act can be considered lawful unless
performed between lawfully married persons. Outside of marital life there can be no lawful or healthy
use of the sex impulse. The Baha'i youth should, on
the one hand, be taught the lesson of self~control
which, when exercised, undoubtedly has a salutary
effect on the development of character and of per~
sonality in general, and on the other should be
advised, nay even encouraged, to contract marriage
while still young and in full possession of their
physical vigor. Economic factors, no doubt, are
often a serious hindrance to early marriage but in
most cases are only an excuse, and as such should
not be over stressed,"
(From a letter dated December 13, 1940
to an individual believer)
"As regards your question whether it would be
advisable and useful for you to marry again; he
feels unable to give you any definite answer on that
point, as this is essentially a private affair ahout
which you. and the friends around you or your Local
Assembly are in a much better position to judge, Of
course, under normal circumstances, every person
should consider it his moral duty to marry, And
this is what Baha'u'llah has encouraged the believers to do. But marriage is by no means an ob~
ligation. In the last resort it is for the individual to
decide whether he wishes to lead a family life or
live in a state of celibacy."
(From a letter dated May 3, 1936,
to an individual believer)
You express surprise -at the Guardian's reference to
"the necessary punishment from society". In the KiHlb-iAqdas Baha'u'll.ih prohibits sexual immorality and in
the Annexe to that Book states that the various degrees
of sexual offenses and the punishments for them are to
be decided by The Universal House of Justice. In this
connection it should be realized that there is a distinction drawn in the Faith between the attitudes which
should characterize individuals in their relationship to
other people, namely, loving forgiveness, forbearance,
and concern with one's O'-'"il sins, not the sins of others,
and those attitudes which should be shown by the Spiritual Assemblies, whose duty is to administer the law of
God with justice.
A number -of sexual problems, such as homosexuality
and trans-sexuality can well have medical aspects, and
in such cases recourse should certainly be had to the

best medical assistance. But it is clear from the Teach~
ing of Bah;i'u'llah that homosexuality is not a condition
to which a person should be reconciled but is a distortion of his or her nature which should b~ controlled and
overcome. This may require a hard struggle. but so also
can be the struggle of a heterosexual person to control
his or her desires. The exercise of self-control in this
as in so very many other aspects of life. has a beneficiai
effect On ~he ~rogress of the soul. It should, moreover.
be borne ln mmd that although to be married is highly
~es.ir~ble. and Baha'u'IHlh has strongly recommended
lt, ~t lS not ~he central ~urpose of life. If a person has to
wa,lt a conslderable perIod before finding a spouse, Or if
ultImately. he Or she must remain single, it does not
mean that he or she is thereby unable to fulfill his or her
life's purpose.
In all this we have been speaking about the attitude
that Ba.ha'is should have towards the law of Baha'u'llah.
You, however, as a doctor working mainly as a counseJlor in family and sexual problems, will mostly be concerned with adviSing non-Baha'is who do not accept,
and see no reason to follow, the laws of Baha'u'llah. You
are alreadY a qualified practitioner in your field, and no
doubt you give advice on the -basis of what you have
learned from study and experience-a whole fabric of
concepts about the human mind, its growth, development ·and proper functioning, which you have learned
and evolved without reference to the Teachings of
Baha'u'llah. Now, as a Baha'i, you know that what
Baha 'u'llah teaches about the purpose of human life, the
nature of the hUman being and the proper conduct of
human lives, is divinely revealed and therefore true.
However, it will inevitably ta~e time for you not only
to study the Baha'i TeaChings so that you clearly understand them, but also to work out how they modify your
professional concepts. This)s, of course, not an unusual
predicament for a scientist. How often in the COUrse of
research is a factor discovered which requires a revolution in thinking over a wide field of human endeavour.
You must 'be guided in each caSe by your own profes-.
sional knOWledge and judgment as illuminated by your
grOwing knowledge of the Baha'i Teachings; undoubtedly you will find that your own understanding of the
human problems dealt with in your work will change
and develop and you will see new and improved ways
of helping the people who come to you. Psychology is
still a very young and inexact science, and as the years
go by Baha'i psychologists, who know from the Teachings of Baha'u'llah the true pattern of human life, will
be able to make great strides in the development of this
science, and will help profoundly in the alleviation of
human suffering.
-The UDi~ersal House of Justice

German Travel-Teaching in a Bus

o

Dr. Frank Haendel and Mrs. Haendel, from Massachusetts, U.S,A., for a number of weeks have been traveling throughout Germany in a camping bus. With untir~
ing efforts this couple are helping to fulfill the goals of
the Nine Year Plan for Germany. Dr. Haendel became a
Baha'i five years ag-o in Massachusetts, As director of the
Harvard University Drug Clinic in Boston he was in con~
tact with countless youth.
The goal city of Oldenburg repotts that during the
Winter School in Bremen they learned that the Haendels
were coming to their city and had only forty-eight hours
to make plans. The youth were contacted and they provided a meeting place, took care of a display and sent out
personal invitations. Even youth :vho were not yet
Baha'is participated in the preparations.

~---.---.-...-~-~

-~ ~--.---.--- ~-~- -~--'-~-"-,

The Haendels were reinforced with four more Baha'is
who came with them. About sixty youth attended the
meeting. Many of them sat on the floor while Dr, Haendel
spoke of mastering the drug problem through the Baha'i
Faith. Following the talk a lively discussion lasted far
into the night. After the heating system shut down, candles, hot tea and music dispelled the cold.
The tea-ching effort in the goal city lasted for two
afternoons and the evening. Good cooperation was secured by the North-West Newspaper which announced
the meeting, and afterward carried a report of an interview with Dr. Haendel.
There were two declarations and many interested persons as a result of this teach.ing effort.
-Adapted from BAHA'i NACHRlCHTEN, 7, February 1973
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A current reference to the travel of 'Abdu'I-Baha to
the 1:niied States in 1912 is given in an article "Shades
of an Important Past" published in the Winter 1972 73
issue of The Mohonk BuUetin. The article relates some
circumstances of the visit of 'Abdu'l·Baha to Lake Mohonk, l\ew York, and His address there on the topic of
universal peace.
In August, 1911, 'Abdu'l-Baha had written to the founder of the Lake Mohonk Conference on International
Arbitration, Mr. Albert Smiley, and also to the secretary
of this organization, Mr. C. C. Philips. To the latter,
'Abdu'l-Baha addressed these words:
"Baha'u'llah has clearly stated that this Universal
Peace is the cause of the tranquility of the realm of creation. Now as the International Conference on Arbitration
is organized in America and as this problem is a branch
which will ultimately bring about the unity of the world,
therefore we remember you with the utmost respect,
that, praise be to God, you have arisen to perform such a
universa1 service. God willing, that Conference will progress day by day and will bring about aU·embracing
results and will establish reconciliation and universal
love between the different nations, races and peoples of
this world."
To Mr. Smiley, 'Abdu'l-Baha addressed these words:
"Today in the world of existence there is no more important and greater cause than this (peace and arbitration)
for it is conducive to the promotion of happiness in the
commonwealth of hum 3nity and is the cause of tran·
R

quiIlity of all the nations and cOW1tries and the prosperity
of the individuals of the human world. "1
One of the purposes of 'Abdu'l-Baha in visiting the
United States was to be able to be present at this Peace
Conference at Lake Mohonk at which He was invited to
speak.~

"Shades of an ImpoT13nt Pa.;;t"
The account from the winter 1972-73 edition of The
Mohonk Bulletin is given below:
A gift of great interest has been received from
Mrs. Beverly Hunsaker, who left uS two books on
Baha'i: ~AbduJl-Bahci by H. M. Balyuzi, a biography
of one of the leaders of this religion, and Foundation
of World UnilY, by 'Abdu'J-BahiL On page 193 of the
biography the following appears:
The next three days, May 14th-16th (1912), 'Abdu'JBaha spent by Lake Mohonk, having been invited to
attend the Conference on Peace and Arbitration
held there. The first evening He delivered an address, and the audience, composed of some of the
leading men and women of America, as well as
representatives from other lands, clapped and
clapped, asking fvr more. But 'Abdu'l-Baha had to
decline, 'because He was tired and had to rest His
voice. When He left to return to New York He made
a gift of an exquisite Persian rug to the president
of the Conference."
The Persian rug is still in use in the Mountain
House; it is indeed an exquisite one. A check of the

The Mohonk Mountain House on Mohonk Lake where 'Abdu.'I-Baha addressed a Peace Conference on
May 14, 1912. The location still attracts serious minded people who love t.he outdoors. In addition to
being used as a summer resort it is used in winter jor ice .skating, sledding and skiing.
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House register for 1912 confirmed 'Abdu'l-Baha's
visit; He occupied. rOom 166, and His entourage included six friends Irom His native Persia, two from

Washington and one from San Francisco. His speech,
reproduced in the 1912 Arbitration Report, contains
points of considerable contemporary interest. He
looked upon the 20th Century as one of light and
bounty: "In the past, the unity of patriotism, the
unity of nations and religions was established: but
in this century, the oneness of the world of human·
ity is established; hence thi.s century is greater than
the past." His plea for tmiversal love and peace is
not dated; it is as current as our thinking this very

moment.
'Abdu'l-Baha concludes His enumeration of the
beliefs of Baha'i with the statement: "It is the Holy
Spirit of God which insures the safety of humanity,
for human thoughts differ, human susceptibilities
differ, You 'cannot make the susceptibilities of 'all
humanity one except through the common channel
of the Holy Spirit."

Dr. Zia Baghdadi

Dr. Baghdadi and Ihe Rug
The story of the rug was told by Dr. Zia Baghdadi, one
of those who accompanied the Master on the Lake Mohonk trip, and is given below: 3
On May 14, 1912, the International Peace Society
held its Conference at Lake Mohonk, N.Y., and
lAbdu'l-Baha was invited to address the members.
Here He remained three days .... On May 16, 1912,
about nine o'clock, 'Abdu'l-Baha said, HWe have to

leave this place tomorrow and I wish I had one of
my Persian rugs here, that I might give it as a
present to 'Our host, Mr. Smiley, President of the
International Peace Society." Those who were in
His company told Him that it would -be impossible
for anyone to go to New York and return in one
night, as all have to leave about ten o'clock in the
morning. Then He looked at this servant and asked,
"Well, what do you say?" I said, "1 am not afraid
to try any thin g for you, my Lord." He handed me

Origin and Continuity of Mohonk
By Virginia Viney Smiley

..,

Mohonk's century of service began in 1869 when
Albert K. Smiley, a Quaker school teacher, idealist and
humanitarian, became entranced by the beauties of the
Shawangtmk' M.ountains. In operating the quiet resort
he established, he stressed the eternal values, and refused to be diverted by fads and trivialities. In 1883
Albert initiated a series of Conferences of Friends of
the American Indian, an outgrowth of his appointment
as a mem'ber of the Board of Indian Commissioners.
It was his belief that understanding could more readily
be achieved in the quiet, unharried atmosphere of
Mohonk than in Washington.
A few years later, in 1895, Albert invited. to Mohonk
leaders in world affairs, for a Conference on International Arbitration, which was to become an annual
affair, tmtil interrupted by the events of World War I.
Each spring and tall for many years from 250 to 400
men and women of in~egrity and high purpose were
entertained by Albert for a week, at his own expense,
while attending these two conferences. It was written
at the time: "Perhaps the chief value of the conference
(International Arbitration) is not in the resolutions
adopted as much as in the influence that results from
the assem'bling for a common purpose of more than
300 persons of many opinions and of almost every known
calling, most of them prominent in public affairs."
It was said, also, that the influence of these arbitration
conferences "resounded through the halls of The Hague"
during the formation of the League of Nations. The
atmosphere created -by these conferences was surely
directly contributory to the development of what is
sensed hy all new Visitors, and is lmown as the
"Mohonk. spirit,"
Albert, dying childless, left his resort and his ideals
in the care of a dedicated half-brother, Daniel, who,

with his sons and grandsons have guarded carefully the
treasured traditions, while maintaining Mohonk. as a
home, rather than as a relic of the past. In their turn
the grandsons. Daniel, A. Keith, and Gerow, concerned
for the future of the land they love and the ideals they
cherish, should anything happen to the resort business,
in 1963 formed The Mohonk Trust, a charitable and educational enterprise. Their hope was to ,carryon the
long-term family interests in the areas of man's relation
with man and with nature, in the belief that interdependence in its finest sense-man at peace with man,
and all men in harmony with their natural environment
-is a requisite for survival.
The Mohonk Trust celebrates its 10th anniversary next
month, with its trustees happy in the knowledge that
contributors have believed sufficiently in their hopes
to make it possihle to conduct 10 conferences of international students, with a total of 273 young people from
92 countries participating. The Trust has also co-sponsored conferences of United Nations Diplomats, the
International Peace Academy, and meetings on Latin
America and 'the Implementation of Global Development Studies.
The site is just ninety miles north of New York City and
is open to the public on a moderate fee basis. Studies
are under way to find meanS of coping with increasing
public demand, without reducing the esthetic and spiritual quality of the outdoor experience.
Tradition, unless it is a living thing, is sterile and
worthless. The Trust hopes, through constant self-evaluation, to maintain the vital elements of the past, while
accepting the challenges of the present, tor a future
encompassing the best of the old and the most valid of
the new.
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His key and said. "Take this and go to my room
and bring a rug. May God bless you."
From Lake Mohonk I hired a carriage to take me
to the railroad station. To my disappointment. I
learned on arriving there that there was no passenger train at that hour for New York, but a freight
train was just leaving. I jumped the tracks and
made a wild dash as fast as I could run. Finally I
caught the rear end of that speeding train and suc~
ceeded in climbing up without mishap_ Then while
I was trying to catch my breath, the conductor came
and protested my action and ordered me to get off
at the next station. I showed him my professional
card and told him that I was going on a very urgent
mission. "0 you are a doctor! That is all right."
Fortunately, the kind conductor did not ask what
the nature of the urgent call was.
About two o'clock in the morning I reached
'Abdu'l-Baha's apartment and had to awaken Mrs.
Grace Ober and her sister, Miss Ella Robarts, to
let me in. They were very kind and asked me to
have something to eat and to rest a while, but I
thanked them and told them that I was in a great
hurry. Then I selected one of the most precious
rugs from 'Abdu'l-Baha's room and hastened to the
railroad station. I took the first early morning train.
It was about nine o'clock when I landed at Lake
Mohonk station. From the station it would take
one hour to reach Lake Mohonk by carriage, and
I had to be there at ten o'clock. r looked around
and there was no vehicle of any kind in Sight.
But finally, the mail-carrier appeared with his little
wagon and got off at once to receive the mail. I
got on the little wagon and awaited his return.

When he came and saw me, well! was I nervous?
It was certainly one of the embarrassing moments
of my life. However. I explained my position to
h~m, namely, that I was in the service of 'Abdu'l.
Baha, whom we regarded as our spiritual king,
and I showed him the rug that had to be delivered
right away to Mr. Smiley. President of the International Peace Society. Then as a last resort, I
suggested that in case it was against the law to
let me go with him. he could at least Jet me relieve
him that morning because I knew how to drive a
horse, and if it was necessary, he might consult
with the postoffice or the police.
o what a relief came when he said, "It's all right
I guess, I am going up there anyway."
Vole arrived at our destination just at the time
when 'Abdu'l-Baha was shaking hands with Mr.
Smiley and preparing to lea ve. He took the rug with
a smile ~nd presented it to Mr. Smiley to keep as
a souvemr.
"Why this is just what I have been seeking for
many years!" Mr. Smiley exclaimed. "You see
we had a Persian rug just like this one, but it was
burned in a fire and ever since my wife has been
broken·hearted over it. This will surely make her
very happy." Afterward the Secretary of the InternatiDnal Peace Society, who was the last one to
leave, came and said to 'Abdu'l-Baha, "We all
appreciate your blessed visit and we believe what
you said is the truth."
Notes:
1. Star of tfle West. Volume 11, No. 15, p. 3-4
2. StaT of the West. Volume 3, No.3, p. 3

3, StaT of the West, Tfle Baha'i Magazine, Vol. 19, No.6••
pp_ 180-182

Deepening-Conference held in Siguatepeque~ Honduras in November, weH attended from aU parts of
the country. Host pioneers tvere Nematoh'aHah and Ruhi Mandegart, Khalil and Jacky Cornett and
FTed Kluss.
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Rolm.t :Jurnel', 'J-il'dl Black BelieveI'

0/ the

United Stated

By louis G. Gregory
Bare -outlines of the story of Robert Turner, the first
American Negro to become a Baha'i, have been related
to the writer, over a long period of years. Those who
mentioned him have been Mrs. Lua M. Getsinger, probably the first American woman to embrace the Faith;
and one of the most a.ctive and effective early teachers;
Dr. Edward C. Getsmger; Mrs. May Maxwell; Mirza

'Ali-Kuli Khan; and Madame Khan. There is agreement
in the statements coming from such well lmown SOUrces
and, although few, they establish essentials of a strong
and abiding faith and are worthy of being recorded as

a fitting memorial of a truly great soul.
Robert Turner was the butler of Mrs. Phoebe Hearst
early Baha'i and mother of the well known publishe;
of that name. Robert Turner's pOst was one of unusual
responsibility, carrying with it largely the stewardship
of his wealthy and socially prominent employer. He
was faithful. dependable and wise.
When Mrs. Hearst was given the Baha'i message by
Mrs. Getsinger in Paris, Robert Turner, from the vantage ground of his service station. listened with eager
interest to words not addressed to himself. He sought
opportunities to know more about so wonderful a Faith,
was taught and became a firm believer. In the year
1900 he accompanied the Hearst-Getsinger party to
~.Akka, Palestine, to see 'Abdu'l-Baha, still a prisoner
under despotic and corrupt government rule.
When the party entered the room of the Master, they
assumed that Robert Turner who was with them would
of course follow. After greeting them with His welcome,
·Abdu'l-Baha waited with His face turned toward the
door, in evident expectation. The ladies looked around
and to their surprise they found that Robert was not
in the room. The Master then went to the door on the
outside of which Robert stood in an attitude of deepest
humility. At sight of the Master he dropped upon his
knees and exclaimed: "My Lord! My Lord! I am not
worthy to be here!" 'Abdu'l-Baha raised him to his
feet, giving him a most affectionate, fatherly embrace.
The exceedingly great kindness of the Master to Robert
Turner was most impressive.
On one occasion the honor was bestowed upon him of
sharing the Master's servitude. He was also assured
that if he remained firm and steadfast tUltil the end
he would be a door through which a whole race would
enter the Kingdom.
During those early days the confirmations were
mighty, but the tests and trials were also great. Many
trees were uprooted by the storms of trials. But those
that were firm took deeper roots. Robert Turner, with
what our Persian brothers call °lron Sight", had his
clear vision of reality. Henceforth he refused-to use
his o~ expression-to "let the world throw dust in his
eyes."

•

After a few years there came to him an illness which
proved fatal. It came at a time and place that surrounded him with non-Baha'is. His attendants heard
him often repeat, even when delirious, an expression
strange and unknown. After his passing inquiry revealed
.that his last word was the Greatest Name. Thus he
measured up to the divine standard of faith and loyalty
and constantly increasing are those who' owe so nobl~
a charac~er gratitude and reverence. Following his
death. WhICh was really the portal to a richer and more
e~alted life. a Baha'i burial ring-stone was placed upon
hls finger by Mirza 'Ali-Kuli :Egjan.
An incident closely connected with this sketch is that
Mrs. Phoebe Hearst, prompted no doubt by her expe..riences at ':Akka and her ~steem for Robert Turner,
upon returnmg to her Washmgton, D. C. home, invited
there a number of the most prominent educators of the
colored race to meet her. They were entertained in her
sumptuous home not only by material attractions but
with heavenly food, the glad tidings and the Great
Message. Radiantly she announced to them that the
Deliverer of mankind had indeed come!
Note: Mr. Louis G. Gregory, author of this article at
the time of his death was named a Hand of the Ca'use
of God by the Guardian.
-Reprinted from WORLD ORDER.
Vol. 12, p. 28-29, April 1946.

H~n the est~mation Of .God t~ere is fW distinction ~f color .. an are One in the COIOT and beauty of servltude to hlffl. Color lS not tmpo-rtant; the heart t& aU-important ... He whose morats and virtues are
praiseworthy.is preferred in the presence of God; he who is devoted to the Kingdom is most beloved .
Therefo~e stnve eantesHy .and put ,fo-rth your g-reatest endeavor toward the accomplishment of ...
feUowshtp and the cementmg Of thts bond of brotherhood between you . .. For the accomp~ishment
Of unity between the cO~O"Ted and whites will be an assurance of the wor~d~s peace.»

-Baha'i World Faith, pp. 267-269
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Travel-Teaching

In

the Pacific

Reported by Greg Dahl
Pua Pua Village, American Samoa, November 1972.
Baha'is are playing voHeybaU before a meeting with
travel-teacher Greg Dahl.

Tahiti--No1'ember 16-19, 1972

I was met at the airport by Terri Pae, oldest native
believer in Tahiti, and his wife. This was planned by
the Continental Pioneer Committee and the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Southwest Pacific. There are
sixteen believers in Tahiti, and only two are foreigners,
a young French couple named Solange, and he is with
the French Army. The Sailhacs, pioneers from France,
moved six months ago to Moorea, ten miles distant, to
form a group there. The third Baha '{ is a young
Chinese, Silon Tehan Lo, the only mechanic on the
island, a sincere, very 'busy YOWlg man. There is language difficulty and French-speaking travel teachers
are needed.
AmericBD Samoa--Nonmber 19·10, 1972

Probably the most beautiful island I shall see,

Amer~

i-can Samoa has one of the most attractive Baha:i com.

munities. The spirit and music are not easily forgotten.
The village people are undoubtedly the most ready for
the Faith.

Western Samoa-November 20-22, 1972
National Bahci'i Cente-r at Tonga_
Baha'is in the National Center of Tonga. Canadian pioneer Nan Greenwood (right reaT) was soon to be on heT
way to Cook Island_

The people here impressed me as being culturally and
socially advanced. I was also impressed with some of
the pioneer youth in teaching and deepening in the
villages, especially Phil Beattie who spends full time
in this work. DUring my brief viSit the friends organized
an informal meeting for me with the Baha'is at which
1 was able to show slides and sing songs; a public meeting attended by some thirty non·Baha'is in Apia; an
interview with the Director of the Department of Economic Development, Hans Kruse, which proved to be
very cordial and productive; and a visit to Baha'is in
villages on the main island.

Tonga-November 13-25, 1972
Tonga is an isolated country with many similarities
to the Gilberts. I met several pioneers there during my
stay: Grenville Kirton from Australia; Bob Dutton, pio.neer from the United States here only three weeks; and
Nan Greenwood, from Canada en route to the Cook
Islands. In Fiji I met a young American leaving for
Tonga in the Peace Corps, Jeff Hougland, whom I had
known in Virginia. My host was Auxiliary Board mem·
ber Mosese Hokafonu who seems to be universally loved
wherever he has traveled. During my stay a teacher
training lnstitute was in progress attended by around
ten students. Activities arranged for me were as follows:
a very dignified public meeting attended by about fifty,
chaired by the Mayor of the capital city, with translation by the Principal of the largest high school; an
interview with the Secretary of the Government, which
was very informative and ended cordially; a unity
least attended by lorty Baha'is with delightful Polynesian dancing, singing, sumptuous food and an opportunity for me to show slides. An article with pictures
appeared in the eight.page weekly newspaper.

Fij;""November 25-28, 1972
Hospitality was given me in the home of Australian
pioneers in Suva, the Lucas family. I joined a teaching
team which consisted of twelve young Baha'is fresh
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from a week-long institute, and led by an Australian
youth pioneer, Tom Vudrag, veteran of the Gilbert and
Ellice Islands. This team was based in the home of a
chief in Volivoli Village and teaching took place in
surrounding areas. After the first week of a planned
three-week campaign, there were fifty-six flew Baha'is.
Efforts were being made to bring the new believers to
their base during the day for deepening,
Funafuti, EJJice Islands-November 28· December 2, 1972

Funafuti was devastated by a hurricane a month
before my arrival. Dr. Tiling a, the only doctor for the
Ellice Islands and an islander himself, offered me hospitality, Unfortunately he had to leave soon after I
arrived and so I lost my translator. There are foul'"
believers in this location.
Tarawa, Gi1bert IsloDds-December ']..7, 197Z

According to the Secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly, Mabel Aritiera, a pioneer for fifteen years.
there are 2700 believers in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands
together, with 51 Assemblies. It would take two years for
one person to visit all the islands, sO travel~teachers are
necessary with thirteen now 'Q,eing sponsored. One other
pioneer here is Joe Russell, who arrived in 1959 and

Betio, TaT~wa, GHbe~~ Isla;tds. Na.tive believer Masipei.
left. and nght, Hawa.uan ptoneer John Thurston in front
of John's humble house. A fish trap is in the left foreground.
T'U)O ui~ws of the .Na.tional Baha'i ,{ia?tratu'l-Quds and
properties of the Gt1bert and Ellice Islands, at Ta.rawa in
December 1972.

It

Tonga Baha'is Me~e Taufale~e, lett, and Paea. Fifita., right,
with pioneer Bob Dutton of the United States, center .

•

Volivoti ViUage, Fiji, NovembeT 1972. Baha'i youth teach-ing team in the Chiefs house.
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now is married and has a family. His fluent Gilbertese
is a great asset. Another is John Thurston from Hawaii
living in Betio and operating a youth club, a singing
group. Other pioneers are Kurt Munchmayer and Greg
Wagner, from Hawaii and Canada, respectively, traveling on other islands. The Tafakis are here, with a new
baby (Irene is British). Activities arranged for me included meetings with Baha'is at the National Center in
Bikenibeu, an informal meeting in Betio, a twentyminute radio interview with songs, and an interview
with the government economist.

Japan-December 15·22, 1972
I stayed in the Tokyo center with pioneer Tom Mandeville from the United States. The language barriers are
very difficult. After the friends discovered I could sing,
tapes were made and a special fireside in the home of
the Schwer ins was held. During my stay the singing
group from the United States managed by Marcia Day
were in Japan and unprecedented publicity resulted.
In Osaka I was a guest of the Katirai family. At the
meeting held at the Vahdat home about forty attended,
mostly youth. The program consisted of group singing,
short talks, the viewing of my slides, with two declarations of faith resulting.

National Bahd'i Headquarters, Suva, Fiji, NovembeT
1972.

Korea-December 22·29
Auxiliary Board member Toni Mantel went with me
to Seoul where we were the guests of Captain Kelley
of the U.S. Navy and Mrs. Kelley. Three meetings were
held, two at the National Center and one at the home
of Counsellor John McHenry. The smaller meeting was
devoted to learning songs which I understand the friends
are now singing there. I hope they begin to learn songs
in Korean. From December 23 through 26 was spent
with COWlsellor McHenry in the southern part of Korea
in and near Young Chun and Gyeong-Ju (Kyong-Ju)
attending a teacher training institute held in the village
school, teaching in the villages, and visiting with Regional and Area Committees in the Baha'i Institute in
Gyeong-Ju. I was impressed by the spiritual receptivity
of the Korean farming people. But the effort is inadeqllate to the task of deepening the 13,000 on the list.
Armies of teachers are needed.
Taiwan-December 29 - January

S~

1973

Toni Mantel and I proceeded together to Taiwan
where we were joined by Philip Marangella of Hong
Kong, Accommodations were in International House
where Mr. Edgar Olson of Guam is staying. Two meetings were held in Taipei, one on the topic of "Baha'i

Baha'i teaching in a village in Southern Korea. TeacMr
in foregTound is Miss Kim Han-Ju.

The Bahd'i uManeaba" or meeting place and its keeper;
Tarawa, Gilbert Islands.

Baha'i Teaching Institute he~d in a public school building
in -rural Southern KOTea l December 1972.
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Economics" and a Nineteen Day Feast at which we
sang songs. We met Victor Tom, a pioneer there. On
January 2, Phil Marangella, Toni Mantel and I went by
t~ain to Kaohsiung, Southern Taiwan, where Canadian
pIoneer N ancye Becker lives. We had a small but warm
meeting in her little apartment. The next day she
accompanied us to Taman where the Suleimani family
have been pioneering since October 1954.

brought some interested seekers. Tonight, January 18
a meeting is scheduled in Los Banos, one hour frorr:
Manila by bus. Tomorrow, G<ld willing, I proceed to
D)akarta.

Hong Kong-January 5.9, 1973

Phil Marangella preceded me to Hong Kong where
my time was well used. The Mockons, from the Philippines and Charles Duncan, all pioneers in Macao, came
over for a day, A highlight of my stay was an afternoon
spent in one of the parks where we formed ourselves
into a singing group. The Hong Kong friends were
inspired to see the success of this method of teaching.
A public meeting in the Center in Kowloon was attended
by about fifty persons mostly new people, and with one
young man making his declaration. Young pioneers
from Malaysia have greatly contributed to this community. David Mockon in Macao has composed some
impressive songs which I recorded.
Pbillppin........... nuary 9-19, 1973

•

Bahd'is in front Of their center at Magkaalam VilLage, in
ruTaL Mindanao, Philippines, at a meeting with Greg Dahl

My visit to the Philippines was very full. The first
day was spent with a leading industrialist, Eligio Tavanlar, adviser to President Marcos on agrarian reform and
a friend of the Baha'is. On January 11, 1 Hew to Davao,
Mindanao, for four nights where eleven meetings were
scheduled. A total of 2,600 attended, mostly in the University of Mindanao. My schedule also included a visit
to Kidapawan. The spirit among the pioneers in Davao
is exemplary and confirmations astoundingly abundant.
Perhaps these are some of the fruits of the soil so
recently watered by martyrs' blood.
The highlight of a visit filled with highlights was a
songfest at the University of Mindanao attended by
some 600 to 800 high school and college students and
teachers. Many Baha'i songs were sung, including a
simple round "World, World, Why do you reject your
Lord? When will you receive your Savior, Baha'u'llah?"
Several days later pioneer Dale Eng heard a classroom
of high school students Singing this round for fifteen
minutes while waiting for their teacher to arrive. Such
is the power of song!
Cibu was visited on January 15 and 16, where there
are seven Iranian students and a few native believers.
A public meeting was held. Following this I appeared
on TV with two of the Iranian students for a friendly
twenty-minute interview.
There was a meeting in Manila on January 17 which

0/ the United States.

Baha'is in front of the Teaching Institute at Kidapa-wan,
Mindanao, Philippines, in January 1913. Auxiliary Board
member Miss Shahin Rouhani is second from right.

All Efforts for the Faith Are Rewarded

•

to do? After some hasty prayers, the Director of the
Center appeared On the scene. She had thought that the
program was next week. The only reason she had come
by tonight was because a friend she had with her
needed some materials from the Center!
By now. the scheduled beginning of the program had
long since passed and no inquirers were in sight save
the Director and her friend. We went ahead, setting up
a literature table, projector for the films, etc. Still, no
one appeared. The community wasn't coming to us, so
the friends decided to try to meet them half-way. We
all congregated on the front steps of the building and
gave a half-hour concert of Baha'i songs, our unrehearsed professionalism perhaps overshadowed by our

The following report from Lakeland, Florida, of their
activity on January 20, 1973 will be an encouragement
for those who have had or may have similar situations
to deal with. May the friends be inspired by the faith
and stamina displayed by this group of fellow believers.
The report follows:
Our expectations were high for the program planned
at the Neighborhood Service Center in Lakeland, a
social services coordinating agency located in the
heart of the major black residential area. After our
encouraging meeting in Winter Haven that afternoon,
all the friends were hoping for 'great victories with a
spiritually receptive group. Arriving at the Center, we
were stunned to be greeted by a dark, empty looking
building. Something was wrong! Attempts to reach staff
members of the Center proved fruitless. What were we

.
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CANADIAN CARIBBEAN REPORT
December 15, 1972-January 18, 1973
The project began with a briefing of the team with the
National Spiritual Assem bly of the Leeward and Virgin
Islands in St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands on December
16. During this meeting the team demonstrated its
teaching materials and methods while the National
Assembly related its enrollment policy, described the
work previously done in the French Antilles and assured
the team of its full administrative support. Auxiliary
Board member for Central America Mrs. Marjory Harmer was present.
The team proceeded to Guadeloupe for a ten-day stay_
Durmg the very first days of teaching the team was
impressed with the spiritual receptivity in the FrenchAntilles. There were -over fifty declarations that first
day. From the start it \v'as necessary to adapt to the
tempo of the work and try to .keep the process of
consolidation running at the same pace. Along with
declarations that came flooding in daily, deepening
meetings were organized for the new believers consist.
ing of slides, films, songs and talks on the Fai tho Institutes were held whenever possible in homes of new believers or in hotels where team members were staying.
These institutes in Guadeloupe and in the other islands
covered the points that The Universal House of Justice
suggested: the three main figures of the Faith, the
spread and stature of the Faith, laws of prayer and
teaching, Baha'i administration, the Nineteen Day Feast
and the Fund.
New believers were provided, whenever possible, with
the opportunity of teaching the Faith \1lith the team.
Numerous new Baha'is opened their homes to teaching,
took team members to see their families and friends
and aided in many ways in opening new areas to the

y.

Faith . .An important lesson the team learned early was
to a~ways put the new believer first. In this way many
souls were confirmed and became experienced teachers.
Two Local Spiritual Assemblies were elected while
the team waS on the Island of Guadeloupe, one in Petit
Bourg and one in Gosier. Both elections were with a
wonderful spirit and had a representative number of
new believers attending. During this time on Guadeloupe part of the team made a teaching tTip to the
island of Marie Galante which was very successful,
resulting in forty-five de clara hons in one day. A deepening meeting was held and a Local Spiritual Assembly
on that island was organized. When the team left
Guadeloupe the numerical results were as follows: 346
enrolled, 2 new Local Spiritual Assemblies, 6 new communities opened to the Faith.
Martinique was a stTiking phase of the project be·
cause by this time the team had developed a method
combining teaching and consolidation suitable to the
location. It was a three phase method involving a first
day -of teaching and an invitation to a meeting the
next night; a second day of teaching and presenting in
the evening the film "It's Just the Beginning" and slides
illustrating the principles of the Faith as well as songs;
a third day of teaching, holding the election for the
Local Spiritual Assembly in the evening. In each phase,
teaching and consolidation are combined and each part
of the sequence of events prepares for the next part;
thus enthusiasm is sustained and new believers are
integrated into the Faith. The election was supplemented by institutes and in many cases after the election there was an institute about electing officers. The
team was divided in such a way that on any given night
there would be perhaps a deepening meeting in one
place and an election in two other different areas.
During the stay in Martinique the team was assisted
by Mr. and Mrs. Martial, believers native to the island

Baha'i friends in. Martinique.
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and Chuck Fitzsimmons, a member of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Leeward and Virgin Islands,
and his wife, Betty_Before leaving Martinique there
were 480 new believers enrolled, 6 new Assemblies
formed, 10 communities opened to the Faith and innumerable institutes held.
The remaining five days were spent on· three of the
smaller islands in the Caribbean, Iles des Saintes, Saint
Barthelemy and Saint Martin. Most noteable was Iles
des Saintes, called by the islanders "The Citadel of
Christianity." Here 85 declarations were made in one
and one-half days and a new Local Spiritual Assembly
was formed.
Before leaving the Caribbean the team had another
meeting with the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Leeward and Virgin Islands which provided an opportunity to relay information which will be useful in
follow-up. As for consolidation, the team thinks of it
in terms of successive waves of teaching and consolidation. The second wave is already starting with Roland

Estall and his wife pioneering to Martinique and Chuck
Fitzsimmons and his wife pioneering to Guadeloupe.
Terri Rheaume, team member, is an important link
with new Baha'is in the area. Bob Phillips was sent to
do teaching in the French Caribbean and to report back
about the needs there.
A cable was sent to The Universal House of Justice
upon leaving the Caribbean Islands "Overjoyed final
victory Caribbean Team 936 enrolled, 9 Local Spiritual
Assemblies, sixteen communities opened. Assured follow-up successive waves teaching consolidation request
prayers continued services-Love, Canadian Caribbean
Team"
The team hopes that things learned will also be
useful in Canada. Especially helpful was the illustrated
teaching book which speaks in a simple language addressed to the heart. The method of putting the new
believers in the forefront of teaching so that they take
the team to their families and friends will bring the
Faith into the very fabric of the community.
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF CANADA

First International Youth Conference of Mexico
The recent Youth Conference held in Puebla City and
the Amelia Collins Institute at Acatepec was a tremendous success. Many youth and adults from all over the
Americas attended. Baha'i representatives traveled
from El Salvador, Guatemala, Ecuador, New York,
Iowa, New Mexico, California, Texas, Mexico DF.
Oaxaca, Morelos, Guanojuato and many towns.
The first day of the Conference only about forty
Baha'is had arrived. By the last day there were over 200.
The Conference was officially opened with many
beautiful prayers and all were welcomed by members
of the National Youth Committee. Many talks were
given with special appeal to Baha'i youth. "How to live
the Baha'i life" for instance, covered subjects such as
drugs and the damage they do to the soul, and the
importance of following the Laws and Teachings of
Baha'u'IH~.h. It was pointed out that one must not condemn or judge others when they backslide, but must
always attempt to love and help all. Another talk was
on the Baha'i attitude of life after death and the importance of understanding this level of existence. Also it
was stressed that by developing and striving toward the
attributes of God as revealed by Baha. 'u'llah we gain
this understanding and growth.
Carmen Burafato, Resident Counsellor, spoke to the
group twice. Her main theme was the New World Order
and our part in it. She stressed the importance of
obedience to the Administrative Institutions and our
comprehension of them. She also pOinted out the importance of Baha'i youth to the Faith, mentioning the
ages of the Bab and the early martyrs.
1

•

An interesting discussion took place on the topic of
"The economy of the Baha'i youth." As many Baha'i
youth are in school it is difficult, sometimes impOSSible,
for them both to study and work. Much emphasis is put
on the importance of education in the Writings and the
Baha'i youth understand this. But the youth feel that
they must put forth every effort to contribute to the
Fund by going without extras and thereby learning the
mystery of sacrifice.
There was also a talk on Baha'i courtship and conduct
between men and women. There were ma.ny questions
on this subject and The Aduent of Divine Justice was
often quoted .
Most of the talks ended with a lively question and
anSwer period. Carmen Burafato and Paul Lucas, Auxiliary Board member, helped clarify many points in the
Teachings, also quoting directly from the Writings.

The Conference was well balanced with prayer. consultation, music and socializing. There was a tremendous sense of harmony and unity amvng those present
because all shared in the activities.
There were two young students, one from Brazil and
one from the United States, who spent quite a lot of time
at the Institute. They were both Christians and had
never heard of the Faith before. They certainly learned
a lot in a very short time. They left with smiles of
gratitude and a solid understanding of Baha'i unity.
They said they would get in touch with the Baha'is in
their home communities.
As there were many English-speaking people present,
all the presentations were translated. Our thanks especially to Paul Lucas for a wonderful job of translation
with patience and humor.
The Committee worked very hard and their efforts
were well rewarded. Everything went very smoothly.
All participated and everyone was well fed, warm and
very happy, including many seekers.
We pray the Conference brought to all the needed
spiritual energy tv help us reach all of our goals for the
last few moments of the Nine Year Plan.
-Counsellvr Carmen de Burafato

Mr. E. Sahan, ~eft, Chairman of the Spiritual Assembly
of Northampton, Eng~and, presents The Proclamation
of Baha 'u'llah to A~derrnan Ken Pearson, Mayor of Northampton. Auxiliary Board member Ted Cardell is on the
right. A very large number of public figures in England
have now accepted this vo~'Ume. The Mayor in this case
personany organized press coverage of the event and
expressed sympathy with the Faith.
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Report of Human Rights Day Observances
SRI LANKA

(CEYLO~l

An all-day seminar on human rights was organized
by the Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Negombo,
in celebration of the 24th Anniversary of the signing
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Important speakers from the private and public sectors
and the United Nations addressed a large audience at
Browns Beach Hotel, Negombo. Mr. Neil Kulatunga,
on behalf of Dr. C. Hart Schaaf, Resident Representative of the United Kations Development Program for
Sri Lanka and the Maldives, in giving the welcoming
address, expressed his pleasure at receiving an invita~
hon from the Baha'is, who enjoy consultative status
with the Economic and Social COlll1cil of the United
Nations through the Baha'i International Co mmlUlity ,
a non-governmental 'body, and noted particularly the
non-political character of the Baha'i Faith. Following
Mr. Kulatunga. in the morning session, Mr, D. S.
Karannagoda, Deputy Commissioner of Probation and
Child Care, Col-ombo, discussed "Youth and Human
Rights." Mr. J. P. Delgoda, Superintendent of Prisons,
Prisons H. Q., Colombo, spoke about "Society and The
Criminal", and Professor L. G. Hewage, Dean of Arts
and Professor of Education, University of Sri Lanka,
spoke on nEducation and Human Rights." During the
afternoon session, Mr. Lalith De Mel, Managing Director, Reckitt and Colman, Colombo, discussed the subject
of "Business and Human Rights." Baha'i-and UN
Expert-Edward Parker, Project Manager setting up
the telecommlUlications school at Moratuwa, Sri Lanka,
explained the role of the United Nations in the field of
Human Rights, and Hand of the Cause H. Collis Featherstone appeared on the program to comment on "Religion and Human Rights," saying that the hearts of men
need to be reoriented in their relationship tq God so
that human rights may be applied hy governments and
individuals with proper spirit and motives. He also
mentioned the need for the United Nations' Covenants
on Human Rights to be ratified and implemented
throughout the world. Mr. Raymond Peter, member of
At left, one Of the speakers jor Human Rights Day in
Negombo, Ceylon, Mr. T. R. Ma.hamood, Chairman of the
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is oj Negombo; second
trom left, M-r. Raymond Peter, Bahd'i; and at Tight the
Chairman of the Negombo Lions Club.

The observance oj Huma.n Rights Day at Negombo,
Ceylon.
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the Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Sri Lanka,
made the closing remarks, noting that the topics of the
seminar were carefully selected to take participants
from stage to stage-Youth, to Society and the Criminal,
to Education, to Business, to the United Nations and
finally to Religion, the foundation for the education of
the morals of man. He expressed the hope that the
seminar would help to lay a basic foundation for the
unity of mankind.
An attractive folder, gift of Lions International in
Negombo, contained United Nations material on Human
Rights along with "A Baha'i Declaration of Human
Obligations and Rights" and "The Earth is but One
Country and Mankind its Citizens", a pamphlet published by the Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Negombo.

FINLAND
Human Rights Day 1972 was observed by all the
Baha'i groups and Local Spiritual Assemblies of Fin~
land. Recognition was given to the day in a variety of
ways. The Spiritual Assem-b1y of the Baha'is of Espoo
held a public meeting, featuring a slide show, a talk, and
films. Hlll1dreds of invitations were distributed at the
shopping center of Tapiola, and some 50 people attended
the program. In Kangasala, the Local Spiritual Assembly sponsored a panel discussion and a film-showing.
The Baha'is distrihuted invitations in the streets and
placed an ad in the local newspaper. The Baha'is of
Tampere sold 800 UNICEF cards at their public meeting, and the Baha'i community of Mariehann hung post~
ers and purchased a newspaper ad to publicize their
public observance. which included a film-showing and
a talk. The Local Spiritual Assemblies of the Baha'is -of
Helsinki, Lahti, Kuopio, Savonlinna, and Turku. and t~e
Baha'i groups of Jyvaskyla, Naantali, Salo, Toml O ,
Vantaa, and Varkaus, discussed the Baha'i Faith and
Human Rights at their weekly firesides.

•
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PAKISTAN
The Baha'i community of La.hore, Pakista.n held a.
highly successful Human Rights Day program on December 10 at the Hotel Intercontinental, at whi-ch the
Honorable Muhammad Haneef Ramay, Finance Minister of Punjab Province, was chief guest. The Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of Lahore sponsored the event.
One hundred and forty civic leaders and Baha'is from
various centers of Punjab Province attended the observance.
As Master of Ceremonies, Mr. Issat'u'llah Sheikh,
Vice Chairman of the Spiritual Assembly of Lahore,
began the meeting by giving a brief description of
the work of the Baha'i International Community as
a Non-Governmental Organization accredited to the
United Nations. Mrs. Edward Filstrup, representing the
Baha'is, followed with a talk on the history of human
rights, stating that the greatest proclamation of human
rights had come from the Prophet-Founders of the
world religions. She also told of the work of the United
Nations in the field of human rights, particularly the
work of the HUman Rights Commission. The Honorable
Muhammad Haneef Ramay. speaking for the people of
Punjab, then gave tribute to the principles of peace
taught by the Bab, Baha'u'llah .nd 'Abdu'J-Baha and
spoke w-ords of appreciation for the work of the Baha'i
International Community. (Mr. Ramay's speech was
later heard on Radio Lahore.)
Following the talks, Mr. Ramay cut a special Human
Rights Day cake decorated with the United Nations flag
and the flags of the member-nations; and as tea was
served the guests were entertained by Baha'i music
from around the world,

Dinner sponsored by the Local Spiritual Assembly of
Lahore on the occasion of Human Rights Day, DecembeT
10, 1972.
emphasizing particularly the equality of
women, followed by a discussion of local
women on the same topic, the Baha'is felt
broadcast had stimulated interest in this area
Rights.

men and
men and
that their
of Human

HONDURAS
The Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Tegucigalpa,
Honduras, arranged a public meeting for Human Rights
Day with assistance from the local office of the United
Nations Development Program. The UNDP office contributed a selection of pamphlets for distribution and
kindly provided SOme beautiful photographs which were
used along with flowers to decorate the meeting rOOm,
~rticles in the local press announced the program and
Invited the public to attend. Senor Rene Sanchez Bardales was the speaker for the occasion. About fifty people
g.athered to hear his talk which stimulated many queshons and (::omments. The program concluded with refreshments and music from different lands,

Members of the Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Sri
Lanka (Ceylon). Standing, left to right: Raymond Peter;

R. D. Davld; B. D. Saleh~ Treasurer; K. C. Suwarnaraj;
K. G. Chandru:dasa. Seated,. V. Chitravelu, Secretary;
Mrs. B. A. Cadtr; Anwer CadtT, Chairman; M.L.C. Chan.drasek.era, Vice-Chairman.

Second from the left is Honorab~e Muhammad Raneef
Ramay, Finance Minister oj Punjab who was the speaker
faT the occasio.n and guest oj honor.
GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS

•

The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
Gilbert and Ellice Islands reports that their Human
Rights Day observance took the form of two five-minute
radi-o broadcasts in two languages, Gilbertese and Ellice.
The program was on the equality of men and women,
with passages from the Writings of 'Abdu'l-Baha and a
report on the advancement of women in the Colony in
the last 10 years, especially in education and job possibilities. The radio announcer had not knOViffi of Human
Rights Day when he was approached by the Baha'is,
but he gladly gave the time for their program and
asked some questions a bout the occasion. Later in
December when the station broadcast a talk on Human
Rights by the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause Ru~fyyih Khanum
By Violette Nakhjavanr, Companion
Part fifteen
During almost all of her visit to the Southern cOWltries
of Africa, Amatu'l-Baha was accompanied by one or the
other of the Counsellors for that area. Sometimes it was
our go-od fortune to have them both with us at the
same time. Again we \ ...·ere joined by Counsellor Shidan
Fat'he-Aazam for the month we spent in Botswana.
Challoner Chute, JWlior, a Baha'i youth and a cousin
of Rul:1iyyih Khanum was also with us on this part of
the tOUf, having come from the United States at her
invitation to join us for six weeks.
On JW1e 9 we crossed into Botswana, which, unlike
Rhodesia, is an arid country largely composed of the
Kalahari desert. It has a peculiarity of its own in that
at certain seasons such as the time we were there, one
has difficulty in finding the people in their towns or
villages. In order to eke out a living, they have a home
in a town or village, another on their bit of farming
land and still another place where they graze cattle
near a bore hole. Often, on arrival at a village where
a meeting had been arranged, we would find only a few,
the majority being away at either of the other two
locations.
In Selebi-Pikwe a public meeting was arranged in
a local school house. The Chief of the area. a very

distinguished elderly gentleman, attended and was
keenly interested in the Faith. A dear pioneer couple
who live in this to\\'I1 were truly exemplary. Vole were
surprised and touched when a young mother carrying
her one-week old baby in her arms was the first to meet
us, an hour's drive from the tovm. All hearts were
drawn to her. The villagers were deeply touched by
her demonstration of love for the Cause and her confidence in bringing such a young baby with her.
In the interior of the country at the village of Ratholo,
Amatu'l-Baha met with and addressed a group of tea'Chers, speaking on the purpose of creation and the journey
of the soul of man throughout the worlds of God.
All of uS spent a night in a government High School
compound in Moeng as the guest of a young pioneer
who is a teacher there. RUQiyyih Khanum was able to
meet with some of the teachers who had sho'lo\'Il an
interest in the Faith.
A most satisfactory feature of the Botswana Baha'i
community to us was fact that the three pioneer families all reside in different areas of the -country and are
thus able to be of greater service. In some other
countries, regrettably, pioneers are often clustered in
the capital city while the rest of the country has to do

Amatu'!-Bah<i, Counsellor for Southern Africa Shidan Fat'he-Aazam, and eight of the N ationa! Spiritual
Assembly members fOT Botswana in front of the Land RoveT.
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without them. Sometimes this is due to job difficulties.
Botswana has very well built huts with beautiful
thatch roofs but most of our meetings were held in the
center of the village, the place where the village court
and councils are held, a typical practice of the country.
Often we met under the shade -of a huge tree in the
picket fence enclosure made of bales of trees.
In Seleka a number of tea'chers and farmers, including the Chief, gathered around Rul;!.iyyih Khanum in
such a spot to hear about the coming of Baha'u'Uith,
His Teachings on the state of the soul of man in the
next world, and so on. This subject of life after death
is a never-ending source of interest to the Africans.
Amatu'l-Baha often speaks of it and if she doesn't, I
have noticed that it is usually brought up in the question period.
In the township of Serewe, RUlfiyyih Khanurn spoke
to over a hundred girl students in the Teachers' Training College on the "Role of Women in Modem Society."
She said that one of the distinguishing aspects -of the
Revelation of Baha'u'llah is the fact that, for the first
time in the history of religion, the Manifestation of God
has decreed equal rights for men and women. She said
in the Teachings of the Baha'i Faith humanity is likened
to a bird; one wing men, one wing women; when the
two wings of the bird are equally strong the bird can
fly high. She pointed out that to be a woman as well
as a teacher by profession was a wonderful honor and
privilege as women are the first teachers of the human
race. It is from his mother that a child learns to eat,
to walk to talk and learns the difference between right
and wr~ng. If the mother is endowed with a good character as well as an education she can shape the new
generation to follow in the right path.
An interesting question was asked by a young lady:
uFrom what I understand you have no priest or paid
clergy in the Baha'i Faith; therefore is this religion
only for educated people who can read and understand
for themselves?" RUI)iyyih Khanum replied, "No, this
~ is not true. Baha'u'llah has brought the principle of
universal education and we see clearly in the world
today that the circumstances of civilization are making
it possible to eliminate illiteracy all over the world in
one or two generations. But faith and recognition of
the truth from God is not dependent upon book learning.
There are two doors through which people can recognize spiritual truth; the door of mind or intellect and the
door of the heart or intuition. The illiterate man instinctively knows in his heart whether it is the truth or not.
This is why, I am proud to say, we have so many tens of
thousands of village Baha'is allover the world who are
illiterate, yet deep and -convinced believers."
.
In the capital city, Gaberone, that same everung
Ruhiyyih Khanum addressed a select audience in Lady
Khama Center. An American missionary asked an interesting question: "Do the Baha'is believe in, the po.wer
and existence of evil spirits?" Amatu'l-Baha explamed
that the difference between the animal and man is in
the fact that animals are governed by instinct but man
has the power of reason, of choice and free will. "At
every moment of our lives we have the freedom to
choose which way we will go. Evil is not a concrete
power in itself, but rather the absence of .g~od: QQod is
like light, it is a positive force, where~s evil: IS lIke darkness, which is only the a'bsence of lIght, Just the way
cold is the absence of heat. If we tum away from God
and His Teachings we place ourselves in spiritual darkness and then the lower forces of our nature derive
strength and we become evil. But we do not believe in
Satan as a being, a personification of evil, as God is
of Good."
At a village meeting in Bonwapitse RllI)iyyih Khanum
spoke to a group of Baha'is and their friends on the
importance of prayer and the meaning of "Allah'u'-
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Ru.~i.yyin. Khanum t ChaHoner Chute, JunioT (wearing
hat), and Shidan Fat'he-Aazam with
of the Baha'is
at Shoshang, Botswana.
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Abha", which is in itself a short prayer of Baha'u'llah
and should be taught to the children for their protection.
While in the village of Mmutlane, she addressed the
school children and their teachers and later spoke to the
believers and their friends on the subject of dreams and
their significance, a fascinating subject to the Africans
who are great -believers in dreams. She related how
Baha'u'llah in His childhood dreamed He was Hoating
on the sea and His long hair was spread out on the
water and each hair was held in the mouth of a fish.
Baha 'u'llith told His· father about this dream who asked
an interpreter of dreams what it signified. He was told
that his son would give a Teaching to the world., and
all the people, like the fishes in the sea, would attach
themselves to His Teachings. ~'We Baha'is, allover the
world are the fulfillment of that dream," she said.
She also recolUlted the prophetic dream of the Bab
when He stood before the severed head of lman l;Iussayn
and held out His hands to catch some of the precious
drops of blood which with great respe-ct He drank, and
how, when He awoke from this dream He knew that
God had chosen Him to proclaim His Message.
In Mahalapye some of the Baha'is were able to come
to ..1he hotel to meet their beloved guest and spend a
happy and sociable evening with much discussion. In
Pallard nearly forty people, mostly seekers, gathered
under the shade of the village tree to hear about the
Message of Baha'u'llah and held long discussions on the
proof of His -claim based On the Bib lic al referenc es.
RUQiyyih Khanum gave a beautiful example of the
way different indiViduals react to spiritual matters.
She told how some years before her marriage, she, on
one of her pilgrimages to Haifa, with another pilgrim
who also later became a Hand of the Cause, were taken
to view the archives. When the mirror used by Baha'u'llah was shown to them she said they each reacted
entirely differently. He took the mirror in his hand and
with jOy and wonder looked into it, probably saying to
himself, "I am looking into a mirror where the blessed
face of the Manifestation of God was once reflected."
R(J:Q.iyyih Khanum, however, held the mirror far from
her, thinking, ~;I dare not refle-ct my face in a mirror
wherein the face of the Blessed Beauty was once
reflected!" Then she pointed out how different these
two reactions were, but both pure and genuine, based
on the love of Baha'u'llah, and added that we should not
condemn a man because his understanding or reactions
are the OPPOSite of ours.
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A typical viHuge m.eeting in Botswana. Pana Road
Baha'is and their friends meet with Amatu'l~Bahci.
The Kalahari Desert

The highlight of this tour was a four-day trip into
the Kalahari desert which fulfilled a life-long desire of
Rul).iyyih Khanum. Always keenly interested in the
variety of ethnic groups everywhere, and to see the
Bushmen of the Kalahari had long been one of her
dreams. Our guide was the Chairman of the National
Spiritual Assembly of Botswana, who is a linguist and
is studying the language of the Bushmen. Vl e were very
happy to have him accompany us. As at this time
there were only two or three Bushmen in the COWl try
who were believers, the object of the trip was to visit
them, rather than to teach them the Faith as this would
require that one remain near and communicate with
this highly nomadic people. The bands of Bushmen are
constantly moving from place to place in search of food
and water. Nevertheless, the possibility of all-Bushmen
Local Assem bhes in the future is an exciting goal which
the National Spiritual Assembly is actively working to
accomplish.
We were able to see several groups of Bushmen in
four different places. They call themselves lithe harmless people" and are one of the rare treasures of Africa,
still living in the stone age. They ask for nothing ~.eut
to be left alone and are but dimly aware of the outside
world which is being forced upon them, threatening
their integrity as a people. TheTeachings of Baha'u'lIa.h
are the only thing which can possibly sustain such
minority groups, cherish them and lovingly help them
to come into the twentieth century without losing their
God given qualities of gentleness and goodness. These
five days, often driving over 180 miles a day in deep
sand tracks which the Land Rover could barely go
through even in low gear power drive, were very exhausting for the driver, Ru}:tiyyih Khanum. But the
scenery was strange and beautiful, the people a joy to
meet.
We drove from Gaberone to Lethlakeng where we
picked up our young guide and from there on the roads
became progressively worse. Our first two nights were
spent in a tiny village called Kungwane in the great
grass land desert of the Kalahari with its sparse sprinkling of mostly stWlted thorny trees no larger than
bushes.
Mr. Fat 'he-Aazam had kindly loaned us his tiny tent
which we decided to sleep in after surveying the two
mud huts of a villager at our disposal which were in a
little circular compoWld surrounded by a fence of piled

up thorn bushes, mainly to keep the goats out. The
three men would use one hut and the other would be
used for stores and eating. As this was during the coldest] Pdart ofththe winter we had~ brought . along a gas
cy in er wi
a heating unit. We kept t h IS lighted all
night in the tent in the eighteen-inch space between
our sleeping bags and the groWld. We were in peril of
being burned to death, but that waS preferable to being
frozen to death)
We had brought a large three-legged iron pot and this
over a fire of twigs and wood was used to boil water to
make porridge for breakfast. Lunch usually consisted
of sandwiches and supper waS a bOWl of soup if we had
enough strength left to make a fire and heat the water.
Two nights were spent with this arrangement~ and
two more, deeper into the desert at an equally hospitable home. This time it was the dwelling of the white
Afrikaan traders who ran the only store and petrol
pump at Kang, half way to Khanzi, the ultimate jumping-off place in the desert, too far for us to reach. Life
is so wild and hard in this part of the COWltry that
without this kindness and hospitality no one without
full equipment of expedition facilities 'Could visit it.
We drove one day farther west to find Bushmen at
Digby's Well and Lone Tree, both of which are water
bores for cattle. They simply consist of a couple of
tin shacks, a petrol pump and most importantly water
in troughs in order to supply the vast herds grazing in
the Kal ah ari.
Some of the little Bushmen families we met were
living without even the rough branch shelter they
usually erect. They were seated on the earth around
their fire used for heat and cooking, with their quivers
of arrows, their bones, leather bags for extra grain.
A few meager rags of clothes were hanging in the

In the Ka~ahari dese't"t
her tent fOT breakjast.

Ru~iyyih Khcinum
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branches of a thorn tree nearby, The people are very
friendly, quite musical, and give the impression of being
energetic by nature. We felt that they can playa valuable part in the Faith if pains are taken to teach them
deeply and enable them to find their way into a useful
role in the world surrounding them.
In pursuit of these elusive nomads, one evening we
drove literally miles over the wilderness following a
foot path in the high grass. visible only to the local
guide we had picked up. We were rewarded by finding
Bushmen families living next to a village of Bantus,
and they sang and danced for us that night about the
fire, We were so entranced by this unique opportunity
to be with them socially and happily, that we ignored
what lay ahead of us in trying to find our way back
home (over forty miles) in the dark. Even our local
guide lost his footpath a number of times but we
eventually climbed back up our own roadless hill and
in and out of trees until we located our thorn fence.
Frozen and exhausted we ate our soup and -crawled
into our welcome fire-trap. to dale uncomforta:bly with
the vision of Bushmen dancing before our eyes.
Amatu'l-Baha and Shidan Fat'he-Aazam met with
members of the Botswana National Spiritual Assembly
who occasionally have special meetings when they
spend their time studying the Faith and discussing different aspects of teaching and Baha'i Administration.
The theme of this session was "conSUltation" and they
asked RulJ-iyyih Khimum to speak on this vital topic.
She said that she believes in the future this topic will
be taught in the schools to the children. "People do not
know how to consult or the meaning of consultation.
Often a member gives his view as if putting it on the
table but then d{)es not take his hand off it, but holds it,
restates it over and over, considers it his precious right;
the result is waste of time for everyone. We should be
objective about our views and willing to submit to the

At Digby's Well, Kalahari desert, Amatu'l-Bahci with
Bushmen.

majority view."
She was asked whether or not it is permissible to
loan the money of the Faith to an individual believer
Who was in need. Rul;1iyyih Khanum said: "The Assembly is only a trustee of the Baha'i Fund; they do not
?wn it and, ther~fore, how can they presume to spend
It on matters which are not directly connected with the
work of the Faith?" She explained that the money of
the Faith is sacred, it is given with much love and often
real sacrifice. "If we do not expend it for the specific
purpose for which it is given we have greatly erred and
are responsible to God."
In the village of Themaga a small number of believers

Students and teachers at the meetin9 where AmatuJI-Bahd spoke at Mmutlane, Botswana .
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met Ru}:liyyih Khanum and joyously told her that they
have given a piece of land for an endowment. The
friends proudly took their guest to see the site of the
future Baha'i Center to be built on this property. It has
been legally registered and thus fulfills one of the goals
of the Nine Year Plan for Botswana.
Many people heard the Message of Baha'u'llah during
a radio interview and also at a well-attended public
meeting held in Gaberone, the capital city. Among
others attending this meeting were the Honorable E. S.
Masisi, the Minister of Agriculture, and his wife. Both
showed great interest in R1.i:l].iYYih Khanum's subject:
"The Baha'i Faith and the Social Order."
At Lobatsi, one of the larger to\llIlS of Botswana,
Amatu'l-Baha spoke at the Teachers' Training College
on "The Role of Youth in Modern Society" to a large
body of students and teachers. Among other pertinent
remarks she said: "Youth are the future of any society
and today they are becoming increasingly international
minded as the result of modern means of communication. In the field 'Of education, more or less the same
subjects are taught all over the world. -Music and art
are increasingly the same in the East, West, North
and South. The restlessness of Western youth has communicated itself to the rest of the world. Eager and
idealistic youth, if enlightened, can change society for
the better_" She pointed out: "The force and influence of
an indi vidual on society can be trem endous; one man.
Shakespeare, had a tremendous impact on English literature; one Pasteur left his mark in the world of medicine;
likewise one Napoleon created such havoc in Europe
that he earned the title 'butcher of Europe'." RUJ:tiyyih
Khimum said: "We should not be discouraged by the
force of the masses of humanity and say 'What can I,
an individual, do in the face of millions and billions of
people'!' Each one of us in this hall is contributing to
the level of the societv of all of us; if I am a better
individual. the total vaiue will be higher. If I am W'Orse,
I debase the standard by that much. It is the same
principle as the amount of gold; twenty-four carats is
pure gold, but nine carats means a 'baser alloy makes
up the rest. We can add individually. so to speak, to the
gold in our society and cause it to have a higher value."
At the end of this talk the Headmaster caused a -great
deal of laughter when he said: "Madam Rabbani, I
have a confession to make. When I heard that a lady, a
religious figure waS coming to give a lecture in my
school I had some misgivings. I thought she would most
probably be One of those strange females with str~ge
ideas in a long dress with strange colors who would
speak on all kinds of mystical, incomprehensible, metaphysical subjects and I truly did not look forward to it.
However, lowe you a special vote of thanks for such
enlightened thoughts and ideas."
On our way out of Botswana, in the small town of
Good Hope, Amatu'l-Baha spoke to a large gathering
of mostly non-Baha'is_ The Chief called a special meeting to hear about the Baha'i Faith 'but was ill so the
sub-chief acted as Chairman. When RUJ:!iyyih Khimum
asked him if he knew anything about the Baha'i Faith
he said: HNo, and I do not know if I would like it."
RU1;liyyih Khanum said that was fair enough, he could
like it or not as he pI eased. After th e talk he said that
he did like it! Two of the very early believers of this
part of Africa were present and we were most happy
to meet this elderly, devoted couple.
It was late in the afternoon of June 29, 1972 when we
in the Land Rover, and Challoner Chute with Mr. Shidan
Fat'he-Aazam in his car, crossed the border into the
Republic of South Africa where Amatutl-Baha was
eagerly welcomed by the Chairman and Secretary of
the rNa~ional Spiritual Assembly and Counsellor Mrs.
BahiYYlh Ford, a friend of hers since childhood.

At the Good Hope, Botswana, meeting. MT. and Mf's.
Moncho, eaf'ly African believers, with Ru.~iyyin Kndnum
and Violette Nalgl-javani.

(Continued !Tom page 11)

enthusiastic v'Olume. Still no inquirers, but we had
aroused the distant curiosity of some folks acroSS the
street who were listening from the security of their
front yard. With this limited audience of lawnchair
onlookers, we decided to stage the first area outdoor
showing of Baha'i films. Projector and screen were
moved outdoors ·and situated so passers-;by and our shy
audience acroSS the street could view and hear from
an uninvolved distance.
All this time, of course, the friends were individually
saying prayers for assistance and guidance. The true
fruits of our labors and supplications were maturing
almost unnoticed beneath the hurried surface of our
attempts to adapt to an unexpected and apparently
futile situation. Throughout the entire evening of music,
films and fellowship the Director of the Center had been
observing with a watchful eye and an open heart. She
developed an interest in the Faith and asked many
questions. This interest. with her impression of the
Baha'is as a spirited and undiscouraged group, led her
to plead with us to come back in the near future. After
profuse apologies for forgetting the correct date, she
said that, when we came back, she and her staff would
help us with publicity and transportation, and that we
could expect a minimum audience of 300 (yes, three
hundred) people.
. •
Prayers answered and spirits uplifted, the Baha'IS of
Polk County are now proceeding with plans for. another
program at the Neighborhood. Service Center m Lakeland. And this time, to perhaps avoid some of the suspense, we are considering focusing more of our prayer •
efforts well before the scheduled event!
From the CENTRAL FLORIDA BARA'f BULLETIN,
February, 1973
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West African Summer Schoo!, Bomi Hills, Liberia

o

Once more Baha'is and friends 01 various national
and racial backgrounds from different parts of Sierra
Leone, Liberia, Ghana and Nigeria came together in
Bomi Hills and madti! the West African Summer School
Decem ber 22-30 a scene of lively and joyous activities.
Classes were held on "Administration", "Baha'i History", "Baha'i Conduct", and LL1\.1ass Teaching." 1n the
evenings friends from the different localities entertained
the participants with interesting programs, cultural
shows with skits especially lrom the friends of Sierra
Leone, some quite amusing.
Mr. Sterling Glenn, Secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Ghana, was present for a few days and
entertained with his guitar and singing. Among others.
attending were two Auxiliary Board members, Mr.
Shidan Koucheckzadeh of Sierra Leone and Mr. Friday
Ekpe from Nigeria, who added to the singing and
happiness.
Our newest believer, seventy-two years old )"1rs. Bertha Corbin, was present. Whenever she speaks of Bahci'u'Uah her eyes flash with enthusiasm. She repeatedly emphasizes that Bahci'u'llah has come to Africa and this is
the day for Africa to receive its spiritual bounty. Recently President Tolbert of Liberia awarded her the Star of
Africa Medal of Honor for her meritorious services to
Liberia.
Among the non-Baha'i participants were the National
Secretary General of the Y.W.C.A., an intellectual person with a beautiful spirit, and her three year old son.
She is now making a thorough study of the Faith.
The school closed with a public meeting at which the
Mayoress of Tumanburg City (Bomi Hills) and the
representatives of the Superintendent were present.
Guest speaker was Mr. Kenneth-Best, Assistant Minister
of the Department of Information and Cultural Affairs
of Li beria. Speaking of Baha'i literature he had read
he said: "It filled me with a deep sense of appreciation
for the inspired teachings of Baha'u'llah," Each guest
received a Baha'i book presented by the Secretary of
the National Spiritual Assembly of West Africa,
News of the Baha'i Summer Sch-ool was broadcast by
radio several times during the sessions, Newspapers
also announced the event, and parts of Mr. Best's speech
were published in .both national newspapers.

.
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Speakers' rOw at the public meeting. At teft~ Mr. Kenneth
Best, Assistll-1Lt Minister Of Information and Cu~tuTal Affairs of Liberia. Third is the Mayoress Of Bomi Hil~.

Attending the Borni Hilts Summer School, in center, Mrs.
Bertha Corbin, older believeT, a Bil-ha'i of only three
months, with the youngest who attended the school, th-ree
year old Reggie Deshield. At right is Mrs. Vivian Wesson,
pioneer who has ~ong been. at her post~ with Liberian
friends.

Grou.p photo Of those attending the West African Summer School at Bomi Hills, Liberia .
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Southern Ute Indian Reservation

(

Site of Teaching Conference
The Spiritual Assembly of Durango, Colorado, sponsored a teaching team and conference, December 26-30,
1972, on the Southern Ute Indian Reservation, a very
successful event.
The team consisted of five Bah§. 'is, including a coordinator from Durango. They visited many people on
the Southern Ute Indian Reservation and invited them
to the conference on December 29th and also gave them
Baha'] literature if they were interested.
The conference, dedicated to Hand of the Cause of
God Louis G, Gregory, opened with a special briefing for
the Baha'is of the area on "Guidelines for Indigenous
Teaching," presented by Mrs. Rhoderoi Myers of Durango, The afternoon session was opened to the publlc and
included a puppet show, music and a filmstrip about the
Faith. A number of children attended along with the
several adults,
Guest speaker 1ir, Chester Kahn, from the Navajo
Reservation in Arizona, gave the evening talk to an
audience of mostly Ute peoples plus the area Baha'is on
"The Oneness of Mankind." The tribal newspaper editor,
Mr. Eddie Box, Sr., attended the program and took
pictures for the tribal newspaper, Carol Brooks from
Denver, Colorado, provided musical entertainment. Each
person attending received a gift copy of the pamphlet,
"Above All Barriers, H which is about Louis G, Gregory.
About eighteen local residents were present despite a
hea'vy snowfall that same day.
Weekly follow-up teaching trips are scheduled to the
Ute Reservation by the Durango believers.

A BahaJi school h.eld in Hava.na, Cu-ba, in DecembeT 1972

c

Mr, Ch.ester Kahn, at right, speaking at the SoutheTn Ute Commu-nity CenteT on "The Oneness of Mankind/' on December 29, 1972. In the center of the audience is Mr. Eddie Box, Sr.~ EditoT of the Sou-them
Ute Tribal newspaper,
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Notes from Japan
Hokkaido: A deepening institute was held in Sapporo
Wlder the sponsorship of the National Teaching Committee OVer the weekend of December 2. Kimiko Schwerin.
National Teaching Committee member, was the coordinator. Terry and Cathleen Riggins provided their home
for the occasion. Auxiliary Board members Mr. Umagea
and Mr. Suzuki were present along with thirteen Hokkaido Baha'is. One declaration was made.
Sandai: Tom and Donna Mandeville are pioneers who
have recently arrived from the United States and are
now living in Sandai and holding regular Feasts and
firesides. Neither speak Japanese so help is needed. Tom
works in Tokyo and commutes but Donna is home at all

Ford Cole~, accompanied by th.eir manager, Marsha
Day, were m Tokyo ~or comme~c~al ~ngagements. They
held many press, radIO and teleVISIon mterviews in which
half the time was devoted to discussion of the Baha'i
Faith. At all their five concerts they mentioned Baha'u'ILlh and the Faith. On the eve of their last concert in
Japan they held a fireside at their hotel attended by forty
people. It is estimated that because of their efforts approximately three million people were reached with the
Message of Baha'u'llah.
Konsai: England Dan and John Ford Coley held a free
concert at the Konsai University, attended by about 1,000
students. Literature was distributed and an invitation
extended to a fireside that evening. Greg Dahl was also
in the Konsai area and held a youth meeting.

times.
Direct teaching was conducted in the Sandai area from
December 26 to January 7. It began with a pre·team
composed of the MandeviJles, the Riggins and Miss
Watamabe from Hokkaido and Jim Jamison from
Nagoya. This team put up posters, visited universities,
and libraries and newspapers. Kimiko Schwerin, National
Teaching Committee coordinator, arrived on January 3
with the rest of the team, Tim Mauldin and Keiji Hayashi
from Tokyo. Teaching started with three teams composed
of one Japanese speaker and two speakers of English.
The first day brought two declarations, and another on
the last day. Each team used a teaching book which combined pictures with the prinCiples of the Faith, an effective and easy method of teaching. The declarants were
deepened immediately with books similar to those used
by the National Teaching Committee in their deepening
institutes.' Sandai now has a growing community and
hopes soon to have a Local Spiritual Assembly.
Kanto: The Kanto youth have been active in providing
social activities for Baha'is and their friends. A hiking
trip was held in November with fifteen attending. A
skating trip was made in December with thirty attending, two-thirds, pre-Baha'is.
Ube: Yamaguchi University was the site of intensive
proclamation during November resulting in several
declarations and the formation of a university club.
Tokyo: In December Tokyo was set ablaze by visits of
outstanding American Baha'is. Greg Dahl, noted musician and producer visited Tokyo on his way around the
world on a travel-teaching trip. Some of Greg's songs
were recorded for possible use in Japan.
A musical group composed of England Dan and John

First Local Spiritual AssemMy of Phuntsho!ing, Bhu.tan!
elected on April 21, 1972 with Mr. Kamal Singh Sisodia,
young pioneer to Bhutan from India, in the center of the
front row. He had reached Bhutan in JuJy 1971 with another pioneer from Sikkim and their joint efforts resldted
in bringing twen'ty-five people into the Faith.

India - Faith Overcomes Preiudices
American pioneers attending the Bangalore Teacher
Training 1nstitute were invited to speak at the Coopera~
tive Training College there. The first meeting was with
around thirty-five members of the faculty and student
body. The next evening they addressed 250 students who
were taking a special course. In introducing the speakers
the Principal of the school stated that he had invited the
Baha'is to speak because he felt that a religion which had
succeeded in fostering brotherhood among the members
of many religions should be studied by people in the
cooperative .m-ovement.
Dick Grover began the program with songs in three
languages: Hindi, Hebrew and English, all with the same
message: "God is One". He then introduced LaNelma
Johnson and Jane Grover who each spoke briefly on the
principles of the Faith and told how they felt that living
in India helped them and their families to be better
Baha'is. Dick Grover then spoke on progressive revelation. Many questions were asked, and a spirit of love and
mutual respect grew between the people in that gathering.
At the close a faculty representative gave a special
tribute of thanks. He described his unfavorable picture
of the typical American and then said, "But these friends
from America have sho1,.Vll us a different image. They
have told us that there are many Baha'is in America,
who, like themselves, love and respect all the peoples of
the world. We hope that this religion will spread quickly
to change the hearts of all mankind and bring about
peace and unity in the world. "

Members of the Nationat Spiritual Assembly of Honduras. Left to right: Chris Ruhe, Recording Secretary;
Cesar Labo1iet; Bill Stover; NeUy de Vasquez, Correspondi.ng Secretary; Jere McKinney; Olinda Sierra
Andrade; Carlos Vaquez, Treasurer; Luis Bouche, Chairman; and Jose Lopez Ochoa, Vice-Chairman. The photo
was taken by Auxiliary Board member Parvis Rohani.
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Bonny, a city in the Rivers State of Nigeria} was one of
the ancient slaving ports of West Africa. A measure of
the transformation of modem society is that Bonny today
is one of the principaL petro~eum storage and trans-shipment ports of the world. Recently thirteen Baha'is from
Port Harcourt, in Nigeria, took the three and one-half
hour canoe ride to consoHdate the recently opened community of Bahci 'is in Bonny. Ajter a beautiful s~dy etass,
the visiting Bahci'is were hosted at a ~uncheon by the
Bonny Baha'is most of whom work for the SheH Oil Company. They were also given a tour oj the Oil Storage
Depot. Induded in the above photograph is National
Spiritua~ Assembly Secretary and United States Pioneer
Miss Eve~yn Spears (center); the Chief Pharmacist for
the Rivers State, Mr, Atagoa( white hat, rear); and Counsellor WiUiam MaxweU, Jr. (second from left, rear):
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Mansion Mazra'ih Purchased
March 15, 1973
Haifa, Israel
OCCASION NAW-RUZ 130 JOYOUSLY ANNOUNCE BAHA'i WORLD ACQUISITION BY PURCHASE
MANSION MAZRA'IH RESULT SEVERAL YEARS PATIENT PERSISTENT DETERMINED NEGOTIATIONS THEREBY ADDING TO BAHA'i ENDOWMENTS HOLY LAND FIRST ~ESIDENCE BAHA'U'LLAH
AFTER NINE YEARS SPENT WALLED PRISON CITY 'AKKA. CONTROL THIS HOLY SITE REACQUIRED BY BELOVED GUARDIAN AFTER LAPSE MORE THAN FIFTY YEARS WHEN HE
SECURED LEASE MANSION 1950 EXTENDED TO PRESENT TIME. PURCHASE INCLUDES LAND
AREA APPROXIMATING TWENTY-FOUR THOUSAND SQUARE METERS HIGHLY SUITABLE EXTENSION GARDENS CULTIVATION. OFFERING PRAYER THANKSGIVING SACRED THRESHOLD
THIS GREATLY CHERISHED BOUNTY.
-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
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that He was not unhappy in prison. He was unhappy
only when the friends were disunited. On my first pilgrimage to Haifa, in 1919, it was reealled by members of
the Holy Family how, dUring the period between
Baha'u'llah's exile from Adrianople and His arrival in
Akka, His small band of followers and family would
each day be subjected to fresh rumors that they were
going to be separated from Him and sent to other
prisons. They were much distressed. At each stage of
their journey, they were in anguish at the possibility of
separation. When they finally reached the prison cell in
Akka and the doors were locked behind them, they burst
into song, so grateful were they to be united with their
Beloved!
"It is this unity," continued Miss True, "whieh the
Master sought to bring amongst the believers throughout His travels in the West. When He traveled in this
country, He frequently said that we could be the cause
of His happiness, if we were united." With similar
stories, Miss True brought to her hearers glimpses of the
compassion, vitality and love of the greatest Mystery of
God, the Perfect Exemplar.
It was especially delightful for those attending the
Conferenee to gaze on an enlargement of a pidure of the
Master with an eight-year-old child, sitting next to Him
in 1912, and then listen to the memories of that child,
Mrs. Rouhieh McComb. Making her first appearance at
any Baha'i Conference, Mrs. McComb drew on a wealth
of small incidents which she had witnessed or experienced with the Master.
She recalled the moment, seated beside Him at a table
in New York, when the host was busy with his many
guests and didn't respond to her request for a glass of
water. The Master took the glass from His own place
and gave it to her, filling her plate with food at the same
time. In the same manner, her childish fear that the
fruit which He was giving to visitors bidding Him farewell on board the ship, before His departure for Europe,
might be finished before her turn, was quelled when He
not only filled her hands with fruit and wrapped candies,
but also gave her the basket.
Mrs. McComb shared a number of tablets from the
Perfeet Exemplar, 'Abdu'l-Baha, including this one:
MTs. Rouhieh McComb, as a child of eight, with the
MasteT.

Rare, first-hand memories of the Center of the Covenant, 'Abdu'l-Baha, were shared by seven Baha'is who
had the honor of meeting Him, when they addressed the
Intercalary Conference in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, February 24 and 25, sponsored by the Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of Shorewood. More than 200 attended the
special dinner Saturday evening, with Counsellor Miss
Edna True as guest speaker.
Other speakers at the event included: Mrs. Muriel Ives
Newhall, daughter of Howard Colby Ives, of Santa Fe,
-New Mexico; Mrs. Rouhieh McComb, of Glenwood Landing, New York; Miss Sophie Loeding, Miss Marie
Bohman and Miss Elfie Lundberg, of Chicago and Wilmette; and Wisconsin Baha'is, Miss Muriel Peterson, of
Racine, and Mrs. Grace Anderson, of Waukesha. Mr.
Glenford Mitchell, secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States, and Mr.
Wyatt Cooper, for many years superintendent of the
Baha'i properties in Wilmette, were also guest speakers
at the Conferenee.
"Long before His visit to the West, 'Abdu'l-Baha was
known to the believers in the Western world through the
flow of His tablets, and through news brought by returning pilgrims," commented Miss True. "He taught us

Mrs. McComb (far right), with heT son, RobeTt, and MTs.
Muriel Ives Newhall (left).
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HE IS GOD!
Oh thou maid-servant of God!
I ask God that thou mayest become firm and
steadfast in the Covenant and Testament and be
engaged i~ the service of the Kingdom of God.
The matd-servant of God. (Rouhieh) Musette
Montana Jones, must pray at the Threshold of God
and say:
"0 Thou God! I am a child .. train me under the
shade of Thy Providence. I am a new flower' water
me by the downpour of the cloud of Thy MerC1j. I
am. a plant of the orchard Of Thy Love; make me a
fTUttful tree. Thou art the Mighty and the Powerful
and Thou art the Kind, the Wise and the Seer."
(signed) 'Abdu'l-Baha Abbas
(Translated September 1, 1909, Chicago, Illinois)

The Conference opened Saturday morning with reminisc:;ences of Howard Colby Ives by his daughter, Mrs.
MUrIel Ives Newhall. She recalled the dynamic energy
and enthusiasm of her father, his personal transformation through the example and presence of the Master
and his later service to the Faith as an ardent and
sacrificing teacher. "It seems fitting to have heard recently," she mentioned, "that following a big proclamation program near the place in Arkansas where father is
buried, the youth drove to the cemetery, circled his
grave, said prayers and recounted the victories."
"Father was always so interested in the progress of
the Cause," she continued, "and to the end of his life
worked to achieve goals which had been set by the
Master and by the beloved Guardian." Mrs. Newhall,
whose enrollment in the Faith occurred twenty years
after the visit of the Master, shared vivid memories of
being in His presence in the company of her father.
A general tribute to the Master was given by Miss
Sophie Loeding, who described the courses of classes
held in the earliest days of the Faith in America. "At
that time, interested persons came to a series of classes
held weekly, and at the closing class were told the
Greatest Name and then permitted to enroll." She displayed wooden prayer beads sent by 'Abdu'l-Baha with
Mrs. Lua Getsinger for herself and members of her
family.
"Young people today have a great opportunity to be of
service guiding at the House of Worship," said Miss
Miss Elfie Lundberg

Miss Marie Bohman.

Mrs. Newhall speaking of 'Abdu'l-Baha Saturday evening, with Mrs. Gmce Anderson and Mrs. Muriel Peterson on her left, and Miss Sophie Loeding, far right.

Marie Bohman. "In the time of the Master, the House of
Worship was a dream. Now it stands, and attracts people from all corners of the earth. As guides, we have the
privilege of meeting and speaking with these people. Let
us serve the Master, as He served us-this is one way it
may be accomplished."
In a touching, word-picture of her mother by Miss
Elfie Lundberg, the audience heard of the days when
Mrs. Lundberg, a Swedish immigrant who had been
widowed, operated a small bakery in Chicago. Although
very busy, she still found time to serve dinner to the
Baha'i community when !hey met for Feasts in her home,
and was shown many kmdnesses by the center of the
Covenant, during His visit to Chicago.
Each speaker in turn mentioned her unworthiness to
attempt to speak of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Then, in simple
phrases, each brought to life for the audience varied
aspects of His appearance and Teachings. The guests of
honor received specially-mounted portraits of the Master, prepared by Sam Dadian, of Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin, and the dinner guests received a reprint of the
(Continued on page 16)
L. Wyatt Cooper, Superintendent of Properties, Wilmette, for many years.
Counsellor Miss Edna True.
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In April 1964 The Universal House of Justice. the
supreme governing body of the Baha'i world community, unveiled a Nine Year Plan of growth and expansion. The call to action, contained in its message to the
Baha'i world, had been eagerly anticipated and therefore did not come as a surprise. Moreover the Baha'is
already had a century-old tradition of propagating their
Faith. The latest plan, they knew, was to be only one of a
series of world-circling enterprises that would eventually lead to the establishment of a peaceful society, a
World Order, and a world civilization.
Yet as they read the text of the April 1964 message, the
Baha'is were staggered by the magnitude of the task
placed before them. In the short span of nine years they
were to triple the numbers of localities where Baha'is
reside; build houses of worship; acquire a large number
of temple sites, national centers, local centers, and
teacher-training institutes; translate Baha'i literature
into a hundred languages; establish several new publishing trusts; increase the financial resources of the
Cause; and achieve a great number of other significant
objectives.
From its very inception the Baha'i Faith imposed
upon its adherents the obligation to spread the Teachings and promote the Cause of God. The belief that the
Bab and Baha'u'llah had initiated a new cycle in the
religious history of mankind and inaugurated the era of
universal brotherhood was in itself a compelling reason
for sharing the knowledge of the new Revelation with the
rest of mankind.
Soon after the Bab proclaimed His mission in ~iraz
in 1844, He gathered His early followers and urged them
to <I Ponder the words of Jesus addressed to His disciples, as He sent them forth to propagate the Cause of
God. In words such as these, He bade them arise and
fulfill their mission: 'Ye are even as the fire which in the
darkness of the night has been kindled upon the mountain-top. Let your light shine before the eyes of men.' "
Like Jesus before Him, the Bab asked His followers to
pray that "no earthly entanglements, no worldly affections, no ephemeral pursuits, may tarnish the purity, or
embitter the sweetness" that flowed into the world
through them.
I am preparing you for the advent of a mighty Day.
Exert your utmost endeavor that, in the world to
come, I, who am now instructing you, may, before
the mercy-seat of God, rejOice in your deeds and
glory in your achievements. The secret Of the Day
that is to come is now concealed. . . . Scatter
throughout the length and breadth of this land
and, with steadfast feet and sanctified hearts, prepare the way for His coming. Heed not your ~~k
nesses and frailty; fi:r: your gaze upon the mvtncible power of the Lord, your God, the Almighty . ...
Arise in His name, put your trust wholly in Him,
and be assured of ulti mate victory.

The eighteen initial disciples of the Bab, called Letters of the Living, traveled through Persia and 'Iraq,
bringing the Bab's Message to hundreds who, in turn,
took it to thousands more. When the Bab was martyred
in 1850, the Faith had 'been firmly established in two
countries: fran and 'Iraq.
Baha'u'l1ah, like the Bab, urged the believers to teach
the Faith:

It is incumbent, in this Day, upon every man to
place his whole trust in the manifold bounties of
God, and arise to disseminate, with the utmost
wisdom, the verities of His Cause . ...
Say: Teach ye the Cause of God, 0 people Of
Bahci, for God hath prescribed unto every one the
duty of proclaiming His Message, and regardeth it
as the most meritorious of all deeds . . , .
God hath prescribed unto every one the duty of
teaching His Cause. Whoever ariseth to discharge
this duty, must needs, ere he proclaimeth His Message, adorn himself with the ornament of an upright and praiseworthy character, so that his
words may attract the hearts of such as are receptive . ..

The Babi veterans were now joined by thousands of
new converts who, during the forty years of
Baha'u'llah's Ministry, took the Faith to Turkey, Egypt
and the Sudan, India and Burma, the Caucasus and
Turkestan. When Baha'u'Uah passed on in 1892, Baha'i
communities existed in at least thirteen countries in
Asia, Europe, and Africa.
It was during the ministry of 'Abdu'l-Baha, however,
that the Faith first received worldwide attention. His
American and EUropean travels in 1911-1912, during
which He visited France, Germany, Britain, Austria,
Hungary, Switzerland, Canada, and the United States,
provided the Baha'is with a model of love, dedication,
determination, wisdom, and sacrifice that set the example for all their subsequent teaching activities. By the
time 'Abdu'l-Baha left this world, thirty-five countries
had been opened to the Faith.
'Abdu'l-Baha constantly urged the Baha'is to perfect
their individual character and teach the Cause:

Consort with all the peoples, kindreds and religions
of the world with the utmost truthfulness, uprightness, faithfulness, kindliness, goodwill and friendliness, that all the world of being may be fiZZed with
the holy ecstasy of the grace of 8aha, that ignorance, enmity, hate and rancor may vanish from
the world and the darkness of estrangement
amidst the peoples and kind reds of the world may
give way to the Light of Unity. Should other peoples and nations be unfaithfuL to you, show your
fidelity unto them; should they be unjust toward
you, show justice towards them; should they keep
aloof from you, attract them to yourself; should
they show their enmity, be friendly towards them;
should they poison your lives, sweeten their souls;
should they inflict a wound upon you, be a salve to
their sores. Such are the attributes of the sincere!
Such are the attributes of the truthful. ...
During World War I 'Abdu'l-Baha addressed t? the
Baha'is of the United States and Canada a serles of
epistles, or tablets (alvaQ), in which He in~ted eveI?'
one of them to spread the Faith on the AmerIcan contInent and beyond. In the first message, dated April 8,
1916 He called for Alaska, Mexico, the Central American ~epubljt;:s, the West Indies, and all of South America
to be opened to the Cause. The .second !Dessage, date~
April11 1916 directed the attentIon of HIS North AmerIcan followe~s to the Pacific with its thousands of
islands, to Asia, Africa, and Europe. In these and sub-
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sequent messages, the last one dated February 15, 1917,
'Abdu'l-Baha gave the North American Baha'is a comprehensive plan for the propagation of the Faith
throughout most of the world. The epistles, immediately
named Tablets of the Divine Plan, became the charter
of teaching activity for the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada and, ultimately, of the entire world.
The implementation of 'Abdu'l-Baha's design necessitated long and thorough preparation. Before they
could embark on worldwide teaching campaigns, the
Baha'is had to create the institutions that would mobilize, sustain, unify, and lead the community. Thus the
building of the Administrative Order became the main
concern of the Baha'i community after 'Abdu'l-Baha
passed away in 1921. During this period of building the
rate of the expansion of the Cause slowed down appreciably; and a casual observer could very well have
concluded, with the British Orientalist, Sir Denison
Ross, that the Faith had proved a transitory phenomenon which had reached the natural limits of its growth
in the early years of the twentieth century. Such observers, of course, were totally unaware of the achievements of the Bahil'i community in the years between
1922 and 1937.
Under the leadership of Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of
the Cause of God and 'Abdu'l-Baha's successor as Head
of the Baha'i community, the Baha'is built the institutions ordained by Bahil 'u 'lhih. These consisted of Local
Spiritual Assemblies in every locality where the number
of adult adherents reached nine, National Spiritual Assemblies, and a complex of ancillary bodies charged
with the performance of hundreds of services needed by
the community.
The rate at which these institutions were built varied
from country to country. In the United States and
Canada the initial phase of the process was completed
by 1936. American and Canadian Baha'is were now
ready to begin carrying out the task assigned them in
the Tablets of the Divine Plan. That same year Shoghi
Effendi called upon them to initiate their first systematic teaching campaign and thus to begin discharging the
sacred duty imposed upon them by 'Abdu'l-Baha
twenty years earlier:
A systematic, carefully conceived, and wellestablished plan should be devised, rigorously pursued and continuously extended. Initiated by the
National representatives of the American believers, the vanguard and standard-bearers of the radiant army of Baha'u'llah, this plan should receive
the wholehearted, the sustained and ever-increasing support, both moral and financial, of the entire
body of His followers in that continent. Its supreme immediate objective should be the permanent establishment of at least one center in every
state of the American Republic and in every Republic of the American continent not yet enlisted
under the banner of His Faith. . . . The American
community must muster all its force, concentrate
its resources, summon to its aid all the faith, the
determination and energies of which it is capable,
and set out, single-minded and undaunted, to attain still greater heights in its mighty exertions for
the Cause of Baha'u'llah.
The goals set by Shoghi Effendi struck the American
Baha'is as daring and difficult. Was he not himself to
characterize their community as "relatively negligible
in its numerical strength; . . . bereft in the main of
material resources and lacking in experience and in
prominence; . . . having to contend, ever since its
inception, and in an ever-in-creasing measure, with the
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forces of corruption, of moral laxity, and ingrained
projudice ... "? Indeed, their numbers were few, their
abilities limited, their financial resources' small. Yet
they had already compiled a brilliant record of
achievement.
What other community rShoghi Effendi asked) ...
has been instrumental in fixing the pattern, and in
imparting the original impulse, to the administrative institutions that constitute the vanguard of the
World Order of Baha'u'llah? What other community has been capable of demonstrating, with such
consistency, the resourcefulness, the discipline,
the iron determination, the zeal and perseverance, the devotion and fidelity, so indispensable to
the erection and the continued extension of the
framework within which those nascent institutions
can alone multiply and mature? , .. What other
community has produced pioneers combining to
such a degree the essential qualities of audacity, of
consecration, of tenacity, of self-renunciation,
and unstinted devotion, that have prompted them
to abandon their homes, and forsake their ail, and
scatter over the surface of the globe, and hoist in
its uttermost corners the triumphant banner of
Baha 'u'llah?
Thus their material weakness was outweighed by a spiritual strength that permitted them to transcend their
limitations and win magnificent victories. The same
spiritual characteristics would now assure the fulfillment of the first Seven Year Plan.
The termination of the first Seven Year Plan coincided with the celebration of the hundredth anniversary
of the Faith in May 1944. Two years later Shoghi Effendi
inaugurated the second Seven Year Plan. In addition to
domestic objectives, American Baha'is were charged
with the establishment of National Spiritual Assemblies
in Canada, Central America, and South America. However, their most pressing objective was "the initiation of
systematic teaching activity in war-torn, spiritually
famished European continent, cradle of world-famed
civilizations, twice-blest by 'Abdu'l-Baha's visits,
whose rulers Baha'u'llah specifically and collectively
addressed, aiming at establishment of Assemblies in the
Iberian Peninsula, the Low Countries, the Scandinavian
states, and Italy."
No sooner had the objectives of this Plan been
achieved than the Baha'i world community, now established in no less than 125 countries and dependencies on
every continent of the globe, was propelled into a new
and even mightier enterprise: the Ten Year International Teaching and Consolidation Plan, calling for the
doubling of countries and territories open to the Faith,
the quadrupling of National Spiritual Assemblies, the
seven-fold multiplication of national administrative
headquarters (l:Ia~iratu'I-Quds), the establishment of
six national Baha'i publishing trusts, the translation of
Baha'i literature into ninety-one additional languages,
the acquisition of land for eleven futUre temples (three
in America, three in Africa, two in Asia, two in Europe,
and one in Australia), and the accomplishment of hundreds of various goals on every continent.
The distinctive characteristic of the Ten Year Crusade, as this Plan became known, was its completely
international nature. Though its principle executors
were to be the twelve then existing National Spiritual
Assemblies, the achievement of the goals assigned to
each required constant cooperation among them. Joint
activity could not fail to produce a greater sense of
international commitment and of membership in a multinational, varied, yet united, world community. The
hundreds of pioneers (teachers privileged to open virgin
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territories or to establish Baha'i administrative institutions in newly opened areas), who immediately responded to Shoghi Effendi's call, came from every part
of the world, spoke dozens of languages, and represented
dozens of ethnic, cultural, and religious backgrounds.
Though an enterprise of such magnitude could not
possibly have been carried out without some revisions of
the original objectives due to unforeseen changes in
circumstances, the Ten Year Plan was a resounding
success. The degree of maturity and strength achieved
by the Baha'i community was dramatically demonstrated in 1957 when Shoghi Effendi, its beloved leader
for thirty-six years, passed away. The staggering loss
did not cause disarray in Baha'i ranks, and the unity of
the Cause was not breached by a few who tried to sow
confusion and advance their own interests and ambitions. The great Crusade was pursued with redoubled
determination under the stewardship of the Hands of the
Cause of God, outstanding individuals appointed by
Shoghi Effendi in his lifetime to protect and propagate
the Faith. Like the healthy young organism that it was,
the Baha'i community quickly recovered from the blow
and proceeded to win the goals set for it by its departed
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi.
The accomplishments of the Ten Year International
Baha'i Teaching and Consolidation Plan are too numerous to be summarized here. However, a few highlights must be mentioned. Preliminary measures had
been taken for the future construction of Baha'u'llah's
Sepulchre in the Holy Land. The number of countries
and territories penetrated by the Faith had been more
than doubled, with forty-three having been opened in
Asia, thirty-seven in Africa, twenty-one in Europe, and
thirty in the Americas. Baha'i literature had been translated into 220 additional languages. Two more
Ma@riqu'l-Ac;llikars (houses of worship) had 'been built
-one in Afrka and one in Australia. The original goal
of eleven sites for future temples had been surpassed
with the purchase of no less than forty-six such sites.
Twenty-two National Spiritual Assemblies had been
formed in the Americas, thirteen in Europe, eight in
Asia, three in Africa, and one in Australasia. Seven new
publishing trusts had been established. The Crusade
came to a triumphal conclusion in the spring of 1963
with the election of The Universal House of Justice, the
supreme governing body of the Baha'i Faith.
Surveying the gains of the preceding ten years, few
could have even imagined the tremendous further acceleration in the spread of the Faith. The very existence
of The Universal House of Justice, it seems, poured
fresh energy into the rapidly growing body of believers
everywhere. Allowing the Baha'is only a year's respite,
The Universal House of Justice launched the first of its
own plans of worldwide expansion of the Cause. Among
the objectives of the first Nine Year Plan were: The
development of the relationship between the Baha'i International Community and the United Nations; the
holding of Oceanic and Intercontinental Conferences;
the opening of seventy virgin territories; the raising of
forty-six new national spiritual assemblies; the acquisition of fifty-two national 1:Ia~iratu'l-Quds and sixty-two
temple sites; the translation of Baha'i literature into one
hundred and thirty-three more languages; the establishment of four more national publishing trusts, four
more summer/winter schools, and thirty-two teaching
institutes; raising the number of Local Spiritual Assemblies to 13,737, and of localities where Baha'is reside
to 54,102.
So numerous and varied were the goals of the Nine
Year Plan that a simple breakdown and analysis required a thirty-eight page pamphlet, while five years
later a statistical booklet that included information on
the then current status of the Plan ran to 104 pages.
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The years from 1964 to 1973 saw the worldwide Baha'i
community transformed almost beyond recognition.
Hundreds of thousands of new believers were enrolled in
India, on the islands of the Pacific, in the mountain
fastnesses of South America. While only a generation
ago it was possi'ble for any interested person to memorize the list of all the places where Baha'is were to be
found, it now became difficult to remember even the
countries, territories, and principal islands opened to
the Faith. While new Baha'is tended to take this
progress for granted, or even expressed impatience with
its "slow" pace, older believers could hardly recognize
the community whose growth made all statistical materials obsolete as soon as they were published.
In the United States the Baha'i community grew at
least six-fold in nine years. In January 1972, a year and a
half before the termination of the Plan, the number of
localities where Baha'is resided surpassed the goal by
1,761 and stood at 4,761, while the number of Local
Spiritual Assemblies reacl~e~ BOO, surpassing the goal by
200. Thousands of Blacks lomed the Cause particularly
in South Carolina which in 1972 had more' Baha'is than
there were in all of the United States in 1937. The influx of
minorities changed the character of the Baha'i com~unity, making it even more diverse and dynamic.
SImultaneously, the unprecedentedly large proportion
of youth among the new converts, radically changed the
age distribution and brought additional vigor to the
community.
In the very message that launched the Nine Year Plan
The Universal House of Justke spoke of the requirement
of moral development, quoting the words of Shoghi
Effendi that "One thing and only one thing will unfailingly and alone secure the undoubted triumph of this
sacred Cause, namely, the extent to which our own inner
life and private character mirror forth in their manifold
aspects the splendor of those eternal principles proclaimed by Baha'u'llah.' ,
Behind the impressive statistics of territories opened
to the Faith, Local and National Assemblies formed,
temple sites and 1:Ia~iratu'l-Quds acquired, literature
translated, there lay the even more impressive substance of love, devotion, and enthusiasm. Personal experience and spiritual growth, however, are elusive entities, hard to capture on paper and impossible to
quantify. Only the future will reveal the full measure of
sacrifice made by the thousands of pioneers, itinerant
teachers, and humble workers in the administrative
institutions of the Cause, without whom neither this nor
any other plan could have been achieved.
College students, doctors, nurses, mechanics and
technicians, teachers, farmers, alone and in families,
the pioneers made their way to tropkal islands, to
mountain villages, to the frozen expanses of the Arctic,
to teeming cities in distant lands. Some were struck
with disease, some died at their posts, all suffered from
loneliness, a few had to return, but a vast majority are
still in the field.
For most of them pioneering has become the central
experience of their lives. Having obeyed Baha'u'llah's
command to arise and teach the Faith, they have of
necessity deepened their own knowledge of the Writings.
Having given up the security of home for the unknown
trials in foreign lands, they have experienced self-denial
and renunciation which could not fail to affect their
spiritual development. Thrown upon their own resources abroad, they could not do other than rely on
God's assistance and protection, deriving strength and
assurance from the Source of all strength. While a very
few proved unable to withstand the strain, most grew in
stature and achieved inner confidence and peace.
At the conclusion of the Nine Year Plan the Baha'i
community, proud of its accomplishments, cannot for-
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get the magnitude of the tasks that lie ahead. The Plan
whose triumphant fulfillment we now celebrate is only
one of a long series of crusades destined to bring
Baha'u'llah's healing message to mankind. At a comparabl~ moment twenty-one years ago, Shoghi Effendi,
Guardlan of the Cause, addressed to the Baha'is of the
world these impassioned and immortal words:
No matter how long the period that separates
them from ultimate victory; however arduous the
task; however formidable the exertions demanded
of them; however dark the days which mankind,
perplexed and sorely-tried, must, in its hour of
travail, traverse; however severe the tests with
which they who are to redeem its fortunes will be
confronted; however afflictive the darts which
their present enemies, as well as those whom Providence, will, through His mysterious dispensations

raise up from within or from without, may rain
upon them ... I adjure them, by the precious blood
that flowed in such great profusion, by the lives of
the unnumbered saints and heroes who were immolated, by the supreme, the glorious sacrifice of
the Prophet-Herald of our Faith, by the tribulations which its Founder Himself, willingly underwent, so that His Cause might live, His Order
might redeem a shattered world and its glory
might suffuse the entire planet-I adjure them, as
this solemn hour draws nigh, to resolve never to
flinch, never to hesitate, never to relax, until each
and every objective in the Plans to be proclaimed,
at a later date, has been fully consummated.
Extracts from the editorial in the Spring 1973
edition of WORLD ORDER Magazine

International Youth Conference, Paramaribo, Surinam
The first International Baha'i Youth Conference held
in Paramaribo, Surinam, South America, took place
December 29 through 31,1972 at the music school, Volks
Muziek Centrum. The Conference was especially for
Baha'i youth of Trinidad and Tobago, Aruba, Bonaire,
Curacao, Guyana, Surinam and French Guiana.
The first activity on Friday morning was a courtesy
call on the Governor of Surinam, His Excellency Mr.
Johan Ferrier, made by a delegation from the Conference. Miss Use Fenseca presented the volume The
Proclamation of Bahci'u'llcih. Mr. Marcel MacNack of
Paramaribo gave a selection of pamphlets about the
Faith.
The Governor recalled the visit he received three
years earlier from Hand of the Cause RUJ:!,iyyih Khanum
and said it was always a pleasure for him to meet
Baha'is and that he hoped the Faith would make
progress in Surinam. When, in the conversation it was
mentioned that all people are "the fruits of one tree and
leaves of one branch" he expressed his feeling that this
described Surinam with its variety of peoples. After
photos were taken the delegation departed. Later that
morning another delegation paid a courtesy call on the
Minister of Education, Mr. Jan Adhin.
The Conference began at 5 p.m. at the music school.
Three languages were uesd; English was translated into
Taki-Taki and Dutch by Rosanne Franklin, a youth
from Surinam. Counsellor Donald Witzel, the first
speaker, used the theme "Living the Life". He developed
the ideas by visual aids, illustrating the human body
and discussing characteristics such as truthfulness,
courtesy, humility, purity of hea"rt, unity, love, modera-

tion and justice.
On Saturday morning Counsellor Hooper Dunbar led a
discussion about life after death. There were many interesting questions, some related to the death of infants
and children, and before birth. All of these, including
the Baha'i teaching regarding reincarnation were presented in full. After lunch Mrs. Helen Hornby of Colombia posed a question to the youth for a prize, which was
correctly answered by Anthony Dumont from Allen
Dale, GUyana, who received a photo of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
She pointed out the important role of youth in the future.
On Sunday morning after gathering at the music
school, all took a long journey to Cole Kreek to meet
with the Bush Negroes. Their clothes of many colors
represented a beautiful flower garden of humanity and
many photos were taken after prayers and songs. Mr.
Lennard Wilkie of Trinidad presided over the meeting
and a short discussion was held on why the Faith is
important. Talks were given by Counsellor Dunbar, and
Auxiliary Board members Jamshid Arjomandi and
Habib Rezvani, who spoke about Badi who delivered the
important Message of Baha'u'llah to the Sbah of Persia.
Ed and Ellen Widmer of Georgetown talked on the life of
Ethel Murray, United States homefront pioneer who
moved to the Cherokee Reservation in South Carolina in
response to the call of the Guardian.
After a time out for Swimming and other recreation,
the program continued with a talk by Counsellor Witzel
about firmness in the Covenant and promotion of the
Faith. Then came the long journey back to Paramaribo.
The youth left the Conference singing the praises of
Baha'u'llah.

Photo shows the delegation from the International Youth Conference held in Paramaribo, Surinam,
visiting the Governor, His Excellency Mr. Johan Ferrier. Shown left to right are Marcel MacNack
from Surinam, Auxiliary Board member Habib Rezvani from Colombia, August Holland and lIse Fonseca from Surinam, The Governor, Edna Ruth Caverly from Trinidad (observer), Junior Dolphin from
Guyana, and Auxiliary board member Jamshid Arjomandi from Surinam.
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By O.I. Whitehead
again. Not deterred by conflicting doctrines of the
Church and the many man-made interpretations of
scriptUre, Mr. Townshend was able to see beyond these
to the Reality of Jesus Christ. Without going through
periods of doubt and agnosticism, Mr. Townshend made
a beautiful transition, denied to many of Christian
background, from firm belief in Jesus to an unqualified
acceptance of Baha'u'llah.
Appointed Rector of Ahascragh, County Galway, in
January 1919, several months after his marriage, he and
his wife, Nancy, moved there to live in a large Georgian
house overlooking an attractive landscape. Soon after
they had settled there he first wrote to 'Abdu'l-Baha and
this Tablet was received in reply:

To his honor, !'fr. George Townshend, Galway,
Ireland; Upon hlm be greeting and praise.
George Toumshend
Perhaps Hand of the Cause George Townshend had in
mind his own destiny when he wrote in The Heart of the
Gospel the following:
"The whole Bible gave voice to God's demand from
man of . . . increasing spiritual effort, but no one else
sets the demand so high nor insists upon it with such
sternness as the Lord Christ. Every other effort, He
urges, and every other aim is to be subordinated to this.
Every other loyalty is to be postponed to it. None is to
allow any danger to deter him nor any difficulty to discourage him. If need be, pain, persecution, shame and
even death must be faced; at any cost, the effort to walk
in God's way and to follow after righteousness must be
maintained. No other effort is so richly rewarded; and
neglect of this effort brings its own dire retribution."1
Painstaking historians of the future will undoubtedly
write in great detail about the life of George Townshend.
His family is listed in Burke's Landed Gentry of Ireland.
Born at Hatley, Burlington Road, Dublin, on June 14,
1876, George Townshend went to school at Uppingham
and Hertford College, Oxford. Fond of tennis and cross
country running, he did both well in College.
After he had graduated from College in 1899 he returned to Dublin and studied for the Irish Bar. During
part of this time he did leader writing for The Irish
Times. Called to the Bar in 1903, he was apparently not
satisfied with his profession or with life in Ireland. After
a year his father sent him to the United States of
America.
In 1906 he became a minister of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Salt Lake City, Utah. Placed in charge
of a mission in Provo for the next four years he worked
among the Mormons and American Indians. In 1910 he
accepted an appointment to the staff of The University
of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee. Two years later he
was made Assistant Professor of English at the same
University.
Although he had already become an American citizen
in July of 1916, on a trip back to Ireland he decided to
live there again. Shortly afterward he started to work as
a curate at Booterstown, County Dublin.

The Baha'. Faith Comes to Townshend
A year after his return to Ireland George Townshend
received from a friend in America a few pamphlets with
quotations from the Writings of 'Abdu'l-Baha. As a
result of reading them he was never to be the same

He is God!

o thou who art thirsty

for the fountain Of Truth.
Thy letter was received and the account of thy
life has been known. Praised be to God that thou
hast ever, like unto the nightingale, sought the divine rose garden and like unto the verdure of the
meadow yearned for the outpourings of the cloud
Of guidance. That is why thou·hast been transferred
from one condition to another until ultimately thou
hast attained unto the fountain of Truth, has illuminated thy sight, hast revived and animated thy
heart, hast chanted verses Of guidance and hast
turned thy face towards the enkindled fire on the
Mount of Sinai.
At present, I pray on thy behalf . .. Upon thee be
Baha'u'l-Abha'.
(Signed) 'Abdu'l-Bahti 'Abbas
July 24 1919.
During 1920 Mr. Townshend wrote a deeply moving
poem, consisting of six short verses, to 'Abdu'l-Baha. It
shows a deep love for Him and recognition of His Station. In the second verse he writes:

Child of the darkness that wandered in gloom
but dreamed of the light
Lo! I have seen Thy splendor ablaze in the
heavens afar,
Showering gladness and glory and shattering the
shadow of night,
And seen no other star.
'Abdu'l-Baha sent him this Tablet:

His honor the Reverend George Townshend, Ireland.
Upon him be Bahci'u'llcih el Abhci!
He is God!

o Thou illumined soul and revered personage in the
Kingdom! Your letter has been received. Every word
indicateth the progress and upliftment of thy spirit and
conscience. These heavenly susceptibilities Of yours form
a magnet which attracts the confirmation of the Kingdom
of God; and so the doors of the realities and meanings will
be open unto you, and the confirmation Of the Kingdom of
God will envelop you. The heart of man is like unto a
nest, and the Teachings of His Holiness Bahci'u'llah like
unto a sweet singing bird. Unquestionably from this nest
the melody of the Kingdom will be transmitted to the

,
I

I
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ears bestowing heavenly susceptibilities upon the souls
and quickening upon the spirits. It is my hope that your
church will come under the Heavenly Jerusalem. Be
assured thou are under the favors of His Holiness Bahci'u'llcih. Unto thee be the glory Of Abhci!
(Signed) 'Abdul-Bahci 'Abbcis
December 19, 1920.
(Translated by LutfulHlh S. Hakim)
Townshend and the Church

In 1932 his fellow clergymen elected George Townshend, among eight others, a Canon of St. Patrick's
Cathedral. A year later he became Archdeacon of Clonfert. Some time after this he twice refused a Bishopric.
George Townshend had thought at first that the Revelation of Baha'u'lhih would reform the Christian Church
from within. He could not understand why he should
leave the Church. In the Master's lifetime many Baha'is
remained in the Church. It was not until some time after
the Guardian's ministry had begun that the believers
were instructed to leave their Churches.
In 1936 the Guardian was asked to represent the Cause
at the World Fellowship of Faiths in London. In his
place he sent George Townshend who went there in his
clerical vestments in July and read a paper called
"Baha'u'llah's Ground Plan of World Fellowship." The
abdication of King Edward VI on the next day kept his
paper from attracting much attention.
The writer had occasionally met with Townshend's
son, Bryan, and the two often had lunch together in
Dublin. On one such occasion Bryan was asked if his
father ever mentioned the Baha'i Faith to his congregation. The reply was: "Yes, when he was giving a sermon
as a Canon at St. Patrick's Cathedral, just after the fall
of France in 1940. His remarks were: 'There is only one
person who can heal the world of its present ills. His
name is Baha'u'llah!'" After the service Townshend
asked Bryan if he heard what was said, and the reply
being in the affirmative Townshend continued: "That is
the first time that anyone has mentioned Baha'u'llah
publicly in Ireland."

St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin, Ireland
Photo by Courtesy Irish Press, Dublin

,--~-

This enormous Cathedral of St. Patrick deserves further mention. It was begun in 1220 and finished in 1260,
built on the site of a succession of earlier churches. A
tradition links the Irish Saint Patrick to a holy well,
near the site of the Cathedral. The building interior has
an atmosphere of belonging to another age. "On a sunny
day, when brilliant shafts of light slant down from above
making the dark corners of this massive building even
more than usually silent and mysterious, St. Patrick's
can evoke the most convincing illusion of peace and
security", thus wrote Desmond Guinness in his Portrait
of Dublin.
The writer recalled a visit to this Cathedral, accompanied by Hand of the Cause of God A. Q. Faizi and Adib
Taherzadeh. Upon entering they slowly walked around
it, each saying a prayer, doubtless as Dr. Townshend
had prayed countless times in these same places, that
the congregation and people would dispell their illusive
veils and be enabled to recognize the Spirit of Truth. Mr.
Faizi mentioned that the Master had prayed that Dr.
Townshend's congregation would follow him into the
Faith.
Bryan Townshend had said that his father wrote books
about the Baha'i Faith while still in the Church and
wanted to leave it in 1939 and put all his energies into
work for the Faith. He was not able to do this. Though
Townshend's wife had a small income it was not enough
for the family to live on. A pilgrim's remark after
visiting the Guardian assured Dr. Townshend that he
would finally leave the Church.
In 1947 a clergyman of the Church of England ·in India
wrote the Archbishop of Canterbury that George
Townshend's books were converting people to the Baha'i
Faith. The Archbishop sent this letter to the Archbishop
of Ireland. The Dean of St. Patrick's Cathedral, a friend
of Dr. Townshend, took him into a private room and said
that he must either refute what he had written or resign.
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Just at this time the Guardian cabled the National
Spiritual Assembly of the British Isles that it was imperative that George Townshend leave the Church. He
did resign, that same year. In doing so he faced not only
much criticism from the Bishops, the clergy and members of his congregation but probably ridicule, too from
many. His wife, Nancy, was at first opposed to his
resignation from the Church but when the Bishops asked
him to refute his writings, she stood by his decision and
followed him into the Bahil 'i Faith.
Naturally, he lost his house and pension. He moved
with his family from Ahascragh Parish in Galway to
Dublin and there became a member of the first Spiritual
Assembly of Dublin.
In The Old Churches and The New World Faith written directly after his resignation from the Chu;ch of
Ireland, Dr. Townshend addressed all Christian people
in general, but more especially the Bishops and clergy
of his former Church and pleaded with them to fairly
investigate the Revelation of Bahil'u'llilh. He wrote:
"To them who have recognized Christ's voice again in
this age has been given in renewed freshness and
beauty the vision of the Kingdom of God as Jesus and
the Book of Revelation gave it-the same vision but
clearer now and on a larger scale and in mor~ detail. "3
King George VI received a copy of his pamphlet. It
was also sent to 10,000 men of influence in various
professions throughout the British Isles. Much to Dr.
Townshend's disappointment he received only one response and that in the negative.
The Guardian felt that the clergy, many of whom
received a copy, were not ready for the Cause and said
not to bother with them. The question was asked of the
Guardian (when the writer was on pilgrimage in January 1955), "Why do so few of the clergy, many of whom
are certainly sincere ... ?" But the Guardian stopped
him and replied: "I have heard this question before.
They do not come into the Faith because their understanding of Christianity is superficial. "
Appointed a Hand of the Cause

George Townshend was deeply spiritual and very
humble. He could hardly believe it when lie received a
cable from the Guardian in December 1951 which conferred upon him the station of Hand of the Cause. Dr.
Townshend was named in the first contingent of the
Hands, one of the three for Europe.
'Abdu'l-Bahil, in His Will and Testament, describes the
work of a Hand of the Cause: "The obligations of the
Hands of the Cause of God are to diffuse the Divine
Fragrances, to edify the souls of men, to promote learning, to improve the character of all men and to be, at all
times and under all conditions, sanctified and detached
from earthly things. They must manifest the fear of God
by their conduct, their manners, their deeds and their
words."~

Townshend's Writings

"George Townshend was the best of the Bahil'i writers" said the Guardian to the writer when in Haifa on
pilgrimage. In The Priceless Pearl, Rul].iyyih Khilnum
wrote that for years Shoghi Effendi "sent his translations and manuscripts to George Townshend, whose
command and knowledge of English he greatly admired. "In one of his letters to Townshend, Shoghi
Effendi wrote: "I am deeply grateful to you for the very
valuable, detailed, and careful suggestions you have
given me.":;
His first book The Altar on the Hearth, published in
1926, is composed mostly of prayers, meditations and
poems. He stated: "The purpose of this book is to bear
witness to the truth that the power of God is now abroad

among men in its fullness and that happiness in the
home (and elsewhere) is to be attained only through
conscious communion with that power."6 Although this
book is now out of print many of its pieces are happily
included in The Mission of Bahci'u'llcih.
His search for spiritual truth is very moving as in this
prayer and the meditation that follows it:

o

My Lord!

I have sought Thee all my life, yet I still wander in a
cheque1"ed world of light and shadow. Oh! lift me at last
into the pure splendor of Thy Truth beyond the reach of
any darkness that I may behold Thee as Thou art, and
live in Thy continual presence evermore.
The darkness changes and pales, but no light breaks.
Error grows intolerable, but Truth still is hidden out of
sight. I rest not, but I never reach my goal. Yet, do I not
ask anything, but to journey onward and onward. My
pa th is of Thy making, and Thou leadest me on the way.
I ask no more, and I desire no more.
In "The Vision of God's Triumph", he described with
much power his awakening, and concluded:
There shall be no more death nor oppression nor tears.
God has ascended His Throne. He has taken possession
of the hearts Of men.
Therefore from the darkness with hymns of light I
greet the Source of Light. and from the depths give
answer to the heights. H
The inspiring contents of this book show a devoted
churchman progressing from an acceptance of orthodox
doctrines, first to a realization that a New Age of God
has come, and finally to a realization that Bahil'u'llcih is
its Lord.
In 1930, The Talbot Press published a short book of
stimulating essays by Mr. Townshend, titled after one of
them, The Genius of Ireland. The essay, "A Kingship in
Genius: The English Poet Prophets," concerns Tennyson, Browning, Shelley and Blake.
Mr. Townshend wrote of Blake, "More than a century
ago a great Poet (himself of Irish stock) uplifted in
England a strange new song of victory and triumph and
foretold the approach of an age when hypocrisy and
tyranny would be dethroned and when man would recognize at last the hidden truth about himself and the
world in which he lives and would enjoy the rights of a·
law abiding Citizen of the Universe ... He deliberately
bent all his powers to aid in that tremendous struggle
which must precede the final victory of the powers of
good on earth. "II Mr. Townshend concluded, "These
poets saw drawing near to a negligent and unbelieving
world an Era of Justice and Freedom, of Unity and
constructive Peace."!fI
Greatly impressed with the noble genius of certain
idealistic writers in the United States, he devoted most
of his essay "The Language of the Commonwealth" to
them. He wrote: "The work in prose or verse of Emerson, Whitman, Lanier, Whittier and Hawthorne runs
through many moods, but if there be one noble trait
which in each and all stands out more boldly, it is this
idealistic frame of mind. "11
In his essays, "The Beauty of Ireland" and "Irish Humor," although he makes plain his opinion that the
cities of Ireland are not worthy of an earth so lovely and
majestic and that the Irish have not learned once more
to laugh together, he still describes with much love his
country, its beauty, the enormous charm of its people,
and their most delightful humor. He wrote of this last:
"The real distinction of Irish humor is to be found less in
its character than its superabundance. It is not found
chiefly in any locality, but belongs to all the people in
all sections. "I:!
He did not refer to Baha'u'Uah in any of these essays.
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Mr. Townshend included the name-essay, "The Genius of Ireland," in a rich and fascinating collection of
essays, prayers, meditations and poems called The Mission of Bahci'u'llcih that George Ronald published in
1952.
By this time Mr. Townshend had revised this essay
and explained that ignorance of the coming of
Bahil'u'llilh and consequent blindness to the reality of
the New Age has been a cause of serious limitation in
even the great Irish poets.
After careful reflection about the past spirituality of
the Irish, he "became filled with hope that Ireland may
not be slow to catch the vision of the New Day of the
coming of the Kingdom of God, and that she may do
for mankind now such service as she did long ago in
the hour of its darkness and its need."13
Many contributions of Dr. Townshend appeared in
World Order Magazine published in New York, including in the November 1936 issue the paper he read at the
World Fellowship of Faiths in London. After he had left
the Church and come into the Baha'i Community he saw
fit to revise both his The Promise of All Ages and The

The Guardian's cablegram sent to The National Spiritual Assembly of The British Isles at the time of George
Townshend's passing, gives perfect evidence of what he
had achieved:
27 MARCH, 1957.
DEEPLY MOURN PASSING DEARLY LOVED, MUCH
ADMIRED, GREATLY GIFTED OUTSTANDING HAND
CAUSE, GEORGE TOWNSHEND. HIS DEATH MORROW PUBLICATION, HIS CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT
ROBS BRITISH FOLLOWERS BAHA'U'LLAH THEIR
MOST DISTINGUISHED COLLABORATOR AND FAITH
ITSELF ONE OF ITS STOUTEST DEFENDERS. HIS
STERLING QUALITIES, HIS SCHOLARHIP, HIS CHALLENGING WRITINGS, HIS HIGH ECCLESIASTICAL
POSITION UNRIVALED ANY BAHA'f WESTERN
WORLD, ENTITLE HIM RANK WITH THOMAS
BREAKWELL, DR. ESSELMONT, ONE OF THREE
LUMINARIES SHEDDING BRILLIANT LUSTRE ANNALS IRISH, ENGLISH, SCOTTISH BAHA'f COMMUNITIES. HIS FEARLESS CHAMPIONSHIP CAUSE HE
LOVED SO DEARLY, SERVED SO VALIANTLY, CONSTITUTES SIGNIFICANT LANDMARK BRITISH
BAHA'f HISTORY. SO ENVIABLE POSITION CALLS
FOR NATIONAL TRIBUTE TO HIS MEMORY BY ASSEMBLED DELEGATES VISIT ON FORTHCOMING
BRITISH BAHA'f CONVENTION. ASSURE RELATIVES
DEEPEST LOVING SYMPATHY, GRIEVOUS LOSS.
CONFIDENT HIS REWARD, INESTIMABLE ABHA
KINGDOM.

Heart of the Gospel.

After a long life of exacting scholarship and writing to
his credit, well over thirty years after he had recognized
the Station of His Lord, George Townshend started to
write what Shoghi Effendi has described as "his crowning achievement, Christ and Bahci'u'llcih."
In the epilogue of his book he made this most moving
appeal:

o Christian believers! for your own sakes and for the
sake Of the Churches, for the sake of all mankind, for the
sake of the Kingdom, cast away your conflicting dogmas
and interpretations which have caused such disunity and
led us to the verge of wholesale self-destruction. Recognize the age of Truth. Recognize Christ in the glory and
power of the Father and heart and soul, throw yourselves
into his Cause. H
Simply written with deep conviction of paSSionate
belief, this book is obviously of major importance. It has
already helped to lead many people into the Baha'i
community. As increasing numbers of dissatisfied people leave the Church and many more even than today
suffer from the unhappiness and worldly anxieties that
agnosticism is sure to bring, certainly this book and all
his other writings will find an enormous public.

The grave of Hand of the Cause George Townshend is
in the cemetery of the Church of Ireland overlooking the
charming village of Enniskerry, and is near the great
house, Powerscourt. On the stone is written a quotation
from Revelation XXI:
"And I saw a new heaven and a new earth."
In the Abha kingdom is not Townshend even more
greatly empowered to help in the spiritualization of
Ireland than he had been while on this earth? In future
years one can visualize many people from all over the
world coming to pray and meditate at this holy spot.
Notes:
1. George Townshend: The Heart of the Gospel, Lindsey Drwn-

2.

His Last Years
3.

Dr. Townshend liked Baha'i fellowship, but owing to
circumstances beyond his control he could not always
get it. He used to work on Christ and Ba~ci'u'llci~ early
in the morning when his household was qwet. Durmg the
day he often did some of the housework. He used to go
everywhere on his bicycle. When he was seventy-seven
he fell from his bicycle. From that time on he had
difficulty in using his hands to write.
The last few years of his life were filled with difficulties. He wrote much of Christ and Bahci'u'llcih in a
nursing home. He had Parkinson's disease and it gr~
steadily worse as he grew older. Toward the end of his
life he could not speak. He had to whisper the last part ?f
Christ and Bahci'u'lLtih to his son, Bryan, and hIS
daughter, Una. Naturally at this time he could not
write.
David Hofman, a member of The Universal House of
Justice since its election in 1963, said of George
Townshend: "He did not ask for an easy, secure life. He
prayed to God to make him suffer as long as that suffering brought him closer to God."

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

mond, Ltd. Chapter III, "Man's Destiny and Man's Effort"
p.38.
George Townshend: The Mission of BaM'u'lldh and Other
Literary Essays, George Ronald, London, Revised, 1965.
Preface, p. 5.
George Townshend: The Old Churches and the Nf}w WorldFaith, National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is ot the
British Isles, London, p. 17.
Shoghi Effendi: BaM'i Administration, Baha'i Publishing
Trust, Wilmett~, Ill. 1968. Excerpts from Will and Testament
of 'Abdu'l-Baha. pp. 8-9.
Rui)iyyih Rabbani: The Priceless Pearl, Baha'i Publishing
Trust, London, p. 204.
George Townshend: The Altar on the Hearth, Talbot Press,
Ltd., Dublin and Cork, 1926, p. 9.
Ibid. p. 125.
Ibid. p. 131. Reprinted in Mission of BaM'u'lldh, p. 123.
George TownShend, The Genius of Ireland, Talbot Press,
Ltd. Dublin and Cork. pp. 52-57.
Ibid. p. 71.
Ibid. p. 79.
Ibid. p. 16.
George Townshend, The Mission of BaM'u'lldh, p. 120.
George Townshend, Christ and BaM'u'lldh, George Ronald,
London, p. 116.

(0. Z. Whitehead author of the aboye article, has bee~ a pioneer
from the United States to Ireland SInce 1963 and received much
of the information printed here from persons who had been
associated with Dr. Townshend.)
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Hand of the Cause of God Inspires Teacher Training Session
Saturday and Sunday, January 20 and 21, coinciding
with the ninetieth day since its dedication, the Louis G.
Gregory Baha'i Institute at Hemingway, South Carolina,
was host to teacher training sessions devoted to the
study of the Local Spiritual Assembly. This occasion
was marked by the special bounty of the presence of
Hand of the Cause of God William Sears and the Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly, Dr. Firuz
Kazemzadeh.
After opening prayers and an orientation period by
Mr. Harold Jackson, Dean of the Institute, Peter and
Jolie Haug eloquently presented to an eager and receptive group of students, the purpose and functions of the
Local Spiritual Assembly.
After a break for lunch, Gerald and Gail Curwin
continued the training session. The Curwins opened the
period with a short slide program, later dividing the
students into groups of nine for discussion on the formation and function of the Local Spiritual Assembly.
Questions prepared by the Curwins expertly guided the
direction of the discussions. The effort put into these
well planned training sessions by all the leaders made it
possible for the students to obtain a clear understanding
of this vital institution.

Some of the audience attending the session on the Local
Spiritual Assembly.

At the book counter, Louis G. Gregory Baha'i Institute.

Hand of the Cause of God William Sears at the Louis G.
Gregory Baha'i Institute.
After a beautiful day, many people with great anticipation gathered that evening in the auditorium to meet
with the Hand of the Cause William Sears. For many,
this was the first opportunity to see and hear a Hand of
the Cause of God. Mr. Sears is the first Hand of the
Cause to visit the Louis G. Gregory Institute.
After being introduced by Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, Mr.
Sears, assisted by Dr. Kazemzadeh, took us on a slide
program tour of the Baha'i Holy Places of Persia and
Israel. These slides, depicting places so dear and
precious to the believers, brought to mind the sacrifices
and suffering of the Central Figures of the Faith and the
devoted early followers.
This program was a source of inspiration serving to
spur the believers present to greater service to the
Cause of Baha 'u'lliih. With thanksgiving and prayer the
evening session came to a close.
On Sunday, January 21, after a morning session of
further study on the Local Spiritual Assembly, a record
crowd again assembled at 2:00 p.m. to hear William
Sears. Mr. Sears most ably summarized through words,
diagrams and quotations from the Writings the theme
and presentations of the training sessions. He emphasized that love is the prime requisite for the successful
functioning of the Local Spiritual Assembly. "Without
love the institution will surely prove to be ineffective,"
he said. Mr. Sears' talk was given with delightful humor,
and warmth. The many children present seemed to
enjoy every minute.
" . . . the Manifested Light, Baha'u'llah, in this glorious period has revealed in the Holy Tablets that singing and music are the spiritual food of the hearts and
souls." Many joined in songs of joy and thanksgiving.
It was gratifying to see volunteers come forth immediately when need for help was made known. Willing
workers of all ages offered their services in any and all
areas required for these sessions and for future sessions.
This successful effort again demonstrated the love
and devotion among the friends, the dedication of the
youth and the willingness of all to assist in making these
sessions a continuing success.
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Passing of Pioneer Mrs. Marion Little
HAVE CABLED NATIONAL ASSEMBLY FRANCE QUOTE ASCENSION ABHA KINGDOM MARION LITTLE
STEADFAST DEVOTED SERVANT BAHA'U'LLAH MORE THAN FIFTY YEARS TEACHING PUBLISHING
PIONEERING UNITED STATES SOUTH AMERICA EUROPE DEPRIVES AMERICAN BAHA'i COMMUNITY
ONE ITS BRIGHTEST ORNAMENTS EUROPE ONE MOST RADIANT PIONEERS. HER LOYALTY CHEERFULNESS COURAGE UPLIFTED SPIRITS FRIENDS ASSURES BOUNTEOUS REWARD. OFFERING PRAYERS
SACRED THRESHOLD PROGRESS HER SOUL RECOMMEND GERMAN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY HOLD
BEFITTING MEMORIAL SERVICE MOTHER TEMPLE EUROPE. END QUOTE.
March 12, 1973
-The Uoinrsal House of Justice

The foregoing cablegram from The Universal House
of Justice announcing the passing in Paris, France, on
March 10, of Mrs. Marion Little, United States pioneer in
Europe since 1947, recounts briefly a half century of
devoted service to the Faith of this beloved Baha'i at
home and abroad. Not only was Mrs. Little one of the
first Baha'is to serve on the Baha'i Publishing Committee when it was organized more than forty years ago,
but she was also a member of the National Teaching
Committee, and the Inter-American Teaching Committee which, for a number of years, conducted orientation classes with her close friend, Mrs. Loulie Mathews,
at the fQrmer Temerity Ranch Baha'i Summer School in

Colorado for Baha'is planning to pioneer in Latin America.
Before going to Europe in 1947, Mrs. Little settled in
New Orleans, Louisiana, and was a very active pioneer
and teacher in the Southern States. She had hoped to
pioneer in Latin America but when the call came from
the Guardian for traveling teachers in Europe, she responded at Qnce. She helped to form the first National
Spiritual Assembly in Italy. Her ability to speak French
fluently made her a most valuable pioneer and teacher
in Switzerland and France where in later years she
served as a member of each of these National Spiritual
Assemblies.

CENTRAL AFRICAN YOUTH CONFERENCE
Over the weekend of the 23rd and 24th of December a
wonderful gathering of Baha'i youth took place, the
first Regional Youth Conference in Central Africa. The
participants came to Yaounde Cameroon from all parts
of East and West Cameroon. The Conference was organized by the National Youth Committee of Cameroon,
with the help of Yaounde pioneers, Mr. and Mrs. Weck
(recently arrived from France) and Mr. and Mrs.
Yeganeh.
Those participants who came from Chad rode buses
for three full days over 1,000 miles, while thQse who
came from the Central African Republic traveled four
days through 800 miles of African bush in the car of one
of the believers. One of the heroic groups suffered several car accidents while the other battled sickness.
A joyous Unity Feast in the home of the Yeganeh's
opened the Conference on Friday evening. FQr the
weary and tested travelers who had come so many
hundreds of miles it was wonderful to sit down together
for prayers of thanksgiving and join in the singing of
many Baha'i songs. Singing continued throughout the
Conference, and a special treat was the premiere of a
number of original songs by some of the Baha'is of the
Yaounde area.
Over fifty youth attended. The spirit was greatly enhanced by the participation of young traveling teachers
from the Philippines, Malaysia, India, Iran, Canada and
the United States who had come on a special project for
six months to help fulfill the remaining gQals in Chad
and Cameroon before the end of the Nine Year Plan.
The Conference, conducted in both French and English, had two main goals: the first, to help Cameroon in
her teaching efforts to win the Nine Year Plan goals; the
second, to deepen the Baha'i youth and give them an
opportunity to exchange views and build the feeling of
international Baha'i consciousness. In this part of the
world where travel is so expensive and difficult, it was
the first time that many of the Baha'i youth had met
their Baha'i brothers and sisters of neighboring African
nations.

The Vice-Chancellor of the University of Yaounde
granted permission for the use of the Grand Amphitheatre of the Law School fQr all the Conference sessions. A large banner was placed at the entrance,
"BAHA'f YOUTH CONFERENCE-ALL ARE WELCOME" which attracted university students during the
sessions.
Classes covered such subjects as the Role of Youth in
the Faith, the Covenant, Baha'i Community Life, the
Baha'i University Club, the Response of Youth to the
Faith, plus panel reports of the progress of the goals and
activities in each of the three countries.
Three Auxiliary &ard members, Mr. Jacob Mbeng of
Cameroon, Mr. Jawad Mughrabi of the Central African
Republic and Mr. Fred Ramirez of the Philippines, were
present throughout the Conference and offered helpful
advice through their classes and consultation with
individuals.
Several very successful proclamation efforts were
made during the Conference. On Saturday afternoon all
participants divided into teaching teams to go out and
invite people to the public meeting of that evening. AI
Lincoln's talk entitled "The Role of Baha'i Youth in the
World Today" attracted over 100 people, many of them
university students, ten of whom decided to join the
ranks of Baha'u'llah that evening.
All meals were eaten in a small African restaurant a
walk Qf a few minutes from the campus. Our presence
there attracted the curiosity of a number of people who
wanted more information about the Faith. The young
Cameroonian woman who runs the restaurant was
among the ten who became Baha'is during the public
conference. This was particularly exciting as we are all
making an effort to reach more women in our teaching
work.
Finally two successful radio interviews were heldone featuring five Baha'is from five different countries
and another during which Joany Lincoln was interviewed singing songs about the Baha'i Faith.
(Continued on page 24)
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"0 Lord, Open Thou the Door"

Youth Teaching Project in Punta Arenas, Chile
"0 Lord, open Thou the door, provide the means, prepare the way and make safe the path that we may
be guided to those souls. whose hearts Thou hast prepared for Thy Cause, and that they ~ay be guided
unto us."-'Abdu'l-Baha
On fire with the love of God and with this prayer in our
hearts, we eleven projecteers (ten youth and one National Spiritual Assembly representative) set out for
Punta Arenas, Chile, on the straights of Magellan,
southernmost outpost of the Faith in the world, with one
thought in mind: teach! teach! teach! This was the first
time that such a teaching project had been organized in
Chile, and it was of special importance because the
local institution was in jeopardy. Recognizing the need
for immediate action on a great scale, the National
Spiritual Assembly of Chile, with support from The Universal House of Justice, proposed this project which was
then worked out by the National Teaching Committee.
We had two weeks to rally our energies.
Arriving on January 27, we were warmly received by
the local Baha'is and settled ourselves in pensions and
hotels. The next day we met with the Spiritual Assembly
of Punta Arenas and worked out general objectives and
a format for the project.
Each morning thereafter we projecteers met for
prayers and consultation to discuss the work and assign
people to certain tasks. We had decided that the most
efficient way to organize our efforts was to appoint
commissions, giving responsibility to everyone. The rest
of the morning and afternoon was spent in the plaza, the
streets and outlying areas of the city, in direct teaching,
and inviting people to the evening public meetings as
well as special events, also revisiting new believers
and seekers. Public meetings were held every evening
at the centrally located Casa de Cultura (House of
Culture) across the plaza.
Contacting The Authorities
Remembering the three-fold plan for Proclamation as
outlined by The Universal House of Justice: to reach the

Presenting Baha'i literature to the Mayor of Punta
Arenas, with a special gift of books for the Municipal
Library. Left to right, pioneer Reed Chandler, Miss
Amelia Diaz of the National Youth Committee; Sr. Alvaro Palacios, Chairman National Teaching Committee;
Sr. Jose E. Aguero Vera, Mayor of Punta Arenas. At
right, Sr. Gerardo Montero, Secretary of the Spiritual
Assembly of Punta Arenas.

\,

By invitation, a special teaching program was carried
out for the police force in Punta Arenas.

authorities, the masses, and follow-up, a major project
was to contact the Intendente (Governmental representative for the Province), Alcalde (Mayor), and the
Carabineros (Police), and present them with official
letters of greetings from the National Spiritual Assembly and a small packet of books. Probably our most
significant teaching effort among the authorities was
with the police. After meeting with the Commandant, he
invited us to give a program for the entire force! The
commission for this project designed a program of
slides accompanied by music, as well as a short presentation by Mr. Alvaro Palacio, a former policeman himself. The response was very favorable and, during the
informal part of the program, many asked questions and
requested literature.
The visit with the Alcalde was highly significant as he
warmly received the commission and the gifts of books
for the public library as well as his own copy of
Baha'u'llah y La Nueva Era. He gave us a signed map of
the city and gifts for each member of the commission.
The city map greatly aided us in our mass teaching
plans.
Special invitations were printed for over twenty
officials holding positions of authority in Punta Arenas
for the special program at the Teatro Municipal (Municipal Theater). These were all hand delivered and
private interviews were held.
Informing The Public
The three radio stations amply covered our project
with over one hour and a half of radio time, including
interviews and the songs of "Rainbow". An announcer
at one of the radio stations was so excited and interested
in the Faith that she invited us back for another program a couple of days later! This was especially significant as at this time, Chile was preparing for its political
elections and little radio time was allocated for other
uses. One of the sta tions, Presidente Ibanez, where we
had taped and aired a thirty-five minute program, was
broadcast to Argentina as well as Chile and was probably our most complete presentation of the Faith.
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Both of the local newspapers, The Prensa Austral and
EI Magallanes, responded favorably to the visit of our
"Embajada Baha'i" (Baha'i embassy), as the editor of
the Magallanes put it, with over sixty-two column
inches of four we II-written articles as well as two different photos. The Cine Cervantes (Cervantes Theater) also
entered photos and an ad for the spot presentation made
b.y "Ra~bow" (our musical group) during an intermisSIOn. This was a totally unexpected proclamation to over
300.people! The Nationa! Spiritual Assembly, before our
arrIval, had placed a dally paid ad in the newspaper for
two weeks to put the name of the Blessed Beauty into the
consciousness of the people.
Reaching The People
Our first experience in direct teaching was in Rio
Seco, where personal contact was made. We were
warmly received by the country people. We sang and
taught at the local meeting house and were served hot
"empanadas" (Chilean meat pies).
In our future visits to other parts of the city, we found
we could cover more ground If we split up into smaller
groups and travel to different areas to spread the healing word. Many new believers were found as a result of
this effort and the spirit was building. During the second
week of direct teaching, we visited a community called
Rio de los Ciervos, (River of the Fawns), where our
hearts were touched by the simplicity and warm heartedness of the people. Immediately, two souls accepted
the Message and we were invited to return and meet the
rest of the family, nine in all! We returned to bring
deepening materials and books and the rest of the fami~y then embrac~d the Faith! No words could express our
JOY and the uplIft of our hearts. We were just beginning
to feel a drop in our energy level, the result of low
attendance at our public meetings. This experience in
Rio de los Ciervos, which we later renamed "Rio de los
Siervos" (River of the Servants) recharged our spiritual batteries for still greater efforts and victories.
Singing and teaching in the Plaza brought many souls
to the Faith, mostly youth. One afternoon "Rainbow"
attracted a group of youth from the Chilean Air Force.
Mter an hour of singing/teaching in the rain five of
them embraced the Faith, followed by three o~lookers.
Our poor Spanish was not adequate for their questions
which were fast and direct, but our Chilean brothers and
sisters caine to the rescue.

New believers in Rio de los Ciervos, close to Punta
Arenas, Chile. In front row, left to right, Sr. Gerardo
Montero, Secretary of the Spiritual Assembly of Punta
Arenas, Sr. Alvaro Palacios, Chairman of National
Tel!-c:hing Committee and representative of the National
SplT1tual Assembly of Chile, and pioneer Robert Siegel
with daughter Lua.

The C.asa de Cultura (House of Culture) was our nightly meetmg place where people came, responding to the
1500 invitations circulated over the two week period.
Programs consisted of slide shows, panels, talks and
mu~h. spiritual com~unication through song.
The
maJorIty of the new behevers enrolled at these meetings
which became the center of activity and place for
information.
The personnel in our pension and hotel could not help
but wonder what all these youth were doing wearing
buttons, and smiles, carrying bags of books ~nd pamphlets, and musical instruments! As a result four souls
at the pension accepted the Message with rdany others
very close. One of the highlights was when "Rainbow"
sang for the guests in th~ dining room of the Hotel Savoy
and afterward entered mto a conversation that lasted
until 1:00 a.m. (Dinner is at 9:00 p.m. in Chile).
As a culminating event, we were able to secure the
"Teatro Municipal" (Municipal Theater) for a large
scale program featuring slides of Baha'is around the
world, talks on progressive revelation, and "Rainbow"
who by then were weIl known around the city. Over fifty
souls were attracted to hear the Message and nine
joined the army of Baha! The program broke up after
the formal presentation and everyone was invited to
become Baha'is. Following this, "Rainbow" returned
for forty-five minutes of informal song. By the end of
the evening everyone was uplifted in spirit and eager to
keep on going through the night. This was the first time
that a religious group was allowed to use this very old
theater.
Deepening The Believers
Visiting new believers, bringing books and deepening
materials, was an important part of the project. It was
through these repetitive visits that our hearts and those
of the new believers were cemented together in our love
of the Blessed Beauty. Recognizing the importance of
consolidation, a designated commission planned a minischool for the closing weekend of the project. Such
topics as the Covenant, Administration and Baha'i
unity were stressed as well as answering'specific questions from Bahil.'u'llah's new followers.

Group of new believers from the Chilean Air Force in the
Plaza de Armas Munoz Gamero, Punta Arenas with
pioneer Reed Chandler at lower right.
'

Unity
. T.h~re are s~ many personal stories to relate, so many
mdlvldual miracles that occurred, that it would be
impossible to tell about them all. Suffice it to say that

Group of Chilean youth and American pioneers who worked together on the Punta Arenas teaching plan,
at the office of EI Magallanes newspaper. Third from right, back row, Miss Laurel Schaeffer, pioneer
in Punta Arenas, Chile.
they combined to give the group, collectively, a sense of
unity of purpose and the realization of what it means to
move and teach the Cause of God. Everyone participated and the experience and talents of each were put to
use. The variety of teaching activities provided an
avenue for each person to participate in the way most
comfortable for them and at the same time introduced
some new ways.
Just as we were about to leave on February 12 and
saying our last good-byes at the airport, we were receiving the aid of a resident of the pension where some of us
stayed and where pioneer Laurel Schaeffer resides. This
resident works at the airport and helped us through
customs. At the last moment, he quietly asked to be a
Baha'i and the airport rocked with excitement as another soul embraced the Cause of God!
Before our departure, Alexander Reid, Secretary of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Chile, had
said that this project was not only important for Punta
Arenas, to help strengthen their Assembly, but also
would have an effect everywhere in the country. Little
did he know that during these two weeks, eleven of the
thirty-four new believers would be from other parts of
the country, and they, along with the projecteers, would
be taking great enthusiasm from the spiritUal victories
to their respective localities!

Yes, the doors were opened and the way provided.
After not having a new believer in four years, Punta
Arenas now has twenty-three young plants to help build
the Garden of God.

(Continued from page 3)
picture of Mrs. McComb as a girl, with the Master.
An exciting summary of the achievements of the two
Seven Year Plans, the Crusade, and the current NineYear Plan, was presented by Mr. Glenford Mitchell.
"We may be sure that the future will bring us many
opportunities to promote the interests of the Faith," he
commented, "and the youth of today are, hopefully,
preparing themselves to make the greatest contribution
possible towards these significant goals."
The conference concluded Sunday morning with two
slide programs-one, an historic collection of slides of
the early believers, and the building of the House of
Worship, narrated by Mr. Wyatt Cooper, and the other,
slides of the Holy Land, shown by Robert McComb, of
Glenwood Landing, New York. Mrs. Donna Kime of
Wilmette, and Miss Mary Lynn KnipfeI of Milwaukee
were guest soloists at the Conference.

...
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BAHAMA ISLAND TEACHING TRIPS
The Local Spiritual Assembly of Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, is sponsoring teaching trips to the Bahama
Islands. Arrangements have been made at minimum
cost for an eight-place twin engine plane to make a trip
a couple of times a month so that a Baha'i teaching
team can help the Bahamas win their goals for the Nine
Year Plan in these last important remaining months.
The first trip began on the weekend of January 26.
Jeanne and Maylo Murday, Pat Meier, Roy Easton, Jene
Bellows, Dave Hauck and Bob and Jeremy Phillips took
flight on Friday afternoon from the Fort Lauderdale
Airport and were lovingly greeted half an hour later in
Freeport by pioneer couple, Sandy and Charles Bullock
and son Poova.
The weekend's activities began with a delicious curry
dinner prepared by one of the new Jamaican believers
at the Baha'i Center. Thus fortified, aU departed for a
meeting with the Baha'is of Williamstown, a short distance from the Baha'i Center. This little fishing village
has many beautiful new Baha'is. The group met many
of them that night, said prayers together, sang songs,
showed slides and gave the message of Baha'u'llah to
two young men who arrived in the middle of the meeting.
The next day began with dawn prayers and songs. We
literally sang from dawn until dark all weekend. After
breakfast we consulted on the day's activities, prayed
together, formed the teams and the teaching began.
There are many Haitians on the Island and we were
fortunate to have a French speaking Baha'i or two on
each team. All the people we met were told about
Baha'u'llah and the great new Revelation for our Day.
All were invited to the Baha'i Center for an evening of
music, to hear more about the Faith and to see "It's Just
the Beginning" and "Give Me that New Time Religion".
Three of the people we met that morning became
Baha'is.
In the afternoon Jeanne, Sandy and Charles, the "New
Era Trio" of a few summers ago, sang at the shopping
center while the rest of us passed out Baha'i fliers
inviting the people attracted by their music to an evening meeting. It was a full day of proclamation and was
joyfully capped off by an exciting gathering at the Center that night. Many, many people came. Prayers, music and laughter rang out and the echoes of love and
uni ty actually bounced off the walls!
The dawn of the next day brought the weary but happy
group together to begin another day of teaching, this

time to an area known as Hunters-Pinters. This village
has a Local Spiritual Assembly. We formed teams to
contact the many Baha'is living there to invite them to
an institute on the Local Spiritual Assembly. The community of believers gathered and Mr. Russel Grant,
the chairman of the Assembly, conducted the meeting
and invited the visiting Baha'is to speak. Bob Phillips
gave the institute which was again followed by songs
and prayers. This joyous meeting was so large that it
had to be held in Mr. Grant's front yard and attracted
many curious onlookers. As a result of this day's teaching, four more people declared their belief in
Baha'u'Uah.
Sandy and Jene arrived late at the institute. Just as
they were leaving their teaching area a young man
stopped them with "My sister wants to be a Baha'i ...
what does she do?" They were invited into her home
with a babble of French and Creole, a language similar
to French. After about one-half hour of answering questions, several prayers, and reassurance that the Faith is
not political she said that she believed Baha'u'llah was
the Promised One and that the Baha'i Faith came from
God. She became the seventh declaration of the weekend. We hardly needed an airplane to fly us home, we
were aU flying so high already from our two days of
teaching experiences.
The second trip to Nassau was equally su~cessful.
Bob and Karin Leonard and their daughters, Cindy and
Christine, hosted the group at their home. Some of the
Bahamian team members had their first experience in
direct teaching, and a new spirit was breathed into the
colony. An eighty-five year old lady declared her belief
in Baha'u'llah, and thanked the Baha'is for bringing her
the gift from God for which she had been waiting.
More trips are scheduled for Nassau and Grand
Bahama Island right up until Riq.van. Ron Hauck of the
Fort Lauderdale community has vohmteered the servi~es of a pilot and one of his charter planes for each
trip, no small contribution to the teaching campaign.
More teachers are needed to contribute their weekends to this effort, and to share in the unlimited bounties
of travel teaching for Baha'u'Uah. The uni y and dedication exhibited on these, the first two trips scheduled,
continued and carried forward into the following trips,
will insure the winning uf the goals in the Bahama
Islands.
-Jeremy Phillips and Jene Bellows

Some of the team with new believers in the Bahamas. The woman in the center is
ing believer-the seventh declarant of the weekend.

tL
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause Ruhryyih Khanum
By Violette Nakhjavani'

Part sixteen
In trre- afternoon of June 29, 1972, Amatu'l-Baha in her
"Rabbani African Safari" (name of her Land Rover), left
Botswana and entered the Republic of South Africa. The
border city of Mafeking, the administrative capital of
Bechuanaland in the early years of the Ten Year Crusade, brought the thought of dearly loved Hand of the
Cause of God John Robarts to our hearts. It was there
that he earned the title "Knight of Baha'u'Uah" from the
pen of our beloved Guardian for opening the country to
the Faith. Some of the early devoted believers throughout that region are the spiritual children of the Robarts.
Indeed, the friends even showed us the Robarts home,
recalling with deep affection the days they served there.
Counsellor Shidan Fat'he-Aazam, who so lovingly had
accompanied Amatu'l-Baha on her tour of Botswana,
now entrusted her to his able and distinguished fellow
Counsellor Mrs. Bahiyyih Ford, a childhood friend of
Rul).iyyih Khimum. This reunion was a cause of great joy
to both of them. The Chairman and the Secretary of the
National Spiritual Assembly of South Africa had also
come from Johannesburg especially to welcome
Amatu'l-Baha to their land.
On a one day stop in Mafeking, Rul).iyyih Khanum was
able to spend some time with a few distinguished believers of that area. Although unable to go into the African
location because permission for foreigners must be obtained now from Pretoria, she met with some of the
Amatu'l-Baha with Mr. Amien Gallow, the donor of the
land for the Baha'i Center, standing by the foundation
stone placed by Rii.1;I.iyyih Khanum. Maitland, Cape
Town, July 13,1972.

friends at the roadside and at their suggestion recorded
a message to the rest of the Baha'is to be heard that
night.
The first real meeting, and one of the happiest of our
entire trip took place near Rustamburg, some eightyfive miles from Johannesburg where a nice large Teaching Institute has been built and where over eighty believers had gathered to receive their beloved guest,
Amatu'l-Baha, as well as the Counselor, an Auxiliary
Board member, and most of the National Spiritual Assembly members. The friends who had formed two lines
approaching the building, sang a song of welcome for
her, strewing her path with flower petals. This community is one of the first African Baha'i communities
and has many devoted families of Baha'is bringing up
a second generation of whom they are justly proud.
At this meeting a Baha'i youth asked an interesting
question: "What color was Bahil'u'llah? Was He black or
white?" Rul).iyyih Khanum's reply was beautiful. She
said: "You must first understand the difference between
the soul of a Manifestation of God and the soul of man.
The soul of man comes into existence at the moment of
his conception. It is the nature of man to have a soul, as
it is the nature of water to be wet and the nature of fire
to be hot. In other words the soul of man has a beginning, but has no end. The soul of the Manifestation of
God, however, is pre-existent. This means that His soul
existed with God before His body was conceived. It
entered (was connected with) that body and at the end
of the physical life it returned to God. The soul of the
Manifestation of God is like the sun, it is universal; it is
not bound by the limitations of man. The sun shines
upon all, it does not belong to the East or the West, to
Africa or Asia, it belongs to whoever and wherever it
shines upon. The Manifestation of God is not the product
of His environment, He is above all. Baha'u'llah was
neither a European nor an African, He was from the
East and like the prophets of God, appeared in the East
from whence His light shone upon the West, upon Africa, upon all the world."
In the Baha'i Center in Johannesburg Amatu'l-Bahil
also met with some of the Baha'is of the Soweto community. This is one of the African locations near the
city which is divided into municipal limits where several Local Spiritual Assemblies have been formed. In
this meeting two of the African Auxiliary Board members were present. As circumstances and long distances oblige people to go home early, all were grateful
for the opportunity for even a short visit with Amatu'lBaha.
One of the friends asked Rul).iyyih Khanum: "How can
a man under pressure and subject to so many injustices, pray to God?" She replied: "That is a very strange
question. Prayers are the inner communion of the soul
of man with his Creator, a private and individual relationship, and no one can prevent it. The Manifestations
of God are themselves the greatest proof of this. Their
lives are the essence of suffering. They are heaped with
injustice from all sides, yet They were in constant communion with God, and were able to establish this relation
between God and man."
She spoke emphatically on the explicit injunction of
Bahil'u'llilh Himself that Baha'is must obey their government, take no part in any form of riot, or public
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disorder, as anarchy, in the eyes of the Baha'is, is even
worse than war.
In the township of Eersterus, the colored location near
the capital city of Pretoria, Rui).iyyih Khimum met with
a very devoted and lively community of believers. We
had a most enjoyable evening with these friends who
offered a delicious meal to all of us. The Baha'i children
entertained their beloved guest with songs and recitation of the Words of Bahil'u'llilh. A deep spirit of love
and oneness pervaded this meeting which was sponsored by the Spiritual Assembly of Johannesburg. This
was the meeting with the nonresident Baha'is inside the
city. The following night Rui).iyyih Khanum met with the
Baha'is of Johannesburg in the national I:Ia~iratu'l
Quds.

In South West Africa
On July 7, we flew to the capital city of Windhoek in
South West Africa, spent a night there and the next day
flew in a small chartered plane to Luderitz to visit for
almost a week with the devoted family of Martin Aiff.
Mr. and Mrs. Aiff came to the Holy Land as pilgrims in
the days of the beloved Guardian before they pioneered
to Africa. Amatu'l-Bahil was most anxious to see them
again. They have been in Africa for over thirteen years.
We were able to spend some time with both the American family living there as well as with some of the very
devoted local friends, one of whom said to Rui).iyyih
Khanum: "In my tribe there is a custom when a young
man reaches the age of maturity and it is time for him
to leave' his father's home and build a home for himself,
his father gives him a handful of grain with which to
start his life. This is a cause of blessing throughout his
life. Now your loving kindness to me has this same value
in my spiritual life ...
Again we flew by chartered plane over the desert to
make our connection with the passenger service for
Cape Town where Amatu'l-Baha was met by some of the
pioneers. During our five day stay we visited many
friends in different places. In Maitland, a colored residential area, she met with a large group of devoted and
lively believers.
The next day a gala spirit prevailed for it was the
occasion for Ruhiyyih Khanum to lay the foundation
stone for the erection of their Baha'i Center. The ladies
served delicious refreshments. The land was donated by
a devoted believer who had suffered much opposition
from his Muslim relations and neighbors, who, at the
passing of his wife, went so far as to carry off her body
and bury it themselves. Amatu'l-Baha, with her exquisite taste and sensitive heart, had brought a beautiful
piece of rose quartz especially for the corner stone of
this new Haziratu'l-Quds which will fulfill one of the
goals of the 'Nine Year Plan. The hearts of all were
uplifted in prayer and thanksgi ving for the unending
bounties of Baha'u'llilh which are continuously showered upon His chosen ones.
In Stellenbosch, another colored community, we met
with a group of devoted believers in the home of one of
the Baha'i families. An outstanding aspect of this city
was that entire families accepted the Cause as a unit,
and as a result there are active men, women and youth
Baha'is!
In the city of Bredasdorp we were able to meet in the
home of a new but most devoted Baha'i, who, with her
daughters, form the hub of the community there. Again,
this community is classified as "colored"; we found
them everywhere a warm, intelligent and gifted group of
people, receptive to the Message of Baha'u'llah and very
staunch and loyal once they had accepted it. These
believers are not only eager to know the laws of
Baha'u'Uah, but to obey them. One main concern is how
to get rid of the "Toddy system" introduced generations

:!l:'

Ru1;l.iyyih Khanum on the horse the friends chose for
her to ride, saying its colors "went with her costume";
the hut is the one slept in at Thaba-Li-Mpe, Lesotho.

Amatu'l-Baha and Mr. Mohapi, the first Baha'i of
Lesotho, standing before the hut where Knights of
Baha'u'llcih Mr. and Mrs. Fred Laws lived on his property. It was through the Laws that Mr. Mohapi accepted
the Faith.
Amatu'l-Bahci with the Bahci'is on the farm in the Cape
Coast, South Africa on July 15,1972
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ago in Africa. This system means that employees,
whether on a farm or in the factory, are paid partly in a
ration of cheap wine or spirits. As a result, from very
early childhood, people become addicted to drinking
and often before the age of maturity many are alcoholics.
In the small town of Hawston, 30 kilometers from the
southernmost tip of Africa, we met with a small but
devoted group of believers. Again, a woman and her
daughter are the strong motive power for the activities
there. The young daughter conducts a Baha'i children's
class weekly which attracts many non-Baha'i children,
and through them the parents are reached.
On a private estate owned by whites, the Baha'i employees have received permission to hold their meetings; it was there they received Amatu'l-Baha with
much warmth and joy. The example of the personal
character of this colored Baha'i in whose home we met,
has undoubtedly been the cause of not only winning the
approval of his European employer but also of attracting many African friends. Before accepting the Faith he
was nicknamed "Bottle Martin" as he drank continuously. When he became a Baha'i he emptied his 'bottle
in front of his house and has never touched it since! No
wonder the Teachings exhort us: "Let deeds not words
be your adornment. "
In these meetings Amatu'l-Baha talked particularly
on the universality of the Faith, telling the friends about
other Baha'is throughout the world, as one feels here a
sense of isolation more than at other places. Ru!:liyyih
Khanurn was asked to tell about the Baha'is in other
parts of Africa and other parts of the world. In encouraging and heartwarming words she enabled these
friends to feel that we are all members of one large,
tightly knit and loving family of Baha'u'llah.
Just before we left Cape Town for Johannesburg we
Ru~iyyih Khanum with Baha'is who were able

h~ard of a sad car accide:'1t involving a lovely Baha'i

glr~, daughter of an EnglIsh pIOneer family, who was
serIously hurt. The united, lovmg response of the entire
community of the city, among all ethnic groups to this
calamity was beautiful to behold. After a week of unconsciousness, a broken skull, a deep concussion of the
brain, she made a seemingly miraculous recovery. Undou'btedly this was due to prayer-the prayers of The
Universal House of Justice and of the community. Individually and collectively, the believers in their homes
prayed round the clock until the danger was averted.
What great and powerful force is the unity and prayers
in this Cause of God! If only we hold onto these in every
move in our lives we shall witness miracles upon miracles which will not only strengthen our faith but will
undoubtedly draw that multitude of receptive souls who
eagerly seek such manifestations of the power of God.
From July 19 to August 4, Amatu'l-Baha visited the
Baha'is of Lesotho. The two Counsellors, Shidan Fat'heAazam and Bahiyyih Ford accompanied her on most of
this tour. A press conference was held which resulted in
a good article about the Faith. Ru!:liyyih Khanum and
Mr. Fat'he-Aazam were received by the Minister of
State and this official interview was reported over the
national radio.

Inten'iews with the King of Lesotho
On the afternoon of July 27, His Majesty King Motlotlehi Moshoeshoe II received Amatu'l-Baha in an audience at which tea was served. His Majesty is a highly
educated young man brought up mostly in England,
much loved by the people of Lesotho. RUQiyyih Khanum
told His Majesty about our trip, touching briefly on the
Faith. She spoke about her strong belief in the spiritual
destiny of Africa and her hopes for the future services
its people would render humanity. The King became

to attend the all-day meeting near Durham, South Africa
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A meeting with Baha'is of Rustamburg, South Africa in front of the Teaching Institute on July 2, 1972

very interested and asked her if the Baha'i Faith was
progressing in his country or whether we knew there
were still many people here who believed in their ancestral religion. Rul)iyyih Khanum replied, "Yes, the
Faith is spreading somewhat in Lesotho." Then she
continued: "I was born and brought up in a Christian
environment, although my parents were Baha'is and I
have always been a Baha'i; but my background and
environment were all Christian. Then after my marriage I lived in the Muslim environment of Palestine.
Since the Jewish State of Israel was formed I have lived
in close contact with the Jewish religion. I have come to
the conclusion that the followers of these three great
religions are among the most prejudiced and intolerant
people in the world. Later on, coming in contact
with the Buddhists I realized they are much more
tolerant than the Christians, Jews or the Muslims. The
Hindus are extremely tolerant. But of all the people of
the world I have come to the conclusion that the socalled pagans are the most tolerant and lack any real
religious prejudice and that is why I enjoy teaching
them more than any others ...
She went on to say that after three years of traveling
in Africa "I have become convinced that the African is
fundamentally without prejudice; his only prejudice is
tribal because that is his immediate historical background. He has no racial Or religious prejudice. Often in
Africa I have seen among the not too highly educated
people, members of two quite different religions such as
Catholics and Muslims married and living in harmony."

His Majesty obviously found these ideas new and listened with wrapt interest. Amatu'l-Baha had brought
him a beautiful gift of a Persian hand painted dish and
saucer, wrapped in the Persian manner in a beautiful
silk scarf. The King, who had been a guest of the ~ah of
Persia at the Persepolis celebrations, opened this gift
and for a moment held his breath in sheer pleasure at
the sight. Shyly he asked "Do you think you could wrap
this up again in the same way so that when my wife
comes back from the country she may have the same
pleasure I had in opening this beautiful gift?" So
Rul)iyyih Khanum wrapped this gift in her exquisite
way.
During their conversation she told him that she loved
his country and praised the Lesotho huts, saying she
was so impressed by the houses that she would like to
come and live in Lesotho, build herself one or two
typical Lesotho mud huts, buy a horse to ride and eat
the delicious mutton and cornmeal of the country every
day. The King was very surprised at this. It was evident
that it had never occurred to him that the native houses
were beautiful or desirable in any way! He assured her
she would be most welcome. He made no move to end
the interview and seemed to be enjoying the conversation very much. But after more than an hour, Amatu'lBaha made her excuses and we left, accompanied by His
Majesty with great courtesy to the front door.
(To be continued)

Continued Report of on Indian Pioneer in Tanzania
Mr. A. K. Forudi, early in January 1973 continued his
pioneering activities in Northern Tanzania. (See story
in BAHA'i NEWS, March 1973, page 11.) Accompanied
by Mr. Aroon Siosi, they started from Mwanza, on the
southern shore of the wide Lake Victoria and crossed
that large body of water by ferry, then by bus, continued
westward until they reached Kigoma, a beautiful area
on the edge of Lake Tanganyika, which borders on Zambia, Zaire and Burundi. At Kusuba village they met
many Baha'is who were refugees. Forty of them rushed
out to greet the two travelers. Baha'i songs rang out and
echoed from the surrounding mountains. Here they
stayed for two weeks, held deepening classes and attended committee meetings.

Then the two started to Zash by boat; a terrifying
experience as the boat was planned to accommodate
only forty persons while about a hundred came aboard,
quarreling and jostling each other. The odor was
nauseating, the water churning, and this continued for
nine hours. Mr. Forudi was chanting "The Remover of
Difficulties" and thought of a terrible sea voyage made
by the Bab. When they finally landed at night, they had
to walk three miles to reach the hut of a Baha'i friend for
lodging.
In the morning the Baha'is of the village had gathered
and were singing songs of welcome. After speaking with
them for some time the two travelers started again for
Zash, crossing a river and climbing a mountain. Com-
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ing near to that village they heard shouting "Allil.h-uAbha" from all sides. About a hundred Bahil.'is had
gathered to meet them, and started embracing them
and shaking hands, some singing, some dancing. It was
such a joyous occasion that Mr. Forudi, recalling a visit
to the "Village of 'Abdu'l-Bahil.", Kunjangun, in Burma,
suggested that this be called "The village of the beloved
Guardian" .
The next day when the time came to go farther, the
villagers accompanied them for several miles, singing.
This aroused the interest of surrounding villagers who
came to see what was going on and learned of the
Message of Bahil'u'llil.h.
On reaching Kigoongu a large meeting was called,
attended by more than a hundred persons who asked
many interesting questions. Afterward a Muslim priest
came with his followers to discuss the Faith. His intention, it became evident, was not to investigate the truth
but to misguide his followers.
The next day, Mr. Siosi and Mr. Forudi returned to
Kigoma in the same boat in which they came; but this
time the water was calmer and the voyage was not so
difficult. They planned a series of deepening classes and
sent invitations to persons who could read and write.
These were attended by thirty-two people and sessions
consisted of lessons on the history of the Faith, especially the stories of the martyrs, proofs of the Faith, and
Baha'i administration. Among the refugee women Mr.
Foruti noticed that before they began they would kiss
the prayer book then chant most melodiously. But he
noticed the prayer book was held upside down, showing
the prayers were memorized. The singing at these sessions reminded them of the time when Bahil.'u'llilh was
imprisoned in the Siyil.h-Cbal and the friends sang in
such a manner as to melt the heart of the powerful King
who asked where it was coming from and was informed
by the prison guards that it was the recitation of the
Bahis in jail.
They had been joined by Auxiliary Board member Mr.
Festus who assisted in all the classes and continued the
work outlined by the National Spiritual Assembly until
Mr. Forudi had to leave because his permit to stay in
Kigoma had expired.
On the return trip travel was first by boat then by
train to Tahuru where he was to take a bus for Shiniyanguo But because the train was late, he missed the bus,
and later learned it had a serious accident, from which,
providentially, he was spared. After waiting almost all

night for another bus, Mr. Forudi was surprised to hear
his name called-two Bahil'is he did not know were
anywhere near found him, Mr. Shapur Yananegi and
Mr. John Mosher. They decided to spend several days
together teaching nearby and were able to deepen more
of the believers.
A Local Spiritual Assembly was formed at Mtibi and
some proclamation work done in Taboru. They went to
the Taboru refugee camp and were allowed to stay three
days. On the second day while teaching, they were
surprised by a man who announced himself as a Baha'i
and was accompanied by eight other Baha'is, all fro~
Burundi or Zaire. They did not know of Baha'is at the
refugee camp, so the reunion was touching, as if the lost
sheep had been found. The Assistant Commander was
very helpful and the refugees were safe under the protection of this commander and the Government of Tanzania. They were able to form another Local Assembly
before Mr. Foroudi's departure.
"Blessed is the spot . .. and the cave . .. where mention
of God hath been made and His praise glorified."
Alejandro Flores of Chuqui Chukui, Bolivia, standing in
front of his cave home, has declared love for Bahti'u'lltih
and entered the Faith.

National Bahti'i Youth Conference held in Orure, Bolivia, December 24, 1972.
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IN BIAFRA, SERVING MANKIND
Two devoted Baha'is, Dr. and Mrs. Farzin Davachi,
after twenty-two months of combined teaching the
Baha'i Faith and serving mankind in Biafra, Nigeria,
have now returned home and are located in New Providence, New Jersey.
When the Biafran conflict broke out and the urgent
call came for assistance, the Davachis responded immediately. Dr. Davachi then was Assistant Professor of
Pediatrics and Director of Pediatric Cardiology at the
School of Medicine at Meharry Medical College in
Nashville, Tennessee. Nancy, his wife, formerly Nancy
Ozias of Short Hills, was a medical social worker, also at
Meharry.
On arrival, they, with the nineteen others on their
team, were faced with staggering problems; the devastated hospital required reconstruction, new equipment
and staffing; malnourished children were suffering from
a variety of infections and nutritional problems. The
pediatric ward was overcrowded, not only with patients
but their mothers, brothers and sisters, who all expected
to stay for the length of the stay of the patient! Dr.
Davachi and his staff were on call at all hours, every
day.
During a national cholera epidemic in 1971 the team
rehabilitated a nearby building for treating infectious
diseases. They also participated in training Nigerians
(for replacing their jobs) and in establishing a school of
nursing for the state.
Nancy Davachi helped to set up a library for the
Government Secondary School and was Secretary of the
National Teaching Committee of the Baha'is in Nigeria.
Dr. Davachi was Chief Physician of the Kaiser Foundation International-United States Agency for International
Development medical team.
Naturally in a country torn by war, life was not easy.
Often there was no running water or electricity and an
extremely limited diet. Their compensation was the enthusiasm with which the Teachings were received by
those who had suffered, and observing the power of the
Teachings to eliminate barriers of prejudice and antagonism between peoples. Both Davachis were impressed
by the spiritual sensitivity and mental good health of the
Nigerians, and the upbringing of children who are
never left alone as infants.

Left to right: Dr. Farzin Davachi, the Vice-President of
the Kaiser Foundation International, and the Governor
of the Rivers State of Nigeria.
f'

Dr. Farzin Davachi and his wife Nancy with their oldest
son who was a six week old pioneer to Nigeria, the
youngest in the country. A second son was born five
weeks after their return to the United States. The greatest desire of the Davachis now is to return to Africa as
soon as they can find another assignment.
Dr. Davachi examining one of his patients in the pediatric ward.
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Pioneers in Portugal
In Portugal, a group of pioneers from the United States
who came to assist in fUlfilling the Nine Year Plan goals
for that country. In the group are John Bradley, H.
Leland Cuellar, June Ritter, Carol Sherman and Mary
Braga with Portuguese friends. They are preparing to
break up into teaching teams and go on teaching trips.

(Continued from page 13)
A pa~ty Sundal evening officially closed the Conference WIth much JOy and laughter and fellowship among
the friends.
During the days that followed, the Chadian friends in
consultation with the National Teaching Committe~ of
Cameroon, arranged an extensive teaching trip on their
rout.e home. Accompanied by traveling teacher Jean
ChrIstophe Casu they hoped to visit the existing Baha'i
localities in the North Eastern part of Cameroon and
open many more. Some of the Central African friends
accompanied by Samuel Akele, were also able to d~
some teaching in Eastern Cameroon as they started on
their long journey home.
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Universal House of Justice Members
NEWLY ELECTED MEMBERS UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE ALI
NAKHJAVANI, HUSHMAND FATHEAZAM, AMOZ GIBSON, IAN SEMPLE,
DAVID HOFMAN, CHARLES WOLCOTT, BORRAH KAVELIN, DAVID RUHE,
HUGH CHANCE.
-UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Haifa, Israel

3 May 1973

Members of The Universal
House of Justice being introduced to the delegates.
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Ru~iyyih Khcinum gives information on election procedures to delegates on the first morning of the
International Convention. The chief tellers are standing on stage and seated at right are the secretaries
of the Convention.

Delegate casts ballot during election for The Universal House of Justice.
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Some of the more than 500 delegates who attended the Third International Convention.
Delegates in group discussion on progress of the Bahci'i Faith during the next decade.
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To the Baha'is of the World
Dearly-loved Friends,
We announce with joyful and thankful hearts the
completion in overwhelming victory of the worldencircling Nine Year Plan. The Army of Light has won
its second global campaign; it has surpassed the goals
set for expansion and has achieved a truly impressive
degree of universal participation, the twin objectives of
the Plan. With gratitude and love we testify to the
unceasing confirmations which Baha'u'Uah has showered upon His servants, enabling each and everyone of
us to offer Him some part of the labor, the devotion, the
sacrifice, the supplication which He has so bountifully
rewarded. At this Centenary of the Revelation of the
Most Holy Book, the Community of the Most Great
Name lays its tribute of victory at His feet, acknowledging that it is He Who has bestowed it.
The Cause of God at the end of the Nine Year Plan is
immensely more widespread, more firmly founded, and
its own international relations more closely knit than in
1964 when the Plan was launched. Ninety-five new territories have been opened to the Faith; the 69 National
Spiritual Assemblies which shouldered the world community's task have become 113, 5 more than called for.
These embryonic secondary Houses of Justice are sup.ported by more than 17,000 Local Spiritual Assemblies,
3,000 in excess of the goal and 12,000 more than at the
beginning of the Plan. Baha'is reside in 69,500 localities,
15,000 more than called for, and 54,000 more than in 1964.
Baha'i literature has been translated in 225 more languages bringing the total number to 571; 63 Temple
sites, 56 National J::Ia?iratu'l-Quds, and 62 National Endowments have been acquired bringing the total numbers of these properties to 98, 112 and 104 respectively;
50 Teaching Institutes and Summer and Winter Schools
are playing their part in Baha'i education and 15 Publishing Trusts produce Baha'i literature in major languages of the world. The Mother Temple of Latin America has been built and dedicated. Among those goals
whose achievement is dependent on favorable circumstances outside our control are the incorporation of
Assemblies and recognition of Baha'i Holy Days. It is
gratifying to record that 90 National Spiritual Assemblies and 1,556 Local SpiritUal Assemblies-181 more
than the total number called for-are incorporated,
while Baha'i Holy Days are recognized in 64 countries
and Raha'i certification of marriage in 40.
This great expansion of the Faith required an army of
international pioneers. Two major calls were raised, for
461 and 733, which together with others for particular
posts made an overall total of 1,344. The Community of
the Most Great Name responded with 3,553 who actually
left their homes, 2,265 of whom are still at their posts.
At the World Centre of the Faith the collation and
classification of the Baha'i Sacred Scriptures and of the
writings of Shoghi Effendi have been carried forward in
ever increasing volume, a task supported and enriched
by the labors of a special committee appointed by the
Persian National Spiritual Assembly. The material at
the World Centre includes some 2,600 original Tablets by
Baha'u'llah, 6,000 by 'Abdu'l-Baha and 2,300 letters of
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Shoghi Effendi. There are in addition some 18 000
authenticated copies of other such Tablets and lett~rs.
All these have been studied, important passages from
them excerpted and classified, and the subject matter
indexed under 400 general headings.
A Synopsis and Codification of the Laws and Ordinances of the Kitab-i-Aqdas-completing the considerable progress made by the beloved Guardian in this
task-is being published on the Centenary of the Revelation of the Most Holy Book, which, as already announced, is to be celebrated both in the Holy Land and
throughout the Baha'i world during this Ric;lvan.
The Constitution of The Universal House of Justice
hailed by Shoghi Effendi as the Most Great Law of th~
Faith of Baha'u'llah, has been formulated and published.
The gardens in Bahji and on Mount Carmel have been
significantly extended and plans have been approved for
the befitting development and beautification of the entire area of Baha'i property surrounding the Holy
Shrines in Bahji and Haifa.
World-Wide Proclamation
The world-wide proclamation of the Faith, an intensive and long-to-be-sustained process initiated during
the third phase of the Plan, opened in October 1967 with
the commemoration of the Centenary of Baha 'u'llah's
Proclamation to the kings and rulers which had centered around His revelation of the Suriy-i-MuIUk in
Adrianople. This historic event was commemorated at
six Intercontinental Conferences held simultaneously
around the planet. A further nine Oceanic and Continental Conferences held during the Plan gave great
impetus to this proclamation program. The fifteen Conferences were attended by nearly 17,000 believers and
attracted great publicity by press and radio and were
made the occasion of acquainting dignitaries and
notabilities with the Divine Message. The presentation,
on behalf of The Universal House of Justice, to 142 Heads
of State, of a specially produced book containing the
translation into English of the Tablets and passages of
Scripture in which Baha'u'llah, some hundred years
before, had issued His mighty Proclamation to mankind, initiated this campaign, which will continue long
beyond the end of the Nine Year Plan.
The outstanding development in the relationship of
the Baha'i International Community to the United Nations was the accreditation of that Community as a nongovernmental organization with consultative status to
the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations.
The Baha'i International Community now has a permanent representative at United Nations and maintains
an office in New York.
The Institution of the Learned
The loved and revered Hands of the Cause have rendered sacrificial and distinguished service throughout
the Nine Year Plan. They have, in all parts of the world.
inspired the friends, assisted National Spiritual Assemblies, promoted the teaching work and played a vital
part in the success of the Plan. The lagging fortunes of
more than one national community have been revolu-
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tionized by a \'isit of a Hand of the Cause; swift and
energetic action, inspired by the Hand, has been followed by astonishing results, completely reversing that
community's prospects. They have added distinguished
works to the literature of the Faith.
The goal of the Plan to develop "The institution of the
Hands of the Cause of God, in consultation with the body
of the Hands of the Cause, with a view to the extension
into the future of its appointed functions of protection
and propagation", was accomplished in stages, leading
to the establishment of eleven Continental Boards of
Counsellors, whose members were appointed by The
Universal House of Justice and who assumed responsibility for the Auxiliary Boards for protection and
propagation. The beloved Hands no longer remained
individually identified with any particular continentexcept insofar as their residence was concerned-but
extended their sphere of action to the whole planet. The
Continental Boards of Counsellors, advised and guided
by the Hands of the Cause of God and working in close
collaboration with them, have already, in their brief
period of office, performed outstanding and distinguished services.
Three Portentous Developments
Three highly portentous developments have taken
place during the Nine Year Plan, namely, the advance
of youth to the forefront of the teaching work, a great
increase in the financial resources of the Faith, and an
astonishing proliferation of inter-National Assembly assistance projects.
The first, the heartwarming upsurge of Baha'i youth,
has changed the face of the teaching work: impenetrable barriers have been broken or overpassed by eager
teams of young Baha 'is, dedicated and prayerful, presenting the Divine Message in ways acceptable to their
own generation from which it has spread and is spreading throughout the social structure. The entire Baha'i
world has been thrilled by this development. Having
rejected the values and standards of the old world,
Baha'i youth are eager to learn and adapt themselves to
the standards of Baha 'u 'llah and so to offer the Divine
Program to fill the gap left by the abandonment of the
old order,
The vast increase in the financial resources of the
Faith called for under the Plan has evoked a heartwarming response from the entire Baha'i community,
Not only the Baha'i International Fund but the local,
national and continental Funds of the Faith have been
sacrificially supported. This practical proof of the love
which the friends bear for the Faith has enabled all the
work to go forward-the support of pioneers and travelling teachers, the raising of Masl1 riqu 'l-A<llikars and
acquisition of Baha'i properties, the purchase of Holy
Places in the Cradle of the Faith and at the World
Centre, the development of educational institutions and
all the multifarious activities of a vigorous, onwardmarching, constructive world community. It is of interest that sixty percent of the international funds of the
Faith is used to assist the work of National Spiritual
Assemblies, to promote the teaching work and to defend
the Cause against attacks in many parts of the world.
Without such help from the Baha'i world community
many National Assemblies would be paralyzed in their
efforts of expansion and deepening. The administration
of l:Iuququ'llah has been strengthened in preparation for
its extension to other parts of the world. An International
Deputization Fund was established at the World Centre
to assist pioneers and travelling teachers who were
ready to serve but unable to provide their own expenses,
and this Fund was later extended to the support of
projects on national homefronts. Contribution to the
Fund is a service which will never cease to be open to
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all believers: the growth of the Faith and the rise of its
Administrative Order require an ever-increasing outpouring of our substance, commensurate in however
small a measure with the bounty and liberality of the
outpouring confirmations of Baha'u'JJah,
When the Plan was launched 219 assistance projects
were specified whereby national communities would
render financial, pioneering or teaching aid to others,
generally remote from them geographically, The intention was to strengthen the bonds of unity between distant parts of the Baha'i world with different social,
cultural and historical backgrounds. At the end of the
Plan more than 600 such projects had been carried out.
Intercommunity cooperation has been further developed in the field of publishing Baha'i literature, notably
in Spanish and French and the languages of Africa. A
\'ast field of fruitful endeavor lies open in this respect.
In some countries due to lack of freedom, to actual
repression in others, to legal and physical obstacles in
yet others, certain particular goals-mainly those requiring incorporation or recognition-could not be won.
Foreseeing this, The Universal House of Justice called
upon national communities in lands where there is freedom to practise and promote the Faith, to exceed their
own goals and thus ensure that the overall goals would
be won. It has proved still impossible to begin work on
the erection of the MaIDriqu'l-Adhkar in Tihrfm, but
contracts have been signed for the preparation of detailed drawings, geological surveys are being made, and
everything made ready for immediate action whenever
the situation in Persia becomes propitiOUS.
Additional Events
During the period of the Nine Year Plan a number of
important and interesting events, not directly associated with it, have taken place. First and foremost was
the commemoration, in the precincts of the Qiblih of the
Baha 'j world, of the centenary of the arrival at the
prison-city of 'Akka, as foretold in former Scriptures, of
the Promised One of all ages.
The Mansion of Mazra'ih, often referred to by the
beloved Guardian as one of the "twin mansions" in
which the Blessed Beauty resided after nine years
within the walled prison-city of 'Akka, and dear to the
hearts of the believers by reason of its associations with
their Lord, has at last been purchased together with
24,000 square metres of land extending into the plain on
its eastward side.
The raising of the obelisk, marking the site of the
future Masl1riqu'l-Adhkar on Mount Carmel, completes
a project initiated by the beloved Guardian.
The decision has been made and announced to the
Baha'i world, and the initial steps have been taken for
the erection on Mount Carmel, at a site on the Arc as
purposed by Shoghi Effendi, of the building which shall
serve as the Seat of The Universal House of Justice.
The progress of the Cause of God gathers increasing
momentum and we may with confidence look forward to
the day when this Community, in God's good time, shall
have traversed the stages predicated for it by its Guardian. and shall have raised on this tormented planet the
fair mansions of God's Own Kingdom wherein humanity
ma\' find surcease from its self-induced confusion and
chaos and ruin, and the hatreds and violence of this
time shall be transmuted into an abiding sense of world
brotherhood and peace. All this shall be accomplished
within the Covenant of the everlasting Father, the
Covenant of Baha'u'llah.

-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Ridvan 1973
Baha'i World Centre
Haifa, Israel
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By O. Z. Whitehead
John Ebenezer Esslemont, the youngest son of his
father who had the same name, was born on May 19,
1874, at Fairford Cults, Aberdeenshire, Scotland. After
first attending Ferryhill public school and afterwards
Robert Gordon College, he went to Aberdeen University.
On his graduation from there with honors in April 1898,
he received not only the degree of Bachelor of Medicine
and of Surgery, but also a Philip Research Scholarship.
During part of 1899, he did valuable research work at
Bern and Strassburg.
In December of 1899, he became assistant to Professor
Cash at Aberdeen University. A little more than a year
later, he moved to Australia. While living in that country, on December 19, 1902, he married. At the end of two
years, because of ill health, he returned to Aberdeenshire.
On finding that the climate there did not improve his
health, he went to South Africa and stayed in that country for five years. In 1908, he again returned to Scotland
and accepted the position of resident medical officer at
the Home Sanatorium, Southbourne, Bournemouth.
In 1912, while practicing there he, along with some
other doctors, became interested in State medical service. Two years later he wrote a paper on this subject
and read it before the British Medical Association. The
Advisory Committee on Public Health gave his paper
careful attention and found it very useful.
Always a seeker after truth, Dr. Esslemont had not yet
fOWld a belief that he could accept.
One Sunday in December of 1914, he had dinner in
London with another doctor, also interested in State
medical service, and his wife. On this occasion he heard
from this lady, for the first time in his life, the word
"Baha'i." Because of his eager response she gave him
the Baha'i Message. She spoke too of her meeting with
'Abdu'l-Baha during His historic trip to London in 1911.
In answer to Dr. Esslemont's request for literature, she
lent him some pamphlets.
This conversation with her and his reading of the
pamphlets led him to make a thorough investigation of
the Cause. Without delay he wrote to the Baha'i Assembly of London for further information and bought all of
the Baha'i books in English that he could find. He
studied these books so intensely that soon, in a series of
letters to the lady who had given him the Message, he
was making suggestions of books that he thought might
interest her.
In February of 1916, about fourteen months after he
had first heard of the Cause, he wrote a long letter to a
believer in Manchester. A touching portion of this letter
concludes:
Ah! may people all over the world soon turn to
God, as revealed in Baha'u'llah, with humble and
contrite hearts, begging for His forgiveness and
blessing and imploring His mercy and bounty!
Then shall His Kingdom come in men's hearts and
the whole world become one home and all mankind
one family.l
Dr. Esslemont became the first Baha'i in Bournemouth. His teaching in that town was largely responsible for the establishment of its first Spiritual Assembly. Elected its first Chairman, and also Vice-Chairman
of the National Spiritual Assembly of England, he
served in both offices until he left that country in 1924.
Deeply convinced of the necessity for the establish-

Dr. J. E. Esslemont
ment of an international language that must play an
important part in the achievement of the unity of mankind, he learned to read, speak and write in Esperanto.
Anxious to study carefully all the Baha'i books that he
could find and not content just to read those available in
English, he also took the pains to learn Persian.
Keenly aware of the scarcity of literature in English,
and of his own difficulty in finding the knowledge that he
wanted, he decided to try and write a book that might
help others in their spiritual journey.
In a letter Shoghi Effendi wrote to Major W. TudorPole in Cairo, Egypt, from Haifa, Palestine, on December 17, 1918, he included the translation that he had
made the day before of the following Tablet by the
Master:

To his honor, Dr. Esslemont-Upon him be greeting and praise!
o thou lover of all mankind!
Verily, have I chanted thy verses of praise to
God, inasmuch as He hath illumined thine eyes
with the light of guidance, the light of the oneness
of the world of humanity; so much so that thy
heart overflowed with the love of God, and thy spirit was attracted by the fragrance Of God, and I supplicate divine Providence that thou mayest become a torch to that gathering, so that the light of
knowledge might shine out from thee, that thou
mayest be confirmed to act in accordance with the
significances of the Hidden Words and strengthened by God under all circumstances.
Concerning the book you are editing, send me a
copy thereof . . . . Convey my greetings to the
respected maid-servant of God, M . . . . . . . . . . .
I pray the Lord to support thee in the service of
all humankind, irrespective of race or religion.
Nay rather, thou shouldst deal with all according
to the teachings of Bahci'u'llcih, which are like unto
life to this Glorious Age.
Upon thee be greeting and praise!
(Signed) 'Abdu'l-Bahci 'Abbcis. 2
On January 9, 1919, Dr. Esslemont sent a copy of this
precious Tablet to the editors of Star of the West. He
gave them permission either to print it or to use it as
they saw fit.
In the same letter he wrote: "We are delighted to
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welcome your President (Woodrow Wilson) to Europe
and hope that great good will result from his visit. There
will be much unrest and fermentation in Europe for
years yet, I expect, but unrest is better than the placid acquiescence with vile conditions, with slums,
drunkenness, prostitution, sweated labor, and profligate
extravagance; and it seems to me that on the whole,
things are moving towards a better state of affairstowards the Most Great Peace. "3
Following the Master's suggestion in His Tablet, Dr.
Esslemont sent Him a rough draft of the first nine
chapters of his book. After the Master had read them, He
invited Dr. Esslemont to visit Him in Haifa and bring
along the entire manuscript. Most happy to do this,
during the winter of 1919-1920, he spent two months and
a half there as the Master's guest.
Dr. Esslemont has written, "'Abdu'l-Baha discussed
the book with me on various occasions. He gave me
several valuable suggestions for its improvement, and
proposed that, when I had revised the manuscript, He
would have the whole of it translated into Persian, so
that He CQuld read it through and amend or correct it
when necessary."4
In an appealing description of the Master's daily life
at that time when He was seventy-six, Dr. Esslemont
has stated: "His unfailing patience, gentleness, kindliness and tact, made His presence like a benediction."G
RUQiyyih Khanum has informed us that during his
visit Dr. Esslemont not only got to know Shoghi Effendi,
but also collaborated with him and some other believers
in the translation of an important Tablet by the Master.
On his return home Dr. Esslemont completed the
revision of his book and sent it to the Master. After its
translation into Persian, He was able to correct three
and a half chapters (I, II, V. and part of III) before His
passing.
In the spring of 1920, Shoghi Effendi came from Haifa
to England and entered Oxford. The friends knew well
that his reason for doing this was to gain more knowledge of English so that he would be able to translate the
Tablets of the Master and all the Holy Writings into this
language with even more facility than before.
Dr. Esslemont was one of the dear friends who welcomed Shoghi Effendi to England "with genuine
warmth and affection, . . . He visited Dr. Esslemont
more than once at his private sanitorium in Bournemouth."6 A charming photograph shows them, seated
together, relaxed and happy, on the front piazza. 7
Some years after the passing of Dr. Esslemont, Shoghi
Effendi wrote to a friend, "I shall ever recall the happy
and restful days I spent at Bournemouth in the company of our departed friend, John Esslemont, and I will
not forget the pleasant hours we spent together while
taking our meals in the sanitorium."~
On November 29, 1921, at 9:30 in the morning the
following cable reached the office of Major Tudor-Pole
in London at 61, St. James Street, near to Piccadilly,
and a short distance from Buckingham Palace.
CYCLOMETRY LONDON
HIS HOLINESS 'ABDU'L-BAHA ASCENDED ABHA KINGDOM. INFORM FRIENDS.
-GREATEST HOLY LEAF. (0)

Urgently asked by Major Tudor-Pole to come to his
office, Shoghi Effendi arrived there at midday. After he
had read the heartbreaking news in an open telegram he
collapsed. Miss Grand, a believer from Toronto, Canada, living in London, took him to her home and put him
to bed for several days. She, Lady Blomfield, his sister,
Rouhangeze, and some other believers helped look after
him.
.
Without delay Dr. Esslemont wrote him the following
warm and understanding letter.

The Home Sanatorium,
Bournemouth.

Dearest Shoghi,
It was indeed a "bolt from the blue" when I got
Tudor-Pole's wire this morning. "Master passed
on peacefully Haifa yesterday morning" . . . It
must be very hard for you, away from your family
and even away from all Baha'i friends. What will
you do now? I suppose you will go back to Haifa as
soon as possible. Meantime you are most welcome
to come here for a few days . . . Just send me a
wire ... and I shall have a room ready for you ...
if I can be of any help to you in any way I shall be
so glad. I can well imagine how heart-broken you
must feel and how you must long to be at home and
what a terrible blank you must feel in your life ...
Christ was closer to His loved ones after His
ascension than before, and so I pray it may be with
the Beloved and ourselves. We must do our part to
shoulder the responsibility of the Cause and His
Spirit and Power will be with us and in US.lO

Several days later in a letter to a Baha'i student,
Shoghi Effendi wrote: "The friends have insisted on my
spending a day or two of rest in this place with Dr.
Esslernont after the shock I have sustained and tomorrow I shall start back to London and thence to the Holy
Land."11
In February 1922, just a few months after the Master's
passing, Dr. Esslemont cabled the Guardian, "Convalescing satisfactorily testament received your's devotedly. "I~
Despite his constant struggle against ill health Dr.
Esslemont not only continued to teach both in person
and in letters, and to fulfill his Baha'i administrative
duties, but also to help the National Baha'i Assembly of
England to prepare his book, which he now called
Bahti'u'lltih and the New Era for publication in 1923 by
George Allen & Unwin Ltd., London.
It is certainly no exaggeration to state that this now
rightly famous book written at a time when there was
still a dearth of authentic literature in English, or in any
Western language, and published twenty-one years
before Shoghi Effendi's immortal history of the first century of the Baha'i Era, God Passes By was published,
has already served thousands of grateful believers in
many countries as a much needed introduction to the
history and teachings of the Baha'i Cause.
The Guardian has referred to Bahti'u'lltih and the New
Era as "the text book of the Faith"13 and said that it
"would inspire generations yet unborn. "H
Marie, Queen of Rumania, the first member of Royalty
to recognize the Station of Baha 'u'llah, read this book
first and felt that others should do the same. She called
it "a glorious book of love and goodness. "1"
This absorbing and comprehensive book contains
such a large number of inspiring passages that it is hard
to choose only a few from which to quote.
In Chapter I entitled "The Glad Tidings," Dr. EssIemont clearly explained: "Baha'u'llah asked no one to
accept His statements and His tokens blindly. On the
contrary, He put in the very forefront of His teachings
emphatic warnings against blind acceptance of authority, and urged all to open their eyes and ears, and use
their own judgment, independently and fearlessly, in
order to ascertain the truth. "16
In Chapter III "Baha'u'llah: The Glory of God", first
published as a separate pamphlet, he has movingly
written "From His place of confinement in distant
'Akka, Baha'u'Uilh stirred His native land of Persia to
its depths and not only Persia; He stirred and is stirring
the world. The spirit that animated Him and His followers was unfailingly courteous and patient, yet it was a

•
force of astonishing vitality and transcend ant power: it
achieved the seemingly impossible. It changed human
nature. Men who yielded to its influence, became new
creatures. They were filled with a love, a faith, and
enthusiasm, compared with which earthly joys and sorrows were but as dust in the balance. They were ready
to face lifelong suffering or violent death with perfect
equanimity, nay, with radiant joy, in the strength of
fearless dependence on God. "17
At the conclusion of Chapter V "What is a Baha'i?" he
wrote in the same vein: "The life to which Baha 'u'llah
calls His followers is surely one of such nobility that in
all the vast range of human possibility there is nothing
more lofty or beautiful to which man could aspire.
Realization of the spiritual self in ourselves means realization of the sublime truth that we are from God and to
Him shall we return. This return to God is the glorious
goal of the Baha'i; but to attain this goal the only path is
that of obedience to His chosen Messengers and especially to His Messenger for the time in which we Ii ve,
Baha'u'llah, the Prophet of the new era. "1~
During the autumn of 1924 a conference on living
religions was held in London. Dr. Esslemont wrote both
a general pamphlet, "Bahll 'u'llah and His Message" and
a smallleafiet, "What Is the Baha'i Movement?" for this
occasion.
In a section of the former entitled, "The Baffling
Modern Problems" he has made clear the need for the
coming of a new prophet to heal the countless social
illnesses of this day that the Christian Church has even
failed to mitigate.
By the end of 1922 the Guardian's already heavy burden of work had so greatly increased that "what he
urgently needed was more helpers . . . . " In January
1923 he wrote to the London Baha'is: "The presence of a
competent assistant in my translation work at present
in Haifa would be most welcome and highly desirable,
and I submit this matter to the mem bers of the Council
that they may consider the matter of sending for a time
one of the English friends who would attend with me to
this all-important work."19
During that year, owing to the death of the proprietor,
the sanitorium in Bournemouth closed and Dr. Esslemont lost his position. In 1924 Shoghi Effendi sent him a
warm invitation to spend the winter in Haifa. Early in
November of that year he left London to go there. On
November 15th from Malta he wrote the friends in
England that he was greatly enjoying his trip and that
his health had much improved. While he was spending a
day or two at Port Said, he had some happy meetings
with the friends. On November 21st he arrived in Haifa.
Without delay he began to work for Shoghi Effendi.
The immortal Martha Root has written a touching
tribute to Dr. Esslemont. During April of 1925 in Haifa
she met him for the first time. She went to see him as did
many others in the hospital where he lay ill. Soon after
her visit there he became well enough to return to his
own room. He lived in a house with some other Baha'is
near to the Guardian's apartment in 'Abdu'l-Bahll's
house. The Guardian made sure that Dr. Esslemont
received the best possible care.
Every evening his Persian teacher used to. talk Persian with him for about an hour. In the mornmgs when
Martha came to work with him, he would tell her in
Esperanto the thrilling stories about the Baha'i Cause
that his teacher had told him the evening before.
Martha has written, "Our Baha'i brother was a great
scholar. Everything he did bore the mark of extreme
efficiency . . . . In our Esperanto work he was not satisfied just with any word, but sometimes we would discu~s
a dozen words and search for their exact meanmgs m
several dictionaries to find the word that would most
brilliantly express the spirit of each thought. "20
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One day when his illness prevented him from working
she said to him, "If you do not do anything, you are still
domg much work every day, for your book is spreading
the Baha'i Message in every land."~1 During the last
few months of his life among other tasks he was trying to
complete a translation of his book into German.
On November 22, 1925, just a year and a few days after
his arrival in Haifa he died.
Martha, with her usual refreshing simplicity, has written, "Dr. Esslemont's sudden passing into the Eternal
Realm brings home to us the importance of appreciating the value of the time. Are we working to the utmost
and happily? Is our work efficient? If it is, whether in
this world or in the next, we are joy-bringing to our
friends and to all humanity. ":!:!
On November 30, 1925, in a deeply moving letter to the
believers of the West, Shoghi Effendi has described Dr.
Esslemont:
To me personally he was the warmest of friends,
a trusted counselor, an indefatigable collaborator,
a lovable companion.
With tearful eyes I supplicate at the Threshold of
Baha 'u'llah-and request you all to join-in my
ardent prayers, for the fuller unfolding in the
realms beyond of a soul that has already achieved
so high a spiritual standing in this world, for by
the beauty of his character, by his knowledge of
the Cause, by the conspicuous achievements of his
book, he has immortalized his name, and by sheer
merit deserved to rank as one of the Hands of the
Cause of God.~:1
Note: Baha'u'ILah and the New Era by J. E. Esslemont, by 1963
had been published in English and the following languages:
German, Assamese, Gujaniti. Hindi, Kanarese, Kashlniri, Malaysian, Nepalese. Oriya. Punjabi, Rajasthani, Sindhi, Tamil,
Teleguz, Kurdish. Portuguese, Albanian, Arabic, Armenian,
Bengali, Bulgarian, Burmese, Chin, Chinese, Czech, Danish,
Dutch, Esperanto, Finnish, French, Hebrew, Icelandic, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Marathi, Norwegian, Polish,
RUmanian, Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Swedish, Thai, Vietnamese
(Annamese), Xosa, and Zulu (one chapter). It was in manuscript
form in: Amharic. Swahili, Tagalog, Tigrigna. and Sesutho. In
addition the volume was available for the blind in English,
Japanese and Esperanto, This total of almost fifty languages in
which the book is now available, with five more in manuscript
and with three languages printed for the blind, shows that for the
majority of literate humanity a basic source of information on
the Faith is now available.
<Information from Baha'i World, Vol. XIII)
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Goals Achieved in the United States
More than 800 Local Spiritual Assemblies have reported forming in the last Ri<;lvim election of the Nine
Year Plan, surpassing the U.S. goal of 600 Local Spiritual Assemblies set by The Universal House of Justice
at the start of the Plan by more than 200.
A final count will not be available until the National
Spiritual Assembly meets to review the results sometime after the National Convention, May 17-20.
Pioneers
The last pioneering institute of the Nine Year Plan
was held at the National Baha'i Center in Wilmette,
March 22-25. It was attended by forty adults and youth,
and four children.
This group which was assigned to countries in Africa,
Asia, Europe, and Latin America, filled the remaining
United States pioneering goals of the Nine Year Plan.
The four-day Institute was the tenth conducted in
Wilmette since December 1970. These Institutes have
trained and dispersed more than 230 pioneers.
In the past nine years, 1064 pioneers have traveled to
foreign countries from the United States to settle. At the
present time, there are 640 pioneers of the Nine Year
Plan serving at their posts.
The training for the prospective pioneers includes

classes on the history of pioneering, basic medicine, and
dynamics of culture shock, and the Tablets of the Divine Plan. Continental Counsellors, Auxiliary Board
members, and National Spiritual Assembly members
assist with instruction at the sessions.
Just ten days before the start of the March Institute a
cablegram from The Universal House of Justice instructed the United States to send four additional pioneers to Finland before Ri<;lvim. In less than a week, four
volunteers-two of whom spoke Finnish-were recruited
by the International Goals Committee and invited to the
institute to prepare for their journey.
One family is traveling to the island of St. Helena,
located off the west coast of Africa, to occupy long
unfilled pioneering posts. When they arrive, the first
Spiritual Assembly of St. Helena will be formed. This
Assembly will be under the jurisdiction of the National
Assembly of South and West Africa.
The majority of the United States pioneering assignments were given by The Universal House of Justice in
1969. More than 300 posts were assigned to the American
Baha'is to fill. An additional 89 assignments were added
by The Universal House of Justice in 1970.
-From THE AMERICAN BAHA'i, May, 1973

PIONEER TRAINING INSTITUTE- MARCH 22-25, 1973
Pioneer Training Institute held in Wilmette, March 2225, 1973. Front row, left to right: Richard Hicks, Janet
Cockcroft, Lea Bradley, Mrs. Liana Volk, Mrs. Roxanne
Gardner, Mr. Gerald Gardner, Mr. Travis Griffith.
Second row, left to right: Mrs. Brenda Hicks, Mrs.
Gladys Tranter (Canadian believer), Brian Averill,
Kathleen Zeislar, Jeffrey Kiely, Mr. Thomas Volk, Mrs.
Barbara Griffith, Michael Lemon. Third row, left to
right: Richard Tranter (Canadian believer), Mrs. E.

Ruth Johnson, Mrs. Vida Grassie, Clare Katz, Nora
Schwartz, Philip Johnson, William Michael Day, Herman Freeman. Back row: Mrs. Edda Rasekhy, Lynn
Hippler, Rebecca Gullion, Gary Scott, Larry Lindner,
Michael Burns, Ralph Grunwaldt. Others attending Institute not pictured here: Mrs. Anna Freeman, Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Copsy and Miss Diane Susan Millard, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Harmsen, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Jorgensen, Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Unterschuetz, Mr. Clyde Johnson.
'-..

\

Part of the group which celebrated the official recognition of the Faith in Rwanda and the achievement
of its goals.

RWANDA ACHIEVES GOALS
The National Spiritual Assembly of Rwanda was
formed at Ri<;lvim, 129 B.E., through the guidance of The
Universal House of Justice, although this was not part of
the original Plan.
On March 26, 1972, the folIowing additional goals were
given to Rwanda by The Universal House of Justice:
1. Raise the number of localities to at least 50.
2. Increase the number of Local Spiritual Assemblies to
at least 25.
3. Promote the teaching work among the Pygmies.
4. Incorporate at least one Local Spiritual Assembly.
5. Incorporate the National Spiritual Assembly.
6. Convert the local center into the National Haziratu'lQuds.
. .
7. Acquire a national endowment and local endowment.
8. Acquire a Temple site.
9. Establish a teaching institute.
The National Teaching Committee planned a series of
institutes in order to achieve these goals, also for deepening, encouraging the friends, and to consolidate all

the Assemblies and centers. This project was
successful.
After some months of activity, the number of Local
Spiritual Assemblies increased to 38 and with 140 localities where believers reside, these exceeded the goals. The
National I:Iafiratu'I-Quds, national and local endowments and the Temple site were acquired. The Temple
site is well located near Kigali, above the hill just beside
the main road.
The most important and difficult task was official recognition of the Faith. Rul)iyyih Khimum's visit to
Rwanda in January 1973 gave a new impetus to the
Cause. On February 27, 1973, Dr. Aziz Navidi arrived in
the country and by his activities in connection with the
National Spiritual Assembly, finally obtained recognition on March 24, 1973. This joyous day was celebrated
at the Baha'i Center with profound gratitude. Dr.
Navidi was on fire with the love of God. He encouraged
the friends to consciously work to acquire the virtues
that Baha'u'llah wants each one of us to have, to study
the Writings of the Faith, and to teach. Rwanda goals
have been achieved, and thanks and praises given to
Baha'u'Uah.
-Mrs. Zaherah Taaid, Reporter

Foith Represented ot Reception in Westminster Abbey
Mr. John Long, Chairman of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United Kingdom was
invited, with other religious leaders, to a United Nations
Association reception held in Westminster Abbey on
January 30, 1973. Also attending were the Archbishop of
Canterbury; Cardinal Heenan; the Chief Rabbi; and the
Heads of the Buddhist, Hindu, Sikh and Muslim Faiths.
Notices of this meeting appeared in the Leicester
Mercury and the Stamford Mercury, the two newspapers which circulate in Rutland (Mr. Long lives on
Oakham, Rutland), as well as in a front-page article in
the New World, the UNA Journal, under the large headline, "Historic UNA Event ... Religious Leaders Meet
at the Abbey."
In his appeal to the religious leaders for support of the
United Nations, Mr. Erick Price Holmes, Vice Chairman of the National Executive of UNA, reminded his
listeners of the principles of the UN Charter-to save

succeeding generations from the scourge of war, to
reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, and to
promote social progress and better standards of lifeand remarked that "we have to seek to counter the
prejudice and bitterness of past generations and change
the hearts and minds of all peoples."
Since the Baha'i world community has from its inception not only shared these basic ideals but has been
working to make them a reality, Mr. Price's appeal
found a responsive Baha'i ear. The Baha'is of the United
Kingdom have always given wholehearted cooperation
to the UN through national and local activities-for
example, the National Spiritual Assembly is a member
of the United Kingdom Standing Conference for the
Second United Nations Development Decade-making
better known UN goals and programs. They have also
participated, since 1948. in the activities of the Baha'i
International Community at the United Nations.
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Mass Teaching Conference in Honduras
It was truly a historic gathering for Baha'i youth in
Honduras sponsored by the National Spiritual Assembly
the first week-end in February, 1973, Friday evening and
earl,y Saturday morning Baha'is poured in from all
points of the Honduran map; from Choluteca, from
Olancho with pioneers Dale and Jeannie Morrow, from
Siguatepeque with pioneers Khalil and Jackie Cornell.
from Taulabe, from San Pedro Sula with pioneers
Richard and Virginia James and Chris Ruhe, from
Santa Rosa de Copan with pioneer Jere McKinney, making a total of seventy,
Orientation sessions were conducted by Jorge Pavon
and Alfonso Hernandez with emphasis on how to mass
teach and teach in the streets, Prayers were said for
the success of the Conference and teaching effort. Meals
were served in shifts at a nearby small restaurant.
At the National Baha'i Center after prayers groups
were organized each with a leader, and a specific area
assigned to invite people to the program that evening, In
an hour and a half, 1500 invitations were given out in all
the huge barrio on the side of a hill which is dusty or
muddy, depending on the season.
After supper, the groups assembled for the program
which took place in one corner of a large auto-mechanic sh'lp in the center of the barrio. Everything was in
order with pamphlets and declaration cards ready, the
projector, the stage, the screen set, guitars and banjos
tuned for the special occasion of the weekend. As the
music began. the people came, a number impossiblL' to
count in the surrounding darkness. The people were
respectful and friendly, the children calm. Songs were
sung, duets played, the welcoming talk given. When the
slide show began the people were enraptured, After the

show: thL' group continued with more explanatory talks,
handing out p'llnphlets. more music, and invitations to
those who wished to accept the Faith. The count of souls
enrolled-eighty-nine! Where there had been two
Bahil'is in the barrio, now there werc eighty-nine baby
Baha'is who would require the closest attention so that
they would bccome functioning, active Baha'is,
The band slept soundly that night, boys at the Center
and girl~ at various Baha'i homes.
The next morning another planning session was held
with the emphasis on street teaching. The goal was to
enroll more than 100 in the twenty-four hour period, So
phase three of the operation began as the youth returned
to Barrio Rl'parto for a follow-up. The people were very
friendly and receptive as the~' went about their Sunday
morning business. Ver~' few Baha'is were rebuked or put
off. New Baha'is were given special materials for their
del'pening. Twenty-seven more souls were enrolled undel' the banner of Baha'u'llah,
Back at the Center, testimonials were given by many
of the youth. TIl(' final count of new Baha'is was tabulated to the joy of everyone-almost 120 new Baha'is!
Prayers were read. FinalI~', the youth and adults joined
hands in a great circle and sang of their joy for being
allo\\'ed to share ,md contribute in this great undertaking, It was a moment of priceless unity after winning an
important victory for the Cause.
Then thpre was a rush to say goodbye and to climb
alHJelrd thL' pll'k-up truck or \'i.l11 that would take them
home.
This, in brief, is what happened in Tegucigalpa, Honduras, on the first weekend of February, 1973, . . . 129
B. E.
-Chns Ruhe, Correspondent

Pioneer Richard James with some of the youtll wllo attended the Conference
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Unit Convention of- Thatta, Pakistan
As directed by the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Pakistan a Unit Convention was held on
March 23, 1973, at Thatta, Islampur, Village of Khatanmal. Mr. Asrar Hussain, Mr. Meherban Jamshedi and
Mr. A. C. Joshi went to Thatta for a preliminary survey
and to make arrangements. After a sub-committee
from the Thatta Assembly consulted at the Karachi
National Office, a program was planned and two were
delegated to go out to the surrounding fiity-six miles in
jeeps and a bus to make the convention call.
On March 22, 1973, Mr. Behrooz Rowhani and Mr. A. C.
Joshi went to Thatta to supervise the election and begin
the convention. They arrived at about 9:00 p.m. and
were received with loud Baha'i greetings all along the
main bazaar through which they passed. About 400 turbanned believers came from villages of Mithi, Matli,
Chachro, Tando Md. Khan, M'pur, Bathoro, Nagar, and
others. Some had walked twenty-five miles to attend the
Baha'i Mela (a term given to treat the convention as a
festival, too). At about 10:00 p.m. they all squatted in the
compound on dhurries and Mr. Joshi addressed them,
explaining the purpose of the convention and generally
explaining the Teachings of Mahatma Baha (Lord
Baha'u'lhih).
At about 11:30 p.m. the meeting was directed to
another gathering where 150 new believers were singing
devotional songs. Among the musicians were wellknown singers Bhagat Soomro of Tando Md. Khan,
Maharaj Bachandas of Mithi and Mahant Janoo Shah.
Mr. Joshi added two original compositions, Baha'i
songs, in the style of the singers, and played on the
ancient musical instruments, the kartal, the majira and
the jaanj pakhawaj. The devotional song session went on
until after midnight.
The next day about 550 new believers gathered under
the shamiana (canopies) with Mr. Khatanmal as
Chairman. Six headmen of the Bhils from far villages
also attended. Baha'i prayers in Sindhi were recited by
the Bhil children. On behalf of the National Spiritual

Mr. A. C. Joshi l'epresenting the National Spiritual Assembly of Pakistan at the Unit Convention of Thatta

A section of the believers at the
Thatta

of

Assembly, Mr. A. C. Joshi acted as Chairman of the
Convention and spoke on the necessity of steadfast adherence to Baha'i administration, in spirit and form. As
he spoke in the Sindhicum-Thari language, the headmen
of several villages learned much which would assist
them in teaching in their villages to the more than 56,000
Bhils in their areas.
After twenty-five delegates were elected, several proposals were made. Seth Khatanmal said he would be
ready to offer space if the National Spiritual Assembly
would open up a school in Thatta. Mr. Annoo and Mr.
Pyaro, trained school teachers, offered to serve in such
a school if given a subsistence allowance. A great need
was felt for having a jeep for travel in the desert area of
Tharparkar District, as the only other means of transportation are by bullock carts or on camel back.
The President of Pakistan has announced that a second Religious Minorities Communities Conference will
be held when he returns from Iran.
The Convention was memorable.

Shoshone Translation Goal
Achieved
Three prayers were to be translated into Shoshone to
fill a goal of the Nine Year Plan. This has now been
accomplished, the work of Zem Leon at Fo~t Hall,
Idaho. As Shoshone is not a written language, It was a
challenge to write it phonetically.

Youth Conference in Sweden
Baha'is from many countries are invited to attend the
Nordic Youth Conference which will be held in Jokkmokk Sweden from June 27 to 30, 1973. Jokkmokk is
the c~ltural center for the Same (Lapp) population. The
town is situated in the interior of northern Sweden a
short distance north of the Arctic circle. During and
after the conference, group teaching activity will be
organized to spread the Message of the Faith to the local
population.
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Teaching in Coatepec, Mexico

The people of Mexico, called "sons of the shaking
earth", inhabit a land of which only seven percent is
suitable for cUltivation. The hearts of the people
preserve their traditions which are an amalgamation of
over 800 years of native beliefs with the conquistador
importation. Teaching in Mexico requires painstaking
perseverance.
Donna Victora, of Coatepec, reminds one of the
jeweler. For more than twenty-five years she has taught
the Cause of God in her native land. She was introduced
to the Faith by Louise (Lisa) Baker, and was visited by
Hand of the Cause of God Dorothy Baker. She has received letters from both the Guardian and Ruhiyyih
Khimum.
.
-There is now an Assembly in Donna Victora's city,
Coatepec, Veracruz, just south of the capital of Jalapa;
the first in this Gulf Coast state. This Assembly was
formed in July, 1972. How was this attained? "Dios
sabe"
Early in 1971 a teaching team traveled the four-hour
distance from Puebla to Coatepec. They presented a
program which included "Lamp Unto My Feet" with a
Spanish tape recorded by Continental Counsellor Carmen Burafato. More than fifteen souls embraced the
Cause of Baha'u'llah at that time.
More than six months later, in August 1971, after some
informal visits by teachers, a second teaching team,
including four summer projecteers, all girls, visited
that center of coffee plantations and ignited a spark that
has become a flame. This team took the nephew of
Donna Victora, Juan Mendez, to the shore village of
Chachalacas, just north of the city of Veracruz, for a
combination teaching and recreation weekend. Three
souls from this village of fishermen entered the ranks of

the Faith during a proclamation program. It was here
that Juan stated: "This is the first time I've known that
Ba~a'is could have fun." Juan has now journeyed to
various spots through Mexico to teach and attend Baha'i
conferences. He is a school teacher, he is studying the
flute and cello, as well as painting; he plays the drums
and has his own band called "Naw-Ruz."
In October 1971? under the direction of the Regional
Teachmg Committee, two pioneers made monthly
teaching trips from Puebla to Coatepec to deepen and
encourage the friends and to prepare for their first
Local Spiritual Assembly. These trips continued until
April 1972 when they drove to the Panama Conference.
Due to some difficulty over visas, they were unable to
return for the formation of this Assembly and another
pio,:!eer went in their place; however the Assem bly for
vanous reasons could not be formed until the following
July, and under the direction of a fourth team.
In January 1973, the original two pioneers returned to
Coatepec-this time to preserve the Assembly. Out of
the fifteen who had enrolled earlier, only six could now
be found. The firmness of Rosalia Garcia Santander and
her family was a joy to the teachers for she secured
Baha'i books and taught the Faith to her children. It was
through this family that Angel Garcia embraced the
Faith. He is a school teacher, and had the experience of
seeing an impetuous student grab his prayer book and
mockingly begin reading it to the class, only to be
struck with reverence for the Message. The class was
awed by the transformation this made in her.
The outpouring continues. The teaching perseveres.
In time, if God wills, the water of the spirit will weB up
and form an oasis.

Baha'is of Coatepec; front, seated left to right: Martha Mendez Garcia, Rosa Mendez Garcia, Rosalia
Garcia Santander, Donna Victora. Standing, Nancy de Taylor (Puebla teacher), Mavis Vaughn
(pioneer), Angel Castro Ganas, Paul Vaughn (pioneer), Juan Mendes Contraras.
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Concluding United Notions Day and Human Rights Day Reports of 1972
United Nations Day is annually observed on October 24, Human Rights Day on December 10.
INDIA

BRAZIL

Nearly 4,000 people in all attended United Nations Day
and Human Rights Day public meetings in 21 large
cities such as Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, New Delhi,
and Bangalore. A letter from the National Spiritual
Assembly of India revealed successful meetings, all of
which featured Baha'i speakers with, in some cases,
prominent persons who were not Baha'is serving as
chairmen. In addition to hearing the speakers' messages
on the need for unifying world action and for recognition of the human rights of all people, those attending
the meetings received literature supplied by both the
United Nations Information Center and the Baha'i National Spiritual Assembly. Publicity brought the attention of the general public to the words "Baha'i" and
"United Nations."

An excerpt from one of the number of newspaper
stories covering the Human Rights Day observance in
Porto Alegre reflects the dignity of the occasion. " ...
The ideals which nourish the United Nations regarding
the rights of men continue to be today the hope for a
better world in which eventually the desired goal will be
attained: world peace and the harmonious cooperation
for social and economic progress of all the peoples . . . .
The Baha'is of Porto Alegre, representing a non-governmental entity with the United Nations, and the
SatE~lite-Prontidao, will celebrate together this world
date with a program planned by the Cultural Department of Sate/ite ......
The program consisted of a panel of distinguished
speakers, followed by a dance. The speakers were: Professor Zilah Totta, Congressman Carlos Santos, Congressman Alceu Colla res, Dr. Claudio Dias, Dr. Gilberto
Brasil, and Mr. Rangvald Taetz (Baha'i).

ALASKA
A bold headline stretching across three columns of
the Anchorage Daily Times announced, "Area Baha'is
To Celebrate United Nations Day Here." Since the celebration was to be in the form of an international dinner
with entertainment, two large pictures were placed
beneath the headline. One was of three Baha'i ladies
wearing various native costumes, while the second was
of a Baha'i woman preparing one of the foreign dishes
which would be served. Included in the story was the
pl'esentation of several of the recipes which contributed
to the success of the evening. Three hundred people
responded by attending the dinner which was held at the
armed forces branch of thc YMCA. During the evening
they heard talks by Professor Peter Blewett of the
Community College and Mr. Hugh Chapman, a Baha'i,
and they were entertained with songs of other lands and
a native dance.
In Spenard, Human Rights Day was observed with a
tea in a private Baha'i home. A film was shown and a
brief talk given. An immediate result of the publicity
was a telephone call requesting the Baha'i view on the
oneness of mankind.

SAMOA
The first United Nations Day observance in American
Samoa a number of years ago was wholly sponsored by
the Baha'i community, with an invitation to the government to join in the activities. The Baha'i community
continued to be the organizer of observances supporting
U.N. Day until two years ago when the government
asked to be the sponsoring agent. Since then Suhayl
Ala'i, a Baha'i, has been appointed annually to the
planning committee and each year has served as the
committee's secretary. He served in this capacity for
UN Day 1972.
In Western Samoa the Baha'i community has held
observances of UN Day in private homes. This year the
first attempt was made to participate in a public event.
The Secretary of the National Teaching Committee contacted the United Nations office there, offering Baha'i
cooperation in any event the office might be plannin~.
Nothing was programmed for 1972 as the office wa~ 10
the midst of moving, but the UN office expressed delJ.ght
with the Baha'i offer, noting that it was the first tIme
anyone outside the UN Office had shown interest in such
an undertaking and anticipating a cooperative effort in
1973.

THE REPUBLIC OF PANAMA
By being the only organization in the city of Panama
supporting a public program on United Nations Day, the
Baha'i community of Panama City drew the notice of
their fellow citizens in newspaper publicity given to the
occasion. The event was a public meeting, with about
100 people attending. The speaker was Mr. Fred Berest,
a Baha'i of the Canal Zone.
A welcome to a distinguished newcomer to the Canal
Zone was the basis for a successful Human Rights Day
event in Balboa. The event was sponsored by several
Baha'i communities. It was held at the Jewish Welfare
Building. The speaker was Judge Darryl Brown, the first
Negro judge to serve here. The report from Panama
states: "Judge Brown had just arrived in the Canal Zone
when plans were being formed for our Human Rights
Day program. We were eager to extend a welcome to Mr.
Brown, and what better way than to sponsor him in his
first public appearance in Panama? His talk was excellent . . . We look forward to further association with
him."
GERMANY
A press conference was called by the Baha'i community of Trier for the planned United Nations Day observance of that community. Resulting press stories,
reaching 100,000 homes, not only presented details of the
meeting, with mention of the Baha'is cooperation with
the United Nations, but also informed the readers about
the copper relief wall-hanging which the Baha'is of
Trier had presented to the Baha'i International Community office at the United Nations. A photograph of the
copper relief was shown in the papers. The relief depicts
a map of Trier in 1675. It is outstanding not only as an
art decoration but also as a promotional item for this
historic and picturesque to ....71. In addition to the publicity and to the meeting, itself, the Baha'is further
promoted the United Nations with the distribution of
more than 1,000 copies of the addtOess of the UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim to youth.
A cooperative effort in Leinfelden between the German Society for the United Nations and the Baha'i
community was the holding of a public meeting with
two speakers and a panel. The speakers were, from the
German Society, Mr. Bartels, and from the Baha'i
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community, Mr. Dieter Herth. Panelists joining the
after their formal talks were: Dr. Eugen
the moderator; Erma Schmidt; Angelika Baur;
and Gishert Schaal. The audience participated in the
panel discussion, which was then followed with music.
Posters and newspaper publicity informed the public
about the meeting. About fifty people attended.
In Wuppertal, the Baha'is celebrated United Nations
Day with a public meeting, featuring Professor Naqua.
A ne~spaper reporter was present, asking numerous
questIons.
Human Rights Day in Munich was celebrated as the
re~u~t of the work of the Students Committee of the
SpIrItual Assembly of the Baha'is of Munich. The events
consisted. ~f a talk on. a radio youth program; posters
and publIcIty; a publIc meetmg; and an exhibition at
li?-e University of Munich of posters and booklets pro~Ided by both the German Society for the United NatIons and the Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Munich. The president of the Section of Bavaria of the
~e~man Society for the United Nations was officially
mVIted to the public meeting. He attended along with
three other members of the Society. The speaker was a
Baha'i, Dr. Eugen Schmidt. The title of his talk was
"United Nations-Unified Mankind."
speak~rs
SchmI~t,

REPORTS FROM SPAIN, SINGAPORE, SWAZILAND
AND TANZANIA
In Spain public meetings were held for Human Rights
Day in two places. The Baha'i community of Barcelona
sponsored a public meeting, with Don Luis Ortuno talking on "Human Rights and Religion." In Tarasa the
Baha'is cooperated with the Association of the Friends
of the United Nations in sponsoring a public meeting.
The speaker was Economist Don Santiago Serra Gasullao His subject was "The History of the Philosophy of the
Rights and Duties of Man."
From Singapore came the report of a newspaper account of the Baha'i support of United Nations Day,
along with the mention of a book display at the National
Baha'i Center.
In Swaziland, where United Nations Day is a public
hOliday, the Baha'is attended the government-sponsored
observance which took place in front of the Parliament
Building with the King and the Prime Minister present.
United Nations Day was recognized by three Baha'i
communities in Tanzania, with public meetings held in
Dar-es-Salaam and Arusha and a village meeting in
Kigoma Area. Mr. James King, Director of United Nations Information Service, spoke at the meeting held in
Dar-es-Salaam and entertained the audience of 100 people with a UN film "The Grand Design", while in Arusha
a speaker representing the United Nations shared the
program with Mr. Festus Mukalama of the Baha'i
community at a gathering of 200 people.
,

I

A LETTER TO BAHA'I COMMUNITIES

A letter sent to the Baha'i International Office from
Mr. David Exley of the United Nations Office of Public
Information carried praise for Baha'i activities in 1972
supporting the U.N. The letter said, in part: "Once
again you have sent us an impressive report on the
world-wide observances sponsored by Baha'i communities on United Nations Day . . . May I express our
sincere gratitude to all those Baha'i communities whose
dedicated efforts are contributing to a wider appreciation of United Nations aims and activities .... "
This letter was sent before Mr. Exley received the
Baha'i International Community office's report on Human Rights Day activities, which were as impressive as
those of U.N. Day.
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Club Bahci'i for 1972-73 at The University of the A mericas,. Puebla, Mexico: S~ated, left to right: Paul Vaughn,
Chatrman; Tom F~etdTtch; Sheryl Fischman, SecretaryTreasurer. Standmg: Jack and Roni Kortz· Todd
Fletcher, Vic e -C h air man; Jennifer Helle;; Fred
Frazelle. Absent, Madelyn Park and Manuel Megige of
Guatemala.

Latin-American Club Bahci'i. Pueblo, Mexico
The Latin American collegiate outpost entered its
second year of operations on The University of the
Americas campus, Puebla, Mexico, on October 1972.
Taking en the full and courageous goal of proclaiming
His Holy Name to the entire student body, the Club
planned and executed a proclamation week that included four nightly meetings, a week-long art show, and
two noted Baha'is speaking before four classes and one
other society.
Jorge Angulo, a nationally known anthropologist,
spoke on subjects of his field to two classes and to
their society. One evening he presented a slide-talk program on Progressive Revelation using anthropological
materials.
Dr. Edris Rice-Wray, daughter of Mrs. Howard Colby
Ives spoke before two sociological classes, once on
Mexican population growth, and once on the Baha'i
Faith, using the film "The New Wind". In the evening,
she participated in a panel discussion on "Men and
Women: the Wings of the Bird of Humanity". The Dean
of Students, an anthropology teacher; a woman's club
organizer; and a member of Club Baha'i also shared in
the discussion.
Chappie Angulo, the artist wife of Jorge, displayed
three of her paintings from her series on the twelve
principles and spoke on "Art in the Modern World". As
a result of this, she now has a full exposition on campus
which opened April 2, 1973.
Proclamation Week included a constantly manned
pamphlet table in the Student Center. On the final night
Paul Lucas, Auxiliary Board member, spoke on "Who is
Baha'u'llah ?"
Before and after this Proclamation Week, regular
Monday night meetings were held as well as lawn
gatherings to share the Glad Tidings.
The winter quarter ushered in a time of challenge and
crisis for Club Baha'i. Through circumstances as yet
still uncertain, a movement arose within the University
Administration to curtail the Club's activities or prevent
the Club from functioning at all. This movement is directed toward the expression of any religious thoughts
on campus by student groups.
Though the Monday night meetings have come to an
end, the Faith of God received unprecedented and clear
publicity including a one-time Baha'i column in the
school press. Letters of explanation were circulated to
administrators with copies of the Baha'i statement on
loyalty to governments. The Club members themselves
found a new source of unity as they arose to the challenge of continuation of the Club.
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PANAMA BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOL
The annual summer school held in Panama from
Febmary 9 through 18, 1973, blossomed out into an international school this year with a large group of eager
young Baha'is from Costa Rica and Peru. The whole
emphasis was on deepening both spiritually and in our
knowledge of the laws of Baha 'u'llah.
The curriculum included a thorough course on The
Seven Valleys, lead by Dr. H. Ahmadiyyah, Auxiliary
Board member from British Honduras, whose classes
the first three days drew large crowds from Panama
City, as well as the group actually staying in Villa
Virginia, our National School. He pOinted out the parallels between The Seven Valleys and The Hidden Words;
both are mystical books that teach us "the object of
existence." The Seven Valleys is a chart that shows us
our way in the Baha'i life. Each valley is a further
growth in our progress to God.
The presence of OUr Counsellors for Central America,
Mr. Alfred Osborne of Panama, Mrs. Carmen Burafato
of Mexico and Mr. Artemus Lamb of Costa Rica, gave
the opening days of the school a tremendous beginning.
Each of them spoke and held classes. All stressed the
need, more than ever, to teach and to deepen not only
individuals but the Local Assemblies in their duties,
preparing them for the work ahead.
Also Miriam and Richard Mirkovitch of Costa Rica
gave most practical classes and discussion periods on
the marital laws of Baha'u'llah. The youth and adults
alike were made more solidly aware of the obligations of
a Baha'i.
The evenings were filled with varied programs of
movies, slides, song sessions, talks by the Counsellors
and dramatic improvisations, that very aptly demonstrated the need for local and national Assemblies to
prepare themselves for the coming era when they will

have to face, as Houses of Justice, the challenge both of
teaching and of administering the Faith. This dramatic
technique has an uncanny way of showing how unready
we are for the tasks that are not only a part of the
future, but are already with us.
One evening was devoted to an illustrated talk and
discussion on the influence of religion on art. The speaker pointed out that art grew out of religious expression
and the great art periods have always followed closely on
the coming of a Manifestation. The talk had to cover,
very briefly, almost a million years of history and prehistory, and, as the speaker pointed out, could only be
an introduction to promote further study.
This year also we attempted to have a children's
school apart from the adults. Villa Virginia, with its
little stony brook, is kiddy heaven and much time was
allowed to these predominantly city children to race
and play, running free in the meadow and making dams
and sailing boats in the brook. With all this they had
some part in the devotions, discussed figures in the
Faith, wrote a little Baha'i song and did some nature
study. The arts and crafts included making belts and
kites as well as the usual drawing, painting and clay,
and flower making, in which they helped an adult
project. Gamboa, one of our new groups, made flowers
and gave them out as invitations to a Baha'i meeting.
The children very happily contributed to this work.
Always in Panama there are singing sessions and the
children sang old songs, and learned some new ones.
Devotions were held out of doors in the mornings,
under the trees, and the early morning peace was full of
the glorious words of the prayers and the soft singing,
accompanied by auto-harp and guitar.
On Sunday, the school went en masse to the Temple
for the afternoon service. Some of the international

Group photo of those attending the Panama Summer School
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students had never seen it before and were thrilled and
moved by its serene beauty.
Truly we f~l~ ~hat our summer school came of age this
year. The vIsItIng youth contributed much to its success with their warm and loving cooperation. We took
home with us new concepts, new understanding and
new devotion to work that lies ahead. When the storms
come we hope to be able, as the song says, "To stand
there and teach anyhow!"
-National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of Panama

The Panama Temple Today
How can one describe the wonder, awe and joy of this
"House" where daily the "mention of God is made and
His praise glorified."?
Surely the blessings emanating from this most Holy
House of Worship of Latin America must be stirring the
hearts of "all righteous men." So~e are unaware but
many others are stirred by its beauty and attract~d to
~ake the ~~ther .difficult trip ~p the mountain, many
tImes famIlIes wIth several chIldren coming on foot.
They absorb the gifts of peace and love which is the
reward of their effort. They find the tranquility and
spiritual magnetism so powerful that most stand for a
moment at the entrance exclaiming "belleza bellisima"
(beautiful, beautiful). Many respond to this' power and
sit for a moment in prayer or reading the literature
which is given to all the visitors.
How exciting to see five or six bus loads of children
(one time 700) fill the parking lot and the children come
tumbling out like a great flock of birds. Soon, however,
they are brought to order by their teachers or chaperones and after an introduction and explanation of the
purpose of the Temple, march inside to gaze in wonder.
Their favorite spot is from the upper story where the
view is unobstructed for 360 degrees.
From one point the city of Panama and the Pacific
Ocean, from another archway the Transisthmian Highway which bisects Panama and connects the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans. From yet another side virgin
mountain vistas stretch as far as visibility permits "belleza, belleza".
Who are these people who come to visit the Temple?
The largest number, of course, are Panamanians as
many as 500 to 1000 some weeks but there are others who
are travelers from foreign countries, businessmen,
Baha'i relatives and friends. The Temple is one of the
two or three outstanding attractions in Panama. One is
the Panama Canal to which 'Abdu'l-Baha referred in
the Tablets of the Divine Plan, wherein the Atlantic and
the Pacific Oceans come together through the Panama
Canal. It is a center of travel and passage from America
to the other continents of the world, and "in the future it
will gain most great importance."
Visitors from most of the countries of Europe, Canada
and South America have come here, also from Australia,
New Zealand, Tasmania, Japan and India. Of course
many Americans come, those who reside in the Canal
Zone and many of their relatives and guests from the
United States.
One day recently, a group of eleven Yugoslavian engineers from a hydroelectric project which is being
built in Panama, came to the Temple. Their interest
was intense, especially one professor of language attached to the school at the project. After their tour of
the Temple, we invited them to tea at the Temple lodge
where we answered their many questions. Francis
Czerniejewski, who speaks Spanish pretty well now,

Children having fun at the Panama Summer School

carried on an hour's conversation on the Faith with
them. The professor saw a framed colored photograph of
the Temple and asked for copy which we inscribed and
gave to him. They all seemed most receptive and responsive. One of the two young women in the group
spoke English well, and asked to correspond with us.
The professor very sincerely invited us to visit him in
Yugoslavia!
Another incident stands out. One day as I was guiding, two men were coming up the stairs speaking in a
foreign language. Suddenly I recognized it as Polish.
When they came near, I greeted them in Polish. They
stopped short in astonishment. When they recovered
from their surprise, they bombarded me with questions:
"What are you, a Pole, doing in Panama? How do you
happen to be here?" A wonderful door-opener!
The fact that I could say a few sentences in Polish
pleased them so much. It developed that one of the
gentlemen is a resident of Panama and a commercial
representative for Poland and the other was a manufacturer's representative on a week's business trip. They
took several pictures of the Temple and some literature.
The gentleman from Poland seemed much more interested and asked many questions. The next day he telephoned and gave us his address in Warsaw and extended
an invitation to visit him and his wife. How hospitable
people are!
These past two weeks have been days of great expectancy. Panama is host to the United Nations Security
Council which is debating the question of the Canal, and
we have been anticipating visits from the delegates and
their party. The National Spiritual Assembly has extended a formal written invitation to all the representatives and their delegation to visit the House of Worship.
One day last week two aides and their wives from the
Russian delegation came. They made a very brief tour
of the Temple, and were given the regular pamphlets in
English and departed. A little later a lovely family of
ten spent an hour with us, talking about the Faith,
sharing our lunch at the house.
We must look ahead to tomorrow and a new opportunity to serve at this Holy House of Worship, as it stands
overlooking Panama, stark white against the blue sky
by day, glowing with luminescence by night, radiating a
promise of hope and love of a truly new tomorrow.
-J ane Czerniejew ski
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause Ruh{yyih
Khanum
.
-By Violette Nakhjavani

Part Seventeen
At the public meeting in Maseru, the capital of
Lesotho, Amatu'l-Baha gave a beautiful talk on "The
Spiritual Destiny of Africa" which was followed by an
animated and interesting discussion. At an evening
meeting at the Lesotho High School in that same city,
presided over by the Principal and Vice-Principal, and
attended by over 200 students, one felt a certain resistance by those present to what may have been considered religious propaganda. This feeling was entirely
dissipated by the universal theme of Rul)iyyih
Khanum's talk on "The Role of Youth in Modern Society." She said, "Today our society is based on competition, the aim to beat others. Whatever we do, we
seem to think of values in relation to the others around
us, not in absolute terms. Our aim shoUld be to do a
job-or whatever we are concerned with, to the best of
our ability; to do it well for its own sake and not just to
out-do others." She pointed out that the Baha'i Faith
teaches that work done In the spirit of service is a form
of prayer. She added: "The universal truth applied to
hundreds of generations before us 'as you sow, so shall
you reap' applies to us today. If you sow corn you reap
corn; if you sow hate you reap hate, and if you sow love
and goodwill, you are bound to reap love and goodwill
-contrary to what many people imagine today, that if
you sow anarchy, revolution, and bloodshed you reap
peace, love and goodwill!"
An interesting feature of Lesotho society is its many
chieftainesses. A wife of a chief, after the death of her
husband, may inherit the pOSition of her husband, her
son acceding her only after her death. In many of our
village meetings we met with chieftainesses, some of
them outstanding, and a few of them Baha'is.
The National Spiritual Assembly of Lesotho assigned
its Chairman, Secretary and some of its other members
to escort Amatu'l-Baha on her visits to various villages.
In Mofelis, over a hundred people welcomed her. !he
weather was icy cold and we adopted the practIcal
custom of wrapping up in two blankets, one from the
waist to the ankle and the other over the shoulders. The
scenic beauty of Lesotho is unique with its series of
large and small mountains and beautiful rock formations resulting from erosion. Most of the villages were
A matu'l-Bahci planting the first tree on the Temple land
near Maseru, Lesotho on July 30, 1972.

built on mountain tops. The mud huts were beautiful
with their perfectly trimmed thatching and smooth mud
tioors. Sometimes the outside walls were decorated like
a mosaic, incised with intricate designs or painted in a
different natural color of clay.
Rul)iyyih Khanum spent two days in the town of Butha
Buthe and was able to meet many Baha'is and their
friends in nearby villages. At Likhetlane, where the
chief is an active Baha'i, a good number of people from
several villages eagerly listened to their distinguished
guest. Here Rul)iyyih Khanum spoke on the importance
of obedience to government for the benefit of the many
Baha'is present.
At these village meetings, every day at around three
in the afternoon, a delicious hot meal was served to all
consisting of meali meal (boiled corn meal grits) and
stewed mutton, two dishes which RUhiyyih Khanum
likes especially.
.In the village of Liphaleng, she was met a mile from
the village by Baha'is on horseback, and Ruhiyyih
Khanum asked if she could ride one of the horses back to
the village. To her delight, and the delight of the mountaineers, she mounted and rode into town.
The dignified old Chieftainess and many distinguished
members of the village community attended the meeting for Amatu'l-Baha in this village, and paid their
respect to their honored guest. Looking down over the
valley and toward the gigantic mountains on the horizon, the villagers told us proudly that this valley was the
birthplace of the ancestors of the king, and therefore of
their people. The talk of Amatu'l-Baha was about creation, the purpose of life and belief in life after death. In
explaining the nature of heaven and hell she gave a
beautiful example. She said: "Last night this sun set and
an icy chill gripped the earth. The sun was not here and
we felt its absence keenly and yearned for it. Now that
the sun is out again, we are all so happy, enjoying its
warmth that enters our body and fills our being. God is
like this sun; our souls yearn to be near Him and
partake of His life-giving love. Hell is as if, when the sun
has set and one is freezing cold, one is not even allowed
to enter a hut and warm oneself by the fire; therefore
hell is that condition of knowing of the heat, longing to
bask in the sunlight of God's good pleasure and love, but
because of one's own actions in this life, unable to get
near it. Heaven is that blissful state of nearness to our
Creator, our goal and our eternal beloved." She repeated: "The greatest force in creation is the force of
love; love is the most precious gift of God to man and
the greatest love of all is the love of God for His creation. To be deprived of this love is man's true hell."
The public meeting in Butha Buthe was attended by
officials of the area and many of the religious dignitaries
of the town. Rul)iyyih Khanum spoke of the Message of
Baha'u'llah and the purpose of religion for man. The
wisdom and tolerance Amatu'l-Baha shows when introducing the Faith is a lesson to all. She never uses words
which offend people or insult other people's beliefs. She
brings out points of similarity and encourages everyone. I can never remember in these many years of
having the privilege of being present at her meetings, of
ever hearing a word of criticism of other religions or
their leaders, or a word of argument or dispute. As a
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result of this attitude, at the end of her meetings people
are drawn to her and to the Cause of Baha 'u'lhih, no
matter in what spirit they may have come. Often, with
deep sincerity, she has praised in her speeches and on
television and radio interviews the services of Christian
missionaries in Africa, reminding people of the great
deal of good they have done in the past and still continue
to do.
The village of Belos was the scene of great festivity
and rejoicing. The famous Chieftainess Mamazibuku,
originally a Zulu, was our hostess. Over 250 people,
including a number of skilled dancers, both men and
women, who came from neighboring villages, entertained us. After Amatu'l-Baha had been formally introduced, she spoke on the power of love and unity.
We then adjourned for a delicious lunch of meali meal
and mutton. The Chieftainess, Mamazibuku, is eighty
years old, has a delightful sense of humor and is a very
perceptive person. She was instantly drawn to Rui:liyyih
Khfmum and ordered her son to bring her a jar of
homemade jam. She then turned to Rui:liyyih Khanum
and said: "You and I are married today, and this jam is
our wedding sweet." This highly unusual announcement took Amatu'l-Baha back and I could see she was
surprised. But after a moment of hesitation, she said:
"Well, that is very interesting, but if you and I are
married are you the bridegroom?" To this Mamazibuku
promptly answered "You are the bridegroom and I am
the bride." Ruhiyyih Khimum smilingly said: "Why
should I be the bridegroom? After all, this marriage is
your idea, not mine!" This was with a great deal of
laughter and joking, and Rui:liyyih Khanum could see
that it was done to honor her in the highest degree, and
as a sign of affection and esteem.
When Rui:liyyih Khanum returned to Maseru she received a letter on behalf of Mamazibuku, asking her to
call on her sister (who turned out to be a cousin) in the
hospital. When we went to the hospital to visit this
elderly woman, she greeted Amatu'l-Baha with much

love and said: "I know who you are, you are my new
brother-in-law!" They are a merry lot of very fine
people, the Lesothos.
In meeting with the Baha'is of Maseru, Amatu'l-Baha
spoke of the life of the beloved Guardian, his sufferings,
the divine inspiration that guided him, saying that he
often sensed things without having been given any information about them. She recalled how once he entered
the house and for some time spoke angrily about a
Covenant Breaker without anything bringing the subject up. Rui:liyyih Khanum was astonished and later
asked him how he knew this person had been in the
house at that very moment. The Guardian was surprised
and said he had no idea this person was in the house.
"The Guardian was like a spiritual barometer" said
Amatu'l-Baha, "as he registered impressions which
affected him deeply."
In the village of Seqonoka, at the home of the first
believer of Lesotho, they proudly showed us the hut
where the dear pioneers and Knights of Baha'u'lhih* had
lived when they arrived in 1954 in what was then called
"Basutoland." A meeting was held, attended by many
non-Baha'is, so Rui:liyyih Khanum introduced the Faith.
Someone asked why God sends different prophets,
causing so much confusion in the world. An old man
gave a beautiful answer. He said, "In our village, our
chief sends many messages, each time he asks a different man to convey his message to the people. Now, is the
importance in the message or the messenger who delivers it?"
In the village of Sephapos Neck a large number of
devoted believers welcomed Amatu'l-Baha. A very
active Baha'i children's class gladdened our hearts with
the recital of many prayers they had memorized, and
the singing of Baha'i songs. This class was formed and
is conducted by a devoted Baha'i, mother of six, who felt
deeply that the children, if well trained and brought up
in the Faith, will provide the firm foundation of this
·Mr. and Mrs. Fred Laws

Amatu'l-Bahci with Bahci'is in the village of Liphaleng, Lesotho on July 22,1972.
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Amatu'l-Bahci with the Spiritual Assembly of Thababosiu, Lesotho, composed of women only, on July 27
1972.
'
community in the future. This fine woman, one of the
few literate ladies of the village, seeing the need for
education, without help or encouragement from anyone,
has opened a school for the children and teaches them
reading and writing and the prayers and Teachings of
Baha'u'llah.
In the meeting Rul:!iyyih Khimum spoke on the spiritual teachings of the Faith. At the question period she
was asked if a devoted believer, at the end of her life, as
a result of physical suffering and pain and possibly
mental dullness loses her deep spiritual awarenessthen what happens to her soul in the next world?
Rul:!iyyih Khimum replied, "In the Writings we are repeatedly assured of the Mercy of God and are told that
'His mercy exceedeth His justice'."
The Chairman of this meeting, a wonderful and devoted believer, with a voice trembling with emotion
said: "If I were a dog my tail would be wagging with joy
at this moment, for being near you. Alas! as a man I
have no way of showing you how deeply grateful I am
for your visit to our village!"
The village of Thbabosiu, twenty-five miles from the
capital, had a special uniqueness; the Local Spiritual
Assembly was composed of nine women and the efficiency with which they conducted the meeting was
exemplary. During the talk, Amatu'l-Baha pointed out
that this community is a living example of the role of
women in society. "Where we have strong, devoted
Baha'i women, the strength and stability of the community is assured. "
One of the highlights of the Lesotho visit was the trip
to the Northern mountains of that country. On our way
we stopped for a night with a newly arrived pioneer
family from Canada. He is the only doctor in the area
and is employed by the Catholic Mission. A Father from
the Mission. a French Canadian, came over after dinner
and he and RUQiyyih Khanum talked theology for over
two hours-it was on his initiative. They got along famously and their mutual tolerance made possible a
most harmonious meeting of minds.
The next day we took the Land Rover high up into the
snow covered mountains, ten thousand feet above sea
level, through some most frightening passes. More than
once it seemed as if even this car, built for just such
rough terrain, would not make it.

We spent two nights in the village of Thaba-Li-Mpe
meaning "very bad mountains", a highly appropriat~
name, with the family of one of the members of the
National Spirit.ual. Assembly who had accompanied us
on thIS trIp. ThIS VIllage of only a few huts was six miles
from the little town of Tlokoeng. The only road to it was
a. narrow horse track running straight up and down the
SIde of the mountain. I have no doubt but that on that
day, once again, the Supreme Concourse guided the
arms of our able driver and saw us through some hazardous moments.
Over eighty believers attended a day-long conference,
many of whom had traveled over the mountains for
fifteen to twenty miles, many on horseback, the women
on foot, some carrying babies. These wonderful mountain folk are among the most active and devoted believers of that country. There are several Local SpiritUal
Assemblies functioning in the area, despite the fact that
they very rarely receive a traveling teacher, least of all
one from outside the country. The reason is the extreme
inaccessability of the villages. Only a four-wheel drive
vehicle has sufficient power and clearance to go on the
non-existent, so-called "roads". Although small planes
are used in this area, this is only a partial solution, and
the main transportation is by horse or on foot.
All of us huddled up in our blankets as a slight protection against the bitter dust-filled wind, sitting gratefully
in the warmth of the sunshine. Those eager and
devoted souls drank in every word from Amatu'l-Baha
and asked many questions. Late in the afternoon we all
enjoyed sharing the delicious mutton and mealie meal
which was prepared for all the friends. We were told
that we were the first white Baha'is ever to reach their
village, and the fact that their first guest was their
beloved Amatu'l-Baha was not lost on them.
A man who arrived almost frozen with the cold announced that just before he left home his wife had given
birth to a son. He wanted to know if he shOuld call the
baby "Shoghi Effendi." RUQiyyih Khanum lovingly advised him that it would be better if he called his son
"Rabbani", which was also the name of the beloved
Guardian given him by 'Abdu'l-Baha, Himself. She said
she felt it was more respectful and better for the Baha'is

Ru1;liyyih Khcinum with the Canadian pioneeTs DT. Guy,
his wife and two sons at theiT home in the St. ChaTles
Catholic Mission in Lesotho. At the left is National
SpiTitual Assembly membeT Mapheko Mofolo (August,
2,1972) .
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to keep these four names of the Bilb, Bahil'u'llilh,
'Abdu'l-Bahil and Shoghi Effendi precious to our Faith
and not use them for children. The man was exceedingly
happy for this suggestion and took the name of "Rabbani" for his son.
An elderly Bahil'i, who had been a delegate to the
convention last year and was still proudly wearing her
name tag, had walked fifteen miles on these treacherous
mountain paths and arrived late at night, cold and tired.
I took her in my arms and said, "You have come a long
way and must be very tired." With a charming smile
she replied, "What is the distance I have come compared to the distance our precious guest has come? If
her love for us brought her so far over such terrible
roads, would not my love for her and for Bahil'u'llilh
bring me this little way?" The joy of being with these
devoted souls was great.
At one point a local politician slightly disturbed the
meeting and tried to attract some attention to himself
and his views. However, Amatu'l-Bahil's sincere love,
wisdom and patience quieted him. Later, some of these
devoted believers turned to a young lady, a National
Spiritual Assembly member who had accompanied us
to act as interpreter, and asked her why she did not
request all the Baha'is to stand up and show that man
how many we are and how much we love Baha'u'llilh.
These mountains are bare of trees and shrubs so there
is almost no fuel, only dung which produces a hot fire
that smokes heavily, soon burns out and has a ghastly
odor. The choice was between fifteen minutes of heat
with eyes burning and watering, or shivering and chattering, bundled in blankets and clothes. When we finally
reached our mud hut we were grateful to our hostess
who sent us a wire bucket burning merrily with some of
her precious fuel. We preferred crying to freezing.
Leaving Lesotho the next day and driving down to the
Republic of South Africa was one of the most fantastic
experiences of this entire Safari, When we left the village
after two nights, we retraced the p~r~lous path, by which
we had come. The day before Ru}:uyyih Khanum had
gone down on horseback to see if the car could get out of
the river and then climb immediately up a steep bank.
We made this hazard safely and eventually came to the
main road. We traveled forty-five miles over treacherRu.~iyyih

Amatu'l-Baha is driving the Land Rover, approaching
the Sani Pass, in Northwest Lesotho on August 4,1972.
ous mountain passes in four hours in order to reach the
border. The Sani Pass, known as the roof of Africa, takes
one down a drop of 5000 feet in five miles, three miles of
which consists of twenty-nine hairpin curves. Annually,
able and outstanding drivers from all over this part of
Africa and even from Europe come to participate in a
rally, the main part of which consists of driving this
pass, considered the most challenging. This was the
nightmare of a road over which Rul)iyyih Khimum
drove! Some of the hairpin curves were so sharp that
she had to reverse the car on the loose dirt road covered
with loose gravel, only wide enough for one car-before
she could get around at all. Needless to say, I sat on the
edge of my seat, held my breath, counted the bends and
prayed-all at the same time! When early in the morning before starting this drive, Amatu'l-Bahil, with a
glowing face, told me she had dreamed of the beloved
Guardian and that he was happy and pleased, I felt
assured that the ever protecting grace of Baha'u'llilh is
surrounding this loved handmaiden of His, and He
would watch over her as always.

Khanum with Baha'is Of the village of Thaba-Li-Mpe, in the mountains in Northwest Lesotho

on August 3, 1972.
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Teaching Proiect in Peru

A teaching project was held in the Department of
Ancash, Peru, from March 4 to 14. Youth participating
were Patricia Kemper, Kiko Sanchez, Fernando Loyza
and Richard Tomarelli from Peru, with Raul Dexter
from Ecuador.
They met in Chiclayo, at the home of Pablo Flores and
Alberto Guerrero. These Baha'is had just made contact
with a member of the Aguaruna Indians and were translating the noonday prayer into that language. Left to
right: Alberto Guerrero, Rosaria Guerrero, Maria
Flores, Jose Bungos, Yolanda Flores, Pablo Flores.

Peru is a large country with many believers, but only
a few are deepened, which makes it difficult to consolidate many remote areas. The believers broke up into
two groups, one to each area in which there would be a
convention to elect delegates for the National Spiritual
Assembly; one group went to Chavin de Huantar and
the other to Tinco. These were only 60 kilometers apart,
but travel time was eight hours by bus. In Chavin,
during the day, classes were held, and in the evening the
Regional Convention, which elected one delegate.
Shown are, left to right: Victor Castillo, Andres
Palacios, Richard TomareUi, Aurelio Castillo, Senora
Castillo, Mario Banes, Senora Castillo.

The next day there was a fiesta which featured a tree
that was planted in the town square and had soft drinks
fruit, and candies in its branches. The people danced
around the tree, throwing white powder on each other.
Then each person took a turn at cutting down the tree
with a machete. When the tree feU, everybody ran for
the goodies.
From Ancash the combined groups went to Lima to
attend a three-day deepening institute. Each day they
had dawn prayers before breakfast. Lessons were especially devoted to living the Baha'i life. Some of those
who attended are, left to right: Isabel Sanchez, Monica
Sanchez, Richard Tomarelli, Olga Peralta, Dr. Enrique
Sanchez, Roxanna Cortez, Oscar Rojas, Auxiliary Board
member Mercedas Sanchez, Patricia Sanchez, Raul
Dexter, Rosa Peralta, and Nico Sanchez.
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Windflower in England

The other group went to Tinco where two delegates
were elected. Left to right: Patricia Sanchez, Raul Dexter Fernando Loyza, an unidentified woman, Richard
To~arelli, Saul Minaya, Mateo Minaya. Two men from
Mancos became Baha'is.

NEWS FROM INDIA
Kanpur: A public fete was held on October 8, 1972, and
the first stall was of Baha'i books which was visited by
more than 20,000 persons. About 350 Baha'i pamphlets
were distributed and numerous books sold. Many contacts were made and inquiries are still coming from the
fete.
Calcutta: A week of proclamation resulted in nine
colleges being opened to the Faith. Books w~re ~re
sented to the principals of the colleges and the hbranes,
and pamphlets were distributed. In each gathering, 200
to 500 students heard the Message. Ten thousand posters
were distributed, in English and Bengali. Announcements were given to the three leading newspapers.
Bangalore: A six-day proclamation resulted in eight
colleges being opened to the Faith. Dec.larat~ons nll:mbered 310 and 250 reply cards were received mdlcatmg
a desire for more information, with some expressing
their intention of making a declaration.
Gwalior: A Local Youth Committee has been
appointed.
Nagpur: Believers in this location have opened Wardah to the Faith. which location now has nineteen new
believers and one experienced believer from Nagpur has
settled there as a teacher.
Chandigarh: Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Braun of the
United States, (she was formerly Director of the Baha'i
Publishing Trust in Wilmette and now is an Auxiliary
Board member) were in this city from October 16
through 24, 1972, when a successful and excitin~
proclamation was held. All colleges, hospitals and busIness offices were visited and books were presented. One
evening a party was held for officials of the city, which
consisted of shows and dancing, and Baha'is spoke to
them about the Faith. Afterwards the people were so
interested that many of the Baha'is were invited to
different homes. Two public meetings were held, one
was a luncheon for a large group. Six declarations of
faith in Baha'u'llah were made.

-Information from THE NINETEEN DAY STAR, published
by the New Era High School, Panchgani, District Satara,
India.

Windflower is a musical group from Alaska. They
arrived in London in two groups; the first had to handle
the baggage-I8 pieces of luggage, weighing about 4,000
pounds. carrying it three blocks to the subway during
the rush hour. At the little hostel where they stayed, they
met many young people from all parts of the world and
held continuous firesides.
The next day they left for Shrewsbury for a Baha'i
oriented concert, and were warmly accepted. Next stop
was Hanley on the Thames where they all stayed at a
huge brick home, a youth center owned by a New York
woman. They held a concert attended by fifteen to
twenty non-Baha'is, and one made his declaration of
faith.
Epsom was the next stop. It has an art college attended
by five Baha'is who did some lovely posters. A fireside
was held. Three reporters interviewed the group. The
concert they gave at Oakham was interrupted by two
gangs but by discreet handling trouble was averted and
the gangs left. About eighty percent of the 180 who
attended were non-Baha'i, so seeds were planted and the
community felt uplifted and inspired.
At Nottingham they attended a Unit Convention, and
spoke on some of their teaching techniques. At Aylsbury
ninety to a hundred people attended, coming from as far
as seventy miles. One adult declared, which saved the
Assembly for this town. When the group arrived they
said rounds of prayers and then went street-teaching in
freezing weather. They felt there was a special, wonderful feeling at the concert. Afterward they discovered it
was the date when the Persian Baha'is have a special
celebration because according to the lunar calendar
the birthday of both the Bab and Baha'u'llah fall at the
same time on that night. Perhaps that is why their
efforts were blessed and the spirit of love permeated the
atmosphere!
-Adapted from ALASKA BAHA'i NEWS, March, 1973.
The Windflower musical group with Baha'is in Shrewsbury, England
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Strengthened by the presence of six visiting American
Baha'i pioneers from Uruguay, Bolivia and Argentina,
the Falkland Islands Baha'is held the first conference in
the islands from February 26 to March 4, just four
months after attaining Assembly status.
Primarily aimed at promotion of the Faith in the
islands, the conference included nightly activities to
which the public was invited, including a fireside presenting the six visitors; a panel discussion with three
Baha'i speakers; a public talk; and a musical evening.
Afternoons were primarily devoted to two classes for
Baha'is only-on the Kitab-i-Iqan, and a history of the
Administrative Order. A radio interview with the visitors enhanced the image of the Faith in the islands. Over
the weekend two outings served to introduce the travelers to the scenic splendors and penguin residents in the
vicinity of Stanley.
Considerable interest was shown by some of the young
people. Several books were borrowed. In a community
where the appearance of a single speaker is a rare treat,
an event such as the conference constitutes a milestone
in the development of the Faith.

CANADIAN BAHA.'I NEWS may be ordered by sending
$4.00 for a one-year subscription (2nd Class) $6.00 airmail.
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The newly elected members of The Universal House of Justice were caLLed forward as the results of
the election were announced to the Convention. Standing, Left to right: Hugh E. Chance, David S. Ruhe,
H. Borrah Kavelin, Charles Wolcott, David Hofman, Ian Semple, Amoz Gibson, Hushmand Fatheazam
and 'Ali Na/Qtjavtini. The order in which members received the greatest number of t10tes is from
right to left.

To the Baha'is of the World
Dear Baha'i Friends,
It is now possible to share with you all the news of an
event which crowns the victories with which
Baha'u'llilh has blessed His followers during the Nine
Year Plan, an event of which the true significance will
be fully understood only in the course of centuries to
come: a reigning monarch has accepted the Message of
Bahil'u'llilh.
Among those to whom The Proclamation Of
Bahti'u'lltih was presented in 1967 was His Highness
Malietoa Tanumafili II, the Head of State of the independent nation of Western Samoa in the heart of the
Pacific Ocean. His Highness, who had already heard of
the Faith, showed immediately that the sacred Words
had touched his heart, and The Universal House of Justice thereupon asked the Hand of the Cause Dr. Ugo
Giachery, who had presented the book to him, to return
to Western Samoa for further audiences with His Highness. Following this visit the Malietoa conveyed his
acceptance of the Faith of Bahil'u'llilh to The Universal
House of Justice and became the first reigning sovereign to enter beneath the shade of this Cause.
His Highness decided, with the full agreement of The

Universal House of Justice, that it was not propitious to
make his declaration public at that time. He has been
visited from time to time by Hands of the Cause and
other believers, and continual touch with His Highness
has been maintained by The House of Justice through
Mr. Suhayl 'Alil'i, a member of the Continental Board of
Counsellors for Australasia. Gradually the MaIietoa has
let it be known to those around him that he has accepted
Baha'u'llilh. Now he has judged the time ripe to share
this wondrous news with his fellow-believers in all parts
of the world, by addressing to the International Bahil'i
Convention the gracious and inspiring message of which
a copy is enclosed with this letter.
The friends everywhere are asked to strictly avoid any
publicity to non-Baha"(s in connection with this historic
event. If any publicity is to be given to this most joyous
news, it will be given by National Spiritual Assemblies
after they have received appropriate instructions from
The Universal House of Justice.
With loving Bahil'i greetings,
-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
May 7, 1973
Baha'i Centre
Haifa, Israel

Letter from His Highness Malietoa Tanumafili II:
GOVERNMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT STATE OF WESTERN SAMOA
Office of the Head of State
Vailima,
Western Samoa
March 31, 1973
Greatly esteemed members of The Universal House of Justice,
much admired Hands of the Cause of God, respected Counsellors
and honoured delegates attending the Third International Convention
My Spiritual Brethren:
It is a joy for me and for my fellow Bahil'is of the Samoan Islands in the heart of the
Pacific, to be with you in spirit and with the friends of God t~roughout t~e. wc:'rld,
in celebrating this most significant first century of the revelatIOn of the KItab-I-Aqdas,
the Most Holy Book of Bahci'u'llilh.
We pray for the success of the historic convention now being hel~ in the .shadow of the
Mountain of God in the Holy Land. Although we are unable to be WIth you In person
on this memorable occasion, our hearts share with you these never to be forgotten days
and the knowledge of the tremendous victories won for the Faith of God.
To the north to the south to the east and to the west, to the most populous and to
the most re~ote places, "';e send our fond greetings and cherished love. May th~
.
spirit created by your gathering at the Holy Shrines pave the way for the rapId establIshment
of the Kingdom of God on earth and the unity of all the peoples of the world.
Alofa tele atu lava matou uma i Samoa nei.
Malietoa Tanumafili II

The friends at the Third International Baha'i Convention gathered at the
site of the building to be erected for the seat of The Universal House of
Justice on Monday morning, April 30, 1973. Prayers were recited; Amat-

u'l-Baha Ruhiyyih Khcinum spoke about the significance of the project,
and the Tablet of Carmel was read.
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Sixteen Hands of the Cause of God, thirty-eight members of Continental Boards of Counsellors and 412 members of National Spiritual Assemblies from the far corners of the earth gathered in the Holy Land during the
Ridvim Festival to attend the Third International Baha'i
Convention. It was a thrilling sight to see the wide
diversity of nations and races represented. Many were
heard to comment that this was, perhaps, one of the
most representative gatherings of believers ever held.
The three days immediately preceding the Ninth Day
of RiQvan were set aside to give the friends an opportunity to visit the Shrines, the other Holy Places and the
International Archives. They were taken by bus in small
groups to the Prison in 'Akka and then to Bahji where
they visited the Shrine of Baha'u'llah and the Mansion.
The Shrines of the Bab and the Master were kept open
during the morning, afternoon and evening of each day
so that delegates might have the opportunity to meditate
and pray as much as they wished in preparation for the
discharge of their most important duty: the casting of
their ballots in the election of the members of The
Universal House of Justice.
During this same period The Universal House of Justice and the Hands of the Cause of God held important
meetings concerning the affairs of the Cause, including
consideration of new institutions to deal with the anticipated rapid expansion of the Faith in the years immediately ahead.
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The three-day Convention period was officially opened
on the morning of the Ninth Day of RiQvan when the
delegates assembled at Beit Harofe in Haifa to cast their
ballots in the election of The Universal House of Justice.
Amatu'l-Baha Rui).Iyyih Khanum presided. Prayers
were recited or chanted in several languages. Silently,
deliberately and prayerfully the ballots were marked
and sea~ed in their envelopes. When all had finished, the
roll was called by name of National Spiritual Assembly
-one hundred and thirteen of them.
Circumstances beyond their control prevented fourteen National Spiritual Assemblies from being represented in person, but there was at least one delegate
from each of the remaining ninety-nine, and the entire
membership of five National Spiritual Assemblies-Canada, Iceland, Ireland, Switzerland and the United Kingdom-was present. It required approximately one hour
and thirty minutes for the chief tellers to call the names
of the one thousand seventeen members of National
Spiritual Assemblies-a process which was frequently
punctuated with spontaneous applause in recognition of
some special fact or circumstance attaching to a particular delegation. Ballots sent by mail were cast by the
tellers during the roll call. Finally the last ballot was
placed in the box and the nineteen tellers retired to the
Master's House to begin the long process of counting the
votes-a task which lasted through the night into the
early hours of the following morning.

One of the delegates casts her ballot in the election of The Universal House of Justice. Amatu'l-Baha
Ru1;tiyyih Khcinum, who chaired the proceedings, is seated at the center. The chief tellers called the
roll and supervised the casting of the ballots.
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The proceedings for the second day of the Convention
were opened by a visit to the site above the Arc on
Mount Carmel where the building for the Seat of The
Universal House of Justice is to be erected in the near
future. Prayers were said on that spot, Amatu'l-Baha
RUQiyyih Khimum spoke of the significance of the developments on the Arc, and the Tablet of Carmel was read.
Just before the friends departed for Beit Harofe, the
official Convention photograph was taken.
RUQiyyih Khimum addressed the Convention on the
theme of the Convention: "What are the major challenges to the Baha'i world during the next decade and
how are they to be met 7" She spoke of the paramount
importance of unity in promoting the growth of the
Faith, of the need for the feeling of oneness at all levels
and in the relationship of the institutions of the Faith to

One of the Ethiopian delegates casts his ballot in the
election of The Universal House of Justice. Amatu'lBahci Ru~iyyih Khanum, who chaired the proceedings,
is seated at the center. Standing near her are the chief
tellers.

Amatu'l-Baha Ru~iyyih Khanum addresses the first consultative session of the Third International Baha'i Convention on Monday, April 30, 1973. Hand of the Cause John
Robarts chaired the session.
The Feast in observance of the Ninth Day of RiQvim
was held in the precincts of the Shrine of the Bab. Seating was provided in the courtyard in front of the Pilgrim
House, extending more than half-way up the long drive
toward the entrance gate.
After the opening prayer, Amatu'l-Baha RUQiyyih
Khanum, on behalf of The Universal House of Justice,
announced that the first ruling monarch ever to embrace the Faith, His Highness Malietoa Tanumafili II,
Head of State of Western Samoa, had declared himself a
Baha'i shortly after being presented with the special
edition of The Proclamation of Baha'u'ltah by the Hand
of the Cause Dr. Ugo Giachery in 1967. She related the
circumstances of his declaration and spoke of its historic significance, citing several passages from the
Writings. She then read the beautiful letter written by
the Malietoa to The Universal House of Justice, the
Hands of the Cause of God, the members of Continental
Boards of Counsellors and the delegates attending the
Third International Convention.
A committee was appointed by The Universal House of
Justice to draft an official reply from the Convention to
His Highness, and this was signed by the members of The
Universal House of Justice, the Hands of the Cause, Counsellors and delegates and given to members of the National Spiritual Assembly of Samoa for presentation to
the Malietoa when they returned to their country which
has been favored by this great bounty.
In the evening following the Feast the friends reassembled in the Convention hall to hear the Hand of the
Cause Enoch Olinga read the RiQvan Message of The
Universal House of Justice to the Baha'is of the Worlda Message recounting the victories of the Nine Year
Plan which had just been concluded. A slide program
entitled "Entry by Troops" produced by the AudioVisual Department for the Convention visually supplemented the written report on the Nine Year Plan. That
same evening copies of A Synopsis and Codification of
the Laws and Ordinances of the Kitab-i-Aqdas and of
The Constitution of The Universal House of Justice were
made available to those attending the Convention.

Discussion groups which met between plenary sessions of
the Third International Baha'i Convention. They consulted on the Convention theme: "What are the maiar
challenges to the Baha'i World during the next decade
and how are they to be met?"
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CANADIAN GOALS FILLED

Counsellor William Maxwell of Nigeria speaks during
one Of the plenary sessions of the Third International
BahQ:i Convention.

each other. She drew frequently from her experiences in
travelling and teaching in Africa, speaking of her meetings with heads of state and other important people, and
stating that during the latter part of her trip she had
begun to speak much more directly to them about the
spiritual aspects of the Cause but at the same time
avoiding a direct confrontation in presenting the Teachings.
At the conclusion of Rul).iyyih Khimum's talk, the
chief tellers were called to the platform to announce the
results of the election for the members of The Universal
House of Justice. One by one, as their names were
called, the newly elected members went forward and
stood before the huge assembly: 'Ali Nakhjavimi, Hushmand Fatheazam, Amoz Gibson, Ian Semple, David
Hofman, Charles Wolcott, Borrah Kavelin, David Rube,
Hugh Chance.
During the afternoon and evening hours the delegates
were divided into groups to discuss the theme of the
Convention: "What are the major challenges to the
Baha'i world during the next decade and how are they to
be met?" Reports were assembled, condensed and correlated so that all the friends could be provided with an
overview of all the discussions, and during the last day
of the Convention two plenary sessions were held, providing the delegates with a further opportunity to consult on the Convention theme.
Opening the final session the Hand of the Cause U go
Giachery alluded to the great celebration of the Centenary of the Revelation of the Kitab-i-Aqdas which was
to be held the following day. He introduced the Hand of
the Cause William Sears who closed the Convention with
an eloquent and inspiring address on the need for cooperative effort in the advancement of the Ca~se. He
said that frequently he had travelled great dIstances
just to meet with one Continental Board of Counsellors
or a National Spiritual Assembly, but that most of them
were represented here and he could address them all at
once. He spoke of the great need for these two exalted
institutions to combine their efforts.
To the strains of "Allah-u-Abha" the friends slowly
dispersed from the hall, remembering what the Hand of
the Cause John Robarts had said earlier, "None of us
will ever be the same again. We must take all of the
blessings to our own communities. If we do, the Faith
will go ahead as never before."
The Twelfth Day of Ridvan was entirely given over to
the celebration of the One Hundredth Anniversary of the
Revelation of Baha'u'llah's Most Holy Book-the Kitab-iAqdas. The friends visited the very room in the House of
'Abbud where it was revealed, and in the afternoon
assembled in the Haram-i-Aqdas at Bahji for the Feast.
The Hands of the Cause and the members of The Universal House of Justice were the last to visit the House
of 'Abbud and to offer prayers in that holy spot, and then
they joined the believers at Bahji. The final act. of the
observance was the visitation to the ShrIne of
Baha'u'llah.
-BAHA'i INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE, May, 1973

The Canadian National Pioneer Committee, in January, was assigned additional responsibilities for pioneer moves to homefront goals when it was realized that
these goals were in jeopardy.
Canadian pioneers who filled overseas goals number
132. Of these, 64 filled goals assigned to Canada, 68 filled
goals of other national communities. These include only
the 132 in residence at Ric;l.van, 1973. In addition there
are a large number of Canadian pioneers who left during
earlier plans.
Over 50 traveling teachers visited most large land
masses as well as many lesser islands.
The second priority, after pioneering, is French teaching. Proclamation in Quebec is noteworthy; in a region
which for six decades seemed hopelessly closed to the
Cause there are now eight or nine vital centers of activity. Another reason for teaching French-speaking Canadians was the great demand for pioneers in other parts
of the world where French is spoken.
When an appeal came for teaching among Frenchspeaking people in the Caribbean islands, a bilingual
team of five responded and met with overwhelming
success, attracting 1,000 new believers and establishing
a number of Spiritual Assemblies in a brief two-month
period. The Canadian believers supplied some additional manpower, funds and literature to the National
Spiritual Assembly- of· the Leeward and Virgin Islands
for this important work.
The CANADIAN BAHA'i NEWS is now bi-lingual.
A first major endeavor of the summer's French teaching program (1972) was the Chalet project. Summer
homes were rented in many locations and host couples
and Baha'is came from all over Canada to carry out
various proclamation and teaching projects. The Jalal
musical group attracted many friends who joined them
and visited the localities which had chalets, also the
Montreal and Hull areas. Substantial TV and press
coverage of the Faith was obtained.
Institutes were held in many localities across Canada,
the busiest place being the Laurentian Baha'i School
which prepared members for participation with the
teams in Quebec.
About 39 groups grew to Assembly status during the
year. The goal of 57 Incorporated Assemblies was exceeded by 31! As a base of future endeavors, the Canadians now have achieved the victory of 200 local Assemblies! Individuals and committees became re-vitalized in
an all-out effort to achieve these goals.
-Excerpts from CANADIAN BAHA'i NEWS, April, 1973

Notional Teaching Institute of Ghana
Soon the last details will be completed on the building of
the National Institute of Ghana which is located in
Fankyenebra, about six miles outside of Kumas. Financial assistance for this was one of the goals of the United
States.
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;})evoled fianJmaiJen, mrjo Agnej parjolU
By Doris McKay
In 1920 on her second pilgrimage, Mrs. Agnes Parsons
of Washington D.C. had received challenging instructions from 'Abdu'l-Bahil. He said, "I want you to arrange a Convention for the unity of the white and colored races".
Now, eight years later Mrs. Parsons had become a
particularly brilliant star, important to the world as
well as to our generation of young Baha'is whose privilege it had been to know her even for a short time. She
was a lady of such inherent dignity that it was difficult
not to be shy with her. Her relationship with us was
never familiar, certainly never demonstrative, yet beyond externals, we knew that she maintained a humble
fellowship with us.
On this evening in 1928 we sat with Mrs. Parsons and
Mr. Louis Gregory around a table in a Geneva, New
York, farmhouse, candlelight and an applewood fire
inviting intimacy. One of us spoke of personal and
universal love and asked Mr. Gregory and Mrs. Parsons
which he or she preferred. Mrs. Parsons impulSively
said "Personal", but Mr. Gregory said "Universal. It's
safer". To us it seemed to show the seeking human heart
of Mrs. Parsons, whom we had thought unapproachable,
and the disciplined detachment of Mr. Gregory for all
his genial affability.
The stories she had told us by the fire that afternoon

had shown us how that love had been set aglow on her
first visit to 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1910. As she described it,
her reasons for going had been a blend of curiosity and
hope. I think she could not quite believe that 'Abdu'lBaha was real! Now, after waiting two years she had
gone to find out for herself, to see Him and to judge the
Faith by Him. She felt fortified by her own values.
Certainly she was not yet a believer.
She was annoyed that 'Abdu'l-Baha kept her waiting.
When summoned at last she entered His presence in
that mood. He looked at her and a ray of blinding light
seemed to pass from His eyes into hers-and she fell
prostrate on the floor at His feet. She thought she must
have lost consciousness for the first thing she knew He
was courteously raising her to her feet. No mention was
made of this. What had happened?
A night's perspective and Mrs. Parsons visited the
Thmb of Baha'u'llah to ask for another "proof". She felt
that there she had received two signs. Although it was a
breezeless day, suddenly the flowers in front of the Tomb
became agitated and swayed back and forth. At the
same moment a little bird flew into the bosom of her
dress and nestled there. And there were other stories...
Some pilgrims find a strange world there at Bahji
where a supernatural order seems to overlap this world.
According to her accounts this was the way God spoke
to Mrs. Parsons and transformed her. She returned to
Washington a confirmed believer to identify herself

Program of a Most Important Convention, May 19, 20, 21, 1921
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gloriously with the Faith of Baha'u'Wlh.
e/J~

When 'Abdu'l-Baha, in 1912, had stayed and taught in
Mrs. Parsons' Washington home He had pointedly concerned Himself with the large Negro population in the
Capital. A number of years passed until 'Abdu'l-Baha's
appointed moment to make a bold forward step, the
above mentioned "Convention for the unity of white and
colored races". Mrs. Parsons' friend, Mrs. Miriam
Haney, writing of her in the Baha'i World, was to say
later, "She became a Baha'i in middle life and stepped
forth from a sheltered haven into fast moving seas".
How fast these seas wer.e to move was suddenly revealed
to her by this sure call. Her answer was immediate: "I
will be able to do it. I must, for it is the will of 'Abdu'lBaha!"
'Abdu'l-Baha's added phrase: "You must have people
to help you" provided the first step. As Mrs. Parsons
described it later, she did not consider herself an organizer, could not speak in public-but she could get
together a working committee. And together they did
launch a successful Inter-racial Convention in prejudice-ridden Washington, the pioneer effort of its kind.
Mrs. Parsons cabled "Convention successful. Meeting
crowded. Hearts comforted."
'Abdu'l-Baha replied, "Never since the beginning of
time has one more important been held. This Convention stands for the Oneness of humanity." He called it
"the Mother Convention from which many would be
born". Soon similar conferences were held in all the
large cities of America over a period of years, a widespread demonstration of our basic principles that became a turning point for the accelerated growth of our
numbers. Now, as Chairman of the National Inter-racial
Committee Mrs. Parsons led the way.

..uoa.
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For this was only the beginning of her dedication to
the Cause of Oneness. 'Abdu'l-Baha now called her to go
forth and "Teach" with Oneness her theme. When she
said, "But I can't make talks," He told her that in that
case she must memorize the Baha'i Writings on that
subject and recite these from the platform. Thus was
developed her effective, thrilling, approach as she recited in her beautiful, cultured voice the addresses of
'Abdu'l-Baha and the Words of Baha'u'llah.
Mrs. Parsons died at seventy-three as the result of an
accident. Looking back over her life: the earlier experiences at the Shrines; the setting aside of her early
patterns to be a Baha'i; the acceptance of an overwhelming task; the dedication of her later years to
detailed responsibilities, one grasps the meaning of
'Abdu'l Baha's words-"God has elected you and led
you to the Kingdom of Abha".
~~

The world of humanity is like a garden and the various
races are the flowers which constitute its adornment and
decoration . .. In origin and intention of creation mankind is one. Distinctions of race and color have arisen afterward ... Therefore strive earnestly and put forth your
greatest endeavor toward the accomplishment of this
fellowship and the cementing of this bond of b1·otherhood
between you. Such an attainment is not possible without
will and effort on the part of each; from one, expressions
of gratitude and appreciation; from the other kindliness
and recognition of equality . .. Love and unity will be
fostered between you, thereby bl·inging about the oneness
of mankind. For the accomplishment of unity between
the colored and whites will be an assurance of the world's
peace.
-Baha'i World Faith, pp. 268-269

Delegates at the Convention with Dr. Daniel C. Jordan, Chairman, presiding.
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As delegates and visitors were arriving one could feel
the exultant mood of this Convention joyous and triumphant over the global victories recorded at the completion of the Nine Year Plan. One was inclined to listen for
a chorus of paeans of praise from the Supreme Concourse, singing "Hallelujah! Hallelujah!"
Beginning on Friday morning, May 18, 1973, this Convention echoed with the spirit generated at the Third
International Convention in Haifa, held between the
Ninth and Twelfth Holy Days of RiQvim. After the usual
preliminaries, the first item on the agenda was a sharing
with those attending, by means of vivid word-pictures,
of the Haifa Convention by two National Spiritual Assembly members, Miss Charlotte Linfoot, Assistant Secretary and Mr. Glenford Mitchell, Secretary.
As all delegates were invited to arrive early in Haifa,
they were able to make pilgrimages to the several Holy
Places and there was an opportunity also to meet many
of the National Spiritual Assembly members from other
countries, some of whom had gone forth as pioneers
from the United States long before the beginning of the
Nine Year Plan. The roll-call was most exciting, especially as some new National SpiritUal Assemblies were
represented by their full membership, as, for example,
Ireland and Iceland. "To us the Kingdom of God has
begun" said Miss Linfoot. When people from all parts of
the world, many dressed in their native costumes
climbed the mountain to the site on which the buildings
for The Universal House of Justice are to be erected, she
felt that here was the literal fulfillment of the verses of
Isaiah, Chapter II, "And it shall come to pass in the last
days, that the mountain of the Lord's house shall be
established . . . and all nations shall flow unto it. And
many people shall go and say, come ye, and let us go up

Unifed Stafej

to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God of
Jacob; and He will teach us of His ways, and we will
walk in His paths: for out of Zion shall go forth the Law

"

Then the Convention viewed slides of the Holy places
and groups of National Assembly members made on this
momentous occasion. All present felt the outpouring of
the spirit which would indeed bring about peace to a
sorely tried world, and that we had achieved a momentous milestone on that path.
The first roll call of the National Convention was
answered by 141 delegates. Dr. Daniel Jordan was
elected Chairman of the Convention and Mr. Glenford
Mitchell was elected Secretary. The Chairman appointed Mrs. Barbara West and a committee of reporters to provide summaries of each session for the delegates. A suggestion box was available which any delegate could use for recommendations and suggestions
which could be included in session reports and could be
introduced for consultation from the floor, if so voted by
the delegates. The RiQvim message from The Universal
House of Justice thrilled the delegates with the victories
for the Faith which it recounted. A committee was
appointed to draft a reply to The Universal House of
Justice. A prayer was said for the health of Hand of the
Cause of God Hasan Balyuzi, and a motion was passed
that a letter from the Convention be sent to him, thanking him for his brilliant, historic volumes on the Faith
and in anticipation of the next planned on the life of
Muhammad.
Further ties to the recent Haifa Convention came
when a number of persons who had been present were
introduced: Auxiliary Board members Miss Irene Bennett from Uganda and Mrs. Marge Jackson from Aus-
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tralia: Dr. William Baker, National Spiritual Assembly
member from Peru; John Mills, New Guinea; Mr. and
Mrs. John Leonard, Falkland Islands; Mr. Ley ton
Rochester, Bermuda; Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Gruber from
Botswana were also present, but not when the Chairman
called them to be introduced.
The Hand of the Cause William Sears was welcomed
and introduced at the Friday afternoon session. He, too,
described the dedication of the site of the building for
The Universal House of Justice and said: "Haifa will
never be the same again."
The Annual Report of the National Spiritual Assembly
was read by Mr. Glenford Mitchell who announced that
1,099 pioneers left the United States under the Nine Year
Plan and the 656 are still at their posts; financial aid
was given in acquiring 19 properties, which include six
Temple sites, eight l:Ia~iratu'l-Quds and five teaching
institutes. In the United States the Assembly goal was
exceeded by 200 with the goal of localities where Baha'is
reside exceeded by 1,809. Every state has now recognized Baha'i marriages and Baha'i Holy Days. During
this last year of the Plan, 143 young people were involved in international teaching projects in Europe and
in Latin-America.
Much of the consultation revolved around consolidation of Assemblies, nurturing the institutions; how to
promote unity in diversity; elimination of prejudice;
deepening; education of children, producing children's songs and children's films.
Friday evening, the National Treasurer, Dr. Dorothy
Nelson, in her report and budget presentation was well
equipped with figures and assisted by staff members, gave
lucid answers to all questions. There was a slide presentation to aid delegates to understand the main features of
the National Baha'i Fund. At the close of her presentation
there was immediat~y a breathtaking motion to accept
the budget of two arid a half million proposed by the
National Spiritual Assembly and no discussion was required to carry the vote unanimously.
Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly, explained some of the significance of the
Summary and Codifications of the Kitab-i-Aqdas, which,
with The Constitution of The Universal House Of Justice,
is now available. "In the Aqdas", he explained,
"Bahil'u'llah has given us the laws that are to govern us

Dr. William Baker of Peru, pioneer
from the United States.
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The Hand of the Cause William Sears.
for 1,000 years, but they will be applied gradually. Whatever is written and given to us by The Universal House
of Justice must be obeyed." He said that the document
should not be used for public proclamation, but should
be treated with the greatest respect as it is the sacred
charter of world civilization.
Saturday morning the delegates elected the members
of the National Spiritual Assembly. Non-delegates attended a special meeting at a nearby school. This session
was presided over by the Chairman of the National
Teaching Committee, Mrs. Kathleen Javid, who introduced members of the Teaching Committee and staff
and the International Goals Committee and its staff. The
"Skokie Warblers" sang a number of beautiful songs with

Doc Whitesinger, who chanted a
prayer in Navajo.

Mr. and Mrs. John Leonard of the
Falkland Islands.
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The Hand of the Cause William Sears reminded us that
rank on rank of angels are waiting to rush to our aid in
delivering the Message, and that if we do our part even
the . clima~e coul~ change. Mr. Sears told of the' goals
achIeved In PersIa, that there are now Assemblies in
Tabriz, Mah-Ku, Cbihriq, Zanjim, Barfurush and other
Baha'i historic sites; 416 new Assemblies were formed in
the last three years in Persia, representing the equivalent of a new center each day in that period of time. He
talked particularly on the significance of this time and
urged us not to slacken the present tempo of teaching
but rather to increase it.
During the Saturday afternoon plenary session the
results of the election of members of the National Spiritual Assembly were announced in order of their votes, as
follows: Dr. Dorothy Nelson, Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, Dr.
Daniel C. Jordan, Mr. Glenford Mitchell, Miss Magdalene Carney, Mr. Franklin Kahn, Dr. Dwight Allen Miss
Charlotte Linfoot, Dr. Sara Martin Pereira. As p~rt of
the afternoon's agenda, Dr. Victor de Araujo, representative of the Baha'i International Community to the NonGovernmental Organizations of the United Nations,
traced the influence of Baha'i Teachings on the attitudes of persons at the U.N. "Next year will be World
Population Year" he said, "and 1975 will be Woman's
Year."
Several activities in connection with the Convention
but out of session were noteworthy. Thursday evening
there was an opening prayer service under the Temple
dome and downstairs afterward an informal reception
where friends could visit with members of the National
Spiritual Assembly and each other. Each morning before Convention session, there was a devotional program
in the Auditorium of the Baha'i House of Worship. Outstanding was the Saturday morning service dedicated to
the Hands of the Cause, the Knights of Baha'u'Uah, the
pioneers and, indeed, all believers who had passed into
the Abha kingdom during the Nine Year Plan.
Saturday evening a banquet of celebration was held at
the Orrington Hotel in Evanston with Dr. Sarah Martin
Pereira presiding. Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh gave a short
talk about the victories of the Nine Year Plan, and Mary
Louise Creekmore, soprano and a Baha'i, with Dr. Daniel C. Jordan accompanying her at the piano, charmed
her audience with a program of operatic arias and some
familiar light-opera numbers which brought several
standing ovations. To the five hundred attending, it was
a mellow, heart-warming evening.
At the concluding session on Sunday morning, officers
of the National Assembly were announced, as follows:
Chairman, Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh; Vice-Chairman, Dr.
O.JfliJ I

At one Of the Convention sessions, delegate Pearl
Schuyler is taking notes.

Dr. Dorothy Nelson presenting the budget. In the background are Steve Jackson, Assistant Treasurer, Lauretta
Voelz and Tom Armistead of the office of the Treasurer.
Daniel C. Jordan; Secretary, Mr. Glenford Mitchell;
Assistant Secretary, Miss Charlotte Linfoot; Treasurer,
Dr. Dorothy Nelson.
Mr. Glenford Mitchell outlined some of the plans and
changes adopted for next year. Most of them are aimed
at meeting the individual needs of localities. A new
National Education Committee will deal with education
of children, the family, youth and local community, and
eventually will direct the various Baha'i summer and
winter schools. The National Information Committee
will be responsible for public information and three
Baha'i publications of the National Spiritual Assembly.
Regarding goals, every Assembly will be asked to
systematically teach children, including non-Baha'is;
to contribute to the Fund each Baha'i month; to take an
inventory of human resources and how to use them to
the best advantage; to focus on universal participation
and deepening. The National Spiritual Assembly will
conduct a training institute for field representatives
who will act as arms of the National Spiritual Assembly
in dealing with certain types of problems in local communities.
Dr. Daniel C. Jordan presented the first five sections
of the Comprehensive Deepening Course on which the
National Spiritual Assembly has been working for more
than two years (now available through the Baha'i Publishing Trust) and described the other subjects of the
Faith to be covered in the remaining sections. Part of
the deepening materials is an amusing film strip in
which various kinds of birds are pictured as representing types of individuals found on most Local Spiritual
Assemblies and it shows how diverse mixtures of qualities can be used to the advantage of the community.
During the consultation period, Mrs. Alberta Landsdowne of South Carolina made a plea for couples to settle
in her state where there are 11,000 registered believers
and only a few deepened teachers.
Attention was turned to the American Indians by Mrs.
Vivian Fellows, delegate from Wisconsin, who related
an incident in which certain valuables were stolen from
her and her empty purse was found and returned to her
by a local Indian group, thus opening the way for several Baha'i meetings among the Indians in the community. Mrs. Nancy Phillips reminded us that we
should seek out the first Americans, seek their advice
and listen to what they have to say before attempting an
aggressive teaching program with them. Mrs. Pearl
Schuyler, a Navajo living on the Navajo Reservation,
cautioned about over-administration with Indians. A
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Counsellor Florence Mayberry addressing the Convention. Seated in the background are Auxiliary
Board members Dr. Peter Khan, Mrs. Opan Conner, Mrs. Eunice Braun, Mrs. Marje Jackson from
Australia and Miss Irene Bennett from Uganda.

ninety-year old Navajo Baha'i chanted a prayer in his
language for safe travel home.
During the last hour of this Sixty-Fourth Convention
on the platform with The Hand of the Cause Sears were
Counsellor Florence Mayberry; Auxiliary Board members Irene Bennett of Uganda and Margo Jackson of
Australia; from the United States were Eunice Braun,
Opal Conner and Dr. Peter Khan. Counsellor Mayberry,
who had briefly addressed those assembled several
times during the Convention, again brought all back to
the unforgettable International Convention in Haifa. She
said: "Being with The House of Justice gives the same

feeling as being with the Guardian." She commented on
the feeling of power and well-being, the great justice
and never harshness of the Universal House." And, she
asked, "What is justice but love for everybody?"
Mr. Sears, in his closing remarks, again reminded the
friends of the promises of assistance from the Supreme
Concourse if we will but draw upon it.
Following the closing prayer, with hearts refreshed
and reinforced for their next endeavors for the Cause
and with renewed dedication, delegates and visitors
alike departed reluctantly for all points in the United
States and many places abroad.

At the Victory banquet, Mary Louise Creekmore entertains the guests.
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Participants at the week-end school oj Messina, Sicily

Sicily Week-end School
Messina, Sicily, was the location of a week-end school
held from January 4 through 7, 1973, attended by forty
people from all sections of Italy, including the Piedmont
and Sardinia. The committee had a well prepared plan
centered on three main points: cooperation with other
communities on an international level, consolidation of
existing Spiritual Assemblies, and the progress of the
Faith in Italy.
During this brief period of time the Faith was proclaimed in all Messina. Printed leaflets were distrib-

uted. One reached the minister of an Adventist Church
who made favorable comments to his Sunday morning
congregation on the words of Baha'u'llah in the leaflet.
At the end of the school, five youth from Messina who
had been present at most of the sessions expressed their
desire to declare themselves, having felt the spirit of
love and unity generated among the Baha'is. A nonBaha'i friend thanked the Baha'is for having come to
Messina and for the dynamic spirit that was evident at
all the meetings.

Italian National Baha'i Teaching Conference Rome, November 11, 12, 1972
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Distinguished Visitors ot Torara Girls' School
Hand of the Cause of God Enoch Olinga recently
spoke to more than 600 students at the Tororo Girls
School in Tororo, Uganda. The film "And His Name
Shall Be One" preceded the talk. The next day many
students crowded around him for a deepening session
and prayers, while Mrs. Olinga commented on the role
of young women and encouraged them to study the
Teachings.
During the past year Torol'o School was blessed with
the presence of Hand of the Cause Dr. Muhajir and
Counsellor Vasudevan.
The Baha'i club is composed of students who represented many different tribes of Uganda. Each school
day they gather to say prayers at mid-day and when
there are visitors they bring much joy by singing Baha'i
songs.
During the Fast, twenty-five of the Baha '[ Club members met at the fiat of Miss Zylpha Mapp very early, said
prayers and had breakfast together before dawn. At
noon they returned for mOre prayers and songs, and in
the evening, attended a deepening class. When the Fast
was over they had a wonderful Naw-Ruz celebration.

Some of the members of the Bahci'i Club at Tororo Girls'
School. Pioneer Zylpha Mapp, who teaches at this school
and is the club sponsor is in the center on the back row.

Hand of the Cause Enoch Olinga (second from left) with
members of his family; to his left, his daughter, Florence,
a student at Tororo Girls' School; to his right, his wife,
Elizabeth; and extreme right, his son, George.
Forough Ehsani from fran became the bride of George
Olinga, son of Hand of the Cause of Ci<ld Enoch Olinga
on Naw-Ruz, March 21, 1973. It was an unforgettable day
at Kikaaya Hill, the Temple grounds in Kampala,
Uganda, for it was on this day that the families and
friends of George Olinga from Teso and Forough Ehsani
came together-her parents, sister and brother-in-law
and other Persian friends. Forough had been pioneering
in Uganda since 1970.
There was a short service of p.raise and thanksgiving
after the vows were taken, and then a reception. Vida
Abassi had composed a song specially for the occasion.
Guests enjoyed the dancing and drumming of a local
group.
A second reception was held in Tilling, Teso, hosted
by Hand of the Cause Enoch Olinga and his wife. A
throng of friends from Kampala journeyed to Teso to
join in the festivities. The Persian visitors were introduced to their new relatives and friends in the Baha'i
school at Tilling after a short devotional service. There
was music and traditional dancing, welcoming the
bride, which continued late into the evening.
-Excerpts from the Trumpet (Baha'i
Youth Newsletter)
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THE GREAT SAFARI
of Hand of the Cause Ru~(yyih Khanum
By Violette Nakhjavan(
Part eighteen
Our few days in Durban before going to Swaziland
were very happily spent. In a holiday resort for the
Africans, friends gathered for a morning and afternoon
meeting. Baha'is from the city locations as well as
towns and settlements farther away had been invited to
come and meet with Amatu'l-Baha and hear her speak.
Quite a number of believers were present and a very
happy atmosphere prevailed. Rul).iyyih Khimum spoke
about the progress of the Faith all over Africa and all
over the world. She encouraged the friends to study the
Teachings more so as to deepen their faith and teach
their own people the Message of Baha'u'llah because
they are now free to do so.
On behalf of the Baha'is, an old Zulu believer presented Amatu'l-Baha with a three-legged iron pot
typical of those used throughout all the countries of
Southern Africa as a momento of her visit. No doubt the
news had spread around that Rul).iyyih Khanum liked
these pots as well as the traditional mealie meal cooked
in them.
In Swaziland
The six week tour of Amatu'l-Baha in Swaziland was
packed with many thrilling occasions and great vic-

One of the earliest believers in South Africa, Mr. Isak
Zulu, on behalf of the Baha'is, presents Ru~iyyih
Khanum with a traditional three legged iron pot, bead
cover and meali meal.

Professor Bishop Broum, a long time pioneer from the
United States who is Chairman of the National Spiritual
Assembly, presents Amatu'l-Baha, on its behalf, with a
momento of her visit.
tories for the Faith. This was the twenty-eighth independent African country we had entered in the past
three years. Once again we had the joy of having the
companionship of Mrs. Bahiyyih Ford. A dear American pioneer in Manzini, with generosity and love for
Rul).iyyih Khimum, moved out of her own apartment and
offered it to us. This was greatly appreciated as it gave
us the comfort of a home and the freedom to rest more
and eat a little simple home cooking for a change.
Swaziland is truly blessed by a relatively large number
of distinguished pioneer families from both the West and
the East, among them many new arrivals. The spirit of
unity and harmony among all the believers of that
country is truly exemplary and brought rejoicing to the
heart of Amatu'l-Baha. The Knights of Baha'u'llah of
that country are still living there, as active as ever and
faithful to the plea of the Guardian that the pioneers
should not abandon their posts. As there are very few
believers holding this rank conferred by Shoghi Effendi
(those who opened up new countries at the beginning
of the World Crusade), it does one good to witness the
faithfulness and steadfastness of these souls. Amatu'lBaha's unique position and compelling personality were
used by the National Spiritual Assembly, the pioneers
and all the friends to proclaim the Faith in that land.
Received by the King
Ruhiyyih Khanum was received by His Majesty King
Sobhuza II, through the help of Prince Masitsela, the
distinguished royal prince who is also one of the Ministers in the Government of the King. He had met Amatu'lBaha in Haifa and was entertained by her, as well as his
sister, Princess Gcinaphi, said to be the favorite daughter of the King. For the meeting with the King, Amatu'lBaha was accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. John Allen, the
original pioneer couple to Swaziland who had known the
royal family for years, and the writer.
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.The interview. lasted for an hour and ten minutes.
Kmg Sobhuza II IS one of the outstanding rulers of Afric~ toda~. He ~elongs to a dynasty unbroken for 300 years.
HIs Majesty IS a tall, handsome man in his seventies
every inc:h. a King. He is fair-minded, powerful, tolerant
of a.H rehg~ons and a follower of the ancestral religion.
~e IS well mf~lrI~ed of the Bahil'i Faith and respects its
~deals and I;lrmclples. This historic interview took place
m the e~enmg of August 25, 1972 in the home of La Ma
S~a, said to. be h~s favorite wife. Prince Masitsela and
Prmcess Gcmaphl and two other court officials were
a!S<> present. !he King was seated with his wife beside
him on a chair and our party all on chairs, but the rest
sat on the floor out of respect for the King.
The King Asks Questions
The King was entirely at ease, very genial and asked
m~~ questions on the origin of the Faith, its aims and
prmclple~. ,H~ aske~ when Bahil'u'llilh passed away.
~en RUtllYYlh Khanum said "In 1892", he was surPrIsed and commented: "I was born in 1899 and only
seven years before my birth the Founder of this religion
passed away. It is so close to our time." At one point he
a~ed R6.hiyyih ~Mnum if the BaM'is had any trouble or
disagreement with members of other religions. She replied "We Bahil'is have no quarrel with anyone. If two
men are tolerant and wise and broad-minded thinkers
th!,!n there is no quarrel. It is only through narrow~
mmdedness and prejudice that men disagree." On his
~ge'rs the King enumerated some of the world's religIOns and asked why there are so many of them. With
much ~ar!llth and courtes~ RUl;1iyyih Khanum explained
the. prl~,clple ~f progressive revelatic;1n and ended by
say~g
We thmk that even the traditional religion of
Africa was from God and a link in the chain of divine
edu?a~ion." He was very pleased and said, "When the
ChrIstIans came here the missionaries condemned our
religion as idolatry and evil. This was not true. We were
never idolaters. We always believed in one God the
Creator. We believe in the intercession of our ancestors'
through our father, grandfather and great grandfather',
we reach out to the supreme power of God."
He asked "What is the law of marriage in the Baha'i
Faith? Do you believe in polygamy or not?" (The king is
lmown to have over 200 wives and several hundred
children). He continued; "If we do not believe in polygamy, how do we deal with members of our religion who
had more than one wife 'before accepting the Bahil'i
Faith?"
Rul;1iyyih Khanum explained that there was nothing
wrong with polygamy; "In the past it was the rule in
most societies of man. It had not then been forbidden.
But in this age the law of Baha'u'llilh is monogamy
because the world is rapidly changing. In some societies
now, and in all societies in the future, one wife at a time
f?r a mc:m will be eno':lgh. But if a man has many wives,
hke Chief Kabwere m Kenya who had seventy wives
when he accepted the Baha'i Faith, we do not ask him to
divorce all his wives but one. That would be most unjust. After all, he did not do anything wrong according
to the law by which he married them. However now that
he is a Baha'i, he cannot marry another wife' for that
would then break the Baha'i law." She also ~entioned
that many of Chief Kabwere's wives had become Baha'is
too. The King liked this answer very much and said it
was fair.
Rul;1iyyih Khanum presented the King with a beautiful
clock she had especially bought for him a year ago in
Switzerland which he graciously accepted.
The Reed Dance
The following day, at the invitation of Princess
Gcinaphi, we attended the famous Reed Dance. This is

A'!1l~tu'l-Bah~, Princes.s Gcinaphi and Violette Nalg:tjavam dressed m the nattonal costume of Swaziland before
leaving the home.of the princess to attend the traditional
Reed Dance.

the traditional dance of the maidens which has now
been revived by the King since independence. All the
young unmarried girls ~f the. land are free to participate. Thousands of beautIful girlS, dressed only in colorful . bea~ belt~ and necklaces, carrying a long reed
uprIght m their hands, danced before the King and his
ministers. The princesses of royal blood arranged red
feath.ers fan like, in their hair, similar in effect to a large
Spanish comb. These red feathers are exclusively used
by those of royal blood; even the King, on occasions,
wears them. For us, the most wonderful event of the day
was the public favor the King showed to Amatu'l-Baha
which was tantamount to showing it to the Faith.
'
The King and his Prime Minister were seated on
chairs but his entire cabinet ministers, the royal Princess and the chieftains were seated on the ground near
hi~. Through the Princess, his daughter, Ruhiyyih
Khanum, Mrs. Allen and the writer were invited to join
him and were seated on chairs at his right, the only
other person seated on a chair was a visiting Minister of
Information from Nigeria.
A,t one point Princess Gcinaphi came to Rul;1iyyih
Khanum and asked her to go with her and join the
dancers. Amatu'l-Baha, dressed in the Swazi traditional
dress b.y the Princess herself, was unwilling to offend by
a pubhc refusal. She took off her sandals and joined
with the Princess in the front row of dancers who reminded one of beautiful butterflies. The King was obviously pleased to see a white woman of her age and rank
join so naturally in this national festival with an audience of four to five thousand people.
Princess Gcinaphi told us that after the first visit with
the King he praised Rul;1iyyih Khanum, and in their own
language, .referred to her as "he". Asked why, the King
answered It was because she has the mind of a man.
The night of the festival, Prince Masitsela invited
Amatu'l-Baha to a dinner party given in honor of the
visiting Nigerian Minister. After dinner and a speech by
the Nigerian Minister, he mentioned the Faith warmly
and introduced RUl;1iyyih Khanum. She then gave a
short speech in reply, mentioning her thoughts on
Africa's great destiny. This obviously pleased the many
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distinguished guests. After all these events, the Baha'is
felt the Faith has received the proclamation and widespread recognition it deserved. Their cup was full.
A good radio interview served to further spread the
Message of Baha'u'llah. As before it was almost impossible to get any mention of the Faith on the air, this was
particularly important.
At a reception given by the National Spiritual Assembly of Swaziland and Mozambique in honor of Rui)iyyih
Khimum, attended by many distinguished officials of the
government and others, she gave a brief talk by which
they were deeply impressed. We were also invited to
attend the Prime Minister's garden party held in the
beautiful gardens of his home in conjunction with this
period of festivities and the occasion of the National
Independence Day celebrations. The Prime Minister
was very cordial to Ruhiyyih Khimum. She was invited
to attend the official celebration of Independence Day
on September 6, and we were seated in the royal box
immediately behind His Majesty the King and his Prime
Minister. In short, Swaziland accorded Amatu'l-Baha a
welcome befitting her high station.
One of the first Baha'i activities Amatu'l-Baha attended in Swaziland was a Youth Conference at the
national l:Ia~iratu'l-Quds. One hundred and twenty-five
young Baha'is from Swaziland, South Africa and Rhodesia were present. Swaziland had twenty-nine localities
represented. Amatu'l-Baha spoke about service to the
Cause; encouraged them to organize themselves into
teams and in a systematic way go out, teach and consolidate until all the goals were achieved. She mentioned her beloved mother and her deep love and devotion to the Faith. She said that once her mother was in
great pain, and she said "Gh, mother, you must have
suffered a great deal of pain in your life." Her mother

replied, "Yes, that is true, but one drop of the love of
God washes a way a thousand years of pain!"
Amatu'l-Baha met with the National Spiritual Assembly and two members of the Board of Counsellors and
the visiting Counsellor from India, reviewing the remaining goals of the Nine Year Plan and consulting on
ways and means of accomplishing them.
In Many Villages
In the village of Bhuna, Rui)iyyih Khanum spoke at a
public meeting held in a school house. Her topic was
"The Message of Baha'u'llah and Its Aim for the
World."
In the village of Bhekenkosi, after introducing the
Teachings of Baha'u'llah someone asked if one can be
both a Baha'i and a member of his previous Church. She
answered this with a beautiful example. She said: "Suppose a man is walking in a desert searching for water.
He finds the water at last. Does he then drink a drop and
then continue his search?" The audience got the point
and laughed.
An old man with a sad face, who was obviously slightly intoxicated said: "I cannot understand religions; religion is like a woman, very beautiful but impossible to
understand! ..
In the village of Musi and Dwaleni, a number of
Baha'is and their friends attended the meetings and
heard the wonderful explanations of Rui)iyyih Khimum,
asked many questions and were deeply grateful for her
answers. By the light of candles in a meeting in the town
of Nhlangano, high in the mountains, over thirty-five
eager enquirers heard the healing Message of
Baha'u'llah. Though we were extremely cold the meeting continued until late at night. In the village of Mantamba, in the home of a devoted Baha'i woman whose

Ru1;tiyyih Khanum at the meeting at Tshonene, Swaziland

Amatu'l BahO. with the BahO.'is of Bhekenkosi

whole family have embraced the Faith and are active
teachers, Amatu'l-Baha spoke to a large number of
Baha'is and their friends. At the end of the meeting our
hostess said "Now you have heard it for yourselves; you
have seen our beloved guest and are all moved by her
words. As soon as she goes, don't go back to your lazy
ways, sitting under the trees in the sunshine with your
legs outstretched, doing nothing! "
After a dinner reception at the home of one of the
Baha'is in Manzinini, Amatu'l-Baha spoke to a good
number of believers and their friends on the Word of
God, saying that it is life-giving and endowed with
miraculous power. A dignified elderly pastor of a Christian church who was present was impressed by her talk
and at the end of it said: "The Word of God is like a
piece of soap God has given to us for our use. Now if you
have a piece of soap 'but do not wash your garment with
it your clothes cannot get clean."
Amatu'l-Bah£i receiving a gift of meat from Chief Sizwangendaba in the village of Nginamadolo, Swaziland.

Rul)iyyih Khimum said this is a beautiful example "I
accept it from you as a gift and shall use it in my talks.
In return I will give you a gift of a beautiful example
given to us by 'A'bdu'l-Baha." Then she told them of the
heart being like a mirror which if turned to God and
spiritual matters will reflect heavenly light; but if
turned earthward will only reflect the darkness of this
world of material things, our baser nature of animal
desire. "Then if a mirror is left exposed for some time
the dust and dirt cover it and this dulls its capacity to
reflect the light. Likewise the heart of man becomes dark
by the dust of passion and greed, jealousy and desires,
and so on. 'Abdu'l-Baha told us that we can clean the
mirror of our heart through prayer." The pastor was
very happy with this example and he said he would use
this in his sermons.
The largest village gathering we attended in Swaziland was at their Baha'i school. Over 200 believers came
for an all-day meeting and a delicious lunch. The chief
in this area is a devoted Baha'i. He ceremoniously
presented Ruhiyyih Khimum with the meat of half a
sheep, which she accepted, according to their local
custom, and took it back to the town where, a few nights
later, we ate it in the home of one of the friends. Amatu'lBaha spoke on the subject of service to the Cause and
the station of the first believers. She said "At the beginning it takes courage and force of character to accept
the Faith and be different from the rest of society. When
the Faith becomes known and accepted by many it no
longer requires this kind of courage to embrace it.
'Abdu'l-Baha has said that in the future when many
people acknowledge the Cause of Baha'u'llah there will
no longer be any special distinction or honor in becoming a Baha'i. The honor is in recognizing it as the truth
before it has become popular." She urged the friends to
champion the Faith even in the face of adverse public
opinion and proclaim this wonderful Message of God for
this day.
In the town of Tshanene the friends had arranged a
public meeting for Rul)iyyih Khanum and many of the
distinguished members of that township attended and
were deeply impressed by her talk. She spoke of the
spiritual Teachings of Baha'u'llah and talked at length

The meeting in Mantamba. Note the beautiful thatching on the Swazi hut.

about the power of prayer and intercession. The beloved Guardian, in his beautiful message after the
passing of the Greatest Holy Leaf clearly calls on her
and asks her to go to her beloved Father and intercede
for him. Rul).iyyih Khimum said that Shoghi Effendi
explained that we can turn to and address our prayers to
holy souls who have passed away, to members of our
family and those we love, and of course to Baha'u'llah
or to 'Abdu'l-Baha-as long as we understand their
stations and do not confuse one with another in our
minds. She said, "I have often turned my heart in prayers to my father or to my mother, asking them to help
me. After the passing of Shoghi Effendi, when I was
trying to complete his work of finishing and decorating
the International Archives, I often turned to my father
for help, because he was a great artist and an architect,
and I often felt he was helping me from the invisible
world." With the most exquisite smile on her face,
Rul).iyyih Khanum said, "Sometimes on this trip, when I
am driving on a particularly bad patch of so-called
road, or there is trouble with the car, I call out to the
Supreme Concourse and say 'there must be someone
there who knows something about cars or mechanics,
come and help! '-and it has always worked!"
A t the end of these very full and happy six weeks in
Swaziland we passed a few days in visiting the famous
Kruger Game Park on our way to see Lorenco. Marques,
the capital of Mozambique. Although Amatu'l-Baha was
only able to spend one night there she met with a few of

the Portuguese Baha'is for an informal social evening
together in the lobby of our hotel. As there are restrictions on holding meetings, this was all that was possible
at that time. As we made this trip with the two oldest
pioneers to Swaziland, we drove with them back to
Manzini to pick up the Land Rover and say farewell to
the dear Baha'is there. In a last meeting in the national
I:Ia~iratu'I-Quds, a large number of believers came to
listen to their beloved guest and bid her goodbye.
Amatu'l-Baha spoke of the joy and blessing of teaching
the Faith and serving it. She said, "At the inception of
the Cause of Baha'u'llah it was easy to sacrifice for
Him. One could simply go forward and by saying he was
a believer, could give his life, his belongings and his all.
But today it is almost impossible to make any sacrifice
for Him. Even at the beginning of the Ten Year Crusade
the believers were more fortunate in being able to make
small sacrifices for Him, as the material conditions of
many countries were such that many commodities we
are accustomed to in the West were not available. But
now one can hardly find a country where one cannot
have electricity, refrigerator, automobiles, a variety of
foods, etc." She said, "The friends must realize that
teaching and serving the Cause are great bounties, the
greatest means of learning and developing. When I look
back at these three years in Africa, I realize how much I
myself have learned and developed in my understanding of the Teachings. We must go out eager and prepared to learn from the people we come in contact
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with." She recalled the warnings of Shoghi Effendi at the
end of his life about the calamities ahead of mankind
and said "You people of Swaziland and other countries
such as yours are very fortunate as you may be t~e ones
who will escape whatever destruction hes ahead If there
should be another war. You are too poor and insignificant in the eyes of the great nations on which to waste
an atomic bomb! You may yet count it a blessing that
you are still an underdeveloped country and not a fully
developed one!"
Nairobi, February, 1973 (To be continued)

The End of a Safari
The Nairobi Airport on February 24, 1972 was crowded
with hundreds of Baha'is who had come to say goodbye
to Hand of the Cause of God Rui:liyyih Khanum as she
was preparing to leave Africa after a three and a half
year Safari throughout the continent. The crowd included members of the Continental Board of Counsellors for Central and East Africa, Auxiliary Board members and pioneers. Many came hundreds of miles from
neighboring countries to be once more in the presence
of this precious Hand of the Cause.
With Violette NaiIDjavani, companion on the safari,
they were honored with several dinner parties before
their departure, one at the home of Patrick Robarts.
Some who were there were: Mamajahn Banani. wife of
the late Hand of the Cause Musa Banani, and Mrs.
Enoch Olinga. After a luncheon at the Yazdi's, the
writer and Mrs. Olinga were delighted to help with the
packing-which included much African art and articles
of interest.
It was with hearts overflowing with love that the two
boarded the plane that was to take them back to Europe
and finally to their home in Haifa, the Baha·i World
Centre.
-Zylpha Mapp.

Some of those who came to see Ru/:tiyyih Khanum as she
was preparing to leave Africa. Standing, left to right: A.
Yazdi, Zylpha Mapp, F. Ashraf. Seated: 0 Pawlowska,
K. OuZe, Ru/:tiyyih Khtinum, 0 Peyeru, Isabel Sabri.
Seated, front: F. Mukalama.

Amatu'l-Baha Ru/:tiyyih Khanum entering the Pilgrim
House following her return to the Holy Land.

NEWS FROM MALAWI
A young lady who is travelling throughout Africa
recently wrote of her experiences in Malawi: "The funniest and most exciting thing that happened was going to
see the Chief of the area .... He is translating The New
Gal·den and The Pattern of Baha'i Life but apparently is
not a Baha'i himself. So the National Spiritual Assembly
asked me to go and see him. We had agreed to go on
Sunday; it's a six-mile walk through the bush so we
planned to start early.
But on Saturday night it rained and Sunday they said,
'You can't go because we have to cross the river and it's
waist high.' Sure enough when we got to the river it
looked like the Thames in full spate. And then one of the
Baha'is picked a banana leaf and tied it around his waist,
then proceeded to take off his trousers. He wasn't wearing anything else, but the banana leaf was extremely
modest and made him look like a ballerina. He said, 'I
will guide you across.' I was wearing a long skirt and a
long petticoat so I took off my skirt and shoes and the
petticoat was quite decent, and so garbed I approached
the muddly incline. In fact the bottom of the river was
sandy, not muddy, and the sweet Baha'i took my hand
and took me across the river, where we all shook the
water off, put our clothes back on and marched on! But
I did think, 'If mother could see me now!'
"And then we got to the Chief. He was quite charming
and had worked as a British Broadcasting Corporation
producer. We spent four long hours with him ... I asked
him why, after all this, he is not a Baha'i. He said, 'But I
am a Baha'i,' and then went on to describe his belief in
Baha 'u'llah ....
"Malawi was really quite good; they sent me up North
where there is a fairly remote village community of
about 100; it's Karonga . . . Beautiful attitude to the
Writings and Teachings and administration; their questions were detailed and deep . . . they meet together
every day for prayers and the problems which you find
all over Africa seem to be faced here .... These people
were quite delightful. ... "
-BAHA'i INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE, April, 1973
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International
Teaching Centre
established
in Holy Land
To the Baha'is of the World
Dear Baha'i Friends,
The centennial year of the revelation of the
Kitab-i-Aqdas has already witnessed events of
such capital significance in the annals of the
Baha'i Dispensation as to cause us to contemplate
with awe the rapidity with which Divine Providence is advancing the Cause of the Most Great
Name. The time is indeed propitious for the establishment of the International Teaching Centre, a
development which, at one and the same time,
brings to fruition the work of the Hands of the
Cause residing in the Holy Land and provides for
its extension into the future, links the institution of
the Boards of Counsellors even more intimately
with that of the Hands of the Cause of God, and
powerfully reinforces the discharge of the rapidly
growing responsibilities of The Universal House of
Justice.
This International Teaching Centre now established will, in due course, operate from that building designated by the Guardian as the Seat for the
Hands of the Cause, which must be raised on the
arc on Mount Carmel in close proximity to the Seat
of the Univers'al House of Justice.
The duties. now assigned to this nascent institution are:
• To coordinate, stimulate and direct the activities of the Continental Boards of Counsellors and
to act as liaison between them and The Universal House of Justice.
• To be fully informed of the situation of the Cause
in all parts of the world and to be able, from the
background of this knowledge, to make reports
and recommendations to The Universal House of
Justice and give advice to the Continental
Boards of Counsellors.
• To be alert to possibilities, both within and without the Baha'i community, for the extension of
the teaching work into receptive or needy areas,
and to draw the attention of The Universal House
of Justice and the Continental Boards of Counsellors to such possibilities, making recommendations for action.
• To determine and anticipate needs for literature,
pioneers and travelling teachers and to work out
teaching plans, both regional and global, for the
approval of The Universal House of Justice.
All the Hands of the Cause of God will be members of the International Teaching Centre. Each
Hand will be kept regularly informed of the activities of the Centre through reports or copies of its
minutes, and will be able, wherever he may be
residing or travelling, to convey suggestions, recommendations and information to the Centre and,
whenever he is in the Holy Land, to take part in the
consultations and other activities of the Centre.
In addition, we now appoint Mr. Hooper Dunbar,

Mrs. Florence Mayberry and Mr. 'Aziz Yazdi to
membership of the International Teaching Centre
with the rank of Counsellor. These believers, wh~
have been serving with distinction on the Continental Boards of Counsellors in South America,
North America and Central and East Africa respectively, will henceforth reside in Haifa and will,
together with the Hands present in the Holy Land,
!Constitute the nUcleus of the operations of the
Centre.
Authority for the expulsion and reinstatement of
Covenant-breakers remains with the Hands of the
Cause of GC?d. All such matters will be investigated
locally by the relative Continental Board of Counsellors in consultation with any Hand or Hands
who may be in the area. The Continental Board of
Counsellors and the Hands concerned will then
make their reports to the International Teaching
Centre where they will be considered. The decision
whether or not to expel or reinstate will be made by
the Hands of the Cause residing in the Holy Land
who will, as at present, submit their decision to
The Universal House of Justice for approval.
The following changes to the zones of the Continental Boards of Counsellors are now made:
• The number of zones has been raised to twelve
by the removal of India, Tibet, Nepal, Sikkim,
Bhutan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and the Laccadive, Maldive, Andaman and Nicobar Islands
from the zone of Western Asia to constitute the
new zone of South Central Asia.
• The Philippines, Hong Kong and Macau are
transferred from North-eastern Asia to Southeastern Asia.
• The Caroline Islands and all other Pacific
islands lying north of the equator and between
longitudes 140' east and 140' west, with the
exception of the Gilbert Islands, will be transferred from the zone of Australasia to the zone of
North-eastern Asia. Islands under the jurisdiction of the National Spiritual Assembly of Alaska
remain in the zone of North America.
The number of Counsellors is now raised to fiftyseven by the appointment of Mr. Friday Ekpe and
Mr. Qbikru'llah Kazimi in North-western Africa,
Mr. Hushang 'Ahdiyyih and Mr. Peter Vuyiya in
Central and East Africa, Dr. Sarah Pereira and
Mrs. Velma Sherrill in North America, Mr. Rowland Estall and Mr. Paul Lucas in Central America, Mrs. Leonora Armstrong, Mr. Peter McLaren
and Mr. Raul Pavon in South America, Mr.
Dipchand Khianra and Mrs. Zena Sorabjee in
South Central Asia, Mr. FiraydUn MitDaqiyan in
South-eastern Asia, Mr. Richard Benson and Miss
Elena Marsella in North-eastern Asia and Miss
Violet Hoehnke in Australasia. Dr. William Max-

continued next page
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to fruition the work of the Hands residing in the Holy Land
well who has been rendering distinguished service
as a member of the Continental Board of Counsellors in North-western Africa has been obliged to
return to the United States.
Mrs. Zena Sorabjee is appointed Trustee of the
new Continental Fund of South Central Asia, while
Mr. Hu@.ang 'Ahdiyyih and Mr. Mas'ud Khamsi
are appointed the new Trustees of the Continental
Funds of Central and East Africa and South America respectively.
Beyond these significant developments at the
World Centre of the Faith and on the cC'::1tinental
level, it is becoming increasingly necessary in
many parts of the world for the Auxiliary Boards to
be reinforced. The nature of the work differs from
zone to zone and The Universal House of Justice is
now consulting the Boards of Counsellors on this
matter before making an announcement.
The decisions now announced are the outcome
of deliberation extending over a number of years,
reinforced by consultations with the Hands of the
Cause of God, and especially with the Hands residing in the Holy Land who were requested in 1968 to
assist The Universal House of Justice in the establishment of the International Teaching Centre, a
task that now increases in magnitude as that Centre begins its work.
It is our fervent prayer that the Blessed Beauty
will abundantly confirm this latest unfoldment of
His divinely-purposed Administrative Order.
-THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
MEMBERSHIP OF THE CONTINENTAL BOARDS OF
COUNSELLORS, ACCORDING TO THE
NEW BOUNDARIES OF MAY 1973.
(New appointments are indicated with an asterisk.)
North-westem Africa
~usayn Ardikimi (Trustee of Continental Fund)
'" Friday Ekpe
'" lLhikru'llah Kazimi
Mu1).ammad Kebdani
Central and East Africa
'" Hu@.ang 'Ahdiyyih (Trustee of Continental Fund)
Oloro Epyeru
Kolonario Oule
Isobel Sabri
Mihdi Samandari
• Peter Vuyiya
Southem Africa
Seewoosum bur-Jeehoba Appa
li.hidan Fat~-i-A'~am (Trustee of Continental Fund)
Bahiyyih Winckler
North America
Lloyd Gardner
• Sarah Pereira
• Velma Sherrill
Edna True (Trustee of Continental Fund)
Central America
Carmen de Burafato
• Rowland Estall

Artemus Lamb
* Paul Lucas
Alfred Osborne (Trustee of Continental Fund)
South America
* Leonora Armstrong
Athos Costas
Mas'ud Khamsi (Trustee of Continental Fund)
* Peter McLaren
'" RaulPavon
Donald Witzel
WestemAsia
Iraj Ayman
Mas~ Farhangi
.
Hadi R~mani (Trustee of Continental Fund)
Manu~ihr Salmanpur
South Central Asia
Shirin Boman
'" Dipchand Khianra
* Zena Sorabjee (Trustee of Continental Fund)
Sankaran-Nair Vasudevan
South-eastem Asia
'" Firaydlin Mitnaqiyan
Khudar~m Payman (Trustee of Continental Fund)
Vicente Samaniego
Chellie Sundram
YanKee Leong
North-eastem Asia
'" Richard Benson
John McHenry III
* Elena Marsella
R~u'llah Mumtazi (Trustee of Continental Fund)
Australasia
Suhayl 'AWi
* Violet Hoehnke
Howard Harwood
Thelma Perks (Trustee of Continental Fund)

Europe
Erik Blumenthal
Anneliese Bopp
Dorothy Ferraby
Louis Himuzet (Trustee of Continental Fund)
Betty Reed

ZONES OF THE CONTINENTAL BOARDS OF COUNSELLORS
AS REVISED BY THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE IN MAY 1973
1. North-westem Africa
All the continent of Africa west of the eastern frontiers of Tunisia, Algeria, Niger and Nigeria plus the
Cape Verde Islands.
2. Central and East Africa
All the continent of Africa east of the western frontiers of Libya, Chad and the United Cameroon Republic and north of the southern frontiers of Zaire
and Tanzania plus the islands of Fernando Poo,
Principe, Sao Tome and Annobon in the Atlantic
Ocean and Zanzibar, Pemba and Mafia Islands in ~
the Indian Ocean.
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3. Soutbern Africa
All the continent of Africa south of the northern
frontiers of Angola, Zambia, Malawi and Mozambique plus the Island of Madagascar and all islands
in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans between longitudes 20· west and so· east and south of the equator
with the exception of the Islands of Annob6n, Zanzibar, Pemba, and Mafia which are assigned to the
zone of Central and East Africa.
4. North America

All the continent of America north of the southern
frontier of the United States plus all offshore islands
in the Pacific and Arctic Oceans including the
Aleutian chain and all islands under the jurisdiction
of the National Spiritual Assembly of Alaska, also
Greenland and all offshore islands politically belonging to Greenland, all islands in the Atlantic
Ocean west of longitude 40· west and between latitude
60· north and the Tropic of Cancer plus those Bahama
Islands lying south of the Tropic of Cancer.
5. Central America
All the continent of America south of the northern
frontier of Mexico and north of the southern frontier
of Panama plus the offshore islands in the Pacific
Ocean belonging politically to countries of this zone
plus Clipperton ISland, all islands in the Gulf of
Mexico and the Caribbean Sea south of the Tropic of
Cancer except the Bahama Islands which are allocated to the zone of North America and islands
belonging politically to Colombia and Venezuela,
the islands of Cura~ao, Bonaire, Aruba, Trinidad
and Tobago which are all allocated to the zone of
South America.

6. Soutb America
All the continent of South America, the Galapagos
Islands, Cura~ao, Bonaire, Aruba, Trinidad and
Tobago, all islands in the Caribbean and North Atlantic Oceans belonging politically to countries of
this zone plus all islands in the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans south of the equator and between longitude
120· west and longitude 20· west.
7 • Western Asia
All the continent of Asia west of the eastern boundaries of Pakistan, Sinkiang, the Mongolian Republic, the Oblasts of Chita and Irkutsk and the Kray of
Krasnoyarsk and east of the western boundaries of
Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and Saudi Arabia, plus those
parts of Turkey and Kazakhstan which lie in Europe
and including the Transcaucasian S.S.R.s of Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan, as well as all islands in
the Persian Gulf and islands in the Arabian Sea
belonging politically to countries of this zone.
8. Soutb Central Asia
India, Tibet, Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka and the Laccadive, Maldive, Andaman and
Nicobar Islands.
9. South-eastern Asia
China south of the northern boundaries of YUnnan,
Szechwan, Hupeh, Anhwei and Kiangsu, as well as
Burma, Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia, the Philippines, Hong
Kong and Macau. Excluding Portuguese Timor:

continued page twenty-three
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Baha'i life

•

In

Burma

Baha'is in Rangoon
and nearby villages
in front of the
National Baha'i
Center.

f

Baha'is at Twante,
Burma, at the
local center
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Baha'is winnowing
the rich harvest
in the fields near
the Baha'i village
of Daidanaw,
Burma (February
1973).

Baha'is in Daidanaw,
Kungangood
Township, Burma,
called the «Village of
'Abdu'l-Baha." They
are having tea with
travel-teacher Greg
Dahl in their meeting
hall. The two
gentlemen on the
right are National
Spiritual Assembly
members.

photos

by
greg

dahl

w

Baha'is crossing
the bridge linking
the village of
Daidanaw with the
fields (Februciry
1973).
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Breal~well

the first Baha'i

of England
o. Z. Whitehead
Thomas Breakwell was taught of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah by May Bolles (later Mrs. William Sutherland Maxwell).
While a member of the first party of pilgrims from the
West to visit 'Abdu'l-Baha, May was asked by the Master to return to Paris and est a blish a Baha'i Center in
that city. This was accomplished in a few months.
An unforgettable event was experienced by May in the
summer of 1901 and related in a letter to a friend, dated
December 2, 1913. May lived with her mother in Paris,
but at this time her mother did not understand the
Baha'i Cause and as a result she disapproved of May's
constant service to it particularly since her journey to
'Akka. Early in the spring her mother wrote to the
Master asking him to allow her to take May along with
her brother to Brittany for the summer. The Master
answered Mrs. Bolles that under no account was May to
leave Paris. Learning that the Master's refusal had
made Mrs. Bolles most unhappy, the great teacher,
Mirza Abu'l-Fadl, wrote Him to explain how she felt. He
still did not give His permission.
When her mother and brother left the city, May moved
to a small apartment in a charming house belonging to
a friend, Mrs. Jackson. During the first month that May
spent there she held wonderful meetings which led to the
conversion of many precious souls.
Early in the summer, Mrs. Milner, whom May had
known the previous winter, met a young Englishman on
a ship sailing from the United States to France. Although Mrs. Milner had never shown any apparent interest in The Baha'i Cause, she still felt moved to invite
him to come with her to see, "a special friend," in Paris.
The day after Mrs. Milner and he arrived in that city,
May found them standing at her door.
She has vividly described her first sight of him. "It was
like looking at a veiled light. I saw at once his pure
heart, his thirsty soul, and over all was cast the veil
which is over every soul until it is rent asunder by the
power of God in this day."3 She added that he was "of
medium height, slender, erect and graceful with intense
eyes and an indescribable charm."· May soon learned
that although he was English he held an important post
in a cotton mill in a southern state of America, where he
had been living for some time, and that he usually spent
long summer vacations in Europe.

They discussed his work and the trip that he was
planning. He spoke of his great interest in Theosophy
and seemed to think that she shared the same. She did
not mention the Baha'i Cause. Even so, she felt that he
was studying her carefully. As he was leaving he asked
May if he might come to see her again and hear about
some teachings that Mrs. Milner had referred to on the
steamer without mentioning what they were. Since he
only planned to stay in Paris for a few days, she asked
him to return on the following morning. He arrived with
"his eyes shining, his face illumined, his voice vibrating
under the stress of great emotion."5
He looked at her very intently and then said, "I have
come to you to help me. Yesterday after I left you, I
walked alone down the boulevard and suddenly some
great force nearly swept me off my feet. I stood still as
though awaiting something, and a voice announced to
me distinctly, 'Christ has come!' " Then he said, "What
do you think this means?"8
In answer to his question, she immediately gave him
the Baha'i Message.
For the next three days, during many hours which
they spent together, she spoke to him about the exalted
Mission of His Holiness, the Bab, His early martyrdom,
the early martyrdom of many more who believed in
Him, and about Baha'u'llah, the Blessed Beauty Who
shone upon the world as the Sun of eternity, Who had
given to mankind the law of God for this age-the consummation of all past ages and cycles."1
She gave him all the Baha'i literature in her possession. She described to him her visit to the Prison of
'Akka and the unforgettable days that she had spent in
the presence of the Master. As she taught him, the veil
that she had first seen over him disappeared. "He was
like a blazing light."8
On the third day of their conversation he became
entirely transformed. No former ambition remained. He
now had only a single passionate longing: to meet the
Master. On this same day Thomas Breakwell wrote this
supplication to Him, "My Lord! I believe; forgive me,
Thy servant, Thomas Breakwell."9 Although deeply
moved by the depth and simplicity of his words, May did
not yet fully understand why he had so urgently asked
the Master for forgiveness. Without delay she wrote a
letter to Him asking His permission for her young friend

(
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"In the meetings he spoke with a simplicity and eloquence
which won the hearts and quickened the souls".
to make the pilgrimage and enclosing his supplication.
That evening when May went to the concierge of her
apartment to get her mail she found a little blue cablegram from 'Abdu'l-Baha that had just arrived. It said,
"You may leave Paris at any time. "10 The next day she
most happily joined her mother and brother at the seashore. Mter May had told her mother all that had taken
place and had read her the Master's cablegram, she
burst into tears and exclaimed "You have, indeed, a
wonderful Master."l1
In an informal talk that He gave in England on
January 16, 1913, the Master said, "I have a lamp in my
hand searching through the lands and seas to find souls
who can become heralds of the Cause."12
To one of May's spiritual children, He wrote, "Her
company uplifts and develops the soul. "13
Soon Breakwell received permission to make the pilgrimage and went to 'Akka with Herbert Hopper, a
young American Baha'i whom May had also taught.
Together with his friend, Breakwell was ushered into a
large room in the Prison House, where he expected to
meet the Master. At one end of this room he saw a group
of men from the East. In no way impressed with any of
them, he became deeply troubled and was afraid that he
had failed to recognize His Lord. "Sorrow and despair
filled his heart, when suddenly a door opened and, in
that opening, he beheld what seemed to him the rising
S\Dl. So brilliant was this orb, so intense the light, that he
sprang to his feet and saw approaching him out of this
dazzling splendor the form of 'Abdu'I-Baha.14 Breakwell's mood instantly changed from one of deep despair
to indescribable joy.
In his conversation with the Master he described his
position in the cotton mills of the South. Now clearly
realizing that such a condition was wrong, he said
"These mills are run on ehild labor." The Master looked
at him gravely and sadly for a while and then said
"Cable your resignation."IG With great relief Breakwell
hastened to obey Him.
In his invaluable, scholarly biography, 'Abdu'l-Bahli,
The Centre oj the Covenant of Bahd'u'lldh, H. M. Balyuzi has quoted some inspiring passages concerning
Breakwell's visit of two days in the prison city from
Memories of Nine Years in 'Akkli by Dr. Yunis Khan
Afrukhtih. He has written, "The fervor and the faith of
this young man were so sublime in character that his
blessed name shall ring throughout centuries and shall
be remembered with deep affection in many chronicles."18
Because of restrictions reimposed by the authorities
his visit was unfortunately short. The intense love and
great enthusiasm that he showed touched the hearts of
all those who met him. On the day that he left the Master
asked him to stay in Paris. At the Master's request Yunis
Khan went with this young man from 'Akka back to
Haifa and to the ship on which he was to sail.
While they were stopping at a believer's house on the
way, Breakwell turned more than once towards 'Akka
and prayed so fervently that everyone in the room was
\',- deeply moved. He asked Yunis Khan to correspond with
\1) him. Breakwell wanted to share with his new friend the
~
divine fragrances of the Holy Places.
On his return to Paris, Breakwell, wonderfully influenced by his precious meeting with the Master and by

May Ellis Maxwell

the overwhelming experience of his entire pilgrimage,
taught the Faith with increased spiritual power. "In the
meetings he spoke with a simplicity and an eloquence
which won the hearts and quickened the souls . . . "11
Knowing that money was always urgently needed to
assist in the progress of the Cause, he lived in an inexpensive apartment, far distant from where the other
believers lived, and always walked to the meetings.
Enormously sympathetic, he had a deep love for people
and despite any inconvenience to himself he never
failed to try and help them.
May has told this touching story about him: "Well I
remem ber the day we were crossing a bridge over the
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The Great Safari
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part nineteen

Amatu'l-Bahci presenting a gift of a football to the team

in Limbe, Malawi.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,--by Violette Nakbjavani
Once again, because of the inaccessibility of Malawi
by road, we put the Land Rover on a boat and sailed
from Durban to Mombasa in Kenya. It was a strange
coincidence to see the same Captain who took us on his
cargo boat in 1970 from Duala to Matadi in the West
Coast of Africa now in charge of our passenger liner of
the same company. He was very surprised to find us
still in Africa! In Mombasa we were met by Mr. 'Aziz
Yazdi, member of the Board of Counsellors in Central
and East Africa, who saw us safely back to Nairobi.
A week's stop-over in Nairobi was packed with activities which added greatly to the publicity of the Faith.
RUQiyyih Khimwn had two separate press conferences
which gave rise to excellent articles about the reason for
this unique Safari of two women crossing Africa alonetwice. At a reception given by the National Spiritual
Assembly for RUQiyyih Khanum, in one of the popular
hotels of the city, a good number of prominent people
heard her give a brief introduction to the Faith.
While at a one-day Youth Coriference in the National
ij:~ratu'l-Quds she spoke to over 200 young people
about their responsibility in this sick society we see
about us in the world today. She said one of the characteristics of youth has always been its tendency to want
to be just like other youth; this is why whatever becomes the rage, all follow it. To be an exemplary Baha'i
is to be distinguished, not to be afraid to be different
from the rest. This is not easy, but it is the greatest

means of attracting the attention of not only other youth
but everyone around you.
In addition to this, at an all-day meeting in the National Headquarters, over 150 friends gathered to meet
Amatu'l-Bahil and hear her speak on the art of teaching
the Faith. She said: "To teach the Faith is very much
like selling your goods. If I go into a shop to buy a bar of
soap, I want to get the soap first; if the salesman tries to
sell me some bacon or salt I won't be interested. We
must first feel the need of the inquirer, then offer him
from the ocean of Baha'u'llilh's teachings what he is
looking for, not something else we would like to thrust
on him at that point. There is an answer to every need in
His Writings." In Africa, Rul).iyyih Khanum said "There
is a great need for the spiritual teachings such as the
purpose of creation, life after death, prayers and so on.
It is very easy to go around and say we believe in the
unity of mankind, universal peace, compulsory educlltion, a universal language and so on because we as
individuals cannot do very much to implement these
things; indirectly yes, but directly, to produce an immediate change in society, we cannot do a thing. But to
speak of the moral teachings, teachings which should
have an immediate influence in one's daily life, we
overlook; and I am afraid the reason often is because we
do not try to live up to them in our own daily lives."
InMaJawi
We flew to Malawi on October 11th and were met by
the Counsellor Mr. Shidan Fatheazam and the representatives of the National Spiritual Assembly, as well as by
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.come at the airpoTt.
Amatu'l-Bahci and membeTs

official government representatives in the V.I.P. lounge
where Amatu'l-Baha had a press and radio interview.
This resulted in an announcement of her arrival on the
radio which coincided with the commencement of the
British Commonwealth Conference. This was highly gratifying, as were also favorable articles in the press. That
same day RUl:tiyyih Khanum met with the National Spiritual Assembly and the Counsellor, and the proposed
program of her tour was discussed and approved. At a
meeting in the evening at the National l;ia~iratu'l-Quds
in Limbe over 120 believers gathered to welcome her
and listened to her words of love and encouragement.
Later we all shared together a delicious meal provided
by the National Assembly.
The highlight of the Malawi tour of Amatu'l-Baha was
her interview with the President of that country. On the
morning of October 13th, according to an arrangement
made before our arrival, Amatu'l-Baha, accompanied
by Mr. Fatheazam, the Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly and myself, visited the Minister of State,
the Hon. A. A. Muwalo Nqumayo, in his office. Mr.
Muwalo became a good friend and admirer of the Hand
of the Cause of God Enoch Olinga during his visit last
year, and because of this friendship formed a very high
opinion of the Faith. He is a very distinguished and
courteous person and the first thing he told us after the
introductions were over was that the President was
waiting to see us. He said a call had come from Zomba
and we should go there at once. Zomba is fifty miles
away from Blantyre and Mr. Muwalo told Amatu'lBahil he would escort her there personally; this was

of the

National Assembly

of Malawi.

very fortunate as during this same drive we were able to
discuss with him a great deal about the Faith and to
stress the cardinal principle of obedience to government. Because of an earlier close association with a
young man in Uganda, who later on becam.~ one of the
leaders of the independence movement in Malawi and
who had been a friend of Mr. Muwalo, we were able to
impart much of the Teachings. This subject of obedience to government is vital throughout Africa, but in
Malawi it is crucial because of the activities of a militant Christian denomination which actively incites its
followers not to obey their government and had not only
caused President Banda and his government a great
deal of trouble but had been recently banned and its
followers expelled from the country.
We were received by the life President, Dr. Hastings
Kamuzu Banda, in his presidential office in Zomba,
where he conducts much of his official business. In the
center of the room was a long board table surrounded
by chairs. President Banda is a very dynamic man, in
spite of his seventy years, and when he entered from a
private office at the head of this room one immediately
felt the force of his personality. After cordially greeting
us all, he sat at the head of the table with Amatu'l-Bahil
at his left.
He asked her whether she was a Canadian, and she
said that her father was Canadian and her mother American but since her marriage in 1937 she has lived in the
Holy Land, which is the World Center of the Baha'i

continued on next page
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Amatu'Z-Baha and the Baha'is of Naminyuku village, Malawi, bef01'e their local Centre which they
were rebuilding on a larger scale.

Faith. The moment the name of the Baha'i Faith was
mentioned the President beamed and pointed to an imposing, large, hand-wrought copper plaque on the wall,
saying "Yes, I know the Baha'is. They gave me this."
This plaque represents the head of a majestic lion and
was presented to him by Mr. Olinga on behalf of the
Baha'is of Malawi with a dedication on it quoting the
words of Baha'u'llah "So powerful is the light of unity it
can illumine the whole earth" and added that it is given
to Dr. H. K. Banda in appreciation of his efforts to
establish peace and unity in the world. He is so proud of
this beautiful and symbolic gift that he has hung it in
this prominent place and calls the attention of many of
his visitors to it (so we were told by others).
He remembered Mr. Olinga very well and told us what
he had told him, that his hopes are to make his country a
haven of peace and unity where all races and religions
are free to live and function, providing they do not
interfere with the peace of the land. He said there are
certain Christian sects who force themselves on people,
knocking at their doors and frightening them with hell
fire if they do not join their particular church, which he
felt was entirely wrong. He asked RUQiyyih Khanum if
she did not agree with him. She said, "Yes," and that in
her public as well as informal talks she often told her
listeners that she was not asking them to leave their
religions and follow hers. She said "It is as if I am
invited to dinner in someone's home, the table is laid
with all kinds of food, my host invites me to eat. If I am
hungry I will, but if I am not no one can force me to eat.
This is the spirit with which we offer the teachings of

Baha'u'llah to other people. They are free to accept
them or not as they wish." The President liked this
answer and example immensely. He said, "I always
have believed that the government is the instrument of
keeping law and order and religions are likewise upholders of law and order, therefore how can a religion
set itself up to judge the doings and the laws of the
government ?"
When RUQiyyih Khanum quoted the words of Christ
"Render, therefore, to Caesar the things that are
Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's," he
agreed wholeheartedly. RUQiyyih Khanum once again
stressed the cardinal Baha'i principle of obedience to
government and said this law is so important in the eyes
of the Founder of our Faith that it even superseded the
law not to kill: for instance although to kill another man
is the most abhorrent act in the sight of God in our
religion, if our government in time of war requires us to
carry arms, we obey; if there is, however, a clause in
the law of the country by which we can apply for noncombatant military service we do so, but we always
obey our government. Amatu'l-Baha went on to say that
in the eyes of Baha'u'llah it seems there was one thing
even worse than war and this was anarchy and revolution and civil strife. He listened attentively to this and
was obviously very pleased and impressed.
RUQiyyih Khanum told the President about our trip
through Africa and said that the fact that two white
women alone had travelled across the continent with no
driver or man accompanying them was the greatest
compliment one could pay the African people, not just
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'Racial prejudice is like a flea, the best thing
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quickly get hold of it, kill it, and get rid of it'
words; we had done it because we knew the villagers
would always receive us kindly and we were not afraid.
She said, "I cannot say as much for my own part of the
world, the Western World, and particularly America."
The President replied, "When the Europeans came to
this country, because they did not see the Bible in the
hands of the people, they denounced them as heathen
evil and therefore doomed. They were wrong, our peopl~
always had a very strong code of morals, ethics and
law." He said, "All my efforts are now towards guarding
my people against the evils of the Western World, its
immorality, its lawlessness and irreligion." He continued, "I do not allow so-called hippies in my country.
Women are required to dress in a decent way." (In fact,
if a tourist arrives at the airport in a miniskirt, she is
requested politely to conform to the law and cover
herself. We were surprised-and pleased-to see that
many white women, obviously residents, disembarked
in most flattering long dresses.) "Films," the President
said, "are strictly censored so that as much as possible
this filth of the West does not come into this country."
R~iyyih Khanum vehemently said she thanked God the
President saw the dangers and had the courage to do
something about them. He was most cordial and when
he said good-bye took her hand in both of his and wished
her a very sincere welcome to his country and a long
and enjoyable stay. This interview lasted almost half an
'._ hour and undoubtedly further strengthened the status of
) the Cause in Malawi.
In Blantyre Amatu'l-Baha had a radio interview, as
well as a very well attended public meeting in the
University of Malawi. On this occasion she spoke on one
of her favorite themes, the role of youth in modern
society, which never fails to interest her listeners. They
announced the title of her talk as "The Problem of
Youth in Modern Society" but her talk was one continuous outpouring of hope and encouragement and at the
end, when the chairman thanked her, he said, "Although
our speaker did not talk directly on the Baha'i Faith, we
are anxious to know more about this religion which
glowed through her words and her mind and gave us an
inclination that it is a religion of hope and not despair."
In the course of her talk RUQiyyih Khanum suggested
a very interesting method of combating racial prejudice; she said often, when we do not approve of or like
something in a person who is not of our race, we instantly and wrongfully jump to the conclusion that because
he is of such and such racial background therefore he is
like that. She said the answer I have found to this is
simple; it is like a card game in which you match your
cards. When for instance in Africa I enter a house that
is dirty and untidy, instead of allowing myself to say all
Africans are dirty or untidy, I say to myself, "Do you
remember some years ago in London in one of the better
hotels, when you bent down to retrieve something that
had fallen under the bed, how dirty it was?" I match the
same incident I had seen with my own race and people,
then one finds that good and bad habits and characteristics can be found amongst all people.
.
She made everyone laugh when she said: "Racial
,- ~ prejudice is like a flea, if it gets into your clothes it
'-./ bothers you no end, the best thing is to quickly get hold
of it, kill it, and get rid of it."
During the question period a young man, a student,

,Left to right: The Chief, Amatu'l-Baha, the District Chief
and the National Assembly Secretary.

said: "Prejudice seems to be a characteristic of man
everywhere, why do you say then that the African is
without prejudice, are we different from all other men?"
RUQiyyih Khanum replied, "I did not say you are without prejudice, I said you have no racial prejudice. Your
prejudice is the tribal prejudice because that is the
immediate historic background of Africa with all its
tribal wars and strife, that is your problem. Prejudice is
bad in whatever form it may appear. But there are
different kinds of prejudice. It is like a man contracting
chicken pox, he will have fever, he will be miserable, a
rash will appear all over him and so forth; another man
may contract smallpox, he will also suffer with fever
and rash and discomfort, but can we say they both are
in the same degree of danger? No, one is a real killer, the
other is merely very uncomfortable. Racial prejudice is
one of the most terrible diseases of humanity, it is a
purely animal characteristic and we should all endeavor to purify the body of mankind from this cruel
disease. "
During her stay in Malawi Amatu'l-Baha visited
many villages and communities throughout the country. In the village of Kanachi she met with the community and encouraged them, and when the women
complained that their men were lazy and would not do
their share in building their Baha'i Center, she spoke to
them with such love and forbearance that I am sure
soon the men built the center with the bricks that the
women had made. In the village of Mpaso, the community was quite new and very eager to know more. A
number of older people were present and after Amatu'lBaha spoke on the different teachings of Baha'u'llah,
they asked if her purpose was to tell them to leave their
old churches and become members of this new church.
RUQiyyih Khanum patiently explained that the Baha'i
Faith is not a new church adding to the numerous
churches of Christianity, it is the Message of God for this
day, it is the fulfillment of all the prophecies and hopes
of past religions. She spoke of the power of prayer and

continued page sixteen
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I Taiwan proclamation I
~ December 1972 The Baha'is of Taiwan, Republic of
Chma, embarked on a program of proclamation. The
campaign was planned to start at the top and to reach
all levels of Government officials.
A specially designed kit was planned for presentation.
Entirely in Chinese, it represented months of preparation. It is an adaptation of the United States kit designed
for the news media. Within its attractive gold-lettered
brown cover is a copy of the Charter of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Taiwan, a hardbound edition of The New Garden (with Chinese adaptation), and other materials. Each book was properly
inscribed with the recipient's name and title, along with
the date and the seal of the National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of Taiwan.
Letters were written by the National Spiritual Assembly in advance, notifying each individual that representatives of the Baha'i Faith would call within the next few
days, to present them with a book and information about
the Baha'i Faith. In the case of the top officials, letters
were exchanged and appointments made.
The first call was made February 24, 1973. One of the
earliest presentations was made to the Vice-Premier of
the Republic of China, Mr. Hsu Ching-Chung. Through
him, the Baha'i kit with an inscribed book was delivered
to the Premier, Mr. Ching-Chung Kuo. Another early
presentation was made to the Governor of the Province
of Taiwan, Mr. Hsieh Tung-Ming.
Taiwan's proclamation campaign is continuing, with
the aim of teaching government officials at every level
throughout the Province of Taiwan, including village
mayors and local police officials.

IHummingbird on Okinawa I
On May 9, 1973, Baha'is of Okinawa were jubilant for
they had presented a three-hour radio program on the
Faith. People phoned in questions which were answered
by Caroline Lawrence, formerly a pioneer in Thailand,
and Chuck Fuller. From many beautiful comments and
expressions of appreciation, they were assured that interest in the Faith was growing on the island. The station manager selected as background music the song
"Hummingbird," the popular composition by Seals and
Crofts.

~__T_he__V~irg~i_n_ls_'a_n_ds__~1 C
A view of the courtyard from the street, inside the gate
of the /fa.pratu'l-Quds at St. Thomas, Virgin. Islands. It
was difficult to find a suitable property, but finaUy this
old and rather historic Danish building was secured a
comer edifice. Since this photo was made the buildi~g
has been painted, extensive renovations made, and the
courtyard landscaped. The building was dedicated late
in May.

I Bernsberg Dawnbreakers

Bensberg is a small town surrounded by a large forest, partly on the hillside and partly in the valley not far
away from world-famed Cologne.
American youth proclaimed here with shining eyes
and untiring efforts during the Summer Teaching
Project, saying "Have you heard of Baha'u'llah?" They
have been the "Dawnbreakers" for the Faith in
Bensberg.
At the beginning there were two Baha'is in the town,
and one of these, Mrs. Margret Rastegar said: "Through
the unending efforts of the young American friends and
with the help of their music groups 'The New Garden'
and the Islandic group 'Geysir', the people have become
attracted." The Assembly is grateful and sent its deepest love to the American youth whose effort helped to
bring their Assembly into being.

f
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Norway Victoriousi
Switzerland euphoric
The Nine Year Plan for Norway called for four additional Local Spiritual Assemblies and 130 locations
where Baha'is reside. These were accomplished during
the last year of the plan with these newly formed Assemblies: Bode, over the Arctic Circle; Baerum; Lillehammer and As. Each has two or more pioneers.
It was not possible to have a group in Spitzenbergen
but a dedicated Baha'i is located there who has been
actively holding firesides and meetings.
The Universal House of Justice sent the following
cable to Norway:
April 23, 1973
LOVING CONGRATULATIONS ESTABLISHMENT ASSEMBLY AS COMPLETING GOAL ASSEMBLIES LOCALITIES. VICTORY ENDOWS NORWEGIAN BAHA'i
COMMUNITY ADDED STRENGTH ACHIEVEMENT
GREAT ADVANCES CHALLENGING YEARS AHEAD.
OFFERING PRAYERS GRATITUDE HOLY SHRINES.

o

On the weekend of May 5 and 6,1973, Baha'i youth and
friends from all over Switzerland converged on a small
chalet near Sainte-Croix for a weekend of deepening,
relaxation and celebration of the victorious conclusion
of the Nine Year Plan.
Despite the weather-it rained the whole weekend and
the road to the chalet was still snowbound, necessitating
a half-hour's walk up the mountain, eighty youth took
part in this unifying experience. Activities included a
report from the International Convention by Bijan and
Agnes Ghaznavi, National Assembly members who had
just returned from the Holy Land; study groups on
"Prayer and Meditation", "Purity and Rectitude", and
"Love and Unity"; as well as an evening of music and
games and walks in the pure Swiss mountain air. The
spirit moved three new friends to enroll themselves in
the ever-growing army of Baha'u'llah.
The French-speaking and German-speaking youth,
who due to the urgent requirements of this last year of
the Plan had been working separately in their respective regi~ns, were overjoyed and full of praise to God to
find themselves together again, united in the victory of
the Nine Year Plan.

Rangoon meeting

Members of the first Spiritual Assembly of Lillehammer
Norway, a goal city of the Nine Year Plan formed ~
March 10, 1973. It is composed of four pioneers from the
United States, three Persians and but one local Baha'i.
Auxitiary Board member Modesta Hvide from Bergen
moved to complete the nine. Now a mother and daughter from Lillehammer have become Baha'is. Seated, left
to right: Berdyne Halse, Auxiliary Board member
Modesta Hvide, Mehrangiz Navidi, Pamela Reveal.
Standing: Tofighian Bahman, Jane 0 Kada, Abdellat
Navidi, Torill Syversen and Michael Reveal.

In addition to the two National Spiritual Assembly
members who were present, Heinz Goelthenboth, Auxiliary Board member for Switzerland was also present.
When the question was asked how many there were
serving on a Local Spiritual Assembly, eighty percent of
the room stood up, which indicated the tremendous
sacrifices in teaching and pioneering on the part of the
Swiss youth this past year.
Though the sleeping and plumbing arrangements
were not ideal, all appreciated the simple meals and
facilities and all helped to cook, do dishes, serve and
clean the chalet. All were especially grateful to Martine
Rossier, a Baha'i youth from Geneva, and her parents
who had not only rented the chalet, but prepared it for
the weekend and helped to clean when the weekend was
over. Martine's parents, on their part, were impressed
by the spirit of love and unity among the Baha'i youth
and expressed their gratitude for the songs the youth
sang for them.
All expressed the hope that the experience would be
repeated.

Baha'is in Rangoon and nearby village areas in
the National Baha'i Center in February 1973.
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Dominicans
consult on
consolidation
The thirteenth Annual National Baha'i Convention of
the Baha'is of the Dominican Republic was held in
Santo Domingo May 19-20, 1973. Felix Ramon Gomez,
Auxiliary Board member representing the Continental
Board of Counsellors, was present. Of the thirtY-eight
delegates, seventeen were present and four additional
delegates voted by mail for the new National Spiritual
Assembly.
The first day of the Convention was spent reading and
consulting upon the convention Messages from The
Universal House of Justice and the Continental Board of
Counsellors. In the remaining time available that day,
consultation was begun on the future year's teaching
plan as presented by the National Spiritual Assembly.
Because of the rapid increase in mass enrollments
during the past year as a result of the "Dr. Muhajir
Plan", the biggest problems facing the Baha'i community are those of consolidation. The basic teaching plan
calls for frequent personal and written contact of the
National Spiritual Assembly with Local Assemblies
about such subjects as prayer, the Baha'i fund, and the
Nineteen Day Feast. A series of weekend institutes has
also been planned throughout the country to coincide
with the dates of Feasts at which "Baha'i History" and
"Living the Baha'i Life" will be the central themes.
Teaching will continue to be in the forefront, and a
series of weekend teaching projects based on the mass
enrollment plan of the previous year will be carried out
during the year. Throughout the convention consultations, the increasing maturity of the Baha'i community
was made evident by the quality of suggestions and the
evident devotion to the Cause of those present and participating.
The Saturday evening session began with the election
of the National Spiritual Assembly in a prayerful, quiet
atmosphere. Then, joined by the many viSitors, a Unity
Feast sponsored by the Local Spiritual Assembly of
Santo Domingo was held. This was indeed one of the
highlights of the Convention because of the great love
and warmth it generated among all those present.

The group picture has Auxiliary. Board member, Fel~ Ramon
Gomez, in the front row, kneeling, to the extreme rtght.

Members of the National Spiritual Assembly are as
follows:
Front row, left to right: Ing. Rafael Benzan, Corresponding Secretary; Wilfred Rowland; Sheila Rice-Wray,
Treasurer; Rowell Hoff, Chairman; Austin Rowland,
Vice-Chairman.
The last day of the Convention continued with fruitful
consultation on the teaching plan and general problems
facing the Baha'i community, as well as the sharing of
many useful experiences. Near the end of the last session, special tribute was paid to pioneers Frank and
Agnes Sheffey who will be leaving soon to move to
Guyana.

Great Safari continued
(from page thirteen)
said these words we use for a greeting, "Allah-u-Abha",
are in fact a prayer. She said if it was not for the power
of this prayer which we repeated throughout our journey
across Africa every time we were in trouble, we would
not be here today. People were so thrilled by this that
even many non-Baha'is asked us to write "Allah-uAbha" on their Baha'i pamphlets so that they could
learn it by heart. They repeated it many times.
We spent a night in the village of Naminyuku in the
home of one of the National Assembly members and had
a very pleasant meeting in their Baha'i Center. This is
one of the earliest communities established many years
ago. They had built themselves a Baha'i Center, but
their Local Spiritual Assembly decided recently that
their Center was too small and was beginning to be
destroyed by termites so they agreed to tear it down and
build a new one. This new building was almost completed when we arrived. A large meeting took place in it,
attended by the Chief, who is a good friend of the
Baha'is. A man who was attending his first Baha'i meeting asked: "Do the Baha'is believe in the teaching of the
oneness of mankind or is it just beautiful words?" He
said: "In our country many white people in theory
believe that we are all children of one Fatl:er and so on,
but when it comes to everyday acts such as eating a
meal with an African, they never do it." RU1}iyyih
Khanum said: "What better example do you want than
our group here who are the guests of your people, sleep
in their homes and eat with them their food? In fact, we
Baha'is are delighted when a member of one race marries in our country a member of another race, which is
increasingly taking place."

c
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Meeting largest ever in America

o

Auditorium in Oklahoma City Where Baha'i Youth Met
More than 4000 jubilant Baha'is attended the Third
National Baha'i Youth Conference of the United States
in Oklahoma City June 20-24. It was the largest gathering of Baha'is yet held in the Western Hemisphere.
Visitors and pioneers from at least nineteen countries
and territories of the world attended, as did representatives from nineteen American Indian tribes.
Planning for the Youth Conference began nine months
before Dr. Phil Christiansen, the permanent chairman
of the event, opened the Conference at 8 pm, Wednesday,
June 20.
The principal purpose of the Youth Conference, according to Mr. Glenford Mitchell, Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly, was to stimulate the regeneration of the inner life.
"It is the inner life we are concerned with," he said.
"If we take care of the inner life we will win all of the

I'":l
U

external victories."
On behalf of the National Assembly he proclaimed the
resounding victory of the Five Year Youth Program,
launched in 1968 to involve American Bahit'i youth in
the teaching work; and he said that its success contributed largely to the early achievement of the goals of
the Nine Year Plan. When the youth program was
launched in 1968 there were only 800 Baha'i youth in the
United States. In 1973, Mr. Mitchell noted, there are at
least 10,000.
"With this victory in your palm, with your numbers
greatly reinforced, wonderful challenges, golden opportunities are open to you, the youth of America," he said.
"Therefore, do not rest for a moment on your accomplishments. There is really no time for relaxation . . .
The multitude of your peers await the news that only
you can give them."
Prominent visitors to the Youth Conference included

The Hand of The Cause of God William Sears, who
addressed the youth on five different occasions, newlyappointed Continental Counsellor Sarah Pereira and
members of the Auxiliary Board. The National Spiritual
Assembly met in Oklahoma City while the Conference
was in progress, and members of that institution made
several presentations to the assembled Baha'i youth.
Several of the featured speakers were themselves Baha'i
youth.
A special concert and fireside was given by Seals and
Croft, the popular Baha'i musicians, on Saturday
evening, June 23. It lasted almost four hours, and was
attended by more than 12,000 persons.
Each afternoon of the Conference a Trade Fair to
Dispense information on pioneering and career opportunities was conducted. In addition to Baha'i professionals assembled to advise the youth on potential fields
of employment, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, a federal
government agency, sent a team from its Dallas regional office to provide information on the occupational
outlook in the United States through 1980.
"The youth particularly appreciated getting information on professions from Baha'is in different fields of
work," a member of the Trade Fair staff explained.
"They really got into it. This Trade Fair should become
a regular feature of future gatherings where Baha'i
Youth will be present," he noted.
The impact of this Baha'i gathering on some of the
participants was profound. "I cry when I see so many
Baha'is at such a big gathering," said Mr. Nematollah
Gandomi, a 78 year-old Iranian believer on his first trip
outside his homeland. "The heaven that is prophesied in
our Books is what I see here," he continued. "I have
always been looking for this; the unity of the whole
world and the different souls gathering together. This is
the most beautiful gift I could take back to Iran."
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The last German domestic goal
It ~~m~d unlikely, ~eing a youth, that the bounty of
partlclpatmg in a specIfic Nine Year Plan goal would be
bestowed upon me. However, to my extreme delight, it so
happened that Germany had one domestic goal left to
fill. This was to establish a group on the small island of
Borkum, surrounded by the North Sea, just northwest of
the German coast. In the peak of the tourist season
Borkum's population reaches around 40,000. During th~
res~ of the year it slims down to a scant 6,000 people with
theIr roots deeply embedded. Finding a real Borkumer
was like panning for gold dust from the sand at the
river's bottom.
There was only one Baha'i on the island at the time of
my arrival, a man who had survived seven years with
his. non-B~ha'i, C~tholic wife. Isolated and busy with his
halrdressmg busmess and domestic responsibilities, he
had not been able to penetrate the bedrock of old-world
Borkum. I was sent as a second Baha'i, as a safety
valve to insure the establishment of a group; however,
my German was meager. Mr. Schaal, the first Baha'i
there, was a gracious host and I stayed with him the first
week.
. We were preparing for the arrival of a teaching-singmg group from Holland. They came and we walked the
streets extending invitations and performed that night
but not a new Baha'i was to be found. The Dutch group
left the next day and we wondered what next to do.
On my last day with the Schaals, I obtained employment at a beach-front hotel. My position was that of a
combination busboy, janitor, window-washer and anything that needed to be done. My pay included a tiny
room with a window in the ceiling and just enough
space for all the positions in the Long Obligatory Prayer. Frequent rain and hail showers on this window to the
sky made it next to impossible to get a full night's sleep,
and this was aggravated by having contracted the
island's strain of influenza. On my first day of the job I
couldn't work.
Then a marvelous thing happened: Mrs. Mahvash
Master Saffar arrived! She had come from her home in
Australia after a dream in which 'Abdu'l-Baha seemed
to tell her to help the friends in Germany to finish the
Nine Year Plan. Mahvash had lived in Germany for
eleven years and speaks fluent German. This, with her
soul-uplifting Persian charm, makes her a most effective Baha'i teacher.
It became imperative to devote myself full-time to
our teaching efforts, so I left my hole under the rafters.
For the first few days we had no German pamphlets or
declaration cards, so we were forced to do most of our
teaching by word of mouth. When the pamphlets and
declaration cards came we really went to work. That
afternoon we were guided by Providence to the street
most frequented by the Borkum youth. That is where we
met Ihno Oetjen. He invited us to the "milchbar" on the
same street, but milk was not the only thing served
there, as beer and wine flowed continuously. We wondered what we were getting into as it seemed rather an
unlikely place, but we were aware that Baha'IS are to be
found in every strata of society. Eventually we had
seven or eight people crowded around our table for four.
Several Catholic girls wanted to declare but they were
under fifteen, but by the end of this session we had four
declarations! They were Ihno, his friend Derk and
Derk's brother, and an adult!

c
Philip Snyder and Mrs. Mahvash Master Sagar on the

ferry
The next few days were used for concentrated deepening with the new Baha'is in my apartment. In between,
all of us sang. The new Baha'is were reading Baha'i
books and wearing the Baha'i ring, and 'buttons. Ihno
was certain he had heard the name of 'Abdu'l-Baha
before, but he couldn't remember where. Mahvash and I
told him of our dreams of 'Abdu'l-Baha and suggested
this feeling of familiarity could have come from the
world of the dream.
Ihno's father is a master taylor, and Mahvash just
happened to have a pair of slacks which needed shortening, so we met Mr. and Mrs. Oetjen. Ihno's mother
thanked Mahvash over and over for bringing him into
the Faith. Derk reported that his mother asked "What
has happened in the last three days? You have changed
so much! " She was told that they were now Baha'is.
On our last night on the island the group went to the
Schaal home. Mrs. Schaal declared that night, after
being married to a Baha'i for seven years! Directly
before signing her card, she asked her husband to assist
her in all the necessary formalities in Germany for
leaving the Church. She made the ninth of the declarations during our efforts, and sang Baha'i songs with us
all evening. Mahvash's stay lasted a symbolic nine
days, while mine lasted nineteen.
-Philip C. Snyder
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Responding to the request of The Universal House of
Justice for Assemblies to hold month-long proclamation
activities from April 21 through May 23 this year, many
have reported their efforts in news letters. The summary
given below is not exhaustive. Some efforts were quite
extensive, others very simple and easy to carry out.

The Santa Monica, California, Baha'is presented an information table on the Mall. The artistic dispZa1l not
only attracted many interested people but resulted in
the declaration of Karl W. Brock (center). Sharon
Sanchez is at the left and Leona Wallace, right.

Public Meetings, Firesides, Picnics, etc.

sending invitations to bordering areas for a Baha'i film
and talk on "Progressive Revelation." Among those
attending was a Congregational minister, who, during a
question and answer period, extended an invitation to
his church the next day. At this service a prayer of
'Abdu'l-Baha was read and the congregation was invited to the showing of the Baha'i film that evening. In
addition to this cordial reception, a Baha'i speaker was
invited to the church for a later date.
In Fort Collins, Colorado, a reception was arranged
for the clergy. A public meeting in SpokaDe, Wasblagton, was held in a Japanese church, consisting of a slide
show made by a pilgrim just-returned from the Holy
Land.
The Baha'i Association at the Univenity of Teus, at
Austin, presented a panel discussion, a musical fireside
featuring "The Children of the New Light", and an
outdoor musical featuring a Baha'i family team, "The
Threadgills. " A mid-day chime concert from the main
building tower played Baha'i music.
Mass teaching by the group in La Habra, California,
was assisted by a young Baha'i from Brazil. In one of
the .homes they were invited to visit at any time, so that
evening they showed a film and later brought Spanish
literature. The group succeeded in renting a building in
the shopping center one night a week for meetings,
advertised in the local paper.
In Little Rock, Arkansas, during the proclamation
month, on every Monday night community members
met at the Center, divided into small groups and went
out to visit other friends who had enrolled during extensive teaching, to assist in deepening and teaching other
family members, also to announce coming meetings.

Most communities planned a definite series of meetings or firesides and devised methods of inviting people.
The New York Spiritual Assembly arranged a public
meeting for each day of the proclamation month. In
Vestal, New York, Baha'is planned a series of five meetings at the auditorium. During the day, Baha'is showed
slides, served refreshments and gave out literature. In
the evenings there were speakers, and one day was
devoted to a film festival.
The Northampton, Maine, Assembly planned to reach
the following groups: civic leaders, Spanish-speakers,
the well-to-do, student and non-student youth. A children's film festival was held at the public library, and a
public meeting at the YMCA. All the women's clubs and
associations in town received invitations to a coffee and
panel discussion on the topic of "The Role of Women in
Today's Society." All the Puerto Rican families in town
were invited to a potluck picnic where a wide variety of
both Spanish and American dishes were served, accompanied by live music. Afterwards there were games, the
New England Road Show "Dawning" and an informal
fireside.
At Hamilton, Massachusetts, public meetings were
held on three Friday evenings during May, with outstanding speakers scheduled. Each family in town received an invitation; good coverage in local newspapers
was secured; many beautiful posters were displayed
and radio announcements made. After each meeting,
those who attended were personally invited to nearby
Baha'i homes for refreshments where questions and answers freely flowed.
In Roy, Washington, the Pierce County Commissionen' District #2 held a proclamation on April 28-29,

continued next page
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In the Calexico-Mexicali (California-Mexico) area,
Baha'is of Desert J.D., El Centro, San Diego and Palm
Springs, California, assisted in teaching, culminating
with the week of April 16-21. Mrs. Femaline Dunbar of
Panama, now living in Cathedral City, California with
her husband David, is shown explaining the principles of
electing the Local Spiritual Assembly before the election of the Mexicali, Mexico, Spiritual Assembly, which
took place that evening.

(from preceding page)
Every Wednesday and Friday nights, public meetings
were held, each beginning with a film and continuing
with discussion. Publicity mail-outs to all news media
included along with the Nine Year Plan victories and
The AMERICAN BAHA'I May issue, the local tie-in of
the establishment of the first Baha'i Assembly in Little
Rock.
Talks, in many cases, were arranged before non-Baha'i
audiences. In Denver, Colorado, Carolyn Wong spoke
before the Optimist Club while Elaine West and Jim
Stallings talked to the Northglen High School clas~es
about the Faith. Elaine had spoken to several other high
school classes in the past month, and was always received enthusiastically with many questions asked.
Seymour Weinberg spoke at the Iliff School of Theology
with good response and also gave a radio talk for fifteen
minutes.
In the Greater Melbourne area, Florida, a presenta-.
tion on the Faith was made to the World Religion class
of Father Jack Mahoney at the Florida Institute of
Technology. The Bruss family in New Mexic~, just returned from a pioneering post, talked to a high school
humanities class, which was extended from an hour to
two and a half hours and because of high interest, they
were asked to show their beautiful slides again to the
afternoon class.
In some locations meetings were planned as "something to hang ads on, and news releases 'were printed
mostly because of the ads." This was the case in
Broome County, New York, where a series of five meetings were held, advertised with large paid ads in fOll!
newspapers, and three published news releases. In addition there were radio and television announcements and
posters.
. '.
As a result of cooperation of all Mame communities,
Baagor, Maine, carried out a concentrated week-long

teaching and publicity campaign which began with a
three-fourths page newspaper ad (85,()()O circulation)
and in another paper, a full-page version. This was most
attractive, featuring a sun in the right hand corner from
which rays emanated, interspersed with quotations
from Baha'u'llah announcing His Coming.
Fairs, Fiestas and Displays

As a last-minute teaching effort before the end of the
Nine Year Plan, the Santa Monica, CaUfomia, community manned an information table on the mall which
attracted many people. Englewood and Denver, Colorado, cooperated in rotating hours for answering questions
and offering information to seekers at the Cinderella
City Shopping Center on May 20. A special treat for the
children was a gift of balloons.
Boone and Tioga Counties, New York, held a most
successful display at a flea market from a VW bus w~th
a huge sign on top. Outside there was a table With
pamphlets and inside, a book display. At a Farmington,
New Mexico shopping center a booth was used each
Saturday of the month to give out literature and show a
film strip.
The Baha'i Club at the New Mexico State Univenity,
San Juan campus took an acti.ve part in the Ap.~!e
Blossom Festival with a booth display. The pre-Baha IS
(two-thirds of the members) were very active in making
plans and carrying them out. At Fort CoUins, Colorado,
the University Baha'i Association was given an office at
the Student Center (never before to a religious organization). Their display case contained plants and quotations about the spiritual springtime and attracted favorable attention. They also had a display table in a flea
market for a week.
South DeKalb County, Georgia, Baha'is manned an

()
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attractive booth in a modern shopping mall for two
week-ends where every type of people was reached and
about 400 pamphlets given out during conversations
with inquirers. The central feature was a revolving
model of the House of Worship, draped in green velvet.
Theme for the second display was "Baha'is Around the
World." Newspaper space totaled 60 inches. One front
page article featured a photo of the Public Information
Representative. One editor became so interested she
requested more information and then attended a devotional meeting (after expressing her desire to do so).
To establish friendship with Indians was a main purpose of the Mini Exposition held in Soutbern Nevada the
week-end of May 12. Zona Murdock traveled to several
reservations to collect Indian arts and crafts. Mary
Jane from Arizona gave a demonstration of Navajo rug
making. David Via Senor from California displayed his
sand paintings and later compared the Indian philosophies to the Baha'i Faith. Hospitality extended to Indian
guests will not be forgotten. The Baha'i exhibits deepened interest in the Faith, according to reports, especially from University of Nevada students.
In addition to their meetings, the Baha'i Association
at the University of Texas, Austin, had two showcases;
one developed the theme of progressive revelation with
quotations and showed the Holy Book from which they
were taken; the second was for the Spanish Department
and consisted of pictures of Baha'i Houses of Worship
and Baha'i quotations in both Spanish and English.
Spokane, Washington, Baha'is arranged for a monthlong display in the city transit system busses. The La
IIabre, California, group, in addition to placing nearly
100 posters in the town, personally distributed several
thousand postcards, both of which brought a warm response. At Newball, California, hundreds of people saw
the mobile information unit, out for ten days (five weekends) visiting thirteen localities.
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Booth used by Baha'is of South DeKalb, Georgia.

Representatives of the Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
of Little Rock present the City Manager of Little Rock,
Jack Merriweather (second from right) with Baha'i
book during month-long proclamation activities. The
representatives are, left to right, Art Hatley, Beulah
Magruder, Homer Holmes (member of first Baha'i _4.ssembly in Little Rock thirty years ago) and Albert
Porter, current Assembly Chairman.

Radio and Television

Some of the La Habra, California, group. Elizabeth
Clark holds the drawing of the Temple. (She has been
active for the Faith since 1914). Seated, at right, Julie
Hathaway. Standing. left: Amydale Junior from Anaheim, Jim Clark, Chairman, and Gene Ingham. Shown is
a sample of the card distributed to thousands, in both
English and Spanish. On the reverse side is an invitation
to a meeting. The original drawing is from The Spirit
Way by Dolores Taken-Alive.

In Bangor, Maine, Sherry Milden of Portsmouth, New
Hampshire appeared on three television interviews and
two radio programs. She conducted two firesides which
resulted in declarations; one saw the newspaper publicity and traveled over 100 miles to attend.
Speakers representing five Maine communities and
one from New Hampshire were presented on a half-hour
television program on the Maine Public Broadcasting
Network. This program was prepared by the Baha'is,
assisted by television personnel, and it was taped for
possible future use.
Spokane, Wasbington, coordinated a plan by which
forty-one Assemblies arranged a series of paid TV spot
announcements on a prominent station, heard in four
states and Canada. In Orlando, Florida, a fifteen minute
radio interview was presented from which five-minute
excerpts were used for the next week, two or three times
each day. Also, a Baha'i was asked by a TV station to

continued next page
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(from preceding page)
begin and end their programs with two-minute talks on
the Faith from May 19 through May 25. In Aurora,
Colorado, Cheryl Gates was called by a radio station for
a statement on the religious trend today, which was
included with those of clergymen on a Sunday morning
program. At Farmington, New Mexico, on a TV presentation some interesting questions were asked; for example: "What is this universal election coming up?" In
Uttle Rock, Arkansas, on a TV interview on the CBS
outlet, a series of questions were asked of the Assembly
representative, beginning directly with the station of
Baha'u'llah, which brought wide-spread response. An
hour-long radio interview featured the Chairman and
Vice-Chairman of the Assembly discussing all aspects
of the Faith and answering questions from the audience.
In Western Washington, two television programs were
shown; one on the black-oriented program "Contact."
In Mobile, Alabama, a TV program appeared, also a
radio interview where questions were phoned in and
participants were kept on the air for one and a half
hours. One interested caller was a relative of Paul
Kingsley Dealy, Baha'i resident in the area during the
time of 'Abdu'l-Baha. As a result of publicity, a young
serviceman of Pensacola, Florida, drove all the way to
Mobile to attend meetings.
Toppenish and Wapato, Washington, now have a weekly, half-hour radio program which is to run jor a year.
In St. Petersburg, Florida, a regular half-hour radio program called "World Oneness" began on May 27 and is to
run indefinitely. Baha'is were invited to produce such a
show after a radio interview in January. It is produced
by Baha'is with Linda Brown in charge. "Talented
Singers" volunteered to record their songs and many
Baha'is will appear in the series.
Presentations
Middlesboro, Kentucky, presented The Proclamation
oj Bahci'u'ltah to the Mayor and Prescription jor Living

to the local library. More than fifty copies of the special
edition of THE AMERICAN BAHA'i were presented to the
public and high school library, President of the University, teachers, pastors and editors.
In Binghamton, New York, the presentation of the
proclamation volume to the Mayor was just before the
daily news conference which was turned over to the
Baha'is. This led to a fifteen-minute radio interview
immediately, then another interview was taped for later
use during an evening news program. A third invitation
came to make a series of five-minute TV interviews!
The group of Baha'is at La Habra, California, made
extensive book presentations. Every city government
official (twelve or so), all members of the school board
of trustees, school administration officials and two high
school principals were sent a copy of Gloria Faizi's
book, a fact sheet and a personal covering letter. These
were also sent to the pastor of each of the twenty-six
churches of the city. One book only was returned. As the
second phase to the pastors, the proclamation volume
was personally presented to around twelve of them, who
warmly received it, especially a Catholic priest.
Three law-enforcement kits were presented in the
New Mexico communities. San Juan County Baha'is
presented a kit to the state police, and one was received
by the Chief of Police in Fannington, also in Aztec, where
the Chief of Police was grateful and spoke to the Baha'is
for over an hour on local problems in relation to how
Bahli'i ideals and principles could be applied. Fort ColliDs, Colorado, reported taking Baha'i books to firehouses for their libraries.

In. Or~ando, FI~rida, two Baha'i youths presented the
pubhc lIbrary With a record album "Diamond Girl" by
~ea.ls and. Croft~, popular Baha'i musicians who often
mVlte their audiences to a fireside afterward The library was delighted with the gift. The com~unity of
~Or1ham~ton, Maine, presented two cherry trees to the
city which were planted in a park in the downtown
area.
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Essay Contests

...II

Englewood, CaUfornia, sponsored an essay contest for
fourth, fifth and sixth grade stUdents on the topic "The
Oneness C!f Mankind" with awards to be presented on
"Race Umty Day."

In Or~do, Florida, Baha'is offered a $25.00 U.S. bond
to the writer .of the best essay on Brotherhood in a senior
cla~s of a high school which is predominantly black.
ThiS was presented on May 24, their awards day.

Outstanding Observances
Denver, Colorado, probably planned the most unique
of the special month, that of a "Unity
Rmg . The lake at Washington Park covers possibly the
area of two city blocks, and the plan was to attract
10,000 people to hold hands around the lake on a Sunday
afternoon. A very long banner was made giving sayings
from all religions about the unity of mankind and decorated with pictures of various peoples of the world, used
on the occasion. At a preliminary press conference
called by the Denver community, representatives of the
mass media were enthusiastic. Four radio interviews
resulted. Herb Laughlin flew over from Salt Lake City to
assist. Publicity and posters were utilized to the 1ullest.
On the first day selected a downpour caused the event
to be postponed, but it was held successfully on May 27.
There was TV and newspaper coverage with a photo.
The area of Greater Atlanta, Georgia, presented p0ssibly the most far-reaching effort for the month, with
financial assistance from the Assemblies of Atlanta,
Cobb, South Cobb, North DeKaIb, Athens, Clarke Co...
ty, LawrenceviDe and Conyers. The committee had
made plans but they were not opening up very well
when a late-comer to the committee, Mrs. Ruth Perrin,
consulted her employers, an advertising firm, and secured their enthusiastic support. With the direction of
professionals, a plan for 30-second radio spot announcements for seven stations, (total 73 spots), appealing to all types of people was carefully coordinated with
a series of paid newspaper ads. When the copywriter
was provided with some literature, he was intrigued and
designed an ad which would interest "the searchers, the
lost, those who have lost faith in their own .religi~ '... ,:'
The resulting lines "Get some of that old time religIon ,
illustrated with a figure of Buddha impelled people to
read the rest.
The Mayor of Atlanta proclaimed May 16 as "Baha'i
Day". News items totaled 60 column inches. Boo~ were
presented to public libraries. There were radio programs and a public meeting with invitations to
churches. A series of area firesides was announced. The
effort was to reach as many people as possible at as
reasonable a cost as possible. By June 16, replies to the
ad totaled 47. It is estimated that a million, three hundred thousand people heard of the Faith for the first
time!
o~se~~ation

The end
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Break well
0/ England
(from page five)
Seine on the top of a bus, when he spied an old woman
laboriously pushing an apple-cart up an incline; excusing himself with a smile, he climbed down off the bus,
joined the old woman, and in the most natural way put
his hands on the bar and helped her over the bridge. illS
Physically frail, he was soon stricken with an illness
that developed into serious consumption. Although often
in great pain, he in no way relaxed in his passionate
efforts to serve the Cause throughout the dark city of
Paris.
In his last letter Breakwell wrote, "Suffering is a heady
wine; I am prepared to receive that bounty which is the
greatest of all; torments of the flesh have enabled me to
draw much nearer to my Lord. All agony notwithstanding, I wish life to endure longer, so that I may taste more
pain. That which I desire is the good-pleasure of my
Lord; mention me in His presence."21 A few days after
Yunis Khan had received this letter Breakwell died. The
Master seemed to know this without receiving a message known to anyone.
Deeply grieved, the Master wrote a prayer of visitation for him and asked Yunis Khan to "translate it well so
that whoever reads it will weep."22

o Breakwell,

my beloved! Where is thy beautiful
countenance and where is thy eloquent tongue?
Where is thy radiant brow and where is thy
brilliant face?

o

Breakwell, my beloved! Where is thy enkindlement with the fire of the love of God and where is
thy attraction to the Fragrances of God? Where is
thy utterance for the glorification of God and
where is thy rising in the service of God?

o my dear, 0

BreakweZZ! Where are thy bright eyes
and where are thy smiling lips? Where are thy
gentle cheeks and where is thy graceful stature?

o my dear, 0 BreakweZZ! Verily thou hast abandoned this transitory world and soared upward to
the Kingdom, hast attained to the grace of the
Invisible Realm and sacrificed thyself to the
Threshold of the Lord of Might!
o

my adored one, 0 BreakweZZ! Verily thou hast
left behind this physical lamp, this human glass,
these earthly elements and this worldly en;oyment!

o

my adored one, 0 Breakwell! Then thou hast
ignited a light in the glass of the Supreme Concourse, hast entered the Paradise of Abha, art
protected under the shade of the Blessed Tree and
hast attained to the meeting (of the True One) in
the Abode of Paradise!

o

my dearly beloved, 0 Breakwell! Thou hast
been a divine bird and forsaking thy earthly nest,
thou hast soared towards the holy rose-garden of
the Divine Kingdom and obtained a luminous station there!

o my dearly beloved, 0

Breakwell! Verily thou art
like unto the birds, chanting the verses of thy Lord,

the Forgiving, for thou wert ~ thankful servant;
therefore thou hast entered (mto the realm beyond) with joy and happiness!

o my b,eloved, 0

Breakwell! Verily thy Lord hath
chosen thee for His love, guided thee to the court of
His Holiness, caused thee to enter into the Ri4van
of His Association and granted thee to behold Hu
Beauty!

o

my beloved, 0 Breakwell! Verily thou hast attained to the eternal life, never-ending bounty,
beatific bliss and immeasurable providence!

o

my beloved, 0 Breakwell! Thou hast become a
star in the most exalted horizon, a lamp among the
angels Of heaven, a living spirit in the Supreme
World and art established upon the throne of
immortality!
'

o my adored one, 0 Breakwell! I supplicate God to
increase thy nearness and communication, to
make thee enjoy thy prosperity and union (with
Him), to add to thy light and beauty and to bestow
upon thee glory and majesty!
o my adored one, 0 Breakwell! I mention thy
name continually, I never forget thee, I pray for
thee day and night and I see thee clearly and
manifestly,O my adored one, 0 Breakwell!
With his unerring knowledge the Guardian called
"Thomas Breakwell the first English believer"211 and "a
luminary in the Cause of God. "28

Board Counsellors
expanded
(from page five)
10. North-eastem ~
All the Soviet Union east of the western boundary of
the Yakutsk A.S.S.R. and the Oblast of Amur, China
east of Sinkiang and north of the southern boundaries of Tsinghai, Kansu, Shensi, Honan and Shantung; Korea, Japan, Taiwan and all islands belonging politically to those nations plus all islands in the
Pacific Ocean north of the equator and between the
longitudes of 140' east and 140" west with the exception of the Gilbert Islands and those islands under
the jurisdiction of the National Spiritual Assembly
of Alaska, but including those Caroline Islands lying
west of longitude 140" east.
11. Australasia
Australia and New Zealand plus all islands in the
Indian and Pacific Oceans lying south of the equator and between the longitudes of 80" east and 120"
west including Portuguese Timor and the Gilbert
and Ellice Islands but excepting Indonesia.

12. Europe
The entire continent of Europe less those portions of
Kazakhstan and Turkey which lie in Europe, plus
Iceland and all islands in the Atlantic Ocean north
of latitude 60" north which belong politically. to
nations of the European continent plus all islands
in the Atlantic Ocean east of longitude 40" west and
between latitude 60" north and the Tropic of Cancer
plus all islands of the Mediterranean Sea including
Cyprus but excluding islands belonging politically
to nations of the African and Asiatic continents.
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First meeting of the International Teaching Centre, Bah;i, June 14, 1973. Hands of the Cause of God: Amatu'l-Bahci Ruhiyyih

Khcinum, 'Ali Akbar Furutan, Paul E. Haney. AbUl-Qdsim Fain. Counsellor members: Hooper Dunbar Florence Mayberry and
'Aziz Yazdi.
•

International Teaching Centre meets
The inaugural meeting of the International Teaching
Centre took place on June 14, 1973, when the Hands of
the Cause of God in the Holy Land, 'Amatu'l-Baha
Rul)iyyih Khimum, 'Ali Akbar Furutan, Paul Haney and
Abu'l-Qasim Faizi, and the three Counsellor members,
Hooper Dunbar, Florence Mayberry and 'Aziz Yazdi
were invited by The Universal House of Justice to accompany all members to the Most Holy Shrine for pray-

ers. Following this a meeting was held in the Pilgrim
House adjacent to the Shrine, where the terms of reference and general duties of the International Teaching
Centre were discussed.
Other meetings of the International Teaching Centre
took place during the week that followed. The Counsellor members are now transferring their residence to the
Holy Land and will settle there as soon as possible.

National Assembly Formed in Equatorial Guinea
The following cablegram from The Universal House of Justice was received on July 17, 1973:
"DELIGHTED ANNOUNCE SUCCESSFUL ELECTION NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY EQUATORIAL
GUINEA COUNTRY OPENED FAITH GUARDIAN'S TEN YEAR CRUSADE. NEW ASSEMBLY FORMED NOW
RESPONSE REQUIREMENT GOVERNMENT RECOGNITION FAITH. PRAYERS OFFERED HOLY SHRINES
THANKSGIVING AND GUIDANCE ASSISTANCE FRIENDS NEWLY INDEPENDENT COMMUNITY."
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

.
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Small COll1ll1ercial
·
to Baha I use In
,~/

Radio Turismo in Otavalo, Ecuador, is the first Baha'i
radio station in the world. It is a small, low-power, shortwave station that still can only broadcast a few score
miles among the cliffs and quiet valleys of the Andean
highlands of central Ecuador. Radio Turismo was
leased six months ago by the National Spiritual Assembly of Ecuador, and presently manages a modest five
hours of Baha'i programming per day. Only three
Baha'is work regularly with the station, but already,
with what might be considered customary Baha'i optimism, the believers of Ecuador are projecting their
preliminary enterprise into the future, and into the
world at large, where they envisage someday operating
a powerful international production and broadcasting
complex. This fledgling communications venture was
predicated by the growing need to deepen a community
of Baha'is that has multiplied itself enormously in a
mere handful of years. It would probably not be an
exaggeration to say that the achievements of this pioneering effort will be watched closely by many National
Spiritual Assemblies to determine whether it is time for
others also to turn another corner in the use of media for
Baha'i proclamation and deepening.
Ecuador is the second smallest republic in South
America. Its 104,510 square miles of territory (Colorado
size) is larger only than Guyana (34.740 square miles).
The broad, immense spine of the Andes mountains cuts
across the country on its crushing journey to the continent's southern extremity. The famed Mount Chimborazo, whose snow-capped peak halts its skyward
climb at 20,574 feet, is the tallest in Ecuador. Thirty stillactive volcanoes are strewn along the nation's mountain corridor. Most of the nation's Indian Baha'is live in
the highlands of this formidable range, and are descended from Indian empires thousands of years old.
East of the Andes region is the forested Oriente, which
contains more than half of Ecuador's land mass. This
vast, mineral-rich expanse of rain and tropical forest
conceals the headwaters of the Amazon River. And to
the west of the Andes corridor are the coastal lowlands,
where many of the Baha'is of African descent reside.
The people of this coastal region are employed in making Ecuador the world's principal producer and exporter of bananas,
More than 60 percent of the country's four-and-a-half
million people are Indians. About 30 percent are of
mixed Indian and Spanish ancestry, a handful are black,
and not more than 15 percent are white. The nation's
official language is Spanish. However, most of the Indian peoples use Quechua as well, and it is estimated
that at least 20 percent of the population speaks
Quechua exclusively. In the forest regions east of the
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radio station converted
Ecuadorian Andes
Andes the Jibaro language is spoken by the predominantly Indian population of the tropical forests.
The first National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Ecuador was elected in 1961. The Hand of the Cause of
God, Mr. Hasan Balyuzi, represented the Hands of the
Cause at the first national convention. The delegates represented Baha'is in just four centers: Guayaquil, Cuenca,
Otavalo, and Quito. Mr. Balyuzi spoke to the friends
about the soul-searching prayer and consultation of the
Hands of the Cause in making the great decisions leading to the completion of the Ten Year Crusade and the
impending first election of The Universal House of
Justice.
By 1969 the Indian teaching work in the highlands had
accelerated to the point where the National Spiritual
Assembly issued an urgent appeal to Spanish-speaking
believers to assist with the formation of 57 all-Indian
Local Assemblies during Ri<;lvan. These early accomplishments in mass teaching centered around Otavalo, a
busy village of 20,000 inhabitants located 70 miles north
of Quito, the nation's capital. The Otavalenos, a preInca tribe, have a thousand-year heritage as farmerartisans. A number of exploratory teaching ventures
into nearby towns and villages by experienced Otavalo
Indian teachers soon demonstrated that enrollments
could be achieved throughout the Andean region, where
more than three million Indians live in much the same
manner as their ancestors before the advent of the
Spanish conquerors. Teaching expeditions during 1969
opened three new provinces and introduced six new
Indian tribes to the Baha'i Cause. As a consequence of
the teaching achievements in Ecuador through 1969 the
National Spiritual Assembly established a goal of 9000
new believers to be enrolled by August, 1970.
Events in Ecuador in 1971 demonstrated the potential
widespread attraction of the Baha'i Faith. On a visit to
Otavalo, Mr. Jose Lucas, a resident of the coastal city of
Esmeraldas, an important banana loading port, became
attracted to the Teachings of Baha'u'Uah. When his
sojourn in Otavalo ended he began to teach in Esmeraldas, among descendants of a 16th century stormwrecked slaveship, who inhabit the land around that
seaport. Shortly, more than 2,000 believers of African
descent were enlisted on the coast, and many hundred
more who had migrated to towns in the Andean highlands.
The impressive advances in the teaching work soon
required that more effective deepening instruments be
developed to keep pace with the quickening tempo of
enrollments. There were simply an insufficient number
of deepened believers to travel from village to village
and region to region training and inspiring the growing

A view of a small village farm in the Andean highlands
of Ecuador.
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Maria Perugachi (right), a traveling teacher, records a Baha'i program in Quechua. Alfonso
Tulcanazo (left) opera"tes the tape recorders.

Indian Baha'is listening to the regular daily Baha'i broadcasts.

Many of the Baha'is who have participated in the radio program are shown above. The photograph
was taken at the Amatu'l-Baha Ru~iyyih Khanum Baha'i Institute in Otavalo. Continental Counsellor
Raul Pavon is on the left, and Auxiliary Board member Rufino Gualavisi is third from the right.
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'The radio not only has the power to change mankind's receptivity,
but also to maintain contact and deepen isolated communities'.

multitude of new adherents. Confronted with this pressing need to deepen new Baha'is, the National Spiritual
Assembly chose to pursue its historic action of leasing
the first radio station for Baha'i teaching and consolidation.
A financially ailing short-wave radio station in Otava10, the heartland of the early mass teaching work, was
chosen for this new communications enterprise. The
rental fees for the station are approximately $150 per
month; a price which includes the services of two station announcers and one electrician. Baha'i programs
are transmitted between 5:30 and 7:30 am, when the
Baha'is are preparing to leave their homes for work;
and again from 4:30 until 7:30 pm, after their return
home. Continental Counsellor, Raul Pavon, who, with
his parents, has worked among the Indian Baha'is for
many years, his wife Clementina de Pavon, and Ralph
Dexter, a Canadian believer, translate Baha'i writings
into Quechua, and prepare the programs for broadcast.
During the rest of the day ratio time is allocated to
commercial and cultural programming in Spanish.
Mr. Pavon recently corresponded with Baha'i News
about highlights of the Ecuadorian broadcasting
activities.
"The first Baha'i program was on March 1, 1973, at
5:30 am," Mr. Pavon explained. "At that moment, as the
sun began to break through the majestic peaks of the
Andes numerous friends in the cities as well as the
country heard for the first time a program which, with
the passing days, became a familiar friend."
The name of that first program was En Horas de
Amanecer or The Dawning. The program announced
the new d~y of God and spoke of the need to live a life of
justice. It assured the audience that God, the Creator,
had not forsaken humanity. The public reaction to these
Baha'i programs was reportedly very favorable. They
often caught the attention of people who were known to
have been closed to the idea of a new religion and a new
Revelation. To the Baha'is it unfolded a vision of ~he
widespread use of the radio as a powerful teachmg
instrument, according to Mr. Pavon.
At this time the radio station can reach only homes in
the principal mass conversi?n a~eas in the r~gion surrounding Otavalo. Mr. Pavon saId the questIOn of expanding the reach of the station to encompass the
coastal area around Esmeraldas is under consideration
by the National Assembly of Ecuad?r..
.
"The teaching done on the radIo IS hoth dIrect and
indirect" he said. "The programs of direct teaching
include 'adaptations of 'Baha'u'llah and the New Era',
'The Divine Art of Living', 'The New Garden', as well as
adaptations of introductory pamphlets about the Baha'i
Faith and compilations and notes from 'Tht; ~awn-Break
ers'. For the most part the programs are bl-lmgual: they
are broadcast in Quechua and Spanish. In the near
future programs of indirect teaching, including children's classes and cultural presentations will be aired.
Cultural programming being prepared will give. ~he
friends a view of their country and the world, descrIbmg
the make-up of the family of man, complemented by
historical notes from a Baha'i perspective."
In addition to the programs broadcast by Radio

Turismo the National Spiritual Assembly has leased
time on several local and national radio stations to
cover the entire northern and central parts of the country during prime listening time. "The programs go on
the air at dawn, just before the rural believer begins his
daily work, and again in the evening, when he returns
home," Mr. Pavon explained. "The programs consist of
short passages from the Teachings, intercalated between non-Baha'i traditional Indian and Ecuadorian
melodies. In other special programs readings and explanations of Baha'i writings are alternated with songs
recorded by the Baha'i Chorus of Ecuador."
Although it is too soon to tell what the real effect of
this radio experiment will be, Mr. Pavon said it is proving to be very effective in giving support to the 'Amatu'lBaha Baha'i Institute in Otavalo and to the sacrificial
efforts of the traveling teachers. But there is certainly
no lack of ambition in this undertaking. Mr. Pavon
concluded his correspondence by saying: "The friends
are convinced of the effectiveness of this method of
teaching the Faith and believe that the ideal thing would
be to have a Baha'i radio station, located possibly in
Otavalo 20 miles from the equator, which would broadcast th~ message of Baha 'u'llah to the four corners of
Ecuador, America, and the World."
In another piece of correspondence, Ralph Dexter, a
member of the National Assembly who has worked
closely with the radio station, said the programs are
helping prepare villagers to accept the Faith. Wh~n
teachers arrive in communities where people have listened to the programs they find a much more receptive
audience than they would have otherwise. "The radio
not only has this power to change mankind's receptivity
but also to maintain contact and deepen isolated communities as well as the easily accessible ones," he
wrote. "It is especially influential in countries like
Ecuador where, unlike the United States, there is no
excess of mass media. Here the radio is the only means
of communication in most rural areas and is listened to
quite diligently by all and is therefore a very effective
instrument for teaching."
According to the United Nations Statistical Yearbook
for 1971, there are almost two million radios in Ecuador,
or approximately one for every two people. On the other
hand, there are only 150,000 television sets, and these are
confined almost exclusively to major urban centers.
There are twenty-five daily newspapers, but their combined circulation is only 250,000 copies. The abundance
of radio receivers in Ecuador corresponds with a trend
in developing nations noted by the United Nations since
the advent of the Transistor. While distribution rates are
still low in Africa, where Zaire has only four sets per
thousand people and Egypt has 132, in Latin America
the figures are much higher.
Argentina boasts 370 sets per thousand, and Ecuador
almost 400 per thousand. According to the UN study,
listening figures are always higher than ownership figures, since in many areas (such as Indian villages)
group listening is still very common. "Few people in the
world are still as isolated as they were," the study
concludes.
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The Greenleafs:
•
an eternal unIon
by Emeric Sala
Elizabeth and Charles Greenleaf were from the midwest and were members of that group which began
with Thornton Chase in the latter years of the 1890's in
Chicago. The group was led by Dr. Ibrahim Khayr'ullah,
sent by the Master to America to teach and nurture
those interested in the Faith. It was an explosive
moment of great spiritual impact, gathering its forces
from the first public mention of the Name of Baha'u'llah
in America at the time of the Chicago Exposition in
1893.

We must learn to live in the light,
to bring all our plans to the
source of light.
Elizabeth, speaking of those days, would tell of a
dream experienced by a student of Oriental religions-it
was a time of visions and dreams. The student dreamed
that he was standing on the shore of Lake Michigan and
saw far on the horizon a great sailing ship being swept
by a swift wind towards the shore. As it grew near, a
great new sail was unfurled from the mast, with a
strange symbol inscribed in huge markings on it. When
the student awoke, he wrote down this inscription and
asked his professor to translate it. This the professor
could not do, but advised him to go to one, Dr.
Khayr'ullah, a seller of rugs, who had come to Chicago
at the time of the Exposition. The inscription on the sail
was the Greatest Name. The student never became a
Baha'i, but his story attracted others.
Charles and Elizabeth attended Khayr'ullah's classes.
He spoke to them of an as yet unknown "kernel of truth"
he was preparing them to receive when the seekers were
deserving of it. The Greenleafs at last reached the point
of testing. They were given certain verses from the
Bible to study, one of which was" ... unto us a child is
born . . . ", and told to meditate upon them without a
word of communication between them. Being conscientious, they did this and arrived independently at the
realization that a new Messenger from God had come,
the return of Christ. At the next class they reported their
convictions. They had passed the test and were given
the kernel, the knowledge of Baha'u'llilh and the Greatest Name.
Some time passed. Khayr'ullah's classes attracted
more and more people. But Elizabeth intuitively sensed

some link was missing. Then she dreamed she was in a
room in the Orient (she recognized it over twenty-five
years later). Divans ran along the four walls, covered
with oriental rugs. On one side of the room sat a glorious
majestic figure whose face was hidden by the blaze of
light shining from it. People were passing before it then
turning to bow low to someone on the other side. Elizabeth's eyes followed to see another figure, equally
majestic, seated on a similar divan. His person was
glorious, but the face, though shining, could be discerned, full of loving dignity. On His forehead was
written the word" Aga".
When she told Khayr'ullah of this dream and asked for
an explanation, he said he had been preparing the
friends for this further teaching: the establishment of a
Center of the Covenant in the person of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
Bahil'u'llilh's son! Great was the joy at this announcement, and correspondence began between Haifa and
America.
As letters from Haifa took six weeks or more to arrive
in America, a delay causing anxiety to many eager
hearts, Dr. Khayr'ullah suggested what he considered a
practical solution which he presented to the class. He
who had been praised by 'Abdu'l-Baha for his magnificent services, now took the first step towards becoming
a Covenant-breaker. This was his suggestion: that he
write a letter to the Master explaining the difficulties of
communications and asking Him to retain His station of
Infallibility for the believers in the East and to confer
Infallibility on him (Dr. Khayr'ullilh) for the believers
in the West. He asked the friends to think, to meditate

Those who signed the letter
disappeared from the
history of the Faith.
and pray about this, then come to the next Sunday
meeting to sign the letter. It would then be sent to the
Master.
Grave misgivings entered Eiizabeth's heart but as
Charles seemed to think it quite a sensible suggestion
she tried to drown such thoughts. But they continued to
trouble her until she had to tell Charles she could never
sign such a letter. Charles felt impatient with such
unfounded fears and the first coolness in all their married life grew between them. On the night before the
meeting called to sign the letter, Elizabeth tried to ease
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her troubled heart with prayer. In the early morning,
she awoke with a voice calling out within her, "Tell
Charles to beware of the white ram!"
After a silent, unhappy breakfast, Charles prepared to
go along to meet the friends. As he went to open the front
door, Elizabeth could not contain herself any longer and
called out that-to her-meaningless phrase: "Charles,
beware of the white ram!" Immediately he was stilled,
and turning to her a face white with shock, asked,
"What do you know of the white ram?" "Nothing," she
replied, "nor do I wish to know unless you wish to tell
me, except a voice told me to say these words to you."
Then Charles proceeded to tell her of a recurring
dream telling of his danger, though the dream recurred
in slightly different forms. The past night he had
dreamed he was walking on a high plateau. Across a
deep, rocky ravine was a beautiful meadow, the deep
green grass blossomed with flowers. Connecting the
plateau with this lovely meadow was a narrow, unguarded bridge. As Charles reached the middle of the
bridge, a sleek, white-haired ram would step from the
deep grass to meet him on the bridge. Charles stooped to
touch the silky coat of the beautiful beast. The ram
would put down his head to butt him off the bridge down
into the rocky ravine. That morning the ram's eyes
became the lustrous eyes of Khayr'ullilh! The Greenleafs
went to the meeting to give a warning to the friends,
without fully relating their dreams. Those who signed
the letter disappeared from the history of the Faith. The
faithful few became the bedrock of the Faith.
What was she like, the precious Elizabeth, to whom the
Guardian said and wrote, "every moment of your life is
precious"? The first word people used to describe her
was "light"-an inner radiance of early morning light.
One friend writes, "For me, always, Elizabeth was
bridelike. She was not young, nor did she have classic
features; as the years went by she became a little bent
but still she had a secret joy that expressed itself even in
her jewelry and simple, delicately colored clothes. One
day I spoke admiringly of her dress and she said, "I
dress for Bahil'u'llah as I would for a lover." This then
was her source of mysterious joy, her love for the Reality of Baha'u'llah was an undying flame within her heart.
A personal reality-her response shining in all the

"Every moment of your life is
precious," the Guardian wrote her.
atoms of her being. In this life she moved with beauty
and winning charm."
She used the word "light" so often. She would say,
"We must learn to live in the light, to bring all our
plans, our words and doings to the source of light, to
judge them by the words of Baha'u'llah."
So many met her first at Green Acre, that spot on the
"River of Light", a proper setting. The Green Acre
Committee had given her the use of the little cottage at
the head of the road leading down to the Inn. It was her
special joy to learn that the Master used to rest in a
room there every afternoon during His visit to Green
Acre the summer of 1912. This room she kept apart, only
to let others enter on special occasions associated with
His visit, or as a haven of prayer for those seeking
comfort or to express their joy. The little garden around
the Green Acre cottage was her laboratory as well as a
delight to see and smell. The exquisite little nosegays she
made as a love token for her visitors seemed to reveal
the very essence, the inner reality of color, form and
perfume of the flowers.
She longed to learn the sciences pertaining to this
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Elizabeth Greenleaf

wonderful world, the outer a reflection of the inner. She
would show visitors the result of her cross-pollination of
flowers and the pink potatoes she was one of the first to
develop. She corresponded with a McGill University
professor for several years as an equal on the results of
her experiments. She related how she prayed for the
inner knowledge of the sciences. She amusingly told of
visiting some non-Baha'i relatives and of being seated
beside Steinmetz (the electrical wizard) at the dinner
table. She began to speak to him and to question him on
his theories. After a few moments, he turned to look at
her more fully and asked, "At which university did you
study?" he was so impressed by her knowledge. Her
niece writes of a precious moment spent with Elizabeth
in her garden. They stood together to watch an eclipse of
the sun and Elizabeth remarked that the corona was like
the circle of light in 'Abdu'l-Bahil's eyes.
Her sense of humor relieved many a troubled heart. A
young Bahil'i visiting Green Acre in the late twenties
was somewhat disturbed by a discussion of some of the
older believers. They were not as yet completely freed
from the concepts of reincarnation. There were little
currents of irritation at the superior claims of some as
to whether they were Mary Magdalene, or Martha, Peter
or Thomas. Elizabeth had remained silent. Later, the
young Baha'i walked with her a!m-in-arm from Fellowship House to the cottage. ElIzabeth could sense the
confusion in the mind and heart of her young companion, so, with a gentle squeeze ~f the ar~ ,and a burble
of laughter in her voice, she whIspered, I 11 let you be
the Bab and I'll be Babil 'u'llilh! " For a stunned
moment 'the young Bahil'i halted, then suddenly gales
of laughter sent the cobwebs of cluttered thinking away

Continued Page Twenty-Three
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Udot Island believer and children

Rebuilding
an island
tradition
by
Florence Conway

As I braced myself against the floorboards of the tiny
boat being tossed and slammed by the seasonal violence
of the Truk Lagoon the closing words of the Bab's
address to the Letters of the Living came clearly to
mind and calmed my soul: "Arise in His name, put your
trust wholly in Him, and be assured oj ultimate victory." Chief Kintoki Joseph, his finely-sculpted face
dripping wet and his drenched clothes clinging to his
slight frame, sat at the rear of the straining vessel
expertly guiding it through mammoth swells, and carefully easing it through the occasional breaking waves
that washed over us.
In the more stable moments my eyes were fixed on
Kintoki's face. The serenity and composure that had so
impressed me a few days before at our first meeting
were still there, in spite of the turmoil of our present
surroundings. They complimented an obvious strength
of character which had enabled this highly-respected
man in the Truk District to defy tradition and declare
his faith in Baha'u'llah. Although he was now retired
from his position as Chief of Udot Island, he was, nevertheless, constantly sought after by his people as a
source of leadership and guidance because he demonstrated a wisdom and fairness rare in any society today.
We were on our way to Udot where I was to be the
guest of the Chief's family for the next two weeks, teaching, as opportunities permitted, and helping the believers to deepen in the Faith. The plan also included assisting the Baha'is of Udot Island to elect their delegate to
the National Convention of the Northwest Pacific
Ocean. It was my first visit to Truk, one of the main
island groups of the far-flung Carolines mentioned in
"Tablets of the Divine Plan."
The tide was up so the boat was able to be brought all
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Chief Kintoki Joseph and his wife Rieko
the way to the shore. A large gathering of people were
there to greet us, and as I scanned the scene I was able,
in seconds, to find the fair face of Noriko Tomioka, a
young Japanese believer who had volunteered one year
of her time to assist with the teaching work in Micronesia. She had arrived a couple of weeks earlier, entrusted
by the National Teaching Committee to the care and
protection of Chief Kintoki. This responsibility had been
taken quite seriously by the Chief, and Noriko had been
accepted into his home as a daughter, unfortunately
with all the restrictions on her activities that would
naturally accompany that position. Although communication between Noriko and me was extremely limited
by my complete ignorance of Japanese and her scant
knowledge of English, she later managed to convey to
me that this honor, so tenderly conferred upon her, had
somewhat hampered her teaching effort. And so it was
with relief and joy that she greeted me, hoping that my
presence might liberate her from the yoke of loving
protection the Chief had so wisely laid upon her.
As I stepped from the boat, I was ushered into Kintoki's meeting house, a short distance away, where a
great Feast had been prepared. All the village chiefs of
Udot Island were present, as well as a few other dignitaries. As we all partook of the delectable repast, and
shared our thoughts and feelings, I marvelled, as I have
on other occasions in my Baha'i life, at the miracles of
this age-the mere coming together of this group, where
mention of Baha'u'llah was made, was significant and
historic.
Although the Chief had provided me with an interpreter, I found the young man to be extremely shy, and
fearful of using what little knowledge of English he
seemed to have. As it turned out, our host was our best

Udot Island believer
interpreter. He had a fair knowledge of Japanese, having learned it during the Japanese occupation of the
area before World War II, and I found his knowledge of
English to be better than I had expected. But more
important, his language ability was magnified by his
uncommon perception. He did not like to speak in
English, since he felt inadequate, but, as time went on,
communication between us eased and improved
considera bly.
Since Chief Kintoki spent his days working in Moen, a
pattern soon developed of sitting around the table after
the evening meal for daily conversation. We would eat
in the meeting house, a fairly large, open shelter, with
an adjoining part which served as the cook house. Often
there would be a few other people present who would sit
quietly at one of the two other tables, sometimes talking
in soft, muffled tones, and barely visible in the dim light
from the kerosene lamp. Occasionally the Chief would
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The first believer of Tmk, Mr. Stem Salle, with his wife and children.
speak to them in Trukese, explaining the highlights of
our conversation. During comfortable lulls, I would
listen to the massive Truk Lagoon lapping lightly at the
shore only a few feet away, at times to be interrupted by
the animated chatter of the palm leaves being teased by
a playful evening breeze.
These nightly sessions would last for at least a couple
of hours. Kintoki shared his understanding of the customs and history of the Trukese people, and it was often
possible to reinforce the value and sound basis of these
customs with principles of the Faith. He had enrolled as
a Baha'i less than two years before, at a public meeting
held in Moen by a team of traveling teachers. However,
he had had little opportunity since that time to increase
his knowledge of Baha'u'Uah's teachings. This is the
case with the majority of the believers of Micronesia.
Literature in their languages is scant, sometimes only
one small pamphlet; then, there are many who do not
even read.
Noriko and I spent OUr days in Udot walking from
village to village, sometimes trying to locate declared
Baha'is, and always sharing the Message with new people. We had a useful system worked out, although it was
not the most satisfying to Noriko, since she usually
ended up talking with the older people who were the only
ones who might understand Japanese, and I would talk
to the youth who usually had some knowledge of English. We would seek out a person who had a fair ability
in one of our languages, and they, in turn, could translate into Trukese for the other people who happened to
be present. The Chief had felt quite safe in turning
Noriko over to me in his daily absence, since being
fortyish seems to dissolve many of the inherent dangers
threatening females in most societies. Thus, Noriko and
I were as free as birds.
On my third day in Udot a tragic incident occurred.
The chief of the neighboring village, who happened to
live very close to where we were staying, committed
suicide. It was following a quarrel with a defiant
daughter, who rendered the old man helpless by her

disregard for the tradition of respect for one's elders.
Sadly enough, her attitude was symptomatic. of the
penetration of Western customs that is eating away at
the fabric of the Trukese way of life. The despondent
and defeated man had hanged himself not far from his
house.
The people of Udot immediately responded to a need
that had arisen in their community. Everyone in the
vicinity cooperated to assist the bereaved family, who
would, for the next few days, have to feed the many
people who would come to be with them through their
time of trouble. There was no harmony lost from their
lives, nor did the tempo of life change much; it was,
rather, that all effort was at once directed toward a
common goal. It seemed as if the whole community had
been quietly transformed into a perfectly-synchronized
mechanism to accomplish the task before them.
Noriko and I were not asked, nor were we expected, to
help, and our needs were attended to just as before. In
fact, I felt excluded and apart, and decided that this .
pOSition was not acceptable for the Baha'i visitors. So,
as the people began to congregate the day following the
tragedy, I approached Kintoki's wife, Rieko, who spoke
some English, and conveyed to her our wish to help in
some way. When told that there was nothing we could
do, I asked if it would be all right if we visited the family
and went to pray where the man was lying in state. She
assured me this would be good, if I was sure we wanted
to go. I inquired further about the customs of the
people regarding death, so we would not, in our ignorance, offend our hosts or the bereaved family.
The news that there were Baha'i visitors on Udot had
spread rapidly, and I knew our actions would be observed with great interest when we joined the gathering.
We dressed in our best clothes, Noriko even replacing
her much-loved jeans with a dress, and the two of us,
finding that the others had already gone, left, by ourselves, to pay our respects. We approached the clearing
near the man's house and saw about a hundred people,
sitting in small groups on the short-tufted Japanese
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grass that covered the whole area, right to the water's
edge. We found Rieko and quietly asked if she would
take us to the bereaved family, since we did not know
who they were. She led us to the house and we climbed
the two steep steps, and entered. Directly before us, on
the floor, was the open wooden box holding the corpsehands crossed on the chest, and face completely vacant. Several women were sitting around the box constantly fanning the body, to retard deterioration. I sat
on the floor next to the older woman Rieko indicated was
the man's wife. We did not speak the same language, but
I took her hand, and could feel her pain and share her
anguish, and I tried to comfort her with love. I then
turned and looked down on the lifeless form of her
husband, and prayed that God would shower His mercy
on this soul. After awhile, Noriko and I quietly left and
joined the people outside. We sat on the grass for a long
time, just relying on our being there to express our
concern.
During the next two days more people arrived, some
coming from other islands, and I realized that something remarkable was happening. Many people would
stop and congregate at Chief Kintoki's house on their
way, to and from, the home of the "dead man", and they
seemed to be seeking us out . . . for hours on end, we
were teaching the life-giving message of Baha'u'llah to
different small groups who would gather around us on
the grass. They were brimming with interest and questions, and they continued to come. Young people came
with their guitars, and would sing for us the Trukese
songs in their soft, mellow voices--often love songs, that
would bring far-off dreams to their warm, dark eyes.
We marveled at this unmatched opportunity that had
come to us as a result of the man's death. As I thanked
God in prayer for this unexpected bounty, I prayed
again for the departed soul of the chief. With each new
group that gathered around to hear Baha'u'llah's Message, I repeated that prayer, and once more at the side
of that rough-hewn box.
We attended the funeral a few days later. As the box
was closed, the sound of the nails being pounded in
broke the silence of Udot and brought forth the mournful wailing of the dead man's family in totally unbridled
grief. The coffin was placed in the shallow grave, and
handfuls of dirt were cast by friends and relatives.
Several men, with shovels, quickly completed the task
by carefully mounding the fresh earth and bordering the
site with rocks.
That night, after the evening meal, we sat at Chief

Kintoki's table for hours, talking about the teachings of
Baha'u'llah concerning the nature of the soul, life after
death, heaven and hell. The stream of questions seemed
endless, and he would nod his approval frequently as we
responded. On subsequent occasions, when the Chief
spoke to different groups, he would often turn to me
following his discourse, and with shining eyes explain
that he had just told them about the Baha'i teachings on
one of these subjects.
On these memorable evenings at table he also shared
with us the deep concern of the elders of the island for
the future of the Trukese people. Working in the district
center he could daily observe the erosion of their way of
life, brought about by the unremitting encroachment of
materialism with its allied evils of alcohol, sexual license and violence. Values, which had guaranteed
peace, harmony and order for generations, were being
swept away by its force, and the early signs of its ravage
were now appearing in Udot. A kind of battle of Armageddon was being waged on these remote and neglected islands in the Pacific. There was no way the old
way of life could be retained; the wise Chief knew this,
but he also knew, that to submit to the new ways now
threatening them, would be destructive to his people.
The youth were the first to be affected. Instead of being
engaged in gathering the food, pounding the breadfruit
or carefully building the once critically-needed, outrigger canoes, as they had been in the past, they now
wiled away an increasing part of their days in idleness,
with a diminishing sense of being needed by a family,
whose diet might now consist more of rice and canned
meat. Inter-island transportation was now provided by
motor boats, owned only by those people who had jobs in
Moen.
The status of women in the Trukese society is very
low, and it was apparent that Chief Kintoki was being
challenged by having to confront a real example of the
new principle of the equality of men and women. Just
my being there, alone, in the capacity of a Baha'i teacher and as a guest in his home, was providing him with a
completely new set of circumstances with which to
cope. I sensed that it was creating a dilemma for him
and made every effort not to make it more difficult, but
rather to give him time and opportunity to work it out
for himself. It spoke of his maturity that the Chief was
able, within a relatively short period of time, to accept
this middle-aged woman, who unashamedly would work
in the cook house with his wife, quietly serve the guests
who often congregated in his home, and then, the next
moment take her place at table opposite him and be-
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Baha'is on Dublon, one of the three islands in the Truk Lagoon. The author, Mrs. Conway, is at the
right.
come the source he was forced to tap to satisfy his
obvious hunger for knowledge of Baha'u'llah's teachings. It was another evidence of the power of the Word of
God to recreate us; in this case, to have Chief Kintoki
overcome a deeplY-entrenched tradition which was basic to the family and social structure of Trukese life. It
was a victory for him, and I quietly rejoiced with him.
No mention was ever made, but I believe he knew that I
understood, and was grateful. Further evidence of the
change appeared toward the end of my stay in Udot. We
were discussing plans for a meeting at Kintoki's home,
and arranging to have people notified. I mentioned that
the women often did not attend the meetings, and that in
this day the teachings of Baha'u'llah say it is important
for the women to participate, too. The day of the meeting the women came, many of them. But even more
exciting, they spoke up and participated fully in the
discussions. .
One Saturday morning Chief Kintoki, Noriko and I set
out across the choppy channel to the neighboring island
of Eot where we planned to meet with the Baha'is. Saka
Manus is the Chief of Eot and he is also a Baha'i, having
declared his faith at the same time as Chief Kintoki. As
we approached the little island a vision of unsurpassed
loveliness filled our eyes. The morning sun cast its
clean light on Eot-a lush, green, picturesque garden
fioating in the Truk Lagoon. There were cleared, grassy
areas surrounding the simple dwellings, shaded here
and there by sprawling mango and giant breadfruit
trees. The shore was being guarded by friendly sentinels
-the casual coconut palms, leaning expectantly over
the water.

As we pulled up beside the rock jetty, a broadlysmiling, rotund figure approached to greet us. It was the
proud chief of this tiny dot in the Northwest Pacific
Ocean. We disembarked, exchanged greetings, and
Noriko and I waited while the two friends talked together. Kintoki, at one point, turned and explained that
most of the Baha'is were fishing or gathering breadfruit,
so we could not have a meeting that day. Somewhat
disappointed I tried another tack, and suggested that
Noriko and I could walk around the island to meet some
of the people. With a trace of finality in his voice, Chief
Kintoki replied that we would return the following day. I
decided not to pursue the issue, openly, but since we
were there I thought surely there must be something we
could do. While Kintoki and Manus continued their talk,
I silently prayed that somehow we would have the opportunity to teach that day on Eot.
Some time later, Kintoki turned in our direction, and
suggested that the four of us walk around the island and
look for the Baha'is. I was almost brought to tears by this
unexpected development. He asked that we take the
scrapbooks, which we relied on so heavily in our teaching. I pulled them out of the back-pack, where they had
been tucked away for protection against the spray of
water that always drenched us when we traveled by
boat in the lagoon. Kintoki insisted on carrying both of
them. My spirit soared, and it seemed that even the
earth beneath our feet took on a preciousness for what
was happening. The Chief of Eot, the Chief of Udot, a
courageous young Japanese girl and a fortyish American of New England stock-by most standards a rather
unlikely little group-set out to tread the paths of Eot
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that day, bearing the Message of Baha'u'llah to the
wondering but warm-hearted islanders.
At our first stop, we were waiting for a Baha'i to
return from fishing, when I discovered that a young man
nearby spoke some English, so I asked Chief Kintoki for
one of the scrapbooks and sat down with the youth
explaining, with the help of visual aids, about the Faith. I
happened to notice how carefully Kintoki was observing
what I was doing. A few minutes later, I looked in his
direction, and saw him, with several people gathered
around, the other scrapbook open before him, sharing
with people, whose needs he so well understood, the lifegiving Message of Baha'u'llah. It was a thrilling occurrence to see this wise and respected man humbly engaged in this most important and most rewarding task
-teaching the Cause of God. None of us could have
evaluated the true significance of the occasion, but as I
watched, I was able to partly sense the special nature of
that small gathering on this far-off, but certainly not
God-forsaken, island in the Pacific. It reminded me
again of how we must constantly try to evaluate our
goals, our actions, our accomplishments, by an entirely
new standard-a standard completely different from
that accepted by the society in which we live. To the socalled sophisticated world outside, this' place and its
people were unknown and unimportant-the fringes of
mankind who were uninvolved in directing the course of
civilization, who were just being carried along by the
forces of progress, like lifeless debris carried along by a
roaring river, to be occasionally deposited on its banks,
or wedged under rocks, maybe to be picked up again by
new surges in the p'owerfully flowing water. How distorted man's vision can become!
Although this day would go unnoticed, yet I knew a
significant event was going on before my eyes as I
watched the wise Chief Kintoki, gently opening the
hearts of the people to God's new Revelation. And Saka
Manus carefully observed his friend because soon he,
too, would take the initiative to experience this great gift
of God, and teach his own people.
Around mid-afternoon we made our way to the house
of Manus, where we removed our shoes and stepped into
a simple, immaculate room. His smiling wife greeted us
with great dignity, and led us to the low table carefully
spread with a wide assortment of attractive island
dishes. At each place was an opened coconut, almost
brimful of milk. In the islands, in the hea t of the day,
there is always someone who will shimmy his way to the
top of a coconut tree, drop a few coconuts, then on
descending, skillfully lop the top of the fruit and hand it
to you. This, all in a matter of minutes, provides a drink
both cool and refreshing.
We took our places on the floor around the table, and
were soon joined by a young public health worker, who
spoke English. He became quite interested in the Faith
as he was translating for me, and would forget, sometimes, to pass on the answers to questions being asked
by the two chiefs. The questions were those most important to their people. They wanted to know what the
Baha'i teachings say about communion, and we had an
opportunity to redefine it in terms of the Nineteen-day
Feast. They asked about heaven, hell and baptism because the missionaries had put great stress on these
subjects.
Our memorable day in Eot ended late that afternoon
as we waved our farewell to Chief Manus, with a promise
to return the following day. The trip home offered a
panoramic view of the glorious aftermath of a sun,
recently descended behind the large island of Tol.
Salmon-pink clouds sat precariously on the higher
peaks of the island, but only briefly did the spectacle
last. We came to the shore of Udot at that time of day
when darkness begins to fall, when supreme quietness
sets in, and the only sound heard was a chirping bird,
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Noriko Tomioka, a Japanese youth traveling teacher.

running that last fleeting errand before turning in for
the night.
During my last afternoon in Udot, I spent some time
lying on the thick Japanese grass bordering the lagoon.
In one direction, the sun was playing on the water, and
had created a path of light that stretched as far as I
could see. It looked like it was strewn with shimmering
diamonds all the way to the sky; it was so bright it
blocked out everything else from my vision, and naturally led to day-dreaming. What if the light of the Faith
was that visible to all mankind, so it would blind our
eyes to all that is unimportant-the materialistic goals
and pursuits that cloud our vision? Suddenly a cloud
did obstruct the light of the sun and the shimmering
path 'faded into a dull gray ocean. How quickly it had
changed, and I wondered how abrupt and drastic the
change in us, when we allow a cloud of disobedience,
negligence or forgetfulness to intervene between that
Source of light and our own lives. And I recalled people's appearances, and how it was easy to tell when they
were receiving and accepting that glorious Light, and
how drab their countenance, no matter what their
physical attributes, when it was not there. The cloud
passed, and again there was light upon light. As I reflected more, the scene was abruptly invaded by the
round, crawling figure oi a lovely baby, not far from
where I lay. His brown skin glowed in the sun, and his
eyes danced with delight at the coolness of the grass on
his naked body. I submitted to the happy intrusion, and
we played and laughed together.
The next day Noriko and I left Udot. Huddled together
on the hard floor of the small boat, we raised our heads,
and braved the wind and the water, to scan the islands
of the Truk Lagoon. The morning was overcast, and the
islands appeared a dark gray in the distance, like slumbering giants just waiting to be brought to life by the
light of God's new Revelation. How long would it take,
and where were the valiant souls who would arise to
achieve it?
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The friends met her at a distance, and all the way to the
meeting place they danced before her and sang.
The visit to the northern district of Malawi was a very
happy and unforgettable occasion. In Karonga, where
we spent two nights, we were able to meet with the
Baha'is and their friends on several occasions. This is a
relatively newly opened area through the efforts of one
of the devoted members of the National Spiritual Assembly, and the Baha'is there are very devoted and
eager to spread the Faith.
In the village of Bwiba, near Karonga, we met with
about 30 of the friends under the shade of a huge mango
tree. RUl).iyyih Khimum spoke to them in detail about
the teachings, prayers, and the spread of the Message of
Baha'u'llah. After the meeting a non-Baha'i lady, who is
an admirer of the Faith and runs a shop near this tree,
invited us into her shop for a cup of tea and some buns.
The friends begged us to come again on the same afternoon, which we did. However, when the meeting was
about to start a message arrived from the senior chief of
the district to the effect that he was very anxious to meet
Amatu'l-Baha but could not leave a scheduled meeting
of his own some distance away in another village. He is
a very well-educated man, an admirer of the Faith, with
a perfect knowledge of English, and is translating some
Baha'i pamphlets and books into his own language for
publication. He had also given a piece of land to the
Baha'is and was anxious for them to build a Centre on it
as soon as possible. When RUl).iyyih Khanum arrived at
the meeting, she found about 200 people gathered, many
of them sub-chiefs and other important villagers. She
was immediately invited most courteously to a seat by
Chief Mwaka Sungula, who introduced her befittingly
and asked her to tell his people what the Baha'i Faith
stands for. Her short and illuminating talk was much
appreciated by all. The spirit of this wise and tolerant
chief, who was most anxious to have the land he had
donated have a suitable meeting place built upon it,
combined with the great need of this newly opened area,
prompted RUQiyyih Khanum to contribute, from a sum
which has been placed at her disposal by a class of
Baha'i students in Persia, the amount needed for this
building.
The most northern town in Malawi we visited was the
town of Chipita, where Amatu'l-Baha gave a talk at the
Chipita Secondary School to over 120 students. This talk
was very enthusiastically received, discussions continued after the question period even outside the hall.
Counsellor Mr. Shidan Fatheazam was invited to go
back that night and show some Baha'i slides.
In the town of Mzuza, which is the provincial capital
of the North, we spent one night meeting with the believers in the evening, and Amatu'l-Baha gave a public
talk at the Townhall the next day to over 30 selected
enquirers, many of them distinguished government
officials. This was later followed by a reception given by
the Local Spiritual Assembly of that town which had
made all these excellent arrangements on their own
initiative.
In the city of Lilongwe, a modern city under construction and planned to be the future capital of the
country, we met with the Baha'is in the home of the
pioneers. Unfortunately at the last minute, because of
an unforeseen complication, the public talk had to be
cancelled, but at an informal gathering the Baha'is and
a few of their friends were very happy to meet with and
listen to RUl).iyyih Khanum.
In the village of Malaka Market over 120 people gathered under the shade of trees, at Amatu'l-Baha's meet-

The gentleman in the photograph, believed to be over
IDD years old, insisted on meeting Ru~iyyih Khanum
when she visited his village in Malawi.
ing. In the course of her talk she said those who accept
and follow the teachings of Baha 'u'llah are like a farmer
who comes in contact with a new and superior type of
maize grain and has the courage to take it and try it out.
It is this first farmer to whom the honor goes, because
after the others see the results with their own eyes many
will follow him and plant the new grain, but the honor
and the distinction will not be theirs; that belongs to the
one who had the vision and dared to try the new grain.
When the meeting finally came to an end-the villagers
being most reluctant to let it end at all and continually
plying their visitor with questions-the wife of the devoted traveling teacher, whose home was in that village,
served us all most lovingly with a delicious lunch.
After this strenuous week of continuous activity, the
National Assembly in its program had left a day of rest
for Amatu'l-Baha and we spent it alone on Zomba
Plateau, one of Malawi's famous scenic beauties, high
up on a mountain overlooking a vast panorama of lush
green valley, distant hills and the town of Zomba.
In the village of Ntonda the Baha'i children, holding
beautiful bunches of flowers, welcomed Amatu'l-Baha
with songs in front of their newly erected Centre. In a
number of these local village Baha'i Centres we noticed
that several copies of the same colored photograph of
the Shrine of the Bab decorated the walls, and when we
inquired how there happened to be so many of these,
we were told that at an advanced deepening course held
by the National Spiritual Assembly a copy of this photo-
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ourselves against such things. Ladies from each of the
very ceremoniously presented RUhiyyih
Kh~num with gifts they had brought for her, such as
frUIt and baskets and so an. A very beautiful incident
was the farewell talk of the chairman the same man
who had written the song. He said for this meeting
Baha'is from these four communities had contributed a
sum of money to prepare food for all of us and of this
sum "about thirty cents remains and we ~ould like to
give it to our beloved guest." RUQiyyih Khanum was
very touched and told them that for herself of course she
c?uld. ~ot ac~ept, but she wo~d take. this money and
gIv.e It In theIr name to the NatIonal SpIritual Assembly.
ThIS pleased everyone. Before we left they kindly served
us a delicious meal they had prepared.
At the end of her tour in Malawi Amatu'l-Baha
lunc:hed wit~ the National Spiritual Assembly at the
NatIonal l;ia:pratu'l-Quds and once again met with them
and thanked them for all they had done, as well as for
their gift of beautiful national costumes they had given
each of us, which we wore all the time.
The town of Amalika has a beautiful National Baha'i
Teaching Institute where we met with a large number of
believers. In addition to the very spacious main hall
there are dormitories and many other rooms, as well as
a beautiful garden. The purchase of this property fulfilled a national Nine Year Plan goal and it is gradually
being put into regular service for its primary and vital
purpose of deepening the believers. Amatu'l-Baha, in
her most inspiring talk, said the Cause of Baha'u'llilh is
like a vast living temple and each of us believers is like
one of its bricks; though we are all so different we are
part of the whole. She spoke of the life and sufferings of
the Blessed Beauty and answered the many eager questions put to her. This was the last meeting Amatu'lBaha was able to attend in Malawi as unfortunately she
caught a bad cold and was confined to bed. She was
therefore unable to attend the meeting in the south and
sent me in her place with other friends.
co~munities

Ladies presenting gifts to 'Amatu'l-Bahci at the National
Teaching Institute, Amalika, Malawi.
graph had been given to each attendant as a memento of
the occasion; and when they returned to their villages,
they had decided that they wanted to further beautify
their local Centres and therefore had donated their
photographs to the Centres. We noticed throughout
Malawi that the believers took much pride in their village Centres; often they had surfaced the floor with
bricks, planted flowers outside, and in general showed
their love and pride in the building they themselves,
often without any outside help, had erected in the name
of Baha'u'llah.
At Mthumpwa, one of the most active communities, a
large number of village Baha'is received and welcomed
Amatu'l-Baha in their beautiful Centre. The chairman
of the meeting, in his words of welcome, made a singularly beautiful and touching remark; he said we have
heard the name of Shoghi Effendi and have learned to
love him very much for his work and his life and his
station, but although he lived in our time we did not
have the privilege of seeing him; how fortunate we are
today to see his wings (meaning RUQiyyih Khanum). In
this village was a very old man, believed to be over a
hundred, doubled up with age, but extremely sharp in his
mind. He asked to meet RUQiyyih Khanum and had his
picture taken with her, because, he said, "I have seen
everything that has happened in this land and this day is
a very special day in my life." We slept there that night
and partook of a delicious meal prepared by the dear
Baha'is.
Malawi is a tea planting country and in the middle of
beautiful estates are several Baha'i communites; believers from four different areas gathered in Manjolo to receive and meet with Amatu'l-Baha. This
was one of the happiest meetings we had. The friends
met her some distance from the home of one of the
believers where the meeting was to be held, and all the
way to the meeting place they danced before her and
sang to her. She entered this house from under a green
arch they had specially erected for her, and as the
crowd was too many to get into the building, the meeting was held outside. One of the believers, a precious
soul, had written a special poem of welcome for Amatu'lBaha, and as he sang it to her he was himself so deeply
moved that several times he had to wipe away his tears.
The refrain of this song was, "Amatu'l-Baha means the
one who carries the Faith of God all over the world, who
comes from Haifa." RUQiyyih Khanum spoke on the
great honor which belongs to the first believers everywhere; she said when we teach people we should not
ever make them feel that we are forcing them to accept;
this is the water of life which we offer to anyone who is
thirsty; anyone who is not thirsty is free to leave it and
go his own way. She said to dispute and argue with
people is forbidden by Baha'u'llah and we should guard

The Cause of Bahau'liah is like a
vast Temple, and each believer
like one of its bricks.
Southern Malawi, unlike most of the country, is very
hot. At Kalenso, a large number of believers and their
friends were awaiting the arrival of RW:tiyyih Khanum
and, needless to say, they were disappointed but understood the reason for her absence. We spent that night in
the home of a member of the National Spiritual Assembly and deeply appreciated the hospitality we received
from him and his beautiful wife. The next day on our
way back to the city we stopped in the village of Blair
and, under the shade of mango trees that were indeed
live-saving in that heat, had a very enjoyable meeting.
There were many non-Baha'is present, and the discussion went on and on in their eagerness to learn more
about this Faith. A delicious lunch which we shared
with them all crowned this happy occasion before we
returned to Limbe.
This trip to Malawi was one of the happiest experiences we have had in Africa. We found a devoted and
exemplary community with both distinguished African
believers and dedicated pioneers, all harmoniously
serving Baha 'u'llah together. Honesty, trustworthiness,
and friendliness seem to be marked characteristics of
the Malawi people; indeed, as Amatu'l-Baha assured
the President when she met him, it was her hope and
prayer that this nation may be blessed and grow from
strength to strength, to become a shining example to the
rest of this continent.
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Illuminated Tablet
presented to college
An illuminated copy of a letter from 'Abdu'l-Baha
bestowing blessings upon Mount Holyoke C?lle~e .for
girls, in Massachusetts, was presented to the InstItutIOn
by the Baha'i community of South Hadley on May 26,
during the college's graduation weekend.
.
The original letter was mailed in 1919 to Dr. FrederIck
O'Evelyn, an early American believer, in honor of the
appointment of his daughter, Charlotte, to the Mount
Holyoke faculty. Dr. O'Evelyn traveled with 'Abdu'lBaha during His visit to America, ~n~ wrote many
articles for Star of the West about theIr Journey a~ross
America. Miss Charlotte D'Evelyn, who was too III to
attend the presentation ceremony, was on the faculty of
the college's English department for almost 40 years,
until her recent retirement.
The framed Tablet, and an accompanying photograph
of 'Abdu'l-Baha was received for Mount Holyoke by
Miss Mary Tuttie Secretary of the college. They will
hang in the campu's' 1886 Room which ~s used for alum~~
receptions, and for Tuesday night firesIdes by the Baha I
College Club.
Mrs. Penny Walker represented the Spiritual Assembly of South Hadley at the. prese~tatioI?' She .gav~ a
brief talk on the life and station of Abdu I-Baha. MISS
Amy Seidel, a graduating senior an~ me~ber of the
Baha'i Club, spoke about Dr. Frederick 0 Evelyn and
his association with 'Abdu'l-Baha.
According to Miss Seidel the school was very interested in receiving the Tablet. Mount Holyoke College
reportedly has a religious tradition and its graduates

South Hadley, Mass., BaM'is present illuminated copy of
Tablet by 'Abdu'I-BaM to Mount Holyoke College Secretary
Miss Mary Tuttle (third from right). Mrs. Penny Walker
(right) represented the South Hadley Assembly.

have rendered important services to many of the
world's important religions. It was said that the college
administrators were very pleased to learn that the
school was mentioned by one of the central figures of a
new world religion.
In recent years there has been a great deal of Baha'i
activity on the Mount Holyoke campus. Four years ago
there was only one elderly Baha'i in the town of South
Hadley. Today there are more than 40 Baha'is in the
community, and until graduation there were 13 Baha'is
at Mount Holyoke.
At least five of the seventeen head residents of dormitories next term will be Baha'is, Miss Seidel said. A
course on the Baha'i Faith has been taught at the college for two consecutive years. The first year it was
prepared by the staff of the religion department, the
second year by the Baha'i College Club.
The College Club has also supported extensive service
projects. DUring the past two years, for example, a
Baha'i has visited the college infirmary every day to run
errands for and serve the student patients under treatment there.

* * *
To his honor, Dr. Frederick W. D'Evelyn
San Francisco, California, U.S.A.
Upon him be Baha'o'llah El Abha.
HE IS GOD.

o thou servant of Baha'o'llah!

Thy letter was received. Its contents were con,ducive

to joy and gladness. I pray that through the blesstngs of
GOD thou may est daily increase in faith, assurance and
firmness in the Covenant and Testament; mayest be

Chileans plan teaching·
One of five area teaching confere,,!-ces he~d
throughout Chile this past June, thtS one tn
Valdivia was attended by believers within a 200
mile radius, including pioneer Robert Si~gel,
(front row left), representative Of the Natwnal
Teaching Committee, and pioneer Reed Chandler (top, third from right), representative of the
National Spiritual Assembly.
Similar conferences were held in Concepcion,
Copiapo, Santiago, and Valparaiso.

assisted and confirmed and be the cause of the exaltation Of the Baha'i Teachings.
Thou hast written about the school for women; I
supplicate and entreat to the Kingdom of God and beg
for that school limitless confirmations, so that it may be
born anew, may become the man!festation of the
bounties of the generous Lord, the ltghts of Supreme
Guidance may shine upon it and may illumine it, and
may become the center of merciful susceptibilities.
Convey on my behalf to thy respected wife the utmost
kindness.
Upon thee be Baha El Abha.
(Signed) 'Abdu'l-Bahci Abbas
Translated by Shoghi Rabbani
Bahjeh, Acca, Palestine, July 24, 1919
(Note: The school mentioned is Mount Holyoke College,
South Hadley, Mass., U.S.A.)
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Rhodesia elects NSA

Members of the National Spiritual Assembly of
left to right: (standing) Mr. Joseph
Mhandlwa, Mrs. Helen Hope, Mr. Thomas Lisota, Mr.
Tobias Mnmvuma, (seated) Mrs. Iran Sohaili, Mr. Amos
Zanyamakando, Mrs. Doreen Mpafu. The other members, Mr. Dale Allen. and Mr. John Sargmt, had not
returned from the Thlrd International Convmtion whm
this photograph was taken.
Rhodes~a, from

I

Guatemalan Baha'is attend study class in Palmira
Vieja.

Guatemalan teaching

I

High up on the side of a green mountain, overlooking a
valley Guatemala shares with Mexico, is a community
of less than 100 thatched roof adobe houses with dirt
floors and no windows, called Palmira Vieja. Its people
(women and children included) work hard on large
coffee plantations during the harvest, but still find
themselves in perpetual debt. A man from this village
was working on one of th«! larger plantations at sea level
where most of the poor work part of the year and return
home with malaria or hepatitis. There he met a Baha'i.
He expressed the desire to know more. The Baha'i arranged for a pioneer to go to his home. He became on
fire with the teachings and went to friends in Palmira
Vieja to share the message. They were thrilled. They, in
turn, went out as a group--entire families-to teach
their neighbors who lived at the foot of the mountain in
Mexico. They asked for nothing, carried their food, and
walked barefoot up and down their steep mountain side.
In April of that year they formed their assembly in
Palmira Vieja. Many times, the entire Assembly, with
their children, went on foot to teach in other communities.
Since this place is inaccessible by car most of the
year, it has been visited, perhaps not more than twice a
year. They always elect their assembly, delegate and
officials without help and send in their report which
sometimes takes 3 weeks to arrive.
Much o~ the deepening in Palmira Vieja has been
carried out by Auxiliary Board Member, Edith
McLaren. No one who has made the trip can forget their
horseback ride through the valley where clouds of colorful butterflies erupt as the horses pass.
One of the goals of the 9-Year Plan was to teach and
form an assembly in the frontier towns of the state of
Chiapas, Mexico.

The National Convention

of the

Baha'is
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Chad National Convention

The Third National Convention of the Baha'is of Chad
was held in the small city of Sarh (formerly Fort
Archambault) in the South of Chad. The Mayor of Sarh
donated a municipal building for the event.
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The proceedings were quickly translated into French,
Massa, Arabic, Kenga, Sara and Sara N'Gombaye.
There are more than three hundred localities where
Bahil'is reside in Chad, and fifty Local Spiritual
Assemblies.
The above photograph shows the delegates, visitors
and pioneers attending the Third National Baha'i Convention of Chad.

Torshavn elec.ts Assembly

f Rhodesia. held in Burnside. Bulawago.

I

The first Local Spiritual Assembly of T6rshavn, Faroe
Islands, was elected on the evening of April 10, 1973, in
the home of Knight of Bahil'u'llah, Eskil Ljungberg.
The first youth declarations in the Faroes were obtained by an international proclamation team which
toured the islands after the North Atlantic Conference
in Reykjavik in September 1971. During 1972 a second
international teaching team visited the islands. The
event was reported by the national press, and leaflets
(the first in Faroese) were distributed to every one of the
3,000 homes in the capital city of T6rshavn.
The members of the Spiritual Assembly are, from left
to right; (standing) Mr. Richard Bury, Miss Ilona
Rodgers, Mr. Artin Dixon, Mr. Roy Philbrow, (seated)
Mr. David Hines, Mrs. Margeret Hines, Mrs. Emma
Reinert (first Faroese Baha'O, Mrs. Sue Philbrow, and
Knight of Bahil'u'l1ah Mr. Eskil Ljungberg.

SEPT~IER,

Rwanda National Convention
The National Convention of the Gilbert and Ellice
Islands was held on Baha'i headquarters land, in
Tarawa, the capital, May 15-20.
Twenty-three delegates from nine islands gathered in
the National Teaching Institute and the Baha'i Naneaba
for the Convention. The Institute and the Maneaba, a
native meeting hall with no sides and a high thatched
roof, are part of the national headquarters Pao Penox.

1973

~f~er the C(:lDvention a few of the delegates remained
to lom a teachmg team preparing to visit several islands
for mass tea~hin~. Teaching teams, comprised of fifteen
persons rangmg m age from fifteen to sixty are new to
the Gilbert and Ellice Islands, although they have already been successful in spreading the Baha'i Faith.
Conventio~ Chairman Mote ~aman (left), of Betio;
a~d C~lDvenbo~ Secretary Mas.Ipei Takarawa (right), of

BIkeDlbeu; qwetly make theIr choice for the Baha'i
National Assembly. Photo by Dr. Marr.

r------------------------------------------------------ ----

ir

Gilbert & Ellice Is.
The members of the National Spiritual Assembly of
Rwanda, elected at the second National Convention in
:<'igali, May 26-27, 1973, are, from left to right: (seated)
VIr. Aron Ndazivunnye, Mr. Aloys Nzaramba, Mr. Denis
iiitimana, (standing) Mrs. Zahereh Taaid, Dr. A. Taaid,
VIr. Etienne Thcigaga, Mr. Philippe Bwana, Mr.
\.lphonse Semanyenzi, and Mr. Athanese Ntaganda.
At the National Convention in the city of Kigali thirty'ight delegates represented believers in 191 localities
,round the country. There are currently forty-seven
~ocal Spiritual Assemblies in Rwanda.

1,'"
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National Baha'i Convention of Tanzania, held at
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The Greenleafs:
an eternal Continu'ed
unionfrom page 9
and they walked on happily together.
Of her meetings with 'Abdu'l-Baha, she felt she could
not adequately describe Him. From time to time she
would describe His eyes, the movements of His hands
and body, His gentleness, His strength. All adjectives
were meaningless in relation to his state of being. However, she related this experience which linked itself to a
private family joke. Whenever each of the Greenleafs
thought the other was receiving undue adulation from
others, the one or the other would murmur "Ham and
eggs!" into the ear of the praised one as the most plebian
expression possible to prick the ego balloon. One day
Elizabeth was busy as usual with Lua Getsinger and
other Baha'i ladies in preparing and serving refreshments for the throng of visitors who came to meet the
Master. They wer~ arranging food on a table in the
anteroom outside the room where 'Abdu'l-Baha was
holding His private interviews. LUa, glancing at Elizabeth, asked, "Have you been with the Master yet?"
When Elizabeth answered "No", Lua looked at her a
little impatiently, opened a second door near them leading into the Master's room and practically thrust Elizabeth inside. A chair being beside the door, Elizabeth
sank into it gratefully. The Master was speaking to, and
His secretary was translating for, two ladies seated
beside 'Abdu'l-Baha. Elizabeth sat, absorbed in watching Him. He suddenly paused in His flow of words,
glanced at her 'and exclaimed, "Ham and eggs!" Then
throwing back His head, burst into laughter. She sat

.
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National Baha'i Center, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania.

stunned. The Master continued his discourse with his
visitors until kindly He escorted them to the door.
The marriage of Charles and Elizabeth Greenleaf was
a "Marriage for eternity" as 'Abdu'l-Baha wrote them.
Charles said before his death that he would not have
wished to have changed one word or deed of Elizabeth's
during their life together. Later, after Charles' death in
1920, the Master wrote Elizabeth, "You shouldst not
mourn nor grieve because this separation is but temporary. Thou wilt find him in the Divine Kingdom in the
utmost joy, happiness and rapture. This union is eternal. . . . Do thou strive with heart and soul to be
confirmed with such deeds as to become the cause of his
joy and happiness in the other world."
The beloved Guardian showed every tenderness to
Elizabeth on her pilgrimage to Haifa in 1926. It was then
he told her, what he later wrote, "Every moment of your
life is precious." He suggested that she teach with Mrs.
Maxwell in Canada. It was after her pilgrimage that she
came to Montreal to give the stimulus which began the
Montreal Youth Group. This group later gained continent-wide and even international renown; iii original
members served on Local and National Spiritual Assemblies, as well as becoming pioneers to other lands.
At a time when Mrs. Schopflocker was on one of her
extended worldwide teaching tours, Elizabeth acted as
hostess-housekeeper in the Schopflocker home. She was
active as always in teaching. One evening she received
a very abusive telephone call warning her that her life
was in danger if she continued her teaching activities.
The next night she went off, unperturbed, to class. There
was a long walk of three blocks of badly lit streets to
reach the streetcar. On her return late at night, when
Elizabeth stepped off the streetcar, there was Bruce, the
Schopflocker's huge English bulldog waiting to escort
her home. He had never done this before. He continued
his guard for a month, then just as suddenly as he began,
he stopped.
So many stories flood to mind. One afternoon as she
sat praying in her hotel bedroom in a city of the deep
south, she felt someone looking at her. The window was
open to catch the breeze. There, on his high board sat a
Negro window-washer looking so intently at her. When
she greeted him, he said she looked so happy; he wanted
so much to see a truly happy face. So, at the window,
they chatted, Elizabeth giving him a copy of a Baha'i
prayer by which he could seek happiness for himself.
Whether it can be said she opened the city of Key
West, Florida, to the Faith is not sure. She spent January 1939 there and was joined by a younger believer who
spent several weeks there and was a witness to how her
gentle influence touched so many hearts. We would
walk each morning to the fruit shop to buy our luncheon. It was owned by a delightful Chinese family. The
old grandfather usually sat in the sun, dressed in the
traditional long blue Chinese gown, a black satin skull
cap on his head. When he saw Elizabeth, he would rise,
his hands crossed and hidden in the long sleeves, bow
and repeat in singing Cantonese a verse (his son told us
some saying of Confuscious). Elizabeth would bow in
return and repeat some verSe of Baha'u'llah's or 'Abdu'lBaha's-a very precious interlude.
In these days, two years before her death, her sight
was failing, limbs were weak, her hands shaking. One
night as she stumbled and almost feU, she clung to her
companion's arm and exclaimed, "Oh, here am I, blind
and lame and halt, able to do so little, yet if that little
can serve the Guardian, I am willing to live forever!"
Many of these incidents in the lives of the Greenleafs
have been confirmed at one time or another by Charlotte
Dakin, Elizabeth's beloved niece, by Dorothy Baker,
Doris Mackay, Gertrude Blum, and Bahiyyih Randall
Ford whose parents' home was a refuge, a source of joy
and happiness weaving in and out of the lives of the
Greenleafs.
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Architect chosen for
Seat House of Justice
DELIGHTED ANNOUNCE APPOINTMENT RUSAYN
AMANAT BRILLIANT YOUNG BAHA'I ARCHITECT
CRADLE FAITH AS ARCHITECT OF BUILDING FOR
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
SHARE ANNOUNCEMENT ALL FRIENDS PLEASE
PUBLISH FOREGOING BAHA'I NEWS
THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Haifa
September 18, 1973

Mrs. Shows passes
after brief illness
The United States Baha'i community, and hundreds of
Baha'is who have served as pioneers abroad since the
beginning of the Second Seven Year Plan, particularly
Europe, will be grieved to learn of the passing on July 21
of Mrs. Julia Shows following a very brief last illness. A
future issue of Baha'i News will carry an In Memoriam
article concerning Mrs. Shows' many years of devoted
service on committees and to pioneers who remember
her with great love and admiration. On the occasion of
her passing The Universal House of Justice cabled July
24, 1973 as follows:
ASSURE PRAYERS PROGRESS SOUL ABHA KINGDOM LOYAL DEVOTED
BELIEVER JULIA SHOWS GRATEFULL Y RECALL HER CONSISTENT
LOVING SERVICE GOALS CAUSE;
THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Mrs. Struven visited
Master in Holy Land
On August 2, 1973, Mrs. Hebe Struven of Fryeburg,
Maine, ascended to the Abha Kingdom. Mrs. Ruby Jean
Struven, affectionately known as Hebe, was the youngest
sister of Mrs. Lua Getsinger and had the great privilege
of visiting 'Abdu'l-Baha while He was still in prison in
'Akka, Palestine, in 1908. From that time her life was
dedicated to the furtherance of the Faith of Baha'u'IHlh
and many are the believers who first heard the mention
of the Faith from her.

Distinguished pioneer
dies at Europe post
The following cablegram from The Universal House of
Justice dated August 13, 1973, announces the passing of
another valiant pioneer and very early American Baha'i:
DEEPLY GRIEVED PASSING ANNA KUNZ STEADFAST DISTINGUISHED HANDMAID BAHA·U·LLAH HER ASSOCIATIONS BELOVED
PIONEERING SERVICES EUROPE OVER EXTENDED PERIOD UNFORGE'l"l'ABLE ADVISING GERMAN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY HOLD MEMORIAL GATHERING MOTHER TEMPLE EUROPE PRAYING SHRINES
PROGRESS HER SOUL ABHA KINGDOM.

Hand Cause Ferraby
dies unexpectedly
The Hand of the Cause John Ferraby passed away
suddenly on September 5. The following cablegram
was sent by The Universal House of Justice:
REGRET PASSING HAND CAUSE JOHN FERRABY.
RECALL LONG SERVICE FAITH BRITISH ISLES
CROWNED ELEVATION RANK HAND CAUSE VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION BAHAI LITERATURE THROUGH
HIS BOOK ALL THINGS MADE NEW. REQUESTING BEFITTING GATHERING MASHRIQULADHKARS MEMORIAL ALL COMMUNITIES BAHAI WORLD.

With Loving Baha'i greetings,
THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Appointed by Shoghi Effendi a Hand of the Cause
of God, October, 1957. Participated Intercontinental
Conference, Frankfurt, Germany, July, 1958. Representative of World Center, convention of Austria,
April 1959. Member, Body of Nine Hands in the Holy
Land, 1959-1963. Representative of World Center,
convention of Norway, April, 1962. Attended 2 British
Island summer schools dUring 1967, and traveled extensively on the continent, including visits to Spain,
Portugal, Switzerland, France, and the Netherlands.
Major Baha'i publications: AU Things Made New.

THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
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AN AERIAL VIEW of the House of Worship. The stairs repaired are those above the entranceway in
the center of the photograph.
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MR. CHARLES ABERCROA
puts the finishing touches on

Essential repair and maintenance work on the House
Worship in Wilmette, long delayed by the need to
expend available funds in winning the teaching and
consolidation goals of the Nine Year Plan, has been
ordered by the National Spiritual Assembly of the
United States.
Repair of a section of 18 steps on the Linden Avenue
side of the Temple was completed in August. The remaining steps encircling the Temple were cleaned in
early September to have them match the concrete and
stone of the new ones.
Workmen recently completed cleaning and painting
the steel frame of the Temple dome; and the metal
handrails on the grounds of the House of Worship were
also treated to a new coat of paint. A portion of the
upper dome was caulked and sealed to make it watertight, and at least ten badly damaged glass panes have
been replaced.
This preliminary work is part of a more extensive
schedule of repairs that must be undertaken over the
next several years to renovate the House of Worship .
Although recent architectural surveys indicate the
Temple is structurally sound, some routine repairs
which would normally have been undertaken from year
to year, were postponed because of the degree to which
the financial resources of the American Bahll'i community were committed to winning the world-wide
goals ofthe Nine Year Plan.
Among those repairs that must now be undertaken are
the restoration of the concrete apron that serves as a
walkway around the perimeter of the Temple, which has
settled and cracked in places because of the movement
of the earth beneath it; the reupholstering or replacement of chairs in the House of Worship auditorium; the
replacement of unstable canvas chairs in Foundation
Hall; the rehanging of drapes in the clerestory of the
House of Worship; and the painting of the upper-level
and the water-damaged ceiling of the Temple auditorium.
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of Greenville, South Carolina,
of the steps.

WORKMEN LABOR to finish work on steps without inconvenience to thousands of people visiting this
summer.

On April 16, 1973, The Universal House of Justice
contributed $20,000 on behalf of the entire Baha'i world
to the projected Temple work. The National Spiritual
Assemblies of Canada, Alaska and Hawaii soon followed
this lead. Canada pledged $20,000 to the effort during the
current year; Hawaii promised $25,000 over a five-year
period; and Alaska offered between $1,000 and $2,000 per
year, and more if possible.
Many of the needed improvements are the natural
consequence of the great attraction the Temple has had
for visitors since its dedication in 1953, and the use the
facilities have received from the more than three million people who have traveled here. The reupholstering
or replacement of chairs in the auditorium, purchased
more than two decades ago for approximately $25 each,
is one example of this type of repair. Another might be
the necessity the large stream of people has created to
carpet, and place a ceiling over, the Foundation Hall
exhibit area, not only to improve its appearance, but to
muffle the noise generated by large groups congregating
to view the Baha'i displays. In 1972 alone the number of
visitors exceeded 200,000 people. Between August and
September of this year more than 75,000 people made the
journey to Wilmette to see the Temple and its surroundings.
Now that the Nine Year Plan has been accomplished
the National Spiritual Assembly feels the stage has been
reached in which the care of Baha'i properties in the
United States must be placed on a sound financial basis.
To begin to undertake the necessary repairs, and to
allow for money to be set aside to provide a general
maintenance fund for systematic future use, a larger
share of the 1973 US national budget has been allocated
to the care and maintenance of Baha'i properties, particularly those at the National Center. Of the total $2.5
million US budget, $576,000 has been set aside for BahB.'i
properties. A substantial portion of this allocation has
been earmarked for imprOVements on the Temple itself.
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WORK WAS ALSO done in the Dome of the Temple. In the
photograph men scrub and paint the steel structure supporting
the ornamental exterior.

Emogene Hoagg,
an exemplary pioneer
By Amine De Mille
Emogene Hoagg was a pioneer before the term was
coined. She was a traveling teacher in days when travel
was far more expensive and uncomfortable and difficult
than now. She was fortunate to have wealth to finance
those long sea voyages, and to allow her to give her full
time to teaching; to make pilgrimage after pilgrimage
to the Holy Land, when it was almost a necessity to visit
'Abdu'l-Baha for information, due to the lack of translations of the Tablets and Books of Baha'u'llah.
Emogene Martin, at twenty, married a well-to-do engineer, John Ketchie Hoagg, son of a New York Dutchman, who had made a fortune in flour mills. By the
winter of 1944, when she came to spend nine months with
us in Chevy Chase, Maryland, she had been traveling for
'Abdu'l-Baha for forty-seven years. Now, a widow
whose health was broken by repeated heart attacks and
bouts with pneumonia, whose fortune was almost expended, she retained a mind and spirit so vibrant and
alert that it was difficult to believe she was seventyseven years old.
Her eyes fascinated me. They were of a gemlike blue,
that flashed with brilliance. I came to believe that their
brilliance was due to a half century's contemplation of
the Holy Face of her beloved Master, whom she had
visited so many times in both 'Akkil and Haifa; and to
her keen and creative intellect as it applied itself to her
monumental compilation, "The Three Conditions of Existence: Servitude, Prophethood and Deity"-that fruit
of her life, the labor of love upon which she labored for
many years, sick or well, finishing it only a few days
before her death. After her passing I offered to type this
manuscript and it was mailed to me in a bulky leather
satchel. It took me four years to type it, check the
thousands of scriptural references with the texts, and
correct all four copies.
During the time she was with us, Emogene was often
ill. As she lay on her pillows, frail and white, her writing
materials put away for a while, I would sit in her room
and ask her about her life, and take notes.
By birth and temperament, Emogene Hoagg was endowed with the qualities that made her one of the great
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Baha'i teachers. Her maternal ancestor, John Drew,
migrated to the American Colonies from England on the
Mayflower; her grandfather, George Zacharias Hodges
and his wife, Eliza, left their comfortable Boston home
to settle in the frontier state of Virginia, where he became a Colonel in the southern army. Her father, a
medical doctor, left Nashville in 1848, dUring the gold
rush, to make the long sea voyage around the Hom to
California. He never returned East. He married Maria
Frances Hodges, and settled in a little mining town
called Copperopolis, where Emogene was born September 27,1869.
She waS religious from childhood, she told me, although her parents had no church affiliation, a most
unusual independence in those days of orthodox conformity. There were two churches in town, the Catholic
and the Congregationalist. She joined the latter, attended regularly, and played the piano for the services.
As she grew older, her faith underwent a change.
Disturbing questions began presenting themselves to
her mind as she sat through the long sermons on Sunday
mornings. Why did the good God of all men love only
Christians? This did not seem right or just since He had
created all of the other people too. Although she continued to attend church as usual, her faith was shaken
by these inner promptings, and she began thinking of
herself as an agnostic.
At eighteen, she went away to school to San Francisco, where she entered the Irving Institute, a fashionable
seminary for young ladies. She studied voice and languages, both of which she continued through private
lessons after her marriage. She became quite a linguist
during her later Baha'i travels, speaking and writing
Italian, French, German, Spanish and even Persian. She
translated Baha'u'llah and the New Era, Wisdom of
'Abdu'l-Bahti and Hidden Words into Italian; helped
with the translation of the Kitab-i-' Ahd and the Will and
Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha into German; and assisted
with the French edition of Baha'u'llah and the New
Era.

After several years of childless marriage, Emogene
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In a time when it was difficult to know the true Teachings in depth
because of the absence of printed literature, the believers were
dependent upon word-of-mouth instructions from the pilgrims.
persuaded her husband to allow her to accompany a
family friend to Milan, and to continue her voice studies
in Italy for a year. It was upon her return home in 1898,
while on a visit to Mrs. Phoebe Apperson Hearst, the
wife of Senator George Hearst, in Pleasanton, California, that Emogene found the answer to all her early
religious questionings, and the Cause that directed her
every thought and activity for the rest of her life. Lua
and Edward Getsinger were also guests in the home, and
it was through them that she learned of the coming of
the new Messenger for this Day, and of His explanations
of all the contradictions and perplexing spiritual problems that had beset her in her teens. She was one of the
fortunate souls, she told me, who could recognize the
truth instantly and, accepting it wholly, never again be
troubled by doubts.
In a time when it was difficult to know the true Teachings in depth because of the absence of printed literature, the believers were dependent upon word-of-mouth
instructions from the pilgrims on their return from the
Holy Land. Many misconceptions and half-truths were
circulated, sometimes unintentionally, causing great
divisions and crises among the tiny American communities.
Before her first pilgrimage Emogene was caught in
the middle of one of these tempests, prompted by the
disobedience of the Syrian doctor Ibrahim Khayr'u'llah,
who came to Chicago in 1894 to lecture on the Faith.
Khayr'u'llah was a dynamic speaker, a magnetic personality, and he was able to attract many seekers.
Emogene heard of his fascinating expositions on the
return of Christ and went to Chicago to attend them.
In his lectures Dr. Khayr'u'llah called 'Abdu'l-Baha
the Reincarnation of Jesus Christ. The doctrine of reincarnation was very popular, particularly among the
Theosophists who attended his classes. He hoped to
make Baha'is of these people by incorporating their
doctrines into his talks, although he was warned by the
other Baha'is, as well as by 'Abdu'l-Baha, to stop teaching this erroneous theory. Instea~ of altering his approach, he wrote a book called "Babu'd-Din, further
elaborating his doctrine. Finally, he determined to take
his book to 'Akka, hoping to persuade 'Abdu'l-Baha to
endorse it. In 1898 he was invited by Mrs. Hearst to join
her party on pilgrimage to the Holy Land.
When he returned to Chicago, his book rejected and
under instructions to discontinue his teaching, he
turned away from the Faith, taking others with him. It
was a time of sifting. The faithful, who remained unshaken, became the nucleus of the true believers in
America.
Emogene, whose faith was unshaken, rounded out the
story with a footnote: Mrs. Khayr'u'llah, the wife of this
deluded doctor, also made the pilgrimage and wrote
from 'Akka, "Forget everything you have been taught
except that Baha'u'lhih came and has passed away.
'Abdu'l-Baha, Center of the Covenant, is here, but He is
not the reincarnation of Jesus Christ."
It was a relief, Emogene told us, to leave America
and return to Milan. Forced to seek another voice
teacher she went on to Paris where, to her delight, she
found the first French group of Baha'is. This little
community, founded by May Ellis Bolles, pioneer to
that country, and devoted to 'Abdu'l-Baha's every word
and wish, was a haven of peace and unity after America. Here she met Helen Cole, who invited her to ac-
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company her and Alma Albertson on pilgrimage. In
November 1900 they set sail for Haifa.
At this time the Holy Family was living in the House
of 'Abbud in the town of 'Akka. 'Abdu'l-Baha sent his
carriage, drawn by three horses and driven by the devoted Isfandiyar, to Haifa to meet the pilgrims. They
were to proceed directly to the Tomb of Baha'u'llah at
~a~ji, sc;>me miles along the coast, before meeting Him
m Akka. As they drove along the shore the ladies
chanted prayers. At the Tomb, they were met by the
Greatest Holy Leaf and Zia Khanum, the eldest daughter of 'Abdu'l-Baha, who lovingly welcomed them and
led them into that holy spot.
Later at the door of His house in 'Akka, 'Abdu'l-Baha
welcomed them wiith great warmth and love. The bedroom into which she was ushered was decorated with
utmost simplicity. Its only furnishing was a cot. Here,
she slept for ten nights in perfect comfort, unconscious
of anything lacking. Those were days of bliss, surrounded by the kindness of the ladies of the household
and of the Master, who met with them every day, instructing them in the divine Message bequeathed to a
dying civilization by His Father.
Toward the end of the visit 'Abdu'l-Baha called Emogene to Him and told her He wished her to go to Port
Said, where the noted Persian scholar Mirza Abu'I-FaQl

The Guardian called her, "the
most erudite of her generation."
would instruct her in the Bible and the Baha'i interpretation of this Holy Book. Upon arrival at Port Said she
began her lessons with the teacher whom 'Abdu'l-Bahil
loved and admired so dearly that He entrusted him with
the instruction of many of the infant communities of the
West. She met with him twice a day for a month. Her
studies were carried on through interpreters.
"It was not without difficulty that I got the explanation," she later wrote. "Sometimes Nur'u'llah Effendi
would give me the meaning in Italian, and at other times
Al}.mad Yazdi Effendi would translate into French. Then
I would put their words into English. After about two
weeks Anton Effendi Haddad was sent to Port Said, and
he translated directly into English." (The Baha'i WOTld,
Vol. X, p. 520.)
These lessons set the pattern for all her future service
in the Faith. She became henceforth a student of the
Holy Scriptures, not only of the Baha'i and Judeo-Christian Dispensations, but also of the other world religions
so little known in the West at that time. So faithful was
she in her studies that the Guardian later called her "the
most erudite of her generation."
Returning to Europe from Port Said in February 1901,
she stayed for a short while in Paris. She told us of one
day spent with the friends in the apartment of Marie
Hopper. It was decided to meet for a whole day of
prayer and chanting the Greatest Name ninety-five
times ninety-five. When she arrived, she found a curtain
hung in the middle of the room, the women seated on one
side and the men on the other. Just why the people of the
New Day should want to perpetuate the old Eastern
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Teaching during those first years was slow. It was generally felt
that meetings should be made very sacred, so the Faith would not
become one of the 'isms'.
custom of segregation of the sexes Emogene could not
fathom, but being a newcomer she quietly took her seat
and began to pray. When recounting this story Emogene
laughed on remembering that the chanting was interrupted at noon for lunch.
But soon she was filled with the desire to see her
family and share with the friends in America her great
experiences in the Holy Land. What was her joy on the
steamer homeward bound to find Lua Getsinger's name
on the passenger list. They had a delightful trip together
and many heard of the coming of the Messenger of the
New Age.
When she landed in New York, she learned that Mirza
Abu'I-Fa41 had been sent to America to teach and was
at Green Acre, the estate near Eliot, Maine, which Miss
Sarah Farmer had that year converted into a new kind
of institution based on the Ba,ha'i Message. He had been
sent to counteract the harm done by Dr. Khayr'u'llah.
With her friend, Helen Cole, she spent some time at
Green Acre before crossing the continent.
Back in San Francisco she found a group of the
friends meeting in the home of Mrs. Helen S. Goodall
and her daughter, Ella Cooper, in Oakland. Under her
tutelage, regular weekly classes were established. Later,
when the Goodalls went on pilgrimage, Emogene conducted these in her own home, adding' a second weekly
meeting for deeper study.
Teaching during those first years was slow. It was
generally felt that meetings should be made very
sacred, so the Faith would not become one of the "isms"
flowering profusely in America at the turn of the century. The Message was spread guardedly by word of
mouth. Publicity was considered worldly and even
dangerous. The fanatical and prejudiced shunned the
Baha'is, refusing to contemplate such revolutionary,
even sacrilegious ideas, and associate with these socially unacceptable people. Although in the Western Hemisphere the believers were not physically harmed, nor
was their property pillaged and confiscated as in the
East, yet they endured, as 'Abdu'l-Baha had predicted,
a mental and emotional torture and a social ostracism.
Emogene was fortunate that her mother, sister and
brother-in-law joined the Faith, but there is no record
that her husband ever became a Baha'i.
In the absence of Mrs. Goodall in November of 1907,
Emogene represented California at a consultation meeting in the home of Mrs. Corinne True in Chicago. Nine
communities responded to the call fOr the purpose of
initiating the Baha'i Temple work. Mrs. True has recorded: "Emogene's flaming spirit of devotion was one
of the pioneer pillars to accomplish that great step in
the progress of the Faith in this country."
In 1912, during the great event of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
American tour Emogene was with Him as often and for
as long a period of time as she could manage. She
begged Him to include California in His itinerary and
she felt that it was she who finally persuaded Him to
make that long, tiring journey. While He was there she
served Him in every capacity within her power and
called herself His "bell boy". She was with Him for His
three-week visit to the beautiful mountain summer
resort in Dublin, New Hampshire, at the invitation of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Parsons. From there she followed
Him to Green Acre where He spent much of His time
"countering the effects of the eccentric ideas being
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disseminated by various pseudo-mystics and cranks
who were attracted to the free platform provided there."
Upon 'Abdu'l-Baha's return to the Middle East she
wrote almost at once for permission to follow. When
permission arrived she was ill and bedridden, but insisted on starting out immediately nonetheless. Her
husband refused to allow her to travel alone, so she
invited a friend to accompany her, and they set out for
Alexandria, Egypt, where 'Abdu'l-Baha and His secretaries had rented a house for a period of rest before
proceeding to the Holy Land. When Emogene arrived,
she was still weak and ill. She asked the Master if He
would be good enough to give her a remedy. He sent her
two baked apples, with instructions to eat them at once.
She did; seeds and all. Then she went to bed and slept
soundly. The next morning she was quite well.
'Abdu'l-Baha, Himself weary and depleted from His
two years in Europe and America, lingered in Egypt
trying to build up His strength before facing the accumulated work awaiting Him at home. This was seemingly impossible, as pilgrims arrived constantly and
had to be accommodated and entertained. He was never
alone or free from demands. He could never refuse one
who came to Him for whatever purpose. When He finally
responded to the pleas of His own family in Haifa to
return, He sent Emogene and two or three other pilgrims ahead to help prepare for His arrival ten days later.
Of this event, Emogene has written:
"In 'Abdu'l-Baha's house there is a very large central
room, around which are the other rooms, and in it
PerSian rugs were spread and tables placed, upon which
were fruits and sweets. When 'Abdu'l-Baha's voice was
heard as He entered, the moment was intense; and as He
passed through to His room, all heads were bowed. In a
few moments, He returned to welcome all. He.sat in a
chair at one end of the room, and most of the believers
sat on the floor. 'Abdu'l-Baha was tired, so remained for
a short time, and after a prayer chanted by His daughter Zia Kbanum, went to His room.
"Then the ladies vacated so that the men might enter.
To see the faces of those sturdy, earnest men-faces that
spoke the fervor of their faith, the earnestness and
resoluteness of their purposes-was something to remember. I am sure not an eye was dry; old and young,
with happiness filling their hearts, could not refrain
from exhibiting their emotions. He welcomed them, and
seating Himself on the floor, spoke to them a short time,
after which He retired."
With the Master again in residence, Emogene told us,
life commenced again, revolving around its Center who
ruled with love. This time Emogene remained a member
of the Household for nine months. In July 1914, she was
sent in the company of a brother of Munirih Khanum to
London on a delicate mission. They were to explain to
the English friends that Dr. Aminu'llah Farid had been
cut off from the Faith and was not to be allowed to hold
further meetings. This man, who had been in the entourage all through the American tour as translator,
had displayed "erratic and damaging behavior . . .
soliciting of money" against 'Abdu'l-Baha's commands, estranging seekers and believers alike from
the Cause. Now, he had gone to London without permission to become a leader there.
Emogene was still in London when war broke out in
early August. Unable to return to Europe, she joined the
other Baha'i women in Red Cross work until December
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when Mrs. Thornberg Cropper advised her to cross the
Channel and join Lady Blomfield in Paris, where she
was working at the American Hospital. By Christmas,
she was back in Milan helping in war work. But under
the strain of poor food and overwork her health again
broke and she decided to return to America. There, in
her home in San Francisco, she settled down for three
years. When her husband passed away in 1918, she sold
her home and set out on the travels which ended only
with her own death in 1945.
'Abdu'l-Baha's Tablets of the Divine Plan were unveiled at the National Convention of 1919. In the preface
to the printed Tablets Horace Holley wrote: "The most
notable responses made to these Tablets were the
unique services of Martha Root in Latin America,
Europe and the Orient, by Mr. and Mrs. Hyde Dunn in
Australia, and by Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg and Marian
Jack in Alaska."
With the Canadian artist from the Province of New
Brunswick, Marian Elizabeth Jack, Emogene sailed for
Alaska in July 1919. This was to be the first extensive trip
by Baha'is to that "vast country . . . that spacious
territory," as it was described by 'Abdu'l-Baha (Tablets of the Divine Plan, p. 9) They arrived in Nome on
July 26 and began to plant seeds. A long leisurely trip up
the Yukon aboard the "Julia B" followed. Sometimes, the
little steamer made only one mile an hour, but everywhere they pulled up, even for a few minutes, the two
women would hop ashore and leave pamphlets with as
many people as they could speak to. If the stop were
long enough, they would go into the shops, visit the
hotels and lodge halls, the movie theaters and restaurants. At Tenana, a Chinese restaurant owner became
so enthusiastic that he began passing out pamphlets to
all his customers, saying, "This is very good! You read!
Do you lot of good! "
Marian Jack left the speaking to Emogene. Marian,
herself, attracted the people by setting up her easel in
the street and drawing portraits. She would turn and
say, with a winning smile, "Did you ever hear of the
Baha'i Cause?" When they said no, she would wave
toward Emogene, "Go over and talk to Mrs. Hoagg, she
can tell you all about it!" And they would go and ask.
In Anchorage, Emogene spoke at the Women's Club,
the City Club, before the Pioneers, at the movie theater,
and in the High School Auditorium. In Sitka she and
Marian attended a masked ball, interesting a number of
the guests during the dancing and intermissions. At
Wrangell, their lecture hall was Atta's Barber Shop,

Marian Jack attracted people by
setting up her easel in the street
and drawing portraits.
whose proprietor was a devout Bible student. At Fairbanks and Dawson, they made a few contacts; but in
Juneau the doors opened wide. It was during the
Christmas holidays and they were invited everywhere;
to parties, dinners, and a New Year's Eve reception
given by Governor and Mrs. Riggs. Everywhere they
spoke of the Baha'i Message. That same evening they
were joined by Mrs. Georgia Grayson Ralston of San
Francisco who stayed with them until they began their
homeward journey, sailing February 24 from Vancouver. Recalling those eight months that took her six
thousand miles, filled with effort and excitement, Emogene was satisfied that all Alaska had heard the word
Baha'i. There were newspaper stories in every town along
the way. As follow-up they wrote to all their contacts,
sending literature. In her Alaska travels, Emogene
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Hoagg, musician, linguist, intimate of European salons
and cultural circles around the civilized world, displayed
that "adaptability and determination in meeting the
problems of life" so highly praised by her old friend,
Philip Sprague, in his written tribute following her passing. I too admired these traits years later, when, old and
ill, she readily adapted to life in my family of three
children, a cat and a dog.
In the spring of 1920 she again sailed for Haifa to
report to her beloved 'Abdu'l-Baha. One day He called
her to Him and asked her to tell Him about the Faith in
America. After recounting some of her experiences and
observations she asked Him why there was not more
unity among the American Baha'is. 'Abdu'l-Baha laid
His hand on a book beside Him, and said, "In this book is
a story of a man who went to a doctor for treatment. He
told the doctor his symptoms. First, he told him of the

During the Christmas holidays they
were invited to a New Year's party
given by the Governor.
pains in his head, and of his not being able to sleep. To
which the doctor replied,
'That is due to old age.'
"Then, the man told him that he had a great deal of
pain in his stomach, and COUldn't digest his food. The
doctor replied,
'This is also due to old age.'
'Oh, but my arms and legs and back pain me constantly,' said the man testily. And the doctor said,
'This, too, is old age.'
"Then the man grew very angry, and asked how it was
possible that a doctor, who had studied for years to learn
how to cure people of their ills, had nothing more to say
to a patient than that his illness is due to old age.
"And the doctor replied,
'Your anger, too, is due to old age.' "
'Abdu'l-Baha, rising, replied to Emogene's question
as to the cause of the lack of unity in America,
"The condition in America is due to lack of steadfastness." And He strode out of the room.
When relating this story, Emogene added,
"Steadfastness means faith, knowledge, obedience."
After six months in this blessed spot, Emogene was
again summoned by the Master who told her that He
wanted her to proceed to Naples and begin her pioneer
teaching in Italy.
"But, Aga!" protested one of His daughters who was
present, "Emogene doesn't know anyone in Naples. She
will be all alone!"
"God will be with her!" He replied calmly.
Upon her arrival in Naples Emogene found it was all
too true. She knew no one. Lonely months passed before
an opening presented itself to speak of the Faith. It
came in the form of a letter from a member of the
famous Borghese family of Rome, inviting her to come
to that city and hold a meeting. This contact had been
made by a mutual friend, and proved of great importance to the Cause of Baha'u'llah in Italy. Signora
Borghese arranged for an evening in her own home, an
ancestral palace, to which she invited about twenty
people to hear the Baha'i Message. On the way out after
the lecture one of the guests, a Count, stopped Emogene,
expressing his appreciation for the Message and admiration for her courage in delivering it. He asked her how
she had been able to get into "this black stronghold",
meaning Roman Catholic. He called upon her shortly
afterwards and invited her to speak at his mother's
home.
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Arriving there she found a room full of men only. The
Count's mother came in to greet her, but did not remain.
This group was made up primarily of socialists, who
displayed marked interest. From this lecture a followup materialized when she was given the address in
Naples of General Piola Caselli, who extended another
invitation for a meeting in his sister's home. Signora
Orlando invited twenty-five or thirty of her friends to
hear about the new religion. So, in a short while the
Message had been delivered to three widely diff~rent
strata of Ital~an society: the old Catholic aristocracy,
the modern mtellectuals with army connections and
the social-idealists.
'
Soon, a call came to speak at a center for University

In Torino, on November 28, 1921,
she recei ved a cablegram which said,
"The Master has passed away."
students in Naples from which she formed a weekly
study class at her hotel. Other openings came in Milan
and Torino and a few people accepted the Baha'i Faith.
It was in Torino, on November 28, 1921, that she received
the cable from the Greatest Holy Leaf, "The Master has
passed away."
Broken-hearted, she cabled for permission to go to
Haifa. It was granted. As the funeral took place immediately she was not there in time, but arrived before
Shoghi Effendi, accompanied by his sister and Lady
Blomfield, arrived from England.
In Haifa grief and confusion overwhelmed the household. "It was terrible to go to Haifa and not see 'Abdu'lBahil there," Emogene later told us. "He had been the
law that pervaded every decision, every act of family
and friends. His daily habits were the pattern around
which their lives were woven. It was everyone's love for
Him that made this possible, and kept the routine on its
orbit. "
In the words of Shoghi Effendi and Lady Blomfield:
"The eyes that had always looked out with lovingkindness upon humanity, whether friends or foes, were
now closed. The hands that had ever been stretched
forth to give alms to the poor and the needy, the halt and
the maimed, the blind, the orphan and the widow, had
now finished their labor. The feet that, with untiring
zeal, had gone upon the ceaseless errands of the Lord of
Compassion were now at rest. The lips that had so
eloquently championed the cause of the suffering sons
of men were now hushed in silence. The heart that had
so powerfully throbbed with wondrous love for the
children of God was now stilled. His glorious spirit had
passed from the life of earth, from the persecutions of
the enemies of righteousness, from the storm and stress
of well-nigh eighty years of indefatigable toil for the
good of others."
In a letter describing this time, Emogene wrote:
"For the first week after getting here, I had no head to
use for anything; but since then, have been very busy
helping in the translation of some important Tablets ...
Lady Blomfield is here, and is now compiling an accurate account of the few days prior to the Beloved's
departure, of the cortege up the mountain to the Tomb
of the Bab, and the fifth, ninth and fortieth days after the
ascension. "
Shoghi Effendi was there by this time and, though weak
and ill with grief, restored order and purpose to their
lives. I find in my notes:
"For the public reading of the Will and Testament,
which took place on the fortieth day after the passing,
notice was sent to the surrounding countries; people
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came from Cairo, Beirut, Damascus, America England
Germany, and Persia. At least a hundred ~en of th~
Cause arrived. The house was got ready. Rugs were put
on the floor, flowers decorated the rooms and halls
'Abdu'l-Baha's picture was hung.
'
"On the day appointed, January 7, 1922, the Baha'is
assem~led in the home of the Master. Among them,
seated In the central hall, were five or six American and
English women, Emogene among them. The oriental
women sat in a side room out of sight, but near enough
to hear.
"As 'Abdu'l-Baha's secretary read the Will sounds of
sobb~ng were heard. The impact was treme~dous. EmphaSIS had been placed on the suffering that had been
endured because of breakers of the Covenant.
"All present accepted the terms of the Will appointing
Shoghi Effendi Guardian. There seemed to be no dissenting voice. The family and the old believers alike accepted this young man of twenty-four as their leader
and the Head of the Universal House of Justice because
it was 'Abdu'l-Bahil's wish: 'The one who opp~ses him
... verily, he opposes God.' "
The reading of the Will over, the visitors and pilgrims
returned to their homes, leaving the young Guardian
alone to administer the world-wide affairs of the infant
Faith of God.
Shortly, the Guardian asked Emogene and other seasoned teachers and servants of the Cause to come to
Haifa to confer with him. Among them were Montford
Mills and Roy Wilhelm from America, Laura and Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney from France, Consul and Alice
Schwarz from Germany, and Major Tudor Pole, Lady
Blomfield and Ethel J. Rosenberg from England. Emogene stayed on as long as she felt she was needed. When
she left for Europe, one of 'Abdu'l-Baha's daughters
Munavver Khimum, went with her. Their first stop ~
Swartz veld in the Black Forest of Germany, where they
rested and took the baths. Later, they visited Frankfort
Berlin and Stuttgart.
'
Back in Italy, where she knew 'Abdu'l-Baha wanted
her to concentrate her teaching, Emogene established
herself in Rome and began holding meetings for students. The next year, 1923, she moved to Florence, remaining in that ancient city of art and beauty for three
years. Here, she lived in a pension high on one of the
lovely hills overlooking the Arno, and it was in the
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their Iives.
garden of this house that she entertained her guests and
gave them the Teachings. Unlike most of the Florentines whose ears were deaf to the call of the New Day
one became a devoted believer and co-worker, Signora
Campani, who helped translate Bahd'u'lldh and the New
Era and Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Bahd into Italian. Another
guest of note was the sister of Archdeacon Townshend of
Ireland, and another was the Marquesa Maccarani, an
English woman married to an Italian. "It was not the
Italians, but the Americans who were the race most
ready for the Teachings," she told us, "as it is a hybrid
race, with no strong ties to the past as in older nations."
In 1928 she obtained Shoghi Effendi's permission to
join Miss Julia Culver in Geneva, Switzerland, where an
International Baha'i Bureau had been established. This
office was the center and distributing agency for the
entire European community, linking it with Haifa and
each other. Messages from Shoghi Effendi reached
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At the age of seventy-three she accepted an assignment to Cuba
She learned Spanish and taught there with much effect.
Geneva first and then were dispatched to all European
centers. Books and pamphlets published in America
reached their destination through the Geneva office.
Two paid secretaries were kept busy full time. Miss
Culver financed it and Emogene managed it.
The Bureau was housed in an attractive large room on
a main city street. A good library was kept well stocked,
not only with Baha'i publications, but with books on
philosophy and science, on international affairs and social movements. It was designed to interest the many
visitors attached to the more than sixty international
organizations with offices in Geneva. The Baha'is cultivated this diverse and stimulating international community, exchanging lectures, teas, and receptions
throughout the years. A monthly bulletin was published
by the Bureau between 1927 and 1935.
In 1931 Emogene was summoned to Haifa by Shoghi
Effendi to assist him with typing and preparing the
manuscript of The Dawn-breakers, which he had translated into English from the original Persian, and was
preparing for publication. Upon completing that arduous and important task she returned to Geneva and
remained there until 1935.
A reduction in the budget of the Baha'i Bureau made
it necessary to move the office to smaller quarters and
reduce activities. Emogene felt the time had come for
her to make a chan~e and find new fields of service. In
retrospect she recalled those years in Gene"va as most
exciting and productive in making the Faith known to
people of capacity and influence.
Shoghi Effendi encouraged her to return to America,
where he told her she was needed to deepen the believers. He particularly wanted her to teach new believers
about the Administrative Order. Under the direction of
the National Teaching Committee she traveled through
the Middle West and the South. She also visited Montreal
where I had the privilege of attending her classes in the
late 1930s. She taught at Louhelen School, Green Acre,
Washington, D.C., and Greenville, South Carolina.
At the age of seventy-three, she accepted an assignment to Cuba under the Inter-American Committee. She
learned to speak Spanish and taught in Havana with
much effect.
Following the Cuban mission Emogene suffered a
heart attack while visiting in California. She was never
well again. She stayed in California until 1943, convalescing. But when she heard that one more person was
needed to form an Assembly in Greenville, South Carolina, she came South.
In May 1944 she was able to attend the Annual Convention and the Baha'i Centenary celebration commemorating the birth of the Baha'i Era. In September she
moved to Washington, D.C. and became the guest of
Miss Leone Barnitz, from whose home she came to us
later that fall.
The entire nine months she was with us she was confined to bed. She got up occasionally for small deepening classes we arranged for her. We hoped these classes
would help improve her health, as she told us she never
felt well except when teaching. Often she was seriously
ill with bronchial pneumonia. She would cough her life
away for days. We would cable the Guardian for prayers
as was the custom in those days, and she would seem to
improve. Then, pale and thin, her blue eyes glowing, she
would ask for her writing material and books. Propped
up on pillows, surrounded by a mountain of books, she
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would write on her manuscript until the next attack
seized her. She must have known her time was short. She
let nothing keep her from completing her gift to the
literature of the Faith. Nothing else meant anything to
her. It was almost impossible to get her to eat. The only
dish that interested her was a concoction she had us
make up for her breakfast. It started with a piece of
whole wheat toast, over which was poured honey, cream
and a cup of hot coffee. On top of this mixture went a
sliced banana! We had trouble finding bananas in wartime Washington. The friends were asked to search for
them in their neighborhood markets. When they found
some they would bring them to Emogene as a special
treat.
Her power to draw on her inner spiritual strength
when necessary was illustrated when one day the little
silky cocker spaniel, Sandy, which slept on the foot of
her bed and gave her his warming devotion, slipped out
the front door and ran away. Emogene upstairs in bed
heard the screen slam. She knew she was alone in the
house and there was no one to bring him back. So she
did the only thing there was to do--got out of bed, put on
her clothes, and started off down Kirk Street after him.
On my way home from the grocery store I was astonished to meet our bedridden Emogene striding along in
perfect control of her muscles, leading Sandy firmly on
a leash. We arrived home together. I watched this incredible woman undress, get back into bed, and take up
her pen and begin to write. When it became necessary to
give her up to the care of others, I was sad. Adeline and
Carl Lohse came and bundled her and her few clothes
and heavy boxes of books into their car. Five months
later, in Charleston, South Carolina, she died. The friend
who cared for her during those last months with great
love and devotion-Miss Josey Pinson-wrote a touching account of her passing:
"About eight days before she passed, she had a very
bad heart attack, and she said then that she knew the
end was near. She asked for a pencil and pad and wrote
out the following message to be cabled to the Guardian
immediately after her passing: 'Last loving greetings,
Emogene.'
"After that, she spoke very little of going, but grew
weaker each day.
"The joy with which she announced her departure
cannot be described in words. I only wish all the friends
could have seen her.
"'Come, Josie, quick! I'm going!' She wore an expression of supreme happiness, which she kept until the end.
There was a light in her eyes which seemed to envelop
her entire face, and all the marks of age seemed to
disappear. She lived on for more than an hour after that,
and breathed normally.
"Then she called to me in a joyous mood, extended her
hand and took mine, 'Goodbye, I'm gone!'
"She passed away in heavenly ecstasy at 9:30 o'clock
on the evening of December 15, 1945. I was standing by
her when she breathed her last, and it was without a
struggle. Her glorious departure overshadows all other
sentiments. "
The Guardian cabled:
"Deeply grieved passing staunch exemplary pioneer
Faith, Emogene Hoagg. Record national, international
services unforgettable. Reward Abba Kingdom assured,
abundant."
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The
Great Safari
•
In the
Seychelles
By Violette Nakhjavani
Because of the rainy season it suddenly became possible to fit in a visit to the Seychelles islands. During her
tour of the Indian Ocean in 1967, when we visited Mauritius, Reunion and Madagascar, this had not been possible, and Amatu'l-Baha was delighted that we would
now make a visit to the believers there. We arrived in
this beautiful tropical paradise on November 9 and were
received in the V.I.P. lounge by the members of the
National Spiritual Assembly and many of the Baha'is,
who had come on a special bus from all over the island,
as well as by one of the dear Auxiliary Board members
who had been paying a visit to the Seychelles to assist the
friends in winning their goals.
On that same day Amatu'l-Baha met with the National Spiritual Assembly and approved the program they
had planned for her. Before her departure she had another meeting with them, reporting her views on the
special interviews she had had, as well as the work in
general in the Seychelles.
As one of the Nine Year Plan goals was to secure the
incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly, the
talks Ru1).iyyih Khanum was able to have with highranking government officials were undoubtedly of assistance. The remoteness of the Seychelles and the
small population of the islands means that everybody of
any importance knows everything. Thus the GovernorGeneral Sir Bruce Great-Batch was familiar with both
the Faith and the Baha'is. He received us in his office in a
relaxed and friendly atmosphere and particularly asked
about drinking and moral conduct. He expressed the
wish that the Baha'i Teachings would spread rapidly
throughout the islands and take root in the lives of the
people. As the Deputy Governor and Attorney-General
are both more concerned with the execution of government decisions, Ru1).iyyih Khanum spoke to them in
detail about the incorporation, receiving valuable advice about how to go about securing this objective. The
Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly was with
us at these interviews and thus was able to put these
valuable suggestions into action immediately. At the
official reception given by the National Assembly for
Ru1).iyyih Khanum, some of the government officials
were present among the eighty or so guests and this
again strengthened the favorable impressions for the
Faith her official calls had already produced.
As a result of an informal interview with the editor
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and the reporter of the only news media on the islands, a
weekly bulletin, a short but informative article was
published. On the occasion of the Birthday of
Baha'u'llah, Amatu'l-Baha had a very good English
radio interview. The Baha'is have been accorded the
right to broadcast on each of the nine Holy Days. The
Seychelles, like the island of Mauritius, are bilingual.
The native language is a form of Creole French, so
generally the people understand French better than
English. Later during our stay Amatu'l-Baha also had a
short radio interview in French. All her public talks
and her talks to the believers, were made in French. '
The celebration of the Birthday of Baha'u'llah took
place in the National I;Ia~iratu'l-Quds, where Baha'is
from many different localities assembled and had the
privilege of hearing Ru1).iyyih Khanum speak on the life
of the Blessed Beauty. She said the purpose of His life
and His teachings and His suffering was to establish
unity and harmony in this world. This teaching is the
core of all his other teachings; we Baha'is must be able
to mirror forth the realization of this teaching in our
lives and particularly in our communities, because if
we do not, how can we prove that such an achievement
is possible? If we do not hold out this hope to humanity,
where else can man find any hope at all? A delicious
dinner was then served to all, and the distinguished,
active youth who have a singing group called the "Smiling Souls" entertained us with Baha'i songs they composed, including a song of welcome especially composed for Amatu'l-Baha. On this happy occasion a
review of the goals of the Seychelles islands was given.
With great joy the friends learned they had surpassed
their locality goals, after the several weeks of intensive
teaching and consolidation which took place before we
arrived. Everyone's cup was overflowing when the
Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly shared
with the friends an official letter he had just received
from the government, giving permission for Baha'i
children throughout the islands to be absent from school
on their nine Holy Days. This indeed was a great victory
and cause for deep happiness and gratitude to
Baha 'u'lhih.
Amongst her other public activities RUhiyyih
Khanum addressed the students and staff of the' Government Teachers Training College in Mahe on "The
Role of Youth in Modern Society". A very interesting
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RlJJ:liYYIH KHANUM, Violette Nakhjavani and Shanta Murday, Board member for the Indian Ocean area, with members of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the Seychelles.

a

interview was recorded between her and woman who
is a roving reporter for the B.B.C. She had heard about
Amatu'l-Baha and asked to come to her hotel for this
interview; she spent a very pleasant hour with us.
The schedule for this visit of Amatu'l-Baha was quite
full. Almost daily she visited different communities,
some of which grouped together for joint meetings. In
Anse Boileau, in the home of one of the National Assembly members, an old believer who had accepted the
Faith many years ago in Tanzania, Rul.liyyih Khanum,
in her talk to the friends, spoke on the greatness of the
station of the first believers in each country, city or
village. She said their spiritual reward is assured if they
remain firm in the Cause and serve it with all their
hearts.
In Anse Aux Pins, where the only Baha'i Centre other
than the National Haziratu'l-Quds is located, a small
but very devoted group of Baha'is received Amatu'lBaha and drank from her ocean of wisdom and love. The
land for this little Centre was donated by a dedicated
local believer who has, like all the other people in these
islands, a large family, all of whom are now Baha'is.
The National Spiritual Assembly built this Centre and
behind it is a shop which belongs to this same man.
Because of the extreme shortage of land on this small
island many offers to rent his shop had come to him, but
he steadfastly refused to rent until he had a written
agreement with the tenant that liquor would not be sold
or served there. He felt this might make it impossible to
hold Baha'i meetings in the Centre. His determination
will mean a great deal of financial sacrifice to his
family; less food, less education for his children, and
less of the little amenities of life. Drinking is a national
curse in these islands. To see such devotion to the spirit
of Baha'u'llah's laws, and firmness of conviction and
spirituality, is like a bright ray of sunshine in the darkness and corruption of this world. In the meeting in this
Centre the dear friends asked Rul.liyyih Khanum to talk
to them about fasting and prayer. She suggested they
gather daily in the Centre for prayers and devotion to
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attract the bounties of Baha'u'llah for themselves and
their neighbors.
One afternoon we visited Souvenir and met in the
home of a young woman who is a devoted Baha'i and has
put her home at the disposal of the believers for their
regular meetings. Later that evening we had another
meeting in the southernmost community of the island of
Mahe, called Grand Anse/Port Glaud. It was in the
home of a beautiful family, all of whom were devoted,
dedicated Baha'is, including the brothers and sisters of
the host. In this meeting too the address was on prayer
and meditation. The young son of the family recited the
Tablet of ~mad by heart and when RU1).iyyih KhanUDl
commented on this and praised the parents for bringing
up their children within the shelter of attachment to the
soul of the Faith which is the Words of God, the father
shyly told us that in their family they have regular
devotional periods in the evenings and in the mornings.
In the course of her talk, Rul.liyyih Khanum pointed out
that towards the end of his life our beloved Guardian
spoke very often to the pilgrims and the Baha'is around
him-and in his writings-about the inevitability of the
calamities and sufferings foretold in all the Holy Scriptures. He told us that these events were approaching
and urged the believers to pioneer and scatter around
the world and spread the Message of God for this day to
all the people, especially those who inhabit the far
islands and countries. She said you must be aware of
this and bring up your children in such a way that if
such calamities strike humanity in small islands such
as the Seychelles we will have strong, devoted and
informed Baha'is to carryon the work of the Faith. A
time may come when Baha'is such as these will carry
the teachings they have preserved and studied and
treasured back to the Western World and the centers of
modem civilization which have been ravaged and
destroyed.
The Seychelles are an archipelago in the Indian
Ocean, between the fourth and tenth parallels. The largest island is Mahe, upon which is situated the capital
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AMATU'L-BAHA WITH Sir Bruce Great-Batch, Governor-General of the Seychelles Islands.

city Victoria. Our three nights' stay on the small island
of Praslin was a most enjoyable part of our trip, however, for in addition to meetings with the very devoted
and active Baha'i community there, we visited the famous "Valee de Mai" where the unique coco de mer
palm grows. This is the only place in the world where
this ancient and unusual tree grows, except for a very
few isolated specimens on neighboring islands. A forest
of almost 4000 palms was able to flourish because the
islands were uninhabited until 200 years ago. The twolobed fruit of the coco de mer, suggesting a double
coconut, is among the largest known, and takes almost
ten years to ripen. This palm forest is very strictly
guarded by the government as once destroyed it can
never be replaced; it is one of the botanical wonders of
the world. The senior ranger of this valley was a member of the National Spiritual Assembly so we were privileged to receive a very enjoyable guided tour of this
"Garden of Eden". On arrival at the tiny air field
Amatu'l-Baha was met by the believers from three
different communities where the Faith was established
and we all proceeded to our little hotel where Amatu'lBaha spoke briefly to the friends and was cordially and
lovingly welcomed. The following day the Baha'is from
all over the island gathered in Baie Sainte Anne and
though it rained heavily, a good number of non-Baha'is
attended the meeting. Amatu'l-Baha gave a beautiful
introductory presentation of the Faith which was followed by a slide show. Later that night, in the home of
our dear forest ranger friend, over 30 Baha'is dined
together on exotic dishes such as heart of palm salad
and delicacies of the sea prepared by a number of the
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ladies from different communities.
In a heavy downpour the next day we crossed the
ocean in a little boat to the tiny island of La Digue
where an intensive teaching campaign recently brought
in a number of new believers. A group of about 20
Baha'is, mostly youth, had come the previous day from
Mahe to make arrangements for the public meeting to
be held there; an entire building was rented to accommodate them. The day before the meeting they started
an around-the-clock devotional session for the success
of the teaching work the following day. Amatu'l-Baha
spoke on the life of Baha'u'llah, His sufferings, His
teachings and the effect they have on the lives of people;
she told stories of the martyrs as shining examples for us
all; she pointed out that the Seychelles islands are the
best example of the oneness t)f mankind because the
people are truly a mixture of many races and backgrounds, and live together in unity and harmony, not
concerned with each other's race or background.
The last event in Mahe was a very enjoyable dinner
party given in Amatu'l-Baha's honor in a Chinese
restaurant, followed by a farewell party at the National
Haziratu'l-Quds where a large number of believers had
gathered to bid their beloved Hand of the Cause goodbye. After RUQiyyih Khanum's words of love and encouragement the "Smiling Souls" once again en.tertained us, singing their beautiful song of farewell composed for Amatu'l-Baha's departure. The visit to the
Seychelles passed far too quickly; we enjoyed every
moment in those beautiful islands with the active, devoted and highly promising Baha'i community there.
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Baha'is mark 1st mention Faith U.S.
The 90th anniversary of the first mention of the Baha'i
Faith in America was marked by a special- devotional
program and lecture at the House of Worship in Wilmette, September 23.
Almost 200 people were present for the commemorative program. A presentation on the significance of the
occasion was made by Mrs. Ruth Moffett.
This observance concluded a week of special activities sponsored by the Spiritual Assembly of Chicago.
Public events in Chicago included:
• a World Peace Day Tea, September 16, at the Chicago Baha'i Center, 116 South Michigan Avenue,
• an Indian Art Exhibit, September 18, at the Chicago
Baha'i Center,
• an Iranian Night, September 20, at the Baha'i Center, and
• the presentation of a one-act musical drama,
"Journey of the Soul" by a group of Baha'is, September 21, at the Fine Arts Building, 410 South Michigan.
The first reference in America to Baha 'u'llah was
made in a speech written by the Reverend Henry H.
Jessup, Director of Presbyterian Missionary Operations
in Syria, and presented at the September 23, 1893 session
of the 17-day Congress of Religions. This Congress, an
adjunct of the grand Columbian Exposition, was called
to "explore the grounds of fraternal union", in language,
literature, science, art and religion.
More than 4,000 people attended the Congress of Religions, one of the first interfaith gatherings on record.
Among the participants, according to a contemporary
account, "were men .of many tongues, of many lands, of
many races, disciples of Christ, of Mohammad, of
Buddha, of Brahma, of Confucius, in the name of the
common God, for the glorification of the Father."
"The sight was most remarkable," that early account
continued. "There were strange robes, turbans and tunics, crosses and crescents, fiowing hair and tonsured
heads ... the representatives marched down the center
aisle, and . . . took their seats in triple rows upon the
platform, beneath the waving flags of many nations."
The speeches on the thirteenth day of the Congress,
September 23, dwelt upon the prospect for establishing a

EARLY BELIEVERS in Chicago. Mr. Thornton Chase (lifting
second from left) WlIS the first Baha'i in America.

brotherhood of man upon the earth. Within this framework, Dr. Jessup, writing on the "ReligiOUS Mission of
the English Speaking Nations", quoted the following
words of Baha'u'llah:
"That all nations should become one in faith and aU

men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity
between the sons of man should be strengthened; that
diversity of religion should cease and differences of
race be annulled-what harm is there in this? Yet so it
shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous tDCrs
shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shaU
come."
"Let not a man glory in this, that he loves his country ,. let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind."
The first follower of Baha'u'llah in the United States
was Mr. Thornton Chase, an insurance broker for the
Union Mutual Insurance Company, now located at 175
West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. The first Baha'i center in the Western world was established in Chicago in
1894.
Chicago has remained an important center for the
Baha'i Faith ever since. A local spiritual assembly was
formed in Chicago before 1900. There are now more than
800 local assemblies in the United States, and more than
17,000 in the world.

Baha'I
School
Winter school in the Central Highlancil of Peru.
The Julll 1973 Ichool ...1041 attended btl Coptinenta~ CounaeUor Maa'Ud
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Khamn. Thia photograpb

iDcia taken in front of the
Baha'i Center in the village of Chupaco, HWltICCI1Io
State.
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NATIONAL If~fRATU'L-QUDS for North East Africa in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. It was dedicated November 12, 1972.

Around
the

World
CONTINENTAL COUNSELLOR Mr. Donald Witzel (second
from right) with Colombian friends at annual Convention.

Colombian Convention
The weekend of May 19 and 20 saw the 13th Annual
Convention of the Baha'is of Colombia in Valledupar,
Cesar, located in the northern part of Colombia. Valledupar was chosen as the convention site because of the
tremendous receptivity of the people and ease of obtaining permission from city officials. The Faith received
publicity on the local radio station both during and
after the Convention. An interview was held with Auxiliary Board Member, Habib Rezvani and a member of
the National Spiritual Assembly which was broadcast
throughout the department (state) of Cesar.
The friends were fortunate to have the presence and
guidance of Continental Counsellor for South America,
Donald Witzel. Also in attendance were Auxiliary Board
members Cecilia Iguaran for the Guajiran Indian zone,
Peter McLaren from Venezuela, Maxine Roth and Habib
Rezvani both from Colombia. The Convention was held
in the home of one of the believers. It was a very humble
house with a dirt floor. The family turned it over to the
visiting Baha'is. They gave up their beds for the delegates who didn't have hammocks and for those who did
they offered every rafter in the house.
The many delegates who attended had also made
many sacrifices. Some traveled as many as 70 hours
over dangerous, high-mountain roads to reach the con-
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vention. The sessions had a new spirit which had been
missing in past conventions. In part it was the humility
and service of our new Baha'is friends in Valledupar
also the feelings of gratitude to Baha'u'llah for the suc~
cessful accomplishment of the goals of the Nine Year
Plan both in Colombia and throughout the world and
the feelings of admiration and loss for our devoted National Secretary, Luis Montenegro, who died of a heart
attack while trying to reach our Baha'i brothers among
the Motilon Indians in the Sierra del Perija mountains to
help with the election of the Local Spiritual Assemblies.
Early Sunday morning the delegates and others attending the convention went by chartered bus to Codassi to visit the grave and offer prayers for the progress
of the soul of our dear friend and brother. It was a very
moving experience for everyone.
Upon returning, the consultation began. There were
many suggestions from all the delegates and friends to
be submitted to our new NSA. Among them were to have
the teaching projects with Venezuela and with Ecuador; that small committees be appointed with small
jobs to do especially in areas where the LSA is not able
to meet regularly (the teaching can go ahead through the
committees); many suggestions were made to go teach
the remaining Indian Tribes who haven't heard of the
Faith, many volunteered to make the often difficult trips
to reach these waiting souls.
It seemed the convention ended too soon. Although
each went to his own area, we will be united in our plan
to reach all of Colombia with the message of Baha'u'llah.
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PRESIDENT WILLIAM TOLBERT of Liberia (second from
left) with President Seku Toure of Guinea (second from
right) during Liberian Indet'endence celebration in 1972.
Mrs. Tolbert is at extreme nght; Mrs. Seku Toure, at extreme left. The photograph was taken after the two leaders
were presented copies Of The Proclamation of Bahd'u'Ucih.
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same rights and privileges as followers of other religions. He said the Baha'is in his country were being
very .su~cessful in spreading their religion. He gave
permISSIon for the delegation to inform the Baha'is in
Liberia of their meeting with the President.
A white ivory carving was presented to President
Tolbert on behalf of the National Assembly as well as a
copy of Bahci'u'llcih and the New Era.
'
The message to the President said in part:
"We wish to recall many occasions where the National Baha'i Community of Liberia has had the privilege of dealing with your government. The favorable
response of various authorities in your administration
has been a source of gratitude to the rest of the Baha'i
w~r~d. The Baha'i. I~ternational Community has had the
prIvIlege of aSSOCIatIon with the late Dr. William Tubman, when he visited the Baha'i Holy places several
y~ars .ago, i~ ,~he Holy Land, and secondly during the
hIstorIC Baha I Conference held in your beautiful city
of Monrovia in January, 1971."

I

Baha'IS meet Tolbert
A delegation representing the National Spiritual Assembly of Tanzania met with President William Tolbert
of Liberia in Dar es Salaam, on July 9. President Tolbert
was in the Tanzanian capital to attend a meeting with
other African leaders.
.
.
Despite her busy schedule the Baha'i delegation was
received by the President. The Baha'i representatives
read a message to the President on behalf of the National Assembly.
At the end of the presentation the President remarked
that the message of love is what the world needs today to
make it a better place for humanity. He assured the
Baha'is that the coreligionists in Liberia enjoyed the

FRIENDS ATTENDING three-day institute in Tainan.

Three-day institute

German Convention
The more than 200 Baha'is gathered for the German
National Con,:ention, at Langenhain, May 19-20, were
also celebratmg the successful completion of the
Nine Year Plan in Germany. The German goals were
won in the last days of the Plan.
This Convention marked the fiftieth anniversary of
the formation of the National Assembly in Germany.
A special guest of the Convention was Dr. Rai, a
member of the National Assembly of Nepal. Dr. Rai
traveled to Germany after the International Convention in Haifa to help deepen new believers.
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A three-day Baha'i Teaching Institute was held July
20-22, in the Tainan Baha'i Center, sponsored by the
Spiritual Assembly of Tainan and co-ordinated by Mrs.
Roxanne Gardner, a member of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Taiwan. It was attended by Baha'is from
different parts of the island, including Taipei, Taichung,
Tainan, Kaohsiung, Hualien and Cha-yi.
The Institute was blest by the timely arrival of beloved Hand of the Cause Mr. Collis Featherstone and
Mrs. Featherstone, Miss Elena Marsella, the newly appointed Counsellor for Northeastern Asia, and Mr. Edgar Olson from Guam. Auxiliary Board member Miss
Toni Mantel also participated.
The highlight of the occasion was a talk given on the
first night by Mr. Featherstone, on the significance of
the establishment of the International Teaching Centre
at the World Centre. He also shared heartlifting news of
the Third International Convention held in Haifa last
Ridvim.
On the evening of July 21, all nine members of the
National Spiritual Assembly of Taiwan gathered in another room of the Tainan Center and consulted with the
Hand of the Cause and the Counsellor on the progress of
the Faith in Taiwan; and simultaneously, in the main
room of the Center, Mrs. Featherstone was relating the
remarkable story of the spiritual conquest of the continent of Australia by the devoted pioneers Clara and
Hyde Dunn.
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CONTINENTAL COUNSELLOR Mr. HllslJ.ang 'Ahdiyyih
with friends at conference in Asmara, Ethiopia.

Ethiopia

DEEPENING INSTITUTE in Gumato Village, near Awasa, Ethiopia, conducted by Mr. Shayani, a travel-teacher !Tom
Madagascar.

Ghana
The National Spirituell
Assembly of Ghana, at
the Nationaf BaM'( Cente'/', in Accra, in July

1973.
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North

East
Africa
The National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of North East Africa in
Ma1/ 1973. From left to right: Mr.
Techeste Ahderom, Mr. Gila Michael
Baht«, Mr. Jon Butah, Miss Zewde
Amanies, Mr. Eshetu Mangesha1 Dr.
Leo Niederreiter, Mr. Asreseneyn
Tesaema, Mr. Yemany Tekei, and
Mr. Mehtzun Tedla.

,

THE SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'tSOF THAILAND. From
left to right standing: Mr. N Yogachandra (treasurer), Mr. Nasser Jaffri
(vice-chairman), Mr. Swai Thongsut, Mr. Boonrod Boonsaele, Mr. Jai
GopaZ Jand (chairman), Mr. MachakaZie Chandran. From left to right
seated: Mr. Prasan Phukhaothong, Mr. Son C-hin-kham, Continental
Counsellor, Mr. Van Kee Leong, Auxiliary Board member Mr. Farredoum
Missagian, and Mrs. Savita Jand (secretary).

©

Thailand

Rand MeN ally & Company R.L. 73-S-40
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DELEGATES to the tenth annual Convention of the Baha'is of Thailand, held in Bangkok, May 26-27, 1973. The Convention
was attended by a Continental Counsellor and an Auxiliary BO.lrd member.
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BaM'i singing group in Nhlangano, Swaziland, June 1972.

Student teaching
The following report is based upon a letter received
from a young believer in North Karamoja, Ugandrr, and
appeared in the Uganda National Bahci'i Newsletter.

"The Faith was very neglected at the beginning of the
school holidays by the people of ~his district," the young
man said. Before I could say anything to them they had
already known that I was a Baha'i. They left me apart
saying, 'You are a devil, be apart from us, we do not
need to hear what you are saying . . . ' Some people
laughed and some were sorry for me ... I said prayers
and strengthened my faith . . .
"On April 20 two boys came to visit me in my fine
little hut," he continued. "I was reading. I.gave the book
to one of them. He read it until he found the word
'Baha'i.' I just can't describe how the boy threw the
book ... and he went away without a word ... I became
filled with a feeling of uselessness and said some prayers
from the prayer book. Next morning a boy came and I
gave him a book to read. I told him about Baha'u'llah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha. and he became the first Baha'i on
April 23, 1973 . . .
"After that it became easy to spread the Faith," he
said. "Now here in Katabok we have 7 new Baha'is, and
we hope to get more ... loving Baha'is soon."

Peruvian NSA meets
The members of the National Spiritual Assembly of Peru,
afte7' their first meeting in Lima last June. The photograph
was taken in the garden of the National Baha', Center.
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.CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
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Interview broadcast
Radio Bangui, in the Central African Republic,
broadcast a thirty-minute interview, June 10, with three
members of the National Spiritual Assembly recently
returned from the Third International Convention in
Haifa.
The interviewer asked questions about the election of
The Universal House of Justice, the Holy Land, the
system of Baha'i elections, and the principle of the unity
of religions. He was particularly interested in the re.sponses of Mr. Toleque, an Assembly member and citizen of the Central African Republic.
"All the answers were very clear and the program
surely must have attracted the attention of many people
of different backgrounds," a report by the Continental
Board of Counsellors in Central and East Africa said.
"It was clearly announced that Baha'u'llah is the unifier of all mankind and religions, that He is the Prophet
for today, that He is the Father ... "
The interview was in addition to a regular Baha'i
broadcast over the official Ugandan station on Sunday
mornings.
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Travel
teaching
in Africa
The following report on travel-teaching in Africa is
based on material received from the Bahci'i International News Service, Haifa, Israel.
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Village Teaching
"In Nairobi there are many young Baha'is, both pioneers and Kenyans, and I was happy to take a trip with
them to Kikuyu and Gatimu, two villages near Nairobi
where teaching work is progressing. This· work requires
patience as the people are hard to find and often shy, but
by the same token they are receptive and many are both
literate and serious students of the Faith ...
"One day was spent in Mombaza, on the coast, with
two young Iranian pioneers who are in school there .. .
Their spirit of persistence and faith is remarkable .. .
Surely the heroism of young Baha'is such as these is a
great example for Baha'is everywhere. . .

Kenyan NSA elected

I

"During my stay the first National Spiritual Assembly
meeting of the new year was held with several newly
elected members attending ... I was asked to conduct a
study class on the spirit and functions of the National
Spiritual Assembly, using for source material an outline
prepared by the Counsellors for that region . . . I was
especially impressed with the new African members of
the Assembly who, although not experienced with Baha'i
administration, evinced a desire to learn quickly and
participate fully ... The spirit of dignity and courtesy
that seems to be a natural quality with these people is
obviously a tremendous asset on such a diverse Assembly ...

Meeting with students
"Three trips were made during my stay to Molepolole,
where there is a Baha'i group in a government high
school. Stops were also made in a number of villages
over a wide area to the south ...
"A meeting was held one evening at the high school in
Molepolole ... many of the students listened attentively
... the Baha'i chairman had to plead with the students
to retire to their dormitories so that school would begin
on time the next morning.
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Teacher interviewed

"Even before clearing immigration in Lusaka I was
greeted with a cheery 'Allah-u-Abha' by a member of
the welcoming committee, who is a traffic controller in
the airport ...
"My first day a 20-minute recorded radio interview
and 6-minute live evening interview on the TV were
arranged by my host. Both were highly successful,
stressing the Faith ... "

Ethiopian youth
"Two days were spent in the company of the youthful
and enthusiastic Baha'i community in Asmara, a lovely
town on the edge of the plateau in northern Ethiopia ...
An evening meeting was arranged which about 60 attended, a lovely mixture of African and European (the
town is heavily settled with Italians) ...
CIA further day was spent in Addis Ababa, the capital,
where there are a number of young, highly capable,
energetic and dedicated Baha'is in the community . . .
Approaches were made to the radio station and an
interview was broadcast . . . Although I did not have
time to go with the Addis Ababa Baha'is to their 'mass
teaching area' among the villages, it was quite apparent
that their weekend trips and other work in this area,
where thousands have become Baha'is, is largely responsible for the beautiful spirit one sees among them.
"
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A working
holiday
•
In the villages
of France
VILLAGE OF FURIANI on the ial4ftd of coratec& where
Bahd't teaching team stopped brietr1l thia aummer.

The following report is an early account of the U.S.
Summer Youth Project in France. Mrs. Bellows, from
Pompano Beach, Florida, has worked with the project
there for two consecutive years, this time accompanying six youth on their seven-week teaching adventure.
The French project began for the American youth with
a training session at Green Acre in late June. They
arrived in France, JUly 4, and with the French youth
assigned to the project split into three teams to cover
different regions of the republic. One team was moved
to Corsica, the site of one of last year's successful
teaching projects.
The only other EUropean country conducting a Summer Youth Project this year was Germany. Two U.S.
youth worked there at the request of the German N ational Spiritual Assembly. By press time there was still
no report on that project.
Eight youth also dispatched to Mexico in early July to
assist with Baha'i work in that country. Their training
session was held in Mexico City. The four girls on the
team of eight were taken to Yucatan to assist in deepening the many Mayan women who have enrolled in the
Faith over the years. Other participants were stationed
in rural village areas in other parts of the country.
U.S. Summer Youth Projects have been conducted for
five years. The first teams were sent to Europe in 1971.
In 1972 more than 200 American youth were in Europe
and Latin America teaching the Baha'i Faith.

By

Jene Bellows

Alors! Je commence! The summer campaign for
reaching the villagers of France is well under waywith very much success for Baha'u'llah! The three
teams, one located in Sens (one hour from Paris-a
medieval village with up-dated suburbs, a cathedral
dating back many centuries, and each street a candidate for a tourist's camera), one team in the region near
Clermont-Ferrand, and another on the Island of
Corsica.
To avoid prolonging suspense-as of the 10th of Au-
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gust there were a total of 45 new believers in France,
and m any more very close to declaring their belief in
Baha'u'llah. The "sympathisants" bring their friends
and neighbors to each soiree, functioning as tools for
Baha'u'llah, opening doors for us that would be otherwise closed.
I'll begin with Sen9. At the beginning of the campaign
in Sens the tests were multiple. The Mairie (town hall)
was secured for meetings at night. No one came. A
journalist wrote a not-too-nice article about the
Baha'is. It rained all the time and it was cold. The team
began with 2 American girls, 3 or 4 French girls and 2
French boys, with others joining them on weekends.
They prayed, they persisted, they were patient, teaching
in the streets, receiving cold stares or brusque responses
for their efforts, and still no one came.
And then two members of the team literally ran into
2 young French boys, artists content with life as it
is-yet curious and friendly. They were attracted to the
Baha'is and agreed to attend the meeting that night. To
the surprise of all, they came. Their minds were content
with thoughts of art and the Baha'is were making them
think a new way-not too easy, to be sure. But they liked
the Baha'is, and so each day they came. Bringing their
friends, they met with the Baha'is in the cafes and
shared stories, coffee, "orangina" and "coca" (pronounced cocah), the French diminutive for Coca Cola.
One night one of the young men brought his father
and mother. His father declared. And soon others declared. The total count (including the young man) was
7. Beautiful souls, they are all attending deepening
classes, helping with the teaching, and assisting with the
booth set up each Monday and Thursday in the colorful
market place. The merchants of Sens open their doors,
set up stands and tables on the narrow streets and in
front of the cathedral, and people from all over the
region spend their day shopping and looking and visiting. Hundreds of people have heard the Message. On our
last night in Sens, 15 new "sympathisants" arrived for
our soiree and to view "Ce n'est que Ie commencement"
(It's Just the Beginning), and the new believers taught
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and made their plans to come to the summer school
which will take place near Marseille after the campaign
is finished.
And now Clermont-Ferrand! Actually the team
lived in a little village called "Romagnat" near the city
of Clermont-Ferrand, in the central region of Francefarm country in the Massif Central mountain range.
One must drive down narrow streets, no wider than an
automobile, twist and turn, and in first gear climb,
hoping no one will be coming from the other direction.
After many requests for directions one finds the home of
the Baha'is in Romagnat, perched high above the valley
with a view of Romagnat and Clermont-Ferrand reaching as far as the mountains on the horizon.
The resident Baha'is in Romagnat, Mr. and Mme.
Azziz Mesbah, have given their home to the team for the
summer, insisting that they are the guests there until
the campaign is over. Each night their salle (living
room) is carpeted wall-to-wall with new believers and
"sympathisants." Quite often the team planned a special presentation of the Faith with "Ce n'est que le
commencement" in the Mairie of neighboring villages
and Clermont-Ferrand. Each day they proclaimed the
Faith in the streets, inviting the people to the evening
meeting.
On my last day with the team they planned their
meetings for that night: a "light deepening" for the newnew believers, a "deep deepening" for the "new-old
believers, and a "deep fireside" for everyone. After the
film strip depicting the life of the Bab, accompanied by
songs and a short ex;,lanation of Progressive Revelation
and the purpose of Baha'u'llah's coming, the new
Baha'is went to their separate meetings, and later, all
came together for further discussion. The team has had
several unity Feasts, and plans a weekend-long institute
soon, with games and role playing as part of the planned
learning process.
For the first time in France, the television (regional)
gave a report on the Baha'i Faith. For an entire day the
reporters and camera men accompanied the team, asking many questions. It resulted in an accurate report on
the "local" news, which covers the region extending to
Switzerland. The teams teaching on the street were
shown, and a full meeting in the home of the Mesbahs
when two Baha'is gave a straightforward account of the
Message of Baha'u'llah. The reporters also interviewed
a local farmer and his wife, both Catholics and very
sympathetic to the Faith. They reported (against the
background music of the crowing of roosters) that the
Baha'i Faith brought no contradiction to their beliefs,
and that the Baha'is were beautiful people filled with
love for mankind, working for the much needed unity of
all mankind.
The local priest of Romagnat warned his parishioners from his pulpit that the Baha'is were fools and
should be avoided. But a priest from Clermont-Ferrand fell in love with the youth and brought many
"sympathisants" to the meeting nearly every night. He
asked questions, agreed with everything and stated that
he, too, was a Baha'i but was unable to leave the Church
for many reasons.
And so all goes well in France! The majority of the
new believers are youth, with some young families.
Many of them declare their belief instantaneously, while
others wait, read, ask questions and then declare. They
are much the same as youth anywhere, I would guess;
concerned for the future, their future, and unable to
resist the contagious joy offered by Baha'u'llah through
His followers. The teams are beautifully organized and
united, often wading through tests with their eyes firmly
fixed on the world-embracing vision of the future offered
to mankind by the Blessed Beauty. Cultural differences
amongst the team members have been quickly overcome and all have learned from one another. The unit-
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ing force is our love for, and commitment to Baha'u'llah.
Where else could one find a group such as these
American, French, Iranian, and African youth living together in complete harmony, under less than comfortable circumstances; working together 17·18 hours a
day, oftentimes fatigued beyond description, yet always
united? I've watched their faces as they offer the Message, or describe the bounty of prayer, radiating their
joy. Is there any wonder that people are attracted to
them?
And so I close this report, sent to you from the little
village of Vescovato, high in the mountains of Corsica.
~y boa~ docked a.t 6 AM from Nice. It's Sunday, and the
VIllage IS filled WIth people at leisure. The church bells
ring intermittently but all the people seem to be sitting
here near me, at the little red tables in the shade of the
high trees that fill the village square.
Corsica, this year, is the most difficult place for
teaching. The Corsicans are tradition bound and is0lated in their thoughts as is found very often with island
people. They are very friendly. While waiting for the
team to come to their little center near the village
square, I've talked with many people. After all I stand
out in this village, a stranger-far from the 'tourist's
usual route. In answer to their questions I tell them "Je

suis Bahci'i, aussi. Connaissez-vous les jeunes Bahci'is
jranr;aises et americains?" Always their faces break
into smiles and they reply, "Qui, oui" and add "The
Baha'is are wonderful people, kind and happy." We can't
really ask for more. Here on Corsica perhaps we are
planting the seeds for a later harvest. With two weeks
left in the campaign, many Corsicans are close to the
Faith-and so this report is far from finished. Who knows
what joys await us.

Enoch Olinga Institute
Baha'i teachers and students in front of the Enoch Olinga
Bahci'i Institute in Livingston, Guatemala, northeast of
Guatemala City near the Atlantic coast. The Institute is
constructed of materials gathered in the jungle, and
serves as the regular meeting place for the Baha'is of the
region.
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Auxiliary Boards' services amplified
To The Baha'IS Of The World
Dear Baha'i Friends,
In order to meet the growing needs of
an ever-expanding Baha'i World
Community we have taken two decisions designed to reinforce and extend
the services of the Auxiliary Boards.
First, the number of Auxiliary Board
members throughout the world is to be
raised to two hundred and seventy, of
whom eighty-one will serve on the Auxiliary Boards for the Protection of the
Faith and one hundred and eighty-nine
will serve on the Auxiliary Boards for
the Propagation of the Faith. In all there
will be fifty-four Auxiliary Board
members in Africa, eighty-one in the
Western Hemisphere, eighty-one in
Asia, eighteen in Australasia and
thirty-six in Europe.
Secondly, we have decided to take a
further step in the development of the
institution by giving to each Continental Board of Counsellors the discretion
to authorize individual Auxiliary Board
members to appoint assistants. Such
authorization does not have to be given
to all the Auxiliary Board members in a
zone nor does the number assigned
have to be the same for all Board members; indeed certain Boards of Counsellors may decide that the present circumstances in their zones do not require them to take advantage of this.
possibility. Such matters are left entirely to the discretion of each Continental Board of Counsellors.
The exact nature of the duties and the
duration of the appointment of the assistants is also left to each Continental
Board to decide for itself. Their aims
should b~ to activate and encourage
Local Spiritual Assemblies, to call the

attention of Local Spiritual Assembly
members to the importance of holding
regular meetings, to encourage local
communities to meet for the Nineteen
Day Feasts and Holy Days, to help
deepen their fellow-believers' understanding of the Teachings, and generally to assist the Auxiliary Board members in the discharge of their duties.
Appointments may be made for a limited period, such as a year or two,
with the possibility of re-appointment.
Believers can serve at the same time

both as assistants to Auxiliary Board
members and on administrative institutions.
It is our prayer at the Sacred
Threshold that this new development in
the institution of the Auxiliary Boards
will lead to an unprecedented
strengthening of the Local Spiritual Assemblies throughout the world.
The Universal House of Justice
7 October, 1973

NUMBERS OF AUXILIARY BOARD MEMBERS BY ZONES
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Nearby to the once opulent, now de~lliled' city of Copiapo, capital of the
-desert 'province of Atacama, is the
~ mining and fishing town of CaIdwas between these two cities that
first railway in the hemisphere was
built -in 1851, during the days when
silver mining made this area the heart
30d soul of Orile. Now the main a::tivity
here is the loOOing of minerals dug from
the great and angry desert, one of the
most absolute and barren on the earth.
During the year Caldera's popUlation is
a meager 3,000 people. But during the
summer season as many as 15,000 people take up residence in this forlorn
white and ocher bit of landscape, intruding upon the vast precipitous, Pacific coastline. From July
25 until August 2 Chilean Baha'IS from
the South sojourned here to conduct a
teaching and deepening institute.
With the financial support of the National Spiritual Assembly of Chile and
the cooperati ve efforts of the Area
Teaching Committee of Atacama and
the National Teaching Committee,
twenty-seven Baha'IS mostly youth,
from as far as 1,200 miles away,
participated in
the nine-day
deepening/teaching "tomeo", called
"Dare to be Different". Ten of the
youth were sponsored by the National
Teaching Committee, as a means of
assuring representation from different
parts of the country. Two of the ten
were Mapuche youth from the southern
province of Cautin.
Planning was done months in advance and travel arrangements were
made with as much anticipation as possible. The shortage of transportation is
one of the many problems facing Chile
at this time, especially during the twoweek period when schools close for
winter vacations.
The first afternoon we broadcast a
series of programs over a city-wide
loud-speaker system, proclaiming the
Faith through word and song. Being a
very small town, Caldera has no radio
station of its own. Instead, it has a
well-planned network of strategically
located loudspeakers, which cover all
news and other programs broadcast
at different times of the day. The two
programs that day were meant to invite
the public to the outdoor Municipal
Stadium that night to hear more about
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Bahlffs teaching in the streets of Caldera.
Shade trees in the Atacama: rare thing in the desert.

The port of Caldera. Chile.
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the BaM'fFaith. About 150cametothe
Stadium and much literature was taken.
After the public proclamation at the
stadium the Baha'Is gathered at the institute grounds for a three-day deepening institute.
This deepening program was developed with two main goals in mind:
1. to launch a fullscale teaching program in the north of Chile, and 2. to give
the participants an example of Baha'i
fellowship.
More teaching followed the Deepening Institute. Teams of Baha'IS set out
to cover different parts of town. Some
had musical instruments and teaching
"carpetas", folders or notebooks
which tell about the Faith through pictures, simple designs and some writing,

4
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everyone had pamphlets, declaration
cards, and abundant zeal. Again, we
used the loudspeaker system, and for
the first time the Message of the Blessed Beauty was given in the Mapuche
language. A public meeting was held at
night and, as a consequence, twelve
persons were enrolled.
The next day was equally successful.
Six people accepted the Baha'I Faith.
The showing of slides of the 1968
Inter-Oceanic Conference in Palermo,
Sicily, gave new believers a glimpse of
the international character of the Faith.
The third day of teaching took us to
Copiapo to test the receptivity there to
God's Message. Most of the teaching
here took place in the beautiful Central
Plaza, and the nearby streets. The four

National Spiritual Assembly members
present set up an interview with the Alcalde, the mayor, of Copiapo. They
received a kind reception. The mayor
was presented a copy of Baht!' u'Uah
and the New Era. The mayor explained his belief that social change
should be accompanied by individual
transformation. A similar presentation
was made to the Mayor of Caldera the
following day.
A few minutes after the meeting with
Copiapo's mayor, the Baha'I concepts
of social change and justice upset a
group of boys surrounding two Baha'i
youth teaching in the plaza. These
youth expressed theirviewson the existence of social injustice very energetically. They could not agree with the
non-political nature of the Baha' i'Faith.
They spoke heatedly to the Baha'I
teachers, but soon left to join other
comrades.
The rest of the day was pleasant.
Twelve more souls accepted the Faith,
including two passengers on the bus
ride from Copiapo back to Caldera.
One passenger could not read or write.
This woman and her two young children lived in great poverty in the deserted lands between the two cities.
One Baha'! youth taught her the short
obligatory prayer; another gave
her a photograph of the young
'Abdu'l-Baha, a precious gift, as
photographs are not abundant in Chile.
That night, during the last public
meeting, five more people joined the
Baha'l Faith. One was a youth whose
entire family had been Baha'IS, but
who had himself thus far withheld his
allegiance. He had been extremely active throughout the project and participated in the street teaching work.
The day was not over. After arriving
back in Copiapo, ready to catch our bus
to Santiago, the capital, 'we heard a
half-hour program about the Baha'I
Faith broadcast on radio. The personnel
at the station had asked if they could
tape one of the songs, "Bring Us Together in Unity", to play during other
programs. In return they promised us
another program anytime we came
again to the city!
With only minutes to catch our bus
we dashed into the newspaper office.
We found the editor extremely busy.
He motioned to a typewriter and said,
"Go ahead and write the article," then
left the room.
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From Nairobi to Kabimba
The Great Safari
part twenty-two

By Violette Nakhjavani
The last part of this long African
Safari started on December 12th when
once again Amatu'l-BaM and I left
Nairobi in the now quite famous "Rabbani African Safari" Land Rover. She
invited a young Canadian student who
was going to travel and teach in Zaire
during his vacation to drive there with
us. We arrived in Rwanda-our thirtyftrst African country-where we stopped two days in the capital, Kigali, so
that Amatu'I-BaM could consult with
the National Spiritual Assembly about
the program for her official visit, which
would follow after a month in Zaire.
During this short stop in Kigali
Amatu '1-Baha met with the believers at
their Centre. She was shown two buildings that were possible choices for the
National l:Ia=? lratu 'I-Quds, one of
which had to be quickly purchased to
fulftll one of the important remaining
goals of the Nine Year Plan. She gave
the National Assembly her views; the
building she favored was later purchased.
.
Mr. Oloro Epyeru, one of the members of the Continental Board of Counsellors for Central and East Africa, who
had been visiting the friends in Zaire,

Amatu' I-BaM with Mr. N' Debo A Kanda
Di Ne Nkeza, a provincial Governor of
Zaire.

came to Kigali specially to welcome
Amatu'I-Baha and accompany her on
her tour of Kivu Province, in the eastern part of Zaire. Mr. Epyeru, who is a
very old and dear friend of ours, and the
adopted brother of Amatu'I-Baha,

traveled with us in January 1970 when
we started across the continent from
Kampala, Uganda, to Fort Lamy in
Tchad, so to have him with us once
again in Zaire was a great joy.
Zaire, one of the largest countries of
Africa, is also one of the dearest to our
hearts. During her tour of Africa
Amatu'I-Baha visited Zaire four times
in all; first in January 1970, when we
crossed the northern part, motoring almost 1,500 miles over some of the
roughest roads in the entire continent.
The second visit was in January 1972.
We entered from the east coast and visited the capital, Kinshasa, and motored
almost 3,000 miles through central and
southern Zaire, traveling by river boat
and over unspeakable roads. On our
third visit we motored to the province
of Kivu, one of the most beautiful regions of the country, where the
ity of the people to this Faith is very
great. The largest concentration of believers --about 30,000--are scattered
throughout this region.
I would like to think that the seed for
this abundant harvest was planted during the ftrst year of the Ten Year
Crusade; the direct c0!1sequence of the
November 1973 /
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She stressed the
importance of
preserving the
African identity
and culture

On the road to Kabimba in the famous
"Rabbani African Safari" vehicle.
devoted labors of Rex and Mary Collison and their much-loved interpreter
and co-worker Dunduzu Chiziza. All
three were Knights of BaM'u'llft! for
the former Belgian colony of RuandaUrundi. Heroically, in the face of many
handicaps and adversities, they taught
the Faith to a handful of Congolese,
who later carried the Message to their
nati ve villages across the border,
spreading it far and wide with depth and
understanding. Despite many years of
cruel civil war, tribal bloodshed and
opposition from Christian missionaries, these devoted and exemplary
believers not only remained firm, but
spread the Faith deeper into the heart of
their country.
In this region alone there are now
more than 600 Local Spiritual Assem-,
blies and thousands of centers. The
deepening and teaching task is gigantic
and there is a constant need for more
teachers and pioneers. We have not
been able to fathom why the people of
Zaire are so spiritually outstanding. It is
not a tribal characteristic, because their
superior spiritual receptivity to the
Cause of Baba'u'll1ih is evidenced
throughout the entire country ,among
different tribes, and this innate receptivity has evidently drawn to them the
repeated mercy and blessings of
Baha'u'Il8h. Although the country did
experience the bounty of having Shoghi
Effendi travel through the land in 1940,
and of having Amatu '1-Bahli visit there
on four different occasions.
On December 19, 1972 we arrived in
the beautiful city of Bukavu, the capital
of Kivu Province, located at the south
6
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end of Lake Kivu, and surrounded by
mountains. Bukavu has a cool and
lovely climate, which makes it an ideal
resort town. One very dear friend, Mrs.
Ola Pawlowska, a Board member who
traveled with us last year through the
central and southern parts of Zaire, lives
in Bukavu. She recently moved into a
nice one-room apartment, which she
most lovingly and thoughtfully vacated
so that Amatu'l-Baha could have more
rest and quiet during her stay. She herself moved back into the overcrowded
Baha'i Centre.
The love and harmony among the
pioneers, the three Persian traveling
teachers Ii ving and conducting study
courses in the Baha'i Centre, and the
African ,believers, created an atmosphere of such joy in the whole area that
our hearts were uplifted, and we wondered why the friends so often deny
themselves, through backbiting, criticism, inharmony and bickering, the
blessings of Bahli'u'llah. The sensitive
African feels these spiritual deficiencies even more acutely than other people, and when he sees this true and
sincere love and unity, he is drawn into,
and becomes a natural part of the Faith.
After
consultation
between
Amatu'l-Bahli and Mr. Epyeru, Mrs.
Pawlowska, and the Teaching Committee, a tour was planned which took her
to the southern area as far as Fizi, and to
the north as far as Goma. Unfortunately, because of heavy rains, the only
bridge to the south of the Fizi region
was down, and to our great disappointment, we were not able to visit the
majority of the Baha'is who lived in

that area and whom we had hoped for so
long to meet.
In Bukavu, at the time Amatu'l-Baha
had her radio interview, a very fruitful
press conference was also held, at
which there was a long and open discussion on the Faith; this was broadcast
later that evening, and a beautiful article appeared in the regional newspaper,
JU A. In this interview, Ru~iyyih
Khanum stressed two points very
strongly, which captured the attention
of many people. A week later we heard
through a friend that President Mobutu
had commented to him on it and said he
wished to meet Amatu'l-Baha, as he
felt the same way she did. One point
was the importance of preserving the
African identity and culture, fostering
it and being proud of it; the second, the
cardinal teaching of Bahii'u'lliih on
obedience to government. She pointed
out that although the Message of
Bahli'u'llah is the message of love and
peace and we abhor war, there is one
thing we bate even more .than war and
that is anarchy and civil war.
On the 21st of December Ru~ryyih
Khanum was received by the Mayor of
Bukavu, a most handsome, cultivated,
well-dressed and charming young man.
During the last days of her stay she was
received by the governor of the region,
N'Debo A Kanda Di Ne Nkeza; he
knew of the Faith from Kinshasa,
where be had met one of the pioneers,
and he spoke very wannly about it.
Because it was the Christmas season,
most of our tour was delayed until these
festivities were over. In Zaire, as in
most parts of the world, these celebra-

tions 'are characterized by an excess of
and braw ling.
~fii4'~Y~,~!0~~ Christmas we we~e
l\h.l~,w~jpthe BahA'fs and their
th"e'DdSiln ~the town of Kabare. The
?aiih~had'~been recently introduced
tliere; and the believers were all very
fiew. About 70 people gathered in the
to'wn's social center to welcome
Amatu'I-Baha.
In her talk she said, "Yesterday I
watched a very small bird sitting on the
water. As it started moving, even
though it was an extremely small bird,
it left in its wake a deep impression and
for a long time I could see this wide
mark it had left on the water. The Word
of God is very much like that. We who
carry it are like that small and insignificant bird, but the Word uttered by
us has such power that it will leave a
deep and everlasting impression in the
hearts of our hearers." A new Baha'i
asked, "How can I protect myself from
sinning? I love this Faith, I have just
accepted it, but I want to know how I
can live without sin?" Amatu'I-Baha
replied, "The nature of man is such that.
we always commit sin, different degrees of sin, but always we are sinners.
Only the Manifestations of God in this
world are free from sin. However, the
purpose of the appearance of these Divine Beings is to teach us how to improve ourselves and under Their guidance we learn to polish our characters
and our hearts and thus to sin less."
In the afternoon the dear Baha'is in
W alungu were very disappointed and
unhappy because we had to cancel our
meeting. It was, to be held in a room

d.iirikin

next to the public and the people were
already too inebriated to keep quiet.
There was nowhere elsewe could meet.
However, a few days later these dear
friends came to the Baha'f Centre in
Bukavu, about 30 kilometers away, to
hear and meet Amatu'I-Baha. Although one meeting with the Bah/i'fs of
Bukavu had already been held on our
arrival, a second official welcome was
held at the Baha'f Centre after the holidays were over, which over 50 believers attended. The formal letter of welcome, read aloud by the Chairman of
the Local Spiritual Assembly, who was
also a member of the National Spiritual
Assembly and one of the oldest believers in Bukavu, is so touching that I
would like to quote it in full: Very dear
Mother Amatu'I-Baha R(i~ryyih
Khanum, Hand of the Cause. In the
name of the Local Spiritual Assembly
and the groups about Bukavu I express
our intense joy at welcoming you. You
are n9w in the Kivu area which has
embraced with no reservations the
Baha'fFaith as a result of the organization so fmnly laid down by our deeply
regretted and. much loved Guardian
Shoghi Effendi who called upon
pioneers to voluntarily leave their own
countries and go sow the seeds of the
teachings of this Holy Cause in the
hearts of the human race. The community once more thanks the pioneers for
responding to this appeal. They left
their families, their possessions, their
jobs in order to propagate the Faith, and
the House of Justice is following the
same road laid down by our Guardian.
Amatu'I-Baha then spoke on the love

of God; quoting the Words of
Baha'u'll!h: "I loved thy creation,
hence I created thee. Wherefore, do
thou love Me, that I may name thy
name and fIll thy soul with the spirit of
life. " She spoke of the answer of our
beloved Guardian to a Bahi'f who was
unhappy in his local community and
did not particularly like his fellow
Baha'IS. Shoghi Effendi said that in
families often the children were very
different and two brothers might not
love each other at all. But if they loved
their father, for his sake, they would
make an effort to love each other, because they would know that it was his
wish. Our love for Baha'u'llih should
help us to love our fellow Baha'IS, because it is His wish. She said capacity
attracts; it is the spiritual capacity of the
people of this country which has attracted the grace and the mercy of God
and the blessing of the visit of Shoghi
Effendi.
A young man asked, "As we live in
age when material needs make such
demands on us, how can we combine
the spiritual values with these material
demands?" Amatu'I-Baha said that in
the Teachings of Bah~'u 'llih we read
that God has created all things for man
and permitted us to partake of all the joy
and pleasures of life; the only thing
which God has reserved for Himself are
the hearts of men. As long as we preserve our hearts for God and do not lose
them to this world and its needs, we are
safe and protected and can enjoy every
benefit and comfort that this world
gives us, she said. But we must be
watchful and alert so that the love of this

The nature of man

is such that we
always commit

.

sm.

Some o/the audience at the Ngovi meeting, Fizi, Zaire.
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It takes courage
to be among the
fIrSt to accept
the Baha'i
Faith.

Amatu'J-Baha being greeted by the residents of the village of Sanga, Kivu
Province, Zaire.
world and its comforts does not surpass
our love of God. If we are able to keep a
balance, then we are safe and protected.
On the 28th of December we left
Bukavu and went to south of Kivu for
four days. The ftrst meeting was in the
village of Luvungi. On the main road,
where the village road began, several
arches were erected, decorated with
leaves and flowers. A man stood holding a long stick decorated with flowers,
on the end of which a beautiful copy of
the Greatest Name was mounted.
With singing and dancing,
Amatu'l-Baha was accompanied
through the village to the largest building, the village court and community
center, which had been reserved for the
meeting. As this was the cotton harvesting season, one side of this hall was
piled high with cotton balls which made
very comfortable seats. Some
non-Baha'is, and more than 550
Baba'Is attended this meeting. We
were told the people of this area were
among the singers in Zaire, a country
full of good singers.
Amatu '1-Baba quoted the words of
Saint Paul, "When I was a child, I
spake as a child, I understood as a
child, I thought as a child; but when I
became a man, I put away childish
things." She said this applies to mankind today. BaM 'u 'llab tells us that man
has entered the stage of maturity. Modern inventions and science have
changed our lives. The world we live in
today is different from the world of our
grandfathers. We must now learn to
live like mature men and put away
childish ideas.
8
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On the afternoon of the same day, in
another village called Sanga, more
than 500 Baha'is received and welcomedAmatu'I-Baha. She spoke on the
importance of living a Baha'i life, and
showing in our deeds and characters
that we are truly the spiritUal descendants of the early heroes and martyrs of
our Faith. To be amongst the ftrst ones
to recognize and accept .the Faith of
God is a great bounty and privilege
because it requires courage, she said. It
was dark by the time we left this village and drove to the little township of
Kavimvira, where we spent the night.
The following day in Kavimvira,
more than 800 believers from many villages
gathered
to
welcome
Amatu'l-Baha. Nineteen believers had
walked long distances frem the mountain villages to present at this meeting.
The friends had decorated the area
under huge mango trees with flowers
tied to strings and stretched from
branch to branch. Unfortunately, very
strong winds began to blow in from
Lake Tanganyika and we were obliged
to move the meeting to a small unfinished building nearby. To our surprise we saw that the dear friends had
foreseen such an emergency and
had also decorated this building and its
entrance to make sure that their beloved
guest would sit under flowers wherever
the meeting might be held.
The courtesy and sincere love of
these believers moved Amatu'l-Baha
very deeply. She spoke of the life of
Bahii'u'llah. She said, "When Ilook at
your shining, smiling faces gazing at
me with so much love, I cannot help but
remember the Words of Bahii'u'llah,

uttered with such joy when He
was in Baghdad, when He announced
to the believers that the Cause of God
had now reached Karkuk. Karkuk was
about 30 kilometres from Ba~dad, yet
the fact that the Message of God had
reached there rejoiced His heart. How
happy then He must be now to see all of
you in this meeting."
The believers in this area, and in Fizi
to the south, have suffered a great deal
since 1965, when a civil war began.
Many entirely innocent people suffered
in the tribal wars, despite their lack of
involvement in the contested issues.
For years, many of them were hidden in
the forest. Even now they suffer from
time to time at the hands of rebels who
attack villages in search of food and kill
whoever gets in their way. A dear
Baha'i had just lost his eight year old
son. The boy was shot dead when a
band of rebels attacked the village during the father's absence. In addition,
both the man's wife and his old mother
were injured.
Amatu'l"Bahii's interpreter during
this whole period in Kivu was a young
man, consecrated to the service of the
Faith; a deep, well-infonned Baha'r,
and the secretary of the Regional
Teaching Committee. When a man
asked why Baha'u'llih had appeared in
the world, and had He come to supplant
Jesus Christ, Amatu'l-Baha told this
young man, her interpreter, to answer
the question himself, in his own language, as he knew the answer just as
well as she did. His reply was short,
logical, and absolutely convincing.
He said, "Do you have a brother?"
"Yes, "the man said.

"Is he younger or older than you?"
always cool; and the thatched roofs are
gift, she said. You can see this in a
"Younger."
the best ones, because they do not make
family. One child may be endowed
"When your brother was born did he
any noise during the torrential rains, the
with this gift; without being asked he
make you any less than you are; did he
way tin roofs do. As she spoke these
, searches for ways to serve his parents,
take your place in life; did he reduce
words the beautiful faceS of her listenhis'sisters and brothers. He is always
you in any way?"
ers broke into smiles of selfesteem and
ready'to give a hand to others. We must
"No," the man said.
confidence.
be like that; vie with one another in the
"It is the same way with Jesus and
service of the Cause of God. This
R(j~fyyih Khanum said that if we
Baha 'u 'llab," our young BaM 'f said.
look at our lives we see that our health,
Baha.~iCentre, Ru!ll'yyih Khinum said,
"They came to this world at different
can become the focal point of your acour children, the food we eat, the air we
times, each has His own place and positivities. If you come here daily for
breathe, are all bounties of Almighty
tion, neither takes anything away from
prayers you can attract the help and
God. Without His bounty, His mercy
the other."
guidance of Baha'u'llah. Through
and His grace we would not exist even
Because our little hotel was very
these prayers you can connect your
for a moment. With all His continuous
noisy we spent the next three nights in a
bounties, what do we do for God?
souls to the source of power and
Catholic mission school in the town of
energy, which is there to help us, if
Whatever we do in service to Him and
Uvira, where the nuns very kindly took
only we know how to reach it. By
love for Him is like a small grain
us in. It was one of the more interesting
accepting Baha'u'llab we have made
brought to the feet of the King by a
places we slept in during our years of
the fundamental connection. Through
lowly ant, she said. Yet He not only
traveling in Africa. As it was the
prayer we shall witness great miracles.
accepts our humble offering, but abunChristmas holidays, the girls were all
'Abdu'I-Baha said, "As ye have faith
dantly blesses us. The beautiful buildaway and we were given a huge dorso shall your powers and blessings be.
ing built in the name ofBaha'u 'llab was
mitory with 68 beds all to ourselves. It
This is the balance, this is the balance,
part of their lives spent in His service. If
was very eerie at night with bats flying
this is the balance."
we look at our daily lives, we realize
in and out. What was interesting to us
One of their most recent songs has
how little of such hours we give Him.
was the fact that on New Year's Eve
words such as these: "Oh Bahi'u'Uab,
She said hours, days, weeks, months
1972, we dined with the Catholic
we were blind, You opened our eyes;
and years of our lives are spent in eatBishop in Mweka, in Kasai, central
we
were deaf, You gave us hearing;
ing and sleeping and attending to the
Zaire. On New Year's Eve 1973 we
hold our hands to the end of our lives."
trivial things oflife. She said they must
dined with the Italian Catholic Sisters
When they sing these exquisite songs
be happy that they had given this serin Uvira, in the eastern province of
their faces become .radiant With their
vice to Baha'u'U~, should continuZaire. In many parts of the country, the
joy
at being Baha'IS. What precious
ously use this Centre to attract more
missions, particularly the Catholic misjewels Baha'u'llab has created in these
souls to His Cause and serve Him in
sions, are the only place one can spend
remote villages of Zaire.
teaching His Faith.
the night. There are no hotels and usuThe spirit of service is a God-given
ally the homes of the believers are too
small and overcrowded to enable them
to take in guests. We were surprised to
find so many of these Catholic missionaries friendly towards the Faith and
very tolerant as a whole.
In the village of Kabimba, where the
friends had recently built a fine new
Centre and had decorated it with beautiful arches of flowers to welcome
Amatu'I-Baha, more then 400 believers listened to her word of encouragement. She praised their building and
told them a mud building is a parctical,
cool and economic building; it is not a
sign of poverty or ignorance, as you
sometimes think it is. Nor are these
buildings confined to Africa; in the
shole of Asia and South America, she
said, almost all buildings are entirely
built with mud. Mud is an ancient,
convenient and universal building material. Many Persian Baha'f villagers
live in mud houses too, she said. She
Infrontofthe BaJuj'{Centre in Kabimba. From left to right, Mr. Agustin A mungali,
told them that mud is an excellent
Mrs. Violette Nakhjavani, Mr. Esube Vin Shahami, and AmiltU'I-Bahd.
material for hot climates because it is
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Mrs. Carrie Kinney and Mr. Edward Kinney.

You Have Been Chosen
The story of Carrie and Edward Kinney
by D.Z. Whitehead
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On the morning of December 16th,
of 1950, during the final trip I made to
New York City from Los Angleles after
I joined the BaM'i community, I telephoned Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kinney.
The clerk at the Hotel Woodward
promptly put me through to their
apartment. Mrs. Kinney spoke to me
calmly and with gentleness.
"May I see you?" I asked.
"Yes, but not today," she said.
"Ned died yesterday."
"I did not know. Please forgive me
for telephoning you."
"Oh no, I am glad that you did.
Maybe you can come to the service for
him on Sunday evening at the Bami'!
Center."
"I will certainly be there."
The clerk interrupted us to say that
other people were waiting to speak with
Mrs. Kinney.
At that time the Baha'i Center consisted of two rooms in a dreary building
of offices on West Fifty-seventh Street,
east of Seventh Avenue. One small
room was for the Spiritual Assembly
and committee meetings and a larger
one for Feasts, celebrations and other
public meetings.
As I entered the small room, a
thickly set, fine looking young man
was standing in front of me. We shook
hands.
.. I am Donald Kinney," he said.
A young girl with an unhappy expression walked up to him.
"I feel just terribly about your
father," she said.
"Why should you or any of us?"
said Donald brightly.
"Have you read what Shoghi Effendi wrote in his cable about him?"
Donald took a copy of it out of his
pocket and showed it to us both. The
message said: "Grieve passing dearly
loved, highly admired, trusted, staunch,
indefatig abl e, se I f - sacri fic ing
teacher, pillar (of) Faith, Saffa Kinney.
His leonine spirit, exemplary steadfastness, notable record (of) closing period
Heroic Age (and) opening phase Formative Age (of) Baha'i Dispensation.
Bountiful reward assured (in) Abha
Kingdom beneath shadow (of) Master
he loved so dearly, served so nobly,
defended so heroically until last breath.
Shoghi. Cablegram dated December
16, 1950 (1). Mrs. Kinney sat among
about two hundred believers gathered in
the large room for the service. Her

warm appealing face showed deep selfcontrolled feeling. She looked like a
lady in the real sense of this often
loosely used word. Despite the occasion, when she stood up to speak to
someone, she became entirely erect.
She showed no sign of defeat.
The simple moving service began
with records playing some of the music
that Edward Kinney wrote for the
Baha'[ Holy Writings. Afterwards,
older believers who had known the
Kinneys for more than fifty years, read
with fine feeling and becoming restraint selections from "Prayers and
Meditations" by Baha'u'llah.
Sometime before the service was
over, a few believers who lived a long
distance away walked near to Mrs.
Kinney.
"We have to leave now," they said.
With love for them in her tone, she
said quietly, "I understand."
On the following Sunday evening I
went to Mrs. Kinney's fireside at her
apartment in an annex of the Hotel
Woodward, on the comer of Broadway
and Fifty-seventh Street.
The door of her apartment was not
locked .. She apparently had no fear of a
dangerous intruder. I walked through a
narrow hall until I entered a large living
room. About forty people were sitting
there. Mrs. Kinney was in an adjoining
bedroom looking after a sick child.
An almost life-sized color photograph of the Master hung in the middle
of a side wall. Interesting photographs
of early believers, and Persian tapestries, hung from all the walls. At one
side of the room stood a grand piano
with a small photograph of Mr. Kinney
on top. He had a warm, kind, and
fatherly face. Worn Victorian furniture
added to the charm and character of
the room.
I sat down on a comfortable sofa
placed against the wall. With much
dignity Mrs. Kinney walked into the
room, welcomed her guests to the
fireside, and introduced the speaker,
Mr. Edward Slessinger.
He gave a sincere, direct, and persuasive talk. When he finished Mrs.
Kinney stood up beside him.
.. Are there any questions?" she
asked.
No one answered.
"We will have tea then," she said.
"Y ou get better e very time," she
added softly to Mr. Slessinger.

Edward Kinney:
dearly loved,
highly admired,
trusted, staunch,
indefatigable
self-sacrificing
teacher.

After most of the guests left she sat
down beside me. She spoke to me about
her husband as if I had always known .
them both.
"He lay sick in this apartment for
many months. Sometimes I was up
most of the night taking care of him. I
often prayed to the Master asking Him
to keep Ned with me for a little while
longer."
I felt close to the Kinneys. I wanted to
know more about them.
Edward Beadle Kinney was born on
March 9, 1863, in New York City.
While still a child he showed talent for
music and began to study both organ
and composition. At the age of fourteen
he secured his first professional job as
organist at St. Luke's Church in New
York City. A year before that he became a protege of the distinguished
Polish conductor Dr. Leopold Damrosch, and studied compostion with him
for eight years. Mr. Kinney attended
Richmond College, Richmond, Virginia. At the same time he served as
choirmaster and organist in The
Monumental Episcopal Church there.
On his return to New York he studied
composition under Edward MacDowell
an American composer and professor of
music at Columbia University. In a
competition sponsored by the American National Conservatory of Music in
which several thousand people took
part he and three others won scholarships to study composition with the
great Czech composer Anton Dvorak.
Mr. Kinney held many positions as
organist and choirmaster in churches
November J973 I BAH.M NEWS
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"If perchance you
are overtaken by
poverty, let it
not make you sad.
At best you will
then become
.
compamons
of Christ."

that maintained high musical standards. He wrote fine religious music.
He developed his own method of voice
production and became a remarkable
teacher of singing.
Helen Morrette, the future Mrs. Carrie Kinney, was born in New York City
in 1878. She wanted to become a doctor, but her socially prominent family
would not pennit her. She had opportunities to marry several men of worldly
importance. They did not interest her.
In 1893 she met Edward Kinney. Two
years later against the wishes of her
parents she married him.
At her fireside late one evening I
asked Mrs. Kinney who first spoke to
her about the Baha'i Faith?
Others present besides myself listened with great interest to her answer:
One morning during the winter of
1895 Howard MacNutt, an old friend
of Ned's, sent word that he wanted us
to come to his house in the Bronx that
evening to hear some glorious news. A
prophet like Jesus had been on this
earth.
I said to Ned, "Your friend must be
crazy to write you this. Why don't you
go without me?"
He said' 'No. I am sure that Howard
wants to meet you."
"My family never knew anyone
from the Bronx," I said. "I have never
been there in my life."
"I am taking you there tonight," he
said finnly.
We drove a long distance to the
MacNutt's house in a horsecab. It took
us an hour and a half to get there. Their
house was attractive and fairly large. A
12

few others came to the meeting besides
ourselves.
Howard read us a few prayers by
Bw'u 'UAh and then some Tablets that
the Master had written to the Baha'IS. I
became very frightened to hear that
Baha'u'llAh claimed to be the Spirit of
Truth Whose coming Jesus had promised.
On the way home in the carriage I
said to Ned, "The MacNutts are very
nice, but I don't want to go back there
to see them again."
Ned said, "I believe that what we
heard tonight is true."
I was very much disturbed at what
he had said. Afterthe long drive home
I went immediately to bed.
Ned stayed up very late. He wrote
the Master a letter asking for confirmation of His Father's station. I did not
think that Ned would ever hear from
the person he now called the Master.
More than once every day Ned read
aloud prayers by B ah~' u 'nah that
Howard had copied on sheets of paper.
In a month's time Ned received a tablet
from the Master written in red ink. It
included the words, "You have been
chosen."
The first time the Baha'IS came to
the house they looked very strange to
me. I tried to be polite, but I couldn't.
They frightened me. Instead, I ran upstairs to the bedroom and locked the
door. They came back every week on
Sunday nights. Gradually I was moved
to come downstairs and meet them.
Soon I started to listen. One night after
everyone had left Ned and I sat down in
the living room and talked together. He
explained to me allover again who
Bahli'u'llAh was. He had come to fulml all that Jesus had brought. Suddenly I realized that I believed what
Ned was saying.

From that moment forward she
shared with her husband a passionate
desire to serve the Cause of God. They
were anxious to visit the Holy Land and
meet the Master, and in 1907 they received an invitation from Him to come
with their young sons, Sanford and
Howard. They arrived at the end of that
year, shortly before the Master's release from prison.
Donald, the Kinneys' youngest son,
not born at the time of their pilgrimage,
has described in a letter some experiences his parents had in the Holy Land.
While in Haifa Mrs. Kinney became
very ill. The doctor told her husband
she was going to die. He went to
'Abdu'l-Bahaforadvice. 'Abdu'l-Baha
told him that his wife would wake up

shortly before midnightto ask for a bowl
of soup. Mr. Kinney followed the
Master's recipe in preparing this special
soup. Mrs. Kinney woke up at just the
hour that the Master said that she would
and asked for soup. Mr. Kinney gave it
to her, and shortly afterwards she began
to recover.
The Kinneys planned to go to India
after their visit to Haifa, but
'Abdu'l-Bahii warned them that if they
went there Mrs. Kinney would die.
They did not go to India. Instead,
'Abdu'l-Baha asked Mrs. Kinney and
Dr. Zia Bagdadi to establish the first
tuberculosis hospital in Alexandria,
Egypt. "At that time male doctors in
that country were not allowed to examine female patients," Donald has
written. "1bey were left in a room and
given food until they finally died. Dr.
Bagdadi told mother what symptoms to
look for. She went into their rooms,
examined the patients, and called out
the symptoms to Dr. Bagdadi, who called back the diagnosis." (2)
After they had spent a year in the
East, the Kinneys returned to New
York City. He worked hard as a musician. She worked without salary in
hospitals. Possesing considerable
wealth, they lived in a large house at
780 West End Avenue. Their home increasingly became a meeting place for
the Baha'i's. 'Abdu'l-Baha arranged to
have His Tablets to the American believers sent to their home. Mrs. Kinney
had them translated into English and
distributed them.
In the summer of 1909, the Kinney
family, accompanied by Juliet Thompson and Alice Beede, again visited the
Holy Land. According to Juliet, the
Master described to Edward the hardship that Bahii'u'llah experienced after
He had lost His wealth. He ended with
the words:' "May God give you the
treasures of the Kingdom, the breath of
the Holy Spirit. If, perchance you are
overtaken by poverty, let it not make
you sad. At best you will then become
companions of Christ." (3)
On the morning of April 11, 1912,
the Master arrived in New York City on
the S.S. Cedric to begin His eagerly
anticipated journey of eight months
throughout the United States. Although a large group of Baha'is
gathered at the dock to meet Him, the
Master sent word from the ship that He
wanted them to leave and join Him that
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afternoon at the home of the Kinneys.
In her precious diary of 'Abdu'I-Bah4
in America Juliet Thompson has movingly described this occasion:
When I arrived 'Abdu'l-Baha was sitting in the center of the dining room near
the flower strewn table-At his knees
stood Sanford and Howard Kinney and
His arms were around them-No words
could describe the ineffable peace of
Him. The people stood around Him in
rows and circles--several hundred in
the rooms; many were sitting in the
dining room. We made a dark background for His effulgence.(4)
In the talk that He gave that afternoon, His fIrst in the United States of
America, the Master said that He had
longed to meet the friends and that the
spiritual happiness that he felt at doing
so had made him forget His weariness
from travel. Greatly pleased with New
York as a city, and its material progress,
He said:

Master's secretaries during His sojourn
in America, said to Donald Kinney,
"While' Abdu'I-Bah4 stayed in your
family's home, He would go up to His
room around three or four in the afternoon to rest. During this time of rest He
would dictate to His secretaries, ten or
twelve of them, simultaneously. "(6)
In his fascinating richly infonnative
spiritual autobiography, "Portals to
Freedom", Howard Colby Ives has described in moving tenns the Kinneys
and their home, where he had his second meeting with the Master.
"It was in the beautiful home of Mr.
and Mrs, Kinney, a family of the
friends who seemed to feel that the gift
of all which they possessed was too
little to express their adoring love. Entering their home the roar of the city,
the elegance and lUXury of Riverside
Drive, the poverty and wealth of our
modern civilization all seemed to

"This time you
will not deny your
Lord, " the Master
told Edward, whom
He had renamed
Saffa, or Peter.

"I hope that it may also advance
spiritually in the Kingdom and Covenant of God so that the friends here may
become the cause of the illumination of
America, that this city may become a
city of love and that the fragrances of
God may be spread from this place to all
parts of the world. "(5)

The Master spent many weeks in
New York City. He would leave from
there to visit other cities, and then return after His visits elsewhere.
On June 19, before a gathering of
Baha'IS in New York City, following
the public reading of the recently translated Tablet of the Branch, revealed by
Baha'u'll§h, 'Abdu'l-Baha forcefully
explained the meaning of the Covenant, and of His own Station as "Center
of the Covenant". Since that day New
York has been called "The City of the
Covenant. "
During one of His visits to New
York, the Master stayed with the Kinneys. Inviting them to be His guests,
He paid all expenses of the household,
including the wages of the servants.
Upon His recommendation Mrs. Kinney arranged to have a photograph
taken of her family with 'Abdu'l-Bahli.
The believers gathered there night and
day to see the Master when He was in
New York.
Many years later Mirza Valf'u'llab
who served as one of the

Varq~,
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merge into a unity of nothingness and
one entered an atmosphere of Reality.
Those heavenly souls who thus demonstrate_~ beyond ~y words their selfdedication had 'direct influence upon
my hesitating feet of which they could
have had no ·suspicion. My heart
throughout all worlds shall be filled
with thankfulness to them." (7).
The Master gave Edward Kinney the
name Saffa, which means Peter, and
assured him that "this time you will not
deny your Lord. "(8). He named Carrie
Kinney, Vaffa, which means certitude
and fidelity. Sanford was renamed for
one of the Martyrs, 'Abdu'l-'Ali; and
Howard, 'Abdu'l-Baha, after the Master. Donald, the youngest son was not
yet born.
"One day, in the autumn, He took
- Saffa for a long walk in the strip of park
along Riverside Drive, New York
City," Juliet Thompson has written.
"Suddenly He stood still on the path
and looking deep into Saffa's eyes
asked in heart-piercing tones: 'Do you
love me? Do you love meT words very
much like- those that Jesus spoke to
Peter. "(9)
On December 2nd, in one of the last
recorded talks He gave at the Kinneys,
the Master again stressed His appointment by BaM'u'llah as Center of the
Covenant, to ensure unity and agreement among all the peoples of the
world, and to protect the cause from the
conflicting interpretations of individuals.
A few years after the Master left
America, the Kinneys, who until that
time had lived in relative comfort, free
from financial worries, began to lose
their wealth. "At one time Ned and I
had a great deal of money, " Mrs. Kinney explained to me, "all invested in
New York property. It went steadily
down in value. We could not sell the
property because it was entailed."
Forced by their circumstances to practice strict economy, they first m<\yed
from their large house in New York
City to a small cabin in Eliot, Maine,
near Green Acre, the Baha'i Summer
School.
In 1919, while they were living in a
modest house in Wallaston, a suburb of
Boston, their son, Sanford, became
seriously ill. Although everything possible was done for him, his condition
became steadily worse. Realizing that
he was critically ill, the sick boy wished

a
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only that the Will of God be accomplished.
The third day after Sanford's passing
the Kinneys held a service for him in
their home, which many Baha'IS attended. Nineteen years before, a bit of
candle brought by a believer from the
most Holy Tomb ofBaha'u'llah burned
in the room where Sanford was born.
His parents lit the candle again, when
he died. "At the close of the prayers,
when the burial ring had been placed
upon the boy's finger, the candle
burned up high, then flickered and went
out," an eye-witness later wrote.(lO)
On November 23, 1919,
'Abdu'l-Bahci revealed. a Tablet for
Sanford, which Mrs. William H. Randall brought to the Kinneys from Haifa.
"Sanford was a child of the Kingdom," 'Abdu'l-Baha wrote, "and, like
unto a tender shrub, is in the utmost
freshness and grace in the Abha
paradise . He has ascended to the world
of the Kingdom, that in the everlasting
rose-garden he may grow and thrive on
the banks ofthe river ofEverlasting Life
and may blossom and auain fruition.
"0 Thou divine Providence! Rear
him by the outpouring of the cloud of
mercy and nourish him through the
heat of the sun of pardon and of forgiveness. Stir him by the breeze of
bounty and bestow patience and forbearance upon his kind father and
mother, that they may not deplore his
separation, and may rest assured in
meeting their son in the everlasting
Kingdom. Thou art the Forgiver and
the Compassionate!" (11)
After the Kinneys had lived for several years in Wallaston, they moved
back to New York City and settled in
the apartment at the Woodward Hotel
that I have mentioned. Saffa continued
to work hard at his profession. In this
most difficult, uncertain field, he successfully supported his family.
Although the passing of the Master
on November 28, 1921, naturally
caused Saffa and Vaffa intense grief,
they did not relax in their constant efforts to serve the Faith. In one of His
many letters of encouragement to them,
'Abdu'l-Bah~ designated Saffa and
Vaffa, "Pillars of the Faith in the City
of the Covenant."
In 1938 their son, Howard, died at·
the age of thirty-three. Only their
youngest son, Donald, whom
'Abdu'l-Baha hadnamed Vahid, ~r

one of the martyrs, was left to them.
On Christmas eve, nine days after
her husband's passing, I went to a
fireside at Mrs. Kinney'S. Only a sll!all
group, all of them Baha'IS, was there.
Someone asked, "May we sing
Christmas carols?" Mrs. Kinney replied, "Of course. Baha'IS recognize
the Station of Jesus. We may certainly
sing carols in. honor of Him."
Everyone in the room sang them with the
joyful realization that the Spirit of
Jesus had returned in the Station of the
Father.
At Mrs: Kinney's apartment I met
Maude Goodreau. Trained by Mr. Kinney, she became a prima donna of The
Chicago Opera Company. In retiremen.t from the stage, since the begin_ning of Mr. Kinney's illness, she had
been teaching bis pupils. The money
from these lessons had provided the
main support for the Kinney family,
and now, it was doing the same for the
two ladies.
Brought up in a constrained social
circle, Vaffa Kinney had nonetheless
learned to mingle with people of all
classes, religions and nationalities. No

matter what motives brought people to
her apartment, she tried to help them.
She became like a mother to a great
many people who turned to her in their
hour of need. One evening at her
fireside, referring to a heavy man seated in the back row, she said to me, "He
is a communist.We must try to teach
him the Faith."
.
On another occasion, after Edward
Slessinger had spoken eloquently about
the Revelation of Baha'u 'll~, a Jewish
gentleman said, "When I was in the
Holy Land, I too had a revelation."
Rather then speak to him impatiently,
Mrs. Kinney said, "Before you decide
that is true, why don't you listen a little
more to what Baha'u'llah has revealed?" With apparent sincerity the
man later said, "I will come here
again. "
Once she was teaching two young
sisters the Cause. The girls soon admitted their moti ves for attending
firesides. "What we are really trying to
do is to find husbands," they said.
With a smile of understanding, Mrs.
Kinney replied, "We must pray that
you will find them." The sisters asked,

"Why should we study the Baha'i
Faith?" She fmnly replied, "So that
you will recognize your Lord. "
At the end of April 1953, once the
Guardian' i'naugurated the World
Crusade, Mrs. Kinney wrote him," "I
will go' anywhere that you ask me to
go." He answered, "Stay in the City
of the Covenant."
At the Feast of Unity, in West EnglewQ9d, on June 29, 1953, she stood
on the same spot where the Master
stood during the first Feast of Unity in
1912, and she read the beautiful talk the
MaSter gave on that moving, historic
occasion; a talk recorded in "The
Promulgation of Universal Peace".
When she finished reading it, she spoke
to those of us still gathered around her.
"When Ned and I first came into the
Faith there were only a few believers in
"The City of the Covenant" and in the
surrounding towns and villages, but
look now at the wonderful change that
has taken place," she said.
During the first year of the Crusade,
in obedience to the Guardian, Vaffa
stayed in New York City. Sincere
young""Baha'Is in difficulties boarded
with her. If they became discouraged
she tried to convince them that their
situation was not hopeless. She advised
them to deepen in the Faith. Surely, they
knew that if they turned their hearts
wholly to.Bah~'u'llah that He would
help them.
After the Feast of RiQv~n, 1954,
Vaffa and her household asked for and
received the Guardian's pennission to
pioneer to River Edge, a small tow.n in
New Jersey, not far from New York
City. A few months later, although by
this time not physically stroog, she
moved' with her household to a small
house in River Edge. In her new home
she taught the Cause as before, and
with the finn assistance of her dear
friend Maude' Goodreau, held regular
weekly firesides.
During my pilgrimage in January
1955, I was privileged to speak of her to
Shoghi Effendi. He said with much enthusiasm; "She is climaxing a long and
distinguished Baha'i career by pioneering from the City of the Covenant to a
neighboring' town. "
In 1956 she had a serious operation
from which'she never fully recovered.
Because of illness she left River Edge
and moved to her son Donald's home in
West Englewood, New Jersey. News of

the Guardian's passing on November 4,
1957, was .a great shock to her. She
never expected"tpoutlive him.
Donald has wIjtten that although his
mother was' mlftlinng much of the las t
three years of her life, she taught the
Cause as forcefully as ever. "A few
days before her death she went into a
coma. At times she would appear to be
having detailed conversations with the
old believers who had already passed
on. It seemed as if she was making the
transition from this Kingdom to the
next.' , .
On the morning of August 16, 1959,
Donald came into her room to see how
she was and found that her passing had
quietly taken place.
Her wann, gentle, loving, and distinguished personality remains with me,
as I feel sure it remains with countless
others. She spoke the language of the
heart.

(1) "Citadel of Faith". Messages to
America 1947-1957. Baha'I Publishing Trust. Wilmette, Illinois,
Page 166.
(2) Letter from Donald Kinney to 0 .Z.
Whitehead, April 24, 1973.
(3) Baha'fWorld, VolumeXll. Baha'.
Publishing Trust, Wilmette, Illinois, 1956.
(4) '''Abdu'l-Bah'in America", Page
5.
(5) "The Promulgation of Universal
Peace." Discourses by 'Abdu'lBaha during His visit to the
United States in 1912, Volume I,
Page 1.
(6) Letter from Donald Kinney, April
24, 1973.
(7) "Portals to Freedom" by Howard
Colby Ives. George Ronald, 1969,
Page 36.
(8) Letter from Donald Kinney, April
24, 1973.
(9) Baha'iWorld, VolumeXll. Bah~'.
Publishing Trust, Wilmette, lllinois, 1956, Page 678-679.
(10) "Star ofthe West", Volume 10,
Number 19, Page 350.
(11) Promulgation of Universal Peace,
Volume I, Pages 208-210.
(12) Letter from Donald Kinney, April
24, 1973.
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RUQlyyih Khanum
visits Alaska

Leaving Fairbanks boundfor Nenana. Riihijyih Khan·um with Sharon Faverty, an
Athabascan Indian believer, her daughter Lua, and Fletcher Bennet.

Around
the

World
Ruhlyyih Khanum with editor of rhe
Nome newspaper.

Amatu'I-BaM with the Hand of the Cause JaUlI KMzeh at the summer school in
Juneau on the night of her adoption into the Eagle Tribe of the Tlingit Indians.
Pictured with her are members of the tribe.
I
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After only a very briefrespite following her almost four-year journey
through Africa, the Hand of the Cause
Amatu'l-Baha RW}fyyih Kbanum left
Haifa on July 25th, accompanied by
Miss Nell Golden, for a one-month trip
of 18,800 air miles to the vast State of
Alaska. The magnet that had attracted
her half-way round the world was the
love of the friends in Alaska, evidenced
by the many loving invitations from the
National Spiritual Assembly, a letter
signed by hundreds of the friends in
Alaska in different towns asking her to
come, and many individual letters with
the same request.
Added to this was her own longstanding wish to visit Alaska, and her
admiration and love for this community
which had achieved its goals early in the
Ten Year Crusade and had an exemplary
record of service during the Nine Year
Plan as well.
The itinerary of Amatu'l-Baha included trips to 15 different localities.
The city of Anchorage had the good
fortune of 6 visits during the 30-day
period. At the Summer School in Juneau
on August 17th and 18th, in three
lengthy sessions Riil;tfyyih Kbli'num
spoke to the approximately 215 eager,
enthusiastic and attentive friends, many
of them youth and young adults, on a
variety of subjects, tirelessly answering
their questions after each session. She
spoke often ~d strongly on the importance of the Eskimos and Indians retaining their roots and not forgetting their
past, and urged them to remember and
preserve their great heritage, of which
they should be so justly proud. A
highlight of the Summer School was the
almost miraculous achievement of the
goal to raise $20,000 for the National
Fund, thereby liquidatirig the indebtedness incurred by the National Spiritual
Assembly to cover the recent teaching
efforts of the •• Army of Light" for its
"massive encounter" program.
(Based on a report by Miss Nell Golden)
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1.
Four Hands of the Cause of God,
seven Continental Counsellors, fourteen Auxiliary Board members, and
National Spiritual Assembly members from thirteen countries, attended an Inter-Assembly conference held in Teheran, Iran, June
21-23, 1973. 1. Counsellors and
Auxiliary Board members from
South Central Asia and Western
Asia. 2. Counsellors in Western
Asia, left to right: Dr. !raj Ayman,
Dr. Masih Farhangi, Mr. Hadi
Rahmati, Dr. Manuchehr Salmanpur. 3. Hands of the Cause, Counsellors, Auxiliary Board members and
National Spiritual Assembly representatives.
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Scandinavian
Conference
held in Norway

lNI'ER-SCANDlNAVIAN CONFERENCE held at Lillehammer. Norway. September 2 J -23. Seventy participants attendedfrom Norway. Sweden. Denmark and
the United States.

The Inter-Scandinavian Conference
held at Lillehammer, Norway Sept.
21-23, with 70 participants from Norway, Sweden, Denmark and U.S.A.
Short talks were given by three Auxiliary Board members on deepenin~ in
the Faith. Further conferences, arranged by the Norwegian Youth Committee, are planned for Bergen, Jan.
25-27, 1974; Tromso, Feb. 22-24 and
Bodo, March 29-31. A Winter School
will be held during the Christmas holidays.
November 1973 / BAHIH NEWS
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The Mayor oJ Tartagal presents Counsellor Hooper Dunbar with a native herb tea
Container.
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Argentina
Winter School

Group attending deepening course in Rosario

Deepening course for teachers
A deepening course for traveling teachers was held in Rosario, Argentina,
one of the country's larger cities, on the weekend of September 1-2. The
program was coordinated by Continental Counsellor Mr. Athos Costas.
Rosario has always been considered a difficult town in which to proclaim the
Baba '[Faith. However, the teaching that accompanied the weekend course was.
found to be very fruitful.
A long article was published in the city's largest daily, La Capital. The editor
of the paper' scultural section promised to write follow-up articles in the future.
A delegation led by Mr. Costas presented a book to the Govef!1or of the
Province of Santa Fe, of which Rosario is part. A similiar presentation was
made to the city's mayor, and to the resident Bolivian consul, who attended a
.,public meeting.
Miss Lelis Gimenez, a well-known television interviewer, dedicated her
weekly program to a round-table discussion on religion with several Baha'IS,
including Mr. Costas.
18
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A highly successful International Winter
School was held in Tartagal, Argentina, near
the Bolivian border, from July 26-29. Seventy
friends from Argentina, Bolivia, Uruguay,
Paraguay, and pioneers from the United States,
Iran, and Germany attended. Baha'is from the
Mataco and Tuba Indian tribes also attended.
Tartagal isa new, thriving Baha'i community, whose Local Spiritual Assembly was
formed this Ridvan due to the devoted efforts
ofthe resident American pioneers, Deane and
Barbara Genge.
The prevailing spirit of love and unity was
greatly stimulated by the presence of Counsellor Hooper Dunbar, Auxiliary Board members Maralynn Dunbar and Dolores de Caballero of Argentina; Ramon Moreira of
Uruguay; Eloy Anello of Bolivia, and Natalia
de Caballero of Paraguay?
An attractiv~ exposition was held in the city
plaza, incluoing songs by a talented
Uruguayan Baha'i group. A cordial meeting
was held with the MayorofTartagal, to whom
a book was given. He showed such interest that
he, his secretary, and his wife, came to one of
the meetings. Ten souls enrolled in the Faith
during the Winter School.
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came with time
"Marie of Romania." The Intimate
Life of a Twentieth Century Queen,
by Terence ElsbelTy, St. Martin's
Press, New York. $12.95.
A gifted writer, Queen Marie of
Romania wrote an autobiography in
1927 entitled "The Story of My Life" .
In considerable detail it describes her
experiences from early childhood until
her personal triumph following the de·
feat of Germany in the First World
War, almost eight years before her
spontaneous acceptance of the Baha'i
Teachings.
Although long and sometimes reo
petitious, her book gives a clear impression of her character, and con tains many
moving chapters. The Queen has endowed her book with a noble spiritthatis
hard to analyze.
Fascinated by Queen Marie's book
ever since he read it in high school,
Terence Elsberry has written a biography that covers her entire life.
Although most of the Queen's correspondence, and diaries that she kept
from the time of Romania's entry into
World War I until shortly before her
death in 1938, are now in the hands of
the communist government there, Elsberry has found enough authentic
source material with which to write his
book. The author has relied primarily
on the recollections and personal papers of the Queen's youngest daughter,
Princess Ileana, and those of George I

Duca, son of a former Prime Minister
of Romania. He has also included material from "The Story of My Life".
Mr. Elsberry has written an honest,
absorbing biography that brings the
Queen, the strong personalities around
her, and the tragic events in which they
played a major part, to fascinating life.
While not hesitating to describe her
human faults, he has convincingly demonstrated how her rare generosity,
radiant intelligence, unusual compassion, and deep love for others, helped
her rise to great heights of selfless
service to her country and to all humanity.
In the first paragraph of Chapter One
the author explains that' 'Marie Alexandra Victoria, Princess of Great Britain and Ireland, was born on October
29, 1875 at her parents' country house,
Eastwell Park, in Kent. Her father was
Queen Victoria's second son Alfred,
Duke of Edinburgh, her mother, the
former Grand Duchess, Maria Alexandrovna, was the only daughter of Russian Tzar-Liberator Alexander II."
In vivid passages about her childhood, the author has quoted Marie's
amusing account of her visit, at the
age of seven, to Queen Victoria, who
turned out to be not in the least as frightening as expected; and has described the
tragic moment when Marie heard the
horrifying news from her mother, of
Alexander II's assassination by a
nihilist's bomb, while the Tzar was
trying to help· a wounded man.

Not approving of marriages between
first cousins, the Duchess did not allow
her daughter, Marie, to marry the future George V. Instead the Duchess
encouraged Prince Ferdinand to propose to Marie. As a result of her acceptance, at the age of eighteen, this English princess, who had always been
sheltered from the harsh realities of
life, became the wife of the heir to the
throne of Romania.
Mr. Elsberry has well described the
widespread graft, the immorality of the
aristocracy and the corrupt political life
in that country. He has written with
understanding of Marie's loneliness
and deep unhappiness during the early.
years of her marriage; of the birth of her
first son, Carol, followed by the birth of
four other children; and of her unceasing efforts to live as she thought right,
though often in conflict with the wishes
of her husband, Ferdinand, his uncle
King Carol, and the Queen, Elizabeth.
Completely frank and without guile,
she sometimes trusted people who,did.
not deserve her confidence. She had
several close friendships with brilliant,
interesting men. Enemies of the .Queen
and unfair people often attack¢ her for
these friendships. ,No sincere. person
who knew her welL could ever question
her high standard of morality.",:. ":-,
An expert rider, she loved to be' out-'
of-doors. As the !author has' written,
"For Marie, a social conscience would·
come with time. On the sweet mornings
of 1897 she preferred seaiching out the
Novemb.,..J973 I
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first flowers to charity work."
In 1913 King Carol took her with
him to inspect the Red Cross hospitals
along the DanUbe. She was appalled by
the suffering that she saw in many of
the hospitals where large numbers of
men were dying of cholera. Marie
immediately began an effort to set up an
emergency camp to treat cholera. From
tbattime onward, whenever she had the
opportunity, no personal inconvenience
or danger to herself kept Marie from
giving selfless service to her country.
Her close friend, Barbu Stirbey, an
economist of genius, helped Marie to
realize her great potential. On the morning of October 10, 1914, although
shocked to hear of King Carol's death,
she felt ready to be Queen.
The author has clearly explained that
from the outbreak of hostilities in 1914,
Marie was keenly opposed to the aggressive policies of the German government, and despite sharp criticism from
many prominent people in Romania,
she made her views absolutely clear.
Owing largely to her influence, King
Ferdinand on August 27, 1916, a most
critical moment, signed a declaration of
war against Austria, which soon led to
war with Gennany as well.
Mr. Elsberry has written a moving
description of the death of the Queen's
youngest son, Mircea, not yet four
years old, on November 2, 1916, and
the effect this had of tying Queen Marie
more closely to Romania. Sincerely
grateful when King George V offered
safe residence in England for the duration of the War to herself, King Ferdinand, and their children, she did accept, because she was detennined to
remain in her homeland.
Despite conditions in Romania,
which grew steadily more desperate as
the war continued, Queen Marie, as
bead of the Red Cross, leader of the
Refugee Workers, president of the War
Invalids Society, and voluntary inspector of all hospitals and camps,
fought battles against disease, death
and starvation, as well as against political antagonists. In 1919 King Ferdinand, and Prime Minister Ion
Bratianu, who was representing
Romania at Versailles, believing that
the Queen's energy and feminine intuition might do more than all the politicians put together to improve the
country's bargaining position, sent her
to Paris and London to plead for fair
20
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treatment of Romania. The evening
after her interview with French Premier
Georges Clemenceau, the Romanian
Ambassador told her that Clemenceau
had said, "We can only receive a queen
like yours with full military honors,
Marshal Foch in tow." She not only
greatly changed Clemenceau's attitudes toward Romania, she also
helped to instill in Lloyd George a more
amenable opinion than before. She
failed, however, to get along well with
President Woodrow Wilson.
On her return to Romania Queen .
Marie and her American helpers trav-':'
eled throughout the rural sections of the
country, battling poverty, hunger, and
disease. "The name of the American
Red Cross will forever be blessed in my
country," King Ferdinand wrote the
Red Cross headquarters in Washington.
After twenty-nine years the marriage
of Queen Marie and King Ferdinand
had become a success. They now
worked well together for the good of
their country. "Nando, you are like
good wine," she told him. "You
sweeten with age."
The unstable, irresponsible conduct
of their son, Prince Carol, became a
source of great anxiety to the king and
queen. Carol abandoned his wife, Princess Helen, in Romania, to live with his
mistress, Magda Lupescu, first in
Paris, then in Milan. On December 28,
1925, he wrote a letter to Queen Marie
in which he renounced all rights to the
throne. His parents agreed that they
must accept Carol's decision. Not
aware of his previous indiscretions, or
of the details of his obvious defection,
many people criticized Queen Marie
for not fighting for her son.
Here is perhaps the place to remark
that four weeks after she heard of
Carol's defection, on the afternoon of
January 3D, 1926, during the first moments of her historic meeting with
Martha Root at Contracenti Palace near
Bucharest, Queen Marie spontaneously accepted the Baha'( teachings. It
is deeply disappointing that the author
failed to mention this most important
event, which undoubtedly gave her renewed strength to face an agonizing
future. Elsberry, however, does quote
from a letter that she wrote to four loyal
friends in February of that year, concerning her double tragedy of losing
both Carol, and her people's confidence almost simultaneously. The let-

ter ends: "It is the spirit that counts, not
the word. There may be more hate in
the world than love. But love is
strongest, and one day, even if I am not
to live to see it, it must conquer."
Although the author has referred in
passing to a column that the Queen
began to write in May 1926, he has not
informed the reader that in this syndi,cated series, entitled "Queen's Counsel", published in newspapers
throughout the United States and
Canada, appeared her first public testimonies in support of the Bahs'iRevelation.
In September she accepted an invitation from thousands of Americans to
visit the United States. "Americans
playa part in my life," she wrote.
"Their trusting simplicity fits in with
my guilelessness." This trip turned out
to be a mixture 'of triumph and misfortune. It caused people both to admire
and ridicule Marie. News that Ferdinand was dying of cancer brought her
trip, which lasted seven weeks and two
days, to an abrupt end.
Almost eight months after her return,
on July 18, 1927, King Ferdinand died.
Mr. Elsberry has written, "Ferdinand
died as unassumingly as he had lived."
Wrote Marie, "I am sure that he must
have been glad to strip off his suffering
body. 'I am so tired,' were his last
words, and when he lay so quiet in my
arms about an hour later, I knew that I
must thank God for him at least. This
was rest indeed." Closer to her husband during his last months than at any
time in their thirty-four years together,
Marie was unprepared for the overwhelming loss she felt upon his death.
Only fifty-two, and at the height of
her powers, the Queen now found herself ignored and cast aside. Barbu Stirbey still remained her friend. She became close ,to her youngest daughter,
Princess Ileana. She worked every day
on her fairy tales. Before the end of
1927 she began to write "The Story of
My Life".
Mr, Elsberry does not mention any of
the memorable meetings that Martha
Root had with the Queen and Princess
Ileana, their unsuccessful efforts to
visit Shoghi Effendi in the Holy Land
or the beautiful statements that Marie
wrote about the Baha'i Faith.
On June 6, 1930, Prince Carol returned to Romania. The next day Parliament proclaimed him King. At first

.Marie "~w new hope for Romania led
by a full-blooded king, a monarch who,
though tainted, must justify the 'confidence that twenty million people had
placed in him." She also felt that he
would allow her to help him. Her optimism was entirely unfounded. Although he worked hard at his job, he
became an irresponsible, unjust king.
Extremely jealous of his mother's
popularity, he used every means to
humiliate her. He also tried to destroy
his former wife, Princess Helen. He
arranged for Elena Lupescu to come to
Romania, and took up residence with
her again.
Deeply grieved at the tyrannical, destrUctive manner in which her son ruled
his country, and helpless to change his
course, Marie sought refuge in her writing. She also made several happy visits
to the home of her daughter, the Queen
of Yugoslavia in Belgrade, and to the
home of the former Princess Ileana,
now Arch-Duchess Anton of Austria at

Modling, near Vienna. The serious
political problems prevailing in the.
adoptive countries of her daughters
caused Queen Marie great concern.
The assassination of King Alexander of
Yugoslavia, while on an official visit to
France, brought her "annihilating sorrow". But the actions of King Carol,
her son, remained "her source of
greatest anguish", according to her
own testimony.
In his book the author has movingly
described the long, painful illness
which began in March 1937, and ended
with her death on July 18, 1938, 16
months later. Although "he had broken
the heart of his mother whom he had
once loved so deeply", King Carol,
strangely enough, gave her a magnificent funeral. Neither he nor any other
malicious person could destroy the love
that the people of Romania, and her
sincere friends and admirers allover the
world, felt for this great and noble
queen.

Terence Elsberry certainly deserves
much praise for writing this excellent,
informative book. Baha'Cs can only regret that he did not record what are by
far the most important events of the
Queen's remarkable life: her spontaneous acceptance of the Baha'fTeachings
and her public support of the Bahi'i
Revelation in widely read testimonies.
Without a doubt this worthwhile book
will encourage gifted Baha'i historians
of the future to write fine biographies of
the Queen which will include the thrilling events missing from Elsberry's
book. Certainly this most distinguished
Queen, who, in the words of the
Beloved Guardian, "apart from the
imperishable renown, achieved by her
in the Kingdom of Baha'u'llab, had
earned in this earthly life, the esteem
and love of many a soul living beyond
the confines of her own country," deserves the kind of biography we must
wait for time and the liberating growth
of the Baha'f community to produce.
-C 2. WhitmetJd
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A set of eight portraits of kings and rulers to whom Baha'u 'llab addressed Tablets
is now available through the International Baha'I Audio-Visual Centre. "i~
The pictures are available in black and white prints, black and white glossies, and
black and white 35mm slides.
Unlimited international rights have been secured for the reproduction of. the~:"
pictures by any Baha 'iinstitution, and for reproduction of these pictures by anyo~~,~
media in connection with a Baha'I story.
" .F;
Your l~al Bah!i'llibrarian or authorized Baha'i distributor may have them in
stock, or can supply you with prices and ordering information.
'
,
,If these materials are not available in your area, please write the Inflerriia.ti~~~r:f.
Baha'( Audio~ Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor, New)' ork
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Gardens at Bahji extended
REJOICE ANNOUNCE FRIENDS BEAUTIFICATION DURING CONFLICT AGITATING MIDDLE EAST
FOURTH QUADRANT AREA SURROUNDING MOST HOLY SHRINE EMBRACING OLIVE GROVE
SOUTHWEST PILGRIM HOUSE BAHJI. BLESSED SHRINE AND MANSION NOW COMPLETELY
ENCIRCLED BEAUTIFUL GARDENS INSPIRED BY PATTERN J:lARAM-I-AQDAS CREATED BY
BELOVED GUARDIAN. PRAYING SHRINES SUPPORTERS MOST GREAT NAME EVERY LAND MAY
REDOUBLE EFFORTS PROMOTE INTERESTS PRECIOUS FAITH IN ANTICIPATION FIVE YEAR
GLOBAL PLAN SOON TO BE LAUNCHED.
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
4 December 1973

Next plan to last five years
To all National Spiritual Assemblies
Dear Baha'i Friends,
Five months separate us from Ridvan
1974 when the next global plan will be
launched. For a period of five years the
attention, resources and energies of the
Baha'i World Community will be directed to achieving the aims of this
plan.
By Naw-Ruz 1974 you will have
been notified of the overall goals of the
plan and the specific tasks assigned to
each of your national communities.
Each one of you is therefore urged to
arrange for a meeting, at Naw-Rliz or
soon after, to which you will invite the
Board of Counsellors in your zone to be
represented and at which the plan can
be considered and thorough consultation held on the manner in which each
one of your communities will launch it.
You are asked to give careful consideration as soon as possible to the
advisability of holding one or more
conferences in conjunction with your
Convention or soon after. You may
wish to consult the Counsellors on this
matter. We believe that such conferences would greatly assist in acquainting the friends with the nature and aims
of the plan and in enlisting their enthusiasm and resolution to achieve it.
All details as to the number of such
conferences, their timing, their agen-

das ¥e left entirely to your discretion,
but we recommend that in planning
them you attach great importance to the
participation of youth so that they may
feel wholly identified with the tasks
assigned and give their immediate-and
maximum support to their accomplishment.
Now is the time to begin directing the
thoughts and plans of the friends to the
next great demand which will be made
upon them and we assure you of our
prayers at the Sacred Threshold that
you may be guided and strengthened to
take such decisions and make such
plans as will enable your communities

to anticipate with eagerness and receive
with joy the new tasks to be offered
them, tasks whose wholehearted and
united accomplishment will raise the
Community of the Most Great Name to
a position where it may have far greater
effect upon men's minds and prepare it
for further thrilling and awe-inspiring
achievements in the pursuit of its ultimate goal of the redemption of mankind.
With Loving Baha'i greetings,
THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
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A portion oj the gardens around the Mansion ojBahji. The Shrine ojBaJul' u' ll4h is
shown at the upper right hand corner of the photograph.
December, 19731 BAHA'I NEWS

Almost one year before the end of the
First World War, the Balfour Declaration, made in the name of the British
government, favoured a national home
for the Jewish people in Palestine. Since
the conquest of that land by the Caliph
'Umar-twelve years after the Hijra
(A.D. 622, the first year of the Muslim
era}-a succession of Islamic dynasties
had ruled over the entire Middle East,
until the fall of the Ottoman Empire in
1922, an Empire that had extended from
Turkey and the Balkans to Morocco on
the Atlantic Ocean. Thus it had been
impossible for the Jewish population,
dispersed throughout the Old World, to
return to their promised land. The
Balfour Declaration brought a ray of
hope that their 'diaspora' might end,
although th.: Mandate, which was given
to the British government by the League
of Nations at the end of the First World
War and which lasted until May 1948,
could not favour or encourage the return
of the Jews to Palestine. It had to
maintain the status quo, because of the
prevailing Muslim population in the
whole territory .
When Baha'u'lhih, His family and
foUowers were exiled to' Akka in 1868,
Palestine was a stronghold of Sunni
Islam. To understand how terrifying
were the forces of opposition against
any Faith, other than Sunni Islam, it
suffices to recall the intennittent sufferings and persecutions inflicted upon
Baha'u'Uah and those exiled with Him,
from 1867 until 1908. It was the revolution of the Young Turks that finally
brought an end to the era of tyranny and
oppression. Nevertheless, the Omnipotent had already decreed such farreaching changes that their realization
has beena true source of wonder. The
construction under the most adverse
conditions of the Bab's Sepulchre, on
the site blessed and chosen by
Baha'u'llahon Mt. Cannel, established
the Spiritual Centre of the Baha'i Faith
on that holy mountain in the most
dramatic and unassailable manner.
Moreover, two decades earlier, Sullan

The book's jacket.
'Abdu'l-J:lamid, in person, by assenting
to the request to inter the sacred remains
of Baha'u'llah within the precincts of
the Mansion of Bahji, had suddenly and
.miraculously sanctioned the way to
implant in the soil of the Holy Land a
new, eternal Qiblih, a point of adoration
for countless generations offoUowers of
a regenerating, dynamic and universal
Faith. Thus the 'twin cities' of 'Akka
and Haifa potentially became the solid
spiritual foundations of the evolving
World Order of Baha'u'Uah.
Much has happened since those days,
and the splendour and beauty now
surrounding the two Holy Places are the
fruits of the vision and skill of Shoghi
Effendi.

Birth and Development of the World
Centre, is a chapter in a new book by

the Hand of the Cause Dr. Ugo
Giachery entitled. Shoghi EffendiRecollections,Copyright © 1973 under
the Berne Convention. reprmted here by
permission of the publisher. George
Ronald. London.

Dr. Ugo Giachery.

I could then fully share with him the
vision of the New Jerusalem, the new
City of God, the Abode of Peace, and
understand his labours around that Sacred Spot, urged on by the impelling
necessity of preparing the haven in
which the Ark of Salvation would sail.
To it the world would tum for spiritual
guidance, as the source of inspiration, of
sincerity, of divine justice and illumination.
In retrospect we can see how much
was accomplished in that brief period of
years and why Shoghi Effendi seemed to
be ever aware of the shortness of time in
which so much had to be made ready. Of
all the great qualities that adorned his
character, zeal and eagerness were outstanding. These two virtues acted as
spearheads for all his manifold and
burdensome activites, keeping him abreast of events and material limitations,
inspiring all who understood his plight
and dedicated themselves, mind and
body, to lighten his burden and help him
bring into reality his long-range plans.
So great was his appreciation that many
times, grateful for the modest assistance
I could render him, he would look at me
with loving eyes and, smiling, would
say, 'I wish there were one more
believer like you. '
As the Faith expanded and its institutions multiplied under his far-sighted
guidance, it was imperative that the
Shrine and its environs--the fountainhead ofinspiration-shoulde volve with
great power, prestige and dynamic impulse. This is the reason that Shoghi
Effendi could not spare any effort, or
hesitate, or brook any delay. For him it
was like racing through space toward a
luminous star, when speed and skill
were of supreme importance, with no
turning back or change of heart. The
Faith of God was in the balance, and the
propelling power was coming from the
Almighty Creator.
The golden threads, spreading and
weaving through all continents, oceans
and islands of the world-sustained and
strengthened by that celestial power that
he, the Guardian of the Cause of God,
knew how to tap--were slowly but
surely enmeshing the earth, each strand
carrying with it the vibrations of understanding, compassion and love, issuing
forth from the mystic heart of the
Guardianship.
There is no doubt that he must have
been seriously concerned about the
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the World Centre

by U go Giachery

A view from the portico on the second level of the Mansion of Bahji.
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Almost one year before the end of the
First World War, the Balfour Declaration, made in the name of the British
government, favoured a national home
for the Jewish people in Palestine. Since
the conquest of that land by the Caliph
'Umar-twelve years after the Hijra
(A.D. 622, the first year of the Muslim
era)--a succession ofIslamic dynasties
had ruled over the entire Middle East,
until the fall of the Ottoman Empire in
1922, an Empire that had extended from
Turkey and the Balkans to Morocco on
the Atlantic Ocean. Thus it had been
impossible for the Jewish population,
dispersed throughout the Old World, to
return to their promised land. The
Balfour Declaration brought a ray of
hope that their 'diaspora' might end,
although the Mandate, which was given
to the British government by the League
of Nations at the end of the First World
War and which lasted until May 1948,
could not favour or encourage the return
of the Jews to Palestine. It had to
maintain the status quo, because of the
prevailing Muslim population in the
whole territory.
When Baha'u'lIab, His family and
followers were exiled to' Akka in 1868,
Palestine was a stronghold of Sunni
Islam. To understand how terrifying
were the forces of opposition against
any Faith, other than Sunni Islam, it
suffices to recall the intennittent sufferings and persecutions inflicted upon
Baha'u'llab and those exiled with Him,
from 1867 until 1908. It was the revolution of the Young Turks that finally
brought an end to the era of tyranny and
oppression. Nevertheless, the Omnipotelit had already decreed such farreaching changes that their realization
has been a true source of wonder. The
construction under the most adverse
conditions of the Bab's Sepulchre, on
the site blessed and chosen by
Baha'u'llabon Mt. Carmel, established
the Spiritual Centre of the Baha'i Faith
on that holy mountain in the most
dramatic and unassailable manner.
Moreover, two decades earlier, Sul~an
Birth and Development of the World
Centre, is a chapter in a new book by
the Hand of the Cause Dr. Ugo
Giachery entitled, Shoghi EffendiRecollections,Copyright © 1973 under
the Berne Convention, reprmted here by
permission of the publisher. George
Ronald, London.
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'Abdu 'I-J:lamid, in person, by assenting
to the request LV inter the sacred remains
of Baha'u'llab within the precincts of
the Mansion ofBahji, had suddenly and
. miraculously sanctioned the way to
implant in the soil of the Holy Land a
new, eternal Qiblih, a point of adoration
for countless generations offollowers of
a regenerating, dynamic and universal
Faith. Thus the 'twin cities' of 'Akka
and Haifa potentially became the solid
spiritual foundations of the evolving
World Order of Baha'u'llab.
Much has happened since those days,
and the splendour and beauty now
surrounding the two Holy Places are the
fruits of the vision and skill of Shoghi
Effendi.

Dr. Ugo Giachery.

I could then fully share with him the
vision of the New Jerusalem, the new
City of God, the Abode of Peace, and
understand his labours around that Sacred Spot, urged on by the impelling
necessity of preparing the haven in
which the Ark of Salvation would sail.
To it the world would turn for spiritual
guidance, as the source ofinspiration, of
sincerity, of divine justice and illumination.
In retrospect we can see how much
was accomplished in that brief period of
years and why Shoghi Effendi seemed to
be ever aware of the shortness of time in
which so much had to be made ready. Of
all the great qualities that adorned his
character, zeal and eagerness were outstanding. These two virtues acted as
spearheads for all his manifold and
burdensome activites, keeping him abreast of events and material limitations,
inspiring all who understood his plight
and dedicated themselves, mind and
body, to lighten his burden and help him
bring into reality his long-range plans.
So great was his appreciation that many
times, grateful for the modest assistance
I could render him, he would look at me
with loving eyes and, smiling, would
say, 'I wish there were one more
believer like you. '
As the Faith expanded and its institutions multiplied under his far-sighted
guidance, it was imperative that the
Shrine and its environs-the fountainhead ofinspiration--should evolve with
great power, prestige and dynamic impulse. This is the reason that Shoghi
Effendi could not spare any effort, or
hesitate, or brook any delay. For him it
was like racing through space toward a
luminous star, when speed and skill
were of supreme importance, with no
turning back or change of heart. The
Faith of God was in the balance, and the
propelling power was coming from the
Almighty Creator.
The golden threads, spreading and
weaving through all continents, oceans
and islands of the world-sustained and
strengthened by that celestial power that
he, the Guardian of the Cause of God,
knew how to taI>-were slowly but
surely enmeshing the earth, each strand
carrying with it the vibrations of understanding, compassion and love, issuing
forth from the mystic heart of the
Guardianship.
There is no doubt that he must have
been seriously concerned about the
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The World Centre,
in the Guardian's
VISIon, was
the New Jerusalem,
the Sacred Spot
from which the
Ark of Salvation
would sail.

The Shrine of the Bab.
political future of Palestine. In some of
his messages mentioning the possibility·
of another world conflict, he expresses
anxiety for events which might involve
the World Centre of the Faith. I well
remember that one evening, at table,
Shoghi Effendi related the infonnation
imparted by 'Abdu'l-Baba concerning
the erection of a befitting sepulchre for
the Bab that would be worthy of a
Prophet of God. Shoghi Effendi therefore felt that it fell upon him, the
Guardian of the Cause of God, to carry
out these instructions when conditions
would permit and the political situation
would warrant undertaking such a permanent and costly project.
When the devouring flames of the
Second World War enveloped the whole
earth, the situation in the Middle East
became fraught with danger, threatening the very core ofthe Spiritual Centre
of Baba'u'llab's Faith. But again,
God's plan operated to protect men and
possessions, bringing a solution which
even today, at thirty years' distance, can
only be considered the result of an
intervention of Divine Providence.
Palestine and all the Middle East were
spared the scourge and destruction of
war, thus permitting the planning of new
developments at the World Centre of the
Faith of Baha'u'llab.
lit the forefront of Shoghi Effendi's
greatest goals and accomplishments in
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the Faith must be considered the enhancement and beautification of the
Holy Places connected with the lives of
the Central Figures of the Baba'iFaith.
The setting is Mt. Carmel. No doubt
those followers of past religions who
came to this holy mountain were fascinated by its great beauty, made interesting by rugged rocks spread over its face
like flocks of reposing sheep; by the
myriads of wild flowers of incomparable grace and variety, and by its crystal
clear skies and the blue Mediterranean
Sea. This holy mountain, in a land that
for millennia has influenced man's
evolution and thinking, was destined to
become anew the centre of miraculous
developments leading to the regeneration of all mankind.
Baha'u'llah was brought to Palestine
in 1868 as a prisoner of the rulers of the
Persian and Turkish governments. During the long years of His sufferings and
bondage it was not timely to provide an
appropriate and dignified resting-place
for the remains of the martyred Herald of
His Revelation, the Bab, nor even to
prepare an adequate place for this purpose in the Holy Land. During the last
years of His life, however, He visited
Haifa and pitched His tent on the slopes
of Mt. Carmel. On one such occasion
He expressed to His eldest son,
'Abdu'l-Baha, the wish that a worthy
memorial and resting-place be erected

on the spot designated by Him, near a
cluster of cypress trees. These trees are
still standing today, in great beauty and
dignity, on the upper level of the ground
south of the Shrine ofthe Bab, now part
of the enchanting gardens surrounding
that Holy Edifice.
The eagerness of 'Abdu'l-Baha to
comply with Baha'u'llab's instructions
brought to Him, in His tum, additional
and untold suffering, which He summarized in the following remark:
"Every stone of that building, every
stone of the road leading to it, I have with
infinite tears and at tremendous cost,
raised and placed in position." InGod
Passes By. Shoghi Effendi enumerates
some of the problems that beset
'Abdu'l-Baha in His efforts to erect the
Bab's Sepulchre, a strong building of
Palestinian stone, of simple architecture, necessarily reinforced by
buttresses-this prompted His enemies
to accuse Him of building a fortress and
a store for ammunition-and provided
with heavy, majestic iron doors and
multiple windows.
To describe the situation existing in
Palestine during the last decades of the
ninet~enth and the first of the twentieth
centuries is beyond the purpose ofthese
recollections, but I wish to mention
briefly what I learned from Shoghi
Effendi himself. In his childhood and
youth he witnessed the end of an era in a

land overrun by tyranny, plagued by
corrupt government, epidemics and
poverty.
"There were no opportunities available in those years," he once stated,
"because the collapse of the military,
cultural and political structure of the
Ottoman Empire was at hand, and the
signs of the imminent disintegration of
the last vestige of an ancient glory were
evident even to my young eyes. "
These were the trying conditions
under which the beloved Master,
'Abdu'l- Bahli, had to fulfill His mission,
single-handed, opposed by a relentless
foe, and with all His fortitude and
strength undermined by forty years of
privation and discomfort.
The Bab's remains arrived in 'Akhlat
the beginning of the year 1899, after
almost fifty years of removal from
hiding-place to hiding-place. The ascension of Bahli 'u 'llah had taken place
seven years earlier; during His lifetime
He had arranged for several transfers of
the remains to ensure their safety. But it
was left to 'Abdu'l-Baha personally to
gather the precious dust of the MartyrProphet, and place it with His own hands
in the Mausoleum He had erected for
that purpose on the slope ofMt. Carmel,
at the spot designated by Baha'u'llah
Himself. Interment of the Bab' s remains
took place on the evening ofthe Feast of
Naw-Ruz, 1909, one year after
'Abdu'l-Baha's release from imprisonment and bondage.
Shoghi Effendi, as a youth of thirteen, had been an eye-witness of this
historical and moving event. He related
to me the whole episode of the placing of
the Bab's luminous remains in the
alabaster sarcophagus that had been
donated and sent by the Baha'is of
Rangoon, Burma. They were placed in
the crypt in the now central room of the
Mausoleum, which today consists of
nine rooms, but at that time had only six
rooms in two parallel rows, the crypt
being then in the centre room ofthe row
facing south. The heart-rending events
that took place that night in that hallowed shelter, dimly illumined by
candle light, Were unfolded in precise
and dramatic words which gave me a
true vision of that long-awaited ceremony, the first stage in the unfoldment
of many events to come, leading to the
establishment of the World Centre of the
Faith around that Sacred Spot.
Transported by Shoghi Effendi's elo-

quent narrative I well understood the
eagerness and urgency with which he
had undertaken the construction of the
outer Shrine of the Bab, which now
graces the holy mountain. The hand of
destiny made me his co-worker in
securing the carved marble for that HoI y
Sepulchre in my native Italy, a privilege
and honour that has blessed my mature
years. That particular night, although I
had already started on the work of
obtaining and shipping the carved marble to Haifa, I realized more than ever
how Shoghi Effendi had the ability to
surmount any obstacle that came his
way, shedding his inspiration and loving guidance in all directions. During
the nine years (1948-57) that I assisted
him in securing the material for the
Bab's Shrine and the International Archives, I became more and more aware of
the power emanating from his spiritual
dynamism, which assisted me in over-

The Master's
enemies accused Him
of building
a fortress and a
store for ammunition
on Mt. Carmel.

An entrance to the Mansion of Bahji.
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The Second W orId
War, which
enveloped the
w hole earth,
threatened the
very core of the
Spiritual Centre of
B aha 'u 'lhili ' s
Faith.

One of the avenues approaching the
Mansion of Bahji in the background.
Lining the avenue on either side are
stately cypress trees.
coming serious difficulties threatening,
at the time, the continuance andcompletion of the work.
That same evening Shoghi Effendi
related how, on 25 December 1939,
thirty years after the interment of the
Bab's remains and following a wellconceived plan, he had entrusted to the
sacred soil of Mt. Carmel, not far from
the Bab's Shrine, the bodies of the
Purest Branch and the mother of
'Abdu'l-Baha. Their burial-places are
also near those of'Abdu'I-Baha's sister
and His wife .. thus establishing the focal
point of the Baha'i administrative institutions of the World Centre of the
Faith. While Shoghi Effendi was relating these vital episodes in the historical
development of the Faith in the Holy
Land, I could strongly feel his anticipation of great things to come.
His enthusiasm, alwaysanelementof
his eloquence, lent a deep tone of
certainty to the exposition of his plans
for the future, not only at the World
Centre but also throughout the whole
globe. As on previous occasions when I
was privileged to listen to his enumera6
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tion of far-reaching plans for the expansion of the Faith he so much loved, my
soul was filled with awe and gratitude,
for he was indeed the master-builder of
the World Order of Baha'u'lllih.
As my recollections return on the
wings of memory, I feel again that sense
ofjoyfulness and elation which was with
me whenever I was near him, a mysterious, unbreakable bond that influenced
and guided me in all the manifold
activities he called upon me to perform.
It was not personal magnetism, but the
influence of the spiritual force that
constantly emanated from him, a power
made up of inspiration, insight, understanding, acquiescence, faith, vision
and, above all, of full reliance upon the
divine assistance of the Omnipotent.
The task oferecting the outer building
surrounding the Shrine of the Bab was
not a simple one, under the conditions
prevailing at the conclusion of the
Arab-Israeli conflict in 1948. Shoghi
Effendi was fully aware of the almost
insurmountable obstacles he had to face
in order to carry out the diligently
prepared architectural project in which

time had to play the most important role.
Very little has been written concerning Shoghi Effendi's plans, inaugurated
well before the erection of the outer
Shrine of the Bab, except for his mention in God Passes By (p. 411): "TIle
dome, the final unit which, as anticipated by' Abdu'l-Baha, is to crown the
Sepulchre of the Bab, is as yet unreared." It is quite evident, however,
from the vast and extremely beautiful
grounds now gracing the environs of the
Shrine, that the development of the
gardens and of other buildings in its
immediate vicinity was a continuous
process in his mind, dating from the
early days of his Guardianship when, in
mc;ssages addressed to the Baba' is in the
Western Hemisphere, he stressed the
importance of donations of funds to
enable him to purchase additional land
around the Shrine. The manner in which
he developed the gardens, leaving
spacious areas on which other buildings
could be erected, is definite proof that he
was carrying out a well-envisoned plan
for development and establishment of
the spiritual and administrative seats of

The development
of the World
Centre, an almost
impossible task,
was accomplished
only by the
will and
determination of
Shoghi Effendi.
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A view of Haifa at twilight from atop
Mt. Carmel.
the World Centre of the Faith.
It is a saga of joy and dismay, of
victories and delays, of hope, persistence and vision which if fully narrated
would soften and conquer every heart.
In the centuries to come, it will be seen
that this enterprise, as embodied in this
glorious and almost impossible task,
was accomplished only by the will and
determination of Shoghi Effendi. His
boundless foresight and his indefatigable labours were the Pole star of his
existence, by which he surmounted the
difficulties and obstacles that very often
opposed and threatened his plans during
aU the years of his stewardship.
In the months I spentin the Holy Land
during the spring and early summer of
1952, when construction of the outer
building surrounding the original Shrine
was progressing with considerable
difficulty-entailed by the illness and
subsequent death of its architect, William Sutherland Maxwell, and by the
serious illness of the building's contractor who was never able to return to the
work-I learned from Shoghi Effendi's
own lips the magnitude of his vision and

determination to create on Mt. Carmel
the Spiritual Capital of the very first
universal Faith. He often cited passages
from the Tablet of Carmel, and I
became aware that each word of the text
of this Tablet was ever present in his
mind, as the inspiration guiding him in
the vast and magnificent development
of that area which, alas, was not to be
completed by himself. A glimpse of the
glory to come is given in his message
dated 27 November 1954.
His oft-repeated, rather critical references to the present neglected condition of the spiritual centres of both
Christianity and Islam revealed his
determination to enhance, in contrast,
the ultimate beauty and future prestige
of the World Centre of the Faith, which
he soeamestiy and lovingly had evolved
in his mind and was eagerly trying to
bring into reality on Mt. carmel.
If the Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha, had met
with infinite difficulties in the erection
of the inner building ofthe Ban's Shrine,
it is certain that Shoghi Effendi had to
face and carry on under an equal if not
greater share of obstacles, anxiety,

material and financial problems. Only
his patience, courage and unfailing faith
enabled him to overcome them. With a
grieved heart he refers to some of these
"recurrent crises" in that historic message to the believers in the United States
and Canada dated 25 December 1938,
when racial animosity, strife and terrorism were interfering with the project
initiated to preserve and extend the area
surrounding the Sacred Spots on Mt.
Carmel and with the flow of pilgrims,
whom he considered the "life-blood"
of the heart and nerve centre of the
world-embracing Faith of Baha'u'llab.
For every difficulty he conquered, his
compensation in the joy of achievement
was boundless. Day by day, with regular visits, he observed the erection of the
superstructure. As the carved marble
and granite were placed in position,
piece by piece, block by block, his
vision took form. The project became a
living reality in all its beautY-beyond
all expectation. His happiness could not
be contained.
How well I remember the light of
elation that radiated from his handsome
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face w hen we gathered at his table for the
evening meal, during those days and
months after the quadrangular colonnade had been completed in all its
majesty and work had begun on the
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octagon with its slender minarets, like
immense white fingers reaching into
space as if supplicating the infinity of
God's love. It was an unforgettable
period of Shoghi Effendi's life: ap-

pointment of the Hands of the Cause of
God; creation ofthe International Council, the forerunner of the Universal
House of Justice; the projected birth of
the twelfth National Spiritual Assembly
(Italy-Switzerland); preparation for
launching the Ten Year Global Crusade
and the very first International Conferences in four continents of the world;
acquisition of land at Bahji around the
Shrine of Baha 'u 'liab and beautification
of that land; anticipation of completing
the Bab's Shrine to coincide with the
centenary of Baha'u'lIab's first intimation of His Prophethood revealed to Him
in the "Black Pit" (orprison)ofJ'ihrlin;
drafting by his own hand the cleverly
devised map show ing all the goals of the
Crusade-these were like golden
threads which he adroitly manipulated
to weave a world-wide pattern of enterprises involving the ingenuity, interest
and efforts of every follower of
Baha'u'llab. All these activities were
for him the source of an intense happiness and intimate satisfaction that spurred him forward in the practical execution of God's plan for mankind.
I beg the reader to pause for a moment
and consider how the erection of the outer structure of the Bab's Shrine was an
integral partofShoghiEffendi's universal conception of the expansion of the
Faith and of the consolidation of its
institutions at its World Centre, so that
the mighty" Ark" of God would sail on
the slopes of Mt. Carmel and bring
thereon the "people of Baba. "
On that particular evening to which I
have referred, when Shoghi Effendi
spoke to me alone, he expressed his deep
sorrow that even the immediate members of his family had never understood
his persistent efforts to bt:autify the
grounds around the Shrine of the Bab, in
anticipation of the day when the Great
Shrine, desired by Baha'u'llab, would
come into existence in all its regal
splendour and beauty and be surrounded
by gardens of loveliness and perfection,
gardens already being laid out during the
long years of patient waiting. "Never,"
he said, "in the religious history of
mankind has a Prophet of God been so
highly honoured within a century of His
Mission, by almost His own generation,
and with so much love and world-wide
concurrence." Again, the flame of
eager enthusiasm was lighting his face
as he spoke.

The village of Vescovato.

A magnet for tradition
A Baha'i youth
team on Corsica
by Jene Bellows
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dered from the Center to the cafe and
back again, while some sat at the little
outdoor tables and just watched.
Mothers soon learned that their children were safe when they were singing
with the Baha'is, and now and then a
shawl-wrapped woman would step in to
check on her youngster. For the most
part, though, the women stayed indoors
at night. Summer nights were for the
men and the young.
Daytimes we would walk through
the village, talking with the women
who stood or sat gossiping in their
doorways. They would tell us of their
soon-coming harvest work, cutting the
grape vines in the fields, and laughingly dare us to join them. They would
ask us to tell them of the United States.
We would tell of Baha'u'llah and His
Message, and show them pictures of
Baha'IS in the United States and other
parts of the world. They would promise
to come to the meetings, but they would
never come.
One night, we decided to have an
evening of prayers and music. Aileen
Woo played her guitar, and Mary
LaGasse, who joined the team after
completing her flute studies in a conservatory in Nice, gave us a recital.
This was to be a different psychological
and spiritual approach. We began the
meeting with a large group of children
and one of the mothers who had come
for her child. She stayed to listen, and
then asked questions. The next day we
found the women of the village had
placed the stamp of approval on the
Baha'Is. The word had gotten around
that the Baha'IS had good teachings,
and were serious people. Everywhere
we went we would hear "Bahli 'lor
Baha 'u 'lIah" following us as we
walked. The lady who made Corsican
cakes (a form of doughnut) in her little
cave-like house in the center of the
village, offered us samples to taste,
saying "Baha'IS are good people . .
. eat, eat!"
And so it went. Our team resources
were few as compared to the other
teams. In order to reach Corsica, one
must take a ten hour boat trip from
Marseille, or a six hour trip from Nice.
The boat schedule is erratic and space is
difficult to book in the summer months.
Because of this, the team was small. At
the beginning there were only three
American, Erin Barry, Aileen Woo and
Kamal Zein, as fulltime members of the

Bahti'is in front of the BaM'i Center of Vesco vato.

Teaching in the village of Romagnat. in central France.
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Below is part two ofan account of the
activities of the U.S. Summer Youth
Project in France. Mrs. Bellows, the
author, was the coordinator of the
French Project. The first installment of
this two-part series appeared in the
October 1973 Baha'i News.
"There were just two weeks remaining in the summer campaign in France
that Sunday in August when I returned
to the island of Corsica. The teaching
teams in Sens and Clennont-Ferrand
had had wonderful success, with a total
of forty-five declarations between
them, but there were no declarations in
Vescovato.
The Corsican people, though outwardly friendly, are skeptical, tradition
bound and insular. New faces are not
accepted readily, but by the time I
arrived, the teaching team was considered part of the summer scene in
Vescovato.
Our meetings in the small store-front
center next to the most popular village
cafe were well attended. Many of the
same people came nightly to sing the
Baha 1 songs, to ask questions, and to
look at our displays of posters and
books. As they came to know us they
seemed to want us to have success in
teaching the Faith, but with others, not
with themselves. They would bring
new friends each night saying, "Make
him a Baha'i! He's Ii "Baha'i!" Their
approach to religion seemed to be
completely without spirit. Some were
interested only in politics, and for
others the Catholic Church as used as a
yardstick to measure everything that
they learned about the Faith. Many
times we heard the angry remark,
"Comme l'eglise, comme l'eglise!"
(like the church). One young man made
a practice of stalking out of the meetings with these words, vowing he
would never come back, only to return
an hour later to listen some more .
Vescovato was swarming with
summer visitors. Ex-villagers and
young people who worked and studied
on the continent were visiting their
families during the holiday month of
August. Without question everyone of
them came to the Baha'I Center. They
came to talk, to argue, to joke, to sing,
to listen, but not to declare. Juke box
music blared in competition from the
next door, and the people wan-

care

The village of Furiani.
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The village of Romagnat.
team. The weeks in July were spent in
choosing a goal village, finding housing and transportation with help from
the Baba'is in Bastia, a large port city
of Corsica. At the beginning of August
Suzie Jacobs of Bastia was free to
become a full time member ofthe team,
and Bashir Ziani, who had come from
Marseille, taught with us on weekends.
Farhan Yazdani, an intern in the
sanatorium in Tattone, eighty kilometers from Bastia, gave us his car for the
summer. He joined us whenever he had
free time, traveling by the two-car
"toonerville trolley" train, or by
"stop" (French for hitch-hike).
After our nightly meetings, and
when the village would go to sleep, the
only lights were the stars and the moon,
and one swath of bright light that came
from the wide open door of the
"Boulangerie" (bakery) half-way up
the hill overlooking the square. Each
night the young men would sit lined up
on the wall opposite the bakery door,
and call to us to join them as we closed
the Center. There, eating warm choco-
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late brioches, breathing in the good
smell of bread baking for tomorrow's
breakfast mixed with scent of cool
mountain air, we continued the discussions late into the night. The people
admittedly had no patience for reading,
but all the time in the world to talk and
talk. This was the pattern of our days.
Some nights we planned tightly
scheduled programs with slides and
talks, and some nights we planned
nothing but songs and free discussions.
One Sunday we jnvited our friends to a
Unity Picnic by the river. Some of the
"sympathisants" and the friends from
Bastia joined us that day. Perhaps that
was why the villagers stayed away, all
except for two young men who hid
behind the trees and watched us. It was
difficult and frustrating.
Time was running out., and soon we
would have to close the Center and
leave the island. Feast night, we decided, would be for us. W.e were tired.
We hiked up to the highest point in the
village and sat on the edge of a cliff that
fell away to the valley below. The night

was still and dark. There, with flashlights, we prayed and prayed, and sang,
and chanted prayers. And we prayed
some more, pouring our hearts out to
Baha'u'lhih. When we scrambled off
the cliff-edge to solid ground, we found
our exit was blocked by villagers! Men,
women, children, and youth!! All had
been sitting silently and observing.
The next night we had five declarations ... young men who wanted to go
to the cliff and pray. That night we told
Andree Orsoni of the declarations. She
said, "Of course! I am a Baha'i too! I
believe in Baha'u'llalt! Surely He is
God. " Andree works in the cafe next
door to the Center, serving people all
day, seven days a week, year around.
Her days start at seven a.m. and in the
summer months, end at one a.m. A
young married woman with a gentle
smile and always helpful, she is the
inforrnaiton center for Vescovato.
Andree had not had time to come to our
meetings. But Valentine Antomarchi,
her ten year old niece had come every
night. She had learned the Baha'I
songs, and memorized some prayers.
And she taught the Faith to her aunt.
Andree is now the strongest Baha'I in
Vescovato.
The next day we started deepening
the new believers, another test of patience. There was no way to conduct
classes of any kind. People came and
went, constantly interrupting. When
we found a different location in which
to hold the deepening classes, our
nightly followers found us, and broke
Iolp the meeting. But during the next
day, Joseph Gavi, an old man who had
searched for a new religion all his life,
became a Baha'I. And PielTOt Gianelli,
a man often ridiculed by the villagers
because he wasn't as smart as they
thought he should be, declared his
belief in Baba 'u 'llalt. He had waited a
long time, watching us. He came to
every meeting. His first act of service to
the Faith was to find us a larger light
bulb for the Center.
Others declared, totalling eleven ..
eight Vescovatans, and three visitors
from the mainland. All this happened
the last few days of the campaign.
We left the island with mixed emotions. We knew the necessity of
deepening the new believers. We knew
the people were difficult to get ot know,
at!d that strange consolidation teachers
would not be able to make contact with

them. Hadn't they all hidden themselves the night the Bastia Baha'is
came to visit? Who was to deepen
them?
It's been difficult writing this story
of Vescovato. It doesn't build to a
grand climax. Instead of reporting that
all eleven new Baha'is are now
deepened and bringing in their friends
and families, on my return trip to the
village we found that out of the eight
that lived there, three declarations were
valid. The villagers were genuinely
happy to see me back, and surprised
and pleased that I wanted to spend my
vacation days with them before returning to United States. The vacation
atmosphere was gone, the village
blacked out completely each night at 8
PM, and daytimes all were hard at
work. After five days, I had the feeling
that I should either get a job there or
leave. It was time to go.
Bashir Ziani and Machid Sabet were
with me, and during the course of this
last visit we made new friends for the
Faith, on a deeper level. Some of the
more serious members of the village
came to talk with us, people who used
to hover around the outside of our

meetings, listening and watching. They
were genuinely pleased that Bashir had
decided to pioneer in Vescovato, and
there would be more opportunities to
continue to learn about the Baha'i
teachings.
There were a total of sixty declarations in France last summer, far less
than during last year's teaching campaign. However, Mr. Vovard, a new
believer in Sens, has written me that the
new community there has formed a
group, and I quote, "is now flying on
its own wings"" Mayme (Marylee)
Clark has stayed behind in ClermontFerrand to pioneer, and the reports
from that region show that consolidation efforts are moving forward. There
are four Baha'is, five with Bashir, in
the little mountain village of Vescovato, for as I was packing my things
to leave the village for the last time,
Mamoun came to declare his belief in
the Faith. He told me he wants to help
bring a l.ocal Spiritual Assembly into
existence in Vescovato by Ridvan.
Accustomed to stories of thousands
<;>f people becoming Baha'is in a few
days, this may not seem dramatic. But
for those of us who taught the Faith in

France this summer, great victories
were won. Sixty souls have accepted
Baba'u'llah, and thousands have heard
His name for the first time. Television
news covered the teaching efforts on
two separate occasions, and the ground
has been broken for future gains.
For all those who participated in the
Summer Campaign in France, the
members of the teaching teams and
those who provided support with food,
lodging, funds and prayers, I would
like to close with these words of our
Beloved Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha:
"The souls of the well-favored
among the concourse on high, the
sacred dwellers of the most exalted
Paradise, are in this day filled with
burning desire to return unto this world,
that they may render such service as
lieth in their power to the threshold of
the Abha Beauty"
"How thankful must we be for having been made in this Day the recipients
of so overwhelming a favor! WO!l!d
that we had ten thousand lives that we
might lay them down in thanksgiving
for so rare a privilege, so high an
attainment, so priceless a bounty!"
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People in restaurants (far right) lean over railing to see film being shown at
Baha') booth below.

Lusaka Agricultural Show
A month before the Lusaka Agricultural Show, in Zambia, the Lusaka Local
Spiritual Assembly decided that they would apply for a booth. To their
surprise and delight one was available-a comer booth near two entrances to
Jubilee Hall, right below a restaurant.
They had all the experts they needed to prepare their booth; an architect, an
artist, several engineers, an electrician, a seamstress, a carpenter. All the
same, it was a hectic time. But by the opening day, surprisingly all was ready.
There were two counters for pamphlet and book displays. On one side a
large sign said, "BAHA'i FAITH-I World I Family." Next to this was a
screen, upon which was projected the film of the dedication of the Panama
Temple. The film attracted large crowds and the people in the restaurant
would lean over the railing to watch too.
More than 57,000 people visited the Show. 3,500 pieces of Baha')
literature were given out. 350 requests for further information were recorded.
More than 20 visitors to the Show are now Baha')s, and follow-up teaching
meetings are still being held.

About 50 Baha') children attend the
children's classes which are held
every day at Magamba-Kwalonge
village, in Tanzania. The two
teachers have taught the children
songs and prayers.
14
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Auxiliary Board member Dr. John Dal"
(right). and National Assembly Sec!
Mrs. A. Cookson (left).

Around
the

World

New
Zealand

Youth
Conference

The New Zealand Youth Conference.

The 1973 National Youth Conference for New Zealand was held during
the weekend of 24-27 August, at Otaki,
near Wellington, New Zealand.
The Continental Board of Counsellors for Australasia was represented by
Auxiliary Board member Dr. John
Davidson. Auxiliary Board member
Mrs. Gina Garcia was also present at
the conference.
Messages were read from the New
Zealand National Assembly and the
Australian National Assembly, and the
following telegram was received from
Baha'i youth of Brisbane, "Radiant
Baha'i souls in the land of the long
white cloud loving prayers for a fruitful
and joyous gathering of the children of
Baha" .
The following cable to the Universal
House of Justice was sent during the
Conference, "Allah'u'Abha-Two
hundred enthusiastic overwhelmed dedicated youthful members Cause
Baha'u'llah with Board Members Gina
Garcia, John Davidson also friends
Australia, Tonga, Samoa assembled
consulting their privileged part in plans

spreading
beloved Cause in
Australasia-Aroha Nui".
Auxiliary Board member John
Davidson spoke during the first evening on "The Administrative
Institutions-Channels for the Life
Giving Spirit", and with the aid of well
constructed flip charts, emphasized the
importance of the Baha'i art of consultation. Auxiliary Board member Gina
Garcia led a vital discussion on community life and the feast during the final
session on Sunday afternoon. Much
interesting consultation centered on the
importance of children attending and
participating in the 19-Day Feast.
Other interesting sesions were held on
the Local Spiritual Assembly, the Covenant and the Ki.ab-i-Aqdas, being a
Baha'i youth, and teaching-with
specific reference to New Zealand's
goals during the interim year.
On Saturday evening, films were
shown, including one on the dedication
of the House of Worship in Panama,
and a newly released "Summer
Breeze" , featuring Seal and Crofts.

UN Day in Musuam

Members of the National Assembly of the Philippines. with Continental Counsellor
for South East Asia Mr. Chellie Sundram (standing. thirdfrom left). and Auxiliary
Board members Mr. Dominador Anunsacion (standing. extreme left). and Mr. Fred
Ramirez (standing. extreme right).

A United Nations Day celebration
was conducted by the Baha'is of
Musuam, a town in the province of
Bukidnon, on North Mindanao, in the
Philippines, from October 24-26,
1973. Bukidnon is a mountainous and
plateau region, with a population of
roughly 400,000 people, who engage
primarily in com, coffee, hemp, rice
and pineapple farming, and some grazing.
The highlight of their celebration, at
Musuam's Fulbright Gardens, was a
display of Baha'i books, magazines,
pamphlets, and, of course, UN materials. The Baha'i exhibition was opened
by a Catholic priest and a Protestant
woman pastor.
Approximately 400 people came to
see the exhibition. On the first day a
college student declared his belief in
Baha'u'llah. Eighty persons attended a
slide show fireside given on one evening. Next day the same fireside was
attended by sixty people.
December, 1973/ BAHA'f NEWS
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Continental Counsellors meet

Bahal's

Photographs taken during the Continental Board of Counsellors Conference in
. Valparaiso, Chile, November 24-25. The group shot is of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Chile, with Counsellor Mahsu'd Khamsi (extreme left). The second
photograph shows Auxiliary Board member for Chile, Dr. Eduardo Roe (left), Mr.
Khamsi, and Mr. Reed Chandler (right), a member of the National Assembly.

meet
President
Kerekou
A delegation of Baha'is was
granted an interview with the
newly elected President of the
Republic on 21 June. His Excellency, Mathieu Kerekou, spent
forty-five minutes with the
Baha'i delegation.
Following a series of questions
about the aims and ideals of the
Faith, he promised the friends
that he would give them support
in their endeavors to gain recognition for the Faith and assured
them of his permission to utilize
the national radio network with
the same degree of frequency
granted to other religions, if they
made application to do so.
The interview with the President was announced on the radio
with comments about the nature
of the Baha'i Faith.
16
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Recollections of the Guardian

A copy ofa card which was mailed to more than 4,000 colleges, universities, and
other educational institutions throughout the world. It announces the publication
of a new book by Mr. Giachery, a section of which is published in this issue of
Baha'i News.
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The end of
the Great Safari
by Violette Nakhjavani
The day we spent in two villages with
the Baha'is in Fizi was one of the
happiest days of our stay in Zaire. The
village of Ngovi, which was the nearest
village to the damaged bridge that
separated us from hundreds of villages
and tens of thousands of believers, was
chosen to receive beloved Rtibiyyih
Khlinum. Almost 2,000 people, mostly
believers representing more than forty
communities, were gathered. A group
of them had walked more than 100
kilometers over the mountains to get to
the meeting. These mountain villages
are practically cut off from the rest of the
region, because even during the dry
season only a part of the area is accessible by a car with four-wheel drive. The
rest of the area must be reached on foot.
Somehow, news of Amatu'l-Baha's
arrival in their region reached the mountain villages. A delegation came down
to the nearest village to find out more
about this news. When they arrived,
they found the believers streaming in
from allover that district to cross the
river to attend the meeting in Ngovi;
they promptly joined the friends and
came to this meeting.
It took the two Auxiliary Board

Amatu'I-BaM with His Excellency
President Gregoire Kayibanda of the
Republic of Rwanda, taken at his
palace in Kigali.
members and the National Spiritual
Assembly and Teaching Committee
representatives quite some time to calm
down these mountain friends and answer their vehement protestations at

having been neglected and not properly
advised of Amatu'l-Baha's arrival.
With proper notice a much larger group
of the believers might have come to
welcome her and hear her talk. It should
be noted that the omission was not
deliberate. Communications in Africa
are an ever-present obstacle to organized activity of any kind.
A number of Pygmy Baha'is from
nearby villages also attended this meeting. The decorations and arches erected
in this village were very beautiful. There
were five rows of nine poles, set about
five meters apart; forty-five poles altogether. These structures were roofed
with branches.
The branches were not leafy enough,
and the hot morning sun penetrated
easily. The ladies present would get up
from time to time, remove one of their
outer skirts or their cloth headgear, and
spread them over the branches to increase the shade. I counted twenty-five
pieces of brightly colored material
spread gaily over our heads.
The exemplary conduct of the
Baha'isofFizi has been for many years a
source of pride not onl y to the Baha'is of
this region, but also to their National
December, 1973/ BAHA'I NEWS
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The Guardian
himself visited
Africa to introduce
this new
world Faith.

Amalu'l-BaM meeting wilh Rwanda
believers near the lown of BUlare.
Assembly. There are numerous local
centers throughout this district, erected
wholly by the local believers, without
any assistance from outside. The holding of Nineteen Day Feasts and Local
Spiritual Assembly meetings is a common thing here. The regular donations
of the Fizi believers to the differeilt
Funds has been exemplary. Many believers in this district have suffered
imprisonment and have been beaten be"
cause they were Baha'Is. Some have
been falsely accused or suspected in
periods of civil distress and strife. The
believers here have sacrificed a great
deal because oftheir love for the Faith.
Their greatest blessing and protection
has been their strict adherence to the
Laws ofBaha' u 'Ihih, such as abstinence
from alcoholic beverages, the practice
of monogamy t and non-interference in
politics. Disobedience of the law by any
individual believer, we were told, is
promptly reported to the Local Spiritual
Assembly concerned, which makes a
detailed report to the National Spiritual
Assembly, and recommends a just
punishment.
The thirst and eagerness of the
Baha'is to learn more, to drink in every
word uttered by Amatu'I-Baha, was
evidenced on this beautiful, alert and
smiling faces, with their shining eyes.
The unusual and tangible spirit of these
believers conveyed itself to the heart of
beloved Amatu'I-Baha, eliciting from
her such thoughts and words as to make
this meeting one of the rarest I had
witnessed.
She said the foundation of all creation
islove. It was the love of our Creator that
caused us to come into being, and it is
our love for Him that will cause us to
establish our eternal connection with
18
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Him. In The Hidden Words.
Baha'u'llah says, "Love Me, thatl may
love thee. If thou lovest Me not, My love
can in no wise reach thee." This is the
essence of life. Ru~iyyih Khanum then
offered the following example: If a
thirsty man reaches a spring of water but
has no hands or receptacle with which to
drink, he knows the life-giving water is
there, he knows that he should drink of it
in order to live, but he is not equipped to
partake of it. The love and the mercy of
God are there, abundant and always
available for us to reach, but we must
make the effort to get to them.
She said the body of man is exactly
like that of the animal, because physically man is an animal, with all the
characteristics of animals. What distinguishes man from the animals is his
soul, the spiritual side of man which
survives death and lives eternally. It is
this side of man that is created in the
image of God, and during our earthly
life, must be developed.
On January 14 we left Goma and
entered Rwanda, accompanied still by
Mrs. Pawlowska. On our way to the
capital we stopped to visit several
communities. In the village of Nhomero, more than 140 adults and children
received Amatu'I-Baha on a hillside
looking out to beautiful, rugged terrain.
She spoke of life after death and mentioned several ways we can help our
loved ones in the other world, like
offering prayers for them or giving
money to the Fund in their names, or
undertaking some special service to the
Cause on their behalf.
In the home of one of the believers,
near the town of Butare, where the
Cause was first taught by the dear
Collisons in 1953, Amatu'I-Baha met

with the Baha'is and their friends and
spoke to them of the progress of the Faith
allover the world, and particularly its
progress in Africa.
On our return trip to Kigali, she met
with the believers and their friends in
two suburbs, and held deep discussions
on the proofs of the truth of the Message
of Baha'u'llah.
In the village of Taba more than 150
people, mostly non-Baha'is, attended
Ru~iyyih Khanum's talk. She encouraged the believers to make an effort to
travel away from their village and to
carry this wonderful message of love
and brotherhood to others; she spoke of
the life of the Master, and recounted
how, at the end of His life, when His
body was old and His health broken by a
lifetime of suffering, exile and imprisonment, He made long and exhausting
journeys to carry the Message of His
beloved Father to the people of the West;
and how, before His passing, He had
appealed to the believers to travel and
teach.
Amatu'I-Baha said, "I am a widow,
sixty-two years old; I have no children,
no sisters, no brothers, no parents. The
only reason I ha ve come to Africa, at this
age, is in response to the beautiful words
of 'Abdu'I-Baha, and because the only
time the beloved Guardian gave any
indication of what I might do after him,
was one day, when suddenly, he looked
at me and said, 'What will become of
you after I die .. ?' This distressed me
very much and I pleaded with him not to
say such a terrible thing, that I would
never live after he was dead; but he
continued and said, 'I suppose you will
go and visit the friends in different
countries and encourage them. ' If I can
do this at my age," she said, "of course

you can do it too ...
The last village meeting was in
Kagina, in Rwanda, where more than
250 people gathered to recei ve
Amatu'I-Baha. Our meetings were
often held on a hillside, outside the
crowded village. Here they had erected
a special shelter of branches and leaves
to protect us from the blazing sun.
RW;tlyyih Khanum spoke to them about
the purpose of creation and the journey
of the soul of man through the different
worlds of God. The life of man in this
world, she said, is only a period of
preparation for the eternal world of God;
if, in this life, we make no spiritual
preparation for that eternal life, we will
be unhappy and undeveloped when we
die and pass on to the next world.
In Kigali Amatu'I-Baha was interviewed on radio about the Baha'I Faith.
This was particularly important because
it was the flfSttime news of the Faith was
broadcast in the country. The highlight
of her visit to Kigali, however, was her
audience with President Gregoire
Kayibanda, the President of the Republic of Rwanda. This meeting took place
on January 17, at the President's residence. It lasted forty-five minutes,
during which time RuI:tfyyih Khanum
was able to speak on many different
topics that deeply interested the President. He was a teacher by profession
before entering politics, and is a very
thoughtful man, deeply interested in
spiritual subjects. Amatu'I-Baha several times mentioned the name of
Balui 'u 'Uah and some of His Teachings,
particularly the principle of obedience
to government. She presented the Presi-

dent with a copy of her own book,

Prescription for Living. which interested him very much, and a copy of
the pamphlet on obedience to government. I am sure this interview and the
personality of Amatu'I-Baha impressed
him deeply and influenced his subsequent decision to grant official recognition to the Faith.
One of the topics RuI:tiyyih Khanum
touched upon in her talk with Mr.
Kayibanda was her love for the people of
Africa and the glorious destiny that lies
ahead for them. The President was
pleased by her statement.
He replied, "I have studied the
philosophy of the people of the West,
which is very different from the African
understanding and belief. You take
birth, puberty, maturity and death asone
process. When you reach death it is all
cut off and stops, that is the end. Then
there is something called eternal life, but
that is vague and separate from all the
different phases of this life.
"We Africans believe in birth, puberty, ,marriage, maturity, death and the
continuation of life into an after life, all
as one unbroken line, " he said. "We do
not see them as separate parts."
Amatu'I-Baha told him this was exactly the Baha'I belief and doctrine. His
Excellency was very kind and pennitted
me to take his photograph with
Amatu'I-Baha, which necessitated
stepping out into the garden where there
was more light.
The purpose of the appearance of all
the Manifestations of God is to teach
man how to develop his soul and control
and harness his animal side. These

Divine Teachers give us the shortest
directions to reaching our goal; but,
man, unfortunately, through ignorance
and stubbornness, always chooses the
longest way, which is thorny and full of
suffering. The physical life is finite and
of short duration compared with the
eternal and everlasting life of our souls.
The soul of man is like a mirror; if this
mirror is turned down to the dark earth, it
reflects only the mud, but if it is turned
upwards to the light of God and to
spiritual matters, then it reflects the
divine light and glory.
For more than two hours
Amatu'I-Baha spoke on these subjects
and answered many questions. It was
with great reluctance on everyone's part
that the meeting finally ended. That
afternoon we had to go to a second
meeting, in the village of Katota.
The Baha'fCenterofKatota was built
on the top of a small, steep hill, up high
for all to see; the steep path to the Center
was decorated with green, flowercovered arches, a beautiful and delicate
symbol of love and unity. Morethan 500
people, mostly Baha'IS, came to welcome RuI:tlyyih Khanum. She praised
their building, especially the site they
had chosen for it. She said the beloved
Guardian always advised and encouraged the believers to buy, if possible,
Temple lands on hillsides; this Center is
seen by all the villagers and passers-by,
and is itself a silent teacher proclaiming
the oneness of God, the oneness of
religions and the oneness of mankind.
This was a long and exhausting day, but
that night, when we went to sleep in our
donnitory with 68 beds, tired but bliss-

•

Even presidents
and kings were
visibly affected
by an encouraging
word, she said.

At the Kagina the whole hillside was
thick with people.
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Amatu'l-Baha
visited thirty-four
countries in three
years. "If I can do
this at my
age, you can
too," she said.

Tea party at a friend's home in
Burundi.
ful, O\lr souls were uplifted by the
friends for Amatu'l-Baha's arrival. In
memory of our visit with such lovely
the village of Kiniezeri, where only
believers.
three or four months earlier the Message
The last stage of Amatu' 1-Baha' s tour
ofBaha'u'llah had been introduced, the
of Zaire was along the western shore of
believers had already built a very presLake Kivu. This area has been newly
entable local center, now beautifully
opened to the Faith. In the village of . decorated to honor their distinguished
guest. More than 120 people anxiously
Tshibanodja more than sixty greeted
her. They had borrowed a house still
listened to the words of encouragement
under construction for this meeting and
and love from Amatu'l-Baha, who
had decorated the exterior and interior
spoke on the power and potency of the
with flowers.
Word of God. She said it is through this
Because there were non-Baha'is prepower that hearts are changed, characsent, Ru~iyyih Khanum spoke on the
ters are transformed, and the lives of
men become mirrors of the Will of God;
Message of Baha'u'llah and its signifilove must nourish our souls with the
can,ce in the world today. The children,
transmuting power of the Word of God,
wno have a regular Baha'i class, recited
and thus allow the Will of God to shine
prayers and sang Baha'isongsforus. On
through our lives .• Abdu'l-Baha used to
January 10 we left for Goma; we bade
tell the believers that He wished for them
farewell to the friends in Bukavu, and to
to be distinguished. In this way people
the believers gathered at the center for an
would see in us something different and
intensive deepening course fQr several
good and wonder what it was that made
months. Baha'is from Fizi and elseus different. They would soon ask us to
where had been meeting at the Bukavu
share it with them.
Center for an extended teaching institute
We said goodby to the Board
to deepen a larger number of believers,
member, Mrs. Pawlowska, who had
who would, in tum, conduct similar
accompanied us on so many trips, and to
courses in villages throughout their
the dear Kigali believers, and drove off
region.
to Burundi, the thirty-third African
Goma is the town on the opposite end
country on our tour(if one includes the
of Lake Kivu from Bukavu, on the
visit to the Seychelles, our thirth-fourth
Rwandafrontier. AccompaniedbyMrs.
country). Although we had little hope of
Pawlowska and the secretary of the
being able to see anyone but the dear
Regional Teaching Committee, who
Egyptian pioneer family who have
was an excellent translator, we drove
steadfastly served the Faith there for
over a ghastly dirt road through the hills,
many years, RulJiyyih Khlinum felt
to meet in some villages along our way.
impelled to make this extra journey for
An Auxiliary Board member, Mr. Shatheir sake. We arrived in Bujumbura
bani Salatiel, one of the oldest believers
after an all-day drive. During our two
in Kivu, went ahead to prepare the
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nights and one day visit, we were able to
meet with the Egyptian family and a few
of the old and dear believers in the city.
Because of the state ofemergency which
had existed, and the necessary restrictions imposed upon all persons by the
government, it was not possible to visit
the believers or hold any meetings. In
fact, it was little short of a miracle that
we got our visa to go there at all, as we
were told that no tourists were being
permitted entry for the time being.
However, five of the African believers were privileged to meet Ru~iyyih
Khanum and share a cup of tea with our
group. These dear friends, because of
the disturbances in their country, have
been deprived of any fornl of public
Baha'i life. Consequently, their joy at
meeting Amatu'l-Baha was very touching. In her conversation she told them
about the dedication of the Panama
Baha'i Temple and about the rapid
spread of the Cause of God throughout
the world. She encouraged them to be
patient and to read and study the TeachingsofBaha'u'llah. Inherdeeploveand
sympathy for these friends, RulJiyyih
Khlinum spontaneously took out a vial
of attar of rose from her handbag and
anointed the entire company. She had
never done a thing like this before,
except the Temple dedications, as the
believers prepared to view the blessed
portraits of Bahil'u'llah and the Bab. It
brought to our minds the words of the
Prophet MulJammad, ". . . and their
end shall be perfumed"
On our way back through Tanzania
we stopped for a couple of days in the

beautiful town of Arusha. The friends
there arranged for a reception in
Amatu'l-Baha's honor, to which a
number of distinguished guests were
invited. They listened with interest to
Amatu'l-Baha's short talk on "The
Spiritual Destiny of Africa." A daylong get-together in the home of one of
the devoted pioneer families there enabled many of the believers from the
town, as well as nearby villages, to be
near Ru~iyyih Khanum, listen to her,
ask questions and participate in discussions. During the afternoon the announcement of the engagement of two
of the young pioneers, one from Iran and
one from India, turned the meeting into a
most joyous occasion for all present.
During the three weeks we were in
Nairobi to prepare for our final departure from Africa, Ru~iyyih Khanum and
I made a five-day, I,OOO-mile journey to
the northeastern part of Kenya, one of
the wilder and more untouched portions
of that beautiful country, to visit some of
its famous tribal people. We drove to
Maralal, Lake Rudolf, across the desert
to Marsabit, and then back to Nairobi.
By the time we finished driving in
Africa, the Land Rover's speedometer
registered 36,000 miles. In itself this
distance is not great. But considering the
type of roads these miles were dri ven on,
one realizes what a tremendous
achievement this was. The last engagement of RtJl:tiyyih Khanum was a very
happy day spent with a large number of
Baha'is
in
the
National
tlaPr"atu'I-Quds. She made many observations about Africa, and voiced her
conviction that what is needed most in
the world today is a sincere demonstration of unity and harmony among the
believers, words of encouragement for
our distressed fellow men, a positive
outlook, seeing the good in people and
mentioning it, and ignoring the bad.
Even heads of state, presidents, and
kings were visibly affected by an encouraging word, she said; how much
more the ordinary men, who have so
often received nothing from the white
man but criticism and ridicule.
Looking back on this period of three
years, eight months and eleven days,
during which Amatu'l-Baha was absent
from Haifa, almost three years of which
were spent on the continent of Africa, I
cannot help but feel gratitude at being a
witness to one of the greatest acts of
devotion and servitude in the history of

this period of our Faith. The seeds of the
Message of God, spread abundantly
throughout this continent by our most
beloved Guardian a little over 20 years
ago, had, during these last few years,
been continuously watered and nurtured
by the presence of Amatu'l-Baha, the
last link between humanity and the
blessed source of our religion, the four
Central Figures of our Faith.
Amatu'l-Baha crossed the continent of
Africa twice and with her deep love
breathed a new life and a new hope into
all its inhabitants. I firmly believe that

future generations ..will study her life,
her services and her travels in those
lands honored by her visits, and pattern
their conduct on her example, inspired
to follow in her footsteps. To my
fanciful imagination, her visit to the
resting-place of her most beloved
Shoghi Effendi in London was symbolic. It was in July 1969, from that
blessed spot, that she took her lea ve and
started on her long African Safari; and
now, in February of 1973, she came
back, laying her services and her victories .at his feet.
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Ndsrid-D{n Shah

The Kings who said no

Kaiser Wilhelm I

A set of eight portraits of kings and rulers to whom Baha 'u 'llab addressed Tablets
is now available through the International Baha'. Audio-Visual Centre.
The pictures are available in black and white prints, black and white glossies, and
black and white 35mm slides.
Unlimited international rights have been secured for the reproduction of these
pictures by any Baha 'f institution, and for reproduction ofthese pictures by any other
media in connection with a Baha'. story.
Your local Baha'. librarian or authorized Baha'. distributor may have them in
stock, or can supply you with prices and ordering information.
If these materials are not available in your area, please write the International
Baha'. Audio- Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor, New York 14564, for
additional information.

International Baha'i Audio- Visual Centre
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Lua Getsinger

Toward the
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East and West
The meeting between Lua Getsinger

and Muzzaffari'd-Din
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•
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Lua remembered
the promise given
to her by
'Abdu'l-Baha that
one day he would
send her to
the Shah of Persia.

Mr. Edward Getsinger, (right), with
Persian believers.
Lasting ties of fellowship, mighty
bridges of understanding and indissoluble alliances of affection are now
being established between the East.and .
the West, once thought hopelessly divided. How infinitely precious is the
luster imparted to the resplendent history of the Cause of God by these
imperishable bonds of hannony so joyously forged by the loving and devoted
servants of Baha'u'llah. The darkness
of a world of hypocrisy, intrigue,
hatred and dishonesty is dispelled by
the penetrating force of the di viae light
of these miracles of love, shedding
their radiance and wannth upon all
mankind.
An instance of this love and understanding resulted from the meeting
between Mu~affar Shah, King of Persia, during the early part of this century, and the courageous Lua Getsinger. Mrs. Getsinger's services and
sacrifices, according to the beloved
Shoghi Effendi, conferred luster upon
the American Baha'I community and
the influence upon the King resulting
from that meeting may have changed
the course of Baha'I history.
The loving hearts of all the scattered
friends in the West were melting when
they heard reports of the barbaric atrocities being inflicted upon the Baha'IS
in the homeland of Baha'u'llah. The
Western friends passionately desired to
do something to end these interminable
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persecutions. It happened in 1902, that,
when Lua Getsinger was in Paris with
her husband, the Shah had come to
Europe to learn firsthand of the material
and political progress of the West,
about which he had heard fabulous
stories and descriptions. Hedged in by
his staff, his servants, and his guards,
he was inaccessible to any but those
who interested him. His life in Paris
was a busy one of extensive visits
throughout the city; into shops, public
places, theaters, gardens and government institutions. Naturally, the French
press avidly reported the activities of
this Middle Eastern Potentate who was
surprisingly enlightened, tenderhearted, and a generous member of an
historically rapacious dynasty.
Reading, praying, and meditating on
what she might do on behalf of the
Faith, Lua Getsinger spontaneously
decided to seek an audience with the
Shah to make him aware that the Baha'I
Faith had followers in the West and that
they longed to see their brothers and
siSters in Persia also enjoying liberty of
conscience and freedom of worship,
relieved from being continuous targets
of inhuman treatment and undeserved
cruelties.

Dramatic Appeal
It was difficult to obtain an audience
with the King, but Lua's determination
would not allow her to concede. First

she sought an audience through the
Persian representative in Paris. Then
she met with the Shah's Chief Minister,
Atcibak Aazam. During her attempt to
see the Shah, which seemed an impossible task, Lua constantly remembered
the promise given to her by
'Abdu'I-Baha who assured her that one
day he would send her to the Shah of
Persia. Lua was a gentlewoman of the
West with great beauty and excellent
manners and breeding. Eventually she
was confirmed in securing an appointment to offer "dramatic and tragic
appeal" to His Majesty, the
Shahanshah .
Mu~affar Shah was surely intrigued
by this handsome woman in an elegant
black dress tailored specially for this
historic occasion. Lua was given full
scope to express her feelings and describe how pitilessly the Baha'IS were
being treated in Persia. She said: "Our
souls tremble, our minds are agitated,
and our hearts bum and break." Her
"irresistible charm and remarkable
gifts, with the great and added chann of
the spirit" so impressed the King, so
won his respect for her courage that he
gave his promise, seconded by his
Chief Minister, that he would ameliorate the suffering of the Baha'IS. "Be at
ease f' was the Shah's promise as he
dismissed
her,
"Be
at
ease. . . everything will be taken care
of."

The King returned to Persia to later
become the monarch to sign the first
Constitution of his land, earning for
him the designation "The Just", and
bringing hope to all his subjects that
they too might soon have those broad
freedoms so hard won throughout the
world.
Fire of Persecution
The fire of persecution could be
ignited in the capital and provinces of
Wn by the slightest spark of the most
insignificant event. Mu~affar Shah's
promise to Mrs. Getsinger was fulfilled.
It happened (circa 1905) that a very
well-known and learned man from the
Jewish community of Hamadan, HajJ
Mihdi Arjumand, embraced the Faith
of Baha'u'llah. Inspired by the Word of
God, he was articulate and full of his
convictions, and began to propagate the
Cause amongst both Jews and Muslims. This proved to be a terrible blow
to the prestige of the ecclesiastical
leaders of both religions. This new
convert was well versed in the Qur'an
as well as the Old and New Testaments,
and this seemed incredible to the Muslims. "A Jew proving to us the advent
of our own Promised One f' was the
lamentable cry of every adherent of the
Islamic religion in that region. So, the
Jewish and Muslim 'ulamas lodged a
grave complaint against the new intruder.
The governor, venal and corrupt,
saw in the vindictiveness of the Jews
and Muslims an opportunity to extort
large sums of money from the defenseless Baha'IS. He used the charges as a
basis for their arrest. The governor's
agents immediately seized Hajl Mihdl
Arjumand and several other outstanding believers and carried them to the
seat of the governor where they were
cast into prison, chained, and detained
without recourse to the courts. He then
demanded large sums of money for
their release.
The Baha'IS in Hamadan, encouraged by the reports of the King's willingness to intervene in such cases and
by his reputation for justice, cabled the
Shah to protest the falsity of the charges
and the extortion by the governor. To
their great joy and satisfaction the King
immediately ordered the governor to
free the prisoners and to see to their
well-being. Alanned at this royal intervention, the governor hastened to re-

lease the Baha'IS and to make such
restitution as would quell any possible
retribution from the Court.
The other incident took place in
Tehran and the account is as follows:
Public Meeting Place
It was considered an act of worship,
to be observed diligently by good Muslims, to visit the graves of the Imams or
those considered to be saints. For this
reason cemeteries were centers of attraction in olden days. They provided
welcome, open spaces in the crowded
and congested cities of the East. The
people gathered not only to visit the
resting places of the dead, but to meet
the living as well; to receive and exchange news, to mourn those passed
away, and to listen to religious songs

The fire of
persecution could be
ignited in inln
by the slightest spark
of the most
insignificant event.

Lua Getsinger with young child in
Chicago.
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The ignorant mob
accepted
the commands
of the m ulhls
as words coming
from heaven.

and sennons. Sometimes they even
came to watch the perfonnances of
jugglers and dervishes, who played
with snakes and performed acts of
hypnosis. These gatherings typically
occurred on Holy Days, and usually
every week on Thursday afternoons.
Acti vities would continue into the earl y
night hours on this eve of the Muslfm
day of rest.
A well-known cemetery near
Tehran's eastern gate, called
Sar-Qabr-aqa, attracted many persons
on these occasions. The noise, bustle,
commotion and excitement was food
and drink to the deprived and unruly
population of the district. On Thursday
afternoons the populace would crowd
to the cemetery, some to sit at the feet
of a mulhi to ask for answers to religious problems, some to listen to the
storytellers with their endless yarns,
others to watch the cavalrymen demonstrate their feats of horsemanship. The
dervishes would attract people into a
circle to be amused or instructed by
their unusual appearances and gestures.
There were in this restless mob many of
the royal mule-drivers, hardy ruffians
who carried the King's equipment and
supplies on his hunting expeditions.
The wildest of men, they frequently
victimized the inhabitants of Tehran
with their brutality and cruelty, and
were also noted for their vicious and
irresponsible tongues.
The Baha'IS, who were always harried and timid and seeking to avoid
provocations, would band together for
self-protection and buy or rent houses
in one of the quarters of Tehran. The
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Baha'IS of this particular quarter called
Sar-Qabr'aqa, were renowned for their
numbers, successful teaching activities
and their audacity. When one of the
Baha'IS died and was buried in the
public cemetery, the local mullas
seized upon this to incite the muledrivers, who immediately hung the dead
bodies of dogs around the grave and
marched in the streets and lanes, attracting a following, shouting and cursing the hapless Baha'IS. No human
focus for their anger materialized and
the mob dispersed without a victim.
A Second Death
By happenstance another Baha', died
soon thereafter; and his body was also
interred in the same cemetery. The
second burial ignited the full fury of the
Muslims, who declared the burial of the
Baha'I infidels to be an act of presumptuous desecration of the precincts of
holy tombs. Taking advantage of the
excitability of the idle holiday throngs,
the mullas whipped up the expectant
people with their tirades. One by one
the mullas stood atop a mound and
shouted at the top of their voices:
.. Attack the Babl houses and shops!
Confiscate and plunder! Do not purchase anything from them! Prevent
their filling their jars with water from
the public reservoirs ... !" Since the
commands came from the priests, the
ignorant mob accepted these words as
coming from heaven through the
mouths of the mullas. Besides, it
pleased their appetite for violence and
plunder to hear the assurance given to
them by their religious leaders that their
ignominious deeds would be pleasing
to God.
What could the defenseless Baha',s
do except to protect themselves by
keeping aloof, and in the silence of the
hours of suffering pray to God!
Baba', shops were closed. The
Baha'I men and their families sequestered themselves in their homes, knowing that to emerge meant to be set upon
and murdered. The humble stores of
provisions kept in their homes were
quickly consumed. Night after night a
local reign of terror against the Baha',s
continued. The Muslim terrorists
prowled about with guns, swords and
knives, seeking their quarry. The fate
of the Baha',s wavered on the sword
edge of chance. Ultimately, hunger and
need would flush them from their retreats.

A few women living in one house,
anticipating the inevitable violence and
possible death of all the Baba'ls, met
together and after prayerful consultation decided to appeal directly to the
Shah. They agreed upon a day for
concerted action and, by going from
roof to roof, asked all the Baha',
women of Sar-Qabr'aqa to leave their
houses at the speci fic hour. They decided to go first to the mansion of the
Gran Vazfr, the Chief Minister,
Atlibak, then on to the court of the Shah
himself.
On the morning set for the appeal,
the Baha'I women came forth from their
houses dressed in their customary black
garb. Fearful but detennined, they
walked down the lanes and streets of
the quarter, first to the gate by which
the King usually left the capital city on
his hunting expeditions. When they
learned that the Shah would not go
hunting that day they turned to the
house ofthe Grand Vazlr. They walked
slowly through the narrow streets.
News of their coming and mission
spread throughout the quarter. The
volatile Tehranis came running to the
spot. Stones flew. The women were
greeted with every insult and epithet.
Some fell and were maltreated. A few
were beaten to death. But the urgency
of their mission drove them onward
through the sea of opponents, the execrations, and the missiles. Like a black
stream, they meandered through the
narrow streets of Tehran until at last
they reached the great house of Atlibak.
They were quic kly admitted to the large
outside courtyard, the bininl, extensive
enough to swallow the entire procession of women and boys, but small
enough to exclude the throng of tormentors.
Infonned of their coming, the Minister sent for the court photographer to
record their presence and number.
After reading their written appeal for
protection and justice, he advised the
women to proceed immediately to the
Shah's Court, there to plead directly
with the monarch for intervention.
Further incited by the rumors of their
favorable audience with Atlibak, the
mob redoubled its harassment of the
women as they proceeded to the gates
of the King's palace.
Two-edged Appeal
It must be remembered that such
appeals were dangerously two-edged.

The absolute power of the Shah was
exercised unpredictably. A man could
lose his life as easily as he could gain
justice.
When kind-hearted Mu~affar Shah
learned about their complaints and their
supplication for relief from harassment
and peril, from damage to property and
the threats of injury and death, he
immediately sent fifty armed cavalrymen and ten famishes from his private
guard to disperse the mob. Further,
they were ordered to protect the Baha'is
and to remain in Sar-Qabr'aqa district
until peace and quiet had been completely re-established. And so it was
done. The hand of the King was extended over the hapless Baha'Is, shielding them from mullas and muleteers
alike.
When the Master received news of
the great courage of these Bahli'l

-

women in that glorious episode of the
Faith, he promptly dispatched a very
eloquent Tablet to them. In it He said
they "quaffed the brimful cup ... May
it be ail to their health!" Furthermore,
He assured them that the sufferings,
insults and iniquities sustained in the
path of the Lord were the signs of God's
special mercies and bounties, and indicated the coming of the day wherein all
would be changed into praise and
grace. He said they were candles burning in the gatherings of women and
stars shining from the horizon of eternity.
Could it be that the King, when
confronted with those incidents, remembered the graceful, black-clad
Western woman in Paris, and recalled
his promise, "Be at ease ... everything
will be taken care of'?

The hand of the King
was extended over
the hapless Baha'is,
shielding them from
the mullas and
muleteers alike.
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Abidjan, Ivory Coast

Baha'is and
the United Nations
6
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Bahti'i participation in three events
oflate summer 1973 provided outstanding opportunities to proclaim the
Bahti'i solution to world problems before distinguished audiences. The
Bahti'i International Community was
invited to send representatives to the
United NaJions seminar on "The Family
in a Changing Society," London; the
"World Congress on World Peace
Through Law," Abidjan, Ivory Coast;
and the United Nations seminar on
"Youth and Human Rights," San
Remo, Italy.
The Bahti'i International Community Representatives were able not only
to address delegates of UN member
nations, UN non-governmental organizations, and internationally-known
juri&ts, but, in addition, were able to
circulate statements on Bahti' i perspectives on current issues to all participants and the press. The Bahti'i representatives and alternates made many
valuable personal contacts, as well as
discussing the Faith and answering
questions.

Inaugural session oflhe conference.
Dr. Aziz Navidi

Law
An event that attracted considerable
international press attention recently
was the Sixth World Conference on
World Peace Through Law, in Abidjan, Ivory Coast. More than 2,000
lawyers, jurists, and government ministers, from over 100 nations met between August 26-31, to discuss the
strengthening of international law and
the promotion of world legal institutions at a time when the evidences of
chaos and disorder were reaching painful and epidemic proportions throughout the world. The press coverage
reflected an interest in seeing whether
luminaries of the legal world, in the
relative isolation of a scholarly conference, in an untroubled corner of the
world, could devise some common
outlooks on the more prickly legal
issues of the day. On the agenda were
such volatile items as hijacking, human
rights, multi-national business, the
regulation of ocean resources, the
treatment of refugees, and population
control.
The conference, a biennial event,
was sponsored by the World Peace
Through Law Center, a worldwide
January, 19741BAHA'r NEWS
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The Baha'i
representative
spoke immediately
following the
message of the
President of the
I vo ry Coas t.

Stock/arming in the Ivory Coast.
light the moral basis of law and its
organization of lawyers, judges, and
expanding coverage of individuals.
legal scholars, detennined to educate
This focusing of attention on the
the nations about the potential for world
order with justice, under the rule of
similarities between law systems and
law. The Center, like the Baha'i Interreligions, and the impact which these
national Community, is a Non-. great human forces can have by comGovernmental Organization affiliated
mon efforts on the creation of the
with the United Nations. In addition to
peaceful world order with justice for
all, is a most worthwhile endeavor," he
attempting to unravel the monumental
legal snarls of this period, the delegates
said. Neither the volume on "Religion
attended an August 25th ceremony to
and Law" , nor the conference program
mark the 25th anni versary of the signing
itself, initially afforded an opportunity
for the presentation of a Baha'i view on
of the Declaration of Human Rights.
world peace. In fact, the Center's bookOn the second conference day, work
let attributed many of the teachings of
sessions on harmonizing African nathe Baha'i Faith to Islam. Nonetheless,
tional needs with the requirements of
a Baha'i delegate sent to Abidjan by the
international law were conducted, as
Baha'i International Community to atwere sessions on the values fostered by
tend the conference managed, upon his
African tribal law.
arrival, to partially rectify the overThe international observance of
sights.
World Law Day, on August 26, culmiDr. 'Aziz Navid'i, himself an internanated with a program in Abidjan.
tional lawyer, and a resident of
World Law Day is an annual event
Mauritius, serving as representative of
sponsored by the World Peace Through
the Baha'i International Community for
Law Center. For 1973 the Center made
Africa, arrived in the Ivory Coast four
an effort to demonstrate to the more
days before the start of the conference.
than two billion followers of the
He promptly met with Judge William
world's religions the purposes and
S. Thompson, Secretary-General of the
goals shared by religion and law in
sponsoring center, to request the albuilding peace. A handbook entitled
lotment of time for a Baha'i presenta"Religion and Law" was published for
tion on world peace. Judge Thompson
the occassion. It outlined the Center's
indicated that pennission could be
thesis on the complimentary nature of
granted by the pennanent chainnan of
religious and secular law. In the words
the conference, Chief Justice Alphonse
of the Center's President, Charles S.
Boni, of the Ivory Coast Supreme
Rhyne: "as transnational contacts aCourt. Dr. Navid'i presented his remong individuals grow in importance
quest to Justice Boni, who although
with the technological miniaturization
never having heard of the Baha'i Faith,
of the world, we believe it well to spot8
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was sufficiently impressed with his
petitioner to grant him his wish. He
promised Dr. Navid'i an o?,ortunity to
speak during the official reception by
the Ivory Coast Government to inaugu"rate the conference, immediately after
the message from the Head of State,
President Felix Houphouet-Boigny.
Dr. Navid'i later characterized his
amazing good fortune as "a miracle
from Baha'u'llab".
On the evening of the 26th, exactly
as promised, Chief Justice Boni, upon
reading the presidential message, introduced Dr. Navid'i to the more than
2,000 people assembled at the University of Abidjan.
Dr. Navid'i said that man's collective life had passed through many
stages: infancy, adolescence, and now
had entered its stage of maturity. Everything that in earlier times had served
the needs of humanity was no longer
sufficient. In abandoning its adolescence it acquired new virtues, attained
a new moral level, achieved new
capacities, and began to develop a new
kind of civilization, infinitely richer
and more noble than any which preceded. But at the same time it developed characteristics and behavior
that endangered its very survival.
Since the tum of the century man has
pursued the elusive goal of peace, he
said. But the goal has been unattainable. "We are the victims of war, of
animosity and strife among nations,
races, religions, classes, sects, and
colors," he observed. Among the af-

flictions to humanity he enumerated:
neo-colonialism, the exploitation of
man by man, the spiraling anTIS race,
political and economic rivalries, intolerance, ignorance, egotism, suspicion, the increasing severity of terrorism, inequality, madness, crime,
etc. Alone and collectively, these
maladies have limited man's ability to
establish peace. "The malaise and suffering which has afflicted humanity
since the last World War is the result,
for the most part, of the world's pervasive lack of spirituality," Dr. Navid'i
concluded.
While afflictions become more aggravated the various peoples of the
world depend increasingly on one
another. "It is no longer possible for
anyone to isolate himself with the
expectation of self-sufficiency," Dr.
Navid'i said. In addition to the political
ties, there are inextricable commercial,
agricultural, educational, and a myriad
other ties that are reinforced each day.
"It therefore appears that universal
peace and the unification of humanity
can be realized in this epoch," he said.
This peace, however, "is not supported
and cannot be safeguarded, unless it is
in accord with the Divine Ordinances,
applied by a Divinely inspired Physician." It is from these ordinances that
man must fashion his laws. "A new
world order, for the establishment of
universal peace, has become legally
possible, socially imperative, and divinely ordained," he said. Peace,
should come, he estimated, as the result
of the spiritualization of the world and
the fusion of its peoples and beliefs.
"The Baha'i Peace Program which
Baha'u'llilh, Founder of the Baha'i
Faith, revealed more than a century
ago, contemplated from the beginning
the establishment of a peaceful order,"
Dr. Navid'i said. "Our epoch has unalterably demonstrated the interdependence of the earth's peoples. It is upon
this reality that the Baha'i Peace Program rests. "
Before it was even clear that he
would be a conference speaker Dr.
Navid'i visited the editor of the single
daily newspaper in the country,
Fraternite. requesting publicity on the
Bahli'i Faith. The editor remembered
meeting RUhiyyih Khanum on her visit
to the Ivory Coast, and confided to Dr.
Navid'i that at that time he tried to
familiarize his countrymen with the

Faith through his thoughtful and sympathetic articles. He offered to publish
a statement on the Faith if Dr. Navid'i
was allowed to speak; but he was
skeptical of this transpiring because the
program was planned and confirmed
well in advance. He may have been
surprised by Dr. Navid'i's successful
encounter with Justice Boni, but true to
his word, the day after Dr. Navid'i's
presentation, he published the text of
his remarks, with a photograph.
On August 28, Mr. Albert Lincoln,
Dr. Navid'i's alternate, from the Central African Republic, was invited to
address a study session on the revision
of the United Nations Charter and about
the necessity to establish a world commonwealth of nations. He explained at
that session that Baha'is support the
concept of the United Nations, as well
as many of its programs around the

The editor
remembered meeting
Ruhiyyih Khanum
on her visit to the
Ivory Coast,
and offered to
publish a
statement on the
Faith.
Vendors selling fruit at railway stop in
Ivory Coast.
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The London
seminar on family
life was the
first ever held
under the
auspices of the
United Nations on
that subject.
At opening of conference Mr. Charles
Rhyne (center), with Ivory Coast President Felix Houphouet-Boigny (left),
and Mr. William S. Thompson (right).
world. He spoke at length about those
characteristics of the Baha'. Faith
which encourage the development of a
sense of world community, and suggested that it would be upon this foundation that a world peace would be built.
On the same day Dr. Navid'i addressed
a work session considering ways of
strengthening the International Court of
Justice.
Throughout the conference both men
were able to meet informally with many
of the attending dignitaries, jurists,
scholars, and lawyers. A copy of Dr.
Navid'i's remarks were presented to
people attending the conference as well
as copies of the pamphlet, "Pattern for
Future Society".

Women
The two other international events
attended by representatives of the
Baha'i International Community were
not as well publicized, or possibly even
as dramatic, but the problems confronted were also at the very core of our
modem existence, and Baha'is were
able to make important contributions to
the consultation.
Madame Lea Nys, an Auxiliary
Board member for Belgium, and her
alternate, Mrs. Shomais Afnan, represented the Baha'is at the United Nations Inter-Regional Seminar on "The
10
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Family a Changing Society" in London, July 18-31. Mrs. Nys and Mrs.
Afnan, one from the West the other
from the East, were soon referred to
affectionately by their co-conferees as
the "Baha'i twins." The Baha'i representative to the seminar on "Youth
and Human Rights," in San Remo,
Italy, August 28 to September 10, was
Mr. Foad Katirai, a student of International Trade at Oxford University.
The seminar on family life was organized by the United Nations at the
instance ofthe United Kingdom, as part
of a UN policy of providing advisory
services to member states in the field of
human rights. This London seminar
was the first ever held on the subject of
the family under United Nations auspices.
The role of women in the family has
been a major concern of the United
Nations Commission on the Status of
Womeen in recent years. A number ofstudies, particularly concerned with the
status of women in family law, have
been completed or set in motion, for the
Commissions's deliberation. Several of
these studies came up for discussion at
the Londori seminar, such as reports on
the status of unmarried mothers, and
the legal capacity of married women.
Other studies are being readied for
submission to the 25th session of the
Commission in 1974.
Participants from 28 countries at.tended the London seminar, as did
representatives of 30 Non-

--_

.............

Governmental Organizations in consultative status with the Economic and
Social Council, including the Baha'i
International Community. The United
Nations Children's Fund was represented, as well as UNESCO and the
World Health Organization. Several
intergovernmental organizations were
represented; the League of Arab States,
and the Organization of American
States, among them.
Some of the topics discussed at the
fourteen-day conference were the family in a changing society, problems and
responsibilities of its members; allocation of rights and responsibilities within
the home; the welfare of children; the
responsibility of society toward children; the special problems of working
parents; and the national and international measures required to promote the
principle of the equality of men and
women in the family.
In her brief address to the conference
Madame Nys said the importance of the
family should be understood within the
context of great forces of change propelling mankind toward a single world
society.
"Marriage is the foundation of a
good family," she said; "good families
in tum are the foundation of a stable
civilization." Love, needed in marriage more than in other relationships, is
essentially a divine force that creates
spiritual and physical union, she said.
"The most important person in the
family is the mother," she noted.

"Equality of rights, status and opportunities for women and men is recognized in the Baha'i Faith as a divine
law, but the education of girls as future
mothers, and therefore first educators
of mankind, is even more important.
"Their obligation as parents constitutes the first and foremost duty for
husband and wife, equally binding on
both. Parents must promote the oneness
of mankind through example and develop in their children the growing
consciousness that 'The world is but
one country and mankind its citizens'."
Among the rights of children, in
addition to those normally recognized,
such as academic instruction, she listed
as most important instruction in human
and spiritual virtues, stressing the latent
divine nature of man . This so that "free
from all prejudice they may grow up in
turn to form their own families in the
service of each other and of mankind,"
she explained.
The essential, long-term solution to
the ills of the planet, according to Mrs.
Nys, lies in the transformation of
human values. "We believe that nothing short of the kind of change that is
beginning to take place in Baha'i communities throughout the world, where
the basic transformation in purpose and
character occuring in each individual is
reflected in his social and family life,
will be able to provide the highest
quality of human life on this planet. A
new consciousness must emerge, based

on understanding of the spiritual nature
of man and belief in the organic oneness of humanity," she told the assemblage.
Both Madame Nys and Mrs. Afnan
were invited to receptions, dinners, and
lunches where they spoke further about
the Faith to participants from a variety
of countries many were given Baha'i
literature.
There were many interesting conclusions agreed upon by the participating
national and international organizations. Perhaps of most significance was
the agreement that the family, whatever
its form or pattern, fulfill many basic
biological, sociological and psychological needs of the individual, essential to
the stability of nations. "It should
therefore be preserved and receive the
full support that society could give in
fulfilling these fundamental functions," the participants concluded in
their post-conference report.
The participants also noted a growing acceptance of the principle of the
equality between men and women.
This' was considered a major influence
on family life, and upon the perceived
roles of men and women within the
family. It was observed that the traditional picture of the father as the sole
provider and head of the family, was no
longer consonant with the reality of
many present-day family situations,
where women find it necessary or
challenging to work. "The tradition

which designated the mother responsible for the entire care of the children
and all the household tasks made it
difficult for couples to adjust to the
changing requirements of the famil y,"
the participants' report stated. A trend
was said to be developing, whereby
functions such as child-rearing and
maintenance, as well as employment
outside the family, are no longer
strictly identified as the sole responsibility of one or another of the marriage
partners. These functions are increasingly being shared by mothers and
fathers, the report maintained.
Despite the increasing tendency to
share household responsibilities several participating groups insisted that
great care should be taken "to preserve
the positive aspects of the woman's role
as mother and homemaker, and her
confidence and dignity in the face of the
trend towards greater involvement of
women in the economy, and in community affairs."
Although participants noticed an accelerating trend toward equal partnership in decision-making between
spouses, it was felt, nonetheless, that in
still too many instances, the husband
was, in law, the head of the family,
enjoying a dominant status to that of the
wife. "More often than not," the report
stressed, "the wife would not enjoy the
legal capacity to contract, or bring suit
or defend in court without the consent
of her husband." Too often, the report

Conferees agreed
that the family,
whatever its
form or pattern,
fulfills many
needs of the
indi vidual and is
essential to
the stability of
nations.
Participants at youth seminar. Mr.
Katirai, the Bahd'i representative, is
seated at extreme right.
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said, decision-making rests with the
husband. As the father, he is the sole
guardian of his children, and is entitled
to administer the property of his wife,
without her consent or participation.
Several participants consequently, refered to the need for protective legislation for women in such circumstances.
In aB, there were almost 100 recommendations made by the participants at
the London seminar.

cause of human rights. Much attention
was devoted to the problem of creating
educational conditions that would enable young people to fully develop their
potentialities, and to strengthen their
respect for human rights. Observers
from 28 countries attended the UN
seminar.
At the end of the seminar many
recommendations were unanimously
adopted and published in the seminar
report. Among them: that governments
ratify the existing international covenants on human rights; that governments
establish educational means to promote
in young people the respect for human
rights; that the member states of the
United Nations include more young
people in their delegations to the General Assembly.
In the Baha', view, Mr. Katirai said
to the seminar, human rights are Godgiven rights, and youth have perhaps a
greater reponsibility than other seg-

Youth
The two-week seminar on "Youth
and Human Rights," in San Remo,
explored ways by which young persons
can participate more effectively in the
implementation of the principles established in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, and in national and
international programs serving the

.I

ments of the population, in insuring
that the human rights of all people are
respected.
"The first step in this direction is the
arousal of the consciousness of youth to
the oneness of mankind," he said.
"Before unity and agreement are fmnly
established among the peoples of the
world, we are convinced, nothing can
be . . . thoroughly effected." Youth
must, through a process of selfenlightenment, instill in itself a global
perspective, and adopt a new set of
values, permeated by such characteristics as truthfulness, kindness, sincerity,
and justice. The expression of these
values, he said, will be the respect and
promotion of human rights.
Both Mr. Katirai, and his alternate,
Mr. Sohrab Youssefian, were able to
speak about the Faith to the press, a
representative of the Vatican, and participants from many nations.
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Dorothy Beecher Baker
Reflections on the occasion of
the 20th anniversary of her passing
by U go and Angeline Giachery

'Abdu'l-Baha
sensed the virtues
and capacities
of young Dorothy,
who was to
become an outstanding Baha'i
teacher and
administrator.
Mrs. Baker, (secondfrom left), during
her last public appearance in Pakistan,
in /954.
"This is a Matchless Day. Matchless,
must, likewise, be the tongue that
celebrateth the praise of the Desire of
all nations, and matchless the deed
that aspireth to be acceptable in His
sight. "
Gleanings, p. 39
This passage from the writings of
Baha' u' llah was a favorite of Hand of
the Cause, Dorothy Baker, and she
quoted it frequently. An eloquent
teacher and brilliant administrator,
Mrs. Baker rendered outstanding service to the Faith, and characterized
herself by distinguished words and
deeds. On the twentieth anniversary of
her passing Dr. and Mrs. Giachery
recall Mrs. Baker's life and her special
role in the development of the Baha'i
community .
Dorothy Beecher Baker, a grandniece of the famous author of Uncle
Tom's Cabin, Harriet Beecher Stowe,
was born in Newark, New Jersey, on
the 21st of December, 1898. Her
grandmother, Betty Beecher (known
to the Baha'is as Mother Beecher),
embraced the Baha'i Faith early in this
century; later her parents also accepted
the Cause of Baha'u'llah.
In 1912, when she was a young girl,
Dorothy's grandmother took her to visit
'Abdu'l-Baha. The Master called Mrs.
Beecher on the following day and said,
"I called you to say that your granddaughter is my own daughter. You
must train her for Me." Indeed,
'Abdu'l-Baha sensed the virtues and
capacities in Dorothy, who was to
14
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become one of the outstanding teachers
and Baha'i administrators of the Western Hemisphere. Following graduation
from college Dorothy spent a few years
teaching school in Newark. She was
offered a position to teach at the Ethical
·Culture School in New York but did not
accept it. She then married Frank Albert Baker. They had two children,
William and Louise. The family settled
first in Buffalo, New York and then in
Lima, Ohio. In Lima their address
became well known to almost every
believer in America and Canada.
Dorothy's life was completely devoted
to the Faith. She was gifted with a
warm, convincing, and brilliant eloquence and was able to teach with great
impetus and enthusiasm. Her first public talk was given at a Ridvan celebration at Foundation Hall at the House of
Worship in about 1929. After that talk
Mrs. Baker was frequently asked to
speak at public meetings. She was
elected a member of the National
Spiritual Assembly of North America
and served for 16 years. She was
chairman of the Assembly for many of
those years and resigned in 1954, intending to pioneer. Hand of the Cause
Horace Holley served with Mrs. Baker
on the NSA for much of that time. He
characterized her role in this way:
"Dorothy Beecher Baker's public and
administrative Baha'i activities came to
fruition during the period when the
forces of the American Baha'i community were being summoned to undertake great teaching missions. She was
carried to the heights of intercontinen-

tal Baha'i achievement by the impetus
of the Master's Divine Plan released
through the Guardian, and she poured
forth with superb energy and brilliance
her unique contribution to the Seven
Year Plan and World Crusade."! Mrs.
Baker had a special ability to speak to
young people and lectured in hundreds
of colleges and universities throughout
the world on the Message of
Baha'u'llah. She journeyed six times to
Latin America, where she assisted in
teaching, addressed various groups on
the subjects of peace and international
relations, and helped establish many
local communities, as well as the Central American National Spiritual Assembly. "Wherever she went, she was
almost inevitably cast in the role of
problem-solver. She not only led people to Baha'u'llah, but also helped them
to meet and solve their problems in His
way."2 Mrs. Baker was an observer at
the Chapultepec Inter-American Conference of 1945, and was a representative of the Baha'is of North America at
the San Francisco Conference later that
year, where the Charter of the United
Nations was drawn up. She was deeply
interested in harmonious interracial relations, and for some years was Chairman of the Race Unity Committee of
North American Baha'i community. She
represented the Baha'is in countless
gatherings of Negro, Indian, Jewish
and white people. At the very beginning of the Seven Year Plan
(1946-1953) Mrs. Baker visited Ireland, England, France, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Belgium,

Luxembourg, Switzlerland, Italy, Portugal, and Spain. During this trip she
encouraged the pioneers, and lectured
to the general public in the capitals of
all those countries. We well remember
her visit to Rome, her charm, smiling
countenance, and oratory, with which
she conquered many a heart. The believers in that city who had the privilege
of meeting her, still remember the glow
of her kindness and love. Even in recent
years we have met many believers who,
with a tone of pride, have said, "I first
heard of the Faith from Mrs. Baker,"
or, .. it was Mrs. Baker who brought me
into the Faith." On 24 December 1951,
Mrs. Baker was appointed a Hand of
the Cause of God by Shoghi Effendi,
among the first contingent of the
Hands. Her devotion, enthusiasm, profound knowledge of the teachings, and
eagerness to serve, all of which had
made of her a true champion of the
Faith of Baha'u'lhlh, had thus been
rewarded.
As a Hand of the Cause Mrs. Baker
participated in the four Intercontinental
Conferences held in late 1953. We well
remember her in Stockholm and New
Delhi, where her grace and eloquence
were at their zenith. She visited the then
Prime Minister of India, Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru, and during the New Delhi
Conference sat by that statesman,
radiating purity and distinction, and
conversing with him with poise and
conviction for well over a half hour. At
the request of Shoghi Effendi she remained in India for two months, traveling far and wide, lecturing at some fifty
colleges and universities. The seeds she
planted in the hearts of so many youth
have now blossomed, and in the last
few years India has been afire with the
Cause of Baha'u'lhlh.
It was upon her return flight from
India, on 10 January 1954, that the
plane on which she was traveling,
exploded over the Island of Elba, Italy,
and sunk into the sea. She was on her
way to rejoin her husband to pioneer on
the West Indies island of Grenada,
north of Trinidad.
No survivors of the crash were
found. On Monday, January 18, on an
Italian naval corvette, we went with the
Baker family to the site of the disaster.
Floral wreaths were thrown into the sea
from the ship and from a Naval plane
flying overhead while the bugles
sounded taps and flags were lowered to

half staff. We read Baha'i prayers on
deck, throwing handfulls of carnations
upon the water. The service lasted
about 15 minutes.
Returning to the Island, we had an
opportunity to speak of the Faith to the
ship's commander. Other people in
Porto Azzuro became interested in the
Faith, and in Italian newspapers, the
accounts of the disaster referred to Mrs.
Baker's association with the Baha'i
Faith. It was discovered that the day
after the accident, a pamplet written by
May Boles Maxwell entitled" An Early
Pilgrimage," was found at sea and
given to a British newspapennan, who,
after perusing it for a few minutes, threw
it back into the water, having attached
no importance to it. In his cablegram to
the Baha'is on the occasion of Mrs.

Wherever she went
she was almost
inevitably
cast in the role
of problemsolver.

Mrs. Baker, (left), in India; with the
Maharani of Scindia, (center), and
Mrs. Shirim Boman, (right), a resident
Bahd'i teacher.
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To tread the
eternal path with
dignity and
joy is the
birthright of
every man.
The Hands of the Cause attending the
first Intercontinental Bahli'i Teaching
Conference, in Kampala, Uganda,
February 1953. Dorothy Baker is second from right.
Baker's passing, the Guardian spoke of
her special role in Baha'f history:
"HEARTS GRIEVED LAMENTABLE, UNTlMEL Y PASSING DOROTHY BAKER, DISTINGUISHED HAND CAUSE, ELOQUENT
EXPONENT ITS TEACHINGS, INDEFA TlGABLE
SUPPORTER
OF ITS
INSTITUTIONS, VALIANT DEFENDER OF _
ITS PRECEPTS. LONG RECORD OUTSTANDING SERVICE ENRICHED ANNALS
CONCLUDING YEARS HEROIC OPENING
EPOC
FORMATIVE
AGE
BAHA'f
DlSPENSATlON."3 We vividly re-

member our last goodbye to Dorothy on
a November morning in New Delhi.
She was to leave the hotel for another
lecture at a college. Elegant in her
simplicity, she looked like a young girl
going to a feast. Although she was
suffering with a bad cold and a temperature, she looked as beautiful as ever,
smiling with a sweetness that cannot be
forgotten. Our separation was moving
and affectionate. The greatest tribute
we can pay to the memory of the
beloved Hand of the Cause Dorothy
Baker, is the certitude that her sacrifice, born from her deep dedication to
the Faith, was made in the same selfless
spirit of service which distinguished
her brilliant life. Her noble personality
shall never be forgotten by ours and
countless generations of followers of
Baha'u'llah.
I. Horace Holley, "Memorial Meeting for Dorothy Beecher Baker,"
Bahli'i News, March 1954, No. 277,

p.2.
2. Mr. Edwin Matton, Ibid, p. 4
3. Ibid, p. 1
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The Path to God
by Dorothy Baker
He who would view religion impartially must remove himself sufficiently
from any single part of it to look upon
the panorama. At first he will see only
wilderness, and will become confused,
berating the sense of honesty that bade
him see. Looking back through history,
however his eye will catch sight of a
white highway somewhat hidden by the
thickets of the wilderness, but very
straight, and marked at definite intervals by brilliant lights. What is that path
through the maze of human thought and
feeling? Is it a figment of the imagination, or has a merciful Creator given to
His created a planned Way to
Him? Steadily rising in the world
today is the disturbing beliefthat religious institutions have failed. The sincere
seeker finds in every house of Worship,
be it Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism
or Muhammadanism, the same exalted
sentiments of worship and of brotherhood, yet sees the failure of each to
translate that sentiment into the disposition of its people. The church, a house
divided against itself, is tom by
nationalism, racial suppressions and
economic injustice. At such a time
Baha'u'llah recalls us to the oneness of
the foundation of all religions and to the
essential rightness of that foundation.
Religion has never failed, though

human institutions have had their hours
of birth and death.
Even earthly cultures have resulted
directly or indirectly from the impetus
of revealed religion. The lettered Jews
sprang from the spiritual genius of
Moses; the glory of ancient Persia
reflects the fire of Zoroaster; unfolding
Europe lifts her spires in homage to the
glorious Nazarene; the mathematics of
the Arabs of Cordova, the architecture,
astronomy and poetic genius of the
Muhammadan world in the middle centuries bespeak in like manner the gift of
Muhammad. The force which has repeatedly, and often out of the blackest
despond, brought into being such brilliant marks of progress, and more
amazing still, renewed that grip on life,
joy and salvation which characterizes
the spring season of a great religion, is
the eternal Christ, the Word that is in
Prophethood. Through it man is imbued with the Holy Spirit and is motivated by a master emotion. One
hundred years after Jesus lived on earth
Greek Christian would not have raised
sword against Roman Christian. He
would have been conscious first that he
was Christian, second that he was
Greek. Today one is first Gennan,
French, American or English, and as an
afterthought we are Christians together. In the spring-season of Christianity the master emotion was a com-

mon love for God, and other emotions
were sublimated to it. Nothing short of
such vitality can today raise to the point
of good health the spiritual temperature
of the world.
That the seed of such a renewal is
even now at work cannot be doubted.
While on the one hand we have a falling
away of faith, on the other hand are to
be found signs of the budding of new
spiritual powers. Thousands of seekers, Galahads in quest of Truth, have
scaled walls of superstition and intolerance which were centuries in the
making. The Message of Baha'u'lhih,
divine in origin and free from artificial
wrappings, constitutes a new light to
the seeker and reopens before his eyes
the kingdom of heaven.
But what is the kindom of heaven?
Does the goal we seek pertain entirely
to other-worldliness? Jesus said, "The
kingdom of heaven is within you." One
would do well to ask oneself each
morning, "Do you live in heaven?"
Neither heaven nor hell can be limited
to place, but rather are described by
Baha'u'llah as conditions. To the Eskimo hell has ever been an ice- floe to
which one infinitely bound; to the
Arab it is boiling oil into which one is
cast; to some of the ancients it appeared
as a refuse heap outside the city gate.
The paint brush of symbolism has
faithfully portrayed in terms of mortal
experience, a state of utter deprivation,
suffering and loss that is applicable to
both this world and the next. Heaven,
on the other hand, is conscious nearness to God, and this condition too is

possible on earth. To be sure, the
worlds beyond are an endless reality,
for the soul, a creation of God, cannot
be annihilated. As the child in the
womb of the mother develops faculties
for its earthly experience, similarly we
develop in this matrix world our
spiritual sight, hearing, speech and the
like, for an abundant life through all the
further realms of God. Indeed, so
infinitely precious is that continuance
that Baha'u'llah says, "If anyone could
realize what hath been ordained-he
would immediately yearn with a great
longing for that immutable, exalted,
holy and glorious station."
To continue in heaven, one must
necessarily be born into that condition
here. 'Abdu'l-Baha, explains that to be
in heaven is to "move in the atmosphere
of God's Holy Will." Surely this is
heaven, but who can discover the will
of God? Baha'u'llah gives us the key.
"Whatsoever hath been revealed in His
Tablets is but a reflection of His Will.
So complete must be thy consecration
that every trace of worldly desire will
be washed from thy heart. Know assuredly that My commandments are the
lamps of My loving providence among
My servants and the keys of My mercy
for My creatures."
Revelation, the open door to
paradise, is indissolubly linked with the
Messenger. With one gracious gesture
God bestows upon the world a divine
physician, an infallible law-giver, a
perfect pattern of His holy attributes,
and a point of union of a man with his
God. Happy is the heart that directly

experiences fusion with the Manifestation of God's Perfection. Paul would be
made alive in Christ Jesus. Ali, youthful disciple of this day, proclaimed as
he gave his life, "If I recant, whither
shall I go? In him I have found my
paradise. " The Word is the bread of life,
one Word throughout the ages and
cycles, though the speakers have been
many. How well has God done His
part ! The soul,· refreshed by the
heavenly bread and waters of Revelation, finds itself on the ancient, eternal
path. To tread that path with dignity
and joy is the birthright of every man.
Therefore once in about a thousand
years God in His great compassion
clears the path of the accumulation of
superstition and imagination that the
way may be made plain once more for
the sincere seeker. And this has He
done today through Baha'u'llah.
But we have yet to travel that path, to
become steadfast to enter the City of
Certitude, and to come into spititual
possession of life through the motivation of the Will of God. Granted that
God has done His part; what steps are
left to us?
The call of God is simple, clear,
compelling. Baha'u'llah reminds us
that the first need is for a pure heart and
a desire to become ever more pure. He
proclaims, "My first counsel is this:
possess a pure, a kindly and a radiant
heart that thine may be a sovereignty
ancient, imperishable and everlasting." A static purity cannot exist.
Today's degree must melt into
tomorrow's. Even the fire of tests and

When our
beliefs are raised
to the plane of
deeds and our hearts
harmonized with
.
a common paSSIOn,
then society will
inherit a new earth.
The Hands of the Cause at Third
Intercontinental Conference. in Sweden. Mrs. Baker is at far left. second
row.
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·renunciation
is still the
law of rebirth, and
he who would
side step this law
in his life
will be spiritually
impoverished.
Delegates to Central American Annual
Convention in 1952. Mrs. Baker is
fourth from left. sitting.
ordeals are a blessing to this end. "With
fire we test the gold," Baba'u'llah
writes. How else can gold be purified?
Great souls discover that they are either
the possessors or the possessed. Life,
the teacher, becomes the enemy of the
soul who, steeped in self-love, is the
continual prisoner of the clutch. of
circumstance; but the friend of one
who, purified of self-demands, counts
as pure gain the lessons of this sometimes ruthless teacher, and learns to
possess it all, a happy treasure, for the
sake of God, the Dear, the Knower.
The second step is assuredly the
attainment of understanding. Meditation and prayer, 'Abdu'l-Baha a"sures
us, are the wings of our understanding.
Faculties allowed to rust in blind imitation or fallen into disuse, must be called
into activity. 'Abdu'l-Baha points out
that the mind is like a mirror which
reflects that to which it is turned. If the
mirror reflects that to which it is
turned. If the mirror reflects the lustful
and sordid, can the owner claim better
than the lowest condition? If the same
mirror becomes the reflector of arts and
scienti fic realities its status is undeniably high. Greatest of all is the noble
station of the soul that turns its mirror
toward the spiritual Sun of Revelation
and becomes wanned and illumined by
its direct ray. A well-known business
genius attributes a large measure of
success to undisturbed meditation upon
his affairs for fifteen minutes at the
beginning of each day. He is undoubtedly correct. How much more, then, it
is necessary that the soul seeking a
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heavenly condition learn the use of
such a faculty for the reflection of the
kingdom of heaven. More interesting
still, consider the possible result of a
whole world of people using the power
of meditation, or reflection, for the
dispensing of God's affairs on earth.
Such meditation is akin to prayer.
What sincere traveler would not give
the half of his kingdom to consciously
walk and talk with God? Yet the science of prayer is so little understood
that in the words of Tennyson we are:
"A child crying in the night,
A child crying for the light,
And with no language but a cry. "
How different the mature experience
of the heart that turns in complete
abandonment to the Will of God, never
dictating always listening. The fears,
bafflement and complexities of the
world fade before the grandeur of his
adoration. His heart is a shrine in which
he meets with his Beloved Four suggestions are made for us by 'Abdu'l-Baha.
"The worshipper must pray with a
detached spirit, unconditional surrender of the will, concentrated attention,
and spiritual passion."
When 'Abdu'l-Baha was in New
York, He called to him an ardent Baha'i
and said, "If you will come to me at
dawn tomorrow, I will teach you to
pray." Delighted, the man arose at four
and crossed the city, arriving for his
lesson at six. With what exultant expectation he must have greeted this opportunity! He found 'Abdu'l-Baha already
at prayer, kneeling by the side of of the
bed. He followed suit, taking care to

place himself directly across. Seeing
that 'Abdu'l-Baha was quite lost in his
own reverie, he began to pray silently
for his friends, his family and finally for
the crowned head$ of Europe. No word
was uttered by the quiet man before
him. He went over all the prayers, he
knew then, and repeated them twice,
three times-still no sound broke the
expectant hush. Surreptitiously he rubbed one knee and wondered vaguely
about his back. He began again, hearing as he did so, the birds heralding the
dawn outside the window. An hour
passed, and finally two. The man was
quite numb now. His eyes, roving
along the wall, caught sight of a large
crack. He dallied with a touch of
indignation but let his gaze pass again
to the still figure across the bed. The
ecstasy that he saw arrested him and he
drank deeply of the sight. Suddenly he
wanted to pray like that. Selfish desires
were forgotten. Sorrow, conflict, and
even his immediate surroundings were
as if they had never been. He was
conscious of only one thing, a passionate desire to draw near to God. Closing
his eyes again he set the world firmly
aside, and amazingly his heart teemed
with prayer, eager, joyous tumultuous
prayer. He felt cleansed by humility
and lifted by a new peace. 'Abdu'l-Baha
had taught him to pray! The "Master of
Akka" immediately arose and came to
him.l!is eyes rested smilingly upon the
newly humbled believer. "When you
pray," He said, "you must not think of
your aching body, nor of the birds
outside the window, nor of the cracks in

the wall!" He became very serious
then, and added, "When you wish to
pray you must first know that you are
standing in the presence of the Almighty!"
What balm is in detachment. What
peace is in true surrender to His Will.
And as to spiritual passion, who shall
enter paradise without it? Verily I
believe that God will choose to lift into
His very Presence the least peasant who
hurls himself upon the breast of God in
fiery supplication in preference to the
kings and learned men of the whole
earth if to the latter the smug complacency of a dulled age is sufficient. In
the book of Revelation it is said, "So
because thou art lukewarm and neither
hot nor cold, I will spew thee out of my
mouth!" 'Abdu'l-Baha said, "In the
highest prayer men pray only for the
love of God." This is spiritual passion
indeed.
Even prayer and meditation, mighty
channels of spiritual vitality, do not
fully constitute the steps of man to the
kingdom of God. The religion that is
fruitless is dead. Baha'u'llab writes:
"Let deeds not words, be your adorning." Sincere prayer and meditation
lead us to the next great step, effective
living. Good deeds are the wealth of the
friends. "Come not into My Court with
empty hands," we are urged. Even
daily work done in the spirit of service
is accounted by Baha'u'llab as worship,
and living apart for pious worship is
discouraged. The very motive power of
progress on the path to God is supplied

by acceptable deeds, for spirituality
itself, far from being a subjective experience, is the reflection of Godliness
into channels of human living.
The greatest deeds are those of purposeful sacrifice. So great is this wealth
that through it man's life takes on a
sovereignty. Useless asceticism is not
implied, for Baba'u'llab says, "Deprive not yourself of what is created for
you." There is today, however, even in
religious trends, a common emphasis
on acquisition rather than giving. As
truly as that the acorn is sacrificed to
achieve the oak, renunciation is still the
law of rebirth, and he who would
side-step this law in his life will become
spiritually impoverished.
Sacrifice for the eternal Cause of
God is the greatest of all. Consider the
peculiar joy of the apostles of all ages.
The ruthless grip of. circumstance can
remove the pleasures and joys of the
world with a single blow, but the poise
and serenity of these spiritual giants
points to an almost unbelievable freedom. What earthly bondage could
touch a Stephen, spat upon and stoned,
wh(j cried, "Behold, I see the heavens
opened!" Hasan, a Persian, starved and
persecuted for the sake of his Lord,
finding himself at last in the presence of
Baha'u'llab, knew the earth to be a
handful of dust in his fingers while
every joy and fragrance of spirit filled
his being. Haider Ali, whom
'Abdu'l-Baba called the angel of Akka
because he had suffered every persecution, said quite simply to an American,

"I have known only joy." The same
joyous sovereignty completely enveloped the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha whose
years of imprisonment were worn like
an ennine cloak. At one time he
wrote, "Though I stay in prison it isjust
like paradise; afflictions and trials in the
path of God give me joy; troubles rest
me; death is life; to be despised is
honor .... Seek, 0 servant of God, this
life until day and night you remain in
limitless joy."
The secret of so great a station is
intimacy with God through His Messenger, an intimacy in which pure and
selfless love is born. True love for God
generates love for humanity for one
who strives to serve God will find he
can only do so by serving man. This
devotion is a step immeasurably great
along the Way. 'Abdu'l-Baha calls
every soul to have love and more love,
a love that melts opposition, sweeps
away all barriers, abounds in charity,
large-heartedness and noble striving,
boundless, irresistible, sweeping love.
"Ah me!" he writes, "Each one must
be a sign of love, a center of love, a sum
of love,-a world of love, a universe of
love! Hast thou love? Then thy power is
irresistible. Hast thou sympathy? Then
all the stars will sing thy praise."
These steps will lead inevitably to
unity, the command of God for this
age. Unity is not only the last step but
the proof of the spiritual reality of the
other steps. A Baba'i becomes a Baha'i
only when this ideal is expressed in his
life. He must seek to be the embodi-

"If you will
come to me at dawn
tomorrow, I
will teach you
to pray,"
said the
Master.
Five members ofthe National A ssembly
of the United States left in /954 to take
up pioneering posts. They were, left to
right, Dr. William Kenneth Christian,
Mrs. Mamie Seto, Mrs. Elsie Austin,
Mrs. Dorothy Baker, andMr. Matthew
Bullock.
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ment of love untainted by arrogance.
The door is open to black and white,
rich and poor, fellow countryman and
foreign born. He extends the hand of
friendship to every sincere soul and
honors at his table evey type and kind in
the garden of his Lord. No ephemeral
lines divide him from his fellows. He
glories in the accomplishments of the
strong and is a steward of the rights of
the weak. He is, in short, the servant of
all, the friend of all, the lover of all. He
has cast himself into the sea of unity.
Baha'u'lhih writes, "Ye are the fruits
of one tree, the leaves of one branch.
Deal ye with one another with the
utmost love and hannony. So powerful
is the light of unity that it can illumine
the whole earth .... Exert yourselves
that ye may attain this transcendent and
most sublime station . . . this goal
excelleth every other goal; this aspiration is the monarch of all aspiration."
Moreover, He assures us, "That which
God willeth shall come to pass and thou
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shalt see the earth even as the most
Glorious Paradise."
A unity greater than fellowship will
exist between the true lovers. Out of
perfect union with the Will of the
Beloved will appear a common passion, unity in the love of God. This
celestial accomplishment of the near
ones will give rise to the hannony of the
race.
This in short is the path to God
renewed. When we attain a united faith
through the ever-flowing waters of
Revelation; when our beliefs are raised
to the plane of deeds and our thoughts
hannonized by a common passion, then
heaven will be opened before every
sincere soul and society will inherit a
new earth.
Today the stage is set for the greatest
spiritual drama of history, for the rebirth of the powers of the human race
will be for the first time world wide and
in proportion to infinitely higher development. The promise of the end of

the world is kept. The old world passes;
tomorrow, swords are beaten into
ploughshares. Baha'u'llIih fulfills and
renews all of the great Scriptures of the
world and infuses all things with new
life. He is the Michael spoken of by
Daniel for the troublous time of the end
when there is increase of knowledge,
and running to and fro. He is the One
promised by Jesus, of whom that
sanctified Spirit said, "I have yet many
things to say unto you, but ye cannot
bear them now. Howbeit when he, the
Spirit of truth is come, he shall guide
you into all truth." He is the Mihdi
promised by Mu~ammad. He is the
Friend spoken of by Gautama, and the
Sunrise of Zoroaster. His universal
Spirit is the "Glory of God that shall
cover the earth as the waters cover the
sea." His coming is the bow of promise
in the sky. "Lo, every stone and clod
crieth, 'The Promised One hath appeared, and the Kingdom is to God, the
Powerful, the Mighty, the Pardoner.'"
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Tanzanian
Exhibition
A Baha'i Exhibition was held at the
Saba Saba Fair in Dar Es Salaam last
July. Many people visited the booth
and seven of those declared. Over
3,000 people saw showings of "It's Just
the Beginning" during the week long
exhibition.

Around
the

World

Hands Cause
visit Swiss
Two Handsofthe Cause of God
visited Basel, Switzerland earlier
this year. In August Hand of the
Cause Mr. Khadem met with the
Baha'is and spoke o'f this life in the
Faith. Hand of the Cause Mr.
Khazeh visited in September and
told of his meetings with the
Guardian and how they have affected his life.

The Hand of the Cause Mr. Khtizeh.

Ghana
Assembly
Members of the fourth National
Spiritual Assembly of Ghana with
Auxiliary Board Member Mrs. Vera
Edwards.
Left to right, first row: Mrs.
Edwards, Mr. Ernest Bentil, Prince
Abaidoo, Mr. David Tanyi (Treasurer).
Second row: Mrs. June Jackson
(Secretary), Dr. Vadlamudi, Mr.
Abdu'l-lIah Yazdani, Mr. Emanuel
Kumi.
Third row: Mr. Gordon Jackson
(Vice Chairman), Dr. John Powell
(Chairman).
January, 1974/BAHld NEWS
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N6srid-Dfn Shah

The Kings who said no

Kaiser Wilhelm I

A set of eight portraits of kings and rulers to whom Baha 'u 'llalt addressed Tablets
is now available through the International Baha'I Audio- Visual Centre.
The pictures are available in black and white prints, black and white glossies, and
black and white 35mm slides.
Unlimited international rights have been secured for the reproduction of these
pictures by any Baha 'finstitution, and for reproduction ofthese pictures by any other
media in connection with a Baha'[ story.
Your local Bahli'i' librarian or authorized Baha'[ distributor may have them in
stock, or can supply you with prices and ordering information.
If these materials are not available in your area, please write the International
Baha'[ Audio- Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor, New York 14564, for
additional information.

International Baha'i Audio- Visual Centre
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Bluefields Bay. Most transportation is limited to boats, such as the ones on the cover. Bluefields is six hours by
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CORRECTIONS
Baha'i News regrets the unfortunate misplacement offour paragraphs in the article ~y Ugo Giachery, Birth
and Development of the World Centre, printed in the December, 1973 issue. On page 3, column 3, the
paragraph beginning, "I could then fully share . .. ," through the paragraph beginning, "The golden
threads . .. ," were inadvertently shifted from their true position at the end of the article.
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and West, the name of the Shah was misspelled. The accepted spelling is Mu?,affari'd-Din Shah.
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Cablegrams
Design for building accepted
JOYFULL Y ANNOUNCE ACCEPTANCE EXQUISITE DESIGN CONCEIVED BY HUSA YN AMANAT
FOR BUILDING TO SERVE AS PERMANENT SEAT UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE MOUNT
CARMEL DECISION MADE TO PROCEED NEGOTIATE CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION THIS NOBLE
EDIFlCE SECOND THOSE BUILDINGS DESTINED ARISE AROUND ARC CONSTITUTE ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER BAHA'i WORLD.
FEBRUARY

8, 1974

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Passing Karen Bare announced
DEEPL Y GRIEVED UNTIMELY DEATH VALIANT DEDICATED MUCH LOVE MAID SERVANT
BAHA'U'LLAH KAREN BARE. HER DEVOTED SERVICE PIONEER FlELD SPLENDID EXAMPLE
OTHER YOUTHFUL BELIEVERSj ADVISE HOLD MEMORIAL SERVICES. PRAYING SACRED
THRESHOLD RICH REWARD BLESSING ABHA KINGDOM.
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Passing Philip Marangella marked
DEEPLY GRIEVED LEARN PASSING PHILIP MARANGELLA DEVOTED SERVANT BAHA'U'LL.\H
STEADFAST SUPPORTER COVENANT HIS PIONEER SERVICES TIRELESS WORLDWIDE TRA VELS
BEHALF FAITH MOST PRAISEWORTHY PRA YING SHRINES PROGRESS HIS SOUL ABHA KINGDOM
ADVISE HOLD BEFITTING MEMORIAL SERVICE.
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Passing Anna Kunz announced
DEEPLY GRIEVED PASSING ANNA KUNZ STEADFAST DISTINGUISHED HANDMAID
BAHA'U'LLAH HER ASSOCIATIONS BELOVED MASTER DEVOTED PIONEERING SERVICES
EUROPE OVEREXTENDED PERIOD UNFORGETTABLE ADVISING GERMAN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
HOLD MEMORIAL GATHERING MOTHER TEMPLE EUROPE PRAYING SHRINES PROGRESS HER
SOUL ABHA KINDOM.
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE.
February, 1974/ BAHA'I NEWS
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Around the World
Jamaica:
~

Island-wide
proclamation
More than 150 prominent citizens of
Kingston, Jamaica, attended the inaugural meeting of the second annual Tell
the News Campaign, at the National
Baha'i Center, on 3 November.
The 22-day campaign, which ended
24 Nov. was coordinated by the National Youth and Child Education
Committee of Jamaica. Its purpose was
to stimulate Baha'i youth activities on
the island, and to teach the Baha'i
Faith.
Among the dignitaries attending the
Kingston meeting was Senator Paul
Miller, Parliamentary Secretary for the
Ministry of Youth and Community
Development, who seemed very interested in the proceedings, according
to the National Assembly. Auxiliary
Board member Hopeton Fitz-Henley
was th,~ public speaker.
Displays were developed by the
Kingston Youth Club and distributed to
eight communities with the request that
they be exhibited in public places such

Argentina:

Television
broadcast
An estimate" 2U mil hUll people In
Argentina recently learned something
of the Baha'i Faith from a popular
national television program, .. Lunching With Mirtha Legrand."
Miss Legrand, whose 90-minute
show is broadcast from Buenos Aires,
invited a representative of the National
Spiritual Assembly to explain the beliefs of Baha'is to her viewers. The
Legrand show, featuring a round-table
conversation with five important and
unusual people, is aired each weekday. The show is pleasantly staged, and
the questions are in excellent taste,
according to the Argentine Proclamation Committee.
Miss Legrand twice read the quote,
"The earth is but one country and
mankind its citizens," on the air. She
placed the Baha'i representative at the
head of the table, and asked him the
first questions.
At the end of the program she spontaneously embraced her Baha'i guest,
and remarked that the Faith would now
be known throughout Argentina. More
than 30 telepone calls and telegrams on
the Baha'i Faith were received at the
studio while the show was still in
progress.

2

.1

as libraries, store windows, banks, etc.
Forty information kits on the Baha'i
Faith, offering a Baha'i speaker, were
sent to secondary schools, colleges and
the University in Jamaica. Seven institutions requested Baha'i speakers as
a consequence of this mailing. At
Meadowbrook High School in Kingston, for example, 250 students were
assembled for a talk on the Baha'.
Faith.
The Youth and Child Education
Committee estimates that more than
1,000 persons were directly contacted
during the three-week campaign.

International Youth Conference
Baha' /s attending an international youth conference near Alajuela, Costa Rica,
sponsored b.v the Continental Board of Counsellors in Central America. Approximately 120 people attended. including Counsellors Artemus Lamb and Alfred
Osborne, and Auxiliary Board member Rodrigo Tomas of Costa Rica. Participants
at the 26-30 December conference were from El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua,
Panama, Costa Rica, and the U.S.

·· ,I
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Canada:

Teaching
conferences
The Continental Board of Counsellors for North America has initiated a
novel project to help to strengthen
Canada's Local Spiritual Assemblies.
The elements of this project are a
pledge and a challenge. The pledge: to
commit their entire personnel and resources to the task of helping to develop
vigorous local teaching plans throughout Canada. The challenge: a call to
every local institution to commit itself
to matching the effort invested in this
project by the Counsellors themselves.
This project was formulated by a
committee of Hands of the Cause,
Continental Counsellors, and Auxiliary
Board members at their annual meeting
in Chicago last September, after hearing a representative of the Canadian
National Assembly describe his
country's interim year plan to stimulate
more local initiative in teaching the
Faith.
To carry the plan into effect the
Counsellors have been conducting a
series of weekend teaching conferences
throughout Canada, to inspire the
friends to be more active teachers. By
Ric!van they will have participated in 70
such conferences.
The first day of these two-day meetings is devoted to a consultation on
teaching with the entire Baha'i Community from the two or three localities
invited to attend. The second day is
spent in intensive, action-oriented consultation with the Local Assemblies
from these communities, to work out a
specific teaching plan the Assemblies
will commit themselves to follow. The
Counsellors, the Local Assembly
members, and representatives of the
National Assembly take part in this
session.
"This is the first time, to our knowledge, that a Continental Board of
Counsellors and the National Spiritual
Assembly have decided to collaborate
on such an ambitious and closely integrated nationwide consolidation program," a report in the Canadian Baha'I
News commented. "The program is
also unique in the effort it is making to

Historic meeting in Wilmette
A series of historic meetings between the Canadian National Assembly and the
National Assembly of the United States took place in Wilmette. Illinois. between
Feb. 15-18. The Canadian National Assembly is shown above with the members of
the Continental Board of Counsellors.
involve every one of Canada's 200
Local Assemblies," the report added.
Virtually every National Baha'i administrative agency in Canada, as well
as the Local Spiritual Assemblies, are
intensively participating in this experimental project.
The initial conference of the series
was held in Saul St. Marie, Ontario, on
October 20. The National Assembly
representative there said of the conference: "The most significant impression
I received from participating in this
conference is that there is a new
strength building, a deeper insight and
a much broader scope of the Local
Spiritual Assembly's potentialities."

Bulk sales
•
•
IncreasIng
A dramatic indication of growth in
the Canadian Baha'I community was
given in a recent report from the National Treasurer showing that sales of
Baha'i literature jumped from $7,500
in 1964, to $68,400 in 1973.
The Canadian National Assembly
has also established a construction fund
for a new Hazlratu'l-Quds; "the largest

single project undertaken by the Canadian community to date," according to
the treasurer's report.

United States:
Conference
planned
More than 6,000 people are expected
to attend a conference in St. Louis,
Missouri, next 29 August to 2 September, planned by the National Assembly of the United States to launch
the forthcoming five-year international
teaching plan. The St. Louis conference may become one of the largest
gatherings in Baha'I history.
A 10,000 seat auditorium in downtown St. Louis has been reserved for
the occasion, and preparations for the
four-day program are now well underway.
The St. Louis conference will afford
an opportunity for the National Assembly to share with the friends the goals of
the new plan to be won by the United
States.
A special program for children will
be a feature of the conference, as will a
major exhibit of Baha'I art.
February, 1974/ BAHA'I NEWS
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Michigan, and ~laine.
Dr. Rexford Parmelee, secretary of
the National Baha', Properties Committee, said the new energy program
"should in no way reduce school and
institute sessions, or the volume of
teaching acti vities."
He said a policy of economy is not
foreign to Baha', administration. "National committees have consistently
striven for moderation and economy,"
he said.
While only three or four dollars a day
is saved by. keeping the outside lights
off, the measure serves to pointedly
demonstrate the high sense of public
responsibility felt by the National Assembly, Dr. Pannelee said.
The Baha'i Home for the Aged, also
in Wilmette, has not been included in
the conservation program, because of
the special health needs of its elderly
residents. The use of fuel and other
energy there remains at approximately
the same level as before.

Energy
conservation
An energy conservation plan for
Baha', properties in the United States
has been developed by the National
Spiritual Assembly, to cooperate with
government efforts to conserve critically short fuel supplies.
The most striking feature of this plan
has been to eliminate the nighttime use
of floodlights around the Temple. The
House of Worship's dramatic lighting
system has not been used since
November 26. This action has been
noted in press reports around Wilmette,
where the House of Worship is considered a local landmark.
An exception to the new policy will
be made by the National Assembly on
Baha', Holy Days, when the lights will
be turned on during the evening hours.
Some of the walkways circumscribing
the building also remain lighted at night
as a safety and security precaution.
Other energy conservation measures
have included the lowering of room
temperatures in National Center
offices, and at Baha'I properties in
South Carolina, New Jersey,
4
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U.N. Day
observance
The Baha',s in the United States have
observed United Nations Day, and UN
Week, since 1947, when the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada first established an official relationship with the
United Nations Office of Public Information.
To observe the anniversary of the
inauguration of these observances, the
UN invited political leaders and press
representati ves 1T0m 30 nations to a
one-day symposium on the pressing
economic problems of developing nations. Non-governmental organizations
were also invited to attend. Representatives of the Baha'f-International Community and the National Assembly of
the United States were present for the
observance.
In an opening address, UN
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
said the purposes of the UN
Charter-"to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war," and" to
promote social progress and better
standards of life
in
larger
freedom"--cannot be regarded separately.

"They are part of our mandate," he
said. "Improvements in the social and
economic fields cannot be achieved in
circumstances of war and tension. Severe social and economic imbalance
are, in themselves, a threat to international stability."
He said the UN's International Development Strategy, a cooperative undertaking with developing nations to
improve the living standards of their
peoples is "the most comprehensive
attempt yet made to see development
not as a 'problem' of the developing
countries, nor as the subject of a new
appeal to the generosity of the industrialized nations, but as a condition of
fundamental world imbalance which
can be, must be, and can only be
righted, by the international community acting in .concert."
The Secretary-General ended his
presentation by restating the essential
goal of the world organization: "The
principal purpose of the United Nations
is the restoration and maintenance of
peace," he said.
"We cannot achieve a lasting peace
in a world of glaring economic, social
and human imbalances," he continued.
"To correct this imbalance is therefore
an urgent challenge confronting the
world community. It can be met. It
cannot wait. "
Following Mr. Waldheim's remarks,
III of the Non-Governmental Organizations, among them the Baha'i International Community, presented to him
a statement of support for the goals of
national and world development. The
document was presented at a ceremony
attended by ministers of planning and
government officials from developing
nations, international press representatives, and educators.
"As organizations d.evoted to
humanitaria'n causes, we recognize that
on this increasingly interdependent
planet, societies can no longer remain
isolated-the rich from the poor, the
advantaged from the disadvantaged,"
the statement said in part. "Too many
problems are common to all
mankind-pollution of the air and waters, epidemics, drug abuse, the threat
of over-population, dwindling mineral
and food resources, to name but a few.
Unless the nations of the world unite to
overcome these problems, the nations
themselves will surely be overcome."

t

of 13 shows the National Assembly of
Hawaii has scheduled for broadcast. It
is hoped they will begin to aired in time
to inaugurate the new global teaching
plan at Riqvan.
The half-hour, color program, was
telecast during prime viewing time by
the American Broadcasting Corporation in Hawaii.

The New World
Gina Garcia

India:

ing teams on one occasion went to a
college cafeteria to take a short break.
Within ten minutes a crowd gathered at
three seperate tables near them to learn
about the Faith.
In Sholapur, in Western India, the
teaching team took its meals, and
shared the evening entertainment with
the village deepening conference being
held there simultaneously. One villager
told the story about a band of gypsies
that had come near his village. His
neighbors were terrified. They closed
their shops and went home. But he went
to investigate for himself, and discovered that they were a group of harmless families, nomadic because of
famine. He brought them home to meet
the townspeople. He suggested that
independent investigation was one
method that could be applied worldwide to help bring about understanding
and peace.

Proclamation
weeks
Roberta Barrar
Proclamation weeks are a time of
great joy in India. Well ahead of time
permission is secured for the placement
of banners throughout the towns; lists
of offices and banks to be visited are
compiled and maps are drawn; prayer
sessions are held and invitations to
neighboring communities to participation are mailed.
In Poona, during my recent visit
there, the Baha'is arranged for an exhibition at one college of a series of
posters describing the Faith. The community set up a table and gave out flyers
and information. In the afternoon there
was singing and a talk by Narulla,
formerly a Sikh, who's entire family is
now Baha'I. A singing group visited a
number of elementary schools to sing
songs and give the Message. Hundreds
of children sat patiently on the floor
listening, then they sang songs to return
the favor. Teaching teams visited the
hostels of several colleges and gave the
Message.
In the south, Bangalore-Mysore, the
friends have about 600 people on a
mailing list for a correspondence
course on the Baha'i Faith. During a
week of proclamation there the teach-

Hawaii:

Television
•
serIes
A television program on the Baha;i
Faith, featuring the Hand of the Cause
William Sears, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Garcia, and the new Baha'i Chorus,
was broadcasted throughout the
Hawaiian Islands December 24.
The program was the first of a series

We barely had time to weed our
vegetable patch after returning from
New Zealand before we received a call
from the Hawaiian National Assembly.
Hand of the Cause William Sears was
going to Hawaii to work on some
television programs and the National
Assembly wanted us to assist in their
production.
The series is entitled "The New
World." It consists of thirteen informal
half-hour programs that feature brief
talks, songs by the chorus and beautiful
slides. We completely filmed and recorded two shows in color and enough
......".. 1 ~ .... ,
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music for the remaining I I shows has
been taped. Future programs will feature Baha'i entertainers such as Vic
Damone, Seals and Crofts, and Dizzy
Gillespie, as well as outstanding
Baha'is in other fields such as education
or law. There was· a great spirit of
cooperation among the friends working
on the project. We recorded over 70
Baha'i songs. We rehearsed during the
day and the shows were filmed between
midnight and 5 a. m. at the only time the
television studio was available. ABC
(Channel 4) in Hawaii has already
previewed the first program featuring
Hand of the Cause Sears and has agreed
to show the entire series, one program
each Sunday. Individual shows or the
entire series will be available for purchase through the National Spiritual Assembly of Hawaii. An announcement
will be made when they are available.
February, 1974/ BAHA'I NEWS
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Togo:

ing: Ci-!Gau; !' ea, treasurer; Titi,
chairman; Si810, secretary; Kaka.
From left to right, seated: Matshipa;
N.'!g"ae-!Nobo; Baberi; Mpalo. The
Local Assembly of Tshasane was first
formed in 1972.
N!!g"ae-!Nobo, seated secondfrom
left, died in childbirth since this photograph was taken. Realizing that a
Bahd'i burial was necessary, the
Bushman Bahd' {s complied. They read
the "Remover of Difficulties" prayer
which they had memorized in their own
language, Hod, and interred the body
with the headfacing north, toward the
Shrine ofBahd'lI' lldh in the Holy Land.

Youth project
On Sunday, November 25, the
Baha'I youth of Tome, Togo, in West
Africa, set out on a project to the
neighboring community of Agoueve.
The trip was intended to promote fellowship and to enable the youth to serve
in another community.
Joined by Agoueve Baha'Is, the
youth visited the homes of believers
and talked to passers-by.
Following lunch two youth gave
talks on the covenant and various other
Baha'I topics. There was singing
throughout the day. The atmosphere of
fellowship and unity made the young
believers reluctant to gather their belongings and leave for home at the end
of the day.

Botswana:
Bushman Assembly
The all-Bushman Local Spiritual Assembly of Tshasane, in the Kalahari
Desert of Botswana, was elected at
Riq.win, 1973. From left to right, stand6

the Baha'IS to return to share their
teachings with the rest of the school
population of 60,000 students.

Great Britain:
Gillespie tour
.-~

'

..

~.

Philippines:
Quezon City
Assembly
For the first time in the history of the
Faith in the Philippines, Quezon City,
the national capital, elected a Local
Spiritual Assembly last Riqvan, Happily this has resulted in the holding of
regular meetings and the development
of teaching plans. The Hand of the
Cause of God Collis Featherstone visited the community in August, 1973,
and met with about 50 Baha'Is and
visitors. Mr. Featherstone and his wife
also visited the cities of Baguio and
Naga, where he addressed hundreds of
students and faculty members at different colleges in each city. The President
of the University of the East, in Baguio,
was so impressed with what he heard in
Mr. Featherstone's talk, that he invited

Mr. John "Dizzy" Gillespie, the
celebrated American jazz trumpeter,
played a succesful three-week engagement in Great Britain recently. He not
only attracted the Jazz fans and music
critics there, but considerable publicity
for the Baha'I Faith as well.
One of Britain's leading newspapers,
the Manchester Guardian, printed a
long feature article on Mr. Gillespie.
Thames Television, broadcast a latenight interview on his Baha'I beliefs
and their effect on his music.
Many of the friends attended performances by Gillespie's quintet. One
of their compositions is called,
"Olinga," in honor of the Hand of the
Cause Enoch Olinga.

Operation
HAMPER
Operation HAMPER, based in London, has been involved in three missions to date, and has already netted
almost $200 from its activities.
HAMPER is a catering service. It got
its name by combining the initials of its
four founders-Hazel, Ann, Mahnaz,
and Pamela. Its business is to prepare
and serve food and refreshments to
Baha'I gatherings, at prices that are at
once modest, but still high enough to
provide a moderate profit. The profit
goes to the National Baha'I Fund.
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Lady Blomfield:
an aristocrat of the spirit
by o. Z. Whitehead
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stimulating introductiun to
I na
her inspiring, richly informative
book The Chosen Highway, Lady
Sara Louisa Blomfield (designated
Sitari Khanum by 'Abdu'I-Baha), has
given an account of the first time that
she and her daughter Mary (called
Parvine by the Master),· heard the
Baha'i Faith mentioned. It was at a
reception given by Madame Lucien
Monad at her house in Paris, early in
the twentieth century. An attractive
young guest, Miss Bertha Herbert,
after seating herself between them, said
to the Blomfields, "We have been
taught to believe that a great Messenger
would again be sent to the world. He
would set forth to gather together all the
people of good will in every race,
nation and religion on the earth. Now is
the appointed time! He has come! He
has come!" 1 Lady Blomfield was impressed. "These amazing words," she
has affirmed, "struck a chord to which
my inner consciousness instantly responded, and I fdt convinced that the
portentous announcement they conveyed was indeed the truth. Great awe
and intense exaltation possessed me
with an overpowering force as I
listened." 2
Assured by Lady Blomfield that she
and Mary were deeply interested, Miss
Herbert soon made an appointment for
them to meet Miss Ethel Rosenberg, adistinguished painter and second
woman of the British Isles to enter the
Cause, and Hippolyte Dreyfus, the first
French believer. These two remarkable
people gave the Blomfields much information about the Faith.
On their return to London they became
acquainted
with
Mrs.
Thornburgh-Cropper, the first Baha'i
of the British Isles. She and Ethel
Rosenberg met with the Blomfields to
make plans for spreading the Message.
From the time Lady Blomfield fir!';!
heard of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah,
her foremost aim was to serve His
Cause. Late in August 1911, when
'Abdu'l-Baha was still in Egypt, but
preparing to leave for Europe, she sent
Him an invitation to stay at her home at
97 Cadogan Gardens, in London. A
few days later, she received the following telegram in reply:
'Abdu'I-BaM arriving in London 8th
September. Can Lady Blomfield receive Him?3

8
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Lord Balfour ordered Allenby to protect 'Abdu'l-Bahd once Haifa was taken by the
British army.
Mary Blomfield has described her
mother as she was at that time: "She
had the beauty of a mature soul. The
moulding of her face was lovely. Her
facial expressions ever changing, reflected the spiritual harmony within.
She wore garments with long flowing
lines which made her seem taller than
her natural height." 4
Lady Blomfield has written that
when 'Abdu'I-Baha entered her house,
"a silence as of love and a we overcame
us, as we looked at Him. One saw as in
a clear vision that He had so wrought all
good and mercy that the inner grace of
Him had grown greater than all outer
sign, and the radiance of this inner
glory shone in every· glance and word
and movement as He came with hands
outstretched." 5

Every day the famous, the obscure,
the talented, the ordinary, the rich, and
the poor came there to meet the Master.
With much charm and consideration
Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney and his
wife, Laura, both of whom knew Persian, tranSlated what the' Master said
into English for everyone to hear. Lady
Blomfield has recounted touching
stories of His deeply compassionate
treatment of individuals in great distress, and stories that demonstrated His
delightful sense of humor. On one
occasion He was asked whether the
misery-laden world would ever attain
happiness: "It is nearly two thousand
years since His Holiness, the Lord
Christ taught this prayer to His people:
'Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done
on earth as it is in Heaven,'" the Master

replied. "Thinkest thou that He would
have commanded thee to pray for that
which would never come? That prayer
is also a prophecy." 6 After a stay in
London of almost four weeks, He left
on 3 October for Paris, to live in an
attractive, comfortable apartment 'that
the Dreyfus-Barneys had located at 4
Avenue de Carnoens, near the Quai de
Passy, and the Trocadero Gardens.
Every morning in His sitting-room,
'Abdu'I-Baha explained the Baha'i
Teachings to the many people who
carne to see Him. He gave special
attention to workers in humanitarian
societies who were attempting to relieve the suffering of the poor. The
Dreyfus-Bameys now translated what
He said into French.
Lady Blomfield, her sister Ellinor,
named Nuri by the Master, her daughter Mary, and friend, Miss Bea
trice Platt, called Verdiyeh by Him,
took
notes
in
English
on
'Abdu'I-Baha's addresses. After the
ladies carefully assembled their notes,
they sent them to the Master for His
consideration. Well pleased with their
work, He asked for its immediate publication. As a resul t, during May of
1912, this collection of superlative
lectures was released in England under
the title Paris Talks, and somewhat
later in the United States as The
Wisdom of 'A bdu , I-BaM. Owing to
the devotion and efficiency of the
book's composers, who had the
foresight to record the English translations of the talks, this volume will
always serve as a priceless introduction
to the Cause and as a source of ilium ination to the believers of the West.
The Master gave lectures not only in
His own apartment, but in many other
places. On 22 October He concluded a
most powerful address with these reassuring words:
"God leaves not His children comfortless, but, when the darkness of
winter overshadows them, then again He
sends His Messengers, the Prophets,
with a renewal of the blessed spring.
The Sun of Truth appears again on the
horizon of the world shining into the
eyes vf those who sleep, awaking them
to behold the glory ofa new dawn. Then
again will the tree of humanity blossom
and bring forth the fruit of righteousness for the healing of the nq,tions.
Because man has stopped his ears to
the Voice of Truth and shut his eyes to

the Sacred Light, neglecting the Law of
God,for this reason has the darkness of
war and tumult, unrest and misery,
desolated the earth. I pray that you will
all strive to bring each child of God into
the radiance of the Sun of Truth, that
the darkness may be dissipated by the
penetrating rays of its glory and the
winter's hardness and cold may be
melted away by the merciful warmth of
its shining." 7
On 2 December 'Abdu'l-Baha left
Paris for Egypt. After spending the
winter there, He sailed from Alexandria to New York City, where He
arrived on II April. At the end of His
historic journey throughout the United
States, lasting almost eight months, He
sailed for England on 5 December to
arrive at Liverpool on 13 December,

"Have today
taken Palestine.
Notify the world
that 'Abdu'l-Baha
is safe."

Field Marshall Viscount Allenby.
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Any kind of
suffering touched
Mother profoundly,
but the sight of
young men maimed
for life tortured
her beyond words.
.

.9
0

These three photographs at the right -E.
show Haifa around 1929 (left), Haifa in 3.
1940 (center) and Haifa today (right). g
u
and in London three days later, on 25
purpose of His visit to London. She
March 1912.
,asked His permission to send this
Staying with Lady Blomfield as bestatement to George V, to assist her in
fore, 'Abdu'l-Baha again received a
arranging a meeting between
constant stream of visitors. Hand of the
'Abdu'l-Baha and the King. Although
Cause, Hasan Balyuzi, has reported
the Master liked her statement and
this delightful incident that took place
thought it well worth making, He adthere: "When 'Abdu'I-Baha sat down
vised her not to deliver it. He was afraid
to dinner on Christmas Eve, He said,
that her sincere intention, if carried out,
playfully, that He was not hungry, but
might result in misunderstanding. That
same day, at her home, the Master gave
He had to come to the dinner table
an instructive talk, in which He said
because Lady Blomfield was very insistthat the believers needed to develop
ent; two despotic monarchs of the East
wisdom, insight, and steadfastness,
had not been able to command Him and
and should give their undivided attenbend His will, but the ladies of America
tion to the Cause.in order to achieve its
and Europe, because they were free,
advancement. On 21 January 1913, He
gave Him orders." 8
left London to visit Paris for a second
One evening, in the drawing-room of
time.
her house, the Master asked Mrs. GabWhen the First World War began,
rielle Enthoven, "What is your great
Lady Blomfield, Mary, and Ellinor
interest in life?"
were living in Geneva, Switzerland.
She replied: "The Drama."
Soon afterwards the trio moved to the
'Abdu'l-Baha said: "I will give you a
Hotel d' Jena, in Paris, to work for the
play. It shall be called 'The Drama of
French Red Cross, at the Hospital Hotel
the Kingdom'."9 Without notes, and
Majestic. May has written: "Any kind
only pausing for the translator to speak,
of suffering touched my Mother prothe Master gave her the outline of a
foundly, but the 'sight of young men
moving, elaborate pageant about the
maimed for life, and the new and
coming of the Promised One. Some
horrible experience she had to endure
years later, Mary Blomfield, by then
during the dressing of their wounds,
married to Basil Hall, wrote a play
tortured her beyond words."lO
based on the Master's outline. In 1933,
The Blomfields continued to help
the Weardale Press in London pubwith the wounded in Paris until their
lished her play.
hospital unit was transferred to another
Lady Blomfield's father-in-law, Dr.
city in March 1915; at which time they
Charles James Blomfield, Bishop of
returned to London. For the remaining
London for twenty-eight years, was
three years of the war Lady Blomfield
once a tutor to Queen Victoria.
served on relief committees, gave reguThrough him Lady Blomfield knew
lar assistance at numerous hospitals,
people at court. On 16 January, she
and kept an open house for wounded
gave the Master a statement which she
soldiers. Despite her vigorous wartime
had written about the Cause and the
10
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service, she never failed to support
Baha'I meetings whenever it was possible to hold them, and regardless of
how many people attended.
In the spring of 1918, she recei ved a
deeply disturbing telephone message
from an authoritative source:
" 'Abdu'I-Baha in serious danger. Take
immediate action. " I I Withbut delay
she went t 0 Lord Lamington, a distinguished Scottish peer who admired
. Abdu'I-Baha. She told him what she
had just learned. He promptly wrote a
letter to the Foreign Office, stressing
the noble services that 'Abdu'I-Baha
was performing, not only for the people
of Palestine, but for all of humanity. He
delivered this letter to Lord Balfour, the
Foreign Secretary. Lord Balfour
quickly sent a cablegram to General
Allenby, which said: "Extend every
protection and consideration to
'Abdu'l-Baha, His family, and His
friends, when the British march on
Haifa. "12 As soon as General Allenby
had taken Haifa, several days before he
was expected to do so, he wired London: "Have to-day takenYalestine.
Notify the world that 'Abdu'I-Baha is
safe." 13
Lady Blomfield learned afterwards
that her old friend, Major Wellesley
Tudor-Pole, had sent the terrifying
message which she received by telephone. Upon learning that the Turkish
High Command threatened to crucify
'Abdu'I-Baha on Mount Carmel if the
Turkish army should have to evacuate
Haifa, Major Tudor-Pole made every
effort to insure His safety. Although the
influential men to whom he first appealed for help knew nothing about

-5

He gave special
attention to
those who attempted
to relieve the
suffering of
the poor.
The center photograph of Haifa shows
the city shortyl after it was bombed by
Italian war planes on July 15, 1940.
One person was killed and several
injured during the air assualt.
'Abdu'l-Baha and saw no urgent reason
to assist Him, the Major finally found
one officer with important connections
who showed some interest in the matter. With his help the Major was able to
send a message to the British Foreign
Office.
At the end of the war, domestic
affairs at home kept the Blomfields
from making their intended pilgrimage.
Around 1920 Lady Blomfield made
the decision to spend part of each year
in Geneva, Switzerland. While in
Geneva that year she became a close
friend of Eglantine Jebb, founder of the
"Save the Children Fund." Miss Jebb
established the fund with her sister's
help after witnessing the tragic situation of great numbers of children in
Central and Eastern Europe at the end
of the war. It was intended to provide
relief and assistance to starving and
refugee children from allover the
world. Deeply interested in this noble
work, Lady Blomfield established a
parallel "Blomfield Fund," in Geneva,
" ... to finance workrooms for children
or for other relief work of a constructive
character, which will increasingly constitute a more and more important part
of the activities of the 'Save the Children Movement,' "14 A Tablet which
Lady Blomfield received from
'Abdu'l-Baha on July 23, 1921, served
as a perfect foreword to her pamphlet.
He said in part, . 'To contribute towards
the cause of these pitiful children and to
protect and care for them is the highest
expression of altruism and worship,
and is well-pleasing to the Most High,
the Almighty, the Divine Provider." 15
In early July 1920 Shoghi Effendi

arrived in England from Haifa to attend
Balliol College, Oxford. He brought
with him Tablets from the Master to
Lady Blomfield, Lord Lamington and
Major Tudor-Pole; the three of whom.
arranged for Shoghi Effendi to meet
distinguished professors and Oriental
scholars, from both Oxtord and London Universities. During his sixteen
months' stay in England, the future
Guardian became close to Lady Blomfield, among others.
On 29 November 1921, at midday,
in the office of Major Tudor-Pole in
London, Shoghi Effendi read in an
open telegram the heart-breaking news
that 'Abdu'l-Baha had passed away.
When, a moment later, the Major entered the room, he found Shoghi Effendi in a state of collapse. Miss Grand,
a believer, took him to her home nearby
and put him to bed for several days,
where she, Lady Blomfield, the
Guardian's sister, Rouhangeze, and
some others, did what they could to
comfort him.
After a delay of some days because
of passport difficulties, Shoghi Effendi, Rouhangeze, and Lady Blomfield sailed from England for Egypt on
16 December. From Egypt they went
by train to Haifa, arriving on 29 December. Mary Basil Hall felt sure that
her mother's companionship on this
journey was of great help to the griefstricken Shoghi Effendi.
During her first weeks in the Holy
Land, Lady Blomfield had the great
privilege of collaborating with Shoghi
Effendi, now Guardian of the Baha'i
Faith, on a pamphlet entitled "The
Passing of 'Abdu'l-Baha," composed

of an account of the tragic event, and
reflections on this agonizing development.
In one most eloquent passage they
have written: "The eyes that had always looked out with loving-kindness
upon humanity, whether friends or
foes, were now closed. The hands that
had ever been stretched forth to give
alms to the poor and the needy, the halt
and the maimed, the blind, the orphan
and the widow, had now finished their
labor. The feet that, with untiring zeal,
had gone upon the ceaseless errands of
the Lord of Compassion, were now at
rest. The lips that had so eloquently
championed the cause of the suffering
sons of men, were now hushed in
silence. The heart that had so powerfully throbbed with wondrous love for
the children of God was now stilled.
His glorious spirit had passedfrom the
life of earth, from the persecutions of
the enemies of righteousness, from the
storm and stress of well-neigh eighty
years of indefatigable toil for the good
of others." 16
In March 1922. Shoghi Effendi
called together a group of Baha'is from
various countries, including Lady
Blomfield, to consult with them on vital
matters concerning the development of
the Cause, particularyly about the possibility of electing The Universal
House of Justice at that time. He
decided that The Hous of Justice could
not possibly be established until the
Local and National Assemblies were
functioning in those countries where
Baha'i communities existed.
For the first three years of his ministry Shoghi Effendi carried out with no
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Lady Blomfield
worked constantly
on her book,
overcoming great
difficulties to
do so.

The house at4 Rue Camoens, in Paris,
where 'Abdu'l-Bahd stayed during his
visit there.
interruptions his manifold and overwhelming tasks, despite his almost
unbearable grief over the passing of the
Master, and the strain and suffering
caused by the plotting of the Faith's
enemies. On 5 April 1925, however, he
left the Holy Land for Europe, where he
would remain until he could regain
sufficient physical strength and
spiritual energy to resume his work of
the service. Before departing, he stipulated that Bahiyyih Khanum, the
Greatest Holy Leaf, was to "administer
in consultation with the family of
'Abdu'I-Baha, and a chosen assembly.
all Baha'i affairs during his
absence." 17
Lady Blomfield remained in the
Holy Land for several months after
Shoghi Effendi's departure. She heard
thrilling stories about the Heroic Age of
the Faith from The Greatest Holy Leaf,
Munirih Khanum, 'Abdu'I-Baha's
widow, Tuba Khanum, His daughter,
and several other survivors of those
early years. Lady Blomfield took comprehensive notes during these meetings, hoping to include these stories in
an intended book.
Munirih Khanum wrote to Basil
Hall during this period: "We are all
very glad to have the honorable lady,
Sitarlh Khanum, Lady Blomfield, in
our midst. Her presence gives us much
joy. We look upon her, not only as a
friend, but as one of our dear
family." 18
In 1930 Lady Blomfield made a
second journey to the Holy Land to
gather more material for the book she

12

now definitely planned to write. At the
end of this visit she returned to England, where for the rest of her life she
shared a house in Hampstead, a district
of London, with the Basil Halls. For
several years, Lady Blomfield worked
constantly on her book, overcoming
great difficulties in doing so. She
finished it a few weeks before her death
on the last day of 1939.
The Hand of the Cause, Hasan
Balyuzi, who at her r~quest wrote the
preface, has declared: " 'The Chosen
Highway' will forever remain the
greatest monument to the achievements
of its author. . . and to generations
yet unborn it will hand a message rich
in enlightenment."
While going through her papers
Mary was surprised to find how much
she had written. With no apparent
thought of publication, in diaries and in
engagement books, Lady Blomfield
had described her dreams and visions.
Mary felt that a pr~yer, written faintly
in pencil on an old piece of paper,
expressed well the theme of her beloved mother's beautiful and saintly
life:
o God! My Beloved!
All my affairs are in Thy hands.
Be Thou the mover of my actions,
The Lodestar of my soul,
The voice that crieth in my inmost
being,
The object of my heart's adoration!
I praise Thee that Thou hast enabled me
To turn my face unto Thee,
That Thou hast set my soul ablaze
0
With remembrance !21
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The Chosen Highway by Lady
Blomfield (Sitarih Khanum),
Baha'i Publishing Trust, Wilmette, Illinois. 1967. Page I.
Ibid.
Ibid. Page 149.
Baha'i World. In Memoriam
Sitarih Khanum (Sara, Lady
BlomfieId) by Mary Basil Hall.
Page 149.
The Chosen Highway. Pages
149-150.
Ibid. Pages 171-172.
Paris Talks. Baha'i Publishing
Trust, 27 Rutland Gate, London
S.W.7. Pages 32-33.
'Abdu'l-Baha, The Centre of the
Covenant of Baha'u'llah, by
H.M. Balyuzi. George Ronald,
London. Page 350.
The Chosen Highway, Page 155.
Bahd'i World, Page 652.
The Chosen Highway, Page 219.
Ibid. Page 219.
Ibid. Page 221.
'Abdu'l-Baha Page 436.
Ibid. Page 436.
"The Passing of 'Abdu'I-Baha,"
published privately in 1922 by
Lady Blomfield with Shoghi
Effendi's approval.
The Priceless Pearl by Ruhiyyih
Rabbani. Baha'i Publishing Trust
27 Rutland Gate, London S. W. 7.
Page 57.
Baha'i World Page 653.
Ibid.
The Chosen Highway Preface
Page V.
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In Memoriam
Karen Bare
Mrs. Karen Bare was in Hawaii in
1969 waiting for news of her husband,
an officer in the Air Force serving in
Vietnam, who had been reported missing in action. When an urgent call
came from Haifa for pioneers to travel
to the Republic of Cameroon, in Africa, she volunteered immediately.
Within a few weeks she was at that
post, arriving June 20, 1969, and settling in a part of the country that had the
greatest need for pioneers. Her activites
as a pioneer were steadfast and varied,
including serving as Secretart for that
National Assembly, travelling and
teaching, offering friendship and hospitality to believers and visitors.
Mrs. Bare was killed in an automoble crash, while on a visit to her family
in the United States, in early January.
In commenting on her life and services
the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the Cameroon Republic said:
"The tragic news of the death of our
dearly-loved young Baha'i sister,
member of our National Spiritual Assembly and of a number of National
Committees and ardent promoter and
protector of the Baha'i Faith, came as a
great blow to our Baha'i Community.
The friends in Cameroon are grief
striken and even before receiving the
inspiring cable from our Supreme
Body, memorial meetings have been
held in a number of places.
"Karen Bare was especially loved by
the Cameroonian women and children,
on whom she poured her love. She
forgot ease and comfort and even during the Fast, in the heat of the day
would walk several miles to visit villages around Victoria for tea.::hing and
deepening.
"Her home was the home of all
visitors and pioneers who came to
Victoria. The Persians are famous for
their hospitality but several remarked
that they had seen none to equal hers.
"When the Baha'is of Cameroon
read the cable message from The Univ-

ersal House of Justice, they will feel
some comfort for their sorrowing
hearts. We hope that the youth will be
inspired by 'her devoted service (in the)
pioneer field (and) splendid example'
both here in Cameroon and in her
mother land."

Anna Kunz
Mrs. Anna Kunz, a pioneer ill Switzerland for over twenty years, passed
away in Berne on 10 August 1973 after
a brief illness. Her daughter, Mrs.
Margaret Ruhe recalls events ill the life
of this "distinguished handmaid of
BaM.' u' lldh."
Mother was born in Switzerland, the
eldest of ten children of the Reverend
Adolph Bolliger of the Reformed
Church. Her father was a professor of
theology at the University of Basel and
a pastor of the New Meunster Church of
Zurich.
As a young girl, Anna enrolled in a
Home Economics school in Berne and,
after graduation, taught there for a
year. At the age of 24 she married Dr.
Jakob Kunz, professor of physics at the
University of Illinois. She moved to
Urbana, Illinois with him where she
lived for 36 years. My sister and I were
born there.
Almost the first year of their marriage my parents began attending
Baha'i meetings. Mother recognized
Baha'u'llah as the Manifestation of
God for this day at once. She became a
Baha'i about 1914 arid remained loyal
and steadfast throughout her life.
In 1921 my parents sailed to Egypt
and then on to Haifa for pilgrimage at
the Holy Shrines. They first met
'Abdu'I-Baha at Tiberias in March,
1921, and later again in Haifa. That
experience was the spiritual pinnacle of
my mother's life. She adored
'Abdu'I-Baha and His Teachings.
In Urbana Anna Kunz served for
many years on the local Assembly,
much of that time as chairman. She
enjoyed administrative work and was a
good executive. At. the age of 50 she

learned to type to better serve the Faith.
After her husband died, she went
pioneering back to Switzerland. She
lived there for 23 years, served on the
NSA for 16 of those years and as
secretary for 10. When she passed
away, the Universal House of Justice
cabled their sorrow at the passing of a
"steadfast, distinguished handmaid of
Baha'u'llah. "
My mother was a strong personality.
She demanded the highest standards of
performance of herself and of those
around her. She was family-oriented;
the integrity and warmth of the family
circle were important to her. All her life
she remained close to her daughters and
their families, adored her five grandchildren and was proud of her distinguished sons-in-law, one a lawyer with
the United Nations, and the other a
doctor serving on the Universal House
of Justice.
Our home was a haven of peace, rest
and hospitality for all who came there.
Scientist and poets, among them
Radindranath Tagore, visited us. Louis
Gregory, Dorothy Baker, Dr. Zia Bagdadi, Corinne True, Allen McDaniel,
and Madame Orlova, were our guests
on many occasions.
Mother was respected for her knowledge of the teachings, her wisdom and
sound judgement. She was thoughtful
and always knew how to bestow special
love on her family and friends, by being
perceptive of their needs and wishes.
At 43 she learned to drive and often
went from house to house to pick up
friends for the meetings.
In the personal and intimate details
of her life she was a Baha'i. Cleanliness, neatness, frugality and meticulousness were her hallmarks. She knew
the power of prayer and her prayer book
was always at her side.
Mother served the Faith with distinction, dedication and dignity for almost
60 years. Up to her last day, she
maintained a deep interest in every
detail of the growth and development of
the Faith. Her love and encouragement
of the friends were shining beacons to
all who knew her. I think she truly
"lived the life" that we all aspire for.
"Grant then, 0 my God, that Thy
servant may consort with Thy chosen
ones, Thy saints and Thy Messengers
in heavenly places that the pen cannot
tell nor the tongue recount."
Baha'u'lI<ih
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eering context:
Bluefields, Nicaragua

\-'\.~

compiled by Roberta Smith from
letters to the U. S.
International Goals Committee·
from Richard and Kristine Wilson

e arrived in Bluefields, NicaraW
gua, in April 1969, during the dry
season. Bluefields is a town of 17,000
people, and a major Nicaraguan port on
the Caribbean. It is situated at the
mouth of the Bluefields River, poised
on the edge of a vast swamp, and
surrounded by beautiful but stifling
tropical forests.
The town was settled in the 18th
century by the British, who intended to
establish plantations to grow and export
bananas. It got its name from the Dutch
pirate Bleuwfeldt. The banana business
flourished for awhiie, until the trees
became diseased, and buyers went
elsewhere for their fruit. Today relatively few bananas are exported from
this region. Instead, the people on this
coast are engaged in cultivating cocoa,
lumbering certain hardwoods, and processing shell fish, all for export. About
80 percent of the people are Creoles;
the remainder, Chinese, and Indians.
The National Assembly of
Nicaragua had asked us to assist in
consolidating and forming assemblies
in coastal areas, where the majority of
Baha'is live. We soon learned that the
people were very friendly, but they had
many problems. Large numbers were
unemployed and were very poor. They
sought escape through liquor and
gambling; the crime rate was high.
Carnivals and week-long rum parties
were a major form of entertainment.
There were only two factories in the
vicinity of Bluefields, both owned
jointly by Americans and the
Nicaraguan government. When job
openings did occur, lines of people
would form, all clamoring for the
dollar-a-day positions. Even children
were employed to clean the shrimp vats
and carry the endless tonnage of waste.
My wife, Kristine, and I had to create
our own work since there was none to
be had in Bluefields. With the financial
assistance we received from Baha'is in
the U.S., we were able to stay.
Everything in Bluefields was expensive. All food, except rice, beans, and
fruit, was imported from the United
States. A teabag cost a nickel and soda
pop fifteen cents; prices that were out
of the reach of the local inhabitants.
Consequently infant mortality was
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Below: A native ofBluejields and a boat builder, Lloyd Forbes was secretary Of the
Local Spiritual Asse,!,bly.

Opposite: On the main street in
Bluejields, the most prominent building
is the Moravian Church.
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high, and few people lived to old age.
They were taught that modem concepts
of medicine and health were evil, and
so turned to the "bush doctor" for
temporary relief from suffering.
The river water was undrinkable and
the rainwater, though fairly clean,
often had worms in it. Malaria, carried
by the ever-present mosquitoes, was a
constant problem. I was sick with it
three times in ten months.
When we arrived in Bluefields there
seemed to be no housing available.
After some searching we found a large
frame house available for $75 a month
rent. In the States it would have been
considered substandard, but in
Bluefields it was quite nice. We had a
private outdoor toilet, a tank to collect
rainwater, a yard with fruit trees, and
an attic for guests to sleep in. Often
Indian friends visited, once they became accustomed to our presence
there. The large house was our only
luxury, and we were fortunate to have
it, as it served as a location for feasts
and firesides.
Tile major means of transportation
was waterborne: small riverboats
packed with bananas, cocoanuts, and
pigs, in temperatures that reached 100
degrees. In certain seasons one could
also walk along the miles of white
beaches, with feet covered to protect
them from the sand flies and other
insects.
Continental Counsellor Artemus
Lamb once gave us the idea of having a
radio program. Each week I wrote a
fifteen-minute script which was broadcast on Sunday afternoon. The program
reached far into the interior of the
country, possibly into Honduras and
Costa Rica as well. As we traveled to
the remote villages afterwards it was as
if someone had gone before us. Many
families in Bluefields were also
reached in this way.
We learned some of the local Indian
language and attempted to translate'
songs and some prayers for broadcasts.
In the nati ve language the word
"Bahli" means "that". The term
"Bahli'u'll<ih " means, "that which'is
coming." And the word "Baha'!"
means "that's it." Therefore, when we
say, "Baha'u'llcih has come," we are
saying, in the native language:'that
which is coming has come."
16
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Top Left: A bluefields boy in a
"barrel offun."
Left: Typical wooden frame house
with tin roofs. Rain water which is
highly saline and contaminated
with bacteria, is gathered on the
roofs for drinking.
Below: Bluefields at dusk photographedfrom Bluefields Bay.

,

Top Right: Main dock in
Bluefields. Most transportation
to and from Bluefields is by
water. The city is a major
Nicaraguan port on the Caribbean.
Bottom Right: A young girl ponders whether to get back into the
Bluefields swimming hole.
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Opposition to the Baha'I Faith in
Nicaragua was widespread, because of
the
many
missionaries,
anthropologists, and strong Catholic and
Anglican organizations active in the
country. Yet in time they began to
respect the Baha'is because of the
earnest efforts that were made to explain the aims and beliefs of the Baha'I
Faith to all people.
Although the problems in Bluefields
were great, the rewards of pioneering
overshadowed the grief. Some of the
indigenous Baha'Is rose above the crippling influences of local conditions,
and held fast to the teachings of
Baha'u'llah. They went on their own to
villages throughout the region, and told
the people of the advent of the Promised One. Many accepted the Faith, and
many wished to learn more.
On one occasion we set off to visit an
Indian village near Rama, an inland
journey of 60 miles along the
Bluefields river. It had been visited by
Baha'IS eight years before. We paddled
up the river in a boat made from a
hollowed log, and reached our destination in six hours. The two Baha'IS who
lived there were still dedicated believers. They, and every other villager
came to greet us. Their home is so
isolated that one of the Baha'is had
never heard of the United States; and
yet they gave us their house and four
eggs, to make our stay more comfortable. The eggs were the only ones in the
Village.
The Faith of Baha'u'lllih can no
longer be ignored in Bluefields. Our
weekly radio program, the unceasing
labors of Cecilia King from Panama,
and the "shot in the arm" visits from
Baha'IS of other countries, taught
everyone on the coast that the Faith
exists, and that it is moving forward. It
was respected by the people and often
criticized by the churches. Even though
'the membership was numerically
"~
small, eveIj'one was aware of the Faith,
ang watchful of its progress.
Of course the work has only begun,
Bluefields needs more pioneers; it
needs an institute, and a school for
training local teachers. The challenges
of this climate and country creaie
unique;. problems for the pioneers.
The re~ards here are yet to be reaped.
,
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The Cost
of Constancy:
impressions of Lydia Zamenhof
by U go and Angeline Giachery

io.,..

__

she lived a normal life, Lydia
H adZamenhof
might have reached
her seventieth birthday on 29 January
1974. We met her in New York, in the
autumn of 1937, and were capti vated
by her chann, culture, and consecration
to the Teachings of Baha'u'lIcih. The
latter was a rare quality in an Esperantist; of all those we had met before, only
a handful had shown any interest in the
Baha', Faith.
From our first meeting we were
impressed with Lydia Zamenhofs determination to foster the unity of mankind. She was anned with faith in
Baha'u'lIcih, and the universal language
invented by her renowned father, 1
Ludwig Zamenhof.
The youngest of three children,
Lydia Zamenhof was born in Warsaw,
Poland 2 , in 1904. Her parents were of
Jewish ancestry and they gave their
children a sound education. Lydia's
brother Adam, became a prominent
ophthaemologist; her sister Zofia became a physician; and Lydia herself
obtained a degree in law from Warsaw
University.3
Lydia Zamenhof was born an
idealist. In her parents' home, love for
humanity and a spirit of unity were
permanent themes in the education of
the three children.
.
When Lydia received her law degree
in 1925, she decided not to pursue a
legal career, but rather to promulgate
the knowledge of Esperanto. She had
received certification to teach from the
Czech International Institute of Esperanto at the Hague.
In 1913, at the age of nine, Lydia
took part in the universal Esperantist
Congress in Berne, Switzerland. Her
father, interviewed at the congress by a
representative of the 'Christian
Commonwealth,'4 said, "I have deep
interest in the Baha', Movement, because it is one of the great world
movements which, similar to ours,
educates men to brotherhood and invites them to know each other better
and learn to love one another." He later
added, "I highly esteem the personality
of 'Abdu'I-Baha and his work. In him I
see one of the greatest benefactors .that
humanity has produced."::,,~
It was the unforgettable Hand'~f the
Cause of God Martha Root who<.~!a
Lydia Zamenhof to the Baha'i f~.
Miss Root seized every opportun·~tto
contact the Zamenhof family. In A"P.:tiJt

Ludwig ZamenhoJ. creator oj Esperento.
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Her family accused
her of betraying
the Jewish Faith
and for a time
she was persecuted
by them.

9

Polish Jews being marched away by
German soldiers after the occupation
of Warsaw,
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1926, she was the official representadeeply rdoted i~: the love of God, and
was heard many times on radio., and she
tive of the Baha'i Faith to the dedication
met ob~tacles':~with a fortitude that
lectured often in colleges, churches,
of the monument erected upon the
incfl::llsed her .fervor and dedication,
and other gatherings,
Sh'e traveled widely, giving lectures
Public appearances before large augrave of Dr. Zamenhof in Warsaw, On
diences were always a sacrifice for
and talks, and he~r skill as a translator
that occasion Lydia told Miss Root, "It
was frequently invaluable, She transLydia Zamenhof, who was very reseems to me that Esperanto
is nothing
•
lated 'the works. of jbveli Polish
served and preferred privacy to such
else than a school for futuieBaha'fs,
grand exposure, But when anyone mennovelists into Esperarfici, aria as she
The Baha'i Faith is a step fornt.ard, it is
beCame well versed in the Tea:things of
tioned Baha'u'llah, or her father's lanmuch deeper."
Ba:h~'u'llah, devoted her varied talents
guage, she would become electrified,
Several months later, in Edinburgh,
fu~'to the Baha'i Cause, She wrote
and her personality, as if by magic,
Scotland, the I&th yniversal Congress
would be totally transformed, Forgetarticles in Esperanto and Epglish for
of Esperanto ~as held, in the sall)e
peri6dicals in many parts of the World,
ting herself, her voice trembling,
Freemason's Hall where 'Abdu'I-Baha
though convincing, she would tell of
had spoken i~ 1913 to the Esperanto llS~e ~ tr~sl~ted into Es~~anto the
·:Kltab,I-Iqan,
the
WIsdom
of
her l'ti
d h bel' f' B h" 'II':'!Society, 5 Mis~;Martha Root was again
'Abd U 'I - B ah'
S
A nswere
'
d QuesIe In a au' i1Il,
1'1
a,
ome
H "I e an' ber'
the official B~.i!.a'i representative, She
,
h W'II
d 'T'
,.~
er lavonte su ~ect was herpi'I gnmage
!Ions, t e l an lestament o/.~:
~H I L d D '
h '
h
opened the Congress with a talk enti'Abd"",.,"B'ah'
d Sh og h'I·'E""
d~~':
to 't. d 0 Y an, funng
t at time s' e
1'1
a,
an
lien
I S,"
d
n e moments 0 eep commUnion
tled, "The Po.sitive Power of t!\1iversal
Th 'e;' I if N
W Id 0 d "A
e oa ,0, a ew or
r er,
";' th. Greatest Hoi Y Leafti conReligioI'J," .
\
World ReligIOn, and the Unfoldment o f ·
d ~\ ' I
' h h G ' d'
This,tongress was the first gatgering
Worid Civilizatio~, In her eargerness to:'
ej(t~ns~ve, y w~t t, e uar lan,
Lydia Zamenhof attended as a Baha'i.
share the FaitQ.. with her coqntrymen, ~:{ nd s~nt sublime penod~ In prayer and
Motivi'ted
she translated The Hidden Words, ".devotIOn at the Holy Shnnes,
... by her belief in Baha'u'llah,
she unqertook the study of English, to
Some Answered Questions, and-,;"~ On 28 November 1,~38 she,return~d
better understand the Sacred Writings
Esslemont's Bahli' u'lltih and the' N'eTAht
oland, The, POhtlCal, ch~ate In
being translated by Shoghi Effendi,
Era, into Polis~,
;. ~."~' ~~t.
was rapidly detenoratl?g and
" time forward she devoted her
From that
In 1937, at'$e suggestion of Shoghi."t·· l . .r of anot~er global co?fhct, was
life to two purposes: the propagation of
Effendi, the National'Spirituai AssemadIng. I.n view of the Imminent
the Baha"i Revelation, and the teaching
bly of the United States and Canada,.
er, Lydia Zamen~of w.anted to be
of Esper~nto,
invited Lydia. Zamenhof to. ·~isit .
r brother and Sister, In Warsaw.
Her n~w religious beliefs created
America. Within a week of her' arrival
It,
there that she completed the
some difficulties for her. Members of
in New York.on 29 September, she
~ ation into Polish o~ Bahli' u.'lltih
her family accused her of betraying the
started a cla~ on Esperanto. La~er, she .~ the New Era, confiding to fnends
Jewish Faith,,~and for a time she was
taught· courses in Philadelphia, Dett9i,t, . :1t~at Shoghi Effendi had urged her to
persecuted by them, But she was
Lima, Cleveland and Eliot. She"." hasten completion of the project.
'I"~~

.I>l1

'.'.' ' ' .~..)
'.~;l,..:)

,
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In the last letter she sent to the United
States, dated 18 August 1939 she
wrote: "There are now five Baha'is in
Poland. When I think of such a little
number, I accept everyone with joy,
knowing how important each one is."
In that same letter she outlined her
plans to attend the 19th Esperantist
Congress in Lwow, in September, and
then to go to Holland for a few weeks.
Neither of those trips was ever begun.
Two days after the letter reached its
destination, Poland was invaded by the
Gennan anny. Repeated efforts to obtain news of Lydia were unsuccessful
even through the International Red
Cross. Later we learned indirectly that
she and her' family had first been
confined with other Jewish citizens to
the Warsaw Ghetto. In 1942, the
Zamenhof family was shipped to a
concentration camp where professional
people were executed by firing squads.
Dr. Adam Zamenhof was among the
very first to be shot. In August 1944,
Dr. Zofia Zamenhof was executed in
the same manner. Some days later
Lydia was sent to the gas chamber in
the Treblinka Concentration Camp,
near Warsaw, and afterwards cremated.
Until the very last moment, it was

later reported, Lydia..Zamenhof was
concerned with the', wep-being and
safety of others. When it became evident that all the' iewish prisoners
confined in Warsaw would eventually
be put to death, the .. non-Jewish Esperantists of toe city' (crinong them some
Baha'is), contacted her to arrange her
escape from Poland. She refused, saying she preferred to end her Ii fe with her
family, and did not wish to endanger
the lives of her faithfurmends.
We learned of this episode from the
late Hand of the Cause of God Hennann
Grossmann. One of the very first believers in Gennany, he too was imprisoned and persecutecLfor his belief in
Baha'u'llah, and was able to gather
first-hand infonnation on the death of
Lydia Zamenhof. When he recounted
this heartbreaking story to us his body
shook with great emotion and tears ran
down his face.
When we remember the altruism, the
perseverance, and the :to\.'e of Lydia
Zamenhof, despite all ot,he~uffering,
we are reminded of the verse\ revealed
by Baha'u'llah in one of his l?\ayers:
"Blessed is he that hath 'set .himself
towards ~hee, and h~steg to attaiTi!.he
Day-Spring of the lights 'of Thy~tace.
Blessed is he who with all his 'affections

hath turned to the Dawning-Place of
Thy Revelation and the Fountain-Head
of Thine inspiration. Blessed is he that
hath expended in Thy path what Thou
didst bestow upon him through Thy
bounty andfavor. Blessed is he who, in
his sore longing after Thee, hast cast
away all else except Thyself. Blessed is
he who hath enjoyed inn'mate communion with Thee, and rid himself of all
attachment to any one save Thee." 7 0
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I. Dr. Ludwig L. Zamenhof, a Polish
physician and the creator of Esperanto.
2. At the time of Lydia Zamenhofs
birth, Poland was a Grand-duchy of
czarist Russia. This condition ended in
1918, after 87 years of Russian domination.
3. Equivalent to a Doctor of Laws
degree.
4. "The Christian Commonwealth,"
Sept. 3, 1913.
5. The Congress at Edinburgh, The
Bahli'i World, Vol. n, 1926-28, p.
265-68. (Also can be found in
'Abdu' I-Bahli, by Hasan M. Balyuzi, p.
363-64.).
6. Bahiyyih Khanum, sister of
'Abdu'I-Baha.
7. Prayers and Meditations by
Baha'u'II~ .. ~ew York 1938, pp. 33-34.
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Lydia' was armed
with·faith in
Baba;'u'll3:h
and the
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. 'Ai
, un'lversallartguage
invented by qer
renot?ed father .
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A shawled woman walks dow~ a street
in Warsaw formerly lined by homes.
This photograph was taken shortly
after World War II.
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In our world yqu can easily see
the forest for the trees.
If you have imagined that World Order magazine is
only for Baha'is in the United States, you have been
mistaken. Our field of coverage is as broad as our name
implies. Our writers are from every corner of the globe.
Our purpose is to explore the relationships between
contemporary life and contemporary religious teachings,
to gi ve our readers a truer sense of tfte options and
alternatives open to a society in the 'thrall of great
historical forces, as it searches' for lasting solutions. In
short, we try to give you a glimpse of the forest of human
endeavor; rather than of the single trees of its isolated
.
developments,
In rec~nt issues we have published articles on such
varied subjects as the generation'gap, cOllecti'ye security
in a nuclear age, the rights of \yomen, ocean reSources and
their proper use, the dilemma of intellectuals in this
troubled age, Pablo Casals at 91, Paul Tillich and his
•

1,. ,,':

"

I

.; outlook, the Muslim clergy, the world's search for·
,:' peace-all, clearly, articles Of international scope and
"interest. We think you may be interested in World Order,
Overseas subscriptions to World Order are available at
.: $5 for one year, $9 for two years. Payment must be in
~,U.S. dollars by check, international mom!y order, or by
."'diaft drawn on a New York bank, made to Worfd.Order
'\4.15 Linden Avenue, Wilmette; Illinois, 6009(.U.S.A. '
~"60091,
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Around the World

More Africans
attend school

Africa:

Baha'is called
dynamic force
Dr. Kingsley Dinga Dube, Senior Information Officer for the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, was the speaker at the gathering
sponsored by the National Spiritual Assembly of North East Africa, in Asmara, Ethiopia, December 10, to
commemorate the l25th anniversary of
the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. The meeting was held at the
Officer's Club in Asmara, which filled
to capacity for the event.
In the course of his talk on the civil
rights of individuals, Dr. Dube said he
found the Baha'I Faith to be a "dynamic
faith," and "a dynamic force in the
shaping of the true spirit that we are
looking for in the world."
"In your efforts to promote human
rights for all men and women," Dr.
Dube said of the Baha'Is, "you have set
your souls the standards which all men
and women should strive for. You
stand for the urgent implementation of
fundamental justice. You stand for the
need to foster international solidarity."
"The Baha'IS believe in the soundness or sanity of pacific solutions to
human problems," he said. "The
Baha'IS stand for the righteousness of
respecting the political and civil rights
of the individual. You also are trying
everything possible to urge mankind to
see to it that policies are followed
which will result in the equitable distribution of wealth."
He went on in this fashion for some
time. He ended by saying that he felt
that Baha'IS were true promoters of
human rights, and that he considered
them "an arm of the United Nations in
Ethiopia." His last remark on the Faith:
"I wish that the whole city of Asmara
could quickly get captured by your
message; not only Asmara, but
Ethiopia; and not only Ethiopia, but the
entire world."
A questioner in the audience after-

AFRICA
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ward asked why he spoke at such great
length about the Baha'I Faith and its
relation to UN ideals, and seemed to
exclude other religions from his praise.
Dube said in referring to the Baha'i
Faith he also meant "like-minded organizations," or religions with the
same basic principles,
Dr. Dube, 45, was born in Southern
Rhodesia. He studied in Rhodesia and
New York. In 1968 he was appointed
Political Affairs Officer for the U. N.
Secretariat; one year later he was appointed to his present position.

Fifty African believers were among
the eighty participants at the annual
West African Summer School at Bomi
Hills, Liberia, between December
21-30, 1973. This figure represented
an increase of more than 100 percent
over the previous year in attendance by
the African Baha'is. Believers from
Sierra Leone, the Ivory Coast, and
Ghana attended the 10-day session, as
well as Baha'is from many localities in
Liberia. Three Continental Counsellors
for North western Africa participated:
Mr. F.A. Ekpe, of Nigeria; Mr. D.
Ka~lmi, of the Ivory Coast; and Mr. H.
R. Ardikani, of Senegal. Sven members of the Nation Assembly of West
Africa were also present.
One of the goals set for the summer
school was to proclaim the Faith to residents of Bomi Hills. Six teams covered the district on 28 Decem ber. inviting people to a public meeting at City
Hall that evening. Approximately 50
people arrived that night to hear Counsellor Ekpe speak on the principle of
progressive revelation, and to view a
Baha'i film on the dedication of the
Panama Temple.
On one of the school days a former
superintendent of the Bomi Territory.
of which Bomi Hills is a part, addressed

'1¥-:';

The first National Bahli'i Youth Conference
between December 9 and 15.
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the Baha'is, saying he had been impressed during his tour of office with the
detennination of Baha'i institutions to
turn aside all fiancial aid from individuals and organizations not associated with their Faith. The superintendent, who had been helpful to the
Baha'is, said he was honored to have
been able to contribute in some small
way to the progress of the Cause in
Bomi Hills.

the night of the public meeting. In this
town particularly, it showed their planning had been well-rewarded. A handful more people arrived by 8:30, and
more appeared to be on their way. An
hour later, when the program finally
started, more than 4,000 people sat in
the audience, politely listening to the
Teachings of Baha'u'llah.
More than 20 percent of the town's
population participated in that public
meeting, which, according to its own
testimony, taught the National Assembly a lesson: next time literature would
be sent for thousands; and follow-up
meetings would be scheduled at the
local theater, at the cultural center, and
at the home of Villarica pioneer Iraj
Pakravan.

Mexico:

Youth appear
on television

SOUTH AMERICA
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Paraguay:

The National Baha'i Winter School
of Mexico was conducted between 2330 December at the Martha Root
Baha'i Institute outside the Mayan
town of Muna, on the Yucatan peninsula. More than 100 Baha'is attended,
some driving from distant Mexico City,
others arriving by bus over the mountains from Puebla. Continental Counsellor Mrs. Carmen de Burafato, and
Auxiliary Board members Mrs. Marie

Novak and Mr. Antonio Salazar, a resident of Muna, took part in the program.
On the eve of the opening of the
institute Mrs. Burafato was invited to
appear on a television program in
Merida, the capital of Yucatan, to explain the teachings of the Faith. She
made a second appearance on the program at the close of the Winter school,
accompanied by three youth. The station later invited a group of Baha'i
youth to appear on a special program,
to sing Baha'i songs and talk about the
Faith.
On 31 December, Mrs. Burafato met
with the Governor of Yucatan, Carlos
Loret de Mola, and presented him a
volume of Baha'i Writings.
For recreation at the end of one session a group of Baha'is accompanied
Mr. Salazar to' tile nearby Uxmal ruins,
to inspect the 'pyramid of the prophet'.
On an upper section of the pyramid an
ancient mason had hammered a ninepointed star into the stone. Mr. Salazar
prefaced the visit with an account of
Indian prophecies which refer to the
advent of a great Manifestation.
"The Baha'i Faith in Action" was
the theme of the Winter School. Some
of the class discussions centered on topics like the need for greater participation by women; the difference between
a community with a functioning
Spiritual Assembly and a community
without one; and the education of children.

A lesson
well learned
The difficult town of Villarica (pop.
25,000) was recently selected by the
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Paraguay as the site for a
large-scale proclamation. Teaching in
the area has progressed slowly, so careful preparations were made for a public
meeting in the local movie theater.
Radio. publicit), was begun one month
before the proclamation. Street banners
in the town heralded the event. United
Nations and Baha'i films were ordered,
Continental Counsellor Athos Costas
was invited to speak, and 300 pamphlets were set aside for distribution
during the teaching campaign.
Baha'i teachers were pleased to see
20 people in the audience at 8 p.m. on
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New Delhi, India, Winter School, held November 2-4, 1973 at the BaJui' i National
Center.

I

Trinidad:
Assembly meets
island official
The Governor General of Trinidad
and Tobago, Sir Ellis Clarke, met with
representatives of the country's National Spiritual Assembly for a courtesy
visit 16 October 1973. Miss Shasi
Sedaghat, chairman of the Assembly,
and Mr. Samuel Lancaster, secretary,
presented two Baha', books to Sir Ellis,
and for almost an hour, conversed
about the Baha'i Faith with the Governor General. Sir Ellis showed interest
in the basic principles of the Faith, and
asked about the progress of teaching in
Trinidad and Tobago. Miss Sedaghat
expressed the appreciation of the
Baha'is for the cooperation the government has demonstrated in efforts to
publicize the tenets of the Baha'i Faith.

Sir Ellis Clarke. Governor General of Trinidad £1/1(1 Tobago. center. receives Baha'i
books from representatives of the country's National Spiritual Assembly.
a Baha'i, who asked that he investigate
it himself. At first Mr. McLean was
reluctant, he later said. But after reading one of the books he had received
from his daughter, he determined to
invite the Baha'is to lecture at his college.
The Minerva students have shown
almost as much interest in the Baha'i
Faith as has their principal. They not
only attend the lectures faithfully. but
have also asked to be shown Baha',
films, and now even purchase Baha'i
books regularly, The Thursday lecturers are Mr. Lawrence .Coward, vice-

chairman of the National Assembly.
and Mr. Samuel Lancaster. its secretary. On one occasion Continental
Counsellor Peter McLaren spent an entire evening with the students of
Minerva.
In addition to the class discussions.
the students have heard Baha'i entertainers. Two American singing groups
that have visited the country recently
have been invited to perform at the college. Miss Terry Madison and Miss
Shirley Yarborough were the first
group; Gregg Shaw and Mrs, Debby
Bley the second.

Mrs. Debby Bley, left, and Mr. Gregg
Shaw. right.

Faith attracts
school principal
Shortly after the National Assembly
of Trinidad and Tobago decided to explore the possibility of presenting lectures at secondary schools on the islands, the principal of Minerva College, in Port of Spain, invited Baha'is
to speak to his students regularly on
Thursdays. Neville McLean was introduced to the Faith by his step-daughter,

Miss Terry Madison, left, and Miss Shirley Yarborough, right ... ·
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Pakistan:

Tribe practices Faith
A series of photographs of Bah:i'fs of the Bhil tribe, of
Thatta, Pakistan, were taken during a recent visit there by
members of the National Spiritual Assembly and the Auxiliary Boards. Photograph A shows the visitors with the men
of the Bhil tribe. ChiefSardar, a Baha'I. stands third from the
left. It is customary among the Bhils to offer a turban or a
scarf to those who visit the Baha'i Center for the first time.
Photograph B is of newly enrolled Baha'i women and children. Photograph C shows some of the Bhil children enrolled
at the Thatta Bahn School. The teachers are standing third
and fourth from the left, and second and third from the right.
A

Bahli' [s of Dacca, Bangladesh, in front of the National Bahli' i
Center, following the celebration of the Martyrdom of the Blib.

Bangladesh:

Faith attracts city residents
Seventy-five Bahli'is, and their guests from Denmark, Guam,
and Malaysia, attended the second Bahli'i Winter School of
Bangladesh, at the National Bahli' i Center in Dacca, January
25-27, 1974. A large Banner announcing the event was placed
atop the lfaziratu'l-Quds, attracting a substantial number of
inquiries from city residents during the meeting.
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Bahli' is from the village of F atehabad, Bangladesh

Chile:
Chile plans large
deepening project
Six of Chile's seven foreign pioneers
attended the Continental Board of
Counsellors Conference in Valparaiso,
Chile, in November 1973. Sitting are
Mrs. Paula Siegel, with her daughter
Lua, left, and Laurel Schaeffer, right.
Standing from left to right: John
Caruana, Robert Siegel, Reed Chandler, Continental Counsellor Masu'd
Khamsi, and Bill Allmart. The seventh
pioneer, Miss Betty Becker, was ill in
Punta Arenas when the photograph was
taken. The pioneers will participate in a
large-scale deepening project in Southern Chile during March and April. The
project will be sponsored by the Hand
of the Cause of God Ru~iyyih Kh{mum.
A report of the project will appear in

BAHA'i NEWS.

Malta:

Malta elects
Local Assembly
The first Local Spiritual Assembly of
Malta, formed at Riqvan 1973. The independent state of Malta consists of
three islands in the Mediterranean Sea,
about 58 miles South of Sicily, Italy.
The major island of the group-Malta-is 95 square miles in area.
The country's population is 330,000.
The members of the Assembly are, seated from left to right: Ms. Beatrice
Newman, vice-chairman; Ms. Mary
Newman; Ms. Olga Mills, Knight of
Baha'u'llah to Malta; Ms. Jean Campbell, treasurer. Standing from left to
right: Mrs. Paulette Crockford; Mr.
Cecil Crockford, secretary; Mrs.
Ghodsieh Ala'i, shairman; Ms. Marion
Bradley; and Mr. Philip Harcourt.

A Bahd' i family in In,donesia during a Naw-Ruz celebration.

Indonesian family life

Children's class sponsored by the Local Assembly ofTambakredjo. East Jawa.
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The first
nine days:
Selections from the diary of Agnes Parsons
on the visit of 'Abdu'l-Baha to Washington, D.C.
Few Baha'is in America received as
many blessings during the visit of the
Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha, in 1912, as did
Mrs. Agnes Parsons, of Washington,
D.C. Selections from her diary, dealing with the first days of the Master in
the United States, have been edited for
use in Baha'i News, and are printed
below. A brief biography of Agnes Parsons was published in BaM'i News in
July 1973. Some additional information about her efforts to achieve race
unity in the U.S. will appear in aforthcoming edition of World Order.

Saturday, April 20, 1912
'~bdU'I-Baha'S
steamship
Cedric reached New York
Wednesday night, April 10th,
1912. Many Baha'is were at the wharf
to greet Him, but the passengers were
not pennitted to leave the ship until late
Thursday morning because of illness in
the steerage. The Baha'is were there
early. And 'Abdu'I-Baha sent them a
message not to wait, that He would see
them later at the hotel. But they would
not go away. When the reporters
boarded the Cedric-off quarantine
-they found 'Abdu'I-Baha on the
upper deck. He was dressed in a long,
flowing black Oriental gown, underneath which was another of a light tan
color. On His head He wore a snowwhite turban. He gave the reporters a
hearty welcome and He proved such a

Mrs. Parsons with her son Jeffrey;
taken before her first pilgrimage to
Haifa in 1910.

good talker that there was no occasion
to ask questions. He talked of newspapers, of women's suffrage, of universal peace, of religion, and of Persia.
When the Cedric was opposite the
Statue of Liberty, 'Abdu'l-Baha extended His arms in a salute and referred
to His own long exile in Syria. The
skyline of New York greatly interested
Him. He called the skyscrapers "the
minarets of the Western world's commerce and industry." Many were on the
pier to greet Him, and the welcome
pleased Him immensely. He, however.
shrank from a public reception and
asked, through Dr. Aminu'llah Farid,
that they go away, saying that He
would meet them in the hotel in which
He would stay in the afternoon.
I gave Mirza [A~madl Sohrab a letter
to 'Abdu'l-Baha, and another to Mirza
Asadu'llah, but the letter did not come
to this country. I recei ved a letter from
Mirza Sohrab dated April 12th, saying
'Abdu'l-Baha seemed inclined to stay at
an apartment, coming to our house each
day for meetings and appointments,
and he enclosed a Tablet from
'Abdu'I-Baha, kind and lovely, but
making no promises. I wrote again saying the house was all arranged for His
party, and reminded Him of His promise in Syria to stay with us. Through Dr.
Farid has come a Tablet from which I
quote: "The promise I made thee I will
certainly carry out. I will come to thy
city and to visit with thee. I will come
to thy house. Rest thou assured."
This was dated April 16th, and on
April 15th I had a long letter from Dr.
[Edward] Getsinger and a message in a

letter from him to Mrs. Boyle. Speaking of the food, and the hours for it
which 'Abdu'l-Baha is accustomed to, I
wrote to Dr. Getsinger that we had
rooms ready for all the party and thafit
was perfectly convenient to have the
food arranged at the hours mentioned;
but that if, after all I said, 'Abdu'I-Baha
preferred to go to the apartment I·
should know that He knew best. Meantime, Jeffrey! wrote Him a little note of
invitation. Then came a short note from
Dr. Getsinger, containing a kind message from 'Abdu'I-Baha ending with:
"Also tell her that my decisions will all
be made upon my arrival in Washington."
Today, April 19th, has come a telegram from the Master to Jeffrey, saying, "LETTER RECEIVED. GRATEFUL.
FOR YOUR SAKE, MYSELF AND TRANS-

(SIGNED)
Mirza Sohrab told me over the
telephone that he had also just had a
telegram saying they would leave
Saturday, 8 a.m., but not to let it be
generally known. 'Abdu'I-Baha had a
very appreciative reception in New
York. I cannot however write of the
meetings and interviews as I must begin
tomorrow to record the details of His
visit here.
LATOR COME YOUR HOUSE.
ABBAS."

Sunday, April 21, 1912
'Abdu'I-Baha, Dr. Farid, Dr. Getsinger, and two Persians, arrived in
Washington about one o'clock on Saturday, April 20th. Mrs. Hemmick sent
her motor, and I my carriage, to meet
the party. 'Abdu'I-Baha had asked that
the time of His arrival be kept quiet as
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He was anxious that no demonstration be made. He was met by
Mirza Sohnib, Mme. [Florence Breed]
Khan and her children, and immediately brought to our home. The
day before leaving New York, He had
interviewed two hundred and fifty people in the morning, besides speaking
before large audiences in the afternoon
and evening, and Dr. Farid thought it
would be wise for Him to rest as much
as possible before the meeting at which
He would speak in the evening. Consequently, He went to His room where He
rested before luncheon and again immediately afterward, while Dr. Farfd
and I went to a reception at Rauscher's.
When we returned, 'Abdu'I-Baha, Dr.
Farid, and Mr. [Charles Mason] Remey
went for a short drive.
While we were at dinner, Mrs.
[Helen S.] Goodall and Mrs. [Ella G.]
Cooper arrived to see 'Abdu'I-Baha by
appointment, which detained us. The
meeting was held at the Carnegie Library. When we reached the hall we saw
that every inch of standing space was
occupied. A path had to be made along
the halls and stairs for our party and I
noticed that there were several who
reached out to touch His garment.
There were present five reporters, taking account of the proceedings.
'Abdu'I-Baha made His address
which Dr. Farid translated into beautiful English. He spoke mainly of peace
and arbitration. The people were asked
to stand while He gave His blessing in
Persian-this was not translated. There
was great insistence on the part of many
in the audience to meet Him, but this
had to be refused as He needed rest.
When
we
reached
home,
'Abdu'I-Baha's evening meal was
served to Him in the morning room and
we talked for some time. I asked about
Mr. (F.D.) Millet who was recently lost
in the Titanic disaster, telling
'Abdu'I-Baha that he had been very
dearly beloved. Mr. Millet was an artist
whose person and whose work had
been appreciated in both Europe and
America. 'Abdu'I-Baha's answer was:
"Where one has been devoted to his
work in life-art, or whatever it may
be-it is regarded as worship and he is
undoubtedly surrounded by the mercy
of God." He also said: "If one does you
a service and at some other time a
wrong, overlook the one for the
other-think only of the good."
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I told him
that from having
thought that
Muhammad was an
imposter I now knew
Him to be one of
the Prophets of God.
'Abdu'I-Baha has His meals as follows: 7 a.m., Tea and bread; I :30 p.m.,
Dines with the family; 4 p. m., Tea;
7:30 p.m., Sits with the family at dinner, but partakes of no food Himself; 10
p.m., Simple meal. While sitting with
the family last night at the dinner hour,
He looked over many cablegrams
mainly from foreign and far-off places,
congratulating America on having the
honor of His presence.
On Sunday morning 'Abdu'I-Baha
had interviews with Mrs. Sexton,
Mrs. Noyes, and others. I was present
with Mrs. Noyes. She asked many interesting questions concerning rhythm.
The time between half-past nine and
ten 'Abdu'I-Baha spent with Jeffrey,
looking at his toys, books, and pictures. Afterward they went on the roof
garden together. At eleven o'clock
'Abdu'I-Baha in company with some of
the Persians of His party walked to the
station hall on Connecticut Avenue,
where He gave a beautiful address,
after which He came down the aisle
greeting the people. The children were
brought forward and put into His arms.
The blessing, given in Persian, was not
translated. I took Jeffrey Boy to the
service with me-he remained until
after the address was made.
'Abdu'l-Baha, Dr. Farid, and Dr. Getsinger drove for an hour after the meeting, then went to Mrs. Hemmick's to
luncheon. Mrs. Seth Ackley and Mr.
[Oscar W.] Underwood were present.
I was eager for 'Abdu'I-Baha to see
Mrs. Noyes dance, in order that He
might say whether, from the ethical
standpoint, there was any value in her
work. Before leaving in the morning
He very indulgently promised Mrs.
Noyes to see her dance at 3 o'clock, if

she would return at that hour, adding,
as though He were very much amused:
"I've done almost everything, but I've
never watched dancing." After seeing
Mrs. Noyes dance, He said it was very
good and blessed her work.
At 4 o'clock, 'Abdu'l-Baha,
Dr. Farid and I went to the Universalist Church, of which Dr. Van
Schaick is pastor. We found him standing on the pavement, waiting to receive
'Abdu'I-Baha, Whom he conducted
through a side door to the chancel. Dr.
Van Schaick said that because of the
many engagements of the great Teacher
of the East, the order of the service
would be changed-that 'Abdu'I-Baha
would first address the audience and
then leave. Dr. Van Schaick made an
address of welcome to which
'Abdu'l-Baha responded; then He gave
a beautiful· address-the theme
unity-which was quickly and most
satisfactorily interpreted by Dr. Farid.
A prayer in Persian by the Master followed. When I supposed that
'Abdu'l-Baha would be free to leave
and go home for a little rest, Dr. Van
Schaick made such a strong appeal
from the people to shake hands that the
request was granted. It was quite a long
time before we were able to return. But
instead of finding an opportunity for a
quiet rest, we found a group of people
awaiting 'Abdu'I-Baha in the little
room: Mirza AIi-Kuli Khan, Mme.
Khan and the two oldest children; Mrs.
[Frances] Breed and a young secretary
of the Persian Legation; Mrs. Severance and Mrs. Lane; also Mrs. Lane's
brother, who had been on the ship with
'Abdu'l-Baha, a friendship having
sprung up because of the children's
fondness for 'Abdu'l-Baha. He (Mrs.
Lane's brother) was quite surprised
when he reached Washington to find
that his sister had become interested in
the Baha'i Teachings.
.
Tea was served in the large room, a
circle being formed; 'Abdu'l-Baha, as it
were, at the head of the circle. After
this group left, 'Abdu'l-Baha returned
to the little room, where Dr. Farid read
to Him for half an hour. After this He
had an interview with Mr. Innes and
Mr. Cram, which had been previously
arranged.

'Abdu'I-Baha with the Turkish Ambassador, Diya Pasha.

It:

I came upstairs for a little rest and do
not know the later happenings. During
our dinner at 7:30 p.m., 'Abdu'l-Baha
sat and talked with us. I never dreamed
that 'Abdu'l-Baha would wish to add
another acti vity to this already full day.
Mr. Parsons suggested going one evening to the Library to see it lighted.
Realizing what a full day it had been,
He thought it might be wiser to appoint
another night. But 'Abdu'I-Baha said:
"So, let us go tonight."
We first went up in the elevator to the
rotunda, looking down into the reading
room. Two of the bronze figures were
examined, when Mr. Parsons turned to
conduct the party to another part of the
Library. When it was told 'Abdu'I-Baha
that Mr. Parsons would like to show
Him over some other part of the building, He replied: "When one undertakes
to see a thing, one should see it
thoroughly," and continued around the
rotunda until He had looked carefully
at, and asked the name of each bronze
figure. After doing this part of the Library we went with Mr. Parsons to his
division, and 'Abdu'I-Baha began to see
it as thoroughly as He had examined the
figures. We were soon told that very
soon the lights would be extinguished.
However, Mr. Greene, the Superintendent, whom we met shortly afterward,
gave the order that the lights were to
be kept on and no doors locked for the
present. 'Abdu'l-Baha was shown the
stacks, some of the machinery for taking up books, and also some Turkish
books. Before very long we had turned
homeward, where 'Abdu'I-Baha had
His evening meal upon arrival, and
very soon went to His room.

Monday, April 22nd, 1912:
Early Monday morning, the household was called together, when
'Abdu'I-Baha gave a short talk and His
blessing. He admonished each one to
TOP: The home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur

1. Parsons at the corner of 18th and
"R" Streets, N.W. in Washington,
D.C., where 'Abdu' l-Baha stayed from
April 21-28, 1912.
BOTTOM: Firstjioor room of the Parsons' house where it is believed
'Abdu'l-Baha greeted visitors and
made His talks. Washington Baha'i
used this room for the meeting held on
the 50th anniversary of H is visit to their
city.

be faithful and said He had prayed for
all. Afterward He gave each servant a
handmade silk handkerchief as a
souvenir.
'Abdu'I-Baha saw several people
before He went out for a drive. He
returned in time for luncheon. Before
He went for His drive He gave Jeffrey a
very handsome Persian inkwell. At
lunch He presented Mr. [Arthur J.J Parsons with a manuscript of Baha'u'llah. It contains very interesting
ill uminations. Jus t before or after
lunch (I cannot recall the exact time)

He had interviewed
250 people in
the morning, besides
speaking, before
large audiences,
in the afternooon
and evening.
'Abdu'I-Baha handed me a pair of
glasses, asking to try them on. I
was obliged to tell Him they did
not suit. 'Abdu'I-Baha then gave
them to Mr. Parsons, who accepted.
'Abdu'I-Baha took out another pair,
asking me to try them. They did not
seem to help the eyes, so I gave
them back to Him; but He put them in
the case and handed them to me. Of
course, I shall keep and try them again.
After lunch 'Abdu'I-Baha rested until
four, when He had interviews for three
quarters of an hour. At four forty-five
He went into the large room to meet and
talk to the great number who had assembled to see Him. This talk was
along the general lines of the former
addresses, but more fitted, I thought, to
deeper thinkers. He said religion is
one-imitations of religion, many.
Mrs. Richardson sat next to me. She
said: "Isn't He a dear?" "Oh, is it over?
I'm coming again tomorrow."
The people lingered a long time after
the talk. The Persians who were present
went into the little room with
'Abdu'I-Baha, where tea was served,
and they probably discussed business
matters for a while. Certain people
were taken into the little room to meet

'Abdu'I-Baha. I presented Mrs. Randolph and Miss Eliza Hay. Both, He
greeted wannly; also Dr. Chase, Miss
Maude Davidge, Miss Janet kichards,
and Mrs. Ramsay. The two latter asked
questions, receiving answers just according to their needs. I also presented
Miss A.E. Marsland, and arrangements
were made for Mrs. Randolph to play
for 'Abdu'I-Baha in the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Lane, two children,
and a maid came by appointment at 6
o'clock. They were shown into the library and kept waiting for some time
owing to a mistake on Dr. Farid's part.
'Abdu'I-Baha finally went to them and
they had a most interesting conversation on the subject of economics-the
great needs of capitalists to study and
improve the conditions of laborers, or
face serious results; the hann of strikes
or of gaining things by force that should
be settled amicably. Late in the afternoon 'Abdu'I-Baha walked.
A Persian dinner cooked by Mirza
Sohnib was served by 'Abdu'I-Baha at
about 8 o'clock. The appointed hour
was 7:30 p.m., but they say a Persian
dinner is never on time. 'Abdu'I-Baha
walked around and talked while the
others ate. There were present Siyyid
Asadu'lhlh-i-Quml, MIrza Ma~mud,
Ali-Kuli Khan and secretary, Or.
Farid,Dr.Getsinger, Mirza Sohrab, Mr.
Remey, and Mr. [Joseph H.J Hannen.
After dinner 'Abdu'l-Baha dictated
answers to cablegrams that have recently come on account of the Feast of
Riqvan. I asked if these cablegrams
were to be destroyed, "Would you like
to have them?" He asked. I told Him I
would and Dr. Farid has promised to
translate them.
Mr. Parsons had his Persian costume
brought down. It was much admired.
One of the Persians who examined it
said the embroidery was very beautiful
and at least three to four hundred years
old.
(Interpolated note about the glasses:
They were first gi ven to Jeffrey, I think,
and when he said they did not suit him
they were given to me. After trying
them I also said they did not suit me,
but He replied, "They will suit you." I
do find them very soothing and intend
to use for reading constantly.)
Mrs. Randolph came at about ten
o'clock to play for 'Abdu'I-Baha. The
party went into the large room, but
'Abdu'I-Baha went into the little room,
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where His dinner was served. He preferred hearing the music at a distance.
Juliet Thompson, who had telephoned
me of her arrival, came in and
'Abdu'I-Baha invited her to sit with
Him. "Eat, eat!" He said. So a plate
was brought and she shared the meal
with Him. 'Abdu'I-Baha said Mrs.
Randolph's music was very good, then
jokingly said: .. Ask Dr. Getsinger to
sing now-he sings like a canary."
Dr. Randolph came for Mrs. Randolph. 'Abdu'I-Baha asked that he sit
by Him and He spoke of the healing
power of music in the belief of the ancient Persians--certain airs were supposed to be healing to tuberculosis in its
early stages.
Also, the subject of Charles Rann
Kennedy's play, The Terrible Meek,
was commented upon. Mr. Kennedy
had persuaded 'Abdu'I-Baha to see the
play in New York. 'Abdu'l-Baha said
"If, instead of making it sensational, he
had taken certain incidents in the life of
Christ, the play would have had great
value!" Then 'Abdu'I-Baha touched on
the salient points in the life of Christ in
a most wonderful manner.
During the evening Mr. Parsons
asked me to put on the Persian costume
and show it to 'Abdu'I-Baha. As I came
into the room, He laughed and shouted:
"Mrs. Hemmick!" The costume had
many bright colors.
Tuesday, April 23, 1912
On Tuesday, after seeing several
people in the morning, 'Abdu'I-Baha
and Dr. Farid went for a short drive,
stopped at Mr. and Mrs. Hannen's, and
afterward went to Howard University,
where 'Abdu'I-Baha made an address
before a large audience of professors
and students. He dwelt largely upon the
need for love and unity between the
white and black races and spoke of the
gratitude which the colored people
should feel for the white, because
through them came not only freedom
for their race, but the beginning of freedom for all slaves. He also told them
that through education the difference
between the two races would be lessened.
From Howard University 'Abdu'lBaha and Dr. Fand were taken to Mme.
Khan's, where I also was at lunch
with the party. There were nineteen
present besides 'Abdu'I-Baha. These are
the names that I recall: Mfrza Ali-Kuli

Khan, Mme. Khan, two children,
Mrs. Breed, Mrs. Severance, Mrs.
Goodall, Mrs. Cooper, Miss A. Dow,
Dr. Getsinger, Dr. Farfd, Mirza
Sohrab, Miss Juliet Thompson, Mr.
Louis Gregory, Mr. Remey and my-

"I've done
almost everything,
but I've never
watched dancing."
self. A Persian meal was served. The
flowers were lovely, rose lea ves ha ving
been strewn over the table. There was
some delay in the luncheon, as
'Abdu'I-Baha saw fit to change the
places of some of the guests.
'Abdu'I-Baha insisted that I have the
arm chair that had been set at the table
for Him and so I was next to Him, Mrs.
Severance next to me. On the other side
of 'Abdu'I-Baha sat Mrs. Goodall,
Mrs. Breed and Miss Juliet
Thompson-the other seats Mme.
Khan arranged. After luncheon
'Abdu'I-Baha spoke to a group of people in an upper room; later, to 30 or 40
who had assembled in another room to
hear an address.
The Turkish ambassador [Diya
pa!!.!:!a], who had previously met
'Abdu'I-Baha, was present. He had a
talk with 'Abdu'I-Baha, came into the
long room to hear His address, and said
to someone: "I want to go to the home
where He is going to speak next." So he
came to my house and afterwards invited 'Abdu'I-Baha, Dr. Farid, Mrs.
Parsons, and myself to dine on Thursday evening.
The young Turkish secretary was
speaking very appreciatively of
'Abdu'I-Baha, when I had the opportunity of commenting on the breadth of
the Teachings-I told him that from
having thought that Mu~ammad was an
imposter I now knew Him to be one of
the Prophets of God. He replied that the
Muhammadans were much more liberal'than the Christians, inasmuch as
they have accepted Christ as a Prophet,
whereas the Christians did not accept

we returned to this home, where we
found the place thronged. There were
probably 250 people present, many
standing. 'Abdu'I-Baha spoke about the
Titanic disaster. When He finished. He
said, "I am very tired! Next time I will
do better." After the talk. He went into
the little room where He saw several
people, then for a drive with Mrs.
Hemmick. The Turkish Ambassador
also drove with them, being so interested in the conversation. When
'Abdu'I-Baha returned He went into the
morning room where Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Belmont, Miss Juliet Thompson,
and two Persians were assembled. Tea
was served and 'Abdu'l-Baha honored
me by giving me tea which had been
specially prepared for Him. Very soon
afterward the Persians left and we succeeded in getting 'Abdu'I-Baha into His
room for a rest, before going to the
colored church, where He was to make
an address in the evening. He was not
with us, as usual, during the dinner
hour.
After dinner, 'Abdu'I-Baha went
with Mirza Ali-Kuli Khan to fultlll the
engagement at the Metropolitan
Church. When He returned, we sat with
Him while He had His evening meal.
talking along general lines. Mr. Parsons and Dr. Farid had chocolate.
'Abdu'I-Baha had invited me to sit next
to Him on the sofa. As 'Abdu'I-Baha
started off to bed Mr. Parsons assisted
Him up the stairs, and I heard Him say
lovingly to Mr. Parsons, "My son, My
son." (Someone told 'Abdu'l-Baha
that this was Royall's [Parsons' eldest
son] birthday. "Why was I not told
before. that I might have prayed for him
at dawn," He said.)
Wednesday, April 24, 1912
Wednesday morning was given
mostly to private interviews. A drive to
Arlington had been arranged by Dr.
Farfd. At noon, just before we left the
house, I said to 'Abdu'I-Baha, "May I
have a few of your roses and may I
choose them?" 1 intended to take the
least beautiful ones. 'Abdu'I-Baha
made the choice Himself, taking them
out one by one, saying "I will carry
them." While we were waiting for the

Mu~ammad.

TOP: A second floor room of the Parsons' house.
BOTTOM: The library of the Parsons'
home, also on the second floor.

Admiral [Robert] Peary was also
present. I heard 'Abdu'I-Baha compliment him on having reached a point
very far to the North. From the Khan's

)
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carriage, 'Abdu'l-Baha, Dr. Farid, Mr.
Remey and I walked up 18th Street
nearly to "T". 'Abdu'l-Baha observed
an electric motor on the other side of the
street, stopped, remarked about it, and
asked the price. As none of us possessed one, it was very amusing to hear
how we groped around for the price.
Finally Mr. Remey said he thought that
they could be bought from $800 upward to $2,000 and promised to get a
price list for 'Abdu'l-Baha. We then
walked on and as we turned back saw
the carriage approaching. When we
reached Arlington, we got out at the
house and went through some of the
rooms. Afterward we sat outside,
'Abdu'l-Baha enjoying the softness and
freshness of the air, which was laden
with the odor of flowers; admiring the
view in the distance, with the domes of
the Capitol and Library showing up
conspicuously. After this . . . we
walked down to the tombs. On the way,
as I passed the monument of General
King, I said, "This is where my
Father's best friend is buried."
'Abdu'l-Baha took out a white rose and
placed it on the monument. When we
reached the graves of my Father and
Mother, He divided the roses, placing
them in the receptacles for flowers,
then chanted a Tablet-a large portion
of which Dr. Farid took down. On our
way back to the carriage I said I feared I
had made my Mother unhappy by trying to keep my thoughts from her after
she had passed away. She had had such
an overwhelming affection for me
while she was here, that I felt then that
unless I did this, the constant thinking
on my part might hold her here, which I
wanted to avoid. 'Abdu'l-Baha said I
had done right not to sorrow, that the
spirit of another rejoices in the joy of
the loved one, and that it is very wrong
to allow ourselves to grieve for those
who have passed away. "If friends go
to Ii ve in another city they do not like to
hear that their friends are lamenting."
When we returned from Arlington
we had luncheon and almost immediately afterward went to the studio
to a children's meeting. 'Abdu'l-Baha
asked me to sit next to Him. Jeffrey

TOP: The staircase leading to the front
door of the Parsons' house.
BOTTOM: An office on the secondfloor
of the Parsons' home.

followed. As there were no extra
chairs, Jeffrey sat on my lap for a
while, then stood. All the children
came up--'Abdu'l-Baha took them in
his arms, patted them on the head,
asked their names, and kissed each one.
I said to Jeffrey, "You go too." "I live
in the house with Him," was Jeffrey's
reply. "You would like to do what the
others are doing, would you not?" So
when a pause came, Jeffrey went forward and 'Abdu'l-Baha embraced him.
"It is like Jesus and the little children,"
Jeffrey said to me. "The expressions on
the children's faces were very lovely."
After 'Abdu'l-Baha had greeted the
children individually, He made a short

He called the
skyscrapers "the
minarets of the
Western world's
commerce and
industry. "
address to the mothers, telling them
that they had a great work to prepare the
children for their life's work. When
driving home, 'Abdu'l-Baha said to Jeffrey, "They were all beautiful
children-they are the soldiers and you
are the gerneral."
The people were all assembled in the
large room when we returned.
'Abdu'l-Baha paid a beautiful tribute to
the teachings of Christ. The people
showed great interest and as usual were
loath to go.
'Abdu'l-Baha went for a short drive
after the meeting. When He returned, I
was sent for to have tea, and again He
paid me the special attention of handing
me the cup of tea that was prepared for
Him. At luncheon we had as guests
Mrs. Belmont and the (Leone) Barnitz
"little girl"; at dinner Mrs. Belmont,
who remained for the night.. They are
both here anxious to do some service
for 'Abdu'l-Baha. Mr. Belmont ansers the telephone and the" little girl"
conducts the visitors to 'Abdu'l-Baha's
room for interviews, keeping a list of
the names.
In the evening 'Abdu'I-BaM went to
a meeting of colored and white people

at Mrs. Dyer's and later to Mr. Alexander Graham Bell's.
~hursday,

April 25th, 1912

Besides receiving the people for private interviews on Thursday morning,
'Abdu'l-Baha addressed a small group
of Theosophists in my large room. I had
invited them here to save 'Abdu'l-Baha
having to go out so much. The
Theosophists had asked Him to speak
to them.
Mr. and Mrs. [Charles] Haney and
the baby [Paul] drove with 'Abdu'lBaha in the morning. At the children's meetings the baby had screamed
when he saw' Abdu'l-Baha and I
thought at the time I heard of it that the
child had probably been overwhelmed
by seeing a greater spirituality in
'Abdu'l-Baha than many saw. Before
they went to drive I had advanced this
theory in speaking to Mr. and Mrs.
Haney, for she had shown such distress
in her face when it occurred. I believe
Mr. Haney agreed with me. He said:
"Three months before the child was
born we were in Acca:' Afterward,
when 'Abdu'l-Baha returned from the
drive, I said to Him: "How was it with
the baby?" "Everything quite right,"
was His reply. I told Him I thought the
baby had been conscious of more than
we were. 'Abdu'l-Baha's answer was:
"You have much insight."
Dr. Farid gave me an hour to dispose
of. I got a message to Miss Hay, who
had a short interview, and afterward
'Abdu'l-Baha spoke very beautifully of
the Teachings to Miss Ernelyn Bailey,
Mrs. Wells, Miss Anne Wells, and
Miss Larkin of England.
After luncheon there were interviews. At a quarter to five came the
meeting in the large room, which was
thoroughly filled. In 'Abdu'l-Baha's
talk, He explained some of the principles in the Teachings of Baha'u'llah,
which will be continued in the address
today (Friday). After the meeting He
went out in the motor with Mrs. EIenis
and during the afternoon saw people at
Mrs. Hemmick's and Mme. Khan's.
Mr. Parsons and I stopped at Mme.
Khan's for 'Abdu'l-Baha on our way to
dine at the Turkish Embassy. At the
dinner, besides 'Abdu'l-Baha, were the
Ambassador, his son, son's wife,
daughter, Mirza and Mme. Khan, Dr
and Mrs. Williams, Dr. Farid, the two
visiting Persians, the Persian secretary,
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Mr. Parsons, and myself. 'Abdu'I-Baha
was seated opposite the Ambassador.
Mme. Khan was to 'Abdu'I-Baha's
right, and the Ambassador's daughter
to His left. I. was to the right of the
Ambassador, Mrs. Williams to the left.
The Ambassador had much conversation with 'Abdu'I-Baha in Turkish. The
latter part of the dinner, the Turkish
Ambassador drew out from his pocket a
paper on which was written some sentiments in praise of 'Abdu'I-Baha.
'Abdu'I-Baha was not outdone, for He
likened the Ambassador to the sun. I
hope to get the translations. The
Ambassador's nephew and some members of the Embassy came in after dinner.
'Abdu'I-Baha and the Ambassador
remained in the room where the men
had smoked until Dr. Farid joined
them, suggesting to 'Abdu'I-Baha that
it was time to leave-so I imagined, as
He very soon went down and we followed. 'Abdu'I-Baha gave me a small
package to keep for Him for the present.

Friday, April 26th, 1912
On Friday morning I dressed early
hoping to get over to the Unitarian
church to hear 'Abdu'I-Baha speak to
the Women's Alliance, but it was quite
over when I reached there, and
'Abdu'I-Baha was on His way home. I
found Dr. Farid and Mirza Sohrab at
the church-they said the address had
been much appreciated. I do not recall
the subject. I took the carriage on Massachusetts A venue and was brought
home-asked 'Abdu'I-Baha if He
would drive, but He said He preferred
to walk. Mirza Ma~mud was standing
at the door. I asked if he were going
with 'Abdu'I-Baha. "I have not been
told to do so," was his reply.
'Abdu'I-Baha went out alone.
Before the luncheon hour a message
came from Mrs. John J. White, making
the request of 'Abdu'I-Baha to speak to
a few people at her home. He again
preferred to walk. The Turkish Ambassador was to be with us at luncheon, as
well as Nina Hopkins. As 'Abdu'I-Baha
did not return by half past one our luncheon was late: It was about two when
we sat down to the table. Miss Hopkins
spoke French to the Ambassador and
again, as on the night before,
'Abdu'I-Baha and the Ambassador
talked a great deal in Turkish. At one
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'A bd u' 1-B aha
replied: "If each
one tried to do his
duty there would
be no labor
question. "
time when they were speaking and
seemed amused, I said in a low voice to
Dr. Farid, "I think we should hear what
that was." His reply was, "I have not
been told to translate it." It was quite
late before the Ambassador left, after
which there were interviews, and at a
quarter to five, the meeting in the large
room. It was filled with people, eager to
hear His last talk at my home. His subject was the human and divine Spirit in
man. He made a little farewell talk also,
expressing his gratitude and happiness,
and added and admonition to all who
had heard the spiritual Teachings to endeavor to gain something from them.
Before dinner I was given a private
interview with 'Abdu'I-Baha, when we
spoke of Mr. Parsons and Jeffrey.
'Abdu'I-Baha rested during the dinner hour. Knowing that Dr. Farid had
had such full days and so much responsibility, I suggested that he also rest,
which he was glad to do. But he did not
allow himself to fall asleep, fearing that
he would not awaken in time. I was
sorry I had not thought to tell him that I
would see that he was aroused at the
proper time. He had food with
'Abdu'I-Baha when we returned in the
evening. At a quarter to nine we left for
Continental Hall, where 'Abdu'I-Baha
was to speak. We stayed in a very confortable room, until the early part of the
program was over. Mr. [Samuel]
Gompers [labor leader] was brought in
to meet 'Abdu'I-Baha. Among other
things, he said: "I try to do my duty."
'Abdu'I-Baha replied: "If each one tried
to do his duty there would be no labor
question." 'Abdu'I-Baha spoke of what
women had done and the great work
they would do in the future; the fact the
Conrinental Building had been so
beautifully planned and built by women
was an indication of what women could
do with the proper training. A large part

of the lower portion of the building was
filled, but the galleries were not. After
the speaking we went back to the same
room, where several people were introduced to 'Abdu'I-Baha. On our way we
met Mrs. Scott, the president of the
D.A.R's, and had a few words together.
When
we
returned
home,
'Abdu'I-Baha had His evening meal and
food was also served to the others. We
sat in the small room and had a very
interesting talk.

Saturday, April 27, 1912
Early Saturday morning 'Abdu'lBaha sent for me. I dressed and
got down in fifteen minutes. I found
Mrs. Belmont fitting His coat, which
she was making for Him. He said some
very sweet things about her and asked
me to look after her.
The night before I had seen Mrs.
Nourse at the Continental Hall and invited her to lunch on Saturday. Mr. Parsons had had a talk with Mrs. Cabot.
She was in Baltimore and left her phone
number with Mr. Parsons, so I called
her up and invited her to lunch also.
Mrs. Cabot had a lovely talk with
'Abdu'I-Baha. During luncheon
'Abdu'I-Baha talked of the proper
method of taxation. He said a great deal.
The following I remember clearly: that
if a man owned only one house and
land, the products of which supported
his family, he should not be taxed for
that; but if he owned a second house, a
certain rate should be levied on that. If a
third, a greater rate, etc. By this
method, a man could not accumulate a
colossal fortune. We appealed to Dr.
Farid to put all that was said regarding
taxes into English for us. He said it
would be better for him to write it in
Persian, correct it and then translate it
into English.
Juliet Thompson came in for quite a
while on Saturday. Miss Gaith arrived
in the afternoon, expecting to spend the
night and attend the reception.
I went down at 9:30 p.m. and found
everything looking very lovely. I had
arranged for 'Abdu'I-Baha to sit on the
large sofa in the southeastern comer of
the library, but others took possession
of it. As I had to receive the guests, I
did not hear in detail the way in which
people were presented to Him. Several
told me of things that 'Abdu'I-Baha had
said to them. To General Greely He
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said: "I have often sympathized with
you in the experiences of hardship
which you had in your earlier years,"
showing that He knew the General's
history and adventures in the Arctic regions. To Admiral Wainwright: "You
are an admiral because you believe in
peace." Admiral Wainwright answered: .. My wife makes me do so!" I
found that Mrs. Sherman Miles had not
met Him and I told her I wanted to
present her to Him. He said something
very lovely about her: "You are a good
daughter and here is your good
mother." I said: .. She has a good
mother of her own." Just then Mrs.
Noble came up. I said: "This is her
mother." 'Abdu'I-Baha replied: "You
are very happy to have two mothers."
This was interesting, as I have had a
very unusual affection for Julee, although I have seen little of her.
Most of the people had gone away by
the time I went down to the music
room. We expected 'Abdu'I-Baha
would follow, but a little later, when
Dr. Farid went upstairs to see if He
would grant an interview to Mr.
Garfield, who had come in, he found
that 'Abdu'I-Baha had gone to bed.
The music seemed to be enjoyed and
seven persons spoke in complimentary
terms of the way things went off.

to call on the Turkish Ambassador. He
asked me to accompany Him, which I
did. The conversation was in Turkish.
The Ambassador's son, a very polite
young man, spoke English with me
until I said to him, "We can have a
conversation at another time. I do not
wish to deprive you of hearing what
'Abdu'I-Baha and your Father have to
say." So he listened, and all seemed
intensely interested.
Afterthis visit we drove to the White
Lot and then home to luncheon. There
were many private interviews in the
early part of the afternoon. Mr. and
Mrs. Carr and Dr. Chase had to wait
some time. 'Abdu'I-Baha had them
come to His own room and they were
greatly interested in His answers.
Dr. Farid and I were in the carriage

with 'Abdu'I-Baha on the way to the
station. We stopped at Mrs.
Hemmick's to say goodbye, but she
was out. Afterward, we drove to Mrs.
John J. White's. She was most happy
to have another word with
'Abdu'I-Baha before He left. The Turkish Ambassador and his son came to
the station to say goodbye, leaving before the train did, but the rest of the
party-Mirza and Mme. Khan, Mirza
Sohrab, Mr. Remey, Mrs. Belmont,
the "little girl" [Leone] and two or
three others, remained to see the
train go off. 'Abdu'I-Baha assured me
that He would be with us although He
was going to Chicago.
I. Jeffrey Parsons, younger son of Mr.
and Mrs. Parsons.

Sunday, April 28, 1912
Early Sunday morning Dr. Farid arranged for Mr. and Mrs. Karney Carr to
have an interview with 'Abdu'I-Baha at
2:30 p.m. They are both thoughtful,
spiritual people. Dr. Chase would
come with them as he had not been able
to see 'Abdu'I-Baha before.
Mr. Innes, who particularly asked
for another interview, was asked to
come at 9:30 a.m .. I telephoned Dr.
Farid, asking if I could be present at the
interview with Mr. Innes, if there were
no objections. Dr. Farid said there
would be no objections, so I sat at the
large table in the library and ate my
breakfast while the talk progressed.
Many interesting questions were asked
and answered. I remember distinctly
that 'Abdu'I-Baha said: " A man who
has been injured should not retaliate
-but that the law should carry out retribution. In its doing so there is not the
spirit of revenge, for this that the law
does is for the safety of the body politic. "
Sunday morning 'Abdu'I-Baha went
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Bahamas
air shuttle
International teaching teams spread Faith on islands
by Jean Bellows
t was January 26, 1974. As we
flew towards Freeport, Grand
Bahama Island, I wondered if
anyone else on board the plane was
aware that this was an anniversary. One
year ago this same weekend, on
January 25, 1973, the first flight ofOperation Airlift Bahamas had taken off
from Fort Lauderdale International
Airport and had landed one-half hour
and 50 air miles later-on Grand
Bahama Island.
The other eight passengers and the
pilot of our to seater twin-engine private plane were enthusiastically pointing out landmarks on the island,
stretching in a long emerald curve
below us. Oil storage tanks marked one
end of a long narrow road. "That's
Pinter's Point," someone said. "There
are many new Baha'is there." The
road, a narrow strip winding along the
gem-green of the subtropical island,
appeared to go from point" A" to point
"B" with no real purpose. Small
houses were placed along its length. No
visible line indicated where Pinter's
Point left off, and Lewis Yard, or Hunters, began.
For me the flight was a time for
reflection. When Operation Airlift
Bahamas began in 1973 there were
three Local Spiritual Assemblies in the
Bahama Islands, one in Nassau, the
capital, the others (none of which
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were functioning), on Grand Bahama
Island. Pioneers had been sent to Grand
Bahama Island to reactivate the Baha'i
communities there. The goals in the
Bahamas were an Integral part of the
Nine Year Plan, and had to be won.
The plane banked to the left, the port
wing dipping toward the sea. The
tourist posters describing the Caribbean
are no exaggeration. The dark shadows
of the reefs stand out boldly against the
white sandy sea bottom. With a little
imagination one can see ship wrecks
left from the days when the pirates occupied these islands. The sea is a clear
turquoise, and when the sun dances
off the waves and ripples the effect is
like sparkling diamonds.
My mind flashed back to that first trip
to Freeport, just one year ago. The Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, Spiritual Assembly had undertaken the task of coordinating a series of teaching trips to the
Bahamas under the guidance of the International Goals Committee of the
U.S. National Spiritual Assembly. The
goals were to reactivate the existing
Baha'i communities; to help the Local
Spiritual Assemblies on Grand Bahama
Island, and in Nassau; and to build additional Baha'i communities, and win
goals of the Nine Year Plan.
Ron Hauck, a Fort Lauderdale
Baha'i, owner and operator of an
aeromotive company, had offered the
Assembly the use of one of his charter

planes, if the friends would cover
gasoline and other incidental expenses,
such as landing and immigration fees.
It was the height of the winter season
in Florida, and Ron's planes were solidly booked by charter parties and
tourists. Each trip the teaching teams
took in one of his planes amounted to a
real sacrifice on his part. But without
the use of his planes the teaching trips
would have been too expensive to
make, and could not have been undertaken. A series of eight trips were
scheduled in 1973. A total of 63
Baha'is (20% of whom participated in
more than one trip) traveled to the islands, with three trips to Nassau and
five trips to Freeport between 25
January and 22 April. It was the first
teaching journey for many of these

TOP: Florida teaching team members
with friends at the home of Mrs. Williams in Hunter. Grand Bahamas Islands, during a recent teaching/
consolidation trip.
BOTTOM: One of the teams during a
March, 1973 trip to the Bahamas.
Standing in front of the Bahd'i Center
are (left to right): Ms. Jean Bellows,
Mr. John Hatcher, Ms. Linda Shaw,
Mrs. Sandi Bullock, with her baby,
Poova, Mr. Charles Bullock, Ms. Fern
McBride, Ms. Marcia Groen, Mr. Siggle Shaw, and Ms. Liz Venter.
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Baha'is.
The Bahamas, in the West Indies,
consist of a chain of 700 islands (30 of
them uninhabited), and 2,000 islets and
reefs extending 760 miles southwest
from Grand Bahama Island (the point
nearest to the U.S. A.). New Providence
Island, one of the smallest of the chain,
is the most important; it contains the
capital, Nassau. The rest of the archipelago is known collectively as the
Out Islands, and is at a more retarded
stage of development. The population
of Nassau is more worldly-wise than
that of the Out Islands. Nassau is the
most popular tourist resort, having
many glittering hotels, yacht basins and
expensive tourist shops.
The Baha'i community of Nassau is
mainly comprised of native Bahamians. Many can trace their ancestry
back to the American Revolutionary
period, when the Colonial Loyalists
under the very favorable terms extended by the British Crown, emigrated
from the newly-independent territories,
bringing with them their Negro slaves.
Reaching the Bahamian people with the
Baha'i Message was not difficult. The
fact that the teaching teams were not
tourists, that they visited the areas where
the people lived, removed from the
tourist routes, intrigued and impressed
them. Native Bahamians declared their
belief in Baha'u'llah on each occasion
when Baha'is sojourned in the islands.
The Baha'is of Nassau worked with
us at all times, street teaching, often
leading the teaching and the deepening
work, and guiding us through their Assembly decisions. Karen and Bob
Leonard and their daughters, pioneers
to Nassau, provided welcome hospitality, transportation, love and constant
assistance.
Of course, the Bahamians living on
all of the islands share the same heritage. The Baha'i communities on Grand
Bahama Island, however, are largely
made up of Haitians, emigrants from
their own island country. The Haitians,
away from their native soil, "outsiders" amongst the Bahamians, speaking
Creole and French, with very little English, accept the Faith readily, and
begin to teach their friends immediately.
Describing a typical teaching situation in Freeport will more dramatically
demonstrate the challenge of teaching
in the Islands, and the power of the
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LEFT: Mrs. Sandi Bullock with
Charles Thompson and his daughter.
RIGHT: Teaching team members and
Bahamian Bahd'i friends cluster
around Charles Thompson's automobile during the 1974 visit.
Holy Spirit when the friends are sincere
in their approach.
It was one Friday in March, during
our third trip to Freeport. Some of the
Freeport friends, and Charles and Sandi
Bullock, the pioneers who lived at the
Baha'i Center, met our plane. By this
time the immigration and customs men
knew us well, and let us pass very
quickly. They knew that our cameras,
guitars, slide projectors, sleeping bags
and teaching books, would not be given
as gifts, but would go back with us on
the Sunday return flight. The officials,
usually stem in their demeanor, joked
with the Baha'is. They let us pass without questioning. Our identification
cards were officially stamped, "No
Gainful Occupation Permitted," a provision which makes it impossible for
pioneers to be self-supporting in the
Bahamas.
Charles and Sandi had an old beat-up
car, which had been donated to the
Faith. Gasping and wheezing, it managed to get us to the Baha'i Center. Our
first activity upon arrival was to meet
with the pioneers, who explained the
plans for the weekend. [During the first
visits these guidelines came from the
pioneers, and from the Local Assembly
of Fort Lauderdale. But as our teaching
progressed with many visits, the
Freeport Spiritual Assembly began to
meet, and we were soon working under
its instructions.] The local believers
then began to arrive, bringing their
children. After the evening meal, teams
were sent out to work in 5 different
towns. The people in Williamstown are
all Bahamian, so an English-speaking
team was assigned there. The other
teams each had at least one Frenchspeaking believer.
During the day the teams would seek
out the believers, offering them
deepening on the spot on a one-to-one
basis, making friends, accepting new
declarations, and giving out invitations
to the evening meetings. The teams
would return to the Center for dinner,
sharing marvelous native dishes served
with macaroni and cheese. Afterwards
they would again split up for the meet-

ings in the goal areas.
This partic ular Saturday
sented a Local Assembly ~elmlllarl
Freeport. Many of the friends
there. The old car had served well
shuttle bringing Baha'is from all
areas. We presented deepening
als, using flip charts in French and
glish; those who understood
Creole had everything translated
them. A trial Assembly meeting
held, the "members" having
asked to resol ve a hypothetical
that was meaningful to their
After they worked their way
the steps of deciding the problem,
certaining the facts and determining
spiritual principles that pertained to
facts-we listened from the "''''''''-''1,
they began their consultation. For
the situation was real. There was
question of their unity and
Many talked while others were
We heard the chairman recognize
of the friends, the newest Baha'i,
spoke no English, and understood
a little French. Slowly and
began to talk for the first time that
His understanding and depth was of
spirit, and through his statement
meeting ended with a unanimous
sion.
Our next trip to Freeport l\.lILlU."
pre-election seminar. The Center
crowded. During the period of the
elections, the friends prayed,
tated, and carefully looked over
election list, which contained
u·
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names of fruits and vegetables. Some,
like Mrs. Williams, couldn't read or
write. As we helped her mark her ballot, she whispered that she thought it
was very smart that the trial voting was
for fruits and vegetables. "Otherwise,"
she said, "if we voted for each other
now, there would be prejudice when we
get to voting on the real day."
At Ric!van, 1973, the Freeport
Spiritual Assembly was re-elected,
along with the Spiritual Assemblies of
Nassau and Williamstown. Hunters
and Lewis Yard had new Assemblies.
The goals of the Nine Year Plan had
been met. The Freeport Assembly had
become strengthened, and later in the
summer, with the help of the Assembly
of Fort Lauderdale, had reached out to
the neighboring island of Abaco.
Through continued teaChing trips during the summer months many staunch
new believers were found in the villages of Crown Haven and Fox Town.
My thoughts crowded back to the
present moment, as we prepared to land
once more in Freeport. What had happened in the intervening months? Why
were we going back to Freeport to start
nearly all over again? What had happened to the Assembly of Freeport?
Our plane was landed. We were once
again in famiIiarterritory. But our arrival this trip was different. There was no
one there to meet us; the faces of the
customs officials were unfamiliar;
Charles and Sandi had long since left
the island, there being no work for

non-Bahamians.
We hired a couple of taxis and made
our way to the Center. No one was there
and the door was locked. The old car sat
parked forlornly in front of the door. A
few of the friends set out on foot for
Trish Newton's house to find the key,
while the rest of us searched about and
found the back door open. We'd
brought our own food with us from
Florida; soon lentils and Spam were
bubbling on the stove.
After dinner we prayed. The car
wouldn't go. Perhaps w~ could pool our
resources and rent a car? That would be
a last resort. We prayed some more.
We had to visit all the believers that
weekend.
Charles and Sylvia Thompson are
Baha'is from Lewis Yard. Charles, an
excellent mechanic, has an old roadworn car, a melange of makeshift parts
that can reliably carry 8 or 9 people. I
don't think any of us were thinking
about Charles when he pulled up to the
door of the Center that night. I know he
was certainly surprised to see us! He
had stopped by to check the Center and
answered our prayers!
Charles and Sylvia worked with us
the entire weekend, taking us to all the
teaching areas. Their little girls went
out with the teams, helping them find
the friends, many of whom had moved.
Everywhere we went we found familiar
faces, faces that lit up when they saw
us, faces of our brothers and sisters, our
family! Happy to see us! Welcoming

us!
Antoine Imbert is a tailor in Pinters.
He often let us sit and rest in his tailor
shop, and always listened as we told the
story of the Faith to his friends, who
joined us on the long wooden benches.
Antoine's smile when he saw us enter
his shop is a memory to last a lifetime.
"It's you!" he exclaimed. "I asked
about you . . . I thought you might
never come back!" And then, later, "I
am a Baha'f now, too!" His hands are
always busy, sewing, pinning, pressing. His noble face is always smiling;
there is a depth and a stillness to him.
His decision to become a Baha'i was
reached after long thought and our
many visits to his shop. Antoine helped
us. That night, after his working day
was finished, he found all the friends
that we had missed, and told them we
were there.
The next day, Sunday, our meeting
began in one of the yards near
Antoine's shop. Chairs were brought
from open doorways. We began the
meeting with four people. Soon there
were fifteen. We sang, we prayed, and
we talked about forming a Spiritual Assembly of Pinter's Point. Three new
friends became Bahli'is that day. All
the
friends
learned
to
say
" Allah-u-Abha!"
The team that worked in Williamstown had difficulty finding the Baha'is.
An Assembly had been elected there
also. Papa G., an old Baha'i in Williamstown, told us, "If a man starts a
job he shouldn't leave until it is all
done, otherwise it will fall down." But
we always have to leave.
We were late for our plane that Sunday. After many months away from
Grand Bahama Island, all the communities had been reactivated in one
weekend. Plans were set in motion to
hold a by-election to replace the
members of the Spiritual Assembly of
Freeport who had had to leave the island when the Bahamas achieved independence in July. All were told of our
next trip, scheduled for February. The
goal of the next trip would be to conduct an institute and begin training
teachers amongst the believers.
And so, Operation Airlift Bahamas
continues, with teaching trips still
scheduled for all three of the islands.
Gradually, slowly, the work will be
done. We live on faith, and we know it
will be done. The signs are there.
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Childs
Way

A bi-monthly magazine for Bahn children, with articles, stories, puzzles, and games that
introduce children to the treasures of their Faith--and helps to prepare them to become active
and deepened members of the Baha'i world family. Child's Way can give ideal assistance to
parents in providing Baha'i instruction to their children. Try us for a year. Six issues for $4.50;
$5.00 outside the United States. Send orders with payment to Child's Way, 415 Linden Ave.,
Wilmette, Ill., 60091.
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Five Year Plan released
To the Baha'is of the World
Dearly-loved Friends,
A span of eighteen years separates us
from the centenary of Baha'u'lIoo's Ascension and the unveiling of His Almighty Covenant. The fortunes of humanity in that period no man can
foretell. We can, however, confidentiy
predict that the Cause of God, impelled
by the mighty forces of life within it,
must go on from strength to str\!ngth,
increasing in size and developing
greater and greater powers for the
accomplishment of God's purpose on
earth.
The abundant evidences of Divine
confirmation which have rewarded the
strenuous and dedicated efforts of the
Baha'i community during the past decade are apparent throughout the earth
and give incontrovertible assurance of
its capacity to win the good pleasure of
Baha'u'llah and answer every call made
upon it in His service.
The Five Year Plan to which this
community is now summoned is the
opening campaign of these critical
years. It is the third global plan embarked upon by the Army of Light in its
implementation of 'Abdu'I-Baha's Divine Plan, that world-encompassing
programme disclosed in His perspicuous Tablets and described by the
Guardian of the Cause of God as the
Charter for the propagation of the Faith
throughout the world. It was the Guardian himself, the beloved "sign of
God", who, through his exposition and
interpretation of the Revelation,
through his discipline and education of

the Baha'i community and through a
series of national plans assigned to the
various units of that community, forged
the Administrative Order of the Faith
and made it an instrument for the carrying out of this great Charter, and he
himself designed and launched the first
global plan, the unique, brilliant and
spiritually glorious Ten Year Crusade.
The victories of that crusade implanted
the banner of Baha'u'llah throughout
the planet and the following Nine Year
Plan reinforced and extended the bastions of the Faith and raised the number
of National Spiritual Assemblies-the
supporting pillars of the Universal
House of Justice-to one hundred and
thirteen, a number increased to one
hundred and fifteen by the formation at
this Ri<!van of the National Spiritual
Assemblies of Hong Kong and South
East Arabia.
This Five Year Plan has three major
objectives: preservation and consolidation of the victories won; a vast and
widespread expansion of the Baha'i
community; development of the distinctive character of Baha'i life particularly in the local communities. The
achievement of these overall aims requires the accomplishment of particular
tasks at the World Centre of the Faith,
and by national and local communities.
At the World Centre work will continue on the collation and classification
of the Sacred Texts; authorized translations of three compilations of Scripture
will be made and published, namely,
Tablets of Baha'u'llah revealed after
the Kitab-i-Aqdas, prayers and extracts
from the Writings of the Bab, greatly

augmenting the fragments of His Utterance now availabll! in the West, and of
the Master's works comprising a wide
selection from the vast range of subjects illumined by His Divine wisdom;
construction will begin on the building
on Mount Carmel to serve as the seat of
the Universal House of Justice and it is
hoped to complete it during the Five
Year Plan; further extension and
beautification of the gardens and lands
surrounding the Holy Places will take
place; strengthening of the relationship
between the Baha'i International
Community and the United Nations
will continue; and efforts will be constantly made to protect the Faith from
persecution and to free it from the restraints imposed by religious orthodoxy.
In the international sphere the erection of two Mashriqu'l-Adhkars-one
in India and one in Samoa-will be
initiated; eight International Teaching
Conferences will be held during the
middle part of the Five Year Plan; two
for the Arctic, one in Anchorage and
one in Helsinki during July 1976, one
in Paris in August 1976, one in Nairobi
in October 1976, one in Hong Kong in
November 1976, one in Auckland and
one in Bahia, Brazil in January 1977
and one in Merida, Mexico in February
1977.
Sixteen new National Spiritual Assemblies will be formed, namely the
National Spiritual Assemblies of the
Bahamas, Burundi, Cyprus, the French
Antilles, Greece, Jordan, Mali,
Mauritania, the New Hebrides, Niger,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia,

Surinam and French Guiana, Togo, and
Plan, must be directed and lavishly
Upper
Volta;
their
national
spent for the proclamation, teaching,
Ba~'ratu'I-Quds, Temple sites and enand consolidation of the Cause.
dowments must be acquired; the disSpiritual Assemblies are urged to prosemination of news and messages, so
vide consultation and the offer of guidvital to the knowledge, encouragement
ance to Baha'i youth who seek to plan
and unity of the Baha'i community,
their lives in such a way as to be of
must be made efficient and rapid, and
utmost service to the Cause of God.
in anticipation of a vast expansion in
The education of children in the
the number of believers, of Local
teachings of the Faith must be regarded
Spiritual Assemblies and of localities
as an essential obligation of every
where Baha'is reside a coordinated
Baha'i parent, every local and national
programme of translating and publishcommunity and it must become a
ing Baha', literature with the eventual
firmly-established Baha', activity duraim of providing the Sacred Text and
ing the course of this Plan. It should
the teachings of the Faith to all mankind
include moral instruction by word and
example and active participation by
is to be developed-a programme
which will include the founding of six
children in Baha'i community life.
Baha'i Publishing Trusts and the conThis Five Year Plan must witness the
tinued subvention of Baha'i literature,
development in the world-wide Baha'i
409 inter-Assembly assistance projects
community of distinctive Baha'i
are scheduled and, at the outset of the
characteristics implanted in it by
Plan, 557 pioneers are called for.
Baha'u'llah Himself. Unity of mankind
One of the distinguishing features of
is the pivotal principle of His Revelathe Cause of God is its principle of
tion; Baha'i communities must therenon-acceptance of financial contribufore become renowned for their
tions for its own purposes from
demonstration of this unity. In a world
non-Baha'is; support of the Baha'i
becoming daily more divided by facFund is a bounty reserved by
tionalism and group interests, the
Baha'u'llah to His declared followers.
Baha'i community must be distinThis bounty imposes full responsibility
guished by the concord and harmony of
for financial support of the Faith on the
its relationships. The coming of age of
the human race must be foreshadowed
believers alone, everyone of whom is
called upon to do his utmost to ensure
by the mature, responsible understanding of human problems and the wise
that the constant and liberal outpouring
administration of their affairs by these
of means is maintained and increased to
meet the growing needs of the Cause.
same Baha'i communities, The practice
and development of such Baha'i
Many Baha'i communities are at prescharacteristics are the responsibility
ent dependent on outside help, and for
alike of individual Baha'is and the adthem the aim must be to become selfministrative institutions, although the
supporting, confident that the Generous
Lord will, as their efforts increase,
greatest opportunity to foster their
growth rests with the Local Spiritual
eventually enable them to offer for the
Assemblies.
progress of His Faith material wealth as
The divinely ordained institution of
well as their devotion, their energy and
the Local Spiritual Assembly operates
love.
The proclamation of the Faith, folat the first levels of human society and
is the basic administrative unit of
lowing established plans and aiming to
Baha'u'lIah's World Order. It is conuse on an increasing scale the facilities
cerned with individuals ami families
of mass communication must be vigorwhom it must constantly encourage to
ously pursued. It should be rememunite in a distinctive Baha'i society,
bered that the purpose of proclamation
vitalized and guarded by the laws, oris to make known to all mankind the
dinances
and
principles
of
fact and general aim of the new RevelaBaha'u'lhih's Revelation, It protects
tion, while teaching programmes
the Cause of God; it acts as the loving
should be planned to confirm individushepherd of the Baha'i flock.
als from every stratum of society.
Strengthening and development of
The vast reservoir of spiritual
Local Spiritual Assemblies is a vital
energy, zeal and idealism resident in
objective of the Five Year Plan. SucBaha'i youth, which so effectively concess in this one goal will greatly enrich
tributed to the success of the Nine Year
2
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the quality of Baha'i life, will heighten
the capacity of the Faith to deal with
entry by troops which is even now taking place and, above all, will demonstrate the solidarity and ever-growing
distinctiveness of the Baha'i community, thereby attracting more and more
thoughtful souls to the Faith and offering a refuge to the leaderless and hapless millions of the spiritually bankrupt, moribund present order.
"These Spiritual Assemblies,"
wrote 'Abdu'I-Baha, "are aided by the
Spirit of God. Their defender is
'Abdu'I-Baha. Over them He spreadeth
His Wings. What bounty is there greater than this?" Likewise, "These
Spiritual Assemblies are shining lamps
and heavenly gardens, from which the
fragrances of holiness are diffused over
all regions, and the lights of knowledge
are spread abroad over all created
things. From them the spirit of life
streameth in every direction. They, indeed, are the potent sources of the progress of man, at all times and under all
conditions ...
During the Five Year Plan Local
Spiritual Assemblies which are being
formed for the first time, are to be
formed whenever there are nine or
more adult believers in the relevant
area; thereafter they must be elected or
declared at Ril.jvan. National Spiritual
Assemblies are called upon to assign,
and encourage the Local Spiritual Assemblies to adopt, goals within the
overall framework of the Five Year
Plan, to consult with them and to assist
them to make great efforts to gradually
assume their proper function and responsibilities in the World Order of
Raha'u'llah. The friends are called
upon to give their whole-hearted support and cooperation to the Local
Spiritual Assembly, first by voting for
the membership and then by energetically pursuing its plans and
programmes, by turning to it in time of
trouble or difficulty, by praying for its
success and taking delight in its rise to
influence and honour. This great prize,
this gift of God within each community
must be cherished, nurtured, loved, assisted, obeyed and prayed for.
Such a firmly-founded, busy and
happy community life as is envisioned
when Local Spiritual Assemblies are
truly effective, will provide a firm
home foundation from which the
friends may derive courage and

strength and loving support in bearing
the Divine Message to their fellow-men
and conforming their lives to its benevolent rule.
The deeds and progralllmes, all these
multifarious world-wide activities to
which you are summoned have but one
aim-the establishment of God's
Kingdom on earth. At every stage of
this process and at all level-. of Baha',
responsibility, whether individual,
local or national, you will he encouraged, advised and assi~ted by the divinely ordained institution of the Hands
of the Cause of God, an institution
powerfully reinforced by the successful
establishment of the International
Teaching Centre. Through the
emergence of this Centre the seal has
been set on the accomplishment of the
goal, announced nearly ten years ago,
of ensuring the extension into the future
of the specific functions of protection
and propagation conferred upon the
Hands of the Cause in the Sacred Text.
Through the work of the International
Teaching Centre, which supervises and
coordinates the work of the Boards of
Counsellors around the world, the love,
the guidance, the assistance of the
Hands, through the Boards of Counsellors, their Auxiliary Board members
and their assistants, permeates the entire structure of Baha', society.
The Chief Stewards of Baha'u'lhlh's
embryonic world commonwealth have
indeed assured to that growing COIllmunity, the care for its welfare, for the
development of its character, for its
spiritual encouragement which are
among the duties of their high office.
As the old order gives way to the
new, the changes which must take
place in human affairs are such as to
stagger the imagination. This is the opportunity for the hosts of the Lord. Undismayed and undeterred by the wreckage of "long-cherished ideals and
time-honoured institutions", now
being" swept away and relegated to the
limbo of obsolescent and forgotten doctrines", the world community of
Baha'is must surge forward eagerly,
and with ever-increasing energy, to
build those new, God-given institutions
from which will be diffused the light of
the holy principles and teachings sent
down by God in this day for the salvation of all mankind.

Charles Mason Remey dies
CHARLES MASON REMEY WHOSE ARROGANT ATTEMPT USURP GUARDIANSHIP AFTER
PASSING SHOGHI EFFENDI LED TO HIS EXPULSION FROM RANKS FAITHFUL HAS DIED IN
FLORENCE ITALY IN HUNDREDTH YEAR OF HIS LIFE BURIED WITHOUT RELIGIOUS
RITES ABANDONED BY ERSTWHILE FOLLOWERS. HISTORY PITIABLE DEFECTION BY
ONE WHO HAD RECEIVED GREAT HONORS FROM BOTH MASTER AND GUARDIAN
CONSTITUTES YET ANOTHER EXAMPLE FUTILITY ALL ATTEMPTS UNDERMINE IMPREGNABLE COVENANT CAUSE BAHA'U'U_AH.
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

April 8, 1974

Architects sought
The Universal House of Justice will
soon be considering the selection of
architects for the Mashriqu'l-Adhkars
to be erected in India and Samoa.
Those wishing to be considered as
architects for either of these Temples
are invited to submit statements of their
qualifications. Such submissions may
include examples of work previously
designed and/or executed and, if desired, any thoughts or concepts of
proposed designs for the Temples may
be expressed in whatever way the ap-

plicant chooses.
The design of each Temple will be
developed by the architect selected in
relation to the climate, environment
and culture of the area where it is to be
built.
The initiation of construction of
those Temples is a goal of the current
Five Year Plan, and consequently those
interested should forward their submissions at an early date to the Universal
House of Justice, Baha'i World Centre,
P. O. Box 155, Haifa 31-000, Israel.

THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

Naw-Ruz 1974
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lors are members, is to make recthe Supreme Body into their "complete
ommendations to the House of Justice
and unerring" final form, Mr. Haney
on global, regional, and national teachsaid.
ing plans.
Shortly after its formation the Teach- .
ing Centre met in consultation with The
Universal House of Justice for a full
day at Bahjf, at which time guidelines
toward formulating the Plan were discussed, Mr. Haney said.
"That bounty of meeting with The
Universal House of Justice under those
The first Baha'i School in Puerto
Rico was held during a week last Decircumstances, of course, gave us a
cember at the Girl Scout Camp in the
tremendous impetus in beginning the
hills outside of Anasco. Although the
spade work on the Plan," he said.
school was by no means centrally loThe Plan is more than the general
cated, more than sixty persons from
statement of purpose embodied in the
Naw-Ruz Message of the House of Jusevery section of the island attended
and enthusiastically participated in actice, he added. It also includes 115
separate national plans, each tailored to
tivities between Dec. 24-30. Also in
the individual requirements of the
attendance were Continental Counsellor Paul Lucas and Auxiliary Board
communities for which they were formember for Puerto Rico, Mr. Felix
mulated.
Gomez.
The preliminary recommendations
All classes were given in both
of the International Teaching Centre
Spanish and English-some by bilinwere turned over to the House of Justice
gual teachers, some with the aid of
after months of work, and brought by

First Baha '{
School

Paul Haney

Paul Haney
visits Convention
THE HAN D OF THE CAUSE of God Paul
Haney attended the 65th National
Baha'. Convention in Wilmette as the
official representative of The Universal
House of Justice, and helped to launch
the Five Year Plan in the United States.
Mr. Haney addressed the delegates
on several occasions during the Convention, held from April 25-28. Before
reading the Five Year Plan Messages
from the House of Justice on Saturday,
April 26, he provided some background information about their formulation, noting that the origins of the
Plan went back to 1971. when The
Universal House of Justice asked the
Hands and Counsellors to submit their
views about the needs, requirements,
and opportunities that would develop
during the next phase of Baha'i expansion. Their recommendations were
studied frequently during the subsequent development of the Plan, he said.
Intensive work began in September
1973, with the formation of the International Teaching Centre in Haifa. One of
the functions of this new institution, of
which all the Hands and three Counsel4
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Chile:
BAHA'i PIONEERS spoke about the Faith at the only public school in Porvenir,
Tierra del Fuego, the southernmost region of Chile, during a two-day visit in
March. After the visit two laminated photographs ofBahjf were donated to the
school. In the photograph above, Rob Siegel, one of the pioneers, sings to the
school children.
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translators, and others in separate sections for each language. Counsellor
Lucas gave daily classes on the Covenant and Administration with repeated
emphasis on methods of consolidating
inactive communities and local
spiritual assemblies, daily selfexamination, and the setting of realistic
personal goals. Mr. Gomez gave daily
classes on living the Baha'i life. The
Youth Committee for the island presented a five-class course on being a
Baha'i in a non-Baha'i world. Other
topics covered in classes included
Radiant Acquiescence, Islam, History
of the Baha'i Faith, The Baha'i Fund,
Marriage, The Role of Women in the
Baha'i Faith, and a review of literatur~
and materials available in the bookstore
or by order.
Lengthy breaks were scheduled between classes for meals-which were
as Puerto Rican in flavor as the pioneer
cooks could make them-family activities, running errands out in the "Old
World", keeping the camp clean, and
relaxing. Stimulating impromptu
deepening sessions could be heard as
volunteers washed dishes and cleaned
the sleeping quarters and other areas.
Each ~vening, special activities,
such as a slide program of the Holy
Places in Iran and Israel, prayer sessions, and even a performance by a
concert violinist, were held. Long after
the children had gone to bed, one could
still hear prayer groups and animated
discussions of the day's classes.

Central African Rcpubl ic:

Radio Program
attracts many
IN MARCH, 1973 the Baha'is of the
Central African Republic were granted
permission by the Head of State to present a regular weekly radio program on
the national broadcasting network, the
only one in the country. This privilege
had previously been granted to only
three other religious groups. Since that
time more than 50 programs designed
to serve the double function of teaching
and consolidation have been broadcast.
Although there is no way to accurately
measure the public response to the
broadcasts, there are indications that
the impact has been far-reaching. One
can often hear people singing or whistli!1g 'LaJoi Baha'i Ie unit les gens,' the
theme song of the program, and mere
than 30 letters have been received from
Iisteners-a significant fact when one
realizes the difficulty of assembling the
materials for a letter in these remote
rural areas.
The broadcasts have brought many
people into the Faith, directly and indirectly. More than 1,000 believers have
enrolled in the past year, far more than
any previous year. The program
reaches all strata of society and greatly
facilitates teaching, since almost

everyone already has heard of the Faith
and is favorably disposed toward it.
This sustained public proclamation
also seems to have had influence on the
leaders of the Republic. In a speech,
broadcast to commemorate the birth of
his son, the President of the country,
who is a Catholic, stated that there is
only one God and that He has spoken to
man through different Messengers
"-Jesus, Mu~ammad, Buddha, Moses,
Abraham, "and many others whose
names I've forgotten." A letter from
the National Spiritual Assembly to the
Head of State congratulating him on the
birth of his son was read repeatedly on
the radio as part of daily news presentations. Since that talk was given, the
Baha'is, along with other religious
groups, have been invited to send representatives to two social/traditional
gatherings at the Presidential Palace.

Spain:

Graciosa receives
special visit
ALTHOUGH THERE HAVE BEEN Baha'is
on the Canary Islands for 20 years,
none had ever visited the little island of
Graciosa, which has no telephone and
postal service. The only means of
communication is by radio, or messages hand-carried by resident fishermen.

Belize:

Counsellors
attend Institute
FOUR CONTINENTAL COUNSELLORS
took part recently in a Baha'i conference at the new teaching institute in the
village of Blackman Eddy, in Belize.
Two buses starting at different locations a good distance from Blackman
Eddy picked up Baha'is at points along
the way, depositing more than sixty of
them at the institute for the day-long
meeting February 17. The institute,
shown at right, is at the top of a hill,
overlooking a river. Counsellors for
Central America Artemus Lamb, Carmen de Burafato, Rowland Estall, and
Alfred Osborne made presentations
during the day.
April, 1974 / BAHA'i NEWS
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about the Faith and read the literature
he brought. They all spent the rest of
their time on the island teaching the
native people about the Cause. They
said, "We came to plough, and you
have come to plant!"

New Zealand:

Visit from
Samoan ruler
•

,

, ..
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The Baha',s in the Canaries had sent
invitations to all inhabitants in other
remote ~slands, inviting them to subscribe· to a correspondence course on
the Baha', Faith. But because Graciosa
had no postal service, invitations were
not sent there. Consequently, the
Baha',s decided that someone would
have to go personally to visit Graciosa
and give the Message of Baha'u'llah.
A young Canadian residing in the
Canaries, whose Spanish was still imperfect, and who had only a little
money, determined to make the journey, putting his trust in God.
He inquired of a fisherman the cost
of transport to Graciosa and learned
that the one-way fare was 1,500
pesetas. The young man had only 300
pesetas with which to make the entire
trip. A second fisherman who had offered to transport him for 500 pesetas
agreed, upon learning of his mission, to
charge only 250 pesetas.
Shortly after he landed on Graciosa,
the youth circled the island on foot,
quietly praying. The first day he could
not find lodging, so he spent the night
on the beach with a towel for a blanket.
The next morning he went to a small
store to buy his breakfast. He found
four young people there whom he had
met at an earlier stage of the trip. It
turned out they had gone to Graciosa as
a community service team to see what
could be done to help the people there.
When they learned that the young
Baha', had slept on the beach, getting
thoroughly chilled in the process, they
invited him to stay with them at a
nearby home.
Soon the four young people learned
6
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NEW ZEALAND BAHA'is were
privileged to receive an audience with
His Highness Malietoa Tanumafili II of
Western Samoa, on February 21, in
Auckland.
A bouquet of flowers was sent to the
hotel to greet him on his arrival in
Auckland on February 7. Two weeks later a delegation appointed by the National
Assembly visited him there. Included
in the delegation were Mr. Niu
Tuataga, a Samoan member of the Auxiliary Board who served as translator,
and Mr. Hawea Grant, a representative
of the Maori race. In deference to the
royal visitor, Mr. Grant wore a
200-year-old Maori cloak, an heirloom
of his tribe which is worn only when in
audience with royalty. When not in use
the cloak is kept in the vaults of the
Bank of New Zealand.
The National Spiritual Assembly of
New Zealand said that the Malietoa
"demonstrated that quality of deep
humility that is characteristic of true
royalty and with unfailing graciousness
and charm spoke to the friends about
the Faith and its development, and expressed the hope that soon would be
witnessed visible evidence of its establishment and triumph in the heart of the
Pacific area."

Denmark:

Summer School
praised
ALTHOUGH WE ARE exhorted to "Iet
deeds, not words, be our adorning"
Baha'is often may not realize how they
impress others as they go about their
daily teaching and deepening activities.
Here we have the rare opportunity to

see through the eyes of a disinterested
observer the Baha'i Summer School
sessions held in Lolland, Denmark,
July 29-August 5, 1973. The following are excerpts from a report written
by the director of the Lolland High
School where the school was held. This
report, reprinted with his permission
(obtained by a member of the National
Spiritual Assembly of Denmark), was
distributed to over 1000 members of the
School Union and to high schools
throughout Scandanavia.
The attendance at the Summer
School was over 100, one of the largest
ever hosted in Lolland. It taxed the available accommodations and so, since
the weather was sunny and warm,
about 75 people pitched their tents on
the lawn. "A veritable tent city was
built up ... a multicolored, picturesque
spectacle (such as this) made innumerable people on the street stop and stare
at the open-air paradise where there
were tents of every color, shape and
size ... and guitar-playing and singing
people from every nation [who spoke] a
series of languages, from Lapp. . . to
Hindi.
"I cannot say how many course participants we have had over the years we
have been here since 1951-it does add
up to several thousand ... the Baha',
community had the happiest, nicest,
friendliest, and heartiest participants
we have had in all the years. In eight
whole days, we did not hear a single
sharp exchange of views among the
participants, no negative criticism at all
and not so much as the slightest hint of
anything one could call 'gossip.'
"It had become a natural part of their
being in confrontation with others to
interpret and understand each other in
the best way. . . I have never met such
people as these Baha'i adherents,
... who were so little absorbed in
themselves and so much absorbed by
the welfare of others. I was dazzled by
that fact and have wondered about it
over and over again since then. But I
·was not in a position to find out ifit was
owing to their religion or if it was a
tradition of their gatherings that had
been established over the years .. .I
succeeded, however, in getting a kind
of visible proof of the disconcerting
form of assemblage of these people. I
filmed them at random, not following
any definite plan ... because the multicolored tenting ground and the
foreign-looking persons ... appeared

to me to be good photographic subje~ts.
"Generally, in that kind of film, one
has to shear out large quantities,
namely all the sequences where peop'le
look into the camera, point, wave, and
make signs because they are preoccupied with being filmed. But when I
took the film home .. .I discovered it
was not necessary to cut even a centimeter from it for that reason. No one
was concerned with that film commotion, no one looked at the camera, no
one was concerned with 'I wonder how
I look now?' They were all engrossed in
something else, namely each other, the
children, the songs, the dramatics, and
in general, with whatever they were
occupying themselves.

Canada:

Mass teaching
in cities
A CANADIAN ethnic teaching team has
recently been visiting cities in Alberta,
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, to launch
proclamations designed to teach minority groups and explore new and creative
methods of teaching Baha'I children.
The Spiritual Assembly of Calgary,
Alberta, reported that more than 90
new adherents to the Faith were enrolled as the teaching team carried out its
objectives to enlist the help of every
community member, to increase the
size of the community by enrolling
minorities, to develop materials and
methods for children's classes, and to
train new believers to spearhead the
work amongst their people in teaching
the Faith and building the Baha'I community.
Approximately 70 per cent of the
community participated in the project
and although the Assembly had
selected the Chinese, Slavic and Canadian Indian minority groups as their
points of focus, members of a wide
variety of ethnic groups enrolled, including Chinese, German, Indian and
eastern European. A number of youth
enrolled as well.
Children's classes were arranged and
a large percentage of the new believers
began teaching their friends and relatives.
A side effect of the project was the

coverage of Baha'i actIvItIes in the
news media. A well-known radio program devoted 55 minutes to the Faith
which was broadcast throughout southern Alberta. Baha'is appeared on cable
television on four occasions, and a
leading newspaper carried an article on
the Faith.
The project had been launched in a
most propitious atmosphere at an orientation meeting intended for Baha'IS
only. When the Baha'is gathered at the
Indian Friendship Centre in Calgary,
they found several Indians playing
Canadian folk music. A quorum of the
Spiritual Assembly met on the spot and
decided to seize the opportunity to
teach. The Baha'is proceeded with the
social part of their program inviting the
musicians to play. Following music,
dancing, and a brief presentation by the
Baha'is, nine of the new friends chose
to embrace the Faith.
By April the tour of the ethnic teaching team neared completion. The team
coordinator, Mr. Poova Murday, said,
"For years now I have been inclined to
believe that mass teaching was only
possible in remote villages, towns, and
islands . . . after the four months of
training on this project I have totally
changed my mind on the subject. In the
very near future, even in the most
sophisticated cities, intelligent, welllaid plans for reaching the masses will
meet with astounding success.
..

Britain:

Teaching at
Crafts Fair
A MEADOW at the Medieval Fair in
Barsham, Suffolk, recently provided a
beautiful setting to teach the Faith in
England. On one weekend alone, the
crafts fair was visited by over thirty
thousand people. Baha'is from various
communities helped to man the small
exhibit explaining the stations and
Writings of the Central Figures of the
Faith and displaying large, colorful
photographs of the Holy Shrines. A
comprehensive collection of books and
pamphlets were displayed and purchased by inquirers, and in the evenings many people came to firesides
around a camp fire.

National Bahtff Youth Conference
held at Araluen. near Perth. Western
Australia. January 13-18. 1974.

Australia:

Historic Youth
gathering
YOUTH FROM All OF AUSTRALIA recently gathered in Araluen near Perth in
Western Australia for the first national
Baha'i function ever held in that part of
the continent. Almost fifty years ago
another historic meeting took place in
Araluen. when Clara and Hyde Dunn
met with Martha Root in 1925.
Counsellor Howard Harwood, Auxiliary Board members Margo Jackson
and John Davidson met with youth
from Malaysia, New Zealand, New
Hebrides and the United States, as well
as Australian youth. All the states of
Australia were represented among the
one hundred participants at the conference.
A new awareness, maturity and dedication were demonstrated by the youth
as they studied and discussed their role
in building the new world order. The
participants agreed upon a threefold
purpose for the conference: I) to be
spiritually rejuvenated and inspired by
the fellowship and activities, 2) to
make specific teaching plans and set
deepening goals. and 3) to act.
A number of youth volunteered to
travel teach in various states to help
maintain goals and assist jeopardized
assemblies. Following a discussion on
"The Lifeblood of the Cause," the conference participants set a youth fund
goal. Another goal set was to bring the
total number of youth to 2,000 by the
next conference. planned for January
1975, including a sub-goal of 300 new
youth by Ri<tvan 1974.
April, 1974/ BAHA'i NEWS
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Rafieh:
"patient handmaiden
of God"
Service in the House of 'Abbud
by Elizabeth McKenty

A

bright light in High Point,
North Carolina, has begun shining in another place. Mrs.
Rafieh Mansour, 87-year-old granddaughter of one of the famed martyrs of
the Heroic Age, 'Abdu'l Rasoul, and
herself privileged to live in the Holy
Land from 1889 to 1938, passed away
peacefully in her sleep on Naw-Ruz,
131 B.E. Her death occurred on the
very day she had previously mentioned
as being the time she would wish to
enter the next world. During the first
three years of her stay in 'Akka, she was
many times permitted into the presence
of Baha'u'llah and retained until her
death clear recollections of those
youthful experiences. Even her death
became an instrument for teaching the
Faith, as Baha'is and friends throughout the community gathered to pay
tribute to her life at a memorial service
on Saturday, March 23, in High Point.
It was on Thanksgiving weekend,
1973, that I had the privilege of a
weekend visit with Mrs. Mansour. She
lived with her daughter and her son-inlaw, Vedad and David Jurney, and
their children, Nabil and Riaz, in North
Carolina. Mrs. Mansour left the Holy
Land in 1938, at the instruction of the
beloved Guardian, and lived in Iran before coming to America.
To see Mrs. Mansour in this last year
of her life was to learn something of the
power of the Faith of Baha'u'llah. Time
had reduced her physical self to small
proportions; she had to walk very carefully with a cane, but her light-filled
eyes, full of purpose and oflove, belied
her years.
Shortly after I arrived at her home I
found Mrs. Mansour sitting in the living room. She hugged me with surprising strength, and, although several inches shorter than I, reached up and covered each cheek with kisses. "God has
sent you! God has sent you!" she murmured. Later she explained that certain
precious belongings, including a handkerchief of Baha'u'lIah, were in her
possession and she had been praying
for someone to come and hand-deliver
these to Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh, chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly. She said, "I do not want to trust
them to the mail, and have prayed for
someone to come and help me take care
of this obligation." In a small packet,
enclosed in a lace and silk envelope,
she sent this blessed handkerchief, a

piece of the pillow case of
'Abdu'I-Baha, hair of the Greatest Holy
Leaf, and other precious items which
are now safely stored in the National
Baha'i Archives in Wilmette.
Seated side by side on a sofa, we
entered, through her words, into a
world of early Baha'i history, of martyrdoms, of suffering, of deprivation,
all clothed in the glory of certitude
about the plan of God for this Day.
Praise of I1aha'u'llah was constantly on
her lips and each memory would be
interrupted with some interjection
about the divine wisdom hidden in
every situation. She was oblivious to
her own self, unaware of the effect of
her humble, glowing face as she spoke
. of the mysteries of God and the assistance surrounding His servants. Her
brownish skin, creamy and beautiful,
took on an added lustre when she spoke
of the kindness of God and the wonder
of her experiences with Baha'is. Her
clear penetrating eyes probed to be sure
her hearers were understanding her
words, sometimes translated by her
daughter and sometimes compressed
into a few, eloquent sentences of English, which she spoke hesitantly but
well.
My first question concerned her
hands, at rest in her lap but laced with
blue veins and showing the signs of
years of work. "Have you sewn for
members of the Holy Family?" After a
long sigh, she said:
"That was sometimes permitted me.
One day, I went to see the wife of
'Abdu'I-Baha. She was sewing His long
aba. She asked me if I had time to work
on it at the hemline. I straightened the
hem and fixed it, with deepest pleasure.
It was the last gown He wore before His
ascension."
Such were the moments that filled
her memory. Her own marriage had
been arranged by the Master, and the
first three days after it took place, personal gifts to the couple arrived each
day from Him. Her trousseau was
largely the gift of the Greatest Holy
Leaf. When her children were born, she
was visited by the Greatest Holy Leaf
and the wife of'Abdu'l-Bahli, as well as
the other ladies of the Holy Household.
Her daughter, Vedad, was born in the
House of 'Abbtid. Sometimes she
would live for a week or two in the
Master's home when there was sewing
to be done. On Holy Days, she would

experience the observance in the presence of the Holy Family. At the end of
her life, in High Point, North Carolina,
these moments clothed her, making the
frailties of old age insignificant in the
presence of such gratitude and conviction.
As I tried to learn the details of her
life, it was not her own life that stood
.foremost in her memory. Each event
was linked to some happening at the
World Centre or in the family of the
Master. Even her birthday was unknown to her, except for the year,
1886. Speaking of her mother, Zekrieh, Mrs. Mansour said:
"My mother often told me that
one day the Master said to her,
'Zekrieh, there are so many people whose heart's desire would be
to serve in the house of
Baha'u'lIah, but I want to give
this house (the House of 'Abbud)
into your hands. I want your
praise and thanks to reach the
Shrine of the Bab (across the bay
from 'Akka to Haifa).' " Mrs.
Mansour recalled: "My mother
took care of that large House by
herself. She had great energy.
Her parents had been the first believers in Baghdad. They accepted the Faith in the days of
Tahirih and it was her grandfather who helped to escort
Tahirih from Baghdad back to
Iran."
Mrs. Mansour spoke of an uncle,
Muhammad Hasan, who had served as
a se~retary to "Baha'u'llah when He was
in Adrianople. She reverently unfolded
a large linen handkerchief which
Baha'u'llah had one day given to him.
This uncle had been sent back to Baghdad. When he had been living with his
relatives at Mosul he had been promised by the Blessed Perfection that he
would be invited to return in one va~id
(nineteen years). Such was his certitude
that, although he suffered greatly when
the Baha'is were expelled from Baghdad and sent in poverty to Mosul, he
tended his small shop and planned for
the nineteenth year. When that time
arrived, he sold everything, put his affairs in order and remained silent when
people questioned his actions.
One of Mul}ammad ijasan's nieces,
Jamalieh, was at that time a servant in
the Holy Household, in 'Akka. On a
Baha'i Holy Day, she entered the presApril, 1974 I
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ence of the Blessed Perfection to pay
Him respect. Mrs. Mansour recalled
the events:
"While
she
was
there,
Baha'u'lllih asked her to make a
wish, since it was a Baha'i Holy
Day, and He would grant it. My
aunt bowed her head respectfully
but could not answer. Two or
three times she was invited by the
Blessed Perfection to state her
wish. In the meantime, the
Greatest Holy Leaf arrived in the
room. lamalieh turned to her,
saying: 'What shall I sayT, and
the Greatest Holy Leaf replied:
'Why don't you ask that your
grandmother and uncles and family be permitted to come to
'Akka?' This lamalieh did.
Baha'u'llah immediately sent for
His secretary and commanded:
'Send a cable to the family of
'Abdu'I-Rasoul, at Mosul, telling
them they have permission to live
in the Holy Land, at 'Akka.' "
In this way, when Rafieh was three
years old, her family had the joy of
being invited to move to the Holy Land,
exactly nineteen years after her uncle
had been promised this reunion by
Baha'u'llah.
At this point I told Mrs. Mansour that
she had chosen a beautiful family. Her
eyes were lowered to the floor and she
replied: "I am nothing. I am the dust. It
is the blessing and the bounty of
Baha'u'lI<ih and of 'Abdu'I-Baha."
The long journey from Mosul to
'Akka, in carts for the overland route
and in small boats for the sea passage,
remained vivid in Rafieh's memory. It
was a three-month long trip by caravan,
from Iraq, through Beirut and Damascus, to Palestine. Mrs. Mansour remembered it with pleasure to the very
end of her life. "Everyone was happy,"
she recalled. "I remember some things,
like being lifted down from a cart to
walk alongside the caravan. In one village, Mardindi, I sang a Turkish song.
The people liked it; the song happened
to be from their village. They smiled
and threw flowers at me." Rafieh also
saw cane sugar hanging in the windows
of shops as they passed through
Damascus. When asked if she were
tired or ill during this long trip, she
said: "No, never. I was very happy. All
my family were happy to be going to
10
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Baha'u'llah so the journey did not seem
long." At this point, in a clear voice,
Mrs. Mansour sang a verse of the folksong.
Then she began recalling her first
visit to Baha'u'lIah: "My mother took
me to the House of'Abbud. The Baha'i
ladies entered the room, where my
cousin was in charge of preparing the
samovar for tea. Baha'u'llah was seated
on the divan. The ladies sat, very respectfully, with their hands folded.
Then Baha'u'llah inquired about the
health of each member of the family. I
do not remember what else He discussed, but I remember He asked about the
health of each person. Tea was served,
and before we left He gave us His blessing. No one spoke in His presence until
He addressed them." Then, very
firm Iy, she said " You do not speak in
the presence of Baha'u'llah unless He
bids you to do so." Even thinking of
that moment, her body became more
erect and her eyes flashed with the
memory of it.
Mrs. Mansour recalled that on
another occasion, which she believed
to be a Holy Day, she accompanied her
grandmother into the presence of
Baha'u'llah. They made the trip together to Bahji and waited for a few
moments in a room adjoining that of the
Blessed Perfection. It was a large
room, and a curtain was drawn across
the entrance to the room of Baha'u'llah.
"We were waiting for Baha'u'lhih to
give permission for us to enter," she
remembered. "Suddenly the curtain
was drawn back and Baha'u'llah Himself stood in the doorway. I remember
the creamy color of His garment. He
began asking about everyone, and looking at me, standing beside my grandmother, He said: 'Does this child go to
schoolT My grandmother answered
that I was studying in a small class with
a Baha'i teacher, and this answer was
accepted. "
I asked Mrs. Mansour whether she
had ever written her memoirs. "Yes, I
tried to tell these things in a small book,
which I made copies of for my four
children. I have one copy, but not in
good handwriting, for the National
Spiritual Assembly of the United
States. "(As a child, one of Mrs.
Mansour's teachers was the noted calligrapher, Mishkin-Qalam. Right up to
her death, Mrs. Mansour's handwriting
remained beautiful. In her earlier years,

it was considered outstanding Persian
script. She added that she wished to
make a better copy for the National
Spiritual Assembly, but agreed to forward the one which was already prepared and it now is in the Archivt:s in
Wilmette. Mrs. Mansour sent a note
with the volume, together with other
precious gifts, and it was returned to
her signed by all the members of the
National Spiritual Assembly, assuring
her that these will be preserved for the
future.)
It was shortly after this meeting that
Baha'u'llah became ill and ascended.
When asked whether the Master
chanted at the services for the Blessed
Perfection, Mrs. Mansour said: "I do
not remember. I remember that
'Abdu'I-Baha made arrangements for
the Shrine to be readied by the evening
of the day of His passing. So many
non-Baha'is, mullas and officials came
when they heard of the passing. For
forty days, everyone mourned. Each
day people would come to 'Akka, to
Bahji, both Baha'i and non-Baha'i, and
they would always be received by the
Holy Family and be fed. Everyone
grieved. "
Those calamitous days, in 1892, experienced by a six-year-old child, still
brought heavy sadness to her face when
she remembered them.
We turned to her own upbringing in
'Akka. Happily she recalled those rare
days when she was instructed in penmanship by Mishkin-Qalam. "I remember," Mrs. Mansour said, "the
Master instructing that Baha'i children
were not to attend Muslim or Christian
schools in Haifa and' Akka at that time,
but were to have their own teacher and
be instructed in spiritual matters as well
as reading and writing. We had, first,
Jenabe Amir, from Nayriz, who taught
us Persian poetry, passages from the
Qur' all and from the Baha'i Writings.
Unfortunately, he soon became ill and
died.
"My mother continued teaching us at
home, and my father and uncle taught
us prayers and poetry. Later, a Baha'i
lady came and taught. Non-Baha'i
children also attended her classes. We
also learned Baha'i songs."
Mrs. Mansour recalled vividly some

A marble stairway leadillg from the
upper apartmellts ill the House of
'A bblid.

---

of the humorous incidents. She remembered that her uncle, who was
caretaker of the pilgrim house in' Akka,
had taught a parrot, who had been given
to 'Abdu'I-Baha as a gift, to say
"AU3h-u-Abha". When anyone came
near, the parrot would say this Baha'I
greeting. He al so learned to say,
"Begu, begu, begu, Ya Baha." That
means, "Say, say, say, Ya Baha."
Those who heard the parrot speak without seeing the bird thought they were
hearing a human voice.
"One day 'Abdu'I-Baha sent for my
uncle, saying: 'Mu~ammad ijasan, tomorrow you bring the parrot here so I
can present it as a gift to the governor of
'Akka.' My uncle took the parrot in his
cage to spend the night in the home of
the Master. The cage was placed on the
windowsill in the hall.
'''Abdu'I-Baha used to get up at dawn
to walk and meditate and pray in the
courtyard of the house, when everyone
else was asleep. As He was walking
nearby, the parrot said 'Begu, begu.'
"Oh, 'Abdu'I-Baha was so happy!"
Mrs. Mansour laughed at the memory
of it.
"The parrot said again, 'Begu,
begu.'
"And 'Abdu'I-Baha went toward him
and He said, 'What shall I say?'
"The parrot said, 'Begu Yli Bahli!'
(Say Yli Bahli). That made
'Abdu'I-Baha extremely pleased.
"'Abdu'I-Baha told my uncle, 'Oh,
ijasan, today the parrot saved himself
from going to the Governor. This parrot
saved his life because he told me, "Say,
say!" and I said "What shall I say?"
and he said "Begu Ya Baha!" He said it
so fluently, so eloquently. You take
him back for the pilgrims. I don't want
to send him away.'
"When the parrot died, my uncle
kept his feathers and wrote in his beautiful handwriting, 'These are the feathers of the parrot that belonged to
'Abdu'I-Baha, which the Master mentioned several times, praising the
fluency of this parrot's talk.' "
(This visit to High Point to interview
Mrs. Mansour occurred at the time of

TOP: A mosaic depicting the ancient
harbor of 'Akkti.
BOTTOM: Looking through a grilled
window ill the prison city of 'Akka towards Mt. Carmel across the hay.

the observation of the anniversary of
the ascension of the Master. Mrs. Mansour gave each one of us a feather from
the parrot as a remembrance.)
So many questions came to mind,
sitting with this Baha'i servant. Only a
few could be asked at a time, to keep
from taxing her physical strength. I
asked about the period of the Master's
travels in the West. She said that all
were so happy that he was out of prison
and able to travel that they did not
grieve at His absence. "We turned to
the Greatest Holy Leaf and she guided
us in all our affairs," Mrs. Mansour
recalled. "We went on with our work
and our families as if the Master were
with us, knowing He had left her in
charge. I remember that He left so suddenly, we were all surprised to know of
His departure. While He was in prison,
He could not leave the gate of the city of
'Akka. For long periods, He could not
go to Haifa when He was in prison."
Long sighs marked these recollections.
"Rafieh, what can you tell us about
the beloved Guardian?" The question
evoked a long, searching look. "Have
you seen his picture?" she asked. I told
her I had. She continued, "He looked
sweet, very sweet. Everything good
and beautiful." She recalled how happy
both he and the Master had been when
the Master was preparing to take
Shoghi Effendi with Him to the United
States and got a tailor for his clothes.
Through the perfidy of one of His attendants and the ruling of Italian officials, Shoghi Effendi and two other
members of the party had to return to
Haifa. Rafieh remembered the grieved
bearing of the Master on His return
from America.
"He went straight to Munlrih
Khanum, His wife, and said: 'I am
burned from this Dr. Farid.' There is an
expression in Persian, 'My liver has
melted, this man has burned me so
much', and this was the tone of the
Master's statement. When the beloved
Shoghi Effendi returned from the beginning of this trip, he was sent to
Beirut to school."
Another scene brought to life by
Mrs. Mansour was the experience of
living at Abu-Sinlin during the First
World War. This was a small Druze
village where the Master arranged for
the Baha'is from 'Akka and Haifa to be
evacuated. "We all went there, my
husband, my two sons, one of them

only four months old and the older one,
two years." Asked it if were "hard for
the Baha'is to be there," again Mrs.
Mansour smiled, a surprised smile.
"No! No! No! Not at all! The Master
arranged everything. We went to
Abu-Sinan, east of' Akka. It was not so
hard to be in the villages around' Akka.
"Shay'kh ~alih was the head of the
. whole village. He called all the people
and said: ' 'Abbas Effendi is coming
here and bringing the Baha'IS. If any
one has a room he doesn't need, they
will pay to rent it.' All of his people
accepted to make rooms available.
Shaykh ~alih himself gave his house to
the Holy Family. He was the head of
the village and very devoted to the Master. His house was a new building, and
'Abdu'I-Baha paid him generously for
the use of it."
Others in Abu-Sinan at that time included Lua Getsinger, Dr. ijabib
Mu'ayyad and Badi' Bushru'i. "Dr.
Mu'ayyad had just finished his internship in Beirut," said Mrs. Mansour,
. "and the Master invited him to stay in
the village and take care of the Baha'is.
He shared a room with Badi' Bushru'I,
teacher of the Baha'I children, so that
the room served both as a dispensary
and a school.".
Her happiness in Abu-Sinan brought
many expressions of gratitude.
"Thanks to Baha'u'lIah! Thanks to
'Abdu'I-Baha! He took care of everything!" When she was questioned
about the famine at that time, Mrs.
Mansour responded: "These were very
good times. We were all with the family of 'Abdu'I-Baha. Very, very good
times, as if we didn't know there was a
war. We had not anything to eat sometimes, as the locusts covered the sky.
Nothing could be seen, everything was
black like the ground. The locusts ate
everything green, everything on the
trees. People had money but they could
not buy anything. But we were never
hungry. Enough food was provided
when we needed it. 'Abdu'l-Baha
brought grain and distributed it among
Baha'IS and non-Baha'IS alike. The
Master would visit the different homes
and sometimes share a meal with
friends." Again, the glory of her experiences transfigured her face.
When they returned to 'Akkli, famine
was so extreme that she remembered
puning some cracked wheat outside in
the sun to dry and on her return found
April, 1974/ BAHA'i NEWS
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that it was stolen. The same happened
with onions hung to dry in Ferdoz garden, near the garden of Ri~van. But
those days lived in Rafieh Mansour's
memory as days of nearness to the
Center of the Covenant, blessed days
that will never come again.
The burden of her years made it impossible to gather all the flowers from
her memory, but sometimes just one
sentence would convey a whole
episode. "The day of my weddingthis was the day of the Master's release
from prison-we were full of fear for
Him, and instead everyone came out of
the prison and it was a day of great
happiness ,"
Another time, early in the morning,
she was approaching the House of the
Master and saw Him coming towards
it. "I ran to open the door for Him. And
He came, and He said, 'Allah-u-Abha!'
to me'"
"I was overwhelmed ," Here, Mrs.
Mansour's daughter translated her
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phrases. "My mother says she was
ashamed, she was not worthy for
'Abdu'I-Baha to say' Allah-u-Abha' to
her. "
Searching for the memory of her last
visit with 'Abdu'I-Baha, she remen-!bered that her older daughter shared the
experience with her. "The last time in
the presence of'Abdu'I-Baha, my older
daughter was with me, just a small
child then. The servant of'Abdu'I-Baha
brought a carriage to take me to His
home for some sewing. When we arrived, my daughter Behjat was crying
and going around in the big halls. AU of
a sudden 'Abdu'l-Baha arrived and
called: 'Behjat, why are you crying?'
He took her hand, led her to the living
room and put her next to Him on the
couch.
"Then He went to an open cupboard
and took out some almond candy for
her. I was worried that she bothered
Him, but He smiled and said He was
happy with her. He said: 'Doesn't she

resemble lamaliehT (This was the aunt
to whom Baha'u'llah had granted the
wish.) The Master said again to me,
'Doesn't she look like lamaliehT
"I said, 'I don't remember.'
"Then He said, 'Yes, yes.' He was
pleased." Mrs. Mansour remembered
that at this time 'Abdu'l-Baha did not
sleep well at night and many times she
woke during the night to hear Him
. chanting. After several days, she and
her daughter returned to their own
home, her work in the household of the
Master completed.
"One day," said Mrs. Mansour,
"someone came, early in the morning,
knocking at the door. Then my husband
came and said, 'Everyone get up and
dress. We have to go to Haifa.
'Abdu'l-Baha has passed away!' Oh, we
cried' The neighbors came to see what
was going on. They heard the crying.
We got on the train to Haifa."
Mrs. Mansour and her family were
among the thousands at the funeral.
"From everywhere," she recalled,
"people had come-officials, poets,
Baha'IS and non-Baha'IS. From the
door of 'Abdu'l-Baha's house to the
Shrine of the Bab, all space was filled
with people. These people were Christian, Muslim, all religions, everybody.
And the poor who were there cried:
'Oh, what has happened? Our Father
has passed away' Our Father" ..
For the next forty days, the House of
the Master was filled with His grieving
friends. The Covenant-breakers, too,
came at that time. They were courteously fed, according to Mrs. Mansour,
and then one of the daughters of the
Master quietly asked them to leave.
So the procession of events in the
Holy Land, from 1889 to 1938, passed
across the inner eye of Mrs. Mansour
and produced these moments for us to
share. When the beloved Guardian
asked everyone to leave the Holy Land
in 1938, she immediately obeyed and
went with her family to Iran. In the
middle fifties, when the beloved Guardian called on the Persian pioneers to
settle other countries, and places within
their own country where Baha'IS were
needed, Mrs. Mansour again responded by moving to an outlying area.
Later she came to America with her
daughter, and in the closing years of her
life shared with the Baha'IS of her immediate vicinity some of the perfume of
these experiences in the Holy Land.
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Mr. Howard M(/cNII((.

Howard MacNutt:
An immortal name
in Baha'i History
hy o.z. \Vhitchcad

-rfN January 1898, at the home of
EJ Arthur Pillsbury Dodge, Howard
.4..MacNutt and his wife Mary recognized the Station of Baha'u'llah.
During their first four years in the
Baha'i Community the MacNutts lived
in a house at 731 St. Nicholas Avenue
in New York City. After that they
moved to a much larger house at 935
Eastern Parkway in Brooklyn. They
used both of their homes principally to
serve the Cause.
Early in his Baha'i life, Mr. MacNutt
undertook the study of Persian and
Arabic. As a result he was able to help
in the first English translation of the
priceless Kitcih-i-iqcin. revealed
by Baha'u'llah.
On July 4th, 1894, Miss Sarah J.

Farmer formally opened the Center of
Green Acre at Eliot, Maine, "for the
purpose of bringing together all who
were looking earnestly towards the
New Day, which seemed to be breaking
over the entire world."· In 1896, Miss
Farmer heard of the Baha'i Faith and
found perfectly expressed in the Holy
Writings the ideals of love and unity
that she was trying to foster, with help
from such men as Ralph Waldo Emerson and John Greenleaf Whittier. In
1900 she made a pilgrimage to 'Akka
and asked 'Abdu'l-Baha to accept as a
gift the facilities of Green Acre. On her
return home she invited the Baha'is to
use these facilities. Mr. MacNutt became deeply interested in the development of Green Acre. During summer

The Brooklyn. New York home of Howard al/(I Mary MacNult at 935 Eastern
Parkway. This recent photo shows the originalfrallle house as it was in 1912 which
has since been renovated al/(I occupied by Young Israel. Builclings hm'e replaced
the spacious lawn where the only 1II0tion picfllres were lIIade of 'AlJdu'I-Bah{/,
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conferences at this delightful, historic
spot on the sloping banks of the Piscataqua River, four miles from the
ocean, he gave many inspiring lectures.
Early in 1905, the MacNutts and
their friend, Julia M. Grundy, made a
pilgrimage to the Holy Land. In her
touching account of this unforgettable
experience, which she called "Ten
Days in the Light of 'Akka", Mrs.
'Grundy made several vivid references
to the Mac Nutts. The pilgrims stayed in
the prison house. One day when the
Master came to see them unexpectedly,
He said, ". , ,tonight there will be a
meeting of the believers here. At the
table they will be gathered together
from all parts of the world, This is ihe
reason of my happiness, seeing the East
and the West joined in the Kingdom of
God. Mayall the believers in the world
be so joined until the whole world shall
come under one rule and all nations be
as one family. This will surely come to
pass," Then turning to Mr. MacNutt,
He asked, "What do you say to this?"
He answered 'What could I say that
would add to an already perfect wisdom!' 'Abdu'l-Baha responded: "May
we all be perfected in the Wisdom and
Light of the Blessed Perfection."
Again to Mr. MacNutt, "Will you
speak?" He answered, 'It is J blessed
privilege to listen. I am usua:ty called
upon to speak but I love to listen.'
'Abdu'l-Baha said, "May you always
listen, always hear, always speak with
the power of the spirit. "2 That evening
at the Feast, in the large hall of the
prison house, while He was serving
each guest, the Master said: "This is the
blessed supper of the Lord, for we have
gathered under the shadow of the Blessed Perfection. "3
A guest at this Feast, the saintly
Mirza Asadu'llah-i-I~fahani, who in
1898, at the request of the Master, had
safely taken the remains of the Bab
from Iran to the Holy Land, and who,
in 1900, in an extended visit to the
United States of America had helped
the believers there to recover from the
shock and confusion over the defection
of Dr. Ibrahim Khayru'llah, introduced
Mr. MacNutt with these words: "He is
one of our eloquent American brothers
who has great power. God has given
him the' power to attract souls to the
Fountain of Life. His words are like a
magnet. "4 As he looked at those
around him, Mr. MacNutt said, "In
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The Iwo \,Oll/lIIl'S of The Promulgation
of Un i versa I Pea'ce, lalh gil';/1 hy
'Ahdu'l-Bahli duril/g Hi.1 "isil 10 II/{'
UI/iled Slall's, cOlllpiled hr HOl\'ard
MacNull.

these Baha'I faces one can see the
image of the Blessed Perfection. He is
here. I will take this picture to the
American believers. Their spirits are
with us at this table of love."~
The
next
morning
when
'Abdu'l-Baha joined the pilgrims for
breakfast, Mrs. MacNutt explained
what she thought were the three progressive spiritual steps to follow. They
were: obedience as Christ taught; resignation as Mu~ammad taught; and renunciation
as
revealed
hy
Baha'u'llah. 'Abdu'l- Baha said, "I
pray that you may all be assisted to
attain these stations in the Cause of
God." He continued: "The cause of my
happiness is meeting you here and seeing your faces filled with the Light of
God. I shall never forget the beautiful
meeting last night. You must meet together in this way in America . . . . "';
On May 7, 1905, at Genealogical
Hall in New York City, shortly after he
and the rest of his party had returned
from the Holy Land, Mr. MacNutt gave
a moving talk entitled, "Unity Through
Love." He recalled what the Master
had asked him shortly after his arrival at
'Akka: "How are the beloved of God in
the city of New York? Are they unified?
Are they in love and harmony? Are they
enkindled by the fire of the Love of
God?" Mr. MacNutt's answer: "There
are more signs of unity and love among
us in New York than there have been in
the history of our organization; and this

is owing more to the good work of our
women than to any other one cause."
He paused, and said to the audience,
"You should have seen the holy light of
joy and happiness upon His face, as He
heard this answer." 7
Instead of encouraging the pilgrims
to ask questions about science,
metaphysics and philosophy, Mr.
MacNutt informed his audience, the
Master tried to show them how to apply
the divine principle of love to their
lives. He was most anxious to know
how the friends were behaving toward
one another and what efforts they were
making to teach those who, because of
ignorance and superstition, were veiled
from the Glory of Baha'u'llah. Mr.
MacNutt advised Baha'Is "not to make
the pilgrimage from a mere motive of
self-satisfaction or spirit of inquiry, but
to go to 'Akka for the people, to bring
back from the Master that which will
accomplish the work of God and assist
in the development of humanity." H
He recounted how one day he said to
'Abdu'l-Baha that he wished he could
take the Master's "living face" hack to
America for the friends to see as he had
seen. 'Abdu'l-Baha answered, "My
love is my face; take it to them; tell
them to see me in their love for each
other. "9
During the spring of 1911, in a Tablet which He revealed to the much
loved Juliet Thompson, the Master
wrote: "Announce on my behalf to

Mrs. MacNutt, I do not forget thee and
my beloved friend, Mr. MacNutt, for
one breath; nay rather, I beg continually for your divine confirmation and
supreme assistance."·"
On that time-honored morning of
April II, 1912, when the Master arrived in New York aboard the 5.5.
Cedric, a large group of helievers had
gathered there to meet Him. He sent
them a message of love, but in order to
avoid a public scene, He asked the belie vers to lea ve and join Him at four
o'clock that afternoon at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kinney. After all
but two believers and a deeply interested friend had obediently left the
pier, Mr. MacNulI and Mr. Mills escorted the Master from the ship, and led
Him a short distance down the pier to
Mr. Mill's car fort he drive into the city.
The next day a large group of Baha'Is
assembled at the home of the MacNutts
in Brooklyn to hear the Master's second
formal talk in America. Mr. MacNulI
took notes, as he did during at least
seventeen other talks the Master gave in
this country. 'Abdu'l-Baha began this
beautiful presentation by saying, "This
is a most happy visit. I have crossed the
sea from the land of the Orient for the
joy of meeting the friends of God. Although weary after my long journey,
the light of the spirit shining in your
faces brings me rest and reward. This is
a spiritual house; the home of the spirit.
There is no discord here; all is love and
April, 1974/ BAHA'i NEWS
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unity:'11 He then clearly stated that
only through the intense sufferings and
hardships that Jesus Christ, the Bab,
and Baha'u'llah had endured was it
possible to hold such a meeting, and for
all to proclaim the un ity of the human
family.
At twenty minutes before midnight
April 14. three days after the Master's
arrival in New York City, the Ti/(lnic.
the largest steamship ever built, grazed
an enormous iceberg on the fourth day
of her maiden voyage from Southampton. England. and two hours later.
sank. Because there were an
insufficient number of lifeboats on
board for 4.000 passengers and 800
crew members, 1500 people drowned.
On the day the newspapers printed this
tragic story, the Master took a dri ve
through the streets of New York with
Mr. MacNutt. "Shall any of these
things you are looking upon remain or
endure?" the Master asked. "I f you
possessed all you could wish for
-these great buildings, wealth. luxury, the pleasures of life in this world
-would any of these things increase
your eternal happiness or insure you
everlasting existence? I am summoning
you to the world of the Kingdom . . . .
For the world of the Kingdom is a world
of Lights, a world of happiness, a world
of accomplishment, the real and eternal
world, "12 Mr. Mac Nutt has written
that in conclusion, after a lengthy pause
during which He looked thoughtfully
out of the window, 'Abdu'l-Baha said
calmly, "I was asked to sail upon the
Titanic, but my heart did not prompt me
to do SO."13
During His first days in New York
City, while he was residing at the hand20
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some Hotel Ansonia, 'Abdu'I-Baha enthusiastically consented to appear in a
short film to be made in front of the
hotel's imposing entrance. Mr. J. G.
Grundy and Mr. MacNutt have both
affirmed that as 'Abdu'l-Baha approached the camera He asked
Baha'u'llah "to bless this means for the
spreading of the Heavenly Cause
throughout the world. "'< To watch
Him do this was a most impressive
sight, they said. Several weeks later the
two men arranged for the Master to take
part in a second filming. this one longer
than the first. Dr. Zia Bagdadi has
stated that it consists offive scenes. The
first is of the Master's arrival at the
house, and the welcome that the friends
gave Him; the second, His conversation with His secretaries, and interpreters as He walked with them on the
lawn; the third, His chants in Persian as
He walked there alone; the fourth, His
blessings to the white and black children as He sat beside them. with the
Persian believers standing in the background; and the fifth, His farewell
words to the believers.l~ According to
Mr. Grundy and Mr. MacNutt, "those
who beheld His countenance in the final
utterance of the 'Glad Tidings' will
treasure the memory of it forever. "I H
Shortly after these scenes were filmed,
the same two men made a record of the
Master's voice on an Edison Talking
Machine. They wrote, "The beloved
friends one hundred years from now
will be able to see the form, face, and
the actions of the beloved Center of the
Covenant; and even more, listen to the
actual tone of His voice, speaking the
words which the motion picture so eloquently portrays. "17
During the Master's journey in
America, and at frequent intervals for
some years afterwards, His American
addresses, often accompanied by fascinating stories about Him, sometimes
illustrated with excellent photographs,
were published in the Baha'i magazine,
Star of the West. Thinking that a collection of these talks would make an
impressive book, Mr. MacNutt collected those that had already been published, and all the other presentations
by the Master in America that he could
find, and prepared them for publication. In two letters which he wrote to
'Abdu'I-Baha on February 18 and 21.
1919. he asked approval of thi~ plan.
The Master composed a Tablet in reply,

translated by Shoghi Effendi, with this
most encouraging advice: "The
addresses of 'Abdu'I-Baha which thou
hast compiled and which thou intendest
to print and pUblish, is indeed very advisable. This service shall cause thee to
acquire an effulgent face in the Abha
Kingdom, and shall make thee the object of the praise and gratitude of the
friends in the East as well as the West.
But this is to be undertaken with the
utmost carefulness. so that the exact
text may be reproduced and will exclude all deviations and corruptions by
previous interpreters." 1 H On July 20,
1919. in a Tablet revealed to Albert R.
Windust, the Master gave this further
instruction, "Name the book which
Mr. MacNutt is compiling 'The Promulgation of Universal Peace.' As to its
introduction it should be written by
MacNutt himself when in heart he is
turning toward the Abha Kingdom so
that he may leave a permanent trace
behind him, Send a copy of it to the
Holy Land."I~
Mr. MacNutt, of course, followed
all of His instructions. The Master gave
the introduction His approval and asked
that a Persian translation of it be included in the forthcoming book.
In the introduction he said the Master
"proclaimed His message and teachings universally to every degree and
capacity of humankind, with such pure
and sincere moti ve that all heard him
gladly and without prejudice and
antagonism. "211
He said 'Abdu'l-Baha was" . . . the
channel of purifying, unifying religious
belief, the new impulse, and dynamic.
the creative spirit of regeneration, the
power and healing direct from God, the
irrigating current of life to the world of
man, the answerer of questions, the explainer of the Book, the bestower of
spiritual capacities, the upli fling impetus of civilization, the servant of all
mankind, the point of agreement and
reconciliation for all the divine religions, the standard-bearer of U ni versal
Peace and messenger of the GladTidings of the oneness of the world of
humanity. "21 Several months before
the Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha, on
November 28, 1921. the Executive
Board of the Baha'i Temple Unity
published its first edition of The ProlIlulgmion of Unil'ersal Peace.
Owing to Mr. MacNutt's foresight
and painstaking work, believers and

inquirers alike still have a precious opportunity to read and study al/ of the
Master's available American addresses. They serve as models to many
Baha'i speakers. Distinguished historians of the Cause often quote from
these gemlike talks.
'Abdu'I-Baha once asked the MacNutts to try and hold on to their house in
Brooklyn, where He had visited, and
where so many splendid meetings had
taken place. Early in 1920, however,
they decided to spend the rest of their
lives in a concentrated effort to teach
the Cause in other parts of the country.
After Mr. MacNutt had retired from his
profession, he and Mary sold their
house and moved to Florida. They
spent five of the next winters serving
the Faith in various cities of Florida.
They spent one winter in California
teaching the Faith.
Thornton Chase, not only the first
American believer, but also the first
believer of the West, was a close friend
of Howard MacNutt's. A touching
photograph of him, which he declared
his favorite, shows him standing close
to Mr. Chase's grave in the cemetery of
Inglewood, a suburb of Los Angeles. In
his middle sixties, Mr. MacNutt had a
strong, 'handsome face and a sturdy
body. His kind, gentle expression
showed charm and humor. White hair
covered his head. With deep love and
much fervor, he seems to be praying for
his departed friend. 22
Howard and Mary MacNutt both
died in Miami, Florida, as a result of
injuries received from accidents, he on
December 26th, 1926, and she one
month before. In "America and the
Most Great Peace," his magnificent
essay on the spiritual history of that
country, the beloved Guardian has
numbered MacNutt among eight immortal names who "will forever remain
associated with the rise and establishment of His Faith in the American continent and will continue to shed on its
annals a lustre that time can never
dim. "23
I. Horace H. Holley, "Green
Acre," Star of the West Volume 17
(July, 1926): p. 117.
2. Julia M. Grundy, Ten Days in the
Light ofAcca (Chicago: Baha'i Publishing Society), p. 72.
3. Ibid., p. 74
4. Ibid.

5. Ibid., p. 76.
6. Ibid., p. 77.
7. Howard
MacNutt,
Unitv
Through Love (Chicago: Baha'i Publishing Society), p. 3.
8. Ibid., p. 16.
9. Ibid., p. 77.
10. Star of the West, Volume II
(August, 1911) No. 7-8, p. 13.
II. 'Abdu'I-Baha, The Promulgation of Universal Peace, Compiled by
Howard MacNutt, Volume I (Chicago:
Baha'i Temple Unity, 1921-22), p. 2.
12. Star of the West, Volume IV
(October, 1913) No. 12, p. 210.
13. Ibid.
14. J.G. Grundy and Howard MacNutt, "Taking of the Moving Picture of
'Abdu'I-Bahli, The Center of the Co-

venant," Star of the West, Volume III
(September, 1912) No. 10; p. 3.
IS. Zia Bagdadi, " 'Abdu'I-Baha in
America," Star of the West, Volume
XIX, (November, 1928) No.8, p. 253.
16. Star of the West, Volume III
(September, 1912) No. 10 p. 3.
17. Ibid., p. 3.
18. Star of the West Volume 10
(August, 1919) No.8 p. 153.
19. Promulgation of Universal
Peace, p. vii.
20. Ibid., p. ii.
21. Ibid., p. vi and vii.
22. Star of the West Volume XVII
(January, 1927) No. 10 p. 298.
23. Shoghi Effendi, The World
Order of Bahd' u' Udh (Wilmette,
Baha'i Publishing Trust 1955) p. 81.
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Howard MacNutt at the graveside of Mr. Thornton Chase. first American Bahd' i, in
Los Angeles, Cali/ornia.
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Around the World
this momentous celebration was given
excellent
newspaper
coverage
throughout the country.
In all, sixteen Baha'I communities in
Australia conducted programs on this
special day. They ranged from seminars and lectures, to concerts, film
programs, and even an open-air prayer
meeting by candlelight.

Australia

Interview show
Sydney affirms explores Faith
UN declaration
A SPECIAL SERVICE was held in the
Baha'I House of Worship in Sydney, to
commemorate the 25th anniversary of
the signing on December 10, 1948, of
the Declaration of Human Rights, by
the member states of the United Nations.
Among the guests were members of
the National Spiritual Assembly, representatives of the Continental Counsellors, and officials of the United Nations. The Australian Baha'I interest in

IN MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, the
Baha'I Faith was introduced to the audience of a popular television program,
"No Man's Land," by a reporter who
presented probing questions with courtesy and sympathy. To help her prepare
for her interview and her introductory
remarks, she was invited to spend an
evening with a Melbourne Baha'I family. The sensitive program which she
produced subsequently, included shots
of the House of Worship in Sydney,
filmed specially for this program.

Ecuador

Indians to get
own literature
THE CAYAPA INDIANS, who dwell in
the Ecuadoran province of Esmeraldas,
can now read Baha'I literature in their
own Cayapa language. The National
Assembly of Ecuador recently announced the achievement of th is
significant goal, noting their particular
satisfaction that the task was accomplished by a native believer, who obtained the help of a sympathetic Cayapa
Indian in translating a Spanishlanguage pamphlet. As Cayapa is not a
written language, an oral translation
was recorded phonetically, to produce
the new and welcome pamphlet.
"The first few Cayapas accepted the
Faith late in the Nine Year Plan and
have shown marked spiritual capacity," a report of the National Assembly
said. "We are overjoyed at having this
little booklet available in Cayapa for
use in the deepening and consolidation
work among these delightful people. "

Hawaii

Hilo will host
twenty nations

Mr. Michael Bluett, a student at the Australian National University in Canberra,
the nation's capital, sits at the controls of the campus radio station, preparing for
the weekly Bahti'i broadcast. For some time the Bahti'i students at the university
have produced a ten-minute fireside for Radio A.N.U.' s Sunday afternoon "Religious Hour". They have considered it an effective way to reach a sizable group of
students and teachers.

MORE THAN TWENTY COUNTRIES
-among them the United States,
Japan, Australia, New Zealand, and
several African nations-will be represented at the Baha'I International
Youth Conference in Hawaii, August
4-8. The Hawaiian National Assembly
has encountered a sustained and
world-wide interest in attending this
conference, and has already once extended the registration deadline.
The Hand of the Cause of God
Abu'l-Qasim Faizi will represent The
Universal House of Justice at this
event. Other Hands of the Cause will
attend, among them Mr. William Sears
and Mr. Dhikru'Uah Khadem. Rep-
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resentatives of the Continental Counsellors and the Auxiliary Boards will
also be participating.
The conference will be held at the
Civic Auditorium in Hilo, Hawaii. It
will begin with a traditional "luau", as
part of a scheduled "Unity Feast", on
August 4. The conference will start
officially on the evening of August 5,
after a day-long guided tour of such
island attractions as the Mauna Loa and
Kilauea volcanoes, and the snowcapped Mauna Kea, the highest peak in
the Pac i fic.
A public meeting during the conference will feature Seals and Crofts, the
popular singers from the United States.
Post-conference proclamation events
will be held throughout the Hawaiian
islands.
A conference fee of $40 will be collected from each person attending. The
fee will cover transportation from the
airport to the hotels on arrival, and car
fare back to the airport at the close of
the conference; transportation to and
from the conference site; a tour of the
island of Hawaii; a Hawaiian "luau";
noon and evening meals during conference sessions; and registration. Hotel

costs for each person (with a room occupancy of three to four people), will
range from $30 to $60 per night.
International travelers must first land
in Honolulu, then make a connecting
flight to Hilo airport.

India

Message taken
to Andamans
Two TRA VEUNG TEACHERS recently
spent three weeks in India's Andaman
Islands, approximately 400 miles west
of Burma, in the Bay of Bengal. They
were successful in presenting the
Teachings of the Faith to most of the
leading people in Port Blair, the principal city, including the island's Chief
Commissioner, who administered the
territory for the Indian government.
The visitors, Mr. and Mrs. Chaterjee, were entertained during their stay
by the Bishop of the Andamans, who
enquired about the Faith and extended
every possible assistance and courtesy.

A Spiritual Assembly
CANARY ISLANDS-The Local Spiritual Assembly of Arucas, Gran
Canaria island, Canary Islands. The members of the Assembly are, standing
from left to right: Mrs. Kaye Sullivan; Mr. Pat Sullivan (the Sullivans
previously pioneered in Antogonish, Nova Scotia); Miss Prudence George,
from England; Mrs. Heidrun Schmoller, from Germany; Mr. Batoul Taheri,
from Iran; Mr. Horst Schmoller, born in Chile. Seated, from left to right: Mrs.
Issa Taheri, from Iran; pioneer from Spain, name not known; Mrs. Miriam
Margolies, from the United States.

2
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"It was really a miracle of Baha'u'llah
to find ourselves being entertained in
the Bishop's house on Christmas day,
and at his invitation, discussing the
Faith with his other guests," the
Chaterjees reported to the National
Assembly of India.
A cooperative proprietor of a local
bookshop allowed the couple to display
Baha'I books in his store. A presentation of books was made to the college
library in Port Blair. Newspaper interviews were arranged, and a thorough
presentation on the Faith was made to a
group of wi ves of government officials.
The purser of the ship on which the
Chaterjees traveled, a noted Bengali
author, renewed an interest in the Faith
which had been kindled on an earlier
voyage by an Australian Baha'i. In one
of his books this writer mentioned the
Baha'I Faith and told of his first encounter with it.
"He became very friendly and invited us to his cabin forte a each day and
we talked about the Faith," the
Chaterjees .reported. "In addition, we
spoke to many of the passengers about
Baha'u'llah. "

Honduras

Believer joins
Indian council
A NATIONAL INDIGENOUS INSTITUTE
was recently formed in Honduras to
consider ways of channeling assistance
to the nation's Indian population. The

f

individuals chosen to serve on the panel
were prominent Hondurans, from an
assortment of professional backgrounds. Only one foreigner was
selected: Mrs. Wanita M. George, a
pioneer to Honduras, and a member of
the National Spiritual Assembly.
The appointment was in apparent
recognition of her years of service to
the Jicaque Indians of Montana de la
Flor, Honduras. She has visited the
Jicaque Reservation regularly for thirteen years. On each monthly visit she
takes a mule load of handwoven baskets back to the city to market for the
tribe.
A Honduran journalist, also appointed to the indigenous institute, recently devoted much of her column in a
leading national newspaper to a discussion of the Baha'] belief in unity.
"Baha'IS value and look out for the
welfare of the Indians," she said.

Italy

Exhibit tours
Italian cities
ITALY'S FIRST traveling Baha'I exhibit
is proclaiming the Faith to thousands of
Italians in major centers. Known as the
., Mostra di Perugia" , this lively display

c1uding Venice, Catania, Cagliari,
Pisa, Livorno, Mantova. At Scandicci,
the reaction to the exhibit was typified
by a local painter:
"Most Italians don't have the patience to listen to another man's ideas
on religion, but this show tells you a
lot, quicklX and painlessly."

Jamaica

A portion of the exhibit.
of photographs and maps, captions and
quotations, quickly communicates the
history and teachings of the Faith to the
curious visitor.
At an art gallery in Scandicci (see
photos), a workers' town in Tuscany,
the ten-day exhibit daily attracted students, merchants, and civil servants.
Every visitor read Eduard Benes' tribute to the Faith, saw photographs of
the Shrine of the Bab and Baha'I temples, and studied the latest world statistics of the Faith. The majority stayed to
discuss the objectives of the Faith with
the Baha'I youth on duty.
This mobile proclamation, designed
and assembled by the Baha'I youth of
Perugia, has been shown during the
past year in a dozen Italian cities, in-

Children's classes
PARAGUA Y -Children's classes in Pedro Juan Caballero, Paraguay, with
pioneer and teacher Mrs. Josephine Johansen.

Jamaica active
in using radio
A SERIES OF twenty half-hour radio
programs on the Baha'I Faith were recently produced by the National Assembly of Jamaica, and were broadcast
during a five-week period beginning
February 12, Monday through Thursday, at 12:30 A.M.
"The impact of the radio program
was extremely encouraging," the NaRand McNally & Company
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tional Assembly reported, "especially
the response received from the rural
areas, where radio has a wider audience
than in city centers where television is
available. "
Although few direct enquiries were
received, Baha'I travelers in rural areas
were frequently asked when the radio
series would be resumed, the National
Assembly said. "It is felt that still
further progress could be made within
the limits of the twenty broadcasts if the
time allotted to us was earlier than midnight," the National Assembly noted.
, "Had it not been for the time factor, we
feel that a larger audience would have
been reached. It is evident, however,
that the radio program experience was a
worthwhile one."
The National Assembly observed
that more might have been achieved
had manpower been available in rural
areas to capitalize on the interest
created by the broadcasts. The Assembly has offered to supply copies of its
scripts to other national communities
interested in exploring the uses of radio
for proclamation and deepening.
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Belize

Radio program
six years old
FOR ALMOST SIX YEARS the National
Spiritual Assembly of Belize produced
a monthly fifteen-minute radio program
to proclaim the Faith in this Central
American Republic, and to deepen the
knowledge of the Baha'Is themselves.
The program, featuring a panel discussion on what were considered timely
and relevant issues, became a valuable
tool for heightening the public interest
in the Baha'i Teachings, as well as enhancing the prestige of the Cause of
God in Belize.
A report from the National Assembly
of Belize received at the World Centre
in March, stated: "You will be happy to
hear that beginning the first Wednesday
in October, the radio program 'The
Baha'I Viewpoint' will be heard every
Wednesday at 9:30 A.M., instead of
only monthly as in the past."

Rand McNally de. Company

Panama

Color show on
Faith telecast
A ONE-HOUR color television program
about the Baha'i Faith was recently
broadcast on the major network in
Panama City. The content of the program was organized by Continental
Counsellor Paul Pavon of Ecuador.
An international, interracial group of
Baha'Is took part in tHe program. The
panel included Cuna Indians, Panamanians, Costa Ricans, Ecuadorans, and
North Americans.

4

The two-year-old Panama Temple.
The television time was offered by
the vice-president of Panama City's
Channel 4 during an interview with the
National Assembly's Publicity Committee. He proposed that Counsellor
Pavon be interviewed along with other
Baha'Is during a popular half-hour afternoon program.
When the guests were already assembled and Mr. Eduardo Frangias, the
interviewer, was ready to begin taping,
word came that the program was to be
expanded to one hour. An urgent consultation among the Baha'Is produced
the decision that the film on the dedication of the Panama House of Worship
would be shown in the additional time
granted. But it was promptly discovered that only the English version of the
film was available. Mr. Pavon was
forced to provide a simultaneous translation into Spanish of the film's narration, which from Panamanian accounts
was accomplished brilliantly.
During the remainder of the program
each Baha'i guest was introduced, and
a number of them answered questions
posed by Mr. Frangias (who later suggested taping additional programs in
the future). Some of the questions:
"What do Baha'is believe?", "What
does the Baha'i Faith offer the world?",
"What are North Americans doing in
Panama for the Faith?" A number of
. songs were performed as well.
The station reportedly received calls
for several days from viewers requesting additional infonnation about the
Baha'is.

,1 1

Panama Temple
gets cleaning

'j
~I
:.1

THE DOME OF the two-year-old Panama
Temple, discolored by a dark mold
growing in the grout holding the
ceramic tile chips in place, recently got
its first good bath. The mold developed
as a consequence of the torrential rains
and accompanying humidity common
to the area for months each year.
A platfonn on rubber tires was constructed to give the maintenance crews
maneuverability'atop the dome. It was
anchored to the cupola support posts
with plasticized cables.
From the platform the mold was
sprayed with a high-grade cleaning solution. A coat of concrete sealant was
added afterwards, which is expected to
keep the tile free of further growth for
many year~.

I
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Chile

c.

Structure in the garden park ofLota Alto. one
of the communities visited by Chilean
teachers (a); descending from Lota Alto to
Lota Bajo is rough but panoramic. Coal is
mined from the ocean floor and it is not uncommon to find beaches strewn with coal
stone (b); the central plaza of Valdivia (c);
secretary of Chilean National Assembly drafting letter to be given to authorities in cities
visited by teaching project (d); MissConsuelo
Munoz. a member of the teaching team. answers questions for an inquirer in Valdivia
plaza (e).
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Professor aids
teaching work

SOUTH AMEIICA

Faith grows in
Indian region
A CA MPAIGN TO EXPAND and
consolidate the Faith among the
Mapuche Indians in their mountain
lands outside Temuco, in south central
Chile, was undertaken in late January
by the National Spiritual Assembly, at
the close of a Baha'i Youth Congress in
nearby Nueva Imperial. Teams of National Assembly members, some
adults, and a large number of youth,
opened twelve new areas to the Faith in
this rich agricultural region, enrolling
136 new believers.
Temuco itself has no Baha'is. It is
one of the more acti ve economic centers in southern Chile, as well as the
center for the South American Missionary Society and the American Baptists, who conduct a number of public
schools there. The Indians in outlying
areas use the city as a market for their
textiles and other products.
Encouraged by the results of teaching in the region the National Assembly
is considering ways of conducting intensive follow-up programs. "The
chances to open more the Mapuche
zone have always been there," the National Assembly noted in a report on the
campaign, "but we think that now we
must take the opportunity and enable
hundreds of these waiting souls to enter
the Faith."

6
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WHILE SPENDING A MONTH in Chile
on academic business recently, Dr.
'Ishrat H. Nagvi, Professor of Physics
and Astronomy at the University of
Saskatchewan in Regina, Canada,
placed his free time at the disposal of
the National Assembly for teaching and
other Baha'i work. Having received a
good deal of advance notice the National Assembly was able to develop an
impressive itinerary for Dr. Nagv!, taking full advantage of his exceptional
talents.
In Santiago Dr. Nagv! gave an address on the relation between science
and religion at the National
Haz!ratu'I-Quds. He was interviewed
before his talk by the Catholic
University's television news team. The
film was broadcast the following evening during an 8 P.M. telecast.
Among the 70 people in the audience
for his talk was the Mayor of La Cisterna, a municipality adjoining the capital, Santiago. The Mayor was given a
number of Baha'! books by the National

Assembly. A few nights later Dr.
Nagvi gave a talk in La Cisterna itself.
The Mayor was again among the
guests,

Teaching team
tours country
IN LATE MARCH, another team of
Chilean teachers traveled more than
300 miles in a two-week period, visiting six cities in the south. This time 32
new believers were enrolled by the
nine-member team, among them university students, farm laborers, housewives, and office clerks. At some locations crowds of as many as 200 people
gathered to hear of the Bahn Faith.
The teaching trip was organized with
the help of 'Continental Counsellor
Masu'd Khams!, who assisted in developing guidelines for the project. It
was financed with a contribution from
the Hand of the Cause RUQ!yyih
Khanum.
The trip began in Concepcion,
Chile's second major seaport; it ended
in Chiloe, the lush, still, offshore
Pacific island, that influenced many ancient Indian legends.

Fourteenth National Convention
CHILE-The Fourteenth National Convention of Chile was held in Valparaiso, April 26-28. Shown in the photograph are visitors and delegates from
coastal Iquique in the north, to the seaport of Punta Arenas in the south. The
1\ principal topic for discussion was the Five Year Plan. The National Assem bly
announced it had scheduled two conferences in June to launch the Plan. One
was to be held in Santiago, the national capital, the second in Vadivia, a
provincial capital in south central Chile.

1
I

a.
More than five hours of free radio time was given to
Baha'is on teaching project, (a.); Baha'is participating in teaching project, (b.); direct teaching in the
plazas, (c.); pier leaving the mainland near Puerto
Monafor the island ofChiloe, (d.); Continental COllnsellor Masu'd Khamsi, left, giving Bah(l' i books to the
Mayor of Concepcion, second left, (e.).

c.

d.

e.

Participants in the May 26 conference
at the National BahQ'i Center in Wilmette.

United States

Assembly holds
historic talks
An historic conference to brief the
members of major Baha'i insti tutions in
North America on the measures
adopted to execute the Five Year Plan
was held by the National Spiritual Assembly in Wilmette, Sunday, May 26.
Present at the conference, in addition
to the members of the National Assembly, were the three Hands of the Cause
residing in North America (Mr. Sears,
Mr. Robarts, and Mr. Khadem); the
four members of the Continental Counsellors for North America (Miss True,

Dr. Pereira, Mrs. Sherrill, and Mr.
Gardner); the members of the Auxiliary
Board; and representati ves of major
committees of the National Assembly.
It was the first time in the development of the Faith in the United States
that representatives of all these institutions came together to discuss aspects
of the teaching work. Intended primarily to inform the members of the Auxiliary Board of the steps to be taken in
launching the new Plan, this conference signalized, according to the National Assembly, a new phase in collaboration among the preeminent
Baha'i institutions in this country.
It was also seen as the first implementation of an October 1, 1969 recommendation of The Universal House
of Justice that the Counsellors and Auxiliary Board be well informed of the
plans of the National Assembly. In that
message outlining the relationship between the Continental Counsellors and
the National Assemblies, the Supreme
Body, said: "It is the Spiritual Assemblies whci plan and direct the work, but
these plans should be well known to the
Counsellors and Auxiliary Board
members, because one of the ways in
which they can assist the Assemblies is
by urging the believers continually to
support the plans of the Assemblies."
At the close of this conference the
National Assembly said future meetings with these institutions would be
scheduled to keep them informed of

~

During one session the members of a new National Baha'i Youth Committee are
introduced.
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developments in the implementation of
the Five Year Plan. The Assembly
called this particular meeting, "the fifth
stage in the launching of the Five Year
Plan in the United States. "The stages
were explained in the National
Assembly's annual report:
"The release of the Naw-Ruz
message from the Supreme Institution sounded the bugle call;
the initial discussions, involving
two Hands of the Cause, all four
Counsellors and the National
Spiritual Assembly, constitute the
rousing of the chief officers; the
National Convention, the display
of the colors; the post-Convention
Conferences, the diffusion of field
officers; the anticipated joint
meeting of the Continental Counsellors, National Assembly members, Auxiliary Board members,
and National Teaching Committee
members in May, the issuance of
operating orders; and the St. Louis
Conference, the complete call to
arms-the mobilization of all detachments of the Army of Light
toward the conquest of their assigned objectives."

Temple opened
earlier in day
SINCE RII?v AN the House of Worship in
Wilmette has opened daily between
8-10 am to allow the friends to gather to
read and to chant the Holy Word. Previously the House of Worship opened
at IO am.
The decision to extend the hours during which the Temple is open for use
was made by the National Spiritual Assembly, to respond in an effective way
to the Five Year Plan goal·of developing the distinctive characteristics of
Baha'i society.
In amplifying its explanation of this
goal of the Plan, the Supreme Body
explained that one distinctive characteristic would be the gathering of the
believers daily between dawn and two
hours after sunrise, to listen to the reading and chanting of the Holy Word.
The new hours would serve to align
the activities of the House of Worship
more closely with its essential purpose,
the National Assembly said.
No formal devotional program is or-

,'.

ganized on a regular daily basis. The
friends are free to read or chant the
Sacred Scriptures, if they feel moved to
do so.
On Holy Days, however, the National Assembly has instructed that a
formal devotional program be conducted. In addition, on these special
days the House of Worship is to be
opened as close to dawn as possible.
As of May 1 the workday at the National Baha'f Center was scheduled to
begin a half-hour earlier than it had
before. The staff was to report at 8:30
A.M., rather than 9:00 A.M.

Mr. Yazzie said he could grasp the
spirit and motive of the consultation.
He said the need for a universal auxiliary language was very clear, and that
Indian youth should strive to become
proficient in English. Mr. Yanie
studied English years ago, but has since
forgotten much of it.
He was pleased to meet other
Bahli'is, and said he was impressed
with the unity, sincerity, and enthusiasm of the delegates. The Convention was unique in his experience of
political and religious meetings, because Baha'is were highly motivated in
achieving their goals, he said. Mr.
YaZzie felt this was a great accomplishment.
At the close of the interview he expressed thanks "to the leaders who
planned the meetings", and said he
would take his impressions of the Convention to his people, to educate and
uplift them with the spirit he felt at this
Convention.

School holds
final session
ABOUT 80 PEOPLE attended the final
session of the Geyserville Baha'i
School April 5-8, conducted at a rented

The main lodge and swimming pool on
the Bosch School property.
facility near Santa Cruz, California.
Upon completion of its spring session,
the renowned school quietly ended its
activities, after almost 50 years of service to Baha'is in the western United
States.
The Geyserville school's 80-acre
campus was located near the Russian
River, 90 miles north of San Francisco.
It was purchased by the State of
California in January 1973 to facilitate
a highway expansion project. The
school's subsequent academic sessions
were continued-until its closing April
8-in rented facilities in the Santa Cruz
area.
Geyserville has been replaced by the
new 67-acre John and Louise Bosch
Baha'i School, located sixteen miles
from Santa Cruz on the north end of

Mr. Dan Yazzie

Unity affects
Indian visitor
MR. DAN YAZZIE, a Navajo medicine
man who hosted a large Baha'i proclamation on the Navajo Reservation in
Arizona last July, was one of the many
visitors to the 65th National Baha'i
Convention in Wilmette last April
25-28. Mr. Yazzie first encountered the
Faith in 1971, and has since taught
many people on the reservation, where
he is an honored and'respected tribal
leader.
Mr. Franklin Kahn, a member of the
National Spiritual Assembly, translated Mr. Yazzie's remarks during an
interview at the National Baha'i
Center. Although he did struggle to understand the proceedings in English,

Village friendship; .
KENY A-Baha'i teachers and friends in the village of Gatimu, Kenya.
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One of the many double cabins provided for visitors to the school.
Monterey Bay. The Bosch school will
be dedicated in early July, and will
begin operations during the summer
months.
John and Louise Bosch, distinguished early believers who were present in the Holy Land when the Master
died in 1921, donated the Geyserville
property to the Faith in the 1920's. The
Boschs met 'Abdu'l-Baha during His
journey to America in 1912 and served
Him faithfully until His passing.
In its final report to the National
Baha'I Schools Committee, the
Geyserville School Council, said: "We
pray that success upon success will follow the future education programs at
the new Bosch Baha'I School. We
thank the Bosch trustees for the opportunities given us to serve in the past, the
National Baha'I Schools Committee for
their guidance in our work, and the
many teachers who have served so well
and lovingly in past years."
The theme for the final spring program was "The Station of Man" .. The
courses sought to deepen the understanding of students on their station as
Baha'IS, and to prepare them to be better able to teach the Cause of
Baha'u'llah.
Among the instructors at this final
session were Auxiliary Board member
Fred Schechter, who lectured on the
session's theme; Dr. Amin Banani,
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who spoke on the Kitab-i-Aqdas; Mrs
Violette Haakes and Mrs. Nura Ioas,
who formed a team for a two-hour lecture on the Holy Family, emphasizing
the station of its women members. Continental Counsellor for Western Asia
Iraj Ayman, who arrived at the school
unexpectedly, shared impressions of
teaching in his part of the world, and
assisted Dr. Banani with his class on
the Aqdas. A 27-member choral group
called The Welcome Change, gave a
one-hour recital of their music during a
balmy Sunday afternoon.
The new Bosch school near Santa
Cruz encompasses large stands of redwood, fir, oak, and madrone, extensive
areas of open, rolling land, and a small
lake. From several vantage points on
the property, set at an elevation of
2,000 feet, the Pacific Ocean is clearly
visible five miles away.
The main building has a dining hall
for about 70 people, a fully equipped
commercial kitchen, an expansive
lobby, a game room, a snack bar, and
locker rooms for the heated, filtered,
30- foot by 60-foot swimming pool on
the property. There are, in addition, ten
individual cabins (nine
with
fireplaces), three duplex cabins, and
three separate homes on the new campus.
Negotiations for the purchase of the
Bosch school began in January 1973.
They were completed eleven months
later.

Switzerland

Party held for
Hand of Cause
A FAREWELL PARTY for the Hand of
the Cause of God Dr. Adelbert
Mlihlschlegel was recently given by the
National Spiritual Assembly of Switzerland and the country's 25 Local
Spiritual Assemblies. After a long residence in Switzerland Mr. Mlihlschlegel
moved to Germany in December,
where he took -up residence near the
House of Worship in Frankfurt.
Mr. Mlihlschlegel was given a
suitcase-full of presents by his hosts
- (one present from each Spiritual Asserribly) to demonstrate the affection of
the entire Swiss community. Most of
the gifts were humorous items. The

Spiritual Asse~bly of Binningen, for
example, gave him "a bottle of Binningen air" to take back to Germany.
Several poems were written and recited, including one by Dr.
Mlihlschlegel himself. (See poem
below).

To The Friends in Switzer/and
The heavens are radiant and the mountains beckon;
The seas are luminous and the
meadows are in flower.
0, would that I could forever drink of
this beauty!
But never does life hold out to us the
glitter of promise
for all the wishes that glow in our
hearts.
Soon you, dear land, will have disappeared from my sightyou, healer of the sick, the depressed.
As once our Guardian, here too will
they be healed.
Like his, our hearts will be forever
bound to you;
our souls breathe, lovingly cheered,
true friendship,
those noblest sentiments that life can
give us,
in happiness and sorrow.
A beacon in this dark mill of fate,
which sheds a glorious light
on our terrestrial tumult, and into the
unknown to all eternity.
o Thou Heaven-ordained power of
Unity
.
which lovingly embraces all opposition, in Thy purity bless this land
and teach its souls Thy tenderness
which ever understands,
ever forgives, and is merciful!
We roam afar, yet here remain at home.
Though we long tarry at firesides
abroad,
in hearts and spirit we remain one; that
this perplexed, hate-ridden,
tangled world may become a
paradiseand we serve, serve ...

..
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Tributes to heroic sacrifice
A colleague recalls the achievements of
The Hands of the Cause of God Dorothy Baker
and Keith Ransom-Kehler

By A.Q. Faizl

Impressions of Mrs.
Ransom-Kehler
" ... whereas in days past every
lover besought and searched after
his Beloved, it is the Beloved Himself Who now is calling His
lovers . .. "
Baha'u'llah
(Gleanings, p. 320)
What an ecstasy and holy rapture to
be in the presence of the beloved
Guardian. To every pilgrim it was a
state of spiritual enchantment that
could only be obtained in his presence.
Wonder, awe, and reverence were
awakened in his visitors by his dignified and exalted personality. Days
passed like swiftly gliding rivers, but
the sweet memories of those hours of
pilgrimage remained vivid and unstained by the erosions of time, returning to mind again and again with undying gratitude and affection.
It was during my last pilgrimage, on
the first day of my arrival in Haifa,
while walking on the slopes of Mount
Carmel, that the Guardian expressed
sorrow because of the passing of a "valiant martyr and a virtuous peer," Mrs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler. With intense
longing she had gone to visit the home-

Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler
land of Baha'u'llah and, with unabated
determination, had done her utmost to
open a way for the entrance from the
West of Baha'i literature into Persia,
and for mitigation of the oppressions
suffered by her fellow believers. She
suffered grave disappointments and defeats; finally in Isfahan, physically exhausted, she succumbed to smallpox,
and died a few hours after its onset.
The Guardian spoke on that walk of
how great a teacher, how eloqueIit a
writer she had been. [He then very lovingly made mention of Marzieh
Khanum and said that she wrote like

Mrs. Ransom-Kehler, instructing me to
send a warm letter to her on his behalf.]
He expressed sorrow because none of
the promises given by the Persian authorities to Mrs. Ransom-Kehler were
ever ful filled. In his boundless blessings he termed her the first American
martyr in Iran and an ember from the
fire of the love of God. We walked on.
Then, as if the veils of time and space
had been parted so that he might behold
horizons far away, the Guardian, after a
long moment of silence, said the funeral of Mrs. Ransom-Kehler had been
a very important event in Isfahan. The
Baha'i friends had followed her coffin
with the deepest respect. The inhabitants of the city had stood on both sides
of the main streets down which the cortege had traveled. Taken by surprise,
they related to each other that a great
American teacher had passed away in
their city. The Guardian's description
was moving and wonderful, one to
bring tears of pride _and sorrow.
Before my pilgrimage ended, the
Guardian sent me a large envelope. It
contained a large leaf onto which
flowers of varying sizes and colors
were pressed in a very beautiful design.
He instructed me to take this gift of love
to Isfahan and there to lay it upon the
grave of Keith Ransom-Kehler, martyr.
What a painful moment when one
finally had to leave the presence of
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Shoghi Effendi. With tears in my eyes
and the darkness of all the disappointments of the world in my heart, I bade
him goodbye, and departed for Damascus from Haifa, to proceed through Iraq
into Persia. It was a long journey; and
in those days the great hazard lay in the
crossing of the trackless desert between
Damascus and Baghdad. A single car
dared not traverse the wastes lest it
break down or be irretrievably lost.
Therefore, in Damascus I waited until
such time as at least six cars would form
a caravan, driving together for safety.
When finally the little caravan assembled, we set out through that Ii feless, empty, boundless space, which
was the picture of my own heart, devoid of hope and happiness. How could

'to the sky, "In the desert, that star is our
guide." It was the polar star toward
which he gestured, and I was
strengthened, consoled, made meditative looking at that star, like a diamond
nail fixed forever, holding together the
firmament. What happens, I pondered,
when we Baha'fs fix our gaze upon him
whose light followed the Master?
Never, never will we be lost in the trackless wastes of our lives if we live by the
Guardian's direction.
Three days before the Baha'is of Persia were to hold their annual meetings
to commemorate the martyrdom of the
Bab, I reached Isfahan. The friends,
informed of my coming, looked eagerly forward to the arri val of the
Guardian's great gift. The Local

Baha'is of Isfahan gathered about the casket of Keith Ransom-Kehler.
it be otherwise, when it had been so
swiftly taken away from the mountain
of God, the abode of the sign of God on
earth? And now, crossing the bleak
wastes at night, the moon, the stars, the
whole firmament looked upon me from
above, as if conscious of the emblem of
love which I was honored to bear to its
recipient. No marks, no traces of paved
roads, no river or little hills showed
where we were, yet the cars sped onward. I wondered how the drivers
would ever reach their destinations safe
and sound. "How do you find your direction?" I asked our driver; "There is
no sign here." Said the driver, pointing
first to the desert sands, then, smiling,
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Spiritual Assembly of Isfahan invited
all the friends to congregate in the
Baha'i cemetery on the day of the anniversary of the martyrdom of the Bab,
to pay tribute to the American woman
who had died in their city on October

23, 1933.
On that wonderful, tragic, memorable day of the Bab, groups of the friends
proceeded from their villages and from
the city of Isfahan itself to the Baha'i
graveyard outside the city limits.
Meanwhile, the news sped round the
Muslim community that the Baha'is
were making a visit to the grave of the
foreign woman who spent "all her yesterdays" in the promotion of the Cause

of peace and love, the Baha'i Faith. The
people understood only that she, the
stranger, was to receive a great posthumous honor, a prize never sought,
but won through her great spirit and
sacrifice. With confused feelings they
watched the Baha'is exulting in this
important event. Gathering on the roofs
of their houses and on the minarets of
their mosques, they felt the irrepressibility of the Faith and the failure of their
fight against its aims. They could not
quite believe this wonderful spectacle
of the Baha'is daring to gather in solemn march, in spite of all that had happened to them, in honor of a noble
woman from America. For it had not
been too many years since their fathers
had witnessed the martyrdom of the
two brothers, ijasan and ijusayn,
gloriously entitled "The King of Martyrs" and "The Beloved of Martyrs."
To them that bloody event signalized
the end of the dangerous Faith with
which the two brothers were affiliated
and for which they offered their lives.
The Isfahanis, as so many others in
Persia, wondered at the speed with
which the Cause of Baha'u'llah had
spread, so amazingly, from the East to
the West; a process exemplified by this
American woman buried in the environs of their city. The hearths of men's
hearts would ever burn for this union
which already Baha'u'llah had visibly
created.
Assembling then in silence about the
grave in the cemetery, the Baha'is
raised their unspoken praise of her
whom they had come to honor, perhaps
in poetic words such as these:
"For you bouquets and ribboned
wreaths ...
For you they call the swaying mass
their eager faces turning ... "
Not for them the empty gestures of
which so often we read in our newspapers, when men of politics, of military
affairs, or of mundane importance
place wreaths on the grave of some
"unknown soldier ," summoning up all
manner of ceremonies for such an occasion: guards of honor, soldiers and
bands for music, all in rows to excite
the hearts of people by their guns,
drums and bugles. What are all these
for but to honor soldiers who have
sacrificed their lives for man's brutality, when he is farthest from God;
honor offered too late to young men

who went under fire, enduring all manner of atrocities to win "a handful of
dust," yet without a godly objective to
sanctify their sacrifices. By contrast,
our martyr Keith Ransom-Kehler had a
heart lit with the celestial fire. She offered her life, not for savagery but for
the promulgation of peace and the establishment of the kingdom of love on
this earth; well-known here in this mortal world, she was far better known in
the realms of the martyrs. And the simple Baha'i men and women who assembled about her grave were people
who many times had been sorely tried
in the fires of oppression, never faltering nor fleeing. Never had wealth or
luxuries been distinguishing features of
that beloved steadfast group; instead,
they were imbued with the noble ideals
of their great Faith, suffering the oppressive and vindictive actions of a
malevolent Persia in silence and resignation, whether young or aged, new in
the Cause or old in its beliefs.
These true people stood in two rows
about the grave, watching with eager
eyes the precious gift as it was carried
to its final place of honor. In the solemn
stillness the drops of tears which were
fast rolling down their pale faces were
the best songs from their hearts, the
fittest words to express their appreciation for those days and months of
heroine Keith's ardent labor, those long
nights devoid of ease that she had spent
in the service of the Faith in their country.
Then the day was done, and the
darkness fell from the wings of night.
There flashed into my heart a feeling of
joy mingled with a sense of the beloved
Guardian's presence, such that my soul
could scarcely resist. Would that my
pen could express the thoughts and feelings awakened in the friends at that
high moment of a great day of honor to
an inimitable Baha'i soul. Full of the
meaning of that hour, the friends silently left the cemetery to return to their
abodes, numbed by the ecstasy
awakened in their hearts, full of the
tenacity of their devotion reawakened.
As they departed from the
graveyard, leaving the flowers in tribute on the resting-place of their muchloved American sister, was it possible
that the ever-smiling Keith RansomKehler might take t~e flowers to her
breast in the ethereal realms, for the
approbation of her fellow martyrs?

Mrs. Dorothy Baker

Dorothy Baker:
"Martyr Pilgrim"
The beloved Guardian initiated the
first International Conferences in 1953.
The Baha'fcommunities throughout
the world were moved and thrilled, and
those who could travel made their way
to one or more of these Conferences.
The one held in India was the most
picturesque. A great variety of colorful
dresses added beauty and atmosphere
to the assemblage of friends who were
seated under a large tent, in semicircular files. East and West met each
other in perfect unity and mutual understanding. People of different colors
with varying racial, religious, and cultural backgrounds came together and
for the first time tasted the beauty and
felt deeply the joy of knowing one
another. And for the first time they truly
comprehended that they were members
of one body, still unfortunately separated by the cruel forces of prejudice,
hatred, and ignorance. Now under the
canopy of love and unity, they shed
tears of joy and often their feelings
were uncontrollable.
All the speakers responded to this
feeling of unprecedented joy. Their
voices sometimes broke with emotion.
Deeply touched by the rapture of those
moments, I wrote down the beautiful

words of the speakers; but when
Dorothy Baker started to speak, my pen
would not move. I could take no notes.
She stood elegantly upon the stage,
and when she spoke, she seemed to
abandon her physical temple. A certain
mysterious power caused eloquent
words to flow from her lips with the
clarity and unerring direction of a
mountain stream as it moves swiftly
over small pebbles. Her soft penetrating voice had the ring of indescribable
music. Her face received fresh lights of
joy from the worlds beyond.
She continuously spoke about the beloved Guardian, but never during her
visit to India did she speak about her
pilgrimage to the Holy Land. I remained with her during her entire stay
in New Delhi, even to the last moment
when she was settled in her train compartment. Accompanied by her adopted
son, Shahriyar, she continued her journey, making trips to other states of
India. She bade me farewell as I stood
on the pavement beside her train; the
last thing I could see was her hand waving goodbye.
After finishing her mission in India
she proceeded to Pakistan, where, in
Karachi, she had meetings with representatives of religious and civil institutions of the country.
I followed her by prayers and received news of her tremendous victories on all fronts. Yet something in
her life has remained a mystery to me.
What passed in her dear heart during
those last days, and what urged her to
talk to the friends in Karachi of her
sweetest reminiscences? Why did she
share, on that particular visit, the memory of her four-day pilgrimage, about
which she made no mention in India?
Was it the ecstasy of her soul that
prompted herto speak? Was she feeling
within the very essence of her heart that
her meeting in Karachi would be her
last chance to be with the people ofthis
world? Could her soul no longer endure
separation from her Lord? She sang her
last song, then began her flight to
Europe.
"Welcome, a thousand welcomes
my martyr pilgrim," were the first
words of the Guardian when she entered his room. She sat enraptured with
the joy of beholding the countenance of
the Sign of God on this planet. Overcome with the emotion of the moment,
she tried desperately to speak, but she
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could only ask, "Why martyr, beloved
Guardian?" The sweet consoling words
of the Guardian brought a olissful peace
to her soul: "Because you asked three
times to come on pilgrimage, and three
times I sent you to different fields of
teaching and you accepted the mission
with radiant acquiescence."
In hOer address to the friends in
Karachi she emphasized the fact that
human souls were like pieces of
sponge. The presence of the Guardian
was like an immense ocean. When the
tiny pieces of spQnge were placed in the
ocean, they absorbed water according
to their capacity and no. more.
- Almost twenty hours after her
memorable meeting in Pakistan the
Baha'i world was shocked to hear that
our precious Dorothy Baker had
drowned in the Mediterranean Sea, between the coasts of Italy and France.
According to ancient mythology, the
beautiful Europa was taken up into the
air on the back of the Golden Fleece.
There, amongst the immensely glorious clouds, shining from the rays of the
~n, she watched the wonderful works
of God and, in her ecstasy and jo9, she
could no more hold fast, and fell into
the depths of the Mediterranean Sea.
Her disappearance moved the hearts of
the people of the ancient world so
greatly that they called one whole continent after her: Europe.
Our wonderful Dorothy Baker also
was flying over the Mediterranean on
her return from the four glorious banquets that were spread so generously by
the beloved Guardian of the Baha'i
Faith in the four corners of the globe.
She had witnessed how lovingly ttv:
Baha'is invited the scattered members
of the human race to unite and participate in the joyful ceremonies of tbe
Kingdom of God, and, with a heart
brimful with profound sadness, she
lamented the stubbornness with which
mankind deprived itself of all these
manifestations of love and spiritUal regeneration.
As a brilliant member of the Hands
of the Cause of qod, she did all io,her
power to awaken this heedless and corrupt generation and guide them to the
path of God. Her sorrow was indeed
great to perceive how, in their pride and
ignorance, they disregarded the Divine
Teachings and spent their God-given
talents and energies in acts of brutal
destruction and savagery. She was
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deeply aware of the impending disaster
which, because of man's heedlessness,
was bound to overtake the world.
We cannot know for certain what
was in the mind and the heart of this
beloved servant as she winged her way
towards what she no doubt believed
would be further fields of service. But
we see dear Dorothy in our mind's eye,
fresh from the fields of victory which
she had so deservedly won, radiant
with that inner spirit we had so recently
witnessed on her tour of India. Perhaps
just before the plane dropped so abruptly from the sky, she read once again
that beautiful and soul-stirring supplication: "Lord give me to drink from the
chalice of selflessness, with its robe
clothe me and in its ocean immerse
me." Thousands might chant this
prayer each day, but only for her was
the plea for eternal freedom and everlasting joy answered so dramatically.
For although her body entered the majestic blue" sepulcher" of the Mediterranean, her soul continued its upward
flight through unlimited worlds of God,

to shine forever from the horizon of
service and self-sacrifice. Hereafter, all
the dwellers of the seven seas and seven
oceans shall recei ve and accept the
message of the Day of God and "all the
seas shall ha ve pearl s. "
To understand the sweet reference of
the beloved Guardian, we must recall
the following: "When the beloved Master reached_the most d~perate moments of His eventful life, one of the
enemies went to His house and very
cruelly announced to Him, 'The decree
is issued. You will be either exiled to
the deserts of Africa, or hanged in
Jerusalem or be drowned in the
Mediterranean Sea.' The Master listened in perfect silence and proved so
calm and resolute that His enemy who
announced all such revengeful events
became angry. The Master amazingly
said, ' ... Medi terranean Sea! What
an immense sepulcher!' " This is the
reason why the beloved Guardian said
that now this immense sepulcher belongs to Dorothy Baker and all seas
shall have pearls.

,-, -

Juliet Thompson (left) with May Maxwell.

A profile
of Juliet Thompson
-her times with the Master in New Yark
by O.Z. Whitehead
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While I was visiting my mother and
brother in New York in December,
1950, I went to a fireside at Juliet
Thompson's home at 48 West 10th
Street. She had shared that apartment
for many years with her friend Marguerite Smyth, and their devoted servant, Helen James.
Ali-Kuli Khan, his daughter Hamidan, and Marjorie Morten, arrived before Juliet did. I liked their faces, and I
wanted to know them. After awhile
Juliet walked quietly into the room, as
if she did not expect anyone to notice
her. She had wonderful warm eyes and
a delightful smile. She sat down on a
comfortable chair near the fireplace,
and in a hoarse, attractive voice, she

asked two or three people in turn to
"speak to us a little."
She drew them out easily. Ali-Kuli
Khan gave a brilliant, fascinating
analysis of a talk by the Master. Marjorie Morten told a touching, humorous, dramatic story of her first experience with 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Someone asked Juliet to describe His
visit to the Museum of Natural History.
Without hesitation she began her story.
"One Saturday afternoon in July, during 1912 when the Master was in New
York, Mother and I decided to visit
Him," she said. "As we approached
the house where He was staying we saw
Him coming down the steps with some
of the Persian friends. He greeted us

Juliet Thompson's home at 48 West 10th Street in New York, where the Master sat
for the portrait she painted of Him.
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warmly and said to Mother and me,
'Come with us to the Museum of
Natural History.' Neither Mother nor 1
could understand why the Master had
decided to visit this museum on such a
hot July afternoon, nor would we have
thought of asking Him. We just happily
followed Him and the Persian friends
across the streets to Central Park and
into the park itself. With weary steps
the Master walked ahead of the rest of
us. Perspiration streamed down His
back.
"When we came near to the museum
I saw the many steps that led up to the
entrance. I could not bear to see the
Master climb them. I looked for
another way of getting into the museum
and 1 found a little door to the
right. .. of the steps. Between us and
the door was a grass plot with a sign in
the middle that said 'Keep Off.' In spite
of this 1 started to walk across the plot.
Before I had reached the door it
opened. An old guard appeared from
inside. He had grey hair and rather
Semitic features. I stood where I was,
but he walked up to me, and said, not
unkindly, 'Don't you see the sign?' I
said, 'Yes, but couldn't you make an
e,xception just for this afternoon? We
have with us a most distinguished guest
who has come to this city with a message of world peace.'
"The old guard looked at
'Abdu'l-Baha with much interest and
said, 'He reminds me of the prophets of
Israel, of Isaiah and Daniel.' I said to
him, 'His name is 'Abdu'l-Baha, The
Servant of God. We sometimes call
Him the Master.' The guard continued
to look at 'Abdu'l-Baha. '1 feel sure that
it would be all right for him to come
through this door,' he said. The Master
came towards us. My mother and the
Persian friends followed Him. The
guard led us through the door up into
the main hall of the museum.
"The Master looked up at the huge
whale suspended from the ceiling. He
said with much amusement, 'Fifty
Jonahs could have gotten into that
whale.' The Master stayed only for a
short time in the museum. He walked
before us down the steps through the
side door and on to the grass. He sat
down with His back against a tree. The
old guard came up to me and said, 'Do
you think that your friend would mind
if 1 went over and spoke to him?' 'I am
sure that He would be very glad if you
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From childhood she
demonstrated a
talent for painting
... she had
achieved a fine
reputation for
her work.

The American Museum of Natural History in New York City which
'Abdu'l-Bahd visited on July 9, 1912.
did,' I said. The old guard walked over
and stood beside 'Abdu'I-Baha. The
Master said to him, 'Is it all right for me
to sit here?' 'I am sure that it is,' said the
guard. 'Don't you want to &it down here
with me?' said the Master. 'Oh no! That
would never do,' said the guard. 'But
after you have rested for a while would
you like to come into the museum again
and see some of the other exhibitions?'
"The Master said, 'No, I have seen
enough for today. Often I get tired of
this world and yearn to explore the
other worlds of God. May I ask you
this? If you could choose either to be in
this world or in the next, which one
would you take?'
"After a moment of thought the old
guard answered, 'I think that I would
stay in this world because I am sure of
it. '
" 'Would you?' said the Master. 'I'd
take the next world. When one goes
there it will be like going to the second
floor of a house. One will still know of
this world and be in the next.'
"The old guard said, 'I had never
thought of that before.' The Master
warmly said good-bye to the old guard,
but to my surprise the Master did not
ask him to a fireside where he might
meet the friends. Two or three days
later I went to see the old guard. He
wasn't there any more. A young guard
had taken his place and had never heard
of the old guard before."

I was moved by this story; I asked
Juliet to tell us another. She smiled, and
began again.
"Some of the Baha'is, including myself, decided to give the Master a birthday party. A few of them baked a cake.
We took several taxis to the Bronx. The
Master rode in the first one.As soon as
His taxi arrived the Master got out of it
and walked into the park ahead of the
rest of us.
"A group of young boys gathered
around Him and started to laugh. Two
or three of them threw stones at Him.
With natural concern many of the
friends hurried towards the Master. He
told us to stay away. The young boys
came closer. They jeered at Him and
pulled at His clothes, but the Master did
not become cross. He smiled at them
radiantly. The boys continued to behave rudely. The Master turned towards the friends. 'Bring me the cake,'
he said. No one mentioned to Him that
we had brought a cake. Some of us
complained, 'But 'Abdu'l-Baha the
cake is for your birthday.' 'Bring me
the cake,' He said again. A friend
uncovered a large sponge cake with
white icing and gave it to the Master.
As soon as the boys saw the cake they
began to calm down. They looked at the
cake hungrily. The Master took it into
His hands and looked at it with pleasure. Now the boys stood quietly around
Him. 'Bring me a knife,' said the Mas-

ter. A friend brought Him a knife. He
counted the number of boys standing
around Him and cut the cake into as
many pieces. Each boy eagerly took his
piece and ate it with relish. When they
had finished they ran happily away."
The following Friday I went to
Juliet's house. She was under a doctor's
care and could not come downstairs.
The few of us who were there sat in the
front room. Marguerite, whom I had
heard the others call "Daisy" , was very
concerned about her friend. "Juliet
overdoes," she said. "I have written to
the Guardian about this. He wrote back
that I should counsel her."
Juliet was born in Washington,
D.C., in 1873. From childhood she
demonstrated a talent for painting. Her
parents sent her to the Corcoran Art
School. When she was almost twelve
her father died. He left his family little
money, though; fortunately, Juliet was
already able to sell her pastel portraits.
By the time that she was sixteen, although she had not yet completed her
training, she had achieved a fine reputation for her work.
One afternoon when I was alone with
her I asked Juliet how she had heard
about the Baha'i Faith. "When I was a
young girl living in New York I became
seriously sick with diphtheria," she
said. "One evening while I was lying in
bed, I heard the doctor say to Mother
from the next room, 'Juliet is dying.'
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When I went to sleep that night ldid not
expect to wake up again. I had a dream
and in it I saw a most wonderfullooking man. He said to me with complete assurance, 'You will get well.' By
the next morning my fever had disappeared. In two or three days I was
completely recovered. I did not know
who this man was nor did I know how
to find out. Several years after this experience I went to study art at the Soron the divan, my eyes upon His
bonne in Paris. While I was there I saw
white-robed figure-I could
a photograph that I knew was of Him.
scarcely raise them to His Face
Someone said, 'He is 'Abdu'I-Baha, the
-as He paced up and down that
Servant of God.' I became a believer in
small room with His strong tread.
1901."
Never
had the room seemed so
In 190 I, Alice Barney, the mother of
small-never had He appeared so
Laura Clifford Barney, invited Juliet to
mighty. A lion in a cage? Ah no!
come to Paris with her mother and
That
room contain Him?
brother to study art there. In the French
Why!-as
I felt that great domincapital, Juliet became close to May
ant Force, that Energy 0/ God, I
Bolles, Lua Getsinger, Thomas
knew that the earth itself could not
Breakwell, Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney,
contain
Him. Not yet the universe.
and the great Persian teacher, Mirza
No!
While
the body, charged with
Abu'I-Fa41, whom the Master had sent
a
Power
I
have
seen in no human
to France. Deep study with Mirza
being, restless with the Force that
Abu'I-Fa41 and May Bolles helped to
so animated it, strode up and
confirm Juliet in the Faith.
down, up and down in that tiny
When she finished her studies at the
room, pausing sometimes before
Sorbonne, Juliet, with her mother and
the window below which the sea
brother, returned to New York. Service
beat against the double seawall, I
to the Cause of God became the major
knew that the Spirit was free as the
aim of her life. Possessed of rare
Essence Itself, brooding over respiritual magnetism, she taught the
gions far distant, looking deep
Cause with much love to all those who
into hearts as the uttermost ends of
seemed to be seekers after truth. Many
the
earth, consoling their secret
have already observed that the regular
sorrows, answering the whispers
meetings at her studio brought great
of far-off minds. Often in that
happiness to countless people who atwalk back and forth He would
tended them.
me a long, grave glance.
give
From the time she recognized the
Once
He smiled at me. I
station of Baha'u'I1ah, Juliet had
longed to make a pilgrimage to the
During a visit with Him a littie over
Holy Land and to meet the Master. In
two years later on August 27, 1911, at
1909 her opportunity came to make the
the Hotel de la Paix, at Lake Geneva,
pilgrimage with two close friends, Edshe wrote:
ward and Carrie Kinney.
I said to myself as I looked on that
From July, 1909, when Juliet first
celestial radiance, "If He never
met the Master in 'Akka, through Degave me so much as a word, if He
cember 5, 1912, the day of His deparnever glanced my way, just to see
ture from New York City and the last
that sweetness shining before me,
time she was to see Him, she kept a
I would follow Him on my knees,
vivid and thrilling diary of her personal
crawling behind Him in the dust
encounters with Him and the things she
forever!" 2
saw Him do.
The Church of the Ascension, so calDuring her visit in 'Akka Juliet _ led because of the beautiful and celewrote:
brated painting of the Ascension of
Jesus Christ which hangs above the
Our Lord called Carrie, Alice, and
altar, is located at Fifth Avenue and
me separately to His room and
10th Street, just half a block from the
gave us the priceless privilege of
house where Juliet and her mother
seeing Him dictate Tablets. I sat

Deep study with
Mirza Abu'l-Fadl
and May Bolles
helped to confirm
Juliet in the Faith.
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lived. Before she became a Baha'f, and
for many years afterwards, Juliet frequently attended this church. Once
Juliet said to me, "I was very muclt in
love with the Rector, Dr. Percy Grant,
and I wanted to marry him. The Master
said that I could on condition that Dr.
Grant become a Baha'i."
On Thursday, April II, 1912, the
Master arrived in New York. Upon
Juliet's urging, Dr. Grant asked Him to
address his congregation on the following Sunday morning. According to
notes in The Promulgation a/Universal
Peace, He started His talk by saying,
"In his scriptural lesson this morning
the reverend Doctor read a verse from
the Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians, 'For now we see through a glass
darkly but then face to face.' "3 With
clarity and force the Master explained
what Baha'u'llah had come to do and
His relationship to Jesus Christ.
Juliet later recounted to me, "At the
end of the Master's talk Percy asked the
choir to sing, 'Jesus Christ is risen today.' I hurried into the vestry and
waited impatiently for Percy to appear.
The suspense became unbearable.
'Juliet,' he said when he entered, 'I did
it all for you.' My heart sank; I was
almost sure that I could never marry
him. He did not come into the Faith.
The Master said not to see him again.
Although it was hard I obeyed the Master. "
The Bowery Mission in New York
was a place of refuge for derelicts who
often slept on park benches or doorsteps. Juliet's mother had forbidden her
to give the Message there. In February
1912, she deceived her mother for. the
first time in her life, and, accompanied
by her close friend Sylvia Gannett, she
went to the Mission and gave a talk.
After she had finished speaking Dr.
Hallimond said, "We have heard from
Miss
Juliet
Thompson
that
'Abdu'l-Baha will be here in April.
How many of you would like to invite
Him to speak at the Mission?"4 The
three hundred people in the room arose
to their feet, to signal their desire for the
visit.
Upon His acceptance of this invitation the Master gave Juliet a thousand
franc note to change into American
quarters and asked her to meet Him on
the following evening at the Mission
with these quarters in a bag. She and
Edward Getsinger, both carrying a

huge bag of quarters, arrived there
promptly and sat down with the other
believers on the platform behind
'Abdu'I-Baha. Although Juliet felt unworthy to introduce the Master she
obeyed Dr. Hallimond and did so.
In a most moving and compassionate
address, the Master assured these
broken men that the mercies and bounties of God were always with them.
At the end of the service He walked
down the aisle to the door of the Mission. Juliet has written, "Then down
the aisle streamed a sodden and grimy
procession-three hundred men in
single file ... Broken forms. Blurred
faces ... Into each palm, as the Master clasped it, He pressed His little gift
of silver-just a symbol and the price of
a bed. Not a man was shelterless that
night. And many, many, I could see,
found a shelte~_ in His Heart. ... " 5
When Juliet was ten years old she
began to dream and pray that someday
she would be able to paint Christ and
make Him look not just sweet and ineffectual like some artists had done, but
like 'The King of Men.' When she met
the Master she gave up all hope of
doing this. She felt that it would be an
impossible task.
In Washington one early evening in
April, the Master invited Juliet to paint
His portrait. He promised to give her
three half-hour sittings. 'Abdu'l-Baha
posed the first time on June I, at His
apartment in New York City. Juliet has
described this occasion: "The Master
was seated in a dark corner, His black
'aba melting into the background-and
again I saw Him as the Face of
God-and quailed. How could I paint
the Face of God? 'I want you,' He said,
'to paint My Servitude to God.'
" 'Oh! my Lord,' I cried, 'only the
Holy Spirit could paint your Servitude
to God. No human hand could do it.
Pray for me, or I am lost. I implore
You, inspire me.'
" 'I will pray,' He answered, 'and as
you are doing this only for the sake of
God, you will be inspired.' And then
something happened. All fear fell away
from me, and it was as though Someone
Else saw through my eyes, worked
through my hand. All the points, all the
planes in that matchless Face were so
clear to me that my hand couldn't put
them down quickly enough-couldn't
keep pace with the clarity of my vision.
I painted in ecstasy-free as I had never

been before." 6
Although the Master gave Juliet
twice as many sittings as He had promised her, she actually finished His portrait in three.
Juliet was often with the Master. On
November 15, 1912, less than a month
before His departure from the country,
He gave a most powerful and comprehensive talk in her house. He spoke
upon "the distinctive characteristics of
the Manifestation of Baha'u'llah and
proved that from every standpoint His
Cause is distinguished from all
others.'>7
'Abdu'I-Baha's departure from New
York was very painful for Juliet. Her
unhappiness intensified when He could
not assure her that she would again attain His physical presence. On June 29,
1916, the Master wrote:
Thy letter was received. It contained the most great glad
tidings-that is, praise be to God,
in New York the divine believers
are united and agreed. For my
heart there is no greater happiness
than the unity and concord of the
friends. The progress of the world
of humanity and the illumination
of the hearts and lives of the people are realized through unity and
agreement and the promotion of
the Word of God. Difference destroys the foundation of the di vine
edifice, causing coldness amongst
the souls and the lethargy of all the
active members. I hope that, day
by day, this bounty may become
more revealed in New York.
Truly, I say, if the believers of
God become united together with
heart and soul, in a short while
they will shine forth like unto the
sun; they will obtain a joy and
happiness the splendor of which
will be cast upon all the regions of
America. B
Juliet said to me, "I was anxious to
teach the Faith in prisons. The Master
did not encourage me to do this. He said
that I should work hard in my profession and give my free time to the
Cause."
A Tablet from the Master, which
Shoghi Effendi translated on April 4,
1919, included the following council:
"0 thou Juliet! Endeavor in thy profession that thou mayest secure comfort
for thy respected mother."9
The Master advised Juliet to marry a

certain believer. But she did not feel
that they would be happy together, and
after much prayer and consideration
she pleaded with 'Abdu'l-Baha not to
insist that she marry this man. Some
time later He wrote to her saying she
need not do so.
Like all deeply spiritual people Juliet
found even the thought of war abhorrent. As the First World War dragged
on in Europe and she realized that the
United States was gradually being
drawn into the conflict, she spoke out
against it. Only the absence of the
Master's permission kept her from appealing to President Wilson directly.
In a Tablet revealed after the war (in
December, 1918) the Master advised
her: "Do ye not refer regarding any

Although Juliet
felt unworthy to
introduce the
Master, she obeyed
Dr. Hallimond
and did so.
matter in these days to the President of
the Republic." 1 II
Although Juliet often wrote to the
Master and received from Him Tablets
that clearly showed His deep love for
her and His appreciation of her services, she was not able to visit Him
again. In 1926, she made the pilgrimage and shared with her young companion, Mary Maxwell, the privilege of
meeting the Guardian.
Juliet spoke to me with much sadness
about the Covenant breakers in New
York City. AQmad Sohrab, for many
years closely associated with the Master, as His secretary and the recipient of
countless blessings from Him, tragically refused to accept the authority
vested in the Guardian by the Master's
Will and Testament. He succeeded in
distorting the mind of Julie Chanler, a
rich and socially prominent member of
the New York community. With her
assistance he established a group he
called "The New History Society."
This deplorable act caused great sorrow
to the Guardian and to the Baha'i
world.
Juliet said to me, "Julie Chanler was
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a very close friend of mine. A~mad
took her away from her husband and
gained an hypnotic influence over her.
He turned her against the Guardian and
took her out of the Faith. The Guardian
forbade all the believers except myself
to see Julie and A~mad. The Guardian
asked me to try and help them understand their terrible mistake. I went to
see Julie and A~mad often for some
time and tried to reason with them, but
with no good effect. I could do nothing.
The Guardian wrote me to stop seeing
them. I called on them once more to say
good-bye. As I was leaving their house
I could hardly look at A~mad Sohnib."
Once, during a pilgrimage, Juliet saw
a small dome-shaped house, and was
thrilled to learn from someone that
Mary of Magdala was said to have lived
where this house stood. The Master
told Juliet the true story of this Mary. In
the late nineteen-thirties Juliet wrote a
most moving book about her entitled
I, Mary Magdalen.
Juliet has vividly described the great
suffering of Jesus in the garden of
Gethsemane, Mary's appeal to
Claudia, the wife of Pilate, to save
Jesus from crucifixion, the walk with
Him to Golgatha, the crucifixion itself,
the meeting of Mary with her Lord in
His heavenly body near the threshold of
His tomb, her meeting with John diThe Bowery Mission in New York as it
rectly afterwards, to whom the Lord
appeared in J9 J2 when 'A bdu'l-Bahd
had also just spoken, and their efforts,
addressed the gathering there.
at first unsuccessful, to convince the
other disciples that Jesus would be with
Beauty of God. And he has become like
them forever.
a new-born babe in a strange and glorious world.' II
Not yet widely known, this inspiring
book is bound to attract more and more
In addition to the precious portrait
readers as time passes. Written with a
that Juliet gave of the Master in her
fine understanding of the eternal reladiaries, she wrote a remarkable essay
tionship between Mary Magdalen and
entitled" 'Abdu'l-Baha, The Center of
the Covenant," in which she composed
her Lord, its beautiful description of
her transformation from the gentle, apa touching account of His life, and a
pealing mistress of Novatus, to the
clear and forceful explanation of His
saintly disciple of Jesus Christ will cerStation.
She
wrote,
"When
tainly encourage countless people to
'Abdu'I-Baha ascended in 1921 to His
investigate--the Word of God for this
'original abode', plunging the Baha'i
world into such grief as is only felt once
day.
in an age when disciples mourn their
In 1939 Juliet wrote a stimulating
Lord, His last Will and Testament came
essay, "The Valley of Love," about the
as a complete surprise, an inestimable
second valley of seven that the soul
bounty to His confused and desolate
must traverse on its journey from self to
believers_ For in it He appointed His
God, as revealed by BaM'u'lIah in The
Seven Valleys. In her penetrating "'own grandson, the beloved Shoghi Effendi, as the Guardian of the Baha'i
analysis of the seeker's state in that
Faith and His successor and sole Invalley, Juliet wrote: "He has found the
terpreter of the sacred Books, so we
Messenger, has seen for the first time,
found our Faith still safeguarded from
powerfully reflected, the unclouded
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schisms and divisions-still led
through a Focal Point of 'unerring
guidance.' "12
During part of the Second World
War Juliet and Daisy Smyth pioneered
in Mexico. After the war was over they
spent some time teaching in New Orleans, Louisiana.
On my return to New York City from
Los Angeles in June 1953, a few weeks
after the start of the Guardian's Ten
Year Crusade, I went to see them. They
lived in an apartment next to the
graveyard of St. Mark's in the Bowery.
This long and narrow apartment was
situated on the first floor and had high
ceilings and big windows. The two
women were comfortably seated in
Juliet's bedroom and they greeted me
warmly. Juliet said, "We wrote to
Shoghi Effendi and asked him if we
should pioneet. He answered that we
should as soon as I am well enough to
go." In the meantime they planned to
give firesides in their new apartment.
To their great disappointment, Juliet's
doctor advised them to wait until her
health had improved before undertaking to entertain guests.
With rare compassion Juliet tried to
help everyone she met, irrespective of
their present character or past life. She
gave much attention to the maladjusted
and to moral failures. She did not judge
people. When she heard that two persons who had apparently betrayed their
country were about to be executed she
said, "I feel sorry for them. I am praying for them." She said to a sincere
believer who had a serious psychological problem which he was trying to
overcome, "When I reach the kingdom
I will speak to the Master about you."
In obedience to the Master's words she
had grown to love all people. In spite of
this, she did not naively think that the
believers always behaved well, and she
also realized that they sometimes hurt
each other.
One afternoon when I was sitting
with Juliet, a young pianist, an agnostic, joined us and attacked the Faith
violently. I became angry and could not
understand why Juliet put up with him.
She just smiled and looked at her friend
with fondness unmixed with irritation.
"Doesn't he disturb you?" I asked
after he left. "He didn't affect me in the
least," she answered.
Juliet believed emphatically that in
the future all mankind would enter the
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Baha') community. She realized, however, that life had veiled most people
and that much time would pass before
they could tear away these veils.
When I left for my pilgrimage in
January 1955 these two ladies still
hoped to be able to pioneer. On my last
night in Haifa I said to the Guardian,
"Shoghi Effendi, Juliet Thompson and
Daisy Smyth are most anxious to leave
the City of the Covenant according to
your instructions, but Juliet's frail
health keeps her in bed most of the
time." With perfect understanding he
replied, "Tell them to get the best medical aid possible for Juliet and not to
worry. Say that I thank her for her past
services." Soon after my return to New
York I went to see them, and told Juliet
of the Guardian's statement.
On the night of December 2, 1956,
during a meeting of the Spiritual Assembly of New York, a telephone call
came from Daisy informing us that
Juliet was dead. The Assembly said a
prayer for her. The funeral was held the
following Saturday. Some 150 Baha'is

and a few non-Baha'is attended the service.
Borrah Kavelin, then .chairman of
the National Assembly of the United
States, read the Guardian's moving
message, suffused with grief, and with
joy for her achievements:
Deplore loss much-loved, greatly
admired Juliet Thompson, outstanding, exemplary handmaid of
'Abdu'I-Baha. Over half-century
record of manifold, meritorious
services, embracing the conclud-

ing years of Heroic and opening
decades of Formative Ages of
Baha'i Dispensation, won her enviable position in glorious company of triumphant disciples of the
Beloved Master in the 'Abha
Kingdom. Advise hold memorial
gathering in Mashriqu'l-Adhkar to
pay befitting tribute to the imperishable memory of one so
wholly consecrated to the Faith of
Baha'u'II3h, and fired with such
consuming devotion to the Centre
of His Covenant. 13
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An illustration by Juliet Thompson of a scene in her book I, Mary Magdalen
concerning the life of Mary Magdalen, the follower of Christ.
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In our world you can easily see
the forest for· the trees.
If you have imagined that World Order magazine is
only for Baha'is in the United States, you have been
mistaken. Our field of coverage is as broad as our name
implies. Our writers are from every comer of the globe.
Our purpose is to explore the relationships between
contemporary life and contemporary religious teachings,
to give our readers a truer sense of the options and
alternatives open to a society in the.thrall of great
historical forces, as it searches for lasting solutions. In
short, we try to give you a glimpse of the forest of human
endeavor, rather than of the single trees of its isolated
#>developments.
In recent issues we have published articles on such
varied subjects as the generation gap, collective security
in a nuclear age, the rights of women, ocean resources and
their proper use, the dilemma of intellectuals in this
troubled age, Pablo Casals at 91, Paul Tillich and his

outlook, the Muslim clergy, the world's search for
peace-all, clearly, articles of intefllational scope and
interest. We think you may be interested in World Order.
Overseas subscriptions to World Order are available at
$5 for one year, $9 for two years. Payment must be in
U.S. dollars by check, international money order, or by
draft drawn on a New York bank, made to World Order,
415 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, 60091, U.S.A.
60091, U.S.A.
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The Bahd'i Center at Puleia was erected with volunteer labor from the friends in that community.

Western Samoa
New institute built
by local believers
Construction ofa teaching institute
at Lelata~ Apia, in Western Samoa,
was recently completed after many
months of work by the growing
Baha'i community there. The building, set in a pleasant garden, is constructed of timber and concrete. The
octagonal roof is tiledin mottled blue,
and is surmounted by acupola, on the
interior portion of which is affixed
the Greatest Name.
The friends of Western Samoa
volunteered their labor to pour the
concrete floor, to construct the latticed concrete walls and pillars su pporting the eight laminated ri bs of the
roof, and to assemble the octagonal
roof at the construction site. The
prefabricated roof was purchased at

Around the World

Interior view of the teaching institute. The warm timber with which the octagonal
roof is lined is also used on the one solid interior wall.
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The BaM'is of Lelata designed and
manufactured the concrete blocks
which form the lattice-work walls on
three sides of their new institute.

The Baha'i Teaching Institute in Lelata, Apia. The unusual design and pleasant
setting of the building attracts many local visitors and seekers. Many people in
Western Samoa are learning of the Faith because of the increased activities at the
center.

A Baha'i meeting in progress in the newly constructed Baha'i Center at Puleia,
Savai'i Western Samoa. The multi-purpose structure made of locally available
materials is a focal point for many Baha'i activities.
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a reasonable price in New Zealand. It
was shipped to Western Samoa for
assemblage.
Although intended originally for
use as a teaching institute, the building can -be used for other Baha'i activities, such as conferences, annual
conventions, receptions, and Feasts.
Its design is suited to the su b-tropical
climate of Samoa, offering shelter
against both sun and rain, while at the
same time being open on three sides
to provide maximum ventilation.
The solid fourth wall is of the same
timber" used in the ceiling construction. A small enclosed room has been
attached to this wall to prov;Je storage for chairs, mats, and teaching
materials. The mats will allow the
friends to sleep at the Institute during
conferences or gatherings that last
more than a single day.
The building was dedicated at the
start of the 1973 National Convention
in Apia, to mark the successful completion of the Nine Year Plan. Baha'is
used the building even before construction work was completed, and it
has since become an attraction for
local visitors because of its unusual
design and pleasant setting.
In Puleia, on the island of Savai'i,
the Baha'is have found an even more
economical solution to their growing
need for space. Using only locally
available materials-heavy timbers,
poles, stones, and matting-and the
volunteer labor of the friends, a
Baha'i center was constructed, which
has become the focal point for many
of the activities in the area.

Miss Ethel Jenner Rosenberg

Ethel Rosenberg
the first English Baha'i
by O. Z. Whitehead

thel Jenner Rosenberg, the
first English woman to embrace
theBaha'fCause in her native
land, was born in Bath, England, on
August 6, 1858. She came from a family of artists. Her grandfather, Thomas
Eliot Rosenberg, was a well-known
painter of miniature portraits and landscapes. Ethel, the eldest of the three
children, spent her childhood in Bath.
When she was a young girl, her mother
counselled her, "Watch for a great
teacher sent from God."
Ethel became a deep student of the
Old and New Testaments. She also
gained a thorough knowledge of
French. During her early teens, she
moved to London to study art under
Legros, a fine teacher at the Slade
School. At the start of her career she
painted both landscapes and full-sized
portraits, but gradually she became accomplished in miniature portraiture. A
large number of colorful personalities
sat for Ethel. Her work has often been
exhibited in the Royal Academy.
Early in 1898, her close friend,
Maryam Thornburgh-Cropper, an
American living in England, received
from Mrs. Phoebe Hearst in California
a letter which contained some impressive statements about the Baha'f Faith.
Shortly thereafter Mrs. Cropper was
convinced that Baha'u'llah was the
Promised One, and she accepted Mrs.
Hearst's invitation to join her party of
fifteen on a pilgrimage to 'Akka.
Deeply affected by "the spirit and
words of the Master," and by her whole
unforgettable experience in the Holy
Land, Mrs. Cropper, upon her return to
England, began, as she herself has described, "to spread the teaching, to
mention the Name of Baha'u'llah, and
acquaint the world with the Message." 1
During the summer of 1899, Mrs.
Thornburgh-Cropper, who was the first
believer in the British Isles, helped lead
Ethel Rosenberg into the Cause. This
gifted woman, in company with her
American friend, was soon teaching the
Faith to many people in London. At the
end of January 1901, she enjoyed the
priceless experience of visiting
'Abdu'I-Baha in the Holy Land. Not yet
confined to the city limits of 'Akka, He
was then living in Haifa.
In Miss Rosenberg's valuable notes
of this pilgrimage are recorded moving
stories recounted by the Master and
members of His family about their life

E
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with Baha'u'llah in the Most Great
Prison; explanations by the Master of
many difficult passages in the Gospels;
and advice that He offered the Baha'f
community in general.
'Abdu'I-Baha once said to her,
It is said of Mary Magdalen that
out of her went seven devils. This
means seven evil qualities which
Jesus cast out of her by teaching her
the Truth. She was not such a bad
woman as some suppose before her
conversion, but the wonder is that
such a saint and miraCle of purity and
goodness could have been created by
the New Birth. She was greater than
all the disciples of Jesus because she
alone stood firm after His death and
never wavered. 2

She spent some time
studying Persian,
and was able to
assist in some early
translations of
the Holy Writings.
On another occasion He said to her,
In these early days of the Faith it is
of the first importance that all the
believers should have the right qualities and show forth the right attributes. One unconquered fault could
cast one down in a single moment
from the highest station to the lowest. We must strive to change our bad
qualities into good ones, quick
temper must be changed into calmness, pride into humility, falsehood
into truth, deceit into frankness, laziness into activity . . . . 3
Miss Rosenberg left Haifa in April.
A little more than three months later, on
August 20, 1901, the Governor of
'Akka informed 'Abdu'I-Baha that He
and His brothers, by the decree of
Sul~an 'Abdu'I-Hamid, would now be
strictly confined within the city limits.
After returning to London, Miss
Rosenberg read often from her pilgrimage notes at Baha'i meetings. She gave
excellent public talks before large audiences. She spent some time studying
Persian, and was able to assist in some
early translations of the Holy Writings.

Late in 1901, at the instruction of
'Abdu'I-Baha, the greatly revered
Mirza Abu'l Faql visited the United
States to help strengthen the newly established community there, and to protect it from those who had broken the
Covenant. Ethel Rosenberg accompanied him to America to help in the
teaching.
In April 1904, Miss Rosenberg made
a second pilgrimage to the Holy Land.
Laura Clifford Barney, a brilliant
young American Baha'f living in Paris,
was her companion on the journey. Still
confined to the city of 'Akka, the Master and His family were living in the
Prison House. For eight months Miss
Rosenberg lived there as His guest. She
has written of this experience, "To sit
at 'Abdu'I-Baha's table, in His simple,
home, with Christians, Muhammadans, Jews, arid those of other faiths,
all of them breathing forth the spirit of
living brotherhood is a privilege not
readily forgotten." ~
During her visit, enemies of the
Cause became particularly vicious in
their attacks against 'Abdu'I-Baha and
caused Him and His loyal followers
enormous problems and indescribable
grief. Deeply distressed by these developments, Miss Rosenberg asked the
Master why He, a perfect man, had to
suffer so. His answer to her: "How
could they [God's teachers] teach and
guide others in the way if they did not
undergo every species of suffering to
which other human beings are
subjected?" 5
The Master often instructed her in
the Holy Writings.
In this passage He explained the nature of prayerful intercession:
By the mercy of God, not through
His justice, the condition of those
who have died in sin and unbelief can
be changed. As we have the power to
pray for those souls here, so we shall
have the same power in the Kingdom. The power of this prayer of
intercession is a special teaching of
this religion ... 6
The things she learned directly from
the Master, of course, gave her an invaluable source of accurate knowledge
and information. She made a second
and then a third teaching trip to the
United States of America, and she
served the Cause for long periods in
France. During 1907, in Paris, Miss
Rosenberg and the distinguished first
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French believer, Hippolyte Dreyfus,
explained in detail the Mission of
Baha'u'llllh to the saintly Sara Louisa,
Lady Blomfield, and her daughter,
Mary.
In January 1909, Ethel Rosenberg
made still another pilgrimage to the
Holy Land, just a short time after the
Master was freed from confinement in
'Akka as a consequence of the revolt of
the young Turks of the Committee of
Union and Progress. In July of the previous year the committee had instructed
Sul~an 'Abdu'l Hamid to restore the
suspended constitution and to free all
political and religious prisoners within
twenty-four hours. Despite these instruc.tions, the hostile 'Akk£l jailors refused to free the Master, until they were
again ordered to do so by the authorities
in Constantinople. When Ethel Rosenberg visited the Master in 1909 He had
not yet left 'Akka to reside in Haifa.
"What can the friends do to increase
their numbers and to make their work
more
effective?"
she
asked
'Abdu'I-Baha. His answer she later published in Star of the West:
The members of the little groups
should love each other and be devoted friends. The more they loved
each other, the more the meetings
would attract and draw others, and
the more they loved, the more their
influence would be felt ... I say also
in English, that you may understand
how much I mean it that love is the
foundation of everything. 7
During this visit Miss Rosenberg
painted a fine miniature portrait of the
Greatest Holy Leaf, which is now in the
archives of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United
Kingdom.
She often corresponded with the
Master. He revealed to her precious
Tablets, some about Baha'I Teachings,
and others consisting of personal advice. In one tablet, which she received
in London on August 17, 1909, according to her own translation, He wrote:
. . . Your letter has arrived and
informed us that you had some nerve
trouble. I hope it is removed by this
time. Do not be sad and be sure of the
blessings of God, for you are accepted in the Kingdom and are mentioned in this heavenly gathering.
Give my respectful greetings to
Mrs. Cropper and say to her that she
is becoming like a shining candle in

that country and giving light to all
and that you both are causing the
divine enlightenment to dispel the
darkness of doubt in that region, so
that the mom of reality may illumine
with great splendor that horizon. 8

During this visit
Miss Rosenberg
painted a fine
miniature portrait
of the Greatest
Holy Leaf...
At another time the Master told Miss
Rosenberg that it was important for her
to work on her painting so that she
would have sufficient means of support.
In 1910, when there was s till a scarcity of literature about the Faith in English, Miss Rosenberg wrote a brilliant,
instructive essay, entitled, .. A Brief
Account of the Baha'I Movement."
Published during the following year for
the Baha'i Society of London by two
commercial publishers, it was sold for
one penny a copy. This stimulating
work is composed of a brief, but
thorough history of the Cause, from its
birth until the early twentieth century.
It provides a convincing explanation of
the Stations of the Bab, Baha'u'll£lh,
and 'Abdu'I-Baha, gives pertinent
comments about the Holy Writings,
with quotations to demonstrate the
logic of the text, and offers forceful
statements about the aims of the Cause.
She has defined the Baha'i belief that
Revelation is progressive in these
words:
Just as the rising of the sun chases
away darkness and floods the earth
with light, so does the rising of the
heavenly sun of the Prophet above
the horizon of humanity flood the
world with light. As long as His
teachings in their purity shine upon
humankind, the world is illuminated;
but as through the lapse of time the
teachings become forgotten, misunderstood, and obscured, the night
once more returns, until at its darkest
period we may again expect the coming of the dawn, and once more the

sun of truth arises in a special manifestation of the Holy Spirit. 9
In a concluding passage she says:
Baha'IS declare that in this Revelatron aIr the expectations of various
Faiths are fulfilled and that the way is
open to a great mutual recognition
that we are, indeed, all children of
the Supreme, and that the world is
entering upon an inheritance that has
been foretold by the Prophets since
the beginning of time. A world consciousness is arising that will cause
all nations to think and act like one
man. III
Shortly after her essay was published
the Master arrived in England (September 4, 1911) to make His first teaching tour of a Western country. Except
for three days which He spent in Bristol, 'Abdu'I-Baha stayed at Lady
Blomfield's home at 97 Cadogan Gardens in London for nearly four weeks.
On the day of His arrival, Miss Rosenberg was among the believers, waiting
to give Him a joyful welcome. Lady
Blomfield has written:
It was especially touching to see
Mrs. Thornburgh-Cropper and Miss
Ethel Rosenberg, who had visited
Him in the prison fortress of 'Akka,
and who had been the first to bring
the Message to London, coming day
after day, as though transported with
gratitude that He was now free to
give His Message to those who were
hungering and thirsting after righteousness, ... II
Not content just to attend these daily
meetings and to delight in the presence
of the Master for as long as possible,
Miss Rosenberg arranged for Him to
speak at other places, as did Mrs.
Thornburgh-Cropper, Miss Elizabeth
Herrick, and Miss Marion Jack. On
September 8, 1911, the Master gave an
address at Miss Rosenberg's home:
Praise be to God, that such a meeting of purity and steadfastness is
being held in London. The hearts of
those present are pure, and are turned
towards the Kingdom of God. I hope
that all that is contained and established in the Holy Books of God,
may be realized in you. The messengers of God are the principal and the
first teachers. Whenever this world
becomes dark, and divided in its
opinions and indifferent, God will
send one of His Holy Messengers. 12
On October 3, 'Abdu'l-Baha left
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letter to the beloved friends of England
in which she vividly described that
heartbreaking event. In the letter she
related this unforgettable incident:
About ten days before the end, He
left His little bedroom in the garden
and came into the house. He told His
family that He had dreamed in the
night that Baha'u'II<1.h had come to
Him and had said, 'Des troy this
room immediately,' and therefore
He did not like to sleep outside any
more, but would come into the
house. The family were thankful, as
they felt He would be nearer to them
if He needed any service during the
night. They now understand the
symbolism of the saying-the
"room" being the Beloved One's
body.l~

Mrs. Maryam Thornburgh-Cropper, first Bahd' [ in the British Isles.
j

London to visit France, Egypt, and the
United States. He did not return to
London until December 16,1912. Miss
Rosenberg was again among the large
group of believers who came to meet
Him at the railroad station. Until He left
for Paris on January 21 of the following
year, she did all that she could to serve
Him. Owing to these two visits of the
Master to England, the Baha'IS in London became more closely united than
ever before. According to His instructions they intensified their efforts to
teach the Cause. During the First World
War, which started in August 1914,
and continued for more than four years,
exacting wartime duties often kept the
friends from teaching and from attending meetings. Throughout this conflict,
however, despite her frail health, serious financial difficulties, and the lack
of public interest in the Faith, Miss
Rosenberg continued her Baha'I classes
without intermission.
In January 1915, as secretary of the
Baha'I Society of London, Miss
Rosenberg wrote a touching letter to the
editor of Star a/the West, informing of

the tragic passing on Decem ber 31 of
Daniel Jenkyn, a young English believer much loved by the Master. She
referred to his association with the
Christian Commonwealth Fellowship,
which gave him excellent opportunities
to speak of the Cause to many seekers
of truth, his recent teaching trip to HoIland and the vast correspondence he
had undertaken in order to help spread
the glad tidings.
In the fascinating diary which Dr.
John E. Esslemont kept of his first visit
to Haifa in November 1919, he recorded that on the day of his departure
the Master spoke to him with much
concern about Miss Rosenberg's difficult financial situation, her delicate
health, and her brother's illness. The
Master gave Dr. Esslemont fifty
pounds in Turkish gold to take to her
and said that the friends must try to help
and take care of her. 13 Some minutes
after one o'clock on the morning of
NO'.lember 28, 1921, the Master ascended to the Abha Kingdom. Deeply
thankful to be near Him at that time,
Miss Rosenberg later wrote a beautiful

In conclusion she wrote, "I am sure
we all feel that"now is the time for us all
to be united with the utmost love and
firmness-to increase our activities
tenfold in teaching and spreading the
goodness of the Kingdom." 15
When Shoghi Effendi, the ne·wly appointed Guardian, called together in
March 1922 a small group of wellknown and devoted Baha'IS from
America, England, France, Germany
and Persia, to consult with him on vital
matters concerning the development of
the Cause, he asked Miss Rosenberg to
join this group. Within a month she
returned to England. Shortly afterwards, in an effort to obey the
Guardian's instructions, the communities of London, Manchester, and
Bournemouth, elected nine from
among their membership to serve on the
Baha'I Spiritual Assembly for England.
A year later the first National Spiritual
Assembly of the British Isles was established. Ethel Rosenberg was a member
of both institutions. She also served as
secretary of the Spiritual Assembly of
London.
Miss Rosenberg died in London, on
November 17, 1930, at the age of
seventy-two. Mrs. Annie B. Romer, an
American who had worked for the
Cause in the British Isles for many
years, and at that time secretary of the
London Assembly, wrote, "The end
was peaceful for this devoted servant of
'Abdu'I-Baha, whom He knew and
loved so well and to whose devotion
and untiring labors He often paid priceless tribute by voice and pen." 16 As
soon as Shoghi Effendi had been in-
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fonned of her passing, he sent by cable
this message to the friends in London:
"Deeply grieved passing Rosenberg,
England's outstanding pioneer worker.
Memory of her glorious service will
never die. 'Abdu'I-Baha's family join in
expressing heartfelt condolences to her
brothers and relatives. Urge friends
hold befitting memorial service." 17
A few days later the Baha'f Community of the British Isles held such a
service for its "long time friend and
counsellor," at the Baha' f Center at
Walmar House, Upper Regent Street,
London.
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Delegates to the twenty-fifth session of the Commission on the
Status of Women on the first day of deliberations. January 14.
1974. The 32-member Commission discussed measures and

programs for the advancement of women and their integration
into international development.

The Status of Women
A progress report on
United Nations deliberations
by the Baba'i International Community

The Commission on the Status of
Women, an agency of the United Nations, recently held its 25th session at
UN Headquarters in New York. The
Bahd'i International Community was
represented at this gathering, which
began on January 14 and continued
until February I. Several statements on
the status of women drafted by the
Bahd'is were circulated and received
generally favorable comment from the
delegates. A principal item on the
agenda for discussion was International Women's Year, set for 1975,
which Bahd'i communities around the
world will help to commemorate.
Since 1952, the year of its formation,
the Commission on the Status of
Women has recommended many resolutions and conventions to the Economic
and Social Council, to which it is affiliated. Many have been adopted. Its
recent outstanding achievement was
the preparation of a Declarationfor the
Elimination of Discrimination Against
Women for ratification by the General
Assembly. The declaration was approved by that body in 1967. Although
this document is an expression of the
current goals and aspirations of the
world community, it is not legally bind-

ing on governments, and there arefrequent gaps between these expressed
aims and actual practice in many areas
of the world.
At this most recent meeting of the
Commission Mrs. Eugenia Stevensen,
Ambassador of Liberia to the Federal
Republic of Germany, and temporary
chairman of the gathering, opened the
proceedings by reminding the delegates that while the countries of the
world had accorded women political
rights, women were confronted with
problems of unequal opportunities and
invisible barriers to participation in the
political, economic, social, and cultural developments of their countries.
Leticia Ramod Shahaini, the delegate
from the Philippines elected permanent
chairman of the 25th session, calledfor
the excercise of a spirit of understanding and tolerance by the delegates. The
improvement of the status of women,
she said, "provided a broad area for
cooperation in a way unmatched by any
other issue before the United Nations."
Setting the tone for the strenuous
work schedule which was to follow,
Mrs. Helvi Sipila, Assistant SecretaryGeneral for Social Development and
Humanitarian Affairs, the highest

These delegates were seated at the presiding table when the
recommendation was made to the Commission that an international conference be held during International Women's Year,
1975. At the table, from left: Mrs. Margaret Bruce, Deputy
Director-in-Charge, Promotion of Equality of Men and
Women Branch; Mrs. Helvi Sipi/a, Assistant Secretary-

ranking woman in the United Nations
Secretariat, spoke of the tasks stillfacing the world community. There is a
universal trend not to consider
women's contributions in economic
life, whether as mothers and wives, or
as decision-making consumers, she
said. In both developed and developing
countries women have a lower level of
vocational training than men, belonging, for the most part, to the lowest
income groups and holding positions of
lowest rank. Very few women participate in determining policy in any
country's administrative or economic
life, Mrs. Sipila noted. In most countries maternity and child health services are very poor. Women often suffer
cruelties to which men are not subjected, especially in time of war and in
emergency situations. She also mentioned the general selfish attitude, often
nourished by the media, supporting the
existence of stereotyped sex roles, and
undermining the dignity of women as
human beings.
What follows is an account by the
BahtI' i International Community of the
activities of the 25th session of the
Commission on the Status of Women.

General for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs;
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim, Mrs. Leticia Ramos
Shahani (Philippines), Chairman; Miss Caroline St. Claire,
Secretary, and Mrs. Ruda T. Mohammed (Nigeria, Rapporteur.
June, 1974/BAHA'f NEWS 9

The principle of
equality does not
necessarily imply
that men and women
must exercise the
same functions.
The French delegate, Miss Jeanne
Chaton, center, complimented the
Bahli'i delegates on the constructive
views of their Faith. The Bahli'is were
invited to a reception at the Mission of
Finland, by Finnish delegate Mrs.
Helvi Saarinen, right.
Some of the statements circulated by
the Bahli'is at the session are also
reproduced.
he agenda of the Commission
at this session reflected the
direction of action now being
undertaken by the governments
through the United Nations. While
there has been little interest on the
part of governments in improving the
status of women, the interrelationship of all human problems is being
more and more recognized. The
problems of development, for instance, cannot be solved without taking into account the status of women.
Action called for by various branches
of the United Nations Secretariat
does not get the necessary response
from governments because of national interests and priorities. The
years ahead-1974, adopted by the
General Assembly as" World Population Year," and 1975, designated "International Women's Year"-as well
as action on the problems of
economic, social and cultural development, were mentioned in this
session of the Commission as important opportunities for the advancement of women.
The Baha'f International Community, as a non-governmental organization in consultative status with the
Economic and Social Council, was
invited to offer suggestions for International Women's Year, as well as to
report on how widely it had publi-
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cized and implemented the Declaration on the Eli mination of Discrimination Against Women. United Nations documents E/CN.6/NGO/25l
and E/C N.6/NGO/252 contain our
response. Though the information
was sent in the form of Ie tters to Mrs.
Bruce, Deputy Director, Center for
Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs, these communications were unexpectedly put
out by the Secretariat as official
statements of the Baha', International
Community.
Document
E/C N.6/NGO/247, the intended official statement, was also circulatedand received favorable comment
from delegates and NGO representatives. It is interesting to note
in
a footnote
to document
E/C N.6/NGO/252, the Preliminary
Report on the Status of Women in the
Bahli'i World Community, submitted
by the Baha', International Community, was made available to the
Commission's delegates.
The Commission passed a number
of resolutions, especially on the subject of the integration of women in
development. Rural women in developing countries, recognized as the
most neglected group in human society, were the subject of much discussion, and the Commission passed
several resolutions intended to assist
th~m. This was also the aim in
strengthening the cooperative effort
of UN agencies with intergovern-

mental organizations such as the
Inter-American Commission of
Women, the Arab Women's Commission and the Economic Commission for Africa.
Though the Commission's delegates were interested in a stronger
commitment of governments and
peoples to raise the status of women,
states have not been able to agree on a
Convention which, when ratified by
them, would become law. It was
agreed that governments are to be asked
their views on a proposal for a Convention formulated by a working
group of the Commission at this session. The Commission will then act
upon this matter at its 26th session, in
1976.
The question of family planning
was discussed in relationship to a
number of items on the agenda; and
the official UN position is that paren ts shoul d have the right to decide
the nu mber and spacing of their children. Education of women to insure
this right was a concern of the Commission. There are wide differences
in the population policies of governments, some nations feeling the need
for increased population along with
greater economic and social development, others concerned with
over-population. As there are also
wjde differences between countries
regarding the general advancement of
women, the diversity of opinions
voiced served to bring ou t the great

I

need for recognition of the organic
oneness of humanity and forcoopera.
tive effort betw~en nations and peoples. Exclusive national interests are
still a great deterrent to progress in
the area of the status of women, as in
all fields of concern at the United Nations.
In ternational Women's Year
(1975), with its theme of "Equality,
Development, and Peace," was discussed fully. The stated aims of that
Year are: to promote equality of men
and women; to ensure that full integration of women in the total development effort, especially by emphasizing women's responsibility and
important role in economic, social
and cultural development at the national, regional and international
levels(this will be emphasized during
the Second United Nations Development Decade); and to recognize
the importance of women's increasing contribution to the development
of friendly relations and cooperation
among States and to the strengthening of world peace."
The Baha'I International Community representatives to the Commission, Victor and Betty de Araujo,
have also been participating for some
time in the work of a committee of
non-governmental organizations interested in the status of women. Two
statements formulated by that committee and presented to the Commission on the Status of Women--one,
UN Document E/C N.6/NGO/249,
on "Obstacles to the Attainment of
Equality of Men and Women," and
the other, E/C N.6/NGO/248, on a
"Proposed Program for International
Women's Year," were signed by the
Baha'I International Community. As
plans go forward for International
Women's Year the Baha'IS will continue to be active in this committee,
since it affords an opportunity not
only to voice Baha'I views, but also to
help bring unity of understanding
and cooperation among NG O's at the
United Nations.
It would seem that International
Women's Year will afford Baha'IS in
all parts of the world a special opportu ni ty to teac h the Fai th through i ncreasing awareness of our unique
contribution to the equality of men
and women, as well as by demonstrating our interest in the other two

themes of the year.
At the Commission session the
United States delegate proposed that
an international conference be held
during International Women's Year,
and the government of Colombia has
offered to host the conference in
Bogota. Since the UN General Assembly has allocated quite limited
funds for International Women's
Year-80 percent less, for instance,
than those provided for World Population Year-the Commission re-

Women by nature
are more inclined
to peace.

Delegates at the twenty-jifth session of
the Commission on the Status of
Women at the United Nations.
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United Nations Economic And Social Council
Commission On The Status Of Women
Twenty-fifth session
Item 10 of the provisional agenda

Work Program And Medium-Term Plan
Statement submitted by the Bahd'i International Community
(in consultative status with the Economic and Social Council,
(category II))
I. The Baha'i International Community, comprising Baha'i
communities in 335 countries and territories, in which its
members-men and women representing over 1,600 t.ribes and
ethnic groups--express a world-wide unity in diversity, appreciates this opportunity to make a few observations bearing
on the place of education in the successful integration of
women in development.
2. In the view of the Baha'i International Community, particular emphasis should be placed on the education of women
and the importance of their unique contribution to the advancement of civilization. While universal compulsory education applies to both sexes, because of woman's role as mother
and first educator of the child, the education of women is more
important than that of men, and if parents are unable to fulfill
their duty to educate both boy and girl in a family, the girl
should be given preference. This is not to imply that women
are to be considered only in relationship to the rearing of
children and the duties of the household; for it is important that
women develop all latent capacities, obtaining by way of their
constructive pursuits the recognition of complete equality.
3. Furthermore, while some of the qualities and functions of
men and women differ, neither sex is inherently superior or
inferior, nor should this affect the expectation of equal rights.
In a world in which the forceful ano aggressive qualities by
which men have dominated over women are becoming neither
necessary for survival nor desirable for the solution of human
problems, mental alertness, intuition and the spiritual qualities
of love and service in which the woman is strong are gaining in

United Nations Economic and Social Council
Commission On The Status Of Women
Twenty-fifth session
Item 3 of the provisional agenda

International Women's Year
Statement submitted by the Bahd'i International Community
(in consultative status with the Economic and Social Council
(category 1/))
The Secretary-General has received the following statement
which is circulated in accordance with paragraphs 29 and 30 of
Economic and Social Council resolution 1296 (XLIV).

Suggestions And Proposals For International
Women's Year
The Baha'i International Community, bearing in mind the
purpose for which Iniernational Women's Year has been dedicated (General Assembly resolution 3010 (XXVIl), and the
report of the Secretary-General on International Women's
Year (EiC N.6/576), would like to offer several observations
and proposals which we feel may be a contribution to the draft
program of action for that Year to be presented to the Com mis-
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importance. The new age will surely be one in which the
so-called masculine and feminine elements of civilization will
be more properly balanced. As women receive the sameopportunity of education and the equality of men and women is
universally recognized, the natural inclination of women to
peace and the fact that they find it more difficult to sacrifice
their children and to sanction war will prove of great benefit to
the world.
4. It is our belief and experience that it is possible to maintain
the constructive cultural differences and the unique contribution
which each person as well as each local and national group can
make to the development and advancement of mankind, while at
the same time freeing men and women from their divisive prejudices. To achieve this, it is necessary, however, to provide all
humanity with an education that will awaken both men and
women to the particular requirement of our age-the unity of
mankind. In the view of the Baha'i International Community,
there must be education towards a consciousness of the organic
unity of all life, towards the development of qualities and virtues
which are the true and distinguishing characteristic of the human
race, and towards a dedication to the solving of human problems in
a spirit of service.
5. While education is recognized as significant to motivation
and change in attitudes, if women-and indeed men also--are
to make a meaningful contribution to society, it should be an
education that goes beyond the training of human beings intellectually or for the acquisition of skills. The experience of the
Baha'i International Community for over a century is that a
deeper understanding of the purpose and value of human life
resti ng on a spiritual foundation which ensures the full growth
of qualities such as trustworthiness, honesty and justice is an
important aspect of such an education. A sense of worth,
assurance and courage, as well as knowledge of direction, are
dependent upon the attainment of spiritual as well as material
goals. Progress, often considered in terms of man's physical
well-being, and development expressed as use of human resources to provide a higher standard of living, should have
other dimensions if human beings are to attain full realization
of their potentialities and the willingness to use their talents in
helping others attain happiness.

sion on the Status of Women at its twenty-fifth session in 1974.
lfhese suggestions are made in view of the particular interest of
the Baha'i International Community in the principle of the
equality of men and women, as well as the role of women in
relationship to ctevetoptnent and the advancement of peace in
the world, which the Baha'i teachings emphasize, and which
Baha'i com munities around the world are already aware of and
committed to.
In a statement concerning the advancement of women, the
Administrator of the United Nations Development Program
said that "the key to development in the coming decade is the
universal acceptance of the need to progress". In maki ng
proposals for International Women's Year we feel that certain
points might be considered which would help to define
"progress"-to give a clearer sense of direction, as well as to
determine tile most effective and constructive form of action.
Progress is often considered only in terms of man's physical
well-being, his material needs, development being directed to
the accomplishment of a higher standard of living. While the
Baha'i International Community feels that such development
is essential to the well-being and happiness of-human beings,
we would suggest that there are ot\ler dimensions of progress
which must be included if human beings are to attain full

realization of their potentialities. A deeper understanding of
the value of human life and of its quality, resting on a spiritual
foundation which will lead ultimately to the attainment of
co-~peration between nations for the advancement of all mankind; the loving assistance which human beings, men and
women, must give to each other; the qualities of trustworthiness, honesty andj ustice which must be developed if hu manity
is to advance-are all important aspects of education which
must be included. ~ost people would agree that education is
the key to the motivation and the change in attitudes necessary
if the generality of women are to make a meaningful contribution to society; but it should be an education that goes beyond
the trai ning of human beings intellectually or the acquisition of
skills. A sense of worth, assurance and courage are dependent
upon the realization of moral and spiritual character-a fact
that is becoming increasingly apparent in both the rich,and the
poor countries of the world.
The Baha'i International Community would like to offer'the
following suggestions which the Branch for the Promotion of
the Equality of Men and Women may wish to consider incorporating in some manner in the programs for International
Women:s Year.
I. To encourage the independent search for truth, free of
influence of family, community or nation. This is not to say
that women are to be taughta truth, but rather that the spirit of
free, impartial and independent investigation should lead in a
constructive way to the breaking of inhibiting and outmoded
traditional patterns and lead ultimately to unity of understanding and of action. The spirit of independent thouglrt must be
fostered if women <l:re to gain knowledge, conviction and courage to take initiative in abandoning traditional ways which
impede not only their own advancement but the advancement
of men as well.
2. To place emphasis on the responsibility of women to
acquire education, to become proficient in the arts and sciences, proving by their accomplishments that their abilities
and powers have merely been latent. The devotion of women
to the industrial and agricultural sciences, for example, in a
spirit of service to the greatest needs of mankind at the present
ti me, will demonstrate their capabili ty and ensure the recognition of equality in the social and economic areas of life. The
promotion of the rights of women by means of demonstration
or by pressure groups may result in divisiveness; while constructive contributions will be recognized and appreciated. It is
mentioned in the Baha'i writings that "when the actions of
women show their power there will be no need to proclaim it
by words," and that when men recognize the equality of
women "there will be no need for them to struggle for r.heir
rights."
3. To stress that the principle of equality in rights does not

necessarily imply that men and women should, or must, exercise
the same functions. There are differences between men and
women in qualities and powers: mental alertness, intuition and the
spiritual qualities of love and service are qualities in which women
are strong. There is need for greater emphasis on these qualities
and a better balance between spiritual and material powers if
humanity is to progress. However, "the fact that there is not
equality in functions between the sexes should not infer that either
sex is inherently superior or inferior to the other, or that they are
unequal in their rights." (From the Baha'i writings.)
4, To place greater emphasis on the importance of the contribution of women as mothers and as educators of children. The Baha'i
teachings point out that "the education of women is more necessary and important than that of man, for the woman is the trainer of
the child from infancy. If she be defective and imperfect herself,
the child will necessarily be deficient; therefore imperfection of
woman implies acondition of imperfection in all mankind, for it is
the mother who rears, nurtures and guides the growth of the
child." It is for this reason that Baha'i parents are urged to give
preference to the education of girls if both boys and girls in the
family cannot be given equal opportunity for education.
It is not the Baha'i view, however, that women are to be
considered important only in relationship to the rearing of children
and attending to the duties of the household. The importance
placed on the education of women in the Baha'f Faith is intended
to bring about the equality of men and women.
5. To place emphasis on the assistance which women can give
to humanity as peace-makers. Because women by nature are more
inclined to peace, and find it more difficult than men to sanction
war, as they participate in human affairs, gaining the right to vote
and exercise this right, their voice will naturally influence humanity towards peace. The Baha'i writings make clear that "when all
mankind shall receive the same opportunity of education and the
equality of men and women be realized, the foundations of war
will be utterly destroyed. Equality between men and women is
conducive to the abolition of warfare for the reason that women
will never be willing to sanction it."
6. To educate every person towards the realization of the organic oneness of mankind. Since it is a Baha'i conv.iction that the
good of any part is dependent upon the good of the whole, as long
as women are held in an inferior position and do not attain equality
with men, men too will be unable to "achieve the greatness which
might be theirs." This principle operates in all areas, whether in
relationship to race, class or national differences in the world. As
is true of the family-in which all the rights and prerogatives of
each and every member must be preserved, while at the same time
sustaining the unity of the family-the well-being of humanity is
dependent on an equitable and just relationship between nations
and the orientaiion of national Governments towards the whole of
mankind.

United Nations Economic and Social Council
Commission On The Status Of Women
Twenty-fifth session
Item 4 (a) of the provisional agenda

The Secretary-General has received the following statement
which is circulated in accordance with paragraphs 29 and 30 of
Economic and Social Council resolution 1296 (XLIV).
Since this is the first occasion we have had to report on
publicity given to the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimi nation Agai nst Women, we would like to mention that as
far back as 1968 we were making available to our affiliates
information on that United Nations instrument, as well as
mailing supplies for United Nations Day or Human Rights
Day meetings. Ina circular letter of 12 February 1968, sent to
Baha'i National Spiritual Assemblies, offering suggestions for
kinds of activities their communities might undertake during
the International Year for Human Rights, we suggested spon-

International Instruments And National Standards
Relating To The Status of Women
Implementation or The Declaration On The Elimination or
Discrimination Against Women And Related Instruments
Statement submitted by the Bahti'i International Community
(in consultative status with the Economic and Social Council
( cate gory 1/»
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soring "some activity or celebration built around women's Faith-as well as specific quotations on the importance of
rights, to stress our belief in the equality of men and women."
women in assuming an equal role in community life, were
included.
That yea.r our records indicate that supplies of the Declaration
were sent to several countries, as has been true since.
A detailed questionnaire to determine the degree of activity
We are very pleased to report, however, that, in a circular of Baha'i women in each'national community was included in
letter of 15 June 1973, we offered to supply our· National
the same mailing. To date replies have been received from 81
Spiritual Assemblies with quantities of the Declaration on the administrative bodies, and these questionnaires are being reElimination of Discrimination Against Women, to assist them
viewed and a report prepared. The forms included questions
"to emphasize the need for a better understanding of the prin- on changing attitudes of both men and women-the influence
ciple of the equality of men and women" in their United , of tradi tions and customs, the participation of Baha'i women in
Nations Day and Human Rights Day observances. The reBaha'i community life (administrative activity, elections, consponse was most encouraging. We shipped almost 4,000 copies sultation, service on Baha'i administrative bodies, teaching
of the Declaration-in English, French, or Spanish-and over activity etc.), as well as questions relating to education (literacy
100 copies of the new brochure," The Equality of Rights for
programs, school enrollment and the education of children in
Women." These materials were sent to the following Assembthe equality of the sexes) an.d inquiring as to whether women
lies, representi ng quite a range of peoples and cultures: Alaska,
were assuming roles considered traditionally masculine.
Argentina, Brazil, Costa Rica, Dahomey, Dominican RepubIt is our hope that the measures referred to above, as well as
lic, Ecuador, Fiji, Finland, Ghana, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, our plans for International Women's Year, which we are at the
present time in the processofformulating, may be a contribuGuatemala, Hawaii, Honduras, Jamaica, Kenya, Laos,
~auritius, Netherlands, Niger, Reunion. Spain, Swaziland,
tion to the implementation of the Declaration on the EliminaThailand, Togo, United Republic of Tanzania and the Windtion of Discrimination against women.
Because of their com mitment to the Baha'i Faith, Baha'is the
ward Islands.
world over continue to deepen their understanding of the
On 21 July 1972, the Baha'i International Community sent
principle of equality, and a gradual but steady change in atcopies of the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination
titudes can be counted upon because of the roots from which
against Women to 113 National Spiritual Assemblies
-national administrative bodies of communities which are our such action springs. The program of the Baha'i International
Community for International Women's Year will serve to remember-affiliates. Particular attention was called to articles I,
III, and XI, paragraph 2, as it was in these areas thaI Baha'i emphasize important aspects of the status of women and help
communities could make a most effective contribution. A Baha'i communities relate to other organizations and to the
work of the United Nationsin the promotion of the principleof
compilation of quotations from the Baha'i writings on the
equality of men and women-a basic teaching of the Baha'i
the equality of both sexes.
commended the creation of an I nternational Fund "to welcome the voluntary contributions of member states,
intergovernmental
and
nongovernmental organizations, private
foundations and interested individuals." This fund would supplement
available resources for International

Women's Year.
Regional seminars on issues related
to the status of women took place in
Indonesia, the Dominican Republic,
and the United Kingdom last year,
and there will be others during 1974
and 1975. One of the 1973 seminars
was in London, on" The Family in a

Changing Society," at which the
Baha'i International Community was
very well represented, These future
in terna tional and regional meeti ngs,
as well as many other national conferences and seminars, will provide an
opportunity for Baha'is to make contact with United Nations delegates

The education of
women IS more
important than that
of men.

Dr. Victor de Araujo, the United Nations Representative of the Baha'i International Community outside the United Nations H eadquarte rs in New York
City.
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and other participants.
The Baha'f representatives covered
most of the meetings during the
three-week span of the Commission's
session and had excellent opportunities to meet informally with the
delegates and their alternates from
the thirty-two countries represented.
They were officially invited and attended receptions at the Philippine
Consulate General (given by Ambassador Shahani, Chairman of the
Commission), at the United States
Mission (given by Mrs. Patricia
Hutar, United States delegate, and
Ambassador Barbara White), and at
the Mission of Finland (given by Mrs.
Helvi Saarinen, Finnish delegate,
and Ambassador Aarno Karhilo,
Permanent Representative of Finland
to the United Nations and the President of the Economic and Social
Council for 1974). They also attended a luncheon given by Mrs.
Ruda Mohammed (Rapporteur of the
Commission and Counsellor of the
Mission of Nigeria) at her home. Mrs.
de Araujo attended a luncheon given
for delegates and a few represen tatives of Non-Governmental Organizations by Women United for the
United Nations, a non-governmental
organization. At all these social functions they were able to establish a
very warm relationship and make
many friends among the delegates.
They had wonderful opportunities to
speak about the Faith, as many welcomed further information about the
Baha'f teachings-their questions
prompted by the statements -which
had been officially distributed, and
the mailing made by the Baha'f International Community office. Mrs.
Shahani thanked the Baha'i representatives for the "valuable contribution" which they had made to the
work of the Commission. The delegate from France, Miss Jeanne Chaton, also complimented them on the
constructive views of the Baha'f Faith
and spoke of the uniqueness of the
Baha'i contribution. (She had met the
Hand of the Cause Dr. Ugo
Giachery, Mr. Albert Lincoln, and
Miss Guilda Navfdf at the 1971 UN
seminar on racial discrimination in
Nice). The alternate representative
from Finland, Miss. Hilkka Pietala,
remarked very favorably on the activity of Baha'IS on behalf of the UN in

her cou n try. Dr. Janet Cockcroft, the
delegate from the United Kingdom,
showed great interest in a conversation with Mrs. de Araujo, asking
many questions on the Faith.
A mailing of the Baha'f statement
(U N Document E/C N.6/NG0I247),.
as well as a rep ri n t of the article,
"Women: Attaining Their Birthright," by Constance Conrader,
which appeared in the summer, 1972
issue of World Order: magazine, was
sent to every delegate, alternate and
adviser at the beginning of the Commission session. Many remarked on
having received the material, thanking the Baha'f representatives or mentioning that they had read or intended
to read the Conrader article at a later
time.

As long as women
are unequal, men
. will not attain the
greatness which
might be theirs.

Commission members consulting on
the agenda for further meetings to discuss the promotion of the equality of
men and women.
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The Hand of the Cause John Robarts.

The value of prayer
by John Robarts

Talk given by the Hand of the Cause
John Robarts on the subject "Renewal of Faith Through Prayer" at
the House of Worship in Wilmette,
March 20, 1974.
From my earliest days in the Faith* it
has seemed that we have had too few
speakers. Anybody who was willing to
give a talk would receive many invitations. In that long-ago period when I
was first a believer, I went to many
places in Canada and the United States
to speak. I must tell you about one place
because it often comes to my mind
when I consider the subject of prayer. It
was on April 17. I had been invited to
address a community where there were
eight believers and they needed a ninth
to form their Local Spiritual Assembly
a few days hence. My plane was delayed and I arrived late while prayers
were being said. I was ushered to a seat
beside the chairman. When the prayers
were finished, he whispered to me
(there were about 45 people in the
room), "John, do you see that tall man
in the third row, center? He is the only
non-Baha'i in the room. We need him
for our Assembly on Thursday!"
I stood up and looked at my opponent. He was a nice person. I noticed he
had very large eyes. I began to speak
but soon felt that I wasn't doing very
well. I didn't seem to be inspired and
suddenly I realized that my friend's
eyes were opening and closing very
slowly, and then to my horror, they
closed and clicked shut. I had lost my
man. He was sound asleep! In my despair I turned to Baha'u'llah and said,
"Dear Baha'u'llah, please come to my
aid. We need that man for our Assembly on Thursday." I went on with my
talk and what seemed like a bright idea
struck me, which I felt must have been
the answer to my cry for help. In quite a
loud voice, I said, "Baha'u'lhlh said,
'The people are wrapped in a strange
sleep!' " And I banged the table with
my fist. The man woke up as though he
had been shot and he stayed awake. He
became a Baha'i that evening, and
helped to form the Assembly on Thursday!
I think this is a good illustration of
renewal of faith through prayer. It cer*Mr. Robarts and his wife Audrey have
been Baha'is since 1937.

tainly renewed my faith when I saw
those beautiful eyes open again and it
renewed his when he really turned his
heart to Baha'u'llah. We were all very
happy.
That incident reminds me that when
we call for help from God, we know
that it will come. Never has man more
desperately needed faith than he does
now. I hope to show there is no way to
find it other than through fervent prayer
and service to His Cause.
There is one prayer many Baha'is say
every day. Throughout the world
Baha'is are saying it constantly and the
planet is beil)g bathed in its beauty. It
is,
"/ bear witness, 0 my God, that
Thou has created me to know Thee
and to worship Thee. / testify, at this
moment, to my powerlessness and to
Thy might, to my poverty and to Thy
wealth. There is none other God but
Thee, the Help in Peril, the SelfSubsisting.' ,
I should like to comment on the first
of the three sentences of that prayer, "/
bear witness, 0 my God, that Thou has
created me to know Thee and to worship Thee." This means that our purpose in life, the one purpose for which
we were created, is to know God, to
love Him, to worship Him, to serve
Him, to obey Him and to come close to
Him. This is our one purpose in having
been born. And yet it is a purpose
which mankind is not fulfilling.
'Abdu'I-Baha said,
"/s it not astonishing that although
man has been created for the knowledge and love of God, for the virtues
of the human world, for spirituality,
heavenly illumination and life eternal, nevertheless he continues ignorant and negligent of all this?
Consider how ht! seeks knowledge of
everything except knowledge of
God."
This is one subject man does not
seem to be interested in. Yet there is
one hope: that we should come to
know, to love and to serve Him. It is the
one thing that we all should do, and
Baha'u'llah has come to tell us how to
do it, and that is one reason we were
given that one beautiful prayer quoted
above.
The essence of the message of every
religion the world has known is the love

The Baba'i Faith is
fundamentally mystic
in character. It is
not sufficient for
a believer merely
to accept the
teachings. He must,
in addition,
cultivate the sense
of spirituality
which he can
acquire chiefly by
means of prayer.
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One thing I
haven't mentioned
but which is very
important in
relation to prayer
is the fact that
we are assured
that God will assist
all those who arise
to seIVe Him.

The Hands of the Cause of God John
Robarts and William Sears.

of God. To this end, Baha'u'll<ih has
given us many beautiful writings. In
one particularly apt Hidden Word, He
said, "0 Son of Being! Love Me. that I

may love thee. If thou lovest Me not. My
love can in no wise reach thee. Know
this. 0 servant." I remember when I
first read those words I thought it was a
threat, that God was saying, "If you
don't love Me, I won't love you." That
didn't tally with my feelings about
God. But one time a Baha'I explained
this Hidden Word through the analogy
of a little fruit tree. If we put the tree out
into the sunshine and the rain, he said,
it would grow to become a beautiful
tree and bring forth luscious fruit. But if
we put it in a cold, dark cellar, it would
die. The point: that the sun shines, the
rain falls, whether that little plant is
Qutside or not. All that little plant has to
do is to get out into the sunshine and the
rain and it will have all of the life-giving
things that it needs to grow to be a
robust, healthy tree.

We are like that. Mankind is surrounded by the love of God always. It is
there for us, and like the sun and the
rain which continue pouring out their
life-giving qualities whether the little
tree is outside or not, the love of God
surrounds us always. However, we
have to do something about it. We have
to get into the love of God. Jesus said,

"Knock. and it shall be opened unto
thee." We must knock. We must get
into the sunshine of the love of God if
we are to receive its benefit and we need
it desperately. We need it now as we
have never needed it before ..
'Abdu'l-Baha said,

There is nothing sweeter in the
world of existence than prayer.
Man must live in a state ofprayer.
The most blessed condition is the
condition of prayer and supplication. Prayer is conversation with
God . ...
While man prays, he sees himself
in the presence of God . ...
However, verbal repetition of
prayer does not suffice. One must
live in a continual attitude of
prayer . ...
Man becomes like a stone unless
he continually supplicates to God."
I spend much of my time traveling,
visiting many countries and meeting the
Baha'IS and their friends. Very often
we will sit and talk about the teachings
and about prayer. It is often a surprise
to me how some of the friends say they
don't pray. One devoted believer told
me that Baha'u'llah had said work is
worship, that he works so many hours
in a week for the Faith he has no time
left to pray. Others say they don't understand prayer, they don't see why
they should pursue it. It seems to me
these friends are missing a priceless
pearl.
A few weeks ago, while I was on a
tour, a fine young man asked me if I
could give him some comfort, which he
said he needed badly, and he explained
that he had been living the kind of life
that he was sure God could never forgive him for. He asked me, "How can I
possibly square myself with God?" My
heart ached for him, he was so sincere,
and yet I was so glad to be able to assure
him that he had already been forgiven,
that God is the All-Knowing, the AllWise, the Ever-Forgiving, the EverLoving, the Most-Merciful. He said,
"How I wish I could believe that." I
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We must get into the
sunshine of the
love of God if
we are to receive
its benefit and
we need it
desperately. We need
it now as we have
never needed it
before.

Auxiliary Board members Elizabeth
Martin and Peter Khan with Mr.
Robarts.
happened to have a quotation from the
Qur' an in my hand where Mu~ammad
had said, "Prayer is a ladder by which
every one can ascend to heaven." He
seemed to be comforted by that assurance that everyone can ascend to
heaven.
'Abdu'l-Baha said.
"Supplication to God at mom alld
eve is conducive to the joy of hearts
and prayer causes spiritualhy alld
fragrance. Thou shouldst necessarily continue therein." And He said,
"Know that nothing will benefit thee
in this life save supplication and invocation !Into God. service in His
vineyard. and. with a heart full of
love. to be in constant servitude unto
Him."
On another occasion He said that saints
become saints through prayer, supplications, purification of the heart and
good wishes.
I have a friend in Toronto who was
invited to be the best-man at a wedding
in Chicago one Christmas. He was very
anxious to go, but Christmas was the
busiest season of his business year. He
didn't think he should take the time off
but finally he did. He booked his passage and closed his office early, but not
quite early enough, and he raced all the
way to the airport, praying and calling
upon Baha'u'llcih from the very depths
of his being. He just had to get to that

wedding. He arrived at the airport in
time to see his plane depart. Despite all
his prayers, and his great need to be on
that plane, it was gone. He told me
later, "John, I sat down and I cried."
Can you imagine his despair? As he
was sitting there in his agony of soul he
heard an announcement of the departure 'of another flight for Chicago. He
inquired and was told that his plane had
been routed through Detroit, but this
one was going through Buffalo, and if
he hurried he might be able to get a seat
on it. He hurried and he arrived at the
wedding on time. The first flight had
mechanical trouble and was grounded
in Detroit. I ask you, were his prayers
answered? We all know of many similar instances where fervent prayer is
answered. 'Abdu'l-Baha assured us,
"God will answer the prayer of every
servant if that prayer is urgent. His
mercy is vast. illimitable. He answers
the prayers of all His servants."
Baha'u'llah affirmed, 'The heavens
of Thy mercy and the oceans of Thy
bounty are so vast that Thou hast never
disappointed those who willed to come
to Thee." 'Abdu'l-Baha said that, in all
the worlds of existence there is nothing
more important than prayer. "Prayer is
the key by which the doors of the Kingdom are opened."
In a letter to a young woman who
asked how to attain spirituality, Shoghi

Effendi, the Guardian, said in part,
Indeed, the chief reason for the evils
now rampant in society is the lack of
spirituality. The materialistic civilization of our age has so much absorbed the energy and interest of
mankind that people in general do no
longer feel the necessity of raising
themselves above the forces and
conditions of their daily material existence. There is not sufficient demand for things that we should call
spiritual to differentiate them from
the needs and requirements of our
physical existence.
The universal crisis affecting
mankind is, therefore, essentially
spiritual in its causes. The spirit of
the age, taken on the whole, is irreligious. Man's outlook on life is
too crude and materialistic to enable
him to elevate himself into the higher
realms of the spirit.
"It is this condition, so sadly morbid, into which society has fallen,
that religion seeks to improve and
transform. For the core of religious
faith is that mystic feeling which
unites man with God. This state of
spiritual communion can be brought
about and maintained by means of
meditation and prayer. And this is
the reason why Baha'u'llah has so
much stressed the importance of
worship. It is not sufficient for a be-
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'Abdu'l-Bah£t said
that repetition of
words does not
suffice. We should
do our best to have
some understanding of
the meaning of
what we are saying.

Five Year Plan Discussion in U.S.:
Scene from a gathering on May 26 in
Foundation Hall of the Hands of the
Cause and Continental Counsellors in
North America and the members of the
National Spiritual Assembly. Auxiliary
Boards and national committees.
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Iiever merely to accept and observe
the teachings. He should, in addition, cultivate the sense of spirituality which he can acquire chiefly by
means of prayer. The Baha'i Faith,
like all other Divine Religions, is
thus fundamentally mystic in character. Its chief goal i~ the development
of the individual and society,
through the acquisition of spiritual
virtues and powers. It is the soul of
man which has first to be fed, and
this spiritual nourishment prayer can
best provide. Laws and institutions,
as viewed by Baha'u'lIah, can become really effective only when our
inner spiritual life has been perfected
and transformed. Otherwise religion
will degenerate into a mere organization, and becomes a dead thing.
The believers, particularly the
young ones, should therefore fully
realize the necessity of praying. For
prayer is absolutely indispensable to
their inner spiritual development,

and this, as already stated, is the very
foundation and purpose of the religion of God.
Once there was a young man who
met a great divine. One day as they
walked by the ~a, he asked him to
explain why prayer was so important.
The divine beckoned the man to the
water's edge where he told him to
kneel, whereupon the divine gently but
firmly pushed his head under the water
and held it there. When he, in his wisdom, relea~d his hold. the man with
relief again drew air into his lungs. The
divine said to him, "You see, it is
indeed important! Praying is as important to you as breathing." I don't know
how many of us will have to have our
heads held under water to teach us to
pray, but perhaps it will help to renew
our faith.
I want to say a few words about the
Long Obligatory Prayer. It is most
beautiful and powerful. During a time
some years ago when a group of communities I know well were lagging
badly in the winning of their goals in
th'e Ten Year Plan, they felt an overwhelming need to develop a greater intensity of devotion to God. They decided that for a specified period of time
each would say that long prayer daily.
The results were miraculous. I happened to be on a tour at that time and
very often I would sit in a room with
Baha'IS and we would talk about this
wonderful prayer. I could never forget
the joy it was to be talking about it with
these ·dear friends, many of whom
loved it, and with others who initially
had complained that it was too long,
they didn't like the postures, they didn't
understand the meanings, and some
seemed to have been rushing through
the words in order to fulfill their obligation as quickly as possible.
'Abdu'I-Baha said that repetition of
words does not suffice. We should do
our best to have some understanding of
the lIleaning of what we are saying.
The second paragraph of this prayer
has a part which, to me, is very significant. As we stand, having turned to
God, we supplicate Him and be~ech
Him in the~ words:
Whatsoever is revealed by Thee is
the desire of my heart and the beloved of my soul. 0 God. my God!
Look not upon my hopes' and my doings. nay rather look upon Thy will
that hath encompassed the heavens

and the earth. By Thy Most Great
Name, 0 Thou. Lord of all nations.' [
have desired only what Thou didst
desire, and love only what Thou £lost
love.
It seems to me we are saying to God
that whatever He se'lds to us will be
accepted with radiant acquiescence. If
we say that often enough we will believe it. I feel one of the great bounties
of this part of that prayer is that when
something does happen to us, if our
house burns down, if we lose our job,
become ill, lose a loved one, we have
already assured God that His Will is our
desire. We should become strong and
able to accept adversity when it comes.
We know a large proportion of the
t~.ings we worry about don't happen
anyway, but we should h?':e confidence, assurance and faith from a repeated reciting of this part of that
prayer.
One thing I haven't mentioned but
which is very important in relation to
prayer is the fact that we are assured
that God will assist all those who arise
to serve Him. This assistance is everpresent. I might illustrate this in a
somewhat lighter vein with a little
story.
There is a situation which we sometimes have in Baha'f communities
where the wife is a Baha'f and her husband is not, or vice versa. Would any of
you be interested in knowing about a
technique for overcoming this very sad
situation?
In Africa, I met a young African, a
beautiful soul who was a very active
Baha'f but his wife was not only not a
Baha'f, she was very antagonistic to the
Faith, One time he gave an address at a
Baha'f conference. I listened and was
surprised to hear him speak very lovingly of his wife. After tIle meeting I
asked him, "George, is your wife a
Baha' f?" "Yes," he said, "she is." I
said, "That is wonderful. How did you
bring her into the Faith?" He said,
"Oh, it was one of those natural kinds
of things. She got to the point where she
loved to be with the Baha'fs." He said,
.. You know, I do a lot of teach ing; four
or five evenings a week we have meetings, and of course when my wife was
so opposed to the Faith, I couldn't have
her there, could I? The difficulty was
that our house is so small. There is only
one room. During those meetings,

there was no place for her to go. We
have no neighbours. So she would go
out to the back and sit or stand under the
banana tree. "Well," he said, "she be-

came a Baha'f during the last rainy season !"
Beloved friends, I wish you all a very
happy Naw-Ruz.
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Child's
Way

A bi-monthly magazine for Baha'i children, with articles, stories, puzzles, and games that
introduce children to the treasures of their Faith-and helps to prepare them to become active
and deepened members of the Baha'i world family. Child's Way can give ideal assistance to
parents in providing Baha'i instruction to their children. Try us for a year. Six issues for $4.50;
$5.00 outside the United States. Send orders with payment to Child's Way, 415 Linden Ave.,
Wilmette, Ill., 60091.
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Iroad the World
The Hand of the Cause laMI Khazeh
attended the Bahti'i Convention in
Brazil, held in the mountain resort of
Campos do lordao, from April 27-May
I. Seated beside him is Counsel/or Leo/lora Armstrong and Auxiliary Boart!
member Mrs. Nylza Tuetz. The Gentleman seated beside him is Mr. Abdollah Sahihi, who served as interpreter
for Mr. Khazeh.

Hands of Cause attend
National Conventions
The following account concerns the
in lerna tiona I travels of the Hands of the
Caure of God at Ridyan, 1974. It includes excerpts from the Baha'i International News Service Bulletin, published in Haifa, Israel. All cablegrams
mentioned lWre sent lJ The Universal
HoU'ile of lustice.-Ed.
Amatu'l-Baha Rul:Jiyyih Khanum
represented The Universal House of
Justice at the historic election of the
first National Spiritual Assembly of
Hong Kong. The consolidation of the
community of Hong Kong was a goal of
our beloved Guardian's Ten Year
Crusade and it is fitting that
Amatu'l-Baha should have been present to witness its establishment as a
national pillar of the administrative
framework of the Cause.
From Hong Kong came the following cabled message: "Offer sincere
gratitude for having honor of
Amatu'l-Baha as representative. Feel
this bounty and presence two Counsellors, two Auxiliary Board members and
representative mother Assembly, will
greatly help us achieve successes ...
We pledge carry out objectives of Five
Year Plan and beseech your prayers
Holy Shrines for our rapid achievement
all goals."

Rul:Jiyyih Khanum also attended the
National Convention of Burma which
was held in Daidanaw, traditionally
known as "'Abdu'I-Baha's village."*
The Faith was first established in
Burma in May, 1878 through the visit
of Mirza Jamal Effendi and Siyyid
Mu~!afa Rumi, two early teachers of
the Cause who first brought the message to a number of countries in southern Asia. ** The National Spiritual Assembly oflndia and Burma was formed
in 1923-<>ne of the earliest national
communities-and Burma formed an
independent National Spiritual Assembly in 1959.
The following cable was received
from Amatu'I-Baha RuJ:!iyyih Khanum:
"Wonderful visit, steadfast active
Burmese community. Convention enthusiastic new Plan. Over 1,200 attended Ri<!van Feast Daidanaw ... "
The Annual Convention of the
United Kingdom cabled: "Deeply appreciate presence dearly loved Hand of

*The Baha'i World, Vol. I, p. 141
**Starofthe WeI't, Vol. 22, No.7,
October 1931, p. 208

the Cause and Madam Giachery ...
Conscious ever-abiding presence spirit
beloved Guardian proudly launch Five
Year Plan dedicating hearts, love,
energies swift implementation. One
hundred and forty pioneer offers. Implore prayers . . . enable British
Baha'i community lay victories triumphantly threshold Baha'u'lIah."
A preliminary report received from
Persia indicated that the National Convention was held in an atmosphere of
enthusiasm and joy. The delegates and
friends in attendance pledged to provide the entire budget for the work of
the Five Year Plan for Persia. After
attending the Convention, the Hand of
the Cause A. A. Furutan remained in
the country for some time at the invitation of the National Assembly to support the teaching and' consolidation
work. This visit, his first to persia since
1966, provides an opportunity for Mr.
Furutan to see his old friends, and participate in the launching of the Plan in
that country.
Various northern European islands
were visited by the Hand of the Cause
Adelbert MUhlschlegel before he attended the German National Conven-

The Hands of the Cause who represented
The Universal House of Justice at conventions for the election of National
Spiritual Assemblies
Ri~van

1974

Amatu'l-Bahli RuJ:!iyyih Khanum ................... Burma, Hong Kong
Ugo Giachery ...................................... United Kingdom
A. A. Furutan ............................................... Persia
Adelbert Miihlschlegel ...................................... Germ~ny
Jalal Khazeh ................................................ Brazil
Paul Hafley ........................ . .................. United States
Enoch Olinga ............................................... Kenya
William Sears ...................... . ....................... Japan·
John A. Robarts ............................................. Canada
H. Collis Featherstone .......................... Papua and New Guinea
RaJ:!matu'lIah Muhajir ...................................... Australia
Abu'l-Qasim Faizi ........................................... Turkey
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The Hand of the Cause Rtihiyyih Khanum visits with the President of India, Mr. V.
V. Giri, in the Presidential offices in New Delhi, on June 14, 1974. Rtihivvih
Khanum was in New Delhi to represent The Universal House of Justice ~; 'the
National Baha'i Convention of India.

RulJiyyih Khanum with Indian Foreign Minister Sardar Swarm/ Sin[?h,
Delhi. June 14. 1974.

RulJ~yyih Khanum calling on the LieutenantGovernor of Delhi, Mr. Baleshwar
Prasad, on June 14,1974. Looking on are Mrs. Violette Nal!JJ.javani, and Mr. R.N.
Shah, secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly of India.
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tion which cabled: "With heartfelt
gratitude inspiring message eagerly
awaited Plan. Exemplary attendance
400, large percentage youth: historic
opening f:lCl.?-lratu'I-Quds, Langenhain,
presence Hand of the Cause
Muhlschlegel, Counsellor Blumenthal,
ten pioneers, 18 travel teachers. Great
dedication, earnest group consultation,
constructive proposals initial thrust
. Five Year Plan . . ."
Returning from the National Convention of Brazil the Hand of the Cause
Jahil Khazeh is touring Baha'I communities of the Caribbean islands, notably the French Antilles. The Convention cabled: "Grateful presence Convention representative Hand of the
Cause Khazeh, Counsellor Armstrong:
inspiring Plan; 200 delegates and
friends imploring prayers ... "
The American National Convention
attended by the Hand of the Cause Paul
Haney wired: "Humble thanksgiving
offered most holy House Worship twin
bounties received Universal House of
Justice, awe-inspiring world-shaping
messages inspiring presence Hand of
the Cause Paul Haney. Convention
further enriched presence Counsellors
True, Ayman. Hearts overwhelmed
towering magnitude, majesty Five Year
Plan. Vision guidance, leadership, love
enshrined in message reminiscent
heart-stirring messages Plans beloved
Guardian. Deeply conscious unprecedented challenges, opportunities,
privilege advance Cause God. Confident unerring guidance, American
community prayerfully embarks Five
Year Plan determined rise new heights
devotion, service, sacrifice, maturity.
Our prayers, love, servitude ... "
The Hand of the Cause Enoch Olinga
described the National Convention of
Kenya: "Convention, conference, successfully concluded. Participants
greatly inspired message Supreme
Body, determined vigorously pursue
tasks planned ... Beseeching prayers
rapid progress work Plan . . ."
In addition to attending the Japanese
National Convention, the Hand of the
Cause William Sears is meeting with
the friends in Korea and will revisit
Hawaii to assist with the filming of a
television series about the Faith. From
Tokyo came cabled greetings: "Grateful message Five Year Plan; Convention delegates elect first National

Spiritual Assembly Japan; send Riqvan
greetings. Deeply appreciate bounty
presence beloved Hand of the Cause
William Sears, Counsellor Mumtazl.
Inspiration fulfill goals new Plan ... "
The Canadian National Convention,
where I ,500 delegates and friends and
more than I 00 children assembled, and
where I I3 pioneers arose was "greatly
stirred rapidly evolving World Order
Baha'u'lhih contained new Plan ... "
and welcomed "the renewed call high
service, fully confident Canadian
community meet every challenge; excited pressing call major role Local
Spiritual Assemblies; convention
warmly appreciates presences Hand
Cause John Robarts, Continental
Counsellors Lloyd Gardner, Sarah
Pereira', Auxiliary Board members;
aware far-reaching results close collaboration divine Institutions ... hearts
overflowing gratitude Baha'u'llah divine bounties ... "
From Papua and New Guinea came
word: "We are happy bounty having
Hand of the Cause Collis Featherstone,
two Auxiliary Board members. Friends
are happy get Five Year Plan. We will
all try to work hard fulfill all goals set
forth. "
A large number of national communities in the islands of the South
Pacific have had the pleasure of welcoming the Hand of the Cause
Ra~matu'llah Muhajir as he proceeded
to the Australian National Convention
which cabled: "Hand of the Cause
Muhajir, Counsellor Perks, members
National Assembly, five Auxiliary
Board members, 63 delegates, 250 observers assembled Melbourne overwhelmed supreme outpouring divine
inspiration Five Year Plan raise community Greatest Name unprecedented
heights. Total body friends assembled
Convention poised respond total commitment grasp challenge attain, rapid .
maturity triumphant conclusion ensure
survival human race ... '"
.
The Hand of the Cause Abu'l-Qasim
Faizi attended the National Convention
of Turkey and a teaching conference
there following which he has embarked
upon a global journey of five months'
duration which will take him to a
number of countries in Latin America,
to the United States, Hawaii and
Canada, and to various centers in
Europe.

Venezuela
Indian and pioneer
married in Venezuela
The first interracial marriage between a pioneer from the United States
and a Guajira Indian took place in
Venezuela last May 25. The SpiritUal
Assembly of Los Hennanitos, in the
Guajira region of the country's far
West, witnessed the Baha'I marriage of
Miss Ana Mercedes Montiel and Mr.
Arlen Dufresne. The prefect of the region came with his secretary from
Sinamaica, miles to the north, to preside over the necessary civil ceremony.
Continental Counsellor Donald Witzel
attended both ceremonies.
The following day Auxiliary Board
member Mrs. Cecilia Yguaran joined
Mr. Witzel in dedicating the first local
ija?lratu'I-Quds in Venezuela. The entire community of Villa del Rosario, in
the southern Guajira region, participated in the three-hour inauguration
ceremony for their new center. The
property, the cement blocks for the
structure, the aluminum for the roof,
and the metal doors and windows were
all donated by local believers.
Counsellor Witzel reports that Venezuela is "surging with a vitally new
dynamic spirit" since the launching of
the Five Year Plan. Five regional con-

Mr. Arlen Dufresne with his wife Ana
Mercedes.

The entire community of Villa del
Rosario participated in the dedication
of their local f!a~iratu'I-Quds, the first
in the country.
ferences are scheduled throughout the
country during the first year to enlist the
participation of the friends in winning
the goals assigned by The Universal
House of Justice.

The Fourteenth National Bahti' i Convention in Venezuela was heMApril27-28 in
Campamento Nora, near Caracas, the capital.
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n April II, 1916, in the
midst of the First World
War, the Center of the
Covenant, 'Abdu'I-Baha, penned an
immortal tablet "to the believers and
the maid-servants of the Merciful of the
Baha'I Assemblies and meetings in the
United States and Canada." Following
His salutation, "0 ye real Baha'IS of
America," He recalls the high spiritual
station of Mary Magdalene and Mary,
the mother of John, assuring the
American believers that their efforts
will likewise be known in the future and
their fame be established. He singled
out several individual Baha'IS for special praise, amongst them Miss Agnes
Alexander:
Consider ye, that Miss Agnes
Alexander, the daughter of the
Kingdom, the beloved maid-servant
of the Blessed Perfection, traveled
alone to Hawaii and the Island of
Honolulu, and now she is gaining
spiritual victories in Japan! Reflect
ye how this daughter was confirmed
in the Hawaiian Islands. She became
the cause of the guidance of a gathering of people . . . .
At this time, in the island of
Hawaii, through the efforts of Miss
Alexander, a number of souls have
reached the shore of the sea of faith!
Consider ye, what happiness, what
joy is this! I declare by the Lord of
Hosts that had this respected daughter founded an empire, that empire
would not have been so great! For
this sovereignty
is eternal
sovereignty and this glory is everlasting glory.
One October afternoon, in 1969, a
small group of Baha'IS were privileged
to visit the Hand of the Cause Agnes
Alexander, then living in a nursing
home in Honolulu. When the door to
her room opened, we saw her dressed in
a blue housecoat, her bright blue eyes
beaming a welcome. Although she was
seated in a wheelchair, her alert bearing
and warm greeting made it seem that
she moved towards us. Her slight,
veined hand h~d a red volume, which
proved to be the bound issues of Star of
the West for 1916, in which the Tablets
of the Divine Plan were first printed.
"These are full of spiritual food,"
she said, "and 1 try to read them often."
And then she sighed, the long sigh of a
soldier temporarily removed from the
front lines. After sixty-nine years of

O

Reflect ye how this
daughter was
confinned .... She
became the cause of
the guidance of a
gathering of
people ....
Baha'I service, much of it in vlrgm
teaching territories, Miss Alexander
was Iike a bird momentaril y resti ng, but
longing to fly to some new land.
Her health frail and her years very
advanced, she still radiated contentment and great pleasure at the past and
present moments of her life. Her eyes
turned to the Hand of the Cause
'All-Akbar Furutan, there to pay his
respects to a fellow servant of the beloved Guardian. "I remember you
well," she said distinctly. "You are the
young man who stood up at our meetings in Haifa and translated." So she
recalled the historic conclaves of the
Hands of the Cause in the crucial period
following the passing of the beloved
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi.
And the two shared a silent, deep
moment of remembering.
"I am very blessed," she continued.
"I had this fall in Japan when I was
staying in a hotel in Tokyo some time
ago. I was taken to University hospital
to be treated for a broken hip." When
her visitors began murmuring their
sympathy, she raised her hand. "I had a
delightful stay in that hospital for two
years," she said firmly. "It was a very
pleasant time. I met many people. I
didn't suffer at all.
"I do still have a little difficulty with
my leg so that I can't run around the
way 1 would like to, but I am very
comfortable now."
After a few moments of exchanging
messages about shared friends in the
Faith, Miss Alexander was asked how
she had entered the Cause. Here are
some of her words.
"Strangely enough, it was in Rome
that I received the Message. I had gone
to Europe with friends and had visited
in Paris. When they were leaving, I
wrote to my father in Honolulu and
asked him what 1 should do. [The Alexander family there has had a distin-

guished name since the earliest days of
the missionaries, and Miss Alexander's
mother was from the equally wellknown Baldwin family.] He said: 'Go
to Rome. It is pleasant to live there.' So
I went to Rome. I was ina very pleasant
boarding house, but then I thought to
myself, 'What good did it do for me to
come to Rome when I could give the
money to the poor?' It puzzled me as I
felt deeply the poverty of many of the
world's people.
"Then one day, in the dining room of
my boarding house, at the first table on
the right side, I saw a lady seated with
her two daughters. I just could not keep
my eyes from her. Then one evening in
the parlor t overheard a word or two
that she was speaking with someone.
She said that she was to leave in the
morning.
"An intimation came to me that night
that Christ had come and was on this
earth. Ijust could not sleep. I thought of
going to the woman and then I thought,
'It is a strange thing, in the night, to go
to a stranger's room.' So I waited until
the morning.
"In the morning, they were packing
to leave when I went to their room. I
remember coming from breakfast and
going to their door. When it opened,
the lady looked at my face and said: 'I
see by your face you know it!'
"I simply said: 'Christ is on this
earth!' That was all.
"I had the feeling, you see. I didn't
know what it was, when I looked across
the dining room at her. She was spiritually glowing, as she had just come from
Haifa where she visited 'Abdu'I-Baha.
She was a widowed schoolteacher from
Washington, D.C., named Mrs.
Dixon. She died many years ago, but
once when I returned from Europe to
Green Acre she and her daughters were
at the school with me. When her husband died she had used her small inheritance for pilgrimage for herself and her
two daughters.
"Think of it now!" Miss Alexander's
face shone with wonder. "She said to
me that morning, 'I see by your face
you know it!'
"There was nothing to give me,"
recalled Miss Alexander, "except one
prayer written out in longhand, for
there was no literature then. I asked
her, 'How willI find more about this?'
She wrote on a slip of paper some addresses.
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Miss Agnes Alexander with her aunt in Montclair. New Jersey. April. 1919.
"But I had to be tested at once. You
know you do not grow until you are
tested. I was young and innocent. I
went to my cousins' church and after
church I went up to the pastor and told
him I had something to tell him that was
very important, something for him to
study. I told him that Christ had come
again, and was on this earth in Palestine!
"Of course, all he did was take out
his Bible and try to straighten me out. I
had to have that testing. I left him and I
said to myself, 'I know this is true but I
won't speak of it to another person.'
"Then I looked at the slip of paper.
The nearest address was Paris. It was a
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Miss May Bolles."
Miss Alexander interrupted the narrative to point to a beautiful, very old
portrait of Mrs. May [Bolles] Maxwell
and directed the attention of each of her
visitors to it. "I keep her picture here,"
she said, "for she is my [spiritual]
mother.
"Out of my longing heart," continued Miss Alexander, "I wrote to her
and addressed her as my sister. A long
letter came back, in which May said:
'Come to Paris and be among your
brothers and sisters.' So, the next thing
I did was to go to Paris. I had visited my
sister and aunt there in the Latin Quarter. I wenttothe address of May Bolles.

Someone opened the door. Of course, I
didn't know what May looked like. I
simply said: 'I am here.'
"The lady answered, 'I think you
want my daughter.' This was the
mother, who was not a Baha'I. Then I
met May."
The tears flowed as she recalled that
moment.
"I remember going with May to my
first meeting. Someone said: 'Is'she a
Baha'I?' May said: 'Look at her
face!' " Remembering this, the tears
stopped and her frail shoulders shook
with laughter.
"In those days, when we enrolled we
simply wrote to 'Abdu'I-Baha and He
welcomed us by letter. I had done this
before leaving Rome. I stayed on in
Paris for three and one-half months,
and went to meetings. May was my
spiritual mother. This is my story."
Our first visit with Miss Alexander
ended, but during several other brief
visits in the following two weeks she
helped to fill in more details of her life
story. In reply to a question one morning about how she happened to go to
Japan, she said:
"One night, in Honolulu, I had gone
to hear a lady speak on her efforts to
raise money for a school for girls in
Japan and this tremendous feeling came
to me. I went to the library and began to
take notes and study about Japan. My
father asked what I was doing. I said I
was going to Japan. My father immediately put money in the bank for me
to go to Japan when the right time
came. At the same time, my father went
into the hospital. He was not very ill,
and was only there for a Check-up. I
went to see him and he looked well.
That night a nurse phoned from the
hospital and said: 'Your father just
died.' It was so sudden! My dear
mother had been frail for some time.
When we went to tell her, she said: 'I
see papa over there and he is beckoning
to me to come to him.' Shortly after
this, my mother died as well. My sister
was not a Baha'I. She went to visit
relatives in California, and wrote me
from there 'I wish you cotld go to Japan
because it was papa's wish.'
"After some time, I joined a party
going to Europe and when that party
was broken up in 1913, I wrote to the
Master to ask whether I could visit
Haifa. He replied: 'It is best that thou
goest directly to Japan and while there

r
be engaged in spreading the fragrances
ofGod.'
"I was then in Geneva but I went to
Marseilles and took a steamer for
Tokyo. I was on it one month without
any news at all. When I arrived at the
port of Yokohama in Japan, there was a
letter from my sister, saying that she
was so worried because there had been
no word. In Tokyo, I had friends from
Honolulu who were teachers, and very
broadminded. They arranged for me to
come there and live in a boarding house
beside their house. They had a meeting
Sunday night and deeply believed that
all religions were true. I arrived in
Tokyo on a Friday, so in two days I was
able to attend their meeting. After the
meeting, I found myself surrounded by
some Japanese men and I told them I
was a Baha'I. The next morning one
came to see me, wanting to know more
about the Faith. That was the beginning."
Another day, Miss Alexander said:
"Did I ever share with you the story of
how May Maxwell became a Baha'i?
As I understand it, Dr. Getsinger and
Mrs. Phoebe Randolph Hearst called
on Mrs. Bolles in Paris, where Mrs.
Bolles was acting as chaperone for two
nieces of Mrs. Hearst. Turning to Dr.
Getsinger, Mrs. Bolles said to him:
'My daughter is ill and I wonder if you
could do something to help her?' He
came back to the room, after examining
May, and said: 'I think my wife has
something to help her.' And so
Lua--you have surely heard of
Lua--came to see her and told her about
'Abdu'I-Baha. May immediately became alive.
"She wanted very much to go with
the party on pilgrimage to Palestine but
it was a very expensive trip. Mrs.
Hearst learned from Mrs. Bolles of
May's interest in the Faith and said: 'I
would be glad to take your daughter
with me!' So Mrs. Hearst took May
with her to the Holy Land. When May
got there and saw 'Abdu'I-Baha, she
immediately knew Him as she had
twice seen Him in dreams. From that
day, she was born again."
Eyes misted with tears and her face
glowing at the memory, Miss Alexander almost whispered, "Think of it! A
little, frail lady who had been ill in bed
for almost two years and could scarcely
go from her couch to her bed, then
leaving for a trip to Palestine!"

During our final visit, when it was
time to leave, I asked Miss Alexander if
she would please write something on a
piece of paper which I could keep with
my cherished Baha'i belongings. She
agreed, carefully arranged a small
piece of paper on a book on her lap, and
wrote these words: "I thank
Baha'u'llah for giving me the blessing
of meeting with another dear Baha'i
sister, Beth." Nowhere did the piece of
paper have her name on it.
Praised by the Master in the Tablets
of the Divine Plan, Miss Alexander
forty years later earned this tribute from
the beloved Guardian:

"Agnes Alexander, distinguished
pioneer Faith, elevated rank Hand
Cause. Confident appointment will
spiritually reinforce teaching campaign simultaneously conducted
North, South and Heart Pacific
Ocean." That tribute is dated March
27, 1957.
Now, in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean, the island of Oahu is blessed not
only with the earthly remains of the
Hand of the Cause Martha Root but aI so
of the Hand of the Cause Agnes Alexander, both steadfast servants of the
beloved Guardian who spread the divine fragrances to their last breath.
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Louise and John Bosch

For John, with love
Personal memories of the illustrious
John Bosch, early Baha'i teacher, pioneer,
and friend of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
By Marzieh Gail
onday we went down from
Cloverdale, driving a cautious thirty in the shiny
blue De SotQ---{)ur first since the War.
The low hills had that hard, baked feeling that seals you in, safe and dry from
the wadded fogs of the Bay Region,
down to the south, nonexistent and forgotten here in the bright heat.
We turned off the highway into the
Geyserville School grounds, up the
curving road the Maintenance Committee has enlarged, to the parking space
they leveled off with the bulldozer,
south of the Big Tree. We got out and
walked, and ate a couple of the purple,
stained-glass-window plums, with
sky-blue dust on them, fallen in the dust
of the orchard. Reluctantly, we crossed
the wooden bridge over the gulley,
going toward the ranch house. For nineteen years now, I had been coming to
this place, and John had always been
here, all that time, for me, and now he
was not here.

Perhaps I was wrong. All around us,
in the quiet heat and dust, I could feel
him speaking.
"Nuninf," he was saying, "Nuninf";
luminous, luminous. It was the name
'Abdu'I-Baha had given him, long
ago.1t was the white, radiant name.
Now John was saying it to me, in the
old way--with his voice, that had so
much light in it (I can only think of light
in connection with him; the tall, transparent figure, the shining white beard,
thick, white silk hair, the light suit, the
white felt hat. White candles, maybe;
white sun on the hills; yards of white
cloth for a turban. His hat, at least, I
saw, a few moments later, hanging on
its peg in the ranch house). His voice
repeated the tones of 'Abdu'I-Baha's
voice as the Master Himself had spoken
the name; vibrant and happy and as
though everything in the universe was
all right. Perhaps John was saying this
to Harold and me now, because he
knew how we felt with him not here. Or
again, it was all in my mind; but what is
the world of the mind; no one knows;

no one can bound it.
We rang the doorbell and it seemed
an incongruously natural, everyday
thing to do. A handsome, brown Persian boy, Shidan, let us in. Louise is
alone now, and Shidan is spending his
vacation from college here at the
School to be with her. Then Louise was
at the door, bowed over, the gray hair
cropped short, the blue-gray eyes smiling.
"We've come to take you for a
drive. "
"Oh, no, I cannot--"
"But we want to go and say a prayer
at John's grave."
Shidan broke in, "Here's the car you
needed, Louise."
"Well, get the shovels, then,
Louise said, and started up the steep
stairs, that she had gone up and down so
constantly these years, serving John,
who lay most of the time up there in the
bedroom, withdrawing farther and
farther from what we think is the real
world but the dying and the dead know
is only a reflection and shadow.

Except when otherwise specified, the historical material in this article consists of
conversations with John (in 1939) written
down by me as he spoke, and of written
infonnation supplied by Louise. Tablets,
letters and cables were copied in the presence of John or Louise from documents
supplied by them. This account varies in
many respects from that in the Geyserville
Press of July 26, 1946; certain of the statements there published were--through no
fault of the paper and owing to the natural
cares and confusion attendant on the
funeraI--erroneous.
A brief review of John's life, using data
supplied to the writer by him, and after his

passing, by Louise, will be of value to historians:
John David Bosch was born at Neu-St.
Johann, Canton St. Gall, Switzerland, on
August I, 1855. His parents were ~ichael
Johann Bosch and Maria Biegmann; he had
three brothers and three sisters, and was his
parents' fifth child. When he was nine, his
mother died, and he was then brought up by
his oldest sister, whom he loved all his life.
After attending elementary and repletitionary" school in Neu-St. Johann, he left
SWitzerland with a sister and her husband
(the Zuberbuhlers), arrived in America in
1879, and went to Amboy, Nebraska where
on arrival the Zuberbuhlers purchased a

farm. He practised his trade of cooper,
"helped with the building of the railroad,
and also farmed." He was in Los Angeles,
California between 1884 and 1889, and became a citizen of the United States in Los
Angeles County in 1887, the document also
being registered in Sonoma County in 1892.
He married Kathe Krieg in '85 or '86, the
marriage ending in divorce around '89. It
was about this period that he went to Germany, France and Spain to study winemaking. After holding various good positions in the Valley of the ~oon, he purchased the thirty-five acres constituting the
onginal extent of his GeyselVille property
on October 26, 1901 from Emily B. Smith

September 4, 1946

M
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Louise moved rapidly over our
heads, changing her dress, and Shidan
told about the grave. Louise and John
had bought their graves on a hilltop, in
one of those dry, northern California
cemeteries, all perpendicular dirt
roads, dust and lizards and purpletrunked manzanitas, rocks and unexpected flowers, or sometimes a rare,
elegant gravestone, decorously out of
place in the lost hills. Since the War,
there had been no caretaker, and there
never had been any water here, except
the winter rains. Louise, who hardly
eats or sleeps, and works always, in the
house and grounds, and at her correspondence that comes from all the
friends of a long lifetime, was worried
over this grave. She had been driven up
there a few days before, and gathered
the dry flowers left from the funeral to
bum them; now she wanted the sandy
gravel, piled up from when the grave
was dug, leveled off or shoveled away.
"I can only take one shovel," the boy
confided to us, "or Louise herself will
take the other and set to work and no
one can stop her."
We sat on the hilltop, gingerly, on
the cement ledge of the rectangular,
parched lot. John's long body lay there
beside us, under the gravel--as if he
were lying in his bed, as we last saw
him; the gravel folded lightly over him.
I knew there was a coffin under the
mound, but it was as if John were lying
there, under the bedclothes. He seemed
to share our problem about the grave.
A weaving of vineyards and blue
mountains rolled away beneath us. The
grapes climbed here almost to the
cemetery line, clinging to the sandy
hillside, close at hand, heavy blue
bunches on the russet vines. I suddenly
remembered John in his light clothing
and white felt hat, with the vivid hills

behind him, smiling, carrying a basket
of these blue grapes to gi ve us. "I am a
fruitarian," he said.
The baked dust lay warmly around
us. Louise wore a white and black print
dress with a high collar, and over it a
black coat. She sat on the ledge, her
blue-gray eyes looking up at us. Then
we had prayers, Harold's from Prayers
and Meditations, page 77, and Shfdan's
low, mourning-dove Persian chant.
Shidan, looking like a sunny, brown
Italian, began with the casualness of
youth to shovel off the top of the plot,
and smooth it. He, open-throated and
strong, his brown hair gleaming in the
sunshine, and Louise in terminal black,
both against the far blue hilltops, talked
back and forth through the spiced wind:
"This is the earth from the interior of
the grave; this was removed for the hole
to be made; now it should be put back
on the plot again," said Louise.
"No, these are only rocks," said
Shidan. "Look at the other plots--hard
and smooth. Let me make this one like
the rest."
Each of them smiled a little and
winked confidentially to us, about the
other. Youth and age, amused at each
other, for being youth and for being
age. Each one hopeless, the other
thought; to be put up with and served,
but to shake one's head over.
A line of pink flowers, amaryllis,
like trumpet lilies only pink, several on

a stem, pulpy and delicate, jutted on
naked green stalks from a barren neighboring plot. A lizard rustled over the
grave, a taffeta rustle, soft, like a
thought that escapes you. We sat on the
concrete ledge in the warm circle of
heat, looking down over the sky and the
world. It was during the prayer that I
understood how completely selfless
Louise is; I could feel the presence of
Harold and Shidan there beside me but I
could not feel Louise there at all, and
had to open my eyes to make sure she
was with us, holding on to my arm. The
earthly Louise is already as ethereal as
John.
"The void, the void he has left ... "
she began in the careful, almost whispering voice.
Whenever John said "Louise" he
said it in a special way. You knew the
word was important. He dwelt on it,
italicized it; you knew he looked up to
that word. Their marriage was a special
marriage, as the Tablet revealed for
them by 'Abdu'I-Baha proves. It was a
marriage for always. Even now there
has been no separation, really. There
we were, sitting on the grave-edge with
Louise, and there beside us was John's
long, light form; the long, light earth
piled up, not away, but present and
participating; after all, you can't bury
sunlight.
"Louise," he would say, and the
word was prolonged, solemn, humorous.
Once when I was trying to write his
biography and wanted to know how tall
he was, to put it down for posterity, he
couldn't remember. "Let's measure
you, John," I said. We were in his
high-ceilinged office in the old ranch
house, with the polished walls of redwood. Everything was in its place, and
all immaculate. "Let's stand you up

of GeyselVille. In 1905, John became a
Baha'I, his teachers being Mrs. Beckwith,
Mrs. Goodall, Mrs. Cooper and Thornton
Chase. John was delegate from California
and Honolulu to the first Baha'I Temple
Unity Convention, Chicago, March 21,
1909. In April, 1912, when superintendent
of the Northern Sonoma County Wineries,
he went East to be with 'Abdu'l-Baha, and
on his return was instrumental in appealing
to the Master to visit the West. He was
Thornton Chase's literary executor. On
January 19, 1914 he married Louise Sophie
Stapfer of Zurich, Switzerland, in San
Francisco. In 1920, with Louise, he left for

Tahiti in March, pioneering there and leaving in September. In November, 1921, he
and Louise were present in Haifa at the time
of the Master's passing. Appointed by the
National Spiritual Assembly with two
others to locate a place for the establishment
of a center "along the lines of Green Acre"
John offered his property for this purpose,
the institution beginning its functions in
1927. From this period on, he continued to
selVe in many ways until his long, final
illness. He passed away July 22, 1946, and
was buried in Olive Hill cemetery, Geyserville, following a befitting memorial selVice
held July 24 in the Baha'I Hall, GeyselVille

School. Under the auspices of the National
Spiritual Assembly, a memorial selVice was
also held for him in the Baha'I House of
Worship, November 24. His tomb is covered with a long plaque (the work of John
Quinn) made of hammered bronze and bearing the Greatest Name. The underbrush has
all been cleared away, exposing a whole
new range of mountains, the western mountains that shut GeyselVille off from the sea.
When we saw the place recently, we knew
we were watching one of the loveliest views
in the world. It was a soft autumn day. "The
mountains seem so near," Louise said
dreamily. "That means rain." M.G.
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It was during the
prayer that I
understood how
completely selfless
Louise is.

along the wall and put a pencil mark
where your head comes. Louise won't
see it."
"Louise sees everything," he said.
John was five feet ten and so registered with the Swiss Government at
Neuchatel in '74 when they wanted him
to be a soldier.
Once, trying to unravel his history
from the neat envelopes he had filed it
in, and the sentences he had decided
on, probably years before, and no
longer altered (because often, when I'd
ask him again about some episode in his
life, he would reply in the same brief,
economical words as before), I asked
him, "Where did you meet Louise?"
"I didn't meet her," he answered.
The meaning was clear. He couldn't
imply a time when they were not together.
"I started to correspond with her
through Lua Getsinger."
He had met Lua in San Francisco in
1912. She spent a week at Geyserville,
staying in the long front room of what is
now the Collison house. Lua said there
was a young Suissesse at Briarcliff
Manor,1 serving as health officer, who
was a Baha' f. "So I dropped her a few
lines." He thought a Swiss girl from
Zurich who had a position like that
would be just right for him. She had
also worked four years in Eliot, Maine,
with Sarah Fanner. "Did you propose
to her before she came out West?"
"Just as much as I could by mail."
"Was Lua very beautiful?"
"Most beautiful to me. She wore her
regular costume. Looked more or less
like a nurse, or like some of the
Catholic sisters. Beautiful blue eyes.
She was nearly as tall as Louise. Lua
was a good speaker. Impressive.
Spiritual. "
"Who do you know now like that?"
"No comparison."
The day we had this conversation
John told me that his letter to the Master
dated September 18, 1919, was very
important so far as the future Geyserville School was concerned.
Louise and John were married in San'
Francisco by as wedenborgian minister
at the Swedenborgian Churc~.
John had been married once before.
It was in Los Angeles. She was a German singer, a lovely, blonde soprano.
When I asked why the marriage failed,
John said: "She was a night woman,
and I was a day man. My time was

between six in the morning and six at
night, but when I went with her she
always wanted me to have late supper;
it lasted till two or three o'clock." He
was married to her about three years,
and let her spend a year and a half of
that period studying music in Europe.
He saw it wouldn't work, and they were
divorced in Los Angeles around '89.
"Didn't it break your heart?"
"Well, I don't know. It's all forgotten. We loved each other and at the
same time it was a mistake."
Her name was Kathe. She became,
John said, "only a small singer afterward."
John: "Oh, beautiful music. I love
that. I just melt--don't you?"
John investigated everything, looking for truth, but couldn't find what he
wanted. Every two or three weeks he
traveled from Geyserville to San Francisco, in connection with his work for

Their marriage was
a special marriage,
as the Tablet
revealed to them by
'Abdu'l-Baha proves.
the Northern Sonoma County wineries.
One day in 1903, coming home on the
Cloverdale train, John saw an
acquaintance--a Mrs. Beckwith of
Chicago, a woman of about his age
(forty-seven), who used to go up to a
sanatorium near Santa Rosa, and whom
he had also met at Theosophical meetings in San Francisco. She called to
him. He saw that she had a book.
"I said, 'If I sit along side of you , I'm
not going to let you read--we're going
to talk.' She laid the book down. I
picked it up and started to read. I forgot
to talk to her. I said to myself: 'This is
just what I wanted. The connecting link
I was missing.' "
The book was Phelps' Abbas
Effendi, just published. 2 Mrs. Beckwith
told him, "To hear of this is the greatest
of privileges, but will be followed by
the greatest obligations. You had better
not know of it if you cannot follow it
up." She referred John to Mrs. Goodall
of Oakland for further instruction.
It was his busy season, the time for
picking grapes. For three months he
couldn't go. Then, one November af-

ternoon, he went to Mrs. Goodall's; he
had no introduction, but mentioned
Mrs. Beckwith and Phelps' book, and
that was enough. Kathryn Frankland
was there. The two women talked to
him.He bought all the available pamphlets, mostly by Thornton Chase, the
first American Baha'f, and the book
Hidden Words.
From that day on, he attended meetings. He told me that sometimes he had
to choose between his Masonic club (he
was a thirty-second degree Scottish
Rite Mason), the saloons in San Francisco and the Oakland meetings:
"I would have one foot on the ferry
and one on the wharf, but something
inside would say, 'I'd better go over to
Oakland.' Sometimes they had from
twenty-five to forty-five women there
and I was the only man and never said a
word. I let them all talk by themselves.
I kept going; I stuck with it."
Dr. D'Evelyn became a friend, and
Thornton Chase. In those days Thornton Chase had an important insurance
position in Chicago, with a salary of
$750 a month which diminished every
yea,' because the Faith meant more to
him than his business. Whenever he
was coming to San Francisco he wired
John; they would stop at different
hotels, but dined together. "He was
very tall--about six feet two. He always
ate two or three ice creams after supper;
he always dug a big bite right out of the
middle of it to start with. Around eleven
o'clock, he used to say, 'Now, John, I
guess it's about time to take you
home.' "
Ann in arm, they would go to John's
hotel, talking steadily about the Cause.
They would sit in the parlor. "About
one o'clock I used to say, 'Now, Mr.
Chase, I guess it's about time to take
you home.' We used to wonder what
!-he policeman on the beat thought about
us. One night we brought each other
home till four in the morning."
John Bosch was now a Baha'I. On
May 29, 1905, he went down to the
winery office very early and wrote
'Abdu'I-Baha: " ... may my name be
entered in the Great Book of this UniI. The other finishing school with which
Louise was connected was Rosemary Hall,
Connecticut.
2. Phelps, \t1yron H., Life alld Teachillgs of
Abbas Effelldi. G.P. Putnam's Sons, New
York & London, I 903.
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A group of early American Bahti· is mostly froin California. Frolllieftto right. back
row: Mountford Mills. Ella Goodall Cooper. Leroy loas. unidentified gentleman.
Horace Holley. unidentified gentleman. Arthur loas. Second row: unidentified lady.
Stanley Kemp. Nellie French. Louise Bosch. John Bosch. From row: Sylvia loas.
George Latimer. Evelyn Kemp.
versal Life . . . . My watch ward will be
'Justice'. Humbly Thy servant . . . . "
Afterward it turned out that the Master sent John a message on June II, in
care of Mrs. Goodall: "0 thou John D.
Bosch: Raise the call of the Kingdom
and give the glad tidings to the people,
guide them to the Tree of Life, so that
they may gather the fruits from that
Tree and attain the great Bounty."
Luther Burbank was one of those to
whom John gave the Message. In 1907
John asked him for an appointment to
tell him something new; he said to John
an<fMrs. Brittingham, "I can only give
you five minutes." "We were there an
hour and a half," John told me. He read
the books, and was addressed jointly
with John in at least one Tablet (June·
24, 1912). Another visit to Burbank
which John remembered took place
March 30,1913, when he called on the
scientist with the Howard MacNutts
and Julia Grundy. The Governor of
3. Date on envelope: \1ay
4. Louise writes: "John was not only a
wine-maker but he was also a wine-taster,
and they. as you know, durst not swallow
what they are tasring lest they lose the
power . . . .
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Colorado and his wife were there, sitting in the parlor; Mr. Burbank took the
Baha'IS through folding doors into an
adjoining room, and an hour later he
was still carrying on an animated conversation with them. John glanced into
the other room and saw the Governor
and his wife fast asleep in their chairs.
There were many Tablets and messages for John, through the years. On
August 17, 1909, the Master wrote to
Mrs. Goodall: "Exercise on My behalf
the utmost kindness and love toJohn D.
Bosch. With the utmost humility I pray
to the Kingdom of Abha that that soul
may become holy, find capacity to receive the outpouring of Eternity and
become a luminous star in the West."
Early in 1910,3 the Master wrote to
John: "According to the texts of the
Book of Aqdas both light and strong
drinks are prohibited. The reason for
this prohibition is, that it [drink] leads
the mind astray and is the cause of
weakening the body. If alcohol were
beneficial, it would have been brought
into the world by the divine creation
and not by the effort of man. Whatever
is beneficial for man, exists in
creation . . . . I hope thou mayest become exhilarated with the wine of the

love of God . . . . The after effect of
drinking is depression, but the wine of
the love of God bestows exaltation of
the spirit." John was superintendent of
The Northern Sonoma County Wineries.
He had forty men in four wineries under
him. In one year, he cruslJed up 15,000
tons of grapes, which makes over two
and a quarter million gallons of wine.
"I thought it over:' he said. It was not
long before he decided to retire. ~
From Montclair, New Jersey, June
24, 1912, the Master directed John to
write Herrigel, the German, to lead him
to firmness, and contrasted his backwardness in the Faith with the strength
and firmness of Miss Knobloch. This
Tablet was addressed to both John and
Burbank. An extract reads, .. As to my
coming to California it is a little doubtful for the trip is far and the weather hot
and from the labors of the journey the
body of 'Abdu'l-Baha has not much
endurance. Nevertheless we shall see
what God hath decreed." On August I,
the Master wrote John from Dublin,
New Hampshire: "0 thou who art longing for the visit of 'Abdu'I-Baha! Your
yearning letter was wonderful and eloquent and its effect upon 'Abdu'l-Baha
was inexpressible. I long very much to
fulfill the request of the friends, but I
am yet in these parts, until later the
requirement of wisdom will be revealed. If the western cities demonstrate their infinite firmness in the Covenant, this will act as an attractive
magnet to draw 'Abdu'I-Baha .... " On
August 10, John wired: "I made special
trip to San Francisco today. A great
spirit of prayer, thankfulness, joy and
hope filled the Assembly. Tonight anticipating the coming of the Center of
the Covenant unity and firmness are
manifest. This supplication begs earnestly for Thy personal presence, from
D'Evelyn, Lua, Straun, Bozark and
Chase. John D. Bosch." 'Abdu'l-Baha
answered John by wire August 13,
from Dublin: "Your telegram was the
cause of much happiness God willing I
will depart for the western part gi ve this
glad tidings to each and all." John told
me this was the first telegram announcing the Master's journey West. Mrs.
Goodall received the second. John's
was sent him in care of Mrs. Ella G.
Cooper, who forwarded it to him with
this note: "Awful temptation to open
this!! Do let us know if it is very
encouraging-Greetings. E.G.C."
But it was not the same with Thorn-

ton Chase. That great man, who had
been a captain in the Civil War, a student at Brown University and later
superintendent of agencies for the
Union Mutual Life Company, and was
"the first to embrace the Cause of
Baha'u'lllih
in
the
Western
world" -felt that the Baha'is, himself
incl uded, were not worthy of the
Master's visit.
"John, don't you think it's too soon?
The Baha'is aren't ready."
"Well, I'm ready for Him," said
John.
As the Master reached San Francisco, Thornton Chase died. "It was
too much for him," John told me.
All Thornton Chase's Baha'i papers
and books, and five or six calligraphs
by Mishkin-Qalam, were willed to
John. Mr. Chase had sent on most of his
Tablets to the Chicago archives, but
John received about ten of them in a tin
box. Mrs. Chase burned some fifteen
hundred of her husband's letters (not
Tablets) before John could get to Los
Angeles, he said.
In 1939 when we talked over his life,
John remembered the minutest details
of the things that were important to
him, and generally in the same words;
the other things, not vital, he let slip
away. Before urging the Master to
come West, he, unable to wait, had
been East to see 'Abdu'I-Baha; this
journey was always present in his
mind.
When he heard that 'Abdu'I-Baha
was on the high seas, he had felt a great
urge to be with the Master. He went to
San Francisco to get permission from
the president of the California Wine
Association, Percy T. Morgan, to go
East. Morgan said, "Why do you want
to go, in this bad April weather?" John
said: "Because I feel like it." "Very
well," said the president, "if the
wineries are in shape."
He took the first train East. It didn't
go fast enough. In Washington he
phoned Mason Remey to see if the Master had arrived there. Mason told him
'Abdu'I-Baha was still in New York,
but was expected in Washington. John
left on the night train. At five-thirty the
next morning he was at the Hotel Ansonia; he went upstairs to see the door
of the Master's room. Dr. Getsinger
was there and recognized John from a
photograph. John asked for an early
appointment with the Master and the
Master sent word "in a few minutes."

Then Dr. Getsinger called John in.
"I went as a business man. I had
some questions to ask. When I saw Him
I forgot everything. I was absolutely
empty. "
In the conversation that followed,
'Abdu'I-Baha told John all the things he
had wanted to know.
"Foolishly
I
said,
'Oh,
'Abdu'I-Baha, I came three thousand
miles to see you.' He gave a good
hearty laugh-you know what a wonderfullaugh He had [here John laughed
as the Master had, that faraway morning, and I caught the sound of that
worldshaking laughter: Olympian

-knowledgeable-the laughter of
omniscience-I don't know how to say
it; this was not the only time John
seemed to me like a reflection of
'Abdu'I-Baha. There was something
about his presence; something spotless
or fragrant, but not as we know the
words. I had noted this in l:Iajl:Amln,
too, in Persia. And He said, 'I came
eight thousand miles to see YOII .•
"I told Him I was in the wine business and grossed fifteen thousand tons
of grapes in one season, which makes
over two million gallons of wine. 'Oh,
'Abdu'I-Baha,' I said, 'I'm a foreigner,
born in Switzerland, and have not the

A drawing of John Bosch by Mark Tobey.
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" ... may my name
be entered
in the Great Book
of this Universal
life . . . . My watchword
will be, 'Justice'."
command of the English language. I
would love to be a speaker. All I am
doing is to give away pamphlets and as
many books as are printed.'
"He looked serious. He said, 'You
are doing well. I am satisfied with you.
With you it is not the movements of the
lips, nor the tongue. With you it is the
heart that speaks. With you it is 'silence
that speaks and radiates.'
"We had tea together. I was there
about half an hour. He said, 'You are
one of the family; you come in and
out anytime you want to.' "
It was a cold, snowy day. In the
forenoon John was in and out of the
room, watched people coming by the
dozens to see 'Abdu'I-Baha, listened to
'Abdu'l-Baha's words to them. Around
noon, he circled the block to look at the
Hotel Ansonia. Back at the front door,
he saw many people rising in the lobby:
"When His majesty came-how
straight He walked!--they all rose.
"'Abdu'I-Baha walked to the first of
three waiting automobiles. The other
two were already filled with Baha'IS
and their friends. All at once I saw the
Persian in the first machine pushing the
air at me so I backed up, thinking he
wanted me to go away [ this Persian
gesture for "come here" looks much
like the American one for" go away"; it
often confused the early American
Baha'IS]. Then I saw Mountfort Mills
standing there making a pulling gesture
at me so I went forward. 'Abdu'l-Baha
grabbed my hand and pulled me into the
rear seat; Mountfort closed the door and
I was alone with 'Abdu'I-Baha.
"The believers had planned to show
the city to the Master; the stores, hotels,
banks; to give Him a good time seeing
New York. Just as I stepped into the
machine and was seated, 'Abdu'l-Baha
looked at me. He just looked at me, and
all at once with an immense sigh--or
what you call it better than a sigh--like
the whole world would be lifted from
Him so He could have a rest, He put His
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head on my left shoulder, clear down as
close as He could, like a child, and
went to sleep.
"I was still as a mouse; I didn't want
to move--I didn't want to wake Him up.
The trip was nearly a half hour and
often I wondered what the others
thought--that 'Abdu'l-Baha was looking out of the window all the time.
'Abdu'l-Baha woke up just as we stopped at the Kinneys' home."
John had not been invited, he told .
me, but he went in, met the Edward B.
Kinneys that day for the first time, and
lunched there. At three the Master addressed about one hundred and fifty
people in the large studio, speaking
perhaps a quarter of an hour. Edward
Getsinger placed an armchair in the
middle of the room but the Master did
not sit in it. People were standing along
the walls and 'Abdu'l-Baha walked
from one to the other, and took their
hands to say good-by. A young girl was
on John's right. 'Abdu'l-Baha smiled at
her and walked past John to another
young woman on his left. "He just
turned His head and He didn't look at
me, just passed me and took the girl's
hand. If I ever had cold feet and weak
knees it was then. It took me a few
seconds till I remembered the words He
had said in the morning: 'You are one of
the family now.' That was why He
didn't say good-by to me. It was one of
the worst punishments I ever had in my
life, till I remembered."
I asked John to describe the Master.
He told me that 'Abdu'l-Baha's eyes
had a luminous white ring around the
iris; that He had a wonderful smile and
also a very serious look. John looked in
the glass, trying to explain the Master's
complexion: "His skin-color was the
color of my forehead." John's fair skin
was lightly tanned by the California
sun; I would have described his skin
with a Persian term--" wheat-colored. "
"I never paid any attention to how
He looked. I only know every time I
was with Him I was way down below
Himc-way down in the bottom. Like
nothing. His hair was gray and white
and shining; a little curly. You always
felt a nearness to Him even when He
was far across the room."
John said a person's atmosphere or
presence affected him strongly; he called it their aura.
John went to most of the meetings for
about five days in New York and then

someone put him in the same Pullman
car on which the Master traveled to
Washington. The Master would leave
His compartment and come out into the
main "palace" car. Going through
Pennsyl vania an interpreter called
John, and it was then that
'''Abdu'I-Baha gave me the name
Nuranf. He wrote it in His own hand."
John said Ma~mud's reference to this in
his travel diary is inexact (cf. Persian
text, 39). John does not think he asked
for a name (certainly asking would not
have been in character). All at once the
interpreter called out and addressed
John as Nuranf, and John requested the
Master to write his name down. John
would linger on the vowels when he
said the word, and I could hear the
Master's echo. He said it vigorously,
positively, in the Persian way. It means
luminous, filled with light.
Again, John was on the same Pullman when the Master left Washington
for Chicago. For three days John attended meetings. He was present when
'Abdu'I-Baha laid the cornerstone ofthe
Temple at Wilmette, but with his usual
diffidence he let "an elderly woman"
represent Switzerland on that occasion,
neither of the two, however, taking active part. Many Californians had come
to Chicago to see 'Abdu'I-Baha. He
called them all to Him and they were
with Him about one hour.
"On the last day 'Abdu'l-Baha
played another trick on me. Dr.
O'Evelyn and I wanted to have another
meeting with Him before leaving on the
ten o'clock train. We said good-by to
'Abdu'I-Baha. We heard Him speak at
the hotel. But before that I invited Mrs.
Goodall, Mrs. Cooper, Dr. O'Evelyn
and Roy Wilhelm for supper.
'Abdu'l-Baha was walking in the park.
When I was paying my hotel bill at the
Plaza, a little before six, I had everything ready to leave on the ten o'clock
train. I was standing at the desk, when
'Abdu'I-Baha came in. One of the Persians in His party called to me. The man
at the desk said, 'Those people want
you.' I stepped over to the elevator, and
'Abdu'l-Baha seized my hand and
wouldn't let go, and pulled me into the
elevator and up to His room on the fifth
floor." [John did not give me the date. I
assume it was May 2, the day that the
Master had given five public
addresses.] Nobody was there except
Dr. Baghdadi. 'Abdu'l-Baha did not

speak until they were in the room. Then
He went to His bed, lay down, and
began talking with Baghdadi; He explained how He had recently addressed
foor hundred women, and described
how the ladies looked. The Master had
found them terribly funny; with keen
enjoyment, He described them and
their hats to John and Dr. Baghdadi.
Then He said, "Now it's time for you to
go." Somebody had given Him a big
cake; He put that in John's arms, with
apples and bananas, so many that John
had to get somebody else to push the
elevator button .. John obtained paper
and string at the desk to wrap his gifts
with. He had forgotten his dinner party.
(The guests gave him up for lost,
waited hopelessly anyhow, and the
dinner finally took place.)
Much of John's history cannot be
assembled so early; the future must find
it and set it down. He taught the Faith in
Gennany in the early 1920's. From
1927 on he was at various times acti ve
on the Geyserville School Committee
and in meeting the thousands of people
who came to the School. In 1935 he and
Louise made a gift of the Geyserville
property to the National Spiritual
Assembly ... All we want to say here
is that he was John, and that simply by
living he served the Faith.
Of the founding of the Summer
School Louise writes: "The National
Spiritual Assembly had the idea of the
word 'Summer School' first. I will find
their letter where they inform John that
he was made one of a Committee of
three to find a location in California on
which a Western Green Acre could be
established.:; George Latimer and
Leroy Ioas were the other two. So they
took some trips together, two or three,
when John said to them: 'Why don't
you take mine?' In 1925 John had his
70th birthday and over 100 attended it
(and I made 150 cups of the finest coffee). People from nearly every assembly of California came, also from Portland. The founding of a 'Baha'i Village' then became the conversation for
2 or 3 years. In 1926 I made another
150 cups of coffee on same date of
John's birthday, and in the evening of
that day with 35 in number we started
what later became the Summer
School."
The journey to Tahiti came about
through Louise. She had been reading
'Abdu'I-Baha's Tablets of the Divine

Plan: "I was reading that entire book
from one end to the other and begging
the Almighty to let me know when I had
come to the place that was to be for me.
When I reached the Polynesian Tablet I
perceived a stir, so I stopped and read it
thoroughly, many times, The next
morning, or soon after, I awoke at the
very earliest gray light of dawn, because something had wakened me. It
was a voice that said, 'Loti. Loti.' I sat
up and thought, 'Well, this is strange.
What is this Loti?' So I went to John's
small room next to mine to tell him
about it but he was sound asleep."
When John wakened they consulted an
encyclopedia and found that Loti was
an author. Louise left Geyserville for
San Francisco that same day to get Le
Mariage de Loti--since this particular
book included his name in the title--at
the Public Library, but the book was
out. About this time Mrs. Maxwell
wrote her to come to Green Acre; it was
hard for her to leave, as she was expecting guests:
"My husband had arranged a deerhunting. He did not hLint himself."
"Why?"
"Well, because it wasn't in his life.
He never even killed a chicken."
In any event, Louise packed and
went to Green Acre, where she set out
for Miss Farmer's house to find Mrs.
Maxwell. (Louise's friendship with the
Maxwell family is very old; Mr. and
Mrs. Maxwell took her on her first pilgrimage to 'Akka,in 1908). Mrs.
Maxwell asked her to wait a few moments in the big upstairs hall, while she
got ready for luncheon. It was a warm
day, but there was a draught through
the hall from an open doorway, Louise
started to shut the door, when she saw a
little book on a small table just inside,
Thinking from the size that it was the
Book of Iqan, she picked it up,and sat
down on the top stair in the hall to read.
"I opened the book and instead of the
beloved title, to my surprise it said Le
Mariage de Loti. Imagine my feelings.
That trip of three thousand miles I had
to take to get it. "6
And so John and Louise left for·
Tahiti. John said that on the boat he
encountered a fellow-passenger carrying another work by Loti. .. For
heaven's sake," John told him, "don't
let my wife see that book!" Its title:

Vers Ispahan. *
*Towards Isfahan

Louise has already described the essentials of their Tahitian journey,
which lasted six months (cf. The BaM' i
Wor/d, JII, p. 368). Prefacing the story,
Louise writes that as a child she had
learned from Robinson Crusoe that the
Polynesians were cannibals and would
"eat their enemies that they killed in
warfare. So I made up my mind that if I
ever grew up and traveled I would give
Polynesia a wide sweep . . . . But after
having read 'Abdu'I-Baha's words on
Polynesia I was not afraid any more and
after a most interesting happening ...
it came about all by itself and unsought
for that both John and I went to that very
part of the world . . . ."
The first Tahitian Baha'i was Ariane
Drollet, a girl of nineteen. 7
John remembered things for me,

'With you it is the
heart that
speaks. With you it
is silence that
speaks and radiates.'
5, This leller is dated \1arch 3, 1927. II says
in part: "The last meeting of the National
Assembly received the interesting suggestion that steps be taken by the friends along
the Pacific Coast to organize a summer
Baha'i COlllmunity along the lines of Green
Acre. , , , We hope that conditions will
make it possible for some such informal
center to come into being in the near future
and we appreciate what splendid resulls it
would have for the Cause throughout the
Pacific states."
6. It will be recalled that Julien Viaud owes
his pseudonym to the Tahitian people, who
in 1872 named him Pierre Loti,/Ofi meaning
"rose" in Tahitian.
7. Louise writes, April 13, 1947, that she is
still in touch with Ariane. Earlier, she wrote
me of Suzell Marchal (daughter of the man
she describes as "the wonderful Mr. Ernest
\1archal"), "a 6 months old baby when my
husband and I came to Tahiti in 1920. . . .
In her leller she asked me if she may have
our friendship and would we correspond
with her'! Her leller was frdgrant with Ihe
parfum of pressed blossoms of the national
tlower of Tahiti. ' .. " Louise mentions as
other Tahitian Baha'is George Spitz and
Rene Gasse, and as others deeply interested
\1artial Yorss and Ernest Marchal. Still
another who knew of the Faith was Alexandre Drollet, a fine old man, born in Tahiti
and government interpreter there.
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Photograph taken in 1915 of Horace Holley, Bijou Straun, Louise Bosch, and Roy Wilhelm.
sharp details. When they arrived, their
trunks were taken from the ship to the
hotel by wheelbarrow. At the hotel,
there were no rooms; then a Mrs. Maui
gave them her room. At a restaurant,
the Tiare, they met a young man named
Martial Yorss; lunch times Louise
would teach him the Faith there. His
wife was in the hospital. In Papeete, not
long before the Boschs came, 3,500
persons had died out of a population of
7,000, from the black plague. They
piled the dead in the streets and burned
them. The Yorss' four-year-old son had
died, crying, "Oh maman, ne me laisse
pas mourir-ne me mets pas dans ce
trou noir!"· It was Martial Yorss who
first translated Baha'I writings into
Tahitian: the "number nine" pamphlet,
but owing to various difficulties this
never got beyond the proof-reading
stage.
The head minister, Pomeret, was
against the Faith, but a Protestant
minister named Paul Deane was for it.
Pomeret warned Deane against the
Boschs. Pomeret said, "You're too old
to embrace the new Faith." Deane
answered: "I may be old, but my
tongue is young."
Deane studied Some Answered
Questions, Dealy, Chase. He encouraged Ernest Marchal to study. He was

.' 'Oh mother, do not let me die~/o not
put me in this black hole!"
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seventy, Deane was.
When friends are about to leave, the
Tahitians give them names; John's was:
Teriitahi Papeete-"First king of the
great family of Baha'IS arrived among
us. "
"They were all beautiful to me,"
John said. "I like their dark skin. They
are very generous; give away all their
possessions. "
John told me about the beautiful
Madame Tepori, a leading personage,
who lived on Mooria Island. They went
to visit her in a small gasoline boat,
perhaps thirty feet long. When they
were five kilometers out in the open
ocean, their engine gave out. John says
there was wonderful sand, and wonderful fresh fish, at Mooria Island, and the
ocean was warm. They would talk to
her in French about 'Abdu'l-Baha, and
she would say, "Oh, Jehovah!" "She
loved us very much. When we returned
to Papeete, the first passenger on the
little boat was an immense pig--the
second was the minister--then some
Chinese--then we followed." Madame
Tepori stood on the pier, tears streaming, with outstretched arms--in white,
against the dark, wooded mountains,
two doves flying over her. "She had
beautiful
feet--always
walked
barefooted. "
Louise brought the people of Tahiti
into the Master's presence, on almost
the last day of His earthly life. She

placed before Him the photograph of a
Tahitian lady; He asked who it was; she
said, the wife of a chieftain whose descendants have listened to the Baha'I
Message. He answered, "She was a
good tree, she has borne good fruit!"
John Bosch was one of those whom
'Abdu'l-Baha chose as a companion for
the time when He should leave the
world. Afterward, the friends saw that
the Master knew the moment of His
passing and had prepared for it. He had
tried to make them ready. Some who
had asked permission to visit Him at
that time, He gently turned away. But
to John He had written, "I am longing
to see you," and when John and
Louise, responding, asked to come,
His cable replied: "Pennitted." They
reached Haifa about November 13,
1921.
John was present on November 19 at
the Master's last public talk;
'Abdu'l-Baha pointed to John on this
occasion and addressed the talk to him:
the Master spoke of divine love, and
how different it is from human love,
which fails in the testing and in which
there is no element of self-sacrifice. He
told John that the Persian believers
loved him, although they could not
voice their love, and that if John went to
Persia they would if necessary give up
their own lives to protect his.
'Abdu'l-Baha said: "When lovers meet
it may be that they cannot exchange a

single word, yet with their hearts they
speak to one another. Thus do the
clouds speak to the earth and the rain
comes down; the breeze whispers to the
trees; the sun speaks to the eyes of men.
Although this is not actual speech yet
this is the way in which the hearts of the
friends talk together. ... For instance,
you were in America and I was in the
Holy Land. Although our lips were still
yet with our hearts we were conversing
together." (Cf. Star of the West,
October, 1922.)
Surely besides the universal meaning, there was a special message here for John, something for
him to remember during the long years
that were to pass before he could again
be in the presence of 'Abdu'I-Baha:
"You were in America and I was in the
Holy Land. Although our lips were still
yet with our hearts we were conversing
together." When nine days had passed,
John had once again to speak with
'Abdu'I-Baha in the words of his heart.
Three days before the last, John was
in the garden and all at once he saw
'Abdu'I-Baha. "He walked as straight
as if He had been a young man. He
looked well and strong. Erect. He
walked like a general. When we had
made one short round, about fifty steps,
He left me. He went up to the garden,
and came down and brought me a
tangerine. In English He said: 'Eat. ..
Good: I didn't do like the Americans
and put it away for a keepsake. I peeled
it and ate it and put the peelings in my
pocket." This was the last time John
spoke with the Master.
John and Louise told me many things
about the time of the passing of
'Abdu'I-Baha, but they are not to be
written here. Words are intrusive, and
while they grope, mysteries pass on
before them.
• know that John kept a vigil with
members of the Household 8 in the room
from two to four that early dawn, kneeling by the bed, then sitting on the divan
along the window. Once he rose, went
to the bedside, and said, "Oh,
'Abdu'I-Baha!" John told me: ". still
hoped He lived."
John was present with members of
the Household as the sacred casket was
shut down. He helped to close it. John
said he knew the living Master was
there with them. ". felt He was there.
8. The Grealesl Holy Leaf.

Not in the body--even now I feel that
again--His presence. I am sure He was
there." When others raised the casket
up, John didn't understand, but he did
as the others, and lifted it to his right
shoulder. Then all at once he remembered how, long before, 'Abdu'I-Baha
had leaned down on his left shoulder
and gone to sleep; and now, this time,
the Master's head was resting on his
right shoulder. "It couldn't have been
planned," John said.
On the long way up Mt. Carmel. Sir
Herbert Samuel and the Chief of Police
walked directly ahead of him. Once
John looked back, and sawall the carriages, empty and left behind: the ten

suggestions. In the middle of the night,
if Louise happened to be staying at the
old ranch house and John at the new,
Louise would worry about John; she
would cook him a rapid dish of scrambled eggs, and then, in heavy boots and
poking the dark with her flashlight,
would guide herself precariously
through the night, under the trees, over
the bridge, to wake John up and teed
. him.
Summers their home was overrun
with people crowding to the School. A
few would come later, during the
empty weeks after School closed, when
the autumn hangs like a weight on the
hills, and leaves drift down the shallow

Thornton Chase, the first American Bah(I' i, and one of John Bosch's instructors in
the Faith, reading in his study.
thousand mourners were all coming on
foot, although the cortege took an hour
and five minutes to reach the Shrine.
Once when the tall Sir Herbert stopped
suddenly, John stubbed against his
heel; afterward he recalled the gentleness with which Sir Herbert asked his
pardon.
John told me that already by seven
that morning soldiers were lined up on
both sides of the street and some were
in the Master's compound. As John had
entered, on the left going up the steps,
he saw an Arab soldier standing guard;
the man was leaning on his gun and the
tears streamed down his face.
They were always together, John and
Louise, working, consulting. If Louise
wrote a letter, she read it to John, and
then she re-wrote it, incorporating his

river; the prunes, ready for picking, are
blue then.
After a while it became an accepted
thing that John was ill. It lasted anyhow
two years, with the good days and bad
ones. I saw him once during the long,
last illness. He was propped up in the
big bed; he was crisp and immaculate as
usual, his beard rippling down silken
white over light pongee pajamas.
Louise had turned his bed away from
the California light, because his eyes
were sore .• wondered what he looked
at in his mind. The hills of home,
maybe: wooded hills, wooden houses,
the big white church of Neu-St. Johann;
across the road from the church, and
separated from it by other buildings, a
commodious three-story white house,
set in trees on a corner lot--the house
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where John was born. Criss-cross of
roads on the hiIls, dotting white houses;
the white clouds, the warm security of
the long Swiss valley.
I talked, stupidly and artificially as
you do to sick people; it is another language, not yours, a kind of sick-room
pidgin, since a sickness is its own world
and you are a foreigner in it. Some of
the time he knew we were there; anyhow, he could feel our anxiety for him;
and once there was a flash of his old
humor:
"That's a handsome bed, John," I
told him.
"It looks better from the outside," he
said.
He died at one-thirty in the morning,
July 22, 1946. He almost rounded out
his ninety-first year. On the 24th, they
gave him a memorable burial. Louise
writes: "Leroy loas was the speaker
and the Message of the Coming of
Baha'u'lhih that Leroy rendered so
wonderfully was the glory of this funeral. The Message was all so delicately disclosed and so eloquently revealed by Leroy to a deeply silent and
attentively-listening audience of
townspeople, relatives and friends ...
[in] the Auditorium where in front of
the stage the body was lying in state
... Everything had been so perfectly
arranged by the beloved friends that one
could have thought it was a king who
had died." The Master once told John
that the Persians loved him; there were
many Persians there, at his burial; two
of them, • Ali Yazdf and Shfdan
FatJ:!-A'~am, helped to carry his coffin.
Tributes and flowers came in profusion, and about one hundred and fifty
persons were there to say good-by.
From Haifa, the Guardian cabled to
the National Spiritual Assembly-in
addition to his personal cable to
Louise: 9 "Profoundly grieve passing
dearly beloved, great-hearted, highminded, distinguished servant (of)
Baha'u'lhih, John Bosch. His saintly
life, pioneer services, historic contribution institution summer school entitle
him rank among outstanding figures
closing years heroic, opening years
formative age Baha'f Dispensation.
Concourse on high extol his exalted
services. Assure wife and valiant com9. "Deeply grieve grealloss his magnificenl
spiril. Services immonal. Assure you loving sympalhy fervenl prayers. Shoghi."
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panion deepfelt sympathy. Advise hold
special gathering Temple tl ibute his
imperishable memory." Rul)fyyih
Khanum cabled Louise: "My father
joins me deepest loving sympathy passing beloved John." The Guardian
wrote, through Rul)fyyih Khanum, to
Mrs. E. C. Newell who had helped take
care of John during his last days and
had written to the Guardian on behalf of
Louise: "No doubt, when the Cause
spreads more throughout Switzerland,
this fatherland of his will grow to be
proud of this heroic and noble soul it
produced; even though the best days of
his life were spent in America. The
influence of such a pure spirit grows as
time goes by and he wishes you to assure dear Mrs. Bosch that the services
she and her husband have rendered the
Faith are very great and very deeply
valued by him."
George Orr Latimer, who spoke at
the Memorial in the Temple, said of
him: "John, to those of us who remain
behind, is like a comrade who rides
ahead to link us with his eternity. He
has found the trail out yonder and will
be there to greet us when we are called
to go . . . . " Bijou Straun wrote: "His

reputation in Sonoma County ... was
such that when a dispute arose between
farmers both sides would choose John
as a mediator and be willing to abide by
his decision . . . . He was essentially a
country man, in no sense a city man. He
loved his home at Geyserville."
September, 1947
The country had never been as it was
the spring after John died. All green
and dancing. Copious rains fell and the
light was liquid and the colors all running together. Pink ostrich-feather
trees came out; fruit blossoms trickled
away, until evenings, the orchards
were faint materializations in the dim
moonlight. When it cleared, the strange
brightness reasserted itself, Sonoma
County light, a white glow with the
colors suspended in it. That spring was
all smoke and blue iris along the roads
and bird calls.
I thought, he is really more present
than before, up here in the valleys and
on the hiIls. He spoke so little in life,
and generally told you things that you
could understand without words. He
spoke with his love and his silence, and
they are here.

Mrs. Louise Bosch standing by a caravansary just outside the city wall of 'Akkd.

Dedication
of the
John and
Louise
Bosch Baha'i
School

Approximately 400 people attended the dedication of the John
and Louise Bosch Bahti' i School in Santa Cruz California. on
July 13. The first summer session begall immediately after the
ceremony. Roughly 120 people call stay at the new school ill
cabins such as the olle abol'e. A ~'iew of the main lodge,froll/ a
playground on the 67-acre facility, is at the lower right. The

photograph on the left is of the dedication ceremony itself. The
Hand Qf the Cause William Sears is speaking. Seated at the
right Qf the stage is Mr. Amoz Bibson. a member of The
Universal House of Justice. The members of the National
Spiritual Assembly are seated 011 the left,side of the stage.
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A simple dedication ceremony for
new John and Louise Bosch Baha'I
ichool was conducted by the National
ipiritual Assembly at the new 67-acre
:ampus in Santa Cruz, California on
uly 13. Approximately 400 people atended, among them the Hand of the
:ause William Sears, and Mr. Amoz
iibson, a member of The Universal
louse of Justice.
The Bosch school was purchased as a
!placement for the Geyserville school,
Ihich closed after nearly 50
ears of service, to make way for an
xpanded California state highway sysem. Many older believers, whose
child~lood summers were spent at
Geyserville, were among those attending the dedication of the Bosch school,
named for the distinguished teachers
and pioneers who donated the Geyserville property to the Baha'I Faith in the
1920's.
Negotiations to purchase the $375,000
Bosch school were begun soon after the
National Spiritual Assembly knew that
the Geyserville property would have to
be abandoned to the state. While the
negotiations were still in progress, the
1973 Geyserville summer session was
held in rented facilities near Santa
Cruz. The first summer session at
Bosch school began on the same
weekend the school was dedicated.
The Bosch school is located sixteen
miles north of Santa Cruz, at the north
end of Monterey Bay. On the property
are large stands of redwood, fir, oak,
and madrone, stretches of open, rolling
land, and a small lake. From several
vantage points on the grounds, set at an
altitude of approximately 2,000 feet,
the Pacific Ocean five miles distant is
~Iearly visible.
The main lodge is equipped with a
dining hall for seventy people, a fully
appointed commercial kitchen, game
room, snack bar, and a dressing and
locker room for the heated 30 x 60-foot
swimming pool. In addition to the
lodge, the campus has ten individual
cabins (nine of them with fireplaces),
three duplex cabins, and three completely separate homes. There is
sufficient space at the school for 125
people.
The old Geyserville property was located 90 miles north of San Francisco,
on 80 hilly acres near the Russian
River. Highway modifications announced by the State of California dur:Ie

Mr. Sears greeting the friends.

Mr. Amoz Gibson.

Miss Charlotte Lin/oot, a member of
the National Spiritual Assembly, during her presentation at the dedication
ceremony.
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ing the 1950's would have brought an
amplified highway to within 100 yards
of the main classroom building.
The dedication of the Bosch school
on Saturday, J ul y 13, had as much to do
with Geyserville as it did with the new
campus. The speakers frequently referred to the new school as a resurrection
of its predecessor institution, as a
transplantation of an old diamond to a
. new setting. The ceremony seemed
calculated to both reassure the believers
old enough to recall and treasure the
heritage of Geyserville of the intrinsic
value of the new, and to introduce those
recently drawn to the Cause to the value
of the old in defining the direction in the
expansion of the new. The nascent
Bosch school was lashed tightly to the
memory of Geyserville with the strong
cords of Baha'I history. Continuities
were established, connections were
demonstrated. In the end, the dedication of the new facility did indeed seem
to represent the reestablishment of
Geyserville in a more enhancing context, free from the blight threatened by
a distorted vision of human progress.
The continuum established between
Geyserville and the Bosch school was
evident in the act of dedication itself. A
bronze plaque that for many years had
informed visitors to Geyserville that the
redwood grove in which they stood was
consecrated to the memory of the late
Hand of the Cause of God Leroy Ioas,
was moved to a similar grove on the
Santa Cruz property, which in like fashion was devoted to the memory of Mr.
Ioas. "This is not a new action," Dr.
Firuz Kazemzadeh said on behalf of the
National Spiritual Assembly. "It is the
transplantation of an action, a spirit,
and an attitude. . . We Baha'IS draw
strength from our past, but not in order
to contemplate the past in perpetuity.
The strength of our past, the inspiration
of our history, serve as the building
blocks of our future."
In his presentation on that quiet
California Saturday afternoon, Dr.
Kazemzadeh outlined for his audience
the origins of the Bosch school, which
he found in the exemplary life of John
and Louise Bosch, well-loved by the
Master, and in the important associations of the Boschs' Geyserville property with the early development of the
Cause in North America. Returning to
the thought that in our past we can find
the themes that will explain and help

build our future, he said:
"This Baha'i sense of history is an
important element in the way Baha'Is
see the world. We talk about progressive reveal at ion , which is actually
a historic view of revelation. We believe in newness, in progress; but we
also believe in continuity. We do not
believe that the new Faith abolishes
the Faith of the past; we believe that
it fulfills the Faith of the past. We
believe that in order to succeed
today, one must have laid a firm
foundation yesterday. We know that
all time is a chain stretching from
yesterday until tomorrow. And so
today it is appropriate for us to take a
look back to the origins of the John
and Louise Bosch School."
Many of the outstanding Baha'IS
from an earlier period in America came
to Geyserville-famous among them
for its spirit-and on its hillsides, and
among its plum orchards, they discus·
sed the Faith and taught "homemade"
courses, he recalled. This distinguished
company included such names as Ella
Cooper, Leroy loas, Amelia Collins,
George Latimer, William Sears, and
Charlotte Linfoot, he said. Miss Linfoot, the member of the National Assembly with the longest tenure, followed him to the rostrum.
No one had any idea, she said, that
Geyserville would ever become what it
did. "We knew that we were going to
have wonderful opportunities to hear
more about the Faith, but we had no
idea as we went to this school year after
year, that it would become a truly international institution, and that so many
people would leave from there to
pioneer and open so many parts of the
world to the Faith." Though Geyserville had been dear to the hearts of all
who came within the orbit of its
influence and rhythm, the hearts of the
Baha'IS would have to grow also to encompass the new school they dedicated
to service that day, Miss Linfoot said.
"This school will be a living tribute to
the memories that were so strong and
lasting at Geyserville," she said.
The Hand of the Cause William
Sears, speaking at the dedication, said
it was a special day for the Baha'is, to
dedicate a ne'IV school in the presence
of a member of The Universal House of
Justice. He said we could not enjoy the
pleasures of such momentous gather-

ings, without responding with some
fining action. John and Louise Bosch
were examples to us in everything, he

said. The new Five Year Plan was our
opportunity to follow in their footsteps
and emulate their great deeds.

~

The plaque, above photo, dedicating a
redwood grove at the Geyserville
school to the memory of the Hand of the
Cause Leroy loas. was transfered to a
new grove at the John and Louise
Bosch school in Santa Cruz. Center
photo, a view of a section of the property. Below. friends gathered for the
dedication of the Bosch school.
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In our world you can easily see
the forest for the trees.
If you have imagined that World Order magazine is
only for Baha'Is in the United States, you have been
mistaken. Our field of coverage is as broad as our name
implies. Our writers are from every corner of the globe.
Our purpose is to explore the relationships between
contemporary life and contemporary religious teachings,
to give our readers a truer sense of the options and
alternatives open to a society in the thrall of great
historical forces, as it searches~for lasting $olutions. In
short, we try to give you a glimpse of the forest of human
endeavor, rather than of the single trees of its isolated
developments.
In recent issues we have published articles on such
varied subjects as the generation gap, collective security
in a nuclear age, the rights of women, ocean resources and
their proper use, the dilemma of intellectuals in this
troubled age, Pablo Casals at 91. Palll Tillich and his

outlook. the Muslim clergy, the world's search for
peace-all. clearly, articles of international scope and
interest. We think you may be interested in World Order.
Overseas subscriptions to World Order are available at
$5 for one year, $9 for two years. Payment must be in
U.S. dollars by check, international money order, or by
draft drawn on a New York bank, made to World Order,
415 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois, 60091, U.S.A.
60091, U.S.A.
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Passing Laura Dreyfus-Barney announced
22 August, 1974
ASCENSION DISTINGUISHED MAIDSERVANT LAURA DREYFUSBARNEY FURTHER DEPLETES SMALL BAND PROMOTERS FAITH
HEROIC AGE. MEMBER FIRST HISTORIC GROUP PARIS TAUGHT BY
MAY MAXWELL SHE ACHIEVED IMMORTAL FAME THROUGH
COMPILATION SOME ANSWERED QUESTIONS UNIQUE ENTIRE
FIELD RELIGIOUS HISTORY. OFFERING ARDENT PRA YERS SACRED
THRESHOLD PROORESS HER SOUL ABHA KINGDOM URGE ALL
COMMUNITIES FRANCE HOLD MEMORIAL GATHERINGS
GRATITUDE OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT.

Mrs. Laura Dreyfus-Barney

Western Samoa

Head of State

visits Convention
His Highness Malietoa Tanumafili
II, Head of State of Western Samoa,
paid an official visit to one of the sessions of the Annual Convention of the
Baha')s of Samoa at the National
Center at Lelata, Apia, on April 28,
1974. This is the first time that a ruling
monarch of any country has participated in a Baha') function.
Exactly at noon, in accordance with
the Convention program, the limousine
of the Malietoa stopped outside the
Baha') property and His Highness
walked into the grounds where he was
welcomed by Chief Tolefoa and the
Counsellor Suhayl 'Alli'\. The friends
were gathering for the official photograph and a place had been made ready
for His Highness.
"You can imagine the happiness and
enthusiasm of the friends when His
Highness took his place in the Convention photograph," Mr. 'Ala') reported.
"Many pictures were taken, after
which His Highness spoke to a few of
the friends and was then escorted to the
Teaching Institute building which he
expressed the wish to see. He was very
impressed with the building and talked
in Samoan with a few of the friends
who were there, encouraging them to
carry on with the work assigned to
them. Other friends asked for more
photographs and he graciously permit-

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
ted this. We then escorted His Highness
to his limousine. As he departed, he
lovingly placed on my shoulders the lei
he was wearing," Mr. 'Ala') continued,
"expressing his delight to be present at
the Convention and wishing the friends
success in their deliberations.
"The brief visit of His Highness intensified the discussion of the friends
during the Convention sessions and
seemed to strengthen them in their determination to teach as never before and
attain the goals in the shortest possible

time," he concluded.
The Baha')s of American Samoa
were invited by station KVZK-TV to
prepare a series of 15-minute progt'ilJ1ls
for their daily television show
'Talosaga' (Prayer Time).
Three such programs were taped
using prayers and readings from the
Holy Writings recited by Feti Maiava
and Lina Kava, and choral selections by
Baha') youth.

lrood the World

His Highness Malietoa Tanumajili II, Head of State of W~stern Samoa (centre
with lei), with Bahli' ifriends attending the Annual Convennon of Samoa. held at
National Bahli'i Teaching Institute, Lelata, Apia, Ridyan 1974.
August, 1974/BAHA'i NEWS

"1bese programs have been aired a
number of times on a rotational basis
with other religious organizations, and
have been very well received," said the
National Assembly of Samoa.

India

New books will aid
education of children
A textbook for use in children's
classes throughout India has been published by the National Assembly's
Education Committee. The book consists of 33 illustrated Baha') lessons for
children in the first grade. The Hindi
translation of the textbook will be introduced to all Baha') schools and
children's classes in Hindi-speaking
areas. Two additional textbooks for
older Baha') children are being prepared for publication.
The volume for first graders will be
printed in as many re~ional languag~s
as possible (14 offiCial languages m
India). The State Teaching Committees
are being encouraged to undertake the
work of translation and publication.
A copy of the lesson book is being
sent to all National Assemblies in Asia,
Africa, and the Pacific Islands.

Colombia

Friends in Cali meet
Counsellor Armstrong
The Five Year Plan was triumphantly
launched in Colombia at an international conference called by the Continental Board of Counsellors in South
America. The conference was held at
Cali, April 12-14 and was attended by
believers from Venezuela, Ecuador,
Colombia and by all six members of the
Latin American Board of Counsellors,
three members of their Auxiliary Board
and eight members of the Colombian
National Assembly. A lovely Quechua
woman from Ecuador who had made
the long trip alone won the hearts of all
present by her warmth and devotion to
the Cause. When people en route asked
her where she was going, and why, she
took the opportunity to tell them about
the conference and teach them the
Faith.
2
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For many of the Colombian friends
the conference provided the first opportunity they have had of meeting the
Counsellor Leonora Annstrong who
came to South America as a pioneer in
1920 and is still at her post in Brazil. A
talk by Mrs. Annstrong and other
members of the Board of Counsellors
opened the proceedings and laid a
foundation for the reading of the message of The Universal H<?use of J~stice
which was discussed pomt by pomt.
The specific goals for Colombia
were presented and the ~ational
Spiritual Assembly explamed the
phases into which the Plan had been
divided and what the first phase consisted of, the report of the Conference
states. Specific suggestions on how to
achieve the goals of the Plan and a special booklet with each goal and a space
I
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for ideas was distributed among the
Baha'is.
A special consultation was held for
the youth about their participation in
the Plan ... the newly fonned Baha'f
Club of Quibdo, Choco presented a
song which was written by one of its
members and told of its plans to attract
youth to the Faith both by teaching directly and social activities. The youth
coordinated and organized small group
discussions on various themes; many
participants commented on how much
they had learned from the experienc~ of
searching the Writings and consultmg
on each subject and afterward listening
to the presentation of each group. .
A call for pioneers and traveling
teachers produced twenty-four offers to
visit areas for one or two months in
order to deepen the friends and help the
Local Spiritual Assemblies function effectively. Two Baha'is offered to deputize pioneers-among those who
volunteered was a Baha'i who had declared the day before and who had already taught two friends who became
Baha'is and came to the conference.
They were among the seven who accepted the Faith during the conference.
The most moving event occurred
when ten year old Sergio Montenegro
offered to travel every weekend to teach
the Faith. Sergio is the son of the late
Luis Montenegro, fonner secretary of
the National Assembly of Colombia
who gave his life while serving the
Cause among the Motilon Indians. Mr.
Montenegro died of a heart attack on
April 20, 1973, while climbing a mountain to reach the Motilon Indians to help
them fonn their Local Assembly. Sergio offered to go to Villavicencio, a
town where he and his father had
traveled and taught together. Prayers
were offered for the progress of Mr.
Montenegro's soul and for the husband
of Mrs. Annstrong who passed away
exactly one year ago.

EI Salvador

Faith mentioned in
religion courses
Rand McNally & Co.
74534

The National Assembly of EI Salvador
recently completed an important goal:
to have material on the Baha'i Faith
included in the Ministry of Education's

primary school curriculum on religious
studies.
The booklet "Religious Systems of
the World", which the Ministry distributes to the nation's 14,000 teachers,
now includes statistical information on
the Batui'i Faith. The National Assembly has also taken steps to supply more
than 200 principals with copies of
Divine Symphony, by Gayle Woolson,
a book which attempts brief definitions
of the major religious systems, including the Baha'i Faith.

Canada
Remarkable strides
taken by believers
"The star of the Cause in Canada is
rising," wrote The Universal House of
justice in its message to the Canadian
community at Riqvan 1974. In a cablegram dated May, 1974 the Supreme
Institution amplified its earlier statement: "Brilliant rise Canada forefront
national Bah3'i communities manifested your spirited convention
cable ... " The House of Justice went
on to applaud the impressive and tangible commitments made by the National
Assembly and the Canadian believers
in conducting their national and international assignments.
The remarkable forward strides
taken by the Canadian community during the Nine Year Plan under National
Assembly leadership, described by The
Universal House of Justice in a letter
dated April 3, 1974 as "imaginative,
audacious and flexible", were reinforced during the year 1973-74, a year
that witnessed a dramatic increase in
enrollments among various minorities
in Canada. This growth and a spirit of
willingness to assume an even greater
share of global teaching responsibility
were reflected in the National Convention held in Toronto, April 26 to 29,
1974.
The National Assembly reported the
Convention to be " .... most successful ... we feel that the Five Year Plan
has been befittingly launched. Approximately 1,500 believers attended from
every part ofthe country, a number half
again as great as the largest Convention
previously held . . . The friends received the Plan with the greatest en-

thusiasm, and we now have 113 offers
for pioneer services in the overseas
goals."
The
dedication
of
the
l:l~iratu'I-Quds took place on April 28
at Toronto as one of the events of the
Annual Convention. The Hand of the
Cause of God John A. Robarts gave the
official speech of dedication, taking his
opening words from the message of
The Universal House of Justice: "The
star of the Cause in Canada is rising!"
Mr. Robarts said, in part: "This is a
proud and happy day for the Baha'is of
Canada. Here we are, of all ages, having come from all parts of Canada, to
attend our national Convention, and to
dedicate
our
new
National
l:la~iratu'I-Quds on this beautiful
18-acre property near the northern
boundary of Toronto. This is one of the
great occasions in Canadian Baha'i history.
"I n the year 1912, Canada had the
blessing of a ten-day visit from
'Abdu'I-Bahil in Montreal. Of that viSIt
He said, 'The time of the sojourn was
limited to a number of days but the
results in the future are inexhaustible.'
We are seeing one of those results here
now ...
"We look back upon the promises of
'Abdu'I-Baha that 'the future of the
Dominion of Canada is very grear, and

With members qfthe newly-elected National Assembly at Ri4van 1974, are
the Hand of the Cause of God John
Robarts (standing, first row, thirdfrom
right), Continental Counsellors Lloyd
G. Gardner and Sarah M. Pereira,
(standing, first row, second andfourth
from left), and members of the Auxiliary Board.
its historical events infinitely glorious.
Thus it shall become the object of the
glance of providence and the manifestarion of the favors of the Supreme
Lord.' And we realize how greatly
blessed Canada has been, and this will
be an incentive for us to continue to be
ever active in His beloved Cause."

The Hand of the Cause of God John Robarts (standing, third row, fourth from left)
and delegates to the Annual Convention of the National Spiritual Assembly of
Canada held in Toronto, April 26-29, 1974.
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Panama

First Paez Indians
enrolled in Cause
The National Spiritual Assembly of
Panama reported that during a recent
teaching trip to Colombia by a
Panamanian citizen, Mr. L. Cuevas,
twenty-four Paez tribespeople enrolled
in the Baha'i Faith. The twenty-four
were the first Paez Indians to become
Baha'is. Their home is located near the
headwaters of the 950-mile-long Magdalena River, wh ich rises on the eastern
slopes of the Andes in southern Colombia.

A visit among
the Guaymi Indians
"Without a doubt this was the most
exciting and rewarding trip I ever made
into the indigenous zone of Chiriqui,"
wrote Auxiliary Board member Ruth
Pringle of a visit she made to the
Guaymi Indian area of Panama, accompanied by resident pioneer Grace
Dean.
"The enthusiasm of the friends was
truly touching," her report said. "Delegations were sent from various communities to beg us to come to them. It
was not possible to respond to all requests. Our reception in Cerro Tigre
was especially worthy of note.
"To reach there is somewhat like
treading the spiritual path to the Abha
Kingdom-long, tortuous and steep.
When the summit is reached, if one
does not lose heart and give up, one
really enters a paradise of natural physical beauty and spiritual blessings.
"The friends had sighted us from
afar and had maintained a loving vigil
for over an hour, beckoning to us and
encouraging us to persevere. They
rushed forth amid greetings of
'Allah-u-Abha! Welcome!' There must
have been well over 60 friends waiting
in this manner upon our arrival; later,
more came."
Six communities were visited and
five deepening institutes were held.
The report continues:
"In most of the communities there
was nearly 100 percent participation by

4
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the friends in the meetings; some, of
course, were absent from home. It is
estimated that at least 823 believers
were met and attended at least one session.
"The deeper one penetrates into the
area, the more vibrant the communities
appear. Cerro Tigre and Quebrada
Nigua are examples of this. The latter
has a Baha'i population of nearly 300
believers; between these two communities it would be fair to estimate
that there are probably well over 500
children of school age and no schools or
hope for the establishment of a government school because of their isolation and general inaccessibility during
long periods of the year. Both communities were opened to the Faith a
little over a year ago through the efforts
of Luis Cuevas, his brother, and Cerillo
Sanchez. Our visit was the first by believers outside the mountain area, one
reason for so much rejoicing.
"Cerro Tigre, and especially Quebrada Nigua, are farsighted in their
dreams for their future spiritual and
material development. The latter was a
beehive of activity-bringing the scattered families into a central aldea (hamlet or village) and, through community
cooperation, cutting and drying lumber
for a center which, God willing, will
also serve as a school for the area; clearing a helicopter landing pad; and building a fund for the future piping of running water into their village from the
many streams and waterfalls in this
area.
"An epidemic of influenza, leaving
three deaths in its wake, had recently
ravaged the area of Bocas de Remedi os.
On the initiative of the Local Spiritual
Assembly, a medical mission was
twice invited to come to their assistance. For the first time in the history of
this community doctors came and
promised to return; they returned on
March 20. Our classes were suspended
so that the health workers could fulfill
their duties. They worked on into the
night by the light of a flashlight lantern
and the battery-operated slide projector
we had brought with us. Around midnight when the medical team recessed
for the night, the friends, in spite of
their fatigue, begged us to show them
some of the slides we had brought
along. In the morning the medical
workers continued with their program
and the Baha'i teachers began their long

journey back home. The medical team,
all young university-educated Guaymi
men, were highly impressed by the initiative of the community, the organization and the smooth manner in which
everyone cooperated. They promised
that they would mention the highly
meritorious work the Baha'is are doing.
They had many questions about the
Faith and expressed interest in receivi~g literature ... One member of the
team and his wife are currently lodging
in Grace Dean's house in San Felix
until they can find other accommodation.
"Many changes have taken place in
Bocas de Remedios since our last visit.
The friends, previously dispersed
throughout the hills, have come together and constructed a small aldea.
The location of the Baha'i center has
been changed and the center greatly
enlarged. Plans are under way and a
fund created to put in a cement floor
and partial walls of bricks or native
stone. In front ofthe center, an area has
been cleared to serve as a helicopter
landing pad."

Rwanda
Book published in
Kinyarwanda language
The National Spiritual Assembly of
Rwanda has approved for immediate
publication in the Kinyarwanda language a Baha'i children's book containing twenty-seven lessons. It is planned
to make the book available inexpensively so that it may be widely distributed among Baha'i communities
throughout the country.

Amatu'l-Balui Rul}iyyih Khtinum with President Mohammadullah of Bangladesh, June 7, 1974. (Counsellor Shirin

Boman, on the right; Mrs. Violette Na!s!Jjavtini, on the left)

Amatu'I-Baha in the Far East
by Baha'i International News Service
matu'I-Baha Ru!.tiyyih Khcinum left the Holy Land on April
13, 1974, to attend the first
Convention of the Baha'is of Hong
Kong as the special representative of
The Universal House of Justice. The
formation at this Ri~van ofthe National
Spiritual Assemblies of Hong Kong,
and South East Arabia, brought to 115
the number of national communities
participating in the launching of the
Five Year Plan.
En route to Hong Kong,
Amatu'I-Baha who was accompanied by
Mrs. Violette Nakbjavanf, spent a
week visiting the Burmese Baha'is and
attending their Convention which, at
the request of the Daidanaw friends,

A

was held in their village instead of Rangoon, so they could receive the Hand of
the Cause in their midst. The visitors
were required to obtain special permission to stay overnight in Daidanaw and
application was made and granted on
the grounds that the distinguished
guests from the Holy Land were coreligionists of Siyyid MU~fafa Rumi
and wished to visit his shrine.
Daidanaw is a prosperous village of
some 2,000 inhabitants, about 1,800 of
whom are Baha'is. The most impressive edifice there is the tomb of Mu~fafa
Rumi, a large white building with a
dome, in the center of which is the
grave of this exemplary and muchloved pioneer and teacher who estab-

lished the Cause in Burma in May
1878, accompanied by Jamal Effendi.
Mu~fafa Rumi died at the age of 99 and
was posthumously appointed a Hand of
the Cause by Shoghi Effendi, in 1946.
The Guardian wrote that the resting
place of MU~fafa Rumi is the foremost
shrine of the Burmese believers. In this
single-roomed building the Baha'i
youth had arranged a very comprehensive book exhibit. Here Amatu'l-Baha
exhibited a framed lock of
Baha'u'I1cih's hair which she later presented as her personal gift to the
newly-formed National Spiritual Assembly of Hong Kong. As the
Daidanaw friends filed by to view the
frame with its precious contents,
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Amaru'I-BaJui RUl}iyyih Khanum visiting the tomb of the Hand of the Cause
Rumi, Daidanaw Village, Burma; April 1974.

M~lafa

Amatu'I-Baha anointed them with attar
of rose, a deeply moving experience.
Approximately 1,200 believers were
present on this occasion.
In her addresses to the friends in
Bunna, Amatu'l-Baha pointed out that
theirs was an old and distinguished
community much loved by both
'Abdu'I-Baha and Shoghi Effendi. She
reminded them that long ago they had
provided the beautiful alabaster sarcophagus in which the Master placed
the sacred remains of the Bab, and that
'Abdu'l-Baha had called Daidanaw
-one of the first Baha'i villages in the
world-"My village." In Burma and
elsewhere she often mentioned the
great example set by Mu~,afa Rumi as a
pioneer, teacher and organizer and said
that the firm foundation laid by this
saintly soul almost a century ago is the
reason for the depth of understanding
and the devotion of the believers in
Burma.
A dinner in Amatu'I-Baha's honor
was given by the National Assembly of
Burma at the ij~fratu'I-Quds in Rangoon, attended by prominent guests
and members of the press, at which
Amatu'I-Bahli gave a talk about the
Faith.
On her arrival in Hong Kong on April
24, Amatu'I-Baba was met by a large
number of believers from many countries. A press interview was held in a
private reception room at the airport
6
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which resulted in excellent coverage on
the Faith. At her own request, the following day she visited the island of
Macau and spent the night there. The
friends showered her with love and very
happy hours were spent with the Baha'f
youth and at an evening meeting to
which Baha'is brought close friends.
Prompted by the enrollment during recent months of a number of Chinese
and other distinguished new believers
in the extremely united and active
community of Macau, Amatu'I-Baha in
her remarks to the friends quoted her
mother, Mrs. May Maxwell, who
likened the growth of the Cause to that
of a tree which grows in stages, suddenly puning forth new branches after a
period of dormancy; such is the pattern
of development of the Faith in many
parts of the world.
Writing of the Convention in Hong
Kong, Mrs. NaJilljavani reported: "It
was a wonderful event for all. After
many decades of labor and love by devoted pioneers, a number of whom have
passed away, the tree of the Faith had
reached its fruition. In many talks in the
course of the Convention tribute was
paid to these valiant souls who watched
this joyous occasion from the Abha
Kingdom. Like the country itself, the
Convention represented the mixed
races of humanity, the newly elected
National Spiritual Assembly itself demonstrating this in its membership

which comprises Chinese, American,
Persian, Indian and Filipino believers,
representing the yellow, white, black
and brown races of the world. In moving talks Amatu'l-Baha highly praised
the Chinese people and referred to the
Words of the Master about China and
its great destiny. She said that Hong
Kong and Macau are not only the obvious gateways to the masses of the
members of the Chinese race but must
also constitute a reservoir of qualified
teachers and pioneers to be drawn upon
for teaching the many large Chinese
communities throughout the world."
Amatu'I-Baha then departed for
India to attend a teaching conference in
Bombay from May 23-26, one of a
series to inaugurate the Five Year Plan,
as well as a two-day youth conference
held immediately thereafter. The report
continues:
Amatu'I-Baha's love for India and
its people, and their love for her, is a
well-known story! On arrival at the
airpOrt she was escorted to a large
specially erected tent where over 200
excited and enthusiastic believers
awaited her despite the intense heat
and lateness of the hour. She was
garlanded with many leis of fresh
flowers in the beautiful way oflndia.
Amatu'I-Baha addressed the friends
briefly, later shaking hands with
each one who was introduced to her
by name. In spite of a crippling
transportation strike throughout the
country, over 500 believers attended
the conferences; a large number of
guests were from neighboring countries. On the fITst morning of the
opening conference, after two moving addresses by Amatu'I-Baha, one
in English and one in Persian, the
friends, without the slightest urging
or encouragement, spontaneously
poured out a torrent of pledges, cash
and personal ornaments. Although
these were primarily for the construction of the new House of Worship in New Delhi, other objectives
of the Plan were also supported.
A splendid dinner party was sponsored by the Bombay Spiritual Assembly in Amatu'I-Baha's honor.
More than 70 guests attended, including government ministers, court
officers and distinguished government figures,who were obviously
drawn to the Teachings of

Baha'u'lhih as introduced to them by
the guest of honor in her short talk. In
addition, a press luncheon was held,
as well as a radio interview, both
resulting in good publicity. On several occasions Ru~,yyih Khanum
held fruitful consultations with the
National Assembly and the Board of
Counsellors, both jointly and separately.
A.~a.tu'I-Baha took the opportunity
of vIsIting the New Era Baha', School
in Panchgani where she was warmly
received by the principal, staff and students and gave. a number of addresses
drawing much pleasure from the keenly
inteUigent questions of the youth.
The next few days were spent in
Bangladesh where Amatu'I-Baha was
accompanied, at her own request, by
the Counsellor Shirin Boman. The report states:

Because of the tunnoil and suffering this new State has recently passed through, Ru~,yyih Khanum's
heart was greatly drawn to it and the
Baha', community there; her stay in
Dacca, the capital, and her short visit
to Chittagong, were crowded with
meetings, the most important of
which undoubtedly was that with
President Mohammadullah. The
friendly and cordial interview lasted
more than half an hour and created an
opportunity for Amatu'I-Baha to
present the President with a copy of
Volume XIII of The Baha'i World.
She called his attention to certain
sections of the book, assuring him
that obedience to government and
non-interference in politics are fundamental Baha', teachings.
The last two days of Amatu'l-Baha's
visit to New Delhi were busy ones. On
the first of these, she met with the believers in the National ij~'ratu'l-Quds,
and was interviewed by the press and by
the National Broadcasting Overseas
Service. The report of the important
events that were crowded into the last
day states:
The National Spiritual Assembly
had arranged four extremely important interviews with the highest officials. The first, at 10:30 A.M., was
with the Lieutenant-Governor of
Delhi, Mr. Baleshwar Prassad, with
whom Amatu'l-Baha spoke at length
about the erection of the House of

Worship in that cit~" and the purpose
and spirit of Baha'f Temples in the
world.
At 4:00 P.M. she had an interview
lasting about 15 minutes with President V. V. Giri who received her
very cordially, asked questions about
the ~ai.th in Iran, expressed his apprecIatIOn for the gift of Volume
XIII.of The Baha'i World presented
to hIm. by the National Assembly,
and listened with interest to
Ru~fyyih Khanum's remarks about
the Baha'i attitude towards obedience to government, about the erection in the near future of a Temple in
~elhi and about the statistical expansIOn of the Faith.
At 6:00 P.M. an interview lasting
about three-quarters of an hour took
place with the Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Mr. Sardar Swaran Singh,
during which not only the same
points were covered but the discussion expanded to include Baha'f relations with the United Nations. He
was also presented with a copy of
Volume XIII of The Baha'i
World . ..
At 8:00 P.M. an interview took
place at the residence of the Minister
for Home Affairs ... to whom any
important matter affecting the Baha'i
community in India ultimately might
have to be referred . . . He was both
courteous and cordial and undoubtedly gained from the interview a better understanding of the Faith. Important points affecting the Cause
were drawn to his attention and in
presenting him with Volumo! XIII of
The Bahfl i World the world-wide
nature ofthe Faith was made known.
Amatu'l-Baha was the cherished
guest of the Bombay community at a
reception held during a one-day stop
before her departure for the Holy
Land. Addressing the 300 believers
in attendance, she thanked the
friends of that city for their warm
reception of not only herself but all
the conference attendants and spoke
with appreciation of the generous
'services the Bombay community is
rendering the Faith. As it is the earliest Baha'i community of India, she
expressed the hope that Bombay
would lead the way in fulfilIing the
goals of the Five Year Plan.

Quoting her mother,
May Maxwell,

RtiQfyyih Khanum
likened the growth
of the Faith to that
of a tree, which
grows in stages,
suddenly putting
forth new branches
after a period of
donnancy.
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In memory of Grace Anderson
by Beth McKenty
Mrs. Grace Anderson, one of the
first American Baha'Is to be reared in a
Baha'i home, passed away September
19 after an illness of only a few hours.
Her Baha'i funeral, held two days later
in Kenosha, Wisconsin, attracted many
Baha'i and non-Baha'i friends and was
a fitting tribute to her life of devoted
service.
Blessed with meeting 'Abdu'l-Baha
during His visit to Kenosha in 1912, she
had the added bounty sixty years later
of visiting the Holy Land as a pilgrim
and being a guest in His home. She was
active in the Faith all her life, although
her modesty always led her to question
her own ability to serve. She never recognized the sacrificial and devoted
quality of her own deeds in this Faith.
For example, when she and her husband, Alfred, heard that arrangements
had to be made for someone to live in
the basement of the House of Worship
during the days when the cement was
being poured and the temperature had
to be kept constant, they volunteered to
take charge of this. "I was lucky
enough to find work in a laundry not too
far way -we didn't have paved streets
in those days in the Temple area," she
later recalled. "I would go to work
evenings and Alfred would work days.
This way we could cover around the
clock. That was really a privilege, because we lived right there on the
grounds for about a year. It helped us
always to feel very close to the House of
Worship." It seems appropriate that
just three weeks before her death, she
was able to attend a special meeting in
the House of Worship addressed by the
Hand of the Cause Abu'l-Qasim Faizf
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consin
and she was one of those who lingered,
enjoying the fellowship of that evening,
until Foundation Hall was nearly
erupty.
In September 1972, when the sixtieth anniversary of the visit of
'Abdu'I-Baha to Kenosha was observed, Mrs. Anderson was interviewed at her home in Waukesha. It
filled her with happiness to share her
memory of being in the presence of the
Master. Her gratitude to her parents for
having accepted the Faith and for having brought her up to know and serve its
Central Figures was evident in her recollections. "I was born June 24,
1893," she began, "and I guess I kept
my mother from going to the Columbian Exposition in Chicago that fall.

We lived nearby, in Milton, Illinois,
and I remember her saying later that she
would have liked to attend, but I was
just a few months old and she was busy
with her home and with me."
Grace was the only child of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Benning who survived to
adulthood. Her mother, Elvira, had lost
two sons at birth and another daughter,
Frankie, died at the age of nine. One of
Grace's early memories was of a Persian Baha'f coming to Kenosha at a
time when her mother was pregnant and
very ill.
"My sister and I were sent next door
to stay with a neighbor, as it was time
for my mother's confinement and there
were complications," she continued.
"We stood in the yard, and saw a Persian man come to our well and get
water. Then he went back into the
house and gave some of it to my mother
who later improved. (We heard afterwards that when he had arrived, my
mother was being attended by a German nurse. He had asked for water, but
the nurse didn't think it would save my
mother's life and wouldn't tell him
where it was.) My father always believed that my mother's life was saved
through the power of pra yer. Dad never
felt the water had done it, but he used to
say, 'Through the mercy of
Baha'u'lhih, she lived.' "
Grace said that because she and her
sister had not yet seen a picture of
'Abdu'I-Baha, but were very familiar
with Him through the teaching of their
parents and the Kenosha Baha'i community, they assumed that the Persian
who came to their home was the Master. "We bowed our heads when we
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saw him in the yard." she remembered.
"because we believed we were seeing
'the Master." This happened when she
was about seven years old. At the time
the Persian carne to visit. she and her
sister were attending the Presbyterian
Sunday schOOl. When her father questioned the visitor about this. he replied:
., As yet, we do not have too much for
, the children, but you can teach them
who Baha'u'llah is and who the Bab
and 'Abdu'I-Baha are." Only a few
prayers and some of the Hidden Words
had been translated, and the Persian
encouraged her father to teach them
those. "So," recalled Grace, "Dad
took us right out of Sunday school and
that's all the churchgoing that we did. "
Long before the Master's visit to
Kenosha, many dintinguished Baha'I
teachers came there. Grace could remember the Hand of the Cause Corinne
True, Thornton Chase, Lua Getsinger,
Albert Dealey, and countless others
who attended Feast or other meeti ngs in
the community. Often the Baha'IS of
Kenosha would travel to Chicago for
some special occasion.
When she began to speak of the ac·
tual day of the Master's visit, her face
became so animated and her blue eyes
shone with the excitement of remembrance. "It was all excitement," she
began, "that's all I can tell you. We had
just come from Michigan, my husband
Alfred and I. I guess we came a week or
so ahead to get a room and get settled.
Alfred found a job right away and we
were ready when 'Abdu'I·Baha came.
We didn't go to the station, because the
Master had asked that only one or two
of the friends meet Him there, so most
of us went to the Baha'I center, which
was then located upstairs in the G. A. R.
hall, on Park street.
"It's funny the things you remember," she smiled. "There was a
tavern downstairs in this hall, and some
of my friends teased me that I was
going to a tavern, but I explained that
wasn't true. There was a stairway that
led up to the second floor and our center
was there.
"The committee was preparing for
the dinner that evening when we arrived, so I did what I could to help,
setting the table and arranging the decorations.
"When the Master first arrived in
Kenosha, He went to rest at the home of
Mrs. Emma Voelz. Mrs. Goodale lived

Mrs. Anderson made her pilgrimage to the Holy Land in June 1973, celebrating her
80th birthday there. She is shown above (secondfrom the right,front row) with her
fellow pilgrims. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kennel, of Waukesha, esconed her to the
Holy Land.
upstairs and had put her apartment at
the disposal of the Master and His entourage. Later in the day, He went to
the hall, where a large crowd of Baha'IS
and non·Baha'ls had gathered.
"I can't remember exactly what time
He came," Grace said, "but my husband and I were in that crowd waiting
for Him. The Master shook hands with
each one of us, every single person who
came up that stairway and approached
Him. He was standing at the head of the
stairs, near a railing that led towards a
long hallway."
Grace struggled for adequate words
to describe the moment of that meeting.
"It's something you can't explain, exactly. It's not for anybody to describe
unless they have themselves experienced it. I don't think I can describe it,
the moment when He shook my hand.
The only thing I can liken it to at all
would be an electric shock. Not unpleasant. But like something just kind
of went through you. It thrilled you.
And He looked at you. Right through
you. And the first thing He did was to
say to you in English, 'Are you
happy?'
"That was all. Just that moment.
And then you went on. Of course there
were so many people, there was not the
chance to do or say anything more then,
but later in the evening when the
crowds subsided and only the Baha'IS
were left, there was a big dinner.

"We had at that time a big hall, quite
long, and tables had been put together
on wooden horses, with long boards on
top and beautiful table cloths over
these. We were then quite a big community, perhaps around forty. I don't
know who had started the custom, but
in those days we had two chairs, one
placed at the head of the table and one at
the foot. The chair at the head was for
Baha'u'llah and the one at the foot was
for 'Abdu'I-Baha. Nobody ever sat in
them. There was a red ribbon on each
one and at Feast or any other gathering
the chairs were there, ready and waiting. I don't know who originated this
but it was always done. 'Abdu'I-Baha
came in and welcomed everybody with
a smile. He walked straight to the chair
which was His. Then 'Abdu'I-Baha said
to us, 'This is where I am to sit.' "
Of the meal itself Grace remembers
the Master seIVing food to the children
who were present and taking a number
of them into His arms. She spoke of the
room being filled with happiness and
elation. "Of course, you drank in every
word that He said and you liked to be as
close to Him as you could. but you
always had to help the others to get
close to Him too," she recalled. "It was
one of those situations where you had to
be careful that you didn't push somebody away. Everybody wanted to be
close. Afterwards, when He had
spoken, everyone went and shook
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hands with Him before leaving." Grace
recalled, also, climbing into a balcony
seat at the Congregationalist church
when the Master spoke there. "The
church was so crowded, every seat was
taken. The Master greeted everyone
from the platform and each word He
said was eagerly received."
Some extra details of the visit remained clear in Grace's memory. She
spoke of Mr. Epstein, the owner of a
men's clothing store who had one of the
few automobiles in Kenosha at that
time. When he heard of the visit of
'Abdu'l-Bahli he offered to drive Him to
His engagements. "Mr. Epstein was
crippled and had a hunched back," she
mentioned. "He never became a Baha'.
but he always was very friendly to the
Faith. "
The experience of being a Baha'. in a
small Wisconsin community, rather
conservative in its outlook, always
seemed to Grace to be a great privilege.
She remembered one day, when she
was about fifteen, being asked by some
school friends if she would like to attend church with them the following
Sunday. Although she was inwardly
dubious about it, she asked her father's

10
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permission and he immediately gave it.
"So I went," she recalled, and began
laughing at the memory of it. "I guess I
had a little more nerve then than I've got
now, because I noticed that when the
minister gave his text, his sermon didn't
match it. It didn't relate to it at all. So I
went up to the minister after the service
and asked him about it. I was curious,
not having been to church before, and I
asked ifhe would mindexplaining what
he meant by the text, and why he had
read it but not talked about it. He said to
me, 'I never talk about it.' So I said,
'Well, why do you read it then?' He
answered, 'I read it because it is from
the Bible.' I said, 'Shouldn't you talk
from the Bible?' He said, 'Well, I do in
the sermon.' I said, 'But the sermon had
nothing to do with the text!' Then he
said to me, 'Well, what doyou think the
text means?' I began telling him my
understanding, from the Baha'. books,
and he said, 'I'm not going to contradict
you but I don't know where you get
your information.' I said, 'Well, I'm a
Baha'i.' Since that day, I haven't been
back to church!"
Speaking of Baha'i ch ildren' s
classes, she said that they memorized a

great deal, later rememorizing passages
When the improved translations became
available. When she herself became a
teacher, she wrote to 'Abdu'l-Baha to
ask what she should teach. He replied
that it would be best to use the "Hidden
Words" and other books then available,
and that the children should be encouraged to memorize portions of these.
"So that is what we did!" she said.
Perhaps the best tribute to Grace is
that she would turn to the Center of the
Covenant, 'Abdu'l-Baha, and follow
implicitly the advice He gave. To experience hospitality in her home, to be
with her at a Baha'. gathering, to hear
her sharing her precious memories with
the friends, would help any Baha'i to
deepen in his understanding of the
Faith, for her actions were permeated
with the love of God, a wholehearted
acceptance of His Manifestations, and
lifelong efforts to serve His Cause and
His servants. Distinguished in her
fidelity to the Cause, she now enjoys
her reward, and her earthly remains lie
at the side of her husband's in a small
cemetery outside of Kenosha, the scene
of her memorable happiness.

I

The conference in Hawaii was called to material and spiritual action by the Hand of the Cause of God William
Sears.

Hawaii 1974
Baha'i International Youth Conference
by Salvatore A. Pelle
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Official photograph of the BaM'i International Youth
Conference held in Hilo, Hawaii, August 4-8, 1974. Present were the Hands of the Cause of God Abu'l-Qcisim
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The royal court of old Hawaii was recreated as part of the
entertainment at the Unity Feast Luau that opened the
conference. The luau was held at Wailoa State Park.

Auxiliary Board member Jack McCants's theme was
"Today's Martyrs."
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Fad, Collis Featherstone, and William Sears and approximately 1,000 believers from 35 countries.

The Baha', International Youth Conference, held in
Hilo, August 4-8, 1974, is now history. But for the 1,000
Baha', youth and adults from 35 countries who attended,
it was a spiritual eiperi~nce they will not soon forget.
From a platform banked with flowers and traditional
decorations of the islands, three Hands of the Cause of
God brought greetings from The Universal House of Justice. For three days the Hands of the Cause anda stream of
Continental Counsellors, representatives of many National Spiritual Assemblies, Auxiliary Board members,
and Knights of Baha'u'lI3h shared with the assembled
friends recollections of past events as well as plans for
future accomplishments. The spirit of the conference
steadily grew as musical groups from the continental
United States, from Alaska and from Hawaii contributed
their talents to the program. Throughout the conference,
the haunting words of the Master, "Look at Me. Follow
Me, Be as I am" were sung by many groups and by the
entire audience at the closing session.
The conference, the largest Baha') gathering ever held
in the islands. was also the first international Baha', conference ever held there. It received the most publicity ever
given to a Baha', event in Hawaii, and was instrumental in
bringing the Faith to the attention o(more people there
than had ever before heard of it. More than 16,000 people
attended proclamation meetings connected with the conference and many more heard of the Faith from radio and
television broadcasts. On the three consecutive Sundays
preceding the event KITV in Honolulu broadcast installments of a new half-hour program on the Baha', Faith
entitled "The New World." Newspaper ads announced
the broadcasts.
As the friends arrived on Sunday, August 4, at
the airport they were greeted and transported by bus to the
conference registration area at the Hilo Civic Auditorium.
There they received their conference badges, programs,
folders. and other information. That evening the friends
gathered for a Unity Feast Luau at Wailoa Park. a few
blocks from the Auditorium.

The Hand a/the Cause a/God
H. Collis Featherstone reads
the message/rom The Universal House 0/ Justice.
Music and entertainment at the Luau was under the
direction of Auxiliary Board member Healani Alama
Hamilton. Presenting a court of Old Hawaii, with the
costumes of the time, the entertainment featured the
music and songs of various ethnic groups of the Pacific
area.
On Monday the Baha'is visited the volcano area ofHilo
by bus. Baha'i Conference signs were aU over the Hilo
area-at the hotels, on the many conference buses, at the
Civic Auditorium, at Wailoa Park and at the dormitory.
Conference meals-lunch and dinner-were served at the
Wailoa Park where visiting Baha'is could enjoy the beauty
of Hawaii's land, water, and sky as they dined.
The conference was officially opened by Carol J oh nson
on Monday evening, a Baha'i youth from the Waianai
Bahli'i Community. Tracy Hamilton, Chairman of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
Hawaiian Islands, welcomed the friends to Hilo. Greeting
the conference on behalf of Hilo's mayor Bruce McCall
was Miss Merle Lai, an administrative aide to the Mayor.
The conference then had the joy of hearing from the
Hands of the Cause of God H. Collis Featherstone, William Sears, and A. Q. Faizi bringing messages from The
Universal House of Justice and the International Teaching
Center.
Miss Lani Tamanaha, Chairman of the National Youth
Committee of Hawaii, spoke of the challenges to Baha'f
youth today. She said they must not become complacent
in the Faith and must never take it for granted. Baha'f
youth must prepare themselves now to serve the Faith in
later years. They must do more than their share in teaching, proclaiming, pioneering, and supporting the Funds,
she said.
In their various talks the Hands of the Cause of God
brought inspiration, spiritual guidance, and the experience of their dedicated lives to enrich all who heard them.
Mr. Collis Featherstone said the Guardian gave a very
high station to those "who arise to serve the Cause." The

Five Year Plan, he said, is oriented toward Local Spiritual
Assemblies. Its major objectives are to preserve and consolidate victories won, to emphasize that Local Spiritual
Assemblies are the bedrock of the Administrative Order,
and to stress that the Local Spiritual Assemblies have the
primary function of providing protection to the Faith and
to the believers. There are, he said, two types of Baha'is:
those who.join the Faith for its social qualities, and those
who upon joining fall in love with the Faith and become
the servants of the servants. He called on the Baha'is to
develop those distinctive characteristics thafwill proclaim
to the world that they are "the new race of men." Conflict
and contention, he said, are not the Baha'f way. We
should tum our vision outward to the masses of mankind
and reach them-<:hange their hearts and their minds with
the healing message of Baha'u'Uah, Mr. Featherstone
said. Baha'is should read the Writings and then release
those forces that are God-given forces.
The Hand of the Cause William Sears pointed out that
the International Teaching Center, of which the Hands are
members, is an institution ordained by Shoghi Effendi and
Baha'is everywhere should encourage and nourish this
body. The Center will coordinate teaching programs developed by The Universal House of Justice, and will
provide the Supreme Body and the Continental Boards
with the progress reports of activities throughout the
Baha'f World.
During a question and answer period Mr. Faizf said that
this is an age of exploration and discovery-man, a miniature of the universe, should have material wealth, knowledge and other talents, all of which are God-given. However, Baha'is should remember that these gifts should be
used for beneficial purposes and for education. These gifts
are excellent servants but make the worst kind of masters.
"Have them under your feet ," Mr. Faizi said the Guardian
once told him. When he was asked numerous questions
dealing with present day world problems, Mr. Faizf said
Baha'is should learn to base their answers to these questions on the Baha'i writings-"It is time to train Baha'i
August, 1974/BAHki NEWS 13
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ABOVE: Seals and Crofts headlined the entertainment at the public
proclamation held in conjunction with the Bahei'i International Youth
Coriference. The proclamation held at the Civic Auditorium in Hilo
attracted between 3,500 and4 ,000 people. The event was also broadcast
over local radio in Hilo.
UPPER LEFT: The Hands 0/ the Cause 0/ God anending the youth
coriference answered questions submitted in writing/rom the audience.
Shown above/rom left to right are: the Hands o/the Cause o/God A. Q.
Faizi, H. Collis Featherstone, and William Sears. Shown on the right is
the moderator 0/ the afternoon program, David Habermann.
LOWER LEFT: Mr. Featherstone addresses some 1,000 Baho' is anending the coriference.
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Three Hands 0/ the Cause 0/
God attended the conference.
Shown/rom row,from left to
right. are the Hands 0/ the
Cause o/God A. Q. Faizi.
William Sears. and H. Collis
Featherstone. Mrs. Featherstone is also shown next to her
husband.
scholars," he said.
Many messages were read to the gathering. These included messages from the Hand of the Cause of God
Dhikru'llah Khadem regretting his inability to attend and
sending love and greetings; from the National Spiritual
Assembly of Australia; from the Baha'is of Holland; the
Baha'is of Korea; and the National Youth and Goals
Committee of Australia.
During the conference prayers were read in more than
twenty languages. Entertainment was provided by the
Jin-'Ai Singers, 25 Baha'is from the Seattle area. Mike
Tanaka, formerly of Kona, Hawaii directed the singers.
The Windflower group from Alaska also performed at the
conference. From Hawaii, entertainment was provided by
the New World Chorus, directed by Russ Garcia; by East
of Midnight, a group from Kauai; by Steve and Bunny,
also from Kauai; ;tnd by Sunshine Delight, from Oahu.
The conference exhibit area was located in a building
adjoining the Auditorium. Exhibits promoting the
Hawaiian teaching and pioneering goals were on display.
A nursery for children of parents attending the conference
was also conducted.
During one afternoon session Auxiliary Board member
Gina Garcia and Russell Garcia conducted a panel on
teaching through music and song. Seals and Crofts participated in the presentation. They told of their experiences in teaching through music, and said that greater
numbers of people are staying to hear of the Baha'i Faith
after their concerts.
On Tuesday evening the National Spiritual Assembly
held a banquet for approximately one hundred people,
including civic and government leaders of Hawaii, at the
C. Brewer Banquet Hall in Hilo. Among the guests were
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Mayor Bruce McCall of Hilo, and State Representative
Stanley H. Roehrig, who was representing Governor John
Bums. The Hand of the Cause of God A. Q. Faizi,
Dorothy Nelson, Dean of the School of Law, University
of Southern California, and Judge James F. Nelson of the
Los Angeles Municipal Court were the speakers. The
Nelsons spoke on "A New Era of Justice." Theyattributed much of the present trouble in the world toa dwindling sense of purpose and pointed to Baha'u'lIah's plan for
mankind as the solution for man's ills. Entertainment at
the banquet featured Frank Williams, a baritone, and
Minou Falahi, a soprano, who performed songs and
operatic selections. The master of ceremonies was Tony
Pelle.
On Wednesday the conference program dealt with
youth in the modem world. The discussion chairman was
Continental Counsellor Richard Benson. Next was a
session on "Pioneering-Culture Shock," with Counsellor
Elena Maria Marsella as moderator. This was followed by
a call for pioneers. More than sixty Baha'is responded to
the call, volunteering to fill needs around the world.
On Wednesday afternoon youth again were the focus.
The topic: "Youth-Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow."
This discussion was conducted by a panel comprised of
Continental Counsellor Suhayi 'Ala'i, Marsha Wolcott
Gilpatrick, and Catherine Nourse. The Hand of the Cause
A. Q. Faizi spoke again in the afternoon, followed by
Auxiliary Board member Jack McCants, whose topic was
"Today's Martyrs."
A public proclamation Wednesday evening featured
Seal s and Crofts, England Dan and John Ford Coley, and
other singing groups present at the conference. Free tickets for the proclamation had been given out weeks in

advance on the island of Hilo and were in great demand.
The Baha'is placed an exhibit in the center of town to
promote the Baha'i teachings and the public event. Between 3,500 and 4,000 people attended the concert and
received the Baha'i message. As they left the auditorium
the visitors were offered Baha'i literature. The proclamation programs was also broadcast live on radio.
The conference closed on Thursday noon. That morning the Hand of the Cause William Sears addressed the
friends, urging them to arise and serve the Cause. The
Faith, he said, requires not only our teaching efforts and
our spiritual growth, but it also requires our support for
the Fund, which in tum supports the worldwide expansion
of the Cause.
Several proclamation programs were conducted after
the conference. On Thursday evening a public meeting
was held onMauiatthe War Memorial in Wailuku. About
150 people heard a talk by Maury Willows and music by
England Dan and John Ford Coley, and other singing
groups from Hawaii.
On Friday evening in Lihue, Kauai, more than 100
people gathered to hear talks by Dorothy and James Nelson and music by England Dan and John Ford Coley and
the Hawaii New World Singers. The program was broadcast live over radio.
On Saturday evening at the Waikiki Shell in Honolulu
approximately 12,000 people heard the Hand of the Cause
William Sears proclaim the Baha'i message, and were
entertained by Seals and Crofts, England Dan and John
Ford Coley, Windflower, East of Midnight, Steve and
Bunny Gaines, and Sunshine Delight. After the program
hundreds remained for a fireside with Seals and Crofts.
Baha'i literature was made available.

The Hand of the Cause of God A. Q. Faizi addresses the
opening of the Hawaiian conference.
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Mrs. Bosio (second from left) talking with Dr. A. Bausani at a Baho.' i gathering in Italy.

Maud Bosio,
a distinguished maidservant
An account of setvice rendered· to the Cause in Italy
by Keith de Folo

Born an Episcopalian on Staten Island in 1899, she traveled to Florence
in the early twenties and became an
American expatriate. The journey of
Emily Maude Waterworth Bosio to
Italy was paralleled by a deeper and
longer voyage through Catholicism,
eastern philosophies, and skepticism-ail a prelude to the discovery of
the Baha'i Faith.
Although she was 54 years of age
when she declared as a Baha'i in 1953,
Maud Bosio's singular and finn dedication to the Faith greatly stimulated the
progress of the Baha'i community in
Italy. Everyone who remembers Mrs.
Bosio, Baha'i or not, speaks of the
strong "sense of duty" that spurred her
to accept any and every assignment
--Qn national committees, organizing
conferences, large and small, traveling
and teaching widely in Italy and Switzerland. Mrs. Bosio also served on the
Florence Assembly and on the National
Spiritual Assembly of Italy. In addition, she held memorable firesides in
her home for many years.
"It seemed," a friend recently observed, "as if Maud were making up for
coming late into the Faith-as if there
would be no tomorrow."
When in 1928 Maud Waterworth
married Gherardo Bosio, a talented
Italian architect, she was a tall, willowy, blue-eyed American girl-the
product of a well-to-do family and a
correct education. As daughters were
born to them, Mrs. Bosio turned her
energy and ingenuity to rearing and
educating her children. But she was
troubled, because she had found no
spiritual path. Her husband joined her
search, and together they studied and
investigated the Catholic doctrine. Finally, in 1940, they became Catholics.
(Years later, Mrs. Bosio said: "Even
then, I had serious doubts-many.")
Tragedy struck the young family
when Gherardo Bosio died at the age of
38, the victim of a brain tumor. That
was in 1941, and Mrs. Bosio spent the
war years in Florence giving her four
daughters the best education, food and
lodging possible under strained circumstances. Then and later, during her
own illness, the obstacles of life
seemed to strengthen Maud Bosio. Adversities were challenges to be confronted and overcome. During the war

years and afterwards, as she struggled
for her family, she continued to search
for a stronger faith-for a way of life
that would bring meaning and sense to
those years of tragedy in Italy.
She investigated everything that was
offered, and ultimately rejected each.
"None offered a help to all of humanity," she later said.
Then in 1948, Mrs. Marion Little,
the vivacious and intrepid pioneer,
came to Florence from America with
the objective of building a strong
Baha'i community. In her bright, sunsplashed room on Piazza Santa Trinitil,
Mrs. Little spoke of the Teachings that
were weaving all men into a tapestry of
brotherhood. At first, Mrs. Bosio wondered if this were "another one of those
strange American sects." She listened
carefully and read some of the Writings. Again, she questioned, investigated, and tested what she heard and
saw. And she found that this new Faith
was not wanting.
At the time of her declaration in
January, 1953, she told artist Edwige
Poggi, an intimate friend:
"At last, I have found what I need."
This was the start of fifteen years of
unceasing service to Baha'u'llab. (Not
long afterwards, two of her daughters
declared, and her mother, Mrs. Margaret Waterworth, became a Baha'i in
Florence at the age of 87.)
When the news of Maud Bosio's
conversion spread throughout the fashionable salons of Florence, she was
criticized, pitied, and snubbed by many
old friends. But that didn't bother or
stop her. (Eventually, most of her
friends learned something of the Teachings and came to understand her decision.)
On becoming a Bahli'i, she immediately started a series of firesides in
her home. For the rest of her life,
wherever she lived, Mrs. Bosio's
firesides were strongholds of free inquiry. confinnation. and friendliness
for young and old, for people of all
colors and languages. Dr. Julio Savi, a
physician in Bologna. frequently spoke
at her firesides during the time he was a
university student. He vividly recalled
the meetings in the spacious Bosio
apartment on the Lungamo Amerigo
Vespucci:
"The beautiful paintings. the Rus-

When the news of
Maud Bosio's
conversion spread
throughout the
fashionable salons of
Italy, she was
criticized, pitied,
and snubbed by
many old friends.
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sian icon, the Florentine oil lamps,
the tall windows facing the River
Arno-everything reflected her
grace and gentility. But what distinguished those firesides was Maud's
love for people. A love that poured
through that house, a love that
brought in the spirit of God."
When the halo-Swiss National Assembly was formed in 1953, Mrs.
Bosio began her service to that Assembly. Eventually, Marion Little, Honor
Kempton, and she helped to open the
first halo-Swiss Summer School.
Later, Mrs. Bosio served for many
years on the National Spiritual Assembly of Italy. Preparing and executing
plans for Assemblies and committees
took nearly all of her time, but that's
what she liked-to be kept busy with
Baha'i projects.
Nothing made her happier than to fill
her car with Baha'is and a lunch basket
and head over the autos trade for
Genoa, Mantova, Bologna, Milan, or
Pisa. It was the bi-monthly trips to Pisa,
organizing dinners, meetings, and
seminars which laid the foundation for
the present Pisa community.
Always, Mrs. Bosio refused to speak
at public gatherings. Her talents were
directed in contacting people, organizing and presenting the Faith in a dignified and beautiful setting. Dr. Savi
explained the probable reason for Mrs.
Bosio's fear of the speaker's podium:
"She thought-maybe she was
told-that her use of the Italian language wasn't very good. This was
not true. She spoke beautifully, with
the slightest American touch that
gave it charm."
This writer clearly recalls those
firesides in the early sixties when the
angular form of Mrs. Bosio rose and
greeted every guest with an outstretched hand. She always said a few,
brief words in Italian to open the
meeting-her right hand brushing
through her light hair in an unconscious
and unnecessary apology for her language.
During her fifteen years of service,
Mrs. Bosio was usually a member of
the Spiritual Assembly of Florence,. the
community that had been nurtured mto
life by Marion Little. Says Colonel
Giulio Jacoviello, 78 years old, who
was the first Baha'i in Florence:
"The Faith made progress in Flor-
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ence because of people like Signora
Bosio. Never did she stop working.
The Faith was more important to her
than anything--even her health."
In 1962, she made the pilgrimage to
Haifa. This experience, she always
said, gave her strength to go through
the difficult days that lay ahead. Always seeking to serve her fellow man,
she had an opportunity during the days
after the great flood in Florence in
November, 1966. She and other
Baha'IS visited families in the devastated areas of Florence, and distributed
food, clothing, and medicine sent by
Baha'I communities from many coun-

Never did she stop
working. The
Faith was more
important to her
than anything
-even her health.

tries. Not content with a single visit, the
Baha'is saw the families many times
and gradually, through actions and
words, the meaning of the Faith was
made clear to many Florentines.
In 1968, the National Assembly of
Italy undertook the organizing of the
Baha'I Mediterranean Conference at
Palermo, Sicily. Teresa Taffa, Sohrab
Payman, and Maud Bosio were appointed to a committee to plan and
supervise arrangements for the threeday conference in August. The committee went to Palermo months in advance
to arrange hotels and food, contact officials, equip the auditorium, publish
conference literature, and carry out
many other tasks. Hardly resting, the
friends worked in Palermo and often
made trips to the mainland. Inevitably,
the strain and weariness began to aggravate Maud Bosio's physique, which
had been weakened by various ailments
over the years. She developed phlebitis
in her right leg. During a quick trip to
Florence only days before the conference, she consulted her physician. He
examined the swollen leg, warned her
of the danger of a blood clot, and ordered her to go to bed immediately. But
Mrs. Bosio insisted on returning to Sicilyand she did so despite the protests of
family and friends.
The Mediterranean Conference, attended by nearly three thousand
Baha'is, was a great success. The Faith
was publicized throughout Italy and
Europe. Following the conference,
Mrs. Bosio and a few friends stayed on
to attend to a few details, then she returned to Florence, exhausted, but
filled with happiness.
On September 8, the night of the
Feast of Might, Maud Bosio suffered a
heart attack. For three weeks, she lay in
a hospital near Faesole. On October 2,
1968, she passed away.
Today, there is a simple marble
headstone over the grave of Maud
Bosio at cypress-ringed Allori Cemetery on a hill above Florence. No word
can describe the motivation for life that
coursed through Maud Bosio. Dr. Julio
Savi caught a glimpse of it after telling
her that it was difficult for him to speak
of the Faith to strangers.
"But you must. We must!" she replied. "Baha'u'llah has asked us to find
the listeners."

Symbol of Hope for Man
"L

beseemeth all men, in this Day, to take firm hold
On the Most Great Name, and to establish the unity of
all mankind. There is no place to flee to, no refuge that
anyone can seek, except Him."
"Arise before the nations of the earth, and arm thyself with the power of this Most Great Name, and be not
of those wbo tarry."
"Address yourselves to the promotion of the wellbeing and tranquillity of the children of men. Bend your
minds and wills to the education of the peoples and
kindreds of the earth, that haply the dissensions that
divide it may, through the power of the Most Great
Name, be blotted out from its face, and all mankind become tbe upbolders of one Order, and the inhabitants of
one City."
Thus Baha'u'lhih addresses mankind in this Day of
God (Note 1). What is this "Most Great Name" or, as it
is often calIed, "The Greatest Name?" Hand of the
Cause Mr. Faizi explains (Note 2): "The identity of the
Greatest Name, a mystery concealed from time immemorial 'behind the mystic veil' and preserved in the treasure
house of the knowledge of God, was to be revealed and
manifested to men's eyes at its appointed time in accordance with the Divine Plan, like the other manifold and
basic truths of the New Age."
There are many forms of the Greatest Name, both verbal and symbolic. Many Baha'is display one form on walI
placques in their homes. This is the invocation
Baba'u'I-Abha, which means "0 Glory of the All-Giori·ous." It is displayed sparingly and in a dignified setting.
Another form, an emblem believed to have been
designed by 'Abdu'l-BaM (Note 2) and penned by the
famed Baha'i calligrapher Miilikin-Qalam, is commonly
known as the "ringstone symbol" because of its use on
Baha'i rings and other jewelry. It also adorns the Shrine
of the Bab. It is made up of the letters "B" and "H" in
Oriental script intertwined in such a way as to symbolize
the interrelationships among God, His Manifestations, and
man.
Part of the symbol comprises three levels that represent the underlying belief that forms the basis of alI the
religions of God:
The first level is the World of God, the Creator. ~
The second is the World of His Manifestations.
'--'
The third is the world of man.
~
The symbol demonstrates the function of the Manifestations by having the three levels joined by a vertical (
representation of the World of God's Manifestations:
The Manifestations thus join the World of the Creator
to that of His creation.
The twin five-pointed stars on each side of the central
emblem represent the Bab and Baha'u'lIah, the twin Messengers of God for this Age. -It -It

Ya

Note 1 - Gleanings from the Writings of Bahii'u'l/ah, pages 203,

28 and 333 . 334.
Note 2· "Explanation of the Emblem of the Greatest Name" by
Hand of the Cause of God Abul-<lasim Faizi in Baha'i News

No. 451, October 1968, pages 8-12.

It is this symbol that is available to Baha'is on rings,
pins, brooches and pendants. Worn in this way, it serves
many purposes. It is a mark of recognition among
Baha'is throughout the world. Among friends and
acquaintances who are not Baha'is, the symbol often
becomes a point of discussion and provides opportunities
to teach the Faith.
•
But perhaps most important when we wear it, the
symbol of the Greatest Name reminds us of how man can
never recognize God and attain His presence without His
Manifestations. It keeps before us the twin duties of recognizing God's Messenger for this day and of obeying
Him.
Inexpensive enameled, gold-plated Baha'i identity
jewelry is now available to Baha'is in most parts of the
world.
For those wishing rings that can be worn alI the time,
solid gold rings are available with the ringstone symbol
engraved in the gold, or with ringstones carved with the
emblem and inlaid with gold. Also, separate ringstones
are available in natural gems of carnelian, onyx and agate,
as well as synthetic gemstones representing aquamarine,
blue sapphire, amethyst, ruby, topaz, peridot, white
sapphire and emerald. These handcrafted gemstones can
be set into rings by a competent jeweler.
Information on where to obtain these materials may
be obtained from the International Baha'i Audio-Visual
Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor, N.Y. 14564, U.S.A.

One form of the Greatest Name.
It is also calIed the "ringstone symbol."
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Pendant

h e graceful ringstone symbol at the heart of each piece of enameled jewelry is goldplated and set into various backgrounds. There are inexpensive rings that can be adjusted
to fit nearly any finger, with matching pins, brooches and pendants. These have a
cloisonne enamel background in re-rr,'green; blue or black. Because they are inexpensive,
they are not designed to withstand continuous wear or abrasion.
How to Order
Your local Baha'{ librarian or authorized Baha'{ distributor may have this jewelry in
stock or he may be able to supply you with prices and ordering information.
If, however, this jewelry is not available in your area, please write to the International
Baha'{ Audio-Visuai Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor, N.Y. 14564, U.S.A., for
information on where it may be obtained.

Red
20006
20010
20014
20018
20022

Product Numbers
Blue
Black
Green
20008
20009
20007
20012
20013
20011
20016
20017
20015
20020
20021
20019
20024
20025
20023

Gold--

--

Ring
Pin
Brooch
20633
Pendant, 18 mm.
Pendant, 29 mm.
- Not available.
- - Gold plated. No enamel.
Display kit of one of each of the five designs, assorted colors: Product Number 20686.
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Cablegrams
St. Louis Conference invested with singular significance
27 AUGUST 1974
WITH HIGH HOPES AND HEARTS OVERR...OWING WITH JOy WELCOME CONVOCATION BY
CHIEF PROSECUTORS DIVINE PLAN CONFERENCE ST. LOUIS. UNPRECEDENTED NUMBER
ITS ATTENDANCE EXTENT ENTHUSIASM DETERMINATION RANK FILE BELIEVERS
UNIQUENESS OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED THEM THIS CRUCIAL HOUR FORTUNES THEIR
NATION AND MANKIND OPENING STAGE FIVE YEAR PLAN ALL COMBINE INVEST THIS
CONFERENCE WITH SINGULAR SIGNIFICANCE ANNALS OF BELOVED FAITH. FERVENTLY
PRA YING HOL Y SHRINES ABUNDANT BLESSINGS MAY DESCEND SURROUND THIS EPOCHAL
CONFERENCE ENABLE IT BECOME VEHICLE RELEASE FRESH SPIRITUAL ENERGIES ENTIRE
AMERICAN COMMUNITY CONTRffiUTE EFFECTIVEL Y EARLY AIT AlNMENT SHINING GOALS
FIVE YEAR PLAN PAVE WAY FOR STILL GREATER TRIUMPHS AS WE APPROACH CLOSING
DECADE FATE-LADEN RADIANT CENTUR Y. DO NOT RELEASE THIS CABLE NOW TEXT TO BE
READ FIRST BY AMATU'L-BAHA.
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

South American Counsellors otTer collaboration on pioneer goals
AUGUST 23, 1974
WHOLEHEARTEDL Y PRAYING COMPLETE SUCCESS YOUR CONFERENCE. OFFERING
COLLABORATION ACHIEVEMENT PIONEER GOALS SOUTH AMERICA. DEEPEST LOVE.
CONTINENT AL BOARD OF COUNSELLORS

Greetings from Hawaii
AUGUST 29, 1974
LOVING GREETINGS FRIENDS ASSEMBLED FIRST CONFERENCE FIVE YEAR PLAN. PRAYING
OUTSTANDING SUCCESS GLORIOUS OCCASION LAUNCHING NEW PLAN. HAWAII
REPRESENTATIVE AYALA ARRIVING FRIDAY AFTERNOON. ALOHA.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY BAHA'is HAWAll

Early victory Plan expected by Indian believers
TO: THE HANDS OF THE CAUSE OF GOD, NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY MEMBERS,
CONTINENT AL BOARD OF COUNSELLORS, AUXILIARY BOARD MEMBERS AND ALL THE
R...OWERS OF HIS GARDEN GATHERED AT THIS, THE GREATEST COUNCIL MEETING. OUR
PRAYERS ARE WITH YOU DURING YOUR GREAT MEETING. THE SPIRIT AND LIGHT THAT IS
BEING CREATED FROM ST. LOUIS WILL FILL THE HEA VENLY CONCOURSE WmI JOY. THE
FIVE YEAR PLAN WILL BE FULFILLED MANY MONTHS AHEAD OF TIME.
DAN R. YAZZIE, CHAIRMAN,
LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY BAHA'is OF DINNEBITO, ARIZONA.
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United States:

Victory requires
intense commitment
More than 10,000 Baha'is attended
the First National Baha'i Conference of
the Five Year Plan in St. Louis August
29-September I. The conference was
the largest gathering of Baha'is in the
history of the Faith. The decision of the
National Spiritual Assembly to conduct
this event anticipated by several months
the request of The Universal House of
Justice that national conferences be
held fittingly to launch the new Plan.
Preparations for the St.Louis gathering
took nearly a full year to complete. For
the United States the conference represented the final stage in the phased
launching of the Five Year Plan. It was,
as the National Assembly said in its
annual report, ". . . the complete call
to arms-the mobilization of all detachments of the Anny of Light toward
the conquest of their assigned objectives ...
The Hand of the Cause of God
Amatu'I-Baha RUl;1iyyih Khlinum attended as the representative of The
Universal House of Justice. She addressed the friends on two occasions.
"This Plan will undoubtedly be of tremendous historical significance," she
said at one point, "but just at what point
it is coming in the fortunes of mankind
we do not yet know. None of us knows

First National
Baha'i Conference

of the
Five Year Plan
what the years ahead may contain in the
fonn of chastisement for mankind, of
catastrophe, or world change, paving
the way for the establishment of the
oneness of mankind and the establishment of the Lesser Peace within this
century." During her stay in St. Louis
Ru~iyyih Khlinum also met with Mayor
John Poelker at his City Hall office.
The Mayor proclaimed August
25-September I Baha'i Week in St.
Louis and he attended the Saturday
morning session personally to welcome
the Baha'is to the city. The Mayor's
proclamation stated that the greatest
challenge facing mankind was the recognition of the oneness of mankind.

A view of the arena of Kiel Auditorium during one session of the First National
Bahd'i Coriference of the Five Year Plan.
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Five other Handsofthe Cause of God
attended and each had the opportunity
to address brief remarks to the
thousands of Baha'is assembled there.
The Hands present were Abu'l Qasim
Faizi, Collis Featherstone,phikru'llah
Khadem, John Robarts and William
Sears. The four Continental Counsellors for North America, Mr. Lloyd
Gardner, Dr. Sarah Pereira, Mrs.
Velma Sherrill and Miss Edna True attended, as did many members of the
Auxiliary Board.
In its presentation the National Assembly announced the selection of
three
states
visited
by
'Abdu'I-Baha-California, Illinois,
and New York-for special programs
of intensive teaching and consolidation
activities. Five cities visited by the Master will also receive special attention.
These are San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Chicago, New York, and Washington,
D.C. At the time of the conference,
pioneering assignments to six countries
had been completed, the National Assembly announced. (The International
Goals Committee expects to have goals
in 13 countries completed by 37
pioneers by early October. It also expects to send out 60 pioneers by Ri~vlin
1975, completing half of the specific
preliminary goals assigned to the United States in the new Plan.) "With
inflation an increasing problem in all
parts of the world, we are hastening to
acquire properties in the countries assigned to us," the Secretary of the National Assembly said, "and hope to
have those in Bermuda and the
Bahamas before the expiry of this coming year." A special two-year plan for
youth was announced, as well as a
five-year plan for the state of California.
A highlight of the National
Assembly's activities in St. Louis was
its meeting with representatives of hundreds of the Nations's Local Assemblies. The purpose ofthis unusual meeting, the first of its kind in the United
States, was, according to the National
Assembly, " ... to establish a closer
relationship between the National Assembly and the local administrative
bodies, and to evoke a feeling of the
direction the Local Assemblies should
take during the next five years in order
to prosecute successfully the solemn
mandate given them by The Universal
House of Justice ... " Among the
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tasks set before the Local Assemblies
were: to raise the Baha'i population in
all communities with Local Assemblies
to at least 15 persons, to meet regularly,
study the Writings, to learn how better
to administer the Laws of the Faith; to
observe Feasts, Holy Days, and Baha'i
anniversaries on a regular basis; to establish a local Fund and to contribute
regularly to the National Baha'i Fund.
The dominant theme in presentations
by the Continental Counsellors was that
the friends should assist in promoting
the growth and consolidation of their
Local Assemblies. It was noted that
fully half of the Five Year Plan message
is devoted to urging that Local Assemblies be strengthened. Counsellor
Lloyd Gardner said that the Counsellors and the Auxiliary Board members
in North America could be expected to
spend more time with local institutions
in the years ahead. He referred to a
letter from The Universal House of Justice urging the Counsellors to spend
more time at the grass roots. Counsellor
Sarah Pereira added that cooperation
among institutions of the Cause would
be a key factor in the movement of
Baha'u'llah's World Order toward
complete maturity. She urged the
friends to take advantage of the Counsellors and the Auxiliary Board members in the work of strengthening the
base of the Administrative Order.
In addition to the elaborate program
for adults, a special school for Baha'i
children was conducted during three of
the four conference days. Around 1,700
children attended. The curriculum
was designed to contribute to the development of children as Baha'is and to
teach them ways to become active in
Baha'i community life. Seventy-five
volunteer teachers were given two days
of intensive training in working with
children to prepare them for the program. The schedule included courses
on basic Baha'i facts, the Central Figures, and Baha'i administration. Children were encouraged to memorize
prayers, to give brief firesides, and to
consider and report upon ways to reflect
in their everyday lives such Baha'i virtues as courtesy, honesty, and justice.
"The children's program is an integral
part of the First National Baha'i Conference of the Five Year Plan," said
Magdalene Carney, a member of the
National Assembly and one ofthe principal coordinators of the school. "The

National Spiritual Assembly decided
that the conference must accommodate
children in order to get parents involved," she said.
The considerable attention given to
publicizing and advertising the events
at SI. Louis by the National Assembly
reflected their importance. In addition
to using the large amounts of free radio
and television time offered by broadcasters in the city, and to encouraging
press coverage of the extensive proceedings, the National Assembly sponsored a paid advertising campaign that
used radio, television, and newspapers
to proclaim the Faith. The advertising
agency that handled the campaign estimated that the materials were seen at

Mark Tobey, a Baha'i, also contributed
to the public's awareness of the Faith.
The exhibition at Washington
University's Steinberg Hall was sponsored jointly by the University and the
National Spiritual Assembly. The
paintings were loaned by Baha'is in different parts of the country. The University reported significant public interest
in the exhibition, which ran from August 15 until September 5. This display
of Tobey paintings served as a prelude
to a larger showing scheduled to go on
view in SI. Louis in early December.
The exhibition at the University received extensive publicity, all of which
gave prominence to Mr. Tobey's association with the Baha'i Faith.

More than a thousand members o/Local Spiritual A ssembliesin the U.S. attended a
special afternoon seminar conducted/or them by the National Spiritual Assembly.

least II million times during the week.
That meant, the agency estimated, that
80 percent of the 2.5 million people in
the metropolitan area read or heard of
the Faith an average of six times. Reinforcing this advertising were thousands
of posters, handbills, and special invitations distributed by local communities
throughout the area. Stories on the
Baha'i Faith and the conference activities were published in local newspapers every day (The SI. Louis PostDispatch, one of two SI. Louis dailies,
is among the ten largest papers in the
country). A brief story was printed in
The New York Times on September I,
the last day of the conference. Several
hours of radio and television time were
devoted to conversations and news interviews with Baha'is.
An exhibition in SI. Louis of 23
paintings by the celebrated painter

Communities urged
improve Baha'i life
An appeal from the Hand of the
Cause Amatu'I-Baha Ru~iyyih
Khanum to improve the quality of
Baha'i community life and make it "the
talisman that will draw mankind
quickly under the shadow of
Baha'u'lhih" and "hasten the advent of
the Kingdom of God on earth" drew
prolonged applause from thousands of
Baha'is gathered at the opening session
ofthe First National Baha'i Conference
of the Five Year Plan in Kiel Auditorium Thursday evening. Describing
the goals of the Five Year Plan given by
The Universal House of Justice,
Rlil}iyyih Khanum urged the friends to
concentrate on improving the quality of
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••• _ ••••• ~ •• IUU<1, II yc:~ ana (nelr contribution to the life of their local Baha'i
community.
Later, at the Kiel Auditorium, the
words of Ru~iyyih Khanum left no
doubt that humanity was facing dark,
though also glorious, times. "We stand
at the threshold of another of those
great plans of 'Abdu'I-Baha's Divine
Plan," she said. "I sometimes think we
make things unnecessarily complicated
in this world. The broad outlines of
things are always simple. You can have
as many details by the time you are
finished with a subject as you care to
have, but it seems to me the basic truths
are simple.
"Really, we Baha'is are experiencing part of a love affair, the love affair
begun very, very long ago, when God
(according to different traditions and
writings) seems to have gotten tired of
being by Himself. He wanted someone
to love Him, and so He made man. It
seems to have been just as simple and
just as beautiful as that. That is the
whole history of our species, a love
affair between God, our Creator, and
the soul of man. We came into this
world because He wants us to know
Him and when we go out, we are drawn
ever nearer towards our Creator, if we
have developed our spiritual capac ity ...
It is towards this development of our
spiritual capacity, she added, that the
great teaching plans are borne from the

Amalu'l-BaM Rul}iyyih !Sh.anum.
Tablets of the Divine Plan of the Master. "Into this drama comes the Best
Beloved, the One to Whom this planet
seems to have been introduced by God.
This is Baha'u'HaIl's planet. He offered
it long, long ago in some mysterious
way we do not understand and He will
go on for 500,000 years, a period of
time that is very dazzling to consider.
"We Baha'is find ourselves at this
tremendous juncture in history, when
the Supreme Manifestation has come,
when mankind is coming of age. He
wants to give mankind a gift at this
period of his maturity. This is really
what our religion is about and every-

Amatu 'I-Baha Rul}iyyih Khtinum greets fellow Hands of the Cause of God W iWam
Sears and John Robarts.
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thing Baha'u'lIclh has given us is a key
to this period of man's early adulthood,
leaving behind the period of its childhood. The way that this revelation of
God, the first stage of educating us in
our privileges and joys, is beginning, is
called
the
Divine
Plan
of
'Abdu'I-Baha ...
In moving tenns, R~iyyih Khanum
described the importance of the Five
Year Plan. "This Plan will undoubtedly
be of tremendous historical significance," she asserted, "but just at what
point it is coming in the fortunes of
mankind we do not yet know. None of
us knows what the years ahead may contain in the fonn of chastisement for
mankind, of catastrophe, or world
change, paving the way towards the
establishment of the oneness of mankind and the establi shment of the Lesser
Peace within this century.
"Nothing happens haphazardly in
the Cause of God. We know there is an
impetus from the Concourse on High
and that they will assist as the Local
Spiritual Assemblies try to implement
ways in which community life will improve. "
She cited the example of villages in
underdeveloped countries, where
pioneers encouraged the new believers
to meet together at dawn, even if it was
only for a few minutes of shared prayer.
"The pioneers tell the friends they will
find something in their life spiritually
from this that will help them through
their day's activities with a different
spirit. Why do we in the West not do
this also? It should not only be done in
the villages."
Referring to 16 goals outlined by The
Universal House of Justice in a new
pamphlet which will soon be available,
the Hand of the Cause urged the friends
to carry on the teaching and consolidation work simultaneousl y, to make
great efforts towards improving the
quality of life within the Baha'i community, to reach out into every stratum
of society and never to withdraw loving
attention from the friends of the Faith,
even those who do not officially enter
its ranks. She recalled the painful example of an early Covenant-breake:who successfully won to his own evil
designs many of the friends made by
the Master during His visit to this country.
"It is only the words of the Manifestation of God that have the power to
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regenerate man," she declared, urging
that teaching be expanded as consolidation takes place.
.. As the Local Spiritual Assemblies
are reinforced and the friends support
their decisions, more and more of the
believers in each community will be
drawn into active service for the Cause
of God.
"One of the things that thrilled me in
the message of The Universal House of
Justice about this Plan was the instruction to begin the nucleus of a joint
spiritual life in our communities," she
added.
"If we Baha'is can wholeheartedly
promote the work of the Five Year
Plan," she promised, "we will not only
accomplish its goals but we will bring
much quicker healing to the ills of our
society. Let us direct our love towards
Balui'u'lIah, so that we will become
able to love His followers with that impersonal, unchanging love that is unaffected even when we see things we do
not admire or like. She concluded with
words of encouragement, picturing the
advent of the Kingdom of God on earth.

St. Louis gathering
largest in history
"We will see new believers entering
our Faith by troops if we as individual
Baha'is make an intense commitment
to teach the Faith and to live a distinctive Baha'f life," Glenford Mitchell,
Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'fs of the United
States, assured almost 10,000 Baha'is
in an address at the Friday morning
session of the St. Louis Conference.
Recalling the victories of the Nine
Year Plan, when American believers
exceeded by 2,000 the goal of 3,000
localities set by The Universal House of
Justice, Mr. Mitchell called for the
same great effort in this current Plan.
"Surely we can strive to have a Baha'f
living in each county of the country,"
he suggested.
To implement the plan set by The
Universal House of Justice in anticipation of great expansion in the numbers
of Baha'is on the homefront, the National Spiritual Assembly has named
California, Illinois and New York as
special goal areas, with the cities of Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago and
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New York chosen for concentrated attention. "When we thought of the singular position of Washington, D.C., visited so many times by the Master and
not located in any state, we decided to
add it to our list of special goal areas,"
explained the National Assembly Secretary.
Mr. Mitchell also focused attention
on world needs facing the American
Baha'f community.
"Pioneer goals for six countries have
already been filled and it is believed this
number will be raised to 13 by September," he announced. "With
inflation an increasing problem in all
parts of the world, we are hastening to
acquire properties in the countries assigned to us and hope to have those in
Bermuda and the Bahamas before the
expiry of this coming year."
He mentioned a unique situation in
which the Local Spiritual Assembly of
Fort Lauderdale had offered teaching
assistance in the Bahamas. "The International Goals Committee is encouraging continuation of this successful effort," said Mr. Mitchell, "which will
greatly help in building the Local
Spiritual Assemblies necessary before
the establishment of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Bahamas, as
assigned to us in the Five Year Plan."
Baha'fs warmly applauded news of a
new believer in the Falkland Islands, a
dentist, whose work has taken him to
goal areas throughout the islands. "The
National Assembly had been worried

due to the departure from this important
goal of two pioneers, but the Faith is
greatly strengthened by a local person
of stature entering it. Here we have to
establish five groups by the end of the
Plan."
As well as the special states chosen
for concentrated teaching effort, Baha'f
youth throughout the country are receiving a letter from the National
Spiritual Assembly giving them a special role in the Five Year Plan. "We are
hoping the youth will become transmitters of spiritual medicine to our fellowmen," said Mr. Mitchell, "not

Glenford £.
National Spiritual Assembly.
channels for the social pathology which
now afflicts so much of our society."
"On this fateful occasion of the
launching of the Five Year Plan in the
continental United States, we turn
again with high expectations to the
Baha'i youth forthe particularcontributions of 'spiritual energy, zeal and
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idealism' which they abundantly possess, for without such dynamic qualities the Plan cannot succeed," he declared. Goals for the youth include dispersing at least 100 homefront
pioneers, undertaking 500 domestic
circuit-teaching trips, sending out 25
international pioneers, raising the
number of Baha') college clubs to 350
and establishing 100 local youth clubs
with the sponsorship of Local Spiritual
Assemblies.
To the Baha'i community at large,
Mr. Mitchell addressed an appeal for
each individual, group and Local
Spiritual Assembly to engage in regular
study of the Teachings. "Each is encouraged to begin such a program
now," he said. "The great success we
achieved during the Nine Year Plan will
remain intact, and we will attain greater
success, if we gain more knowledge of
God's purpose for man, and particularly of His immediate purpose."
In addition, he called upon each
Local Spiritual Assembly to adopt one
or more of the following goals: to raise
a neighboring group to Assembly status
by next Ri~van; to bring an isolated
center to group status or open a new
locality.
"If you have succeeded in opening a
locality, please try to stay at your
post," urged Mr. Mitchell. "If you
must leave, bring someone in to take
your place, or enlist the help of the
nearest Local Spiritual Assembly or
your District Teaching Committee to

retain the light of the Faith in that area.
By all means, let us not abandon
localities or permit Local Spiritual Assemblies to fall into jeopardy. Our hope
is to build communities to at least 15, to
prevent the accidental loss of these precious institutions when believers find
that they have to move out of a community. "
Some of the steps he recommended
for newly-formed Local Spiritual Assemblies included bringing the number
of adult believers to fifteen, meeting
regularly for devotional and deepening
meetings, supporting the local and national Baha'i Funds with regularity and
observing the Feast on the actual Feast
day.
Reaching new believers from diverse
backgrounds, such as Armenian,
Basque, Spanish-speaking, Indian,
Greek, and Chinese, is also a prime
goal for the American community, Mr.
Mitchell said. "We are forming special committees to reach into
these vitally important areas of our
community, and hope for full support
in those teaching activities from individual Baha'is and communities alike."
Elaborating on the special plan for
California, Mr. Mitchell announced the
goal of 999 localities, and 95 Local
Spiritual Assemblies in the state, as
well as opening the remaining six counties which do not yet have Baha'is. In
addition, California believers will attempt to incorporate 50 additional
Local Spiritual Assemblies.

The Hands of the Cause of God, Continental Board of Counsellors, and Bahti' is
from many pans of the world dressed in their traditional costumes illustrate the
beautiful diversity of the Bahti' i family.
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The Hand of the Cause of God
Faizi visited the conference children's
school and discussed the day's activities with his new-found friends.

Communities urged
educate children
The Hand of the Cause of God Abu'l
Qtisim F aizi interrupted an extended
journey through Nunh America to attend the St. Louis Conference. In his
presentations there he repeated a
theme he had frequently voiced in
Baha'i communities on his route of
travel: the education of children. The
following are brief excerpts from his
talks on education at St. Louis:
We all may forget the greatness and
the glory and effectiveness of this conference in the near future, but the children, those susceptible angels of God,
will never forget the conference. They
will forever remember that they have
been in an immense gathering, in
rooms as large as football fields. To
their imagination, everything is great.
They played, learned, made music,
sang songs, painted, and had wonderful
days when their parents were attending
the conference. This is the rock foundation ofthe Baha') education given to the
children. They will always remember.
Even now they are pleading with their
mothers and fathers, please take us to
all the Baha') conferences.
Why do we lay so much stress and
emphasis on this particular point? Because, in contrast with all other
definitions of children given by the rest
of the world, Baha'u'lIcih calls them
treasure houses of God given to their
parents. In these treasure houses there
are specific jewels. This means talents,
potentialities, responsibilities and
many other things deposited by the
hand of God in these little treasure
houses. The function of the community
of teachers and parents is first to un-

earth this treasure, to discover the
jewels which have been deposited there
by the hands of Might, polish these
jewels, and then to let the whole of
humanity benefit from them. That is
why this great service rendered (by
children's teachers at the conference)
will be greatly rewarded by God.

"I see the Blessed Perfection,
Baha'u'II3h. I see His Holiness the
Bab. I see the Master, 'Abdu'I-Baha. I
see the beloved Guardian, Shoghi Effendi. I see the Greatest Holy Leaf.
They are all present here. We are in
their presence and they bless us." As
she moved slowly away, surrounded by
her loving relatives, she praised the
Lord with a poem of Tabirih.

As the friends returned to their hotels
to get ready for the day's first session,
they could savor the promise of the
Master, "He shall open unto you the
doors ofHis knowledge, fill your hearts
with His love, rejoice your spirits by the
wafting of His holy fragrances, illumine your faces by the ManifestLight
and elevate your names among the
people." (/lahti'iWorld Faith,p. 386)

Dawn prayers said
at "Gateway Arch"
Shortly before dawn on the third day
of the St. Louis Conference a caravan
of buses began to traverse darkened city
streets carrying busload after busload
of the friends to Eero Saarinen's
other-wordly "Gateway Arch" on the
banks of the Mississippi River. As the
buses arrived, the Baha'is-more than
3,000 of them-walked across the
empty parking lots towards the
630-foot tall concrete and steel arch,
which St. Louisans consider the entrance to the American West. Two
large columns split from the main
group as they neared, moving swiftly to
surround the arch.
In a moment the program began. One
by one speakers raised their voices in
praise of God, beseeching His assistance in the work of the Five Year Plan
ot" The Universal House of Justice.
With the opening verses of the first
Baba'! chant the red glow of morning
filled the gray clouds, slowly giving
way, as the dawn prayer-meeting progressed, to the penetrating light of day.
The words of the Blessed Beauty,
Baha'u'll3h, of His Holiness the Bab,
and of the Master, 'Abdu'I-Bah3, took
possession of the listening-hearts, creating such an urge for unity that hands
unconsciously reached out to clasp
those of another friend of God. That
congregation stood motionless when
the prayers had ended, afraid seemingly that the spell would be broken and
that all would be swept from the beachhead of peaceful ness and yearning so
gracefully established.
Many gathered around an old Persian
believer, whose age, dignity and joy
were a magnet drawing others to her.
Slight of build but standing finnly on
the grassy field, she showed in her face
an assurance gained in sixty years of
active teaching. To the question, "Are
you happy to be here?", she answered:

Composer Russell Garcia conducts' 'A New World Symphony" at the proclamation
meeting on Saturday evening.

A scene from "Yeast," an original musical production by Mildred McClellan,
peiformed at the conference by the New England Bahti' i
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More then 3,000 Balui'is join hands around the "Gateway Arch" at dawn toofter prayers/or victories
intheFive Year Plan.

From Badasht to St. Lollis
an evaluation of the first
Baha'i conference and the largest
by Dhikru'll3h. Khfldem

The fonress of Chihriq in the
mountains of Adhirbayjan.
The Btib was in captivity there
when the Conference of
Badasht took place.

T

he beloved of all hearts, Shoghi Effendi, emphasized that the Conference of Badasht should be
the source of inspiration for all Baha'i conferences and that the spirit of that Conference shourd be
reflected in all of them. In Badasht, the site of that historic
gathering organized by Baha'u'lllih, the clarion-call of the
new Order was sounded. Recently in St. Louis more than
ten thousand people from every region of America and
from many countries in the Baha'i world arrived to participate in the final step of the phased launching of the Five
Year Plan in the United States. At the end of four days the
believers streamed from that arena ready to strive to establish still farther afield outposts of Baha'u'lllih's new
Order. The Conference at Badasht was the first in Baha'i
history, St. Louis was the largest. But these two milestone
events are related in other interesting and significant
ways, some of which will be explored in this article. It
begins with an account of the Conference at Badasht and
will follow with a discussion of the conference in St.
Louis, held August 29-September 1.

The Conference of Badasht
''The Blessed Beauty made elaborate arrangementsfor
Ttihirih' s journey to Badasht and sent her off with an
equipage and retinue. His own party leftfor that region
some days afterward." 1
*The original of this Tablet was sent to Shoghi Effendi by
Mr. Khadem. A photocopy, from which this reference is
taken, is still in his possession.
**It was in Mashhad that Mulla ijusayn received the most
glorious honor and gift from the Bab (His green turban)
together with the command to unfurl the Black Standard
and hasten to Jaziriy-i-Khadra'. It was in Mashhad that
Mulla ijusayn, in obedience to the Bab's command, later
hoisted the Standard and, waving it before him, led two
hundred and two of his companions out of that city (they
were gradually joined by others). It was this Standard
which "was carried aloft all the way from the city of
Mashhad to the shrine of Shaykh Tabarsf," "the same
standard of which Mul:lammad, the Prophet of God, had
thus spoken: 'Should your eyes behold the Black Standards proceeding from Khurasan, hasten ye towards
them, even though ye should have to crawl over the snow,
inasmuch as they proclaim the advent of the promised
Mihdf, the Vicegerent of God.'" (Nabfl,
Dawn-Breakers, pp. 324, 351)

When the Conference of Badasht was held at the beginning of the summer 126 years ago, the Bab was a captive
in the fortress of Chi hriq in the mountains of Adhirbayjan.
As He Himself had predicted, He was confined
for nine months in the fortress at Mah-Ku, whereupon He
was transferred to Chihriq. 2 On His way in captivity the
friends had begged Him to fiee, but He replied, ''The mountains of Adhirbtiyjan too have their claims, ... "3 In a
Tablet of the Bab, as yet unpublished, * He asked how the
wayward people could have been tested had He not consented to be confined in those mountains, and how the
truth of the saying of the Imam ~aqir, the fifth Imam,
("The things which will happen in Adhirbtiyjan are necessary for us, nothing can prevent their occurrence."4)
could have been fulfilled.
From His captivity the Bab urged His followers to
"hasten to the Land of Kha," "the province of
Khur8san,"5 where Quddus and Mulla ijusayn had kindled amazing devotion in the hearts of the people of
Mashhad (the capital). ** Many were still on their way
there when the historic events ~f ~J!U1clsan ended. On h!s
way back from Khurasan, Quddus, the eighteenth Letter
of the Living, whose station was second only to that of the
Bab, arrived in the hamlet of Badasht at the hour of dawn.
There he encountered a great number of his fellow believers. He resumed his journey to Shlih-Rud, however, but
was infonned en route " ... that Baha'u'lllih and Tlihirih
had, a few days before, left Shlih-Rud for that hamlet; that
a large number of believers had already arrived from
I~flihan, Qazvfn, and other towns of Persia, and were
awaiting to accompany Baha'u'lllih on His intended
journey . . . . " "No sooner had Baha'u'lllih been infonned ... of the arrival of Quddus at Shlih-Rud that He
decided to JOin him. Attended by Mulla
Muhammad-i-Mu'allim-i-Nurf, He set out on horseback
that·same evening for that village, and ... returned with
Quddus to Badasht the next morning at the hour of
sunrise. " 6
Upon His arrival in Badasht "Baha'u'lllih rented three
gardens, one of which He assigned exclusively to the use
of Quddus, another He set apart for Tlihirih ... and
reserved the third for Himself. " 7 The eighty-one disciples
who had gathered from various provinces were His guests
from the day of their arrival to the day they dispersed. 8
'Abdu'l-Baha shares with us the beauty of the scene and
the details of these gardens:

In Badasht, there was a great open field. Through its
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"The e~ence of Thy face flashed forth and the rays
of Thy VISage arose on high;
Then speak the word, 'Am I not your Lord?' and 'Thou
art, Thou art' we will all reply."
-/rom a poem by '(tihinh

center a stream flowed, and to its right, left, and rear
there were three gardens, the envy of Paradise. One of
those gardens was assigned to Quddus, but this was
kept a secret. Another was set apartfor ahirih, and in
a third was raised the pavilion of Baha' u' llah. On the
field amidst the three gardens, the believers pitched
their tents. 9

r

"In those days the fact that the Bab was the Qa'im had
not yet been proclaimed. "1 II Even though the traditions of
Islam stated that the promised Qa'im would come with a
new Book and new Laws, the believers were not fully
aware of the fact that the Revelation of the Bab represented the Dawn of a New Day and that His Teachings
would abrogate and repudiate the ancient laws. It was
Baha'u'lIcih, with the assistance of Quddus, Who arranged through the memorable gathering at Badasht to
make the friends fully aware of these grave realities.
"Evenings, Baha'u'lllih, Quddus and rahirih would
come together." 11" According to the 'Kashfu'I-Ghita',' a
decision had been previously arrived at between Quddus
and Tcihirih, in accordance with which the latter was to
proclaim publicly the independent character of the Revelation of the Bab, and to emphasize the abrogation of the
laws and ordinances of the previous Dispensation.
Quddus, on the other hand, was expected to oppose her
contention and strenuously to reject her views. This arrangement was made for the purpose of mitigating the
effects of such a challenging and far-reaching proclamation, and of averting the dangers and perils which such a
startling innovation was sure to produce (P. 211).
Baha'u'lIcih appears to have taken a neutral attitude in this
controversy, though actually He was the prime mover and
the controlling and directing influence throughout the
different stages of that memorable episode." 12
Although Baha'u'lIcih "was the possessor of countless
and boundless perfections," 13 was praised in the Qur' an
as the Lord ofthe Day of Judgment, the Remnant of God,
was referred to by Isaiah as "Wonderful, Counsellor, The
mighty God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of
Peace," 14 through the Divine Wisdom, and because of the
immaturity of man, He remained "still behind the veil of
glory." I:; It is not inappropriate to note certain references
to the Bab and Baha'u'lIcih in the Islamic traditions. In the
year 59 (1843, a year before the declaration of the Bab),
Qa'im and Qayyum (the Bab and Baha'u'lIcih), it was
prophesied, would both be manifest with all the virtues
and powers of revelation, and that together Their fame
would become known. However, the year 59 belonged to
Them as the year prior to Their declarations. Qayyum
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(~aha'u'lIcih) would also not declare until after Qa'im (the
Bab) was martyred, the traditions said, and He would
remain silent for a total of eleven years. 18
This Hidden Treasure (Baha'u'Ucih), Who loved to be
known, decided in Badasht to appear with His Most Great
Name (Baha), the Name which had been a concealed
mystery and which adorns each of the 114 Surihs of the
Qur'an. The inscription "EI-Ba, Baha'u'lIcih." (B means
Baha'u'lIcih), in Arabic, adorns the margins of some of the
Latin editions of the Qur' tin published in Turkey.
The following reference to the name of Baha'u'lIcih and
to 'Akkci was made over 1300 years ago: "Ere long God
will shine from the face of Bahfyu'l-Abha [the Glory, the
Most Glorious] with the name of Baha, on the Day of
Absolute, in the plain of 'AkH."17
The writer, when quoting these and similar references
to the prime minister of one country was told, "It seems
you Baha'fs have gone to great lengths to add those passages to the Holy Books." And the reaction of a dignitary
in another country was that Baha'u'lIcih must have given
Himself that Name because He knew of these references.
He didn't stop to think that if Baha'u'lIcih was the only one
to have that knowledge then He must have been the Promised One Who was exiled to 'Akka; and that He had not
proceeded there by His own Will.
"On each ofthe twenty-two days of His [Baha'u'lIcih's]
sojourn in that hamlet He revealed a Tablet, which was
chanted [by Mfrza Sulayman-i-Nurf] in the presence of
the assembled believers. On every believer He conferred a
new name, without, however, disclosing the identity of
the one who had bestowed it. He Himself was henceforth
designated by the name Baha. Upon the last Letter of the
Living was conferred the appellation of Quddus, while
Qurratu'I-'Ayn [Solace of the Eyes] was given the title of
Tcihirih. By these names they were all subsequently addressed by the Bab in the Tablets He revealed for each one
of them.'~18 The Tablets read at Badasht may in fact be
considered the first Tablets revealed by the pen of
Baha'u'lIcih.

All Things Made New
QuddLis and Tcihirih had a passionate love for Baha'u'lIcih.
They could not have failed to recognize Him and know
His station. Quddus in responding to the Qur'anic hymn
of glorification and praise, "Holy, holy, the Lord our God
[Subbuhun Quddus], the Lord of the angels and the
spirit !"19 intoned for him by a band of enthusiastic admirers, directed their attention instead to Baqfyyatu'lIcih, the
Remnant of God, Baha'u'lIcih. "The Baqiyyatu'lIcih will

I
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be best for you if ye are of those who believe, "20 he said.
Tlihirih, the pure, "the noblest of her sex in that
Dispensation," 21 praised Baba'u'lhih in one of her glorious poems:
"The effulgence of Thy face flashed forth and the rays
of Thy visage arose on high;
Then speak the word, 'Am I not your Lord T and 'Thou
art, Thou art' we will all reply."
She also extolled Baba'u'lllih in the Conference of
Badasht with the title of the 'potent King' mentioned in the
Qur'tin.
"Each day of that memorable gathering witnessed the
abrogation of a new law and the repudiation of a longestablished tradition." U The spirit heightened constantly,
until "the clarion-call of the new Order had been
~ounded. "23

The fixed hour reached, the Great Resurrection made
manifest the rise of Qa'im and Qayyum.
"Then one day, and there was a wisdom in it,
Bahti' u'lltihfell ill; that is, the indisposition was to serve
a vital purpose. On a sudden, in the sight of all, Quddtis
came out of his garden, and entered the pavilion of
Bahti' u'lltih." 24 "He seated himself, when ushered into
His presence, on the right hand ofBaha'u'llah. The rest of
the companions were gradually admitted to His presence,
and grouped themselves around Him." 25 "But J:tihirih
sent him a message, to say that their Host being ill,
Quddtis should visit her garden instead. His answer was :
'This garden is preferable. Come, then, to this one.'
J:tihirih, with her face unveiled, steppedfrom her garden,
advancing to the pavilion of Bahti' u'llcih . .. ,26 With utmost dignity, "Tahirih stepped forward and advancing
towards Quddus, seated herself on his right-hand side." 27
"And as she came, she shouted aloud these words: 'The
Trumpet is sounding! The great Trump is blown! The
universal Advent is now proclaimed!' The believers
gathered in that tent were panic struck, and each one
asked himself, 'How can the Law be abrogated? How is it
that this woman stands here without her veilT "28
"She concluded her address with this verse of the
Qur' cin: 'Verily, amid gardens and rivers shall the pious
dwell in the seat of truth, in the presence of the potent
King.' As she uttered these words, she cast a furtive
glance towards both Baba'u'llah and Quddus in such a
manner that those who were watching her were unable to
tell to which of the two she was alluding. Immediately
after, she declared: 'I am the Word which the Qa'im is to
utter, the Word which shall put to flight the chiefs and

nobles of the earth!' ,,211
" 'Read the Surih of the Inevitable,' said Bahci' u'lltih;
and the reader began: 'When the Day that must come
shall have come suddenly. . . Day that shall abase! Day
that shall exalt! ... ' and thus was the new Dispensation
announced and the great Resurrection made manifest. At
the start, those who were present fled away, and some
forsook their Faith, while some fell a prey to suspicion
and doubt, and a number, after wavering, returned to the
presence of Bahci' u'lltih. The Conference of Badasht
broke up, but the universal Advent had been
proclaimed." 3U
Surih 56-The InevitabLe
When the day that must come shall have come
suddenly, ...
Day that shall abase! Day that shall exalt!
When the earth shall be shaken with a shock, .
And they who were foremost on earth-the foremost
still [Quddus and Tahirih] . . . .
These are they who shall be brought nigh to God,
In the gardens of delight; ...
No vain discourse shall they hear therein, norcharge of
sin,
But only the cry, "Peace! Peace!"
And the people of the right hand-<Jh! how happy shall
be the people of the right hand! [believers gathered]
Amid thornless sidrahs.
And in extended shade,
And by flowing waters,
And with abundant fruits,
Praise therefore the name of thy Lord, the Great.
Surih 75-The Resurrection
It needeth not that I swear by the day of the
RESURRECTION, ...
He asketh, "When this day of Resurrection?"
But when the eye shall be dazzled, ...
And the sun and the moon shall be together,
[the sun, Mubammad; the '!loon, 'Ali: 'Ali Muhammad,
the name of the Bab]
[Th is verse confirms a well known tradition addressed to
'Ali by the Prophet Mubammad in the book of Vilfi
"There will be one advent for me and two for you, once
before Mubammad ('Ali-Mubammad, the name of the
Bab) and once after ijusayn (ijusayn-'Ali the name of
Baha'u'llah). "]
On that day man shall cry, "Where is there a place to
flee to?"
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Bahti'is enjoyed fellowship
and music in the BouLevard Room of the Jefferson
Hotel at the close of each
day's conference program.
On that day shall faces beam with light,
Outlooking towards their Lord; .
The St. Louis Conference
The First National Baha'i Conference of the Five Year
Plan, which manifested the spirit of the historic Conference of Badasht, opened in St. Louis with an exciting
devotional program in praise and thanksgiving to the Author of our glorious Cause, and with a message from the
Supreme Body of the Faith, The Universal House of
Justice. This conference was the largest ever held in the
history of the Faith. Attending were more than ten
thousand followers of the Greatest Name, recruited from
many nations, tribes, races, and colors of the globe.
The purpose of the conference was to proclaim the
Faith to the world, and to discuss the fulfillment of the
goals of the Five Year Plan of The Universal House of
Justice, launched by that Body through its representatives, the Hands of the Cause of God, as standard bearers,
at National Baha'i Conventions around the world.
The convener of the conference was the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States, a
divinely-ordained institution, its members the generals of
the Army of Life in this country.
The participants at the Conference of Badasht in the
cradle of the Faith were the 81 Dawn-Breakers who went
to offer up their lives in the path of their Beloved at a time
when the call of God had reached only two countries,
Persia and 'Iraq. The participants at St. Louis were
thousands of the spiritual descendents of the DawnBreakers, an envious title conferred upon the Baha'is of
America by the beloved Shoghi Effendi himself. They
came to the conference in the cradle of the Administrative
Order to follow the example of their spiritual ancestors in
offering their time, their resources, their very lives-to
serve and sacrifice for Baha'u'llcih. They responded to the
call of His House of Justice at a time when the love of
Baha'u'llcih is filling the whole world, as the waters cover
the sea, and His Message is penetrating all the comers of
the planet, to cities and villages whose very names
-according the beloved Guardian-are difficult to pronounce.
During the Conference of Badasht, the Bab, the
Prophet-Martyr and Herald of Baha'u'llcih, was a captive
in the mountains of Adhirbayjein. He is no longer in
captivity. The light of His might and dignity has dazzled
His admirers, and His promise addressed to His Blessed
Self (' 'Be patient, 0 Apple of My eyes. Verily, God has
pledged with Him Thy might in all the lands" )31 has been
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fulfilled. He, exalted be His Name, now sits upon His
Throne of dignity. And as a consequence of the astounding labors of the beloved Shoghi Effendi, the Sign of God
on earth, the Queen of Cannel (the Shrine of the Bab), in
all its glory, with all of its embellishments, has become a
Supreme Paradise, one of the wonders of the planet, and
the spiritual world center of the Cause of God. The Ark of
God (The Universal House of Justice), long prophesied by
the Tongue of Power and Glory (Baha'u'llcih), has sailed
on the mountain of Cannel; its guidance is apparent
everywhere. It was apparent, for example, at the St. Louis
Conference where the friends prepared to exert themselves to teach the Faith, and to vie with one another in
winning the goals of the Five Year Plan.
The World Order of Baha'u'llcih was heralded in the
Bayan, the Mother Book of the Bab, written while He was
a Prisoner at Mah-Ku: "Well is it with him whofixeth his
gaze upon the Order of Bahti' u'lldh, ... "32 A year later
the clarion-call of that new Order was sounded at Badasht.
Today that new Order is firmly established. We have
seen the Constitution of the House of Justice published,
and the Seat of Legislation, one of the goals of the Five
Year Plan assigned to the World Center, is on the verge of
construction. According to the beloved Shoghi Effendi,
"The Ark of God will be built around the Arc." No
wonder that "Mankind's ordered life hath been revolutionized through the agency of this unique, this wondrous System [World Order of Baha'u'Ucih],"33 and the
eyes of every dweller of the earth is each day witnessing
the collapse of the present order. Lord, increase my astonishment in Thee!
How earnestly we wish that the beloved Shoghi Effendi, who so often quoted from memory the verse from
the Tablet of Cannel, "Ere long will God sail His Ark
upon Thee, "3. who urged the believers to pray and to
await the fulfillment of the prophecies of that glorious
Tablet, and who did not leave us before he brought it into
its embryonic form, were present amongst us to witness
all these glories, the choice fruits of his strenuous labors.
How ardently we wish that he were with us and that we
could hear him melodiously exclaim, with joy and excitement, "Bi-binid fuyuqat-i-Jamal-i-Mubarak-ra!"
(Behold the bounties of the Blessed Beauty
[Baha'u'll3h]); or to hear his sweet voice echoing along
Mount Carmel, reciting one of the poems of Baha'u'llcih
that refers to the growth of the Faith in the West, "0
beauty of God, unveil Thyself so that the sun may rise from
the West" ;35 or to hear him confidently exclaim, "The
Cause will become a flame in America." 0 beloved

To mitigate the effects of the challenging proclamation of the Bab
Quddus and Tahirih agreed that she should publicly proclaim th~
independent character of the Revelation, while he should
reject her views.

Shoghi Effendi: "For how long should these torrents of
tears stream from my every eyelash! Multitudes are praising Thee with a passionate love, whilst Thou art absent
from amongst them." 38
At the Conference of Badasht Baha'u'llah Himself was
present. At the St. Louis Conference His blessings and
bounties were apparent. At some of the sessions many
cried for joy continually, as if in those sessions they saw
reflected the Kingdom from on high. The participants
were surrounded by the showers of the abundant bounties
of Baha'u'llah. They felt in spirit the presence of their
Beloveds, Baha'u'lIah, the Bab, 'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi
Effendi, as well as the presence of the Greatest Holy Leaf,
the Purest Branch, the mother of 'A bdu' I-Baha, the Leners
of the Book, the Leaves of Sidrah, the Afnan, the Hands,
the martyrs, and all the promoters of the Faith. What a
joy! What a bounty!
At the Conference of Badasht a new name was bestowed upon each of the participants. In St. Louis all felt
they were numbered among the "chosen" rather than the
"called" (Jesus said that many are called but few are
chosen) and that the names of all of the believers, as
Baha'u'llah said, are more known to God than to themselves.
At Badasht "the veils that guarded the sanctity of the
ordinances of Islam were sternly rent asunder, ... " 37 In
St. Louis, the call of peace, goodwill, love, and the
oneness of mankind, was raised and proclaimed; the signs
of the Kingdom of the Father were apparent; discussions
were held on strengthening the foundations of
Baha'u'lIah's Commonwealth, Baha'i life, etc.; and the
call of Ya Baha'u'I-Abha! Ya 'AHyyu'I-A'la'! was raised
to the heavens from the hearts and lips of more than ten
thousand believers.
Baha'u'llah has shared with us the exalted words He
heard in the Siyah-Chal, the Black Pit in the slums of
Tihrcin where He was imprisoned: "One night in a dream,
these exalted words were heard on every side: 'Verily, We
shall render Thee victorious by Thyself and by Thy pen.
Grieve Thou notfor that which hath befallen Thee, neither
be Thou afraid, for Thou art in safety. Ere long wt1/ God
raise up the treasures ofthe earth-men who will aid Thee
through Thyself and through Thy Name, wherewith God
hath revived the hearts of such as have recognized
Him.' "38
Let Na~iri'd-Din Shah arise from his grave, as
'Abdu'l-Baha said, and see how "the treasures of the
earth" have been raised up to aid the Wronged One of the
world. And it is only the beginning. There was the

Siyah-Chal, and now there has been this glorious St.
Louis gathering! There were those calamities, and now
there are all these dignities!
For the sake of brevity I refrain from presenting all the
details of the exciting talks of the speakers at St. Louis.
These have been recorded with the best modem devices,
with cameras, television and radio. Some details were
published with astounding rapidity in The American
Bahti' i, and the rest will surely be shared with the believers.
My pen is again out of my control! There was the
Siyah-Chal and the chains of Qara-Guhar, "chains of such
galling weight that their mark remained imprinted upon
His [Baha'u'I1ah's] body all the days of His life"; 311 then in
St. Louis there were the almost 3,000 Baha'is who hastened to the "Gateway Arch" at dawn to raise their voices
in prayer and praise to Baha'u'llah, the Wronged One
(from a building high overhead, unbeknownst to those
below, a film was made which was later broadcast over
local television stations); the Mayor of St. Louis who paid
a glorious tribute to the Faith of Baha'u'lIah; and the large
public proclamation of the Cause of God which was such a
success.
This great gathering, the largest in Baha'f history, was
held in St. Louis to discuss the role of the American
believers in the Five Year Plan and to inspire them to arise
wholeheartedly and unitedly to promote the Cause of
Baha'u'llah. The friends gave thanks for the bounties of
'Abdu'l-Baha showered upon the American believers, and
detennined to expend lavishly all their God-given resources in winning the goals of The Universal House of
Justice .
•'0 ye apostles of Bahti' u' lltih! May My life be
sacrificed for you! . . . Behold the portals which
Bahti' u' lliih hath opened before you! Consider how exalted and lofty is the station you are destined to attain;
how unique the favors with which you have been
endowed . ... Ere long ye will, with your own eyes,
witness how brilliantly everyone ofyou , even as a shining
star, will radiate in the firmament ofyour country the light
of Divine Guidance and will bestow upon its people the
glory of an everlasting life . ... The range ofyour future
achievements still remains undisclosed. J fervently hope
that in the near future the whole earth may be stirred and
shaken by the results of your achievements . ... Be not
concerned with the smallness of your numbers, neither be
oppressed by the multitude of an unbelieving world. . . .
Exert yourselves; your mission is unspeakably
glorious. ' , 40
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IDe liuardian would often quote a poem of Baha'u'lhib
referring to the growth of the Faith in the West, "0
beauty of God, unveil Thyself so that the sun may rise
from the West."

Finally, as at the Conference of Badasht, where the
believers, invited to befittingly celebrate that great occasion, "the day of festivity and universal rejoicing,"' 41
arose and embraced each other and with unparalleled
enthusiasm left the Conference, while "mountain and
valley re-echoed the shouts with which that enthusiastic
band," journeying to the arena of martyrdom, "hailed the
extinction of the old, and the birth of the new Day," 42 the
participants in the gathering at St. Louis determined, with
unprecedented joy and excitement, and with the saying
"Ya Baha'u'I-Abha, Ya 'AIiyyu'I-A'la'!" raised aloud, to
follow the way of their great Exemplar, 'Abdu'I-Baha.
They closed the conference by singing the hymn "Look
at Me, follow Me, be as I am, 'Abdu'I-Baha,
'Abdu'I-Baha." The floor and ceiling seemed to vibrate as
their voices strained to reach the heavens and penetrate to
the Abha Kingdom. That beautiful hymn brought tears to
the eyes. The friends left the conference for the arena of
action and sacrifice, many embracing each other as they
left. The spirit of that conference prompted many to vigil
the whole night in ardent prayers with no aim of sleep,
beseeching their Lord to make them worthy for service to
Baha'u'llah and His glorious Faith.
" '0, that I could travel,' 'Abdu'I-Baha, crying out
from the depths of His soul, gives utterance to His longing, in a memorable passage, in the Tablets of the Divine
Plan addressed to the North American believers. 'even
though onfootand in the utmost poverty, to these regions,
and raising the call of "Ya Baha' u'I-AbhQ" in cities,
villages, mountains, deserts and oceans, promote the
Divine teachings! This, alas, I cannot do. How intensely I
deplore it! Please God, ye may achieve it!' .. 43
Please God, we may achieve it!
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A conqueror for St. Helena
The story of the indomitable Catherine Huxtable's
heroic efforts to overcome great personal tragedy and
pioneer for the Cause of God.
by W. G. Huxtable

S

hortly before she died on the island of St. Helena in the
South
Atlantic
Ocean,
Catherine Huxtable received a written
tribute from a medical specialist, Dr.
A.T. Jousse, who was intensively
studying the problems of the physically
disabled. "Unfortunately, you have
been faced with a progressive disorder
for which the medical profession has
nothing really to offer. That in itself is
most discouraging, because each year
you look forward to less physical activity and the decline is more rapid than
that, due to the simple aging process
with which we are all faced.
"I have no doubt, however, that your
life has been greatly prolonged by your
higb motivation, and I quite agree with
you that it has been very full. I think
your influence has undoubtedly been
much greater than that of most humans
and much greater than anyone could
eval uate . . ."
Catherine felt that most of the credit
for her full and successful life should
have gone to "Baha'u'lhih, Whose
teachings will give anyone courage and
power to fulfill his dreams ... " Some
of the credit she also ascribed to her
husband and to her mother, her "generous, long-suffering helper."
Catherine Rudyard (Heward) Huxtable was born January 6, 1932 at
Chari wood House, Charlwood, Surrey, England, to Lt. Col. Stephen A.
Heward and Mrs. Helen (Bury) Heward. She moved with her parents on
their return to Canada in 1939 and received her primary and secondary education at Havergal College and Bishop
Strachan School.
When she was eight or nine years old
she was observed to be falling fre-
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quently, she was unable to run and only
climbed stairs slowly, and she tired easily. At the age of ten, muscular dystrophy was diagnosed. During the next
few years, her back and legs weakened
and later her arms too were affected.
Her mother made arrangements for her
to continue school using a routine as
normal as possible but without gymnasium or outdoor recreation, and with
a necessarily restricted social life. She
could still walk, but with a poor sense
of balance and frequent falling. However, she was able to attend Girl Guide
camps during the summer. Those tenday adventures living closely in a group
with other girls and sleeping in tents or
under the stars were memorable for her.
Catherine found it very difficult to
accept the fact that she would be crippled. She used a wheelchair when she
was fifteen but it took two years for her
to accept its regular use as the means by
which she could have a fuller, more
flexible life. After leaving school at the
age of seventeen she made a trip to
England with her mother and sister. It
showed her that life was far from over
and she gained confidence when she
realized that people treated her normally and seemed to like her.
Although the Heward family was financially comfortable, Catherine

wanted to earn her own living in a useful way. She enroUed in a commercial
art course but was unable to finish it
because her arms were too weak to
draw anywhere but at a desk, depriving
her of the freedom of movement she felt
essential for an artist. Shortly after giving up the art course, she was successful in obtaining work doing beautiful
and delicate petit point pictures and
jewelry which enabled her to earn small
amounts of her own money.
Using the wheelchair, and assisted
by her friends, she was able to enjoy a
wider socialli fe. She became interested
in the ideas of the Unitarian Fellowship
and was elected vice-president of its
youth group.
She met her husband to be, Clifford
Huxtable, at a university dance which
she attended in order to listen to the
music and to share the company of people enjoying themselves. Both Clifford
and Catherine were strongly attracted
to each other. Both were seeking meaning and purpose in their lives and they
became drawn together to the Baha'i
teachings. Catherine had become severely troubled by the prospect of becoming bedridden and found comfort
and strength in the Baha'i teachings on
the spiritual meaning of tests and difficulties. Clifford and Catherine formally declared their faith in Baha'u'Uah
in April, 1952, in the home ofJohn and
Audrey Robarts whose teaching activities had been the initial indirect
channel for their introduction to the
Baha'i Faith. They were married on
May 7, 1955, in her parents' home
where they lived for two years.
Catherine added to her accomplishments by serving in the administration
of the affairs of the Baha'i Faith in
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Toronto, when elected to the Local
Spiritual Assembly.
In November, 1957, the couple
moved to Regina, Saskatchewan, a
smaller city on the Canadian prairies,
as pioneers. This move initiated an accelerating pace of pioneer service in the
face of great obstacles. With the aid of
Miss Eileen White who helped with the
physical tasks of housekeeping, Clifford and Catherine's first pioneer
move, made despite the welI meant remonstrances of some friends and relatives, proved successful. They aided
the Regina community to develop on a
self-sustaining basis. By the time of
their departure it had doubled in
number and became strong and united.
With confidence born of accomplishment, and in response to the renewed call for believers to enter the
pioneer field, Clifford and Catherine
left Regina in September, 1959, arriving on the Gulf Islands, off Canada's
west coast, in October. It was a source
of great joy to them to be filling a goal
specifically designated by Shoghi Effendi, the last one he chose. Cliff and
Catherine were the first Baha'IS to reside in the Gulf Islands. To move there
they stepped onto a higher plane of determination and sacrifice. Catherine
encouraged the move even though it
meant her husband's resignation from
the security of a professional position in
adult education and the outlook for
work in the Gulf Islands was not encouraging. Catherine was unable to
walk at all even with help, and they had
to accept the uncertainty and low pay of
unskilled manual labor. Clifford obtained work first making fences on a
sheep ranch and then as a deckhand on
the ferry boats connecting the islands
and the mainland. A year after their
arrival he was offered the position of
principal of an elementary school and
their income became more dependable
again. Catherine also worked as a local
representative for a firm producing
household and children's goods.
Catherine had a wann and sincere
interest in everyone she met. Their
home was open to all comers even to the
sacrifice of her precarious health which
required an ordered, settled. and tranquU existence. Her dynamic contentment afforded encouragement to others
burdened with difficulties. Her iIlness
was turned into a blessing, and her
overcoming its limitations, an instru-
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Knight oj Bahci' u' llcih Elizabeth Stamp
was the first Bahci'i pioneer on St.
Helena. She stayed at her post
throughout the Ten Year Crusade, before returning to the United StatesJor
reasons oj health. Mrs. Stamp died in
Connecticut in 1970.
ment of attraction.
Within two years of their arrival in
the Gulf Islands, a resident of the Islands, the first to do so, accepted the
Baha'I Faith in their home. The first
public meeting in the Islands was held
in May, 1963. The group had grown to
nine by December, and Catherine was
elected chairman of the Local Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'IS of the Gulf
Islands when that body was formed in
ApI:il, 1964.
Though it had been assumed that the
bearing of children might be unwise
and possibly dangerous for Catherine, a
son, Gavin Clifford, was born on June
27, 1962.
Having built the nucleus of the
Baha'I community on the Gulf Islands,
Clifford and Catherine responded to the
call of The Universal House of Justice
in the Nine Year Plan, for Canadian
pioneers to the island of S1. Helena in
the South Atlantic Ocean. Again facing
the uncertainty of insecurity of income,
their goal an isolated speck in the ocean
on the opposite hemisphere, they sold
their house and possessions and set out
with their young child, winter approaching, to cross the continent on the
first stage of her final odyssey.
Traveling by automobile, trailing a
caravan with special fittings for the
wheelchair and equipped for overnight
stops, the trio spent three months visiting Baha'I communities in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec. In Montreal
they stayed at the MaxwelI home, the

only Canadian home in which
'Abdu'I-Baha had stayed during his
journey to North America. Catherine
addressed meetings and a children's
class. This part of the journey, made at
the request ofthe National Spiritual Assembly, helped to develop in the Canadian Baha'I community a heightened
awareness of pioneering in preparation
for the discharge of that community's
widening international responsibilities,
anticipated in the Tablets of the Divine
Plan. Their journey included a sojourn
with her mother.
From Montreal they flew to Dublin,
Ireland, and then to London, meeting
and inspiring the friends in both centers. They departed from Southampton
on March 29, 1966, on the R.M.M. V.
Capetown Castle and arrived on S1.
Helena on April 9, 1966, living in a
hotel and then in part of the ground
floor of a town house. Four months
later Clifford was appointed to a teaching position in the school system of the
British colony. Once again their income became more dependable and the
position opened to them a smaIl
government-owned house.
They were deeply interested in all the
people on the island and made many
friends from all walks of life. Although
Catherine's health was continuing to
deteriorate, all who knew her were inspired and cheered by her wannth, keen
intelligence, wide interests and courage. She continued to maintain a voluminous correspondence showing in
her letters a sensitivity to the individualities of each of her correspondents. She continued to direct household affairs and supervised the care of
her son, developing a close affectionate
relationship with him.
On S1. Helena, as had been the case
throughout her life, the medical doctors
who attended her went out of their way
to ensure that she had the best possible
care. However, the illness continued to
progress and it became increasingly
difficult for her to breathe. A machine
was sent by friends from the United
States in an attempt to help her respiration. After a few weeks of rapid deterioration of her health, she died in the
early morning of October 25, 1967.
Her resting place in the hills of S1.
Helena is marked with a memorial contributed by Canadian friends and the
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'IS of Canada.

Human Rights Day. 1973. at the House of Worship in Sydney. Australia.

In the interest of world unity
A review of international Baha'i programs in support
of special United Nations days during 1973.
by the Baha'i International Community

The Bahd' i Faith has been closely associated with the non-political activities of the United Nations since the
spring of 1947, when the National Assembly of the United States and Canada
received accreditation as a nongovernmental organization and was
permined henceforward to send observers 10 U.N. conferences and hearings.
A year later the eight eXisting National
Assemblies were recognized collectively as an international nongovernmental organization under the
title of' 'Bahd' ilnternational Community." In 1970 the Bahd'i International
Community was granted consultative
status with the Economic and Social
Council, a 27-member agency charged
by the General Assembly with responsibility for all the economic and social
activities of the U.N. This recognition
fulfilled a goal of the Nine Year Plan
and a long-cherished hope of Shoghi
Effendi. The result of this new status
was that the Bahd'i International
Community was able to submit statements and opinions on matters under
consideration by the Economic and Social Council.
The Bahd'i International Community hasfor decades participated in regional and international conferences
consulting on the critical problemsfacing the world community. Last
January, for example, Bahd'i representatives attended the 25th session
of the Commission on the Status of
Women in New York, submitting documents for consideration which described the pOSition of women in Bahd' i
communities and suggested ways in
which the Bahd'i principles described
could help to resolve injustices developing from the widespread inequality between men and women.
Bahd'i communities everywhere
yearly demonstrate their concern for
the world organization by participating
in and sponsoring observances of the
special United Nations days. These
regular observances began during the
lifetime of the Guardian and have become a regular feature of Bahd' i community calendars. Direct participation
in U.N. programs gives Bahd'i communities a chance to demonstrate their
abiding concern for the unification of
the human family and for the establishment of a permanent peace. They
also fulfill the Guardian's instructions
that Bahd' is associate themselves with
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all U.N. activities that are consonant
with Bahd'i principles.
The article which follows, compiled
by the Bahd'i International Community, surveys the extent of Bahd'i involvement in these celebrations during
1973.
Alaska: Alaskan Baha'i communities
observed both United Nations Day and
Human Rights Day. For UN Day the
Haines Baha'is erected a display in a
local bank and purchased space for
newspaper publicity. Spruce Cape put
on a slide program and had infonnation
on the event published in the local
press. Nenana held a public meeting for
both occasions. In Matanuska the
Baha'is took part in a Human Rights
Day luncheon sponsored by the
Kiwanis Club, and handed out UN
posters to the principals of the town's
three schools.
Australia: Baha'i youth in Sydney
fonned part of a thousand-voice choir
for the annual United Nations Day interfaith prayer service in the town hall.
More than 5,000 people attended the
service. The program consisted of
prayers from the Hindu, Buddhist,
Christian, Moslem, Jewish, and Baha'i
holy books. The principal speaker at
the event was 13-year-old Ruth Duncan, a Baha'i from Dubbo. Her subject
was "Unity in Diversity." One other
Baha'i read a Baha'i prayer during the
service. The entire program was filmed
and taped by various Australian news
services, and interviews with several
participants, including Baha'is, were
broadcast nationwide. One set of tapes
we:re sent to the Queen of England as a
memento, and one set to UN
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim.
More than 30 events were planned by
Baha', communities throughout Australia to celebrate the UN anniversaries.
Observances included prayer meetings,
picnics, film festivals and dinner parties. In its report to the Baha'i International Community the Australian National Assembly said that Baha',s "responded in a fantastic way to our communications for carrying out United
Nations activities."
Bangladesh: In Dacca a sizable audience gathered to hear Francis Lacoste,
chief of the United Nations Mission in
Bangladesh, speak at a meeting sponsored by local Baha'is. The audience

remained despite a cyclone that moved
unexp-.!ctedly into the area.
Belgium: The Baha'is of Brussels cosponsored a public meeting at the Brussels Sheraton Hotel with the Belgium
League for the Defense of the Rights of
Man and the Belgian United Nations
Association. More than 10,000 invitations were issued for the event; one
hundred people attended. The speakers
were William Deswarte, vice-president
of the League for the Defense of the
Rights of Man, and Louis Hezunet, a
Baha', from the Brussels community.
Bolivia: An exhibition of posters and a
slide program on the United Nations
were shown in Cochabamba's Palace of
Culture on Human Rights Day. The
program was a cooperative venture between the Baha'is and the UN Infonnation Center in Bolivia. Generous radio
and newspaper coverage carried the
story to the public.
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Brazil: Baha'i-initiated activities for
both Human Rights Day and United
Nations Day made the news in Brazil
during 1973. The Baha'i Institute of
Porto Alegre, a primary school with
more than 200 registered students, was
the only school in an area of more than
one-and-a-half million people to
schedule an observance of United Nations Day. The program was given expansive coverage by two newspapers
and two radio stations. Delegations of
teachers and students from nearby
schools attended the Institute's program, which included a panel discus-

sion of UN agencies' contributions to
health, nutrition, and the control of disease.
In Vitoria the Baha'i community also
developed programs for the two UN
observances. For United Nations Day
Vitoria Baha'is placed posters in downtown shop windows, and sponsored a
radio program and a display in the university library. For Human Rights Day
Baha'is designed an elaborate display
about the United Nations for the windows of a centrally located city shop
owned by a local Baha'i. The display
attracted the attention of the community newspaper, which published a
large feature story on the Baha'i Faith.
Baha'is in Rio de Janeiro were invited by the Civil Servants Union to
participate in a panel discussion on
United Nations Day. Walber Garcia,
the Brazilian National Assembly's
United Nations representative, discussed the relationship between the United
Nations and the Baha'i Faith. His talk
was later published in the union's national newsletter.
The Baha'i community of Santo
Andre focused on bringing these events
to the attention of educational institutions. Slide programs were shown at
schools ranging in enrollment from 150
to 4000 pupils. Nine separate presentations were made during a four-day
period. The response was so enthusiastic that the Baha'is were asked to continue providing this service to Santo
Andre Schools in subsequent years.

Chad: The only public recognition of
United Nations Day in Chad came as
the result of a program prepared by the
Baha'i community there. The main
speaker at the public meeting held at the
Baha'i Center at N'djamena, the national capital, was a UNESCO official
who discussed the major trends in the
development of the world organization.

Dahomey, Togo, and Niger: Baha'is
of these three West African countries
sponsored a successful public meeting
for Human Rights Day at the National
Baha'i Center in Cotonou, Dahomey.
The Attorney General of Dahomey,

Alexandre Durand, a recent participant
in the UN-sponsored Conference of
Human Rights and the Law in Cairo,
shared the platfonn with Mrs. Leslie
Larsen Go tte rt , a Baha'i. Following
their talks the UN film Workshop for
Peace was shown.
Local cooperation was excellent: the
United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) office provided the film, posters and pamphlets which were displayed at the Baha'i Center, as well as
transportation for participants in the
event, the American Cultural Center
loaned chairs, and the projectionist
came from the French Cultural Center.
Ecuador: In Quitd the Baha'i Club at
Catholic University successfully proclaimed United Nations Day on campus. Posters were displayed throughout
the university and a display with literature was set up in the main classroom
building. More than 1,000 brochures
were taken well before 9 A.M. In the
evening a well-known economist spoke
on behalf of the Baha'is on the subject
of foreign trade. The United Nations
flag was raised over the campus in the
early morning and remained in place
throughout the day. A report on activities in Ecuador appeared in
Commitment, the official publication
for Non-Governmental Organizations

British Honduras: The Baha'is of Belize sponsored a half-hour radio program on Human Rights Day. A representative of the local UN office
served as Master of Ceremonies for the
broadcast, which reached an estimated
130,000 people. The Baha'i community also sponsored an essay contest in
the city's secondary schools.
Cameroon: A UNESCO official addressed a public meeting organized by
the Baha'is of Buea to commemorate
Human Rights Day. Dr. Mihdi Samandari, a member of the Continental
Board of Counsellors for Central and
East Africa, was chairman at the meeting, which was attended by approximately 40 people. United Nations and
Baha'i pamphlets were distributed. The
public meeting was taped and later
broadcast over radio three times.

The Mayor of Lower HUll, New Zealand, proclaimed Oct; 24. U.N. Day at the
request of the local Baha'i group. From left to right: MayorJ. Kennedy-Good, Mrs.
Anna Dankl (Chairman of the Baha'i group), Mrs. Dianne Power (Secretary). and
Mr. E. C. Perry (Town Clerk).
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The UN Day Bahti'i exhibit at Catholic University in Quito, Ecuador.
published by the United Nations Development Program. A Human Rights
Day observance at Catholic University
had an equally encouraging reception.
Ethiopia: A discussion about the international activities of the United Nations
went far into the night after a Human
Rights Day program sponsored jointly
by the Local Spiritual Assembly of
Asmara and the National Assembly of
East Africa. The guest speaker for the
event was Kingsley D. Dube, senior
information officer for the United Nations Economic Commission for Af-

rica. Mr. Dube's public talk dealt with
the individual's human rights as embodied in the United Nations Charter.
One ofthe questions for Mr. Dube from
the audience: "Why do you mention
only the Baha'i Faith in relation to the
United Nations?" As part of his response Mr. Dube said the Baha'is were
a "like-minded organization."

dance performance. They were presented in, among other places, a university student lounge, a hotel ballroom, a coffee house, a theater, and a
discotheque. The dance program was
organized by Raija Kaeste, the only
II.,,! \I. , ..Ih I;.
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Finland: Variety was the principal
characteristic of Finnish Baha'i observances of the United Nations anniversaries. Events included talks, films,
slide shows, dramatic readings, and a

Baha'i in her community. She organized a free dance performance by
the town's children that illustrated concepts promoted by UNICEF. In Lahti
the children received permission from
the local government to sponsor· a
music and dance festival on United Nations Day. Brief talks on the purposes
of the UN were presented between entertainment events. On Human Rights
Day more than 100 people crowded
into a discotheque to hear a presentation by a Baha'i speaker.
Bahti'is ofAsmara, Ethiopia gather to observe Human Rights day on December 10.
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Ghana: Two communities sponsored

United Nations Day observances during 1973. At Cape Coast the National
Youth Committee sponsored a lecture
at the Aggrey Memorial Secondary
School where Dr. Amir Badiei gave a
public talk. In Kumasi, the Local
SpiritUal Assembly sponsored a lecture
at the University of Science and Technology. Dr. John Powell, a Baha'f affiliated with the university's Technical
Consultant Center, gave the talk.
The Baha'f community was the only
religious group invited by the Ministry
efForeign Affairs to serve on an ad hoc
committee to prepare the nation's observance of Human Rights Day. Gordon H. Jackson, Vice-Chainnan of the
National Spiritual Assembly, was designated to represent the Baha'fs. He
was subsequently invited to appear on
Ghanaian television to explain the relationship between the Baha'f Faith and
the United Nations. Mr. Jackson was
asked later to be chainnan of a symposium on human rights at the Accra
Community Center.
Gilbert and Ellice Islands: In anticipation of United Nations Day the National Spiritual Assembly distributed
background infonnation materials on
the observance to the colony's Director
of Information. Printed materials on
United Nations work as well as the
Baha'f Faith were sent to the King
George IV boarding school, to the island Teachers College, and to the Department of Education for distribution
to all primary schools.
Iran: A Baha'f-sponsored meeting for
Human Rights Day was attended by
large number of Baha'fs and
non-Baha'fs. A display noting some of
the major features of the Baha'f Faith
and its relationship to the UN was
exhibited publicly for a two-week
period.
Principality of Monaco: "The celebrations of these two days had as their
goal a better understanding of the general aims and activities of the United
Nations as well as a presentation of the
Baha'f point of view," said AnneMarie Dupeyron, Secretary of the
Local Spiritual Assembly of Monaco.
A Baha'f display on the ground floor of
a city office building which had been
exhibited for several months was modified to convey United Nations infonnation as the dates for the observances

approached. The changes in the display
were reported in newspapers, and on
radio and television.

by a local and a national newspaper
prior to a public event there. In Palma
de Mallorca (Baleares Island s) announcements of a public meeting were
carried in five newspapers. One of the
leading papers published a full-page interview with Francisco J. Gonzalez
Martin, the Baha'f speaker at the event.

Panama: About 100 people attended a
Human Rights Day program in Panama
City. Following the scheduled United
Nations and Baha'f speaker presentations a national dance company perfonned traditional Panamanian folk
dances. A local television station
filmed portions of the program, which
were on news broadcasts the following
day. Articles about the gathering were
published in the city's Spanish and English newspapers.

Switzerland: The National Assembly
estimated that more than 100,000 people were infonned of United Nations
Ilctivities through the publication of
more than 40 articles in Swiss newspapers on Human Rights Day. Public
meetings were organized by Baha'fs in
such communities as Basel, Lugano,
Binningen, Bienne, and Fribourg. A

Papua and New Guinea: The only
United Nations event in Lae was a

'\

\

UN Day exhibit in Trier, West Germany.

meeting sponsored by the Baha'fs. The
Mayor of Lae and two Catholic priests
were among the 40 people who attended.
Paraguay: More than 4,500 people
from the town of Villarica (pop.
25,(00) attended a special United Nations Day program sponsored by the
Baha'f community. Several films about
the UN and about the Baha'f Faith were
shown and quantities of literature were
distributed. A talk focused on the
Faith's interest in the principles of unity
and cooperation underlying the fonnation of the world organization.
Spain: Public meetings were held in a
number of communities, accompanied
by the distribution of United Nations
and Baha'f literature. In Barcelona, for
example, two Baha'fs were interviewed

total of more than 1,000 people attended these meetings. A twentyminute program on the United Nations
was aired by Radio Svizzera Italiana,
and another program was broadcast by
a television station. Literature was distributed to 15 high schools, and a presentation was made before the Cultural
Film Association meeting in Lugano.
Tonga: To commemorate Human
Rights Day the National Assembly of
Tonga and the Cook Islands purchased
a full-page ad in The Chronicle, the
national newspaper. The page carried a
statement of Baha'f teachings on
human rights and obligations and the
community's participation in United
Nations affairs. The following evening
the president of the official state church
commented favorably on the ad during
a radio broadcast.
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Pin

Pendant

h e graceful ringstone symbol at the hean of each piece of enameled jewelry is goldplated and set into various backgrounds. There are inexpensive rings that can be adjusted
to fit nearly any finger, with matching pins, brooches and pendants. These have a
cloisonne enamel background in red, green, blue or black. Because they are inexpensive,
they are not designed to withstand continuous wear or abrasion.
How to Order
Your local Baha'{ librarian or authorized Baha'{ distributor may have this jewelry in
stock or he may be able to supply you with prices and ordering information.
If, however, this jewelry is not available in your area, please write to the International
Baha'{ Audio-Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor, N.Y. 14564, U.S.A., for
information on where it may be obtained.

Red
20006
20010
20014
20018
20022

Ring
Pin'
Broorh
Pendant, 18 mm.
Pendant, 29 mm.
- Not available.
- 01 Gold plated. No enamel.

Product Numbers
Black
Green
Blue
20009
20007
20008
20013
20011
20012
20017
20016
20015
20021
20020
20019
20025
20024
20023

Gold--

---

20633

-

Display kit of one of each of the five designs, assoned colors: Product Number 20686.
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Kenya:
Nairobi conference
starts Five Year Plan
An active teaching program in
Kenya, marking the launching of the
Five Year Plan, is under way. A
national conference in Nairobi, in May,
blessed with the presence of the Hand
of the Cause Ra~matu'lhih Muhajir,
gave more than 80 Baha'is from all
parts of Kenya an opportunity to
become familiar with the goals of the
Five Year Plan and for each to choose
his or her particular area of service.
News of the goals given to other
countries and of successful teaching
efforts around the planet, as well as
some insight into the responsibilities
for Kenya's particular goals, was given
by Dr. Muhajir.
Prayer, education, the family, the
role of women and children, and the
administrative order, were all subjects
considered by the gathering. Classes on
strengthening the Local Spiritual
Assemblies were held. Dr. Muhajir
stressed the significance of the
construction in Haifa of the building
that will house The Universal House of
Justice, and urged the friends to extend
their service to meet the needs of this
critical time.
United Nations World Environment
Day also attracted full support from the
Baha'is of Kenya, who sent more than
1,000 invitations to attend a public
observance in the Kenya Polytechnic
building. Posters, and radio
announcements in both Swahili and
English on the Voice of Kenya, helped
to publicize the meeting. A United
Nations official and a member of the
local Baha'i community participated in
the meeting, ..yhich attracted a large
audience.

Italy:

Annual summer
school held at resort
The 1974 Italian Summer School
was held at a seaside resort on the Adriatic coast, September 13-22. More
than 300 Baha'is from 10 countries attended.

Around the World

National Spiritual Assembly members for Kenya are shown (above)joUowing their
election at RiqV{in. They are, from left to right, back row: M. Sohaili, Christopher
Musambai, Frank Mukoyani, Laban Wekesa (Chairman), and Bonaventure Wafula
(Secretary). Seated, from left to right, Justus Wekesa (Treasurer), James Kingoina,
John Asalache (V ice-Chairman), and Frederick M. Wahome. The Convention and a
teaching conference were held at Kisumu.
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Hundreds attend summer school.
More than 300 participated in the Italian Summer School held September
13-22 at a sea resort on the Adriatic coast, Cesenatico. Counsellor Betty
Reed and Auxiliary Board member Mario Piarulli taught classes, In addition,
a number of seminars and workshops involved active participation by those
attending. Through the planning of the Youth Committee, proclamation
weekends carrying the Faith to nearby areas were planned at the school.
Shown in the picture are some of those who took part in the sessions,
October, 1974 I BAHA'i NEWS

The summer program was organized
into seminars devoted to such themes as
parent-child relationships, and obedience and liberty. A coordinator was
assigned to lead each seminar and to
encourage the friends participating to
consult on their subject exhaustively
and apply the Baha'I writings to their
discussions.
A project of the Italian Youth Committee during the session was to recruit
a team of traveling teachers to visit an
area of the country still not opened to
the Baha'I Faith. The team was ready to
leave at the close of the summer school.

Latin America:
Hand of the Cause
encourages teaching
Reports of increased teaching activity and well-attended deepening classes
have flowed into the Bahd'i News
editorial office following the extensive
travels of the Hand of the Cause
Abu'l-Qasim Faizi in South and Central
America. At a teaching conference in
Lima, Peru, in July, he encouraged
Baha'IS from Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia,
and Chile to plan immediately their participation in Five Year Plan activities,
to involve their youth as much as possible in the teaching and deepening programs, and to retain the Baha'I perspective "despite the pressures from the
outside world."
"We must all know that the aim of
whatever we do is the unity of mankind,
the central pivot of the religion of
Baha'u'I1ah," Mr. Faizi said. It is toward that point of unity that we are all
marching, he added. Mr. Faizi recalled
that the beloved Master gave us the
Tablets of the Divine Plan during the
First World War, "lest our energies be
dispersed in many different directions," and went on to explain that The
Universal House of Justice expects us
to focus our energies on winning the
goals of the Five Year Plan as the
greatest possible help to humanity at
this time. He stressed that youth have
the time, energy, and desire to do something valuable with their lives, and encouraged everyone at the conference to
be steadfast and faithful in
Baha'u'IIah's Cause.
Before the conference was adjourned
2
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1.
BaM' is from Central and South America enjoyed the presence of the Hand of the
Cause A. Q. Faizi at summer schools and deepening sessions. 1. This picture was
taken in Lima, where Mr. Faizi's visit was followed by the offer of nine youth to
pioneer. 2. Here the youth are shown infront of the Jfa?,iratu'l-Quds in Lima during
a Pioneer Institute, with A uxiliary Board members Mercedes Sanchez (jar left,front
row) and Fernando Schiantarelli (jar right, second row), and members of the
National Teaching Committee. 3. Mr. Faizi met with Counsellors Mas'ud Khamsi
(jar right) and Raul Pavon (wearing dark glasses) and Auxiliary Board members
from Ecuador and Peru, in the Lima BaM' i Center. 4. Mr. Faizi, with Counsellor
Pavon, visited with friends from Ecuador. S. Mr. Faizi with Counsellor Leonora
Armstrong (center) and three Auxiliary Board members (left to right) Jairo Bruni
Cerqueira, Touba Maani, and Edmund Miessler.

2.

3.

4.

one of the Indian friends offered a
fareweJl song, a typical Peruvian
melody, on the "quena," a type of
flute; a Baha'i from Ecuador said a
prayer in Quechua; and all present
joined in singing the Greatest Name.
The Baha'is gathered in Lima also
commemorated the anniversary of the
Martyrdom of the Bab, which fell during the conference period.
In San Salvador, the capital city ofEI
Salvador, Mr. Faizi met with Baha'is of
Central America at a conference sponsored by the Continental Board of
Counsellors. More than 200 attended,
from Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua,
Honduras, Guatemala, Belize, Mexico, the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico,
and the United States. Beginning immediately after the Feast of Words, the
conference provided an opportunity for
the Continental Counsellors to meet
with Auxiliary Board members, and for
members of National Spiritual Assemblies to consult on common goals; it
also included workshops on proclamation, mass media, and the education of
children.
During June, Mr. Faizi brought joy
and inspiration to communities'
throughout Brazil. He was often accompanied in his travels by Counsellor
Leonora Armstrong and Auxiliary
Board member Rolf von Czekus. Mr.
Faizi's busy schedule included: Recife,
Bahia, Salvador, and Lauro de Freitas
(where 200 friends turned out for an
evening meeting), Rio de Janeiro, Belo
Horizonte (scene of crowded meetings
for five days), and Sao Paulo (where a
IO-day study course averaged an attendance of 40-60 in the afternoons and
60-80 in the evenings, with as many as
150 on the weekend).
Topics for his deepening classes included "Education of Baha'i Children," "Education for Teaching the
Faith," "Love and Marriage," and
consideration of The Hidden Words as
a repository of commandments for individual growth and perfection and of
spiritual and administrative principles.
Cautioning the youth about the
influence of the world today, Mr. Faizi
used the analogy of trying to reach a
drowning man. "You can reach down
with one hand and pull him up, but if
you give him two hands he will pull you
in. Be careful of your companions and
beware of their influence."

s.
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Switzerland:

Swiss summer school
holds twelfth ~ion
In a chestnut forest above Lake Maggiore in the Ticino district of southern
Switzerland, Baha'is from nearly
twenty nations gathered during nine
days in August for study and fellowship. Sponsored by the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Switzerland; the twelfth Swiss Summer
School fulfilled three objectives: to
promote international friendship; to
deepen the knowledge of the
student-Baha'is; and to spread the
Teachings in the region between Lake
Maggiore and Lake Como, a Five Year
Plan goal for Italy and Switzerland.
A week before the school opened
near Arcegno village, groups of multilingual youth from France, Germany,
Italy, and Switzerland traveled to the
towns of Lugano, Bellinzona, and

Locarno to give the Message to scores
of citizens. From the first day of school
all of the students, aged six to sixtyplus, were aware that the classroom
instruction was to be linked with the
vital teaching work. The theme of the
school was stated by the Hand of the
Cause Adelbert Miihlschlegel: "It is a
law in the Baha'i Faith to give the Word
of God to other men just as we have
been given it."
" During the school session nearly two
hundred Baha'is and guests participated and exchanged ideas in classroom, seminar and round-table discussions, and they supported the public
meetings at Locamo. Quick to recognize the news value of the Baha'i
School, Radio Bern and Swiss television conducted live coverage and interviews on several occasions.
Among the teachers at the school
were Auxiliary Board member Anna
Grossman of Germany, and Nicholas
Janus, American pioneer to Belgium.
Mrs. Grossman spoke on The Advent of
Divine Justice, and Professor Janus at-

tempted to outline the system of universal education brought by the Manifestation of God.
Dr. Miihlschlegel addressed the
friends on the second day of the sehool.
He said the path to self-realization is
love, worship, and service to God. "We
pay homage to God through illuminated actions, which effectively teach
our fellow men," he said.
Dr. and Mrs. Miihlschlegel worked
as a team at the school, as did other
Baha'i couples. Ursula Miihlschlegel
spoke about the role of every Baha'i in
the local and international spheres, in
the Five Year Plan.
Another class of special interest to
the friends was the six-hour course on
Islam given by Dr. Massoud Berdjis of
Germany. In this course, he presented
information on the Prophet's life, the
Q ur' tin, and the development of the
Islamic faith and civilization. Italy sent
two teachers, Agnese Boerio of Turin,
and Hassein Avaregan of Rome. Mrs.
Boerio spoke on God's Covenant with
man and of man's responsibilities to
God in this day, while Professor Avaregan dealt with 19th-century
prophecies and the universal signs of
the Manifestation.
Two Swiss pioneers to Zaire, Africa,
Otto Jung and J. P. Laperches, contributed impressions of their five years in
the field with their families.

United States:

House of Worship

chairs reupholstered
India:

Delegation calls on Indian President
A Baha'i delegation called upon the newly-elected President and VicePresident of India to present them with copies of The Proclamation of
Balui'u'lllih and The Baha'i World, Vol. X/II, in early September. Shown in
the above photograph are, from left to right, standing: Dushyant Kumar, a
member of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of India, and
Jenabe Caldwell, from Alaska. From left to right, seated: Counsellors Dipshand Khianra, and Shirin Boman, President Fakhruddin Ali Ahmad of India,
Counsellor Zena Sorabjee, and R. N. Shah, Secretary of the National
Spiritual Assembly. The President cordially received his visitors and asked a
number of questions about the growth of the Baha'i Faith and its relation to
other religions. Vice-President B. Jatti recalled his association with the Faith
during the time he served as Lieutenant Governor of Pondicherry.
4
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A crew of artisans from Gulfport,
Mississippi, has been busy reupholstering and refinishing some 1,200 chairs
in the auditorium of the House of Worship for more than three months.
Fred Baker and his wife Lola, owners of Baker Interior Decorating Service of Gulfport, read about the proposed repair work in the November,
1973, issue of The American Baha'i.
Mr. Baker has been a furniture builder
for 40 years; his wife is an interior decorator.
When their offer of assistance was
accepted by the National Spiritual Assembly, the Bakers brought their staff
and equipment from GUlfport and set
up shop in the basement of the House of

Worship shortly after the St. Louis
Conference.
The chairs are removed from the auditorium in sections of 100 to 130, and
taken to the basement work area. First
the old upholstery is stripped from the
frame, and the old finish removed. The
necessary repairs are made and the
chairs refinished with lacquer.
The chairs, Mrs. Baker said, are
soundly constructed of maple and are
still better than any that can be bought
today at reasonable prices. They are
being reupholstered in antique taupe
velvet. More than 1,300 yards are required to do the job, now scheduled to
be completed in mid-December.
Working with the Bakers are their

daughter, Amelia; James Davis, an
employee who was not a Baha'i when
he arrived in Wilmette, but who declared after less than a week at the
House of Worship; and Robert Stoakley of Batavia, Illinois, who introduced
the Bakers to the Baha'i Faith 15 years
ago when he was an employee of their
firm in Mississippi. Volunteers from
the Wilmette area have provided assistance as well.
The Bakers have also redecorated
rooms and furniture at the
ija~iratu'l-Quds, and at the Baha'i
property at 121 Linden Avenue. Some
of this furniture, which was quite worn,
belonged to the Hands of the Cause
Amelia Collins and Horace Holley.

Ecuador:
Auxiliary Board trains
assistants in Ecuador
An orientation institute for five
newly appointed assistants to Auxiliary
Board members was held October 5-12
in Otavalo, Ecuador.
The assistants are appointed at the
discretion of the Continental Counsellors in zones where it is felt they are
needed. In its letter of 7 October 1973
providing for the appointment of assistants The Universal House of Justice
said their aims should be to "activate
and encollrage Local Spiritual Assem-

Mr. Baker at the House o/Worship in
Wilmene.
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Continental Counsellor Raul Pavon
congratulates Herminio Espana on his
selection as an assistant to the Auxiliary Board.

blies, to caJl the attention of Local
Spiritual Assembly members to the importance of holding regular meetings,
to encourage local communities to meet
for the Nineteen Day Feasts and Holy
Days, to help deepen their feJlow believers' understanding of the Teachings, and generally to assist the Auxiliary Board members in the discharge
of their duties." The assistants are appointed for a limited period-one or
two years-with the possibility of
reappointment.
The new assistants to the Auxiliary
Board attended classes in the mornings
and afternoons, were assigned to study
volumes of Baha'i writings independently, cooperated in developing materials for proclamation, and participated in a mass teaching exercise in

Five Auxiliary Board assistants were appointed in Ecuador. They are, from left to
right: Luis Navas, Julian Menendez, Patricia Garces, Patricia Munoz, and
Herminio Espana. They are shown during a public meeting in Otavalo's central
square on the last day of the orientation.

Lr'

OtavaJo's central square.
A morning class on the Covenant
was taught by Auxiliary Board member
Patricia Conger, who explored its importance in a week-long series of lectures and extended discussions. A second Auxiliary Board member conducted an afternoon workshop on creating useful and effective visual aids for
teaching. Their use in teaching the
Faith in Ecuador has grown at the urging of the Counsellors and has produced significant results.
A two-day class on the development
of the institution of the Continental
Board of Counsellors was part of the
curriculum, as was a complimentary
course on the work of the Counsellors
and the mission of their Auxiliary
Board and its neWly-appointed assistants. The former was taught by
Charles Hornby, a member of the National Assembly, the latter by his wife,
Helen.
Every afternoon the group met with
National Assembly member Ralph
Dexter to discuss the functions and obligations of Local Spiritual Assemblies.
There was time every day after lunch
for recreation and sports, and each
evening was devoted to fellowship and
infonnal talks with Counsellor Raul
Pavon. During the week the assistants
recorded a program on the NineteenDay Feast for radio broadcast, and at
the public proclamation on the last day
the visual aids developed in the afternoon workshops were tested. A good
crowd appeared for the event.
Auxiliary Board assistants have been
assigned for the coastal and highland
areas of the country. The assistants for
the coastal areas are: Herminio Espana
and Julian Menendez for the province
of EsmeraJdas, and Patricia Garces for
the province of Guayas. The assistants
for the highland areas are: Patricia
Munoz for the province of Pichincha,
and Luis Navas for the province of
Azual.

Thailand:
Prime Minister lauds
mission of Faith
Auxiliary Board members and their new assistants pose with BaM' is attending the
orientation institute in Otavalo, Ecuador.
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The World Religion Day celebration
in Bangkok, Thailand, on January 20,

1974, was attended by scholars, students, businessmen, government
officials, and representatives from
many religions.
The ceremony was officially inaugurated by Deputy Prime Minister Sukich
Nimmahaeminda, who read a letler of
greeting from the Prime Minister,
Sanya Dharmasakti.
A talk on the Baha'i Faith was given
by the Vice-Chairman of the Spiritual
Assembly of Bangkok, Sathien
Chaiyasaena. The Baha'i community
sponsored the World Religion day
event.
The proceedings were filmed for
local television and broadcast during
late evening news programs.
In his message, the Prime Minister
assured the gathering of his presence
"in spirit," stressing the imporlance of
a meeting of different religions on a
common platform. He praised the
Balui'i community for its initiative in
organizing the observance.
"I have known the Baha'i religion,"
he said. "The Baha'is intend to bring
about unity of different religions,
races, and nations. It is a noble thought,
but a difficult one."
Mr. Dharmasakti went on to say:
"At present we are living in an age of
chronic crisis. It is not merely a moral
breakdown in personal relationships;
country after country exhibits confusion over its national goals, while at the
international level, the atlempt to create
a peaceful world society is constantly
frustrated. "
The Prime Minister suggested that
the solution to current problems could
be achieved through harmonious
growth and parallel development of
science and religion in society.
"From this evolutionary thinking we
may presume that, sooner or later, we
may learn to regard this earth as a beautiful garden, where each individual, like
a flower, has different charm, a peculiar beauty, its own delicious perfume
and beautiful color.
"If you meet those of different races
and colors, you should not be haughty
and withdraw yourself into your shell
of conventionality, but rather be glad
and show them loving kindness, since
this is what Lord Buddha teaches us,"
he said. "Think of them as different
colored roses growing in the beautiful
garden of humanity, and rejoice to be
among them."

efforts in creating better understanding
He concluded by again praising the
Baha', community for its "untiring

among the existing religions in Thailand. "

England:

Baha'is active at medieval fair
Baha'is from Norwich, Ipswich, Woodbridge, Peterborough, Canterbury,
Hammersmith, and Henley took part in the Medieval Barshal Faire, held
August 24-26, at Waveney, England. More than 2,000 pamphlets were
distributed during the fair and good publicity appeared in the East Anglian
daily paper. Baha'i musicians took part, some of whom are shown in the
above photograph. It is estimated that 25,000 persons attended the fair.

Sri Lanka:

National Spiritual Assembly of Sri Lanka
Extensive publicity in two of the local newspapers of Sri Lanka preceded the
1974 National Convention, which was attended by Counsellor Salisa Kermani
and Gloria Faizi. Elected to the National Spiritual Assembly were, left to
right, standing: M. L. C. Chandrasekera, Vice-Chairman; N. Subramaniam,
Assistant Treasurer; R. D. David; K. C. Suwameraj, Treasurer; and K. G.
Chandradasa. From left to right, seated: V. Chitravelu, Secretary; K. Sivappirakasam; B. A. Cadir; and C. P. M. Anwer Cadir, Chairman.
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Togo:

Wedding of pioneers
draws wide pUblicity

Colombia:

Goals of Plan considered
Counsellor Donald R. Witzel and Auxiliary Board member Cecilia Iguaran
participated in a regional conference at Riohacha, La Guajira, Colombia, July
20-21, held to consider Five Year Plan goals. Friends attending the
conference are shown gathered at a small monument, which is the foundation
stone in front of the National Baha'I Institute. Similar conferences were held
during July in Venezuela, Curacao, and Colombia.

The wedding of two newly-arrived
pioneers, Charles Lerche and Kathy
Hampton, attracted widespread
attention in Lome, Togo, when it
occurred during the International
Teaching and Deepening Conference
sponsored in July by the Local Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of Lome.
Counsellor Zekrollah Kazemi and
Auxiliary Board members Thelma
Khelghati and Bahman Sadezzadeh
participated in the conference.
Centered around the theme of
"Building Baha'i Community Life,"
the program included lectures,
workshops, discussion groups, and
question and answer periods,
permitting maximum possible
participation by the Bahli'ls attending.
More than 300 persons came for the
public meeting held on the concluding
evening of the conference, although
less than 200 were expected.
Throughout the weekend, twenty-two
persons accepted the Faith, and
teaching teams visited other parts of
Togo following the conference.

Spain:
Information on Faith
aired over television

Germany:

Conference considers expansion
Mass teaching, aimed at establishing a Local Spiritual Assembly in
Traunreut, was one of the activities stemming from a deepening and teaching
conference in Grossbergham, Germany, in June. The week-long conference
was attended by the Hand of the Cause Adelbert Miihlschlegel, Counsellor
Erik Blumenthal, and Auxiliary Board members Anna Grossmann, Ursula
Miihlschlegel and D. Katzenstein, as well as Baha'is from all parts of
Germany. Some of the friends who gathered to consider goals of the Five Year
Plan for Germany are shown in the -above photograph.
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The first mention of the Baha'I Faith
on Spanish television was made during
a special July broadcast about different
religious communities active in Spain.
The Secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly was intelViewed, a portion of
a Nineteen-Day Feast was shown, and
two Baha'IS quoted a passage from the
Writings. One of the Five Year Plan
goals given to Spain by The Universal
House of Justice was accomplished by
this telecast:
Another milestone has been reached
in Spain with the successful holding of
a three-day children's institute,
sponsored by the National Child
Education Committee, September 5-8,
with 25 children from all parts of the
country attending.

The Hands of the Cause
at St. Lollis

On Sunday afternoon, the closing
day of the St. Louis Conference,
Kiel Auditorium was brimful-not
with the usual sports or rock-androll fans, but with soldiers in the
Anny of God, facing six standard
bearers of BW'u'lhih's Cause. The
Hands of the Cause from the birthplace of the Baha'i Faith, from the
Holy Land and World Center of the
Cause, from the continent in the
heart of the Pacific, and from the
land of the spiritual descendants of
the Dawn-Breakers, each in his own
words called the friends to deepen
in the central truths of our Faith and
to perfonn those deeds which will
lead to the victories promised by the
Master in the Tablets of the Divine
Plan, and by the Guardian in his
messages to the American community. Amatu'l-Baha Ru1;liyyih
Khanum did not speak at this session with the Hands of the Cause,
although her presence blessed the
gathering, and the love evinced by
the members of this great Institution
for one another increased the ardor
of the listening soldiers to accomplish their assigned duties. What
follows is a brief account of each
talk.

The Hand of the Cause Abu'l-Qtisim
Faizi
"This morning I had the greatest joy
of my life, to go and see some underground activities of this conference.
More than 1,000 children . . . are
gathered in the rooms of the hotel
where most of you live. They are being
trained, educated, and kept under the
safe custody of volunteer teachers. This
shows that the American Bahli' f community is alive, is thriving ....
" 'Abdu'I-Bahli says the greatest
form of worship is to educate children.
Please, 10,000 people are here and I
hope there are 50,000 children in their
houses. Educate them, and after ten
years you will have a great regiment of
teachers, soldiers of Bahli'u'llilh, ready
to sacrifice all and everything on the

path of this universal Faith.
"The beloved Guardian has encouraged young people to study the history
of the first century of every religion.
Therefore, it is incumbent upon us to
know something about the early religions of God, particularly about the
first century of their growth, and also
about the 100 years that have passed
since the Declaration of Bahi'u'lIaJt. If
you study properly, and consider the
events which took place in the first century of the Christian era, you will be
full of hope, aspiration, and certitude
for what will surely happen in the Faith
of Bahli'u'llilh. In the first century of
Christ only eleven apostles dispersed
throughout the world. It is written in the
history of those days that one of them
reached Rome. When he came to the
capital of the Roman Empire he was
astounded and felt absolutely hopeless.
He saw the gladiators with all their armaments walking in the streets of
Rome. He found merchandise coming
from all parts of the Roman empire to
this great capital ... He said to himself,
'I am only a Jew who is a subject of the
Roman Empire. I am absolutely illiterate. I have no armaments upon me. I am
clad in a white cloak and I am here.
How can I ever change the ways of
these people? How can I ever tum the
attention of these people to the kingdom of God? They are immersed in
their follies, in their low standards of
life, in their despicable habits. Their
greatest joy is to see slaves thrown into
the mouths of ferocious animals, and
they are so excited by seeing such
Odober, 1974/ BAHA'I NEWS
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"The beloved of aU hearts, Shoghi Effendi, . . . said many times
that aU the Baha'i conferences must reflect the spirit of the
Conference of Badasht, which was held in the presence of the
Blessed Beauty, Baha'u'U3h."

things that they start to sing and dance.
How can I even get these people to say
two sentences of the Lord's prayer?'
"In his dismay and disappointment
he started to return whence he came. It
is said that on his way home he heard a
voice. 'Quo vadis? Where are you
going? Return to your post, which is
Rome. Stay there, and you, singlehanded, unknown and illiterate, will
vanquish the whole of the Roman Empire.' Dear friends! We are standing at
that very same spot where the apostle
stood. We are facing a decaying civilization. We are seeing with our own
eyes their fallacies, the lowering of
their standards and the way in which
every day these are diminished in their
greatness, importance, and influence
throughout the world. Perhaps because
of the power which they had in their
hands some of us will become disappointed and forget the commandment
of our beloved Guardian, who asked,
by the pure blood of the martyrs, that
we stand firm at our posts, wherever we
might be, and promised that ours would
be the greatest victory that history
would ever tecord.
"I would like to avail myself of this
great opportunity ... to address myself
to the Baha'IS of America and tell them,
'I wish you all success. I congratulate
every one of you, every family who is
responsible for sending these beautiful
pioneers throughout the world.' I have
seen them in Europe, in South
America, Central America, and everywhere. Hand in hand with the Persian
pioneers they are conquering the whole
world. They are bringing masses of
people under the canopy of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah. They are resuscitating the
whole planet and changing the standards of life for the people who are
immersed in their material pleasures.
"The greatest philosophers the world
has known were living at the time of
Christ, yet none recognized Him. The
mystery is this, that none of these
10
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philosophers ever accepted His Faith,
but a handful of unknown, illiterate
people accepted Him and because of
their sacrifice this Faith spread allover
the world. This also is happening
today. Illiterate, unknown people
praise the beauty of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah and proclaim clearly that
this is the only factor that will make the
whole of humanity come together. This
is what we desire, the unity of all mankind.
"Where is that one Christian disciple
now? He is utterly buried in the earth
somewhere. But what happened? The
whole of the Roman Empire collapsed,
brought down by its own excesses.
"Today is the day in which we can
establish the foundation of the Kingdom of God on earth. Baha'u'llah says
that one moment of this Day is equivalent to 100 years in the future. What we
can do in one minute today we will not
be able in the future to do within one
hundred years. One drop of seIVice
today will be accepted by Baha'u'llah
as one ocean, one particle of dust given
in the Path of Baha'u'llah, will be seen
by Him as mountains given to His
Faith.
"Please, dear friends, while we are
here together, a great love, a great force
is generated showing the unity of the
whole of the Baha'I world. We must
take this great spirit of the conference
wherever we go. We will not sit silent
far from the fields of seIVice. If we
cannot go directly to the fields of service to teach, let us have a spiritual
affiliation with those who are there. Let
us sacrifice whatever we have for those
people who are seIVing the Faith of
Baha'u'llah. "

The Hand of the Cause Collis
Featherstone
"Each and every one of us in this
room has one thing in common. We all

gave recognition to Him Who is the
Day Spring of God's Revelation and the
Fountain of His Laws. As a result of
this, we have all obligated ourselves to
a Covenant ... We have accepted the
Faith. Baha'u'llah tells us clearly that
'the first and foremost duty prescribed
unto men, next to the recognition of
Him Who is the Eternal Truth, is the
duty of steadfastness in His Cause.'
How can we attain this? Only through
knowledge of God, and recognition of
'He doeth whatsoever He willeth.'
"This means that every one of us
must study the Cause of God. In the
course of my travels I have sometimes
been very surprised to find that many
believers only have one prayer book,
and no other books at all. Furthermore,
I have been very surprised that even
those who are deepened teachers may
just have one or two books of the

Cause. Friends, if we look in the front
of the prayer book and read again the
passage that begins, 'Whoso reciteth,

in the privacy of his chamber, the verses revealed by God,' it makes us
realize the necessity of knowing the
Revelation of God for ourselves ... To
maintain this steadfastness we are called upon to acquire the knowledge of
God and recognition of the Covenant of
God.
"When I was in Haifa with my wife
in October, 1953, we had just returned
from the New Delhi Conference. The
Guardian was very interested to hear of
the events of that conference. He asked,
'Now, what is the result of the conferenceT Being present at S1. Louis, at
one of the greatest assemblages of
Bw'is in history, could only prompt
one to repeat the Guardian's question,
'Now, what is the result of the conference?'
"What is going to be your
contribution?", Mr. Featherstone
asked. "What are to be your actions?
. . . Will you leave this conference and
in three weeks time have gotten back in
the old routine? Today is the day of
sacrifice. The world is in need. And the
Baha'is no longer have time to sit in a
circle and look at themselves. There is a
world outside crying for this Cause of
God! I can only hope and pray that you
will respond with every effort, and in
your local communities make offers of
service, make contributions to your National Spiritual Assembly, that its life
blood may flow. I have rejoiced to see
the achievements already made by your
National Spiritual Assembly in bringing out materials to suit the needs and
the calls of The Universal House of
Justice."
In closing, Mr. Featherstone said:
"Love. This is the essence that makes a
Bw'i community alive. Where there is
love, there is unity. Where there is
unity, there are plans, there are actions,
there is life, there is the true spirit of the

Cause. Mayall of you diffuse such love
that the love of Baha'u'llah' may cause
your areas, wherever you come from,
to be infused with a new light.
Baha'u'llah calls us to teach according
to our capacity, and which of us knows
his own capacity?"

The Hand of the Cause Dhikru'lltih
KJuidem
"This conference, the largest one in
the history of the Faith, invites us to
remember that most historic Conference of Badash1. The beloved of all
hearts, Shoghi Effendi, wished us to
follow that example; he said many
times that all the Baha'f conferences
must reflect the spirit of the Conference
of Badasht, which was held in the presence of the Blessed Beauty,
Baha'u'llah.
"Friends. There were 81 atthat Conference in the cradle of the Faith who
came with their lives in their hands to
offer to their Beloved. And now we
have over ten thousand from all races

and nationalities gathered under this
roof. Many of them are the descendants
of the Dawn-Breakers." (Here he was
interrupted by a wave of applause).
"Descendants of the Dawn-Breakers;
this title was given to you, the American believers, by the beloved Shoghi
Effendi!"
"Detachment, love, and enthusiasm," qualities of the early DawnBreakers, were listed by Mr. Khadem
as the qualities that will help to win the
goals of the Five Year Plan. Speaking
of the participants in the Conference at
Badasht, he said: "When the friends
dispersed from that Conference, they
had on their lips the praise and song that
Tahirih composed. After 21 days in
those gardens, they went to the arena of
sacrifice. All of them dispersed, in
order to change the whole world; rand
they did."
"The time is short for us," Mr.
Khadem said. "I think the prayer
chanted to open this session, the beautiful prayer of the beloved Shoghi Effendi which has not yet been translated
for the West, is a precious contribution
to this conference. I wish the beloved
Guardian, to whom we are indebted for
all the victories, were with us at this
conference to say those beautiful words
which he often said-' Look, behold!
Behold the bounties of Baha'u'llah!' ..
After recounting the events in the
Sfyah-Chal in which Baha'u'llah heard
exalted words assuring Him "We shall
render Thee victorious," Mr. Khadem
urged the friends to render their thanks
to Baha'u'llah for all the victories ofthe
Faith, including the conference which
they were attending. He recalled that
Shoghi Effendi had sent him to the
United States with this promise, "I will
send you to the West to behold the light
and glory, the mysteries of the Faith. "
"He made it possible for me to be
here today in this conference. Last
night I noticed many old believers present, and now I have the bounty to be in
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"The beloved Guardian encouraged young people to study the history
of the first century of every religion . . . . H you study properly and
co~d~r the events ,,:hich took place in the first century of the '
Christian era, you will be full of hope, aspiration, and certitude . . . ."

your presence, to be in the presence of
my beloved Hands of the Cause of God,
the standard bearers; the Counsellors;
the Auxiliary Board members; and the
generals of the Anny, the members of
the National Spiritual Assembly; and
the beloved friends in this conference.
"Friends, . . . the beloved Shoghi
Effendi many times raised his right
hand and said emphatically: 'I am waiting to hear with my own ears.' He is
waiting for our response to the call
which the supreme body of the Faith,
The Universal House of Justice, has
given. I think the moment that we do
something, he hears. Baha'u'lIah, the
Bib, 'Abdu'l-Baha, all of them hear.
There is no need to raise our voices.
They all are with us, they speak to us,
and we have their guidance."

The Hand of the Cause John Robans
"The one thing that has been a common factor in each of the Plans has been
that we begin to work, really work, in
the final year or two years. Up until that
time we know about it, we think about
it, we do lnmdhing about it, m our beloved National Spiritual Assemblyencourages all the teachers to go out and
work and teach. But somehow it is not
until about the last two years of the Plan
that SUddenly we have frantic prayer
campaigns and teaching campaigns and
people flying allover the continent, in
fact allover the world, until finally on
the last day of the Plan it is completed."
Mr. Robarts recalled how at the end
of the Five Year Plan for Canada, in
1953, thirty Local Spiritual Assemblies
were established in the country. To ensure that this task be carried out and that
every possible Assembly be elected,
"two very devoted Baha'is packed their
bags and were ready to flyaway from
their homes at the last minute." One of
them was called upon to move to
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another community at the last minute so
that an Assembly could be elected.
"Our Plan was completed," said Mr.
Robarts, "but at the very last hour."
"In these Plans," he said, "we notice
that there are always some people who
are very anxious to serve but somehow
they just cannot bring themselves
around to teaching the Faith. They are
devoted, they want to serve, but they
don't bring anybody in and they have an
awful feeling when the Plan is completed that they really haven't carried
their own weight."
He said we must begin to develop
good habits of teaching and participation in Baha'i life. He told the story of a
gifted but unsuccessful insurance
salesman in Canada whose bad habits
so crippled his approach to work that
even with a good personality and unusual talents he was not able to succeed. It was only when increasing failure forced him to adopt a rigorous, disciplined approach to his business life,
with new habits replacing the old, that
success came.

Mr. Robarts urged Baha'IS to set
goals for themselves in this Plan and
that they make sustained efforts to accomplish their personal goals. He suggested that daily prayer, deepening in
the Writings, and the memorization of
as much of the Writings as possible
were some of the keys to becoming
successful Baha'is. Other requirements
he mentioned were active participation
in the life of the community, regular
attendance at Feast and Local Spiritual
Assembly meetings, and systematic
support of the Fund. To the list he
added this final admonishment: "We
must love all people. That sometimes
requires quite a habit. We have to work
at that!"
The Baha'is are greatly blessed to
receive the guidance they do from The
Universal House of Justice, he said.
"We had a letter from The Universal
House of Justice just two weeks ago in
which it said that the entire Baha'i
world seems to have arisen as one man
to embrace the Five Year Plan, and we
have the highest hopes for victories and
developments during its course."
He concluded his presentation by
reading this passage from the Five Year
Plan message of The Universal House
of Justice to the Baha'is of the world:
"As the old order gives way to the new,
the changes which must take place in
human affairs are such as to staggerthe
imagination. This is the opportunity for
the hosts of the Lord. Undismayed and
undeterred by the wreckage of 'longcherished ideals and time-honored institutions', now being 'swept away and
relegated to the limbo of obsolescent
and forgotten doctrines', the world
community of Baha'is must surge forward eagerly, and with everincreasing energy, to build those new,
God-given institutions from which will
be diffused the light of the holy principles and teachings sent down by God in
this day for the salvation of all mankind. "

An anist's reconstruction of agricultural work in a prehistoric village.

The Flowering of the Planet
by Guy Murchie
If you look around you in the world, at the countryside,
the cities and the highways, you may get the impression
that things are going along as usual, that nothing is happening today very different from what happened in times
past, although of course most educated people have been
taught that mankind changes and evolves slowly from
century to century, from age to age. But the world isn't
what it seems and I would like to speak of something
drastic that is happening here on Earth right now that
never happened before and may never happen again. One
could call it the flowering of the planet, although" gennination" may be a better word than "flowering" because it
is more fundamental and perhaps easier to believe since
the coming blossoms of Earth have not yet convincingly
revealed themselves to many of us. All viable worlds must
eventually genninate and flower, moreover, and, to future
historians, it could well be that this twentieth century will
become known as the century of the Flowering of Earth.

I am referring to this century, and this period in history,
because Baha'u'llah said in His clear voice that this is the
day when all the atoms of the earth will attest to its
greatness and that this is the day for which mankind has so
long and so patiently been waiting. Prophets of old must
have had some age in mind when they spoke, as recorded
in the Bible, of "the latter days" and "the time of the
end." So why shouldn't we believe Bahl!'u'lIah, the
Prophet of today, when He tells us they meant now, our
very own time? I know there are many people in the world
not convinced of this, and some are still awaiting "the
second coming" which, they suppose, may yet be centuries if not millenia away. And they haven't noticed
anything special happening in these so-called "troublous
times" that seem to be just a continuation of the troublous
times of all ages.
But I have some facts I would like to present to you on
the subject. My scientific studies and the thirteen years I
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On August 25. 1830. the
locomotive. Tom Thumb.
raced a horse between Relay
and Baltimore. Maryland.
The Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad has since used
locomotive power instead of
horse-drawn cars.
have just spent in writing a book about life on this planet
may have given me awareness ofa few things some of you
may have missed. Specifically, I would like to tell you
about fifteen evidences of the germination of Earth, which
Baha'u'lhih must have intuitively known would lead to her
future flowering. All of them, as you will see, are unique
historical events.
I. The first of my fifteen evidences of the germination
of Earth is the explosion of man's population in the twentieth century. To put it in perspective, visualize the human
species a million years ago as composed "f something like
100,000 inquisitive furry creatures living in the most
fertile parts of Africa, Asia and perhaps Europe. There
was land enough for the average family to occupy an
expanse as big as Long Island all by itself. But naturally
most of them gravitated into the valleys favored with the
best water and game, leaving other regions almost empty.
They did not live in villages though (for villages had not
been invented) but rather roamed about in small groups
hunting meat and gathering vegetables to feed themselves.
After another 990,000 years, which would bring us to
8000 B.C., this species, with its newly evolving brain and
growing awareness that it was basically different from
other creatures, had multiplied to an estimated three million people and was steadily, if slowly, increasing in
numbers, stimulated by such developments as its discovery that cattle, horses and buffalo could be persuaded to
plow, the wind to sail a ship, or a river to grind grain
-miracles never before seen on planet Earth. And yet
man's unprecedented growth in the past few thousand
years is as nothing compared with his veritable explosion
today. What I am coming to is that our population has
suddenly spurted after growing at a leisurely long-range
rate of .002 percent per year for millions of years. For now
we wake up to fi nd it growing at the rate of 2 percent a year
or about 1,000 times faster than ever before the nineteenth
century!
Of course explosions of population happen among
animals too. You must have heard of the lemmings exploding in Scandinavia and swimming in the sea, of locusts having plagues, of blackbirds in Maryland last
spring suddenly exceeding the human population of a
small town by an alarming thousand times! Butthe human
population change, which directly affects us all, far ex14
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ceeds in importance anything the animals have ever done,
partIy because of the extraordinary effects of its byproduct in human pollution. These I call the three B's: for
babies, bombs and blight. Did you know that cars are
multiplying three times as fast as the people who drive
them and five times as fast as the roads they move upon?
That there is something called mental pollution in publications, books and ideas, a phenomenon we will come to
again presently? Of course pollution is so much discussed
these days that I hardly need describe it further.
2. So let's move on to my second evidence of germination, which is man's winning of the tournament of evolution which has now for the first time given him clear
dominance over all other creatures on Earth. A century
ago if you went to Africa you would have been in real
danger of being killed by the wild beasts, but today it is the
beasts who are in even greater danger of being killed by
the humans. Most of the big animals now are under some
kind of control in zoos, game preserves, national parks or
(in the case of certain fish and whales) international
treaties. Even insects and microbes are coming more and
more under human control. In many cases, as you know,
man's competition has led to the extinction of other
species of life in recent centuries or millenia: notably of a
dozen kinds of mammoth and mastodon and the woolly
rhinoceros, followed by the quagga, the aurochs and such
birds as the dodo, the moa, the passenger pigeon, the
heath hen and the great auk.
But before that, more than 99.9 percent of all the species
that ever lived 00 Earth hal a1realy disappeared (presumably naturally) with ooly the meagerest foo.ilized trace left
to prove it. For species are not static but come and go and
flow like waves on a river. Indeed out ofbiIlions of species
estimated to have foliated Earth in her five billion years of
evolution to date, only a couple of million exist at anyone
time because each lasts hardly a fleeting million years
before it finally branches, withers or in some way loses its
identity. Nor are we running out of them since scientists
continue to discover new ones: bird species at the rate of
one a week, mammals at the rate of one every two weeks,
insects and new smaller species by the dozens every day,
the overall rate of gain in species exceeding the loss by a
good two hundred times. And if you look closely into this
bubbling river of evolution, you can see that man is

Since history began to be recorded in 3600 B.C. more than
14,550 wars have been fought, at the rate of one every 140 days.
The absurdity of continuing this pattern is so obvious that
perhaps the majority of all educated men now favor a
world federation.

influencing it more and more, not only usurping the breeding of dogs and other domesticated animals and vegetables, but in this century virtually taking over the main
burden of it, including very soon the breeding of himself!
3. 1be third of my fifteen factors of gennination is
man's virtual completion of the exploration of his planet in
this century. Only 500 years ago the map makers knew
nothing of what was on the other side of the earth, or even
if it had another side. America was unknown even to itself
and the extent of Africa was a wild conjecture. Explorers
presumed the tropics were made of fire and the earth flat so
that ships would risk falling off its edge if they ventured
out of sight of shore. The Dutch did not discover Australia
until the seventeenth century and the ocean depths and
polar regions remained largely unknown even up to the
beginning of the twentieth.
In the first decades of this century when I was a child
and young man, nobody had been to the North Pole or the
South Pole or to the top of the highest mountain or the
bottom of the sea. But all these goals have been attained in
this century and man has charted not only every detail of
every land and ocean deep, not missing the inner heart of
the atom, but flown through the whole atmosphere and
into space beyond it, including in person to Earth's satellite, the moon-with rocket cameras to the neighboring
planets and hundreds of sophisticated new telescopes,
spectroscopes and other instruments to the very horizon of
the freshly conceived Universe. What could more dramatically demonstrate Baha'u'II3h's declaration that this is
the Day when something unprecedented is happening to
the little world called Earth?
4. My fourth evidence of gennination is that man's
speed of travel has increased a thousand-fold in less than a
hundred years. After about five millenia during which the
fastest a human could go wasatthe gallopofa horse, what
might be called an oats barrier was passed in 1839 when a
railroad locomotive hit 59 miles an hour, decisively beating the horse, and a succession of locomotives held the
record until I was born in 1907. As a matter of mystic
coincidence, I recently found out that it was indeed the
very day I was born, January 25, 1907, that the record
finally left the rails and passed to automobiles when a man
named Frank Marriott drove a Stanley Steamer 150 miles
an hour on Onnond Beach in Florida. And that record

stood for more than 10 years until airplanes surpassed it in
World War I. From then on airplanes held the record
continuously for over 40 years until Yuri Gagarin, the
Russian, went into orbit April 12, 1961, at a speed of
better than five miles a second. And it was less than eight
years later that Frank Bonnan, going to the moon for the
United States in 1968, went almost seven miles a second.
Such translunar speed (slightly exceeded in later Apollo
flights to the moon) will probably remain man's approximate limit for quite a while because one doesn't need
much more speed to go anywhere in the solar system,
which is as far as we are likely to go until we head for the
stars-and that is untold centuries off.
5. The fifth in this series of evidences is man's speed of
communication which, in case you didn't notice, has
increased even faster than his speed of travel, multiplying
itself ten million times in a single step upward in 1844
when the first "instantaneous" message was sent on
Earth, in one leap raising the speed of the railway mail
pouch to that of the telegram flashing along wire at
186,282 miles a second! There was something divinely
mystic about this event which, as most of you know,
coincided with the announcement of the coming of the
Baha'f Faith by the Bab in Shfniz, Persia, on May 23 of
that historic year which was likewise the day
'Abdu'I-Baha was born and the thousandth anniversary of
the disappearance of the Twelfth Imam of Islam. And the
engineering miracle has been finnly consolidated by successive development of the telephone, radio and television
during the ensuing genninal century in which, although
these later inventions have not increased the transmission
velocity (speed of light), they have suddenly for the first
time made Earth capable of communicating with outside
worlds, particularly since powerful television waves
began to be broadcast regularly from America and Europe
shortly after World War II, resulting in the planet's radiating out a continuously expanding sphere of TV waves
-an abstract bubble of radiation with current radius of 30
light years that already reaches beyond some thousand of
the nearer stars and their planetary systems.
6. The sixth evidence is the explosion of knowledge.
The earth's Tree of Knowledge has burst into bloom in
this century and Earth can never again be the same. Man's
mind is, you might say, the fovea of this planet's con-
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In the nineteenth century slavery was abolished and virtually
disappeared from democratic societies. At the same time
women began removing their veils, led by such heroic pioneers as
Taihirih, and they demanded the right to own· property rather
than be property.

sciousness, the fovea being the part of a retina that is
keenly focused on a book when one is reading it. An
example of this sudden change in man's mind might be
that in the first decade of this century The New York
Times published an editorial saying: "The flying machine
which will really fly might be evolved by the combined
and continuous efforts of mathematicians and mechanics
in from one to ten million years." The date was 1903, the
very year in which two unknown bicycle mechanics
named Wilbur and Orville Wright completed a seemingly
harebrained experiment at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina,
news of which The New York Times did not deem fit to
print.
Within a few decades of course things began to look
very different and it became evident that any good engineering firm, even in 1903, given a million dollars to
research and develop a flying machine, might have done
as well as the Wright boys. Some believed better. But the
fact is that no one in 1903 had thought flying was worth a
million dollars or, for that matter, a thousand, even
though in a few decades almost every big corporation and
government on Earth would be putting a major portion of
its budget into research and development.
Meanwhile, during and after World War I, tlying developed at an accelerating pace and knowledge germinated explosively allover the planet while fundamental
revolutions occurred in most of the main branches of
science. And this sudden pooling of knowledge was
measurable statistically as an outburst of information that
greatly exceeded the increase in population. Indeed in
terms of books, pamphlets, journals, maps, photographs,
etc. housed in the world's libraries, the accumulation is
already estimated to total something like a billion items
and to be growing at the rate of 3 percent per year and
therefore rapidly pulling away from the people who are
multiplying at only 2 percent.
One of the consequences of this interrelation is that, by
the time a baby today finishes college, the amount of
information available to him will have quadrupled. Which
imposes an unprecedented strain on twentieth century
children comprehensible only in light of the volatility of
the knowledge now overflowing upon Earth, knowledge
that is accumulating so much faster than it is evaporating
that a major task of the next century may well be man's
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taming and harnessing it in the service of his newly germinated world.
7. A major offshoot from the Tree of Knowledge of
course is automation, which in one generation has revolutionized the management and technology of the
world. At its heart is the computer, whose relation to the
earth's explosions in speed and information is obvious in
the fact that man now not only doubles his computation
rate (a blend of speed, complexity and accuracy) every
year but, through electronic miniaturization, annually
halves its equipment size and (to some degree) its cost.
Thus the mental work of multiplying two 14-digit numbers, which took a trained mathematician with pencil and
paper twenty minutes in World War n, can now be done
electronically in less than 1/100th of a second and with
much less chance of error.
Predicting the future of automatic computation is admittedly difficult and controversial but it is interesting to
contemplate the extravagant extrapolation of a leading
authority, Martin Minsky of MIT's Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory, who predicted in 1970 that in a decade or so
"we will have a machine with the general intelligence of
an average human being . . . . a machine able to read
Shakespeare, grease a car, play office politics, tell a joke,
have a fight." He added that "at that point the machine
will begin to educate itself with fantastic speed. In a few
months it will be at genius level" and, not long after, "its
powers will be incalculable."
8. The eighth factor of germination is the StXlden shift of
poverty towards prosperity on Earth. At the beginning of
this century only I percent of humanity, called the
"haves," had an annual income of a few hundred dollars.
Today half the world's population averages $2,000 annually and, by the year 2000, presumably the "haves"
should reach 90 percent of the world's population. Although a serious problem has so far persisted throughout
the worldwide industrial revolution of an "ineradicable"
disparity between the wealth of the "haves" and the
"have-nots," the overall average wealth has been steadily
growing. Thus while the average American has increased
his consumption of energy 100-fold in 100 years until he
is now using 50 times as much of it as the average Hindu in
India, the Hindu has also increased his consumption by at
least 5 or 10 times and, when education enables him to

The first successful
telegraphic cable crossing the
Atlantic Ocean was laid in
1866. This lithograph depicts
the arrival of the cable in
Newfoundland on July 27 of
that year.
take advantage of his proliferating opportunities, he may
well begin to close the gap.
Another aspect of the surging wealth is the abrupt,
almost cancerous, growth of cities on this planet that
never had a village until a dozen millenia ago, hardly a real
town before the fifth century B.C., and as recently as
1800 A.D. only fifty cities with populations as big as
100,000 people. But in the nineteenth century came the
ignition point when industry, machines, plumbing, transport, electricity and the telephone really germinated the
urban seeds so that by 1970 Earth was rich enough to have
more than fifteen hundred cities of over 100,000 and a
good hundred between 1,000,000 and 10,000,000. In the
United States now, in consequence, country land is being
paved over and urbanized at the unheard of rate of 5 square
miles a day and it appears that the majority of all humans
will be living in cities by 1990.
9. Evidence number nine of germination is that during
the past century a great movement to liberate the captive
people of Earth has swept the planet and now, for the first
time, women are being given equal rights with men almost
everywtoere and not only slaves but exploited races and
minorities of nearly every sort are progressively gaining
equal status with other citizens in all but a few totalitarian
states.
Slavery is an ancient social perversion that goes back
further than history, even into animal and vegetable orders
like the ants, but it evidently evolved among humans only
with agriculture, villages, property ownership, animal
domestication and particularly the invention of war
which, after all, is what provided the prisoners who became the first slaves. It reached peaks in the days of
Solomon who built his temple with 153,600 slaves
(Chronicles 11,2, 17-18) and in Roman times when it was
so widespread it necessitated constant raiding into "barbarian" countries and began to be abused with distressing
consequences like gladiatorial exhibitions and the revolt
of Spartacus, the slave who trained and led an army of
90,000 slaves against Rome. Indeed it seemed such an
ingrained aspect of nature that the great philosophers of
the day accepted it, including Socrates, Plato (rather reluctantly) and Aristotle. Even Christ is not known to have
spoken against it for, as Paul wrote to the Corinthians:
"Every man has his own calling; let him keep to it."

In the nineteenth century, however, almost like magic,
slavery, which had become big business, especially'
among seafaring nations, was abolished and virtually disappeared from democratic societies. At the same time
enslaved women were removing their veils, led by such
heroic pioneers as Tabirih, the great woman martyr of the
early days of our Faith in Persia, and increasingly they
demanded the right to own property rather than be property. So not much longer would they rank below pigs
socially in New Guinea. Nor would it continue to be
possible to buy a wife for $4.00 as was still being done in
West Africa when I was there flying cargoes in World War
II. Even racial prejudice, notably difficult to purge from
peoples' minds after millenia of injustice between races,
is steadily diminishing this century, aided by improved
education and legislation for human and civil rights
throughout much of the world.
10. My tenth evidence of germination is the sudden
great increase in literacy and education all over our planet.
As a result, more than 60 percent of humanity can now
read and write and the proportions of that majority are
increasing about one percent a year as the illiterate elderly
die. Predictably the change is accompanied by no little
struggle, for literacy is not yet every man's dish. When an
Arab in Algeria was approached recently about letting his
wife join a reading and writing class, he asked in astonishment, "You mean my wife should write letters? To
whom?"
Yet somehow, little by little, the new ideas take hold,
often aided by radio or movies, and the new teachings are
having their subtle but profound effect on evolution, particularly on the mental and cultural evolution they are part
of.
II. Standardization, the eleventh factor in germination,
is rapidly uniting Earth by permeating all science and all
nations. For not only does mankind as a whole already use
the twenty-four-hour day, the seven-day week, decimals
in mathematics, standard scientific criteria from market
scales to atomic energy and common traffic rules in shipping and flying, but soon the metric system will undoubtedly become universal, highway signs similar everywhere and, sooner or later, all countries driving on the
right.
12. A universal language that all educated humans can
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II
Thomas Edison's electric
lighting station in New York
City was the first such power
plant in the world.
speak and understand is my twelfth factor in this series,
which also seems on its way to becoming a reality on
Earth. Although about fifty artificial languages such as
Esperanto have been devised, which offer the advantages
of phonetic regularity, simplicity, and universality, no
one of them has yet been officially adopted as the world
language because they all bear the heavy initial disadvantage that there is no considerable population speaking
them, no government or large institution promoting them
and no literature to give them a tradition. So we are left
with the natural evolutionary process of the roughly 4,000
known ancient tongues which fortunately are slowly
filtering and amalgamating toward fewer and more universal modem languages with large vocabularies and literatures such as English, Gennan, Spanish, French,
Mandarin Chinese, Hindustani, Russian, Hebrew and
Arabic.
Of these, English in the last century or two seems to
have moved to the forefront as the one with the best chance
of becoming a truly universal tongue, most of all in the last
few decades. And today more than 60 percent of all
scientific papers are published in English, work on simplifying it is being done, and it is the standard language of
airports all over Earth.
13. My thirteenth evidence is the movement toward a
world government which, although appropriately unlucky, has become such an obviously essential step in
Earth's present development that it must be considered
one of the factors in planetary gennination even though it
hasn't yet happened. Indeed should man's narrow
nationalism or heedlessness continue to block the establishment of any sort of world political federation for
many decades more, humanity'S very survival will be
increasingly threatened!
.
In the evolution of the many millenia just past, starting
with families and clans that slowly combined into villages
and city states that eventually became nations, federations, empires and superpowers, the custom known as war
evolved along with political organization in a parallel,
feedback interrelation. Of the 14,550 wars fought since
history began to be recorded in 3600 B.C. at the rate of
one every 140 days, however, they were relatively local
until this century, indeed generally conducted like sporting events with participants consisting of professional
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soldiers following traditional rules and led by individual
heroes. And it is only now that suddenly something entirely new has emerged with the advent of nuclear
weapons and intercontinental missiles which makes war
not only all-out but so impersonal and instantaneously
lethal on such a scale that the "victor" must almost surely
be destroyed along with the "vanquished," not to mention
all large cities and possibly half of mankind vaporized in a
day.
How Earth will become federated or otherwise united
under a world government strong enough to disarm the
nations and guarantee peace and order is not yet clear, but
the absurdity of continuing the present international anarchy is so obvious that perhaps the majority ofall educated
people already favor some fonn of world federation, including the sacrifice of national sovereignty essential to
making it work, so it has a chance of finally coming into
existence without too catastrophic a birth struggle.
14. The fourteenth factor of gennination is the rise of
the human spirit which must be swiftly, if invisibly,
evolving-along with man's more obvious material and
mental progress-and must, Baha'u'll3h tells us, soon
unite all people in a common bond of empathy that will
bring such hannony and peace as was never before known
on Earth.
This of course is not a scientific statement, nor is it
provable nor (I presume) even believable to most people.
Yet it is at the heart of the gennination of the planet and
must be, in some sense, measurable. I mean that it deals
with a profound question, that seems to disturb many
serious thinkers: is our world getting better or worse? Are
we passengers on Earth evolving as we should? Or are
conuption and pollution (with its 3 B's) overtaking us as
we slide hopelessly down the drain?
The answer is not easy. At the very least, it calls for
spiritual comparison between life on Earth today and life
as it was on Earth a hundred or a hundred-thousand years
ago-and it is a comparison bound to be controversial,
both because no one lives long enough to gain first-hand
perspective over such spans of time and because spiritual
things are so utterly intangible and elusive.
Nevertheless one can look at Stone Age life on Earth
today which may be comparable to the pre-Eden days
when man was a hunter and knew nothing of farming, his

The earth's Tree of Knowledge has burst into bloom in this
century and Earth can never again
be the same. It is estimated that a billion items are stored
in the world's libraries, and the accumulation grows at the
rate of three percent per year.

morality presumably on the level of the increasingly
clever beast he had found himself to be and whose sense of
right and wrong, if it could be called that, depended, as
with other animals, on his instinctive urges to hunt, kill,
eat, mate and defend the territory he regarded as his. Then
as man settled into tribal and village life with all it involved in common defense measures, laws of property,
adaptability to authority (including gods, devils and
chiefs), inevitably disputes became louder and more frequent, leading to more laws that resulted in more violations as crimes became sins-and the evolution of virtue
slowly advanced, significantly changing the killing of a
rival from a noble deed to a shameful murder.
Of course it took a long time with innumerable ups and
downs and inspirations and errors. The Dark Ages and the
Middle Ages came and went with their interminable killings, often in the name of piety as when Bishop Peter
Arbuez burned 40,000 "heretics" at the stake and was
canonized as a saint for it.
But perhaps observation of a typical city scene would
be enough to show the spiritual temper of the times-so
let me say that a poor old man who fell down in the street
in 1750 was likely to be left there unaided and, when
Horace Walpole saw it happen outside White's coffee
house in London that year, he recorded that the customers
inside placed bets on whether the fellow were dead or not.
And, when a passerby suggested he should be bled (standard first-aid teatment of the day), they loudly protested
that this would interfere with ~he fairness of the betting.
At the same time, any well-dressed stranger, particularly if foreign-looking, was liable to be jeered as a
"French dog," have dead cats or worse thrown at him and,
if he retaliated, he might well be mobbed and killed. And
taunting victims in the pillory, staring at the inmates of
"mad houses," or baiting animals, were favorite pastimes, only recently replaced by going to ball games or
watching TV.
By such glimpses of history we can measure in a feeble
way the unfolding of spirit through the centuries-noting
that in enlightened England there remained 223 offenses
punishable by death in 1817, the year of Baha'u'lhih's
birth, while the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals was founded in 1824, something that a
historian was to call the first consciously organized action

taken by any species of life on Earth solely for the benefit
of another.
By the time Baha'u'lhih had lived His life, however,
and established the Baha'f Faith as the first truly global
religion on Earth, the concomitant germination was well
under way, and the twentieth century unreeling its wonders. And since World War II, while the membership of
most of man's religious organizations has been growing
about twice as fast as his population, the speed of the
Baha'f Faith to virtually every corner of every country has
exceeded all the others.
15. The final evidence of germination on my list is the
very profound but hard-to-detect transcendence of the
organism man into the superorganism mankind. This also
involves the consciousness of mankind which is swiftly
unfurling a new dimension as Earth becomes aware of
he rsel ffor the firsttime, one might say turning (on a world
scale) self-conscious!
It could be usefully compared, I think, to a fish in a
school or a bird in a flock engaged in mass maneuvering.
For such a fish or bird inevitably loses his individuality
and independence and, to some degree, becomes a "cell"
in a greater "body" . He must also, in effect, submerge his
"self' beyond the equivalent of an ant or bee in order to
resurface collectively as an anthill or a beehive. And this
means, in the case of man, that he not only transcends
individually, each in his own mind and soul, from finitude
toward Infinitude, but he also transcends collectively from
men and women to mankind while Earth herself (whose
consciousness is primarily the mind of man) must ultimately transcend (beyond space-time-self) into what may
be described as the divine essence of the Universe.
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A Glimpse of the World Center
by GregoI)' Dahl
Mr. Dahl worked at the World
Center temporarily during the Third
International Convention in 1973.
This article presents his personal
impressions of that sojourn in
Haifa. Ed.

For most of us who have had the rare
and inestimable privilege of working in
Haifa for The Universal House of
Justice-God's supreme and infallible
House of lustice-the experience is so
precious and personal that it defies description. As a temporary helper in
Haifa I found myself briefly in a new
and almost unbelievable world where
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belief was realized in action and where
service became my overriding concern.
After arriving in Haifa I was greeted
by a member of The Universal House of
Justice, who introduced me to most of
the other staff, and explained some of
what I had been called to the World
Center to do. It was as though a new
mail clerk for General Motors was
being personally greeted by a member
of the Board of Directors and made to
feel welcome, wanted, and properly
oriented to the tasks ahead. My head
reeled; I could hardly believe what was
happening.
But there was no time for trying to
grasp the spiritUal significance of the
place, the institution, or my own con-

tribution. Unlike a pilgrim, I was there
to work, to be of service to the Supreme
Institution. Approximately three simultaneous full-time jobs were given me in
my first hour, and I was immediately
plunged headlong into my tasks.
After some three days of hard work., I
was talking with the staff member who
does printing for The Universal House
of Justice in a refurbished garage next
to the Master's former home. He said
that I should speak to one of the members of the House of Justice 10 request
some materials I needed. Not aware of
their schedule, I asked whether it would
be all right to call then. He said to call
the next morning as the person I sought
would be in a meeting. At first I thought

of a committee meeting, or a meeting of
one of the departments (the House has
approximately ten departments to
handle many of its affairs). Then, looking across the street, I saw the second
story windows of the oval room where
The Universal House of Justice meets,
and it struck me that the House was in
session at that moment, perhaps discussing an issue that would vitally affect
the very destiny of mankind. One cannot really conceive the power and majesty of such an institution; and I certainly had not yet had time to even think
about it. I would have felt very scared
and out of place had I not known that
since the House of Justice had asked me
to be in Haifa, that was exactly where I
ought to be.
This is the most important lesson I
gleaned from the World Center: that we
as Bahli'fs must combine in our affairs
justice with love, obedience with open
communication.
Never when meeting or working with
a member of the House of Justice did I
sense from him a trace of the feelings of
self-importance or pomposity that we
frequently encounter elsewhere, and
that we unconsciously use as measures
of the people we meet, and as guides to
determine our own behavior towards
them. I could always tell a Senator from
a Congressman on Capitol Hill by his
demeanour, and I adjusted my own behavior accordingly; but in Haifa these
accustomed cues are absent. The Hands
of the Cause, members of the House of
Justice, and World Center staff associate together in apparent equality. I
was not constantly made to feel conscious of my position; rather, as
everyone else, I had to define my own
position and then occupy it, unassisted
by a rigidly enforced social structure.
In other words, one has to decide for
oneself how it is appropriate to act
towards-let us say-a Hand of the
Cause. These individuals, more important to the future of mankind than any
corporation president, bear themselves
so humbly and are so accessible that
one must be ever-so-conscious not to
impose upon their kindness. I soon
began to understand the predicament of
the early believers Who, coming close
to 'Abdu'I-Baha, wished only to please
Him, while He in tum thought of nothing but serving the servants of God.
One evening two other temporary
workers and I were invited for supper to

the home of one of the members of the
House of Justice. Arriving on foot a few
minutes late, we found our host waiting
for us in the street to make sure we did
not lose our way. Before long we were
seated for the meal, and were served by
our host and hostess. How contrary to
the ways of the world that a humble
temporary helper, without special virtue, would find himself waited on at
table by a member of The Universal
House of Justice. The members of the
House of Justice seem ahyays conscious of the fact that as individuals
they are not invested with authority;
that authority rests with the Institution.
This fact they convey arrestingly
through their bearing and their example.
Though the members of the House of
Justice individually display the greatest
kindness, consideration, and friendliness, that is not to say that the World
Center operates on love alone.
Ru~fyyih Khanum has likened mercy
and justice to the flesh and the bones of
the body respectively; the bones are
very much in evidence in Haifa. When I
received instructions from The Universal House of Justice, I knew that task
was exactly what I should be performing, and that its accomplishment was
the highest service I could perform for
the Cause at that moment. What greater
happiness than this?
However, if I had a question concerningjust what it was I was supposed
to do, or a suggestion about how it
should be done, the channels of communications were open. Virtually
every member of the 60-odd World
Center staff is supervised directly,
often daily, by a member of the House
of Justice. And one can always telephone if necessary. The feeling is one
of fellowship and mutual assistance,
certainly not of dictatorial authority.
Only in this way can a system of perfect
obedience truly function, while drawing out all the talents and warm feelings
of the individual.
Then there was the incredible courtesy. In the great rush of activity before
the third International Convention
everyone was very busy, of course, and
some were hard pressed to finish their
assigned tasks on schedule. In discharging my own tasks I often came
into contact with the staff, and in virtually every instance I was treated
calmly, with patience, and coopera-

tion. What a difference such a happy,
cooperative, and spiritual atmosphere
makes in pressure-filled times. The effect is that the pressure evaporates and
all that is left is happy exhaustion at the
end of each day, and the knowledge
that one has been of service. True
Baha'f administration is very different
from the efficiency-driven, competitive
system we commonly borrow from the
world around us.
Interestingly enough, the tremendous efficiency of the World Center is
something one cannot help but marvel
at. I am no expert in the subject, but
compared with the production in government offices I am familiar with, I
would say output per person in Haifa
was at least twice as high (and
productive output per person probably
several times higher).
In Haifa one is, of course, continually reminded by the presence of the
Shrines and gardens of the importance
of prayer and of developing a constant
spiritual attitude. From the office
where I worked I had only to lean out
the window and look up the steps of
Mount Carmel to gaze on the magnificent Queen of Carmel , the Shrine of the
Bab. If we in other parts of the world
could carry with us such a spiritUal vision to call upon when needed (perhaps
in the form of memories of our pilgrimage, of a summer school, or of some
other precious event), how different our
daily lives and service could be.
When I speak of my experiences
with friends they often say Haifa must
be like heaven, impossible for us to
relate to our everyday lives. Nothing
could be farther from the truth. Although none of us c an be 'A bdu' 1-Baha,
our only hope is to follow His example,
and we must not be discouraged by how
difficult it is to follow that example.
While our national and local centers
will never have the Shrines of the Bab
and Baha'u'lIah, the magnificent gardens designed by Shoghi Effendi, the
presence of many Hands of the Cause,
the fair and gentle climate of the Holy
Land so much appreciated by the Master, or the presence of The Universal
House of Justice, we can continue to
create in them the spirit of courtesy,
loving service, obedience, accessibility, humbleness, and happiness in the
privilege of service to the Divine
Threshold. What greater blessing than
this?
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Baha'i Heritage Series Note Cards
Several history-making places at the Baha'i World Centre have been illustrated in
quill and dry-brush drawings by Dr. David S. Ruhe. Eight of these superb illustrations
have been reproduced in sepia in a new series of note cards.
Eight cards and envelopes come in a convenient portfolio. An assortment of specialoccasion inserts is included so that you can quickly make the note cards into greeting
cards if you wish.
There are two assortments, each one with two each of four different views:
Assortment A (Product Number 20685) shows Mount Carmel and the Shrine of
the Bab, the Most Great Prison, the Mansion of Mazra'ih and the Great Pines
at Bahji.
Assortment B (Product Number 20684) shows the Land Gate of 'Akka, the
House at Ri9van Garden, the House of 'Abbud and Mount Carmel.

These note cards make fine gifts and can also be used for attractive invitations. Of
course, they are excellent for correspondence. They are tasteful teaching devices
designed so that they can also be used for pre-Baha'is.
How to Order
Your Baha', Community Librarian or authorized Baha', distributor may have these
note card portfolios in stock or may be able to supply you with prices and ordering
information. If they are not available in your area, please write to the International
Baha'i Audio-Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor, N.Y. 14564, U.S.A., for
information on where they may be obtained.
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Japan:
Japan organizes for
victories in teaching
The first National Spiritual Assembly of Japan was elected at Ri~van,
1974. The Hand of the Cause William
Sears witnessed the event as the representative of The Universal House of
Justice. He arrived in Japan on April 19
and remained in the country until April
30.
In his many meetings with the
friends he emphasized that Japan, having elected its own National Assembly,
would have to play an increasingly important role in the administrative work
in Asia. Japan was formerly under the
jurisdiction of the National Assembly
of Northeast Asia.
Upon his arrival in Tokyo Mr. Sears
was met by Continental Counsellor
Ruhu'llcih Mumtcizi. He began visiting
Baha'i communities almost immediately, answering many questions
about the Baha'i administrative system
and the individual's responsibility to
support it. Ori April 21 Mr. Sears and
his wife Marguerite celebrated the
Ri~an Feast with the friends in Tokyo,
and afterwards gave a talk to about 40
believers in the National ija~ira
tu'l-Quds.
The next day Mr. Sears met with the
friends in the Kansai area. He attended
the dedicationofthe ija~iratu'l-Quds in
Amagasaki, and spoke of the importance of this institution and the ancillary departments which would someday spring up around it.
On April 24 the Sears traveled south
to meet with friends in Hiroshima and·
then to Ube to spend an evening with
believers there. One youngster at the
high school in Ube declared after Mr.
Sears' visit.
The National Convention was held
between April 26-29. The Hand of the
Cause gave several inspiring talks,
stressing always the need to achieve the
goals of the Five Year Plan. In one of
his major presentations he explained
the differing roles of the institutions of
the Continental Counsellors and the
National Assemblies. He said close
cooperation between them was of vital
importance, and he encouraged the
friends to appreciate the significance of

Around the World

The Hand of the Cause William Sears, third/rom the right, poses with Continental
Counsellors and Auxiliary Board members for Northeast Asia during the 18th
National Ba/ui' i Convention in Tokyo, April 29 . Shown in this group are, from left to
right: Auxiliary Board members Hideya Suzuki and Hiroko Washington, Continental Counsellor Ruhu'lkih Mumtazi, Mr. Sears, and Auxiliary Board members
Kimiko Schwerin, and Kazutomo Umegae.
having their own National Spiritual Assembly.
From Japan Mr. Sears flew to
Korea, arriving in Seoul on the afternoon of April 30. He met with the National Spiritual Assembly of Korea to
discuss the progress of the Cause in the
region, and also with the Baha'is in the
capital city. On this Korean journey,
Mr. and Mrs. Sears were accompanied
by Auxiliary Board member Chul-min
Suh.

Patagonian Canals. The Alacalufes that
remain-not more than 25-are
fishermen and traders; some survive by
working in Puerto Eden's rudimentary
clam cannery. The assignment to reach
the Alacalufes was given by The Un i-

Chile:

Traveler contacts
dwindling Alacalufes
The Chilean National Assembly recently appointed a Baha'i teacher from
the southern province of Magallanes to
introduce the Faith to the dwindling
band of Alacalufe Indians living in
Puerto Eden, a small viJIage of 250
inhabitants on Wellington Island in the

Three Alacalufe Indian women who
were among the first to embrace the
Baha'i Faith during Mr. Siegel's visit
to Puerto Eden.
November, 1974/ BAHA'I NEWS

1. Approaching Puerto Eden after the
40-hour trip by boat from Punta
Arenas. 2. Homes along the shoreline
of Wellington Island, located in the
remote Patagonian Canal region of
southwester"" Chile. 3. Native crafts.

2.

3.
2
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versal House of Justice in Chile's Five
Year Plan.
.
The Baha'i teacher, Robert Siegel,
of Punta Arenas, spent 15 days in
Puerto Eden from June 15-30. The first
Baha'i contact with the Alacalufes was
in Punta Arenas (more than 500 miles
south of Puerto Eden) with the daughter
of an Indian family studying in the city.
The trip from Punta Arenas by boat
took 40 hours: sailing south through the
strait of Magellan, then north into the
Patagonian Canals and to Puerto Eden.
The boat docked in the small port at
six in the morning. Mr. Siegel was informed that a Mr. Achacaz-the father
of the girl living in Punta Arenas-had
come aboard to meet him.
"He was dressed in a jacket with
yellow rubber overalls that strapped
around his neck," Mr. Siegel recalled.
"I told him of speaking with his daughter and that I had a letter and medicine
from her to him. He was a simple,
humble man, but a contrast to passivity.
That is, he was firm and forceful in his
speech, and dynamic in his generosity.
Yet all of these strong qualities seemed
to be balanced somehow by his great
respect, humility, and kindness of stature."
Going ashore as the dawn light began
to brighten the surrounding countryside, the visitor could see in the distance ranges of snow-capped mountains emerging from the gloom. In the
harbor a score of small boats had pulled
alongside the aging cargo ship to unload burlap sacks of crabs and other
shellfish and to take Oli in twn-quantities of potatoes and other essential
consumer items. The land around the
town was hilly, and about 50 houses
were visible from the port. Mr. Siegel
was able to rent a room at the local
schoolhouse for his two-week stay.
The Achacaz family soon became
the first Alacalufe Baha'is in Puerto
Eden. Mr. Siegel described his visit to
their home in this way:
"As I entered the Achacaz home I
was courteously received and sat near a
hot wood-burning stove which greatly
pleased me. The house was rustic, but
had the signs of a home and most of ali,
the kindness of a family. I told them of
my purpose there in a simple way. . . .
The mother, father and daughter became the first Alacalufe Baha'is.
By the end of Mr. Siegel's visit to
Puerto Eden six adults and three youth
had enrolled in the Faith.

United States:
State teaching plan

launched in Dlinois
More than 500 Baha'Is were present
at the House of Worship in Wilmette,
November 23, for the launching of a
five-year plan for Illinois.
Illinois is one of the three states visited by 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1912 that has
been selected by the National Assembly for intensive teaching .and consolidation programs during the remainder
of the Five Year Plan. The other states
are California and New York.
The plan for California was launched
by the National Assembly in Santa
Cruz on July 13. The plan for New
York will be launched in Ithaca on
January II.
The National Spiritual Assembly,
which was present in Wilmette for its
regular monthly meeting, participated
in the November 23 ceremony.
Among the honored guests were the
Hands of the Cause of God Dhikru'llah
Khadem and William Sears, Continental Counsellors Edna True and Sarah
Pereira, and Auxiliary Board members
Javidukht Khadem and Thelma Jackson.
Mr. Khadem, the keynote speaker,
recalled in his address the great moments in the development of the Faith in
America, beginning with the declaration of the first believer Thornton
Chase, whom he called "the Mulla
ijusayn of the West."
The Hand of the Cause urged the
friends to surrender their lives to the
Cause of God, saying that attachment
to the things of this world could profit
them in no way. Bw'u'llah would give
them the necessary courage to win great
victories for the Faith, he said.
In its plan for the state, the National
Assembly put forward eleven basic
tasks for Illinois Baha'IS to accomplish,
called upon every individual Baha'I to
strive earnestly to attract at least one
person to the Faith each year, and assured the believers that the entire
American community could be
influenced through the accomplishment
of the heroic deeds to which they were
called.
"Such days as these will never come
again," William Sears said during his

Mauritania grows

(
very brief presentation. "Arise
courageously. Do all you can for the
prosecution of your noble duty."
In its message to the believers in illinois the National Assembly noted that
the House of Worship was an "everpresent symbol of the special blessings
and potentialities of the people who
have become its proud custodians."
The message listed other distinctions
Illinois has won over the years. Among
them: the transcendent position of
Chicago as the first place in America
where the Name of Bahli'u'llah was
publicly mentioned, the repeated inclusion of that city in the itinerary which
the Center of the Covenant,
'Abdu'l-Baha, followed during His epic

The Hand of the Cause Enoch
Olinga poses with the first two
women in Mauritania to become
Baha'IS, during his recent visit to
that country. Opened to the Faith by
Persian pioneers less than ten years
ago, Mauritania is a vast country in
the African Sahara, with a total
pbpulation of under one million.
Nine. women and more than sixty
men enrolled during Mr. Olinga's
visit. With four Local Spiritual
Assemblies already formed,'
Mauritania needs only one more
Local Spiritual Assembly to
complete its goal for the Five Year
Plan. The group photograph shows
some of the new believers with Mr.
Olinga (back row, third from right).
Both photographs were taken in the
village of Rosso.
journey to the West, His laying of the
foundation stone of the sacred structure
which would become, in Shoghi
Effendi's words, the "ordained Source
from which rays of spiritual guidance
will radiate."
"To these honors," the National Assembly continued, .. must now be added
the selection of your state for a special
endeavor in consonance with the high
expectations outlined in the Master's
Divine Plan and with the particular goal
to 'develop intensive teaching and consolidation plans in at least 3 states chosen from among those visited by
'Abdu'l-Bw, designed to attract great
numbers to the Cause of Baha'u'llah
thereby initiating a process leading to
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l. The Hand of the Cause of God
Dhikru'llah Khadem officially represented the institution of the Hands of
the Cause at the launching of the plan.
2. Mr. Sears was able to anend the
launching of the plan while en route to
Canada, where he and Mrs. Sears plan
to reside. 3. The launching provided an
opportunity for Illinois residents to
meet members of the Regional Teaching Comminee. On the right in this
photo is Xcylur Stoakely, a Regional
Teaching Committee member.
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the entry into the Faith by troops alluded to by the Master.' ..
Among the specific goals of the Illinois plan are to raise the number of
localities where Baha'IS reside to 400
(currently Baha'Is reside in 280
localities); to open to the Faith all counties where Baha'IS do not at this time
reside (approximately 50 counties are
in this category); to maintain existing
Local Assemblies and ensure that at
least 15 adults live in each Bahli'I community; to raise the number of Spiritual
Assemblies to 99 (there are 43 today);
and to increase the number of incorporated Assemblies to 40 (from the current 20).
In addition the plan requires that
each community expand its teaching
work among at least one of the minority
groups mentioned in the Five Year
Plan: American Indian, Annenian,
Chinese, Greek, and Spanishspeaking.
The use of radio and television for
broadcasts aimed at proclamation of the
Faith to greater numbers of listeners on
a regular basis was encouraged, as was
an increase in the use of the press to
expand the public's knowledge of the
Faith.
Other goals enumerated in the plan
were: encourage and organize regular
Baha'I activities and classes for adults,
youth, and children; organize regular
classes to educate Baha'I children in the
teachings of the Faith; foster and encourage youth activities, including
firesides, study classes, teaching institutes, local youth clubs, college clubs,
circuit teaching, and pioneering; strive
toward universal participation in support of the Baha'i Funds.
All of these tasks, the National Assembly said, are merely mileposts in a
journey tcw.ud the "entry into the Faith
by troops" called fer in the Five Year PIan
of The Universal House of Justice. Its
attainment, it added, "depends principally upon the response ofeach believer
in Illinois, who must be constantly
teaching, constantly studying the Holy
Texts and their authentic interpretations, constantly exercising the discipline of enlightened souls whose
thoughts and deeds are guided by the
standards of Bahli'u'lhih."
A new Regional Teaching Committee, organized to supervise the execution of the plan for Illinois, was introduced to the believers. The National

,-

Memorial for Mrs. Barney held at French summer school
The Hand of the Cause Ugo Giachery and Mrs. Giachery
attended the French Baha'i Summer School, held August
24 to September 1 at Carry-le-Rouet, on the shores of the
Mediterranean. Highlighting the summer session was a
moving commemoration for Laura Clifford DreyfusBarney, who died in Paris shortly before the school opened.
Assembly also announced the establishment of a Regional Information
Committee to take charge of all dealings with the media in Chicago and to
help communities throughout the state
with their information problems.

Hawaii:

The National Spiritual Assembly of France met at the
summer school and consulted with the assembled friends on
many aspects of the Five Year Plan and the International
Conference to be held in Paris in 1976. Dr. and MrS.
Giachery are shown seated in the second row, third and
fourth from the left.

A Maluhia," which means The Call of
Unity and Peace. Members of the
Hawaiian Baha'i community designed
and built the float. A project of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the Hawaiian Islands, the
float was made from the many flowers
of the islands and was seen on television throughout the islands. The parade
was also videotaped for showing over

Japanese television and other U. S. television stations. A special feature program on the building of the Baha'i float
was broadcast by a local television station. The float, shown below, was
manned by Baha'is who represented
ancient Hawaiians making flower leis,
malcing poi (a Hawaiian food), and
fishing.

Float wins prize in
annual Island parade
The Hawaiian Baha'i community
float entered in the Aloha Week Parade
won second Prize in the Schools and
Churches category. The parade is held
annually in mid-October and is part of
the Aloha Week celebrations. This
year's parade theme was: Malcahiki (the
time after the harvest when the ancient
Hawaiians relaxed and gave thanks for
their blessings). The Baha'i float
showed a Hawaiian warrior blowing a
conch shell to the mountains, announcing the call to unity and peace. In addition to having the words "Baha'i Faith"·
fashioned in flowers, the float also had
the Hawaiian phrase, "KalceaO Lokahi
November, 1974 I BAHA1 NEWS
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The Silent Teacher
by Bruce Whitmore
Application of the panels of concrete ornamentation to the gallery level of the House of Worship in Wilmette, 1938.

'-

The decision had been made. They, too, would demonstrate their devotion and love for God by building a temple
just as His courageous followers in '1shqabad, Russia,
were doing. On March 7, 1903, the eleven men of
Chicago's "House of Spirituality," forerunner of the
city's Local Spiritual Assembly, prepared a petition asking 'Abdu'l-Baha to grant permission for the start of a
project that, unbeknown to them, would have great repercussions in the world.
'Abdu'l-Baha responded: "Now the day has arrived in
which the edifice of God, the divine sanctuary, the
Spiritual temple, shall be erected in America."l In
another tablet He added: " ... Verily, the greatest affair
and the most important matter today is to establish a
Mashrak-el-Azkar and to found a Temple, from which the
voices of praise may raise to the Kingdom of the Majestic
Lord."2
Four years of relative inactivity followed the Master's
reply. The Faith was still in its infancy, it had few adherents, and its administrative structure, still weak and undefined, was not prepared initially to direct such a monumental task. There was also confusion about the true
meaning of 'Abdu'l-Baha's statements: did He refer to a
spiritual concept or an actual building; was there to be
only one Temple or many; and, if only one was to be built,
was it to be located in Chicago or elsewhere? Many
Baha'is felt strongly that the publication of literature
should take precedence at that time, while others concentrated on the development of teaching schemes, which
when initiated frequently lacked cohesion and direction.
Outwardly, interest in the Temple appeared to wane in the
years immediately following the Master's granting of
permission for construction, but in fact it was slowly,
quietly gaining momentum. The Temple project was destined to emerge in time as an instrument for the unification
of the American Baha'i community.
Interest in construction of the Temple was revived in
late 1906 when Corinne True, one of the first believers in
America, sent on behalf of the Chicago Women's Assembly of Teaching a petition to cities throughout the country,
calling for the Temple construction to begin. It was signed
by nearly one thousand believers. Mother True, as she
was later known, pasted together the many pages of ordinary writing paper and carried this homemade scroll to
'Akka for her meeting with 'Abdu'I-Baha. 3
She tells the story of putting the parchment behind her
on the divan and first presenting the little gifts sent by
the loving friends. But the Master strode across the
room, reached behind her and grasped the parchment,

holding it high in the air. "This," He exclaimed, "this
is what gives me great joy. Go back," He told her, "go
back and work for the Temple; it is a great work ....
Devote yourself to this project-make a beginning, and
all will come right." He then proceeded to give basic
instructions about its design. It was to have nine sides,
nine gardens, nine fountains, nine doors, nine walks,
etc. And so a vision of the first Baha'i Temple in the
Western Hemisphere was born. 4
In many Tablets over a period of years 'Abdu'l-Baha
made an effort to dispel the misconceptions that had
developed in the community about the proposed Temple.
It was a physical building, He said. There would be only
one in the beginning with many to follow in the future,
and it would be built in Chicago where the idea had
originated. 5 He also attempted to broaden the vision of the
believers and inspire in them a realization of the great
importance-greater than anyone had yet imagined--of
erecting the House of Worship. He said in one Tablet:
Verily the founding of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar will
mark the inception of the Kingdom of God on earth. It
is the evident standard waving in the center of that great
continent of America. . . .6 Its building is the most
important of all things. This is the spiritual foundation;
for that reason it is the most important of all foundations; from this spiritual foundation will come forth all
manner of advancement and progress in the world of
humanity. . . . Today the establishment of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar is of paramount importance .... It
is an expression of the elevation of the Word of God .
. . . When the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar with its accessories, is established in the world, aside from its religious or spiritual influence, it will have a tremendous
effect upon civilization. 7

Inaugurating a Worldwide Venture
Before the formation of the League of Nations-the
first international attempt to establish the political
machinery for the maintenance of global peace-the
Baha'i community was furiously laboring to construct an
architectural symbol of unity that would help guide mankind to an acceptance of the spiritUal foundations of lasting peace. That great effort received support not only from
America, but also from nearly every other community in
the Baha'i world. Approximately one-sixth of all contributions during the early years came from countries
other than the United States and Canada. Contributions
arrived from India, Persia, Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Russia, Egypt, Germany, France, England, Mexico, the
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"Verily the founding of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar will mark the inception
of the Kingdom of God on earth. It is the evident standard waving in the
center of that great continent of America. • • ."

Hawaiian Islands, Ireland, Italy, South Africa, New Zealand, Brazil, Mauritius, and the Isle of Pines. 8
A widow in the Orient who baked and sold bread for a
living, earning barely enough to support herself, sold an
earring she had worn since childhood and gave the money
to the Temple Fund. "See! The good God in His bounty
gives us all something we can spare," she said. Believers
in Poona, India, sold their jewelry and other valuables and
contributed the money to the Temple Fund. A poor shopkeeper who owned no finery eagerly yielded the mat on
which he slept so that he could have the honor of giving. A
New England spinster who supported herself by knitting
mittens contributed one half of all of the money that she
eamed. 9
In the United States, a variety of individual and coIlective efforts were organized to raise funds for the construction project. The first contribution was for $103.00, the
proceeds of a concert given by a group of Chicago Baba'is
on December 6, 1904. 10 Other fund-raising ventures included a widow's quilt fund, community "blessing
boxes," the private sale of Baha'i hymnals, and
"economy meals."11 A number of groups, such as the
"Temple Builders FeIlowship," were established to not
only raise money, but, in the tenninology of the Fellowship, to help individuals internalize divine principles
through social interaction. 12 Many American believers
donated their precious belongings, and one woman even
postponed needed dental care to be financially able to
make a contribution. 13 So interested were the members of
the "Baha'i FeIlowship of San Quentin" in making some
contribution to the Temple Fund that they printed prayer
cards and sold them to their feIlow prisoners to raise
money. 14 *
Genesis of Balui'I' Administration
The Temple project was "the bulwark of Baha'i adr:tinistration" during its fonnative period in America. IS
The work of construction generated the cooperation, discipline, hannony, detennination, and knowledge that
supported the Guardian's painstaking efforts to establish
the Baha'i Administrative Order.
In the early months of 1907, after Mother True's return
from' Akka, 'Alxlu'I-Baha continually emphasized to visiting Western believers the importance of making a beginning on the Temple. His encouragement and solicitude
*Of course, several of these methods of fund-raising were
modified or eliminated as the Guardian explained progressively the fundamental principles of the institution of
the Baha'i Fund.
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rekindled the enthusiasm of the travelers, and as they
returned to their communities they transmitted the
Master's sense of urgency . By summer's end the degree of
interest in America was so high that Chicago's House of
Spirituality invited Baha'is from across the country to
assemble to discuss the matter further. 16 This handful of
believers, in the words of the Guardian, ..... arose,
despite the smallness of their numbers and their limited
resources to initiate an enterprise which must rank as the
greatest single contribution which the Baha'is of
America, and indeed of the West, have yet made to the
Cause of Baha'u'I1lih." I 7
Representatives from many communities met on
Thanksgiving Day, November 26, and appointed a committee to locate a Temple site. At the conclusion of its
investigation of sites the committee voted unanimously to
recommend to the House of Spirituality, which had been
given complete authority to supervise the project, the
selection of a fourteen-lot Grosse Point property in the
village of Wilmette as the site for the Temple. The Grosse
Point promontory on the south shore of Lake Michigan
was once the site of a village of Potawatomi Indians. It is
even said that one of the first recorded interracial marriages in America took place here: that of Antoine Ouilmette, the first white settler in the region, and Archange, a
Potawatomi woman. 18
The House of Spirituality accepted the proposal and
purchased the first two of the fourteen lots. Mother True
then wrote to 'Atxiu'I-Baha suggesting thatthe administrative framework for the project be broadened to include
believers from throughout the United States and Canada.
The Master agreed. In June, 1908, He wrote saying such
an action would establish hannony within the American
Baha'i community. He pointed out that women were to be
included in the administrative system, a decision that was
to have a major impact on the development of the Cause in
America. 19
A second national convention for March 22-23, 1909,
was scheduled by the House of Spirituality. Thirty-nine
delegates representing thirty-six communities attended
and fonned a pennanent national organization, the Baha'i
Temple Unity. A constitution was written and adopted,
and an Executive Board consisting of three women and six
men was elected. Although the authority of the Executive
Board was at first somewhat limited, the first national
administrative agency of the Faith, a harbinger of the
future National Spiritual Assembly, had been
established. 20 On the same day, in Haifa, after sixty years
of danger and delay, the precious remains of the Bab were

..

entombed in His Shrine on Mt. Cannel by 'Abdu'l-Baha,
completing a task that had been assigned to Him by
Baha'u'llab Himself. 21
Though the Executive Board was initially concerned
only with matters pertaining to the construction of the
House of Worship, the scope of its activities were quickly
broadened. As the annual conventions of the Baha'i TempIe Unity became the forum for consultations on teaching
experiences, publication efforts, social activities within
communities, and other concerns, the actions of the Executive Board reflected the increasing activity.
The number of sub-committees also expanded rapidly.
By 1915 there were II committees, these among them:
Publication Commission, Temple Treasury, Architecture
and Designs, Ways and Means, and Teaching. There was
even a committee to develop "moving pictures" to record
the phases of the Temple's construction. The influence of
the Executive Board gradually encompassed even independent publishing efforts such as Star of The West,
Reality, The Prompter, and the Baha'i Publishing Society
of Chicago. 22 In the midst of this significant administrative development the work of the Temple inched forward,
with what must have seemed excruciating slowness punctuated only occasionally by moments of drama and excitement.
The Executive Board was always punctual with mortgage payments because its every action had to demonstrate the uncompromising integrity of the Cause. When
payment was due on one occasion, however, sufficient
funds were not immediately available. The three members
of the Temple Treasury committee were very troubled and
they agreed that the only appropriate action was to go
personally to the Northern Trust Bank of Evanston, with
which their financial affairs were transacted, and explain
their embarrassing predicament. When they arrived they
learned that their meeting with an account representative
had been unavoidably delayed. While they sat in the lobby
waiting, they repeated the Remover of Difficulties. A
cashier from the international transactions section noticed
MotherTrue, the Board's financial secretary, sitting in the
lobby and walked overto inform her that the bank hadjust
received a draft from 'Abdu'l-Baha sent on behalf of a
group of Persian Baha'is. With that money it was possible
to make the payment on time. 23
Shortly after the Ascension of the Master, the first
National Spiritual Assembly was elected in the United
States, in keeping with the provisions of His Will and
Testament. 24 Its formation may not have been so quickly
possible had a strong institutional foundation not been

laboriously established already, through the efforts of the
Baha'iTemple Unity to make construction of the House of
Worship a reality.
In Search of a Design
As 'Abdu'l-Baha's ideas of the general requirements for
the construction of the Temple were developed and published, many Baha'is attempted to create an architectural
design for the edifice. The newly elected Executive Board
issued a general invitation in 1909 for designs to be
submitted. It soon had many to consider. Public interest in
the project mounted as exceptional designs were exhibited
in art schools, universities, and prominent galleries. One
display of nine sketches, each suggesting a different architectural style, was shown at the National Museum of
the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.25
A Baha'i intensely involved in the effort to develop a
suitable design was Louis Bourgeois, a French-Canadian
who received architectural training at the Ecole des Beaux
Arts in Paris. Aithe urging of Roy Wilhelm, an East Coast
coffee merchant who served for many years as Treasurer
of the Executive Board and later as a member of the
National Spiritual Assembly itself, Louis Bourgeois became involved in this work as early as the summer of
1909. For eight consecutive years he worked on a number
of potential designs, but was never satisfied with any of
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"Nothing short of direct and constant interaction between the spiritual
forces emanating from this House of Worship . . • and the energies
consciously displayed by those who administer its affairs • • • can
possibly provide the necessary agency capable of removing the ills that
have so long and so grievously afflicted humanity. • . ."

them. Finally in 1917 he envisioned a sttucture of incomparable beauty in which Grecian, Egyptian, Romanesque,
Gothic, Arabic, and Byzantine styles would be harmonized in an edifice of timeless elegance. After several
weeks of futile attempts to render the drawings, he
realized he could not convey the striking design in this
medium. He decided instead to execute his idea in plaster,
an art form with which he had no experience. The next
three years he spent in creating his model. His family lived
close to poverty through World War I, so the only way he
could get the money to purchase plaster for his model was
to sell roses grown in his own back yard.
Early in 1920 'Abdu'I-Baha asked the friends that a
selection of the Temple design be made during that year's
convention. Seven of the more beautiful designs submitted over the years were presented by the Executive Board
to the convention. The response of the forty-nine delegates was unanimous: Louis Bourgeois' "Temple of
Light. "28
The Bourgeois model was placed on public display in
New York, where many architects and engineers came to
see it. Mr. H. Van Buren Magonigle, President of the
Architectural League, said Louis Bourgeois" . . . has
conceived a Temple of Light in which sttucture, as usually
understood, is to be concealed, visible support eliminated
as far as possible, and the whole fabric to take on the airy
substance ofa dream .... "27 Newspapers and magazines
throughout the world praised its beauty. The New York
Times wrote, "Americans will have to pause and study it
long enough to find that an artist has wrought into this
building the conception of a Religious League of Nations." The Christian Register said, "Wonderful as the
architectural design of the Temple is, those most concerned in its erection see in the universal service it will
render mankind its supreme importance. The Baha'i Message is primarily a Message of Unity. It recognizes the
divine elements which underlie all great world religions."
The Times and Mail. printed in Tokyo, Japan, reported,
"A new creation of transcendent beauty has dawned upon
the horizon of the architectural world .... It is a temple of
peace, whose broad portals of welcome and encouragement to devotees of any religion and all religions shall be
always open . . . . Beside its spiritual appeal the famed
beauties of the Taj Mahal grow strangely pale. "28
Public interest was so intense when the model was
moved to the Art Institute in Chicago after several weeks
in New York, that 34,000 people viewed it during its first
week on display. 29 Years later smaller models were cast
and exhibited at dozens of state and county fairs, libraries,
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book stores, flower shops, and other locations, as well as
at the New York and San Francisco World's Fairs and the
Toronto Exhibition. 30
The building of the Temple has probably attracted more
public attention over a longer period of time than any other
single undertaking in the history of the Faith. The presence of the Temple has also been a source ofinspiration to
artists of many kinds, who have then used their painting,
sculpture, music, and poetry to proclaim the Baha'i message. The Temple choir, for example, because of its
blending of diverse peoples, became a visible expression
of the unifying force within the Faith from the time of its
formation four years before the work on Foundation Hall
got under way.
The poem which follows is not only typical of the many
which celebrated the consttuction of the Temple, but is
also interesting because of the response to its author from
Louis Bourgeois:

Bell or the Temple
Bell of the Temple of Love and Unity,
From realms above your clarion tones now ring;
Calling aloud to all humanity,
Awake! Arise! and with the an~els sine::
Glory to God and His Eternal Plan,
Come to the Temple of the Brotherhood of man!
Bell of the Temple of Peace enduring,
Softly thy tender tones fallon the air;
Calling the hearts of men to Love's true union,
Calling to worship in God's Temple fair.
Glory to God and His Eternal Plan,
Come to the Temple of the Brotherhood of man!
Bell of the Temple unseen Reality,
Yet thy clear tones by inner ear is heard;
Bell of the Temple of wonderous Beauty,
Founded upon God's Manifested WORD!
Glory to God and His Eternal Plan,
Come to the Temple of the Brotherhood of man. 31
Louise R. Waite
Greatly pleased with the poem, Louis Bourgeois
penned this revealing passage:
. . . Twelve years ago when I built my home wherein
this Temple model and design were made I made a
flower garden, and the form of this garden was a great
bell. Many asked me why the garden was a bell? This
bell, I told them, was the greatest musical instrument
we have; it is the conveyor of sound to the greatest

---

distance. It conveys our sorrows and our joys ... and
as the world was in distress I hung out this great bell.
Now it has happened that this Temple coming from the
realm of Baha is in the form of a bell. It is the Great
Bell, calling to America. Will they hear it?
The letter, dated September 23, 1920, closed with these
observations:
. . . We are preparing all the work for starting (the
building of Foundation Hall) early in spring. Tomorrow will be a historical day in Chicago, and in the
Baha'i world. At II A.M. we start the boring to reach
the rock on which the pillars of the dome will be
supported. Many Baha'is will be there, newspaper reporters, etc . . . . 32

The Beginning
The rock shelf at Grosse Point lay one hundred twenty
feet below the surface. Nine cylindrical, timber-lined
caissons, each six feet in diameter, were sunk through
earth, sand, quicksand, and water, until they rested on the
shelf below. When firmly in place the caissons were filled
with concrete.
In the early summer of 1921 construction began on
Foundation Hall. It was completed in the late fall of 1922.
This tar-covered circular structure, two hundred feet in
diameter, placed unceremoniously at the center of the
Wilmette property, gave almost no clue of the majestic
structure that would in time rise above it. After the completion of Foundation Hall a minimal amount oflandscaping was done on the property. Little more appeared to
happen as months quickly accumulated into years. 33
In fact, however, severe trials afflicted the Baha'i world
during this portentous period. The faith of many believers
was shattered by the Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Others
foolishly challenged the authority of the newly appointed
Guardian, bringing consternation to the Baha'i world, but
particularly to America and the Holy Land. So overwhelming and heartbreaking were the events of this period
that twice during the early years of his ministry the Guardian felt compelled, because of physical exhaustion and
spiritual anguish, to seek solace in the forests of
Switzerland. 34
Also during this period, a search was undertaken for the
proper materials and methods for constructing the Temple. At the time the Temple design was accepted not even
the architect knew how to build his "Great Bell." Prominent engineers of the time insisted it would be impossible
to support the massive weight of the structure and still
retain the large, light-suffused, unencumbered interior

favored by the accepted design. Despite the difficulties
the quest for solutions was pursued relentlessly.

The "Most Precious Ornament"
The first article in the first issue of Balui' i News (December, 1924) was about the House of Worship. For the
next nine years the only photographs published in the
newsletter were those showing progress in construction.
A second enterprise, closely associated with work on
the Temple, soon began to receive serious attention from
the community. That enterprise was the first teaching plan
ever launched in America, entitled "A Plan of Unified
Action to Spread the Baha'i Cause Throughout the United
States and Canada." Only one of its three central provisions established a tangible goal: the call for $400,000 to
raise the superstructure of the edifice. The National
Spiritual Assembly said:
The culmination of the 'Plan of Unified Action' is the
construction of the exquisite Bourgeois Temple design
at Wilmette, in the heart of this continent, the supreme
visible symbol and proof that a new spirit has been
revealed to humanity in this age. 35
When the plan ended three years later, in December,
1928, the fund-raising goal had not been reached. The
friends were still wide of the mark. The situation did not
improve in the months that followed, as the world slipped
into the Great Depression. Then, in December, 1929, the
Balui'i News printed a letter from Shoghi Effendi:
Moved by an impulse that I could not resist, I have felt
impelled to forego what may be regarded as the most
valuable and sacred possession in the Holy Land for the
furthering of that noble enterprise which you have set
your hearts to achieve .... this precious ornament of
the Tomb of Baha'u'llilh has been already shipped to
your shores, with our fondest hope that the proceeds
from its sale may at once ennoble and reinforce the
unnumbered offerings of the American believers already accumulated on the altar of Baha'i sacrifice. 36
This "crowning gift," a Persian carpet of incomparable
beauty, "is of the purest silk, patterned as a rose garden
and bordered with heavy twisted cord of real gold," the
Guardian wrote. Shortly after World War I a Baha'i had
purchased it from the most celebrated weaver in Persia
and then spent several weeks in wearisome travel to transport it to Haifa. The Master was so moved by the gift that,
with His own hands, He placed it in the Shrine of
Baha'u'llah, where it remained until the Guardian sent it
to America. 37 The impact on the American believers must
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have been great because in just four months the Balui'i
News published this headline: "Temple Construction
Fund Completed. "38 Nearly $300,000 had been contributed in that short span of time. 39 The friends had cause
for joy, as indicated by another cablegram from Shoghi
Effendi:
America's sustained, glorious sacrifice will assuredly
endow rising edifice with such spiritUal potencies as
shall excite wonder, admiration all peoples. Befittingly
inaugurate resumption Temple construction. Consecrated carpet need neither be sold nor returned. Dedicated as permanent ornament first Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
of the West. 40

Foundation Hall as it appeared in 1922-1930.

The House of Worship construction site in 1921.
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The "Evident Standard" Is Raised
The superstructure rose with incredible swiftness, requiring for completion less than seven months of labor.
The workers seemed to sense the importance of the project
and were inspired to execute their skills with great proficiency, enthusiasm, and dedication. Only once did
tragedy seem to strike. A spectacular fire started on
January 15, 1931, when gale-force winds ripped loose a
section of canvas lashed to the inside of the dome
framework. A heating unit used to dry freshly poured
concrete was overturned; igniting the massive wood scaffolding. As section after section was engulfed In names
and collapsed, huge crates containing the glass for the
dome tumbled to the floor more than one hundred feet
below and shattered. The mishap caused only minimal
damage to the structure and the loss of property was
recovered through insurance. But once more the Temple
attracted major attention as articles and pictures of the fire
appeared in papers throughout the country. 41
The superstructure was officially completed on May I,
1931. Nineteen years had elapsed since that first of May
when a great circular tent had been pitched on the site and
the friends had gathered to witness the dedication of the
first House of Worship in the West. 'Abdu'l-Balui had
emerged from the tent, gazed about and located a stone
that had been left on the property by Nettie Tobin and two
companions some months earlier. He chose that stone to
be the permanent marker of the dedication ceremony.
'Abdu'l-Baha turned the first earth on behalf of all the
peoples of the world. At the conclusion ofthe ceremony,
He set "the stone which the builders refused" into place
and declared, "The Temple is already built!"42
Another twenty-two years would pass before the superstructure was fully adorned. Several types of terra cotta

.Regar~ the'House of Worship in the United States Shoghi Effendi

has wntten that it. r!pr~nts ". . . the ~rowning achlevement of the
Administrative Order ••. m the first Bah8'i century."

and artificial stone, as well as different metals, had been
considered for use in construction; but the material finally
selected had not yet been developed when Foundation
Hall was erected. It was a mixture of crushed quartz and
white concrete, which proved to have the plasticity needed
to fonn the intricate, lace-like designs, and a durability
greater than that of stone.
The ornamentation that was produced from this material is of incomparable beauty. The symbolism of the
exquisite tracery is far more subtle, far more complex than
a casual look might at first suggest. The majesty of
Bw'u'lIi1h's revelation, the glorification of the Bab, the
fulfIllment of the prophecies of past religions, the harmony underlying all religions, the joy of the dawning of
the golden age, and even the expectation of future Manifestations, are all conveyed throughout the marvelous
concrete tapestries woven by Louis Bourgeois. 43
The complicated process of creating the various sections was begun by transferring the outlines of Louis
Bourgeois' original drawings, some of which reached
lengths of 109 feet, to great slabs of modeling clay.
Sculptors meticulously chiseled the patterns in the hard
clay. Three additional phases of design transfer were
required before the final plaster molds were fashioned.
Perfect alignment of the sections was insured by an elaborate system in which segments were mounted on a wooden
replica of a portion of the Temple's steel dome and measured for accuracy. The concrete and quartz mixture was
then poured into the molds and, after a period of curing,
final cleaning, and preparation, the completed sections
were shipped by rail to Wilmette. The exterior of the
dome alone required 387 sections. 44
Shoghi Effendi continually encouraged the believers to
make greater efforts to complete the House of Worship
construction. He longed to see the dome set in place by the
opening of the Century of Progress Exhibition in 1933, so
that the thousands of visitors arriving in Chicago could
gaze upon its beauty. When finished, he said, it would
"stand as a flaming beacon and a symbol of hope amidst
the gloom of a despairing world ... "45 When the goal was
not attained, the Guardian lovingly wrote:
Appeal hard pressed American believers heed this. my
last pa~sionate entreaty, not to suffer slightest interruption in Temple construction to dim the magnificence of
their epoch making enterprise. The fair name of our
beloved Faith is at stake. Its American stalwart defenders will once again vindicate its triumphant glory. I
promise one year's respite upon successful conclusion

first stage of the ornamentation of our glorious
Temple. 46
Once again he masterfully ignited the hearts of the
American believers. When the dome was finished they did
not want a year's respite and sought his pennission to
begin work immediately on the clerestory. He responded:
Heartily welcome proposal. Additional sacrifices entailed clerestory ornamentation will add further laurels
to crown already won (by) American believers and
hasten fulfillment long cherished expectationsY
When the clerestory was completed, he cabled:
Overjoyed epochmaking achievement. Intense
gratitude. Ardently supplicating still mightier evidences American believers' exemplary stewardship
Faith of Bw'u'lIi1h. 48
Indeed the evidences became greater when the exterior
was completed seventeen months before the Centenary of
the Declaration of the Bab, the goal set by Shoghi Effendi
himself.
An indication of the significance Shoghi Effendi placed
on the erection of the Temple can be gleaned from a
statistical report he prepared for the centenary celebration. "A World Survey-The Bahtfi Faith 1844-1944"
lists forty-three historically important events which occurred in the first century of growth. Four of the forty-three
events involve the Mother Temple of the West.
The great Jubilee Celebration, the observance of the
IOOth anniversary of the Announcement to Baha'u'lIi1h of
His Mission was made the goal for completion of the
building's interior ornamentation and its dedication to
public use. On May 2, 1953, Amatu'l-Baha RuJ:tiyyih
Khanum, the golden apex of the dome glistening far above
her head, radiantly proclaimed:
On behalf of the Guardian of the Faith of Baha'u'lIi1h, I
have the great honour of dedicati ng this first
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar of the Western World to public
worship ... I greet and welcome you on behalf of the
Guardian of our Faith within these wails ... 49

The "Silent Teacher"
Work on the Temple had an influence upon the teaching
activity in America from its earliest days, but 'Abdu'l-Baha said that when it was completed it would" ...
have a tremendous effect upon civilization."50 Shoghi
Effendi had written, "When the structure shall be completed a new era will be inaugurated in the history of the
Cause in that country."51 Thus when the Ten Year
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'The Times and Mail, printed in Tokyo, Japan, reported, "A new creation of
transcendent beauty has dawned upon the horizon of the architectural
world. . . . It is a temple of peace, whose broad portals of welcome
and encouragement to devotees of any religion and all religions
shall be always open .... Beside its spiritual appeal the famed beauties
of the Taj Mahal grow strangely pale."

Crusade was unveiled in Chicago at the time of the
Temple's dedication, an unprecedented campaign of
teaching was initiated, which in time dramatically increased the strength and prestige of the Faith, not only in
the United States, but throughout the world. During the
Crusade National Spiritual Assemblies increased from 12
to 56; 131 new countries were opened; literature was
translated into an additional 220 languages; Temples were
built in Africa, Australasia, and Europe; the Shrine of the
Bab was completed and the International Archives building was erected; the first dependency of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in the United States, the Baha'i
Home, was raised; and, at the conclusion of this global
enterprise in 1963, the majestic, awe-inspiring institution
of The Universal House of Justice was elected. 52
As we draw farther away from this "early stage of
apprenticeship in Baha'i living"53 and make greater
headway in establishing truly God-centered Baha'i communities, the House of Worship will continue to herald
the glorious achievements and spiritual influence of the
Cause to greater and greater numbers of people. The real
purpose of all Baha'i Temples and their satellite institutions, however, will become clearer in the future. Their
great role has been powerfully explained by Shoghi Effendi in portions of a letter, "The Spiritual Significance of
the Mashriqu'l-Adbkar":
... the central edifice of the Mashriqu'l-Adbkar, round
which in the fulness of time shall cluster such institutions of social service as shall afford relief to the suffering, sustenance to the poor, shelter to the wayfarer,
solace to the bereaved, and education to the ignorant,
should be regarded apart from these Dependencies, as a
House solely designed and entirely dedicated to the
worship of God ....
But however inspiring the conception of Baha'i worship ... it cannot be regarded as the sole, nor even the
essential, factor in the part which the
Mashriqu'l-Adbkar, as designed by Baha'u'llilh, is destined to play in the organic life of the Baha'i community ... Baha'i worship, however exalted in its conception, however passionate in fervor, can never hope to
achieve beyond the meagre and often transitory results
produced by the contemplations of the ascetic or the
communion of the passive worshipper. It cannot afford
lasting satisfaction and benefit to the worshipper himself, much less to humanity in general, unless and until
translated and transfused into that dynamic and disinterested service to the cause of humanity which it is the
supreme privilege of the Dependencies of the
14
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Mashriqu'l-Adhkar to facilitate and promote. Nor will
the exertions, no matter how disinterested and strenuous, of those who within the precincts of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar will be engaged in administering
the affairs of the future Baha'i Commonwealth, fructify
and prosper unless they are brought into close and daily
communion with those spiritual agencies centering in
and radiating from the central Shrine of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. Nothing short of direct and constant interaction between the spiritual forces emanating
from this House of Worship centering in the heart of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, and the energies consciously displayed by those who administer its affairs in their
service to humanity can possibly provide the necessary
agency capable of removing the ills that have so long
and so grievously afflicted humanity .... And of all the
institutions that stand associated with His Holy Name,
surely none save the institution of the
Mashriqu'l-Adbkar can most adequately provide the
essentials of Baha'i worship and service, both so vital to
the regeneration ofthe world. Therein lies the secret of
the loftiness, of the potency, of the unique position of
the Mashriqu'l-Adbkar as one of the outstanding institutions conceived by Baha'u'llilh. 53
Regarding the House of Worship in the United States,
Shoghi Effendi has written that it represents "the noblest
of the exploits which have immortalized the services of the
American Baha'i community to the Cause of
Baha'u'llilh"54 and" ... the crowning achievement of the
Administrative Order ... in the first Baha'i century."55
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Out of a Handful of Dust
A brief history of American Baha'i
youth and their forerunners.
by Philip Christensen
Research by Shennan Waite
On Naw-Ruz 1974, The Universal
House of Justice released the Five Year
Plan to 115 National Spiritual Assemblies. Its challenging goals include a
special mandate for Baha'i youth
throughout the world:
The vast reservoir of spiritual
energy, zeal and idealism resident in
Baha'i youth, which so effectively
contributed to the success of the Nine
Year Plan, must be directed and
lavishly spent for the proclamation,
teaching, and consolidation of the
Cause. Spiritual Assemblies are
urged to provide consultation and the
offer of guidance to Baha'i youth
who seek to plan their lives in such?
way as to be of utmost service to the
Cause of God. I

The National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the United States responded swiftly to this goal. It immediately appointed a National Baha'i
Youth Committee for the first time in
more than a decade, assigning it a
budget and a permanent staff in Wilmette. Included on this Committee are
the Secretaries of three of the agencies
most directly involved in proclamation,
teaching, and consolidation, the National Teaching Committee, the International Goals Committee, and the National Education Committee. Their appointment helps assure the participation of youth in the major work of the
Faith. Next, a Two Year Youth Program was devised and announced at the
historic conference held in St. Louis,
Missouri. This Program assigns to
American Baha'i youth a special role in
the Five Year Plan, including specific

.Aqci Buzurg, named Badi' (Wonderful)
by Ba/ui' u' llah, shown here as a prisoner in chains..
objectives which must be won by September I, 1976.
In its introduction to the Two Year
Youth Program, the National Spiritual
Assembly writes:
... we turn again with high expectations to the Baha'i youth for the particular contributions of "spiritual
energy, zeal and idealism" which
they abundantly possess ,for without
such dynamic qualities the Plan cannot succeed. 2 (Italics added)
Why is the -active participation of
Baha'i youth necessary to the success
of the Five Year Plan? Why did The
Universal House of Justice, forthe first
time in history, make this a special goal
in a global teaching plan? At a time
when most young people are alienated
from themselves and from society, con-

fused about the course of world events
and concerned about their own future'
young Baha'is are expected to work i~
harmony with their fellow believers of
all ages to fuel the ever-advancing
Cause of God in its progress from
strength to strength, and to lay one
more part of the foundation for the
Kingdom of God on earth. How can
they do it?
The answer shines clearly in the history of their Faith. Here is clear evidence that the Power of God lies waiting to assist any believer, however
young, who arises to serve the Lord of
the Age. Here, also, is repeated proof
that Baha'i youth have, from the earliest days of this era, seized this power
and attained the station of heroic sacrifice. It was to " ... arouse the friends
to greater self-sacrifice and a more determined way of teaching"3 that the
Guardian devoted so much time early in
his career to the translation of The
Dawn-Breakers, and urged youth in
particular to study its lessons.
The role of youth in the early history
of the Cause is so significant that it can
be traced back beyond the Declaration
of the Bab to the very roots of His
Dispensation. which lie in the days of
Shaykh A~mad-i-A~sa·f. Even before
the dawn of the nineteenth century. this
gentle scholar began to prepare h~
countrymen for the advent of a new and
independent Revelation. After his
death. his position as leader, teacher.
and reformer was assumed by his chief
disciple. Siyyid K~im-i-Rashti, who
was only twenty-four years old.
'Abdu'I-Baha explains in A Traveller's
Narrative that this luminary of Divine
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" ••• we turn again with high expectations to the Baha'i youth for
the particular contributions of "spiritual energy, zeal and idealism"
which they abundantly possess, for without such dynamic qualities the
Plan cannot succeed."

guidance was only twelve when he was
instructed in a dream to enroll amongst
the disciples of Shaykh AJ:tmad, which
he did immediately.
Siyyid K~im also chose to confer
leadership upon one of his own young
disciples.
This
was
Mulhi
ijusayn-i-Bushnl'i, who successfully
undertook the mission of gaining the
friendship and sympathy of one of the
most formidable ecclesiastical dignitaries in Persia. Siyyid K~im spoke
so highly of the attainments, ability,
and character of this youth that a few
suspected Mulla ijusayn himself of
being the Promised One for Whom they
were waiting.
After the death of his master it was
this same youth who urged his fellow
disciples to immediately begin their
search for the Object of their quest.
Finding only unworthy fear and evasiveness in those students, Mulla
ijusayn set out with only two companions on his momentous quest. After
forty days of prayer and fasting he
began a journey which eventually led
him to the gates of Shim. Within the
walls of that glorious city, a few hours
before sunset on May 22, 1844, he met
a noble Youth Who invited the young
seeker to His home for an evening of
ecstatic conversation. Before daybreak Mulla ijusayn had heard the
Bab's Declaration and had recognized
Him as the Promised One.
Thus the Bilb's first believer, the first
Letter of the Living, the Babu'I-Bab
(the gate of the Gate) was a youth. His
own words testify to the impact of the
Bab's Declaration:
This Revelation, so suddenly and
impetuously thrust upon me, came as
a thunderbolt which, for a time,
seemed to have benumbed my faculties. I was blinded by its dazzling
splendour and overwhelmed by its
crushing force. Excitement, joy,
awe, and wonder stirred the depths
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of my soul. Predominant among
these emotions was a sense of gladness and strength which seemed to
have transfigured me .... I felt possessed of such courage and power
that were the world, all its peoples
and its potentates, to rise against me,
I would, alone and undaunted, withstand their onslaught. The universe
seemed but a handful of dust in my
grasp. 4
According to Baba'u'lhih's own testimony in the Kittib-i-iqim. Mulla
ijusayn was the one "bur for whom
God would not have been established
upon the seal of His mercy, nor ascended the throne of eternal glory." 5
Seventeen other seekers had to recognize the Bab before He would publicly declare His Mission. The last of
these Letters of the Living was Quddus.
He was only twenty-two at the time, yet
his wisdom had made him the most
esteemed disciple of Siyyid K~im. Arriving in Shiraz one evening, disheveled and travel-stained, he caught a
glimpse of the Bab returning to His
home. Quddus instantly accepted the
Messenger of God, crying to the startled Mulla ijusayn:
Why seek you to hide Him from me?
I can recognize Him by His gait. I
confidently testify that none besides
Him, whether in the East or in the
West, can claim to be the Truth.
None other can manifest the power
and majesty that radiate from His
holy person. 6
Though Quddus was the youngest Letter of the Living, Shoghi Effendi has
said that he was first in rank among
them.
Immediately preceding Quddus in
recognizing the Primal Point was
Tahirih (the Pure One), who had been
~umamed Qurratu'I-' Ayn (Solace of
the Eyes) by Siyyid Ka~im, her
teacher. She was less than thirty years

of age when, as a result of the appearance of the Bab to her in a dream, she
arose in His service. Doubly persecuted
for her Faith, which aroused the hatred
of the fanatical and the powerful in Persia, and for her sex, which was a liability in that era, she rose to great heights
of erudition and heroism. The Guardian
describes her as a woman ". . . of
distinguished birth, of bewitching
charm, of captivating eloquence, indomitable in spirit, unorthodox in her
views, audacious in her acts, . . ."7
Though she never met the Bah, her exquisite poetry extolled His beauty, her
powerful translations helped promulgate His message, her fearless teachings hastened the spread of His Cause,
and her shining example shed imperishable luster on His Faith.
All three of these youthful leaders,
each prepared by Siyyid K~im to recognize the Bab, joyfully accepted the
station of martyrdom after rendering
great services to their Lord. Mulla
ijusayn and Quddus, the first and last
Letters of the Living, offered up their
lives at the Fort of Shaykh Tabarsi as
part of a band of "three hundred and
thirteen untrained, unequipped yet
God-intoxicated students" whose
"heinous betrayal" and wholesale
slaughter at the hands of professional
soldiers and a frenzied mob generated
" ... the very seeds which, in a later
age, were to blossom into world-wide
administrative institutions, and which
must, in the fullness of time, yield their
golden fruit in the shape of a worldredeeming, earth-encircling Order."8
In the forest of Milzindariln no less than
half of the Letters of the Living were
martyred. Tahirih was executed in
1852, but not before she had played her
leading role along with Quddus, under
"the controlling and directing influence" of Baha'u'llah Himself, at the
celebrated Conference of Badasht four
years earlier. 9 The call she raised as she
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appeared before her bewildered companions without her veil, ("TIle Trumpet is sounding! TIle great Trump is
blown! The universal Advent is now
proclaimed!"),IO became " . . . the
death-knell of the twelve hundred year
old law of Ishim."11
Inspired by the shining example of
such heroes, other youth joined the
swelling ranks of Babis. TIleir spiritual
energy, zeal, and idealism helped sustain the expansion of the Cause in the
face of relentless persecution. Many
young believers were called to join the
twenty thousand stalwart souls who
tasted the bittersweet joy of martyrdom. One father, rather than renounce
his faith, preferred to see the throats of
his two young sons slit upon his own
breast. TIle elder of the two, a boy of
fourteen who was already covered with
blood, adamantly demanded his right to
be the first to lay down his life. Children could be seen marching down
streets lined with angry mobs, their
flesh in ribbons and candles burning in
the wounds, singing "Verily from God
we come, and unto Him we retuin!"
Such devotion moved even the European press to horrified admiration.
Finally, the Bab's brief ministry was
tenninated by 750 bullets. It had begun
with a youth, Mulla ijusayn-iBushni'i. It ended with a youth, Mimi
Mubammad-'A1i-i-Zunuzi, surnamed
Anis. The evening before His martyrdom the Bab foretold the event and
asked that one of His follwers end His
life, rather than an enemy. TIle Bahis
sat weeping at the thought, until Anis
sprang to his feet and promised obedience to his Master's desire. TIle Bab
rewarded this love by sharing with the
young believer the crown of martyrdom, granting his wish that they might
never be separated. TIle next day, on
the ninth of July, 1850, at the hour of
noon, they were suspended together
from the same spike in the barracks

square in Tabriz. The first volley of
shots miraculously severed only the
rope, leaving Anis standing alone in the .
square. A hurried search located the
Bab in His room, finishing the conversation with His amanuensis that had
been interrupted earlier by His executioners. His full Mission concluded,
the Messenger of God allowed Himself
to be once more suspended with Anis.
Again the rifles fired. This time the
bullets shattered the bodies and blended
them into a mass of mingled flesh and
bone, leaving only their faces relatively
unmarred. Now the dust of that young
hero lies eternally with the Holy Remains of His Lord in the Shrine of Carmel.
TIle Bab's last words lauded this
young believer:
Had you believed in Me. 0 wayward
generation, every one of you would
have followed the example of this
youth, who stood in rank above most
of you, and willingly would have
sacrificed himself in My path. The
day will come when you will have
recognized Me; that day I shall have
ceased to be with you. 12
Six years before His martyrdom the
Bab had sent Mulla ijusayn on a special
mission to several cities, including
Til)ran, promising to "direct your steps
to that city which enshrines a Mystery
of such transcendent holiness as
neither /fijdz nor Shiraz can hope to
rival." 13 In Tilmin, Mulla ijusayn's
inquiries soon led him to a young
Nobleman, twenty-eight years old,
Whose exalted character immediately
attracted his heart. To this Figure,
Whose given name was Mimi ijusayn
'Ali Nun, the Primal Point (the Bab)
sent a special scroll. Immediately upon
reading it Mimi ijusayn ' Ali embraced
the Babi Faith, and soon after left on
His first journey to promote the Revelation. Later, at the Conference of

Badasht, He revealed His new name:
Baha'u'lIah, the Glory of God.
Such was the power of this new Believer that after the martyrdom of the
Bab, He soon became the unofficial
leader of the Babi community. In 1853,
while chained in the rank darkness of
the Siyah-ChaI of Tihnin, the Most
Great Spirit-in the form of a
Maiden-revealed
itself
to
Baha'u'llah. Publicly declaring His
Mission as the Promised One in 1863,
on the eve of His departure from
Baghdad (where He had been exiled
after release from four months' imprisonment in Tilmin), the "One Whom
God Shalt Make Manifest" attracted
followers in ever-increasing numbers.
Many were from countries never
opened to the Faith of the Bah.
TIle youth among these Baba'is continued to distinguish themselves on the
field of sacrifice and martyrdom. One
example was the twelve-year-old
Rubu'II8h, son of the renowned teacher
and poet, Varqa. After;utching a
brutal jailer thrust a dagger into his
father's belly and cut him to pieces, he
was ordered to recant his faith. Because
of his blunt refusal, he was strangled
with a rope. An eleven-year-old boy
was pitilessly thrashed, stabbed with
pen knives and tortured to death, and a
newly converted youth of eighteen
years named ijusayn was denounced by
his own father and tom to pieces before
the eyes of his mother.
To those living in the 1970's, in a
world of material comfort and religious
freedom, such events can seem remote
indeed. Yet many of these martyrs were
actually part of modem history. For
example, the youth just mentioned
-ijusayn-was murdered in the early
1900's, at a time when, in the West,
automobiles traveled the roads and
powered aircraft flew the skies. Owing
a wave of persecution in Persia in 1955
young believers were abducted, beaten,
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soul to arise and carry it to the ruler of
Persia. The reborn Badi' ended His
waiting. Haji Shah MulJammad Amin,
Baha'u'lIah's Trustee, brought the
youth a small case and the Tablet, and
has left this account of their meeting:

Twelve-year-old Rul}u'lJah shared imprisonment and martyrdom with his father,
Varqa, a renowned poet and Baha'i teacher, shown here on the left.
raped, and murdered. In 1962 a Moroccan court sentenced six believers to
death or life imprisonment for their
Faith (an edict which was eventually
countermanded). Three of these prisoners were between the ages of 22 and
24.
Thus the heroism of the youthful
dawn-breakers is not as far removed in
time as one might at first suspect.
Neither were their characters and
capacities as unusual as their glorious
deeds seem to suggest. For the most
part they were ordinary young men and
women, heir to the limitations of mortal
beings, who were transformed by their
love for the Manifestation of God and
aided by the Power of the Almighty.
Nowhere in the chronicles of the
Heroic Age is there a better illustration
of this fact than in the story of Aqa
Buzurg of Khur.lsan. His father was a
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devoted believer who had survived the
slaughter at Fort Shaykb Tabarsi. Yet
the young man himself had shown no
interest in the Faith. Some accounts
even describe him as a delinquent who
was publicly denounced by his father.
But this lowly soul met the historian
Nabil in the city of Nisbapur, and was
converted. He decided to seek the presence of Baha'u'llah.
In 1869 Aqa Buzurg arrived at the
prison city of 'Akka, disguised as an
Arab. He handed his written declaration of faith to 'Abdu'I-Baba, who
greeted him warmly and took him to the.
barracks cell. There he attained the
Goal of his desire. Twice he conversed
privately with Baha'u'lIah, Who gave
him a new name: Badi' (Wonderful).
For more than two years after writing
His Tablet to the Shah, the Blessed
Beauty had been waiting for a devoted

... we left the town and walked up
Mount Cannel where I handed him
the case. He took it into his hands,
kissed it, and knelt with his forehead
to the ground; he also took the sealed
envelope, walked twenty to thirty
paces away from me, sat down facing 'Akka, read it, and again knelt
with his forehead to the ground. 'The
rays of ecstasy and the signs of gladness and joy appeared on his
face . . . .
I mentioned that we had better go
to Haifa, in order that, as instructed,
I might give him some money. He
declined to go with me, but suggested that I could go alone and bring
it to him.
When I returned, in spite of much
searching, I could not find him. He
had gone . . . . 14
The iIIusbious youth had already left
on his mission to Tilmin, knowing full
well the fate that awaited him. After
four months of travel, alone and on
foot, over dangerous terrain, he arrived
in the capital where he patiently spent
three days in prayer and fasting. Finally, he met the Shah proceeding on a
hunting expedition. While the local
populace cowered on the ground in fear
of the Monarch, Badi' calmly and respectfully approached him, calling out,
"0 King! I have come to thee from
Sheba with a weighty message." 15 The
Shah, dispatching the Tablet to his divines (who were never able to draft an
adequate reply), ordered the arrest of
this bold youth. He was brutally tortured for three successive days. His
jailers branded him, beat his head to a
pulp with the butt of a rifle, threw his

"This Revelation, so suddenly and impetuously thrust upon me, came as
a thunderbolt which, for a time, seemed to have benumbed my faculties.
I was blinded by its dazzling splendour and overwhelmed by its
crushing force."

body into a pit, and heaped earth ~nd
stones upon it. So amazed were they at
his endurance that they commissioned a
photograph of him sitting calmly in
front of the brazier containing the hot
bars of iron which were used to scorch
his flesh, his neck unbowed by the
weight of a heavy chain. TIle date was
July, 1870. Badf' was seventeen years
old.
Referring to the transformation of
the rebellious Aqa Buzurg into the
heroic Badi', Baha'u'llah says, "We
took a handful of dust, mixed it with the
waters of might and power and
breathed into it the spirit of
assurance." 16 He explained that the
station of this youth was so great that no
Tablet could carry its weight nor any
pen describe its glory. Single and
alone, He attests, Badi' could have
conquered all that was in heaven and on
earth. For three years the Blessed
Beauty wrote of this hero in such terms,
characterizing those references as the
"salt of My Tablets." 17
Just one month before the martyrdom of Badi' one of Baha'u'llah's own
sons also chose the path of sacrifice.
This was the pious Mirza Mihdi, the
Purest Branch. He was only twentytwo when, one evening while pacing
the roof of his prison rapt in his customary devotions, he fell through a skylight
onto a wooden crate below. Within
twenty-four hours he had left this
world. His dying supplication to a
grieving Father was that his life might
be accepted as a ransom for those who
were prevented from attaining the presence of their Beloved.
Mfrz8. Mihdl's brother was of course,
'Abdu'l-Baha. Designated by His
Father the Center and Pivot of His Covenant, the Mystery of God, the perfect
Exemplar of His Teachings, the unerring Interpreter of His Word, and the
Most Great Branch, 'Abdu'l-Baha was
born on the very night of the Bab's.

declaration. As a child He sat on the lap
of Tahirih and "registered the thrilling
significance of the stirring challenge
which that indomitable heroine had addressed to her fellow-disciple, the erudite and far-famed V~id."18 Afterthe
terrible shock of seeing His Father
brutalized by His confinement in the
Siyah-ChaJ, He shared such persecution and privation that He once confided to Nabflthat He felt Himself to
have grown old, though still but a child
of tender years. As a boy He recognized
the full glory of Baha'u'llah's still un. announced station, and was active in
teaching the Faith to scholars and dignitaries.
Even then the Blessed Beauty, and
consequently His followers, referred to
'Abdu'l-Baha as "the Master." While
still a young man He served His Father
in countless ways, representing Him in
public, defending the Cause, transcribing Tablets, shielding Him from His
enemies, guarding the interests of the
believers, supervising the construction
ofthe Shrine of the Bab, and preserving
the early history of the Faith. As He
grew older his responsibilities and sacrifices increased. After the Ascension
of Baha'u'llah, He assumed leadership
of the Baha'i Faith under the provisions
of His Father's Will and Testament.
In 1912, a few years after being
released-through the force of the
"Young Turk" Revolution-from forty
years' imprisonment, 'Abdu'l-Baha
·came Himself to North America to ignite the flame of faith on that continent.
His illuminating words and exemplary
deeds laid the foundation for future
youth work in the United States.
End Part One
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Don Rufino Fuentes, a Mayan Baha'i, at the ruins of Uxmal.

Baha'i Proclamation and Deepening Film

~tep
mec~anic,

An

by ~tep

artist, a
a field laborer, an accounting
manager, a pqJ.iceman, a hospital administrator - what have
these people
common? They're Baha'is and they appear
in a new Baha'i film, Paso a Paso, produced by Kiva Films.
The film, which is titled Step by Step in English, depicts
the growth of the Baha'i Faith among Indians, blacks and
Latins in Mexico, Honduras, El Salvador and Panama.
Unified by their common belief in Baha'u'llah and His Message, these persons comment on their faith and what it
means to them.
These native teachers share their views on such widely
varying topics as prophecy, the unity of mankind, world
peace, universal governing institutions and a divine civilization. Simply, clearly and directly they discuss how the Faith
of Baha'u'IIah is unifying al\ mankind, step by step, through
the infusion of Divine LQve.
Feasts, the local spiritual Assembly, elections and other
aspects of Baha'i administration are explained.

in

In addition, the 29-minute, color-and-sound film mentions ancient Mayan prophecies concerning world peace, the
Return and a spiritual revival, and relates these to the newest Baha'i House of Worship in Panam.~. It complements
two earlier films, El Alba and The Dedication. Designed for
television use, this new film is also suited to public meetings
and other proclamation events. The film is also universally
suitable for teaching and deepening.
How to Get the Film
To obtain rental information and purchase prices, write
to your publishing trust or national Baha'i distributor. If
you do not know the name and address of the one serving
your area, you may send your inquiry to the International
Baha'i Audio-Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor,
N.Y. 14564, U.S.A. for forwarding to the proper organization.
Specify Step by Step, Product Number 20672, for the
English edition, or Paso a Paso, Product Number 20671, for
the Spanish version.

,'Universal House of Justice Message,

.

The Baha/i' attitude towards material suffering
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Italy
Dear Baha'i Friends,

In your letter of II September you saythatthe questions of how
to help the Third World or the poor who are suffering under
calamities are much discussed in your community and you wish to
know whether to create a special fund for such needs, to ask for
special contributions from time to time, or whether there are other
ways in which you could help.
It is understandable that Baha'is who witness the miserable
conditions under which so many human beings have to live, or
who hear of a sudden disaster that has struck a certain area of the
world, are moved to do something practical to ameliorate those
conditions and to help their suffering fellow-mortals.
There are many ways in which help can be rendered. Every
Baha'i has the duty to acquire a trade or profession through which
~will earn that wherewith he can support himself and his family;
/(0 the choice of such work he can seek those activities which are of
. benefit to his fellow-men and not merely those which promote his
/ :' personal interests, still less those whose effects are actually harmful.
There are also the situations in which an individual Baha'i or a
Spiritual Assembly is confronted with an urgent need which
neither justice nor compassion could allow to go unheeded and
unhelped. How many are the stories told of'Abdu'I-Baha in such
situations, when He would even take off a garment He was
wearing and give it to a shivering man in rags.
But in our concern for such immediate obvious calls upon our
succor we must not allow ourselves to forget the continuing,
appalling burden of suffering under which millions of human
beings are always groaning-a burden which they have borne for
century upon century and which it is the mission of Baha'u'lhill to
lift at last. The principal cause of this suffering, which one can
witness wherever one turns, is the corruption of human morals
and the prevalence of prejudice, suspicion, hatred, untrustworthiness, selfishness and tyranny among men. It is not merely
material well-being that people need. What they desperately need
is to know how to live their lives-they need to know who they
are, to what purpose they exist, and how they should act towards
one another; and, once they know the answers to these questions
they need to be helped to gradually apply these answers to
every-day behavior. It is to the solution of this basic problem of
mankind that the greater part of all our energy and resources
should be directed. There are mighty agencies in this world,
governments, foundations, institutions of many kinds with tre-

mendous financial resources which are working to improve the
material lot of human beings. Anything we Baha'is could add to
such resources in the way of special funds or contributions would
be a negligible drop in the ocean. However, alone among men we
have the divinely-given remedy for the real ills of mankind; no one
else is doing or can do this most important work, and if we divert
our energy and our funds into fields in which others are already
doing more than we can hope to do, we shall be delaying the
diffusion of the Divine Message which is the most important task
of all.
Because of such an attitude, as also because of our refusal to
become involved in politics, Baha'is are often accused of holding
aloof from the "real problems" of their fellow-men. But when we
hear this accusation let us not forget that those who make it are
usually idealistic materialists to whom material good is the only
"real" good, whereas we know that the working of the material
world is merely a reflection of spiritual conditions and until the
spiritual conditions can be changed there can be no lasting change
for the better in material affairs.
We should also remember that most people have no clear
concept of the sort of world they wish to build, nor how to go
about building it. Even those who are concerned to improve
conditions are therefore reduced to combatting every apparent
evil that takes their attention. Willingness to fight against evils,
whether in the form of conditions or embodied in evil men, has
thus become for most people the touchstone by which they judge a
person's moral worth. Baha'is, on the other hand, know the goal
they are working towards and know what they must do, step by
step, to attain it. Their whole energy is directed towards the
building of the good, a good which has such a positive strength
that in the face of it the multitude of evils-which are in essence
negative-will fade away and be no more. To enter into the
quixotic tournament of demolishing one by one the evils in the
world is, to a Baha'i, a vain waste of time and effort. His whole
life is directed towards proclaiming the Message of Baha'u'lhill,
reviving the spiritUal life of his fellow-men, uniting them in a
divinely-created World Order, and then, as that Order grows in
strength and influence, he will see the power of that Message- -.
transforming the whole of human society and progressively solving the problems and removing the injustices which have so long
bedevilled the world.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE.
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.Editorial

Progress report to subscribers
A new fonnat for Bahd' i News has been in the making since
August 1973. In a general reorganization of the Baha'i infonnation system in the United States at that time the magazine was
assigned for production to the National Baha'i Infonnation Office, along with such other publications as The American Bahd'i
and National Bahd'i Review.
Those who have subscribed to Bahd' i News during this period
of transition have witnessed certain modifications in the traditional fonnat of the magazine-improvements, we feel-and
have perhaps been aware of others that should have been made.
An effort has been undertaken to extend the scope of the
magazine's coverage of events and to present more effectively that
news which has been available. Much of the infonnation printed
arrives by mail from points around the globe; unfortunately, there
is oilen a considerable lag between the time the event occurs and
the time a report is submitted to Bahd' i News. Needless to say,
many significant activities around the world go completely unreported. What we do receive we organize as best we can for a
palatable presentation. We have tried of late to anticipate certain
news activities by requesting infonnation well in advance. The
result has been a discernible increase in special news reports.
This work is far from completed. Efforts to improve the quality
of news content will continue well into' the future. The United
States National Spiritual Assembly recently asked Continental
Counsellors in different regions to recommend individuals to
serve as reporters for the publication. A modest increase in the size of our editorial staff is also contemplated. A
steady improvement in the quality of the magazine itself will serve
as a continuing incentive to the friends around the world to make
more infonnation available.
With this issue we take still another step in the process of
alteration. A new nameplate for the publication has been adopted;
the familiar globe design used for many years to designate the
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international newsletter has been retired in favor of a simpler,
unembellished design. The change will give greater flexibility in
the preparation of covers, and indicates further progress in the
publication's transfonnation from newsletter to magazine. For
the first time also we use four-color printing in this issue. That is
to mark the 50th anniversary of the magazine's first pUblication in
December, 1924, as well as to symbolize the desire of the staff to
make of it the foremost Baha'i journal in the world.
Most importantly perhaps, we are also moving to eliminate
delays in production, handling, and mailing, all of which presently cause much inconvenience to our subscribers. In recent
months there has been more interest among Baha'i writers and
artists in submitting materials to the magazine for publication.
For the frrst time we are beginning to have a sustained flow of
copy from which to select and design forthcoming editions. The
magazine has also moved to acquire a modest amount of typesetting equipment, to give the staff more leverage in meeting rigorous printing deadlines. The subscriber maintenance system has
also undergone major reorganization. For the first time our subscriber lists have been computerized to penn it orderly processing
of new subscriptions and periodic renewals. This new system,
coupled with the limited use of direct mail promotion, has already
resulted in substantial increases in subscribers. Naturally, the
larger the base of subscribers the better able the magazine will be
to upgrade its service.
The process of developing the potential ofBaM' i News is long
and complicated. The changes, we assume, will make Bahd'i
News more infonnative and useful to its readers. At any point
along the way, consequently, we welcome your observations
about these changes. The staff regrets the inconveniences that
new production arrangements have caused, but hopes to have
these under control soon.
The editors

-

..

By Beth McKenty

o Son of Man! Magnify My Cause that 1
may reveal unto thee the mysteries of My
greatness and shine upon thee with the
light of eternity. I
For fifty years, while the news media
has carried headlines of wars and disintegration, BaM'i News has been a vehicle
for repons and news of a powerful integrating process-the building of the World
OrderofBaM'u'lIih. The first words of its
fIrSt issue (December 1924) were those of
the Hidden Word shown above. The staff,
for that issue, was one BaM'i, Horace
Holley,later given the rank of Hand of the
Cause by the beloved Guardian. At that
time he was secretary of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'Is of the
United States and Canada.
From his office at 169 Christopher
Street, in New York, he produced and
distributed the four-page news bulletin,
called BaM'i News Letter. The symbol of
the Greatest Name appeared on the nameplate of that fIrSt edition. The contents of
Volume I, Number I, included a statement
from Shoghi Effendi; a letter and financial
statement from the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada; reports of national committees, and two columns of national and international news of the Faith.
The seeds of its future growth lay in that
fIrSt issue. Helping the Baha'is maintain a
close tie with the institutions of their Faith,
providing current news of teaching and
consolidation activities around the globe,
and reporting on historical events of interest to the friends have remained its mission ever since.
A brief survey of issues from the past
fifty years will uncover the illustrious
names of our heroes and heroines, and
illumine a chronicle of deeds that has
broadcast the fame of the Cause far and
wide.
It was only three years after the Ascension of the Master that the first issue of
BaJui'i News appeared with this statement
from the beloved Guardian:
The time is indeed ripe for the manifold activities, wherein the servants and
handmaids of Baha'u'llih are so devoutly and earnestly engaged, to be
harmonized and conducted with unity,
cooperation and efficiency, that the effect of such a combined and systematized effort, through which an
All-Powerful Spirit is steadily pouring,
may transcend every other achievement
~f the past, however glorious it has
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been, and may stand, now that, to the
eyes of the outside world the glorious
Person of the Master is no more, a convincing testimony of the potency of His
everliving Spirit. 2
The second issue in January 1925, published less than five years after the unveiling of the Tablets of the Divine Plan in
New York, carried this repon about the
international teaching work:

First issue of BaM' i News

A letter from Clara and Hyde Dunn
brings the good news that the work in
Australia is progressing very rapidly.
Melbourne and Perth have their BaM'i
Assemblies, as well as Auckland, New
Zealand, and new Assemblies are about
to be Conned in Adelaide and Sydney,
Australia.
The tremendous contribution which
Martha Root has been making to the
promotion of the Cause in China, Australia and South Africa is a SUbject
which would require many pages to do it
justice. We hope to devote an early
number of the News Letter to a full
account of her activities. 3
Several years later, in a special May
1932 Convention issue, Louis Gregory,
)()sthumously named a Hand of the Cause,
mote:

Louis Gregory

The House of Worship, 1938

The Convention is always a time of
festival and spiritual refreshment among
the followers of the faith and they are
assisted by the Unseen Powers to convey these favors to others. Each occasion has its distinct features which are
woven into the history and progress of
the Cause .... The most striking feature
of this Convention was its light, contrasted with the world's gloom .... The
Convention was reminded of the cosmic
range of Baha'i activity by messages, by
letter or wire, from various cities at
home and abroad . . . . indicating the
oneness of spirit which invites distant
friends, by sending loving greetings. 4
In January 1942 Baha'i News reported
the completion of the sixth and seventh
main story faces of the Temple and published a cable of appreciation from Shoghi
Effendi. News from Hawaii, site of the
Pearl Harbor bombing, was given, assuring the safety of the friends on Maui and
the island of Hawaii. There followed in the
edition two elaborate maps showing teaching plans for North America, together with
a ponion of the Master's Divine Plan. A
letter from the Guardian, regarding the
duty and responsibility of Baha'is in a time
of national crisis, was reprinted. It said in

,part:
There are many ... avenues through
which the believers can assist in times of
war by enlisting in services of a noncombatant nature-services that do not
involve the direct shedding of blood
-such as ambulance work, anti-air raid
precaution service, office and administrative works, and it is for such types of
national service that they should volunteer.
It is immaterial whether such activities would still expose them to dangers, either at home or in the front, since
their desire is not to protect their lives,
but to desist from any acts of wilful
murder. 5
A special issue reporting on the 36th
annual Convention was published in 1944,
the hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of the Bab. This stirring event was
movingly observed with a devotional program whose readers included Louis Gregory, Olivia Kelsey, Honor Kempton,
Mary McClennen and Albert Windust. A
cablegram dated May 25, 1944 from the
Guardian arrived on the last day of the
Convention, containing momentous news:

Spiritual Crusade," the Guardian wrote:

Elsie Austin and Dorothy Baker

Matthew Bullock

I am overjoyed by the auspicious
opening of the Centennial Convention.
The dearly-beloved American Baha'i
community was remembered during the
historic night of the glorious Declaration at the Bab's Holy Shrine. Announce to the friends the joyful tidings
that the hundredth anniversary of the
Declaration of the Mission of the martyred Herald of the Faith was signalized
by historic decision to complete the
structure of His sepulcher erected by
'Abdu'l-Baha on the site chosen by
Bahci'u'llah. The recently designed
model of the dome has been unveiled in
the presence of assembled believers.
Praying for early removal of obstacles to
the consummation of the stupendous
Plan conceived by the Founder of the
Faith and the hopes cherished by the
Center of His Covenant. 6
Nine years later, again Convention
time, the tasks facing the friends are even
greater than those that had faced earlier
gatherings of American Baha'is. News of
the launching of the Ten Year Crusade for
the spiritual conquest of the planet was
carried in the May 1953 Baha'i News,
together with a picture of ten Hands of the
Cause who had attended the First Intercontinental Baha'i Teaching Conference in
Uganda some months earlier. In his message, "Launching the World-Embracing

Baha'u'llcih's anny of light is standing on the threshold of the Holy Year.
Let them, as they enter it, vow with one
voice, one heart, one SOUl, never to tum
back in the entire course of the fateful
decade ahead until each and every one
will have contributed his share in laying
on a world-wide scale an unassailable
administrative
foundation
for
Baha'u'lIcih's Christ-promised Kingdom on earth, swelling thereby the
chorus of universal jubilation wherein
earth and heaven will join as prophesied
by Daniel, echoed by 'Abdu'l-Baha; 'on
that day will the faithful rejoice with
exceeding gladness.' 7
The Guardian referred to 1953 as a
"fivefold historic occasion," marking as it
did the dedication for public worship of the
holiest Mashriqu'I-AdhUr of the Baha'i
world; convocation of the Second Intercontinental Teaching Conference of the
Holy Year; the Anniversary of the Declaration of Baha'u'llah in the Garden of
Riqvan; the holding of the Forty-Fifth
American Baha'i Convention, and the
launching of the epochal, global spiritual
Crusade. 8 The first Italo-Swiss convention
was also held in April of that year, in
Florence, Italy, with eighteen delegates
and a total of 48 Baha'is attending.
Subsequent issues, not surprisingly,
were filled with reports of departing
pioneers and letters from pioneers at their
posts. The January 1954Baha' i News carried the historic photograph of five members of the National Spiritual Assembly
standing in front of the House of Worship
prior to leaving for their pioneering posts.
They were: William Kenneth Christian,
Mamie Seto, Elsie Austin, the Hand of the
Cause Dorothy Baker, and Matthew Bullock. The very next issue begins with a
message from the Guardian lamenting the
passing of Dorothy Baker:
Hearts grieved lamentable, untimely
passing Dorothy Baker, distinguished
Hand Cause, eloquent exponent of its
teachings, indefatigable supporter of its
institutions, valiant defender its
precepts ... 9
The mysterious assistance given to
pioneers is evidenced in one small paragraph in this same issue:

Resting place of the Guardian

Miss Virginia Breaks, pioneer in
Truk, Eastern Caroline Islands, a United States Trust Territory, reports, in a
letter to the National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of the United States, that
December, 1974/ BAHA'I NEWS
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while visiting at the home of the District
Anthropologist
in
Yap,
the
anthropologist's wife and Miss Breaks
heard a Baha'i broadcast. This was a
radio interview with Mr. Faizi [the
Hand of the Cause A.Q. Faizl] of
Bahrein, broadcasting from Australia,
some 2,500 miles away. 10
~sire to participate in the Crusade
crossed all barriers of age and health. In
April 1954 in a report from the American
National Teaching Committee, the following letter from a volunteer born in 1878 is
quoted:

During World War II, in her elderly
years [she was born in 1866J she suffered great privation. She was without
heat, lacked clothing, food, and adequate shelter. She was bombed, lost all
of her possessions, and was evacuated
to the country, later returning, still valiant and on foot, to carry on her teaching
work in Sofia. 13

scope, as much as your resources permit, that in time it may devote a special
section to every phase of your activities,
administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial, educational and otherwise. That it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity
and wisdom. It should become a great
factor in promoting understanding, pr0viding information on Baha'i activity,
both local and foreign, in stimulating
interest, in combating evil influences,
and in upholding and safeguarding the
institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible,
should be replete with news, up-to-dll.te
in its information, and should arouse the
keenest interest among believers and
admirers alike in every corner of the
globe. I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you will devote your special attention to its development, and by devising wellconceived and worldwide measures
transform this News Letter into what I
hope will become the foremost Baha'i
Journal of the world.

In June 1962 the Message from the
Hands of the Cause to the Baha'i World
tells of the formation of eleven new National Spiritual Assemblies, with Finland
added to the original ten goal countries.
One year later we have the report of the
Area desired-"anywhere you want
election of TIle Universal House of Justo send me." When can you leave?-"at
tice, together with other historic highlights
once." Any health problems?- "Docof the Great Jubilee celebration in
tors say a nervous heart, but I would say
London's Royal Albert Hall.
perfect health."
A year of respite was followed by the
She adds, parenthetically, "Do have launching of the Nine Year Plan, aimed at
raising the number of National Spiritual
broken knee and hip and am on crutches. "
In December 1957 a tragic headline ap- Assemblies in the world to 108, nine times
the number that had existed at the launchpeared:
ing of the Ten Year Crusade in 1954.
Shoghi Effendi, Beloved of all
Many stories concerned the efforts to inHearts, Sacred Trust Given Believers
crease the numbers of Local Spiritual AsBy Master, Passed Away (From) Sudsemblies in the goal countries, and to elect
den Heart Attack in Sleep.
new National Assemblies, pillars of TIle
Beneath that terrible headline were Universal House of Justice. Continental
printed the messages from the Hand of the and oceanic conferences witnessed thouCause Ru~yyih Khanum and the National sands of Baha'is gathering in Kampala,
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the Reykjavik, Rose Hill, La Paz, Sapporo,
United States, containing the sorrowful and Wilmette, with Hands of the Cause
details of the event. In reviewing the present at each conference. TIle Hand of
accomplishments of the thirty-six year the Cause TBJizu'll8h Samandari brought
Guardianship, the National Assembly his own unique memories of the Blessed
I. Baha'u'll8h, The Hidden Words 0/
Perfection, Baha'u'll8h, to share with BaJui'u'ltah, trans. Shoghi Effendi, rev.
made this plea:
those gathered in Chicago to honor the ed. (Wilmette, III.: Baha'i Publishing
Honorable is the sorrow caused by
momentous Proclamation to the Kings.
Trust, 1954), p. 13.
the passing of a loved one, when that
As the Nine Year Plan drew to a close,
2. Baha'i News, no. I, December,
sorrow purifies the heart and confrrms the record of the enrollment of new tribes
within it the supreme love-the love of in the Faith continued, with news of the 1924, p. 3.
3. Ibid., no. 2, January, 1925, p. 4.
God, and the resolute will to serve first believers amongst the Paez Indians, of
4.
Ibid., no. 2 May, 1932, p. 1.
Him. 12
Colombia. The travels of Amatu'I-Baha
5. Ibid., no. 150, January, 1940, p. 8.
TIle next six years see issues fllled with Ru~yyih Khanum in the Far East were
6. Ibid., no. 168, May, 1944, p. 3
articles on goals attained under the gui- described by the Baha'i International
7. Shoghi Effendi, Messages to the
dance of the Hands of the Cause, the Chief News Service, including her visit to Dai- Baha'i World: 1950-1957, rev. ed. (WilStewards of the embryonic World Order of danaw, a village of 2,000 people, of whom mette, Ill.: Baha'i Publishing Trust,
Baha'u'll8h. In February 1958 we find a 1,800 are Baha'is.
1971), p. 44.
Today, at the start of the Five Year Plan,
picture of a monument in Sofia, Bulgaria,
8. BaJui'i News, no. 267, May, 1953,
erected at the grave of Marion Jack by the the words of the beloved Guardian's p.2.
Baha'is of the United States and Canada. 50-year-old directive to Baha'i News
9. Ibid., no. 276, April, 1954, p. I.
Before his passing, the Guardian had remain fresh and filled with ideas for the
10. Ibid., p. 4.
asked that this be done for Marion Jack, expansion and increased effectiveness of
11. Ibid., no. 278, April, 1954, p. 9.
this publication in helping win the teachwho died at her post in 1954. The details:
12. Ibid., no. 322, December, 1957,
ing victories of the Faith:
p.3.
Loved by 'Abdu'I-Baha, Marion Jack
13. Ibid., no. 324, February, 1958, p. 6.
News Letter
won also the deep gratitude and admira14. Shoghi Effendi, Baha'i AdminThe
News
Letter
which
you
have
tion of the beloved Guardian, Shoghi
lately initiated fulfllls a very vital func- istration, 6th ed., rev. and en!. (WilEffendi, for her steadfastness at her goal
tion and has been started admirably mette, Ill.: Baha'i Publishing Trust, 1968),
in Sofia, Bulgaria, where she now lies
well. I would urge you to enlarge its p.82.
buried.
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A note about the first Baha'i News editor
In 1940 Sophie Loeding was invited by
the National Spiritual Assembly of the
BaM'is of the United States to become the
first full-time employee of the Secretariat.
From that year until the Hand of the Cause
Horace Holley was called to H ai/a in 1959
to join the Hands of the Cause stationed
there she served as his secretary. Until the
beloved Guardian sent an instruction that
no one except the nine members of the
National Spiritual Assembly should be
present at its deliberations, she anended
Assembly meetings to keep full stenographic records for the minutes. Later,
recording equipment was introduced and
she then transcribed the minutes from this
equipment.
The first issue of Baha'i News, published in December, 1924, was the work
almost solely of Mr. Holley. To recall and
appreciate his unique record in serving the
American BaM'i community, Miss Loeding was asked to write her brief impressions of the manfor this issue. Miss Loeding has been a BaM'i since her parents,
when she was still a very young girl, enrolled in the Faith in Chicago in 1898. She Horace Holley
served at the National Center from 1940
Those who worked with him knew him
until her retirement in 1968, and still as- as a kind man, generous and thoughtful of
sists in special projects. Ed.
others, never showing impatience, never
demanding but always getting from us the
Horace Holley was born in Torrington, utmost in cooperation and service. He was
Connecticut, in 1887. As an adult he made a great reader and student, had a phenomhis home in New York City and after his enal memory and a keenly analytical
election to the National Spiritual Assem- mind. As Secretary of the National
bly of the Baha'is of the United States and Spiritual Assembly for a period of many
Canada he served there as its Secretary. He years he was called upon, as the Cause
moved to Wilmette in 1938 when the Na- spread, to deal with an ever-increasing
tional Center was established there. In correspondence ranging over a wide spec1951 he was appointed a Hand of the trum of subjects.
Cause by the beloved Guardian, and in late
His letters were well reasoned, concise,
1959 he was called to Haifa where he and always conveyed the exact meaning he
served as a Hand of the Cause in the Holy had in mind. He had a voluminous corresLand until his death in 1960.
pondence with the beloved Guardian, who
Those associated with Mr. Holley at the expressed admiration and appreciation for
National Center during his tenure as Sec- his services and gave him many literary
retary (1938-1959) knew him as a highly tasks to perfonn. Perhaps the most outintellectual man, greatly gifted in the liter- standing was that of arranging in legally
ary field, the author of many articles and acceptable fonn Shoghi Effendi's instrucbooks about the Faith, and the compiler of tions regarding the structure and organimany of the writings of Baha'u'lIah, zation of the Administrative Order of
'Abdu'I-Baha, and the Guardian for the Baha'u'lhih: The American Declaration of
deepening and guidance of the friends. He Trust of the National Spiritual Assembly
was also a poet and among his works was a and the By-laws of a Local Spiritual Aspublished book of verse which unfortu- sembly. After Mr. Holley - in conjuncnately is no longer available.
tion with Mountford Mills, a Baha'i

lawyer - completed this important task
the material was submitted to the beloved
Guardian, who approved it and designated
it the pattern to be followed by all National
Baha'I communities in the world. The
achievement of this immensely important
task assigned to him by the Guardian will
no doubt stand over the years as the crowning point of a distinguished career.
The range of infonnation stored in
Horace Holley's memory was wide indeed, and factual. He knew the literature
of the Faith and of related subjects as few
others did, and could call upon this knowledge at will when necessary. He was a
fluent and scholarly speaker, both in extemporaneous discourses and with carefully prepared material. He never used a
written text to give presentations. Once
when asked if in preparing his addresses he
wrote out the text, he said:' 'I make myself
a skeleton and dress the skeleton as I go
along." The "dressed skeleton" was always a thorough presentation of the subject, the "dress" being taken from the vast
fund of infonnation stored in his phenomenal memory.
His many gifts made Horace Holley a
natural channel for furthering the work of
the Cause, not only in the United States,
but abroad as well; the clarity of his thinking, his broad vision and ability to convey,
through both the written and the spoken
word, the fundamental teachings of the
Faith and their application to our daily
lives, made him an unforgettable figure in
the annals of the Faith.
Contemporary, friend, and co-worker
of well-remembered believers like May
Maxwell and Siegfried Schopftocher of
Canada, Mountford Mills, Roy Wilhelm,
John Bosch, George Latimer, Nellie
French, Corinne True, Amelia Collins,
Helen S. Goodall, Ella Cooper and many
other great souls who responded to the call
of Baha'u'lhih, Mr. Holley was one of
those who did the "spade work" for the
magnificent edifice the young Baha'IS of
today and tomorrow will ultimately erect.
To have had the opportunity to serve as
his secretary was a great privilege and a
great learning opportunity. He had a keen
sense of humor, was wise, unselfish, clear
thinking; a ready tool forged for use by the
beloved Guardian, to whom he was faithful, loyal and obedient.
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Around the World
Australia

New t:la~;ratu'I-Quds
dedicated in Sydney
The National Spiritual Assembly recently advised that its offices have been
moved "to the new building in the Temple
gardens which is the first building of the
national ijapratu'I-Quds complex to be
completed." A special dedication ceremony for the new center was held on Sunday, October 20, 1974. During the
weekend of the dedication the Continental
Board of Counsellors in that zone sponsored a conference in Sydney.
A cable sent by The Universal House of
Justice to be read at the dedication ceremony read:
"Warm greetings friends Australia occasion celebration hundred fifty-fifth
anniversary birth blessed Bab chosen as
day dedication new national ij~ira
tu'l-Quds Sydney forty years after establishment your National Spiritual Assembly. Supplicating Ancient Beauty
further blessings bestowals enrich
strengthen and sustain growing vibrant
Baha'i community your continent.

Chad

Prayers now available
in three new languages

guages of the area: Massa, Ngambaye and
Kanouri. The translation into Kanouri, the
National Assembly commented, "accomplishes not only fulfillment of translation
of the Short Obligatory Prayer in this language for inclusion in a forthcoming volume of The BahQ' i World but the beginning of the fulfillment of a Five Year Plan
goal which calls upon us to translate and
publish literature in this tongue."

Ecuador

Members Saraguro tribe
enrolled in Ecuador
The National Spiritual Assembly has
reported the recent enrollment of fourteen
Indian believers of the Saraguro tribe in the
province of Loja. "This is a very
significant achievement," the report
stated, "because this group has remained
intact in tradition, customs, garb, and it
retains a strong sense of identity." First
enrollments among the Saraguro tribe
were reported by the National Assembly in
January 1969.

Guam

Newspaper reports on
Hand of Cause

During the recent visit to Guam of the
Hand of the Cause H. Collis Featherstone,
a photograph appeared in the Pacific Daily
In recent weeks the National Spiritual News showing Mr. and Mrs. Featherstone
Assembly succeeded in having a selection being welcomed to Guam by Governor
of Baha'i prayers translated into three lan- Camacho. Accompanying the photograph

was a splendid article which stated, in part:
"H. Collis Featherstone of Adelaide,
Australia, a leading figure of the Baha'i
Faith, is visiting Guam after spending a
few days with the Baha'i communities
at Majuro and Ebeye in the Marshalls
and at Ponape and Truk in the Eastern
Carolines.
"Featherstone is one of the Baha'is
designated 'Hand of the Cause of God.'
This title was conferred upon him by the
late Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the
Baha'i Faith, in 1957.
"Although he is, by profession, an
engineer, in recent years Featherstone
has devoted his time primarily to visiting and assisting Baha'is throughout the
world .... Earlier this month, he participated in aU. S. Baba'i Conference at
St. Louis, Mo., attended by some
10,000 members.
"Several special events have been
planned during Featherstone's visit to
Guam, including a public fireside-type
meeting .... Tuesday the visitors go to
Saipan to meet with Baha'is of that
community . . ."

Iceland

First conference held
Arctic, sub-Arctic region
The first conference of the Arctic and
sub-Arctic region of Europe, held in
T6rshavn, Faroe Islands, on August
11-18, 1974, attracted a total attendance of
43 friends from Iceland, Denmark, Norway, the United Kingdom and Faroes.
Present were Beny Reed of the European

The Hand of the Cause Collis Featherstone and Mrs. Featherstone are seen being
welcomed to Guam by Governor Camacho (seated).
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.Board of Counsellors, Auxiliary Board
member Svana Einarsdottir, and members
of the National Assemblies of Iceland,
Denmark, Norway and the United Kingdom. Also in attendance was Knight of
Baha'u'lhih Eskil Ljungberg who opened
the Faroe Islands to the Faith in July 1953,
in the opening phase of the Ten Year
Crusade.
"The conference was seen as an historic
one," Mrs. Reed reported, "in that it was
the first to which participants had come
in order to discuss the whole area of the
European Arctic and sub-Arctic stretching
from Finland in the west to Greenland in
the east, from Svalbard in the extreme
north to the Scottish islands in the south."
Commenting that the whole region
achieved a heightened sense of identity
and common purpose, Mrs. Reed continued: "Many of the friends are in
difficult, lonely or slow-moving places in
this region; those who were at the conference felt drawn together in mutual love and
support, and drew strength from that. All
were confident that that spirit would
spread throughout the entire region. The
friends living in remote places who had not
been able to attend the conference were
remembered, and a copy of the conference
photograph, carrying a loving message
and signed by the conference participants,
was sent to fifteen different places . . ."
It was noted that Iceland has emerged as
a "spiritual power-house" in the region
and it is confidently expected that the

Icelandic believers' role in pioneering, Mexico
traveling teaching, and their example of
community development will beneficially
influence the entire north. "Iceland is the
only country in Europe that has planned
and systematically carried out, year by
year, a program of proclamation (now in
its fourth year) that has taken the Faith
The National Spiritual Assembly was
throughout the entire country, north, recently invited to participate in one of a
south, east and west," Mrs. Reed ob- series of lectures on the subject "The Man
served. The National Spiritual Assembly of Today and His Attitude Towards
of Iceland was fonned at Ri<1van, 1972.
Religion," organized by the Center for
., Joyously announce friends gathered Ecumenical Studies, the University CulFaroes initiate process extension, consoli- tural Center, and the University Parish.
dation Faith Arctic, sub-Arctic Europe," The Spiritual Assembly requested the parthe friends cabled the World Center. ticipation of the members of the Continen"Wonderful spirit cooperation. Humbly tal Board of Counsellors residing in Mexrequest prayers success, awareness re- ico, Cannen de Burafato and Paul Lucas.
sponsibility historic conerence."
One hundred people, the majority of
whom were not Baha'is, attended the
Baha'i lecture which concluded with a
Kenya
lively question and answer period.
Mrs. de Burafato and Mr. Lucas were
then invited to participate, with representatives of other religions in the lecture series,
in a televised interview broadcast nationally on Channel 2, Mexican television.
Following her appearance, as a rep- "We achieved in this way a simple procresentative of the International Teaching lamation in the university field on a naCenter, at the conference sponsored by the tional level," the National Assembly
Continental Board of Counsellors for the commented.
The Baha'is were represented at an
southern Africa zone, held in Salisbury,
Rhodesia, August 23-25, Florence May- evening of " Ecumenical Fellowship" held
berry visited Kenya where she met with the at the University Cultural Center at the
Central and East African Counsellors. On conclusion of the lecture series. "There
.the following day, September I, she ad- was a cordial atmosphere and many quesdressed a general meeting of the friends at tions were asked about the Faith," the
Baha'i observer reported.
the Baha'i Center in Nairobi..
The sponsors of the program plan .to
Word was sent on short notice throughout Kenya that a visitor from the World publish an ecumenical magazine in which
Center would speak. Pioneers came in a resume of the talks will appear, and·in
from 400 miles distant; African believers, successive editions articles will be pubdespite transportation difficulties, from lished about the different religions taken
100 miles away. Approximately 80 friends from the books of each religion.
attended in all. A number who were unable
to attend came to the airport to bid farewell Rhodesia
to their guest. Mrs: Mayberry spoke of the
World Center, the development of the International Teaching Center, the destiny of
Africa as envisioned by the beloved Guardian, the release of our God-given potentialThe conference sponsored by the Contiities, and the glorious station of
nental
Board of Counsellors in Southern
Baha'u'lIlih.
Among those attending were several Africa, held in Salisbury, Rhodesia, Aunew blind believers. As a result of the gust 23-25, succeeded in its purpose of
teaching activity of a pioneer who settled lifting the hearts ofthe participants, quickin Kenya nine months ago, approximately ening their spirit of unity, expanding their
fifteen blind individuals from a school near vision of service to the Cause and intenthe pioneer's home have recently entered sifying their resolve to triumphantly accomplish every goal of the Five Year Plan.
the Faith.

Counsellors ioin
in ecumenical lectures

World Center visitor
takes part in meeting

Counsellors' conference
conducted in Salisbury
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Around the World
In attendance were Florence Mayberry,
representing the International Teaching
Center; the three area Counsellors; all ten
members of the Auxiliary Board of the
zone; and representatives of most National
Spiritual Assemblies in southern Africa.
At its very beginning the conference
reached a high level of spirit which was
maintained throughout the entire proceedings. The meetings provided the participants with an opportunity to discuss questionsofmutual interest and concern. Some
of the topics discussed were: Women,
Children and Youth Activities; InterAssembly Cooperation in Achieving Five
Year Plan Goals; and Creating a Distinctive Baha'I Community. The contribution
to the discussion by all participants was
perceptive and a lively exchange of ideas
took place.
Some of the highlights of the conference, drawn from Mrs. Mayberry's report,
are as follows:
"In one community a Baha'I Women's
Club has been organized to meet the need
for social activity and shared learning. The
club meets once, sometimes twice, a week
but the women are so enthused they would
like to meet every day. Sessions are open
to Baha'IS as well as their friends; they
visit, learn about the Faith, sew, cook and
eat together. They do crafts inc! uding knitting jerseys for their families from scrap
yarns. From discarded mea lie bags they
create useful and beautiful domestic articles such as aprons, curtains and pillows.
A sewing machine has been procured for
the use of the club members. Children are
made welcome, as well. In women's
clubs, the women can be encouraged to
develop classes for children. Already
some African women are conducting such
classes. One class started with 30 children
and now has 80 attending. Another woman
misunderstood the request that she teach a
weekly children's class and had one every
day for 40 children; this class has now
expanded into the teaching of reading,
writing, science and history as well as a
study of the Baha'I Faith.
"A Baha'I woman in Lesotho had
wanted to be a school teacher but did not
have the opportunity to train for it. Each
day herdsboys passed her house in the
morning and evening. As they stopped to
rest, she began to teach them Baha'I
prayers and some school subjects. This has
continued and in addition she teaches a
children's class once a week. Thus the
Faith and her readiness to selVe it fulfilled
10
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her heart's desire.
.. Youth activities are well developed in
Swaziland. The Youth Committee meets
every day and has formed clubs in schools.
The members calIon the sick in hospitals,
distribute literature, reactivate fellow
youth and have offered to undertake circuit
teaching in other countries to stimulate the
youth to teach.
"Family conferences, designed to involve ail family members, are successful.
These conferences have special classes for
parents, and separate children's and youth
classes. Classes are held in the morning
and all groups have lunch together. Often
there is a program in which the children's
accomplishments are displayed.
"The idea of early morning community
prayers has been enthusiastically received
and already a number of communities are
meeting for this purpose. On the surface,
the morning prayer meetings seemed to be
a simple goal but the idea has proved to be
one of the most profoundly stirring and
moving goals of the entire Five Year Plan.
One believer commented, 'At first when
we started early prayers, we were discouraged. Few came, but we continued. Now
more and more are joining in.'
"The story was told of one area where a
group of Baha'IS was walking to a village
to teach. One of the friends pointed to his
land as they passed it and said, 'One day
you will see what a fine house I will build
on this land.' A l7-year-old girl in the
group, a dedicated and excellent teacher,
asked: 'Is that part of the Five Year Plan?'
The man, his devotion quickened, gave his
land to the National Spiritual Assembly.
" 'There is such a beautiful spirit in this
room tonight,' commented one of the
friends as the conference concluded. Said
another: 'The spirit is here.'
"A beautifully-worded letter of appreciation, signed by all those present at
the conference, was sent to The Universal
House of Justice. The letter commented on
the unsurpassed 'multinational and interAssembly unity and solidarity within the
Baha'I community of Southern Africa,'
the 'spirit of sincerity and love,' and concluded: 'With renewed hearts and refreshed vigor, we consolidate our dedication to the Cause of Baha'u'llah and consecrate ourselves to the united accomplishment of the goals of the Five Year
Plan.' ..
Following the conference, Mrs. Mayberry proceeded to Kenya where she met
with the Continental Board of Counsellors

for the Central and East African lone, and
addressed a general meeting of the believers in Nairobi.

Seychelles

Official news bulletin
tells of Sahel'. meetings
The attendance of representatives of the
National Spiritual Assembly ofSeychelJes
at the conference sponsored by the Continental Board of Counsellors in Southern
Africa, held in Salisbury, Rhodesia, August 23-25, 1974, was the subject of a
lengthy, front-page news item in the
Seychelles Government News Bulletin.
The full text of the article which appeared
under the headline, "Baha'I Delegates
Leaving for Conference," was later broadcast on Radio Seychelles in both Creole
and English. The article was objective and
accurate. The National Assembly commented: "The publicity given to the conference in Salisbury both on the radio and
the press in SeychelJes has caused tremendous interestin non-Baha'I circles and
the news has received very favorable reaction in official and unofficial quarters."

Spain

Faith included rare
religious broadcast
A further report has been received about
the first mention of the Baha'I Faith on
television in Spain: "A nationwide television program was broadcast on July 26
featuring different religious communities
existing in Spain. Among the few chosen
for the program was the Baha'I Faith. The
four-minute report included an intelView
with the National Assembly Secretary and
showed pa;1 of a Nineteen Day Feast at the
National Center. "Dia Prometido" (Promised Day), a recording Baha'I musical duo,
were also shown reciting a long quotation
from the Writings with their own musical
background. A recording of the whole
program was made. This was the first time
Spanish television ever mentioned the
Baha'I Faith. Curiously enough, they did
so on their own initiative-after The Universal House of Justice had given Spain
this goal as one of the goals of the Five
Year Plan."

Back, at last, in New York,
'Abdu'I-Baha rented the same house as before on Riverside Drive near the Hudson
River; MaJ:tmud noted, on November II,
"The owner of the house and his relatives
had entered the group of the sincere
ones .... "1
From November 12 until December 5,
'Abdu'I-Baha stayed in New York and
could be said to have conducted a monthlong deepening class on every aspect of the
Faith. Although invitations to speak
poured in, He now refused most of them,
for He preferred instead to visit the homes
of the friends or to have them come to His
house. Day and night, in this last face-toface effort, He prepared them, as part of
the anny of God, for the things they must
do, for the sacrifices they must make, for
the spirituality they must attain, for the
lessons they must learn, for the total integration and oneness they must achieve,
and for the service they would be called
upon to render to their fellow men in the
path of Baha'u'llah.
To know the events of these days fully
would be to know the weaving in and out
of each human experience, as each person
emerged from all his past experiences, entered 'Abdu'I-Baha's presence, and went
again into the world. To see how the fabric
of the new World Order was being woven,
in that rented house on Riverside Drive,
those thousands of threads, including their
effects on other lives, would have to be
followed endlessly.
On November 12, MaJ:tmud recorded
that the newspapers were filled with accounts of the war between the Balkan
States and Turkey. He added, "The people
looked upon us with eyes full of prejudice
whenever they saw us in the market in
Persian gowns. We were even refused accommodation in large hotels as they
thought we were Turks."2
On the same day he recorded that
'Abdu'I-Baha, as before, was invited to the
homes of many socially prominent New
Yorkers. But 'Abdu'I-Baha refused, saying, " 'I have work with the poor and not
with the rich. 1 love all with heart and soul
yet 1 am not here to visit the homes of the
rich.' "3 When Andrew Carnegie implored Him to come, however, He did bestow upon him the honor of His presence. 4
Orr November 19 the New York Times, in
an article entitled "Prophet Blesses Morgan," reported:
J. Pierpont Morgan was written down
yesterday as one who had done "considerable philanthropy" when his library in East Thirty-sixth Street was vis12
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Children were especially welcomed by
the Master during His visit to America
and many were blessed with His
embrace and gifts. Here are the three
children of Ali Kuli Khan and his wife,
Florence, shown enjoying the bounty of
the Master's presence.

ited by Abdul Baha, the Persian
prophet. After the patriarch had wandered through the treasure rooms, he
paused before the album long enough to
write a blessing on the financier and
thereto append his autograph. Beneath
the Persian script his companion, Dr.
Ameen Fareed, wrote this translation:
0, Thou Generous Lord, verily this
famous personage had done considerable philanthropy, render him great and
dear in Thy Kingdom, make him happy
and joyous in both worlds, and confinn
him in serving the Oneness, the world of
humanity, and submerge him in the sea
of Thy favors. 5
One of the few speaking invitations
'Abdu'I-Baha accepted was on November
15, to address the Divine Knowledge
Club, comprised mostly of women, the
leader of whom claimed clairvoyance and
sat with her eyes closed most of the time to
receive inspiration. On the way home,
'Abdu'I-Baha,said, " 'Behold: what superstition and vain thoughts are yet prevalent
in America!' "6
On November 19, MaJ:tmud noted, "A
number of school children gathered near
the Beloved saying, 'Who is this person
who looks like Christ?' Miss Juliet
Thompson 7 spoke to them outside the
house about the Beloved Cause and the life

of 'Abdu'I-Baha. They asked to interview
Him and they were invited to
come . . . . "8
The days of 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit were
passing quickly. A farewell banquet was
planned on November 24 at the Great
Northern Hotel, that several hundred
attended. 9 The banquet hall was regal with
festoons, banners, and flowers, the crystal
glistening beneath the lights. The Master
spoke of the oneness of mankind to the
white Baha'is, the only friends the racially
segregated hotel had pennitted to enter.
The next night, at the Kinney home 1o
'Abdu'I-Baha and the white friends per_
sonally served the black friends whom the
hotel management had vehemently excluded the night before, and at that gathering 'Abdu'I-Baha said, " 'Today you have
shown the Commandments of the Blessed
Beauty in your actions and have acted according to the teachings of the Supreme
Pen.' "11
The New York Tribune, on November
24, in an article headed "Abdul Baha
Going Away," noted:
Abdul Baba, Abbas Effendi, the Persian prophet and center of the Babai
movement, received assurances of unswerving loyalty last night from members of the Bahai assembly of New York
City, who gathered at a farewell dinner
in his honor at the Great Northern Hotel.
The oriental savant is to leave this country this week, presumably on the steamship Mauretania, though none of his followers would venture to make a definite
date, as Abdul Baba, they said, made
his plans from day to day.
The hour of the farewell dinner was
unusually late. At precisely 9:40
o'clock Abdul Baha appeared, a venerable figure, with a long gray beard and a
Persian cloak and white turban, walking
slowly to his place of honor.
. . . . He was received with a silent
greeting by the three hundred members
of the assembly, who rose at his
approach. 12
On November 25, the crowds kept coming to see Him. MaJ:tmud noted, "As the
multitude grew, He could not conveniently
see them individually so He came downstairs to apologize for not being able to see
them."13
On November 26, theNew York Tribune
reported:
Mrs. Mary Stokes MacNutt, President of Minerva, and Mr. MacNutt were
a happy pair yesterday, for they got
Abdul Baba, of Persia, to speak at the

club's annual luncheon at the
Waldorf-Astoria.
. . . . he came .... Iooking as if he
had on the same white turban and the
same long gown that he wore when he
landed here from Persian last April.
His face wasjust as peaceful as it was
then, too ... and he didn't seem the
least bit touched by his seven months of
America .... 14
On Wednesday, November 27, during
His discourses throughout the day, He told
His listeners, .. 'Their [the Manifestations'] only motive was the education of blessed souls and sanctified
spirits who became the teachers of the divine education and the promoters of the
Great Guidance and the Supreme Favor.
The people of Balui must endeavor day and
night to enforce this noble purpose. They
must put forth their energy to educate
themselves and other sanctified souls.' "15
On November 28, Thanksgiving Day,
Mal)mud commented: "During these last
days of His stay in America, there was
always an influx of friends in His Presence. They came to offer supplications, to
turn to the eternal Face, to look upon the
Dawning Place of the Divine Covenant,
and to cling to His Mantle of Favor. Every
moment the cries of the lovers increased
and the fue of love in the breasts glowed
more. There was not a moment's rest for
the Holy Being. He was either delivering
an address to a public meeting or talking to
a friend in His private chamber. The Holy
Tongue was impartingjoy to the sad, hope
to the hopeless, and a flame to the dormant
while He guided strugglers to the Right
Path."18

On Friday, November 29, He moved to
the Emery home. In an evening meeting at
the Kinneys', He spoke wi~ the friends
about their offers of money. He said,
.. 'Distribute it among the poor from Me.
It will be as if I have given it to them. The
most acceptable offering to Me is the unity
among friends, service to the Cause of
God, diffusing the Divine Fragrances, and
acting upon the admonitions of the Beauty
of Abba.' "17
The friends kept trying to give Him
money, supplicating by letter and in person, asking the Persians to intercede. Finally, on November 30, some devised a
plan for clinging to His mantle until He
would accept it. He called in others and
said to them all:" 'I am pleased with your
services and I am grateful for all you have
done for Me. . . . Now you have brought
presents for the members of My family.
They are acceptable, but the best of all

Thefirst home in A merica visited by the
Master, !4bdu'I-BaJui, was that of
Saffa Kinney (shown here). He was the
conductor of a large vocal ensemble in
New York at the time he entered the
BaJui' i Faith and his services include
composing a great deal of the early
music used by BaJui'is.

presents is the love of God which remains
preserved in the treasuries of hearts. Material presents remain for a time but this
lasts forever. These presents require chests
and shelves for safekeeping while this is
preserved in the repositories of the minds
and hearts and remains eternal and immortal forever in the divine worlds. I shall,
therefore, convey to them your love which
is the most precious of all gifts. No one
uses diamond rings in our home and no one
wants rubies. That house is free from all
these things.
" 'I, however, accept your presents but
I leave them in your safe keeping with the
request that you will kindly sell them and
send the proceeds to the funds for the
Mashriqu'I-Adbklir... .' "18
On Sunday, December I, one of the
subjects 'Abdu'I-Baha discussed was universal peace: .. 'This question of peace in
the religion of Baha'u'lI3h is a positive
command and religious obligation. It is
not the resolution ofa congress orthe edict
of a parliament of a nation or a country so
that it can be considered as permeated with
selfish desires and be subject to amendments. It is a positive divine command and
is, thus, certain to come to pass. As opposition to Christ is considered a sin in the
terminology of that religion, the rejection

of peace has the same status in the religion
of Baha'u'II3h.' "19
It was on Monday, December 2-the
day the newspapers announced Sarah
Bernhardt's arrival in New York to stan a
vaudeville tour-that 'Abdu'l-Baha
summed up His admonitions to the Baha'is
by saying: " 'In brief, let each one of you
be as a lamp shining fonh with the light of
the vinues of the world of humanity. Be
trustwonhy, sincere, affectionate and replete with chastity. Be illumined, be
spiritual, be divine, be glorious, be quickened of God, be a Baha'I: "20
Mal:tmud noted on December 3: "Today
a spirit of sadness came over the lovers of
the Peerless Beauty as preparations were
made for His leaving. "21 Two large meetings were held, one in the afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Krug, and the other at the
home of Mrs. Kinney.
On December 4, 'Abdu'I-Baha continued to talk with the streams of visitors.
That night He addressed the Theosophical
Society of New York.
Finally, Thursday, DecemberS, the day
of departure from America, came. Two
hundred thirty-nine days had passed while
'Abdu'I-BaIui traveled across the North
American continent, communicating to
the hearts, opening spiritual eyes and ears
and minds, with little rest, in train cars,
assembly halls, homes, hotels, embassies,
parks, streets, and sanctuaries. He had cut
across the forms and fetters of social class,
race, and color. He had uplifted, praised,
and encouraged every sign of spiritual development shown by each soul.
In His autumn years that recalled a
spring when there had been no classroom
but the prison cell and the home of exile
and no teacher but His Father, He had
amazed ex pens in a variety of fields with
His sagacity and wisdom. The Teachings
of the perfect Instructor Baha'u'lI3h were
reflected in 'Abdu'I-Baha, the perfect Pupil, the kind and simple, the saintly, the
single-minded, laughing, majestic mystery of a Man, Who had been appointed by
that same Instructor as the pivot of the
Covenant of God with all the earth. A
thousand or thousands of years of spiritual
potential for the planet had been channeled
into that single human form. He performed
in each small action the seed-planting for a
millennium.
The Exemplar, the Master, the Servant
was now to leave the shores of America
and return to the Threshold of the Holy
Tomb of BaIui'u'lIlih to serve His remaining years on earth. All the future, all the
coming ages, all the children yet unborn
would be dependent on the spiritual
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threads He had woven during His journeys
across this and other lands. Not one breath
would be drawn in the future centuries, not
one word spoken or deed perfonned in that
earth-wide, centuries-long tapestry of the
World Order of Baha'u'lIah, whose
strands would not ultimately reach back to
the Divine Loom of 'Abdu'I-Baha, the
Center of the Covenant.
The friends were already looking back,
as they would increasingly in the future,
on the rich store of experiences that had
been woven together and were recounting
their memories and recalling the interviews, articles, and new stories that had
packed the eight and one-half months.
They could recall how some of the
friends, in the infancy of their development, had been apprehensive about His
coming to America, which had caused
Mohammed Yazdi to write these prophetic
words from Egypt in 1911 to the American
Baha'is:

by his friends could not be accepted, returned the money and instructed them to
give their offering to the poor. "23
They could recall the praise and honor
heaped on 'Abdu'I-Baha and the touching
and humorous episodes recorded in the
articles printed about Him, such as the one
that appeared on April 21 , in the magazine
section of the New York Times. The
reporter, after covering in detail her extensive interview with 'Abdu'I-Baha, related
what happened after she and the translator
left His room:
In a minute the door had closed and
the reporter stepped from Palestine to
the conventional hotel sitting room. The
interpreter was beside her.
"Is he not a kind man?" he asked, all
his face aglow with affection for his
master. "He is the kindest man in the
world. "
"Indeed, yes."
"You travel with him?"
"Yes, I interpret for him.
An American Bahai came up. His
fashion of putting his devotion was
somewhat in contrast to the Oriental
way of speaking that had prevailed in
the apartment, but it bore witness to the
love the master inspires.
"For that man," he said, "I'd jump
head first from a fifteenth-story window."
So it is with everybody who had come
in contact with Abdul Baha ....
"I used to wash my hands after shaking hands with a Christian," said a
Mohammedan Bahai. "Now I want to
shake hands with all the world. "24

Some people have expressed anxieties and fears because of
Abdul-Baha's possible visit to America;
they think that the newpapers will write
sensational articles and ridicule the
Cause. Such people are very shortsighted. They have not realized deeply,
nor superficially, the force of
Abdul-Baha's presence. Neither have
they dreamed of the magnetic influence
of his Highness .... He is a man whose
very appearance will solve all the perplexed anxieties of the visionaries of
disaster. . . . Should we be afraid to
receive the One who is the source of all
our inspiration and all our light? . . .
Future historians will record the coming
They could recall the letters to the
of Abdul-Baha to America as a great editors about 'Abdu'I-Baha, such as the
and momentous event. Broaden your vione appearing in the New York City Globe
sion and look into the future, when the
on April 22:
nations of America shall celebrate, from
Abdul Baha Abbas, now in New
one end ofthe continent to the other, the
York to spread his gospel of peace, is
anniversary of the day when Abdulfound in Gertrude Atherton's new
Baha set foot upon "the land of the
novel, "Julie France and Her Times,"
brave and the free!". . . He does not
which the Macmillan Company has just
want your houses and palaces, but your
published. The heroine of Mrs.
hearts. Prepare your hearts, purify your
Atherton's story ... goes to Persia.
hearts, cleanse your hearts, that he may
"Even a little of the wisdom of the
find a place therein!22
east," as she explains, "must widen our
The American friends had also been
vision and prove an everlasting antidote
concerned about 'Abdu'I-Baha's monetary
to the modem spirit of unrest." She goes
well-being and recalled: "When the
to Acca. And what took her to Acca?
Bahais of this country received word of his
"I went to see Abdul Baha Abbas and
intended visit, the sum of eighteen
investigate the new religion . . . . "25
thousand dollars was subscribed toward
The friends could recall the magazine
the expense of his journe y. He was
articles
introducing infonnation about the
notified of this action and a part of the
money forwarded to him by cable. He ca- Faith and 'Abdu'I-Baha. One appeared in
bled in answer that the funds contributed the April 27 issue of The Survey magazine:
14
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Wherever a Bahai center has been
fonned, there has been a new spirit and
a new impetus to progress. Thirty years
ago a book called the Mysterious Forces
of Civilization, by a Bahai
Philosopher,26 had a commanding influence in educating toward constitutional government in Persia . . . .
Bahais do not label as theirs the schools
and hospitals they establish. But they
are back of or within every progressive
movement. . . Their influence goes far
because they become one with their surroundings and have no missionary
label. .. .
. ... Scientists and men of affairs
who have met him ['Abdu'I-Baha] marvel at his wisdom and common-sense
knowledge of world conditions, questioning how he can meet them on their
own level when he has been a political
prisoner for forty years. 27
They could remember how often the
newspapers reported the superficial instead of the deep spiritual message, as in
the May 14 article (picked up from a New
York
paper)
in
the Chicago
Record-Herald headed" 'All Right,'
Nation's Slogan":
Abdul Baha, Persian prophet of
world peace, said today he had found
the keynote expression of American optimism.
"It is those two words, 'all right,' "
he said. Everywhere I go," the Persian
went on, "I hear those two magical
words-words which I have never heard
used by any other nation in any other
country. With you Americans it is always 'all right'."
"If I ask a bellboy at the hotel to do
something, he responds, 'all right.' If I
inquire as to the health of a person I have
met here, he answers, 'all right.'
"When the conductor wants the train
to start, he shouts, 'all right.'
"Everything is 'all right' in the United
States. I believe the expression typically
reflects the optimism of this great
country ."28
Many small instances would be remembered and retold by those who witnessed them. William Copeland Dodge
recalled, for example, this glimpse: "The
homes of many of the believers were also
visited by 'Abdu'I-Baha. Among them was
the residence of my mother and father at
261 West 139th Street, New York City,
and my home, 1043 East 16th Street, Flatbush, Brooklyn. 'Abdu'l-Baha had luncheon with us. We had placed a large,

comfortable chair at the table for Him, but
He sat in a smaller chair. Anotherexample
of humility!"29
Some people could not recall the
specific things that went on in His presence but could remember the impact of His
presence, as did Lucy Jane Marshall, who
said of one meeting in California: "If he
spoke or if anyone else was there, I do not
recall; but 0, in quiet times, the power of
his presence, the peace in his face and his
steadfast eyes are with me still. "30
Some of the friends could recall their
desire after once meeting with Him to follow wherever He went. Mrs. Bertha Rohr
Clark remembered: "At the Kinney home
there were between three and four hundred
souls waiting to receive His blessing. He
came to each one of us and took our hands
in His with a loving greeting and a few
words I did not understand. However I felt
an electric shock that went from my head
to my feet. . . . Whenever the Master
spoke, in homes or churches, hall or
societies, 1 went almost at the cost of my
position which 1 [had] held for many

years."31
Mrs. Hazel Tomlinson remembered:
" . . . . at His home, He asked to see me.
When I went to Him, Ella Bailey was there
also . . . .
"While we were sitting there a bride and
groom carne in dressed in all their finery.
She was white and he was colored. They
knelt at Abdul-Baba's feet and He blessed
them and put a candy in each mouth, saying as He did so, 'The East and the West.'
"Then when we rose to go Abdul-Baha
gave my sister (Kathryn Frankland) a
banana and to me He gave a beautiful persimmon, my first one. It was delicious.
Ever since then I have eaten many of
them . . . .
"I remember at one time in His home on
California street. . . . There were a
number of people around Him and a few
reporters. He had given these reporters
some very lovely roses with very long
stems. They looked as if they didn't know
what to do with them . . . .
"Did we not always learn a lesson when
with the Master? Even for a very few minutes while with Him. We scarcely knew
how very important these minutes were to
us and the whole world in general . . . .
One evening He told us of the terrible
Black pit where Baha'u'I1ah was confined
for four months . . . . He was sitting on a
low davenport. He said, 'I was a child of
eight,' and He wept. He continued-'They
had taken me to see Baha'u'llah when He
would come out of this awful pit for a little
fresh air and water. He was chained with

convicts and murderers and His clothes before God if you fail to live according to
were worn so thin and ragged, and He his command, for you are informed of that
said, "Why is this child here, take him which constitutes the good-pleasure of
away," and they took me away.' And the God . . . . It is my hope that you may beMaster still wept and we all wept with come successful in this high calling . . . .
Him. Then He continued: 'In all your And unto this I call you, praying to God to
Feasts and all your Meetings speak of strengthen and bless you." 33
Baha'u'llah and all His sufferings. "32
The threads that He had woven would be
traced and followed through the fabric of
the World Order for the whole ofa Dispent This anicle is condensed from material in chapler
sation.
19 of !he book 'Abdu'I-BaJui in America. approved
And so it was, on December 5, 1912, on for future publication by Ihe Balu!' i Publishing Trust.
the 239th day after His arrival in America,
I. MaI)mud-i-Zarqani accompanied 'Abdu'I-Baha
'Abdu'I-Baha stood on the ship, Celtic, in America. He wrote down Ihe talks as 'Abdu'l-Baha
and looked at the friends, on whose ac- presented Ihem in Persian. He also kepl a daily account of events, which was reviewed by 'Abdu'l-Baha
tions, together with the actions of their and was, at His direction, printed in India (in Persian)
fellow-believers, in large part hung the under the title BadByi'u'I-A!har (the Wondrous Annals) in 1914 and 1921 in two volumes, generally
fate of the world. He said to them:
"This is my last meeting with you, for referred to as .. Mahmud' s Diary" in the West. Quotations are taken from an unpUblished English translanow 1 am on the ship ready to sail away. tion found in Ihe National Archives. This entry is
These are my final words of exhortation. 1 found under November II, 1912.
2. MaI)mud, op. cit .• Nov. 12, 1912.
have repeatedly summoned you to the
3. Ibid.
cause of the unity of the world of
4. Ibid.
humanity ...
5. Nno York Times, Nov. 19, 1912.
"The earth is one nativity, one home,
6. MaI)mud, op. cit .• Nov. IS, 1912.
and all mankind are the children of one
7. Early American Baha'" an arust by profession,
father . . . . The obstacle to human happi- who also kepl a diary of this period.
S. MaI)mud, op. cit .• Nov. 19, 1912.
ness is racial or religious prejudice, the
9. Estimates varied. MaI)mud and newspaper accompetitive struggle for existenr.e and in- counts estimated 300; Howard Colby Ives in PortlJis
humanity toward each other.
to Freedom estimated 600.
"Your eyes have been illumined, your 10. Saffa Kinney and his wife were early believers
ears are attentive, your hearts knowing. whose home was Ihe first in which 'Abdu'l-Baha
stayed in America.
You must be free from prejudice and I I. MaI)mud, OP: cit .• Nov. 24, 1912.
fanaticism, beholding no differences be- 12. Nno York Tribune, Nov. 24, 1912.
tween the races and religions. . . the best 13. MaI)mud, op. cit .• Nov. 25, 1912.
14. Nno York Tribune, Nov. 26, 1912.
way to thank God is to love one another.
"Beware lest ye offend any heart, lest 15. MaI)mud, op. cit .• Nov. 27, 1912.
16. Ibid .• Nov. 2S, 1912.
ye speak against anyone in his absence, 17. Ibid., Nov. 29, 1912.
lest ye estrange yourselves from the ser- IS. Ibid .• Nov. 30, 1912.
19. Ibid .• Dec. I, 1912.
vants of God . . . .
". . . A world-enkindling fire is astir in 20. Ibid .• Dec. 2, 1912.
21. Ibid .• Dec. 3, 1912.
the Balkans. God has created men to love 22. Mohammad Yazdi, .. 'Abdu'l-Baha in Egypt: A
each other, but instead, they kill each other Callro Ihe American Baha'is," SIDr ofthe West, vol.
1,00. 17, January 19, 1911, pp. 5-7.
with cruelty and bloodshed . . . .
"As to you;-your efforts must be lofty. 23. Promulgation of Universal Peace, vol. I,
Executive Board of Ihe Baha'i Temple
Exert yourselves with heart and soul so Chicago:
Unity and Baha', Publishing Comminec:, 1921, p. ii.
that perchance through your efforts the 24. New York Times. magazine section, April 21,
light of Universal Peace may shine . . . . 1912.
"Consider how the prophets who have 25. New York City Globe. April 22, 1912.
been sent. .. have exhorted mankind to 26. This refers to Secret of Divine CiviliZlJtion, written by 'Abdu'I-Baha. In 1912 it had oot been disunity and love . . . . Consider the heed- closed who had aulhored Ihe book.
lessness of the world. . . Notwithstanding 27. Irene Earle, "Personals," The Survey. vol. 28,
the heavenly commandments to love one 00. 4, April 27, 1912, p. 179.
another, they are still shedding each 2S. Chicago Record-Herald. May 14, 1912.
29. Notes of William Copeland Dodge, National
other's blood . . . .
Baha', Archives, Wilmene, Illinois.
"Your duty is of another kind, for you 30. Notes of Lucy Jane Marshall, National Baha',
are informed of the mysteries of God. Archives, Wilmene, Illinois.
Your eyes are illumined, your ears are 31. Notes of Berlha Rohr Clark, National Baha',
quickened with hearing. You must there- Archives, Wilmene, lIIioois.
32. Notes of Hazel Tomlinson, National Baha', Arcfore look toward each other and then to- hives, Wilmene, lIIioois.
ward mankind with the utmost love and 33. Promulgation ofUniverMI Peace. op. cir .• vol.
kindness. You have no excuse to bring II, pp. 464-467.
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Youth
'Abdu'l-Baha's arrival in New York City on April II, 1912,
marked the beginn~g of a nine-month journey which spanned
more than 5,000 miles. The seeds of heroism, transported from
the land of the dawn-breakers and already planted by early
teachers in receptive hearts, were nurtured by the Master during
that epic journey, yielding a harvest of dedicated
Baha'fs-including youth-whose services illumined the early
years of the Cause in North America.
Except for his talks to large gatherings on the campuses of
major universities-Columbia, Howard, New York, and
Stanford-'Abdu'I-Baha saw the Baha'f youth of that day in large
gatherings of believers. At that time there were no youth committees or youth conferences. Indeed, there was only a handful of
Local Spiritual Assemblies in the United States. The Bafui'f
community was embryonic-a few large groups numbering in the
hundreds in places such as New York, Chicago, and Kenosha,
Wisconsin, a scattering of believers across the rest of a vast land,
and tens of thousands of cities and towns as yet untouched by the

Out of
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Fred Mortensen
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rays of the Dawning Sun. Nonetheless, some Baha'f youth were
already rising to heights of sacrificial service that reflected the
dedication of their long-suffering brethren in the East.
Consider, for instance, the story of Fred Mortensen. He was
reared in the slums, where he learned to be tough, dishonest, and
hateful. He had been a fugitive for four years, having walked out
of j ail while awaiting trial. Then one day he encountered a young
man being arrested. While trying to take him away from the
policeman Fred noticed a couple of detectives approaching and
hastened to escape them. With bullets whizzing around his head
he leaped over a thirty-five foot wall, breaking his leg in the
process. There he was discovered by a Baha'f teacher who defended him, cared for his injuries, and told him of 'Abdu'I-Bafui.
Fred Mortensen often compared this to the story which
Baha'u'lIiIh relates in The Seven Valleys about the lover who
vaulted a wall into a garden to escape the watchman, thereby
discovering his beloved after long years of separation,
Out of wrath, the guard had led him who was athirst in love's
desert to the sea of his loved one, and lit up the dark night of
absence with the light of reunion. He had driven one who was

afar. into the garden of nearness. had guided an ailing soul to
the heart's physician. 11
'Abdu'l-Baha appeared to this newly ignited youth in a dream,
and Fred resolved to seek His presence at Green Acre. He had
only one way to get to Maine with his low finances: as a hobo.
Starting from Cleveland (where he was attending a printers'
conference), he rode the rods to Buffalo, then for nine long hours
through the night to Boston. He arrived in Portsmouth on top of a
passenger train, then took a boat and a streetcar to Green Acre. He
arrived at the Sarah Farmer Inn, tired, travel-soiled, but happy.
Early the next morning the word was sent: " 'Abdu'I-Baha
wishes to see Mr. Mortensen." The Master warmly welcomed the
somewhat baffled youth, thrice asked him whether he was happy,
and demanded to know the details of his journey. A year later, in a
Tablet, 'Abdu'I-Baha told him:

That trip ofthinefrom Minneapolis to Green A cre will never be
forgonen.lts mention will be recorded eternally in books and
works of history. Therefore, be thou happy that, praise be to
God, thou hast an illumined heart, a living spirit. and art
vivified with merciful breath. 20

Agnes Alexander and Martha Root in Japan.
1be Master, upon first hearing the story, kissed Fred on both
cheeks, gave him much fruit, and kissed the dirty hat which he
wore. At the end of His stay at Green Acre He took Fred Mortensen with Him to Malden, Massachusetts, for an entire week. That
meeting, and another brief one which followed a few weeks later,
fumIy set Fred Mortensen's feet on the path of service to the
Cause and obedience to the Covenant. He lived to be a dedicated
pioneer to Montana, a representative of the Baha'i Tem pie Unity,
and, for more than twenty years, a member of the Chicago
community. Like Badi' himself, Fred Mortensen began as a
delinquent. Like Badi', his story testifies to the transforming
power of Baha'u'llaIt. He wrote:

"Thus the Word of God gave me a new birth, made me a living
soul, a revivified spirit. I am positive that nothing else upon the
earth could have changed my character as it has been changed. I
am Indeed a new being, changed by the power of the Holy
Spirit ... I have been resurrected and made live in the Kingdom
of AI Abha. "21
But Fred Mortensen was not the first western youth to be so
transformed. The services of Baha'i youth in America actually

began with the first mention of Baha'u'lIah's Revelation to the
World's Parliament of Religion in 1893. A young woman of
twenty-two, drawn to Chicago by the inner promptings of her
searching heart, saw His Name in a newspaper article. In 1894,
after investigating His Teachings, she enrolled in the new Faith.
Her name was Lua Getsinger. So great were her services that
'Abdu'I-Baha called her the "Herald of the Covenant" and Shoghi
Effendi referred to her as the "mother-teacher of the American
Baha'i community."
Another young American who arose at that time was May
Bolles. At the age of eleven she dreamed of an earth covered with
mystic symbols of which she could read only a "B" and an "H",
and of a Figure who beckoned to her from across the Mediterranean Sea. In 1898, at the age of twenty-eight, she met Lua
Getsinger and was attracted by the hidden fire she saw in that
soul. May Bolles joined her teacher in the frrst party of Americans
to attain the Master's presence. When she met Him, she found the
Figure from her dream. Later she married William Sutherland
Maxwell, and continued her exemplary teaching. A dedicated
servant to the end, she passed away in 1940 at her pioneering post
in Argentina. Shoghi Effendi said that she had "laid down her life
in such a spirit of consecration and self-sacrifice" and had "truly
merited the crown of martyrdom. "22
The Master's visit to North America enkindled many youth
with the same fire that burned in the souls of the dawn-breakers.
One youth who arose in the early part of this century was Dorothy
Baker. She was the granddaughter of Mother Betty Beecher, who
took her to see 'Abdu'I-Bahi in New York City when she was
fourteen years old. A painfully shy girl, she wasat frrstextremely
nervous. Gradually she relaxed under the calming influence of
His love. Although she left without speaking and could never
remember the words addressed to her, from that time she considered herself a Baha'i. A few days after the visit she wrote to the
Center of the Covenant, saying that she wished to serve the Cause.
He sent her a Tablet promising His prayers that God would grant
her desire.
'Abdu'l-Baha told Mother Beecher, " ... your granddaughter
is My own daughter. You must train her for Me."sa Dorothy
Baker's lifelong service ended in an airplane crash on her way
back to the United States from a teaching trip in India in 1954.
Three years prior to her death, she had been appointed a Hand of
the Cause of God by Shoghi Effendi. Her abilities to reach
minority peoples and youth with the Message of Bahi'u'UaIt
helped win great victories for the Faith which she had embraced at
such a young age.
Another young woman who accepted the Baha'i Faith in the
early part of this century also went on to become a Hand of the
Cause. She was Agnes Alexander. She discovered the new Revelation while in Rome and traveled all the way to Paris to study
under the nearest Baha'i teacher, May Bolles. In 1913 she asked
the Master for permission to visit Haifa. He replied, "It is best that
thou goest directly to Japan and while there be engaged in spreading the fragrances of God."24 She left immediately for Tokyo and
began to teach the waiting souls there as soon as she arrived. So
resplendent was her example that she is one of only three
teachers, all women, mentioned by name in the Tablets of the
Divine Plan. 'Abdu'l-Baha explained that through the efforts of
this youthful pioneer:

... a number ofsouls have reached the shore ofthe sea offaith!
Consider ye, what happiness, what joy is this! I declare by the
Lord of Hosts that had this respected daughter founded an
empire, that empire would not have been so great! For this
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sovereignty is eternal sovereignty and this glory is everlasting
glory. 25

structed under the Guardian's direction. This special youth
agency was a token of their growing importance to the Faith. Its
goal was described in this way:

In the Holy Land at the same time, a young member of the Holy
At various times in the past few years, the National Spiritual
Family was becoming well known among the Eastern friends for
Assembly has attempted to inaugurate some type of action
his devotion and service to 'Abdu'I-Baha. His name was Shoghi
among younger believers, but never with any great success. At
Effendi, and he was the Master's grandson. He was carefully
last, however, a mechanism has been evolved which it is hoped
trained by his Grandfather and educated in Western schools.
will perpetuate itself and stimulate growth. 26
While still a college student at Oxford, he was called back to
Haifa by the news of 'Abdu'I-Baha's passing. There he received
Shoghi Effendi was excited by this development. In the first
the shattering announcement that he was the Guardian of the letter to the National Youth Committee written on his behalf in
Faith, chosen successor of the Center of the Covenant. At that August, 1933, he stressed two themes. One was the imperative
time Shoghi Effendi was only 24 years old.
need to deepen in the Teachings. The other was that the CommitFor more than a decade the young Guardian labored to erect a tee:
foundation for the administrative institutions whose seeds had
... should not confine your activities to the national sphere but
been generated by the martyrs of the Heroic Age. No youth
should strive to create under the supervision of your National
committees could exist, for example, without the Spiritual AsSpiritual Assembly an international body of active BaIui.'i men
semblies which he had first to fonn and train. The individual
and
women who, conscious of their manifold and sacred reheroism which had characterized the growth of the Faith to that
sponsibilities, will unanimously arise to spread the Holy
time now had to be placed in the setting of a true BaIui.'i commuWord. 27
nity guided by a God-given Administrative Order. The task was
so arduous that it frequently threatened to destroy Shoghi
Responding to this mandate, the Youth Committee established

Youth gathered at second and third National Balufi Youth Conferences.
Effendi's health.
in 1936 an International Bureau, a step which met with the
The American Baha'i youth had already demonstrated their Guardian's hearty approval. By 1946 its International Secretary
right to be called "spiritual descendants of the dawn-breakers." was in communication with youth in fifteen countries. In those
Now they were required to help build Baha'i communities and to years, before there were dozens of National Spiritual Assemblies
train themselves to serve Baha'i institutions. They did not fail in in the Baha'i world, youth played a leading role in orienting the
this work.
community as a whole to the global dimensions of the Faith of
One of the most successful of the early youth groups which Baha'u'llah.
resulted was located in Montreal, where May Bolles Maxwell
One of the most successful tools in this work was World Youth
was residing. It began in 1927 with a study class which soon Day. An annual event inaugurated in 1936, World Youth Day was
attracted both Baha'is and seekers. It was called the "Youth celebrated into the 1960's, and united Baha'i youth everywhere in
Group for Independent Investigation of Truth." The program's international participation and celebration. The National Youth
success rested on two pillars. One was the Montreal Assembly, Committee also developed more unusual approaches to worldwhich offered the necessary loving trust and genuine understand- mindedness. In 1939, for example, Baha'is from other countries
ing. The other was adherence to the Guardian's own admonition, were invited to join in sponsoring a series of "Persian Dinners":
in a special letter to the youth of that community, to study the
These dinners have been planned by the BaIui.'i Youth Groups
Writings of BaIui.'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-Baha instead of relying too
for the Baha'i Community and some invited guests who were
heavily on individual interpretations.
not Baha'is. After eating Persian food (many times sitting
In 1933 a new era began for American BaIui.'i youth. In that
cross-legged on the floor and pretending that they really were
year the National Spiritual Assembly appointed the first National
living in the days of the Dawn-Breakers) young BaIui.'fs acted
BaIui.'i Youth Committee. Thus young believers were fonnally
as story tellers and told of the beauty and courage and wisdom
incorporated into the Administrative Order so painstakingly con-
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and love of the great heroes of our Faith. 28
These international activities were educational experiences in
their own right. But the Guardian had told the youth to deepen,
and the Youth Committee felt impelled to develop a wide variety
of responses to this challenge. Local study groups were established for young believers, following the pattern so successfully
developed in Montreal. In 1937-38 a nationwide series of "intensive study days" was begun. One deepening tool, however,
eclipsed all others in its effectiveness and popularity: the Baha'I
summer school.
When the National Youth Committee was first appointed in
1933, a new emphasis was placed on developing specialized
courses of study for youth at these schools. The program at Green
Acre the next year included three youthful teachers. One of these
was Mary Maxwell (now Amatu'l-Baha Rul}fyyih Khanum), who
taught a class on The Dawn-Breakers. Another was David Hoffman (now a member of The Universal House of Justice), who
discussed proposed solutions of economic problems. In 1935 the
Louhelen youth program was directed by Dorothy Baker, whose
great services to young Baha'fs everywhere had already won her
their love and admiration. Who knows how well the youth of this

a few local communities.
At Ri~van of 1953 Shoghi Effendi announced to the excited but
somewhat overwhelmed Baha'fs of the world the goals of the Ten
Year Crusade. It was this campaign that was destined to open the
aloft by the Hands of the Cause, would safely lead the community
through the dangerous years between the untimely passing of the
planet to the Message of Baha'u'lIah, prepare the foundation for
The Universal House of Justice, and selVe as a beacon which, held
Guardian and the first election of The Universal House of Justice.
It marked another turning point in the history of American Baha'f
youth.
It is possible to divide that history into four stages: 1893-1921,
1921-1933, 1933-1953, and 1953 to the presenttime. The initial
stage began with the first mention of the Cause in North America
and the enrollment of figures such as Lua Getsinger. Highlighted
by the visit of 'Abdu'I-Baha to North America, its stories chiefly
revolve around the heroism and selVice of spiritually reborn
youth. The second stage began with the passing of the Master.
Under the leadership and patient guidance of the youthful Shoghi
Effendi the Baha'i community slowly grew in size and sophistication. While continuing their individual selVices, youth began to
prepare themselves for future contributions to the World Order of

period understood the magnitude of their privilege as they listened Baha'u'llah.
to teachers such as Horace Holley, Fred Schopflocher, Dorothy
The appointment of the first National Youth Committee in
Baker, Glenn Shook, Stanwood Cobb, and Marion Holley?
1933 marks the beginning of the third chapter in this history. The
Complementing the summer schools were the early youth Administrative Order had begun to function in earnest and the
conferences. They began in the 1930's as special youth dinners at importance of the Baha'f community was becoming clearer to
each National Baha'f Convention. By 1940 local and regional believers of all ages. There was even a Local Spiritual Assembly
youth conferences began to occur in all parts of the United States, in Flint, Michigan, during the mid-1930's which consisted enand the National Youth Committee soon took on the responsibil- tirely of youth between the ages of 21 and 25. Yet this transition
ity of coordinating them. The idea of a national youth conference was by no means instantaneous. For a time there was even a
was not voiced until 1951, however, when a special meeting question about the eligibility of youth to be functioning commuduring the National Convention was proposed to establish youth nity members. In 1936 the National Spiritual Assembly was stillgoals for the Jubilee Year of 1953 (the hundredth anniversary of explaining that young people had the responsibility to declare
the birth of the Baha'f Revelation).
their interest in the Cause and the right to participate in elements
Indeed, during most of the twenty years between 1933 and of the Administration such as Feasts and committees.
1953 the only regular youth activity that was truly national in
What has marked the fourth stage in the history of American
scope was the Committee's bulletin, Baha'i Youth. This grew Baha'i youth, beginning with the inauguration of the Ten Year
from an occasional newsletter in the mid-thirties into a regular Crusade in 1953, is their complete incorporation into the life of
publication, supelVised by a special subcommittee, which in- the community at all levels. There are many stories of exemplary
cluded reports of activities, excerpts from the Writings, essays on individuals from this period to be told by future historians, but
many topics, and even an Esperanto page. Otherwise, much ofthe their selVices are inexorably interwoven with the Administrative
work was still done by individuals and most activities were held in Order of Baha'u'llah. Several factors help account for this evolu-
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tion: the World Crusade itself, which opened the eyes of all
Baha'is to the planet-embracing scope of the Revelation and the
truly international dimensions of the Tablets of the Divine Plan;
the ever-increasing sophistication of the administrative institutions so laboriously erected under the guidance of the Guardian;
the development of a corps of young Baha'is trained in the
principles underlying those agencies and deepened in the Teachings; the continued growth in the number of Baha'i youth, which
made available greater human and material resources; and an
ever-increasing pitch of excitement, activity, and dedication.
New activities in harmony with this trend appeared soon after
1953. For example, in the 1950' s the National Youth Committee
began to coordinate local youth conferences into a series of
meetings in various parts of the country which culminated in a
national gathering each year at the Annual Baha'i Convention in
Wilmette. And in 1968, midway through the Nine Year Plan, the
fIrSt national youth conference was held independently of any
other Baha'i event. It drew about 500 participants from allover
the country. Six years later, the third national Baha'i youth
conference brought 4,000 dedicated souls to Oklahoma City.
One innovation which emerged during this period was the
Baha'i College Club. It had roots in the work of such figures as

Youth Committee responded by organizing teaching circuits,
sponsoring a Speakers' Bureau, and increasing the intensity of
work on college campuses.
So successful was university teaching that, in 1960, the National Youth Committee was replaced entirely by its own offspring, the Baha'i College Bureau. Local communities were
promoting and supporting youth activities as a matter of course,
and the emphasis at the national level had clearly shifted to
campus-related work. As the administrative structure at the National Baha'i Center evolved in response to the challenges of the
Nine Year Plan, the Baha'i College Bureau became the Office of
Youth and Student Activities. It was supervised by the National
Teaching Committee, the chief auxiliary arm of the National
Spiritual Assembly, and served a wider range of youth-students
and non-students alike-as the goal of proclaiming the Message
of Baha'u'llah to all strata of society was increasingly realized.
Innovative teaching methods continued to be developed to meet
the needs of a changing society. In the mid-1960's, for example,
the Youth Office began to organize summer youth projects. These
were designed to spread the Baha'i Faith to designated areas of the
country, often emphasizing deeds over words. They were most
successful. So, too, were the road shows-groups of Baha'i
youth who taught the Faith through music-which began to
develop during the last few years of the Nine Year Plan. The
success of these approaches was demonstrated by the rapidly
increasing number of youth declarations during that period. In
1953 about 60 new Baha'i youth were welcomed. In 1967 more
than eleven times that number joined the Cause. And two years
later, the total enrollments of youth for one year had rocketed to
1,800.
At the beginning of the Nine Year Plan, the National Spiritual
Assembly, perceiving increased momentum in American Bw'i
youth activity, wrote: "That the Bw'i Faith in America could
soon become a youth-invigorated movement is most suggestive
and heartening."29 By 1968, with this hope already a reality, it
could take the historic step of assigning specific goals to Bw'i
youth. At the first national youth conference of the Nine Year
Plan the youth made such a recommendation. The National Assembly, which was present at that session, was so excited by the
Some of the American youth in the Ten Year Crusade
possibility that it did not even wait to return to its council chamMartha Root, who, in the early 1930's, spoke at more than 400 bers for consultation. Meeting on the lawn in front of the national
colleges and universities during an eleven-month cross-country fJ3.'?iratu'I-Quds, it approved a Five Year Youth Program, and
teaching trip. Soon after, in 1937, the first Baha'i Club officially returned to announce it to 500 cheering Bw'is. The Two Year
recognized by a university administration was formed at the Youth Program which is now challenging youth is built solidly on
University of Illinois. It was not until 1955, however, that the the foundation of success laid during those five years between
Youth Committee organized the Baha'i College Bureau to super- 1968 and 1973.
And what of the future? The Universal House of Justice, in the
vise campus teaching. In 1960 about 25 college clubs were
operating under a model constitution approved three years eru:lier very first paragraph of the Five Year Plan, explains:
by the National Spiritual Assembly. By the end of the Nine Year
A span of eighteen years separates us from the centenary of
Plan the total was well over 300. Baha'i high school clubs were
Baha'u'llah's Ascension and the unveiling of His Almighty
also established. They, too, began in 1937, when the Peoria,
Covenant. The fortunes of humanity in that period no man can
Illinois, Baha'is founded a "Charm, Culture and Character Club"
foretell. We can, however, confidently predict that the Cause
for 60 high school girls as a method of indirect teaching.
of God, impelled by the mighty forces oflife within it, must go
The National Youth Committee was very active in the arena of
on from strength to strength, increasing in size and developing
. deepening during the Ten Year Crusade. It developed compilagreater and greater powers for the accomplIshment of God's
tions, wrote deepening outlines, sponsored special institutes and
purpose on earth. 30
retreats, and continued to support the work of the summer
The glorious history of youth in the Baha'i era, as it has so far
schools. But it was in the realm of teaching that new trails were
blazed. Prior to 1953, the primary emphasis of the Committee had developed, can leave no doubt about the contributions which they
not been on proclamation. The Guardian had directed youth to can, must, and will make to that evolution from strength to
concentrate on internationalism and deepening, and this they did strength. Their spiritual zeal, energy, and idealism has already
with exemplary dedication. In 1953, however, young Baha'is left a lasting mark on the development of the Cause of God, and
were assigned a role in the spiritual conquest of the planet. The thus on the course of human history. The Bab was a Youth.
20
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Baba'u'llab Himself was but twenty-eight years old when he
embraced His Forerunner's Cause. 'Abdu'l-Baba began His services while still young, and Shoghi Effendi was not yet twentyfive when he assumed the reins of authority. Even Siyyid K~im
was a young man when he succeeded Shaykb AJ:lmad in the days
before the Bab's Declaration.
In such footsteps followed the youthful heros and heroines of
the Heroic Age. Mulla ijusayn, Quddus, Tabirih, the youthful
Letters ofthe Living; Anis who suffered martyrdom with the Bab;
youths such as RuJ:lu'llab and Badi' , who joyously offered up their
lives for their Faith; Mirza Mihdi, the Purest Branch, who died so
that others might gain the bounty of his Father's presence; these
are only the most exemplary from the hosts of God-intoxicated
youth among the dawn-breakers. Their legacy was preserved in
America by figures such as Lua Getsinger, May Bolles, Dorothy
Baker, Agnes Alexander, and Fred Mortensen, who, though
young in years, gave mature, dedicated, sacrificial service to the
Cause of God and the American Bw'i community. And finally,
there are the hosts of as yet unsung heroes who have offered
themselves in living martyrdom to the development of the Faith of
Bw'u'Uab in the cradle of His Administrative Order.
IT the Baha'i youth of today are to become worthy of this
heritage, if they are to successfully play their crucial role in
winning the goals of the Five Year Plan, they must follow in such
footsteps. With blazing hearts, enlightened minds, and sanctified
characters they must dedicate themselves to the service of God.
Let them, like Badi', be handfuls of dust, mixed with the waters
of might and power, filled with the spirit of assurance, and
transfonned into a new race of men. Let their prayers echo this
poem from the pen of the twelve-year-old martyr, RuJ:lu'llab:
From the cup of divine bounty give me to drink
And rid me of sin and weakness;
For though my sins be great indeed,
The mercy of my Lord is greater still.
Welcome to thee, Saqi (Cupbearer) of the divine banquet!
Come thou, refresh my soul and make
Me worthy of being sacrificed
In the path of the Beloved. 31
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Through
the varied
patterned
lace
As I look into each different face,
I am exalted.
I am exalted to recognize His Grace
shimmering through the varied
patterned lace.
There is this Good in every man
whether Russian or French, Italian
or American
and glowing so in you,
0, lbo, Yoruba, Zulu, Congolese, Fan.
I look at you and feel it flooding me.
Divinity must win the win the race. It will
not be halted.
We are all small sons of one clan.
I am exalted.
Margaret Esse Danner
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Don Rufino Fuentes, a Mayan Baha'i, at the ruins of Uxmal.

Baha'i Proclamation and Deepening Film

~tep

by ~tep

An artist, a mechanic, a field laborer, an accounting
manager, a policeman, a hospital administrator - what have
these people in common? They're Baha'is and they appear
in a new Baha'i film, Paso a Paso, produced by Kiva Films.
The film, which is titled Step by Step in English, depicts
the growth of the Baha'i Faith among Indians, blacks and
Latins in Mexico, Honduras, El Salvador and Panama.
Unified by their common belief in Baha'u'llah and His Message, these persons comment on their faith and what it
means to them.
These native teachers share their views on such widely
varying topics as prophecy, the unity of mankind, world
peace, universal governing institutions and a divine civilization. Simply, clearly and directly they discuss how the Faith
of Baha'u'lIah is unifying all mankind, step by step, through
t he infusion of Divine Love.
Feasts, the local spiritual Assembly, elections and other
aspects of Baha'i administration are explained.

In addition, the 29-minut~, color-and-sound film mentions ancient Mayan prophecies concerning world peace, the
Return and a spiritual revival, and relates these to the newest Baha'i House of Worship in Panama. It complements
two earlier films, El Alba and The Dedication. Designed for
television use, this new film is also suited to public meetings
and other proclamation events. The film is also universally
suitable for teaching and deepening.
How to Get the Film
To obtain rental information and purchase prices, write
to your publishing trust or national Baha'i distributor. If
you do not know the name and address of the one serving
your area, you may send your inquiry to the International
Baha'i Audio-Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor,
N.Y. 14564, U.S.A. for forwarding to the proper organization.
Specify Step by Step, Product Number 20672, for the
English edition, or Paso a Paso, Product Number 20671, for
the Spanish version.
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Universal House of Justice Message

Birthplace of the beloved Guardian purchased
JOYOUSLY ANNOUNCE SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION LENGTHY DELICATE NEGOTIATIONS RESULTING
ACQUISITION BY PURCHASE HOLY HOUSE CENTER COVENANT ABDUL BAHA BIRTHPLACE BELOVED
GUARDIAN SHOGHI EFFENDI. HISTORIC PROPERTY ADJACENT BARRACKS MOST GREAT PRISON COMPRISES LAND AREA APPROXIMATING SEVEN THOUSAND SQUARE METERS INCLUDES OTHER STRUCTURES WITHIN COMPLEX ASSURING PERMANENT PROTECTION HOUSE VISITED BY MANY PILGRIMS
TURN CENTURY SCENE HISTORIC VISIT FIRST GROUP WESTERN PILGRIMS. PLANS BEING PREPARED
RESTOR ATION HOLY HOUSE BEAUTIFICATION GROUNDS AS ADDITIONAL PLACE PILGRIMAGE
WORLD CENTER WHEN CIRCUMSTANCES FUNDS PERMIT. OFFER HUMBLE THANKSGIVING BAHAULLAH THIS GREAT BLESSING.
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
JANUARY 9, 1975

Fundions of Continental Pioneering Committees outlined
To all National Spiritual Assemblies
Dear Baha'i Friends,
In view of the ever-increasing number of pioneers and traveling

teachers now arising from various countries to serve the Cause of
God in widely scattered lands throughout all continents the Universal House of Justice has considered ways of deriving maximum benefit from the services of these devoted believers, coordinating their efforts and anticipating the needs of the future.
The Continental Boards of Counsellors will soon be approaching you about the need for pioneers and traveling teachers for the
period ending Ri$lin 1976.
The functions of the Continental Pioneer Committees have
been reviewed and developed in a way that will enable them to
operate in closer collaboration with the Continental Boards of
Counsellors and the National Spiritual Assemblies of their areas.
A copy of the statement outlining the functions of the Continental
Pioneer Committees as now revised is attached for your infonnation. As you will note, the members of these Committees will
henceforth be appointed by the Universal House of Justice. Nothing in the functions now assigned to the Continental Pioneer
Committees in any way detracts from the primary responsibility
of National Spiritual Assemblies to foster and promote pioneering
and traveling teaching.
It is our hope and prayer that as the Five Year Plan unfolds
evidences of closer ties of cooperation among the various institutions of the Faith will be increasingly witnessed in every land.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
The Universal House of Justice
July 22, 1974
Functions of
Continental Pioneer Committees
(July 1974)
I. The members of Continental Pioneer Committees will
henceforth be appointed by the Universal House of Justice,

which will also be responsible for providing the operating
expenses of the Committees.
ll. The work of the Continental Pioneer Committees is primarily executive, i.e. it calls for prompt action rather than consultation. Each Committee, as a body, should agree upon general
lines of policy, within which the Secretary or other members
authorized by it should thereafter operate. Problems arising
outside the agreed framework should be resolved by the full
Committee in consultation or, if necessary, referred to the
Universal House of Justice.
Ill. Continental Pioneer Committees are responsible directly to
the Universal House of Justice. They fall into a different
category from national committees and should maintain close
and direct collaboration with the Continental Boards of Counsellors in their areas. This close collaboration is designed to
prevent duplication of efforts and to ensure the flow of accurate
infonnation; examples of how it will be applied are given
below.
IV. The responsibilities of the Continental Pioneer Committees cover three inter-related areas: infonnation, pioneering
and travel teaching. They complement, but in no way replace
the functions and responsibilities of Continental Boards of
Counsellors and National SpiritUal Assemblies.
A. Information. Each Continental Pioneer Committee is responsible to compile and supply infonnation as follows:
(I) To keep a current list of pioneers from abroad residing in
each country in its area, as well as a list of unfilled pioneer
needs under the quotas assigned by the Universal House of
Justice.

(2) To keep a file of infonnation on the types of jobs and
work opportunities which may be open to prospective
pioneers in each country in its area, and on facilities for
study at universities etc.
JANUARY, 1975/ BAHA'I NEWS
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(3) To keep a file ofinfonnation on local conditions in each
country, such as language, standard of living, climate, etc.
as well as data vital for entry and settlement, such as visa
requirements and government regulations.
(4) To keep a ftle of infonnation on the kind of pioneer most
suitable for each country in its area, on the kinds of pioneers
which are acceptable if the most suitable are not obtainable,
and on types of pioneers which are definitely not suitable
(e.g. for reasons of nationality etc.).
(5) To keep a similar ftle on the kind of traveling teacher
most needed, etc.
(6) Pertinent infonnation from the above ftles should be
made freely available, whenever it can be helpful, to interested Boards of Counsellors, National Spiritual Assemblies, prospective pioneers and traveling teachers.
(7) Regular exchange of infonnation between the Continental Boards of Counsellors and the Continental Pioneer
Committees in any area will not only assist the Counsellors
in their work but will provide the Committees with a more
complete picture of the situation in the continent on the basis
of which recommendations can be made to believers who
offer to pioneer.
(8) Monthly reports on the status of pioneering goals, the
progress of international travel teaching projects etc. should
be sent to the Universal House of Justice by the Committee.
B. Pioneering:A large proportion of pioneering takes place
in fulfillment of the quotas assigned by the Universal
House of Justice, and most of these quotas should be ftlled
through consultation and action directly between the supplying
and receiving National Spiritual Assemblies or their respective
national committees. In such cases the Continental Pioneering
Committees will be brought into the matter merely so that they
may receive infonnation about the pioneer moves to make their
statistical infonnation complete. Likewise, a number of individual pioneers will arrange their moves in direct consultation
with the receiving National Spiritual Assembly-again, the
Continental Pioneer Committee merely needs to be infonned.
However, beyond tHis generality of cases there are many instances and ways in which the Continental Pioneer Committees
can be of help, as, for example:
(I) A Continental Pioneer Committee receives an offer to
pioneer from a believer who has no specific country in mind.
It would then:

a) Evaluate the offer, considering the believer's age,
health, dependants, financial situation, language
abilities, job possibilities etc., consulting, if necessary his
home National Spiritual Assembly.
b) Consider whether the offer could fill a quota assign2
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ment. If so, the Committee should immediately infonn
the National Spiritual Assemblies involved. If financial
assistance is needed the National Assembly responsible
for sending a pioneer may be willing to provide it for the
believer who has offered rather than send a pioneer from
its own country.
c) If there is no specific quota that the pioneer is able or
willing to fill the Committee should put him in touch with
one or more National Spiritual Assemblies for whose
areas he would seem to be both suited and needed, providing him at the same time with whatever useful infonnation
it can muster.
d) In all cases the Continental Pioneer Committee should
seek the views and recommendations of the appropriate
Counsellors whenever it feels this would assist in deciding
what to recommend to the pioneer or National Spiritual
Assembly.
(2) Requests for assistance from the International Deputization Fund will nonnally be made directly to the Universal
House of Justice by the National Spiritual Assembly primarily responsible for a pioneering project. However, whenever
a Continental Pioneering Committee learns that a pioneer is
in financial difficulties because of a breakdown of communications with or between National Spiritual Assemblies,
it should offer its assistance, referring if possible to the
National Assembly concerned, and, if necessary, applying
directly to the Universal House of Justice for a budget or
allocation from the Deputization Fund.
(3) In general each Continental Pioneer Committee should
be alert to the pioneering projects proposed for and under
way in its area, and should offer its assistance to National
Spiritual Assemblies should this seem to be needed to ensure
prompt and efficient implementation of the projects.
(4) Beyond the quotas assigned by the Universal HouSe of
Justice pioneer needs frequently arise, such as the need to
immediately ftll a post left vacant. Such needs, far from
having to be referred to the Universal House of Justice, can
be met on the spot by a request from a National Spiritual
Assembly to the Continental Pioneer Committee and/or
through consultation between the Committee and the Counsellors.
C. Travel Teaching: As in the case of pioneering, many
international travel teaching projects can be arranged directly between National Assemblies or between individual
believers and National or Local Spiritual Assemblies. Infonnation about such projects should, however, be shared as quickly
as possible with the Continental Pioneer Committee. Other
prospective teachers will make their offers to one or more
Continental Pioneer Committees. For such projects each
Committee should help in the following ways:

(1) It would be useful if each Continental Pioneer Committee
would work out in advance circuits of various lengths covering areas where teachers are needed so that it can suggest
such a circuit to a prospective traveling teacher. In working
out such circuits attention will have to be paid to travel
facilities including the best length of time to spend between
connections.
(2) In general no Continental Pioneer Committee should
send a traveling teacher into a country without obtaining the
prior agreement of the National Spiritual Assembly to the
project. In the case of major projects such agreement will no
doubt have to be sought in each instance, but inasmuch as
offers of travel teaching
not infrequently made with little
time to spare for making arrangements it would be useful if
each Continental Pioneer Committee would work out with
the National Spiritual Assemblies in its area procedures
whereby advantage can be taken of such offers.

are

(3) Information about a traveling teacher which should be
provided to the receiving National Assembly should include
the type of teaching service he is best qualified to render
(e.g. public meetings, firesides, deepening classes etc.),
language facility, and whether or not he will need hospitality
in the areas to which he will travel. Information about the
teacher which would be useful in drafting pUblicity releases
could also be included.
(4) It is hoped that traveling teaching projects will be carried
out, for the most part, without assistance from the International Deputization Fund. If projects which are considered to
be of special benefit to the Faith cannot be wholly financed
by the individuals themselves, through personal deputization, or by the National Spiritual Assemblies offering or
receiving such services, the Continental Pioneer Committee
may recommend the Universal House of Justice to provide
assistance from the International Deputization Fund.
(5) Every Continental Pioneering Committee is given the
authority to expend for traveling teaching projects up to a
maximum of $500 in anyone Gregorian month, without
reference to the Universal House of Justice. This money
should be accounted for in the usual way through the
Committee's Account Current with the Finance Department
of the Universal House of Justice.
(6) It should be made clear to all international traveling
teachers that they are under the jurisdiction of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the country in which they are traveling, and they must be obedient to the instructions of that
National Assembly.
(7) In arranging circuits for traveling teachers the Continental Pioneer Committee will rely greatly on up-to-date information provided to it by the Continental Board of Counsellors, and the Committee should not hesitate to refer to the

Counsellors for their advice on individual offers.
(8) Any reports that the Continental Pioneer Committee
receives from traveling teachers should be shared promptly
with the appropriate Boards of Counsellors which will, if
they consider it wise, share them with the National Spiritual
Assemblies concerned. If such reports are of particular interest they should also be shared with the Universal House of
Justice for its information and for possible use in the "Baha'i
International News Service".

Five new National Assemblies
to form at Ridvan
To All National Spiritual Assemblies
Dear Baha'i Friends,
We are glad to announce that preparations are being made for
next Ri~an by the friends in several countries in West Africa and
one in the Near East to form in accordance with the provisions of
the Five Year Plan, their new National Spiritual Assemblies. In
Western Africa, the National Spiritual Assembly of Dahomey,
Togo and Niger will divide into three separate national communities for each of the three countries which presently compose
the region, with their seats in Cotonou, Lome and Niamey respectively, while the National Spiritual Assemblies of West Africa
and of Upper West Africa will each split into two units, the former
into Liberia and Guinea, with its seat in Monrovia, and Sierra
Leone, with its seat in Freetown, and the latter into the Gambia,
with its seat in Banjul, and a new National Spiritual Assembly
with the name of Upper West Africa comprising Senegal,
Mauritania, Guinea-Bissau and the Cape Verde Islands, with its
seat in Dakar. In the Near East the National Spiritual Assembly of
Jordan will be formed, with its seat in 'Amman. These developments on the national level will result in a net increase next Ri~an
of five National Spiritual Assemblies, but in view of the inability
of the friends in Indonesia to maintain national administrative
activities, the total number of National Spiritual Assemblies will
thus be raised throughout the world to 119.
Of the five new National Spiritual Assemblies, four will have
their seats in Western Africa. Three more National Spiritual
Assemblies are scheduled to be formed in this area in the course of
the Plan. The mighty potentialities for growth and expansion in
the western regions of Africa are such as to justify a corresponding development of the institution of the Continental Boards of
Counsellors in that vast and promising area. The decision has
been taken, therefore, after consultation with the International
Teaching Center, to break the present zone of North-western
Africa into two separate zones of Northern and Western Africa, to
each of which will be transferred parts of the Central and East
African zone. The zone of Northern Africa will comprise Egypt,
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Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco and Spanish Sahara. The zone
of Western Mrica will consist of Mauritania, Senegal, the Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, the Cape Verde Islands, Guinea, Mali,
Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Niger, Ghana,
Togo, Dahomey, Nigeria, Chad, Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea,
Gabon, and Sao Tome and Principe.
Because of the creation of a new Board for Northern Africa, the
Counsellors in this and the one for Western Africa must be
regrouped, new appointments made to the Northern Board, and
the number of Auxiliary Board members increased. We decided,
therefore, that the Board for Northern Africa will consist of Mr.
Mul:tammad Kebdani, already selVing as a Counsellor, Mr.
Mul:tammad Mu~~afa, and Mr. 'Imad ~abir.in. The Board for
Western Africa will consist of Mr. ijusayn Ardikani (Trustee),
Mr. Friday Ekpe, Mr. Dhikru'llah K~imi, and Dr. Mihdi
Samandari (transferred from the Central and East African Board).
We are also increasing the number of Auxiliary Board members in Africa, adding 9 members to the Board for Protection, and
9 to that for Propagation, bringing the totals for that continent to
27 and 45 respectively, allocated according to the following
schedule:
Auxiliary Board Auxiliary Board
members
members
for Protection for Propagation
19
Central and East Africa
13
4
10
Southern Africa
5
5
Northern Africa
II
5
Western Africa
45
27
We pray at the Holy Shrines that these decisions, which reflect
the growth of our beloved Faith in Africa, will pave the way for
speedier progress, wider expension and greater consolidation, as
the friends of that mighty continent forge ahead in their efforts to
promote and protect the precious Cause of Baha'u'llah.

goals increased

by
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To the Baha'is of the World
Dear Baha'i Friends,
The striking progress made during the first eight months of the
Five Year Plan and the urgent needs of the work as disclosed in a
sUlVey made by the International Teaching Center impel us to
raise anew the call for pioneers made at Riqvan, increasing the
number from 557 to 933. The details of the allocations are now
being sent to your. National Spiritual Assemblies for immediate
action.
The eager response of the friends to the initial call has already
resulted in 279 pioneers settled or in process of becoming so. The
remainder are urged to arise as quickly as possible before the
confusion and chaos which are engulfing the old order disrupt
transportation and communications and cause doors which are
?Ow open to be closed in our faces. It is our ardent hope that most,
If not all, of the 933 posts will be filled by the midway point of the
Five Year Plan, which coincides with the Anniversary of the Birth
of the Bab, on 20th October 1976.
We renew our plea to individual believers, as well as to National and Local Spiritual Assemblies, to give generous support to
the International Deputization Fund, which will not only be an
essential factor in the speedy settlement of this urgently needed
army of pioneers, but will also stimulate and assist the flow of
travelling teachers, whose labors will provide strong reinforcement to the work of the followers of Baha' u' llah in all parts of the
world.
Our prayers for your guidance and confirmation are offered at
the Sacred Threshold. May Baha'u'llah inspire those who arise
and guide their feet in the path of His selVice.

With loving Baha'i greetings,

With loving Baha'i greetings,

THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE

January 6, 1975
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Around the World
World Center:

Hand of Cause embarks on
iourney along Amazon
At a recent gathering held in her honor,
the Hand of the Cause Amatu'l-Baha
RUl.tiyyih Khanum bade farewell to her
fellow Hands of the Cause, The Universal
House of Justice and other friends serving
at the World Center. The Hand of the
Cause will shortly begin a prolonged visit
to the Amazon basin area of South
America.
"The purpose of my trip," RuI:tiyyih
Khanum said, "is to visit and make a
documentary film of as many Indian and
Bush Negro tribes as possible along the
Orinoco river in the Venezuelan Province
of Amazonas, in Surinam, and later in the
upper reaches of the Amazon River in
Peru. I feel very strongly that in order to
achieve the teaching goals of the Five Year
Plan of The Universal House of Justice
. . . indeed to fulfill the goals ofthe Divine
Plan given to us by the Center of the Covenant, 'Abdu'I-Baha, ... a far greater
awareness is required throughout the
Baha'i world of what pioneering involves,
how infinitely precious and challenging
our present opportunities are in the teaching field, and how urgent our task is at this
time in human history.
"Two-thirds of the people on the planet
are villagers," Amatu'l-Baha RUQiyyih
Khanum reminded the friends, "and onethird are illiterate. It is this vast majority of
the human race, still relatively unspoiled
by the evils of a materialistic and 'cancerous civilization' which the Guardian so
strongly condemned in his writings towards the end of his life, that need to be
enrolled under the Banner of Baha'u'lhih
before it is too late."
The Hand of the Cause explained that it
is not her purpose to visit Baha'i centers or
make a teaching tour at this time. The
expedition will comprise seven people,
four of whom are professional photographers. Mr. Mas'ud Khamsi, a member
of the South American Continental Board
of Counsellors, will also accompany her,
as will a woman doctor or nurse.
"It is my hope," said Amatu'l-Baha,
"that this undertaking, in conjunction with
my book, A Manual for Pioneers, published by the National Spiritual Assembly
of India, will help pave the way for a vast
expansion in teaching activity throughout

Dr. Muhcijir visits Peru
In early January the Hand of the Cause Rahmatu'llah Muhajirvisited Peru for five
days. During that time he visited the summer school in Chaclacayo, spoke at public
meetings in Lima, Trujillo and Chiclayo and guided the friends in the opening of
the village of Monsefu. Among the Baha'is who greeted Dr. Muhajir upon his
arrival in Lima (pictured above) were Continental Counsellors Peter McLaren
(second from right) and Mas'ud Khamsi (taking the photograph)
the world and that many of the friends,
seeing these efforts, will take heart and say
to themselves: 'If she can do it, we can do
it!' "
Panama:

Film attrads seekers
in Las Tablas
The city of Las Tablas, Panama, has
been opened to the Faith through the efforts of a small but devoted teaching team.
A week before a meeting was scheduled
to be held in Las Tablas, three believers
drove to the small city on the Azuero
peninsula to obtain permission to hold a
meeting and show the film of the dedication of the Mother Temple of Latin
America. Two days before the event, one
of the friends journeyed to Las Tablas to
arrange for 12 spot radio announcements,
to distribute posters, and to book hotel
accommodations. In the afternoon of the
day the meeting was to be held, 500 invitations were distributed. Each of the team
members, before departing for Las Tablas,
met with friends at the ija~iratu'I-Quds for
prayers.

At the evening meeting attended mostly
by young people the film was shown and
then an introductory talk on the Faith was
given. After the first audience left more
people came; eventually it was necessary
to show the film three times. After the third
showing to a primarily adult audience, several of the men asked penetrating questions on such topics as the education of
children, the equality of men and women,
and life after death.
A member of the fire department of Las
Tablas accepted the Faith and enrolled as a
Baha'i. A follow-up meeting, about three
weeks later, was addressed by Continental
Counsellor for Central America Alfred
Osborne.
Swaziland:

Women's Year
discussed at reception
In preparation for Women's Year, as
1975 has been designated by the United
Nations, the Baha'i women of Swaziland
held a tea at the Baha'i Center, which was
attended by several Princesses, the wife of
the Prime Minister, some of the wives of
government ministers and other officials,
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as well as the wife of the American Charge
d' Affaires and the wife of the editor of the
Swaziland Times. The Women's and.
Children's Committee gave a presentation
of some of the Baha'i Teachings. The
Swazi women in particular were deeply
impressed and interested in what the
Baha'is have to offer the children.
The Secretary of the National Assembly
gave a short talk on the history and relationship of the Baha'i Faith to the United
Nations nongovernmental organization.
'The National Assembly of Swaziland
and Mozambique also reported that the
Public Relations Committee sponsored a
booth at the Swaziland Trade Fair at which
approximately 500 pieces of literature
were distributed. Slides of Baha'i Holy
Places and groups of Baha'is were projected constantly, prompting many questions. These activities, together with
Baha'i quotations inserted weekly in the
Times and the presence of the Baha'iInstitute buildings on the main road between
the two largest centers in the country,
Mbabane and Manzini, have resulted in
the Faith becoming well known in Swaziland.

Windward Islands:

Circuit teacher
visits St. Michael
'The first public meeting at the new
in Flint Hall, St. Michael,
Barbados, witnessed a large audience
gathered to hear American travel-teacher
ij~iratu'l-Quds
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Nearly every member o/the Buea BaMi com
Zylpha O. Mapp. Extensive publicity prior munity actively supponed the event.
to the meeting, which was held at the end
of August, helped to attract many Baha'is and their guests for the weekend.
non-Baha'is. The building was a gift to the . . . one of the highlights will be the teachNational Spiritual Assembly ofthe Baha'is ing of Baha'i music and songs by Terry
of the Windward Islands from the Cana- Madison, a well-known television star in
her own right in the U.S.A. She is a dedidian National Spiritual Assembly.
Part of a week-long travel teaching visit cated Baha'i and can be seen talking to a
to Barbados by Mrs. Mapp, the meeting panel oflocal Baha'is on TV 3 West Indies
included a slide program on East Africa Television on Friday evening. . . . 'The
with the audience joining in singing and Baha'is are level-headed, spiritual human
beings walking the spiritual path with
refreshments at the close of the program.
Deepening classes and radio and news- practical feet. . . . come and meet these
paper inteIViews fIlled the remainder of Baha'is; they will be happy to tell you
Mrs. Mapp's visit to Barbados, and more about this wonderful Faith which is
follow-up plans were formulated prior to sweeping away old dogmas and false beliefs and clearing a spiritual path for manher departure from the island.
kind to love and understand God . . ."

St. Martin press
praises Baha'is
The recent Baha'i conference held on
the island of St. Martin was the subject of
articles in the island press, the St. Martin
Star and the Windward Islands Opinion.
The latter carried a three-column article
which stated, in part:
"This coming weekend, 8th to 10th
November, will be a most important one
for St. Martin, and for the ever-growing
Baha'i community ... for the first time
ever, a Baha'i Teaching Conference will
be held here which will be attended by
Baha'is from many parts ofthe world ....
The management of the hotel, realizing the
importance of this event, have made over
the entire facilities of the hotel to the

Cameroon Republic:

Book displays
proclaim Faith
A number of Baha'i book exhibitions
were recently the vehicle for proclaiming
the Faith in the Cameroon Republic. The
first exhibition was held at the University
in Yaounde, followed by others in various
colleges and schools. Radio announcements, handbills, posters, and invitations
were used to call public attention to the
exhibitions.
In Buea, the Baha'is used an attractive
classroom in the Pan-African Institutt: for
the display. Radio Buea not only announced the event several times without
charge, but also sent an interviewer who
asked interesting questions and allowed

New
Hebrides

"Australia
Books, posters and photographs were included in the Buea display at the Pan-African
Institute held October 14-16.

ample time for answers. A public
meeting held on the last evening was well
attended.
A half-hour radio program based on the
interview was broadcast in full on two occasions and an edited version was broadcast once. Many favorable comments were
made by those who visited the exhibition
or heard the broadcast.
An important aspect of this activity was
the wholehearted cooperation of nearly
every member of the Buea community,
including the children, who made display
material and helped distribute handbills.

India:

Gathering honors

Baha/• poet

On November 9, 1974, at Gannaur, a
township in the northern province of Uttar
Pradesh, a large conference of poets was
held. They had gathered from throughout
India to observe the first anniversary ofthe
death of a "very learned and widely respected" Baha'i, Jenabe Abr Ahsan Gannauri, who was himself a poet. The organizers of the conference, aware of the
poet's belief in the Baha'i Faith, wrote to
the National Spiritual Assembly of India
and asked that representatives be sent.
Poems and speeches honoring the late
poet were read as well as Baha'i prayers
and Tablets in various languages. The
event provided an excellent opportunity to
teach the Faith to the assembled Muslims

and Hindus, many of whom had learned of
the Faith through the activities of the
Baha'i poet. Several questions were asked
of the Baha'is and literature was distributed to those who requested it. As the
Baha'is were boarding the train to leave
Gannaur they were surrounded by a crowd
of eager enquirers. The discussion which
ensued lasted for more than an hour, and at
its close many promised to investigate
further.

Australia:

Magazine resumes
publication

Purari," a fascinating story about the
growth of the Faith in New Guinea, by
David Podger. The magazine'S 32 pages
included numerous drawings and cartoons.
If you would like to subscribe, send
$5.00 U.S., $3.00 Australian or ,E,2.00
English to: The Subscriptions Department, P.O Box 125, Broadway Queensland, 4000, Australia. Herald of the South
will be mailed to you four times yearly via
surface mail.

New Hebrides:

Conference participation
unprecedented

The first teaching conference of the Five
Herald ofthe South, a publication of the Year Plan to be held in New Hebrides took
National Spiritual Assembly ofthe Baha'is place at the Baha'i Center in Port Vila
of Australia, is now available to Baha'is from October 3 I-November 3, 1974. Aparound the world on a subscri,tion basis. proximately 70 adults and 30 Baha'i chilThe magazine is published quarterly-in dren attended from various areas throughJanuary, April, July, and October-at a out the region. Nine of the ten existing
SUbscription price of $5.00 U.S., $3.00 Local Spiritual Assemblies in the territory
of the South West Pacific were repAustralian, or,E,2.00 English per year.
Herald of the South is not a new maga- resented. Never before had so many
zine. It was first published in 1925, later friends from so many parts of the area
suspended operations, and eventually re- gathered together for such a long period.
sumed publication at Ri<tvan 1974, the The conference was greatly enriched by
date of the launching of the Five Year the participation of Counsellor Suhayl
'Alai and Auxiliary Board member Alick
Plan.
Among the articles in the Ri$an 1974 Soalo. The proceedings were translated
issue were the following: "A New Race of into English, French, and Pidgin.
Representatives of each Spiritual AsMen," by Colin Duncan; "Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow," by Peter Khan; sembly presented short talks on the prog"May our Hearts be Joined in Peace," a ress achieved toward fulfilling the phased
poem by Mansel Morris; and "Kabu of the first- year goals of the Five Year Plan. BeJANUARY, 1975/ BAHA'I NEWS
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Participants in San Felipe's first proclamation.

Gambia, Senegal, Mauritania:

Mr. Olinga SUpports
mass teaching efforts
Visits by the Hand of the Cause Enoch
Olinga to Gambia, Mauretania and
Senegal in September and October provided the opportunity for many deepening
classes with the friends and mass teaching
efforts which included the enrollment of
the first Baha'i women in Rosso,
Mauretania.
This achievement was accompanied by
the offer ofIocai Baha'is to teach along the
Senegal River in the Rosso area, with the
goal of establishing nine Local Spiritual
Assemblies before Ridvan.
During his stay in Banjul, Gambia, Mr.

Olinga, together with Auxiliary Board
member AI-Salihi, visited the Baha'i
properties in Latrikunda Sabiji and Lamin.
He also showed slides at a public meeting,
prior to leaving for Dakar, where he attended several meetings of the National
Spiritual Assembly.

Venezuela:

First proclamation
aided by radio
The Baha'is of San Felipe, in the state of
Yaracuy, Venezuela recently organized
the first proclamation activity ever in their
town located some 120 miles west of the
Venezuelan capital of Caracas.

The proclamation was presented in two
parts. The first program was held October
31 in the auditorium of the local chapter of
the Venezuelan Association of Newspaper
Reporters. Dr. Weldon Woodard, Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly,
spoke about "A New World Plan."
The second part of the proclamation, an
exhibition in the town square, took place
two days later.
The local radio station in San Felipe
provided extraordinary publicity for the
events when the general manager, Julio
Cesar Hernandez, wrote and broadcast a
precise introduction to the Faith based on
Baha'i literature he had received.

Youth team
tours cities'

Youth teaching passersby at a bus terminal.
8
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For the first time in Venezuela a team of
youth toured four of the country's principal cities to teach the Faith. They travelled
in a small bus, stopping in Barquisimeto,
Puerto Cabello, Valencia, and Maracay to
conduct proclamation activities. The
group included young people from six
cities in Venezuela. They were accompanied on their journey by Mr. and Mrs.
Pedro Chavier. It was the first time any of
them had undertaken such a mission.
In some cities they were not allowed to
speak of the Faith publicly, but were allowed to erect a display on the oneness of
mankind. They also handed out paper
flowers with quotations from the Baha'i
writings attached to the wire stems. In
some of the cities they were allowed to

speak of the Faith and to hand out pamphlets. In every city they were interviewed
for radio and also received coverage from
the newspapers.

Conference in
Guaiira language
The third All-Guajira Conference was
held in Caucharaychon, Venezuela between November 30-December 1, to review with Indian believers the goals of the
Five Year Plan. The conference-the first
ever conducted entirely in the Guajira
language-was sponsored by the Continental Counsellors and the Venezuelan
National Assembly. Approximately 50
Auxiliary Board members
Guajiro Baha'is attended. An additional
The Hands of the Cause Ugo Giachery and Jalat Khazeh were present in Monte
two dozen friends from other parts of the
Carlo in June for the wedding of Auxiliary Board members Ebrahim Khalili, of
country were also present.
Iran, and Paulette Bodansen, of France. Shown in the above photograph, from left
The friends assembled on the evening of
to right, are: Angeline Giachery, A. Blagovestchensky, Chairman of the Spiritual
November 29 for dancing and festivities
Assembly of Monaco, Dr. Giachery, Mr. and Mrs. Khalili, and Mr. Khazeh.
before beginning their deliberations on the
Plan on the following morning. To the beat conferences called to launch the Five Year hours before the hurricane struck the
of Guajiro drums they danced the Chicha Plan were successfully held last year Baha'i pioneers had gathered for an annual
Maya, a traditional regional dance.
"stimulating enthusiasm for fulfilling all two-day conference, but they dispersed
The conference was chaired by Aux- the goals of the Plan." The fifth confer- just before the storm broke. The resident
iliary Board member Cecilia Yguanin. ence, to have been held in the northern city pioneers were rescued by helicopter from
1be entire consultation was conducted in of San Pedro Sula, was cancelled because waist-deep water after two days, during
the Guajira language. Fourteen of the of the notorious hurricane Fifi which rav- which they had taken refuge in a house
friends volunteered for extension teaching aged that part of the country, leaving built on pillars. The dispersed pioneers
work: ten of them for a period of one week, 10,000 dead in its wake.
sent boxes of sandwiches in waterproof
four for two weeks. One believer volunThe National Assembly reported that wrappings which were distributed to the
teered to teach in the distant Colombian many Baha'i families lost all their posses- victims of the disaster remaining in the
G~iira during January.
sions, but that no deaths were reported devastated region.
Each day began with an early morning among the Baha'is. A little more than 48
prayer meeting, which was to encourage
local communities to begin this routine in
their own communities. An extended consultation on the establishment of women's
classes, as well as on the relationship between Baha'i teaching and their status in
Guajiralife, was conducted by the friends.
Within two weeks of the conference ten
new localities had been opened in the Guajira region; 155 people were enrolled. Five
of the ten communities will soon elect
Local Spiritual Assemblies.

wed

Honduras:

Hurricane Fin prevents
conference on Plan
The National Spiritual Assembly of
Honduras reported that four of the five

BaM i friends at the Third All-Guajira Conference in Caucharaychon.
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The following infonnation is a summary of activities carried out by Baha'i
communities throughout the world in observance of UN Day and Human Rights
Day 1973. This condensation is intended
to provide a variety of suggestions and
ideas that may be useful to Baha'i communities wishing to celebrate these UN
events for the ftrst time, as well as communities which have had experience in
these activities and are, perhaps, looking
for fresh approaches to these occasions.
We have selected from the overall report of
Baha'i-UN activities, examples of various
classiftcations of programs--for example,
public meetings, exhibits, international
dinners, radio programs, etc.-and have
tried to choose, also, observances carried
out by communities of varying sizes and
conditions, to demonstrate that every
community-whatever its circumstances
--can celebrate UN Day and Human
Rights Day.
10
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Public Meetings. A number of Baha'i
communities chose to sponsor public
meetings, in many instances drawing on
their local UN offtce-the offtce of the
United Nations Development Program,
the United Nations Infonnation Center, or
offtces of the United Nations Specialized
Agencies--for speakers. Forexample, the
main speaker in Chad was an expert from
the UNESCO offtce; the Local Spiritual
Assembly of Asmara. Ethiopia, had as
guest speaker the Senior Infonnation Officer of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa; Panama had a
speaker from the local offtce of the UNDP;
in Belize, a UNDP Resident Representative acted as Master of Ceremonies at the
Human Rights Day observance, while representatives of the United Nations, posted
in Belize-one from UNDP, one from the
UN Office of Technical Cooperation, a
Regional Representative for the United
Nations Industrial Development Organiza-

UN
Human F
Baha'i celebration~

lay
Jhts Day
"ound the world

tion, and a UNDP engineer-served as
panelists at the UN Day celebration. In
Bangladesh. Ambassador Francis
Lacoste, Chief of Mission, United Nations
Operation in Bangladesh, spoke at a
Human Rights Day program. InHonolulu,
Hawaii. a panel discussion featured a professor of the University of Hawaii who has
served as consultant for the World Health
Organization, and Mauritius sponsored a
program for UN Day with UNDP Resident
Representative John Birt as the main
speaker, and for their Human Rights Day
program, Mr. T. Sunkur, amemberofthe
UNESCO Club, gave a talk. One Local
Spiritual Assembly in Sweden worked
closely with the UN office in Sweden and
featured a UN speaker at their UN Day
program. An unexpected feature of the UN
Day observace in Tonga was the presence
of representatives of the World Health Organization who unofficially fonned a
panel to answer questions from the floor;

~

and the Baha'is ofBuea. Cameroon, had a
public meeting with a representative of
UNESCO as speaker. At this meeting,
Mihdi Samandari, a member of the Board
of Counsellors for Central and East Africa,
was Chairman. The program was taped
and played over the radio three times,
reaching large audiences.
An interesting approach to a public
meeting was tried by the Baha'is of Alice
Springs. Australia. where an open-air public meeting was held by candle light; and
members of the Newtown Group of
Australia-at their public meeting held in
cooperation with the United Nations
Association-showed their appreciation
of the evening's perfonners by presenting
each one with a single rose set in a glas~
with the inscription" 'in the garden of thy
heart, plant naught but the rose of
love'-Baha'u'llah." In Palma de
Mal/orca (Baleares Islands) a public talk,
which was announced in five newspapers,
JANUARY, 1975 I
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was followed by a full-page interview of
the speaker; and in Valencia, Spain, a public meeting provided an opportunity to distribute 1,000 UN and Baha'i pamphlets.

Cooperation with other organizations. There are times, too, when cooperation with other organizations in planning
and executing UN activities is valuable and
successful. One Baha'i community in
Sweden co-sponsored an event with the
United Nations Association, and in four
other instances, communities participated
in activities organized by the local UNA.
In Belgium, the Baha'i community of
Brussels sponsored a Human Rights Day
meeting in cooperation with the Belgium
League for the Defense of the Rights of
Man . . . and many events in Australia
were co-sponsored by Baha'is in cooperation with UNA. Especially successful this
year was a UNA Inter-Faith Youth Service
held in Hobart Town Hall in which eight
Tasmanian Baha'i youth-a mixture of
boys and girls, and including an aboriginal
girl and a Laotian boy-participated, reading "Words of Wisdom" and a prayer for
unity. The youth speaker at the service was
also a Baha'i, and the Secretary of the
Assembly reported that Baha'i participation in this service increased the level of
prestige of the Faith in Hobart and established good relations with the Tasmanian
director, who assured the Baha'is of his
assistance and support should they wish to
organize future UN activities. A similar
function was held in Sydney, Australia,
where a 13-year-old Baha'i read a prayer
for mankind, and another 13-year-old girl
was the principal speaker, giving a
lO-minute address entitled "Unity in Diversity." Both of these events were given
support by the Baha'i community through
posters, literature in schools, invitations,
two large paid ads and one free ad. The
Ghana Baha'i community was the only
religious group to be invited to serve on an
Ad-Hoc Committee of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs for the observance of
Human Rights Day. The Vice-Chainnan
,of the National Spiritual Assembly represented the Baha'is, and he was later
~ked to appear on a nationwide TV program to explain the relationship between the
United Njl~ons and the Baha'is, and, in
addition, he was asked to be Chairman for
a symposium on human rights at the Accra
Community Center.

Exhibits. Baha'i-sponsored exhibits
were very popular as a way of observing
UN Day and Human Rights Day in 1973.
One that was particularly successful was
128AHA'1 NEWS I JANUARY, 1975

executed by the Baha'i Club at the
Catholic University in Quito, Ecuador,
where hundreds of people viewed the display of UN posters and pamphlets in the
main hall of the "Pedagogia" building,
and over I ,000 pieces of literature were
given out by 9:00 A.M. Posters were used
as a means of announcing the event. Later,
this observance was written up in
Commitment, the official publication of
UNDP for non-governmental organizations. InBrazil, a Baha'i devoted the windows of her fashion store to a display of
materials prepared by the United Nations
on unity and world peace, and the related
principles of the Baha'i Faith. This drew
publicity in the form of a large feature
story in a newspaper. A continuing
exhibit-from October I to the end of
February-was arranged by the Baha'is of
Monaco on the ground floor of a building
with windows which could be viewed by
passers-by. The display was set for UN
Day, and innovations which were made for
Human Rights Day became the source for
newspaper, radio and TV pUblicity. The
Baha'is of Iran had an exhibit which ran
two weeks, to educate people about the
teachings of the Baha'i Faith, the aims of
the United Nations, and human rights.
Later, a film was produced, using the colorful exhibit as a focal point for explaining
the teachings of the Baha'i Faith, particularly as they relate to human rights. A UN
display was set up for UN Day by the
Baha'is of Hito, Hawaii, in a large shopping center, and in Tegucigalpa,
Honduras, two exhibits were displayed at
a store in the center of the town and at the
Baha'i Center. InLaos, the Baha'is made a
display of UN posters which they used as a
. background for their Human Rights Day
meet,ng, which was held in Luang,
Prebang, the royal capital. It was the frrst
UN program organized by a Baha'i community in Laos. It drew an audience of
students, teachers, and members of a hospital staff. In Kiel, Germany, for Human
Rights Day, the Baha'is set up a booth in
the market place, where they distributed
UN and Baha'i pamphlets to passers-by
and engaged in friendly discussions. In the
Dominican Republic, the Baha'is made
use of tJteir Center to feature an exhibit of
UN posters on the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.

platform with a Baha'i speaker at a public
meeting. Brussels, Belgium, co-sponsored
a program featuring William Deswarte,
Vice-President of the Belgium League for
the Defense of Human Rights. A high
school principal and six of his students
contributed to the success of a UN Day
program sponsored by the Baha'is of
Tonga, and in Lae, Papua, New Guinea,
the Mayor ofLae was among the 40 guests
attending a UN Day function h.eld in a '
private Baha'i home. This was the only
observance held in Lae for UN Day .. In
Lower Hutt, New Zealand, the Mayor
graciously signed a proclamation for UN
Day and offered to serve as Chainnan for
the Baha'i public meeting. Also, in New
Zealand, Baha'i contact with the Mayoress
of Ngaruawahia, a town in which the majority of the people are Maori, resulted in a
UN Day observance, the first ever organized in that town. A Baha'i conununity
in Canada was successful in achieving a
UN Day proclamation from the Mayor of
the town-and he called upon citizens to
assist the UN in its efforts on behalf of all
mankind. A Human Rights Day meeting.
sponsored by three Local Spiritual
Assemblies in Australia had as its Chairman the Mayoress of Fort Adelaide.
Belize, British Honduras; Pinheiro,
Brazil; and Newtown, Australia, utilized
Baha'i-sponsored essay contests for high
school students, to create interest in the
United Nations. Prizes were awarded; a
book was given in Newtown along with a
check; a set of pens was the frrst prize in
Pinheiro, and hand-lettered certificates
were given to the runner-up winners; and
in Belize, prizes were donated by merchants.

Newspaper pUblicity. In some Baha'i
communities, newspaper publicity did an
excellent job of substituting for an actual
event. TItrough extensive mailings of UN
materials to libraries, clubs, schools and
colleges, radio stations, etc., several
communities in Spain heard of the Faith
and the Universal Declaration of Human
. Rights, some of them for the frrst time.
The National Spiritual Assembly of Tonga
observed Human Rights Day in a unique
way. It bought a full page in the national
newspaper, the Chronicle, and had printed
.. ABaba' i Declaration of Human Obligations and Rights" in addition to a commenProminent people from local and na- tary on the United Nations, with reference
tional communities. In many instances, to the Baha'i International Community ofprominent people from local and national fice in New York City and to the National
communities participated in the
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Baha'i-UN activities. For example, the Tonga and .the Cook Islands. There was
Attorney-General of Dahomey shared the much comment about this page, and the

President Qf the State Church later spoke Qther radio, shQWS available. To, the great
favQrably about it Qn radio,.
jQy and delight Qf the Baha'is Qf New
BefQre United NatiQns Day, the Baha'i Caledonia. they were successful in arrangNatiQnal Spiritual Assembly Qf the Gilbert ing to, have both a Baha'i and a Melanesian
and Ellice Islands sent a IQng letter to, the nQn-Baha'i interviewed Qn the radio, and
Director Qf InfQnnatiQn, in charge Qf all Qn TV. In additiQn, as a direct result Qf
news. The letter called attentiQn to, WQrld CQntact which the Baha'is made with the
DevelQpment Day and to, the United Na- newspaper La France Australe. the front
tiQns teams Qf experts who, cQntribute so, page carried an editQrial Qn human rights.
much to, the CQIQny's progress, and exSydney. Australia. blessed with a
plained briefly the relatiQnship Qf the Baha'i HQUse QfWQrship, QrganizedServBaha'i WQrld to, the UN. Included were UN ices at the Temple fQr United NatiQqsDay
and Baha'i pamphlets, infQnnatiQn sheets, and Human Rights Day. AmQng the guests
and posters. These materials were alSo, were dignitaries, cQuncillQrs, UN persQnwidely distributed to, schools. Further, the nel and inquirers.
. ' ..
"r
NatiQnaI Assembly sent to, a yQung Ellice
WQman who, is the directQr Qf a new radio,
Panel discussions and seminars. Janel
program Qn WQmen, UN pamphlets and discussiQns and seminars were Qrganized
Baha'i materials and Qffered suggestiQns by several cQmmunities. In Rio de
Qf peQple to, be interviewed, who, CQuld Janeiro. Brazil. at the Syndicate fQr Civil
lead discussiQns Qn the subject Qf the Servants, a Baha'i was invited tQjQin a
equality Qf men and WQmen . . . . In Trier.
panel Qf speakers fQr UN Day. After the
Germany. a UN leaflet Qn WQrld De- talks the Baha'is shQwed slides, and arvelQpment InfQnnatiQn Day was distri- ranged an exhibit Qf United NatiQns postbuted to, all schools and to, teachers at the ers. The President Qf the Syndicate reuniversity. As a result, the Ministry Qf quested a CQPy Qf the talk given by the
EducatiQn instructed all high schools to, Baha'i Qn the relatiQnship Qf the UN and
discuss UN WQrld DevelQpment Day in the Baha'i Faith, and it was then printed by
their classes. The newspapers in Trier an- the Syndicate and distributed to, its memnounced this activity and later carried an bers. The Baha'is Qf Belize receiveofirstpage newspaper cQverage and first place
article.
Qn the radio, news as a result Qf an interestRadio programs. Radio, prQgrams ing rQund-table discussiQn which w~held
were the SQurce Qf much publicity fQr the at the Baha'i Center fQr United NatiQns
QbselVance Qf UN Day and Human Rights Day. The Baha'i cQmmunity Qf Nelson.
Day by Baha'i cQmmunities. FQr Human NewZealand. sponsQred a United Nations
Rights Day, the Baha'is Qf Belize spon- Day seminar which included a wQrkshQP
sored a half-hQur radio, program with Qut- program.
Films were used extensively throughQut
standing personalities discussing human
rights in relatiQn to, educatiQn, law, YQuth, the Baha'i cQmmunities this year, SQmereligiQn and WQmen. Since this is the Qnly times as a main attractiQn, Qther times in
radio statiQn in the cQuntry, the program, additiQn to, a speaker. The film recently
planned by the Baha'i cQmmunity in coop- produced by the United NatiQns DevelQPeratiQn with the United NatiQns DeveIQP- ment PrQgram, "One and a Half Dreams,"
ment Program Qffice-the UNDP Resi- was especially popular, and in Qne indent Representative acted as Master Qf stance, as a result Qf a shQwing by a Baha'i
CeremQnies-reached SQme 130,000 peQ- cQmmunity, the local TV statiQn decided
pIe. Radio, was used effectively fQr both to, shQW it alSo,.
United NatiQns Day and Human Rights
Social affairs. Many Baha'i CQmDay by the Baha'is Qf Seychelles. A script
was prepared by them fQr United NatiQns munities chQse to, have social affairs to,
Day, and it was broadcast Qn Radio, celebrate UN Day and Human Rights Day,
Seychelles. FQr Human Rights Day, a talk demQnstrating the Baha'i belief in unity,
in French was recQrded fQr Radio, Seychel- through pot-luck dinners, progressive dinles, and alQng with this was read the Mes- ners, internatiQnal dinners, teas and
sage Qf the Secretary-General Qf the Unit- receptions-and there were children's pared NatiQns fQr the occasiQn. This public ties too, with games, dancing and singing.
selVice was received with great apprecia- At least Qn Qne QccasiQn a public meeting
tiQn_ In Qne area QfCanada. a call-in radio, was fQllQwed by a dance group, perfQnnshQW was held and received good response ing CQIQrful fQlk dances (Panama). This
frQm listeners. Other Canadian CQm- produced a fiesta atmQsphere, and SQme Qf
munities made a cQncentrated effQrt to, the audience jQined in the dancing.
InPortoAlegre. Brazil. the Baha'i Instigain maximum usage Qf talk-shQWS Qr

tute QfPQrtQ Alegre. a primary schQQI with
Qver 200 registered children, was the Qnly
schQQI in the area Qf Qne-and-a-halfmilliQn peQple to, Qbserve United NatiQns
Day. DelegatiQns Qf teachers and students
frQm Qther schools attended. The main auditQrium was decQrated with UN posters,
Baha'i posters and wQrk Qfthe children. A
panel discussed the variQUS UN agencies.
Slide presentations. There were CQmmunities which used slide presentatiQns to,
shQW the wQrk Qf the United NatiQns. The
Baha'i cQmmunity QfSantoAndre. Brazil.
presented programs at the city's largest
educatiQnal institutiQn with 4,000 students. The presentatiQn cQnsisted Qf two,
sets Qf slides, Qne Qf the United NatiQns
and the Qther Qn the United NatiQns DevelQpment PrQgram. The program was
given nine times, and it was so well received that the Baha'is were asked to, repeat it during 1974.
Finland's United NatiQns programs
were distinguished by the places they
chQse fQr their programs. They included a
university students' IQunge, a hQtel, a CQffee hQuse, a theater, and a "disCQ." In Qne
tQwn, the Qnly Baha'i arranged with the
local theater fQr a dance where children
perfQnned to, shQW UNICEF ideas.
A large number Qf cQmmunities drew Qn
their IQcal UN Qffices fQr all kinds Qf
assistance-pamphlets, ~posters, film
strips, speakers, mms-and in Dahomey.
the UNDP Qffice IQaned the Baha'is a
truck and drivers to, transport the chairs Qn
IQan fQr the occasiQn from an American
cultural center.
UN Day was celebrated by the Baha'is
Qf N' djamena. Chad. with the full support
and assistance Qf the United NatiQns Qffice. It was the Qnly public recQgnitiQn in
Chad Qf this special day, which was reported as "a dignified gathering Qf yQung
and Qld Qf many natiQnalities." The UN
InfQnnatiQn Center in BQlivia cooperated
fully with the Baha'is !If Cochabamba.
Bolivia. providing UN material Qn IQan fQr
a Baha'i-sponsored exhibit Qn the United
NatiQns fQr Human Rights Day.
A representative from the UN InfQnnatiQn Center in Pakistan and the Deputy
CQmmissiQner Qf Abbottabad participated
in the UN Day Qbservance held in Abbottabad and expressed their appreciatiQn fQr
the effQrts Qf the Baha'is to, Qbserve and
publicize United NatiQns effQrts in protecting human rights everyWhere.
RepQrts received from Baha'i CQmmunities all Qver the wQrld speak clearly Qf
the excellent cQQperation generally received frQm United Nations Qffices.
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For eleven days last November delegates from 130 nations met in Rome to
discuss a global food shortage that
threatened the welfare of millions, particularly in Bangladesh, India, and the African
nations of the sub-Sahara. The immediate
task before the 1,250 delegates as they
began their work November 5 was to find
ways to quickly bring more food to the
afflicted regions. In the judgement of UN
experts there were 32 nations among those
classified as so poor and so short of food
that crop failures and the high prices of
grain, fertilizer, and petroleum threatened
them with bankruptcy and their people
with starvation. Conditions in many of
these countries were so precarious that any
disruption in the supply of food would
cause widespread loss of life. It was conservatively estimated that almost 400 million people suffered from malnutrition,
and, in the absence of determined international support, many thousands could
perish.
United Nations sources estimated that
as Q result of floods, drought, and fertilizer
shortages, an additional 7 to 11 million
tons of grain would have to be distributed
to hungry nations over the next year to
prevent disasters. Pledges for significant
amounts of aid were received from some of
the grain-exporting nations over the next
year although totals fell well below the
projected needs. (The UN SecretaryGeneral said $5 billion in aid would be
required to rescue the world's starving nations; about half that amount had been
offered before the conference got under
way.)
What the nations did agree to in Rome
was to extend and strengthen the machinery for additional international agricultural
cooperation. They agreed to fund a series
of long-range development programs designed to improve the agricultural productivity of the poorer nations. And they
agreed-on November 15, the last day of
their neeting - to establish a new international agency, the World Food Council, to
coordinate the work of all UN agencies
now dealing with food. The council will
maintain a secretariat in Rome, but will
report directly to the UN in New York.
Among the new programs given to the
council to coordinate: an international agricultural development fund for the poorer
nations; a fertilizer and pesticide aid program; and an international irrigation, drainage, and flood control program. The council will make an effort to improve the quality of agricultural research and training in
the developing nations and will seek to find
more effective methods for disseminating
14
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The hunger belt

World Food
Strengthened international c(
information to farmers.
There were many proposals heard in
Rome calling for a strengthening of international ties to meet the deepening food
crisis. One example was a proposal for a
"mutual survival pack between the developing and developed nations," made by
Richard Gardner, a Columbia University
law professor. According to his statement
the nations should agree to limit the
sovereignty of all nations for the wellbeing of mankind. "We need to strike a
great transcontinental bargain in which ac-

cess to energy and other raw materials
which industrialized countries need is
traded for other kinds of access that developing countries need," he said. A similar theme was expressed by Mostafa
Tolba, Executive Director of the UN Environmental Program. In his presentation
to the delegates, he said strategies to solve
the world food problem would have to be
developed with an awareness in mind of
the web of interdependence existing between this set of problems and other major
sets of problems facing humanity. "It is

:onference
peration discussed in Rome
not in anyone of them, but in the interaction among them, that the future of mankind will be decided and shaped," he said.
Some of the statements made about the
food situation revealed a certain pessimism about mankind's immediate future. A panel of distinguished citizens and
scientists headed by sociologist Barbara
Ward presented findings to the conference
in which the present food situation was
termed "more serious than any that has
been faced since the end of World War II."
They concluded that the favorable agricul-

tural conditions of the past two decades
had been dangerously reversed: food
prices had trebled in an uncontrolled market, the cost of fuels and fertilizers necessary for production had increased fourfold in recent years, and the world was left
with reserve supplies of food sufficient for
only one month. These negative changes
have occurred in a world whose popUlation
increases by 70 million people each year,
the panel noted. Those most threatened by
starvation are the poor in poverty-stricken
nations, they said. In this group are to be

found one of every five people on earth. To
these sobering statistics a French statesman added a gloomy observation; "The
world is unhappy; it is unhappy because it
doesn't know where it is going, and because it senses that if it knew, it would
discover that it was heading for disaster.';
To meet the food demands of a growing
population, to achieve improvements in
the living standards of the world's most
underprivileged people, and to build up
adequate reserve stocks as security against
disaster, a program of agricultural expansion on a scale never before contemplated
must now be set in motion, UN
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim said in
an address to the delegates. The best estimates are that production will have to double by the end of the century merely to
provide the present level of nutrition to an
expanded world population, he said. To
improve nutritional standards production
will have to more than double. "It is quite
possible that if the current food situation
fails to improve, or should worsen, other
sacrifices may have to be demanded from
the richer countries," Mr. Waldheim said.
"The great differences in the consumption
habits between rich and poor societies
raise deep moral problems at the best of
times; they become indefensible in times
of penury and shortage when, moreover,
as at the present time, a direct connection
between high consumption on the one
hand and low food availability on the other
is a demonstrable part of the problem."
He said it was difficult to review the
sequence of events leading to the current
food crisis without feeling "a sense of
dismay at the lack of foresight and sense of
common interest which has been shown by
individuals, governments, and by the international community." While there were
some who voiced warnings in time, few
listened, Mr. Waldheim said. "The record
is one of priorities that certainly appear
questionable now, of nonchalance in the
examination of available statistics on the
supply and demand of food, and of reluctance to abandon established courses in
order to take early remedial action."
In addition to the I ,250 delegates representing the world's governments, there
were representatives on hand from 47 UN
agencies, and from 300 non-governmental
organizations. The Baha'i International
Community, a non-governmental organization with consultative status before the
Economic and Social Council, was represented by Ezzat Zahrai, Manuela Fanti,
and Linda Youssefian Marshall. Marco
Kappenberger, also a Baha'i, attended as
the correspondent for a Samoan newsJANUARY, 1975 /
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paper. The Baha"'i statement to the conference was printed in English, French, and
Spanish, and more than 4,000 copies were
distributed. In addition, Mr. Zahrai took
600 copies of a Baha'i pamphlet - One
World, One People - A BaM'i View - to
distribute among delegates and participants.
The Baha'i Faith, as we surprisingly and
happily realized, was well-known, very
respected," Miss Fanti wrote. "People
who did not know it when we came to
explain were astonished and pleased to be
informed of this new kind of religion, so
deeply involved in the present problems."
Mr. Zahrai wrote: "We were pleased to
see that our statement was widely distributed among the delegates, and taking into
account that it was one of the early official
documents put out by the NGO, it did have
its desired impact before the conference
became practically drowned with papers.
A caption of our statement was published
in Pan, the official conference publication, under the title, 'Baha'i View.' "

National and International
Programs of Action
Baha'i International Community Statement

The Secretary-General has received the
following statement, which is circulated in
accordance with paragraphs 23 and 24 of
Economic and Social Council resolution
1296 (XLIV).
In the view of the Baha'i International
Community, effective medium and longrange plans for solving the world food
problem must rest on a conviction, by the
individual and society, of the organic oneness of humanity, and a commitment to
education and work that will be of service
not only to one's fellow citizens, but to
mankind as a whole.
Such an education demands first of all a
change in values. Social and economic
ills, we believe, are essentially spiritUal
and moral. The development in each person of qualities of justice, love, and compassion for the whole human race is basic.
This spiritual and moral education can
bring about the eradication of the personal
and social ills of our time-selfishness,
greed, lack of trust and dishonesty--a11
symptoms of the fundamental disease of
our civilization: disunity. For unity must
precede the solution of mankind's serious
problems and not, as many think, follow
it.
Second, compulsory universal education is essential,· since the human mind
must be fully developed. It is our belief
that the happiness, greatness, distinction,
and nobility of a human being consist not
16
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only in the individual's "excellent character", but in the "breadth of his learning,
and his ability to solve difficult problems." Further, an expectation that all persons be trained in the arts and sciences,
and that they engage in a trade or a profession, or some other form of gainful employment, insures their fullest contribution
to the well-being of the family and of the
community.
Third, granting equal opportunities,
rights, and privileges to men and women
will allow development and use of the full
potentialities of every person. This education in the spiritUal equality of all human
beings implies also the abolition of all
other kinds of inequality, discrimination,
and prejudice, such as those based on religion, race, class, and nationality.
Fourth, we have found that unless the
harmony of science and religion is clearly
understood and established in individual
and social consciousness, it is not easy to
uproot outmoded customs and traditions
that prevent the ready acceptance of valuable advances in science and technology.

Science and religion, in our view, are aspects of one reality, dealing as they do
respectively with the physical existence of
humanity and the values that give it meaning. Understanding of this fundamental
agreement will make possible not only the
production of more and better food, but
will also encourage the use of different and
valuable new foods.
Finally, agriculture must be acknowledged as a vital human occupation and
given a position of prestige in society. The
Baha'i International Community, whose
diversity includes 1,600 ethnic groups in
335 countries and territories, stresses the
importance of any work done in the spirit
of service to humanity, since no deed in the
world is "nobler than service to the common good." In this context, agricultural
work, intended to feed people, is a most
important human activity. This change in
attitude could well attract many to this
valuable field, and could lessen the exodus
from rural to urban areas, permitting the
decentralization of human settlements so
needed.

Countries at crisis level
Average Daily
Caloric Intake
Per Person

1974 Project.d
Overall Deficit
(in millions of do/Ian)

Bangladesh ...............•................. 1840 ................................ 375
Central Africon Republic ....................... 2200 ................................. 19
Chod ..................................... 2110 ................................. 16
Dahomey ............... , .................. 2260 .................................. 9
Soutt-n Yemen ...............••.•....•••••. 2070 ................................. 45
EI Salvador ................................. 1930 ................................. 411
Ethiopia ................................... 2160 ..................... : ........... **
Ghana .................................... 2320 ................................. 23
Guinea .................................... 2020 ................................. 21
Guyana .................................. . 2390 .. ..... , ......................... 16
Haiti ...................................... 1730 .................................. 8
Honduras .................................. 2140 ................................. 33
Indio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ** ................................. 820
Ivory Coast ................................. 2430 ................................. 57
Kenya ..................................... 2360 .................. , .............. 84
Cambodia .................................. 2430 .................................••
loos ...................................... 2110 .................................. .
lesotho ....................................••..................................••
Madagascar ••••••.•••.....••..••.•.•••.•••. 2530 ................................. 32
Mali ................... , .................. 2060 ................................. 42
Mauritanio ................................. 1940 ................................. 17
Niger ............................ , ........ 2080 ................. , .........•..... 30
Pakistan ................................... 2160 ................................ 155
Senegal ................................... 2370 ................................. 69
Sierra leone ................................ 2280 ................................. 31
Samalio ................................... 1830 ................................. 27
Sri lanka .................................. 2170 ................................. 69
Sudon •.................................... 2160 ................................. 46
United Republic of Cameroon ................... 2410 ................................. 25
United Republic of Tanzania ..................... 2260 ................................ 120

~= ~~~~.

:::::::::::::: : :: ::::: : : :: :: : : : :
:~~~::

::::;~

.'n the United Stahn theaveroge daily caloric intoke i.3,COO. T'he recommended minmum daily caloric intab i.2.300.In ..... countrin~.
regional dilflO'"ities and wastage may mean that wbstantial portion. of the popularion are far below the figure ,hown.
SO,,", FA.O. and floe U.N.

**nat available

Haifa, Israel, 1974
Anna Kunz, the eldest of ten children of
the Reverend Adolph Bolliger, a prominent clergyman of the Refonned Church,
was born in the parsonage in Ober Entfelden, Aargau, Switzerland on July 13,
1889. Soon the Reverend Bolliger was
named professor of theology atthe University of Basel nd in time became its president; thus it was in Basel that Anna spent
her school years. Under the guidance of
her conscientious and serious parents she
received excellent spiritual and moral
training which served as the foundation of
her character throughout her life. After

thing about a Baha'i Faith." So they went,
along with their good friends Edwin and
.Annie Mattoon. They soon found themselves regular students in a class on the
Baha'i Faith given by Albert Vail, a Unitarian minister, and an eloquent, inspired
teacher of comparative religions. Mrs.
Kunz recognized Baha'u'llab as the Manifestation of God for this day almost at
once. During this period (1914-1915) she
became an enthusiastic Baha'I. The exact
date is not known, since in those early days
no one signed a membership card.
Through her enrollment she became one of
the founders of the Urbana Baha'i Com-

From homeland to homeland:
Swiss pioneer Anna Kunz
by Margaret Kunz Ruhe
graduation from high school, she longed to
enter the university, but her father insisted
that she study in a home economics seminary in Berne, on whose faculty she later
became a teacher.
At 24 years of age she married Jakob
Kunz, a distinguished Swiss physicist,
who was a research scientist at the University of Illinois in Urbana. Thus she moved
far away from her homeland, across the
Atlantic Ocean, to the new world. Instantly she fell in love with America and
loved to tell stories of the fantastic kindness showered upon her as a bride in the
midwestern university town of Urbana,
which became her home for 35 years. The
hospitality, openness, and magnanimity of
the Americans overwhelmed her. Despite
her conservative, traditionalist Swiss
background, she gradually learned a new
life style. Her two daughters, Annamarie
Kunz Honnold and Margaret Kunz Ruhe,
were born and raised in Urbana. Dr. Kunz
won acclaim as the inventor of the first
photo-electric cell, the Kunz cell, and collaborated on the first sound-on-film experiments with Professor J. T. Tykociner; he
also measured the light of the solar corona
during periods of eclipses, and taught relativity as propounded by his colleague
Albert Einstein.
Dr. and Mrs. Kunz, active members of
the Methodist Church, were of a serious
religious bent. One day Dr. Kunz, who
was posse sed of a deeply searching mind,
said to Anna, "Let's go and hear Albert
Vail speak on a new philosophy ... some-

munity, a community which served as the
seed-bed for the growth of many devoted
teachers of the Faith, among them Allen
McDaniel, Genevieve Coy, Flora Hottes,
and Beatrice Ashton.
As a young woman, Mrs. Kunz was
somewhat frail and delicate. At times she
suffered from severe headaches. As a
newcomer to the United States she was
detennined to master English, a task she
found trying and time-consuming. Despite
ill health, timidity, the burdens of caring
for small children, and the emotional
strain that resulted from life in a new culture, she quickly showed signs of leadership, administrative ability, finnness, and
steadfastness in the Faith. She studied the
Writings assiduously, and resolved to live
her life according to the Teachings. A
beauty of spirit radiated from her, which
was felt by those around her.
In 1921, when her husband took his
sabbatical leave from the university, Dr.
and Mrs. Kunz sailed to Europe, then on to
Egypt, and ultimately to Haifa for pilgrimage to the Holy Shrines, where Dr.
Lu~u'llab ijakfm met them and guided
them to the various Holy Places. At
Tiberias they attained the presence of
'Abdu'l-Baha; this was the pinnacle of
Mrs.
Kunz's life.
She adored
'Abdu'l-Baha; he became her Exemplar
and her Master. In an article in the Star of
the West in September 1922, she wrote:
"Abdul Baha's family keeps open house
all the time .... They live a life of great
simplicity; their life is a reflection of
JANUARY, 1975/ BAHA'I NEWS
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Abdul Baha's life. Their thoughts are with
him always; they love him with a deep
abiding love; they serve in his footsteps
and for his sake serve all mankind. Many a
precious lesson was taught to me while in
this household. Often I was surprised to
see that, in spite of their restricted life,
these women uphold a truly broad attitude
towards life in general; they know no narrowness; they are all-inclusive and therefore heavenly."
She wrote of meeting 'Abdu'l-Baha on
March 27, 1921, in a hotel at Tiberias, on
the Sea of Galilee , where He used to go for
rest and a change of air. "It was a bright
and luminous Easter morning when the
Master called us into his room. . . .
Though I feared to approach him, after his
loving words of welcome this fear vanished .... we sat before our Master, in a
little room, with only the most necessary
furnishings, on top of the hotel, with a
view of that blessed lake. His look seems
to go into one's very heart. Yes, he knows
his children and their need. As I think of
him now, I always love to think, frrst of his
great simplicity, his marvelous humility
which knows of no self-existence, and last
... of his boundless love. To us his outward appearance seemed similar to that of
the old Hebrew Prophets, his humility, his
simplicity and love were like the Christ.
This boundless love conquered the hearts
at once. Abdul Baha talked to us with a
ringing, piercing voice which will forever
sound in my ears."
On Monday, March 28, 'Abdu'l-Baha
was given a photograph of the Kunz children and He gazed at it for a long while.
His face lighted up and he said: "They
have bright faces. They will be real
Baha'is because they will have a Baha'i
education. They will become good
Baha'is." Later, He revealed a wonderful
prayer for them which is recorded in Star
o/the West.
On Monday afternoon, March 28, He
spoke these words: "This lake is very
blessed. His holiness Christ and the other
prophets walked along its shore and were
in communion with God all the time and
spreading the divine teachings. Now,
praise be to God that you reached this land
safel y and we met one another on the shore
of this same lake! You will receive great
results from this visit afterwards. You will
become the cause of the illumination of the
world of humanity. You will release the
hearts of the people from the intense darkness of different prejudices, so that each
soul may love all the people of the world,
without distinction. Just like a shepherd
who is affectionate to all his sheep, with18
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out preference or distinction, you should
be affectionate to all. You should not look
at their shortcomings. Consider that they
are all created by God who loves them
all. "
Mrs. Kunz returned to Urbana with renewed zeal. She served for many years on
the Spiritual Assembly of Urbana, much
of the time as chairman. She also served on
many committees, and was for many years
a delegate to the National Baha'i Convention. Through her attendance at these annual meetings in Wilmette, she became
well acquainted with the Baha'is of
America. Each year during convention
Corinne True invited her to lunch; how
Mrs. Kunz loved those small intimate
gatherings in the True home, where there
was time to speak of the spiritual realities
of the Faith. The friends respected her
knowledge of the Teachings, her wisdom,
and common sense. At times she became
fiery in defense of her opinions. Occasionally she served as speaker for a particular
event, but on the whole she preferred to
find other opportunities for service. At age
50 she took up typing, to increase her
ability to serve her beloved Faith.
Mrs. Kunz, a strong personality, demanded the highest standards of performance from herself and from those around
her. She raised her two daughters to be
Baha'is. They were trained by a strong
disciplinarian who knew only one path and
would have no deviation from that path.
Her admonition, repeated frequently to her
daughters, was: "Have the courage to be
different." Anna Kunz was familyoriented, the integrity and warmth 0{ the
family circle was vitally important to her.
Throughout her life she remained close to
her daughters and their families, adored
her five grand-children, and was proud of
her distinguished sons-in-law, (John O.
Honnold, a professor of law, and eventually a member of the legal staff of the
United Nations in New York, and DavidS.
Ruhe, a professor of medicine, and subsequent member of The Universal House of
Justice).
The Kunz home was a haven of peace,
restfulness, beauty, and hospitality for all
who came there. Dr. Kunz entertained
Rabindranath Tagore and other
philosophers and scientists. Not only were
Baha'i classes and meetings held in the
home, but also a steady stream of Baha'i
teachers spent the night there: Carl Scheffler, Philip Marangella, Albert Windust,
Sarah Walrath, Fannie Knobloch, Louis
Gregory, Zia Bagdadi, Corinne True,
Allen McDaniel, Horace Holley, and
Dorothy Baker. Dr. Kunz relished the

company of attorney Louis Gregory who
was a frequent visitor, and Dr. Bagdadi, a
dynamic and brilliant man who was willing to engage in long philosophic discussions in which Dr. Kunz delighted. Maintaining these many Baha'i activities in the
Kunz home was not always easy, as Dr.
Kunz felt his wife was too involved with
the Faith. Sometimes she accompanied
him to church, and she did everything in
her power to make his life peaceful and
happy.
Mrs. Kunz was thoughtful of people in
small and large ways; she took time to
listen to them and was perceptive of their
inner needs and aspirations. She often
said, "Think of others and forget yourself." She liked to remember others with
flowers, home-baked cookies, small gifts.
At age 43 she learned to drive a car, and
one of her services was to drive around
Urbana gathering the friends for the meetings.
In the personal and intimate details of
her life she was a complete Baha'i: cleanliness, neatness, frugality, and meticulousness were her hallmark. Her house
was polished and clean; her person was
immaculate. Her spirit, humble and pure,
knew the power of prayer. Her prayer
book was always at her side; she prayed
many times each day and loved to share the
prayers with her family and friends. "May
we have a prayer together?" she would
often say.
After the death of her husband Mrs.
Kunz was free to pioneer. She offered her
services to the beloved Guardian. In July,
1947 at the age of 58, she left New York to
return to Switzerland, thus beginning a
new phase of her life as a pioneer for the
Faith. She settled in Berne, one of the goal
cities of the Second Seven Year Plan,
where Shoghi Effendi wrote her as follows:
"I welcome your arrival in Europe and
particularly in Switzerland where, I feel,
your work will be of the utmost value. You
will surely be blessed and sustained in
your historic task, and I look forward to
the day when through your exertion and
those of your devoted collaborators the
first Spiritual Assembly will be established in that land. Persevere in your magnificent mission." She worked tirelessly
towards the establishment of the Spiritual
Assembly of Berne. After this goal was
accomplished, she returned to Urbana in
1949, feeling that she was needed there.
Shoghi Effendi wrote her as follows:
"The services you have rendered the
Faith are truly remarkable and deserve the
highest praise. I feel truly proud of your

achievements, and am grateful for the
spirit that so powerfully animates you in
the service of our glorious Faith. I will
pray ardently on your behalf, that the Beloved may abundantly reward you for your
accomplishments, to enable you, in the
years to come, to enrich the splendid record of your services to His Faith and its
institutions. "
1be pioneering spirit had taken hold,
and when news reached her in Urbana of
the urgent needs in Switzerland, Mrs.
Kunz felt restless and torn. She wanted to
be near her children and her grandchildren; this was her personal longing and
wish. What should she do? She wrote to
Shoghi Effendi seeking his advice. For a
long time there was no reply. She was
relieved. Then came the stunning message: "proceed as .quickly as possible to
Switzerland." She was crushed. In October 1952, however, she valiantly set
forth once again, this time settling in
Zurich, a goal city. In the spring of 1953
she was elected a member of the newly
formed Italo-Swiss National Spiritual Assembly, and to her consternation she was
elected Secretary of this historic 12th National Assembly, a post which she held for
nine years. (Now she understood why in
mid-life she had taken up typing). At the
request of Shoghi Effendi she moved back
to"Berne, although she would personally
have preferred to remain in her splendid
apartment in Zurich. At Ri4van 1962 the
National Spiritual Assembly of Switzerland was formed and Anna Kunz was
again elected Secretary. She continued to
serve on the Swiss National Assembly
until she neared her 80th year. After being
reelected in 1969 she asked to be excused
from service because of age, and because
her health was slowly failing.
Teaching the Faith in Switzerland was
not easy-tbe people were highly conservative, tightly bound by traditions and customs of church and ancestry-and sometimes she became discouraged. When one
of Anna's old school friends embraced the
Faith, she was overjoyed. She urged other
pioneers to come to Switzerland. They
came because she encouraged them. But
the natural beauties-the mountains,
lakes, glaciers, and charming villages-were a reward for those who arose.
Anna prayed fervently and studied the
Writings daily, and was able to impart
hope and assurance to those who worked
with her. "Whereas formerly they were as
moths, they became as royalfalcons, ... "
TIle breaths of the Holy Spirit confrrmed
her again and again. She was a reed from
which the pith of self had been blown.

Among her favorite selections from the
Writings were these words which she
quoted repeatedly:
"There is a power in this Cause-a
mysterious power-!ar, far, far away
from the ken of men and angels; that invisible power is the cause ofall these outward
activities. It moves the hearts. It rends the
mountains. It administers the complicated
affairs ofthe Cause. It inspires thefriends.
It dashes into a thousand pieces all the
forces of opposition. It creates new
spiritual worlds. This is the mystery of the
Kingdom of Abhti."
In 1957 she flew to London (her first
airplane journey) to attend the funeral of
Shoghi Effendi. Like many others she had
always harbored a desire to be in his presence, but alas, she had waited too long.
His sudden passing was a terrible blow.
In 1963, 42 years after attaining the
presence of 'Abdu'l-Baha, she returned to
the Holy Land, this time to fulflll the historic mission of participating in the election ofthe first Universal House of Justice.
How Haifa and 'Akka had changed! Yet
the same spirit of power and love emanated
from the Holy Shrines at Bahji and Mt.
Cannel as she knelt in prayer at the Holy
Thresholds.
Her last years were marred by a series of
illnesses, yet her spirit was ever radiant
and bright. She gave up her cherished
apartment, and moved to a nursing home
in the suburbs of Berne, where she died
peacefully in her sleep on August 10,
1973. The Universal House of Justice cabled: "Deeply grieved passing Anna Kunz
steadfast distinguished handmaid
Baha'u'lhih her associations beloved Master devoted pioneering services Europe
over extended period unforgettable. . ."
She lies buried in the Schosshalden
Cemetery in Berne, her pioneer post,
where she remained until the end.
Countless messages were received from
the friends throughout Europe and
America who loved and respected her, and
were heart-broken to learn of her passing.
Again and again she was characterized as a
.. noble woman", "a magnificent lady",
"a true Baha'i in word and deed." The
National Spiritual Assembly of Switzerland wrote the following: "The wonderful
and fruitful services rendered by our
highly esteemed Baha') sister to the Swiss
Baha') Community as a Baha') teacher and
member of our National Spiritual Assembly will never be forgotten. Her absolute
dedication to our beloved Cause, her humbleness and loving kindness were an example to all of us ... " Services were held
in Berne, Rome, Urbana, Wilmette, at the

Baha') Cabin at Teaneck, and in
Langenhain, Germany (more than 30
young Swiss Baha'is journeyed by bus to
Langenhain to pay their last resp!cts).
Prayers were said for her in Ireland, in
Peru, in the Solomon Islands, at the
Shrines in Haifa and 'Akka.
The Hand of the Cause Ugo Giachery,
who served with her on the Italo-Swiss
National Assembly, wrote the following
remembrance to the Universal House of
Justice: "Once more in the course of this
year we must offer you our deepest condolence for the loss of a much loved and
distinguished collaborator: Mrs. Anna
Kunz, whose services in this continent
shall be remembered for many decades to
come. Having come to Switzerland during
the Second Seven Year Plan, she was
elected to the Italo-Swiss National Assembly at its formation on Ri$an, 1953,
becomil'6 its Secretary until the election of
an independent Swiss National Spiritual
Assembly. The writer was also a member
of the Italo-Swiss National Spiritual Assembly for the same length of time, and
had the opportunity and privilege to work
side by side with her and appreciate her
sterling qualities, her deep love for the
Cause and the high sense of responsibility
in discharging the duties of the 12th National Assembly of the Baha') World. Her
kind and loving attitude towards everybody, her wise and humane approach to so
many novel problems, made of Mrs. Kunz
one of the very best national Secretaries in
Europe. We mourn her loss, but pray that
her noble soul may reap the reward due to
those who labored so faithfully for the
Cause of God."
Anna Kunz served the Faith with distinction, dedication, and dignity for almost 60 years. She lived her life with firmness, humility, orderliness, and spirituality. She inspired her family and friends
with hope and faith, and "lived the life" as
delineated by 'Abdu'l-Baha.
"Grant then, 0 my God, that Thy servant may consort with Thy chosen ones,
Thy saints and Thy Messengers, in
heavenly places that the pen cannot tell
nor the tongue recount."
Baha'u'lllih
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In Memoriam

India Haggarty
One of the small group of Baha'is who
had the blessing of several meetings with
the Master became ill at her home in Carmel, California, last August and shortly
afterwards passed away in a private nursing home. India Haggarty was from a distinguished Virginia family, the Marshalls,
and was born in Alexandria. When she
arrived in Haifa in 1920, as a member of
the group of pilgrims accompanying Dr.
and Mrs. Florian Krug, she was overjoyed
to hear the Master praise her mother and
offer her His blessing. "My mother was a
deep-dyed fundamentalist," Mrs. Haggarty often recalled, "a church woman
who helped people whenever she could.
'Abdu'l-Baha said to me, '00 you know
that your mother is a very good woman? It
is through her that you are here.' " Mrs.
Haggarty is survived by a sister, Inez Greven, who lives in Carmel and is active in
Baha'i activities.
The experience of meeting Mrs. Haggarty in February, in her home, was an
unforgettable one. The grace and beauty of
another time and another way of life were
evident everywhere. Having come from a
family that had appreciated and collected
art for generations, her California home
was fIlled with many beautiful possessions. These were, however, merely a setting for the beauty of her ardent belief,
obviously deepened and polished by years
of experience and learning in the path of
the Master.
Let us hear the story of those special
days in 1920, her pilgrimage days, in her
own words.
"Pilgrimages, I understand, vary a great
deal. If you are a very spiritual person you
may experience a very spiritUal reaction.
Our pilgrimage was one which I think
must have been different from anyone
before it. We were not all Baha'is and one
of our party was a deep Catholic. It was
only two years after the First World War,
which had devastated Europe and the Holy
Land. Haifa had been besieged and for
years no one had made a pilgrimage.
"Mrs. Krug wanted to take an entourage
to the Holy Land. My sister, Inez, came
and another sister who never became a
Baha'i. Mrs. [Grace] Ober was there, en
route to Persia. Fugita was also there, and
20
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Dr. Pease, the husband of my sister.
"We started in March, and in those days
it took nearly two weeks to cross the Atlantic. We had illness on the way, the flu, and
one of my sisters was very sick in Naples.
We couldn't get a visa to get into Egypt.
Everything was a turmoil. Many ships had
been destroyed by the war, and coal for a
time was $ 105 a ton. The world was chaotic.
Some of the men had to go to Rome to
bring those visas back to us. Finally, we
landed in Alexandria but, once there,
couldn't get a visa to go on to Haifa.
"At last Mrs. Krug came in one morning and said, 'We will go to the Palace. We
will go to General Allenby and tell him
who we are, friends of 'Abdu'l-Baha.' I
was so unsophisticated, so on fire with the
Faith, I'd have done anything to get to
Him. When we got to the palace Mrs.
Krug said, "Abdu'l-Baha has given us
permission to land in Haifa and we would
like our passports to be made. Will you tell
the General that we are here?' He said,
'You realize that every port is closed.
Someone has tried to assassinate the General!' She said, '00 you recall that the
General is a friend of 'Abdu'l-Baha? Do
you know what he said when he took Haifa
and released 'Abdu'l-Baha from the siege?'
"

Here Mrs. Haggarty's face was
wreathed in smiles as she recalled that
moment. "The official was a big man,
decorated with buttons and braid. He said,
'I will try to get the message through. And
I will let you know tomorrow. But no one
can get out before they catch the assassin.'
When he didn't call the next morning,
Mrs. Krug went back to the Palace. The
official explained apologetically that it
was impossible to issue visas. At that moment another man came into the office and·
said: 'His Excellency (General Allenby)
says he has cabled Haifa to permit 13
Americans to land without any visas. You
are to take a ship tomorrow morning but on
your word of honor you are to tell no one
that you are going to Haifa.'
"When we landed that day at Haifa it
seemed that the whole harbor was filled
with little vessels, some with friends carrying the Greatest Name. It was so wonderful and so thrilling, we were swept off our
feet. That night the grandsons of the Master told us that 'Abdu'l-Baha had said the
n~ght before at dinner, laughing heartily,
'Mrs. Krug with one stick has defeated the
whole British army!'

"After we landed, we walked up the
mountain. 'Abdu'l-Baha was standing in
the middle of the road, in front of the
pilgrim house, checking on the unloading
of a camel caravan. He had on a white
robe. It was a picture out of the Bible. He
shook hands with us, was very informal,
and we went into the pilgrim house."
Mrs. Haggarty said: .. 'Abdu'l-Baha received a feeling of affection and respect
from the non-Baha'is as much as from the
Baha'is. They never stared at Him directly, nor spoke unless they were asked to
say something. No one interrupted Him.
Even those who were not Baha'is showed
deep respect. You would never dream of
sitting when He was standing, although He
was most informal and loving with us."
Recalling the Persian pilgrims-all
men, who were unaccustomed to seeing
women moving about freely in the streets
without veils-she said that one day one of
the older men had someone translate for
him, "We are your brothers. We love
you." They always bowed with their
hands to their heart.
"We responded, 'We love you too.'
"The next day he said, 'It makes us
happy to see you here from the West. It is
fulfIllment of prophecy. We were told that
when belief in Baha'u'lllih spread to the
West, the West would come back and help

us in the East.'
"Then one day, it was the birthday of
my sister, Mary Pease. The translator said,
'This is your real birthday. Your first
birthday. I am giving you my only earthly
possession. I took it from the hands of my
father, as he lay beheaded, a martyr.' And
he handed large amber prayer beads to her.
'They are something to think on, to meditate on.' My sister was reluctant to accept
it but he insisted.
"My sister had to accept it but she went
back to the pilgrim house and wept bitterly." Mrs. Haggarty remembered an occasion, much later, in Los Angeles when
these beads were loaned to her in order that
all the friends could share them at a special
meeting. "While Mary never became a
Baha'i, she realized that this was something that was very precious."
And so the memories flowed, fresh and
clear over the more than fifty years since
their occurrence. So much was said, but
perhaps to close this tribute to Mrs. Haggarty, it would be right to quote from a
letter (written laboriously since arthritis
crippled her hands) she sent at Naw-Ruz to
a younger friend. In it she said:
"perhaps your ultimate happiness will
be in seIVice to others. There are many
foons of sickness and suffering-you can
be that nurse and the healing will reflect in
your life. My daily prayers for peace of
mind and serenity surround you . . . . I
shall try to forget my pain and multiple
afflictions and feel like Martha Root who
always walked with Bahli'u'llcih by her
side. Try it too! Let's keep step together as
we enter this New Year. Oh, how blessed
'we are to know this Day!"

Passing of three Latin
American pioneers
Word has been received recently of the
passing of three distinguished pioneers,
Louise Jackson, Betty Becker and
Seymour Malkin, who had long served at
their posts in South American countries.
After a long illness, Louise Jackson
died October 3 in Methodist Hospital, La
Paz, Bolivia, and is buried in an American
cemetery there. In a letter written in February to the International Goals Committee. Louise described her happiness in attending the Summer School in Lima, Peru,
this January, and said: "There was a definite feeling of unity, harmony and good

spiritual fellowship. One felt that we were
really building a world order, and here it
was in its very primary infancy ... " She
spoke also of assisting in a 40-day mass
teaching campaign in Cuzco following the
Summer School. Commenting on her activities this year in Bolivia, she added:
"Well, for one thing, I am trying to keep
up a steady correspondence with all of the
pioneers. There is a deepening class or
investigation class on Saturday afternoon
at four 0' clock, where there is a minimum
of two and usually about fifteen people
present. On Thursdays I have one and
sometimes two discussion classes in English. The ·people who attend have a vocabulary of 1,000 words and we use the
Ladder Series, discussing one book every
week. After they have passed the
1,000-word vocabulary book we go to
2,000 words, then to 3,000 and so on." In
such manner, Louise served the Faith to
the end of her life.
Following twenty years' pioneering service in Anchorage, Alaska, Betty Becker
arrived in Chile in 1959. Although hampered by failing eyesight resulting in
blindness and by declining health leading
to ultimate bed-confinement for over a
year-and-a-half, following a stroke in
March 1973, Betty remained mentally
alert, in good spirits, actively serving the
Faith through prayer and sacrifice to the
last day of her life.
The National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Chile, in reporting the death of
this pioneer, wrote this tribute:
"Throughout her illness, Betty received
excellent personal nursing care in the
home of an auxiliary nurse, but deprived
herself of all extras in order to be able to
donate more money to a special fund for
the purchase of a local I-Ja?:iratu'l-Quds,
badly needed by the Baha'is of Punta
Arenas, a house which had been Punta
Arenas' dream for many years. Almost
single-handedly, she was able to contribute the money for the down payment and
partial
furnishing
of a
local
I-J~ratu'l-Quds, the deed of which was
placed in her hands for a few moments,
three days before her passing. It was as
though she had been waiting to see the
fruition of her dream before ascending to
the Abha Kingdom. She was 87 years old.
"We, the Baha'is of Chile, feel new
spiritual strength as we labor for
Baha'u'llah, undoubtedly due to Betty
Becker's noble example of detachment
and sacrifice."

Years of active seIVice as a pioneer,
home front teacher and member of the
Auxiliary Board for the Protection of the
Faith mark the Baha'i life of Seymour
Malkin. Born in 1923 of Rumanian and
Russian parentage, he was enrolled as a
Baha'i by the Local Spiritual Assembly of
Los Angeles in February 1955, immediately moving to a goal city near Los
Angeles. In two years he pioneered to
Mexico, where he met his future wife,
Margot Miessler, at Riqvan that year at the
National Convention of the Baha'is of
Central America, in Guatemala City. They
were married later that year in Honduras
and spent their wedding trip teaching the
Faith on the Island of Juan Fernandez, off
the coast of Chile. They moved the following Riqvan to Campina, Brazil, returning
briefly to the United States but responding
affiirmatively to a request of the Hands of
the Cause to settle in Chile prior to the
Jubilee in 1963. Although this meant
foregoing their hope of attending the London gathering, the Malkins were blessed
with witnessing the beginning of mass
teaching in Chile and the entrance into the
Faith of the first Mapuche Indians. It was
at this time that Seymour was named to the
Auxiliary Board. After living in the United
States between 1964 and 1970, Seymour
again agreed wholeheartedly to a request
from the International Goals Committee to
pioneer to Brazil, helping to form the first
Local Spiritual Assembly of Santo Amaro
the following year.
The father of three children, Jesma
Layli, Edmund Jacob, and Vali, Seymour
had the joy of presenting his daughter,
Jesma, as a declared Baha'i at the last
Feast of his lifetime. On the occasion of
the celebration of the birthday of the Bab,
each Baha'i present from the communities
of Sao Paulo and the Campinas area was
asked to represent one spiritual quality, the
one assigned to Seymour being "elegance" and to Margot, "courage."
After enjoying fully the evening and a
brief time at home with his family following the celebration, Seymour told those
around him "I'm going" and passed into
the next world at 2 AM. Forty-five cars of
friends escorted his body to Morumbi
Cemetery, in Sao Paulo, where fellow
Baha'is Francisco Domingo and Nurollah
Soltani are buried.
Anyone having personal remembrances
of Seymour Malkin is requested to contact
his family at Rua Nova York 382, Sao
Paulo, Brazil.
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Don Rufino Fuentes, a Mayan Baha'i, at the ruins of Uxmal.

Baha'i Proclamation and Deepening Film

~tep
An

by ~tep

artist, a mechanic, a field laborer, an accounting
manager, a policeman, a hospital administrator - what have
these people in common? They're Baha'is and they appear
in a new Baha'i film, Paso a Paso, produced by Kiva Films.
The fUm, ~hich is titled Step by Step in English, depicts
the growth of the Baha'i Faith among Indians, blacks and
Latins in Mexico, Honduras, EI Salvador and Panama.
Unified.by their common belief in Baha'u'llah and His Message, these persons comment on their faith and what it'
means to them.
.
These native teachers share their views on such widely
varying topics as prophecy, the unity of mankind, world
peace, universal governing institutions and a divine civilization. Simply, clearly and diiectly they discuss how the Faith
of Baha'u'IIah is unifying all mankind, step by step, through
the infusion of Divine Love.
Feasts, the local spiritual Assembly, elections and other
aspects of Baha'i administration are explained.

In addition, the 29-minute, color-and-sound film mentions ancient Mayan prophecies concerning world peace, the
Return and a spiritual revival, and relates these to the newest Baha'i House of Worship in Panama. It complements
two earlier films, El Alba and The Dedication. Designed for
television use, this new film is also suited to public meetings
and other proclamation events. The film is also universally
suitable for teaching and deepening.
How to Get the Film
To obtain rental information and purchase prices, write
to your publishing trust or national Baha'i distributor. If
you do not know the name and address of the one serving
your area, you may send your inquiry to the International
Baha'i Audio-Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor,
N.Y. 14564, U.S.A. for forwarding to the proper organization.
Specify Step by Step, Product Number 20672, for the
English edition, or Paso a Paso, Product Number 20671, for
the Spanish version.
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Universal House of Justice Message

Land near Guardian/s resting place purchased
ANNOUNCE PURCHASE STRIP LAND GREAT NORTHERN LONDON CEMETERY FACING BELOVED
GU ARDIANS RESTING PLACE ENSURING PROTECTION SACRED PLOT. PRAYERS GRATITUDE OFFERED
DIVINE THRESHOLD
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE.

The maii

Reports on teaching
Dear Friends,
I have just recently returned to India from visiting in the States.
Upon my return I found that the local community has been
making very great strides in the teaching of the Cause. I felt that a
couple of these incidents and programs may be of interest to the
world Baha'i community, therefore I am passing them on to you.
As mentioned in the Five Year Plan from The Universal House
of Justice for India - great emphasis is being placed on the
teaching of women and children. A few months ago a program
was inititated by the Local· Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Panchgani for teaching women and the results have been rewarding. Enclosed is a photograph and a report of one of the latest
gatherings of the Teaching Institutes for our local Baha'i women
and in this photograph are Baha'is from Harijan (the untouchables) background, Hindu-Brahmins, Zoroastrian, Muslims,
Buddhists and so on. (See page 11)
Correspondence Course: The first year of the Five Year Plan a
small Correspondence Committee was fonned to reach the
Marathi-speaking people. Marathi is the language spoken by the
people of the state of Maharashtra. The results have been overwhelmingly rewarding and a case in point is reported below.
The Baha'is of Panchgani put on a proclamation in the city of
Kolhapur which is eight hours journey by bus. During this proclamation a villager happened to be visiting in the city from his
village Shirdon, and he came to visit our book display and booth.
He asked many questions, and was extremely interested and
signed up for the correspondence course. During the months he
was very faithful in completing his correspondence course and
wanted to declare his belief in Baha'u'Ucih. The Correspondence
Committee asked him to come to Kolhapur to meet with the
Baha'is there and sign the declaration card. However, he wrote
back stating that it would not be possible for him to do so as he
lived in a village which was quite far from Kolhapur. During a
recent visit to that area our teaching team went to the village
Shirdon and asked to meet Mr. Vasantkutti. The people in the
village said that he was from the Harijan class (untouchables) and
he lived on the other side ofthe village. The team went to that area
and found Mr. Vasantkutti and they were indeed specially re-

warded for their efforts. He was excited and happy to see them
and told how he had been teaching the Faith in the village and he
presented the declaration cards of nine persons. He then took
them to a special room which he had prepared for the nine Baha'is
to gather for prayers and readings. This was the first personal
contact that anyone made with these Baha'is. After a brief
deepening session on fonning of the Local Spiritual Assembly,
the team returned to Panchgani. The next day the Correspondence Committee received a letter from Mr. Vasantkutti stating
that they had elected the Chainnan, Secretary and had pledged 50
paisa per person for each month for the Baha'i Fund (approximately 6 cents each).
I feel this is a goO<1 example of teaching through correspondence, which is probably the most effective means in reaching the
masses of people in a developing country.
With loving Baha'i greetings.
Ray Johnson
New Era High School
Panchgani, Maharashtra

Expressed appreciation
Dear Baha'i friends,
This just to let you know how much I enjoy receiving the
Baha'i News, and to express my gratitude for it. Many times
when I have been feeling rather despondent, it has given me a
great lift to read one of the articles on the life of an immortal and
exemplary Baha'i. I also find the words of the Hands of the Cause
which are often reported in the BaM' i News to be very edifying,
urging us on, at all times, in the service of the Faith.
There is much spiritual nourishment to be had from your
publication, and I value it a great deal. I very much appreciate as
well the consistently high standard of English that you maintain.
With loving Baha'i greetings,
Charles Fitzsimmons
St. Bartholemew, French West Indies
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Around the World
Peru:

Travell ing institute
fosters consolidation

Above: The group was invited to lunch at the home of one of the seekers. Continental
Counsellor Raul Pavon is seated in the center; team member Jose Elias is on the left.
Below: Bahll is of Quilhauy with team members during a general session.
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The National Spiritual Assembly of Peru
has undertaken to consolidate believers in
remote areas of the country through
deepening institutes held in their own
communities. Teams of four or five people, which include seasoned teachers and
one or two believers from the nearest active community, are sent for periods of up
to one week to infrequently visited
localities to provide instruction in the basic
teachings of the Faith and discuss the
elementary requirements of Baha'i community life.
The first site for one of these deepening
sessions, called a Travelling Institute by
the National Assembly, was QuiIhuay, a
village of 25 families, almost invisible in
the vastness of the Andes south of Huancayo, Peru. There have been Baha'is in
Quilhuay for 25 years, and in recent years
a Spiritual Assembly has been elected each
Ri<tvan with the assistance of the friends in
Huancayo. But there has been little other
organized Baha'i activity in Quilhuay to
speak of.
The first team, led by Continental
Counsellor Raul Pavon, travelled over
rough, single-lane roads, and arrived in
Quilhuay with sleeping bags, camp stove,
dishes, food, projector, tape recorder, lanterns, books, charts, and other teaching
materials. Arrangements had been made a
week earlier for the group to stay in one of
the three public buildings in town - an
unoccupied jail. It was, like all the other
buildings, windowless and constructed of
adobe, with a hard-packed dirt floor. As is
the custom in the area, the walls at their
base and extending about two feet upwards, were of double thickness, forming
a natural bench around the building's interior perimeter. This bench was the only
place for visitors to sit; there was no furniture whatever in the room. An abandoned
wheelbarrow served as the group's pantry
and storage cabinet. A small mountain
stream about 100 feet from the jail - not
always very clear - was their only source
of water.
The program called for a general session
each night lastin!}about one-half hour, followed by separate classes for the members
of the Local Spiritual Assembly, for
women, children, and youth. The youth
discussed ways of teaching interested

adults in the community how to read.
"Because the community was small and
the homes widely separated in the surrounding mountains, the friends gathered
in the local school for only four of the
nights," a report from the consolidation
team said. "Great interest was exhibited in
the general meetings where slides and film
strips about Baha'i history, principles of
the Faith, Baha'i communities around the
world, and the role of Baha'i women, were
shown with battery-powered projectors.
The friends were especially pleased to see
pictures of other Peruvian Baha'is and
their Quechua brothers and sisters of
Bolivia and Ecuador."
Separate classes were held for the Local
Spiritual Assembly where officers were
elected and plans were made to raise a
ij~ratu' l-Quds on one of the sites offered
by two of the members.
"Children and their mothers met in
another group so that the mothers might
obselVe the teaching of prayers, songs,
and stories illustrating Baha'i principles
and spiritual qualities. Many of the boys
and girls translated to Quechua as some of
the women spoke no Spanish. The children particularly enjoyed the paper craft
projects related to the lessons on the Messengers of God and the unity of mankind.
An effort was made to use as many native
materials as possible, such as long thorns
to fasten paper lanterns and pinwheels and
twigs for the hanging mobiles.
.. Very quickly outstanding personalities emerged, such as ten-year-old
Maximo, who was the first one to arrive,
on the dot, for every class and trip and also
accompanied the group to other villages;
the chainnan of the Local SpiritUal Assembly, whose father was the first chairman, many years ago; Teodora, the only
woman on the Assembly, who carried a
heavy suitcase on her back and loaded
more of the gear on her horse when we left,
so we would have to make only one trip up
the mountain.
"We climbed over the mountain ridges
to reach three neighboring villages where
slides were shown and the Message of
Baha'u'lIlih was given to groups offrom 40
to 100 people. During the day, team members were welcomed most graciously by
the teachers in the one or two-room
schools and were allowed to teach songs
and prayers to the children. (Also the other
villages each had a store where rolls and
soft drinks could be purchased!)
Everywhere the question was asked

Ecuador:
Extension teaching
A Baha'i from Cuenca, Ecuador, conducts a class during an extension teaching
trip.
again and again, "When are you coming
back?" Plans are being made to return on
teaching trips and then with an institute as
the new areas gain Assembly status. Benefitting from this initial experience, detailed plans are being written to aid other
teams. Little items like forgotten salt, or
the discovery that the Primus type stove
and the two lanterns require three different
kinds of fuel, can be major distractions.
More important are precise lesson plans
and carefully selected and prepared

audio-visual materials, however.
Are we going back? We certainly hope
so.

Greenland:

J:la~lratu/I-Quds

in capital city acquired
On September 13, 1974, negotiations
were concluded by the National Assembly
of Denmark for the purchase of a building

The newLy acquired /fa?iratu'L-Quds in Godthaab, Greenland.
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to serve as the ija?:Iratu'I-Quds of Godthaab, Greenland. Acquisition of the twostory wooden structure located in the
center of Godthaab signified the attainment of Five Year Plan goals for both the
Danish and Canadian communities. The
Canadian Baha'is provided financial assistance.
The Baha'i group of Godthaab, which

was responsible for investigating prospective buildings, will use only two rooms on
the main floor for Baha'i gatherings; other
rooms will be leased to a family. The National Spiritual Assembly of Denmark said
the purchase of the building in Godthaab
early in the Plan was important because of
the increased facility for teaching and consolidation that it affords.

Nearly }OO Ba/ui' is commemorated the anniversary o/the establishment o/the Faith in
Lesotho.

Some o/the guests enjoying the special/east which had required several days to prepare.
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Lesotho:

Anniversary first
declaration celebrated
It was in 1945 that Beth and Fred Laws
came to Basutoland, now Lesotho, as
Baha'i pioneers under the Guardian's Ten
Year Crusade that was to carry the Message of Baha'u'llah throughout the world.
There were no paved roads in the entire
country. On a good road between Maseru,
the capital, and Tyateyaneng, a distance of
twenty miles, it took two hours to make the
journey. Most parts of the country were
accessible only by horseback.
One Sunday as the Laws were driving to
Teyanteyaneng - called Ty by those who
know it - they passed a spacious, treecircled compound. It was unusual for
Lesotho, because the country is barren and
mountainous. Something prompted them
to stop and visit. The eldest son of the chief
had seen the strange license plates (he later
learned they came from the United States)
several times in Maseru, and he was curious about the travelers. There were few
cars in Lesotho at the time; even now one
can recognize most cars and their owners.
The chief s son went out to the road and
invited the Laws into his father's compound, Seqonoka.
Chief Mohapi had planted all the trees
himself and had long had a vision of the
importance of man's investment in the future. Even as he planted trees so that his
children could enjoy their shade, he would
plant the spiritual seeds of the future
growth of the Cause of God in his native
land. With this roadside encounter began a
relationship that lead to the declaration as
Baha'IS of Chief Chadwick Mohapi and
his wife, Mary, and a number of their
children, including the eldest son, Salai,
and another son, Theodore, who was chief
in a remote mountain area.
Presently the Laws were invited by
Chief Mohapi to live at Seqonoka in what
became known as "The Baha'i Rondoval." Seqonoka literally became the
heart of Baha'i activity in Lesotho. From
this small but auspicious beginning there
was raised an independent piIlar of The
Universal House of Justice in 1971. The
Mohapis travelled extensively in Lesotho
and neighboring countries teaching of the
Cause of God. Many of the early pioneers
accompanied them: William and Marguerite Sears, John and Val Allen, and Dale
Allen, to mention a few.

Chief Chadwick Mohapi
The twentieth anniversary celebration
of these first enrollments of Baha'is in
Lesotho was planned for December 12,
1974. But the will of God was that it
should be otherwise. A few days before,
Theodore Mohapi died, and that very day
was chosen for his funeral. Seven Baha'is
participated in the intennent selVice; approximately 350 people attended. Many
people commented on the beauty, simplicity and power of the prayers, and responded warmly to a brief explanation of
the Faith requested by the family.
The Seqonoka feast and anniversary
celebration was rescheduled for January
13, 1975. Two sheep were purchased and
prepared with all the trimmings: boiled
cabbage, beet root salad, a maize and bean
mix. and potatoes - a real feast. Preparations took several days. The day of the
feast was a grand success, however. The
Baha'i youth had repaired the road before
1beodore's funeral, so access to Seqonoka
was make easier. The principal chief ofthe
district, Chief Leshoburo Majara, (one of
nine in all of Lesotho) was present at the
feast. He welcomed the 100 Baha'is and
their friends, and invited them to visit his
village for another feast soon.
Andrew Mofokeng, one of the early
pioneers to Lesotho, spoke of the history
of the Faith in Lesotho, Thabo Seheri,
Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly, spoke on behalf of the Assembly.
Auxiliary Board member Shanta Basin,
gave a brief inspirational talk. Bothata
Potane, another early pioneer and
member of the National Assembly when
Lesotho was part of the Regional National

Switzerland:

Counsellor Reed teaches at deepening institute
Participants in the deepening institute for French-speaking believers held in
Charney, Switzerland, September 28 and 29. Counsellor Betty Reed (third from
left, second row) conducted several classes at this institute as well as another for
Gennan-speaking believers on the following weekend.

Rwanda:

Series of deepening institutes held
Among the goals of the National Spiritual Assembly of Rwanda for the year
130-131 B.E. was the organization of a series of eight deepening institutes. Over
150 Baha'i from all the Local Spiritual Assemblies in Rwanda (there are 47)
participated in these week-long conferences which included classes on prayer,
Baha'i history, prophecy and administration. Zahereh Taeed (standing, at the left)
was the instructor for the classes. This photo was taken during the fourth institute
in the series.
FEBRUARY, 1975 / BAHA'i NEWS
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Assembly which included Swaziland,
spoke of his many associations with Seqonoka.
Dwight Allen spoke of the future promise of growth of the Faith in Lesotho. Salai
Mohapi told of how he had first met the
Laws and told the Baha'is that they would
always be welcome at Seqonoka, and that
they should consider it as their home. The
original rondoval had been taken down to
allow the construction of a much larger
house where the growing number of
Baha'is could meet.
A framed picture of the Shrine of the
Bab was presented to Chief Mohapi, and
he addressed the feast saying, "Jfyou wish
to extol me, extol my Faith." It was a
warm and wonderful occasion, memorable in the annals of the Baha'i Faith in
Lesotho.

India:

Consolidation program
tested in village
The Continental Board of Counsellors
of the South Central Asia zone and the
National Spiritual Assembly of India, in
consultation with travelling teacher Jenabe
Caldwell, have undertaken what is described as a "six-month massive consolidation and teaching program" designed to
implement in the villages, four objectives
of the Five Year Plan: (1) the holding of
morning prayer meetings; (2) increased
participation by women in Baha'i activities; (3) the holding of consistent
deepening classes; and (4) universal par-

ticipation in contributing to the Fund.
A report of a pilot plan - a field test
conducted in the viIlage of Rarua in
Gwalior- has been received, from which
the following highlights are drawn:
It was agreed that a Counsellor, a
member of the National Assembly, Mr.
Caldwell and one or two teachers should
visit a village SpiritUal Assembly to get
.first hand information about what type
of program would be most effective ...
the village was selected after prayers
and consultation with the State Teaching Committee.
On our arrival in the village a meeting
of the Spiritual Assembly was called
and the purpose, of our visit was
explained ... the Assembly's cooperation was enlisted and in consultation a
program was arranged for this village
which has about 100 Baha'is - in other
words, one-tenth of the population is
Baha'i and almost everyone else knows
the Greatest Name.
Prayers were held the first morning
attended by the Spiritual Assembly and
a few other friends. Then, as per the
decision of the Spiritual Assembly,_ all
the believers, including ourselves, went
around the village inviting the Baha'is to
join us for morning prayers, to attend a
Baha'i study class and an evening
deepening program. Spontaneously the
village friends had seized up their musical instruments and sang the Greatest
Name and Baha'i songs which created
much enthusiasm and excitement
throughout the village.

Bangladesh:

Believers commemorate Birth of Bahci'u'lIcih
More than 100 Baha'is and their guests gathered at the day-long celebration of the
Anniversary of the Birth of Baba'u'Uah in Dacca on November 12, 1974.
6
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We learned that some of the Baha'is
knew prayers by heart and two very recently enrolled youth recited the Tablet
of AJ:!mad. In the beginning the women
were shy about coming out of their
houses because of age-old traditions and
customs, but encouraged by their menfolk, on the second day a number of
them attended the meeting. Most of
them knew the Greatest Name and its
significance; actually, this was taught to
them by their children. They also joined
in the singing of Baha'i songs and promised that more women would gather the
next day.
Approximately 18 friends attended a
study class on Hidden Words each afternoon, conducted by Mr. Caldwell.
The purpose was to attempt to understand the meaning of each verse in the
book - we found that the study of the
Holy Writings has a great spiritual impact on the friends.
We discussed the purpose and nature
of the Fund and the significance of contributing - our five-day visit had some
result in that when we were leaving nine
of the friends spontaneously and individually gave their contribution to the
National Fund.
In consultation with the Spiritual Assembly, the community adopted the
goal of teaching and consolidating the
Faith in five neighboring villages volunteers agreed to visit these villages
in a group and some of the women who
had relatives in the villages offered to
teach them the Faith when they visited.

One beneficial effect of the program
was the dedicated effort to which the
friends pledged to demonstrate the principle of the oneness of mankind, the abolition of prejudice and the removal of caste
barriers.
The report concluded:
From this field experiment we found
that if more emphasis is placed on
prayer and the spiritual aspects of the
Faith, it is easier to deepen the village
friends and strengthen the Local Assemblies. If a trained teaching team
stays for a period of five to seven days in
a village the community will be
strengthened to a greater extent.

Canada:

Dukhobor leader recalls
kindness of Baha'i's
The Baha'is of Slocan Valley in the
Kootenay Lake region of British Columbia
recently enlisted the aid of a Baha'i from
Belleview, Washington in the United
States, in their efforts to establish the Faith
among the Russian Dukhobor settlement
in Canada.
AlIa Dakserhof, age 76, was born in
Russia and not only speaks Russian
fluently but is a dynamic public speaker.
She took a week off from her busy
sChedule of teaching music in Washington
to fly to the Kootenay area to join an intensive proclamation effort among the
Russian-speaking Dukhobors.
The Dukhobors ("spirit wrestlers") are
a Russian peasant religious sect first
fonned in the 18th century in Russia where
they were intermittently persecuted for
their rejection of external authority. A majority (about 20,(00) now live in Canada
where they settled about the tum of the
century. One group of Dukhobors known
as the Sons of Freedom is centered in the
Kootenay area.
A report of Mrs. Dakserhofs visit
states:

citing. The leader of the Sons of Freedom was approached to inquire about
holding a meeting so Mrs. Dakserhof
could speak to the Dukhobors about the
Faith. They were quite receptive, set a
date and made all arrangements for the
meeting, including invitations to their
people.
On the scheduled date we arrived at
the home of the leader, Stephen
Sorokin, who speaks no English. Mrs.
Dakserhof and Mr. Sorokin conversed
in Russian. He told her that when he waS
a young man, during a time of famine
when there was a great shortage of food
and many people were starving, he had
left Russia to enter Persia. While he was
in Persia the Baha'is took care of him
and fed him; he said that they fed him
even while he was in prison.
About 90 Dukhobors assembled at
the meeting, the men on one side, the
women on the other. Upon our arrival
they all stood up and began to sing. Mrs.
Dakserhof spoke for about 30 minutes.
She also read from Hidden Words in
Russian and said a prayer. During a
pause in her talk the Dukhobors would
break out into song, as if in applause; it
seemed a spontaneous response to what
she was saying to them. It was a very
intense experience and seemed to touch
everyone there.
We were invited into a Dukhobor
home for an banquet of Russian food one young Dukhobor woman translated
one of the Russian songs for us - it
. 'and "the
spoke of "brothers

dawning of a new era". The Sons of
Freedom Dukhobors have a definite
spiritual orientation to life. Mrs. Dakserhof suggested that more Russianspeaking Baha'i teachers be sent to the
Kootenay area" .

Teaching Committee
launches book campa.-gn
Inspired to proclaim and teach the Faith
through an effective public distribution
and sale of Baha'i books, the Comi,t8
de'Enseignement Baha'i (French Teaching Committee) officially launched the
French translation of Thief in the Night
(Voleur Dans La Nuit) by the Hand of the
Cause William Sears at the Third Intemational Book Fair in Quebec.
For several months before the campaign
the committee ran a series of seminars on
Baha'i answers to Bible questions as an
assistance in preparing the friends for
firesides and discussions with persons attracted by the campaign. The book itself
was announced throughout the Quebec
area by attractive posters and simultaneousJy the book was displayed in three
bookstores in Rimouski.
As Mr. Sears was unable to come to
Quebec, Dr. Howard Garey, Professor at
Yale University and a member of the
editorial committee of World Order
magazine, gave a public press conference.
Mr. Garey presented the essential elements of the book witheno.rmous success.

~------------~~--------~

Within a week Mrs. Dakserhof spoke
at five public meetings which were well
attended by Dukhobors. She was also
interviewed on radio and television. Of
all the public meetings sponsored by the
Slocan Valley Baha'is in the Kootenay
area during the summer months, the one
hel<l in Russian in Drestova, British
Columbia during Alla Dakserhofs visit
was perhaps the most dramatic and ex-
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A member of the committee related an
experience at the book fair: "I even sold
one copy of the book to a priest from my
native parish whom I had not seen for ten
years. "

Bolivia:

An invitation to
ioin teaching proiect
A one-year international teaching project launched by the National Assembly of
Bolivia in January will focus during the
period of its unfoldment on strengthening
Local Spiritual Assemblies in the landlocked Andean country, on creating child
education programs, and on fostering
"Baha'i homes" among the nation's believers.
The Bolivian National Assembly has inAbove: The Hand of the Cause vited Baha'is from every country to take
Enoch Olinga visited the believers in leave of their jobs or studies until the end
the high valley community of of the project at Ri~cin 1976, to come to
Tigerias during his visit to Bolivia in Bolivia, the ftrst South American country
1972. Left: Bami'is at a teaching to experience mass enrollment, and to asinstitute accompany one another on sist in winning the goals of the Five Year
wooden flutes. Below: A village in Plan.
the rugged mountain region at
According to the National Assembly the
J3,OOO feet altitude.
practical teaching and administrative experience the volunteers will acquire will
encourage many of them to settle in a permanent pioneering post. The National Assembly will also welcome volunteers who
can contribute shorter periods to the project, but it suggests that three months is the
minimum time which will pennit participants to reap some practical beneftts from
their training.
The estimated cost for participating in
the teaching project for the full year is
approximately U.S. $3,000. About
$2,100 will cover living expenses; the remainder will be consumed in travel. This
estimate was made with life in rural areas
in mind. The costs could as much as double if volunteers decided to spend their
time in Bolivia's cities, where the prices of
necessities are much higher. Knowledge
of Spanish, Quechua, or Aymara would be
helpful, but it is not essential for participation.
This special teaching and consolidation
project has received the support of the
Continental Board of Counsellors for
South America and of the Auxiliary
Boards of Bolivia. The Hand of the Cause
Rahmatu'lIcih Muhcijir during his recent
visit to Bolivia offered val~able sug~es
tions for conducting the project.
8
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The fIrst mass acceptance of the Faith
among the country's Indian people took
place 19 years ago. The great majority of
believers in the country today are from the
Quechua and Aymani tribes. There are
now more than 750 Spiritual Assemblies
in Bolivia, and Baha'is in more than 4,000
localities.
"This rapid growth in such a short
period of time gives some indication ofthe
immense possibilities for further growth
and development," the National Spiritual
Assembly wrote. "However, a continuing
lack of sufficient numbers of Baha'i
teachers and administrators is presently
threatening to interrupt the steady advance
of the teaching work now in operation."
Baha'is interested in participating in this
project are invited to write to their respective National Spiritual Assemblies.

United States:

United Nations
University discussed

Above: A village marketplace in one
of the high valleys. Right: Indian
Balui'is from Yuraj K' asa. Below:
The village of San Francisco in the
Bolivian jungle where a number of
Balui'is live.

Edward Weidner, Chancellor of the
University of Wisconsin at Green Bay, and
the American member of the international
council charged with developing the structure of the United Nations University, was
the speaker at the United Nations World
Development Information Day program
sponsored by the Spiritual Assembly of
Green Bay.
His theme was: "problem oriented education." Approximately 60 people attended the lecture. The introductory remarks by a member of the Assembly included a brief explanation of the principal
characteristics of the Faith.
Dr. Weidner described the nascent UN
University as a "new direction in education, distinguished by its cross-cultural
cooperation in facing problems now and in
the future." The university will "help
achieve the goal of one world and world
peace," Dr. Weidner said, acknowledging
that a "new concern for world peace" was
discernible in the country.
The UN University was authorized by
the General Assembly in 1973. A council
of 24 educators was appointed to organize
the new international university, the purpose of which will be to assign groups of
scholars to research major international
development projects. Dr. Weidner was
appointed to the university council by UN
Secretary-General Kurt WaIdheim.
FEBRUARY, 1975/ BAHA'i NEWS
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Baha'i communities observe
International Women's Year, 1975

National Baha'i communities in many
parts of the world are developing plans for
participation in International Women's
Year 1975, proclaimed by the United Nations, and supported by the Baha'i International Community.
"We have during International
Women's Year an excellent opportunity to
cooperate with the United Nations in
promoting the equality of men and
women. the participation of women in the
total development effort. and the contribution of women to friendly relations among
states and to world peace," said the Baha'i
International Community in a recent
statement to National Spiritual Assemblies. "
TIle year has three main themes: equality, development. and peace. Each corresponds with a principal aim of the United
Nations Charter - the establishment of
universal human rights. the full economic
and social development of all peoples, and
the attainment of world peace.
The Baha'i International Community
provided some advice to National Assemblies on possible activities during this special year.
"Certainly contacts with other organizations, many of which are inviting participation by all interested groups and individuals, can provide excellent opportunities to make the Baha'i point of view
known," the Baha'i International Community said. "Men and women, including
'prominent and responsible government
officials,' will often ~r:espon~y~r,y~(l!v_Ora
bly if the Baha'i teachings are presented in
a way that relates to their pattern of thinking and offers new ways of looking at the
problems of our world. A proclamation of
the Faith through the principle of the
equality of men and women in its broadest
sense should attract such thoughtful people, who, while deeply interested in the
subject, have no comprehensive or
spiritual viewpoint, and are indeed often
frustrated in their efforts to implement the
principles set out so clearly by the United
Nations Declaration on the Elimination of
10
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Discrimination Against Women."
For its part the Baha'i International
Community provided National Communities around the world with such working materials as a compilation of quotations from the Baha'i writings on the
equality of men and women, United Nations posters in English, Spanish. and
French with appropriate messages for the
year, and copies of United Nations publications providing information about
worldwide activities in support of International Women's Year.
"Not only can your Baha'i community
join the rest of the Baha'i World in
strengthening the ties of the Baha'i International Community with the United Nations," the Baha'i International Community wrote the National Assemblies, "but in
addition, International Women's Year can
provide opportunities for the deepening
and consolidation of Baha'i communities,
in this case in the principle of the equality
of men and women, as well as in the pro-.
claiming and teaching the Faith to people
at all levels. It will further give your Baha'i
community an opportunity to reach, at
local and national levels, as mentioned by
'The Universal House of Justice in its supplementary Goals Message for the Five
Year Plan. prominent citizens and members of government. The possibilities for
increased recognition. prestige and influence of the Faith are therefore most challenging."
Below are some reports of events that
have reached BaM'i News from several
countries. Additional reports of International Women's Year activities will be
. published as they are made available for
publication.

National Assembly
calls for day of prayer
In Australia. the first day of International Women's Year-January 1, 1975was declared a national day of prayer for
Baha'is. by the National Spiritual Assembly.

The Baha'i House of Worship in Sydney
was open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. The
Baha'is and the public were invited to
spend a portion of that day in offering
prayers for the advent of world peace.
"Baha'is believe there is an essenthil
relationship between the recognition of the
equal status of women with men and world
peace," the National Assembly said in its
public release. "In the Baha'i writings it is
stated that women 'will be the greatest
factor in establishing universal peace and
international arbitration. Assuredly
women will abolish warfare among mankind.' "

New materials to aid
proclamation efforts
A year-long campaign to publicize the
Baha'i teachings on the role of women in
society has been approved by the National
Spiritual Assembly of the United States.
TIle National Teaching Committee has
urged the entire community to plan major
proclamation efforts in March, June, September, and December. 'The themes for
these events will be Women and Education, Women in Family and Society.
Women and Peace, and Women in Development, respectively.
TIle June proclamation will coincide
with an international UN conference on
women in Mexico City. 'The Bw'i International Community will participate in
this gathering.
Press materials for Women's Year will
soon be made available by the National
Information Office. Stories on the pr0gress of International Women's Year in the
Bw'i community will appear periodically in The American BaM' i, as will suggestions for conducting of proclamation
activities. Scripts for radio spots will also
be available.
A new pamphlet. Women: Attaining
Their Birthright .... by Constance Conrader.
has been issued by the Publishing Trust.
and will be useful in distributing to seek-

ers.
Other materials from the Publishing
Trust will include a deepening program on
women, a ftlmstrip about the role of
women in Baha'i history, and posters on
themes related to women's year.
1be National Education Committee will
develop classes for summer and winter
schools on the role of women outlined in
the Baha'i writings.
1be emphasis on Women's Year is consistent with the Baha'i principle of the
equality of men and women and also with
the Faith's support of United Nations activities, said John Berry, the Committee's
Secretary.
Mr. Berry referred to the foUowing quotation from the Guardian as important to
consider during this year's proclamations:
"U presented properly the position of
women in the Baha'i teachings will surely
attract much attention, for it is not only
legal but also spiritual and educational.
Our ideals are so high and at the same time
so practicable that all other views will fall
short if compared to them." Dawn of a
New Day, page 30.

Justice: Pages 27,57,58.
lim, and Buddhist.
Shoghi Effendi, God Passes By: Pages 32,
The deepening project was coordinated
33, 34, 45, 75, 76, 77, 108, 207, 208, by Rezwan Mobedzadeh, who spoke in
299,342, 343, 347, 386, 387, 388, 395, both Marathi and Persian. Prayers in sev400.
erallanguages were recited, and selections
Ru~iyyih Rabbani, The Priceless Pearl: from 'Abdu'l-Baha's Paris Talks were
Pages303,304, 309,310, 328,382,383. read.
J.E. Esselmont, Balui'u'lldh and the New
Three separate classes were held, one in
Era:Pages 154, 155, 156, 157, 233.
English, one in Marathi, and one in PerMarzieh Gail, The Sheltering Branch: sian. The class for English-speaking
Pages 33, 34, 41, 42, 43, 44, 53.
women was led by Jane Grover, and discussed quotations from the Baha'i writings
about the need for women to teach the
Cause. The Persian group, led by S. Akhtar Khavari, engaged in a similar discussion. The Marathi-speaking women under
A day of deepening for women was held the direction of V. Farahmand, explored
in the ija?iratu'l-Quds of Panchgani, the role of women in the education and
India, on December 15, 1974, sponsored guidance of children, and discussed the
by the city's Local Spiritual Assembly. importance of academic training for both
Thirty-seven women, more than half of girls and boys.
them Marathi-speaking, attended, conBy the end of the day each group had
tributing to the fulfillment of one of! ndia' s decided that regular classes for women
Five Year Plan goals - the holding of focusing on their role in society were deregular classes for women in every com- sirable. A recommendation was also made
munity.'The women attending came from by each class that periodic social and culsuch backgrounds as Hajiran (untoucha- tural events for the women of the Paiichbles), Hindu-Brahmin, Zoroastrian, Mus- gani community should be scheduled.

local communities to
hold study classes

References on the Role of women
Bah8'u'Uatt, Synopsis and Codification of
the Laws and Ordinances of the
KitQb..i-Aqdas: pp. 15, 16-no. 8; p. 36-no.
3; p. 38-no. 4; pp. 39-40.
Baha'u'llab and 'Abdu'l-Baha, Baha'i
World Faith: Pages 53, 102, 103, 114,
116, 117, 165, 176, 195,200,218,239,
240,241,247,288,377,378,398,399,
417,446.
Bah8'u'Uah and 'Abdu'l-Baba, The Divine
Art of Living: Pages 11'0, III.
'Abdu'l-Baha, Paris Talks: Pages 133,
160, 161, 162, 163, 182, 183, 184.
'Abdu'l-Baha, 'Abdu'I-Balui in London:
Pages 90, 91, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108,
109.
Shoghi Effendi, Dawn of a New Day:
Pages 3, 4, 30, 86, 202.
Shoghi Effendi, Baha'i Administration:
Marathi, Persian, and English-speaking Baha'i women attended deepening classes at
Pages 144, 145, 187-196.
Shoghi Effendi, The Advent of Divine the Panchgani Ifa~iratu' I-Quds sponsored by the Local Assembly.
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Bahamas t:fa?fratu'I-Quds acquired
Negotiations for the acquisition of a
building which is considered a landmark
by Bahamian citizens were completed in
Nassau at the end of January, during a visit
by Glenford Mitchell, Secretary ofthe National Spiritual Assembly ofthe Baha'Is of
the United States. The structure, built by a
former prime minister of the country, will

serve as the National ij~lratu'I-Quds of
the Bahamas.
Ideally located in the heart of downtown
Nassau, the building is situated on a spacious lot which also includes a number of
smaller buildings. It is well-landscaped
and attractive, with a covered archway
leading along the side of the building from

the front to the back area.
The visit of Mr. Mitchell also provided
an opportunity for extensive proclamation
of the Faith, with a half-hour program
taped by Carl Bethel, program director of
the government-owned radio station,
WZNS, and an hour-long visit with Leon
Tumquest, editor of theNassau Guardian.
Above: A front view of the
newly-acquired building in
downtown Nassau which
will
serve
as
the
lfa~iratu'l-Quds of the
Bahamas when the National Spiritual Assembly is
formed. Far left: One of
several auxiliary structures on the property which
can be adapted for use by
the Baha'i community.
Left: Bahamian Bahti' is
remove for sale signs after
negotiationsfor the acquisition of the property were
completed by Glenford E.
Mitchell, Secretary of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the United States.
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There was an evening meeting at which
Mr. Mitchell addressed Baha'is of the
Nassau area. Considerable time was spent
consulting with the Teaching Committee
of the Bahamas about laying the groundwork for the establishment of a National
Spiritual Assembly in their country, a goal
of the Five Year Plan. The members of the

Teaching Committee of the Bahamas are
Robert Hutchcraft, Charles Thompson,
Robert Leonard and Beryl McSweeny.
Accompanying pictures show the impressive landscaping and spacious lot of
the newly-purchased building. It is anticipated that it will meet the needs of the
Bahamian Baha'i community for some

time after the election of its National
Spiritual Assembly, and through its fortunate location in the heart of Nassau act asa
stimulant in attracting interested persons
to the Baha'i Faith.

Top: A rear view of the
main structure. Right: The
imposing entrance and side
archway leading to the
rear of the property.
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Photo Essay

New Canadian Haziratu'I-Quds
• •
The new ij~iratu'l-Quds of Canada, a
$500,000 building of concrete, glass and
steel designed by an award-winning finn
of Canadian architects, Fairfield and
Dubois, is the first building to have been
constructed on the l71h-acre property
purchased by the Canadian National
Spiritual Assembly. Imaginative use of
glass pennits those working in the building

to see the beautiful trees of many varieties
planted by the previous owner of the land.
Planning of the building included expansion needs projected for the next five
years.
In 1957, in response to the National
Assembly's request for advice regarding
the purchase of a 31h-acre lot as a site for
Canada's future Temple, the Guardian en-

couraged the Assembly to buy it, stating,
however, that it should consider exchanging the land in the future if it were not large
enough to meetthe Assembly's needs. Ten
years later this land had so increased in
value that it was sold for ten times its
purchase price, providing four-fifths of the
amount needed to buy the 171h-acre tract of
land located in a choice portion of the
northern approach to Toronto. Triangular
in shape, the building is surrounded on two
sides by a golf-course and on the third by a
conservation area. The accompanying pictures show exterior and interior views, including some of the high-ceilinged, openspaced working areas of the secretariat.

Photographs counesy Canadian Bahti'{ News
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Excerptsfrom pamphlets, statements, and
information presented by the Bafui' i International Community to the United Nations
during 1973 and 1974 as a contribution to
.:·the work of that world organization.

On a new standard of
justice

Cooperation of the
Bahci'f International
Community with the
United Nations in the
field of human rights
The cornerstone of human rights - justice - is a central concern of the Baha'i
Faith. Baha'i communities around the
world live by the conviction that justice is
the expression of love and unity in the life
of society; and Baha'is have accepted
For over one hundred years Baba' is have Baha'u'llah, the Prophet-Founder of their
striven for the elimination of all preju<;Iice faith, as the standard of justice for our age
and discrimination and have sought to and the source of divine law.
bring about the unity of mankind, world
A new world could only be built,
peace, and world order.
Bahci'u'llah taught, by a new race of men
As part of this commitment the Baha'i and women; a world order and a world
International Community, in its consulta- civilization could only be established by
tive status with the United Nations people whose actions reflected values of
Economic and Social Council and its af- love, unity, and justice that applied
ftliation with the Office of Public Informa- equally to all races, creeds, nationalities,
tion, has cooperated wholeheartedly with and classes.
the United Nations programs in the field of
The world is ready for this new oneness
human rights. The Baha'i world commun- - for the obligations and rights that will
ity has promoted awareness and under- make it possible; and Baha'u'llah has prostanding of the Universal Declaration of vided the source of power for this total and
Human Rights and of the numerous in- lasting unity of all peoples on earth.
struments which the United Nations has
Although humanity is only beginning its
brought into existence for the protection of planetary stage of evolution, Baha'i communities can today be found in 335 counthe rights of all peoples.
Annual worldwide observances of tries and significant territories - 141 of
Human Rights Day; human rights confer- which are independent nations. More than
ences, seminars, and awards; programs 1,600 tribes and ethnic groups are repand publications for special anniversaries resented in such communities. In this unity
of the Universal Declaration of Human in diversity the Baha'i world already offers
Rights -all are expressions of Baha'i evidence of the change that is taking place
cooperation. In addition the Baha'i Inter- in human beings who find their standards
national Community works closely with for obligation and rights in the Baha'i writ- ~
~
. the UN Commission on Human Rights and ings and laws.
the Sub-Commission on Prevention of
(From "Divine Law: Source of Human Rights - A ~ :;:::=~::!=:
Discrimination and Protection of Baha'i View. ")
~
Minorities and' has taken part in varied
'"c.~
-:
United Nations seminars on human rights.
(From "Divine '-1'w: Source of Human Rights- A
Baha'i View," a pamphlet-statement prepared by the
Baha'i International Conununity in observance of the
25th Anniversary' of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, December 10, 1973.)
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unity - will enter a new phase, the culmiof its development on the planet, in
nation
On the elimination of
which the oneness and wholeness of the
the crime of genocide
human race will be realized.
It is a Baha'i belief that we are now
engaged in the struggle to attain this new
order which will free mankind from its
present state of conflict and dissension in
which prejudices of race, religion and nation playa major role, and usher in a new
era of peace and human solidarity based on
divine justice in which the rights and
well-being of all members of the human
race are protected. Baha'is feel that the
It is the conviction ofthe Baha'i Interna- attainment of world unity is inevitable betional Community that national and inter- cau se •• man can wi thstand anything except
national laws and conventions are indeed that which is divinely intended and indiessential and necessary for the protection cated for the age and its requirements."
of the world community, and that the im- The vision of world unity which Baha'is
plementation of these intruments has a cer- are striving to implement is based on the '
tain effect on the actions of men and na- social and spiritual principles found in the
tions. However, if the crime of genocide is Teachings of Baha'u'lhili, Founder of the
to be eliminated entirely as a threat to Baha'i Faith, Who over a hundred years
mankind's peace and security - and the ago revealed the spiritual laws which
diversity of humanity is to be protected and Baha'is recognize as the foundation of a
preserved - then a more fundamental new era of peace and brotherhood
change is required in the attitudes, feelings prophesied and promised in all of the
and understanding of the divers peoples of world's revealed religions.
the world toward each other, so that differAs may be seen, the Baha'i Internaences of race, religion and nationality will tional Community seeks to do its share in
cease to cause separation, and a climate of eliminating the crime of genocide by
loving friendship and fellowship can be building communities which are based on
the principles of the oneness of mankind,
established.
In the view of the Baha'i International the oneness of religion, loyalty to governCommunity, this universal change in ment, the abolition of war and the creation
human behavior involves the control of the of a world civilization. The gradual realiphysical or material side of human beings zation of these principles throughout the
(characterized by the desire for self gratifi- planet, the Baha'i International Communcation) by the higher or spiritual nature of ity maintains, will bring about the moral
man, which, when properly nurtured and and spiritUal transformation necessary for
educated, is capable of developing qual- the full develq>ment of the earth's human
~ ities of compassion, understanding, jus- and natural resources, when the "world
~ tice, fair-mindedness, kiildness, courtesy, will be seen as a new wori.d, and all men
~ etc., and has the potential for self-sacrifice will live as brothers." Only then, in the
S in the interest of all mankind. When indi- Baha'i view, will the world be finally freed
~ vidual human beings come to understand from the crime of genocide as a threat to
~ that this power of spiritual growth is an the survival of the human race.
£ endowment given to every member of the
(From infonnation submitted by the Baha'i Inter·
human race and that they are called upon to national Community to a "Study 00 the Question of
respond to a divine summons to train this the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
.. aspect of the self, a consciousness of one- Genocide," undertaken by the United Nations Sub11
Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and
11 ness will supersede the emphasis formerly Protection of Minorities.)
2
... placed on differences of race, religion and
~ nationality which have so long divided
mankind. Under the guidance of divine
~ teachings, which reestablish and expand
:;, the truth of past religious experiences to
~' the present needs of humanity, mankind
8 - which has already traversed the stages
s of family unity, tribal solidarity, unity of
_________________. . t. the city-state and, more recently, national

Patterns

for
justice

!
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On the rights of minorities

The Baha'i International Community
. . is multi-racial, multi-national, and
multi-lingual. Over 1,600 tribes and ethnic
groups, for instance, are included in the
BaIla'i world community. . . . Baha'is regard all people as invaluable members of
society whose talents and unique contributions, as individuals and/or groups whether in the minority or the majority are equally important factors in building a
new world.

in which all nations, races, creeds, and
classes are closely and permanently
united, and in which the autonomy of its
state members and the personal freedom
and initiative of the individuals that
compose them are definitely and completely safeguarded.
The Baha'i teachings extol the uniqueness and variety of race, culture, and language that exists in the family of man and
regard this diversity as its manifest beauty
- not unlike a flower garden where,
though all are flowers, the individual
characteristics of shape and color combine
to produce harmony and beauty. . ..
Baha'IS regard their individual culture,
heritage, and mother-tongue with pride
and admiration, but at the same time are
conscious of their existence in a pluralistic
and diversified world in which other peoples, cultures, languages and heritages
coexist.
(From a statement presented by the Baha'i International Community 10 the United Nations Seminar on
"The Promotion and Protection of Human Rights of
Natienal, Ethnic and Other Minorities," Ohrid,
Yugoslavia, June 25-July 25, 1974)

Since the Baha'I world community has
brought together most of the minority elements which are to be found today, such as
those of race, nationality, religion, and
class, some observations on the attitudes
and practices existing within this community are, we feel, appropriate ....
It is the attitude of Baha'IS that religion
is intended to bring harmony and unity
18
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among people and that religious prejudice,
along with economic and national prejudices, have been the cause of war and
strife, destroying the structure of world
order. Baha'is are admonished to associate
with all people in a spirit of love and fellowship, are warned that religion must not
become the cause of dissension.
Baha'u'llah, the Prophet-Founder of the
Baha'i Faith, forbids His followers even to
argue about religion, placing emphasis on
the acquisition of virtuous deeds and the
use of a "kindly tongue" in attracting people to the true religious spirit which has
heen expressed by the founders of all the
religions of the world. In regard to religion, Baha'is themselves do not proselytize
and they offer no special inducements,
such as material rewards, in order to attract
people to their Faith. They observe the
principle of the right and responsibility of
each person to an unfettered search for
truth, membership being granted only as
the individual attains conviction and
makes personal declaration of his faith.
Differences in national background do
not become in the Baha'i community a
source of antagonism or separation. Loyalty to family, tribe and nation is recognized as important, but does not become
an obstacle to an allegiance to the whole of
mankind. World citizenship is natural to
Baha'is, and is possible within the Baha'i
community itself because of the dedication
of its members to the principle that humanity is an organic whole - that all parts are
essential and playa vital role in enriching
the beauty ofthe whole. The concept of the
progressive nature of religion and the
gradual unfoldment of a divine plan
destined to bring about a world cummonwealth and world civilization enables
Baha'is to strive to abolish prejudices in
themselves and in their communities
which might threaten or delay the
achievement of this goal.
Although there is a great cultural diversity in Baha'i communities, the commitment of Baha'is to "unity in diversity" and
the education which Baha'is experience in
close association with each other in the
Baha'i administrative order - where this
diversity is always present - lead to an
appreciation for the contributions which
the variety of backgrounds can make, and
which strengthen and enhance the beauty
of the whole community.
A few quotations from the Baha'i Writings will serve to illustrate the Baha'i view
on racial minorities:
Close your eyes to racial differences,

and welcome all with the light of oneness.
God is no respecter of persons on account of either color or race. All colors
are acceptable to Him, be they white,
black or yellow.
Color is not important: the heart is allimportant.
To discriminate against any race, on the
ground of its being socially eackward,
politically immature, and numerically
in a minority, is a flagrant violation of
the spirit that animates the Faith of
Baha'u'llah .
Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Baha'i
Faith, has written quite explicitly on the
relationship of minorities within the
Baha'i community. He urged that
every organized community, enlisted
under the banner of Baha'u'llah, should
feel it to be its first and inescapable
obligation to nurture. encourage, and
safeguard every minority belonging to
any faith, race, class, or nation within
it.
As people having a common language
also often see themselves as belonging to a
separate group, and the Sub-Commission
is concerned with the problems of.linguistic minorities, the point should be made
that the Baha'i teachings emphasize the
importance of a universal, auxiliary lan~
guage to be learned in addition to one's
mother tongue in order to promote understanding and harmony among people. Although Baha'is do not promote anyone
universal language, they teach this principle, and in the future expect to see it
realized.
In the Baha'I view, the entire question of
minorities is one of gradually approaching
the consciousness of world unity. It involves a spiritual awakening of the peoples
of the world to the realization that, frrst of
all, the attainment of even their own happinessis dependent upon the realization of
a like condition for all others in the human
family. Beyond this change in attitude,
and fundamentally underlying it, there
must be a conscious recognition of our
human dependence upon one God and a
desire to become educated to values and
teachings which today can alone rescue
man from his pursuit of selfish interests
and the oppression of his fellow man.
Limited unity, such as that of lineage, of
color, of language, of partisan political
factions, and of nationality, can have no
universal outcome in an age which demands the solving of human problems on a

global scale. The Baha'i world community, oriented to new standards of life in
every aspect, is attempting to put into practice the Teachings and Principles of
Baha'u'llcih, which it recognizes as the
source of spiritual education for humanity
and the guidance for the well-being and
happiness of all members of the human
race.
From information submitted by the Baha'i International Community to a "Study on the Rights of Persons Belonging to Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic
Minorities," undertaken be the United Nations
Sub-Commission on Preventvn of Discrimination
and Protection of Minorities.}

On the rights of
indigenous populations

Fundamental policy
Indigenous people in many .countries
and territories have become a part of the
Baha'i community, sometimes in great
numbers. Their attraction to the Baha'i
Faith and its teachings would indicate, in
itself, their desire to enter the mainstream
of life in association with people of very
different backgrounds .... Because of the
Baha'i belief in the unity of mankind, all
people are recognized as valued members
of society and play an equally important
part in building world order. The talents
and unique contribution of every individual and group is welcomed . . . . Our
experience in making contact with indigenous people has confirmed the fact that
they are often, as a group, quite cut off
from the non-indigenous population. In
many countries physical obstacles such as
lack of roads and means of transportation
as well as poor climatic conditions make
access to indigenous people difficult. Because of their belief in the organic unity of
mankind and that all members of the
human family have the right to learn of
their Faith, and to become, if they so
choose, a part of this world community,
Baha'is make every effort possible to overcome the difficulties that stand in the way
of contact with all people. The welcome
given and warm response of the indigenous people in many places has confirmed
the fact that they are desirous of close

assocIatIon with others who accept and
express loving concern for them.

Education
Baha'is believe that the recognition that
all people have an important contribution
to make and that men must be educated to
the appreciation of the special and unique
qualities of every human being in every
group is vital if progress is to be made in
this area [of education]. We also believe
that the emphasis on the spiritual worth of
the human being must become the foundation for the appreciation of the creative
expression of each individual. In the
Baha'i view, the lack of understanding of
the nature of man, the spiritual goals of
life, and the resulting concern only with
material production has created in many
people a sense of inequality. There is, at
the same time, a lack of appreciation of the
contribution of indigenous and other disadvantaged peoples in the world. The attitudes taught in the Baha'i Faith correct
the perspective on the nature of man and
result' in constructive understanding of the
true value and worth of all human beings.
The teachings of the Baha'i Faith, as
they change the attitudes and beliefs of
people create the desire for an understanding of the dominant culture of a country by
indigenous peoples as well as an appreciation by indigenous people of their own
potentialities. Baha'is, believing in all revealed religious truth of past ages as an
unfoldment of one divine plan, have respect for the customs and traditions relating to these religions and cultures. They
desire to preserve the cultural elements
that contribute to the well-being of man.
An effort is made to acquaint people with
their own history and its importance in the
overall pattern of man's history on earth.

both indigenous and non-indigenous peoples and include theontribution of peoples
of totally unlike cultures.

Language
Baha'is are translating, as quickly as
possible, the Baha'i literature into the
many languages. lbere are over 1,600
tribes and ethnic groups represented in the
Baha'i community, and Baha'i literature
has already been translated into 571 different languages, many of which are languages and dialects of indigenous people.
One principle in the Baha'i teachings relates to the adoption of a universal auxiliary language; that is, in the future, one
language will be chosen by the peoples of
the world and taught to all people as an
auxiliary to their mother tongue in order to
further promote unity and understanding.
Culture and cultural, social and legal
institutions
There is no restriction on marriage in
Baha'i communities between indigenous
and non-indigenous people. Race, nationality, former religion, class, etc., are not
considered a basis for determining marriage, and "mixed" unions are considered
natural. Prejudice against marriages between indigenous and non-indigenous
people or against their offspring is not acceptable according to the Baha'i
Teachings . . . . The education which
Baha'is recognize as essential in the elimination of prejudice is spiritual in nature;
for it is the recognition of divine law, and
obedience to it, that gradually roots out
prejudice in the human mind.

Religious rights and practices
Baha'is are forbidden to proselytize, or
to offer material reward, to induce people
to change their religious belief. The principle of the independent search fortruthInformation on educational establish- the fact that each man is responsible for his
ments and institutions
own choices in this regard - prevents the
In some countries where indigenous
conversion of people against their own
people have become Baha'is and espe- will. Baha'is attempt to teach their Faith
cially in rural areas where an entire village through deeds and words. If others are
or town may become Baha'i, schools have attracted and interested, Baha'is continue
been established .... and literacy as well their efforts to teach. The principle of the
as more inclusive and general educational oneness and unity of all revealed religions
programs have been developed .... Baha'i
found in the Baha'i writings makes divischools in any area of the world are open to
siveness because of religion impossible,
all, regardless of religious, racial or na- for it is the Baha'i belief that religion is
tional background, on a first-come, first- intended to create unity and understanding
served basis. In some communities, the between people. It is the lack of underschool would be the result not of plans standing of this principle that has created
formulated outside the local group, but the division and intolerance and caused people
natural outcome of new attitudes toward to become alienated from each other.
learning and the desire to progress in all
(From information submitted by the Baha'i Interways. Often these schools represent the
national Community for a "Study of the Problem of
cooperation of many Baha'is representing
FEBRUARY, 1975/ BAHA'i NEWS
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Discrimination Against Indigenous Populations,"
undertaken by the United Nations Sub-Commission
011 Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities. )

On the rights of women

On the rights of the
family

The devotion of women to the industrial
and agricultural sciences, for example, in
a spirit of selVice to the greatest needs of
mankind at the present time, will demonAs to the role of the family in a rapidly strate their capability and ensure the recchanging world, we must realize that the ognition of equality in the social and
great forces of change are impelling us economic areas of life. The promotion of
towards a single world society; it is in this the rights of women by means of demoncontext that the importance of the family stration by pressure groups may result in
must be considered .... Among the rights divisiveness; while constructive contribuof children, in addition to the admirable tions will be recognized and appreciated.
amenities provided by many countries ac- It is mentioned in the Baba'f writings that
cording to their capacity, including normal "when the actions of women show their
education, we feel the most imperative is power there will be no need to proclaim it
instruction in human and spiritual virtues, by words," and that when men recognize
with realization of and respect for the la- the equality of women "there will be no
tent divine nature of man, so that free from need for them to struggle for their rights."
all prejudice, they may grow up in turn to
The principle of equality in rights does
form their own families in the selVice of not necessarily imply that men and women
each other and of mankind .... Equality of should, or must, exercise the same funcrights, status and opportunities for women tions. There are differences between men
and men is recognized in the Baba') Faith and women in qualities and powers: menas a divine law, but the education of girls tal alertness, intuition and the spiritual
and future mothers and therefore first qualities of love and selVice are qualities in
educators of mankind is even more impor- which women are strong. There is need for
tant. ... Their obligations as parents con- greater emphasis on these qualities and a
stitute the first and foremost duty for hus- better balance between spiritual and materband and wife, equally binding on both. ial powers if humanity is to progress.
Parents must promote the oneness of man- However, "the fact that there is not equalkind through example and develop in their ity in functions between the sexes should
children the growing consciousness that not infer that either sex is inherently
"the world is but one country and mankind superior or inferior to the other, or that
they are unequal in their rights."
its citizens."
Because women by nature are more in(From a statement presented by the Baha'i Internaclined to peace, and find it more difficult
tional Community to the United Nations Interthan men to sanction war, as they particiRegional Seminar on "The Family in a Changing
Society: Problems and Responsibilities of its Mempate in human affairs, gaining the right to
bers," Londoo, England, July 18-31, 1973.)
vote and exercise this right, their voice will
naturally influence humanity towards
peace. The Baba' f writings make clear that
"when all mankind shall receive the same
opportunity of education and the equality
of men and women be realized, the foundations of war will be utterly destroyed.
Equality between men. and women is conducive to the abolition of warfare for the
reason that women will never be willing to
sanction it."
Every person should be educated to the
20
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realization of the organic oneness of mankind. Since it is a Baha'f conviction that
the good of any part is dependent upon the
good of the whole, as long as women are
held in an inferior position and do not
attain equality with men, men too will be
unable to "achieve the greatness which
might be theirs." This principle operates
in all areas, whether in relationship to
race, class, or national differences in the
world. As is true ofthe family - in which
all the rights and prerogatives of each and
every member must be preselVed, while at
the same time sustaining the unity of the
family - the well-being of humanity is
dependent on an equitable and just relationship between nations and the orientation of national governments towards the
whole of mankind.
(From a statement submitted by the Baha'ilnternational Community to the Twenty-Fifth session of dIe
United Nations Commission on the Status of
Women, on "Suggestions and Proposals for International Women's Year," January II, 1974.)

On the rights of youth

In the Baha'f view the source of human
Tights is Divine Law. Human rights are
God -given rights and youth have the same,
if not more,. responsibility as all members
of the human race to contribute towards
the erection of the banner of human rights
and the construction of a world where
the enormous energy dissipated and
wasted on war, whether economic or
political, will be consecrated to such
ends as will extend the range of human
inventions and technical development,
to the increase of the productivity of
mankind, to the extermination of drsease, to the extention of scientific research, to the raising of the standard of
physical health, to the sharpening and
refinement of the human brain, to the
exploitation of the unused and unsuspected resources of the planet, to the
prolongation of human life, and to the
furtherance of any other agency that can
stimulate the intellectual, the Il}IlraI,
and spiritual life of the entire h'ftinan

race.
The first step in this direction is the
arousal of the consciousness of youth to
the oneness of mankind. Before unity and
agreement are firmly established among
the peoples of the world, we are convinced, nothing can be widely nor
thoroughly affected. Thus youth must,
through a process of self-enlightenment,
instill themselves with a new global perspective and a new set of values-a set of
values penneated by love, truthfulness,
kindness, sincerity, .and justice whose behavioral expression is the implementation
of the principles of human rights. Such a
new world can only be built by a new race
of men and women.
(From a statement presented by the Baha'i International Community to the United Nations Seminar on
"Youth and Human Rights," San Remo, Italy, August 28 - September 10, 1973.)

On social and economic
iustice for all peoples

From a Baha'i perspective, the moral
and spiritual standards needed today to
resolve the interlocking enonomic and social problems of our planet can rest on one
foundation only: the consciousness in each
individual of the organic oneness of humanity. We are not only citizens of our
native land, but beyond that, of the whole
world. We are part of the ecosystem; but
an ecosystem both inner and outer; and it is
from the inner world that come the a11encompassing values and attitudes which
provide us with' understanding, will, and
power to raise the spiritual and physical
quality of life of all peoples,
This conviction by the individual and
soc iety of the essential unity of the human
race is the only viable standard today for
social and economic justice. On it must
depend the successful solution of the population problem - as of the problems of
environment, poverty, disease, unemployment, etc. It means briefly

self as a member of that corporeal fonn,
and to know of a certainty that if pain or
injury afflicts any member of that body,
it must inevitably result in suffering for
all the rest.
In this process, Baha'i communities
around the world are making a steady contribution. Comprising a cross-section of
humanity distributed over 335 countries
and territories, these communities live by
the teachings, principles and laws of the
Baha'i Faith. Through the systematic aboliti.on of all fonns of prejudice; the adoption of equal opportunities, rights and
privileges for men and women; an understanding of the essential unity and harmony of science and religion; an unfettered search for truth; the high regard for
the mind and its fonnal training through
universal compulsory education; the obligation to engage in a trade or a profession
useful to society; and the understanding
that work done in the spirit of service to
one's fellowmen is, like prayer and meditation, worship - these Baha'i communities and their members are constantly
striving to effect changes in the individual
and social consciousness that will hasten
the coming of universal peace and the establishment of a world civilization.
(From the brochure, "One World, One People-A
Baha'i View," presented by the Baha'i International
Community to delegates attending the United Nations World Population Conference, Bucharest,
Romania, August 19-30, 1974, and the United Nations W.orld Food Conference, Rome Italy,
November 5-16, 1974)

to consider the welfare of the community as one's own .... to regard humanity
as a single individual, and one's own
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Don Rufino Fuentes, a Mayan Baha'i, at the ruins of Uxmal.

Baha'i Proclamation and Deepening Film

~tep

by ~tep

An artist, a mechanic, a field laborer, an accounting
manager, a policeman, a hospital administrator - what have
these people in common? They're Baha'Is and they appear
in a new Baha'i film, Paso a Paso, produced by Kiva Films.
The film, which is titled Step by Step in English, depicts
the growth of the Baha'i Faith among Indians, blacks and
Latins in Mexico, Honduras, EI Salvador and Panama.
Unified by their common belief in Baha'u'llah and His Message, these persons comment on their faith and what it
means to them.
These native teachers share their views on such widely
varying topics as prophecy, the unity of mankind, world
peace, universal governing institutions and a divine civilization. Simply, clearly and directly they discuss how the Faith
of Baha'u'IJah is unifying all mankind, step by step, through
the infusion of Divine Love.
Feasts, the local spiritual Assembly, elections and other
aspects of Baha'i administration are explained.

In addition, the 29-minute, color-and-sound film mentions ancient Mayan prophecies concerning world peace, the
Return and a spiritual revival, and relates these to the newest Baha'i House of Worship in Panama. It complements
two earlier films, El Alba and The Dedication. Designed for
television use, this new film is also suited to public meetings
and other proclamation events. The film is also universally
suitable for teaching and deepening.
How to Get the Film
To obtain rental information and purchase prices, write
to your publishing trust or national Baha'i distributor. If
you do not know the name and address of the one serving
your area, you may send your inquiry to the International
Baha'I Audio-Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor,
N.Y. 14564, U.S.A. for forwarding to the proper organization.
Specify Step by Step, Product Number 20672, for the
English edition, or Paso a Paso, Product Number 20671, for
the Spanish version.
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The House of

Abdu'liah Pasha:
Prison home of the Master,
birthplace of the Guardian

Sahel', International News Service
Some of the most poignant, dramatic boundary of the property is a row of houses
and historically significant events of the giving directly, on its western aspect, to
Heroic Age of our Faith are associated the courtyard and offering many additional
with this house, which derives its name vantage points for observing the Master. A
from the Governor of 'Akka who built it similar row of houses extends from the
and used it as his official residence during north-eastern comer along the northern
his term of office, from 1820 to 1832. It boundary until they terminate at the lonstands just inside the north-western comer gitudinal wing of the main building which,
of the sea wail of'Akka, in the close neigh- at this point, projects northwards into sevborhood of the citadel where Baha'u'llah eral conjoined buildings, making a large
was confined. The main building is irregular outcrop on the northern boundL-shaped, facing south and east on it outer ary. The western end of the northern
prospects. The structure, though chiefly boundary is a short stretch of wall completon two storeys, is irregular and on the ing the enclosure at the north-western
inside angle has balconies, uncovered comer of the west wall. Large stables,
stairways, a bath house and a well. The coach houses and store rooms line the
entire property comprises large courtyards southern boundary.
In this house, fifty lunar years after the
and is bounded on the west, or seaward
side by a wall, "which turns due east at its Bab's martyrdom, in January, 1899, the
southern angle and continues towards the casket containing His sacred and precious
heart of 'Akka, forming after a few yards, remains was received by 'Abdu'I-Baha,
the wail of a narrow street; at the eastern Who successfully concealed it until it was
terminus of this wall, and within the prop- possible to inter it, with all honors, in its
erty, is an imposing house which was oc- permanent resting-place in the bosom of
cupied by that Governor of 'Akka whose Carmel. In this house 'Abdu'I-Baha was
incumbency coincided with 'Abdu'IBaha,s confined during the period of His renewed
residence in the main building, and whose incarceration. Shoghi Effendi, in God
northern windows permitted him to main- Passes By, testifies to t!te conditions of His
tain a constant surveillance of life at that time:
'Abdu'I-Baha's activities. Beyond this
... Even His numerous friends and
house is a small mosque. The eastern
2
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The House of 'Abdu' I-Baha, which was
His official residence from 1897 to
1908, and in which Shoghi Effendi was
born, is shown in this aerial photograph of the north-western quarter of
the city of 'Akkd. The borders of the
extensive property are outlined in
white. It is known locally as the House
of 'A bdu ,lldh Pdsha and it was here that
'Abdu'I-Baha received the pilgrims, including that first group from the West
(December 10,1898). Seen nearby are
the prison citadel with the windows of
'Abdu'I-Baha's cell clearly visible, the
barracks square, and the mosque of
Jazzdr.

admirers refrained, during the most turbulent days of this period, from calling
upon Him, for fear of being implicated
and of incurring the suspicion of the
authorities. On certain days and nights,
when the outlook was at its darkest, the
house in which He was living, and
which had for many years been a focus
of activity, was completely deserted.
Spies, secretly and openly, kept watch
around it, observing His every movement and restricting the freedom of His
family ...
Yet during these troublous times, and from
this house He directed the construction of
the Bab's sepulchre on Mount Carmel,
erected under its shadow His own house in
Haifa, and later the Pilgrim House, issued
instructions for the restoration ofthe Bab's
holy House in Shiraz and for the erection
of the first Mashriqu'I-Adhkarofthe world
in the city of 'Ishqabad. Again the Guardian is our reference for the Master's
ceaseless activity at that time:
... Eye witnesses have testified
that, during that agitated and perilous
period of His life, they had known Him
to pen, with His own Hand, no less than
ninety Tablets in a single day, and to
pass many a night, from dusk to dawn,

alone in His bed-chamber engaged in a ing language, the ascen,dancy which the
correspondence which the pressure of torch-bearer of the Cov~nant would ultiHis manifold responsiblilities had pre- mately achieve over them."
vented Him from attending to in the
During the twelve yeaQ of His residence
day-time.
in this house, 'Abdu'I-BfiM demonstrated
the true nobility of His dliine nature, overIt was in this house that His celebrated came hatred with love, J,ursued without
table talks were given and compiled, to be rest against ever-mountiliJ opposition, the
published laler under the title Some An- direction of His Fathe(l Cause, mainser~ Questil>ns. In this house and in the tained in the face of fan(ticism, jealousy
darkest houtSof a period which the be- and bitterness His uncejting care of the
loved OWU'dian describes as "the most poor and sick and overcgte, with unrufdraD)atic peri94 of His ministry". "in the fled equanimity, the sevet
•.. st crisis of His
hey.y of Hii life and in the full tide of life. The Guardian's wort testify to these
His power" He penned the first pan of His things:
.~'
i!4f
WilUnd T~nt, which delineates the
fea~ an4 iays the foundations of the
. . . At His tabl!p/!:m dJose days,
AdlJ1ioistratitfOrder to arise after His
whenever there was a." II in the storm
raging about Him, t .•.•. would gather
~. In. ihP house He revealed the
hig..,. significant Tablet addressed to the
pilgrims, friends an~t. quirers from
Ba~. col,lBift.and chief builder of the
most of the afore-me· '. e<\f!ountries,
'Is~ TeatPIe, a Tablet whose import
representative of tile C . 't...
f'\
' the Muscan be appreclated and grasped only as
lim, the Jewish, the ;' astrian, the
Hindu and Buddhist ..•... iths. To the
future events unfold before our eyes, and
in which. as testified by Shoghi Effendi,
needy thronging His ~rs and filling
'Abdu'l-Babli "in stirring terms prothe courtyard of His ho+ every Friday
claimed the Unmeasurable greatness of the
morning, in spite of ~1peri1s that enRevelation of the Bab, sounded the warnvironed Him, He would8istribute alms
ings foreshadowing the turmoil which its
with His own hands, with a regularity
enemies, both far and near, would let loose
and generosity that won dim the title of
upon the world. and prophesied, in mov'Father of the Poor'. Nothing in those

tempestuous days could shake His confidence, nothing would be allowed to
interfere with His ministrations to the
destitute, the orphan, the sick, and tbe
downtrodden, nothing cound prevent
Him from calling in person upon those
who were either incapacitated, or
ashamed to solicit His aid. . .
So
imperturbable
was
'Abdu'IBahli's equanimity that, while
rumors were being bruited abo~ that He
might be cast into the sea, or exiJed to
Fizan in Tripolitania, or han~ on tbe
gallows, He, to the amazement of His
friends and the amusement of His
ememies, was to be seen planting trees
and vines in the garden of His house,
whose fruits when the stonn bad blown
over, He would bid His faithful gardener, Isma' fl Aqa, pluck and present to
those same friends and enemies on the
occasion of their visits to Him."
In this house was born the child ordained to hold the destiny of the Faith in
his hands for thirty-six years and to become its "beloved Guardian", the child
named "Shoghi" by his Grandfather, who
grew up under His loving and solicitous
care and became the recipient of His Tablets.
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When Baha'u'llcih ascended, in 1892,
"In those days of Shoghi Effendi's
the Mansion at Bahji remained in the occhildhood it was the custom to rise
cupancy of the arch-breaker of the Covenabout dawn and spend the first hour of
ant,
the
Master's
half-brother
the day in the Master's room, where
prayers were said and the family all had
Mu~ammad- 'Ali, and members of that
branch of Baha'u'llah's family.
breakfast with Him. The children sat on
'Abdu'I-Baha and the members of His famthe floor, their legs folded under them,
ily, including His illustrious sister the
their arms folded across their breasts, in
Greatest Holy Leaf, remained in the House
great respt:ct; when asked they would
of 'Abbud, which continued to be
chant for 'Abdu'I-Baha; there was no
shouting or unseemly conduct. Break'Abdu'I-Baha's official residence. In the
fast consisted of tea, brewed on the
course of the fifth year after Baha'u'llcih's
bubbling Russian brass samovar and
passing the marriage of 'Abdu'I-Baha's
served in little crystal glasses, very hot
two eldest daughters took place and it
and very sweet, pure wheat bread and
quickly became apparent tht the portion of
goats' milk cheese."
the House of 'Abbud available for occupation was woefully inadequate to the enIt was to this house that that historic first
larged family. With characteristic vigor
groups of pilgrims from the West came to
'Abdu'I-Baha took action and in the
see the Master in the winter of 1898-1899,
months preceding the birth of Shoghi Efand in which many more from both East
fendi arranged to rent the main building, and West sought His presence. Some of
and subsequently the subsidiary wings, of
them have left memorable descriptions of
'Abdu'llcih Pasha's house and He estab- their experiences with 'Abdu'I-Baha and
lished it as His official residence. Thus it His household in that home. Ella Goodall
came about that, in 1897, Shoghi Effendi Cooper, one of the very earliest American
was born in the same house (in an upper believers, records the following:
room of the wing facing south) that wit"One day ... I had joined the ladies
nessed events of such vital importance to
ofthe Family in the room ofthe Greatest
the Faith and the future of mankind.
Holy Leaf for early morning tea, the
The Guardian's childhood and upbringbeloved Master was siting in His favoing in that house are referred to by
rite comer of the divan where, through
Amatu'I-Baha Ru~iyyih Khanum in The
the window on His right, He could look
Priceless Pearl:
over the ramparts and see the blue
Mediterranean beyond. He was busy
"It may sound disrespectful to say the
writing Tablets, and the quiet peace of
Guardian was a mischievous child, but
the room was broken only by the bubble
he himself told me he was the acknowof the samovar, where one of the young
ledged ringleader of all the other chilmaidservants, sitting on the floor before
dren. Bubbling wth high spirits, enit, was brewing tea."
thusiasm and daring, full of laughter
and wit, the small boy led the way in
Thornton Chase, the first American bemany pranks; whenever something was liever, records in his memoir In Galilee:
afoot, behind it would be found Shoghi
"We did not know we had reached
Effendi! This boundless energy was
our destination until we saw a Persian
often a source of anxiety as he would
gentleman, and then another and
rush madly up and down the long flight
another, step out at the entrance and
of high steps to the upper story of the
smile at us. We alighted and they conhouse, to the consternation of the pilducted us through the arched, red brick
grims below, waitng to meet the Masentrance to an open court, across it to a
ter. His exuberance was irrepressible
long flight of stone steps, broken and
and was in the child the same force that
ancient, leading to the highest story and
was to make the man such an untiring
into a small walled court open to the
and unflinching commander-in-chief of
sky, where was the upper chamber asthe forces of Baha'u'llcih, leading them
signed to us, which adjoined the room
to victory after victory, indeed, to the
of'Abdu'I-Baha. The buildings are all of
spiritual conquest of the entire globe.
stone, whitewashed and plastered, and
We have a very reliable witness to this
it bears the aspect of a prison.
characteristic of the Guardian,
"Our windows looked out over the
'Abdu'I-Baha Himself, Who wrote on a
garden and tent of 'Abdu'I-Baha on the
used envelope a short sentence to please
sea side of the house. That garden is
His little grandson: "Shoghi Effendi is a
bounded on one side by the house of the
wise man - but he runs about very
Governor, which overlooks it, and on
much!' ...
"
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another by the inner wall of fortification. A few feet beyond that is the outer
wall upon the sea, and between these
two are the guns and soldiers constantly
on guard. A sentry house stands at one
comer of the wall and garden, from
which the sentry can see the grounds
and the tent where 'Abdu'I-Baha meets
transient visitors and the officials who
often call on him. Thus all his acts outside of the house itself are visible to the
Governor from his windows and to the
men on guard. Perhaps that is one
reason why the officials so often become his friends. No one, with humanity, justice, or mercy in his heart, could
watch'Abdu'I-Bahli long without admiring and loving him for the beautiful
qUalities constantly displayed."
Mary Hanford Ford published an account of her pilgrimage to this house in
Star of the West, vol. XXIV:
"The little room in which I stayed and in
which the significant conversations with
'Abdu'I-Baha took place, was of the
simplest description. The floor was covered with matting, the narrow iron bed
and the iron wash stand with larger and
smaller holes for bowl and pitcher were
of that vermin proof description with
which I had become familiar. Everything was scrupulously clean, and there
was an abundant supply of sparkling
water for bathing and drinking. A wide
window looked over the huge town wall
upon the blue Mediterranean and before
this stretched a divan upon which
'Abdu'I-Baha sat when He came to see
me."

The
palpable victory
which
'Abdu'I-Baha had wrested form the persecution, intrigue, hatred, vilification even,
directed against Him during His twelve
years in the House of 'Abdu'lllih Pasha,
was signally apparent when, upon His release from incarceration in 1908, He
moved to His new residence in Haifa. At
that time the future Guardian was a boy of
eleven, but his appointment, although a
carefully guarded secret, had already been
made by 'Abdu'I-Baha in the part of His
Will and Testament revealed in that house.
As we contemplate the extraordinary
focussing of powerful forces and events
upon this house, we eagerly anticipate the
day when it will be restored and made
ready for pilgrims, who may inhale from
its atmosphere, its grounds and sacred
walls, the fragrances of a glorious past.

Around the World
home front and abroad.
Of particular interest to pioneers already
in the field and those arising to play their
New publ ications
part in the Five Year Plan will be those
in English available
chapters of the volume which cover such
The Department of Publishing at the topics as: Where to Pioneer; What do do
World Center has announced publication When You Get There; Culture Shock; Triof .. Analysis of the Five Year Internation- bal and Local Customs; Reflections on
al Teaching Plan" which is now ready for Behavior; Visas; Sanitary Facilities; Some
shipment. The slim booklet contains 104 Common Illnesses and Hazards; Health
pages, thread sewn in sections, and has a Hints; Bachelor's Corner; and Some Basic
Recipes.
paper cover.
It is now available to National Spiritual
"This manual represents the personal
Assemblies and their Publishing Trusts. experience and random observations ofthe
Invididuals and Local Spiritual Assem- author," Amatu'l-Baba states in the
blies are directed to purchase books from foreword. "In the course of my travels in
the National Spiritual Assemblies or Pub- Asia, Africa, Latin America and the
lishing Trusts.
Caribbean and Indian Ocean islands I have
met a great number of pioneers and learned
A
Manual for Pioneers, by to admire their consecration and fortitude
Amatu'I-Baha Rul;tiyyih Khanum; in the face of many difficulties and probBaha'i Publishing Trust of India, 228 lems ... IJonged to be able in some way to
help them, to lighten their load and cheer
pages.
The wide travels of Amatu'I-Baha them up and perhaps through suggestions
Rul)iyyih Khanum uniquely qualify her to make their road a little smoother and assist
write this book which, in addition to being them to a better understanding of their task
precisely what its title implies - a "man- and some of the peoples they will live with
ual" for pioneers - is a useful handbook and teach . . ."
for Baha'i teachers everywhere, on the

World Center:

.~
oJ;

The Revelation ofBalui'u'llah: BaghdQd
1853-1863, by Adib Taherzadeh;
George Ronald, Oxford, 384 pages,
with illustrations.
The first of a four-volume survey of the
Writings of Baha'u'II3h, by Adib Taherzadeh, is now available. The volume just
published focuses on the Tablets revealed
between the years 1853-1863 and in addition to descriptions of a great number of
Tablets, many of which are unknown in
the West, the book includes fascinating
material concerning events in the lives of
Baha'u'll3h and His companions.
Mr. Taherzadeh is well qualified for the
monumental project he has undertaken. A
graduate of Tihcin University, he now
lives in the Republic of Ireland where he
serves as chairman of the National
Spiritual Assembly.
Japan Will Turn Ablaze! (Tablets of
'Abdu'I-Baha, Letters of Shoghi Effendi, and Historical Notes about
Japan); Baha'i Publishing Trust of
Japan, 90 pages, with illustrations.
As suggested by the sub-title~ this is a
compilation consisting chiefly of the Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Baha to early believers in-

Australia: Hand of Cause lauds spirit of youth
Some of the Baha'is assembled at the Sixth Australian Baha'i
Youth Conference recently held in Canberra. The Hand of the
Cause Collis Featherstone reported that he was impressed with
the spirit animating the youth and the efficiency with which
they arranged the conference. A majority of the youth attending the conference had been Baha'is for less than three years.

Peter Khan, an Auxiliary Board member from the United
States, addressed a well-attended public meeting held in conjunction with the conference. After the conference's adjournment, a number of teaching teams were formed to travel
throughout Australia to carry out an intensive teaching campaign.
March, 1975 / BAHA'i NEWS
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cluding the Hand of the Cause Agnes
Alexander, Mr. Kanichi Yamamoto, the
first Japanese believer, and Mr. Saichiro
Fujita; and the letters of Shoghi Effendi to
individuals and to administrative institutions in Japan.
International Baha', Community:

UN seminar inspires
TV series on Fa ith
Participants from more than thirty countries gathered in Ottawa, Canada, September 4-17, 1974, to participate in the
United Nations seminar on "Women's participation in development and elimination
of sex discrimination." The Ottawa seminar was the first interregional seminar to
be held on the subject which, according to
a press release from the UN Office of Public Information, is a topic "the importance
of which has been emphasized in the resolutions of the General Assembly, the
Economic and Social Council, the Commission on the Status of Women and the
International" Conference on Human
Rights (Tihran, 1968)."
Carol Bowie, a member of the National
Spiritual Assembly of Canada, and Judy
Gibson, represented the Baha'i International Community and had many opportunities to bring the Faith to the attention of
delegates and observers.
In their report the Baha'i observers
commented that they noted "how very
close in principle many of the delegates are
to the Baha'i Teachings. Over and over
from Third World countries' representatives came the concept that without the full
contribution of their women to society, the
development of their countries would be
crippled, that education was crucial if this
integration were to take place and that
what was essential was a shift in the status
of women and their role, whatever the ultimate definition(s) of that role."
Aware of the potential for publicity afforded by this event to the Faith and International Women's Year, Mrs. Bowie approached the newspaper office and the
cable TV studio in the city of Cornwall.
The TV studio, not have a scheduled program with an interview format on which
she could appear, offered Mrs. Bowie a
TV show of her own. "The result was,"
she reported, "a 15-week series of
3D-minute shows called 'Our World' on
which I am invited to freely discuss ·the
Faith, the UN, or any subject I wish ... at
6
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present only three programs in the series spent more than nine years as a prisoner.
have been taped, the first dealing with the Baha'u'llah called this city "the Most
seminar, the second a slide program about Great Prison," and said, "From this
the Faith, and the third with another Baha'i Prison His light was shed abroad; His
... the program will have as its opening fame conquered the world, and the procscene each week a poster of the Shrine of lamation ofH is glory reached the East and
the Bab with the quotation The earth is the West." The House of 'Abbud, where
one country and mankind its citizens."
the Kitlib-i-Aqdas was revealed, can be
seen clearly in the postcard. Cards are
International Audio-Visual Center:
available without words or with a caption
in English, Spanish or French.
Three new postcards
An architect's rendering of the future
seat of The Universal House of Justice on
now available
Mount Carmel is the theme of the third
Three new postcards suitable for teach- card. The construction of this building is
ing and deepening Baha'is are available one of the goals of the Five Year Plan, and
from the International Baha'i Audio- represents an important step in the unVisual Center. These cards are particu- foldment of the World Order of
larly suitable for consolidation among be- Baha'u'llflh. The caption is in English,
Spanish, and French.
lievers in new communities.
The first card is a full-color aerial photo
Although of particular interest to
of the Baha'i House of Worship in Baha'is, these cards are also excellent
Panama. It shows hundreds of people teaching aids. Their attractiveness and porwalking around and entering the graceful, tability make them well suited for carrying
white-domed structure overlooking the in pocket or purse for spontaneous
capital of this Central American repUblic. firesides.
The caption is printed in Spanish and EnYour local Baha'i librarian or auglish.
thorized Baha'i distributor may have these
The second card, also in color, is an cards in stock or may be able to supply
aerial photo of 'Akka, where Baha'u'llflh information about prices and ordering.

Brazil: Summer school launches teaching project
As many as 200 people attended Brazil's first national summer school of the Five
Year Plan in Jandira, a small city near Sao Paulo, January 19-26. Continental
Counsellor Raul Pavon, who has moved to Brazil to help with preparations for the
1976 international conference in Bahia, attended the summer school. When
classes were completed two teams of six people, mainly youth, left from Jandira to
proclaim the Faith in two goal cities in the northern part of the state.

If these cards are not available in your
area, please write to the International
Baha'i Audio-Visual Center, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor, New York 14564, for
infonnation on where they may be obtained.
Argentina:

Women's Congress
recalls May Maxwell
The first regional Baha'i Women's Congress of the Five Year Plan was held in
Cordoba, January 18-19, 1975. The 19
women who attended enthusiastically responded to the congress the purpose of
which was to provide an opportunity for
deepening and for discussion of the increasing role women must play in winning
the goals of the Five Year Plan. The Local
Spiritual Assembly entered into the spirit
of the congress, offering hospitality and a
luncheon. An infonnal meeting attracted
approximately 40 believers and their
friends.
As Argentina is the resting place of May
Maxwell, the congress was appropriately
opened with a study of her life which

Uruguay:
The
Hand
of the
Cause
RaJ:imatu'lIah Muhajir as he met
with the friends in Montevideo,
Uruguay, during a recent tour of
South America.

created a sense of her presence during the
gatherings.
The program consisted of the following
themes: The Participation of Baha'i
Women in Community Activities; The
Importance of Deepening in the Cause;
Education of Children; and The Woman
and Her Family.
Other women's congresses will be held
in the Buenos Aires region in March and
will include a group visit to the resting
place of May Maxwell.

Canada:

Bilingual arts festival
impresses community
The Spiritual Assembly of Aylmer,
Quebec recently presented a public bilingual program of music and dance (including ballet) under the title "Unity Festival".
The selections, presented by Baha'is, a
number of whom had professional training, were related to Baha'i principles. The
program served as an indirect method of
attracting the interest of the townspeople
in the Faith. Excerpts from the account
which was published in the local newspaper stated:
Last Saturday's "Unity Festival" of
music and modern dance succeeded in
generating a tremendous spirit of unity
between the audience and the performers.
Pyer Vaillancourt, the Master of
Ceremonies for the bilingual program,
and a member of the Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of Aylmer who sponsored
the evening, said, "The response was
beyond our greatest expectations. We
had a good turnout, about 150 people of
all ages, from children to senior citizens."
The theme of unity was conspicuous
throughout the program .... all the acts
were well received by the audience,
which included residents of the Hospital
of St. Isadore, to whom a special invitation had been extended.
The Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Aylmer hopes to sponsor a
similar festival laterin the year, drawing
on more talent from the AylmerLucerne-DesChenes region."

Germany:

European Institutions
consult on Plan
The following cable was sent to the
World Center by the European Counsellors, N~tional Spiritual Assembly representatIves, and Auxiliary Board members who met in conference at
Langenhain, Germany, to discuss the
progress of the Five Year Plan in Europe:
EUROPEAN CONFERENCE, 72 PARTICIPANTS, SHADOW MOTHER TEMPLE, INCLUDING 26 (AUXILIARY)
BOARD MEMBERS, REPRESENTATIVES ALL NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLIES, BLESSED PRESENCE
HAND CAUSE ADELBERT MUHLSCHLEGEL, FIVE COUNSELLORS,
EXPRESSES LOYALTY, SENDS LOVING GREETINGS UNIVERSAL HOUSE
JUSTICE. CONSCIOUS HISTORIC
GA THE RING , AWARE WEIGHTY RESPONSIBILITIES, CONSCIOUS GOALS,
PLAN EXCHANGE USE SHARE EXPERIENCES, INVIGORATING ATMOSPHERE. CONSULTATIONS FRUI1FUL.
CONFIDENT FINAL VICTORY. BESEECH PRAYERS HOLY SHRINES.

Haiti:

Baha' • community
afloat in Caribbean
Mr. Paul Wilson Joseph, one of the ten
Baha'i Crew members aboard the cruise
ship Sun Viking, plying the Caribbean,
wrote the following in a recent letter to the
Universal House of Justice:
"I have been a Baha'i for almost four
months ... My dear brothers, I infinitely
regret not having been a Baha'i since my
birth, as this is the true salvation, and not
to be a Baha'i is a waste of time. I am
proud to be in the company of the Baha'is;
here one can find faith, hope, happiness
and joy. The world is in great need of this
Faith ... We are a group often members
on the boat; ... we are all convinced; we
see the gentleness among the Baha'is.
Each day we have prayers together and
discussions about the Faith ... and we also
meet the Baha'is in our various ports of
call. It is wonderful to meet the Baha'is
when our ship enters the port."
In concluding his letter, Mr. Joseph requested prayers "so that I may continue to
March, 1975 I BAHA'i NEWS
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work for Baha'u'I1ilh."
The believer who initiated teaching on
the ship is former Haitian National
Spiritual Assembly member, Mr. Philippe
Bastien, who wrote: "In the ship are working people from all nations. The passengers come from all places. I don't fail to
inform them that nowadays there is no
future, no hope for anybody, but in
Baha'u'llilh. "

ters and distinguished citizens to attend the
Baha'i wedding. At least 20 news correspondents were in attendance as well as
several cameramen. One article appeared
under the heading, "We are a global family" and reference to the wedding was
aired three times during the news broadcast on both radio and television.

Korea:

Extensive publicity
aids proclamation

Interracial marriage
publ icizes Cause
Extraordinary publicity for the Faith resulted from the recent Baha'i marriage of
Kam3.I Ridvani Nizhilh to Choe Hak Chao
The groom who is thought to be the only
Iranian residing in Korea was interviewed
on radio, television and by reporters from
daily and weekly newspapers. During the
interviews questions were asked about the
history and teachings of the Faith, an outline of the Stations of the Three Central
Figures was given, and the Baha'i marriage ceremony was described in detail.
The Secretary-General of the Government Party sent flowers to the young
Baha'i couple and encouraged news repor-

Portugal:

Setubal, a city situated about 40
kilometers south of the capital, has a
community of approximately 100 believers. Recently the Spiritual Assembly, in
collaboration with the National Teaching
Committee, sponsored a large-scale proclamation event in the city. Prior to the
event attractive colorful posters were
prominently displayed throughout the
town. They showed a photograph of the
globe and the challenging phrase: "Have
you heard of Baha'u'lIilh?" In addition, a
large banner, five meters in length, was
placed in the principal square of the city,
advertising the date, time and place of the
I-'ublic meeting. A report received from the
Spiritual Assembly states:

To make arrangements for displaying
the banner, the Baha'is visited the town
hall where they spoke to the President
(Mayor) who lovingly and in writing
conceded the required authorization,
this document being the first official
authorization which we have in our possession.
The principal newspaper of the city,
which already had at various times published articles and news about the Faith,
announced the meeting beforehand and
the following week published a report
about the proclamation.
An "open letter" presentjng the Faith
in a clear and simple manner and inviting people to attend the meeting was
distributed during the day; to carry out
this work, members of other communities came to Setubal and gathered
in the local center where they said
prayers and were organized into groups
before going into the streets to distribute
the invitations.
The community reports that the proclamation effort has begun to bear fruit as
witnessed by the increase in attendence
and interest at the weekly meetings.

Togo:

Nine-day proclamation
largest in 21 years

Honduras: Friends discuss Five Year Plan goals
Baha'is who attended one of five scheduled conferences in Honduras last year,
called to consult on the goals of the Five Year Plan. This conference was at the
Karbila School, near Tegucigalpa; others were held in Trujillo, La Ceiba, and
Santa Rosa de Copan. (The fifth conference, scheduled to be in San Pedro Sula,
was cancelled because of damage caused by hurricane Fifi.)
8
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More people may have heard of the
Bahel'i Faith during a recent nine-day proclamation in Lome, Togo than during the
entire 21 years of painstaking labor since
the Faith was introduced to the country in
1954. This assessment was given by the
Spiritual Assembly of Lome at the close of
its December 5-13 teaching campaign. In
that brief period presentations were made
at five secondary schools to more than
1,600 students, a series of four public
meetings were held and were attended by
more than 1,000 people, two television
broadcasts on the Faith were made, and the
national newspaper, Togo-Presse, carried
a laudatory, full-page account of the
Teachings of the Faith written by a prominent sociologist.
The occasion for the proclamation was
the visit to Lome by Ghanaian singer and
guitarist Ranzie Mensah. Miss Mensah's
program of Baha'i songs and instrumentals
was enthusiastically received at many public meetings. In Vogan, a town of 10,000
40 miles from the capital, the district gov-

ernor invited Miss Mensah to perfonn before an audience of 600. The governor
himself served as master of ceremonies on
this occasion. As in most of her appearances, Miss Mensah was accompanied in
Vogan by Auxiliary Board member
Thelma Khelghati, who supplemented the
music with a talk on the Teachings of the
Faith.
"These activities have sparked new life
in the BaM'i community of Togo, and
made everyone realize what victories can
be won if we but put our trust in
Baha'u'lhih," the Spiritual Assembly of
Lome wrote. "All are now waiting to see
what the remaining months before the
election of the first National Spiritual Assembly of Togo at Riqvan will bring."

United States:

Special teaching plan
launched in New York
Participation by the Hands of the Cause
Mr. Dhikru'llah Khadem and William
Sears, as well as all nine members of the
National Spiritual Assembly ofthe Baha'is
of the United States, in the official launching of the Five Year Plan for New York
State attracted more than 500 Baha'is to a

special program at Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, January II.
Representatives from 115 communities
shared in the historic gathering, beginning
an intensive teaching campaign aimed at
doubling the number of Local Spiritual
Assemblies in the state, opening five Indian reservations and establishing two
Local Spiritual Assemblies on Indian reservations, as well as greatly expanding
use of news media and reaching the
minorities designated in the Five Year
Plan.
In their address to the Baha'is, both Mr.
Khadem and Mr. Sears stressed the undoubted victories assured us if we arise to
pursue systematically the directions given
us by the Master in The Tablets of the
Divine Plan.
Citing instances of humiliation to the
Prophets of God from the unknowing peoples of the world, Mr. Khadem repeatedly
demonstrated the power of God to raise his
Manifestations and bring down to abasement their enemies.
"Beloved friends!" he began. "At this
time the present order is collapsing and
will be replaced by the New World Order
of Baha'u'llah. Although we are very
humble and lowly, we have the assurance
of the Blessed Perfection, Baha'u'lhih,

that we will succeed." He recalled that
when Jesus Christ was brought into the
gathering of the rabbis, with a crown of
thorns on His head, the rabbis questioned
Him as to His power and to produce the
sceptre of David. Christ replied: "Do you
not see the Son of Man standing on the
right side of His Father, with all the glory,
power and majesty?
"'Abdu'l-Baha tells us that people could
not see that, but Christ could see that the
crowns of the emperors of the world would
be worth less than the thorns on His head,"
added Mr. Khadem.
"At the time when the Exalted Bab was
brought as a prisoner to Mah-Ku, and had
not even a candle at night, He wrote to the
Shah of Persia and assured him that He
enjoyed being in the Chamber of Paradise.
He said also that all the keys of Paradise
were as a ring on His finger.
.. And what are those keys of Paradise?"
asked Mr. Khadem. "In fact, the very
night of the Declaration of His Holiness,
the Exalted Bab, the keys of Paradise
started to open all the doors of learning.
The keys are you, my dearly-loved
brothers and sisters of the West! It is you
whom His Holiness the Bab addressed
when He called upon the people of the
West to issue forth from their cities and

Norway: Hand of Cause Faizi visits deepening conference
Deepening conference sponsored by the National Teaching Committee of Norway, held in Sandnes, October 19-20. More than 30 people from allover the
country were present. The Hand of the Cause A.Q. Faizi gave talks on the Writings
of Baha'u'llah, child development, and education. This session was one of several
deepening conferences held in different parts of Norway since the start of the Five
Year Plan. A national teaching conference was held in Norway in the early weeks
of spring.

Miss Ranzie Mensah
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call people to God. Right from that night,
all of the victories started from the fountain
of His words.
"Again," continued Mr. Khadem,
"when Baha'u'lllih was in the Siyah-Chal
in Timan, He tells us of the Voice which
proclaimed: 'Ere long will God raise up
the treasures of the earth-men who will
aid Thee through Thyself and through Thy
Name, wherewith God hath revived the
hearts of such as have recognized Him.'
"The blessed Master Himself,
'Abdu'l-Baha, tells us that He entered the
prison as a young man and came out old.
The moment He was released, He came to
the West, to Egypt, to Europe, back to
Egypt, to the United States and back to
Europe, over a three-year period. He came
to help the 'treasures' of the world, the
Baha'is. He came to inspire the people of
the West. In His talk in Kenosha, Wisconsin, He helps us to see how significant was
His visit to this country! The friends had
told Him that every nineteen days, at the
Feasts in Kenosha, two vacant chairs were
placed, one for Baha'u'lllih and one for
'Abdu'l-Baha. They longed for the visit of
'Abdu'l-Baha, and this is what the Master
said when He spoke there. 'I longed very
much that means be prepared for Me to
come to Kenosha. God has upset heaven
and earth, that I come to America. God has
changed two Kingdoms (Persia and the
Ottoman Empire) that I might come and
see your faces. I hope there will be a great
outcome from this visit and that a new
spirit will appear in the Baha'i world!'
"Friends!" exclaimed Mr. Khadem,
"two Emperors were removed from power
by God, just so that 'Abdu'l-Baha could
come to America and to Kenosha. And
first He came to New York. God changed
the whole IX?litical situation of the world in
order that 'Abdu'l-Baha could come to this
country."
Citing the accomplishment of the beloved Guardian in raising up the institutions of the New World Order of
Baha'u'lllih, Mr. Khadem reminded the
friends that Shoghi Effendi did not leave us
until the illumination of the Faith was evident in all the countries of the world, with
the supreme body of the Faith, The Universal House of Justice, now bringing us
the guidance of Baha'u'llah for this historic day. Praising the generals of the
Army of Baba'u'llah, the National
Spiritual Assemblies of the world, Mr.
Khadem urged that all listen carefully to
the Plan unveiled by the National Spiritual
10
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Assembly of the Baha'is of the United
States ... Although we are so humble, weak
and lowly, yet Baha'u'lllih is so Great,
Powerful and Mighty. All the prophecies
will be fulfilled, and the crowns of the
world will be placed at His feet! We are
sure the world commonwealth of
Baha'u'llah will come to pass. Let us be an
instrument, let us be one of the treasures
whom Baha'u'lllih said in the Siyab-Chal
would be raised up to aid Him. Let us be
one of the keys of Paradise, whom the
Exalted Bab, in Mab-Ku, although a Prisoner, predicted would be as a ring on His
right hand. What glory, indeed, to be one
of the keys. Let us fulfill the expectations
of the beloved Shoghi Effendi and The
Universal House of Justice. Please God,
we may achieve it!"
"The friends do not have to be told what
do do! They know what to do! It is all in the
Writings. They just need to try it!" Recalling these words which he heard as a pilgrim in the presence of the beloved Guardian, the Hand ofthe Cause William Sears
asked, "Do we understand these words?
Do we really believe that we don't have to
have meetings and worry about what to do,
we just have to get busy and try what we
have already been given in the Tablets of
the Divine Plan? That is why our heroic
generals, the members of the National
Spiritual Assembly, have called us together today to see what we can do about
this marvelous state of New York. Many
things have been said already from the
Tablets of the Divine Plan, the charter for
the spiritual conquest of the planet. Destined to guide the teaching over the next
500,000 years, this charter was unveiled
right here in this state, in New York City.
.. Let us remember the praise of
'Abdu'l-Baha to the Baha'is of the northeastern states and the assurance He gives
that these states share a unique spiritUal
privilege. The Master says: 'Likewise as
the continent of America in the estimation
of the True
is the field of the effulgence of light, the Kingdom of the manifestation of mysteries, the home of the
righteous ones and the gathering place of
the free, therefore every section thereofis
blessed; but because these nine states have
beenfavored infaith and assurance, hence
through this precedence they have obtained spiritual privilege . . . . Now all
these bounties exist and appear in full in
these nine states. The divine Gardener .,
passed by that holy ground and scattered ~
pure seeds from the lordly teachings in

One
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Above: Auxiliary Board member
Katherine McLaughlin, the Hands of the
Cause William Sears and Dhikru'lldh
Khddem, and National Assembly members
Richard Betts, Daniel Jordan, and Magdalene Carney were among the more than
500 Bahd' is gathered for the launching of
the teaching plan for New York.

Below: The Hand of the Cause William
Sears addresses the gathering.

that field; the rain of the bounties of God
poured down and the heat of the Sun of
Reality-that is, the merciful confirmations-shone with the utmost splendor.
It is my hope that each one ofthose blessed
souls may become a peerless and unique
irrigator and the East and the West of
America may become like unto a delectable paradise so that all of you may hear
from the Supreme Concourse the cry of
'Blessed are you, and again blessed are
you.' "
"Think of it!" said Mr. Sears. "This is
you whom the Master is addressing. My
hope is that from this room there will appear such a light in the skies of New York
that we will win all of our goals. We hold
the potential in our hand, we have had the
presence of the Divine Gardener in this
region.
"Do you know how many times the
Master delivered public addresses ana
made formal visits in New York? In 55
separate places in New York City, He appeared. Now the very soil is throbbing
with His foot-steps and the hosts of
Baha'u'llah's battalions are waiting to
come to our assistance, if we arise. I hope
you will memorize all of these goals, keep
them on a little card where you shave or put
on your make-up. Keep them somewhere
handy and say them each day. It only takes
a minute. While you are riding in the bus
or the streetcar, say the goals, such as
'raise the number of localities where
Baha'is reside in New York to 360.' Ya
Baha'ul-Abha! Beloved friends, let us call
on the powers of the Greatest Name.
"At one end of this state is the City of
the Covenant, and at the other, Hume, the
birthplace of the 'mother teacher of the
West,' Lua Getsinger. 'Abdu'l-Baha said
that people will come to visit the land
where she walked barefoot as a child,
where Baha'u'llah Himself chose her for
His work in your state. Think of the connection between the western and eastern
ends ofthis state ... it really could become
a paradise!
"Do you remember Mr. Roy Wilhelm?
He was a Hand of the Cause of God. When
Mrs. Sears was on pilgrimage, the beloved
Guardian said he was appointed because
he was a saint. But he was a very mischievous man and had a lot of good stories
which he used very effectively. Mr.
Wilhelm said that when he walked down
the streets of New York City, the City of
the Covenant, with the beloved Master, the
Master said that if the believers in New

York had really loved each other, and arisen to teach, living just one of the principles in their lives, half of the people in
New York would have become Baha'is by
that time. And that was in 1912!
"'Abdu'l-Baha Himself says that He has
scattered the seeds. In the Tablet to the
Northeastern States He promises us that 'it
has often happened that one blessed soul
has become the cause of the guidance ofa
nation. Now we must not look at our own
ability and capacity; nay, rather, we must
behold the favors and bounties of God in
these days, who has made the drop to find
t.'Ie expression of the sea and the atom the
importance of the sun.'
"If one blessed soul can do all this,
imagine what the number of people in this
room could do to bring change not just for
this state but for this whole country. We
hold the destiny of this country in the palm
of our hands. At the pilgrim's table in the
presence of the beloved Guardian one
evening he spoke to us of Miss Martha
Root, star servant and foremost Hand of
the Cause of the first Baha'i century. He
said there wasn't anyone at the table who
didn't have more of everything in the world
than Martha Root-more health, more resources, more education-but that she had
given her love to Baha'u'lhih. She was
completely dedicated. So she was not a
hero, not a martyr, not a saint, but all
three. A hero, a martyr and a saint! All of
us sitting there felt less than dust, but the
beloved Guardian said that we could equal
or surpass her record!
"Often the beloved Master was heard to
say, 'Should each one of the friends take it
upon themselves to carry out, in all its
integrity and implications, only one of the
teachings of the Faith, with devotion, detachment, constancy and perseverence,
and exemplify it in all of his deeds and
pursuits of life, the world would become
another world, and the face of the earth
would mirror forth the splendors of the
Abha paradise.
"So there we have it, from the Blessed
Beauty, Baha'u'lIah; from 'Abdu'I-Baha,
and from the beloved Guardian. If we lived
just one principle in our lives! It doesn't
cost anything. Just say, 'Baha'u'lllih, here
I am. Make something different of me than
I was before. Make me an instrument of
Thy Cause.' Then we would see from this
room what could happen.
"It says in the Tablets ofthe Divine Plan
that God can change one grain into seven
hundred, and if He so wills He will double
March. 1975 / BAHA'i NEWS
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these also. If we are 350 in this room, that
makes 700, doubled. [Note: Actual attendance was over 500.] If we multiply that
by 700, I make that out to be 490,000
believers waiting. And that is not poetry,
that is fact! That is the way it works. That
is mass conversion. The Supreme Concourse, the powers that created the earth,

is our instrument in this day, through
Baha'u'lhih. If we love each other, if we
become united in our actions, we'll reach
490,000, and of course if we do that every
year, by the end of the Five Year Plan we
will have 2,450,000 believers in New
York State alone!"

Above: National Education Committee member Deborah Christensen leads a workshop
on children's materials and their uses. Below: James Nelson gives a brief opening
address at the Family Life Conference. The television at left was used to present a
videotaped deepening session with the Hand ofthe Cause A.Q. Faizi prepared during his
visit to the United States last year.
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Conference focuses
on Baha'. family life
The first of a series of family life conferences was held in San Francisco February 14-16 by the National Education
Committee.
"The conference was designed to assist
families in developing Baha'i characteristics in their homes," said Committee Secretary Eileen Norman. "It was meant to
assist parents in training children and in
developing the distinctive character of
Baha'i life."
Local Spiritual Assemblies in central
and northern California were invited to
send representatives to the conference in
San Francisco. Approximately 60 Assemblies responded; more than 100 people
attended.
After a brief opening address by Judge
James Nelson, workshops were organized:
how to set up children's classes; fun and
games; children's materials and their uses;
consultation and the family; preparation
for a life of service; Balul'i marriage; parent effectiveness - Baha'i style; and the
family as a cohesive unit.
The participants learned to use special
materials which had been prepared for the
workshops. They, in tum, are expected to
demonstrate the materials at similar workshops in their own communities in the future. The workshop materials were prepared for the Education Committee by
Baha'is with experience and knowledge in
the areas covered, Mrs. Norman said.
They are the first of a series of materials
the Committee has planned for use by the
community.
Additional family life conferences will
be conducted in Los Angeles, Chicago,
New York, and Washington, D.C., Mrs.
Norman said.
"The comments the friends made about
this event were very favorable," the Committee Secretary said. "They said they had
waited a long time for these materials and
that the content could be immediately applied to their own lives. After a workshop
on parent effectiveness one woman said
she had had occasion to apply what she had
learned in class and was amazed that it
worked so well."
The National Education Committee was
formed shortly before the St. Louis Conference last August. One of its first assignments was to absorb the functions of

the National Baha'i Schools Committee,
from which it inherited supelVision of 20
functioning BaM'i schools. In the past
several months the Education Committee
has briefed all the councils and committees
appointed to a9minister the various
schools. One item on the briefing agendas
was the consideration of developing innovative approaches to Baha'i education,
Mrs. Norman said.
"The Committee is also interested in the
development of sequential curricula at the
summer schools," she explained. This
would mean that a Baha'i school would
find a teacher with knowledge of a particular subject who would make a long-term
commitment to teach a course at a particular school. Each year the course would
build upon Qle material presented the previous year, becoming progressively more
detailed and complex. Enrollment in the
course would be conditioned upon completion of all previous material in that sequence.
During 1975 the summer schools will
emphasize the Five Year Plan in courses
and materials prepared. At some of the
summer schools a special course on the
Fund will be taught by representatives of
the Office of the Treasurer of the National
Assembly, Mrs. Norman said.
"In addition, renewed emphasis will be
given to the development of children's ac-

tivities at summer schools, she continued.
"For a long time children's activities have
been an afterthought. This year they will
be a first thought." Some Baha'i schools
have already appointed committees to
work on children's programs, she said.
"It is the Committee's hope that the
Baha'i schools will give the friends an opportunity to experience the consequences
of Baha'i community life over a period of
time," Mrs. Norman explained. "They
should offer the believers an opportunity to
participate in that experience within a controlled environment."

National Center staff
attends seminar
Committee Secretaries and a selected
portion of the National Center staff recently attended a daylong seminar on
budget and management conducted by the
Office of the Treasurer.
"This seminar was an effort to relate
well-proven business practices to the administration of the National Baha'iCenter,
to facilitate the planning and winning of
goals and objectives in the most efficient
manner possible," said Stephen Jackson,
Assistant to the Treasurer.
_ The seminar was planned after a meet-

ing late last year between the National
Assembly and the heads of staff, called to
explore ways of cutting expenditures.
One of the important suggestions at that
meeting was that the National Center
should become more familiar with proven
techniques of management, Mr. Jackson
explained.
"At the National Center we operate
under limited resources of time, people
and treasury," he said. "We must be creative about using what the world has to offer
in terms of management technique. We
have difficult goals to accomplish and few
resources to apply to the task. Calling on
proven business procedures for assistance
can be of great benefit.
The seminar was held at a nearby hotel.
The session was well attended and participants indicated they had found the content fruitful.
One of the management theories discussed was that of Management by Objectives, developed by the well-known business professor and consultant Peter
Drucker.
In a related action, the National Assemby recently assigned two of its members to participate in an in-depth course in
business management practices, to determine what procedures could be profitably

Some of the staffmembers taking part in the seminar were (from left to right): Diane Gray, Eileen Norman, Philip Christensen.
Sam Sohrab. Russ Busey. and Cindie Hurley.
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applied to administration by all segments
of the Baha'i community.

Pilgrimages to begin
at House of Worship

Above: A view ofthe new displays in the Houseo/Worship in Wilmette. The large planter
set in the center of the display area and surrounded by a low bench enables visitors to
rest, read the literature on display, and meditate. Below: Visitors descending the steps
from the auditorium 0/ the House 0/ Worship.
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Applications are now being accepted for
two scheduled, small-scale pilgrimages to
the House of Worship in Wilmette.
The first pilgrimage is scheduled to take
place at the National Center between June
19-22; the second, between August 28-31.
"The programs are planned to provide a
unique opportunity for Baha'is to develop
an expanded awareness of the significance
of the House of Worship and to gain a
better perspective on the working of the
National Center," said Ray Collins, Manager of the House of Worship Activities
Office.
Each pilgrimage will begin on Thursday
afternoon and end the following Sunday
afternoon, Mr. Collins said.
The activities planned for the visitors
include:
.an exhibit drawn from the National
Archives;
.a tour of the National Center, National
Baha'i Committee offices, Baha'i Publishing Trust, and the Baha'i Home;
.a guided tour of the House of Worship
and a presentation on its history and construction;
.dinner with the staff of the National
Center; and
.lunch at the ijapratu'l-Quds with representatives of the National Assembly.
"The friends will also have ample time
for prayer and meditation at the House of
Worship," Mr. Collins said.
Mr. Collins said the House of Worship
Activities Committee would like to see the
pilgrimages become regular events at the
National Center.
"The intent of these pilgrimages are as
serious as visits to the World Center," he
said. "All Baha'is can't get to Haifa at this
time for one reason or another. Maybe
these pilgrimages to the National Center
can serve as a prelude to going to the
World Center on pilgrimage. The House
of Worship is the holiest House of Worship ever constructed and there are still
thousands of Baha'is who have never visited here. These programs may provide
that opportunity.

Two members of the Citrus, J. D. Assembly, Wayne Steffes (an Oneida Indian)
and his wife Alice, (a Navajo) are members of the Dineh Bah A'Lil. Their daughters Regina and Rhea perform with the
The Spiritual Assembly of Citrus, J.D., dance troupe.
California, with the assistance of the
England Dan and John Ford Coley perNavajo Culture Club of Los Angeles formed ballads and folk-rock selections
County (Dineh Bah A'Lil), commemo- which were warmly received. The
rated the birth of Baha'u'llah with a pro- California Baha'i Chorus also performed
gram of entertainment which included In- at this event.
dian dancing, a chorale presentation, and
During the intermission baskets of fry
folk-rock music.
bread, were distributed to the audience.
More than 500 people - hundreds of The fry bread was prepared by the women
them non-Baha'is - crowded into the of the Navajo Culture Club.
Ford Park Pavillion Auditorium in Bell
The Baha'i speaker for the occsion was
Gardens for the November 10 event. More Franklin Kahn, a member of the National
than 100 of these, including many of the Spiritual Assembly. Mr. Kahn, who is
dancers, were American Indians.
himself a Navajo, directed his remarks to
Most of the Dineh Bah A'Lil repertoire the Navajos in the audience. He spoke of
was Navajo in origin, although the troupe the spiritual significance of sandpainting,
also performed traditional dances of other a subject which only men of recognized
tribes. The Begay and Hale families, who achievement are permitted to explore with
participated in the dancing, are considered fellow members of their tribe.
among the very finest Indian dancers in the
David Villasenor, an Indian Baha'i artist of note, displayed paintings and handcountry.
The dancers on this occasion were chil- icrafts at the event.
The Baha'i community has expressed
dren primarily. They were taught by Virginia Denetdale, a Navajo interested in interest in working closely with the Navajo
preselVing Indian culture and traditions.
Culture Club on similar events in the fu-

Baha'is help plan
Indian festival

ture. Los Angeles County reportedly has
one of the largest Indian populations in the
country.

Vietnam:

Human Rights program
receives wide support
A Human Rights Day obselVance in
Saigon sponsored by the National Spiritual
Assembly was held on December 10. Approximately 200 people attended, among
them Buddhist monks, Christian ministers
and priests, members of the diplomatic
corps, and government representatives.
The speaker was Pierre Lucien Sales, resident representative of the United Nations
Development Program. The National
Assembly's Vice-Chairman, Pham Van
Lien also made a brief address. He attempted a definition of justice from a Baha'i
perspective.
That evening the Vietnamese National
Youth Committee joined the student body
of Van Hanh University in sponsoring a
Human Rights Day obselVance. More than
2,000 students participated in the eve,·,
which was reported extensively in the local
press.

The Dilleh Bah A'Lil children's dance group.
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India
An historical
overview of the
progress of the Faith
from the time of
the BOb to the
present day
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One of the outstanding features of Indian history, and one which cannot but
become apparent even to the casual obseIVer of this record, is the numerous religious traditions that have left their mark
on India's cultural heritage. Three of the
world's great living religions, Hinduism,
Buddhism, and Ishun, have at one time or
other been focal points in the development
of India's religio-cultural life, and, in
modem times, Christianity, though to a
lesser extent, has also made contributions
to this development. For this reason, India
has often been referred to as a melting pot
of religious experience. Today, the Baha'i
Faith is in the process of adding another
chapter to the history of religions in India.
In the following pages we will attempt to
trace the development of the Faith in that
country, for at present, India harbors
within its borders one ofthe largest Baha'i
communities in the world, and therefore,
its history deseIVes to be told.
India's earliest contact with the new
Movement took place during the time of
the Bab. The various histories of the Bab
mention several prominent Indian believers within their accounts. Nabil-i-A'~am
tells us that one ofthe Letters ofthe Living
was an Indian who was known by the name
Shaykh Sa'Id-i-Hindi. Like the other disciples of the Bab, he was directed by his
Master to spread the message of the new
Revelation. This command took him not
only to various parts of Persia, but also to
his homeland ofIndia. However, his work
in India was unproductive. As Nabil
states, this enterprise "was productive of
what might seem a negligible result, its
only fruit being the conversion of a certain
siyyid."l After this, Shaykb Sa'Id-i-Hindi
dropped from sight; his ultimate fate remained a mystery.
Another Indian convert during the
Ministry of the Bab was a certain blind
Siyyid, Jenab-i-B~sir, about whose life the
Babi histories are not in complete agreement. Nabil states that this believer was
none other than the above mentionec
"siyyid" converted by Sa'Id-i-Hindi in the
town of Mooltan, where, "Casting behind
him the trappings of leadership, and severing himself from his friends and kinsmen,
he arose with a fixed resolve to render his
seIVice to the Cause he had embraced."2
The Tarikh-i-Jadid however claims that
Siyyid Ba~fr, having heard in Bombay of
the Bab's appearance, hastened to Persia
and subsequently Mecca where he met the
Bab in person. 3 After this meeting he returned to Persia and began to disseminate
the teachings of his new Master. Both histories agree however, that he became ac-

tive within the Babi community, and that
he was well known for his depth of learning and his eloquence.
The activities of Jenab-i-Ba~fr were finally brought to the attention of the state
authorities, which resulted in his imprisonment and eventual death. The
Tarikh-i-Jadid says that after the
Mazindaran upheaval, the Siyyid went to
'Iraq. Eventually he was arrested by the
Prince-Governor in Burujird [in the western Persian province of Luristan] who,
"because he was so ready of speech and
eloquent in discourse, first ordered his
tongue to be cut out, and then put him to
death. "4
A third convert from India was a dervish
mentioned in the Tarikh-i-Jadid. 5 This is
most likely the same individual mentioned
in Nabfl's account who while in India had
seen the Bab in a vision and soon hastened
to Persia on foot to find the Mihdi. The
dervish met the Bab during his sojourn at
Chihriq, where the latter gave him the title
Qahru'lIah. 6 The Indian believer, after
leaving the Bab's presence, began to expound his Leader's doctrines which eventually led to his being arrested by the Governor of Khuy. The new convert along
with several other Babfs was beaten and
paraded through the streets on an ass. 7 If
indeed the Indian believer was the same
Qahru'lllih mentioned by Nabfl, the likeness of the two accounts making it appear
to be so, he later, following orders from
the Bab, left on foot for India where he was
to announce the arrival of the Qa'im.
Whether he successfuIly returned to India
is unknown.
The presence of other Indian believers
in Persia during the time of the Bab is
documented by a monograph on the Babi
insurrection in Mazindaran which lists
four Indians among the 318 Babis who
defended themselves at Fort Shaykh
Tabarsi. 8 However, it is apparent that the
activities of Indian converts at this time
were for the most part limited to Iran;
Shaykb Sa'Id-i-Hindi upon reaching India
found his efforts there unproductive,
Qahru'I1lih's arrival in his homeland re. mains doubtful, and while it seems apparent from the Tarikh-i-Jadid's account of
Jenab-i-Ba~fr hearing about the Bab in
Bombay that some knowledge ofthe Bab's
doctrines was current in India, it appears
that it was only partial and scattered knowledge. Therefore, it is safe to say that during the lifetime of the Bab, the new Faith
was virtually nonexistent in the subcontinent.
The year 1872 is a historical landmark
in the history of the Baha'i Faith in India,

Part I
by William Garlington
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for it was in this year that Jamal Effendi
arrived in Bombay and began to actively
teach the doctrines and principles of the
new religion. Since the time of the Bab's
death in 1850, several Babls and henceforth Baha'is had settled in Bombay,
largely in association with the Parsi community there, but no active teaching of the
Message had taken place. In 1871
Baha'u'llah from his confines in 'AkH
commissioned one of the numerous pilgrims who came to visit Him from
throughout the Near East to proceed to
India and there spread the word of the
Cause. This man, a learned scholar of
Arabic and Persian, was the above mentioned Sulayman Khan-i- Tanakcibuni
Jamal Effendi. Having had the title of
Lamia (the brilliant one) conferred upon
him by Baha'u'llcih,9 Jamal Effendi and
his kinsman Mirza Husayn late in the year
1872 boarded a boat in Port Said, Egypt,
and set sail for India.
During his stay in Bombay, Jamal Effendi delivered a great many talks concerning the claims and principles of the Baha'i
Movement. One such talk was directed
towards the head of the Khoja* community in that city, the Aga Khan. However,
his discourses, rather than bringing converts to the Baha'i Faith, aroused the
animosity of numerous religious leaders in
Bombay and consequently, the two
teachers, on the advice of their friends,
departed the city. Although their initial
stay in the great port city was cut short,
Bombay was subsequently to become a
leading Baha'i community in India.
After leaving Bombay, the two men
travelled throughout the subcontinent delivering the message of Baha'u'llah to the
elite of the country. The Baha'i Newsletter
of India reported that it was Jamal
Effendi's

In 1876 an historic gathering was held in
the old Mogul capital of Delhi. The event
was the receiving ofthe title "The Empress
of India" by Queen Victoria. Present at
this ceremony were all the rulers of the
various states in India, as well as numerous
religious and secular leaders of the country. JamaJ. Effendi used this timely occasion to reveal the message of the Baha'i
Movement to many of the digmtaries. For
example, he was able to meet and talk with
Swami Dayanand Saraswati, founder of
the Arya Samaj. til
The Faith's initial reception in India was
a mixed one. In most instances JamaJ. Effendi was met with consideration and courtesy. However, there were several exceptions to this gentility, notably, as we have
already mentioned, his experiences in
Bombay, and later, outbreaks of hostility
by Muslims in Calcutta. The fruits of his
The Hand of the Cause of God Siyyid
labor seemed negligible. During a year's
M~!afa Rumi of Burma, who embraced
travel in India he had managed to attract
the Faith in 1875 through the efforts of
only a handful of individuals. When he left
Jamal Effendi, the first teacher sent to
the subcontinent in 1878 to carry the
India by the instruction of Bahli' u' llah.
Teachings of Baha'u'llcih to the countries
of Southeast Asia, he left behind him three
prominent converts: Rafiuddin Khan of
Hassanpur, Haji Ramadhan of Rampur,
and Siyyid Mu~tafa Rumi of Madras. 12
The latter was destined not only to give
great service to the Faith in India, but also
in Burma, where he helped in establishing
two Baha'i groups, one in Rangoon and
the other in Mandalay. 13 [Siyyid Mu~tafa
Rumi was posthumously appointed a Hand
of the Cause in 1946.]
The next twenty years was a period of
slow growth and development for the
Baha'i Faith in India. The message of the
Movement was spread via the work of devoted converts to the major cities of the
subcontinent. Teaching activities were directed from three centers of Baba' i organization: Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras.
. . . custom to notify his arrival to the
Many of the programs were presented
Governor or highest official of the place
under the auspices of the Theosophical
in British India and to the ruling prince
Society, while others were carried out by
of an Indian State. He would then pay a
individual believers in their own way and
visit to them and deliver the Message.
by their own means. Slowly, the claims of
His list of those to whom he delivered
the Baha'i Faith began to reach the ears of
the Message contains names of almost
many of the educated members of Indian
all the high officials and princes and
society.
princesses of the land. to
During His years of leadership,
'Abdu'l-Baha sent several prominent
*A Muslim subsl'ct in India.
Baha'i teachers to India to help promote
the
Cause. Among these were Aga Mirza
t"The Arya Samaj are a protestant movement in
Mahmud-i-Zarqani,
and Aga Mirza
Hinduism who are trying to reform Hindu society and
bring it up-to-date without reference to the orthodox Mahram. The latter finally settled in Bominterpretation of the Hindu scripture; although as far bay where he played a leading role in the
as possible they try to read their interpretations into Baha'i community there, while Aga Mirza
lhe ancient texts." (Horace Holley, "Survey of CurMahmud-i-Zarqani toured the country
rent Baha'i Activities in the East and West," The
eventually returning to his native Persia. 14
Baha'i World, vol. II, p. 42.)
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Both men by means of their zealous spirits
helped enhance teaching activity throughout the country. Thus, by the year 1908,
there were a number of local spiritual assemblies established in India, including
assemblies in Bombay, Calcutta, Aligarh,
and Lahore. Of these, the Bombay community took the forefront in both the teaching of the Cause and the translation of
literature. Its advancements in the area of
translation marked the first time that any of
the Writings of Baha'u'llah had been translated into one of the native languages of
India. The activities of the Bombay community were commented upon by a travelling American Baha'i, Sydney Sprague,
who in 1908 reported, "There are three
meetings a week held in Bombay and there
are as a rule eighty to a hundred men
present. "15 However, he also emphasized
that it was no easy thing to become a
Baha'i in India. "It often means a great
sacrifice on the part of a believer, a loss of
friends, money, and position." 16
In January of 1910 a convention comprised of members from the various religions of India was held in Allahabad. The
Baha'is were invited to this convention.
Siyyid Mu~~afa Rumi, one of Jamal
Effendi's original converts, presented a
talk on the Baha'i Faith. According to the
contents of a letter written to the Baha'is of
the United States by some of the followers
in India, his speech had a great effect on
the delegates. Feeling that the time for
teaching was ripe, members of the Indian
community made direct requests for
American teachers to come to India and
help spread the message. Approximately
one year later a national teaching campaign was launched with the help of several notable American Baha'is. The program called for the election of a nineteen
member teaching council which would be
in charge of spreading the Cause across the
entire country. This group officially came
into existence on August I, 1911.17
Two female American Baha'is were
very prominent during this campaign, and
their influence was felt throughout the various Baha'i communities of the subcontinent. One, Lua Getsinger, was personally
directed by 'Abdu'I-Baha to travel to India
and spread the Faith. "Just as
'Atxlu'I-Baha had sailed from East to West
to spread the Faith, He now summoned
Lua to travel from West to East to do the
same thing." 18 The other teacher, Mrs. H.
:j:A modern Hindu movement advocating a
monotheistic religion based upon the Upanishads,
and social and educational reforms according to
Western principles.

Stannard, a student of comparative religion, well-versed in the teachings of the
religions of India, answered the call for
pioneers put out by the Indian community.
For several years these two dedicated
women delivered lectures from one end of
the country to the other. Lua Getsinger
spoke on various aspects of the Baha'i
Faith at numerous meetings sponsored by ...
such groups as the Arya Samaj, the ~
Brahmo Samaj,:j: and the Theosophical i
Society. Mrs. Stannard, in addition to her .:!
lecture tours, represented the Baha'i reli- Members of the National Spiritual Assemgion at the All India Theistic Conference bly of India and Burma and of the Local
of 1913. 19 Both women were also very Spiritual Assembly of Bombay bidding
influential in the area of publicity, for they farewell to Martha Root (seated, in the
were largely responsible for the publica- center) after her lengthy tour of India and
tion of Baha'i articles in several Indian Burma in 1939.
newspapers. For example, in the Sind
Gazette of December 24, 1913, an editorial appeared which stated that,
A rather remarkable visitor to Karachi
- far more remarkable than any of the
Congress and Conference dignitariesis Mrs. Stannard, the Baha'i Missionary. This gifted lady, who has studied
all the religions of the world, and all the
philosophies, and has come to the conclusion, not that they are all wrong, but
that they are all right, has a new gospel
to preach - not her own, but that of her
Master, Abdu'I-Baha, the head of the
Baha'i religious movement. 20
Other articles also appeared in such papers
as the New Reformer of Madras, and the
Daily Gazette of Karachi.
The popular response that the two
Americans received throughout their
travels was a sign of things to come, for in
future years American believers would
continue to play an active role in the teaching campaigns of the Indian community.
The teaching campaign initiated in
1911, although not winning many new believers, was still of great importance in the
development of the Baha'i community in
India, for it marked the first real attempt at
a systematic teaching effort characterized
by inter-community coordination. It not
only paved the way for future plans, but
also gave the Baha'is of India their first
true feeling of community spirit. Before
this time, teaching activities were, for the
most part, efforts of individual believers or
communities, and rarely was there any real
attempt made to organize anything beyond
the local level. Thus, the Teaching Council of 1911 was in many ways the forerunner of the National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of India and Burma.
December 27-29, 1920, is another significant landmark in the history of the
March, 1975/ BAHA'i NEWS
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The National Spiritual Assembly of the
BaM'is of India and Burma, 1935-36.
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Baha'i Faith in India. It was on these dates
that the first All India Baha'i Convention
was held in the city of Bombay. Representatives of all the major world religions
were present, as well as Baha'i delegates
from throughout the country. Although
there were no official figures on the
number of Baha'is residing in India during
this time, it was estimated that there were
nearly 175 followers present at this
conference. 21
There were several important resolutions passed at the conference from which
the following were taken: (1) that funds be
collected to build a Baha'i temple in India,
(2) that a school be started in Bombay for
the education of Baha'i children, (3) that a
Baha'i library be established in India, (4)
that a publishing society be established to
translate Baha'i literature into different Indian languages, and (5) that there be a
greater expansion in teaching activities
and distribution of literature. 22 It was to
these objectives that the Baha'is of India
now turned.
It is significant to note that the first All
India Baha'i Convention and the death of
'Abdu'I-Baha were separated by less than a
year. It was as if the India community
sensed the new course the Faith would take
under the guidance of Shoghi Effendi.
From this point forward the Cause in
India, in accordance with the Guardian's
plans for the community, was to an everincreasing degree to become oriented
towards executing its teaching plans and
activities within the framework of an international administrative structure, the
center of which was the Guardian himself.
Between the years 1921 and 1938 the
objectives initiated by the first All India
Baha'i Convention were pursued vigorously. Consequently, there were notable
accomplishments in all areas of endeavor
during this period. The guidance of these
projects was entrusted to the National
Spiritual Assembly of India and Burma,
which Shoghi Effendi saw fit to create in
April of 1923. The role he bequeathed to
this body is evident from the content of the
following message which he sent in
November of 1925, "I pray that your
newly constituted National Spiritual Assembly may grow from strength to
strength, may co-ordinate and consolidate
the ever-expanding activities of the friends
in India and Burma and innaugurate a fresh
campaign of Teaching that will redound to
the glory and power of the Most Great
Name. "23 The National Spiritual Assembly met periodically in Bombay. Mr.
Hashmatu'llah of Karachi was elected
India's first National Secretary. Ten years

later, in January of 1933, this body was
incorporated with the Government of
India.
Organized teaching activities and the
distribution of literature were greatly increased during these years. One of the
largest teaching events took place at the
centenary celebration of the birth of the
founder of the Arya Samaj, Dyanand
Saraswati. The commemoration was held
in Mutra in the year 1925. It is estimated
that it was attended by nearly two million
people. The Baha'is were granted special
camp grounds and were allowed to distribute their literature. During the five-day
event, almost 5,000 booklets explaining
the principles of the Faith were
distributed. 24
The Guardian constantly encouraged
the Baha'i community of India and Burma
to increase their teaching activities. He
continually stressed the point that it was
part of their duty as Baha'is to spread the
message of Baha'u'llab. For example, in a
message to the Baha'is of India dated
November 25, 1934, he said, "The essential is that all the friends, without any exception whatever, should realise the full
measure of the responsibility which
Baha'u'llah has placed on them for teaching far and wide His Message."25 And
again, " ... an unprecedented effort in
the field of teaching is urgently required.
Such an effort is of vital and paramount
importance." 26
In an effort to stimulate teaching activity
Shoghi Effendi sent several pioneers from
various parts of the world to the subcontinent. Among the most famous of these
travelling teachers was Martha Root. She
made two tours of India, one in 1930 and
the other in 1937-38. A short synopsis of
her work shows that she delivered public
lectures from Karachi to Madras,including
major presentations in the colleges and
universities of Lahore, Amritsar,
Ludhiana, Delhi, Aligarh, Lucknow,
Cawnpore, Allahabad, Benares, Patnaand
Calcutta. She also broadcast radio messages in both Mysore and Hydrebad, and
met with many of the leading personalities
of the country including the poetess, Sarojini Naidu. Her work was so impressive
that the National Spiritual Assembly of
India and Burma in a letter to the Baha'is
of the United States said of her, "Martha
Root has opened the whole oflndia for us,
and it now devolves upon us to so utilize
these openings as to produce the best
results."27
There were numerous other teachers
who also took to the highways and railways ofIndia during these years in orderto

help spread the knowledge of the Faith to a
greater number of the inhabitants of the
subcontinent. MahfUz'ul'Haq IImi carried
on active propagation in Delhi and other
cities of northern India, while Pritam
Singh made several teaching tours of the
colleges and universities of this section of
the country. Shirin Fozdar spoke to over
1,000 people in the town hall of
Calcutta,28 and Keith Ransom-Kehler
[later appointed a Hand of the Cause]
made a two-month lecture tour which involved talks in most of the major cities of
the country. Thus, the teaching work
which Shoghi Effendi prescribed as a vital
necessity to the maintenance of the Faith in
India was consciously and systematically
increased.
Advancements were also made in the
field of publishing between the years 1921
and 1938. Many Baha'i books were translated into several different Indian languagesincludingGujrati, Bengali, Sindhi,
Hindi, and Urdu. J .E. Esslemont's
BaJui' u'lltih and the New Era, was one of
these texts. Shoghi Effendi had personally
encouraged the Baha'is of India to translate this work. In March of 1932 he wrote,
"I wish to urge you to take as soon as you
possibly can, the necessary and most effective steps to ensure the translation of
Dr. Esslemont's book into Urdu and
Gujrati. "29 One of the major accomplishments in publishing was the establishment
of a Baha'i monthly magazine, the
Kaukib-iHind. The magazine was published in Urdu and had over 200 subscribers. In addition, over 200 articles appeared
in newspapers and magazines throughout
the country including many articles in
Telgu-speaking areas. In fact, the Brahmo
Sarnaj of Madras translated over 2,000
booklets entitled "The Dawn of the New
Day" into several Dravidian languages.
Concerning the other goals which the
All India Baha'i Convention of 1920 had
set for the Indian community, we can relate the following: a Baha'i school for
children was successfully established in
Poona, and in September of 1937 the first
Indian Baha'i summer school session was
held, to which Baha'is from throughout
the country came to receive instruction in
various aspects of the Faith from history to
administration. Although a separate
Baha'i library was not completed, Baha'i
books were presented to a number of major
libraries around the country.
The efforts in all areas of endeavor made
by the Baha'i community of India during
these years marked a great step forward in
terms of increasing the public's knowledge
ofthe Faith. Furthermore, under the guid-

ing hand of Shoghi Effendi and their National Spiritual Assembly the various
Baha'i communities in India slowly began
to function as a unit. The time had come
when Shoghi Effendi could truly speak of
the "Indian Community". However, even
with the inter-community organization
that marked this period, the number of new
believers to join the Faith was practically
nil. Over the 18 year period only three new
Local Spiritual Assemblies had been
added to the list of Assemblies in the country and not more than 50 new believers had
been enlisted. To be continued.
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Don Rufino Fuentes, a Mayan Baha'i, at the ruins of Uxmal.

Baha'i Proclamation and Deepening Film

0tep by 0tep
A n artist, a mechanic, a field laborer, an accounting
manager, a policeman, a hospital administrator - what have
these people in common? They're Baha'is and they appear
in a new Baha'i film, Paso a Paso, produced by Kiva Films.
The film, which is titled Step by Step in English, depicts
the growth of the Baha'i Faith among Indians, blacks and
Latins in Mexico, Honduras, El Salvador and Panama.
Unified by their common belief in Baha'u'llah and His Message, these persons comment on their faith and what it
means to them.
These native teachers share their views on such widely
varying topics as prophecy, the unity of mankind, world
peace, universal governing institutions and a divine civilization. Simply, clearly and dir'ectly they discuss how the Faith
of Baha'u'IJah is unifying all mankind, step by step, through
the infusion of Divine Love.
Feasts, the local spiritual Assembly, elections and other
aspects of Baha'i administration are explained.

In addition, the 29-minute, color-and-sound film mentions ancient Mayan prophecies concerning world peace, the
Return and a spiritual revival, and relates these to the newest Baha'i House of Worship in Panama. It complements
two earlier films, EI Alba and The Dedication. Designed for
television use, this new film is also suited to public meetings
and other proclamation events. The film is also universally
suitable for teaching and deepening.
How to Get the Film
To obtain rental information and purchase prices, write
to your publishing trust or national Baha'i distributor. If
you do not know the name and address of the one serving
your area, you may send your inquiry to the International
Baha'i Audio-Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor,
N.Y. 14564, U.S.A. for forwarding to the proper organization.
Specify Step by Step, Product Number 20672, for the
English edition, or Paso a Paso, Product Number 20671, for
the Spanish version.

Universal House of Justice Message

Call for traveling teachers to arise in support of teaching plan
To All National Spiritual Assemblies

tum and be prosecuted with undiminished vigor in the years
ahead.
The Continental Pioneer Committees should be kept closely
informed of all projects so that they may know how best to
reinforce the flow with those many volunteers who will undoubtedly arise outside the framework of the specific projects now to be
conceived. It is our hope that, as far as possible, travel teaching
projects will be self-supporting or can be assisted by the National
Funds involved, but where necessary, the International Deputization Fund is available to assist. Whenever assistance from the
Deputization Fund is required, the request should be made to the
Continental Pioneer Committee, giving details of the project. If
the sum required is small the Committee may be able to help
immediately, otherwise it will pass the request, together with its
recommendation, to the Universal House of Justice for consideration.
We sincerely hope that in the forefront of the volunteers, the
Baha'i youth will arise for the sake of God and, through their
driving force, their ability to endure inhospitable and arduous
conditions, and their contentment with the bare necessities oflife,
they will offer an inspiring example to the peoples and communities they set out to serve, will exert an abiding influence on
their personal lives, and will promote with distinction the vital
interests of God' s Cause at this crucial stage in the fortunes of the
Plan.
We shall offer our ardent prayers at the Holy Shrines for the
confirmation of the efforts of all those who will heroically respond to this call.

Dear Baha'i Friends,
As we approach the threshold of the second year of the Five
Year Plan, it is evident that the need for traveling teachers as
indicated in the message launching that Plan is acquiring greater
urgency and importance.
During the past year steps have been taken to revise the functions, broaden the base and strengthen the work of the Continental
Pioneer Committees and to bring them into much closer collaboration with the Continental Boards of Counsellors. Already,
with their assistance an army of pioneers has moved and is moving
towards its objectives, and a general readiness has been evinced
by the friends, particularly the youth, to serve as itinerant
teachers.
The strenuous efforts being made to fill the pioneer goals by the
mid-way point of the Plan must now be paralleled by wellconsidered and determined efforts to swell to a mighty river the
stream' of those friends who will travel to foreign lands to reinforce the efforts of those who are laboring so valiantly to expand
and consolidate the widely scattered Baha'i communities and to
proclaim the Message of Baha' u'lhih to every stratum of society.
At our request the International Teaching Center has evolved a
plan, which we have warmly approved, comprising specific goals
of international collaboration in the field of traveling teaching.
This plan is now being sent to the Continental Boards of Counsellors who will, in tum, present it to the National Spiritual Assemblies, whose task it will be to implement it. In consultation with
Counsellors each National Spiritual Assembly is to work out
With loving Baha'i greetings,
specific proposals which it should then present to the other NaTHE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
tional Assemblies with whom it is to collaborate, so that, as soon
as possible, actual projects can be worked out and set in motion,
thus inaugurating a process which should rapidly gather momen- March 25, 1975
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Around the World

Baha'I representatives
will attend
Mexico conference
The Baha'i International Community
announced it will send two delegates to the
International Women's Year World Conference in Mexico City June 19-July 2.
Wilma Brady, the UN representative of
the National Spiritual Assembly of the
United States, said the delegate selection
will be made by The Universal House of
Justice. Details for their participation in
the conference will be handled by the Mexican National Assembly, she said.
The Baha'i International Community,
as the UN representative of Baha'i communities throughout the world, was invited to send two delegates by the
Economic and Social Council, with which
it enjoys consultative status at the United
Nations.
National Assemblies, as national nongovernmental organizations at the UN,
will not send representatives to the Mexico
conference, Dr. Brady said. They will be
represented by the Baha'i International
Community.
A second gathering for nongovernmental organizations, (NGO) will
run concurrently with the large official
conference, she explained. This second
session, called a NGO Tribune, will provide a forum for discussion to a greater
range of organizations than will be represented at the Women's Year Conference.
The Tribune will be held at the National
Medical Center in Mexico City, and will
include plenary meetings, exhibits, films,
and group discussions on the subject of
improving the status of women in world
society.
The Baha'i International Community
will send an official delegation to the
Tribune as well as to the Women's Conference, Dr. Brady said. This delegation will
also be selected by The Universal House of
Justice.
This special Tribune will be opened to
individual participants, Dr. Brady explained. Individual Bahli'is may attend this
Tribune as non-delegates if they desire,
she said. Baha'is who attend independently, however, will not represent the
Baha'i community or any Baha'i agency,
she noted. Tribune participants must make
travel and housing arrangements.
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Ba/ui' is from the Central African RepUblic participating in the national independence
day parade on December I, 1974.

Central African Republic:

chest as a unifying element of design.
As the Baha'i delegation progressed
through the streets it attracted a good deal
of attention. Many spectators called out
"La Foi Baha'ie" or "Bahli'u'llcih" or sang
snatches of the theme song from the Baha'i
radio program.
Observers noted that the black and white
A few weeks before the December
believers marching together caused the
national parade marking the anniversary of greatest comment among the spectators;
the establish·nent of the Central African some cheered seeing three white pioneer
Republic, the Baha'is were astonished to women dressed in traditional costume
hear announced on the government radio marching with their African sisters. A
station that the Baha'i Faith and other white male pioneer marched among the
major religious groups would be rep- men. This demonstration of the unity of
resented in this important annual event, the mankind was commented upon by the
National Assembly reported. "As no pre- radio announcer who gave a live broadparations had been made and as we had cast. As the delegation passed before the
never before participated, we considered dias on which the president was seated he
asking to be excused, but after consulta- rose, accompanied by all his ministers and
tion and encouragement from the visiting distinguished guests, and applauded.
Hand of the Cause Enoch Olinga it was
Two days later the pioneers who had
decided that we should do our best to re- participated in the parade were summoned
spond positively to this expectation of the to the presidential palace where they were
government even if our participation received by the director-general of the
presidential security forces who said that
would. perforce be rather modest."
An ingenious and inexpensive solution the head of state had asked him to convey
was adopted. The Baha'i delegation was to the Baha'is his personal appreciation for
led by two men who carried a large placard their participation in the parade. He stated
reading "La Foi Baha'ie". Following were that the president had been deeply moved
nine ladies marching three by three and to see such a tangible expression of solnine men marching in a similar formation. idarity. The friends explained that there
The women wore traditional African had been no design to attract attention, and
dresses made from the same material that their participation was a natural exwhich all had contributed to buy. The men pression of the Baha'i belief in the oneness
wore dark trousers and light colored shirts. of humanity. It was explained that Baha'i
Each wore a diagonal red band across the pioneers live in unity with their fellow

Example of unity
favorably impresses
head of government

believers because they are not paid missionaries but must work in their adopted
society and earn a living and participate in
the work of the Faith on a voluntary basis
like everyone else. The director seemed
most interested, and assured the Baha'is
that he would include these facts in his
report to the pr~sident. In closing the interview he again thanked and congratulated
the Baha'is most warmly.

Teaching conference
brings believers
to capital city
The first national teaching conference
of the Five Year Plan was recently held in
Bangui, the capital city of the Central African Republic. More than 50 believers
representing 13 communities attended,
many through sacrificial effort. Local
pioneers and Baha'i visitors from France
and the United States were present and "a
wonderful spirit of fellowship, unity, and
brotherhood prevailed," one observer reported.
Each participant was given a file containing deepening material on basic subjects, among them: living the life, prayer,
the life of Baha'u'llah, the 19-day Feast,
the Baha'i calendar, and some practical
guidelines on Baha'i marriage and burial.
Workshops were held daily during the
conference and the friends explored means
of using the deepening material in various
situations, including in communities
where illiteracy presents a problem.

Chile:

Week of teaching
accompanies purchase
t:t~(ratu'l-Quds
In conjunction with the purchase of the
first local Jta~iratu 'l-Quds ofthe Five Year
Plan in Chile, the Local Spiritual Assembly of Punta Arenas launched a week-long
proclamation program. The opening event
was a formal tea to which 50 invitations
were printed and directed to civic and ecclesiastic leaders of the city. The mayor
and government administrator granted inteIViews to the Baha'is and accepted gift
literature. Three civic leaders, including
the manager of a local newspaper, at-

tended one event, the latter being eager to teaching opportunIties arose during the
learn more about the Faith and expressing three-day festival.
himself as impressed with what he heard.
An exhibition of panels proclaiming the
Faith was displayed in the public plaza.
Inquirers were invited to attend public
meetings and scores of brochures were disThirty believers, twenty of whom are
tributed. Each evening for nine days a
planned program was executed including a Mapuche Indians, attended the summer
reception for the public, slide shows, school at Nueva Imperial, Chile, from
music, panel discussions and prepared November 21-24, 1974. The active partalks. The film of the Panama Temple De- ticipation of the Mapuche friends, who
dication, "EI Alba", was shown twice at walked long distances to attend, contrithe Baha'i center and on one occasion was buted greatly to the success of the sesviewed by 20 children from a local or- sions. Public talks were given in the evenphanage. In a letter directed to all of the ings, and the film "EI Alba", about the
local schools the film was offered forview- dedication of the Panama House of Woring. One of the two local high schools ship, was shown.
As a result of teaching activities the
showed the film several times to various
classes and also to more than 50 adult week following the summer school 76 new
believers enrolled in the Faith.
night-class students.
A total of 40 minutes of free radio time
was obtained and throughout the proclamation week all local radio stations broadcast details of the events and the theme. A
total of sixteen column inches of newspaper publicity was obtained in two local
newspapers. Particular assistance was lent
by Auxiliary Board member Katherine
Meyer, and Ana Maria Chandler who
came from Temuco to help.
As a result of the proclamation many
people have become attracted to the Faith
and the Baha'i community itself, encouraged by the success of the program, has
doubled its efforts. Nine new believers
have enrolled since the proclamation ef- Ethiopia:
fort.

Mapuche believers
attend summer school

Baha'I song received

with enthusiasm

Eager students
enrolling in Faith

A high degree of receptivity to the Faith
The Faith has been proclaimed in Puerto is now apparent in the Arussi province of
Aisen, Chile, avirgin goal ofthe Five Year Ethiopia, and particularly in the communPlan. A song with a Baha'i theme ity of Assela where students are reported to
"Caminando Juntos" (Walking To- be enrolling in the Faith in considerable
gether) composed by two pioneers, was numbers. "All we do is relay the message
selected for performance at a song festival and the students, beaming with exceeding
in Puerto Aisen where ten finalists were to joy and happiness, express their allegiance," one observer commented. "No
compete.
The team, Robert Siegel and Reed longer does it appear necessary to present
Chandler, met in Puerto Aisen, rehearsed lengthy proofs from the Bible and the
for a few hours, and then performed their Qur'an because the students go directly to
selection for audiences of more than 3,000 the Writings of Baha'u'llah by which they
on three successive evenings. The song are strongly affected and enchanted. This
was received with great enthusiasm and is also true of Nazareth where, as of now,
the artists were several times called on there are 42 Baha'is. The believers of these
stage for encores. The song tells of the two communities are in process of opening
Faith in simple and direct language. Many approximately 40 new centers.
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extolled the Station of Baha'u'llcih.
Three theaters of the town exhibited
Baha'i slides and a prominent hotel owner
accepted a Baha'i poster for pennanent
display. Twenty posters in all were posted
at strategic locations in the town. The local
library and some townspeople purchased
Baha'i books and nine people enrolled in
the Faith.

Week-long exhibit
attracts large crowds
Several thousand people learned about
the Faith during a recent week-long exhibition held in the city of Indore, in Central
India. Posters inscribed with passages
from Baha'i Writings, literature, photoParticipants at the first National BaM'i Children's Conference in Langenhain,
graphs, charts depicting Baha'i history and
Germany, pose outside the House of Worship. Continental Countiellor Erik
printed and illustrated displays explaining
Blumenthal was one of the teachers at the conference, held October 5 and 6, 1974.
the Teachings attracted large crowds to the
exhibition where local Baha'is greeted
and texts; a slide program and games were them, escorted them through the displays,
Germany:
enjoyed later in the evening.
answered questions, and invited them to
On Sunday morning the children ar- participate in ongoing infonnal discussion
ranged the devotional service in the House groups which the gue!\ts could intelligently
of Worship.
join, having just received a brief but very
All children present at the conference complete introduction to the Cause.
Parents and children gathered in received a small prayerbook with a stamp
"Through this media", one observer
Langenhain, Germany, October 5-6, of the House of Worship as a memento. commented, "many came to know about
1974, to participate in the country's fIrst
the Faith ... it is one of the best methods
National Baha'i Children's Conference.
of expansion and consolidation."
India:
Classess for adults, youth, and children
Each evening during the exhibition slide
on Baha'i education, the lives of
programs were offered. A midweek press
Baha'u'llcih and 'Abdu'l-Baha, Baha'i hisconference was adjudged successful and a
tory and administration, and arts and crafts
public lecture held the last day of the exwere organized by the National Children's
hibition brought a good turnout. Five local
Committee and held in the new national
The Local SpiritUal Assembly of My- newspapers carried lengthy articles which,
sore, India, recently sent a teaching team it was said, "beautifully explained the
I-J~atu'l-Quds.
Two of the older children who par- to Hassan, a nearby locality, to support the aims and objectives of the Faith."
ticipated wrote that they were especially efforts of the lone pioneer there.
impressed by stories from the life of
The nine friends divided themselves into Italy:
'Abdu'l-Baba: "after Baha'u'llah was teams of three. One team visited the colthrown into the "black pit" (the leges, the second team visited various ofSiycih-Chal) and the family was plundered fIces and the third team taught people in
of all possessions, they had nothing to the streets who expressed interest in the
eat. .. except a little bit of raw flour. We Faith.
All those who were contacted willingly
children were able to taste some raw flour
from a sack and could well imagine how cooperated with the Baha'is. A leading
difficult 'Abdu'l-Baha had it as an eight- editor and writer was so interested that he
"Today's Woman and the Woman of
year-old boy. With the story from summoned notaries and assisted the the New Era" was the title for a panel
America, when 'Abdu'l-Baha compared Baha'is in explaining the Faith. He also discussion presented by the Bologna
black children with candies, we also could published a newspaper article about the Baha'i community on March 23. The protaste how good these sweets are."
Cause.
gram was the fIrst of its kind to be preDuring the two-day visit, six talks were sented by an Italian Baha'i community.
Children's groups from Frankfurt and
Weisbaden organized the program for delivered in all the local colleges. An exWomen panelists from Italy, Persia,
Saturday evening. Events in the life of cellent response came from the respective and the United States discussed the role
Tcihirih were reenacted in pantomime ac- principals. A Muslim teacher at an Urdu and condition of women in their respective
~ompanied by a tape recording with music school served as translator and repeatedly countries. Magda Gallenga, of Florence,

Children's conference
held in Langenhain

Non-Baha'I editor
aids proclamation

First Baha'f
women's seminar
attracts educators
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concluded the discussion by describing the
role of women in education, work, and the
family as envisioned in the Baha'i writings.
The discussion prompted numerous
questions from the many educators, students and professional people attending.
"The Baha'i round-table discussion was
noteworthy if only for the reason that it
demonstrated to the public that Baha'i
women perform a role in advancing
women's rights that is moderate yet progressive," said the report.

Kenya:

Nakuru Baha'is
dedicate new center
The Baha'is of Nakuru, Kenya, have
joyfully announced the completion of their
new center where approximately 40 believers gathered to observe the Feast of
Sovereignty on January 19, 1975.
A week later, at the request of the Local
Spiritual Assembly, the Nakuru friends
gathered at the center equipped with gardening tools, and spent several hours clearing the land surrounding the center. They
then entered the structure for prayers and
enjoyed a program of songs following
which they reverently placed the Greatest
Name in a commanding position and
erected a dignified sign identifying the
center. After breaking for lunch the friends
planted trees bordering the garden of the
center.
One of the friends who participated reported: "Our center is on one of the busiest
streets, facing the main police station. As
we worked, literally hundreds of persons
walking by stopped and watched our activities and people in passing cars paused
to watch. It was a most successful proclamation'"

Bologna conference on . 'Today' s Woman and the Woman ofthe New Era". From left to
right: Homa Youssefian, chairman; Linda Marshall, speaker (U.S.A .); Haideh Vahdat,
speaker (Persia); Magda Gallenga, speaker (Italy).

Panama:

Guaymi believers
win goals promptly
During late December 1974 the National Spiritual Assembly of Panama presented pioneer Robert Little of Panama
City a challenging assignment, which included the following goals: to visit the
Guaymi believers in the Chiriqui mountains of northern Panama to assist the

Italy: Singing group receives warm welcome
The Italian Baha') youth shown above are members of the singing group "New
Era," which has toured the northern area of the country proclaiming the Baha')
Faith. Here, for the second time in as many months, they perform in the ancient
city of Mantua, approximately 80 miles from Venice. Both times they received a
warm welcome from the townspeople and the press. Articles in the local newspapers explained the principles of the Faith, described the group's enthusiasm, and
invited them to return again to the city to present their beliefs.
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Left: The Hands of the Cause
RalJmatu'lldh Muhdjir and Adelbert
Muhlschlegel were among the distinguished visitors to the institute. Here Dr.
Muhlschlegel illustrates a point for students during a class. Above: Counsellors
Alfred Osborne (second from left) and
Rowland Estall (second from right) were
also guest instructors at the institute.
Below: One of the excursion trips away
from the school was to the Panama Canal
Locks, where students paused for this
photograph.

Spiritual Assemblies of Cerro Tigre and
Quebrada Nigua to incorporate; to obtain a
list of delegates elected in pre-Convention
meetings; to record five Baha'i prayers recently translated into Guaymi; to report on
tl)e efforts of Assemblies selected to assist
neighboring non-functioning Assemblies,
and to visit as many of them as possible; to
meet with the Regional Teaching Committee; and to arrange transportation for three
couples to attend the institute in Villa Virginia.
Mr. Little submitted the following report on his activities: "All goals were successfully completed, and some exceeded.
This was accomplished in two weeks, not
one month. And all credit belongs to the
Guaymis themselves. These people have
taken the Teachings into their hearts with
such faith that, for example, two new
Local Spiritual Assemblies were elected
despite fierce opposition by an antagonistic evangelical group in one area and by
their own corregidor (mayor or elected
leader) in the other.
"The nine delegates represented eight
different communities and their official
report is practically the model of the right
way to conduct a convention-and they
did it all themselves.
"The one sad part about the trip is that
we brought back the name of one one new
Baha'i. The only excuse we can offer is
that he was almost the only non-Baha'i we
met in two weeks of traveling."

Deepening institute
trains assistants
to Auxiliary Board
A three-month long deepening institute
instigated by Auxiliary Board member
Ruth Pringle and financed by the National
Assembly was recently held in Villa Virginia, Panama, at the Baha'i summer
school there. The institute, which was
unique in terms of purpose, duration, and
diversity of activity, was considered an
experimental project. A primary goal was
to train and inspire Baha'i teachers to become Auxiliary Board assistants capable
of assisting the deepening and development of their own and neighboring communities.
Other goals included improving literacy, study of agriculture and hygiene,
child education, and the development of
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Baha'i family life.
Five families-I5 adults and 6
children-participated in the program
which began in January and ended in
March. Several distinguished instructors
taught classes, among them the Hands of
the Cause Ral)matu'lilih Muhajir and
Adelbert Miihlschlegel, Counsellors Rowland Estall, and Alfred Osborne, and Auxiliary Board members Fred Berest, Ursula
Miihlschlegel and Ruth Pringle.
Adults, representing three distinct culture and language groups, learned how to
better communicate in Spanish, how to
cultivate vegetables according to the conditions in their communities, and how to
teach reading and writing. Two students
were subsequently appointed assistants to
the Auxiliary Board.
Children learned a variety of skills and
to accept and mingle with other children of
various tribes represented at the institute.
On one occasion the oldest boy, who was
8, unaware that he was being observed, led
the younger children in a round ofprayers.
Activities away from the summer school
included visits to the House of Worship, a
tour of Panama City and of the Canals and
intercalary day and Naw-Ruz parties in the
city.

During the 1974 National Convention delegate Si/ipo from the village of Arufa in the
Eastern Highlands cast her vote.
much. Most of the people are unable to
read or write-their factual knowledge of
the Faith is little, but their understanding
seems so great. Most teach the Faith at
every opportunity; local Assemblies are
functioning. The Regional Teaching
Committee recently organized a teaching
project in the adjacent regions, with
follow-up deepening teams, which resulted in 386 new believers. This was in
response to their particular goals for the
Five Year Plan!

Papua New Guinea:

Over 300 enroll
in remote community
A total of 386 new believers recently
embraced the Cause in the Mt. Brown region of Papua New Guinea. Canadian
pioneers Linda and Milton McMahon in a
recent report described teaching opportunities in their chosen goal:
"Linda and I were invited to attend the
opening of the newly constructed [meeting
place] at Aireauka village in the Mt.
Brown area. The building is meant to be a
place for Baha'is to come together and
worship rather than an office or administrative center.
The Mt. Brown area is remote. We
drove as far as a car could go, then waited
two-and-a-half days for a passenger truck
that would take us to the end of the road.
From there we walked for three days up
and down mountains and across six rivers
until we reached Aireauka, where we received a welcome fit for royalty.
Aireauka is one of eight villages which
are nearly all Baha'i. No outside Baha'is

Rhodesia:
have taken the message to these people,
but some of the men who have traveled
outside the area heard of the Faith and
went back and told their people.
"One of the most important things for
people here is education for the children.
They go to great efforts to get their children into one of the few schools. The mission that used to be very strong provides a
school, but when the people became
Baha'is their children were expelled. Yet
they have remained steadfast in the face of
this, and other persecution.
"These people are very poor. The business of making a living requires great eftort, but still they found the time and resources to build a beautiful round [meeting
place] after postcard pictures of the Temples.
The trip to Mt. Brown has taught me

Conference on Plan
held in Mrewa
The first national conference of the Five
Year Plan in Rhodesia was held in late
1974 at the Mudarikwa kraal in Mrewa,
some 50 miles northeast of Salisbury. A
series of talks and slide programs stimulated the friends to win the goals of the
Plan.
At the end of the day's sessions pioneers
from Salisbury were unable to obtain permission from the district commissioner to
spend the night at the kraal and so had to
return to the capital. The program continued, however, under the direction of
Amos Zauyamakando, who addressed a
public meeting attended by nearly 300
people, many of whom asked a number of
questions. The meeting was closed with a
round of Baha'i songs.
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Around the World
Solomon Islands:

Conference inspires
large-scale
enrollments
All Baha'is who felt able to contribute
two uninterrupted months to teach the

Faith in the Solomon Islands were called
together to a "Hero's Conference" March
13-15 by the National Spiritual Assembly.
More than 50 people attended, and nearly
30 offered to teach throughout the islands
in the subsequent two months.
The meeting was opened with a unity
feast and for two days talks on such subjects as living the Baha'i life, the obligation to teach the Faith, and the Five Year

Plan were presented.
The National Assembly reports that
news of teaching activities began to be
collected shortly after the conference.
New areas were opened to the Faith and
hundreds of people were enrolled. Two
friends, who could neither read nor write,
were said to have established the Faith in
nine new districts helping to elect local
Assemblies in each one before moving on.

United States:

Teaching program
launched
in nation's capital

VoLullteers who planned circuit teaching trips to Last two months. Thirdfrom the Left on
the first row, seated, is Auxiliary Board member Gertrude BLum.

.....
-

"

A. Fassey from Auki teaches a class on the life of BaM' u' LLdh.
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More than 100 believers who attended
the launching of the teaching program for
Washington, D.C. were urged' by the
Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly to demonstrate the triumph of
Baha'i attitudes, through the loving and
united existence of all races and people
under the shadow of the protective law of
Baha'u'llah.
The launching ceremony on March 2,
the first day of the Fast, was held in the
house once owned by Agnes Parsons, a
pioneer Baha'i worker in the cause of racial unity. Mrs. Parsons, at the behest of
'Abdu'l-Baha, organized the first Race
Unity Conference in Washington, in 1921.
The friends gathered in the same room in
which 'Abdu'l-Baha met with the Baha'is
during His visit to America.
Representing the National Assembly at
the ceremony were its Chairman, Firuz
Kazemzadeh, and its Vice-Chairman,
Daniel Jordan. The Continental Board of
Counsellors was represented by Counsellor Sarah Pereira, who lives in Washington. Auxiliary Board member Albert
James, whose territory includes the city,
was also present.
Dr. Kazemzadeh said the city was chosen for special attention during the Five
Year Plan because of its importance as one
of the major world capitals, and because of
its importance in Baha'i history.
Some of 'Abdu'l-Baha's greatest pronouncements during His visit here were
made in the capital-particularly pronouncements on the subject of race unity,
Dr. Kazemzadeh said.
"It was in Washington, D.C. that
'Abdu'l-Baha began to teach the American
Baha'i community about the meaning of

the unity of mankind-the unity of the
races," he said. "Mrs. Parsons became the
instrument for the furtherance of the
Baha', principle of the unity of mankind."
Only after the Master had departed from
America, and two subsequent world wars
had ravaged the world, did the racial composition of the nation's capital change
dramatically, Dr. Kazemzadeh observed.
"It became a city which presents to the
country today a very serious problem in the
mutual existence in brotherhood and
friendship of the two major races inhabiting the United States," he said.
"Isn't it interesting," he asked, "that
'Abdu'l-Baha should have chosen this city
before problems arose, to teach the Baha',
community of the meaning of the unity of
mankind?"
"Indeed, the Baha', community of
Washington is called upon to demonstrate
the triumph of Baha', attitudes through the
loving and united existence of all races and
people under the shadow of the protective
law of Baha'u'llah.
Among the goals given to Washington
in its special plan are these:
• to take steps to establish a full-time secretariat for the Spiritual Assembly to increase its executive ability;
• to send at least 9 pioneers to foreign
posts during the remainder of the Plan;
• to publish a regular newsletter;
• to develop regular, graded classes for
Baha', and non-Baha'I children;
• to triple the number of believers in
Washington;
• to increase the use of radio and television for Baha', broadcasts aimed at proclamation of the Faith to greater numbers of
people;
• to use the press more widely, and to
publicize events in neighborhood, minority, college, and foreign-language newspapers in the city.

The consultation focused on ways to realize that they are all flowing into one
expand the teaching work in Indian areas ocean.
"In the same way," Dr. Kazemzadeh
and to win the goal of the Five Year Plan
calling for the election of 25 Spiritual As- continued, "we are now leaving that age of
separation and entering the age of
semblies on Indian reservations.
The conference prepared a series of re- unity .... Our task as Baha'is is to spread
commendations on Indian teaching for the out across this country and be the shock
National Assembly and the National troops working in this front-line area of
Teaching Committee. The group met establishing unity. In your work with the
briefly with the National Spiritual Assem- North American Indians, a way must be
found to convey the teachings of
bly on Sunday, March 30.
Their recommendations will be studied
closely by the National Assembly in future
meetings, the Secretary of the National
Assembly said.
In opening the conference, Firuz
Kazemzadeh, Chairman of the National
Assembly, described how mankind had at
first lived in isolation, showing hostility to
strangers. "Then in the nineteenth century, Baha'u'llah came, saying that separation and division were to end," he said.
"He told us to live like members of one
family.
"Unfortunately, we must look at what
mankind has done to itself. Look at what
people have done to one another all
through history. We are all so different,
yet, if you could go into the mountains and Ben Kahn, John Cook and Wayne Steffes
see all the different streams, you would follow the discussion intently.

Conference held
on Indian teaching
A special conference on Indian teaching
was conducted by the National Teaching
Committee at the House of Worship in
Wilmette between March 28-30.
Participants included Baha',s from the
Ute, Choctaw, Navajo, Sioux, and
Oneida, tribes, members of the American
Indian Committee, members of the
Navajo-Hopi Indian Committee, and Auxiliary Board member Nancy Phillips.

Discussing ways to reach Indians, both on Indian reservations and in urban settlements,
filled most of the time for delegates and committee members, shown here at the recent
symposium on Indian leaching, sponsored at the House of Worship by the National
Teaching Committee.
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Around the World
Gunnar Sveindal Jr., of Moss, Norway,
and Heriberto Moncada, of Siquatepeque,
Honduras, and now returning to the capital
city of Tegucigalpa.
According to Janet Rubenstein, secretary of the International Goals Committee,
this fortunate occurrence has filled two
goals otherwise difficult to win, due to
increasing restrictions on working pennits
for foreigners in overseas countries.
Comments of those attending, as the
Institute drew to a close, indicated the importance of the carefully-planned agenda.
One pioneer who had had to leave a post
but is now returning to the pioneering field
said the meetings were so valuable that,
had they been held before his first pioneering venture, he might not have had to leave
his post. Another pioneer said:
"I know when I am in my new country
and
faced with difficulties that I can't preMany children were in the group of pioneers (shown above) attending the Pioneer
dict, hearing this week-end stories of the
Training Institute the weekend ofApril 4 at the House of Worship, Wilmette.
earlier pioneers, like Ella Bailey, will help
me to stay at my post."
Still another exultant Baha'i, emerging
from a particularly long session, said: "All
Baha'u'llah so that they know that this Indians.
the little points that are being covered here,
religion belongs to them and that their own
During the last session Sunday morn- like the question of whether to stand or sit
future in it has been predicted.
ing, the National Spiritual Assembly at a public meeting where you are the
A general over-view of Indian teaching joined the symposium and listened quietly speaker, is helping us to think about the
in this country was given by Mrs. Phillips, as recommendations were made. At the customs of our goal countries and to try to
who shared stories of the difficulties faced closing of the session participants affinned find out what is appropriate behavior
by the first believers involved in Indian their agreement with the suggestion ofNa- there. "
teaching.
tional Spiritual Assembly member FrankGunnar Sveindal, who came to this
"The Hand of the Cause Amelia Collins lin Kahn, that we teach Indians, as well as country to study chiropractic, always inand Ethel Murray are among those who all people, by "sharing our love and being tended to return home with a service he felt
have set us an example to follow," she Baha'i. "
was needed in Norway. In Davenport,
Iowa, he roomed with a Baha'i who invited
said. "Their work was historic, helping to
bring into being the first all-Indian Local
him last summer to go on a eight-thousand
SpiritUal Assembly and, in the case of
mile teaching trip with him and meet the
Mrs. Murray, living on a reservation and
Baha'is of America.
serving in every way she could the needs of
"I could never tell you what that trip
the Indians around her."
In spite of a sudden blizzard which meant to me," said Mr. Sveindal, when
A tape recording of a talk given by the brought Chicago traffic to a halt and closed interviewed between sessions of the instiHand of the Cause Dorothy Baker, made at O'Hare airport for twenty-four hours, tute. "We stayed in many different places,
Riqvan, 1953, was played for the sym- forty-two prospective pioneers arrived at met Baha'is of all different races, and I
posium. In the recording Mrs. Baker refers the appointed time to attend a Pioneer learned something of what oneness means.
to the great emphasis the Guardian, Training Institute at the House of Worship There is something the same in all Baha'is,
Shoghi Effendi, placed upon teaching in Wilmette, beginning Thursday evening, the same spirit. When we came to the
American Indians, and urged the believers April 3, and concluding Sunday after- House of Worship at the end of the trip, I
to become involved more directly with In- noon, April 6. The Hand of the Cause knew I had to be a Baha'i!"
What Mr. Sveindal did not know was
dians and attract them to the Faith of Dhikru'llah Khadem, National Assembly
members Daniel Jordan and Charlotte Lin- that the International Goals Committee
Baha'u'llah.
"At the age of 11 years, it was my foot, together with members of the Na- was searching for a pioneer who could
privilege to recognize Baha'u'lIah," said tional Center staff and Baha'is from the support himself in Norway. When news
Benjamin Kahn, the chairman of the Wilmette area, served as teachers at the came to the Committee that Mr. Sveindal
had completed his studies and was preparNavajo-Hopi Teaching Committee. He institute.
Among those attending were two citi- ing to go back, he was invited to the instithen described what stimulated him to accept the teachings for this New Day and his zens of foreign countries who are now tute.
The youngest of four children, Mr.
hope for the knowledge of this to reach all returning to their native lands as pioneers:

Pioneer institute held
during snowstorm
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Sveindal looks forward to discussing the
Faith with his parents, brothers and sisters,
as well as becoming acquainted with the
Baha'is of Norway. "I look forward especially to meeting Amelia Bowman in
S tavanger," he added, referring to a
pioneer who has been at her European post
since early in the second Seven Year Plan.
For Heriberto Moncada, concern about
general conditions within his own country,
Honduras, led him to do volunteer work
for several years for the Red Cross before
coming to America. In Chicago, through a
friend, he learned of a beautiful building
on the North shore and went to see it for
himself.
"From that day, when I walked through
the House of Worship," he recalls, "I
began studying the Writings. I knew this
was true. For eleven months, I attended the
Sunday services. One day the speaker told
about having been to Central America. Afterwards, she spoke with me and asked if I
were a Baha'I. When I said no one had
invited me, she did so and that day I enrolled."
Now, all the experiences in Mr.
Moncada's life in Honduras before coming
to America have a new meaning.
"There are many people I want to see
again and tell about this beautiful Faith,"
he said. "My people have suffered a great
deal and I want them to be happy, as I have
been made happy by the coming of
Baha'u'lhih. "
With almost one year of the Five Year
Plan completed, this institute demonstrated the vitality of the American community in responding to fill the goals set it
by The Universal House of Justice and
described to them by many statements of
their own National Spiritual Assembly.
Many left saying, "I wouldn't have missed
it!" One pioneer telephoned from the airport, the day after the institute, to report as
he left the country that his sister and
brother-in-law had entered the Faith the
previous evening. "I was so happy about
the institute and I told them all about it.
Now they are Baha'is!"
Those leaving for their posts include:
Reuben and Bea Busby, Violet Clark,
Dale and Nahid Eng, Ronald and Giel
Goldman, Francis and Norma Jordan,
Emily Kramer, John and Patricia Lang,
Michael and Kay Maloney, Dale and
Jeanne Morrow, Terry and Liz McAtee,
Mary Jane Nelson, Robert and Gwen
Palmer, Marilyn Smith, Gunnar Sveindal,
Jr., Donald Thompson, Daniel and Pam

.......

Youth project volunteers enjoy afternoon tea with the National Spiritual Assembly.
Shown here, from left to right are Cynthia Barnes, ofSan Francisco, National Assembly
members Magdalene Carney and Dorothy Nelson, and Mary Ellen Pastor of South
Hadley, Massachusetts.

Wegener, Joseph and Heather Wissler,
Clark and Betty Cooper, Lori Reida Doss,
Penny Walker, Beth Dickey Maglothin,
Gary and Elaine Hogenson, James and
Christine Wonders, Jean Harris, Steve and
Sherman Waite, Heriberto Moncada, and
Susan Isaacs.

Youth project held
at national center

tee, the sponsor of the program.
The youth received a special guided tour
of the House of Worship. They attended a
Naw-Ruz party in Wilmette, and participated in firesides and other teaching
events.

Baha'I musicians
to meet in Utah

A meeting of Baha'i musicians will be
Twelve Baha'i youth participated in the held in Salt Lake City, Utah, June 8-15.
second work/study project in recent
The meeti~g, sponsored by the Utah
months at the National Baha'i Center in District Teaching Committee, will give
Wilmette, Illinois, March 24-April 14.
Baha'i musicians an opportunity to beThe volunteers, from as far away as come acquainted with one another, and to
Massachusetts and California, and from as exchange information and resources.
This conference of musicians will end
near as Chicago, spent part of their time
working in the offices at the National with two public concerts in Salt Lake City.
Center, and part studying Baha'i adminis- The local Assembly has scheduled a musical proclamation in the downtown area on
tration.
The Hand of the Cause Dhikr'ullah the evening ofJune 13. On June 14, SaturKhadem spent an afternoon with the volun- day, the Baha'i Club at the University of
teers. His presentation centered on the sig- Utah will sponsor a proclamation concert
nificance of Baha'u'lIah's Tablet of Car- on campus.
During the week seminars and workmel and the formation of The Universal
shops on music and related subjects will be
House of Justice.
Among the classroom instructors were conducted. Each attending musician will
the Secretary and Assistant Secretary of have an opportunity to perform at a local
the National Assembly, Glenford Mitchell fireside or teaching event in the area.
and Charlotte Linfoot, and Gary Worth,
chairman of the National Youth Commit-
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The first rays of morning light peneThe dedication
trated the majestic, lacy dome and poured
down through the vast spaces of the auditorium,
creating a scene of unsurpassed
of the first
beauty. Everything was in readiness. The
/ thefiftyworkmen,
years of toil were ended. Gone were
h · 'I -Ad__hkar
M a~nqu
the scaffolding and concrete
forms, the ladders, hammers, and other
o f th e We 5 t
tools that had given birth to a brilliant
architectural gem. Outside, rows of newly

By Bruce Whitmore

planted Chinese Junipers, lining the just
completed walkways and gardens, swayed
gently in the breeze.
The midpoint in the second of three
Holy Years (1944, 1953, and 1%3) had
passed and the first Baha'i House of Worship of the West was about to be dedicated.
For months Shoghi Effendi had been preparing the Baha'is for this Holy Year-the
Centenary Celebration of the commencement of Baha'u'llah's Prophetic
Mission-about which he had written:
The beginning ofthe year Nine occurred
about two months after His imprisonment in that dungeon. We do not know
the exact time He received this first intimation . . . . We therefore regard the
entire year Nine as a Holy Year . . . .
This means our Centenary Year of
Celebration will be from October, 1952
to October, 1953.'
This unique event, the centenary of
which is to be befittingly celebrated, ...
throughout the Baha'i world, is none
other than the" Year Nine" , anticipated
2,000 years ago as the 'third woe' by St.
lohn the Divine ... specifically mentioned and extolled by the Herald of the
Baha'i Dispensation in His Writings,
and eulogized by both the Founder of
our Faith and the Center of His Covenant. ... In that year, while the Blessed
Beauty lay in chains and fetters, in that
dark and pestilential Pit, 'the breezes of
the All-Glorious', as He Himself described it, 'were wafted' over Him.
There, whilst His neck was weighted
down by the Qara-Guhar, His feet in
stocks, breathing the fetid air of the
Siyah-Chal, He dreamed His dream and
heard 'on every side' , 'exalted words' ,
and His 'tongue recited' words that 'no
man could bear to hear' .2
The months preceding the start of the

centenary year were marked by renewed
activity amongst the Covenant-breakers in
the Holy Land; activity which resulted in
absolute defeat of their painstaking efforts, and which demonstrated once again,
at the opening hour of this hundredth year,
the unchallengeable power of God's Covenant.
From the moment of the Blessed
Beauty's Ascension, the Mansion and
Shrine at Bahji had been in the possession
of 'Abdu'l-Baha's half-brother, MifZli
Mu~ammad-'Ali, even though Baha'u'llah's will gave the greater share of ownership to the Master. Most of the members
of Baha'u'llah's family, filled with
jealousy, animosity and an unquenchable
desire for power,
had joined
Mu~ammad-'Ali in opposing the Master.
Isolated in 'Akka with His sister, His
wife, His four daughters, and an old
uncle, He was even prevented from entering the Shrine of His Father. There
were times when He stood on the plain,
and performed the devotionals of visitation from a distance. Mirza Mu~am
mad-' Ali and his associates . . .
thronged the upper veranda of the Mansion and hurled insults at 'Abdu'l-Baha
and those faithful to Him whenever they
came to pray at the spot where the
human temple of Baha'u'llah had been
laid to rest. 3

Amatu'I-BaM Rul}iyyih KMnum represented the Guardian at the dedication ceremony and presented his message to the
historic gathering.

Twelve Hands of the Cause of God attended the dedication ceremony, including
five from the cradle of the Faith. Among
them was the Hand of the Cause
Tara?u'lltih Samandari, who had been in
the presence of Bahti' u' lltih as a young
man.

create mischief by unjustly accusing
Shoghi Effendi of denying them their
rights. For nearly six months they pursued
every legal recourse in an attempt to discredit the Guardian. The International
Baha'i Council, established by the Guardian in January 1951 as the forerunner of
The Universal House of Justice, later
summarized the tense series of events:
It would be no exaggeration to say that

the entire course of the case was providential; and indeed all those here had the
feeling that from beginning to end, it
was pursuing a plan which no one could
check or interfere with. Over and over
again, when it seemed that the case
would be dropped or settled out of Court
or brought before the Judge and speedily dismissed, or the demolition Stay
removed pending a hearing, or that the
ruins would be torn down because the

The Covenant-breakers lived in the
Mansion for forty years, until the Guardian in 1932, troubled greatly by the vast
disrepair of the buildings, convinced
M u~ammad-' Ali to vacate the Mansion
and allow the Baha'is to restore it. When
the work was completed, the Guardian invited the British District Commissioner to
visit the Mansion. As a result of this visit
the building was designated a Baha'i Holy
Place, and the Guardian was named its
custodian, thus preventing the Covenantbreakers from re-establishing residency.
During the next several years, other
buildings, including a ruined blacksmith's
shop and an old stable, were removed and
the area beautified. In December 1951 the
Guardian directed that a small, dilapidated, one-story building be demolished to
enhance the beauty ofthe sacred surroundings. The Covenant-breakers, owning One view of the completely filled auditorium.
one-sixth of this building, chose again to
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Crowds stream from the House of Worship. The public dedication ceremony was
held three times on May 2. 1953. during
which the auditorium was filled to capacity. Hundreds of people had to be
turned away.
proper Civil authority had issued a demolition order, at the last moment, everything would go awry and the case
would continue, growing and growing
in importance, and going to ever higher
official levels until it reached the Prime
Minister himself. In fact, it gathered
itself up like a big summer thunder
cloud, and when it burst, crashed with
full force on the heads ofthose who have
disputed Bahli'u'lilih's instructions, the
Successorship of His beloved Son, the
Wiil and Testament, and the Guardianship, for sixty years. 4
Seven days after the case was settled, all
traces of the building were gone. It was
replaced by a beautiful garden with marble
vases and ornamental eagles, cypress trees
and flowers, lamp posts and pebbled
walks. The garden's gate, forming the new
entryway to the Holy Court and the Shrine
of Baha'u'lhih, seemed to symbolize the
Faith's victory over a hundred years of
oppression, and its entrance into a new
stage of development.
Early in 1952 Shoghi Effendi had announced that four intercontinental teach-
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The dedication stimulated an unprecedented interest in the Faith among the media. Here
television cameras focus on a small group of believers entering the House of Worship.
Among them are the Hand of the Cause Dorothy Baker and National Assembly member
Matthew Bullock.
ing conferences-the first ever held-would be staged on the continents of
Africa, America, Europe. and Asia during
the Holy Year to inaugurate the "long anticipated intercontinental stage in administrative evolution Faith ... "5 The second of
these, involving all republics of North and
South America, was scheduled to coincide
with the Temple dedication.
On the opening day of the week-long
American Jubilee Celebration, April
29,1953, a special bond between East and
West which had developed for many years
through a unique relationship between the
Mother Temple and the Shrine of the Bab,
was further strengthened. The Guardian
cabled participants in that celebration that
the final phase of construction had been
initiated that very day by the erection ofthe
scaffolding for tiling the dome. The first
44 of the 12,000 gilded tiles that would be
used to cover the dome had been placed in
permanent position. During a moving
ceremony, the cablegram said, he had reverently placed a "fragment plaster ceiling
Bab's prison cell castle Mah-Ku beneath
gilded tiles . . ." 6
That bond had been formed as early as

1909, when the election of the first Bahli'i
Temple Unity Executive Board providentially coincided with the Master's laying of
the precious remains of the Bab in His
Shrine. It had been strengthened during
the 1944 Holy Year when the Guardian
announced to the Centennial Convention,
gathered to celebrate the conclusion of the
first Baha'i century and the completion of
the Temple's exterior ornamentation, that
the Bab's sepulcher would be finally completed through the erection of an arcade
and superstructure of great beauty. 7
Although the time for the dedication
ceremonies in Wilmette had been chosen
far in advance, the Guardian had not initially intended that the work on theShrine
of the Bab should have progressed as far as
it had; but, in August 1951, he had cabled
that the deteriorating international situation at that time impelled him to immediately contract for the cutting of the
stone for the octagon and dome sections. 8
The Jubilee week, the pinnacle of the
year-long festivities, included not only the
teaching conference and dedication ceremonies, but also the Forty-Fifth National

A further demonstration of the interesting relationship between the Shrine of the Bab and the Mother Temple of the West
can be seen in these two photographs of architectural drawings
made by the Hand of the Cause William Sutherland Maxwell.
Mr. Maxwell submitted the drawing on the left to the

Convention. The Convention, held at
Chicago's Medinah Temple, occupied the
first two-and-one-half days of the proceedings. On the afternoon of the third day the
believers traveled to the Temple site for a
private dedication and simple service
commemorating the Master's visit in 1912
and His laying of the cornerstone.
Later that evening the Baha'is as well as
several hundred residents of Chicago's
northern suburbs gathered at a nearby high
school auditorium to hear of the history,
architecture, and purpose of the Temple.
This was one of four public meetings held
during the week at which lectures were
delivered not only by well-known Baha'is,
but by noted non-Baha'is as well, including Paul Hutchinson, editor of the
Christian Century, an influential Protestant periodical, and Norman Cousins,
editor of The Saturday Review, America's
oldest literary magazine.
The public dedication was held the following afternoon, May 2. The sky was
overcast though it was hardly noticed by
the great number of people who stood
waiting, filling the Temple steps and en-

competition for Temple designs held in New York City in
1919. The design on the right is for the completion of the
Shrine of the Bab. The Guardian notified the Baha'i world of
the completion of this enterprise in October 1953.

trance walkway as well as the sidewalk
beyond. The morning had witnessed great
activity in the auditorium as the Northwestern A Cappella Choir and the readers
had endured a lengthy rehearsal so that
cameras and recording equipment could
capture perfectly this historic event.
As the doors were opened and people
quietly filed in, reporters made their way
to the gallery where they stood on wooder
chairs to peer over the edge at the crowd
below. Microphones were placed in front
of the lectern while beside it stood huge
bouquets of red roses. In the front rows sat
twelve of the Hands of the Cause of God:
'Amatu'l-Baha Ru\:liyyih Khanum,
Shu'a'u'llah 'Ala'i, Dorothy Baker, Musa
Banani, Amelia Collins, 'Ali Akbar
Furutan, Horace Holley, Dhikru'llah
Khadem, Tara~u'llah Samandari, Siegfried Schopflocher, Corinne True, and
Valiyullah Varqa.
Others were present who would later be
appointed to serve as Hands of the Cause.
One was Paul Haney, then Chairman of
the National Assembly of the United
States; another, William Sears, who wrote
a moving account of that days's events:

Across the aisle could be seen the
glowing and triumphant faces of those
apostles of Baha'u'llah who had stood
upon this same plot of ground with
'Abdu'l-Baha on that cold, windy May
day forty-one years ago. They had
watched their beloved Master dedicate
this spot, then an empty, open field, to
the welfare of all humanity. The real
Temple, He had told them, was the
Word of God; foTto it all humanity must
tum. Then He looked up, smiled, and
assured them that "in the unseen world,
the Temple is already built . . . .
Every moment inside that dome of
exquisite beauty and majesty, on the
day of its dedication, was enriched by
memories of the love and sacrifice that
had raised this precious jewel of
God . . . .
From a lofty gallery, the unseen choir
filled the Temple with ... music and
words . . . .
The music soared up to the dome of
the Temple and departed. Then were
heard the first spoken words, delivered
by Ru\:liyyih Khanum, the representative of the Guardian of the Baha'i Faith.
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"On behalf of the Guardian of the
Faith of Baha'u'lhih, I have the great
honor of dedicating this first
Mashriqu'l-Adhkiir of the Western
World to public worship ....
I greet and welcome you on behalf of
the Guardian of our Faith within these
walls, and invite you to share with us the
words recorded in the Sacred Scriptures
which we believe to be the repositories
of the eternal and fundamental truths
revealed by God in various ages, for the
guidance and salvation of all mankind."
As the address of Dedication ended, a
quiet settled over the assembled throng.
Through the doorway to the East could
be seen the blue waters of Lake
Michigan rushing toward the Temple in
great white waves, bowing and prostrating themselves upon the sand. Through
the doors to the South were visible the
throngs of people streaming toward the
Temple. The clouds, which had
threatened to shut out the sun, parted
and down through the glass dome came The jubilee week included not only the Int~rnational,!eaching ,":onference and the
the flooding sunlight as the
first of the dedication ceremonies. but also the 45th NatIOnal Baha I ConventIOn. The Conference
Holy Books was opened. 9
The service was conducted three times,
each filling the auditorium to its 1200
capacity. Many hundreds more had to be
turned away. Although it is not possible to
obtain an accurate count of the general
public who attended, particularly since
many Baha'is came who were not registered at the Medinah Temple, a reasonable
estimate places the non-Baha'i attendance
at slightly more than 2000 people.
Messages of greeting poured in, including many from prominent public leaders:

groupings the world around. It can be
made a powerful moral force in the practical affairs of the world if there is a
dedication to the cause-the kind of dedication that went into the long and difficult task of constructing the Baha'i
House of Worship in Wilmette . 1o
(signed) Justice William O. Douglas
Supreme Court of the United States
On occasion of dedication of Baha'i
House of Worship I wish to convey to
you sincere greetings and congratulations of State ofIsrael. Israel people and
government, harboring in their country
the Baha'i spiritual Center, have always
cherished cordial, friendly relations
with Guardian of that Center and all
Baha'is. Ideals of peace and brotherliness underlying Baha'i Faith are dear
and sacred to Israel, ancient and revived
alike. Wish you every success. l l
(signed) Abba Eban
Ambassador of Israel
in the United States

The Baha'i House of Worship ... is a
structure of great beauty, as millions
who had seen it know. But perhaps not
so many realize its symbolic significance. It teaches the essential unity of
mankind under one God, irrespective of
the various sects and creeds that give
expression to the various faiths. There is
a basic wholeness among people the
world around. There are spiritual ties
that unite them in the brotherhood of
man .... The important thing is recogSupreme Court Justice Thurgood Marnition of the essential unity of mankind
under one God. That is a force which shall, then director and counsel of the
cuts across politics, trade routes, racial NAACP Legal Defense and Education
16 Baha'i News/April1975

Fund, praised the Baha'is for offering
"full religious fellowship to all without
distinctions based upon race and color",
while Mr. Roy Wilkins, administrator for
the NAACP, wrote that "Our poor world
is in great need of the deep faith and sincere and unostentatious practices of the
Baha'is." 12
Clergymen and educators also sent moving messages and Ruth Bryan Rhode,
former United States Ambassador to
Denmark, wrote, "I join in spirit with the
Assembly whose aspiration is the unification of mankind. May the beauty of the
edifice and its symbolism carry inspiration
in wider and wider circles around our troubled earth.' 13
The Faith gained significant prestige
through unprecedented interest shown by
the media. Five-hundred-seventy-five
newspapers in 397 cities carried articles on
the dedication and Centenary celebration,
including the Washington Post, Seattle
Times, Boston Advertiser, Cincinnati
Enquirer, Minneapolis Star, Los Angeles
Times and the Detroit News.
Universal International covered the dedication in its Universal Newsreel, re-

artist in Baghdad when He was in His late
thirties or early forties.
There were many other events during
the remaining days of the conference
which made lasting impressions on the
Baha'is-such as the unveiling of the design for the future House of Worship to be
built on Mount Carmel, the pledges of 150
believers to forsake their homes to
pioneer, and the unprecedented joint meeting of the National Spiritual Assemblies of
the United States, Canada, Central
America, and South America at which
plans for cooperation during the Ten Year
Crusade were developed.
One of the greatest hours in the history of
the Temple and the Faith had passed, but
the events and the significance of that hour
will be extolled for years to come.

marked the launching ofthe Ten Year Global Crusade as well. It was held in the Medinah
Temple in Chicago.

leased through film exchanges in 31 cities weighty pronouncement recorded in the
and 38 foreign countries. A series of I3 Most Holy Book, and in direct conseradio programs were broadcast in many quence of the revelation of the Tablets of
cities and were also beamed by World the Divine Plan, to playa preponderating
Wide Broadcasting Corporation to role in the systematic propagation of the
Europe, the Near East and Latin America. Faith, in the course of the coming decade,
A film-short was broadcast on 50 televi- which will, God willing, culminate in the
sion stations while three major railroads spiritual conquest of the entire planet. "16
That afternoon the more than 2300
serving Chicago-the Rock Island, the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul and the Baha'is from 33 countries traveled for the
Santa Fe-distributed booklets to all pas- third time to the Temple to view a sacred
sengers throughout the centenary which gift sent by the Guardian. It was again cold
pictured the Temple on the cover and car- and windy and people huddled together on
ried a major article about it inside.
the steps for wannth. As each person entered through the glass doors, RuJ:tiyyih
The day after the dedication, May 3, Khcinum annointed their hands with fragmarked the beginning of "the most distin- rant rose oil, as 'Abdu'l-Baha had done in
guished of the four Intercontinental Teach- 1912.
ing Conferences" ,14 the "most momentAt the opposite side of the auditorium
ous gathering held since the close of the the friends slowly and quietly passed by
Heroic Age of the Faith." .15
two tables. On the first rested a portrait of
In referring to communities of the the Bab, a gift from the Guardian to the
Western Hemisphere, and in particular to House of Worship in 1944. On the second
the United States community, the Guar- was a colored photographically reprodian declared: "Standing on the threshhold duced portrait of Bahci'u'llah when He was
of a ten-year long, world-embracing a young man. The original portrait, a likespiritual crusade these Communities are ness of which had never before left the
now being called upon by virtue of the Holy Land, was painted by a Christian

I. Shoghi Effendi, as quoted in "The Year Nine",
Balui'i News, 00. 252, February 1952, p. 2.
2. Shoghi Effendi, as quoted in "The Last and Irretrievable Chance of Setting the Seal of Triumph Upon
a Momentous Undertaking" ,BaJui' i News, 00. 252,
February 1952, Insert.
3. H.M. Balyuzi, 'Abdu'I-BaJui: The Centre of the
Covenant of Bahti'u'Utih (London: George Ronald,
1971), p. 58.
4. The International Bahii'i Council, as quoted in
"Progress at the World Center", BaJui'i News, 00.
258, August 1952, p. 4.
5. Shoghi Effendi, as quoted in "The Guardian's
Momentous Announcement of the Jubilee Centenary", Bahti'iNews, no. 251 ,January 1952, Insert.
6. Shoghi Effendi, as quoted in "Final Phase of
Construction of the Biib's Sepulchre", Jubilee
Celebration (Wilmette: National Spiritual Assembly
of the Bahii'is of the United States, 1953), p. 8.
7. Shoghi Effendi, BaJui'i News, no. 169, July
1944, p. 3.
8. Shoghi Effendi, as quoted in "Invite Valiant CoSharers in Holy Enterprise Join Me in Prayers",
BaJui'i News, 00. 248, October 1951, p. I.
9. William B. Sears, "The Public Dedication of the
Bahii'i House of Worship", The BaJui'i World, vol.
XII, 1950-1954 (Wilmette: Bahii'i Publishing Trust,
1956), pp. 155-56.
10. WilliamO. Douglas,Jubilee Celebration , p. 12.
II. Abba Eban, Jubilee Celebration, p. 12.
12. Thurgood Marshall and Roy Wilkins, Jubilee
Celebration, p. 13.
13. Ruth Bryan Rhode, Jubilee Celebration, p. 12.
14. Shoghi Effendi, Jubilee Celebration, p. 25.
15. Shoghi Effendi, Jubilee Celebration, p. 25.
16. Shoghi Effendi, Jubilee Celebration, p. 27.
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The Hand of the Cause RulJiyyih
Khlinum visits with President V. V. Giri,
of India, in the presidential offices in New
Delhi, on June 14, 1974. Amatu'I-Bahli
was in New Delhi to represent The
Universal House ofJustice at the National
Bahli'i Convention.

India
PartII
An historical
overview of the
progress of the Faith
from the time of
the
to the
present day

Boo

by William Garlington

In Part I of this article, published in the
March 1975 edition of Baha'i News, Mr.
Garlington sketched the early history of
the Faith in India beginning in the time of
the Bab with the Persian pioneers to the
subcontinent. He tells ofthe travels ofsuch
distinguished teachers as Jamal Effendi,
Siyyid Mu~!afa Rumi, Lua Getsinger, and
Martha Root, of the birth of the National
Spiritual Assembly of India and Burma in
1923, and of the teaching plans carried
out under the guidance of the Guardian in
subsequent years.
Part 1/ begins in 1938 with the launching of the Six Year Plan, outlines the process which led to the tremendous upsurge
of enrollments in the sixties, and concludes with the present day.

tours in coordination with various reform
movements such as the Arya Samaj, the
Brahmo Samaj, and the Theosophical Society. In the past there had been very little
contact with sections of society outside the
intellectual circles. The new Plan attempted to change these policies. No longer
were only the large cities visited, efforts
were also made to hold meetings independent of other groups in smaller cities and
towns. More importantly, the emphasis
was shifted from teaching tours to having
Baha'is establish residence throughout the
country. Individual Baha'is now left their
homes and moved to areas where they
could address a larger segment of the
population. Hence, a conscious effort was
made to introduce the movement into new
localities and to direct its teaching acWhen Shoghi Effendi initiated the tivities towards different social strata.
Seven Year Plan in the United States in
Once under way the new Plan produced
1937, the Indian community, meeting in immediate results. By 1941 three new
convention in Karachi, suggested to the local Assemblies had been formed: one in
National Spiritual Assembly that a similar Hyderabad, one in Kotah, and one in Banproject be started in India and Burma. The galore. Shoghi Effendi, as was his custom,
National Spiritual Assembly resolved to wired the Indian community congratulatundertake a Six Year Plan which would ing them on their achievements and urging
commence in 1938. However, it was not them to continue their effortsY The next
until 1940 that any real action was taken, year saw three more local Assemblies esand this was largely due to lack offunds. It tablished and Baha'i groups were formed
'was the Guardian who finally set the pro- in Secunderabad, Belgaum, and Ujjain.
ject in motion by earmarking money for Thus, by the time of the fourteenth annual
the creation of a special teaching fund to Baha'i Convention held in Poona in 1943,
help finance the plan. He encouraged the eight new Assemblies had been formed.
Indian and Burmese friends to contribute The rigorous teaching efforts of the Indian
Baha'is continued during the final year of
generously to this Fund also. 30
The Six Year Plan contained several dis- the Plan so that by the conclusion of the
tinguishing characteristics which were not Plan in 1944 sixteen new assemblies had
found in previous teaching plans. As we been established in the subcontinent. 32
The achievements of the Six Year Plan
have seen, until this time, most of the
teaching activities had involved lecture encouraged the Indian Baha'i community

to launch another teaching campaign in
April of 1946. A month before the new
Plan's inception Shoghi Effendi, writing
to the National Spiritual Assembly ofIndia
from Haifa, remarked,
The believers in India have set an inspiring example to their fellow believers
throughqut the East, and even to the
great mass of their co-religionists in
Baha'u'lhih's native land, and have
abundantly demonstrated to them all,
what organized activity, boldly conceived and soundly and energetically
conducted can achieve when directed
and animated by the enobling influences
and the generative spirit of the Faith of
Baha'u'lliih. 33
Although marred by the disruptive
events brought upon the subcontinent by
the partition of Pakistan and India in July
of 1947, the Four Year Plan met with
much the same success as had the previous
Six Year Plan. By April of 1947 another
eight Local Spiritual Assemblies had been
founded and the same number of groups
had been established. In addition, each
summer, Baha'i schools for both adults
and children were organized. Due to these
encouraging figures, the National
Spiritual Assembly of India and Burma
received nearly 600 pounds sterling from
National Spiritual Assemblies throughout
the Baha'i world to finance yet another
teaching project. Thus, in the year 1950
Indian embarked on its third successive
teaching plan.
One of the major accomplishments of
India's third teaching project occurred in
the area of translation and publications.
TIle language problem had always been a
major roadblock for Baha'i teachers in

India. At this time, the majority of Balui'i
teachers in the country came from Persian
backgrounds or, in the case of overseas
teachers, from English-speaking backgrounds, which prevented their direct contact with the masses of Indians who were
neither literate nor conversant in either of
these two languages. During the third plan
a determined effort was made to bridge the
communication gap by translating publications into as many as fifteen different languages. As a result, over 40,000 books and
pamphlets were sold and distributed. 34
Also, between the years 1951 and 1953
eight new local Assemblies were established. Thus, by the end of 1953 there
were approximately 700 Baha'IS in India.
In October of 1953 the fourth and final
Intercontinental Teaching Conference,
'which had been designed to inaugurate the
Ten Year Crusade, was convened in New
Delhi. The National Spiritual Assembly of
India, Pakistan, and Burma 35 hosted the
gathering. Other participating National
Spiritual Assemblies included the United
States, Canada, Central and South
America, Persia, Iraq, and Australia and
New Zealand. Mason Remey, the
Guardian's representative at the conference, delivered Shoghi Effendi's message
which enumerated 41 new territories and
islands within the Asia Teaching Mission
to be opened to the Faith during the
Crusade. In this message the Guardian
said of the Asiatic Continent,
"The Asiatic continent, the cradle ofthe
principal religions of mankind; the
home of so many of the oldest and
mightiest civilizations which have
flourished on this planet; the crossways
of so many kindreds and races; . . .

such a continent, so privileged among
its sister continents and yet so long and
so sadly tormented, now stands at the
hour of the launching of a worldencompassing Crusade, on the threshold of an era that may recall, in its glory
and ultimate repercussions, the great
periods of spiritual revival which, from
the dawn of recorded history have, at
various stages in the revelation of God's
purpose for mankind, illuminated the
path of the human race. 36
The 450 Baha'is present at this conference not only outlined strategies for the
upcoming crusade, they also engaged in a
program of public relations. A public reception was held in one of Delhi's large
hotels and was attended by over 1000 people. Delegates were also sent to meet with
government leaders including the president and vice-president of India as well as
the prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru.
When the closing prayer of the final session had been chanted on October 15,
1953, the Indian community once again
found itself embarking on another teaching project; one, which, by the time of its
completion in 1963, would have completely transformed both in numbers and
religious background of its adherents, the
composition of the Indian Baha'i community.
The fifties, while not seeing any outstanding numerical increase for the Baha'I
community in India, contained two important c::vents of which we should take note.
One was the separation, in 1957 and 1959
of the India, Pakistan, and Burmese National Spiritual Assembly into three distinct bodies; Pakistan received an independent National Spiritual Assembly in
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The fourth Intercontinental Teaching
Conference was held in New Delhi in
October J953. Several Hands ofthe Cause
are included in this photo, Shu' ti' u'lltih
'ALa'i and John Robarts (who was
appointed a Hand of the Cause four years
late r) are fourth and fifth from the left,
Dhikru'lltih Khtidem, third row, center,
and Horace Holley, right foreground.
1957 and Bunna became separate in 1959.
'The other, although a rather minor occurrence at the time, proved to be an omen
concerning the future direction the Faith
would take in India. It involved a teaching
conference held in the village of Rampur,
near Benares, where several villagers had
earlier declared. This was the first village
conference to be held in India. Several
recommendations came from this conference which were important in tenns of
their future implications. First, it was requested that the National Spiritual Assembly print up simple leaflets in Hindi to be
distributed in villages near Rampur. Second, it was suggested that study classes in
Hindi be established in the village of Rampur, and, finally, it was recommended that
city Baha'is interact with Rampur village
Baha'is in such a way that "they may participate in their religious festivals and thus
create an atmosphere of friendliness."37
The modem period of Baha'i history in
India began in the year 1961. In that year,
the Hand of the Cause Ra1.1matu'llah
Muhajir, while making one of his frequent
trips to the subcontinent, decided that a
village conference, similar to the one that
took place in Rampur, should be held in
Central India. As a result, in January of
that year, a conference was held in the
village of Samgimanda38 located in Shajapur district of Madhya Pradesh in the
region traditionally known as Malwa. At
the conclusion of the conference a great
many villagers enrolled in the Faith, and
word of this occurrence spread to nearby
Villages. Within the next few years a great
tide of villagers declared their belief in
Baha'u'lllih. In other areas of India, the
Baha'i communities, having taken note of
the occurrence in Malwa, began directing
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their teaching actIvItIes towards village
communities. As a result, in the following
years, the numbers of believers and Local
Spiritual Assemblies in India mushroomed. A message from the Hands of the
Cause in the Holy Land to the National
Conventions of the Baha'i World in April
of 1962 reflected this increase. "India, one
of the first countries in the world to receive
the light of a newly-born Revelation has,
during the past year, witnessed a tide of
mass conversion not only wholly unprecedented in that country but without parallel anywhere in the entire world during the
last one hundred years of Baha'i
history." 39
In 1961 there were 270 local assemblies
in India; by 1973 the number had increased
to 4369.
The natural question which arises. when
one examines these figures is, "what was
the cause of this sudden upsurge?" In
many instances the question is not an easy
one to answer. Many ofthe Indian Baha'is
claim that the recent growth was a sprouting of seeds that had been planted by earlier teachers. While this answer may contain some grain of truth, it seems evident
however, that there were certain new approaches and concepts introduced into
teaching activities during these years that
set them apart from earlier programs.
The most obvious change was that after
1961 teaching activities were for the most
part directed towards the village population of the subcontinent. The Rampur conference in the fifties had been the forerunner of this shift in emphasis and direction.
With the Sangimanda conference the
Baha'i teaching mission in India was converted from primarily an urban movement
to a rurally-oriented crusade. As a result,

the Indian Baha'i community became
known throughout the Baha'i world as a
"mass teaching" community, that is, a
community whose resources were directed
towards teaching the Baha'i Faith to the
rural unschooled masses of humanity. In
fact, India was the first country in the
world since the time of the Bab and
Baha'u'lIlih to orient itself towards the
masses.
In conjunction with this shift in goal
direction, the community, out of necessity, began to revise its teaching methods.
In the past there had been little attempt to
relate the Baha'i Faith to the Hindu tradition. By and large, before the mass teaching era, Baha'i contact in India was more
closely allied with Islam than with Hinduism. This development was only
natural. The early pioneers to India had
come from Persian backgrounds and were
more apt to communicate with individuals
who shared in a similar cultural heritage.
Thus, in tenns of language, theology, and
cultural symbols, the Baha'i Faith had
much more in common with Indian Islam
than it did with Hinduism. In the sixties a
conscious effort was made to relate the
Baha'i message to the Hindu tradition and
if the Baha'i Faith was to speak to these
people it would have to do so in concepts
and symbols which they could understand.
For example, in Sunni Islamic theology it
is the Mihdi whose return will mark the
coming of the Day of Judgement. The
Baha'i Faith had always identified the Bab
and Baha'u'llah with this culturalreligious symbol. Needless to say, in Hinduism this symbol had no meaning. However, in Hindu cosmology there is a concept of the sacred manifesting itself into
the world in order to destroy evildoers and

In 1973 BaJui'is of the Surat district
in Western India gathered at Broachfor
the election of a delegate to the National
Convention.
to re-establish righteousness. This is the
concept of the Avatar, most succinctly
elaborated in the Bhagavad Gita. In order
to more adequately communicate their
message Baha'i teachers now began to
speak of Baha'u'llab in terms of the Avatar. He was identified with that One
whom as Krishna explains to AIjuna in the
Bhagavad Gita, "Whenever there is decay
of righteousness, 0 Bharata, and there is
exaltation of unrighteousness, then I myself come forth; for the protection of the
good, for the destruction of evildoers, for
the sake of firmly establishing righteousness, I am born from age to age."40
Another innovation which was introduced during this period, and one which
may have been partly responsible for the
increase of believers in the sixties, was the
opening of three teaching institutes in Indore, Mysore, and Gwalior. The main
function of the institutes was to familiarize
new converts with all aspects of the Faith
and also to train circuit teachers. In regard
to the latter, courses were given in techniques of village teaching whereby
trainees were instructed in methods of explaining both the basic teaching and institutional structure of the Faith to unschooled rural villagers. For added incentive examinations were given at the end of
the training period. As a result of this new
training program, Baha'i teachers were
better equipped to relate the Baha'i message to the Hindu tradition.
Of course, the efforts of individual
Baha'i teachers during these years cannot
be underestimated. The upsurge in enthusiasm which became evident after the
first signs of mass conversion in Malwa in
1961 and which became a great flood by
the time of the second Intercontmental

Conference held in New Delhi in October course of its history in the subcontinent.
of 1967, where the assemblage of nearly Originally it was composed of a small
3,000 Baha'is from throughout the world, band of Persian immigrants, it subsea great number of these being new believ- quently developed into a small yet internaers from Indian villages in Madhya tionally linked group of educated elite, and
Pradesh, seemed to boost the confidence finally into a community characterized by
of the Indian Baha'i community, and was a its large number of unschooled rural conmain factor in the sudden spread of the stituents. Today the Baha'i Administrative
movement. Men and women who were Order in India is involved in a dual process
before hesitant to move in rural areas now of both educating new dec1arants in the
began to actively teach this segment of various aspects of Baha'i life, and continusociety. The National Spiritual Assembly ing to spread the message of Baha'u'llab.
of India in a newsletter dispatched in April The process is slow and often arduous, but
1963 spoke of this new dedication:
the Baha'i teachers are dedicated, for they
believe in their hearts that in India "not
There is a young man who is going to
hundreds, not thousands, but literally millmany parts of the country with his car,
ions are ready to accept Baha'u'llab if you
leaving behind his young wife and chilwill only tell them He has come to them,
dren and aunt to look after his business,
forthem, in this glorious new age in which
just to serve the Cause of God for the we are living. "42
love of the beloved Guardian. There are
many like him who have left their jobs
- whether in business or the medical 30. BaJui'i Newsletter of India, no. 31, May 1944,
profession to move among the people. p.2.
The BaJui'i World, vol. IX, 1940-44 (Wilmette,
There are a few young men who have 31.
111; Baba'i Publishing Committee: 1945), p. 60.
given up their college studies for one 32. BaJui'i World, vol. IX, p. 63.
year to teach the Faith, saying that the 33. Shoghi Effendi, Dawn of a New Day, p. 113.
studies could wait but the Crusade of the 34. TheBaJui'iWorld, vol. XI, 1946-50, (Wilmette,
Baha'i Publishing Committee, 1952), p. 33.
beloved Guardian would not last 111.:
35. With the partition of India and Pakistan in 1947
forever. These are a few examples of the the National Spiritual Assembly ofIndia and Bunna
upsurge of enthusiasm which have made became the National Spiritual Assembly of India,
Pakistan and Bunna.
our previous exploits pale. 41
Today there are 4,412 Local Spiritual
Assemblies in India, and The Universal
House of Justice has set a goal of doubling
this figure within the next five years. The
Baha'i community is no longer unknown
in Indian society. Since the time of its
inception in India it has increased from a
handful of believers to an ever-growing
national community. It has passed through
several stages of development during the

36. The Baha'i World, vol. XII, 1950-54, (Wilmette, Ill.; Baha'i Publishing Committee, 1956), p.
31.
37. BaJui'iNewsletteroflndia, no. 93, March 1958,

p.3.
38. The BaJui'i World, vol. XIII, 1954-63, (Haifa:
The Universal House of Justice, 1970), p. 299.
39. The Baha'i World, vol. XIII, p. 298.
40. The Bhagavad Gita, IV, pp. 7-8.
41. BaJui'i News, no. 361, April 1963, p. 9.
42. Violette Nakhjavani,Amatu' I BaJui Visits India,
(New Delhi: Baha'i Publishing Trust, no date given),
p. 13.
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Don Rufino Fuentes, a Mayan Baha 'I, at the ruins of Uxmal.

Baha'i Proclamation and Deepening Film

8tep by 8tep
An

artist, a mechanic, a field laborer, an accounting
manager, a policeman, a hospital administrator - what have
these people in common? They're Baha'is and they appear
in a new Baha'i film, Paso a Paso, produced by Kiva Films.
The film, which is titled Step by Step in English, depicts
the growth of the Baha'i Faith among Indians, blacks and
Latins in Mexico, Honduras, EI Salvador and Panama.
Unified by their common belief in Baha'u'llah and His Message, these persons comment on their faith and what it
means to them.
These native teachers share their views on such widely
varying topics as prophecy, the unity of mankind, world
peace, universal governing institutions and a divine civilization. Simply, clearly and dir'ectly they discuss how the Faith
of Baha'u'lIah lsUfltfying all mankind, step by step, through
the infusion of Divine Love.
Feasts, the local spiritual Assembly, elections and other
aspects of Baha'i administration are explained.

In addition, the 29-minute, color-and-sound film mentions ancient Mayan prophecies concerning world peace, the
Return and a spiritual revival, and relates these to the newest Baha'i House of Worship in Panama. It complements
two earlier films, EI Alba and The Dedication. Designed for
television use, this new film is also suited to public meetings
and other proclamation events. The film is also universal1y
suitable for teaching and deepening.
How to Get the Film
To obtain rental information and purchase prices, write
to your publishing trust or national Baha'i distributor. If
you do not know the name and address of the one serving
your area, you may send your inquiry to the International
Baha'i Audio-Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor,
N. Y. 14564, U.S.A. for forwarding to the proper organization.
Specify Step by Step, Product Number 20672, for the
English edition, or Paso a Paso, Product Number 20671, for
the Spanish version.
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The green light expedition
A joumey of friendship by Ru~iyyih Khanum
to the Indian tribes of South America

Riqvan message
Plan objectives present distinct, insistent challenge entire Baha'I world
OCCASION MOST GREAT FESTIVAL WE CONTEMPLATE WITH THANKFUL HEARTS ACHIEVEMENTS
FIRST YEAR FIVE YEAR PLAN ELECTION THIS RIQV AN FIVE NEW NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES
FOUR IN AFRICA ONE IN ASIA. DESPITE WORSENING PLIGHT MORIBUND CIVILIZATION EVIDENCES
GATHERING CLOUDS WIDESPREAD OPPOSITION DI VINE MESSAGE BELIE VERS THROUGHOUT WORLD
FORGING AHEAD ACCOMPLISHMENT GOALS. THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY-SIX PIONEERS ALREADY
SETTLED ONE HUNDRED FIFTY-TWO PREPARING PROCEED POSTS. NEW WORLDWIDE TRAVEL
TEACHING PROGRAM DESIGNED BY INTERNATIONAL TEACHING CENTER NOW BEING LAUNCHED BY
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES IN CONSULTATION COUNSELLORS. BELOVED HANDS CAUSE
ADVANCING VANGUARD ARMY LIGHT LENDING CONSTANT LOVING GUIDANCE ENCOURAGEMENT
PROTECTION FRIENDS LABORING DIVINE VINEYARD. WORLD CENTER FAITH RICHLY BLESSED
THROUGH ACQUISITION HOLY HOUSE MASTER BIRTHPLACE SHOGHI EFFENDI WITHIN WALLS 'AKKA
WILL EARLY WITNESS ON CONSECRATED SOIL SLOPES MOUNT CARMEL INITIATION EXCA VATION
FOUNDATIONS PERMANENT SEAT UNI VERSAL HOUSE JUSTICE AND IN IT AL Y SIGNATURE CONTRACT
MARBLE REQUIRED MAJESTIC EDIFICE. AT THIS CRITICALJUNCTURE HUMAN HISTORY THREE MAJOR
OBJECTIVES PLAN AND ITS SPECIFIC GOALS PRESENT DISTINCT INSISTENT CHALLENGE TO EACH
INDIVIDUAL BAHA'I ADULT YOUTH CHILD TO EACH BAHA'I FAMILY TO EACH LOCAL COMMUNITY
AND ABOVE ALL TO EACH LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY WHOSE DEVELOPMENT IS VITAL SUCCESS
FIVE YEAR PLAN AND PROGRESSIVE UNFOLDMENT DIVINELY ORDAINED BAHA'I SOCIETY. MAY
REMAINING THREE HUNDRED NINETY-FIVE PIONEERS SPEEDILY ARISE AND ARMY VOLUNTEERS
RESPOND NEWLY LAUNCHED TRAVEL TEACHING PROGRAM. NATIONAL LOCAL ASSEMBLIES
INDIVIDUAL BELIEVERS URGED CONTRIBUTE UNSTINTINGL Y TIME EFFORT OUTPOURING MATERIAL
RESOURCES SUPPORT EVERY PHASE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN COMING YEAR. APPEAL BELIEVERS
EVERY LAND JOIN US PRAYERS SUPPLICATION BLESSED BEAUTY GUIDE SUSTAIN PROTECT HIS
DE VOTED FOLLOWERS IN THEIR DEDICATED EFFORTS PURIFY THEIR SOULS RAISE HIS BANNER
SER VE HIS CAUSE.
UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
Riqvan 1975
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Thegreen
light
expedition
A journey of friendship
by RUQiyyih Khcinum
to the Indian tribes
of South America

By David Wall<er
Photographs by Anthony Worley
On March 12, 1975, the Hand of the Cause of God
Amatu'l-Baha Ru~iyyih Khlinum returned to Puerto Ayacucho,
capital of the Federal Territory of Amazonas and principal city of
the Venezuelan Frontier Region, having just completed a journey
of more than a thousand miles by riverboat and dugout canoe up
the Orinoco and Ventuari rivers and many of their tributaries. She
had penetrated one of the few undeveloped and largely unexplored wilderness areas remaining in the world. In the course of
her 32- day trip she and the seven other members of her expedition
visited 38 towns, villages, and homesteads, contacting eight
Indian tribes, the Guajibo, Piaroa, Maco, Puinabe, Curipaco,
Makiritare, Yabarana, and Sanema, this last tribe being part of

\

the Yanomamo group, the most primitive Indians in Venezuela
and one of the most untouched tribal societies in Latin America.
"It was a thrilling and wonderful experience," she told a group
of Baha'is in Caracas at a Naw-Ruz gathering. "Every moment of
this voyage except for the bug bites was for me an unmitigated
joy. City people tend to forget they are a minority of the human
race. According to United Nations statistics two-thirds of the
world's population still lives in Villages. If we take the premise
that the Baha'i Teachings have the remedy for the spiritual,
social, intellectual, and economic problems of the world, then we
have to ask ourselves when are we going to deliver this message to
the other two-thirds? Very few are willing to leave the comforts of
the city and go to primitive areas. The Baha'is are a small
community. Unlike the church we do not have a great many
people to call upon for this kind of service. Yet it must be done
and done quickly."
It was to draw the attention of the Baha'is of the world to the
urgency of arising and pioneering to primitive areas such as the
Orinoco that Amatu'l-Baha embarked upon this expedition.
"Suppose you have two mountains," she said, explaining the
plight of villagers allover the world. "Let us say that one mountain is the civilization of the future, the World Order of
Baha'u'llllh. And the other mountain is the culture ofthe primitive
people. In between is the valley of disillusion, corruption,
materialism, and moral degradation, the very thing that many of
us highly sophisticated people are just coming out of. How can we
get the primitive people, who are so spiritually sound and in many

ways pure, from where they are over to the future World Order? I
think it is by giving them the Baha'i Teachings as quickly as
possible. Otherwise they will have to make the longjoumey down
into this dark valley of our present civilization which is too
terrible, too difficult for many of them to survive. Many of the
tribes will never come through, they will die out or be morally
destroyed. "
Compelled by the repeated calls of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Shoghi Effendi, and The Universal House of Justice to the Baha'is of the
world to arise, while there is yet time, and take the Teachings of
Baha'u'llab to the far comers of the world, and by her own keen
awareness of the urgent need for pioneers gained from years of
extensive travel throughout Africa, South America, and Asia,
Amatu'l-Baha formulated her plans for a journey to the great
Amazon River Basin. Her main purpose is to make a documentary
film of some 'Jf the indigenous peoples of South America which
can be shown to Baha'IS alr over the world to demonstrate the
tremendous teaching opportunities and the pressing need for
pioneers to respond immediately to the call of The Universal
House of Justice in order to meet the goals of the present Five
Year Plan. "IfI," she said, "atthe age of 64 can undertake such a
trip, then surely the younger generation of believers can do as
much."
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Amatu'l-Balui with Dr. Pablo Anduze, Governor of the Federal
Territory of Amazonas, when he received her at his residence in
Puerto Ayacucho.

Amatu'l-BaM on the left and Dr. Nosrat Rabbani on the right in
the truck that took the expedition from Puerto Ayacucho to Venado.

Embarking on the Queen Mary at Venado on the Orinoco River.

RulJiyyih Kluinum sweeping the deck in the prow.

While the boat goes up the river members of the expedition cook
and write. Left to right: Amatu' l-BaM, Rodney Charters, Mas'Uti
Khamsi, Counsellor for South America, David Walker, Mark
Sodan, Leco Zamora and Nosrat Rabbani.

Meeting in the school room at San Vicente. Amatu'l-Bahti's talk
is being translated into Spanish by Mas 'Uti Khamsi; Leco Zamora, Argentine pioneer to Venezuela, sits on her right. The
Indian woman holding her child translates into Guajibo.

The green light expedition

Accompanying Rul:!iyyih Khanum on this journey are Mas'ud
Khamsi, a member of the Continental Board of Counsellors for
South America, and Nosrat Rabbani, a pioneer from Iran who
completed her medical studies in Holland and has since been
pioneering for nine years in Surinam and Curafao. Ru~iyyih
Khanum also invited four filmmakers to handle the photographic
documentation of her trip, Mark Sadan and David Walker of Kiva
Films from the United States, Rodney Charters from New Zealand, and Anthony Worley from Brazil. As plans for the project
began to unfold in the latter part of 1974 one door after another
seemed to open with such marvelous ease and swiftness that
Rul.tiyyih Khanum has called this "The Green Light Expedition."
The Universal House of Justice in a letter to her last December
wrote, "It is our fervent prayer in the Holy Shrines that this great
expedition which is so dear to your heart and which can have such
an electrifying effect upon the believers throughout the world will
continue to be confirmed by Baha'u'lIcih and showered with His
blessings throughout the whole of its course."
We arrived in Puerto Ayacucho, deep in the hinterlands of
Venezuela, on February 6, where our team was joined by Leco
Zamora, a pioneer from Argentina and himself an Indian of the
Mataco tribe. An appointment had been made for Amatu'I-Baha
to pay a courtesy calion the governor of the territory, Pablo
Anduze, whom she had met eight years previously when she had
made a brief visit to Puerto Ayacucho and the Orinoco River. On
the evening of our arrival, accompanied by Mr. Khamsi, Dr.
Rabbani, Leco Zamora and Anthony Worley, she spent almost an
hour with Dr. Anduze and two English guests who were visiting
him; the interview was most cordial. Although Mr. Khamsi was
armed with a letter from the National Defense Department of the
Ministry of War requesting that we be given every courtesy, there
is no doubt that Dr. Anduze's authority was such that he could
have seriously interfered with our trip had he cared to do so.
Therefore Rul:!iyyih Khanum felt it was essential to speak only
about the purely personal aspects of her plans. She told the
governor that she, as he perhaps recalled, had not been able to
procure a boat to go any distance up the Orinoco at the time of her
previous visit and thus had been deprived of meeting the Baha'is
in the villages along the river. Now she had made her plans well in
advance and had hired a large boat and wanted to spend several

The "beautiful barge" on which
the expedition floated for 32 days,
christened the Queen Mary, had room
enough aboard for a table and benches,
a small butane stove, 42 boxes of food
and supplies, a dozen barrels of
gasoline, two wooden lockers for storing
film and sound equipment, and
sleeping space for eight members of
the party and three members
of the crew.

weeks going into the interior. The governor, who is very much
opposed to any touristic exploitation of the Indians, asked her
why she wanted to do this. She told him truthfully that it was
because she loves jungles and before she died she wanted to really
visit the jungle, to see it and breathe it and drink in its beauty. She
told us later that she felt it was this remark that produced an instant
meeting of minds, as Dr. Anduze is a great authority on the whole
Amazon region and its tribal people. She made no mention of the
mming aspect of our trip, since a great deal of filmmaking is done
in search of the sensational or in an attitude of patronizing curiosity and Dr. Anduze has for years endeavored to protect the Indians
from the wrong outside influences. Whether their rights can be
protected at all is problematic because by the time we returned
from our river trip a new governor had been installed.
We embarked February 9 at Venado, an hour by truck upriver
from Puerto Ayacucho. Venado is·the port for the entire upper
Orinoco River system, and consists simply of one giant hump of
rock, flat enough for our truck to drive almost up to the side of our
boat for loading. Some soldiers of the National Guard went
through the motions of checking us in. There is a small shop that
sells soft drinks, a few huts, some dugout canoes, and occasionally a larger boat, and that is Venado, the jumping off place for
the vast network of rivers beyond-so vast that when the water is
high one can travel by boat all the way to the Amazon River in
Brazil.
Our private river boat, which Rul:!iyyih Khanum described as
"a beautiful barge," was pushed by two dugout canoes with
outboard motors on the back. Since it appeared to be without a
name, we dubbed it the Queen Mary. We were indebted to Mr.
Khamsi for having made all of the arrangements for our Venezuelan trip during a previous visit to Puerto Ayacucho in
January. The boat he had secured for us was spacious enough to
hold a table with benches, a small butane stove, all ofthe filming
and sound equipment, which we stored in two wooden lockers as
a protection from the rain, 42 boxes of food and supplies, and a
dozen barrels of gasoline which were distributed fore and aft. For
32 days this would be home for the eight members of our party
plus three crewmen. From the uprights on either side we strung
our hammocks along the entire length ofthe boat. Amatu'I-Baha
made a place to swing her hammock over the gasoline barrels in
the bow.
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Leco Zamora teaching in the Piaroa village ofCaiio PantlVen to
which the Indians themselves had invited us.

After the meeting at Caiio Panaven showing the villagers, 21 of
whom accepted the Faith.

Some villages are in the jungle and one crosses bridges such as
this to reach them.

Counsellor Mas'Uti Khamsi addressing a typical small village
meeting.

The Green Light Expedition's first home: the Orinoco boat on
which we lived for 32 days.

Typical village landing stage with friendly people seeing us off.

The green light expedition

Once before, in 1968, RuI:tiyyih Khanum had been to Buenos
Aires Island, just across from Venado where she had visited the
small community of Guajibo Baha'Is. Leco had traveled one or
two days upriver visiting the Baha'i villages in the vicinity of
Puerto Ayacucho. But to all of us the journey ahead would take us
not only to areas that were entirely unknown but into situations we
could not even visualize.
Though penetrated as far back as the time of the conquistadores
who came in search of EI Dorado, the legendary city of gold, the
Orinoco River region still remains largely untouched, undeveloped and, in the deep jungle between the rivers, even unexplored. Among the first expeditions of white men to enter the area
were those of Diego de Ordaz (1531-1532) and Sir Walter
Raleigh (1595), but no permanent settlements were made until the
missionary efforts among the Indians began in the middle of the
18th century first by the Franciscans and later by the Jesuits.
"We think of the jungle as a terrifying place," RuI:tiyyih
Khanum told the Baha'is of Caracas, "full of snakes, wild animals, savage people, and terrible diseases. We tend to forget that
God has made a beautiful world. The difference between the
dangers ofJhe jungle and the dangers of civilization are incomparable. When I was riding in a taxi today on one of these
crowded highways you have here, the driver turned right around
in his seat to talk to us and I was petrified. That was twice as
dangerous as any snake or wild animal. In our entire trip of about
1700 kilometers (about 1000 miles) nothing happened to cause us
fear.
"I am a person of the city," she continued, "but I've spent a
great deal of time in the wilderness during the last six years.
Baha'u'llah tells us that the city is the home of the body, but the
country is the home of the soul. I have realized this on many of
these trips, but particularly on this last one to the Orinoco. It is
difficult to believe in God when you live in the city. That is why
the cities are so full of atheists. But it is difficult not to believe in
God when you live in the country."
February and March are the end of the dry season in the
Orinoco region, and the river was low. This made it necessary to
travel rather slowly, picking out the channel carefully and
crisscrossing the river to avoid the rocks and sand bars. Sometimes we would have to jump overboard to help the crew push

The river system is like
a living entity. You have the sense
that people know what is going on
all along the river, in the same way
that the parts of a living body
are all connected by the arteries
and blood vessels. _ ..
Instead of being a giant, snake-infested
wilderness, we found it to be
one great village.

when we were grounded, and sometimes we would barely inch
our way up swiftly flowing rapids. In fact on one occasion
RuI:tiyyih Khanum in her enthusiasm, jumped overboard in all her
clothes and helped push too!
"What struck me as so extraordinary," RuI:tiyyih Khanum
added, "is that the river system is like a living entity. You have a
sense that people know what is going on all along the river, in the
same way that the parts of a living body are all connected by the
arteries and blood vessels. There are merchants who travel up and
down the river, there is the malaria control team, there are
missionaries and developers; in fact it is surprisingly inhabited.
The most we ever went without seeing a house or a settlement was
perhaps five hours. And everywhere we stopped the people were
always friendly. Instead of being a giant snake-infested wilderness we found it to be one great Village, as it were, strung out
along a beautiful river."
From Venado to San Fernando de Atabapo, a distance which
we covered in four days, the Orinoco forms the border between
Venezuela and Colombia. On the Colombian side of the river we
could see how the jungle is being cleared to make way for large
cattle ranches. On the Venezuelan side, however, commercial
exploitation is only just beginning. On two occasions we met
geological teams doing mineral surveys of the area which indicated to us that the era of its isolation is rapidly drawing to a close.
This first portion of the river is inhabited principally by Guajibo
Indians. The first Guajibos were enrolled in the Faith 12 years
ago. In fact the first Indian Baha'i in Venezuela was a Guajibo,
Ramon Ramirez; he is still an active and devoted Baha'i living in
the environs of Puerto Ayacucho. Since one of our objectives was
to visit the Indian Baha'is, we stopped and held brief meetings
whenever we came to villages where they lived. We were constantly reminded in these meetings of the principle of a universal
auxiliary language. RuI:tiyyih Khanum would speak 'in English,
Mas'ud Khamsl would translate into Spanish, and one of the
villagers, often the school teacher, would have to translate into the
native dialect. There were times when the language problem
became crippling because there was no one in town who could
speak Spanish. These occasions were the exception, however,
and we eventually became accustomed to meetings in three languages.
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The BaM'i village of La Venturosa where we stopped twice to
visit the friends.

Leaving the Maco village ofCitio Vapor after our meeting; note
the chief and his wife in front on the right.

Up the gangplank and onto the boat with all the children seeing us Villagers ofthe Guajibo tribe in CapuanaAjuera; note the beautiful hut in the background.
off.

The Piaroa chiefofCaiio M::raya on board the Queen Mary with
his relatives andfriends.

SomeYanomamolndiansoftheSanemti tribe on Monotitilsland.

The green light expedition

People have no idea of the urgency of
taking the Message of Baha'u'lhili
to the people of these areas, she told
the Baha'is of Caracas.
The missionaries are not intent on doing
any harm to the Indians, but the white race
seems to have a genius for making people
feel inferior. The Indians are losing
their roots and it is doubtful whether
they can become rooted in our civilization.

At one of the Guajibovillages, Laja Marana, where we stopped They believe that first they have to destroy what the Indians have
to visit the Baha'is, we held one of our very few nighttime in order to replace it with Christianity; it is a concept of unity
meetings. After some prayers and a short talk by Amatu'I-Bah3, based on uniformity and this is the only concept of unity that most
one of the members of our group brought out a flute or recorder people have. But Bah3'u'llcih teaches unity in diversity. It is a very
and played a few tunes. Musical instruments are always a source profound thought. When we teach tribal people, we should praise
of great interest and attraction at village gatherings, and the flute their culture, and their music, their dancing, and other things. All
because it is a wind instrument, was particularly valuable in this these things are part of their culture which is being destroyed and
setting. From the darkness we began to hear flute sounds echo lost. The Indians are losing their roots and it is doubtful if they can
those of the recorder. Eventually, after a great deal of coaxing and become rooted in our civilization. "
When we entered another Guajibo village we saw that one of
more playing, one of the Indians emerged into the light with a
flute made of five bamboo pipes of varying lengths. We were all the men had intricate designs painted in red on his face. But he
so delighted at this unexpected tum of events and so enthusiastic disappeared immediately and returned with his face washed
that one by one other flutes were shyly brought out and they began clean. The next morning in a neighboring village as we were
holding a meeting another young man with similar markings on
to play for us their traditional music.
his
face and an unusual headpiece made out of bear hairs came in
It was only as our trip progressed that we became aware of how
unusual this incident had been. Everywhere we went we found and sat down. During the course of her talk Ru~iyyih Kh3num
that the people were forgetting their music, or at least they were said, "This young man has made me very happy because he is
telling us they had forgotten it because they were ashamed to play wearing something from his past. You must be proud of your
past. The missionaries tell you you must give these things up, but
it. The only songs that the Piaroa children knew were hymns.
Baha'is say you must keep the good things from your past. God
"People have no idea of the urgency of taking the Message of
loves all of us, whatever the differences in our customs, just as a
Baha'u'llcih to the people of these areas," Ru~iyyih Kh3num told
parent loves all of his children." It was wonderful to see the
the Baha'is of Caracas. "I do not believe that the missionaries are
delight on the young man's face at being spoken of in this way and
intent on doing harm, but we, the white race, have a genius for
to hear the murmurs of agreement from the others, especially the
making people feel inferior.;'
older people, Who .were present.
Almost daily the Indian culture is being undermined by contact
San Fernando de Atabapo, the last government checkpoint on
with the civilization of the white people and by the missionaries, the river, began as a mission town in 1758, and until 1928 served
who in their efforts to destroy the vestiges of pagan belief often as capital of the territory. We registered with the National Guard
destroy the cultural heritage ofthe people as well. When talking and bought a few last provisions. After San Fernando the Orinoco
to Governor Anduze in Puerto Ayacucho Ru~iyyih Khanum makes a sharp bend to the east, away from the Colombian border,
mentioned some recordings of beautiful Indian music which an and from there to Santa Barbara the route lies through country
anthropologist had played for her when she was there in 1968. inhabited for the most part by the Piaroa tribe.
The governor told her, "I doubt they play that music anymore. All
Though all of the Piaroas that we met had been missionized, we
of those Indians have been missionized." At another time we still found them to be extremely open and receptive to the Faith.
were told of one missionary group that required the Indians, when One Piaroa Indian that we met along the way invited us to come to
they became Christians, to confess that their parents had been his village, Caiio Panaven. It was an hour's walk into the jungle
sinners. Among the things they had to ask forgiveness for was from the river. We found the point where the path to the village
drinking their mother's milk!
reaches the river and as we were debating what we should do next
"Fanatics are usually small-minded people," Ru~iyyih a delegation from the village suddenly emerged from the jungle.
Khanum continued, "and a great many missionaries are fanatics; They had guessed the time of our arrival and had come down to
as they have a narrow concept of the teachings of Jesus Christ. meet us.
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An old rheumatic grandmother of the Yabarana tribe comes
forward on Rul]iyyih Kluinum's arm to be filmed.

A meeting with Guajibo believers in Morganito village not far
from Puerto Ayacucho on the Orinoco.

BaIui'i families of Buenos Aires Island near Venado; the old The seven members of the expedition, Leco Zamora, the three
woman seated on the right and her son-in-law and daughter crewmen, andothersdisembarkingatVenado;seatedatRUl]iyyih
standing behind her have been Balui' is for J J years, and were Kluinum's left is the captain of our boat.
among the first Guajibos to accept the Faith.

The green light expedition

It was not uncommon during this drip for doors to be suddenly
opened for us in unexpected ways. Every day we said prayers
together, and just before approaching this particular village we
had all sat down and prayed. "No matter how insignificant your
abilities," RuI:tiyyih Khanum told us later, "if when you come on
a teaching trip such as this your motive is pure, you will be guided
and protected."
As it was already late in the afternoon we arranged to hold a
meeting in the village the next morning and they promised to
come for us shortly after dawn. The walk through the jungle to
Calio Panaven was beautiful. On all sides we heard the chatter and
screams of birds, and a narrow winding path led us through the
dense undergrowth. There were "bridges" on this trail, we were
told, or rather warned: across two steep ravines were fallen trees
which had been rigged up with very flimsy railings of sticks and
vines on one side and across these we balanced our way over
narrow streams and a drop of sometimes 20 feet.
Almost 50 people, men, women, children, and babies crowded
into a house for the meeting and when it was over 21 of them
wanted to become Baha'is. As we left the village RUI:tiyyih
Khanum said that the greatest heartbreak to her would be if no one
came back to visit them.
At Panaven we were also able to rent a large dugout canoe, or
"bongo" as it is called, which we towed alongside of us for the
rest of the journey. On our "bongo" we were able to mount the
National Assembly's outboard motor which we had with us
and this enabled us to go up many of the smaller streams and inlets
to visit villages that would otherwise have been inaccessible. One
of our first trips in the "bongo" was to Calio Maraya, a Piaroa
village about an hour's journey up a small and beautiful stream.
The captain of the village, Jose Morales, told us that he knew of
the Baha'is. Eight years ago, when he lived near Puerto
Ayacucho, some Baha'is had come to their village, had eaten with
them and spent the night and talked with them. He ~old us that
they had liked what they had heard and that the Baha'is had said
they would come back, but they waited and no one came.
As a young man he had gone to Caracas and had started
drinking heavily, but a woman told him to give it up or he would
ruin his life. He did and he came back to the jungle. He brought
several families with him to this little stream, Calio Maraya, and
they cleared the land and built a village. But now, after several

She told the captain of the village
who wanted to introduce
progressive ways to his people, that
it was fine to adopt the good things
of the West, but that there was
a lot of bad, too, and he must be
careful not to discard what is good
of his Indian culture.

years, they had decided that the location was not good. The
stream dried up during certain times of the year cutting them off
from the river. Just now they were clearing a new site near the
mouth of the stream where they could relocate their village. He
wanted to be able to trade and introduce progressive ways to his
people, he explained. RuI:tiyyih Khanum told him that it was fine
to adopt the good things of the West, but that there was a lot of
bad, too, and he must be careful not to discard what is good of his
Indian culture. His wife had died two years ago and his four
children were around his neck and in his lap the whole time we
talked. We liked the man so much that RuI:tiyyih Khanum was
determined to visit him again on the return trip. Just as we were
about to get into our "bongo" at the mouth of the small river he
lived on, 10 and behold he came by in his own motorized
"bongo", waved to us, and started up the stream; RUI:tiyyih
Khanum told us to go after him quickly in our dugout and invite
them all to come visit us on our boat as this would save us over two
hours' traveling. They accepted our invitation and came aboard
and we served them coffee and biscuits and sweets and not only
had an animated discussion for over an hour but were able to film
that visit as well. Fifteen years earlier, he told us, he would have
been afraid to come aboard a white man's boat. "If this man ever
becomes a Baha'i," RuI:tiyyih Khanum said to us later, "the
whole trip will have been worth it. " She liked him immensely and
said obviously he was an independent thinker. She told us that in
teaching we should always seek out those with capacity, capable
of leadership. "A man such as this," she said, "could be a key to
the Piaroas in the whole area."
Just before Santa Barbara there is a small Baha'i village called
La Venturosa. It was founded two years ago by seven families of
Guajibo Indians from the area of Puerto Ayacucho. The captain of
this village apologized for the fact that all of his Baha'i literature
had been stolen and that they had therefore not been able to do
more teaching. Although they had not been in touch with Baha'is
for more than two years, their faith was firm. They took us around
the new village and showed us the land which they have set aside
for their Baha'i center.
At Santa Barbara the Orinoco bends southward again and is
joined by the Ventuari which flows down from the north. Our
map sbowed us that beyond Santa Barbara the Orinoco has been
heavily settled by missions, so we decided to head north, up the
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The green light expedition

Ventuari, in hopes of meeting tribes which have been less
touched. We were not disappointed.
The region of the lower Ventuari is inhabited by the Macos.
They are a tribe related to the Piaroas and estimates put their
number at fewer than 200. They were the only tribe we met which
has never accepted Christianity. They have always lived deep in
the jungle and only recently have begun to come out and settle on
the banks of the Ventuari. Their beautiful palm-thatched houses,
called churuatas, round but rising to a point at the top, were
exquisitely made and large enough to sleep 20 or even 40 people.
We entered them through a tiny door which we nearly had to
crawl through. Inside, when our eyes became accustomed to the
dim light, we could see rows of hammocks swinging from the
support poles. In some of the hammocks there would be women
nursing babies, or curious children, and in others men were
smoking pipes. In the center ofthese impressive communal dwellings there would often be a metal tray with a roaring fire underneath and one of the women would be roasting cassava flour and
stirring it with a large wooden paddle. In many of these
churuatas, indeed in all of the Indian villages, we also found
animals - monkeys, turtles, agoutis, many kinds of parrots,
brilliantly colored and very tame macaws, even pygmy anteaters.
In one churuata we saw no fewer than four large green parrots
sitting on posts around the center pole and two others peering at us
from other comers of the hut. And in another house we heard a
chorus of peeps and there, in a wicker basket, we found five
fledgling parrakeets so small they did not yet have feathers. And
again in another village we encountered a small monkey, quite
old, which they assured us they had raised since it was a baby. It
was a cherished pet. The Indians love to keep wild animals and are
able to tame them very well.
The Macos also impressed us because of the close relationship
between husbands and wives. It was a remarkable thing to see a
Maco captain walking hand in hand along a jungle trail with his
wife. We were also struck by the forcefulness of character displayed by the Maco women. In one of the first Maco villages that
we visited we began to talk informally about the Baha'iTeachings
and the wife of the local captain stopped us. She told us that if we
had something important to say we should not tell it to them. We
should talk first to the captain of all the homesteads in that area
and if he approved, then they would listen. The chief captain was
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The Macos impressed us because of the
close relationship between husbands
and wives. It was a remarkable thing
to see a Maco captain walking
hand in hand along a jungle trail
with his wife. We were also struck by
the forcefulness of character of the
Maco women. The whole Maco tribe could
become Baha'i, Rul)iyyih Khcinum said,
but who is going to come and teach them?

away hunting, however, and would not be back for a day or more.
Khanum told her that ifthis was their custom we were in
full agreement, that our religion also teaches us to respect our
elders and those in authority. We immediately changed the subject and established a friendly relationship with them on a different basis. The woman who had spoken to us was ill and Dr.
Rabbani examined her and gave her medicine. We went on our
way, promising to stop again on our way back.
When we returned two weeks later our patience and prayers
were well rewarded. Not only was the chief captain there, but
"everyone was there" they told us. The old captain greeted us
warmly and called the people from all the surrounding churuatas
to come and listen to our message. We had a lovely meeting under
the trees attended by almost 70 men, women, and children. "If
the Baha'is had enough initiative and determination," Ru~iyyih
Khanum said afterward, "the whole Maco tribe could become
Baha'i. But who is going to come and teach the Macos?"
The Ventuari River winds northward through beautiful forests
and mountains. At times, when the water was still, it would
reflect a perfect mirror-image of the shore. "It was a great
revelation to us," Ru~iyyih Khanum told the Baha'is of Caracas
at Naw-Ruz, "to see how easy it is to go to these places. At
regular intervals along the river there are posts driven into the sand
where the Indians swing their hammocks at night. There is always
plenty of wood for fires. They fish and hunt as they go and they
take cassava bread or meal with them which they moisten with.
fish soup or with water, and this is their food for traveling. I have
become quite fond of cassava and it is a whole lot better for yoU
than the cotton-wool-like white bread you buy in the supermarket. We ate ta·pir, sting ray, turtle, turtle eggs; and wild boar. At
one meal we had a deviled ham omelette made with 26 turtle eggs
and a fresh heart of palm salad. It was delicious! Often to break
the ice in a village we would ask if they had any eggs or bananas
for sale."
Primarily the purpose of our journey was to make a film of the
region and to assess the teaching possibilities and not just to enroll
Baha'is. Ru~iyyih Khanum did not want to arouse antagonism or
stir up the missionaries and officials. She wanted the people we
contacted to remember us as good, friendly people whom they
liked so as to pave the way for future organized pioneering in the
region. So we never pressed to teach. The captain of our boat
Ru~iyyih

became very interested in the Faith and he knew the people along
the river. Often he and Leco would go ahead and make the initial
contact. If the people seemed interested we would talk to them. If
they wanted we would stay and hold a regular meeting.
"One always has to be sensitive and tactful," Ru~iyyih
Khanum told the Baha'is of Caracas in reference to village teaching. "We were obviously a boatload of gringos. You know that
Baha'u'llah forbids proselytizing. You can invite a man to your
house to eat, but you cannot sit on his chest and force the food
down. We think the Baha'i Teachings are right and that is why we
offer them, but we cannot force them. This is the spirit in which
we made this trip."
Our boat took us as far north on the Ventuari as the beautiful
waterfalls atTencua. A smaller boat might be portaged around the
falls, but this was as far as we could go in our Queen Mary. The
area around Tencua is inhabited by the Makiritare Indians, a
handsome people who are known as excellent boatmen and artisans.
The Amerindians seemed to us to be natural born actors. Our
16-miIlimeter camera and sound equipment, though noiseless,
could not help but draw attention to itself. Yet the Indians continued to act perfectly naturally. One Makiritare woman and her
daughter were preparing cassava meal in a beautiful late afternoon
setting. We came with all our equipment to film them. They
simply smiled, acknowledging our presence, and then went on
about their business. We even asked them at times to perform
operations over again, or to wait until we were ready to film,
which they did most obligingly. The captain of our boat quickly
grasped what we were doing and, unasked, he would tell the
Indians not to look at the camera and was in many ways helpful.
Just beyond Tencua, the furthermost point of commercial traffic on the Ventuari, begins the region of the Yanomamo peoples,
a truly primitive race which has had little contact with the outside
world. The Yanomamo, also called Waicas, are the most numerous tribe in the area, estimated at 19,000 with many spilling over
into Brazil. There was a small Yanomamo settlement three hours'
walk beyond Tencua on Monotiti Island, and we decided we
would go there and visit them as otherwise it was unlikely we
would ever see any of these Indians since the main tribe was much
further south. This particular group called themselves Sanema.
Heavily laden with film and sound equipment, cameras, canteens of water and biscuits and sardines for lunch, we set off along
a track through the jungle made by tractors which have cleared the
way to a new Catholic development project for the Indians. The
trek of 17 kilometers, in the steaming heat of the day, was
exhausting and Ru~iyyih Khanum said it was the longest walk of
her entire life.
We finally arrived at the edge of the river and an old Indian
couple, beaming with friendliness, came across with two dugout
canoes to take us to the island. When we reached the village we
were objects of great curiosity. Though only one child knew just a
few words of Spanish, we were received most hospitably. "All
primitive people are very polite," Ru~iyyih Khanum said later
telling about this incident. "Because of this and because of their
natural openness, wherever we went there was always a feeling of
warmth between us."
The whole area of the Orinoco and Ventuari is being rapidly
infiltrated by commercial interests and by missionaries. Several
grass airplane landing strips are being cleared each year making
the remotest parts of the jungle accessible by air within a matter of
hours. Already the tractor road which we hiked along has been
completed from Tencua to Cacuri, deep into Yanomamo country ,
where the Jesuits have set up a school and a community develop-

ment project. Although the efforts of the mIssIonaries in the
region are more than 200 years old, some of their most significant
inroads have been made within the last 15 to 20 years.
On our return trip we visited one of the mission towns, Sanjuan
de Manapiare. The few hours we spent there left us with a graphic
impression of what lies ahead for the whole area. Though we
reached the town from the south by going up the Manapiare river
in our "bongo", already a road has been cleared through the
jungle from the north, connecting the town with the Lower
Orinoco. This has brought trucks, Land Rovers, and motor bikes
to the vicinity. The town has its own power plant which generates
electricity. This has brought, among other things, cold drinks to
the area which accounted for unsightly heaps of bottles and cans
that were strewn along the river bank. There is a grass landing
strip for airplanes there and we met a team of British pilots who
are making a survey of the mineral resources of the entire region
using highly sophisticated aerial equipment. The Venezuelan
government is planning to exploit the vast natural reserves of the
area.
We knew that San Juan de Manapiare was in a region inhabited
by the Yabarana Indians, and we wanted to visit them. They are a
very small tribe now, numbering, we were told, fewer than 50. At
the Yabarana village nearby we found only one old grandmother.
She was lame, but came out to speak with us. Her manner was
gentle and friendly. The Yabaranas have been completely rnissionized and it was pitiful to think that this tribe may soon die out
entirely. In the exclusive government compound we found the
houses were covered with the pointed, palm-thatched roofs
characteristic of the churuata, and sensibly so, because they keep
the buildings cool. But the Indians in town were living in rows of
identical cement-block houses with tin roofs, very poorly ventilated when compared to their own traditional native dwellings.
We met a Catholic priest, a Jesuit from Spain and a charming
man. But there is an Evangelical mission in the town as well, and
as we stood chatting with the priest in front of his house, we heard
a roar and there was a cloud of dust and up came the Evangelical
missionary on a Honda! He is American and has been there for 20
years with his wife and children. He belongs to the New Tribes
Mission which has translated the New Testament into many of
these Indian dialects. Most of this has happened in the last 10 to
15 years. The consecration of the missionaries impressed us
deeply. How many times Ru~iyyih Khcinum said to us, "What
this Faith needs are more David Livingstones. We should learn
from the missionaries; their dedication, self-sacrifice, and
methods are in many cases 'exemplary; in fact we should feel
ashamed that they are doing what this new Revelation from God
has told us to do!"
"The missionaries do a great deal of good," she told the
Baha'is in Caracas, "but from the Baha'i perspective their
philosophy is very destructive. We do not have professional
missionaries in this Faith, but a dedicated Baha'i should be able to
do as much, if not more, because we have more to offer. They are
selling something that is 2000 years old. Why should we Baha'is
fall down on the job when we have the latest Word from God? We
need pioneers who will go and stay and learn the language. And
we need traveling teachers who will go to areas such as these and
support the pioneers. There is no time to waste if the Baha'is are to
fulfill the mission given them by the Bab, Baha'u'llah,
'Abdu'l-Baha, Shoghi Effendi, and The Universal House of Justice. I am 64 and I had the time of my life! Why are young people
so lacking in adventure? It is a thrilling experience, and it is
soul-satisfying, because you are responding to the call of the
Manifestation of God."
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United States:
Mr. Sears urges believers to prepare for enrollment by troops in America
An invitation to individual believers to
arise and help prepare the way for enrollment in the Faith by troops was made repeatedly by the Hand ofthe Cause William
Sears, during his several talks at the National Convention.
Recalling a statement of the Master to
Roy Wilhelm, Mr. Sears reminded his audience that 'Abdu'I-Baha had said in 1912
that if each Baha'i had exemplified even
one of the Baha'i principles in his life
much of New York City would already
have become Baha'is by the time of His
visit.
"It is upon each one of us that this
momentous Five Year Plan rests," said
Mr. Sears. "If we would live just one of
the principles of the Faith in our daily
lives, we would change the face of the
world. We have the capacity to do that ...
it just takes the determination to try it."
Mr. Sears took part in a number of the
Convention sessions prior to his departure
late Saturday evening for the National
Convention of the Baha'is of Canada. He
was also guest speaker at the special program Thursday evening commemorating
the 50th anniversary of the formation of
the National Spiritual Assembly.
One of the recurrent themes in Mr.
Sears' remarks to the delegates concerned
the possibility of great victories being won
when a single Baha'i becomes detached
and imbued with longing to serve the
Cause. Recalling the praise given Martha
Root, foremost Hand of the Cause of the
first Baha'i century, by Shoghi Effendi,
Mr. Sears pointed out that it was not
superior education or training, or being
born to wealth and power, that distinguished Miss Root. Rather, it was the degree of her dedication which won her the
tribute from the Guardian as a heroine,
martyr and saint.
He recalled also the experience of sitting at dinner with the pilgrims in Haifa in
the presence of Shoghi Effendi, and of
hearing a statement to this effect: "We
know what to do, we do not have to be told
what to do. All we have to do is encourage
each other to do it."
He remembered also the Guardian saying that one soul on fire with the Faith
could "ignite an entire country." When we
are wondering how to accomplish the
goals, he said, we would do well to think The Hand of the Cause William Sears
14
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in terms of improvement of our own
selves. Here we have the power to change,
we can determine ourselves what sacrifices we wish to make, and the goals will
be accomplished as we in our individual
lives place the Faith first and improve our
characters.
At a moving and unusual tribute to the
current members of the National SpiritUal
Assembly on Saturday evening, Mr. Sears
spoke the name of each member and
lighted a special golden anniversary candle
brought from Canada, each with a number
"50" painted upon it. He called to mind
the great servants ofthe past who had filled
posts on the National Spiritual Assembly,
and told of the year when five members
went to foreign pioneering goals at one
time.
It is difficult to appreciate the greatness
of this occasion," he said. "In the future
we will tell our grandchildren of having
been present this evening, when the National SpiritUal Assembly of the Baha'is of
the United States celebrated its 50th anniversary . "
He reminded the friends how, from its
inception, the national administrative
body had led the community in realizing
significant goals given by the Master in
TabLets of the Divine PLan.
"In 1953, when the call came from the
beloved Guardian for the goals of the
Crusade to be filled, he said the administrators and the distinguished Baha'is
should be the first to go and set the exampIe," said Mr. Sears. "Isn't that a marvelous thing? Some ofthose who went passed
away at tht.:ir posts, as you know." He
noted also that some former members of
the National Spiritual Assembly had been
named Hands of the Cause and had been
called to the World Center to continue
their service there.
He paid tribute also to the former members of the National Spiritual Assembly
who had been called to serve as members
of the Continental Board of Counsellors,
as well as members of the International
Teaching Center.
"We now have serving on the Supreme
Body, The Universal House of Justice,
five former members of your National
Spiritual Assembly: Charles Wolcott, H.
Borrah Kavelin, David Ruhe, Amoz Gibson and Hugh Chance. And among the

Hands of the Cause, the names are like a
roster of beauty and wonder . . . Roy
Wilhelm, Louis Gregory, Horace Holley,
Corinne True, Fred Shopflocher, Leroy
Ioas, Dorothy Baker, Amelia Collins, and
Paul Haney."
"The light of Baha'u'llah will be re-

flected in the West to an even greater degree than in the East, only if we, His instruments, arise to carry out those great
tasks. After acquiring the characteristics
we must put them into service. It is not
enough just to have them. We have Tablets
of the Divine Plan and our task is the

spiritual conquest of the planet.
"May I say again, we do not have to be
told what to do. We know what to do. We
only have to help each other to try it."
"I leave the words for those who have
the heart," were his final words to the
Convention.

50th anniversary of National Assembly observed
The president of the village of Wilmette
paid tribute to the American Baha'. community in a 'brief address before hundreds
of guests in Foundation Hall, assembled
for the National Assembly's 50th anniversary observance.
He also presented to the National Assembly of the United States a copy of a
special resolution adopted by the village's
Board of Trustees praising the Baha'.
community for its contribution to the
spiritual life of Wilmette.
"The message I bring to you tonight on
behalf of the village is that we are indeed
fortunate; for you, the Baha'is, have given
us a great deal of spiritual wealth," said
Warren Burmeister, the village president.
Mr. Burmeister and other Wilmette
dignitaries, along with the Hand of the
Cause William Sears and Counsellors
Sarah Pereira and Edna True, joined the
National Assembly at an anniversary dinner April 24 and attended an evening devotional program at the House of Worship to
mark the event.
Mr. Burmeister made his remarks at a

Wilmette village president Warren Burmeister
public meeting in Foundation Hall following the devotional program. The principal
address was given by Mr. Sears, who
spoke about the history of the National
Assembly and the role assigned to that
institution in the Baha'i writings.
When considering the dictionary definition of the word community ("a group of
people living together in the same place
under the same law") applied to the teachings of the philosophers, Mr. Burmeister
said he could conceive of the Baha'. com-

munity "being located not just in Wilmette, but being a marvelously expansive
community that begins to embrace all of
mankind."
"So we're very grateful for the opportunity to be with you, to be moved and
inspired by your presence and the fortunate presence of the House of Worship in
our small corner of the earth, realizing that
it links us with all mankind," he said.
"Perhaps this, someday, will be the measure by which civilization will be realized."
Firuz Kazemzadeh, Chairman of the
National Assembly, accepted the
Trustee's framed resolution on behalf of
the National Assembly. "The village of
W:ilmette," he told Mr. Burmeister, "has
provided us for a long time now, with a
perfect home for our Baha"i activities."
Other Wilmette residents who were introduced at the meeting included two past
village presidents, William Alexander and
William McKnight; a past president of the
Wilmette Historical Commission, James
William; and the director of the Wilmette
library, Richard Thompson.

Local Assemblies to receive training
A decision to implement a comprehensive two-year training program for Local
Spiritual Assemblies in the United States
was announced by the National Assembly
in its annual report to the Convention in
Wilmette.
The training program, which will involve the local Assemblies at the beginning of 1976, is intended to help members
of local Baha'i institutions understand
more fully the nature of Baha'i administration.
In a videotaped presentation to the Na-

tiona I Convention on Friday afternoon,
National Assembly Secretary Glenford
Mitchell said the training program represented the Assembly's" ... response to
the requirement of the Five Year Plan
which calls for the strengthening of these
basic administrative units of Baha'u'lIah's
World Order."
The presentation was made with videvtape to demonstrate to the delegates the
capability of this equipment, which will be
used to produce much of the program's 30
hours of classroom materials.

The training program will proceed in
three phases, Mr. Mitchell said.
Phase I involves the training of 20 twoperson teams to serve as trainers of the
personnel that will work with the Assemblies.
The 40 persons making up the teams of
"master trainers" will be brought to the
National Center for a week-long orientation later this year.
Phase II calls for each of the master
trainer teams to train 15 National Assembly representatives to work directly with
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the local Assemblies. It is estimated that it
will take 10 weeks for this training phase
to be completed. It will result in the training of 600 National Assembly representatives. In carrying out their work with the
local Assemblies the National Assembly
representatives will also work in teams of
two.
Phase III will bring the local Assemblies
into the program. Each team of National
Assembly representatives will train four
local Assemblies before the end of the
two-year period. The training will take 30
hours to complete. At the rate of four Assemblies per team, an estimated 1,000
Spiritual Assemblies will be covered in the
allotted time.
The team that trains the local Assembly
will be required to remain as consultant to
that Assembly until the end of the program.

Glenford Mitchell, Secretary of the National Assembly, presents details on the
Local Assembly Development Program
for videotape recording. The finished
video cassette was shown to the Convention.
The highest priority will be given to new
local Assemblies, to enable them to get off

to a good start without delay. The next
priority will be given to local Assemblies
in California, Illinois, and New York, because of their particular responsibilities in
the Five Year Plan.
Eventually local Assemblies will be
asked to institute their own training program for the benefit of newly-elected
members of their institutions.
The following schedule has been
adopted for the execution of the program:
.Preparation of materials-AprilAugust
.Recruitment of master trainers
-April-June
.Training of master trainersAugust
.Training of National Assembly
representatives--September-April
.Training
local
AssembliesOctober-end of Five Year Plan

Aboriginal Australian greets Convention
"0 beautiful friends of America! I bring
you greetings from Australia." With these
words, Harry Penrith, Baha'i of aboriginal
background, greeted the American National Convention. A Baha'i since 1969,
Mr. Penrith is recipient of a Sir Winston
Churchill Fellowship which is permitting
him to visit and study indigenous and immigrant housing and hostels on a roundthe-world travel grant.
Together with his wife, Leonie, and
their three-year-old daughter, Lua, Mr.
Penrith has visited many Baha'i communities and spoke of the warm welcome
extended everywhere.
"How pleased I am to renew acquaintance with the Hand of the Cause William
Sears, whom I met six years before becoming a Baha'i," said Mr. Penrith. "When
we reached Samoa, we were told our beloved Hand of the Cause had just left there.
And when we arrived in Hawaii, he had
just left. The same was true in Los
Angeles. In keeping with Mr. Sears'
comments at the special observance of the
fiftieth anniversary of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States, concerning the significance
of Wilmette," Mr. Penrith declared,
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they have suffered from a culture shock,
being away from their beloved country.
On the other hand, we receive a culture
shock coming here for we have not known
such affluence in our particular area of
Australia as we find here. We don't really
know how homes are heated, such as you
have here. It was a new experience for me
to walk on snow for the first time, keeping
in mind that we come from an Australian
summer, which is indeed warm."
After visiting European communities,
the Penrith family will go on pilgrimage to
the World Center before returning to their
home in Australia. While in Wilmette,
Mr. Penrith was interviewed on videotape
by the Baha'i National Information Office.
He has gained extensive newspaper, tele.J!r;
.,.,.
vision
and radio publicity in the comHarry Penrith, a BaM'i of aboriginal
munities
visited throughout Canada and
background, was a visitor to the American
the
United
States, and regards his trip as an
National Convention.
opportunity to gain firsthand knowledge of
the Baha'i world community as well as
"where should we find him? In Wilmette, specialized knowledge in his own professional fIeld.
Illinois !"
Mr. Penrith mentioned that he had
After listing many of the American
pioneers now serving in Australia, as well known about the Faith for almost fifteen
as on islands of the Pacific, Mr. Penrith years before enrolling and had been won to
added: "I felt I had an obligation to bring its ranks by the consistent love shown him
the love of these people to you. In a sense, by the Baha'is.

Conventions cable news of progress to World Center
Set out below is a representative sampling of news items
gleaned from the messages received at the World Center from
National Spiritual Assemblies on the five continents. The volume
of cables received makes it impossible to include even excerpts
from them all.
Africa
Cameroon Republic:" ... sum pledged toward self support ... "
Lesotho: " ... good news progress Faith Lesotho; between 40
and 46 Local Spiritual Assemblies formed; 298 localities opened;
one new ij~ratu'l-Quds site allocated; ... pledge find ways
increase self-sufficiency .... "
Madagascar: " ... Dumont Assembly elected .... "
Niger: "Hearts overfiowingjoy of seven delegates, 27 observers,
attending blessed historic Convention presence Hand Cause
Muhajir, Counsellor; offering prayer gratitude Blessed Beauty
first National Spiritual Assembly Niger; beseech prayers divine
confirmation accomplishment Five Year Plan under guidance
beloved Universal House Justice . . . . " (Niger Convention)
Rhodesia: " ... flow expansion deeper consolidation indicative
strengthening communities grass root level. . . ."

mined win all goals Plan; National Fund already launched full
participation; beseech prayers Holy Shrine. National Convention
Sierra Leone." [See more detailed report p. 20]
Tanzania: " ... pledge reduce dependence international fund ... "
Togo: "First National Assembly elected presence Hand Cause
Muhajir, Knight (of Baha'u'lhih) David Tanyi. United delegates
determined exceed goals Plan before Nairobi Conference, mass
conversion, supplicating prayers Holy Threshold . . . " (Togo
Convention).
Uganda: " ... 40 delegates, 42 visitors, including two Pygmies
National Convention Uganda . . . joyfully report three arise
pioneer Zaire ... generous endowments donated .... "
Upper West Africa: "Announce joyful election first National
Spiritual Assembly presence Hand Cause Olinga, Counsellor
Ardikani, Auxiliary Board member Alsalihi, 23 delegates; greetings from united Convention Upper West Africa.
"
Americas
Alaska: "Forging ahead Five Year Plan . . . international
pioneers four Belgium, three Finland, three Philippines; high
level activity international travel teaching; homefront needs assured .... "
Argentina: " .... received offers five homefront pioneers, 15
international teachers .... "

Sierra Leone: "Joyfully announce successful completion first
National Convention Baha'is Sierra Leone. Believers gathered
Freetown all parts Sierra Leone, visitors Liberia, Guinea, blessing presence Hand Cause Olinga, Board member Kouchekzadeh,
representatives National Spiritual Assembly West Africa; deter-

Belize: "joyously announce ... 30 Local Spiritual Assemblies
elected .... "

Bolivia:

Hawaiian Islands:

Auxiliary Board members attending the Bolivian National Convention pose with several members of the newly elected National
Spiritual Assembly of Bolivia. Standing from left to right: Juan
Alejo 0., Auxiliary Board member Eloy Anello, Yolanda Claros
de Pulley, Auxiliary Board members James Selph, Sabino Ortega, and Andres Jachakollo, Eshraghollah Ouladi. Kneeling:
Prudencia Pena, Isidro Jachakollo, Stephen Pulley, Zabih'u'llcih
Mohebi, and Valentin Quispe.

A member of the Continental Board of Counsellors for Northeastern Asia joins the newly elected National Spiritual Assembly
of the Hawaiian Islands for a photograph outside the National
Center in Honolulu. Shown in the first row, left to right, are Mike
Woodward and Counsellor Elena Marsella. Second row: Tracy
Hamilton (Chairman), Evelyn Mussacchia, Gertrude Garrida,
Elizabeth D. Hollinger (Secretary), and C. B. Mauldin. Third
row: Bradley T. Hollinger, Craig B. Quick (Vice-Chairman), and
Benedict Ayala (Treasurer).
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Bolivia: .. . . . inspiring call Ric!van message communicated;
36,462 believers, 4,128 localities,
nearly 800
Assemblies. . . ."

Leeward and Virgin Islands: ". . . sixteen delegates, eight
gathered ninth Convention in St. Barthelemy, French Antilles .... "

Brazil: " ... fifteenth Convention Baha'is Brazil, 250, majority
youth, attended .... "

Mexico: " ... joyously share achievements first year Five Year
Plan ... 17 additional pioneers, five native traveling teachers,
two international teachers .... "

Canada: ". . . adoption long-tenn intensive prayer campaign
. . . increasing consciousness nature task Francophone overseas
goals ... illuminating views expressed Eskimo, Indian, French
minorities ... gift by Eskimo believers tapestry Greatest Name
for ItaPratu'I-Quds Godthaab, Greenland, signifying further development relationship Greenland . . . . "

Nicaragua: " ... Convention held new Center; deeply grateful
announce victories toward Plan goals .... "
Peru: " ... five native pioneers located; seven departing .... "

C~

Puerto Rico: ". . . one believer arose pioneer Nicaragua, 15
volunteered international travel teaching ... greater representation native believers on incoming National Assembly. . . ."

Dominican Republic: ". . . increased participation women,
youth .... "

United States: " ... Wilmette dignitaries joined in tribute 50th
anniversary National Assembly ... President village Wilmette
presented fonnal congratulatory resolution behalf village. . . ."

Rica: ". . . 50 Assemblies . . . spirit service assures
accomplish remaining goals..
"

Ecuador: " ... estimated 140 Local Spiritual Assemblies elected
. . . offers of 26 traveling teachers received home front and
abroad .... "
Guyana, Surinam and French Guiana: " ... successful Convention ... 24 Local Spiritual Assemblies fonned .... "
Haiti: ". . . 17 new Local Spiritual Assemblies . . . 3,766
believers and now 167 localities . . . . "

Venuzuela: " . . . extraordinary spontaneous participation by
indigenous delegates ... 248 volunteers national, international,
teaching trips . . . . "
Windward Islands (Barbados and Windward Islands): " ... 15
delegates, three islands, present ... delighted increased youth
participation . . . . "

Jamaica: " ... successful Convention . . . 24 Local Spiritual
Assemblies formed .... "

Asia
Iran: " ... 33 among delegates and friends present Convention

Leeward and Virgin Islands:

Rhodesia:

Believers gathered at the National Convention of the Leeward and
Virgin Islands held on St. Barthelemy April 26-27.

National Baha'i Convention in Salisbury, Rhodesia.
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responded message August Body and will pioneer ... 85 families
declared readiness leave Ti~nin .... "
Japan: ". . . joyously announce translations Kitab-i-Iqan,
'Atxlu'I-Baha's Will and Testament, other literature, soon ready
publication . . . . "
Jordan: The Convention was described as an "auspicious and
inspiring occasion witnessing for the first time the birth of a
national community in a land part of whose soil was blessed by
the footsteps of our beloved Master, and had associations with the
development of His glorious Ministry." The message received
fr:om the National Convention ended with a request for prayers so
that the community may rise to "heights hitherto unattained in
self-sacrifice, in steadfastness, in unity, and in dedicated love."
Malaysia: ". . . first successful Convention after incorportaion
held Kuching, East Malaysia ... thrilled presence 100 native
believers ... resolved achieve self-sufficiency Funds . . . . "
Australasia
Australia: "Wonderful Convention, teaching conference
. . . many offers arise overseas home front pioneering, travel
teaching .... "

mation resulting numerous requests public speakers ... first time
budget surpassed . . . buildings, equipment, caretaker secured
Puna site permanent Baha'f school. ... "
New Zealand: " ... new National Assembly announced theme
coming year 'Spiritualization Individual Baha'f, strengthening
Local Assemblies, Foremost Task' .... "
South West Pacific Ocean: " ... wonderful teaching conference
preceding Convention; new spirit believers arise gain goals
strengthening Assemblies utilize youth teams, women's work
parties, children's classes.
"
Europe
Denmark: " ... aiming at doubling numbers avowed believers
through systematic planning of proclamation .... "
Italy: " ... two new Local Spiritual Assemblies ... new texts
editions Italian ready for publication .... "
Netherlands: ". . . thankful 21 Assemblies secured; thrilled
announcement 8 pioneers foreign goals, several homefront. ... "
Spain: " ... pioneer offers include three Uruguay, six homefront,
also friends available teaching trips, teaching funds donated; also
obtained Andorra endowment. . . ."

Hawaiian Islands: " ... attendance 34 delegates, 80 adults and
youth, and 25 children; newly announced worldwide travel teaching program enthusiastically received, many volunteered; nine
arose pioneer call; successful completion three-months concentrated teaching deepening program tremendous increase procla-

Switzerland: " ... rejoice glad tidings international travel teaching plan; enthusiastic response; two pioneers Togo; two pioneers
within Switzerland; nine travel teachers.
"

Sierra Leone:

United States:

The Hand of the Cause Enoch Olinga with members of the fil .• t
National Spiritual Assembly of Sierra Leone. Standing in the
back row (left to right) are Alfred Momodu, Charles Bullock
(Treasurer), Penny Hubbert (Corresponding Secretary), Horace
Brown (Vice-Chairman), and Donald Williams (Chairman). On
the first row: Yvor Stoakley (Recording Secretary), Joyce Collins, Rex Kenneth, Mr. Olinga, and Augustine Conteh.

Members of the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States
elected on April 26 in Wilmette. From left to right: Richard Betts,
William Maxwell, Daniel Jordan (Vice-Chairman), Charlotte
Linfoot ,Assistant Secretary), Glenford Mitchell (Secretary),
Dorothy Nelson (Treasurer), Franklin Kahn, Magdalene Carney, and Firuz Kazemzadeh (Chairman).
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Malagasy
Republic

Reunion:

Youth in mountain villages
learn about Baha'u'liah
At Riqvan 1972 the National Spiritual
Assembly of the small, mountainous island of Reunion was elected for the first
time. Reunion is one of the Mascarene
islands which lies about 425 miles off the
eastern coast of the Malagasy Republic.
Recently the National Teaching Committee of Reunion decided, on the recommendation of the National Assembly, to undertake teaching trips itself rather than invest
long hours in planning activities which
could not be carried out due to a lack of
manpower.
The result of this action is that more than
200 people have learned about the Faith
within a two-month period. Public conferences have been held in mountain villages,
sometimes during periods of heavy rainfall, and a considerable number of youth
have attended to learn more about
Baha'u'lhih and His Teachings. Mayors of
various communities were contacted during this program, some of whom expressed interest in the Faith.
An even more significant effect, it was
reported, was registered among the believers themselves, who have become encouraged and increasingly active. Four new
localities have been opened to the Faith
and the number of groups has increased.

Sierra Leone:

First election of
National Assembly held
Thirty-five delegates and visitors
gathered in Freetown April 19-20 to attend
the historic first National Baha'i Convention of Sierra Leone. The election of the
National Spiritual Assembly of Sierra
Leone fulfilled yet another of the major
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goals of the Five Year Plan.
The Hand of the Cause of God Enoch
Olinga was the representative of The Universal House of Justice at the Convention.
He read both the Riqvan message of the
House of Justice to the Baha'is of the
world and a special message to the Baha'is
of Sierra Leone gathered at the Convention.
In the latter The Universal House of
Justice transferred all of the outstanding
goals for Sierra Leone from the mother
community of West Africa (formerly
Sierra Leone, Liberia, and Guinea) to the
newly formed National Spiritual Assembly of Sierra Leone.
Highlighting the report of the outgoing
National Teaching Committee was the announcement that all seven of Sierra
Leone's present Local Spiritual Assemblies would be re-elected at Riqvan. A
minimum of 15 Local Spiritual Assemblies are called for in the Five Year Plan.
Other goals which have been accomplished or on which progress was reported
included the incorporation of the Freetown
Local Spiritual Assembly, the settling of
six pioneers in the country over the past
year, the holding of the first national teaching conference of the Five Year Plan, and
research toward translation and publication of the Sacred Writings into several of
the indigenous languages.
Auxiliary Board member Shidan
Kouchekzadeh represented the Continental Board of Counsellors for the newly
formed West African region. Although he
and Mrs. Kouchekzadeh had come to the
Convention from their new pioneering
post in Guinea, they hardly seemed like
visitors, having pioneered in Sierra Leone
for the past nine years. Much of the foundation for this newly elected pillar of the
House of Justice was laid by their devoted
efforts.
Vivian Wesson, an American who first
pioneered to West Africa in 1953, was also
a guest at the Convention. She became a
Knight of Baha'u'lhih when she arrived at
her first pioneer post in Togo. Later she
moved to Liberia where she served for
more than 15 years before coming to Sierra
Leone in 1970.
On the eve of the Convention many
friends gathered in Freetown for a unity
Feast to welcome Mr. Olinga. Following
the Convention the Hand of the Cause remained in Sierra Leone for five days to
visit some of the rural Baha'i communities
and to speak on radio and at colleges.

Hawaii:

Baha'is donate trees
to Honolulu college

As a part of the tree planting ceremony on
May I College Provost Clyde Yoshioka
(left), National Spiritual Assembly Chairman Tracy Hamilton (center), and Douglas Sakamoto, who represented the governor of Hawaii, plant a jacaranda tree.
In a joint celebration of the United
States Bicentennial and the 132nd anniversary of the founding of the Baha'i Faith the
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Hawaiian Islands recently presented more
than 100 trees to Honolulu Community
College for the beautification of the
college's campus.
During a ceremony on May 1, 1975,
Tracy Hamilton, Chairman of the National
Assembly, presented 132 trees of 23 varieties to the college. Provost Clyde
Yoshioka accepted the donation. At that
time five jacaranda trees were planted; two
days later several Baha'is and college faculty members cooperated to plant the remaining trees.
"The Baha'is chose to plant trees," Mr.
Hamilton said during the ceremony,
"since in so doing they feel they are praising God the Creator, helping in the betterment of the environment, and adding to the
beauty of the land. Honolulu Community
College was selected because of its need
for beautification and because of the importance given in the Teachings of
Baha'u'llah.
. to education and
educators. "

A plaque commemorating the tree planting bearing the inscription, "Ye are the
fruit~ of one tree and the leaves of one
branch" will be presented to the college by
the Baha'is at a later date.
Coverage ofthe event in the news media
included a report on a network television
channel in Honolulu and a large article and
photo in the morning newspaper. The
BaM'is of Hawaii carried out the project as
a part of the Baha'i Info-Expo 75 proclamation.

Kenya:

Iranian believers join
urban teaching project
In March, 61 Iranian believers journeyed
to Kenya to participate in an intensive
teaching campaign coordinated by the National Assembly.
iran-Dukht 1shrat arrived in Kenya a
week before the teaching group and assisted the National Assembly in confirming plans to fully utilize the time of the
traveling teachers.
"The group inspired us by their devotion," the National Assembly reported.
"They divided into approximately 12
teams, and each group was assigned to visi t
two or more urban areas in the country. As
a result, the Faith was widely proclaimed
and we have begun receiving letters from
inquirers who were contacted by the
teams, asking for more information about
the Faith. In Nairobi, the assigned team
visited all the African localities and two of
the friends spoke on the radio and appeared on television. The radio broadcast
was heard throughout the country. More
than 50 new believers were accepted into
the Faith as a result of the teams' teaching
activities." The Iranian friends had spent a
few days in the Holy Land visiting the
Shrines before proceeding to Kenya.

Papua New Guinea:

Baha" administration
delights new believers
The enrollment of hundreds of believers
in the Mt. Brown region of Papua New
Guinea was reported in the April edition of
Bahli'i News. Recently the National
Spiritual Assembly received a detailed report of continued expansion in that area:
"Although Mt. Brown is fairly close to the

large town of Port Moresby" the National
Assembly wrote, "it is remote in the sense
that it is most difficult to reach, involving
a four to five-day walk through arid, then
steep terrain and across fierce streams.
Teaching has proceeded in the Mt. Brown
area for three years arid although the believers are poor they often visit the Baha'i
school in Sogeri, where some of their relatives live, and with each visit they learn a
little more.
"The believers have seized upon the
Baha'i administration, and have put it into
practice with great joy, surmounting many
difficulties. They reconstructed their own
village system which, until recently, was
under church direction, but as large numbers of people entered the Faith, the
church began to withdraw. Since schooling in the village is quite elementary, the
level of achievement, organization, and
planning, and the response to every request of the National Teaching Committee
is astonishing. Reports of activities are received regularly from the friends, sometimes accompanied by hundreds of declaration cards."
One year ago the Mt. Brown Baha'is
formed a Regional Teaching Committee
which immediately called a conference
and established a teaching plan under
which teams drawn from eight Local
Assemblies in the area visit neighboring
communities to teach. Soon after their return follow-up teams are sent to revisit the
allocated areas.
"Recently," the report continues,
"word came that the flame of the Faith had
burst out in the neighboring Northern District. This activity originated from the efforts of one of the Mt. Brown believers
who has married into those people. Inara
Nevaru, secretary of the Regional Teaching Committee, traveled to that area to
assist them in conducting their first regional convention-their numbers exceed
400 already.
"Mr. Nevaru spent a couple of weeks in
the area and visited a number of villages.
He reported widespread interest and enthusiasm and said he was inundated with
questions. One village is entirely Baha'i,
already has its Spiritual Assembly, and has
chosen a site for the construction of a
ija~iratu'I-Quds. The Faith was introduced to this area only six months ago.
Such is the determination these people
have already shown. We all have the great
hopes for its fruition and success," the
report concluded.

Solomon Islands:

Women's conference
held in Auki

Women from various of the Solomon
Islands attended the conference.

Small discussion groups encouraged the
women to participate.
Baha'i women in the Solomon Islands
gathered in Auki on the weekend of February 7-9 for a conference in response to
goals set in the Five Year Plan. Mure than
90 women representing 12 villages attended. This diverse representation made
it necessary for classes and devotions
throughout the conference to be conducted
in from two to five dialects and languages.
At one of the first sessions the women
expressed appreciation to their fathers and
husbands for supporting the conference.
Discussions were held on the role of
women, the equality between men and
women, Baha'i heroines, local Assemblies, loyalty to government, and child
education. During one session Auxiliary
Board member Gertrude Blum spoke of
the desirability of forming women's clubs
in local communities.
The National Assembly noted that 14
women individually stepped forward during the conference to express their
ideas-a significant departure from their
accustomed reticence.
The participants unanimously agreed
that another conference should be held
soon.
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Illuminated (decorated) Prayers and Passages of Balui'u'ltah for teaching and deepening make welcome gifts, provide inspiring wall decoration and aid in memorization.

Illuminated Praxers and Passs8es

of 5aha'u'llah

Preservation and consolidation of the victories won: This is one of the three major
objectives of the Five Year Plan as the Cause of God goes "from strength to strength"
throughout the worldwide Baha'i community.
We can do this even in the face of rising global chaos if we use the strengthening
serenity of our Sacred Texts, the Creative Word of God, to deepen and consolidate
Baha'is. For this purpose several short, simple, powerful quotations of Baha'u'lIah have
been chosen and are now available in large type, illuminated by dignified artwork.
These attractive, brief prayers and meditations are suitable for framing or other kinds
of display. Ten different quotations have been printed on 8.5 by ll-inch paper large enough for wall or window display, yet small enough to be carried in a notebook.
Members of teaching, proclamation, conference, and consolidation committees might
want to pay particular attention to this set for possible use at summer schools, institutes,
and children's classes. They are excellent for complementing normal teaching materials
or for gifts to participating individuals at Baha'i gatherings.
The large type and easy-to-handle pages also make the material useful for persons
with poor eyesight, or for beginning readers, either children or adults, who are not yet
accustomed to Baha'i literature. In addition, these passages are generally brief enough so
that students can memorize them without difficulty.
The entire set of ten can be bound into a new believers' booklet either as they are or
mounted artistically on colorful heavy paper. Further decorative illumination can then
be added, limited only by the artist's imagination. In this way home-made albums can
be tailored to a variety of indigenous cultures. Other possible uses include mementos
for friends on special Baha'i occasions. or gifts for the sick or shut-in.
These ten quotations by Baha'u'llah are available either in complete sets or as
individual prayers and meditations in multiples of ten.
How

to

Get the Illuminated Prayers and Passages of Bah:i'u'IIah

Your local Baha'i librarian or authorized Baha'{ distributor may have them in stock,
or may be able to supply you with prices and ordering information. If, however, you
cannot find them in your area, you may send your inquiry to the International Baha'i
Audio-Visual Centre, 1640 Holcomb Road, Victor, N.Y. 14564, U.S.A. for forwarding
to the proper organization.

